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I. The Constituent Parts or the First Gospel.

The oonBtitnent parts of the First Gospel, as it lies before us, are (1) the

Historical Framework; (2) the Discourses; (3) the matter peculiar to this

Gospel. It will be necessary to say a few words about each of these.

§ 1. (1) The Historical Framevoorh. Upon comparing the First with the

other two synoptic Gospels it will be seen that there is running through

them all a certain outline of common matter, beginning with the baptism

of our Lord, and tracing the more important events of his public life until

his death and resurrection, omitting, therefore, what preceded the baptism

and what followed the resurrection. In character this Framework consists

of brief narratives, the connexion between which is not always apparent,

and which have for their central point some utterance of the Lord, remark-

able for its importance and often also for its brevity.* So far as this

Framework is recorded in words or parts of words common to the three

synoptists, it has been called by the name of " the Triple Tradition ;
"• but

it must be noticed that this title is by its originator, Dr. E. A. Abbott,'

expressly limited to identity of language, and therefore fails to indicate

fully the practical identity that often exists even when verbal identity is

wanting* (cf. § 4).

§ 2. (2) The Diacoursea. These are (a) the sermon on the mount (ch.

V. 3—vii. 27); (6) the commission to the disciples (ch. x. 6—42); (c)

respecting John the Baptist (ch. xi. 7—19); (d) against the Pharisees

' Eg. oh. viii. 2; U. 2, 5, 6, 12, 13, 17; xii. 8. 49.

* The following example will give a clear idea of what it intended :—

Matt. viii. 2, 8.

And behold, there came
to him a leper and wor-

Bhipped him, saying, Lord,

if thou wilt, thou oansi

make me clean. And ho
stretched forth his hand,

and touched him, saying, I

will; be thou made clean.

And straightway his leprosy

was cleansed.

Mabe 1. 40, 41.

And there oometh to him
• leper, beseecliing him,
and kneeling down to him,
and sayingunto him, If thou
wilt, thou canst make me
clean. And being moved
with compassion, he
stretched forth his hand,
and touched him, and saith

unto him, I will; be thou
made clean. And straight-

way the leprosy departed
from him, and be was made
clean.

LCKI T. 12, IS.

And it came to pass, while
he was in one of the cities, be-
hold, a man full of leprosy;

and when he saw Jesus, he
fell on his face, and besought
him, saying, Lord, if thou w^t,
thou canst make me clean
And he stretched forth his

hand, and touched him, saying,
I will; be thou made clean.

And straightway the leprosy
departed from him.

The Triple Tradition may be studied most conveniently in Mr. Rnslibrooke's ' Synopticnn

'

(Maomillan, 1880) ; but those English readers who do not care about exactness of detail

will perhaps find sufficient for their purpose in Abbott and Bushbrooke's ' Oommon Tradi-

tion of the Synoptic Gospels ' (Maomillan, 1884).

• First In the ' Encjclopiedia Britannioa,' edit. ix. vol. x. (1879).

* Thus the Triple Tradition, in its narrowest sense, hardly takes us into the narrative of

ihe crucifixion ; but, notwithstanding some transpositions in Luke, the basis of the three

narratives of the crucifixion appears to be the same (of. Mr. F. H. Woods' paper in ' Btudia
BibUoa,' ii, 1890).
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(oh. xii. 26—45) ; («) parables of the kingdom (oh. xiii. 1—52) ; (/) dia-

oipleship—espeoially humility, sympathy, and Tesponsibility (oh. xviii.)

;

(g) parables (oh. xxi. 28—xxii. 14); (h) woes on the Pharisees (oh. xxiii.);

(i) the coming of the end (oh. xxiv., xxv.).

Observe : First, that five of these, viz. a, h, «, /, i, are followed by the

formula, " And it oame to pass, when Jesus ended these words." Of the

remaining four, e, d, g are shorter and of less importance than these five,

while h is followed so immediately by i (though clearly a separate dis-

course) that we should hardly expect to find the customary concluding

formula.

Secondly, that of these only the following are found in the other Gospels

in at all the form of connected discourses, viz. a (vide Luke vi.) ; h (hardly,

but for the first part of. Luke x. 2—16); c (vide Luke vii. 24, sqq.); h

(partly in Luke xi.) ; • (for ch. xxiv., vide Mark xiii., of. Luke xxi. ; and

for ch. xxv. 14—30, vide Luke xix. 11—28).

Thirdly, that although many parts of them are found also in Luke, and

slightly in Mark, yet frequently these are recorded in quite a dififerent

context, and sometimes the connexion as recorded in Luke seems much

more likely to be the original than that recorded in Matthew. Of this the

Lord's Prayer (ch. vi. 9—13 ; parallel, Luke xi. 2—4) is a crucial instance

(vide notes, in he.), and others, almost equally certain, occur in parts of the

Great Commission (see notes on oh. x. 17, 39, 40—42).

§ 3. (3) Matter other than Di»coarte» peculiar to the First Oospel. Of this

there are three kinds.^

(o) Matter of the same general character as that contained in the Frame-

work (e.<;. ch. xiv. 28—33; xvi. 17—19; xvii. 24—27; xix. 10—12; xxvii.

3 10, 62—66 ; xxviii. 9—20). In close connexion with this may be con-

sidered passages of the same character, which are not indeed peculiar to

this Gospel, but are found also in either the second (especially oh. xiv. 6—12

;

xiv. 22—27 [of. John vi. 15—21], 34—36; xv. 1—39; xvii. 11, 12, 19, 20

;

xix. 1—6; XX. 20—23; xxi. 18, 19; xxvi. 6—13 [of. John xiL 1—11];

xxvii. 27—31) or the third (especially oh. iv. 3—11;' viii. 6—13, 19—22;

ix. 32—34 [cf. xii. 22—24]).

(b) The opening sections, viz. the genealogy (oh. i. 1—17) and the

narrative of the birth and infancy (ch. i. 18—ii. 23).

(c) Other details of our Lord's words and actions, which cannot be

classed under a, or remarks which bring out his relation to the Old Test*^

meut and Jewish institutions (e.g. oh. iv. 12—16; xxi. 4, 6, 10, 11).

n. These eepresknt Different Sources.

i 4. How it came about that the First Gospel presents these constituent

parts—how, that is to say, we must account for the formation of this

Gospel, is a question of the greatest possible difficulty. We have so little

> «, 6, and partly e may be conTeniently studied in the ' Synoptioon,' pp. 171—197.
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external information about the eriginet of the evangelical records that w«
mtiBt form our impreBsions from internal evidence alone. Hence, not

unnaturally, many answers have been given which differ greatly and
often contradict each other. I shall content myself with giving that one

which seems least exposed to objections.

It is that the three constituent parts represent three sources, the first

two being entirely external to the author, existing, that is to say, before

he composed our Gospel,* aud the third being partly of the same kind, and

partly due, as it would seem, to him alone.

(1) The Historical Framework. If the Triple Tradition be followed as ft

is marked in Bushbrooke's ' Synopticon' (where it is given in the order of

St. Mark's Gospel), it will be seen to begin with the message delivered by

John the Baptist in the wilderness, then to mention the baptism and

the temptation, and after that to go on to the call of Simon and another,'

and of James and John the sons of Zebedee, by Jesus as he passed along

by the Sea of Galilee. Then, after speaking of the astonishment caused by
the teaching of Jesus, it relates his entrance into the house and his healing

the mother-in-law [of Simon] ; and then it speaks of others also coming to

him and being healed, Jesus afterwards preaching in the synagogues of

Galilee. We need not trace the narrative further, but it is pertinent to

ask * in whose recollection these events would stand out most prominently,

and to answer that the original narrator was probably one of those four

to whom the call to follow Jesus made so great a difference. But not only

so ; the choice is limited from another consideration, for suoh signs of an
eye-witness as exist in the Triple Tradition (it is something we can see

and mark, and therefore more tangible to us than the whole Framework)
point still more definitely in the same direction. What, indeed, are signs

of an eye-witness it is often not easy to decide, but among these may be

placed (still following, for convenience, the order in the ' Synopticon ') Mark
L 41, " stretched forth his hand ;

" Mark ii. 3, " bringing ... a paralytic;

"

Mark ii. 14, " [Levi] arose and followed him ;
" Mark IL 23, " going

through the oom-fields
;

" Mark iv. 39, " he arose and rebuked the wind . .

;

and there was a calm ;
" Mark v. 40, " and they laughed him to scorn

;

"

Mark v. 41, "he took the hand ;
" Mark ix. 7, " a cloud overshadowed them

... a voice out of the cloud ;
" Mark x. 22, the grief of the young man

;

Mark x. 46, "a blind man sat by the wayside;" Mark x. 62, "he received

his sight, and followed him ;
" Mark xiv. 46, 47, the kiss of Judas, and the

cutting off the ear of the high priest's servant with a sword ; Mark xv.

30, 31, the jeer, " Save thyself," and the high priest's mockery ; Mark xv. 87,
Jesus crying with a loud voice at the moment of death.

' I am not now concerned with the question whether the author of the First Gospel may
or may not have drawn up, perhapi long before, one or more of the loiiroes, vide infra, § 15.

• Andrew, but his name doeB not occur in the Triple Tradition of thi« place.
• Of. Dr. Salmon, ' Introduction ' (p. 153f, edit. 1888), whose immediate object, however,

k to show the Petrine authorship of more than the Triple Tradition. I have thought it
better to confine myself to this in the narrower sense of the word.
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Most of these marks of an eye-witness give ns no fnrtlier help towards

disoovering the original narrator than by showing ns that he must have

been among the twelve, but according to two of them he must have been

among those three, viz. Peter, James, and John, who were with onr Lord

both in Jairns' house (Mark v. 37 ; Luke viii. 61) and at the Transfiguration

(the Triple Tradition, Mark ix. 2). But of these three apostles there is no

reason for preferring St. James (though the fact of his early death is not a

great difficulty), and the style and character of St. John's writing is so well

known to us from the Fourth Gospel, his Epistles, and the Apocalypse, that

it is impossible to attribute the Triple Tradition to him. But St. Peter

suits the phenomena in every way. He was present on all the occasions,

including perhaps (John i. 41) that of the testimony of the Baptist; and

no one is more likely to have recorded his words at the Transfiguration, or

the words addressed to him at his denial of his Master, than himself.

Fully in accordance with this is the fact that that Gospel (Mark) which

keeps most exclusively to the Triple Tradition, and which most often sup-

plements it by further undoubted signs of an eye-witness, is the one which

has from the time of Papias onward' been attributed specially to the

influence of St. Peter. Although, therefore, it is not a matter that admits

of absolute demonstration, yet it may be concluded with comparative

certainty that the first and chief basis of the First Gospel, what I have

called the Historical Framework, is derived ultimately from this apostle.*

(2) The Discourgea. This second source is much more the subject of

present controversy than the first, it being very hard to determine whether

the existing discourses represent a distinct source used by the composer of

the First Gospel, or are merely his own arrangement of certain sayings of

the Lord found by him in various connexions.

§ 5. It must be frankly confessed that we get no assistance upon this

subject from external evidence. It has been supposed, indeed, that Papias

(circa a.d. 130) alludes to such a collection of the Lord's utterances both

in the very name of his work (AoyiW Kvptoxw TG^-^yijo-is) and in his state-

ment that " Matthew composed to. Xoyia in the Hebrew tongue " (Eusebius,

*Ch. Hist.,' iii. 39)'; but Bishop Lightfoot has demonstrated ('Essays

on Supernatural Eeligion,' p. 173, sqq.) that Xoyia is equivalent to "Divine

oracles," and that these are not to be limited to sayings only, but include

just such narratives as we have in the Gospel generally. Thus the

' BuBebiu8,'0h. Hist.,' iii. 39.

• For whom the Framework was originally composed is another question One phrase in

it,
" the river Jordan " (ch. iii 6 j Mark i. 5)—for which there seems to be no parallel in

Jewish writers—suggests that in the form used as one of the sources of onr Gkspela (^vide

infra) it was intended for non-Palestinian, and in fact for Gentile, Christians (since all

Jewish Christiana would know what the Jordan was) ; but this is altogether too slight a

point upon which to build an argument.
• Vide infra, § 14. He also (if \oylav and not \iyiev be the right reading) speaks of St.

Peter preaching with reference to the immediate needs of his hearers, and not intending t4

give a consecutive record of " the Dominical oracles" (tSi" KvpuucSy A»yW>
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word is used of the Old Testament Scriptures in Eom. iii. 2, without any

hint of limitation to sayings, and again in the same way in Heh. v. 12,

where euoh a limitation is excluded hy the author of that epistle eliciting the

Divine teaching quite as much from the history as from the direct precepts

of the Old Testament. So again it is found in Philo and in Clement ol

Eome with the same wide reference, narratives being treated as part of the

Divine oracles as well as sayings. "When, therefore, we find Polycarp speak-

ing of " the oracles of the Lord " (to. Xoyta tov Kvpwv), or Irenseus, immedi-

ately after having used a similar term (to. KvpiaKo. Xdyio), referring to the

healing of the daughter of Jairus, it is natural to consider that neither of

them intended (as some have supposed them to have done) to limit the

application of the word to our Lord's sayings in contrast to his works.

From the consideration of these and other arguments brought forward

by Bishop Lightfoot, it seems clear that Papias used the term in the

same way as we might use the word "oracles" at the present day, viz.

as equivalent to the Scriptures. His book may well have been composed

with reference to our present Gospels, and the volume which he says St.

Matthew wrote may have been (so far as this 'one word is concerned) that

which we now know by the apostle's name.^

§ 6. Compelled, then, as we are, to reject all fictitious aid from external

evidence, since this has been misunderstood, it is the more necessary to

inquire into the internal evidence afibrded by the First Gospel itself and
into the evidence afforded by its relation to the Third Gospel.

In some respects, indeed, the evidence continues to be unfavourable to

the view put forward above, that the Discourses existed as a separate

woik before the writing of our First Gospel. For, first, it might fairly be

expected that, if the Discourses were already distinct, they would show
ti aces of this original distinction in their difference of language and style.

So no doubt they do to some extent, but not to a greater degree than can

be accounted for by the fact that they are discourses, and, as such, deal with
matters different from those contained in the Framework, and treat them,
naturally, in a different way. Indeed, the wonder is, if they represent real

speeches by the Lord—if, that is to say, tbey are reproductions of sustained

aigumont by him—that they do not show more divergence from the type of

' Mr. A. Wright gives a wrong impression of the bishop's view when (' Composition of

the Four Gospels,' 1890, p. 66) he writes, " The phrase, ' Utterances of the Lord,* by which
Papias desif^nates the book [i.e. ' the second cycle ' of the apostolic teaching according to

Mr. Wright's terminology], though it plainly indicates that discourses formed the distinc-

tive feature, yet, as Bishop Lightfoot has shown (Essays reprinted from the Contemporary
Review), does not preclude a considerable intermixture of historical matter." This agrees
more with the view of Dr. S. Davidson ('Introd. New Teat.,' i. 369, sq., edit. 1882), who,
while disagreeing witli Bishop Lightfoot's further conclusions, yet holds that the closely

succeeding words about St. Peter, quoted in the preceding note, compel us to regard the
Logia as more than discourses. He saya, " When Papias tells us that Matthew wrote the

Logia, he means a work which contained the sayings and doings of Christ ; and as tha
former predominated, the name took its origin from the principal part." But this is hardly
sufiicient
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the short, pointed remarks common in the Framework, Observe, also, that

the quotations in the Discourses from the Old Testament generally agree

with those of the Tramework in being taken from the LXX. (contrast

infra, § 12). This points to both Discourses and Framework being formed

at much the same time and among congregations of similar culture and
acquirements.

Secondly, a similar negative result is obtained by comparing the dis-

courses found in the First Gospel with those that are found in the Third.

It has been already pointed out (§ 2) that sortie are found in the latter, but

not in their entirety, and that detached portions are also found sometimes

in a context that gives the impression of more originality than that in

which St. Matthew embeds them. Do we see that St. Luke knew of a collec-

tion of Discourses such as has been supposed above ? The answer is purely

negative. We see separate discourses, and these so far varying in lan-

guage from those in Matthew as to make it clear that they had had a

history before being recorded by either St. Luke or St, Matthew, but there

is no sign of these discourses being collected together. Certainly, if they

were, St. Luke did not regard their arrangement. Dr. Salmon, indeed

(p. 139, edit. 1888), goes as far as to say that a comparison of St. Luke's

order in narrating our Lord's sa3'iugs " gives the deathblow " to the theory

of a collection of Discourses. St. Luke, however, may have had many
reasons for not adopting a particular order. If, for instance, he was

acquainted both with such a collection and also with narratives containing

the utterances in more historical connexion, there seems no reason why he

should have preferred the former to the latter. His aim was not that of

the author of the First Gospel, to present clearly before his readers the

Lord Jesus as a Teacher, to bring out his relation to the religion of the

day, but much more to exhibit him as the Saviour of the world ; and for

this purpose narratives of his actions and records of his other teaching

bringing out the universality of his love would be more effective. St.

Luke's object, so far as we are in a position to argue on a priori grounds

from the nature of his second treatise (and apart from the actual state

of his first), was to show how fitted the gospel of Christ was to become

the religion of the whole world. The idea of universality running through

the Acts and the Third Gospel is a reason of no little weight why we

should suppose that the author should have deliberately rejected the arrange-

ment of the collection of Discourses, even if this lay before him. For in

the form in which they are found in the First Gospel they would not have

suited his purpose. It is true that St. Luke did not refuse to follow the

general order of the Framework, but this was probably in the main chrono-

logical, and even if it had not been so this would not affect him, but the

Discourses must have been {ex hypolhesi) summaries of our Lord's teaching

upon different subjects, made from the Judaeo-Christian standpoint. St.

Luke's use, therefore, of the Framework in such a way as to keep the order

of it weighs little as an argument for the conclusion that he would have
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observed the order of the oolleotion of Disoonraes if he had known of saoK

a oollectioD.

§ 7. So far the examination of the theory that a oolleotion of DisoonrBea

existed before the writing of the First Gospel has proved only negative.

There are, however, two reasons in favour of such a theory.

(1) It seems much more probable that a collection would be made by
one who was making it his special aim, than that a writer should take

the Framework and pick out pieces that properly belonged to it and

make them into discourses. In other words, it seems easier to suppose the

Discourses to be the work of one who was only a collector of the Lord's say-

ings than of one who used, at the same time and for the same writing,

the narratives of incidents, etc., to present a picture of the Lord's work.

(2) But not only so. The presence in the First Gospel of " doublets,"

i.e. of repetitions of the same sayings in different forms and connexions,

may most easily be explained by the evangelist using different sources.'

For it is more natural to suppose the second member of a doublet to have

already existed before the author of the First Gospel wrote, and that he

did not miod incorporating it (if he perceived that it was a doublet) with

the rest of the material drawn from that source, than that he should

deliberately give the saying once in its original context and, Jumself taking

it out of that context, record it a second time. Doublets may easily corae by
unconscious accretion, or one member may be recorded out of its original

context merely for the sake of its didactic connexion with that context,

but one cannot imagine an author deliberately giving one member in its

original and another (the duplicate) in its didactic context, unless he
already found the latter in the second source that he was using.'

In spite, therefore, of the absence of all external evidence, and in spite

of the purely negative evidence both of style and language, and of the
order of the sayings found in the Third Gospel, it seems probable, both
a priori and on account of the presence of doublets, that the writer of the
First Gospel found ready to his hand some such collection of the Lord's
sayings as are represented by the Discourses that he records.

§ 8. Of the third constituent part there is but little to be said in this

connexion. The matter, which is of the same general character as that
contained in the Framework, may have originally belonged to this, but the
genealogy must, one would suppose, have been derived from Mary's house-
hold. From the same quarter—perhaps personally from Mary herself, or

> Tlius the Baying about divorce in oh. v. 32 reonrs in oh. xix. 9; that about taking np
one's cross in oh. x. 38, in ch. xvi. 24 ; that about the sign of Jonah in oh. xii. 89, in oh.
ivi. 4 ; that about more being giren to him that hath in oh. xiii. 12, in oh. xxv. 29.

« If it be argued that some doublets occur even in the same source (e.g. tlie saying about
offences in oh. v. 29, 30 recurs in oh. xviii. 8, 9 ;

" He that rooeiveth me," etc., in oh. x. 40,
perhaps in ch. xviii. 5 ;

the series of sayings about persecution in oh. x. 17—22, in oh. xxir!
9—14), and !hat the inference drawn above is therefore unsound, the answer is that the
fresh facts only show that the source in which the«e doubleto occur is itself of osmposit*
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perhaps from out Lord's brethren, who obtained it from Joseph—must hare

come both the account of the birth and the materials for tfae second chapter.

But it is to be noticed that the references to the Old Testament in theso

two sections * point rather to growth in a community than representation

by one person. They would appear, that is to say, to be rather the result

of Church consideration and teaching than of individual insight. The

other details referred to under § 3 c may be due partly to current teaching,

partly to personal knowledge, and, where interpretation and standpoint are

considered, partly to subjective impressions and aims.

§ 9. But the question must have already suggested itself whether these

various sources existed in documentary or only in oral form. If we were

considering the case of modern Western nations there would be no doubt

whatever as to the answer. The invention of printing and the spread of

elementary education have increased the oalture of all arts except that

of recitation. Hence with us the training of the memory does not consist

BO much in committing long passages to heart as in amassing details of

knowledge—^regardless of the exact words in which the information is con-

veyed—and in so co-ordinating them in our minds as to be able to grasp

their relative significance and to apply them when they are required. But

in the East, to a great extent even to the present day, the system is dif-

ferent. "Education . . . still consists largely in learning by heart the

maxims of the wise. The teacher sits on a chair, the pupils arrange them-

selves at his feet. He dictates a lesson, they copy it on their slates and

repeat it till they have mastered it. Then the task is over, the slates are

cleaned and put by for future use. Substitute for the slates and pencils a

writing-tablet and stylus, and you will have a scene which must have been

common in the days of the apostles. The teacher is a catechist, the pupils

catechumens, the lesson a section of the oral gospel." ' Further, while too

much stress (see Strack's ' Einleitung in den Thalmud,' p. 39, sqq.) has often

been laid on the rabbinic principle, " Commit nothing to writing," ' yet

the principle may probably be rightly used to show that the tendency of

the Jews in apostolic times was to teach orally rather than by books, and

we may accept Mr. Wright's vivid picture as accurately describing what

was usually done.

But other considerations of greater importance point the same way.

The hope of the speedy return of the Lord would not, indeed, prevent the

taking of written notes of oral instructions, had that been the custom, but

would certainly tend to prevent the formal composition of written accounts

of him ; and, most important of all, the relation of the diflferent forms of

the nanatives preserved to us in the synoptic Gospels seems to require

Compaio farther, § 12.

• A. Wright, ' The Composition of the Four Gospels,' 1890, p. 1. Observo Mr. Wright's

opinion that the oral instruction was given, not by public preaching and teaching, but after

the manner of school instruction.

» Joit, ' Geschiohte des Judenthums und seiner Secten,' i. 367. For reff. gee Strac^

loe. eit.) and oomp. Levy, 'Neuhebr. und Chald. Worterbuoh,' ii. 481.
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oral, not docamentary, transmisBion. The frequent minnteneBs and nnim-

portanoe, as one would say, of the differences are often almost inexplicable

on the sapposition that the evangelists had written documents before them

which they altered. It might be the case in one or two places, but that they

should make such minute alterations thronghuut seems most improbable.'

On the supposition of transmission by word of mouth, on the contrary, such

differences are explained at once.' A sentence would be transmitted accu-

rately to the first and almost, but probably not quite, as accurately to the

second person. The latter, in his turn, would transmit all save that which

was of the least importance. The result would be that, after a section had

gone through many mouths, the central thought of a passage or of a sentence

—the more important words, that is to say—would still be present, but

there would be numberless variations of greater and less importance, the

character of which would depend largely upon the position and standpoint

of the individuals through whom the section had been transmitted. If it

were now written down by two or three persons who had received it by
different lines of transmission, it is reasonable to suppose that the results

would be very like the three forms of the common part of the Framework
contained in the synoptists, or the two forms of those sayings peculiar to

any two of them.

Whether, indeed, this writing down had at all taken place before the

synoptists wrote, so that they used the oral teaching in written forms,

cannot be shown. There seems to be no case in the Greek, in which
variations may so certainly be traced to " errors of sight " as to compel us

to believe that they used a common document in Greek, and the only direct

reason that exists for supposing that the sources which they used had been

crystallized into writing lies in the preface to the Third Gospel. St. Luke
knew of such. But whether either he or the other evangelists used them
for their Gospels, we cannot say. In one case, indeed, that of the genea-

logies, it might be thought that such written documents must have been
used. But even this is not necessary. It may be granted that genealogies

were at that time usually written down, and that documents of this kind
may have been employed by the evangelists, but, whatever St. Luke may
have done, the form of the genealogy found in the First Gospel, by its

artificial and almost inaccurate arrangement into three sections of fourteen

generations each, points to oral rather than documentary transmission.'

For reference to oases where a dooumont written in Bome kind of Aramaic seema to
underlie the variations in the Oospels, see § 13.

» Of. the variations noticed lupra, p. 2. It must, however, be confessed that Dr. Plnmmer'i
illustrationi from Olinrch chronicles, in the Expositor for July, 1889, make the theory of
alteTation from documents much easier to believe.

' For an extraordinary example of powers of memory trained to remember long passages
verbatim, see Eusebius, ' Mart. Pal.,' § xiii. Godet (Luke ii., p. 444) says Basil the Groat
(' De Sp. Sanct.,' xxvii. § 66) affirms that in the fourth century the Church had no written
Liturgy, but he probably misunderstanda Basil's language (see Mr. St. John Tyrwhitt, ia
Smith's ' Dictionary of Christian Antiquities,' ii. p. 1007).
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IIL Tbx Authob or thi Pbesent Gospel.

Haying coDsidered the oouBtitnent parts of the First Qospel, and the

probable souroes from which they vrere derived, it is natural to ask who it

was that united them—who, that is to say, was the author of this Gospel ?

It will conduce to clearness if the subject be considered, first of all, without

any reference to the kindred question of the original language of the Gospel.

It cannot, indeed, be answered fully before the latter question also is touched

upon, bat it is well to keep this as distinct as possible.

S 10. Internal evidence. What assistance does the Gospel itself give us

towards solving the problem of its authorship? That the author was a Jew
will be granted by all. A Gentile Christian never would or could have

described the relation of Jesus to the Jews and to their teaching in the

way that the author has described it. The fact of his Jewish standpoiut

is forther indicated by his Old Testament quotations. This is hardly the

place in which to treat of these in detail ; it is sufficient to note that the

author knows not only the form of the Old Testament quotations that was
current among the Greek-speaking Christians,* but also such interpretations

of the original text as would exist only among people trained in Jewish
methods, for he quotes it in oases where the reference is, at the best,

very remote (of. oh. ii 15, 18, notes). It may, then, be accepted as incon-

testable that the author was a Jew by birth, versed from his youth in the

Hebrew Scriptures, and looking upon them from a Jewish standpoint.

Yet, if we except some very slight and doubtful indications of the place

and the date of his writing (vide infra, §§ 18, 19), we cannot learn much
about the author from the Gospel itself. It is only natural to examine it

with the view of finding ont whether it contains any marks of an eye-

witness. But in doing so care must be taken. For it is evident that

signs of an eye-witness recurring in one or two of the other sjmoptic

Gospels belong rather to the sources used than to the author himself. So

that not the whole Gospel as it stands, but only those passages and phrases

which are peculiar to it, are to be considered. And when this is done the

result is almost negative. The contrast to the result of examining the

Second Gospel in the same way is enormous. There the innumerable

undesigned touches point unmistakably to the presence of an eye-witness;

here there is almost if not quite a blank.'

Internal evidence, then, says nothing at all personal about the author

of the First Gospel, other than that he was a Jewish Christian. It gives

' Aj may be leen (rom the qaotations found in the Framework and the DiaoooTsei.

• The pasiagei that show most possibility of being due to an eye-witness are—<jh. ziU.1,

" on the beach " and " was standing " (of. notes) ; eh. xii 49, " stretched forth hii hand ;

" oh.

sxiv. 1, " was going on his way " (of. Bishop Westcott, Expositor, third series, v. 249). It

may be observed that the objections urged by Davidson (i. 386—390), consisting either in

miraoulons iaoidents or in difficulties of ohronological order, are of little weight except to

those who are prejudiced by unbelief in the miraculous, or who insist on a rery crude

interpretation of an evangelist's duty.
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no indication whatever that he stood in any close relation to the Lord, much

less that he was one of the apostolic band who travelled with him, sharing

his privations, seeing his miracles, and hearing his private teaching.

Internal evidence does not absolntely contradict the supposition that the

author is St. Matthew, but is certainly rather against it.

§ 11. External evidence. But when we turn to the external evidence,

matters stand very differently. There never appears to have been any
doubt in the early Church (of. § 14) that the First Gospel was composed by

St. Matthew, and it is hard to understand why so comparatively unknown

and unimportant a member of the twelve should have been named if he

were not, in fact, the author. It is with him as it is with St. Mark, and as

it would have been with St. Luke if the Book of the Acts had not been

written. For if St. Luke had not written the second volume of his work,

no one of the synoptic narratives could have been compared with a writing

attributed to the same author as itself, and the authorship of all three

would have rested on a tradition which finds the chief reason for its

acceptance in the difSonlty of explaining how it could have arisen if it

were not true. It seems hard to believe that the early Church could be

wrong in its assertion that the author of the First Qospel was St. Matthew,

but the belief depends on a tradition, the cause of which cannot be

demonstrated, and which is only just not contradicted by the phenomena

of the Gospel itselt

lY. What was rrni ORinnrAi IiANaoASB or thb GoepBL?

I 12. It has, however, been thought that the original language of the
Gospel was not Greek, but " Hebrew," i.e. some kind of Aramaic. It will

be in accordance with the lines of our previous inquiries to consider, ^r«f,

the evidence of the Gospel itself as to its original language, without refer-

ence to any considerations derived from other quarters ; secondly, to notice

reasons that may be adduced for thinking that an Aramaic Gospel, either

oral or written, was in existence during the first century; thirdly, to

examine the direct external testimony that connects St. Matthew with such
a Gospel.

(1) As regards the Gospel itself there is but little doubt. It i«, indeed,
saturated with Semitic, and particularly Jewish, thought and idioms, and
the genealogy and also, perhaps, the remainder of the first two chapters
may be directly or almost directly a translation from the Aramaic. But
aU the other phenomena of the Gospel contradict the supposition that it

is a translation as we generally use the word. The Framework must have
already existed in Greek' (whatever its original language may have been)
if any satisfactory theory of it being used by all three evangelists is to be
formed. The frequent minute verbal agreement necessitates this, and
notwithstanding the fact that Professor Marshall shows that a few of the

' Not neoouarily In a written form (of. 1 9),
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differenoeB in the synoptists are aooonnted for by a common Aramaio
original (of. § 18), the evangelists themselves can hardly have nsed

it when they wrote their Gospels. Similarly, the Disoonrses, or at least

large portions of them, must have been known in Greek to the two

authors of the First and Third Gospels, The principal sources, that is to

say,' must assuredly have existed in Greek before they were used by the

evangelists. But should it be said that St. Matthew originally used these

two sources in Aramaic, and that the corresponding Greek phrases and

words and parts of words were only inserted by the translator (whoever

he was) from his acquaintance with the other Gospels, then it must be

answered that such a work would not only be altogether opposed to the

spirit of ancient translations, but would be quite impossible from the

minute and microscopic character of the process which it presupposes.

Besides, the distribution of the quotations is against the present Gospel

being a translation. For how can we suppose a translator to have

scrupulously observed the distinction between the quotations which are

common to the synoptists, or which belong to the same kind of teaching

(vide supra, § 6), and those which are peculiar to the evangelist, so that

he nearly always took the former from the LXX. and the latter from

the Hebrew ? ' Further, the paronomasia ' are unlikely in a translation.

Again, the explanations of Hebrew words* and customs' indicate that the

Gospel in its present form was intended not for Jews alone,' since Jews

of the Dispersion would surely understand the meaning of the very

ordinary Hebrew words thus explained. Such explanations might, indeed,

in themselves be interpolated by a translator. When, however, they are

taken with the other evidence they are not unimportant.

§ 13. (2) Yet although our First Gospel shows so few traces of being

a translation from an Aramaic original, it is very probable that some

Aramaic Gospel existed.' Hence attempts have often been made to dis-

' Observe that this will include those quotations of the Old Testament which are taken

from the LXX. , „ , . , . „ , ,,

« Upon this subject, of. T. K. Abbott ('Essays,' p. 157: 1891), and Boberts' 'Greek the

Language,' etc., p. 316, edit. 1888.

• E.g. ch. Ti. 16; xxi. 41. It is true that these are not absolutely conclusive, for

paronomasia in one language may sometimes be repeated in another, and translators

occasionaUy even make them wliere they do not occur in the original (Eph. ii. 9, 10

;

Jas. i. 6, Authorized Version; Ps. cxxxu. 4, 5, Prayer-book Version), but their presence

adds weiglit to other arguments.

• Oh. xxvii. 46, and perhaps oh. i 23.

• Ch. xxvii. 15; xxviii. 15. ' Yet cf. $ 17.

' Delitzsoh('The Hebrew New Testament of the British and Foreign Bible Society,'

p. 30 : 1 883) pleads hard for the original Semitic Gospel having been written, not in Aramaic

proper, but m Hebrew, on the ground that this was still the holy language—the language

of the temple-worship, of synagogal and domestic prayer, of all the formulas of benediction,

of the discussions between the representatives of the traditional law. He also says that if

a work were written in Aramaic it would be able to obtain a less wide circulation than one

written in Hebrew, for Aramaic was only known in Palestine, but Hebrew more or less by

•11 Jews. Tet he can hardly be right. Hebrew was so little known among the common
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cover traces of an Aramaic Gospel underlying those that we now have, and

forming the background to the thoughts of writers of other parts of the New

Testament.

It is evident that if the Aramaic language will account for the variations

in individual words existing in parallel narratives, then the vera causa of

such variations lies in an Aramaic original being variously translated. By

far the most satisfactory and convincing attempt is that made by Professor

Marshall, in the Expositor for 1890 and 1891. Though several of his examples

are far-fetched, or require too much change in the Aramaic words before

these were translated into Greek, yet a few appear to be highly probable.*

It may, however, be doubted whether even those results that have been

obtained necessitate an Aramaio mriting. The differences are generally, it

not alwayR, explicable by sound rather than by sight, and suggest an oral

rather than a documentary origin.

§ 14. (3) That, however, St. Matthew wrote in Hebrew (Aramaic), the

early Church seems to have held as certain. The testimony is so important

that it must be quoted at length.

Fapias (ciroa A.D. 180) : " So then Matthew composed the oracles in the

Hebrew language, and each one interpreted them as he was able."

'

people that the lessons from the Bible were translated verse by verse into Aramaio (of. the

references in SohUrer, IL ii. 81, not^s 1S9, 140); and we have no reason to suppose, but

quite the contrary, that the Jewish Ghristians ({.e. those in Palestine, for whom, if for any

one, St. Matthew wrote bis Aramaio Gospel) belonged for the most part to other than the

lowest classes.

Dr. Boberts (' Greek the Language,' etc.) and Dr. T. K. Abbott (' Essays') have proved

that Greek was much more widely known in Palestine than has been usually supposed,

bnt Josephus' testimony (' Against Apion,' i. 9) that he had to learn Greek in Borne, and

that (' Bell. Jud.,' Preface) he wrote his ' Wars of the Jews ' originally in Aramaic, seems to

show cODClusively that Aramaio was the mother tongue of Palestinian Jews.

Besides, Delitzsch's argument that a writing in Hebrew would have had wider circula-

tion is hardly to the point. We know too little of St. Matthew's aim in writing it (if he

did write it) to be able to afSrm that he intended it for tliose who were outside Palestine,

The very fact that we have so little direct evidence of its existence tends to show that it

originally had bnt a small circulation.

It should be observed that the Aramaio spoken in Palestine was substantially that pre-

served in parts of tlie books of Ezra and Daniel, and in the Targnms and the Jerusalem

Talmud. Professor Marshall (vide infra) thinks that the Samaritan dialect of it was that

which was used for the original Semitic Gospel. On the dialects of Western Aramaio, of.

especially Eautzsob, 'Grammatik des Biblisoh-Aramaischen.,' § 5 ; the late Dr. W. Wright"

s

' Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages,' p. 16 ; and Mr. Bevan's ' DanioV p. 83

(1892). On the possibility that the Epistle of St. James was originally written in

Aramaic, see Bishop J. Wordsworth, in ' Studia BibKoa,' i. 150.

' Among these are eh. ix. 2, 8 (see also oh. x. 12, note). Besch (* Agrapha,' 1890) has

much in the same direction, but he is hindered by trying to find an original Hebrew
text, not an Aramaic, and his examples are seldom more than synonyms, and not real

difference! which are explicable by an original Sheiuitio term. The value of his work lies

in his large collection of early Christian quotations of the Lord's words, canonical or other-

wiM.
* Kcvrdatos ii\ti oJi" 'E/5pofJi iiaXixrif tA Kiyta (TvyeypdifiaTO, i/pii^ytvir* Siairii ijt ijr twarht

Uaa-Tos (Euiebius, ' Oh. Hist.,' iii 89, Heiniohen).
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Irenasns (oiroa a.d. 180) : <*Now Matthew among the Hebrews published

a writing of the Gospel in their own language, while Peter and Paul were

preaching the gospel in Borne and founding the Church." '

Origen (circa a.D. 230): "Having learned by tradition concerning the

four Gospels, which are alone indisputable in the Church of God under

heaven, that there was written first that which is according to Matthew,

who was once a publican, but afterwards an apostle of Jesus Christ, and it

was issued to those who once were Jews but had believed, and was
composed in Hebrew." •

EusebiuB himself (droa a.d. 330) is no independent witness, as is clear

from two of the above quotations being found in his works, but is impor-

tant for the further testimony that he adduces, and also for his own
opinion. He tells us that it is reported that when Pantsenus (circa a.d.

190), the first teacher of the Alexandrian school, went to India to preach

the gospel, " he found that the Gospel according to Matthew had preceded

his appearance, and was in the hands of some on the spot, who already

knew Christ, to whom Bartholomew, one of the apostles, had preached,

and had left behind him the writing of Matthew in the very character

of the Hebrews, and that this was even preserved until the time referred

to."'

EusebiuB says elsewhere, "Of all the disciples of the Lord, only

Matthew and John have left us written memorials, and they, tradition

says, were led to write only under the pressure of necessity. For Matthew,

who had at first preached to Hebrews, when he was about to go to others

also, committed his Gospel to writing in his native tongue, and thus com-

pensated those from whom he was withdrawing himself for the loss of his

presence." *

So, too, when comparing ch. xxviii. 1 with John xx. 1, he says, "The
expression, ' on the evening of the sabbath,' is due to the translator of the

Scripture ; for the Evangelist Matthew published his Gospel in the Hebrew

tongue ; but the person who rendered it into the Greek language changed

it and called the hour dawning on the Lord's day oij/i o-ayS/Sdrcav."
'

' 'O /»ir JJ) KarBalos iv ro'a 'E0palois rf iSUf SmXixrv aiiruy Kol ypatp^jy i^'fivtyKey

cia77cA(ov, toS Tlirpov Kal roC TlaiKov Ir 'V^iUf tvayyeKiCo/iirair xal iintXioipTuv rijr

iKKKTi'^ttn (' H»r.,' iii 1).

' 'CIS iv wapaS6irtt naSity rtpi ray raraipity tiayyetSmv, & koI ii6va ivcairlpprrri tarw ly rf

irh rhy oipayhy iKiAriirlcf rod 9eod, 8ti ttpuray fily yiypanrai ri Karik riy mrrt Tf\<iyTiv,

Strrtpoy Si AtriaroXay 'IniroS XpuTTOv MarAaioi', 4KSeSaK6ra rots hiA 'lovSair/iav mrrtiirain,

ipifiiuurai 'ZfipatKats vvyrerayfUyoy (BuBebiua, ' Ch. Hist.,' vi 25),

* 'O nirrawos xol els 'lySoi/s iKSeiy \fytTai, tyBa K6yos tipety mrhy vpo^Biray riiy alnou

wapouaiay ri Kork Kariaioy tbayyiMoy rttpi Turiv airoBi rhy Xpurrhy ireyyctxiirty, oTs

BapSoKo/uutiy r&y iiro(rT6\ciy iya iaipS(ai, airoTs re 'E$patay ypiptniuri tV toB VlarBalov

KaroAtt^ru ypa^v, ^y "oJ <r«Sfe(r8o< els rhy SriKoiiievoy xP^""' (Eusebiufl, 'Ch. Hist.,' T. 10).

* MarOaTos ^v y&p irpirepoy 'Zfipalois KTipiias, &s ^/icAAe (col e<p' iripms Uyai, warplif

yXArra ypapp rapaSobs rb kot' airhy etayyeKtov, ri Aciiroi' rp oiJtoC trapovirlif roirois,

ip' &y iirriXXero, SA rvs 7po^i imeirXiipov (Eusebius, ' Oh. Hist.,' iii 24, Heinichen).

» 'Qntest. ad Marin.,' 2, iv. p. 941 (edit. Migne); see Bishop Lightfoot's 'Essays,' p. 208.
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Ephraem the Syrian (circa a.d. 360) tells us, "Matthew wrote the

Gospel in Hebrew, and it was afterwards translated into Greek." •

Cyril of Jeiusalem (circa a.d. 370) says, "Matthew, who wrote the

Gospel, wrote it in the Hebrew tongue." "

Two witnesses, however, give much more detailed acconnts.

Epiphanius (circa A.D. 380), in describing the sect of the Nazarenes,

says that they had the Gospel of St. Matthew complete written in Hebrew
without, perhaps, the genealogy. He had, therefore, apparently not himself

seen it, but he knew enough of it to compare it favourably with a Hebrew

Gospel used by the Ebionites, which was corrupted and mutilated.'

Jerome, however (circa A.D. 390), goes much further. He not only

accepts the common view that St. Matthew wrote in Hebrew,* but he says

that a copy of it in Hebrew was still preserved in the library at Csesarea, and

even that he himself had transcribed the Hebrew Gospel with the leave of

the Nazarenes who lived at Beroea in Syria (Aleppo), and who used that

Gospel.' Yet the very details which Jerome gives show that the Hebrew
Gospel which he translated could not have been the original of our

Matthew. Why, indeed, translate it at all if a translation, in our sense of

the word, already existed ? For he gives us no hint that his arm was only

to improve the ordinary translation. But his words show that the book

which he translated was, in fact, very different to our Matthew, and was

a complete copy of what has come down to us only in fragments, the so-

called ' Gospel according to the Hebrews.' ' What the relation of the original

Hebrew work of St. Matthew (if there was one) was to this is not our

immediate subject. Jerome's words are in reality, notwithstanding the

first impression that they give, against the theory of a Hebrew original of

our Matthew, for they suggest that the mistake made by him as to the
identity of the work may have been made by others before him.

Whether or not this was the case we have no means of finally deciding.

The other statements fall into two groups—the statement about Fanttenus
and those of the remaining witnesses as quoted. That about Pantesnus is

very curious, but what basis of truth underlies it we cannot say. He seems
to have found a Hebrew Gospel in some place that he visited which was
inhabited by a large Jewish population—perhaps the south of Arabia, where

' In Moesinger'g edition of the DiateBsaron, p. 286 ; vide Besoh, • Agrapha,' f, 271.
• MoTflaToi i ypiffias t!> fiayy4\ioit 'E/S/iafSi yXtiirtrji toCto (ypa^fy ('Oatech.,' 141
' See Dr. Salmon'B ' Introduction,' p. 168, edit. 1888.

' " De novo nunc loquor testamento, quod Oresonm esse non dubiam est, exceiito
apostolo Mattheo, qui primus in Judoea evangelium Ohristi Hobrteis Uteris edidi't " (' En.
ail Dam.,' a.d. 883 : Wordsw. and Wliite's edition of the Vulgate, p. 2).

" Primus omnium Mattlieus oat publieanus cognomento Levi, qui evangelium in Jodiea
hebreo sermone edidit, ob eorum vel maximo causam qui in Jeaum crediderant ex Judffiis
et nequaquam legis umbra aucoedento evangelii veritatem servabant " f'Prol in Oomm •

Wordsw. and White, p. 12).
"'uuu,

" Salmon, p. 168, edit. 1888.

' Comp. Bishop Lightfoot on Ignatina, ' Smym.,' § S.
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was the Jewisli kingdom of Yemen, or less probably the Malabar coast of

India proper, where Jews have lived from time immemorial. Bnt that this

Gospel represented the original form of our present Matthew is just

such an assertion as might be expected to grow out of the report of his

finding some Hebrew Gospel there, when joined with the current belief

in the Hebrew original of the First Gospel. The statement that St.

Bartholomew brought it there may rest upon some basis of fact, but is

probably due to an earlier legend which has not come down to us.

§ 15. The other statements, if they are independent, and there is no

BufBoient reason for supposing that they are all ultimately due to Fapias,

are more important, and cannot easily be disposed of. The question is

—

How are we to interpret their united evidence in view of the probability

already expressed, that our Gospel is not a translation, and that we must

attribute it in some way to St. Matthew ? Three solutions of the difficulty

have been put forward.

The first is that St. Matthew composed, or caused to be composed,* a col-

lection of the Lord's utterances, and that this was used by the author of

the First Gospel, the name Matthew being applied to this latter Gospel

also, because so important a part of it had in reality proceeded from that

apostle. On this theory it will be observed that the term " Logia " used by

Papias receives a sense more restricted than usage warrants ; also that the

later testimonies to the Hebrew original of the First Gospel will be due

to a facile enlargement of what are, according to the theory, the true facts

of the case. They state that St. Matthew composed a whole Gospel in

Hebrew, although, in fact, he only composed the Utterances.

The second solution is that St. Matthew composed a Hebrew Gospel

which has entirely perished, and afterwards himself published our Greek

Gospel. But the objections to this are twofold. His Hebrew Gospel could

not have been represented very closely by the present Greek text (vide

iupra, § 12), and the idea of a version of it put forth by authority is quite

opposed to Papias' testimony. In Papias' time our First Gospel was evi-

dently accepted, but in earlier times, as he tells us, each translated the

Hebrew as he was able— a process which would have been wholly unneces-

sary if this second solution of the difficulties had been the true one.'

The third is that the belief in a Hebrew original is nothing more than

a mistake. Papias and later authors knew personally and for a fact only

the First Gospel in its present form, and considered that St. Matthew was

' Cf. especially Mr. A. Wright's 'Composition of the Four Gospels,' p. 67. It shonld be

observed that this is not intended to exclude the possibility of his finding existing materials

current in the Church. St. Matthew may only have edited a collection of the Lord's

utterances that had been growing up among Aramaic-speaking Christians.

' Tregelles strongly insists (Smith's ' Dictionary of the Bible,' iii 1623, iqq.) that we

must accept the statements of Papias and other Fathers, and believe that (1) St. Matthew

wrote the present Gospel in " Hebrew ; " (2) some one (not St. Matthew) translated it, and

the translation received apostolic sanction. But Tregelles wrote this before the inter-

relation of the synoptic Gospels was aa clearly perceived as it is now.

MATTHEW. •
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the author of it, bnt they knew also that there was a Hebrew Gospel in

eiistence, and that this was, rightly or wrongly, reported to be written

by St. Matthew. They assumed the accuracy of the report, and supposed

that it must have been the original form of the First Gospel. But their

assumption was mistaken. If so, it is natural for us to go a step farther, and

identify this Hebrew Gospel with the ' Gospel according to the Hebrews,'

'

so that the mistake of Papias and the others will be practically identical

with that of Bpiphaniiis. and Jerome. It must be observed, however, that

of the writers quoted above, Origen and Eusebius were well acquainted

with the ' Gospel according to the Hebrews,' and that they did not think of

identifying this with the original of Matthew. Further, it is clear that

they had never seen the Hebrew original of the First Gospel, notwith-

standing that they fully believed that it once existed. They may, there-

fore, have been only reproducing the Church's opinion of their time, without

any independent reasons for their belief.

This third solution is certainly the most free from di£SonltiM.

V. Canonicitt.

§ 16. It has been abundantly shown, even by the passages already

adduced for other purposes, that this Gospel was unanimously accepted in

the early Church. Probably also it is the very earliest of all the New
Testament writings that is quoted as Scripture, for the 'Epistle ofBarnabas'

(placed by Bishop Lightfoot " during the reign of Vespasian, a.d. 70—79)

distinctly refers to it in this way, introducing a quotation from it (ch.

xxii. 14) by the phrase, " as it is written." •

' The ' Gospel aooonling to the Hebrews ' has only come down to us in fragments which

have been preserved in Qreuk or Latin writers for the strangeness of their teaching, so

tliat we have but a very imperfect knowledge of its general contents. The impression which

the fragments give is that they are distinctly later than our sober canonical Gospels. The
fragments are cuUected most conveniently in Bishop Westcott's ' Introduction,' Appendix
D ; Nicholson's ' Gospel according to the Hebrews ' (1879) ; and Handmann'g ' Das Hebraer-

)ivangelium' (Leipzig, 1888).

' Compare the Appendix published in ' Clement of Borne ' (ii. 509, edit. 1890). The
date at which Bishop Lightfoot wrote this fragment, for it is hardly more, was, says the

editor, apparently before the publication of Gebhardt and Harnaok's edition of Barnabas

(1878). Perhaps it was written in view of the accomplishment of his promise made in 1875,

referred to in the next note.

• TlpoaexuiifV ^i^iroTt is yiypaitTett iroKKoX K\i)Tot ixfyai Sh iK\ticTo\ tiptBS/itr (• Bam.,' §
iv). Bishop Lightfoot (' Essays,' p. 177; of. also his Clement,' 1. 10, edit. 1890) writes

ae follows of this reference and another in § v. to Luke v. 13 (Matt. ix. 13, only in the
Beoeived Text) :

—

" The Gospel of 8ft. Mattliew is twice quoted in the • Epistle of Barnabas ' [§§ 4, 5], and in

the first passage tho quotation is introduced by the common formula of soriptnral refer-

ence, ' as it is wri(;ten.' To what contortions our author [the author of ' Supematnral
Eeligiou *] puts his argument, when dealing with that epistle, in the vain attempt to escape
the grip of hard fact, I shall have occasion to show when the proper time comes. At
present it is suffloient to say that the only ground for refusing to accept St. Matthew as th«
source of these two quotations, which are tound there, is the assumption that St Matthew
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VI. To WHOM WAS THE GoSPEL FIRST ADDEES3ED?

I 17. Evidently, from its whole tone, Jewish Christians were chiefly

thought of, hut the fact that Gentile Christians seem to have heen

included (of. § 12) points to the communities addressed being not

limited to those in Palestine. It is true that ch. xxiv. 26, " the wilder-

ness " and " the tomhs," and perhaps also ch. xxiv. 20 (for we may suppose

that the Palestinian Jews observed the sabbath more strictly than those

exposed to Gentile influences) suggest rather Palestinian readers (of.

also oh. X. 41, note), but, first, these verses are in a Discourse, and there-

fore probably belong to the sources rather than to the Gospel itself; and,

secondly, with the dose intercourse between the Jews of Palestine and

those of the Dispersion, whatever was said specially to the former would

be of the deepest interest and importance also to the latter.

VII. Thk Plaok of Writino.

S 18. This can be only conjectured, for the evidence is at most but

negative. If the Gospel was, like the Epistle of St. James (Jas. i. 1),

written for Jewish Christians of the Dispersion, there is no reason to

Buggest Palestine rather than any other country, save that Palestine would

naturally be the home to which St. Matthew would return when oppor-

tunity ofiered. It should be observed that the phrase, "that land," in ch.

ix. 26, 31, excludes Galilee or perhaps Northern Palestine. There seema

nothing to forbid the supposition that it was written in Jerusalem.

VIII. The Time of Writiho.

§ 19. This also can only be conjectured. If the date assigned to the

• Epistle of Barnabas ' {vide supra, § 16) be right, and if his quotation can be

fully accepted as showing that this Gospel was already in existence, we

have as an inferior limit the year 79 a.d. But in both particulars so

much doubt exists that not much dependence can be placed upon this

argument.

Such others as there are give us no great exactness, but suggest an inferior

limit of about the same date. The First Gospel, as well as the Second and

eouldnotat this early date be regarded as 'Scripture.' In other woids, it ii apetitio

mrincipii."

B. Weiss ('Introd. New Test.,' i. 36, Hodder and Stonghton, 1887) appears to think

that the author of the epistle did not quote the saying as from Matthew, but as from the

Old Testament, by an error of memory (of. also Bishop 'Westcott, • Canon,' p. 62, edit 1881).

For WeisB rejects the common rationalistio opinion that he took it from 4 Esdr. TiiL 3 (at

Davidson, 'Introd.,' i. 368). With this quotation by 'Barnabas' may be compared two

passages in ' 2 Olem.,' § ii. (a.d. 130—150), where the words, « I came not to call the righteous,

but sinners" (Mark ii. 17, or perhaps ch. ix. 13), are introduced by the formula, irtpa

ypaAi, \4yfi, and § xui , where the saying found in Luke vi. 32, 35 is introduced by Aeyei i

Bf<(s, marking it as one of ri. \6yM toS »fov referred to only five lines before (vide Bishcf

Lightfoot, in loo.).
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the Third, appears clearly to belong to an earlier type of teaching than the
Fourth GospeV and as modem oritioism is gradually showing that this

cannot be placed much, if at all, later than a.d, 100, and may, perhaps, be

ten or fifteen years earlier, the synoptic Gospels cannot be put much later

than A.D. 75.

The hints of a date in the First Gospel itselfare only those connected with
the siege of Jerusalem and the destruction of the temple (ch. zziii. 37, 38 ;

xxiv.). It may, indeed, be urged that one reason why the Lord's prophecy
was recorded lay in the event already having come to pass before the record

(not before the prophecy) was made. There will always be a difference

of opinion in cases of this kind, but it seems probable that, had these

prophecies been only recorded after their fulfilment, they would have been
modified into closer accordance with the details of the siege. It is more
important to bear in mind that there must have been some lapse of time

between the first formation of the sources by oral teaching and their

transmission in the forms finally adopted either in the First or in one of

the other synoptic Gospels. Yet twenty years would, perhaps, be aU. that

is required, and as the sources might have beea begun quite early—say

A.D. 85 or 40—the year 60 would allow a fully long enough period to elapses

The limits would thus be about a.d. 60 and a.d. 75.'

IX. The Lifb of St. Matthew.

S 20. If we may assume that Levi the son of Alphaeus (Mark ii. 14) was
of about the same age as our Lord (and while we have no hint that he
was younger, it is very improbable that he was much older, for our Lord
would hardly have chosen as his apostles those who by reason of their

age would soon become unfitted to endure the difficulties and hardships
involved in such an office), we may place his birth about B.C. 4 or 5 (oh. ii.

1, note). Of the place of his birth we know nothing, but we may again
assume that it was in Galilee. Perhaps it was Capernaum. In bis early
youth he must often have heard of Judas of Galilee, who had first gathered
a number of men round him at Sepphoris (some twenty miles from Caper-
naum), making the whole country unsafe (Sohlirer, I. ii. 4), and afterwards
(a.d. 6 or 7) urged the people to rebel, and gave rise to the sect of the
Zealots (ch. x. 4, note).

But however much his boyish imagination may have been fired with
eeal for the political and religious independence of his nation, he appears
to have been in manhood content to take things as they were. For we
find him engaged, not, like others of the twelve, in private business, but

' I have not seen Mr. Haloombe's works on the Gospels, but I cannot believe that
St. John is the earliest of all.

» It is jnst possible that the words, " Herod the king," in oh. ii. 1 may point to a date
before Agrippa II. was made king, i.e. before a.d. 53, when be received, in exchange for tlie
small kingdom of Ohalcis, a much larger kingdom north-enst of Jordan, or perhaps to a d
66, when his kingdom was enlarged by parts of GalUee and Perjea (»»(fa Sohurer I ii lya
•jg.).

' '
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in collecting the cnstom-revennes that went to maintain the tetrarchy of

Antipas (oh. ix. 9, note). This was one degree better than if he had collected

them in Judaaa, and had thus directly supported the rule of Borne, but

still Antipas was Bome'a oreatnre, and could hardly have been supported

by truly religious patriots of the time. Even in Galilee the profession of

a tax-gatherer was despised, as we see on every page of the Gospels, and

we cannot wonder that this was the case, for such a profession ran counter

to the Messianio expectations of the time, and the moral character of

those who adopted it was generally far from good (oh. v. 46, note).

Yet St. Matthew became the type of the many government officials of all

grades who have given up a morally doubtful, but a financially safe, position

at the call of Christ. He reckoned his daily income and the opportunities

that it gave of self-enrichment as nothing compared with the possibilities

involved in following Christ.

Whether he had heard Jesus before the call we do not know, but we may
safely assume that it was so. His time would not be so fully occupied but

that he could often have left his booth by the roadside (oh. ix. 9, note),

and listened to the words of him who spake as never man spake, and hear

from the crowds the accounts of his miracles, even if he did not himself see

some performed.

But when he is called he rises up and follows Christ, and, both to celebrate

his entrance on a new life and to give his friends a chance of hearing more

of the Master whose service he is now about to enter, he makes a feast

for him.

" Levi," he who cleaves to the old ways, dies; "Matthew," the gift of

Jehovah, henceforth lives instead.

From his call until Pentecost his history is that of the greater number

of the apostles. Nothing special is recorded of him. He " attained not

to the first three " who were admitted to special privileges, and were with

the Lord when he raised the daughter of Jairus, and when a glimpse of

the possibilities of human nature was shown in the Mount of Transfigura-

tion. Not a word of his is recorded in the Gospels, not a word or an

action in the Acts. We may, indeed, reasonably suppose that he stayed

with the other apostles in Jerusalem, and left it when they left it. But

of the scene of his labours we know nothing for certain.

We may imagine him during the years that he spent at Jerusalem, and

perhaps during the earlier part of the succeeding time, as confining his

attention almost entirely to that section of Jews and Christians which

spoke Aramaic, and not Greek, and, further, as perhaps composing, or at

any rate as having a share in composing, that form of instruction given in

the Christian synagogues which dealt chiefly with the Lord's sayings.

There was another cycle of teaching comprehending these sayings as arising

out of some event—what we have called the Framework—but the aim of

St. Matthew and of those associated with him was rather to coUect those

sayings of the Lord that bore on cognate subjects, regardless of the occasion
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upon which they were spoken. Later on, however, perhaps about A.D. 66,

he realized that there was a large and increasing number of Jewish belioTera

in Jesus of Nazareth who did not speak Aramaic, but Greek alone, and with

whom a good many Gentile Christians commonly associated, and that it

lay in his power to draw up for them a treatise which should help them

to understand more of the person and the claims of Jesus and of the relation

in which he stood to the Law of their fathers, the religion which as Jews

they had professed. This treatise he felt it necessary to write in Greek.

He used as his bases two chief sources, both probably not fully written

down, but current in men's minds by dint of oral repetition—the one trace-

able ultimately to St. Peter ; the other that which was chiefly due to his own
energy. But he now welded these two sources together, using his own
judgment, and adding much that would serve his purpose, especially a

genealogy hitherto preserved in oral tradition, and certain interpretations

of prophecy that had been for some time in course of formation in the

Church. He did not endeavour to be original, but the bent of bis strong

individuality could not fail to make itself felt.

X. Thb Meaning of the Phease, " the Kingdom of Heaven."

§ 21. There is one phrase which occurs so often in St Matthew's Gospel

that it demands special consideration, " the kingdom of heaven "
(^ fiaai-

\eia tGv ovpavStv), or, as it is found elsewhere, " the kingdom of God "
(ij

/Soo-iActo Tov ®eov). I shall not discuss the relation of the two genitives,

tSv ovpavSnf and tou 0epv, but assuming that the former seemed to Gentile

Christians to savour of heathenism, and for this reason became restricted

to Jewish circles, I shall consider them as for our purpose identical. But
what does "kingdom" mean? Some say "rule" in the abstract, and
appeal to certain passages in the LXX. and New Testament for corrobora-

tion (e.g. 2 Kings xxiv. 12; 1 Cor. xv. 24; Luke i. 33). But the general
tenor of Scripture, both of the Old and of the New Testament, is strongly

in favour of the concrete meaning, " realm " (e.g. LXX. : Esth. i. 22 ; 1 Sam.
xxviii. 17 [probalily] ; 2 Sam. iii. 28; and in the Apocrypha, Wisd. vi. 4;
X. 10. New Testament : Matt. iv. 8 [vl 1 3, Eeceived Text] ; xii. 25, 26 ; xvi,

28 ; xxiv. 7). The word " kingdom," that is to say, does not mean the
act of ruling, or the exercise of dominion, a reign, but a sphere ruled a
kingdom proper.

But what does the phrase as a whole mean ? What m the kingdom ?

What M the sphere ruled ? To answer this it is essential to notice that
the earliest passage in which the thought is found, and on which the
whole conception rests (Exod. xix. 6), tells us that at Mount Sinai God
offered to take the children of Israel to be to him " a kingdom of priests."
This position the nation accepted then and there, professing their readiness
to obey God's voice.' Their action may be illustrated by the remarks of a

" By the Bolemn conolusion of the covenant at Sinai (Exod. xxiv.), Israel became ths
people of God, and he became their King. It is from this relation, for which Josephns
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far later time. The Lord proved his right, say the rabbis of ciroa a.d.

230, to be King over Israel by his delivering them from Egypt and work-

ing miracles for them, and they gladly accepted him as King, and "they

all set one heart alike to accept the kingdom of heaveo with joy." ' Thus,

when Moses, one Kabbi Bereohiah says, asked God why Israel alone out of

all the nations was committed to his charge, the answer was, "Because

they took upon them. the yoke of my kingdom on Sinai, and said 'AH that

the Lord hath spoken we will do, and be obedient' " (Exod. xziv. 7).*

One can easily understand how the thought of the acceptance of this

position as God's kingdom would lead to the desire to frequently renew the

acceptance. The dates of the ritual observances of the Jews are in most

cases quite unknown, but it is certain that the recital of the Sh'ma, " Hear,

Israel," etc., the summary of the teaching of the Law, is pre-Christian,

and it is probable that it has come down from the very earliest times.

But this recital was looked upon as the daily renewal, on the part of every

individual Israelite, of his personal acceptance of the position accepted by
the nation at Sinai. So that the recital of the Sh'ma became commonly
called, " the taking of the yoke of the kingdom of heaven." By every

recital of the Sh'ma each Israelite pledged himself to do his beat to work
out his own share of the duties and responsibilities which belonged to him
as a member of the kingdom.

I do not wish, however, to lay too great stress either on the antiquity of

the recital ofthe Sh'ma or on the part it played in keeping up the thought

of the kingdom ; for it admits of no question that the nation of Israel did

not forget its position accepted at Sinai. Though its behaviour was very

unlike that of the special kingdom of God, the nation never finally sur-

rendered its ideal, but felt pledged to attain it. For the prophets always

looked forward to this ideal as to be fully carried out one day under Messiah

(e.g. Isa. ii. 2—4 ; Jer. xxiii. 6, 6), and indeed to be then still further en-

larged by the admission of others than Jews to the privileges of the kingdom

(e.^. Isa. xlv. 23; Ixvi. 23; Zeph. ii. 11). The realm ruled over by Messiah

became to the prophets a realm which was hereafter to be bo completely

realized that other realms, already in whole or in part existing, served.

only as the counterfoil to its greatness ; for they were to be overcome by it

(Dan. ii., vii.). It would be, observe, the realm of Messiah, the realm of a

King, resembling, of course, not a Western kingdom with the constitu-

tional rights of the representatives of the people to enforce limitations,

but one of the great empires of the East, whose rulers were absolute

monarchs. Nothing less,than that is the biblical idea—a realm ruled by

Messiah as absolute King.

(' Ooutra Apion,' ii. 17) introduced the name theocracy, tbat the whole conception of the

Kingdom of God has arisen " (Profegsor T. S. Candlish, ' The Kingdom of God,' p. 52

:

Edinburgh, 1884).

' Comp. Midrash, ' Meohilta,' § 5, p. 74o, edit. Weiss.

' Midrash, * Peaikta ' (p. 17o, edit. Buber) ; of. for a somewhat similar saTing, Midrash

'Shmoth Rabba,' § 23 (beginning).
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This conception of the kingdom of God, though it might be more or

lesB altered under different circumstances, continued to exist in Jewish

circles during the period between the last of the prophets and the coming

of Jesus,' and also afterwards. The study of the prophets could cause no

less ; and the ideal of the kingdom, an ideal to be realized at the coming of

Messiah, has always been an integral part of Jewish belief,"

It is the approach of the realization of this kingdom which John the

Baptist announces. The brevity of the form in which his announcement

has been recorded, " The kingdom of heaven is at hand," seems to point to

his purposely avoiding all mention of details. He states it in its bare

simplicity, without hinting at its extension beyond the Jews (though he

must have known the utterances of the prophets), yet, on the other hand,

without limiting it in any way to them. The " kingdom of heaven," he

simplj' says, is now at hand. We have been members of it, but we have

realized the ideal of it most imperfectly ; we have been unworthy subjects,

notwitiistanding our daily acceptance of our position as subjects. But now
its realization is at hand. Arise to it, with preparation of heart. " Bepent

;

for the kingdom of heaven is at hand." John's expectation, that is to say,

of the kingdom was doubtless much the same as that of pious souls in

Israel before him, and even of many non-Christian Jews after him. It was

the expectation of a kingdom which was to be merely the realization of

the old idea of Israel as th'e kingdom of God, which was to take place in

connexion with Messiah, and, in agreement with the expectation of the

prophets, to include eventually many of the Gentiles. There is no hint

that John the Baptist understood by the phrase any suoh thing as a distinct

and new organization.

Did our Lord? For his first proclamation was the same as John's

(ch. iv. 17), " Eepent ye : for the kingdom of heaven is at hand." He used

a weU-known term which had been understood in a definite meaning. No
doubt he could have used it with a modified meaning so as himself to

intend by it, though unknown at the time to hie hearers, a separate

organization. But is there any valid reason for supposing that he did so ?

It is undoubtedly jprima facie the easier supposition. The mere fact that

through the coming of Christ an organization began which has proved
itself a mighty power in the world makes us inclined to think that this

organization is directly meant by our Lord's words ; and to our practical

and logical Western minds it is far easier to conceive the kingdom of God
as a realm both organized and visible.

In support of this p-ima facie supposition is urged the evidence of certain

' Especially Psalms of Solomon, xvli., xviii. (of. by all means Byle and James' edition

pp. lii.—Iviii. : Cambridge, 1891). See further Stanton, ' The Jewish and the Christian
Messiah,' ch. iii. : Edinburgh, 1886.

' Of. Maimonides, " The King Messiah will in some future time come, restore the king-
dom of David to its former power, build the Temple, bring together the scattered of Israel

. . . will reform all mankind, and lead them to the unanimous service of God " (quoted in
Friedlander*! 'Jewish Beligion,' pp. 226, 227 : Kegan Paul, 1891>
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other sayings of our Lord's. It is, for instance, often asserted that when
our Lord says that the kingdom of heaven is like a mustard seed or a drag-

net, he means that the outward and visible organization, the Church, is like

these objects. It is a very easy interpretation, but is it the right one ?

It is a serious matter to suppose that Christ altered the meaning of a

current phrase unless the case be fairly made out. What right have we
to say that Christ in his parables compared a certain definite organization

which he called the kingdom of heaven, with a mustard seed or a drag-net,

when we may keep to the earlier meaning of the phrase by interpreting

those parables as speaking solely of the principles connected with the

establishment of the Divine realm, and of those principles taking effect in

history? We must not allow the slowness of our Western imagination to

prevent our catching the refined thoughts of Eastern pictures.

Again, in support of the belief that by the phrase, "the kingdom of

heaven" Christ intended "the Church," appeal is made to oh. xvL 18, 19.

It is said that the two terms are there used synonymously. But this is

hardly so. Of the Church Christ aiSrms that it shall be founded on St.

Peter and shall not be overcome by the gates of Hades (both phrases

pointing to the personal meaning of " Church "), but of the kingdom of

heaven Christ says that St. Peter is to be, as it were, its steward (cf. oh. xiii,

52), withholding or granting things in it as he likes. The phrase implies

a sphere that includes more than persons only. The Church forms but a
part of the kingdom of heaven.'

Christ, then, accepted the usage that he found existing, and only

enlarged it ; he did not alter it. But as he looked down the ages, and saw
multitudes of non-Jews accepting his message and obeying his commands,

he knew that his kingdom was not intended to have a merely national

limit, but that it would stretch from sea to sea till it embraced the whole

earth. The old idea was that the nation was to be the kingdom ; Christ

meant the kingdom to embrace the world.

" The Church," whatever view we take of it, is only a collection of

persons. The kingdom of heaven includes persona and things. The ancient

idea was that of a nation with all that belonged to it being the special

realm of God. The completed idea is that of Apoo. xi. 15 (Revised Version),

" The kingdom of the world is become the kingdom of our Lord, and of his

Christ; " i.e. all that the world then contains of persons and things will be

not merely possessed by God, or ruled as he rules it now, but, permeated

with a spirit of submission to his rule, will correspond in will and action

and use to its position, the present Church visible being only " the training-

school for the kingdom.'" The " Holy Empire " expresses the idea more

than the word •' Churoh," but it will be a " Holy Empire," governed, not by a

' Apoo. L 6 b more to the poiut (" He made us a kingdom, priests to God and his Father">

for in this case it must be confessed that St. John limits the word to the most important

part of the contents of the kingdom—the persons who are in it.

• OoBterzee, In Oandlish, ' The Kingdom of God,' p. 403.
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pope for an eoolesiastioal and an emperor for a cml head, but lay one God-

Man, who contains in himself the source of all authority, alike civil and

spiritual (of., perhaps, Zeoh. vi. 13 and Ps. ex.). The kingdom of God is a

much grander conception, because wider, tlian that of the Church,' harder

far for us to gvasp because its realization is so future, but full of promise for

those who believe that every part of the material world, and every power
of mind and act of hand or eye, is intended to be used for God, and has its

place in his realm.

Thus it is that the earliest proclamation of Christianity is not that of the

Church. It is that of "the kingJom of God," or, in probably still earlier

phraseology, " the kingdom of heaven."

XI. A Brief Flak of the Gosfeu

{ 22. Ch. 1., ii. Jesus is Messiah (a) by human inheritance ; (b) by the fact that the

circumstances oC his birth and early life fulfil prophecy.

Ch. iii.—iv. 16. His entrance on the Messianic office.

Ch. iv. 17—xvi. 20. Jesus as Teacher and as Worker. Opposition aad acceptance

seen in their growth. The climax (cli. xtL 13—20) of recognition of his true

nature by some.

Ch, xvi. 21—xicv. Suffering: he accepts and does not shun it.

Ch. xxTi.—xzviii. And thus enters u[X)n bis kingdom.

XII. CONCLUDINO BeMABKS.

It may save misunderstanding if I state once for all that, except in rare

cases, I have not thought it worth while to reinvestigate questions of

textual criticism. Westcott and Hort's text has been accepted throughout
as that which most nearly resembles the original Greek of the New
Testament. The Received Text has been taken from Scrivener's Nowm
Tesiamentum Orsece, editio major, 1887. I have tried to work independently,

and though 1 have used everything that came in my way, I have not
cared to reproduce what may be found in the ordinary English commen-
taries. Of recent commentators, Weiss (especially in his edition of Meyer,
1883),Nosgen (in the 'Kurzgefasster Kouimentar,' 1886), and Kubel (1889)
have been the most helpful. Binder's ' Concordance,' Winer's ' Grammar'
(Moulton's edition, 1870), Thayer's Grimm's ' Lexicon,' are too well known
to require further mention. Of course, Rushbrooke's ' Synopticon '

(1880)
is indispensable to all serious students of the Gospels. The references to
the Septuagint have been taken from Dr. Swete's edition so far as that
has been published, those to the Vulgate of Matthew from Wordsworth
and White's edition (1889). I cannot let these chapters go forth without

' Eph. i. 23, "The Ohnroh which is his body, the fulness of him that filleth all in
all" only confirms this. The Church is not called the totality of all things directly, but
the totality of the Lord's powers and attributes. In other words, the apostle is there
speaking of the union of persons with tlie One Person, to whose all-pervadmc and all-
sustaining work the end of the clause alludes.
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( xxvih )

*• I have rever been aWe to consent with that which so often

is aeserted—uamely, tliat the Gospels are in the main plain and

easy, and that all the chief difBcultiea of the New Testament axe

(obefonnd in the Epistles."

Archbishop Tbench (' Studies in the Gospela,'

Fraface. March 8, 1867).



THE

GOSPEL ACCOEDING TO ST. MATTHEW.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER I.

Vere.l—17.—JBsnsTUE Christ btHdman
Anoestbt. (Parallel passage: Luke iii.

23—38.)

Ver. 1.'—The book of the generation. As
St. Matthew was writing only for Jews, and
they, by reason of their Old Testament pro-

phecies, looked for the Messiah to be born
of a certain family, he begins bis Gospel
with a pedigree of Jesus. In this he men-
tions, by way of introduction, the two points

to which his countrymen would have special

regard—the descent of Jesus from David, the

founder of the royal line, him in whose
descendants the Euler of Israel must neces-

sarily (2 Sam. vii. 13—16) be looked for

;

and also from Abraham, who was the head
of the covenant nation, and to whom the

promise had been given that in his sefed all

the nations of the earth should bless them-
selves (Gen. xxii. 18; xii. 3). After this

he proceeds to fill up the intervening steps

in the genealogy. The spelling of the

names in the Authorized Version accords

with the Greek, and so varies from the Old
Testament orthography ; but for the sake of

the English reader it is certainly advisable

to do what has been done in the Bevised
Version, viz. to conform the spelling to that

of the Old Testament, and, where the Greek
varies much, to put tliat form in the margin.

It is better to write Itahab than Sachab, and
Shealtiel than SalaihM. Those who read

the Greek Gospels when these were first

' For the exposition of vers. 1—17 I am
greatly indebted to the manuscript notes of

the Eev. J. Rawson Lumby, D.D., Norrisian

Professor of Divinity at Cambridge.

—

A.L.W.
HATTHSW.

written read also the Old Testament in
Greek, and so were in no confusion. The
first verse of the Gospel is doubtless in-

tended as a preface to what is contained in
vers. 2—17. It is, indeed, true that the
phrase, " the book of the generation" ($i$Kos
yeyeaeas, equivalent to lepher tol'doih. Gen.
V. I), might in itself point rather to events
and works connected with the active life of
him whose name it precedes (cf. the use of

tol'doth in Gen. v. 1 ; vi. 9 ; i. 1 ; even ii. 4,

et al.), and thus might refer to the whole of
ch. i. (Kiibel), or even the whole of the
First Gospel (Keil) ; yet the addition of the
Son of David, the Son of Abraham, by sum-
marizing the genealogy, limits the reference
of ver. 1 to this alone. Observe (1) that
the same word (yeVeo-is) recurs in Ter. 18

;

but being without pip\os, hag a slightly

different meaning ; (2) that the word trans-

lated " generation " in ver. 17 is 7c«'o, and
means a single stratum of human life. The
evangelist uses the name Jesus Christ here
as a proper name, customary in later Chris-
tian circles (cf. John i. 17, and especially

the traces of development from 1 Cor. xii. 3
and Rom. x. 9 to Phil. ii. 11). " Christ " is

not used in its signification of " Messiah,"
or " Anointed," till ver. 17, where it would
be better rendered " the Christ."

Ver. 2.—Abraham begat Isaao, From
Abraham to David the genealogy in St

Matthew agrees with that in Luke iii. In

the other two sections, from Solomon to

Zerubbabel, and from Zerubbabel to Clirist,

there is some difBculty in accounting for

the variations, which are considerable, fhe
natural descent of each son from his father

is emphasized by the repetition of the word
" begat " at every stage (cf., however, ver. 8,

note) till we come to Jesus, and then tlie

phrase is varied, "Joseph the husband of
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Mary, of whom waB bom Jeans.*' Jndaa
(Judah, Kevised Yeraon) and his brethren.

The addition of these words seems very
natural here, because the twelve sons qf
Jacob were the fathers of the tribes of

Israel, and as descended from Abraham were
heirs of the promiBcs ; and although Judah
was the tribe from whicli the Measiah wag
to spring, he was to be the glory of the

whole of Israel. The same words, "and
his brethren," are, however, found in ver.

11, where there is no such reason to account
for them.

Ver. S.—Of Thamar CTamar, Revised
Yenion). In this genealogy the only women
mentioned beside the Virgin Mary herself,

who must of necessity be introduced, are

Tamar, Bahab, Buth, and Bathsheba, and
many explanations have been suggested
why these should be specially singled out
for notice. The most plausible reasons put
forward have been that they are introduced
because of the sins with which all but one
of them were stained, and because two were
not of the race of Israel. Thus, it has been
thought, St. Matthew would, in the outset of

his Gospel, proclaim Christ as the Friend,

even the Kinsman, of sinners, and the Saviour

offered to Gentiles as well as to Jews. It

is probably wiser not to put so deep a mean-
ing on the appearance of these names, but
to consider that they are here because in

each case the circumstances were different

from the ordinary steps of the genealogy.

Had they been in the same position as all

the other wives and mothers who are un-
named, they also would have been left un-
named.

Ver. 4.—And Naasson {Nahthon, Bevised
Version) begat Salmon. This line of descent,

from Nahshon to David, is also given by
St. Luke (iii. 31, 32), and is derived from
Buth iv. 18—22. But it has occasioned
some difficulty, because it makes but five

tepg from Nahshon, who (Numb. i. 7) was
one of the heads of fathers' houses at the
time of the Exodus, to the days of David.
According to the chronology added in the
margin of the Authorized Version, this

period extended from b.o. 1490 to b.o. 1056,
•'.«. more than four hundred and thirty

years, thus making a generation to consist

in each case of more than eighty years.

And even according to the more accurate
computation of the date of the Exodus (b.o.

1301) the period would be two hundred and
lorty-eigbt yean, thus making each genera-
tion nearly fifty years. Even this seems
very long, especially in the East ; so that
it is probable that the genealogy in Buth,
merely adopted by the evangelist!, recorded
only the more important names.

Ver. 5.—Salmon begat Booz {Boaz, Be-
vised Version) of Baohab {Rahc^, Bevised

Version). That this was Bahab of Jericho

has been generally received, and it is dear
from the narrative in Josh. ii. 11, where
Bahab declares, " The Lord your God, he is

God in heaven above, and on earth beneath,"
that, whatever this woman's previous life

aiid character may have been, she was then
not unlikely to join herself to the Israelites.

Moreover, her great services rendered to the
spies, and the conspicuous way in which
she and her house were singled out for pre-

servation from all the rest of the city, may
have marked her as not unfit to become the
wife of a «hief man in Israel. The Old
Testament says nothing of this marriage,

but there has been no endeavour made in

the Bible to preserve every detail of the
genealogies, the record of the successive

fathers being all that for Jewish purposes
was required. But that Bahab of Jericho
was received among the people of Israel,

not merely as one dwelling in their midst
(Josh. vi. 25), but to a place of honour
among them, was an old tradition among
the Jews; cf. T. B. Meg., 14 6 (Btcfo Light-
foot, ' Hor. Hebr.'), where Neriah, Baruch,
Seraiah, Maaseiah, Jeremiah, Hilkiah,
Hanameel, and Sballum, and also Huldsh,
are all said to have sprung from her. Some
al:io say that she was made a proselyte, and
was mai-ried to Joshua—a tradition followed,
as it seems, iu the Midrash 'Eoh.,' on
Eccles. viii. 10.

Ver. 6.—David the king. The mention
of David's royal position seems made here
because at this point the line of the Messiah
first becomes connected with the royal house.
At the time when Saul was made king the
people chose to have him in opposition to

the Divine will; but givijig them next as
king a man after his own heart, God uses
the offence of his people so that it shall
become a channel of blessing, and from this
king Christ himself shall be born. Of her
that had been the wife of Uriaa, It is hot
easy to see why Bathsheba is spoken of
thus indirectly, as her own name was cer-

tainly better known, and is more frequently
mentioned in the Old Testament than
Uriah's. The phrase seems to call atten-
tion most pointedly to David's sin, and that
too in a sentence where his kingly dignity
has just been markedly emphasized. The
way in which God dealt with David and
his sin is very parallel to that in which he
dealt with the Israelites after their choice
of Saul. David's first child, like the Israel-

ites' first king, finds not God's blessing;
but the second child is the pledge of peace
with God (Solomon)—is Jedidiah, " the be-
loved of the Lord, as David the second
king was the man after God's own heart.

She that had been the Wife of Uriah, after

David's repentance becomes Sfdomon's
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mother. Tip to this point the genealogies

in St. Matthew and St. Lnke have entirely

accorded, bat with the mention of Solomon
we come upon a variation, which continues

till the union of the two forms of the pedi-

gree in Salathiel (^Shealtiel, Bevised Ver-
sion)', the father of Zcrnbbabel. In St.

Matthew the line which is followed is the

succession of the kings of Judah from
Solomon to Jehoiachin (Jechoniasi). St. Luke
mentions, after David, his son Kathan (of

vhom we find a notice in 1 Chron. iii. 5 ; 2
Sam. y. 14), and then passes on through a
scries of nineteen names, none of which is

found in other parts of Sciipture as belong-

ing to the race of David. We have nothing,

therefore, with which to compare them ; but
in number they correspond very nearly with
the known descendants in the line of Solo-

mon, so that, iilthough we cannot verify the
names, the list bears upon its face the
appc arance of being derived from some duly
kept record of the pedigree of Nathan, the
son of David.

Ver. 8.—And Joram begat Ozias (Utziah,
Revised Version). Between Joram and
Uzziah the pedigree omits three names

—

Ahaziah immediately succeeded Joram (2
Kings viii. 24), and was followed by his son
Joash (2 Kings xii. 1), and he by his son
Amaziah (2 Kings xiv. 1). These were
probably left out, that the number of gene-
ration< might be reduced to fourteen. It is

not likely that St. Matthew omitted them,
but that they were absent from the form
which he used. If we seek for a reason

why these precise names are omitted, we
may probably find it in the fact of their

being descended from Jezebel; while the

lan<j;uage of the second commandment would
suggest that to the fourth generation the
children of that ruce would suffer for the

s-ins of their parents. To the Jewish com-
piler of this genealogy no argument more
forcible for the removal of these names
could have been suggested. It will be seen

tliat the word "begat" in these verses does

not signify always the direct succession of

sun to father.

Ver. 11.—Josias {Jonah, Bevised Version)
begat Jeohonias {Jechonidh, Bevised Ver-
sion). Here we come upon another omis-

sion. Josiah was the father of Jeboiakim,

tnd he the father of Jechoniah (called also

Jehoiachin); see 2 Kings xxiii. 34 ; xxiv. 6.

'i'he omission is supplied in some few manu-
scripts ; but it may be only the case of a
II arginal note in a previous copy having
found its way into the text. There is, how-
ever, something to be said in favour of its

acceptance. The similarity between the

names Jehoiakira and Jehoiachin Js very

great, especially in some of the Greek forms,

so that they might easily be confused, and

thns a Terse be omitted In some reiy early
text. Then Jehoiachin (Jeohonias) appa-
rently had no brethren (but see 1 Chron. iii.

16), whereas Jeboiakim, the son of Josiah,

had two or tliree (1 Chron. iii. 15). To make
the whole pedigree agree with the Old
Testament records some addition in this

form would appear necessary ; Jotiaih begat

[Jehoiahim and his brethren, and Jehoiakim
begat^ Jechoniah about the time, etc. But
manuscript evidence for this is extremely
slight (vide Westcott and Hort, ' App.,' i.).

Tet the supposition that the name of Je-
hoiakim has been omitted removes what
has seemed to many another difficulty. As
the list now stauds, to make up the fourteen
in the third as well as in the second section

of the genealogy it is necessary to count
Jehoiachin—a liing whose reign lasted only
three months (2 Kings xxiv. 8)—twice over.

He closes the second fourteen and begins
the third. There is nothing like this found
at the other division. To substitute Je-
hoiakim after Josiah would avoid this repe-
tition of the name of such a very insigni ticani

person, especially as the reign of Jehoiakim
lasted eleven years (2 Kings xxiii. 36).
And to mention Jehoiakim as the father of

Jehoiachin "at the time of the carrying
away to Babylon ' would be very appro-
priate, whereas to say Josiah begat his
children at that date is uot so strictly correct.

It seems, then, probable that we have here
some clerical error, which may have existed
already in the list which St. Matthew used.

About the time. The preposition in the
Greek means rather, "at the time." The
Authorized Version, however, gives the sense,

for the birth of Jehoiachin must have been
some years before the commencement of the
Babylonish conquest, which may be said to

have begun with Nebuchadnezzar's in-

vasion of the land in Jehoiakim's days (2
Kings xxiv. 1).

Ver. 12.—Jeohonias begat Salathiol (Sheal-

tiel, Bevised Version). From Jer. xxii. 30
it has sometimes been thought that Jecho-
niah died childless, though the preceiling

context, which speaks of him and his seed,

seems hardly to warrant the supposition;

but clearly the words of the prophet there
imply that none of his descendants should
attain to a position such as was held by
Zerubbabel, and that his family should
soon come to an end. If we look at the
genealogy in 1 Chron. iii. 17 we find Assir

mentioned as the son of Jechoniah (cf., how-
ever, Bevised Version, "Jeconiah the cap-

tive"'), and Salathiel as his son; and in the

next verse Pedaiah, a brother of Salathiel,

is named as father of Zerubbabel. By St.

Luke (iii. 27) Salathiel is called the son of

Neri, and in Ezra iii. 2 ; v. 2 ; and Hag.
i. 1 Zerubbabel ia called the eon of Sheal-
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tiel. These are all the details we have,
and to decide on how they are related to

each other is very difficult. We may, per-
haps, be right in supposing that Fedaiah,
the brother of Shealtiel, haying died, his

son Zerubbabel was adopted by Sliealtiel.

We must then suppose that, the royal line

through Solomon having ended, and Jeeho-
niah's only child, Assir (if he ever existed.

Bide supra), having left no issue, the line

of David is taken up through the family of

the other son, Nathan, and that from him
descended Neri, the father of Shealtiel, who
takes the place of Jechoniah's issue, which
hits altogether failed.

Ver. 13.—And Zorohabel (Zervhhahel, Re-
vised Version) begat Abiud. Here the two
lines of pedigree in St. Matthew and St.

Luke seem to separate, and not to converge
again till we come to Matthan (or Mattliat),

the grandfather of Joseph, which name is

common to both. The Bishop of Bath and
Wells has shown some reason for supposing
that Jlliesa, mentioned in St. Luke as Ze-

ri/bbabel's son, is merely a title signifying

"a chief," and also for identifying Hana-
niah, who is called a son of Zerubbabel (1

Chron. iii. 19), with Joanna, who follows

Ehesa in St. Luke (iii. 27), and there

being some relation between the Juda of

St. Luke and the Abi-ud (i.e. father of

Juda) given as Zerubbabel's son in St.

Matthew. Except in these few particulars,

tlie two lines show no connexion of names,
and it seems likely that the family of David
had fallen into low estate for several gene-
rations before the birth of Christ.

Ver. lo.—Eleazar begat Uatthan. St.

Luke makes Matthat (or Matthan; the
names are from the same root, and in some
texts are identical), to be the son of Levi.

This is probably the actual fact. St. Luke
seems to have traced the genealogy from
Zeriibbahel through a younger son, St.

Matthew through an elder. But the elder

1 ne failiug, Matthan, the son of Levi, of

the yoimger branch, becomes heir to, and is

called son of, Eleazar, of the senior line.

Ab the promise of the Messiah was to the

house of David, and this was known to

every Jew, we need not be surprised to find

the families descended from that king pre-

serving most careful records of every branch
of the family.

Ver. 16.—And Jacob begat Joseph, the

hnsband of Mary. St. Luke calls Joseph
" the son of Heli." There are two ways iu

which these differing statements may be
made to accord. The two sons of Matthan
were Jacob the elder, and Heli the younger.

It may be that Mary was the only child of

Jacob, and Joseph the son of Heli. Then
by marriage with his cousin, Joseph would
become Jacob's son as well as Heli'o. Or

it may be that Jacob died without children,

and Heli, marrying his widow according to

the Jewish usage, became by her the father

of Joseph, who hence would be called

Jacob's son,, that the elder brother's line

might not die out. The points noticed

above in respect of these varying pedigrees

seem to be all those on which anything
needs to be said with the view of comparing
them. Their vaiiety stands as a constant

evidence of the independence of the two

evangelists. Had either of them been con-

scious of the existence of the other's work, it

is inconceivable that he would have made
no effort to adjust the pedigree, for which
he would possess means now lost for ever.

They both design to give us the descent of

Joseph from David, this being what a Jew
would most regard. The descent of Mary
from David is nowhere definitely mentioned
in the Gospels, but that Jesus was sprung

from David on the mother's side too we are

warranted in concluding from the words of

the angel to Mary (Luke i. .'?2), "his
father David" (cf. also Delitzsch, 'Mess.

Proph.,' § 17). But though we ought not

to spend vain labour in attempting to recon-

cile these two genealogies of Joseph, we can

see, from what we know of Jewish customs,

grounds enough for understanding how these

variations came to exist. The barae Jew,
we find, was often known under two names;
of thid we have several examples in the lists

of the twelve apostles. It is possible, there-

fore, that in these two pedigrees there may
have been more points of union than we are

able to detect. Then the rule, before alluded

to, by which a man took the childless widow
of his deceased brother for his wife and
raised seed unto his brother, may also have
led to mucli confusion of names, which we
have now no means of unravellini;. The
evangelists drew each his own list from
some authentic source, accessible to others

beside themselves, and the record of wh ich

could be verified when the Gospels were set

forth. This should satisfy us that those we
have received were held by the Jews soon
after Christ's time to be truthful records, and
that each established from a Jewisli point of

view the descent of the putative father of

Jesus from Kin'g David. Of whom was born
Jesus. This name, which, through Jeehua, is

the Greek form of/bs7iuo(for which, indeed,
it stands in the Authorized Version of Actj
vii. 45 and Hub. iv. 8), signifies " Jehovah is

help," and was not an uncommon name
among the Jews, though given with marked
significance at this time (see ver. 21). We
find, according to the best texts, that in
Luke iii. 29 this name occurs in the pedi-
gree of Joseph (where the Authorized Ver-
sion has Jose), and the Revised Version ha*
adopted that reading. (Of the way in which
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the Dame was angmented when giyen to the

famous successorof Moses, seeNumb. xiii. 16.)

Who is called Christ. The evangelist here

alludes merely to the well-known fact that

Jesus was called by this name. The signi-

ficance of the word, which is a translation

of the Hebrew Messiah, is " anointed," and
in the Old Testament it is given to priests

(as Lev. iv. 3, 5, 16), to a king appointed
by Jehovah (1 Sam. xxiv. 6, 10 ; 2 Sam.
xix. 21), also to King Cyrus (Isa. zlv. 1), and
to some unnamed representative of Jehovah
(1 Sam. ii. 10). It was subsequently applied
to Jesus both in the Greek form and in the
Hebrew (John i. 41 ; iv. 25). It must, how-
ever, be noticed (vide Bishop Westcott, Add.
Note on 1 John v. 1) tliat it was not a
characteristic title of the promised Saviour
in the Old Testament, and was not even
specifically applied to him, unless, perhaps,

in Dan. ix. 25, 26—a passage of which the

interpretation is very doubtful.

Ver. 17.—Fooiteen generations. To make
the list more easy to remember, the names
were so ordered that there should be the

same number in each of the three divisions.

Thus a means was afforded of checking the

correctness of the enumeration, and the list

became a sort of memoria technica. Unto
Christ ; better here, unto the Christ. For now
begins the history which tells of this Jesus as

the specially Anointed One of God, the true

Messiah, of which all the previously anointed

messengers had been but types and figures.

The history which St. Matthew is about to

give demonstrates that in Jesus were ful-

filled the prophecies of the Old Testament
which the Jews had constantly referred to

tlie Messiiih, for whose appearance the pious

in Israel were ever looking.

Vers. 18—25.

—

Jesus the Christ by

Divine Obigin. Recorded by Matthew only

The frequent similarity of language found

in Luke i. 26—35 (vide ' Synoptioon ') is

probably due to the fact that Joseph and

Mary not unnaturally fell into the way of

using the same words to express two mes-

sages of similar import.

The object of this paragraph is to show

that Messiah was in origin not of man but

of God. This fact was accepted even by his

reputed father Joseph, who was only con-

vinced of it after a special communication

by an angel in a dream; giving him the

facts of the case, and foretelling that a son

would be born, and that this Son would be

the expected Saviour ; and also showing from

prophecy that such union of God with man

was no unheard-of supposition, but the ful-

filment and completion of ancient thought

suggested by God. Joseph at once aceeptj

the communication and takes Mary home,

avoiding, however, all cause for tlie supposi-

tion that the child was, after all, of human
origin.

Ver. 18.—Now the birth (ver. 1, note).

TivvTiats (" generation ") of the received

text refers to the causative act, the true

reading (TcVeiris) to the birth itself (cf.

Luke i. 11). Of Jesus Christ was on this

wise. The Kevised Version margin says,
" Some ancient authorities read, ' of the

Christ,'" but perhaps the reading, "of
Christ Jesus " (B [Origen]), is even prefer-

able, as in no good manuscript of the New
Testament is the article elsewhere prefixed

to " Jesus Christ," and the easy rendino;, " of

the Christ," would hardly provoke altera-

tion, while it might easily arise from assimi-

lation to the preceding " unto the Christ

"

of ver. 17 (cf. Dr. Hort, in Westcott and
Hort, ' Appendix.' Bishop Westcott, how-
ever, seems to prefer the reading, "of the

Christ," and so distinctly Irenaeus, iii.

16). If the reading, " of Christ Jesus,"

be accepted, the evangelist purposely re-

peats his phrase of ver. 17, and then
identifies him with the historic Person.

When as. The Kevised Version omits " as
"

because obsolete ; cf. " what time as." His
mother Mary was espoused to Joseph ; had
been betrothed (Revised Version), the tense

clearly showing that the betrotlial had
already taken place. Betrothal was and
is with the Semitic races a much mure
formal matter than with us, and as binding

as marriage ; of. Dent. xxii. 23, 24 ; cf. also

the words of tlie angel, " Mary thy wife "

(ver. 20). Before they came together; ic-

cluding, probably, both the home-bringing
(ver. 24) and the consummation (ver. 25).

She was found (slipeBri). Although Cureton
(' Corp. Ign.,' p. 271) shows that the

Aramaic equivalent is used in the sense of
" became," and wishes to see this weaker
meaning in several passages of the Greek
Testament (including, apparently, the

present), the references that he gives

(Rom. vii. 10; 2 Cor. v. 3; xi. 12) do not

justify us in giving up the stronger and
more usual sense. On evpe9r} always involv-

ing more or less jrominently the idea of a

surprise, cf. Bishop Lightfoot on Gal. ii. 17.

Observe the reverent silence with which a

whole stage of the history is passed over

With child of the Holy Ghost (ix nvev/j.aTos

'Ayiov ; cf. ver. 20, without the article in both

cases). According to the usual interpreta-

tion of these words, "the Holy Ghost"
refers to the Third Person of the Trinity,

and "of" (€«) is used because the sgent

can be regarded as the immediate source

(of. 2 Cor. ii. 2). But the questions suggest
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themselyes: (1) whether nvev/ia 'Ayiov i»

here used in a strictly Christian or in a pre-

Christian sense? and (2) if the latter, what
was this pre-Christian sense? As to (I), it

may be argued that the evangelist himself,

writing long after Pentecost, and recording
sayings taught among Christians only after

I'eiiteeost, would naturally wish his words
tn be understood in a Christian sense ; and
hence Ihat Xlveifia "Ayiov here has at least

that uomparatively developed doctrine of

the Personality of the Holy Ghost which we
find indicated in the New Testament ; e.g.

ch. xxviii. 19 ; 2 Cor. xiii. 13 ; John xiv.

—

xvi. It may, however, be justly replied that

tlie words are in themselves rather a reconl

of the feelings of Joseph and Mary about
the Incarnation, and are merely a transla-

tion of the phrase Budh-hahodesh (or its

Aramaic equivalent, Buah Kudsha), which
tbey themselves used; and" that hence its

true meaning here must be rather sought in

the meaning of the Semitic phrase in pre-

Christian times. In other words, nveSiia

"Ayiov here means neither more nor less than

Buah-hakodesh meant on the lips of a godly
and instnicted Jew before the teaching of

Christ, and especially before Pentecost. (2)
What was this pre-Christian sense ? What
did Jiuah-liakodesh mean? To answer this

fully would be to compile a treatise on one
of the most difScult and disputed points of

Old Testament and early Jewish theology.

.

But a cursory comparison of passages in

the 01(1 Testament and the pie-Christian

writings seems to show that, though there

are many places which quite fall in with

the Trinitarian view, and which are often

marked by strong personification of the

Spirit (e.j. Isa. Ixiii. 10—14 ; cf. further

App. A. in Dr. Sharpe's 'The Tree of

Life,' Cambridge, 1889), religious Jews did

not understand by Buah-hahodesh a per-

manent and distinct hypostasis in the Deity,

bu t rather the Deity itself in relation to the
world as the Source and Maintenance of its

life (Job xxxiii. 4 ; Ps. oiy. 30 ; Job xxiiv.

14 ; Ps. cxxxix. 7 ; Isa. Ixiii. 10 ; cf. Wisd.

i. 7 ; xii. 1), iu contrast to the Deity abso-

lutely and as the object of worship. Pre-

Christian thought, that is to say, used the

term " Holy Spirit" as designating the One
God in a certain relation to the world, not

as designating a permanent and real dis-

tinction in the Godhead. If this be so, we
must understand the phrase here to mean
that Christ was conceived of God (not of

any Person in the Godhead) in contrast to

man. We may, perhaps, even give to ix its

fullest meaning of " origin " (of. John i. 13,

ouK i^aiiidTav . . . i\A' iK 0eoS). The phrase

as a whole thus only insists that the Child

was by origin Divine. It will be noticed

that Lake i. 85 iithen closely parallel, " the

HolyGhost " (nyevfLa'Aytor) thereapparently

connoting an outpouring of life; "the
power of the Most High" (SiJva/ut itjilirTou).

an outpouringofstrength. Domer ('System.,'

iii. 843 ; cf. 162, etc.) says that the expres-

sion iu our text is " the less precise ancient

Christian designation of the Divine Essence
generally, out of which (de qtto) Christ has
come. To the Holy Spirit in the Trinitarian

sense is only to be ascribed, according to the

Scriptures, first, the internal preparation of

humanity for the Divine Incarnation, and,

secondly, after the Unio the animation of

the humanity of Christ by the Divine power
issuing from the Logos." The passage in

Martensen's 'Dogmatics,' § 139, so well

known for its latter part, apparently agrees
witli this ; " He is horn not of the will of

a man, nor of the will of the flesh ; but the

holy will of the Creator took the place of

the will of man and of the will of the flesh,

—

that is, the creating Spirit, who was in the

beginning, fulfilled the function of the
plastic principle. He was born of the Virgin
Mary, the chosen woman in the chosen
people. It was the task of Israel to provide,

not, as has been often said, Christ himself,

but the mother of the Lord ; to develop the
susceptibility for Christ to a point when it

might be able to manifest itself as the pro-

foundest unity of nature and spirit—a unity
which found expression iu the pure virgin.

In her the pious aspirations of Israel and of

mankind, their faith in the promises, are
centred ; she is the purest point in history

and in nature, and she, therefore, becomes
the appointed medium for the new creation."

Observe that the Greek Creeds (_irapKw64vTa

[yevvriBevTa, Marcellus] ix Uveifiaros 'Aylou
Kol yiapias fiis TlapBdrov), by not inserting
the article (contrast afterwards ical els rh
Hi/evfia ri 'Ayiov), probably intended only to

reproduce St. Matthew's language. The
Latin could not fail to be ambiguous (dr.

Bpiritu Satieto). If, however, we divest
ourselves of considerations directly derived
from exegesis, and, turning to the theologi-
cal side, ask which Person of the Blessed
Trinity, in fact, prepared Mary for the Incar-
nation of the Second Person, we must un-
doubtedly answer that it was the Third
Person. For this is his peculiar function,
uniting alike the Persons iu the Godhead
and also the Godhead to creation (cf.

Domer, ' System.,' i. 425, 437 ; iv. 159, etc.).

Yer. 19.—Then Joseph hei husband; and
(Revised Version). The thought is slightly
adversative (Se) ; though this was "of the
Holy Ghost," yet Joseph was about to put
her away. Being a jnst man ; righteoui
(Revised Version); i.e. who strove to conform
to the Divine precepts manifested for him
in the Law (cf. Luke i. 6 ; ii. 25). And not
willing ; t.e. " and yet not wishing," thougk
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the Law, which he wai strmng to follow,

seemed to inculcate harshness. This eJanse

has been taken in the opposite sense equiva-

lent to "and therefore not wishing," because
the spirit of the Law, which he had learned
to understand, was in reality against all nn-
necessary harshness. The negative used
(if it can be at all insisted npon ; cf. Sim-
CDi, ' Language of the New Testament," p.

188) is in favour of the former interpreta-

tion. To make hei a public example;
rather, to proclaimher ("Wold not pupplische'

her," Wickliffe) ; avrrjy Seiynarhai (cf. CoL
ii. 15). The thought is of public proclama-
tion of the fact of the divorce, not that of
bringing Mary herself forward for public
punishment, and so making her a public

example (vapaSeryiiariirai). Was minded
(ifiovh'fiBri). The tense indicates the reso-

lution come to as the result of the conflict

between duty and wish implied in the pre-

ceding clause. To put her away secretly.

Adopting the most private form of legal

divorce, and handing the letter to her
privately in presence of only two witnesses,

to whom ha need not communicate bis

reasons (cf. Edersheim, ' Life,' i. 154). Ob-
serve in this verse Joseph's insistance on
his personal and family purity, and yet hia

delicate thoughtfulnesg for her whom he
loved.

Ver. 20.—But while he thought on these
things; when (Bevised Version); toSto Si

ouToS eVflU|U7)e^cTos. The tense lays stress,

not on the continuance of his meditation
(contrast Acts x. 19), but on the fact that

the determination to which he had already

come Qvide tuprd) was already in his mind
at the time when the following event hap-
pened. " These things;" his determination
anil its causes. Behold; unexpectedly.

Though common in St. Matthew, it never
laclts the connotation of surprise. The angel
of the Lord ; an angel of the Lord (Revised
Version). In Mary's case it was the angel
Gabriel (Luke i. 26) ; but here not defined

(so in ch. ii. 13, 19 ; Luke i. 11 ; ii. 9).

(On angels, of. especially Dorner, ' System.,'

ii. 96.) Appeared unto him in a dream.

Joseph received hia communications by
dream (eh. ii. 13, 19, 22) ; to Mary, doubtless

the more holy person, the vision was vouch-

safed to her bodily eyes. If Joseph, as

seems probable, was old, we here have a
beginning of the fulfilment of the promise

concerning Messianic times, " Your old men
shall dream dreams" (Joel ii. 28). Saying,

Joseph, thou son of David. In reminding

Joseph of the greatness of his ancestry, the

angel probably desired (1) to accept Joseph's

resolution as right in so far as Joseph knew
the circumstances, because with the promise

of 2 Sam. vii. 12—16 there was special

need to keep the line pure ; (2) hut, under

the true circumstances, to urge him to take
Mary, that so the promise might be fully

carried out in his family and no other.

Fear not to take unto thee Mary thy wife
(ver. 18, note). For that which is conceived

in her ("borun," Wickliffe; quod natum
eet, Vulgate); "Gr. begotten^ (Revised

Version margin), for yen/riB^v generally

refers to the father rather than the mother
(yet see oh. zi. 11), and here lays special

stress on the Divine origin. Ii of the Holy
Ohost. '* Of Spirit (not flesh), and that the
Holy Spirit (<« ni>sinaT6s iarai 'Aylov)"

(ver. 18, note).

Ver. 21.—^Tbe first half is almost verb-

ally identical with the promise to Mary in

Luke i. 31. It is, perhaps, hypercritical to

see anything more than a coincidence when
such common terms are used, but it was
not unnatural that the communications
of the angels to both Mary and Joseph
should be purposely clothed in language
similar to that used of Sarah (Gen. xvii. 19),

and in measure to that used of Hannah
(1 Sam. i. 20; cf. Gretillat, 'Thdologie
Syst^matique,' p. 225 ; 1890). And she shall

bring forth. Is the slight adversative force

(SO to be seen in the contrast of the physical

birth to the spiritual origin? A Bon. In
this, at least, thou shalt be able to test the
accuracy of my statement. And thou shalt

call. Taking the position of hia father;

the child being tbua recognized by all as of
David's line (of. Kiibel). In Luke Mary is

told to give the name, but presumably the
formal naming would be by Joseph. His
name JESUS (cf. Ecclus. xlvi. 1, " •Jesus the

son ofNave . . . who,acaordingtohianame,
was made great for the saving of the elect

of God "). For he shall save
; for it it ha

that shall save (Bevised Version), equivalent
to "He, and no other, is the expected
Saviour." (For aMs in this sense of ex-
cluding others, cf. especially Col. L 16

—

20.) It may, however, here not be exclusive,

but only intensive—be being what he is.

The connexion will then be— the name
Jeius will answer to the fact, for be himself,

in bis own Person (1 John ii, 2), by virtue

of what he is (John ii. 21, 25), shall save,

etc. Jesus, equivalent to Jeshu'a (ver. 16,

note); he shall save, equivalent to Joshl'a.

His people. Israel after the flesh (cf. John
i. 11 ; Luke ii, 10 ; contrast John i. 29 ; iv.

42), for whom deliverance from sins must
be the first step to restoration to rightful

position, and yet the last stage of result

from acceptance of Christ Comparative
salvation from sin, due to acceptance of

Christ, must precede that restoration which
Joseph then desired, and all true Jews still

ardently pray for ; full salvation from sin

will be the final issue of that restoration.

From their sins. With a greater salvation,
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therefore, than that which Manoah's wife

was told that her son should begin to accom-
plish (Judg. xiii. 5). Observe that this

promise of Christ as SaTiour is given to

Joseph, who had deeper experience of sin

(ver. 20, note), while to Mary, who is

marked by promptness of personal devotion,

is given the promise of Christ as King (Luke
i. 32, 33). Save . . . fromQa-^aei , . . aTT6),

not merely "out of" (ix, John xii. 27), but
from all attacks of sin considered as coming
from without (but tee ch. vi. 13, note).

Vers. 22, 23.

—

The evidence of prophecy.

(" Now all this was done. . . . God with us.")

The BeTisedYersion omits the inarksofparen-

thesis. From a comparison of ch. xxvi. 56

(and perhaps also ch, xxi. 4), this is not

the utterance of the evangelist, but of the

previous speaker, yet formulated by the

evangelist (cf. Weiss). The thought, that

is to say, is still part of the angel's encour-

agement to Joseph ; the exact mode of ex-

pressing the record of that thought is the

evangelist's; so also Tatian's 'Diatess.' (or

perhaps only Ephraem's comment upon it

;

cf. Zahn), Quod ti dtibitat, Isaiam audi.

Ver. 22.—All this
J
tovto SXoi' (not ravra

itdfTo). The birth of a Saviour, svith the
means by which it came about, by a virgin,

and "of the Holy Ghost." Was done;
i> come to past (Eevised Version); i.e. in
abiding effcsct (y^ai'ei'). It is considered
as having already taken place (of. "the
prophetic perfect" of the Old Testament).
That it might be fulfilled. God's past utter-

ance is looked at as necessitating a present
action. Whieh was spoken of the lord by
the prophet, saying; by the Lord through
(Bevised Version) ; i.e. the Lord is tlie Agent
(wTr((), the prophet the means or instru-

ment (Sti). The Lord; i.e. Jehovah, not
" God," because the thought is of covenant
promise.

Ver. 23.— Behold, a virgui (the virgin.

Revised Version) shall be with child, and
shall bring forth a son. The difficulty of
this quotation from Isa. vii. 14 is well
known. (1) If the word translated " virgin "

('almah) properly means this, and (2) if it be
also implied in the promise that tlie vir-

ginity was to be maintained until the birth
of the son, then (3) (a) the fulfilment can
have been only in the case of our Lord, and
(b) the promise was no real sign to Ahaz,
and (o) the context of the promise (according

to which Eezin and Pekah were to perish

in the lad's early childhood, vers. 15, 16)
has no apparent reference to the promise
itself. (4) If, on the other hand, 'almah
means only "young woman," the promise

might easily be a sign to Ahaz ; but, then,

how is it that St. Matthew, or rather the
angel, apparently lays so much stress on
*' virgin " ? The answer is, as it seems, that

(1) 'almah, by derivation, means "young
woman"(OTd«Oheyne), but in ordinary usage,
" virgin." (2) Whtn the promise was uttered

by Isaiah, the word suggested " virgin," but
not (t'ur who would have supposed such a
thing?) maintenance of the virginity. (3)
The child, thus naturally born, should be
called "Immiinuel," in sign of God's
presence with his people to deliver them
from Bezin and Fekaij, and, while ho was
still in childhood, this deliverance should
come. The definite article prefixed to

"virgin" (ha-'almah') either designated a
person who was known to the prophet and
perhaps also to Ahaz, or, as " the article of

species " (Oheyne), pictured the person more
definitely to the mind, though in herself un-
known. Thus the promise meant to Ahaz
and Isaiah that a woman, at that time a
virgin, should bear a son, synchronous with
whose childhood should be the Lord's
deliverance of his people. It is possible

that Isaiah further saw in this child the
hoped-for Messiah, identifying it with that

of ch. ix. 6, the long time that was yet to

intervene being hidden from him. (4) The
angel sees a further meaning in the promise
than either Ahaz or Isaiah saw, an<l per-

ceives that, in the providence of God, tlie

words were so chosen as to form a promise
of a virgin-birth, the son being of such
origin that, in the highest sense, he could
be truly called " Immanuel." " It seems
not unwise to suppose that God, who de-

signed to send his Son to be the Deliverer
of mankind, so ordered the course of the
world in his Divine providence that many
things should tell of the coming Saviour, so

that when be appeared those who liad

studied God's revelation should find that
the scheme of salvation had been one and
the same throughout all time. Thus bypa^t
events, which had specific meaning in their
own time, are found to have further con-
tained a prefiguration of greater things in
time to come ; and to have been promises,
ready to receive tlieir highest accomplish-
ment as soon as the fitness of time should
appear " (Dr. Lumby). And they shall call.

Men generally, in virtue of his true natxire.

His name Smmanuel (Bevised Version,
Im/matmel, as Isa. vii. 14), whioh being inter-
preted is, God with us. St. Matthew
emphasizes the interpretation iu order to
bring out the fact that this Son, now to be
born to Joseph, shall not only be Jesus,
Saviour, but also God with us ; he is the
manifestation of God in our midst. The
thought is parallel to that of John i. 14.

Vers. 24, 25.—Jo»eph't three/old obedient
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—taking Mary, not consummating the mar-

riage, naming the child in faith.

Yer. 24.—^Then Joseph being raised;
and Joseph arose (Bevised VerBion) ; for the
stress of the Greek is not on "Joseph,"
but iyepBcis, Immediately on arising,

Joseph obeyed. From sleep
; from hie sleep

(Eevised Version); i.e. which he was then
enjoying. No stress is laid on sleep as

such. Did as the angel of the Lord had
bidden him, and took unto him his wife.

"Bidden," in modem English, too much
suggests " asking ; " hence the Revised Ver-
sion " commanded " (wpotrira^ev). Joseph's
faith was seen in immediate obedience to

commands received.

Ver. 25.—And knew her not. The tense

{iyitiacTKei/) brings out the continuance of
Joseph's obedient self-restraint. "He was
dwelling in holiness with her" (Tatian's
' Diatess.'). Till she had brought forth her

firstborn Son. Thus the angel's promise ia

so far fulfilled. A son (Eevised Version)

;

"her firstborn," though found as early as

Tatian's ' Diatess.,' having been added from
Luke ii. 7. Though no great stress can be
laid on the word " till " (eas [oS], Basil refers

to Gen. viii. 7; comp. also Ps. cxii. 8), nor
even on " firstborn," which suggested to a

Jew rather consecration (Luke ii. 23) than
the birth of other children (comp. Bishop
Lightfoot on Galatians, p. 270, edit. 1890);
yet it is a reasonable inference from the

passage as a whole that the ouk iyii'maKev

was not continued after the birth of the

Son. Wliether, however, other children

were born to Mary or not, the true text of

this passage gives no hint. And he called

his name JESUS (ver. 21, note). Observe
that this name had already occurred in

Joseph's family (Luke iii. 29). It is, how-
ever, now given in sign of Joseph's faith in

him and hia work.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—17.— The introduction. I. The title. 1. It is a look; but it is not, like

other books, the product of human thought. It presents to us a life not like other
lives. That life stands alone in its beauty, purity, teijderness, in the glory of its

unearthly holiness, in the majesty of its Divine self-sacrifice. It stands alone in .its

claims ; it claims to be the great example, the one pattern life, the Light of the world.

It claims to be a revelation of a new life ; it offers a gift of power and Divine energy—

a

power which can lift men out of darkness into light, out of worldliness and selfishness

into the life of holy love, into the clear light of the presence of God. The conception

of that life is unlike any of the ideals of perfection to be found in ancient writers; there

was never anything like it before. It has changed our estimate of various moral
qualities ; it has raised some that the world thought little of to a very high place of

dignity ; it has depressed others that once stood high in the thoughts of men to their

proper level. That life has affected the modes of thought and feeling even of those who
will not accept it as a revelation from God, It formed a mighty epoch in the history of

thought ; men cannot divest themselves of its influence ; they cannot think now as they
might have thought had that life never been lived on earth. It is impossible for us

to put ourselves back into the mental attitude of those who had never heard of that

life; it has exercised an iufluence so widespread, so deep-reaching, over the whole
field of thought and feeling. But we can see that that life could never have been con-

ceived by any human genius, least of all at the time when the Gospels were written.

Compare it with any efforts of human imagination ; there is not one that can even seem
to endure the comparison. This history is unique. It has the stamp of genuinenes.s,

the ring of truth. Fictitious it cannot be ; there never was man that could have
invented it. Compare it with other religious writings of antiquity, whether Jewish or

('hristian ; compare it with the apocryphal Gospels, or with the books of the sub-apostolic

Fathers : this book staitds absolutely alone; there is no other book like it; the gulf

that parts it from all other books is wide, deep, immense. It is the book, the Bible

—

the book that speaks to the heart of man as no other book can, because it is God's

book ; it comes from him, and it speaks to the heart which is his handiwork, to the

man whom he created in his own image, after liis own likeness. It bears in itself the

evidence of its Divine origin ; we feel, as we read its sacred words, that it has a message

for us, that it is God's voice calling us, telling us all that we need to know of himself,

of his will, of his redemption of the human race from sin and death. 2. The subject of

the book. It is " the book of the generation of Jesus Christ," the book which tells us of

his birth, «f lUs history. It opens with a table of genealogy. He is " the Son of David,
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tho Son of Abraham." In him was fulfilled the promise made to Abraham :
" In thy

Seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed." In him was fulfilled the faithful

oath which the Lord had sworn to David :
" Of the fruit of thy body will I set upon

thy throne." The book gives us the history of a Person. Christianity presents to us
not simply a code of morals, a system of theology, but a Person. The book describes

his character, it relates the circumstances of his life upon earth. It is a history, but it

is more than a history. " Thy Word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path."

It sheds a light upon the way that leadetb to Christ ; it shows us tvhere to find him.
For this history is not like other histories, merely a record of past facts of more or less

interest. It is the revelation of a present Saviour. It has not done its work for us

unless it is leading us to Christ himself, to a personal knowledge of the Lord. We
may know the Gospel through and through, its language, history, geography, archeology,

—that knowledge is of deep, absorbing interest; but if we advance no further, we miss
the very end for which the Gospel was written. Indeed, it is no Gospel to iis, no glad

tidings, but only an ancient book, unless by its guidance we find Christ. The deepest

biblical scholar, if he fails to find Christ, knows less of the real meaning of the Gospul

than the humblest Christian who is living in the faith of the Son of God. It is not the

knowledge of the facts of the Lord's history, but the living, personal knowledge of

himself, that is eternal life. We must learn to abide in him, to live in that fellowship

which is with the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ. Without this spiritual know-
ledge the Gospel is written in vain for our salvation : " The letter killeth, but the spirit

giveth life." The mere external knowledge of the Scripture can only increase the

condemnation of those who have not sought by prayer and the gracious help of God
the Holy Ghost to penetrate its iniier meaning. That inner meaning, revealed to our

hearts by the Holy Spirit of God, and brought to bear upon our inward and outward
lives, giveth life, because it brings us to him who alone is the Life of men. The
promise was that all the nalious of the earth should.be blessed in the Seed of Abraham

;

not in his history, not in the record of his life and teaching, but in that holy Seed
himself, in his grace, in his abiding presence, in union with him.

II. The gknealogt. 1. It begins from Ahrdham. St. Matthew was writing for

the Jews in the first instance. He proves that the Lord Jesus was the Messiah whom
the Jews expected, the Son of David, the Son of Abraham. He was descended from
the father of the faithful, bom in the covenant, himself admitted by the rite of cir-

cumcision into the conditions of the ancient covenant. He fulfilled adl righteousness,

all the requirements of the Law. He lived as a Jew, he preached to the Jews. " I am
not sent," he said, '* but unto the lost sheep of the house of IsraeL" But even as he said

those words he healed the daughter of the Syro-Phoenician woman ; it was an earnest

of the world-wide range of his redemption.
. He died, " not for that nation only, but

that also he should gather together in one the children of Gkni that were scattered

abroad." Therefore through him the blessing of Abraham hath come upon the
Gentiles. As St. Paul teaches us in Gal. iii., "The Scripture preached before the
gospel unto Abraham, saying, In thee shall all nations be blessed. So then they which
be of faith are blessed with faithful Abraham." " There is neither Jew nor Greek ; for

if we be Christ's, then are we Abraham's seed, and heirs accor^ng to the promise."

Thus the first verse of the First Gospel preaches faith. Christ is the Son ofAbraham,
who "'believed God, and it was accounted to him for righteousness." They which are

of faith are the children of Abraham ; they share the blessing of Abraham. Christ is

theirs, and they are Christ's. 2. The genealogies in Genesis descend from Adam ; this

ascends to Christ, God made man in the likuuess of God. Adam begat sons in his

own likeness, after his image. The sting of the serpent infected the race : " Original
sin is the fault and corruption of the nature of every man, that naturally is engendered
of the offspring of Adam." The Spirit of the Lord indeed strove with man from the
beginning ; he was not left to die in his sin and misery ; the first promise of a Redeemer
follows close upon the first sin. God was never without a witness ; in Cain and Abel
we have the first sight of the field in which the wheat and the tares grow together
unto the harvest. But corruption soon spread widely among the descendants of Adam

;

all flesh had corrupted his way upon the earth. As man receded further from the
Divine origin of the race, the deeper became the taint of sin ; the traces of the image
of God grew ever fainter, the poison of the serpent deadlier and more loathsoma. It
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repented Gorl tTiat he had made man upon earth ; the Flood destroyed the vingodly

Then God established his coveiiant, first with Noah, afterwards with Abraham. Th«
promise became clearer and more definite. The generations had descended from (Jod;

now they begin to ascend towards God again, towards the Christ, who is the Son of

God, himself God incarnate. Abraham rejoiced to see the day of Christ ; he saw it and
was glad. Generation after generation looked for the promised Saviour ; Simeon was
" waiting for the consolation of Israel." The Jews inquired of John the Baptist

whether he was the Christ that was to come—the Christ was to restore all things.

In Adam all died, in Christ shall all be made alive ; for the last Adam is a quiclten-

ing Spirit, even the Lord from heaven. He came to restore the almost lost image of

God. " As we have borne the image of the earthy, we must also bear the image of the

heavenly." God hath predestinated his elect to be conformed to the image of his Son.

As they draw neaier and nearer to Christ, imitating his blessed example, looking

always unto Jesus, they are being renewed in knowledge after the image of him that

created them. The generations asceml towards the Christ; so must each Christian

strive in his own spiritual life to rise ever nearer to the Lord. 3. The variations of
rank in the genealogy. The generations begin with patriarchs ; they rise to kings

;

they descend again to private men. From Abraham to David the king; from Davd
the king to Joseph the carpenter. Human ancestry, however illustrious, could add
nothing to the dignity of the Son of God. But botli his blessed mother and Joseph,
his father by adoption, were descended from David. Apparently the Lord Jesus was,

according to the flesh, the representative of David, the lineal "heir to David's throne.

But he lived in obscurity for the first thirty years of his earthly life. He was meek
and humble in heart; he prided not himself on earthly rank. Indeed, what was
rank to him ? The difference between the greatest monarch and the humblest beggar
is altogether inappreciable compared with the infinite descent from heaven to earth.

When once he had emptied himself of his glory, and taken the form of a servant, it was
as nothing that he chose the carpenter's shop rather than the royal palace. His
earthly ancestors varied in rank. There were kings, there were private men ; the reputed

father of the Lord, the husband of his mother, was a carpenter. Honours, like wealth,

are vanity ; the one highest honour, the one loftiest title, is theirs to whom he hath

given power to be called the sons of God. 4. The variations in moral and spiritual

character. In the genealogy there are holy men like Abraham, there are wicked men
like Ahaz, Manasseh, Amon. There is a Moabitish woman, pure indeed, and lovely in

character, but of heathen blood. Others there are whose lives had been defiled with

sin—Tamar, Rahab, Bathsheba. The Lord indeed was born by a miraculous concep-

tion, without stain of human corruption ; but sinners as well as saints are reckoned in

his genealogy. He was made in the likeness of sinful flesh, though he was without

sin. His ancestry was not unifornjly holy, any more than uniformly royal. The
poorest have an interest in him as much as the noblest ; the sinful have an interest in

hira as well as apostles and saints. 5. ITie genealogy, like all genealogies, shows the

transitoriness of all things human. " Abraham begat Isaac, and Isaac begat Jacob, and

Jacob beg it Judah." Man comes, and man goes; a man is born into the world; man
gocth to his long home. Each man represents a long line of ancestors, a lino which

each generation lengthens, a line stretcliing back into the remotest past. Most of us

know very little of those who have gone before us, not so much as their names. Thoy

are gone, and we must follow ; we shall soon be but names in the memory of posterity

;

soon our very names will be forgotten. But God hath said, "I am the God of Abra-

ham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob." He is not the God of the dead,

but of the living. Then the dead of ages past are living still ; we speak of them as

the dead, but they live unto God. Their number is incalculable ; the world of the

dead is infinitely more numerous than the world of the living. But they are all

known, every one of them, to the all-seeing God. We shall soon be gathered to that

countless multitude. It matters little now to them what their rank, their wealth, was

in life. The patriarch, the king, the carpenter, are distinguished now only by their

faith, their holiness. Many that once were last are first now, and the last are first.

So will it be with us who are living now. " Lay up for yourselves treasures in

heaven ; " " Seek first the kin-jdom of God." 6. The gi-nealogy shows the true manhood

•J Christ. According to the flesh he is descended, like ourselves, flrom a iong line of
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human ancestors. His birth was miraculous ; but on his mother's side he came out of

Judah, Judah from Abraham, Abraham from Adam. He represents human nature;
he is bone of our bone, and flesh of our flesh ; he was made in all things like unto us,

yet without sin. 7. The geneahrjy shows his Divine birth ; for " Jacob begat Joseph,
the husband of Mary, of whom was born Jesus, who is called Christ." He was born
of Mary ; he was not the Son of Joseph ; he had no earthly father. Joseph was the
husband of Mary, but not the father of Jesus; he was born of her. The first mention
of his birth points at once to other than a human origin. He who is the Son of Abra-
ham is also the Son of Grod. 8. The nvmbers. The three fourteens are probably
intended to assist the memory, but they may possibly contain a mystical meaning.
Seven is the signature of perfection; two, of human witness; three, of God. The his-

tory which we are approaching is the history of One who, though he appeared in the

form of man, was in truth God. It is related by human witnesses ; it is perfect, suffi-

cient for all our needs. " These are written, that ye might believe that Jesus is the

Christ, the Son of God ; and that believing ye might have life through his Name."
The book which we are opening is " the book of the generation of Jesus Christ," the

book which relates the redeeming work of " the Son of God, who loved me, and gave
himself for me." Reverence, awe, and adoring love are the tempers of mind meet for

such a study.

Lessons. 1. Search the Scriptures; they testify of Christ, and Christ is our Life.

2. Bt'ceive the word as the word of God ; it has a message for you. 3. Believe in

him ; do his will. The study of the Scriptures must not end in knowledge ; it must
lead to faith and to obedience ; it must lead to Christ. 4. Life is short ; eternity is

long. Set your affections on things above.

Vers. 18—25.— The birth of Jesus Christ. L The distress of Mary. 1. She
was betrothed to Joseph. They had loved one another with a pure and holy love ; now
they were betrothed. The tie of betrothal was in the eyes of the Jews as sacred as

that of marriage. The bridegroom had not yet taken home his bride ; she was still in

her parents' house. They were looking forward to the coming nuptials. It was the

time upon which, years afterwards, men look back with such tender recollections—the

time when young love was budding in all its freshness and purity; the time gilded by
so many bright hopes of happiness to come ; a time especially blessed when both are

living in the faith and love of God, and are looking forward to live together in that
holy estate of matrimony, which represents the mystical union that is betwixt Christ

and the Church. 2. She wasfound with child. Every rose has its thorns; that bright,

happy time is often, in ordinary experience, clouded with difficulties and anxieties.

Never was there a greater trial for a betrothed pair, than this which befell Joseph and
Mary. They loved one another, we may be sure, deeply, sincerely. Now there was a

barrier between them ; it seemed an impassable barrier. Mary knew the secret : did

she tell her betrothed ? It may be that she thought it too sacred, too awful; she could
not tell even Joseph. She had received the angel's message in implicit faith. " Behold
the handmaid of the Lord," she had said; "be it unto me according to thy word."
Periiaps she kept the secret in her heart ; it was a strange mixture of awfiil joy and
very ijittt-r anguish. Those who are nearest to the. Lord are often called to drink of

his cup and to be baptized with his baptism. It was so now with the blessed virgin.

She was to have that highest grace for which Jewish matrons longed so earnestly—she

was to be the mother of the Christ; but she had to undergo a trial most acutely pain-

ful, a shame most terrible to a pure maiden soul. She seemed unworthy of the love of

him who loved her best, whom she loved with the deep affection of a tender virgin-

heart. She bore it in patience, though her heart was breaking ; it was the agony which
she had anticipated when she yielded herself in faith to the holy will of God. Perhaps
she bore it in silence ; the mystery was too deep, too awful for words. Perhaps (for

we cannot tell) she whi.spered it to Joseph. But it was too strange, too incredible,

lie loved her and he trusted her; there is no real love without mutual confidence.

But there is a limit to the trustfulness of the most loving heart. And this story

seemed altogether impossible. Joseph could not believe it. His suspicions were

natural, excusahle; but how cruelly they must have wounded the tender heart o(

Mary 1 3. It was of the Eoly Qhost. The evangelist relates in few and simple wordt
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t>ie greatest fikct in the world's history ; the miracle of miracles, in the train of which
lesser miracles must of necessity follow. The Incarnation is a truth above word^
above the reach of human thought ; it calls upon us, not for rhetorical description, but
for adoration and thanksgiving. "The Spirit of God had moved [brooded] upon the
face of the waters " in the day when God created the heaven and the earth. And now
in the beginning of tfae new creation the Holy Ghost had come upon the blessed virgin,

the power of the Highest had overshadowed her. She was highly favoured indeed,
blessed above all other women, chosen to be the mother of the Lord. Very pure and
holy she must have been ; it may well be, the holiest of women, as she was the most
highly favoured. But she was a creature, born in sin like ourselves, needing, like

ourselves, to be cleansed by the atoning blood of her own Divine Son. And now the

unique grace and dignity vouchsafed unto her brought with it a season of heart-rending
anguish.

II. Joseph. 1. He was a just man. He too was sorely tried. He had tenderly

loved his betrothed ; he loved her still. He was in a position of the greatest per-

plexity. Mary was conscious of her own innocence ; the angel had announced to her

the cause of her immaculate conception. Joseph had, at the mosf, only her word to

trust in; appearances were against her; her statement, if she told him all, required a

very high degree of unquestioning, trustful faith. But he was a just man ; he would
not do her wrong. He could not wholly believe

;
perhaps he did not wholly disbelieve.

We may be sure that he was distracted with anxiety. He was a just man ; he wished
to do what was right ; but he was in a great difficulty; it caused him long and anxious

thought. 2. His intention. He intended to adopt a middle course ; he would not

expose his betrothed; he loved her still. His justice was not the strict, stern justice

which considers only the letter of the Law; it was tempered with the gentler feelings,

mercy and compassion. He could not bring one whom he had loved so dearly into the

danger of shame and death. But under circumstances so suspicious he could not con
summate the marriage. He was minded to put her away privily.

III. The Divine intebvention. L The solution of Joseph's doubts. He thought
on these things. We may be sure that he prayed. It was misery to him to mistrust

his betrothed; it was misery to be doubtrul about the right path to be pursued in a

case of such momentous importance to them both. A holy man like Joseph, who
prayed always, would pray most earnestly, most importunately under circumstances so

di^trcs.-^ing. At last the answer came. God will not leave his servants in perplexity

;

he will clear up their doubts; he will teach them what they ought to do. But trust

iu God does not remove the duty of thoiightfulness. We must think, as Joseph
thought, seriously and prayerfully, when difficult questions present themselves. If we
do this, God will not suffer us to be led astray ; he will guide us aright. 2. The angel.

The word means " messenger." The blessed angels are God's messengers ; they are

sent forth to minister for them who shall be heirs of salvation. They help us now,

for they encamp round about those who fear the Lord. They bring God's messages of

love to us now, as they did then to Joseph ; they guide us now, as they then guided

him. The angel appeared to him in a dream; so they often whisper now the intima-

tions of God's holy will in the hour of quiet, in the silence of the night. 3. 2%e mes-

sage. It calmed the fears of .Joseph, it removed his doubts, it enabled him to rejoice

once more in the love of his betrothed. There was nothing to separate her from him.

He was to take her; her words, if she had told him, strange and mysterious as they

were, were strictly true ; that which was conceived in her was of the Holy Ghost.

She .-huuld bring foi th a Son, a Son wlio should be the Saviour of the world, not Joseph's

son, but entrusted for a time to Joseph's care. Mary was to be the mother of the

Lord, the highest honour surely ever vouchsafed to child of Adam; Joseph was to

have the great joy of watching over bis infancy and youth. Surely no charge so high

an 1 holy had ever been entrusted even to the blessed angels. It was God's answer to

prayer, the prayer of a righteous man which availeth much with Gfod. His anxiety

was over now; his doubts were dispelled; his path was clear. He was a righteous

man; he had thought and he had prayed. God will answer us, he will guide us in

our perplexities, and show us the path ol duty, if, like Joseph, we try to live a holy

life, if we think seriously, if we pray earnestly.

IV. Thb prophecy. 1. It must befulfilled. For it was spoken of the Lord. "Hoh
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men of Ood spake as they were moved by the Holy G-host." Isaiah is often called the

evangelical prophet ; in his propheoy we have the foreshadowing of the gospel, the
good tidings of salvation ; his very name points to the Saviour; it is " Jesiu" with the

elements reversed, it means " the salvation of Jehovah." The propheoy was given
through him ; but he was not the author of it, it came from Ood. God had spoken it,

and he would make it good. He had announced his will long ago, and at length thu

time was come. " Now all this is come to pass," the angel said (for these words are

part of the message), " that it might be fulfilled." All this had come to pass that
human nature might be cleansed by its union with the Divine nature in the Person ol

Christ. That great result was the end contemplated by the prophecy ; to fulfil the
prophecy, and to save the souls of men, was the same thing. It was an end worthy o(

a Divine intervention, worthy of an angel-messenger. All this, the annunciation, the
miraculous conception, all this is come to pass that his gracious purpose, announced so

long ago, might now be fulfilled. 2. The substance of the prophecy. The Hebrew
words mi-an literally, " The virgin is with child, and beareth a Son." The prophet is

speaking of one virgin, one illustrious and unique, as Chrysostom says. The terms of

the prophecy can be satisfied only by a miraculous conception, a supernatural birth.

It is the sign which the Lord himself shalL give—the sign of the Messiah, the sign of

deliverance from sin and death. That marvellous birth, foretold so solemnly, in such
strange, startling language, was to be the beginning of the kingdom of heaven, the

kingdom of God upon earth. For the virgin-born is the King, the King who must
reign till all his enemies are put under his feet. And he is " God with us"—Immanuel.
He has taken upon him the form of a servant ; he is made in the likeness of men. He
was from all eternity in the form of God, living in that glory which he had with the
Father before the world was. Now he is Immanuel, " God with us," the Word incarnate.
" The Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us." He has taken upon him our
human nature, that by the mysterious union of the human and Divine in the one Per-

son of Christ our human nature might be cleansed from the dark stain of sin, and be
created anew after the image of God. God is with us—with us to redeem, to cleanse,

to regenerate, to sanctify. He abideth in us if we are tmly his, he in us and we in

him. He is with us always even to the end of the world, ready to hear our prayer,

ready to help us, ready to save us even to the uttermost; tor through the wondrous
miracle of the Incarnation he is ours and we are his, if we abide in-his love.

Y. The holy Name. 1. Joseph's obedience. AH his doubts were, dispelled, his

anguish was gone, he was filled with a strange and awful joy. His betrothed was to

be the mother of the Messiah. He was to care for her now, to watch over the infancy

of the holy Child. He took unto him his wife ; he respected her spotless purity ; he
lived with her in reverential awe. At last the promised Child was born. Joseph
looked upon the heavenly face of the blessed Babe. There is something very sweet in

the calm face of an innocent infant. What a depth of celestial heauty must there

have been in the smile of the infant Jesus! what a treasure of unspeakable joy must
that holy Babe have been to Mary and Joseph I He called his name Jesus, in obedience

to the angel's bidding. 2. Many had borne that name already. It is the Greek form
of the common Hebrew name Joshua. The first Joshua of whom we read was called

orijiinally Oshea or Hoshea ; this name, which was also the name of the last King of

Israel and of the first in order of the minor prophets, means " salvation." Moses added
to it the sacred name, and called the son of Nun Jehoshua or Joshua, " the salvation uf

Jehovah." He fulfilled the prophecy contained in his name. He was steadfast in

unswerving allegiance to Jehovah : " As for me and my house," he said, " we will serve

the Lord." He was the Lord's instrument in saving the people of Israel out of the
hands of their enemies. He led them through the river Jordan, he fought their battles

for them, he gave them rest in the promised land. In all this he was an eminent type
of our Lord, who is the Captain of our salvation, who fought out the fearful conflict for

us against the deadly enemy, who leads his people through the river of death into the
everlasting rest. The name of their great leader naturally became common among the
Jews; it appears again and again under its various furms, Oshea, Hoshea, Jehoshua,
Joshua, Jeshua, Jesus. 3. But only the Son of Ood fulfilled its blessed meaning. He
was indeed the Salvation of Jehovah; he was Jehovah, Ood the Son, come in his infi-

nite tenderness, in his Divine compassion, to save his people. " He shall save hi?
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people from their Bins," tlie angel said. Tliis was the meaning, the translation of the
name. " He himself shall save his people," the Greek word means—himself hy his own
power. The first Joshua saved the Israelites hy the help of God ; the second Joshua is

himself God, therefore he himself is " ahle to save even to the uttermost all who come
unto God hy him." "He shall save his people." He came to "redeem us from all

iniquity, and purify unto himself a peculiar people, zealous of good works." He has a

people, liis own people, for he is a Eing, and his people are a kingdom of priests, a holy

nation. They belong to him ; they are his, bought with a price ; they are not their

own. All Christians are his by solemn dedication to his service in holy baptism ; but

in the deepest sense they only are his people in whom the promise is fulfilled, whom
he is saving from their sins. Alas 1 there are some of whom it is written, " Call his

name Lo-ammi : for ye are not my people, and I will not be your God " (Hos. i. 9).

i. His salvation is present. He saves his people from their sins ; not only from the

punishment of sin, but from the sin itself. His precious blood, once shed upon the

cross, cleanses all who believe in him from the defilement of sin. His gracious presence,

abiding in the heart through the indwelling of his Spirit, saves his people from the

dominion of sin. " The sting of death is sin
; " " but God giveth us the victory through

our Lord Jesus Christ." This is the plain teaching of Holy Scripture ; then if we are

his, sin must be losing its power over us, for his blood is cleaositjg from all sin those

who walk in the light of his presence, and he is saving them from the power of sin.

Wo must try to realize in our own experience this victory over sin. Most people seem

to be content with a life that falls very short of anything that can he called victory.

But this is what God promises to give us ; the Lord Jesus came to save his people from

their sins ; the purpose of his coming is not fulfilled in us unless we are saved from

them. And he will save us, himself will save us, if we trust his word and come to

him in fiuth. 6. And it is future, it is everlasting. Joshua led the children of

Israel into Canaan ; Jesus leads his people into heaven. He is preparing a place for iis

there, and is preparing us for it. Without holiness no man shaU see the Lord ; but he

of God is made unto us Sanctification. He makes his people holy by the gift of his

Spirit. He takes away the sting of death, which is sin, and changes death into sleep.

" Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord," for if they die in him, in spiritual union

with him, he is their Jesus, their Saviour ; the blessed meaning of the holy Name ia

realized in their experience, and refreshes their soul in death with its heavenly music.

Lessons. 1. God's holiest saints are often very sorely tried. Be patient ; trust

always. 2. God heareth prayer ; he will bring the afflictions of his people to a happy
issue. 3. The holy Name is exceeding precious and sacred ;

pronounce it with rever-

ence ; treasure it in your heart; do all things in the name of the Lord Jesus. 4. He
shall save his people from their sins: is he saving you from yours?

HOMILIES BY VABIOUS AUTHORS.

Ter. 1.

—

OeneaJogiodl lessons. We are tempted to pass by the string of names with

which the New Testament opens, as though it had no moral significance, as though it

were only a relic of Jewish domestic annals. But even the genealogies in Genesis are

eloquent in lessons on human life—its brevity, its changes, its succession, its unity in

the midst of diversity ; and the genealogy of our Lord has its own peculiar importance,

reminding us of many facts.

I. Chbibt is truly human. It will be a great mistake if we so conceive of his

Divinity as in any way to diminish our idea of his humanity. He was as true a man
as if he had not been more than a man. The Divinity in him overflows the himianity,

fills it and surrounds it, but does not destroy it. Christ is not a demi-god—^half-way

between man and God. Perfectly one with his Father on the Divine side of his nature,

he is equally one with us on the human.

IL Chbist has close bblationbhip with otheb men. He does not descend out

of the sky like an angel, or suddenly appear at our tent-door as the " three men

"

appeared to Abraham (Gen. xviii. 2). He comes in the line of a known household,

and takes his place in the family tree. This family tree suggests kinship. A family

is more than a collection of men, women, and children, more or less closely associated

together like the grains of sand on the seashore. There ii blood-relationship in it.
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The solidarity of the human race makes one man to be the brother of all men. Bat
the family relationship is even closer. Our Lord extends his own closest kinship to all

who do the will of God (oh. xii. 50).
in. The past leads up to Christ. He has his roots in the ages. Those dim,

sorrowful years did not come and go in vain. They vere all laying the foundation on
which, in the fulness of time, God would build his glorious temple. Yet the men
whose names are immortalized in this list knew not of their high destiny. We live for

a future that is beyond our vision.

IV. Christ ib not accounted for by his ancestry. Some people are proud of

a noble pedigree. Yet it is possible to be' the worthless scion of a glorious house, for

families often degenerate. On the other hand, many of the best men have emerged
out of obscurity. We may believe in " blood " to a certain extent, but heredity will

not explain the most striking phenomena of human life. Most assuredly it will no'

explain the marvellous nature and character of Christ. " Who can bring a clean thing

out of an unclean ? " (Job xiv. 4). Christ is not the product of such lives as those of

his ancestors here given. His unique glory is not of this world, as a comparison of his

life with his genealogy should show us.

V. Christ sums up the olories of the past. All that is great and good in his

ancestors is contained in Christ and surpassed by him. 1. The Jewish,faith. Christ's

pedigree goes back to Abraham, the friend of God ; an>l in Christ Abraham's faith and
piety are perfected, and the promises to Abraham are fulfilled. 2. The Jewish throne.

Christ is David's heir. He inherits David's kingship and he exceeds it, realizing in

fact what David imperfectly foreshadowed in type.—W. P. A.

Ver. 21.

—

The name " Jesus." " Jesus " was the personal name of our Lord, the

Greek equivalent of the old Jewish name " Joshua," and not unknown in Hebrew
families. Therefore to his contemporaries it would not have the imique associations

that it has for us. It would be merely the designation of an individual. But every-

thing that Christ touches is elevated to a new value by his contact with it. Now that

he has been named " Jesus," that name is to us precious " as ointment poured forth."

I. The main mission of Christ is to save. His work may be regarded in many
lights. He is the great Teacher. His kingly throne is set up, and he has come to rule

over us. In daily life he is the " Friend that stioketh closer than a brother." But
before all he is the Saviour. This comes first, as the personal name " Jesus " comes
before the official title " Christ." It is of his very nature to save. He cannot teach or

rule or cheer us efloctually until he has saved us. Now, this is the unique glory of

Christ. Nature destroys the weak and cherishes the strong. Christ has pity on
failure ; he comes to rescue from ruin. Wherever there is distress or danger there he
finds his peculiar sphere of activity.

II. The great evil from which Christ saves is sin. Other evils are aluc

removed. But they are of but a secondary character, and are not worthy to be named
in comparison with this dark and direful curse of mankind. When once sin is

mastered and cast out, it will be an easy work to expel the secondary troubles of life.

For the most part they are the consequences of this monstrous evil, and will depart

with it. At all events, we shall be stronger to bear those that remain when the heart-

paralysis of moral evil is cured. The last thing that many people want from Christ

is to be saved from their sin. They would be glad to be delivered from its pains and
penalties, but the thing itself they love and have no wish to abandon. For them there

is no salvation. Christ aims at the sin first of all. He treats it as man's deadly foe.

For those who feel its weight, here is the very essence of the gospel—What we cannot

do for ourselves by resolution and effort he can do for us, if we will open our hearts

and let him in. Take this literally. He can save us from our own sins—our defects

of character, evil habits, bad temper, vices.

III. This salvation is for Christ's people. Here is a limitation. It must not

be forgotten that the Gospel of St. Matthew was written for Jews. Christ's first

mission was to " save the lost sheep of the house of Israel." Yet no one who reads the

New Testament thrnughout can doubt that the limitation is not final. The Jew was
only to have the first offer of salvation. He was to be invited in to the feast that he
.might afterwards go out and introduce others. Now the message is that Christ " is
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able to save to the uttermost them that draw near unto God through him " (Heb. yii. 25).

Yet the specification of " his people " has still an important meaning. Christ is uot
only the Saviour at the entrance of the Christian life, hut throughout its course. The
people of God are not perfect ; daily they commit new sins, and Christ is their daily

Saviour. Not only at the moment of regeneration, but through the long and often

sadly stained Christian life, we need Christ to save from sins that still beset us.

—

W. P. A.

Ver. 23.

—

Tmmanuel. There is some obscurity as to the primary intention of these
words as they appear in the narrative of Isaiah (Isa. vii. 14) ; but the fitness of their

application to Christ, now that he has come to fill in their meaning, makes the first use
of them of small moment to us. For us they are a description of the birth and nature
of our Lord.

I. The vikgin-bibth. We may be sure that it was not in order to throw any
discredit on the sanctity of marriage that God so ordered it that his Son should be
bom from a virgin. The New Testament honours marriage as truly as the Old Testa-
ment; and St. Paul, who is sometimes regarded as unfriendly to it, describes it as like

the union of Christ with his Church. What, tlien, is the significance of the viigin-

birth ^ 1. A mystery. It is right and reasonable that he who comes from the bosom
of the Father should enter this world under circumstances that we cannot understand.
Nevertheless, we may see to some extent what this means. 2. A miracle. Men of

science have pointed out that this miracle is not so difficult to believe in as many
others, because parthenogenesis is knonn in nature, though it is not found among men.
Here, then, is something beyond the range of what happens in human experience, yet
according to the known working of God in other spheres. 3. A holy birth. This is

not the case because virginity is in any way moie holy than marriage. Nevertheless,
it has occurred to many that possibly the transmission of seeds of evil may have been
avoided by this miracle. At all events, we know the fact that Christ was perfectly

pure and stainless from his birth.

II. The Divine natdbb. The human name of our Lord is "Jesus"—a name that
describes his work on earth. His prophetic nstme is " Immanuel," one that reveals the
deeper mystery of his mission. 1. Thefact. In Jesus Christ we see the union of God
and man. God is no longer a distant Being seated on his throne above the heavens.

He lias descended to this earth. It is difficult to think of God as the Infinite One who
inhabits eternity ; the very idea is so vast that it seems to melt away into vagueness.

It is intangible ; we cannot lay hold of it. But Christ we can see and understand. In
Christ God looks at us with human eyes, speaks to us in an earthly tongue, touches us

with a brother's hand. That this is so we can believe, not because we are informed of

the doctrine of the Incarnation on authority, but just because, when we come to know
Christ for ourselves, we can see God in him. 2. The grace. This great truth lies at

the foundation of tlie gospel. All Christianity is built on the Incarnation. Although
men may deliver one another from minor ills, only God can save from sin. Therefore,

if Jesus is a Saviour in the dee|iest sense of the word, ho must be God as well as man.
But this is only one side of the subject. He must be also " God with us "—as the

Fathers represented it, the hand of God outstretched. He saves us by bringing God
into us.—W. F. A.

Ver. 19.

—

Suggestions ofjvst ways of covering sin. The contents of this verse and
the following are, so far as they go, corroborating evidence of the supernatural origin

and superhuman incarnation of our Lord Jesus Christ. For if these things he not the

truth respecting him, then will these verses also have to rank among the supposed

cunningly devised fables ; whereas in very truth their aspect is of the most opposite

character. The asjiect of these verses and their connection are strikingly of the real

and the matter-of-fact. They present themselves and they speak so naturally. In

those days of the Church's history which saw casuistry at its most flourishing, it may
easily be imagined that the point would have been considered a most legitimately pro-

fitable one for argument, whether Joseph were more entitled or less entitled to the

epithet of "a just man," in that he had it in his mind to "put aviaj privily" his

espoused wife rather than at once make a public example of whit would too probably

MATTHEW.
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Boon liecomo • pablio scandal. And again, whether Ui Intention to do this f'ptivUy "

eavoured most of regard for public advantage, or of self-regard, or of regard for the
supposed erring woman. From our point of view, any approach to the casuistical may
be safely dispensed with. But in place thereof, we may fitly make this verse the

occasion for inquiring what are some of the determining or guiding considerations

which may he held to justify the disposition to thUld human fault, sin, fall, rather

than to expose it. We are on the safe side—
I. When we seek to shield a pebson, the sinner, fbom public bxposubb

BATHER THAN SAT A WOBD, EITHEB TO HIMSELF OB TO THE PUBUO, TS THE NATUBE
OF EXTENTATINO THE BIN.

II. When we seek to shield anotheb bathbb than one's self.
III. When we seek to shield the person who, xitheb bt natubk ob bt indivi-

dual tempebauent, would take disprofobtionatb buffebino ; as, e.^. : 1. A woman,
in anything that especially concerns the nature of woman. 2. Or any one whose
known sensitiveness would render him liable to abnormal Buffering.

rV. When we seek to shield from exposubb oebtain kinds of bin, tiz. those
WHICH universal observation tells ub do nr the vebt announcement of them
berth to excite unhealthy interest, fbubiknt curiosity. In not a few cases,

notoriety undoubtedly attracts instead of deterring. It attracts also not in mere morbid
and exceptional cases, but in virtue of a fascination not indeed otherwise explainable,

but very easily explained when some of the radical vice of human nature is confessed.

In the present instance, it is to be understood by the reverent reader of the history that

Joseph, as " a just man," felt he had no choice but (1) to put away the woman who
seemed to have erred ; (2) to put her away privily, in order to avoid both publio

scandal as far as possible.and unadvisable aggravation of her and his own feelings. The
ju8ti6ableness of qualifications of this kind is amply illustrated by the conduct of

Christ himself alike in the instance of the woman " taken in adultery," and in that

oi Mary Magdalene.—B.

Ver. 21.

—

The " Name which it above every name." In introduction dwell briefly oc
the thought of the Divine care, shown, first, in foreguarding Israel and, so to say, the
world so early from mistake as to the character of their coming Saviour, Hope, King

;

and, secondly, in guiding Israel from the very first to understand that whatever breadth,
height, scope, might belong to the salvation of the Saviour who was to be, it could in the
first instance only be attained through men becoming extricated from sin. The key-
note of the mission and of the very character of the Christ was ordained to be sounded
in his Name. It it sounded in this name Jesut. It was announced before his appear-
ance. It was wonderfully illustrated during some years preceding his disappearance
from earth. And from that to this, the most significant of the world's history has been
a constantly accumulating testimony to the truthfulness of the Name. Notice now
this Name under tlie following simple aspects,

I. Fob the large profession that lies in it in OEALLENOiNa THE test of what
it would pbaotIoally do. The Name challenges universal observation, but also

universal /iM^^'ment. And the facilities for exercising and pronouncing that judgment
are great. They are ready to hand. The Name says that he who owns it wills to be
judged by what he shall do.

II. Fob THE LABOE PROFESSION THAT LIBS IN IT IN BESPEOT OF THE UNLIMITED
ANNOUNCEMENT OP THE SAVINS. The saving in question, whatever it be, does not save

itself hy any qualification of the direction, the extent, the length of time, in which its

efficacy should be found good. " Thou shalt call his Name Jesus." Although it is

added, " for he shall save his people from their tins," we know that statement to be
as broad, comprehensive, unlimited as the Name itself—Saviour.

III. Fob the labqe profession that lies in it of unbelfibhnebb. To save ia

to do something for others, at all events, as the word applies here. And to "spend and
be spent" thus, unasking anything for self, is the essence of unselfishness.

IV. Fob the novelty and uniqueness of it, the above thbeb tbinos beino
OBANTED. Nothing had approached it before in the world's whole history.

v. Fob the consistent, undkviatino, and unoeasino illustration orvBN to
Vf BT THE wgoLB EARTHLY LIFE OF Christ. All of it spoke the Saviour, and not
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least 80 oertatnly wTien it spoke the deitroyer of destruction, the forerunning of the

destruction of the destroyer.

VI. Fob the yet more wonderful illubtbation given to it in the i.ono, the
CALM, THE STILL-LABTIKO, THE EVERLASTING LEGACY OF THAT LIFE. That legacy 13

ever speaking : 1. Pre-eminently the Saviour, as compared with everything else either

great or good, such as the Tencher, or the Example. 2. The Saviour, as distinguished

from one who does, yet does hut little. 3. The Saviour, as one all of whose workings
are those of light, of advance, and of enduring good.—B.

Ver. 23.

—

The Name, the burden of prophecy. Introduction. Though in the order

of the liistoric narrative this name of prophecy, "Immanuel," comes second on this

pagP, yet had it already found its place on the page of ages ago. It is the Name hy
which the prophet had long a<jo declared forcibly the dignity of the Christ—the real

Biing, the Christ. Whereas the other Name ol our vers. 21, 24 was that given now
in the "fulness of time," which dared hohlly to challenge the proof in the immediate
future of both itself and of the other predicted Name—their main truth, their minute
accuracy. The reminiscence of prophecy, and the quotation of prophetic language now
before us, are the appropriate, the natural sequel of the historic announcement of the

incarnation and superhuman origin of Christ ; and they are the ap[iropriate anticipation

of the illustrious career of the Saviour-Christ. Notice

—

I. The CONNECTION PRECLUDES THE EXPLANATION OF A MERE METAPHORIO OB A MERE
SPIRITUAL MEANING AS THAT WHICH SHOULD JUSTLY ATTACH TO THIS DESCRIPTION OP
Christ. The Name is given clearly in closest connection with the statement that one
who was still a virgin should conceive and bring forth a son. Truly enough, tliere are

a hundred things in which God shall be said to be " with man." But it is no pne of
those hundred ways now. It is one that takes precedence of them all.

II. That the fact once granted op the miraculous conception of Christ
0FFEB8 foe OUR THOUGHT THE DEEP NECESSITY OF SUCH KIND OF UNION, SUCH REALITY
of UNION OF " GoD WITH MAN " FOB THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE KKDEMPTION OF MAN.
Tliere must he a certain kind of presence Of Gud with man. The natmre of that
prisence is all-important. All that is most distinctive in what we may call the reve-

lation and the genius of the New Testament really hinges hereupon. Though probably
all figures ought to be ruled incompetent to this great, this astounding /act, yet per-

haps we shall not stray if we put it thus—that the Incarnntinn was a literal and »
veritable graft of the Divine upon the human nature. Its object was at least twofold.

1. To bring a literal Presence into this world, and partly o^this world, which otherwise

would certainly in no course of things he here; One which should be a certain incom-

parable Sight, a, certain incomparable Sound, a certain paramount Exami'le among men.
Frim that Presence would come, and come in streams, forces of new impression, of

light, of conviction, of surprise, otherwise unattainable ; no cornet of heavenly bodies

in the sky a millionth part so fruitful of impression and so intrinsically attracting, as

this unsurpassed comet of real Divine nature within earth's humble range. 2. To
bring that Presence into this world to execute one supreme, incomparable task. The
motto, nay, the very key-note of the new song of this whole world is heard in the word
" atonement." And though this be not the place to go beyond the statement of the fact,

that fact is that " God with man " alone found " the proper Man " (Luther's hymn)
able, willing, to meet the crisis, to suffer the suffering, to master the problem, and to

atone.—B»

Vers. 1—17.

—

Genealogy ofow Lord. Homiletical uses

—

I. Matthew's purpose is to show that Jesus, after the flesh, was the hbib of David
AND OF Abraham, the true Inheritor of the promises and of the liabilities of Israel.

At his birth instructed Israelites might exclaim, "Unto us a Son is bornl"—one who
entered into a family of broken fortune, but was able to redeem its fortunes; who came

not to build up a competence for himself, but to accept the obligations of the family,

and work out for it a full emancipation. It was also requisite that Jesus should he

recognized as the Heir of David, as the promised ideal King of Israel.

II. The THREE TIMES foueteen GENERATIONS, though artificial, did yet appeal

to the Jewish mind as o $t/mhol of the fulness of times. Of signs that th* time was
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ripe for the birth of Christ there was no lack. The world had done as much as it wai
ever likely to do without the new Influences Christ brought into it. No government
bad ever more at command for the regeneration of the world than Some had. II

eulightened policy, bold statesmanship, extensive dominion, could have abolished the

world's woes, no more was required than Borne had given to the world. In Greece,

culture had done its best ; in the further East, Buddha, Confucius, Zoroaster, had done
all that human wisdom and purity could do to regulate the life and elevate the

thoughts of men. The Jewish Law, Mosaism in all its departments, was also played
out. It had yielded the utmost of benefit, and was now running to seed. A general

feeling was stealing through many lands that the world needed help from above.

Note, too, the preparation for the gospel in the spread of the Jews throughout the

commercial world, the general prevalence of the Greek language, and the facility for

intercourse aflforded by the Roman government.
III. The reason of the lonq delay. At first sight one might suppose many

good ends would have been served by Christ's appearing much earlier in the world's

history. What prevented Christ from coming two thousand years before he did, and
giving the world the advanta>;e of two thousand years' more enjoyment of the best

form of religion ? Had Christ come as soon as the promise was given, the world would
have been found unprepared for the gift, and unable to give it even that moderate
welcome it afterwards found. The Law must first do its work, deepening the sense

of duty, stirring conscience to an almost morbid activity, revealing the holiness of God,
and showing men their lostness; The great gilt of the Holy Spirit, the promise by pre-

eminence, would not have been welcomed. God had to educate the world, as parents

educate children, by alluring them onwards and by inconsiderable gifts teaching them
gradually to long for the highest. He taught them to think of, to know, and to trust

him by giving them what suited their condition and tastes ; and so they learned by
degrees to prize what lie most highly esteemed—inward, spiritual prosperity.

IV. In our Lord's genealogy there is the obdinaby propobtion of good and bad
pabentagb. Individuals are mentioned who would do no honour to any pedigree. The
pride of birth which many of us feel would be abated were the whole ancestry from
which we are sprung set down with biographies attached. We have only to go back
far enough to find stain. Worse still, who can say what his own childien shall be,

and to what extent their disgrace is due to their inherited tendencies? Our Lord did

not shun the contamination to which he was necessarily exposed by his true entrance
into the human family.

APPLICATION. 1. Grace not hereditary. Fuller says, "Lord, I find the genealogy
of my Savionr strangely chequered with four remarkable changes in four immediate
generations. (1) Rohoam begat Abia : that is, a bad father begat a bad son. (2) Abia
begat Asa : that is, a bad father a good son. (3) Asa begat Josaphat : that is, a good
father a bad son. (4) Josaphat begat Joram : that is, a good father a good son. I

see. Lord, from hence that my father's piety cannot bo entailed: that is bad news for

me. But I see also that actual impiety is not always hereditary: that is good news
for my son." 2. Relationship to Christ. The honour of being connected with Christ
after the flesh. Yet even after he was born and seen among men this honour was not
felt as we might expect ; and at all events no special saving influence was exerted on
the individuals composing his line of descent. Closer than every earthly tie is the
spiritual relationship he announces in ch. xii. 60.—D.

Vers. 18—26.

—

Nativity of our Lord, I. Supebnatubal origin of the huhan
NATURE OF OUB LoBD. He who came to be a new Head and Source of life to humanity
could scarcely be the product of the old stock. All other men have sprung from
Adam ; all that has appeared in humanity is the evolution of what was in the first

man. No new blood has been infused into the race. But in Christ a new beginning
is niiide. As a matter of fact, he has never been accounted for by natural causes. His
distinctive character among men requires an unusual, exceptional origin. "If by close

historical scrutiny or critical questioning we fail to resolve the miraculous character of

Jesus—the ultimate fact of Christianity—into the common, known elements of our
human nature; if the laws of heredity prove insufficient to explain his generation;

then the further question will at once arise whether there may not be other than
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natural elements present in human history which come to their perfect flower in Jesus

of Nazareth ? whether we may not find in the laws and forces of a supernatural evolu-

tion the 8u£ScieDt explanation of his miraculous Person?" Expand by showing how
neither Hebrew nor Gentile influences account for Jesus, and by showing the originality

of the character and plan of Jesus, his sinlessness, his authority, his self-assertion.

II. The tbce humanity of Jksus. The Son of God did not come and assume for

a year or two the appearance of a roan in his prime. He was born a human Child, as

truly human as any of us, with all human appetites, necessary emotions, and liabilities.

Human birth ushers human beings into an existence out of which they cannot retire.

So it was with our Lord. He lived under the limitations and restrictions which neces-

sarily attend human nature. His was a real humanity, " He that sanctifieth and they
that are sanctified are all of one." We think of him as for the most part a spectator

marking the conduct of others and caring for them, but having no riohteousness of his

own to maintain and continue. We are very conscious of the difBculties of the sancti-

fied, but are apt to forget that he who sanctifies had the same temptations and the

same difiSculties. He as well as they had to watch and pray, to cry for aid and for

relief, to put from him the views of the world which tempted him to abandon his high
purpose. Miraculous birth is not necessarily an incarnation of God. But no miracu-
lous birth recorded in the Bible was produced similarly to this. And the preparation

thus made for the Incarnation is obvious. The mode of the Incarnation, as well as

much else regarding it, is obscure; but it may be right to point liere to one or two of

its chief lessons or results. 1. Jesus is a Divine Person. That self which has ever

been the same in all its acts is Divine. He may act now through bis human nature

—

eating, sleeping, dying—or he may act through his Divine nature ; but he who does so

is not a man, but God the Son. What we find in Christ is God furnishing himself
with a human body, mind, and soul, through and in which he as truly lives and works
as through and in his Divine nature. Being the same Person after his incarnation as

before, he took our nature " that he might taste death for every man ;
" that he might,

that is, he who was already existing before he became Man. His Divine nature could
not die, but he means to taste death, and therefore takes a nature which can sufier death.

In that death on the cross no person died but the Son of God. 2. Another lesson of

the Incarnation, if not of the Nativity, is too important to overlook. If we would
learn how to benefit our fellow-men, we must study our Lord's method. Looking upon
ns who were infinitely beneath him, and desiring to bring us up more nearly to his level,

he saw that the way to do so was to become one of us ; to come among us and share

with us in all but sin. There is probably more in this example than we are always
willing to admit. We speak of raising the masses. One would take Christ's way of

doing so who should himself become a sharer in their condition ; who should give up
his own pleasant, healthy residence and live among those he desires to benefit ; who
should give up his own lucrative profession and engage in the same kind of labour they
are engaged in ; who should put himself, with his education, bis right views of what
life should and might be, at their disposal ; and should thus be among them a continual

example and help. He would thus make their wrongs his own wrongs, and as he
raised himself raise his class.—D.

Vers. 1—17.—2%« pedigree. "The book of the genealogy," etc. This is not the

general title of the First Gospel, but rather the particular title of these sixteen or seven-

teen verses. Tlie scroll, or writing of divorcement, which the Talmudists say consisted

exactly of " twelve lines," is called a biblion, or "book" (ch. xix. 7). Bo the "book of the

genealogy of Jesus Christ " may be understood to describe the single skin on which
the words immediately before us were originally written. Vitringa remarks that the

expression concerning the "names" in the "book of life," in Bev. iii. 5, alludes to the

genealogical tables of the Jewish priests (see Ezra ii. 62 ; Neh. vii. 64), as the " white

raiment " mentioned there does to the priestly dress.

I. This is the gbhbalooy op Jesus as the Christ. 1. This is implied in his

description. " The Son of David, the Son of Abraham." (1) David had many sons.

Bo had he very many descendants. Abraham had a still more numerous posterity.

But amidst all the sons o( David and of Abraham Jesus is " the Son " (see Bishop

Middleton, ' Gr. Art.,' p. 163). So likewise is he " the Son of man." Here is a mark
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of surpassing excellence. In the whole buman family there is no one to compare with
him, personally, officially, relatively. (2) These titlts indicate him to be the "Seed "

promised in the covenant, and the Seed to whom also the ble8sin;;s of the covenant

are promised. God made his covenant " unto Abraham and his Seed." Mark, "not
seeds, as of many ; but as of one, which is Christ " (Gal. iii, 16). In him all the families

of the earth are blessed. 2. To assert this is oibviously the evangelist's intmtion. So
we understand his words, " genealogy of Jesus the Christ" (1) Jesus is the Antitype
of all sacredly anointed persons—prophets, priests, kings. He alone united in himself

all these offices. (2) Uis anointing and Christship were of the Holy Ghost. The oil

of anointing typified the Spirit of God. (a) In its lustre. Hence the "unction of the

Holy One" is said to convey spiritual teaching and heavenly knowledge (1 John iL 20,

27). (ft) In its softening, mollifying, lubricating influences. So the oil of anointing

is put for the graces of the Holy Spirit, (c) Jesus was "anointed with the oil of glad-

ness above his fellows," viz. not only in the kind, but also in the degree. He received

the Spirit "not by measure." (3) How favoured are the sons of Jesus! They are

through him the seed of the covenant (see Gal. iii. 29). They are Ghristians, anointed

ones, viz. in a spiritual and very noble sense (2 Cor. i. 21).

II. The pedigree is given fob oub benefit. 1. Jesus had no personal gloryfrom
it. (1) Some of the ancestors were princes of the aristocracy of virtue—^Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob, David, Asa, Jehoshaphat, Hezekiah, Josiah, ZerubbabeL But Jesus

himself was immeasurably superior to the best of them. (2) Some were persons of

sullied fame—Behoboam, Abijab, Uzziah, Ahaz, Manasseh, Amon, Jechonish. Note:
(u) Virtue does not run in the blood. (6) Jesus appeared "in the lil<enes8 of sinfnl

flesh." (c) None are too vile to be saved by him. 2. To us it certifies his Messiahship.

(1) The patriarchs from David upwards were common ancestors of Joseph and Mary.
The later patriarchs in this list were ancestors of "Joseph the husband of Mary,"
therefore here, of Jesus putatively, who was " supposed to be the Son of Joseph." Yet
as the reputed or adopted Son of Joseph his title to the throne of David was valid.

(2) But that Jesus was also the Son of David in hlood as well as in law is evident from
the genealogy in Luke, which carries his line up through Mary. Joseph, whose father

was Ja<x)h according to Matthew, is in Luke called "the son of Eeli" (viz. jure

matrimonii), in compliance with the Jewish custom of tracing all genealogies through
males. Every way, then, whether by law or by blood, Jesus is proved to be the Son
of " David the king " (ver. 6), and entitled to the throne. (3) In these genealogies

there are difficulties which we are now in no position to solve. These, however, were
no difficulties to the contemporaries of the evangelists, familiar with Hebrew customs
and having access to the national records. It is too late, now the records are lost, for

sceptics to make capital out of these difficulties. (4) But, on the other hand, the

records being lost, no pretender to Messiahship can now establish descent from David.
Surely the Jews, who require this mark, should be convinced that Jesus, in whom alone

it is found, is very Christ (cf. ch. xii. 23; xxi. 9; xxii. 44). (5) He is the "Son of

D.ivid" in the grandest sense, viz. that of being also David's Lord. Attributes of

Divinity are ascribed by King David to the " King's Son " (see e.g. Ps. Izxii.), which
by no pretence of "Oriental hyperbole" can be limited to Solomon. These superhuman
claims, in which lie the source and secret of all the blessings of salvation, Jesus asserted

for himself and fully vindicated. 3. It encourages the hope of the Oentffes. (1) Signi-

ficant of this gracious end, we notice that the seed of the covenant was conveyed
through younger sons Abraham himself was a younger son of Terah; so was Isaac

of Abraham ; so was Jacob of Isaac ; so was Judah of Jacob. Phares and Zara are

both mentioned in the genealogy, evidently to emphasize this principle ; for here Phares,

the younger of the twins, was chosen. David likewise was a younger son of Jesse.

And in the family of David, Solomon the ancestor of Joseph, and Nathan the ancestor

of Mary, were both younger sons (cf. Luke xv. 11—32 ; also Bom. ix. 12, 30). (2) Note,
further, that of the four women, beside the virgin, whose names are introduced, two
were Gentiles, viz. Eahab and Buth. (3) " The children of the promise," whether Jew
or Gtentile, ever have been " counted for the seed." It was so in the famUy of Abraham.
It is so in the family of Jesus (Gal. iii. 29). Election is " through faith." The Old
Testament begins with " the generation of the heavens and the earth ; " the New, with
the generation of him by whom they were crAatH The glory of the gospel exceeds
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not only that of the Law, but that also of the material world. Jesua, in his incarna-

tion, became " the Beginning of the [new] creation of God." He is " the Fintboro of

every creature," viz. the Head and Archetype of that new creation which in to consist

of those who are " bom again " of him.—J. A. M.

Vers. 18—25.—Jos^h's Uitimony, After giving the genealogy of Jesua, the evan-

gelist proceeds to fu^lIi^ih important particulars of the history of his generation and
birth. In these he brings out prominently the notable testimony of Joseph in proof

of the Christship of Jesus. We note^
L That Joseph is a obediblb witness. 1. Se toai a righteous man, (1) This

is the character claimed for him by Matthew at a time when, if it were not a fact, it

might have been challenged ; for Joseph was well known (see ch. xiii. 65 ; Luke iv. 22

;

John vi. 42). According to Eusebius, this Gospel was written in the third year of

Caligula, i.e. a.D. 41, when many of Joseph's contemporaries were still living. (2)
Everything recorded of Joseph is consistent with this character. It is in particular

well sustained by his conduct towards Mary, under the trying circumstances detailed

in the text. He might have prosecuted her for adultery (see Deut. xxii. 23, 24). But
he had an option of mercy, which he preferred. He resolved accordingly " to put her

away privily," viz. by giving her, in presence of two witnesses, a bill of divorcement,

without assigning any cause (see Deut. xxiv. I). Thus her life would be spared. Note

:

(a) True righteousness is merciful. Of this the gospel of our salvation furnishes

glorious illustration. (6) Leniency devoid of justice is not true mercy. The " terrors

of the Lord," as well as those of the Law, are necessary to the public good of the

universe. (3) As a righteoua man Joseph could not be guilty of falsehood. This must
hold under ordinary conditions, but especially in this case, where tlie subject of testi-

mony is momentous, involving everlasting issues. 2. Se vjas a sensible raan. (1) He
certainly was not over«redulou8, else he might have listened without demurrer to Mary's

story. There is no mention here of Gabriel's message to Mary (see Luke i. 26—38).

The omission suggests that Matthew's design was to bring out prominently the

evidence of Joseph. Yet that Mary had communicated these things to Joseph may be

reasonably presuiiied. She made no secret of them (see Luke i. 46—55). (2) There

were not wanting good reasons by which he might have been inclined to listen to

this wonderful story, (a) He had sufficient knowledge of Mary's previous piety to

have disposed him to credit her testimony; but the circumstances are unprecedented,

and he is not satisfied. (6) He had the testimony of Elibabetli (see Luke i. 39—56),
which was weighty when taken in connection with the vision of Zacharias, the remark-

able event of the Baptist's birih, and Zachaiias's prophecy (see Luke i. 67—79). Still,

he was not satisfied. Note : Never was mother so honoured and so tried as Mary.

Let not those who aspire to honours think to escape trials. As Mary suffered with

Christ and fur his sake, so shall we if Christ be formed in us (cf. Acts v. 41 ; ix. 16

;

Rom. viii. 17; Phil. i. 29). 3. He had the best opportunities of knowledge. (1) As
espoused to Mary he was in the best position to be acquainted with the matter of her

testimony. (2) He was therefore in the best position to be convinced by the com-
plementary evidence furnished in the vision vouchsafed to himself. (3) Of this vision

he was, of course, a first-rate witness, for he was himself the subject of it.

II. That his tbstimont is vbby valuablk. 1. Because of the importance of the

subject. (1) The subject is stupendous. The incarnation of Deity in human nature.

"Imraanuel." (2) Such an event must be of the utmost moment to humanity. It

presages the beatification of humanity. In this all " partakers of flesh and blood" must

have the deepest interest. (3) This is wonderful news for sinners. And such are we

all. Note : Not only was the incarnation of Jehovah necessary for redemption, but

faith in Jesus as Jehovah is necessary for salvation. The very name of Jesus associates

Jehovah and salvation (cf. Acts iii. 16 ; iv. 10 ; ix. 14 ; Bom. x. 13). 2. Because of the

nature of its authentication. (1) An angel appeared to Joseph. Superhuman intel-

ligence abne could reveal the subject- (2) He appeared to him in a dream. Not an

ordinary, but a Divine, dream. Such dreams carried with them convincing evidence.

Else they could not serve their purpose (cf. Numb. xii. 6 ; Deut. xiii. 1—3 ; 1 Sam. xxviii.

6 15 ; Joel ii. 28). The evidence was convincing to Joseph. It reassured him of the

innocence of Mary, and certified the truth of her wonderful story. It let in also th«
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evidence of Elisabeth in its full force. The whole was confirmed by the correspond-
ence of prophetic times, which had now awakened a general expectation. (3) Tha
sequel proved that Joseph was not misled, (a) He had the " sign " that Mary should
" bring forth a Son." God alone could certainly forecast this. (6) That Son was to

support the character of a Divine Saviour of sinners. Who but God could have fore-

seen that this Child would ever claim to be such a Saviour, much less that he should
behave miraculously consistently with that most diflScult and lofty claim ? 3. Because

of its consistency with Scrijptv/re. (1) The miracle of the virgin-mother was a pro-
minent subject of ancient prophecy, (a) It dawned in the first promise (Gen. iii. 15),

that the " Seed of the woman," viz. without the man—the issue therefoie of a virgin—
should "bniise the serpent's head." (6) It is ex|licitly set forth by Isaiah (vii. 14)
in the passage cited in the text. Here we note the definite article—not "a virgin," but
" the virgin (nn^pn)." One only such occurrence was ever to take place. (2) Another
notable circumstance is that, according to I»aiah, the house of David was not to fail

until this wonder should be accomplished. The sign was given expressly to reassure

that house, now fearing extinction, when, after the slaughter perpetrated by Pekah,
Judah was again invaded by Bezin. But, excepting in Jesus, the family of David is

now difficult to trace. Surely this ought to convince the Jews that Jesus is the Christ.

The certainty of our faith is established by many infallible proofs. Unreasonableness
is with unbelief.

III. The hand of God is evident in the histoet. 1. Wisely ordered was the espousal

of Mary to Joseph, not only to give value to his testimony, but also to shield the

reputation of the virgin, and to afford her and her infant a needful earthly guardian-

ship. Note: A providence that is equal to all emergencies may well be trusted by
Christians. 2. It is also a significant circumstance that Jesus received Ms name at the

time of his circumcision. To give the name at such a time was the common custom
(Luke i. 59, 60). But in this case the name of Jesus was most appropriately given
when that blood was first shed without which there is no remission of sins. The sign

of circumcision had its perfect accomplishment in the shedding of the blood of the

covenant upon the cross. 3. This Name, w.'th its reason, are a blessed revelation.

There is no salvation but from sin. Siu carries its own punishment. The removal of

sin is the remission of puuishment. Infinite mercy can only save .sinners from punisli-

ment by saving them from sin. 4. Jesus hecomes incarnate again in every regenerate

spirit. The reconciliation of the human to the Divine was first effected in the Person
of Christ. As Christ is formed in us we becumc reconciled to God. Christ grows up
in us as we grow up into him. The life of faith is a life of miracle.—J. A. M.

Ver. 1.

—

The mission of genealogies. The Gospels contain two genealogies of Jesus
the Messiah. Both relate to Joseph the reputed father of Jesus, and to Mary by virtue

of her relation as wife, or her family relation, to him. Matthew's is the transcript of

the public record, and traces the family line in a descending scale from Abraham;
Luke's is the private family genealogy, and it traces the family line in an ascending
scale up to Adam. Matthew takes the point of view of a Jew; Luke sees in Messiah
a Saviour for humanity. It has been suggested that the Jew bore two names—what
may be called a religious name, which would be used in the sacred records ; and what
may be called a secular name, which would be used in the civil lists. This may
account for diversity in the forms of the names in these two genealogies.

I. The common mission op genealogies. Everybody does not jealously guard the
family records. But some do. They are felt to be important : 1. When there is family
property. This is illustrated in the case of the Israelites. The land of Canaan was
divinely allotted to the families, and it was inalienable (see the year of jubilee, an<l

Naboth's refusal to give up his garden). Any one claiming land in Canaan was bound
to show the family register. 2. When there were class privileges. Illustrate by the
inability of some, in the time of the restoration, to prove their priestly or Levitical

connections. See the jealousy with which membership in Indian castes is preserved.

8. When any one becomes famous. At once we want to know who he is ; what are

his belongings ; who are his " forbears." Au idea that no man is a distinct and separate

individual. We are all products. We all belong to the past. Those who have been
live over again in their sons. So in a bi'jgiaphy we always want to know a man's
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ancestry. Show that there l8 this common interest in Jesus, and it is fully met, and
met in such a way as to secure a supreme interest in him.

II. The bacebd mission op genealogies. They become proofs of the Messiahship
of Jesus. Prophecy fixed one condition. Messiah Would belong to the royal house of

David. Now, observe that during Christ's life this was never once disputed. The
Sanhedrin kept the puhlio archives ; and though Herod the Great sought out and burnt
all the family registers he could, the enemies of Christ never attempted to disprove liis

claim to belong to the royal race. Evidently the public genealogies confronted them
and served this sacred purpose. Ulla, a rabbi of the third century, says, " Jesus was
treated in an exceptional way, because he was of the royal race."—B. T.

Ver. 1.

—

Messiah's Sonships. The writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews, in a most
significant and emphatic way, points out the distinct feature of the last Divine revela-

tion : "God, having of old time spoken unto the fathers in the prophets by divers

portions and in divers manners, hath at the end of these days spoken unto us in his

Son (iv ulv)" Sonship declaring Fatherhood in God is the very essence of the reve-

lation in Christ. That point is illustrated in the genealogies in a very striking way.
Jesus is set forth as the Son of David ; he is more, he is the Son of Abraham ; he ia

more, he ia the Son of Adam; he is more, he is even the Son of Ood. If this seems
to be less prominent in Matthew's descending genealogy, it is very prominent in Luke's
ascending one. Putting all these Sonships together, we get the following impressions

concerning the claims of Jesus.

I. He was TBnE Einq. " Son of David ; " lineal descendant of King David. With
actual, natural, legitimate right to the sovereignty of David's land. In our Lord's
time there was no other claimant to David's throne. Herod would have made short

work in dealing with any such claimant. He tried to destroy the Child-King Jesus.

Jesus was David's legitimate and only Heir.

II. He was true Jew. "Son of Abiaham." This was indeed involved in his

being "Son of David," since David was a son of Abraham; but for the satisfaction of

the Jews the Abrahamic descent is assured. " Salvation is of the Jews." Messiah
must come in the Abrahamic line. He must be the " Seed of Abraham," in whom all

nations of the earth are to be blessed.

III. He was true Man. " Son of Adam." Luke, writing for Gentiles, goes beyond
ftU Jewish limitations, and sets forth the true, proper, common humanity of Christ,

and the interest of all humanity in him. For if " salvation is of the Jew," it is salva-

tion for the whole world. " God so loved the world." Jesus belongs to the Jewish
race, and that is important. He is the Crown and Flowering of that race. But Jesus

belongs to humanity, and that is more important. He is the Hope of the human race

;

the "Life and Light of men."
IV. He was Divine Man. " Son of God." There is a sense in which this may be

said of every man ; there is a special sense in which it is said of Christ. He brings a

new force of Divine life to start a new spiritual race, even as Adam had a special

Divine life to start a human race. " In him was life."—B, T.

Vers. 3, 5.

—

Strange links in genealogical chains. It must strike every reader as

singular, that the women introduced in the genealogies are of doubtful character or of

foreign relations. " The mention of the four women, Tamar, Rahab, Ruth, and Bath-

sheba, in such a pedigree is very significant. Tamar, the forgotten one, twice left a

childless widow; Rahab, not only' of the accursed seed of the Canaanites, but more-

over a harlot ; Ruth, also a long-childless widow, and a stranger, and born of the stock

of Moah, that nation of incestuous oiigin, forbidden to enter the house of the Lord

unto the tenth generation; and lastly, the wife of Uriah, the very mention of whom,
under this designation, only draws attention to her sin ;—all these are seen incorporated

into the line of the children of Abraham, nay, more, into the holy genealogy of Christ."

What can it be intended that these strange links should teach us ?

I. Man's wilfulness is not allowed to hinder God's pubposes. Marriage of

Jews beyond the limits of the nation was strictly forbidden ; and such marriages were

a fruitful source of evil, as is illustrated in the times of Balaam and of Nehemiah.

We can clearly see man's wilfulness in the marriages of Bahab and Buth, who were
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botli foreignen, and worse than wilfulness in David's marrying Bathsheba. Such
wilfulness we might expect would thwart the Divine purpose for the race; but instead,

it was overruled. Gcd's thought cannot be frustrated. If man resists, he will simply
be borne along on the current of God's outworking purpose.

II. God lets ohabaoteb triumph oveb mebe BACB-DiBABii.iTiEa. This is illus-

trated in the cases of Bahab and Ruth, the fine illustrations of faith in God and of the

loyally of sincere love. That faith ennobled a Canaanite in the sight of God, That
loyalty of love beautified a Moabite in the sight of God. And so our Lord taught that

the humbled, penitent, believing "publicans and harlots" entered his kingdom rather

than Abraham-born Jews, who had nothing to boast of but a pedigree.

III. Gentiles hate a oleab claim to tub bknefitb of Messiah's wobe. They
have an actual part in him. The blood of two Gentile mothers is in the Saviour uf

the world. The Gentiles need rest in no mere permission to share Jewish privilege

;

they can claim their rights in Jesus. He is " a Light to lighten the Gentiles."

—

H. T.

Yer. 18.

—

The mystery of the Incarnation. Christianity starts with a miracle. It

is a miracle altogether so stupendous and so unique that its reception settles the whole
question of the possibility of the miraculous. He who can believe that God shadowed
himself to our apprehension in the likeness of a man, he who can recognize in the

Babe of Bethlehem, both the Sou of God and the Son of Mary, will find that no eqtial

demand is ever afterwards made upon his faculty of faith. Both Testaments begin

with a miracle. A world of order and beauty arising out of chaos is a miracle as truly

as is the birth of a divinely human Saviour by the Divine overshadowing of Mary.
We ask how these things were done, but the mystery eludes all human explanations.

In tlie whole circle of causes yet searched out by man, there are none which help us to

trace the mystery. We ask why, and then for us the mystery of wisdom and gi-ace is

allowed to unfold a little. Two influences afiected the truth of the Incarnation in the
time of the apostles—Judaism tended to overpress the mere humanity of Christ;

Gnosticism tended to dissipate the humanity into a mere appearance.

I. On what principle is the Incarnation founded ? It is essentially a revela-

tion, and it rests upon the principle that man can only be taught the truth concerning

God, and saved from his sins, by a revelation. Man is made a moral being by receiving

a revelation of the will of God. Man is redeemed by receiving a revelation of the
mercy of God. What man precisely needs is a revelation of God's character ; it must
be shown to him in human spheres. That is the Incarnation, " God manifest in the
flesh."

II. What fobm did the Inoabnation take? We may gun the best ideas by
noticing what it was not. 1. God did not put on the mere appearance of humanity.
This was the error of the Docetse. To correct this the evangelists give details of our
Lord's birth into veritable humanity. 2. God did not assume to himself a human
body. That is, he did not find a human body, and come into it, as the hermit-crab
will find, and enter into, an empty shell. Scripture says he was made man, 3. God
(lid nut take any particular class or kind of humanity. He was just the world's Babe,
the world's Man.—R. T.

Ver. 18.

—

The Holy Ohost he/ore Pentecost. We are so accustomed to associate the
term " Holy Ghost " with the descent of the Spirit on the disciples at Pentecost, that
it seems strange to us to find it used by the evangelists even in the early portions of
their Gospels. But there is no proper authority for connecting the term exclusively

with Pentecost. Properly speaking, there is nothing peculiar or distinctive in the term.

"Spirit" and "Ghost" are synonyms. " Holy Spirit" may properly be put wherever
"Holy Ghost" is found. Nothing is added to our knowledge by using the terra
" Ghost." Whenever God is spoken of in the Scripture as working within things, out
of sight, in the spheres of thought and feeling, he is spoken of as God the Spirit, or

God the Ohostly. The Old Testament is full of statements concerning the working of

God's Spirit in creation; in the antediluvians; in the kings; in the prophets. God
works in the created spheres in two ways. 1. In external spheres, and in modes
apprehensible by human senses. 2. In internal spheres, and in modes apprehensible
by the feeling, the mind, and the will. God's seciet workings are to be regarded ai
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the operations of his Spirit. So the mysterious putting forth of Divine power in the

case of Mary is properly presented as the working of the Holy Ghost.
L God wobkino m the hinds of hen ib thb unitebsal tbuth of thb Holt

Ghost. This belongs exclusively to no one age, to no one dispensation, to no one race.

To the heathen Gkxi is the •' great Spirit." " Moved by thee, the prophets wrote and
spoke." There is this "inspiration of the Almighty which giveth understanding," aa

the common heritage of the race ; and special forms it takes, within Jewish lines, only
illustrate the universal forms it takes for all humanity.
n. God usnia, as bis aoenot, thb lifb and wdbds and wobes of Jesvs, is

THE 8FE0IAI. Chbistian TsnTH OF THE HoLY Ghost. So Jesus Said, " He shall

take of mine, and shall show it unto you ;
" " He shall . . . bring all things to your

remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you." The Holy Ghost of the early Church
is the Holy Spirit of the Church of all the ages, only his instruments are precise ; his

agency is limited. He works through the outer revelation which has been brought to

men by Christ, and is given to men tn Christ.—B. T.

Ver. 19.

—

Jtutiee it eonsiderateness. Very little is known concerning Joseph the

husband of Mary; and yet enough is known to reveal a character. And what more
especially shows him up to our view is his determination to do what was right, but to

do it kindly. According to Jewish ideas, betrothal was as sacred as marriage, and
infidelities before marriage were treated as infidelities after marriage, and death by
stoning was the punishment for such sins. It was customary for persons to be engaged,
or espoutied, for twelve months, and during that time the persons did not see each
other. Mary had to tell Joseph, and Joseph had to act under the circumstances in

the way that seemed best. He was a just man, but he was a kind man. No doubt
what Mary told him made a great demand on his faith. He does not ^em to have
been able to receive her mysterious story until his mind was divinely guided ; then

he married Mary, and at the time that Jesus was bora Joseph was her recognized

husband.
I. The jdst man wants to do the biqht. But it is always difficult to decide

what is right when other people are affected by our decision. When we have to judge
the conduct of others we easily make mistakes. We judge as if persons acted from
the motives which decide our action. It was easy for Joseph to explain Mary's
conduct, and see quite sufficient ground for refusing any further relations with her.

And in forming judgment on such grounds, he would have been altogether wrong,

and be would have unworthily dealt with Mary. She was no wilful sinner ; she had
only come into the sovereign power and grace of God. Id trying to be just there is

grave danger of our becoming most unjust. See Eli's suspicion of Hannah.
II. The just han wants to do the kind. Noble-minded men let mercy tone

judgment. Ignoble-minded men love to persecute, and call it punishment. Charity

hideth sin ; is jealous concerning imperilled reputation ; and suffers most deeply when
punishment must be inflicted. So God's mercy loves to rejoice over judgment,—B, T.

Ver. 20.

—

Dreams as revdationf. It has been said that dreams represent the usual

mode of Divine communication with persons who are outside the covenant. But this

view is not fully maintained by a study of all the incidents narrated. It is true of

Abimelech (Gen. xx. 3—7), of Laban (Gen. xxxi. 24), of Pharaoh's butler and baker

(Gan. xl. 5—19), of Pharaoh (Gen. xli. 1—7), of the Midianite (Judg. vii. 13—15), of

Nebuchadnezzar (Dan. ii. 1, 31; iv. 5, 8), of the Wise Men (ch, ii. 11, 12), of Pilate's

wife (ch. xxvii. 19). But it is not true of Jacob (Gen. xxviii. 12; xxxi. 10), of Joseph

(Gen. xxxviL 5—9), of Solomon (1 Kings iii. 5—15), of Daniel (Dan. vii.), or of Joseph

(ch. i. 20, 21 ; ii. 13, 19, 20). It is said that communication by dreams is the lowest

form of revelation, because it deals with man when the senses and the will are asleep,

and the panorama of the contents of the mind keeps passing, and there is no intelli-

gent selection and arrangement of them. Dreams are much regarded in heathen

religions. They are very sparingly used in the Jehovah-religion; and all Divine

directions, whether by dreams or otherwise, are dependent upon the inward earnestness

and sincerity of the heart. Perhaps it may be said that God used dreams in revealing

his will to uose who were not specially sensitive to spiritual things. Poets, prophets,
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mystics, see visions. Common men, or men in ordinary moods and conditions of mind,

dream dreams, which God fills witli meaning. See how far this is illustrated in the

several cases mentioned ahove. Note that Joseph takes no place as a pi'ophet or

specially gifted or spiritual man ; and therefore what may be called the commonplace
mode ol' Divine communication was employed in his case.

I, Dbeams abb usually without siokifioance. They represent the wnrkings

of the mind apart from the control of the will. They may or may not be connected.

They may or may not be remembered. They bear no relation to character or culture.

They can on"y nourish superstition if unduly regarded.

II. Dbbams ABE SOMETIMES FULL OP DiviNE BIONIFICAKCB. No Sphere of man's

life can be thought of as beyond God's control and use. He can be the vnll that

guides, shapes, arranges, our dreams, so that they shall convey to us some message

from him. He has done this. He still does this. Though his working in us, by
the movings and giiidinga of the Holy Ghost, makes special and external forms of

revelation seldom, if ever, necessary.—B. T.

Ver. 21.

—

A mission revealed in a twofold Name. The fact confronts us, and sets

ns upon earnest inquiry, that one name was prophesied for Messiah, and another name
was given to him when he came. He was to be called "Immanuel," and he was
called " Jesus." Now, are we to tinderstand that these are two names, and that Messiah

is to be known as " Immanuel-Jesus " ? or are we to see in the name Jesus a full and
sufficient embodiment of the idea contained in the name "Immanuel"? Jewish names,

and especially prophetic names, carry definite and precise meanings; they embody
facts or suggest missions.

I. The Messianic names tkeated as two. 1. Take the prophetic name
" ImmaniMl," or " Emmanuel." The secondary reference of the prophecy in Isaiah is

to the Messiah; the first reference is to some one who should deliver the nation from
its immediate troubles (see Commentary on Isa. vii. 14). The name carried the

assurance "God is with us." But that assurance involved more than the fact (pf

Divine presence. If God is near, be is near to help. If God manifests himself, he
manifests himself to deliver and to save, Christ, then, is " God with us," sensibly

present, manifest in the flesh. With us he is active to help and save. 2. Take the
angel-given name "Jesus." This is a common Jewish name. It is the Greek form
of the familiar " Joshua ; " but it has a significance and a history. It is really Eoshea,

or Eoshua, " the Helper," with the name of God added as a prefix, Je-ZiosAtia, shortened

to Joshua. So it means in full, " Ood our Eelper." But, in the dream, a very full

translation of the name was given. It was said to declare Messiah's mission to be

"saving the people from their sins," and "from their sins" is designedly set in

contrast with " from their troubles," so that the moral and spiritual character of the

mission should be made quite plain.

II. The Messianic names treated as one. Take the simple meaning of " Jesus,""

Je-hoshua; it is "God with us helping." But that is precisely the thought embodied
in "Emmanuel," which is "God with us," and the connection declares that God is

thought of as with us to help us. Then the same mission is declared in both names.
It is th« fact that our supreme need arises out of our sins that decides the sphere of

the Divine helping.—B, T.

Ter. 22.

—

Scripture fulfllmentl. It is plain that the Jews used their Old Testament
Scriptures in ways that do not commend themselves to us. To-day rabbis can find

references and proofs in passages which, to our more orderly and logical minds, seem
to have no bearing on the subject. Tliey have always been readily carried away by
similarity in the sound of passages. Strict criticism cannot approve of their quota-

tions or recognize their intelligent conneciions. We are to remember that one supreme
idea possessed the mind of the Jew. He looked for Messiah ; everything was full of

Messiah ; everything pointed to Messiah. The Jews were ready to find references to

Messiah everywhere. So when they believed Messiah had come, they naturally turned

to the old Scripture, and matched the facts of his life with all the Messianic references.

We are more critical than they; we liave a keener historical sense; and so we have
learned to regard the Messianic allusions as secondary references, the prophecies bear-
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ing a first relation to the times in which they were uttered. St. Matthew is presenting

Jesus as the Messiah promised to the Jews ; and he brings into special prominence,
through the whole of his narrative, that harmony between the events and the

prophecies by which Jesus is marked out as the " Christ." The formula " that it

might be fulfilled " is like a refrain repeated in every page of the book. In the two
first chapters we find five detached incidents of the childhood of Jesus connected with
five prophetic sayings. " This Grospel is the demonstration of the rights of sovereignty

of Jesus over Israel as their Messiah." The importance of Scripture fulfilments may
be shown by illustiating the two following points.

I. An nfDEPENDBNT BBVELATIOK IS INCONCEIVABLE. If God is pleased tO WOrk
by revelations, we may be quite sure that those revelations are related ; and we expect

them to be given in an ascending scale ; the roots of all later revelations are sure to

be found in the earlier ones. An independent revelation is at once stamped with
suspicion. If its connections cannot be shown, its trustworthiness may be denied.

True revelations had been given to the Jews. New revelations must confirm their

truth, and be their unfolding. Conceive what would have been said if Jesus had
appeared making independent claim as Messiah, heedless of all connection between
his revelation and precediug ones. Without hesitation we say that, in such a case,

his claim could not have been justified. " The Scripture must be fulfilled."

II. Ah axtaoonistic revelation must be rejected. It would have been the

all-sufficing answer for the I'harisees, if only they could have given it—Scripture is

opposed to the claims of this Jesus of Nazareth. But they never dared attempt to

prove antagonism between his revelation and the previous one. Disciples and apostles,

and even our Lord himself in his teachings, fully combat the idea of antagonisiu. He
came " not to destroy the Law and the projjhets, but to fulfil." He was able, "begin-
ning at Moses and all the prophets," to expound "in all the Scripture the things

concerning himself." " To him give all the prophets witness."—R. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER n.

Jebui thb Christ by his Early History

answering to the word of God by the pro-

phets. This is shown by four particulars,

for each of which a corresponding prophecy

is adduced.

(1) The place of his birth; where, further,

he receives homage of Gentiles, though

neglected by bis own people (vers. 1—12).

(2) His stay in Egypt (vers. 13—15).

(3) The slaughter of the innocents (vers.

16—18).

(4) His dwelling at Nazareth, and con-

sequent appellation (vers. 19—23).

Of these naturally the first is the most

important, and it may indeed be that tlie

chief object of the evangelist was to show

that Jesus satisfied the conditions of pro-

phecy with respect to his birth. He was

only driven from Bethlehem to Egypt and

subsequently to Nazareth by the jealousy

of the ruler of the Jews.

While, however, the fulfilment of pr'^

pheoy by Jesus the Christ was doubtless

the most prominent thought in the evange-

list's mind, the typical character of the treat-

ment received cannot but have forced itself

upon him, writing as he did at a time when
the contrast between the Lord's rejection by
Jews and his reception by Gentiles was
becoming daily more marked. It is, further,

not impossible that the spread of the gospel

to other lands may in itself have proved a

stumbling-block to the Jews, who made so

much of the superior sanctity of Palestine,

and that there may be in this chapter some-

thing of the same thought that moved St.

Stephen to insist on the fact that God's

presence is not tied to one spot or country

(Acts viL).

Vers. 1—12.

—

Bom at Bethlehem, accord-

ing to prophecy, he reeeivei there tlie homage

of representatives of (he heathen world.

Ver. 1.—Wow when Jesus ; who has just

been identified with Chrii^t. But in this

chapter tlie narrative employs only those

terms ("Jesus," "young Cliild") which by-

standers might have used. They are purely

annalistic, not interpretative. Contrast

cii. i. 18 and Herod's statement of a theo-

logical problem (ver. 4). Was born in

Bethlehem. The First Gospel, if taken alone
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wonld giro tbe impression that Joseph had
had no previouB connexion with Nazareth.
But about the place where Joseph and Mary
lived before the birth of Jesus the evange-
list did not concern himself (cf. ver. 23,

note). Of Jndsa. For the evangelist's

pnrpose it was most important so to define

it as to exclude Bethlehem of Zebulun
(Josh. xix. 15). The inhabitants of Beth-
lehem of Jndraa, a market town of a fruitful

(Ephratah) district, live chiefly by agrionl-

tore, but also for several centuries have
manufactured images of saints, rosaries, and
fancy articles. Since 1834 it has been
almost exolusivelv occupied by Christians
(Sooin's ' Bssdeker,' p. 243, seq.). From " the
HouseolBread"came forth" the true Bread."
In the days of Herod the- king. Herod the

Great and Heroii Agrippa U. (Acts xxv. 13)

alone held the legal title of "king" fur any
time (but cf.ch. xiv. 1, note)—the former as

King of the Jews (Josephus, ' Bell. Jud.,' i.

14. 4), or King "of the Iilumseans and Sama-
ritans " (Appian, ' Civ.,' v. 75 ; vide Schiirer,

i. 1. 840), by a decree of an express meeting

of the Roman senate, B.o. 40 ; the latter by
Claudius's appointment, as king first uf

Chalcis (A.D. 48—53) and afterwards (a.d.

53—100) of the tetrarchies of Philip ami
Lysanias (Josephns, ' Bell. Jnd. ,' ii. 12. 8

;

13. 2), although Herod Antipas was so

spoken of by courtesy (infra, oh. xiv. 9). As
the date of Agrippa II. is quite out of Ihe

question, we are almost oompelled bv this

phrase alone to recognize the date of Christ's

birth as falling in the lifetime of Herod the

Great. Herod the Great died in the spring

of A.u.o. 750, our bo. 4 (Schiirert i. 1. 466),

, and as our I ;0rd was born at least forty days
earlier, for the purification in the temple
must have taken place before Herod's

massacre of the innocents, be cannot have
been bom later than the very beginning of

B.C. 4, or the end of B.o. 5. Indeed, upon
the most natural deduction from ver. 16, he
must have been born some mouths earlier.

The Church, from the days of Justin Martyr
(' Ap.,' i. 32), has loved to see in the aboli-

tion by Home of the kingdom of the Jews
at the death of Herod, or of its native

dynasty by Herod's usurpation (Origen,
' Gen. Hom.,' xvii. 6), the fulfilment of

Jucob's propliecy (Gen. xlix. 10). Behold,

there came Wise Hen from the East. The
true order, as given in the Revised Version,

lays the emphasis on the ofSce, and in a
subordinate degree on the home of the

straugers

—

Wite Men from the Mast came.

This translation also hints at the full

meaning of the verb (irapey4voyTo), of which
the connotation is not of the place a quo,

but of the publicity of their appearance at

the place in juo (cf. ch. iii. 1). Wise Men (Mc(-

yoi); "astromyens" (Wickliffe); "sages"

(Rheims). On this word lee espedall;
Schrader (' Cuneiform Inscriptions and the

Old Testament ') on Jer. xxxix. 3. He con-

siders it to be in origin not Iranian (Medo-
Fersian), but Babylonian, and to have
primarily meant either " one who is deejr

whether in power and reputation or in

insight," or one who has fulness of power.
It was, perhaps, at first nscd with special

reference to astrologers and interpreters of

dreams, and, passing from Babylonia to

Media, it became the name of the Median
priestly order. ~ In the latter sense it is

probably used here. In Acts xiii, 6—8 it,

apparently by reversion, is used in its wider
meaning. Of the number and rank of those

who now came absolutely nothing is known.
Of greater importance is Cicero's statement
(' De Div.,' i. 41), " Nee quisquam rex Persa-
rum potest esse, qui non ante magorum dis-

ciplinam scientiamque perceperit." These
Magi spontaneously submit to the Babe.
From the East. The proper home of the
Magi would thus be Media, and, from the
length of time employed on their journey
(ver. 16), it is probable that by "the Bast''

we must here understand Media or some
other part of the kingdom of Parthia, into

which Media had been mostly absorbed,
and in which, in fact, the Magi were now
greatly honoured. Many,however(fl.g.Light-
foot, ' Hnr. Hebr. ' ; and Edersheim, ' Life,'

etc., i. 203, who points out that a Jewish
kingdom of Yemen then existed), think that
these Magi came from Arabia ; and with this

the tradition, evidently received by Justin
Martyr and frequently referred to by him
(oi a-irh 'Appaeias Mtiyoi, ' Trypho,' §§ 77, 78,

88, 102; cf. Reseh, ' Agrapha,' p. 471), per-

haps agrees. But Justin's own opinion was
that they came from Damascus, wliich " was
and is a part of the land of Arabia " (§ 78).

It is noticeable that Justin's tradition is

confirmed by the Jerusalem Talmud (' Ber.,'

ii. 4), wliich makes an " Arabian " tell a Jew
that Messiah is born. The whole passage is

woi'th quoting for its illustration of several

details in this chapter. "After this tlie

children of Israel shall be converted, and
shall inquire after the Lord their God, and
David their king (Hos. iii. 5). Our labbins
say, ' That is King Messias, if he be among
the living, his name is David, or if dead,
David is his name.' Rabbi Tanchnm said,

•Thug I prove it: He eheweth mercy to

David his Messiah ' (Fs. xviii. 50). Rabbi
Josua ben Levi saith, ' His name is nsx, a
Branch (Zech. iii. 8).' Rabbi Judan bar
Aibu saith, ' His name is Menahera (that is,

napiK\riTos, the Comforter).* And that
which happened to a certain Jew, as he was
ploughing, agreeth with this business. A
certain Arabian travelling, and hearing
the on bellow, said to the Jew at plough,
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'O Jew, loose thy oxen, and loose thy
plonghs, for, behold, the temple is laid
waste!' The ox bellowed the second time

;

the Arabian saith to liim, 'O Jew, Jew,
Toke thy oxen, and fit thy ploughs: for,

behold. King Messiah is bom t ' But saith
the Jew, ' What is his name ? ' ' Henahem,'
saith he. 'And what is the name of bis
father?' 'Hezekiah,' saith the Arabian.
To whom the Jew, 'But whence is he?'
The other answered, ' From the palace of the
King of Bethlehem-Judah.' Away he went,
and sold bis oxen, and his ploughs, and
became a seller of infants' swaddling-clothes,
going about-from town to town. When he
came to that city (Bethlehem) all the
women bought of him, but the mother of
Menahem bought nothing. He heard the
voice of the women saying, ' O thou mother
of Menahem, thon mother of Menaliem,
carry thy son the things tbat are here sold.'

But she replied, 'May the enemies of Israel

be strangled, because on the day that he
was born the temple was laid waste.' To
whom he said, 'But we hoped, that as it

was laid waste at his feet, so at his feet it

would be built again.' She saith, 'I have
no money.' To whom he replied, • But why
should this be prejudicial to him? Carry
him what you buy here, and if you have no
money to-day, after some days I will come
back and receive it' Alter some days he
returns to that city, and saith to her, ' How
does the little infant ? ' And she said, ' From
the time you saw me last, spirits [winds]
and tempests came, and snatched him away
out of my hands.' Eabbi Bon saith, *W hat
need have we to learn from an Ambian ? Is

it not plainly written, " And Lebanon shall

fall before the Powerful One?" (Esa. x. 34).

And what follows after? "A Branch shall

come oat of the root of Jesse " (Esa. xi. 1) '

"

(*Hor. Hebr.,' tn loo.). To Jerusalem.

The capital, where this King would reign,

and where information about his birth

would most naturally be obtained.

Ver. 2.—Saying. The inquiry was on
their lips at the moment of their appear-
ance. Where ist Kut "whetlier there is."

The Magi show no signs of doubt. He that

is bom Xing of the Jews; i.e. he that is

bom to be King of the Jews. Whether he
M king from the very moment of his birth is

not stated. The rendering of the Revised

Version margin, " Where is the King of the

Jews that is born ? " would imply this. With
either form the bystanders could hardly help
contracting him with their then ruler; who
had acqiured the kingship after years of

conflict, and who was of foreign extrac-

tion. King of the Jews. Notice: (1) This

was, perhaps, Herod's exact title (ver. 1,

note). (2) They do not say king of the

world. They accept the facts that the Jews

alone expected this king, and that accord-
ing to the more literal interpretation of the
Jewish prophecies the homage of the world
would be rendered to him as the Head of

the Jewish nation. (3) The title is not
used of our Lord again until tlje Passion,
where it is only used by heathen (Pilate

and the soldiers, ch. xxvii. 11, 29, 37, and
parallel passages, Mark, Luke, John, and
especially John xix. 2

1 ). The Magi and the
Boman, learning and administration, East
and West, acknowledge, at least in furm, the
King of the Jews. (4) The Jews themselves
preferred the term, " King of Israel " (oh.

xxvii. 42 ; Mark xv. 32, to which passages
Luke xxiii. 37, placing the gibe in tbe
soldiers' mouth, forms a significant contrast).

The term " Jews " made them only one of

the nations of the earth ; " Israel " reminded
them of their theocratic privileges. Tor.
They state the reason of their certainty.

We have seen (we saw, Bevised Version) ; at
home. His star. In the way of their

ordinary pursuits they learned of Christ.

The observation of nature led them to

nature's Bond (Col. i. 17). What this star

really was has been the subject of much
consideration without any very satisfactory

result. The principal theories are : (1) It

was the conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter,

which took place in May to July and again
in September, b.o. 7. (2) It was the rising

of Sirius on the same day in the fifth,

fourth, third, and second years B.o. (3) It

was some strange evanescent star such ns

Kepler saw in 1603-4. (4) Astronomy can
suggest nothing which satisfies all the con-
ditions, and the appearance must have been
strictly miraculuus. Since Professor Prit-

ohard's article in the 'Dictionary of the
Bible,' this last has been generally accepted
in England. A further question is—How
came they to identify the star as " his " ? i.e.

What made the Magi connect the coming of

the King of the Jews with a star? and what
made ttiem consider that this particular

apijearanoe was the one they expected?
The latter part of the question can hardly
be answered, except on the supposition that

the star that tiiey saw was in itself so

extraordinary as to convince them that no
greater star could be looked for. To the
former part various answers have been
given. (1) Balaam's prophecy (Numb,
xxiv. 17) was understood literally, and the

knowledge of it, with its misinterpretation,

had spread to die Magi. For this literal

interpretation, cf. the 'Pesikta Zutarta'
('Lekah Tob')onNumb. xxiv. 17 (p. 58,

Venice edit.), where it says that in the fifth

year of the heptad before Messiah "the
star" shall shine forth from the east, and
this is the star of the Messiah (cf. also Eder-
sheim, ' liife,' etc., i. 212). Similarly we find
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the falBe Messiah of the second oentnry ap-
plying the term to himself—" Baroochab."
(2) They had learned, by intercourse with
Jews (cf. the influence of the Jewish Sibyl-
line oracles on the fourth eclogue), that
tliese latter expected a great King, and they
had applied to his coming, as to all events,

the science that they themselves practised.

They believed fully in astrology, and the
Divine ordering that a star should appear
to them was a condescension to the then
state of human knowledge. In the East {iv

Tif ivoToXp). Ellicott points out (' Hist.

Lects.,' p. 73) that to translate this "at its

rising" seems to be at needless variance
with the use of the same words in ver. 9,

where they seem to stand in a kind of local

antithesis to " where the young Child was."

For the phruse as referring to the Eastern
part of the earth, cf. Olem. Bom., § 5.

It is more definite tlian the plural of ver. 1.

And are come. " We saw . . . and came

"

(fifflojac)' . . . fiKBoitev) wifcliout delay. To
worship him, Kot as God, but as Lord and
King (ch. Iv. 9, note). The prostration of

themselves bodily before him \irpocrKvi>riirM ;

cf. also ver. 11) was not a Greek or Roman,
but an Eastern, and it is said especially a
Persian, form of homage.

Ver. 3.—When ; and when. Revised Ver-
sion. There is a contrast (S/) between the
eager question of the Magi and the feelings

of Herod. Herod the king. In the true

text the emphasis is not on the person (as

in ver. 1, where the date was all-important),

but on the office as then exercised. The
king visibly regnant is contrasted with him
who was born to be King. Heard. Through
some of his many sources of information,

for "there were spies set everywhere"
(Josephus, ' Ant.,' xv. 10. 4). These things

;

it. Revised Version. Nothing is expressed in

the original. He was troubled
;
perplexed,

agitated (eTapox8>)). EuUy in accordance
with his jealous and suspicious character.

For he had already slain, as actual or

possible candidates for the throne, five of

the Maccabean princes and princesses, in-

cluding his favourite wife Mariamne (thus
extirpating the direct line) and also his

two sons by Mariamne. Josephus ('Ant.,'

xvii. 2. 4; cf. Holtzniann) mentions a pre-

diction of the Pharisees towaids the eml of

Herod's life, that "God had decreed that
Herod's government should cease, and his

posterity should be deprived of it." This
seems to have a Messianic reference, though
used at the time for an intrigue in favour

of Pherorns, Herod's brother. And all Jeru-
salem, Tlie feminine (here only, xocro

'Ifpoo-rfAu/ta) points to a Hebrew source.

The reason for the inhabitants of Jerusalem
feeling troubled is generally explained,

by their fear, which was in fact only

too well justified by experience, that the
news would excite Herod to fresh crimes.

It is also possible that many would shrink
from the changes which the coming of

Messiah could not but bring. Present ease,

though only comparative, is with the un-
believing preferable to possibilities of the
highest blessedness. Ch. xxi. 10 afibirJs

both a parallel and a contrast. With bim.
In this respect Jerusalem was one with
Herod (John i. 11).

Ver. 4.—And when ho had gathered . . .

together (««! awayaydv). The Revised
Version, and gaUiering together, suggests
that there was no delay. All the chief
priests and scribes of the people {irivras

Tois &f)xifp»s /fol ypaniiaTets rov Xaov). In
the absence of the article before ypa/inaTeTs
we must take the words, "of the people,"
as belonging to both terms. The addifion
helped to bring out the evangelist's thought
that the representatives of the chosen people
(1 Pet. ii. 10) were fully informed of the
coming of Christ. The chief priests (cf,

also ch. ivi. 21, note) represented the eccle-

siastical and Sadducean part, the scribes

the more literary and probably the Phari-
saic part, of the nation. The width of the
term "all," and the double classification,

seem to point to this not being a meeting of
the Sanhedrin as such. Herod called an
informal and perhaps the more comprehen-
sive meeting of those who could assist him.
He demanded of them ; Revised Version, tn-
quired, for "demand" is, in modern Eng-
lish, too strong for iirvvSi.veTo. The tyrant
could be courteous when it served his pur-
pose. Does the imperfect mark his putting
the question to one after another (cf. Acts
i. 6; and contrast John iv, 52)? Where
Christ (the Christ, Revised Version) should be
bom QyevvaTaC). In ver, 2 (a rexSeir) the
stress lay on his birth as an accomplished
fact. Here on his birth as connected with
his origin. The present is chosen, not the
future, because Herod is stating a theolo-

gical question without reference to time.

Observe, in Herod's inquiry and subsequent
action, the combination of superstition and
irreligion. He was willing to accept the
witness of stars and of prophecies, but not
willing to allow himself to be morally
infiueuced by it. His attempt to kill this

Child was the expression of a desire to

destroy the Jewish nationality so far as this

was severed from himself, and perhaps with
it to uproot at the same time a fundamental
part of the Jewish religion,

Ver, 5.—And they said unto him, In Beth-
lehem of Judeea: for thus it is written by
the prophet. For " by " the Revised Version
margin has " through " (oh. i. 22, note),

Ver. 6,—And thou Bethlehem, in the land
of Juda, art not the least amoner the princes
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of Jndsi for out of thee shall tome t
GoTemoT, that shall rule my people Israel

;

and thou BeOilehem, land of Judah, art in
no wise least among the pHnce» of Judah:
For out of thee thaU come forth a gavemor,
wliich shall be shepherd of my people Israel

(Revised YeiBion), In this quotation from
Micah T. 2 notice the following variations

from the Hebrew, and practically from the

LXX.: (1) " Land of Judah" for "Ephra-
tah " ; an imimpoitant change in the terms

of definition. (2) "Art in no wise least"

for " which art little to be " ; a verbal con-
tradiction probably, but also unimportant,

as the thought of the context in Micah is of

Bethlehem's greatness. (3) "Princes" for

"thousands." This may be due (a) to a

different pointing of the Hebrew, 's^ita for

'sbsa (of. the rabbinic commentary, 'Metzud.

Zion.'), or (b) to understanding 'g^K^ as

" families " (Judg. vi. 15 ; cf. Revised Version
margin), and then concentrating the family

in its head. (4) " For out of thee shall

come forth a governor, which shall be
shepherd of my people Israel " for "out of

thee shall one come forth unto me that is to

be ruler in Israel." This is a paraphrase,

with a paraphrastic addition from 2 Sam.
T. 2 (vii. 7), in order to distinctly identify

tlie ruler with Messiah. Nothing is com-
moner in Jewish authors than the silent

conjunction of quotations from separate con-

texts. In this case the thought of the

shepherd in Micah r. 4 made the addition

from Samuel the more easy. It must also

be noticed that the reference of the pas-

sage in Micah to Christ is fully borne out

by Jewish writers. Though they generally

explain the rest of the verse as referring

to the long lapse of time from David
himself, they understand the ruler to be
Messiah. But it is not usual with Jewish
interpreters to understand the reference to

Bethlehem as implying the place of Mes-
siah's own birth. They generally take it

as referring to the home of David, Messiah's

ancestor. And this is the more natural

meaning of the prophecy. The quotation,

however, from the Jerusalem Talmud
already given on ver. 1, and the Targum of

Jonathan on Gen. xxxv. 21 ("the tower

of Edar—the place whence King Messiali

is about to be revealed in the end of the

days"), endorse the thoroughly Jewish
character of the reply given to Herod (of.

also John vii. 42). If it be ashed why
St. Matthew dues not give an exact and
verbal rendering of the Hebrew, the answer
may be made that lie probably gives the

current form of its exposition. The high
priests and scribes would have doubtless

quoted it accurately in the process of weigh-

ing Mioah's statement, but when, as here,

MATIUEW.

they were only reproducing the resnlt that

they had arrived at, they would care for

only the substance of the prophet's teaching

(of. the paraphrastic rendering of the

Targum). In the land of Judah; Bevised

Version omits »n (Bri8\e^n yrj 'lou'Sa).

" Bethlehem-Judah " would have presented

no difSoulty, for a town was often dis-

tinguished by the apposition of the name of

tlie district in which it was situated; e.g.

Bamoth-Gilead, Kedesh-Naphtali. It seems
best to explain the Tij as a mere expansion
of " Judah " (cf. 1 Mace. v. 68, fifwroc yljv

&M.o(l)u\lii', where probably tlie thought was
Ashdod-Pliilistia). It is, however, pnssible

that 7^ is here used in the sense of "the
town and its surrounding district, over which
district, it is to be observed, Herod ex-

tended his massacre (verse 16)" (Hum-
phrey, in loe.).

Ver. 7.—Then Herod, when he had privily

called the 'Wise Hen. Secrecy was doubly
necessary. He would not publicly commit
himself to acknowledging the rights of the

new King, and he would give no opportunity

for others to warn the Child's parents of the

dangerous interest that Herod was taking

in him. Duplicity was very characteristic

ofHerod ; cf. his assassination ofAristobulus

the high priest (Joseplms, ' Ant.,' xv. 3. 3),

and his aUuriug his son Aatipater home to

death (ibid., xvii. 5. 1). Inquired of them
diligently; learned of {hem carefully (Ke-
Tised Version) ; " lemed of hem bisiU"(Wick-
liffe); iiKplPaaev wap' aSray. The stress is

not upon Herod's careful questioning, but
on the exact information that he obtained.

What time the star appeared. Although
this is not the literal translation, it may,
perhaps, represent the sense of the original

(rhf xp^yov TOW tpaiyofievoo &ffTepos), the par-

ticiple characterizing the star in its most
important relation—its appearance, and the

words being treated as a compound expres-

sion (of. John lii. 9, 12). Herod supposed

that the birth of the Babe was synchronous

with the first appearance of the star. The
translation, however, of the Revised Version

margin, " the time of the star that appeared,"

better suits the exact wording (xpovov, not

Kaip6v ; (paivopifi'ov, not (pavevTos), the phrase

thus including bolh the first appearance

and also the period of continuance (cf.

Grotius, "non initium, sed contiuuitas").

But it is difBoult to see what Herod would

have learned from this latter particular.

Some even think that, the star was still

visible (Plumptre ; Weiss, ' Matthew '), but

in this case the joy of the Magi in ver. lu

is not satisfactorily explained.

Ver. 8.—^And he sent them to Bethlehem.

Thus answering their question (ver. 2). And
said, Go and search diligently for the young
Child ; and search out carefully eovcerning.
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Bevised Version; liiritraTt lutpifius trtpl.

Herod bade them make precise inquiry as
to all particulars about the Child. The
more details he could obtain, the more easily

he could make away with him. And when
ye have fonnd him, bring me word again,
that I may oome and worship him also ; the
Revised Version rightly joins, I dleo—l as
well as yon ; I the king. It might well be
•t a secret conference with the Magi that
Herod said this, for no Jew would have
believed him. Worship; ver. 2, note.

Ver. 9.—When they had heard the king.
There is a slight contrast in the Greek, but
they [/or their part] having heard the king.

They departed; went their way (Bevised
Version). Took their journey (iwopeiBri-

aav). And lo, the star, whioh they saw
in the Sast. They would, in accordance
with iEastern custom, probably travel by
night. Observe that the joy they felt at
seeing the star (ver. 10) implies that it

had not continued visible (ver. 7, note).

Thej had fully used all means ; now they
receive fresli Divine guidance. In the Eatt
(ver. 2, note). Went before them. Con-
tinuously (TpoTJyev); "taking them by the
hand and drawing them on " (Chrysostom).
Not to show them the way to Bethlehem,
for the road was easy, but to assure them of
guidance to the Babe, over whose temporary
home it stayed. The road to Bethlehem is,

aad firom the nature of the valley must
always have been, so nearly straight (until

the last half-mile, when there is a sudden
turn up the hill) that the star need have
moved but slightly. Bethlehem itself is

seen soon after passing Mar Elias, a monas-
tery rather more than half-way from Jeru-
salem (Socin'a ' Bedeker,' p. 242). Till it

same and stood over where the young Child
was. Does the true reading (ia-riBri) sug-
gest the unseen hand by which this star

was itself gnided and stationed (ch. xzvii.

11) ? or is it used with a kind of reflexive

force, indicating that it was by no chance
that it stood still there—"took its stand"
(cf. (TToBtlt, Luke xviii. 11, 40 ; xix. 8 ; Acts
ii. 14, et al. ; cf. also Bev. viii. -3 ; xii. 18) 7

Ver. 10.—When (and when. Revised Ver-
sion) they saw the star, they rejoiced with
ezoeeding great joy; "they were marve-
lously glad" (Tyndale). Its reappearance
was the pledge of the full answer to their

search, the full reward of their toilsome
journey. Contrast the indifference of the
chosen people.

Ver. 11.—And when they were oome into

the house. For after the enrolment the
caravanserai wonld not be so crowded (Luke
ii. 7). But whether it was now the cara-

vanserai or a private house, we have no
evidence to show. They saw (elSai', with
the uncials and most of the versions). The

translators in this oaae followed the text of

the 0>mplutensian (1514) and of Oolinssus*

edition (1534), rejecting the false etpov of the

Vulgate and the Received Text. The young
Child with Uary his mother, and fell down,
and worshipped him (ver. 2, note). In this

latter clause Mary is not mentioned. And
when tiiey had opened. Keither the Autho-
rized Version nor the Bevised Version brings

out the exact correlation of the six aorists

in this verse. Their treasures (so the Re-
vised Version) ; perhaps, more strictly, trea-

lurieii, coffen. There is the same ambiguity
about " treasure " in old English (of. Jer.

X. 13 ; IL 16 ; Ecclns. xliii. 14) as in the
Greek. They presented unto him gifts. Thus
fulfilling in germ the predictions of offerings

being made to Messiah and Messiah's people
by the Gentile nations (Isa. Ix. ; Hag. ii. 7

;

Fs. Ixxii. 10). Presented; o^Tced (Revised
Version). The verb used {irpoa^ipa)) seems
to lay stress on the persons to whom and
by whom the offering is made, the personal
relation in which they stand to each other

;

hvcupipu (cf. Bishop Westcott, on Heb. viL

27) and irapta-Tiifu oa the destination and
use of the offering (Jas. ii. 21 ; Bom. vi.

13). Observe the three stages in this verse

—vision, submission, consecration. Gifts;
without which one does not approach an
Eastern monarch (cf. 1 Kings x. 2). Gold,

and frankincense, and myrrh. Wealth and
delights, the material and the eesthetio.

Ver. 12.—And being warned of God (koI

Ypi|/»oTi<rfl^KT« ; cf. Bishop Westcott, on
Heb. viii. 5). And, not "^but;" this is

joined to the threefold " and " of ver. 11,

and is the final example of God's mercy
and grace towards them, preserving them
from probable death at Herod's hands. In
a dream (ch. i. 20, note). That they shonld
not return to Herod, they departed into their

own country another way. Perhaps east-

wards by B£t 8ahur and Mar S&ba and
Jericho.

Vers. 13—15.

—

The delivtranoe of Jesus

by flight into Egypt.

Ver. 13.—And (Bevised Version, noto)

when they were departed. The flight wag
not by their advice, and they were not even
entrusted with the secret Behold, the angel
of the Lord appeareth to Joseph in a dream
(ch. i. 20, notes). The present tense Qpai-

rcToi) is here more vivid. Saying, Arise
(ver. 14, note), and take the yonng Child end
his mother, and flee into Egypt, and be thou
there until I bring thee word; Bevised
Version, / teU tliee (im hv ttim ni). The
rendering of the Authorized Version seems
to be due to a desire to express the depend-
ence of the messenger on him who sent him.
7or Herod ; thongh he spoke so fair to the
MagL Will seek. The full fbnii OubUUi
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. . . Cnre'v) hints that Herod's action \rill

be the result of no momentary emotion, bat
of premeditation. The yonng Child to de-

stroy him. The final motive (tqv iiro\4<riu)

of seeking him.
Ver. 11.—When he arose, he took; Be-

Tised Version, and he arose and took. The
iyepBels here, as in ver. 13, pirecludes delay.

The young Child and his mother by night,
and departed into Egypt. As St. Paul in
after years was able to connect himself with
fellow-craftsmen, and thus maintain himself
(Acts zviii. 3), so might Joseph reasonably
expect to be able to do in Egypt, and the
more so since the connexion there between
those who worked at the same trade seems
to have been even closer than elsewhere, for

in the great synagogue at Alexandria they
sat together, " so that if a stranger came be
conld join himself to his fellow-craftsmen

and, through their means, obtain liis liveli-

hood " (Talm. Jer., ' Sucoah,' v. 1, p. 65, d).

Jewish reference to our Lord's stay in
Egypt are to be found in the blasphemous
fables of his having brought thence his
knowledge of magio (cf. Laible, in *Na-
tbanael,' 1890, p. 79).

Ver. 15.—And was there until the death
of Herod. The Bevised Version rightly
joins this with the preceding, not with the
following, clause. That it might be fulfilled

which was spoken of the Lord by the pro-
phet, saying (ch. i. 22, notes)^ Out of Egypt
have I called (Bevised Version, did I edll)

my Son (Uos. xi. 1, "When Israel was a
child, then I loved him, and called my son
out of Egypt"). Observe here : (1) The quo-
tation is not from the LXX. (" Out of Egypt
I summoned his children"), but from the
Hebrew, which Aquila also follows. (2)
The expression in Uosea is based on Exod.
iv. 22, " Thus saith the Lord, Israel is my
son, my firstborn;" cf. also Wisd. xviii. 13,
" They acknowledged this people to be the
son of God {&t/JLo\€yri'ffav ®eov vthvKadp elvai)^*

(3) The quotation is, by the context, evi-

dently adduced, not to prove the soosbip of
Jesus, but to enlarge upon the treatment
that he received.' The fundamental thoughli

is that tlie experience of Messiah was parallel

to the experience of the nation. (4) The
application of the term " my Son " to

Messiah is justified by Jewish thought. In
Exod. iv. 22 the nation was so called ; in
Ps. ii. 7 the head of the nation, the theo-

cratic king, received the same title ; much
more could the great theocratic King, the
Messiah, be sO spoken of. That, indeed,
the name, " the Son of Gh>d," was used as
a title of Messiahship by the Jews lacks
direct evidence (cf. Stanton, 'The Jewish
and the Christian Messiah,' 1886, p. 288), but
is surely to be deduced from ch. xxvi. 63
(xvi. 16); ef. also the application of Ps. ii 7

to Messiah in Talm. Bab., ' Saccab,' 52 a,

in the late Midrash ' Tillim,' in loc., which
traces "the decree " th ere spoken of through
the Law (Exod. iv. 22), the prophets (e.g.

Isa. lii. 13), and the Hagiographa (e.g. Ps. ii.

7 ; ex. 1 ; for a paraphrase, cf. Edershtim,
•Life,' etc., App. ix.). It is hardly too
much to say that no Jew conld consistently,

either in the early days of the Church or now,
find any difficulty in St. Matthew's reference
of the term " my Son " to Christ. (5) See-
ing that St. Matthew's reference of tlie tei m
"my Son" is justified by Jewish thought,
and that the passage in Hosea is adduced to

show that the experience of Messiah was
parallel to that of the nation, there seems
no real need to look for further reasons for

the application. St. Matthew may have
held that Messiah was the Flower of Israel,

so that what was predicated of Israel

could be essentially explained of Messiah

;

he may have considered that Messiah was so

organically .connected with Israel that even
when the nation was in Egypt Messiah was
there also (of Heb. vii. 10 ; xL 26) ; he may
have thought that the pre-iuoarnate Son uf
God was alwayswith his Chnrch, and there-
fore with it even in Egypt ; but of none of
these theories have we any hint. The ap-
plication of Hos. xi. 1 to the early life of
Christ belongs, we do not doubt, to the very
earliest stage of Jewish Christian thought,
and to defend it by modern subtleties nf

interpretation (sound though they may be in

other connexions) seems quite out of place.

Messiah was in some sense, as all Jews
granted, the Son of God ; Messiah, like the
nation, went down into Egypt; what was
predicated of the one was, clearly in this
case, true of the other, and the prophet's
words received a " fulfilment." The fulfil-

ment was, indeed, what we should call

a coincidence (cf. ver. 23, note), but to the
pious mind, and especially to the pious mind
of a Jew, coincidences are not chances, they
are signs of the Divine Governor (cf. Bishop
Westcott, ' Hebr.,' p. 481 : 1889).

Vers. 16—18.

—

The slaughter of the inno-

eenta.

Ver. 16.
—

^Then Herod, when he saw that
he was mocked (oti iveiralxBrf). The verb
which in the New Testament occurs only in

the synoptists,and always in the strict sense
of "mock" (e.g. ch. xx. 19; xxvii. 29, 31,

41), represents Heiod's feelings, and perhaps
his language, at his treatment by the Magi.-
It was more than deception ; they had trifled

Vrith him. Of the Wise Men, was exceeding
wroth, and sent forth, and slew all the
ohildren; Bevised Version, male children

{robs watSas, not rk tckpo). That were in

Sethlehem, and in all the coasts (Bevised
Version, borderi) thereof. Not merely the
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districts legally belonpng to the city, but
tile neiglibourhood generally. From two
years old and under, according to the time
which he had diligently inc[Qired (ver. 7,
note) of the Wise Men. Had he made further
inquiries, lie might hiive arunsed suspicion,
BO he ma!de sure of his prey by allowing a
wide margin both in time and space. *

' On
Augustus being inrormed,' says Macrobiiis
['Saturn.,' ii. 4], 'tliat among the boys
under two years of age whom Herod ordtred
to be slain in Syria, his own son also had
been slain, " It is better," said ho, " to be
Herod's pig (tv) than his son (ui'ij/)." ' Al-
though Macrobius is a late writer [ciic. 4ii0],

and made the mistake of supposing that
Herod's son Antipater, who was put to death
about the same time an the massacre of the
innocents, had actually perished in that
massacre, it is clear that the form in which
he narrates the hon mot of Augustus points
to some dim reminiscence of tliis cruel

slaughter" (Farrar, ' Life,' etc., p. 34, illust,

edit.; of. also Ellicott, 'Lectures,' p. 78).

Farrar (and Edersheim accepts his calcu-

lation) reckons that not more than twenty
children were killed. Thus failed the first

attempt to destroyOhrist,Eev. xii. 4(Nosgen).
Vers. 17, 18.—Then was fulfilled that

which was spoken by (,Siii) Jeremy the pro-

phet, saying, In Bama was there a voice

heard, lamentation, and weeping, and great
mourning, Bachel weeping fur her children,

and would not be comforted, because they
are not (Jer. xxxi. IS, from the Hebrew).
Notice : (1) As to details, (a) The order in

tl)e Kevised Version. A voice was heard in
Hatnah is more literal ; the stress is on the
cry rather than on the place, (b) Lamenta-
tion and must be omitted, with the BeTised
Version, as a mere addition from the LXX.
(c) And would not. The Revised Version,

and the would not, seems to be an attempt
to express the full term, tral oJ/c ijSeXey

k.tA. (cf. Gen. xxxvii. 35). (2) As to the
quotation generally. St. Matthiw applies
Jeremiah's picture of Rachel, the mother of

Joseph, i.e. of Ephraim (and also Mauasseh),
which was the typical part of the northern
kingdom, weeping over the destruction of

her children by the Assyrians, to the weep-
ing of the mothers in Bethlehem. This
application was tlie more easy because, as

Rachel's tomb was near Bethleliem (Gen,
XXXV. 19; xlviii.7), she might be considered

tlie figurative aucettiess of the Bethlehe-
mites as well as the physical ancestress of

the Ephraimites. Tlie fulfilment spoken of
is thus not to be understood as implying that

Jeremiah predicted the massacre at Bethle-
hem, but that in it his words received a new
and deeper significance. It must, however,
be added that, although Racliel's tomb is

placed at Bethlehem, both by the direct

statement of the present text of Genesis and
by tradition, which may be traced at least as

far back as a.d. 333, and is accepted by Jews,
Christians, and Mohammeilans, there arc

serious doubts whether 1 Sam. x. 2 does not

definitely place it in the north of Berjamin,
and whether Jeremiah xxxi. 15 does not

accept this latter view (cf. for tiiis question

Delitzsch, on Gen., loe. cit.). In any ease, St.

Matthew adopts the statement of Genesis.

Vers. 19—23.

—

The return from Egypt and
letOement in Nazareth,

Ver. 19.—But when Herod was dead.
Does the repetition of the tenor of ver. 15
point to a difibrent source? Behold, an
angel (rightly; contrast ch. i. 20, note) of

the Lord appettreth in a dream to Joseph
((palferat (car' Svap, as in ver. 13). In both
cases the stress is on the fact of the appear-

ance, not on its mode. In £gypt. Tlie

evangelist will leave no room for doubt as

to where Joseph then was (cf. note at bead
df cliapter).

Vrr. 20.—Saying, Arise, and take the
young Child and his mother (so far verbally
equivalent to ver. 13). And go into the land
of Israel; any part of the holy and pro-

mised land (1 Sam. xiii. 19; Ezek. xi. 17).

For they are dead which sought the young
Child's Ufe. The plural is difficult, and is

perhaps best explained as an adaptation of
the historic parallel of Ezod. iv. 19.

Ver. 21.—And he arose, and took the
young Child and his mother (so far verbally

equivalent to ver. 14), and came into the
land of Israel. Implicit and immediate
obedience marking all he did.

Ver. 22.—Bat when he heard that Arohe
lans. Until his murder five days before
Herod's own death iu the spring of A.n.o. 750,
Antipater, Herod's eldest son, might natu-
rally have been regarded as the successor,

though in fact Antipas had been named as
sucli in the will. But after Antipater's
death Herod altered his will; and appointing
Antipas Tetraroli of Galilee and Peieea, and
Pliilip Tetrarch of Gaulonitis, Traehonitis,

and Faneas, he granted the kingdom to

ArchelauB. Farther, even after Herod's
death, the succession was far from certain

until the consent of Augustus had been ob-
tained, and this, in fact, was jeopardized by
Arohelaus's massacre of three thousand < f

those wlio, on his accession, called for justice

on the agents of the barbarities of the late

reign. Eventually, however, Herod's last

arrangement was practically confirmed by
Augustus, save that he expressly gave Arche-
laus, who had hastened to Rome, but half of
his father's dominion,and appointed him only
ethnarch, promising to. make him king " if

lie governed that part virtuously" (Josephus,
'Ant.,' xvii. 8. 1; 11. 4; cf. ' Bell. Jud.,' i.
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33. 8; ii. 7. 3). Joseph's fear of Archelaus
quite corresponds to the character giTen of

him by the Jewish ambassadors before

Augustus. "He seemed to be afraid lest

he should not be deemed Herod's own son

;

and so, without any delay, he Immediately
let the nation understand his meaning," t.e.

'by the slaughter of the three thousand mal-
contents above referred to (Josephus, 'Ant.,'

xviL 11. 2). He was in a.d. 6 deposed for

his cruelty, and banished to Yieane, in

Gaul. Bid reign; Bevised Version, loas

reigning; an attempt to express the vivid

present of the original, which recalls the

very words he heard. After Augustus's
decision, Archelaus could not legally have
called himself PiuriKevs, but the titl;', espe-

cially as implied in the verb, would have
been customary in popular speech (cf. cli.

ziv. 9). But it is possible that the expression

was used before Archelaus went to Rome, and
at, the time of his first grasp of power under
Hi rod's will. In Jndsea, The Kevised Ver-
sion (over Judsea, ^aaihiiei t^s 'louSo(as)

rightly implies not only that he lived in

Judsea, but that, unlike his father, was not
king of the whnlc of Palestine, but emphati-
cally ofJudsea. Tcrthis Idumsea and Samaria
were appendages. In the room of his father

Herod. Had St. Matthew the same thought
as the Jewish ambassadors above ? He was
afraid to go thither; and presumably he
told God his fears. Notwithstanding (only

Se) ; Revised Version, and. Being warned
of God (ver. 12, note). For he does not

leave his people in perplexity. In a dream.
No angel is mentioned this time. He
tamed aside ; Revised Version, Ae withdrew

(lii/ex^pvirf''). Into the parts of Galilee;

where Antipas wiis tetrarch. The form (cf.

ch. XV. 21 ; xvi. 13) seems to imply removal
from one spot to another before finally

settling at Nazareth, and also the sub-

ordinate importance of the places visited,

cumpared with the more populous towns.

Ver. 23.—And he came and dwelt in a
city called Nazareth. En-Ndsira, now of

from five thousand to six thousand souls, in

the hills on the northern edge of the Plain

of Esdraelon, not mentioned in the Old
Testament or by Josephus. " Nazareth ii a
rose, and, like a rose, has the same rounded
form, enclosed by mountains as the flower

by its leaves" (Quaresimus, in Stanley,
' Sinai and Palestine,' p. 365). Observe the

(:) in the Revised Version, showing that the

following "fulfilment" is not to be con-

sidered as part of Joseph's intention. Dwelt;

settled down after the exile life (cf. Acts vii.

4). That (iwas). The purpose lay in the

Divine overruling of Josepli's action, Htus

with TTATjpaiffp, oh. viii. 17 and xiii. 35 only.

In each case it is used with reference to

general statements, i^. it marks a less close

connection than that implied by Tya, It

might be folfilled which was spoken by the

prophets, He shall be called (Revised
Version, that he should be called; Sn k^vH-
acTiu ; of. also the Geneva) a Nazarene. The
Revised Version expresses the fact that the

quotation is not of words, but of substance,
fir although the recitative Hn is found in

St Matthew (vii. 23 ; ix. 18 ; xiv. 26; xxvii.

4H, 47) and even before verbal citations from
Scripture after yiypaiTTtu (ch. iv. 6) and
av^yvtare (oh. xxi. 16, contrast 42), yet it

does not occur after the formuli rh lir\6h

K.T.K. By the prophets. Not " in the pro-

pliets" (Acts xiii. 40), which might have
preferred (yet cf. Heb. i. 1) only to the book
containing their writings, and then would

not In Itself have implied more than one

passage there. Tiie present phrase (Sid ray

7r(>a</>r)Tui') suggests personality rather than

writing, and implies either that two or

more prophets were the agents by whom
the words were spoken, or, better, that in

some way the whole company of the pro-

phets (cf. -Acts iii. 25 ; Heb. i. 1) spoke the

message now summarized. In this way the

phrase will indicate that even if the follow-

ing words are found in the utterances of

only one prophet, they also represent a

phase of teaching common to all. A Naza-
rene. Those interpretations which connect

this with 10 (nzr), (1) in the sense of

"separated" (Lightfoot, 'Hor. Hebr.'), (a)

generally (cf. Ps. Ixix. 7); (6) spenifically as

"Nazarite" (Tn, Na^ripaios, so Tyodale to

Rheims) ; or (2) In the sense of " diadem "

(in, "Zu Cronberg [mi:] hat der Gekronte

gewohnet," Bengel); are inadmissible in the

light of the fact that, in Jewish writings,

both "Nazareth" (niM, Neub., 'Geogr.,'

p. 190) and "Nazarene" (nxij) are from

nxj (ntsr). Thus the reference to the pro-

phets requires that they speak of Messiah by

some term belonging to this root, and not to

TO (nzr). What this term is may be gathered

from the true text of Talm. Bab., ' Sanh.,'

43a (cf. ' Levy,' s.v. IM, and for the passage

In full, Rabbinowlcz, 'Var. Leot.'), where,

after enumerating five disciples of Jesus

the Nazarene (nxun 1»')> among them Ne-

tzer, a summary is given of their trial and

condemnation. Of Netzer it is said, "They
brought Netzer up for trial. He said to the

judges, Shall Netzer be alain? It is written,

«A branch (netzer, is:) out of his roots shall

bear fruit (Isa. xi. 1).' They answered

him, Yea, Netzer Bhall be slain. For It Is

written, • But thou art cast forth away from

thy sepulchre like an abominable branch '
"

(netzer, Isa. xiv. 19). It does not now
concern us to inquire which, If any, of the

twelve disciples is here spoken of by tlie

name of Netzer. But It is evident that
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the Jews (1) connected this name closely
with Jesus the Nazarene just before men-
tioned, and (2) saw a connexion between it

and " the Branch" of Isa. li. 1. True that
they rejected the disciple's application of
llie passage, but they did not reject the
identi ty of the expressions. The application
which was made, even according to the Tal-
mud, is fully expressed by the evangelist
here. There, as we may see if we read
between the lines, the disciple claimed for

his Christianity that it corresponded to the
promise of Isaiah ; here tlie evangelist more
definitely claims a correspondence between
that promise aud Jesus. He is not con-,

earned with deeper points of similarity,

though they could not fail to suggest them-
selves both to him and to his readers, but
merely notices that the very dwelling-place
of Jesus answers to the promise of Messiah.
Metier he was to be; the Divine working
brought it about that this, though in ad-
jectival form, was his common appellation.

Observe that (1) to netzer in Isa. xi. 1 the
word laemali corresponds in Jer. xxiii. Sand

Zech. iii. 8; (2) the fulfilment consists,'not

in carrying out a definite statement to its

logical issue in history, but in the existence

of a strange correspondence which implies

Divine foresight and arrangement. Why
Joseph settled at Nazareth rather than at

any other spot in Galilee, St. Matthew givts

no hint. The reason is found in the fact
-

recorded by St. Luke that Mary (i. 26) and
Joseph (ii. 4) had lived there before the
Birth. It is true that St. Matthew's account
taken alone gives the impression that this

was not the case, but the impression is not

ao strong as to warrant even the asseiiion

that St. Matthew was ignorant of the earlier

residence, much less that his account in fact

contradicts St. Luke's. The mutual imle-

penclence and the general trustworthiness of

the two accounts of the Birth and Infancy is

is shewn by the fact that in their less im-
portant details they cannot always be re-

conciled. (On our present di£Sculties in

arranging the events recorded in Matt i.

ii. and Luke i. ii., cf. EUicott, ' Lects.,' p. 70

;

Godet, 'Luke,' traii8l.,L pp. 153—156.)

H0MILETIC8.

Vers. 1—12.

—

The Wise Men from the East. I. Theib oiBonuBTANOEB. 1. Tliet/

were Oentiles.. The first chapter represents the Lord Jesus as a Jew, the Son of

David, the long-expected Messiah. The second chapter tells ub that the Gentiles also

haTe an interest in the new-born Saviour. He came to bear the sins of the world, to

be the Saviour of the world ; to be not only " the Glory of his people Israel," but also
" a Ligtt to lighten the Gentiles." Ancient prophecy had foretold that " the Gentiles

shall come to thy light, and kings to the brightness of thy rising." They were coming
now, the firstfruits of the Gentile world—coming a long journey from the far East to

seek the infant Saviour who had come from highest heaven to save their souls. They
were the leaders of the long procession of Gentiles who, drawn by grace, have sought

the Lord. What countless millions have followed them, not from the East only, but

in mightier multitudes from the West, from the North, and from the South ! Their

coming, thus early, to the cradle of the Lord prefigured the gradual ingathering of that

great host, that multitude which no man could number. 2. They were Magioms. Like

Daniel and his companions, they belonged to the learned, the sacerdotal, caste ; they

had been instructed in the wisdom of the East. Especially they had been engaged in

the study of astronomy. Their learning had not degenerated into the magic, the pre-

tensions to supernatural power, so common in their time. It was sanctified by a long-

ing after God ; it had elevated and refined their character. They were not like the

Simon of Acts viii., or the Elymas of Acts xiii. The name, Vldyot, was common to them
all; but Simon and Elymas were impostors, seeking their own selfish ends; their

learning, such as it was, was degraded by falsehood and charlatanry ; the Magians of

St. Matthew were sincere seekers after God. They may possibly have heard Bomethinjj

of ancient prophecy ; the prophecies of Balaam, and more especially those of Daniel,

may have been known in their country; they must have been familiar with the

expectations of a coijiing King, a Deliverer, a Messiah, so generally diffused throughout

the East. They were diligent observers of the stars; in the dear atmosphere of Meso-

potamia or Persia they had watched the glorious march, the marvellous order, of the

heavenly bodies. Astronomy, their favourite science, was blessed to their souls' salva-

tion—^it pointed the way to the Saviour. IScience ia the handmaid of religion, if it is

pursued in the humble, teachable spirit which becomes seekers after truth. Philosophy,

it has well been said, begini in wonder, and it ends in wonder. The wonders of tbus
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rati universe awaken thought and stimulate research, but every truth, pursued as far

BS man can reach, results in mystery. The wider, the more accurate, our knowledge,
the deeper will be our coDsciousnesB of our own ignoraDce. That sense of ignorance,

those insoluble mysteries, should lift up the heart to God. Reverence, humility, are

the tempers which true learning should produce. They who in such a spirit " follow

Truth along her star-paved way " will find that that way^eads to God. The learned
need a Saviour as much as the ignorant ; the Magians must come to Christ as well as

the shepherds. The best and holiest need him as much as the most sinful, the blessed

virgin as much as the publican and the sinner. 3. They were rich. They brought
rich gifts—gold, frankincense, and myrrh. The rich must come as well as the poor.

They must bring their free-will offerings, giving largely, gladly, with a willing mind.
Almsgiving is an important part of Christian duty, an element in Christian worship.

The true disciple will learn of the Lord " who, though he was rich, yet for our sake
became poor," the deep and holy lesson that "it is more blessed to give than to

receive." We must give, not the mere shreds and parings of our worldly substance,

but in due proportion to our means. " Of all that thou shalt give me," Jacob said,

when he had seen the vision of God in Bethel, the house of Goti, " I will surely give the

tenth unto thee." 4. Tliey came a long journey. From the far East, from Chaldasa

or from Persia. They shrank not from the toil, the danger, of the way. They believed

the heavenly warning, they sought the Saviour. We must seek Christ in faith. God
has called us ; we must obey the calling. The way that leads to eternal life seems
often long; it is always strait, narrow, steep. There is need of perseverance and
self-denial; we must furget those things which are behind, pressing ever onwards to

those things which are before. 5. Their question. " Where is he that is bom King of

the Jews?" They had not the Scriptures, the Word of God, which is "a lamp unto
our feet, and a light unto our path." But they had seen the wondrous star; the voice

of God speaking in their hearts told them its meaning. Then they arose, and went
their way, seeking the King. We shall find the Christ if, like them, we are earnest

seekers. Scripture, study, the promptings of our own heart, will lead us to him. For
he is seeking us. He called the Wise Men from the East by the leading of a star ; he
calls us now by his Word, by bis works, by bis Spirit. We could not find him were
it not that he first loved us, and sought us in his love. He was hidden irom the eyes

of sinful men in the unapproachable light which no man hath seen or can see. But
he loved us ; he draws us to himself by the attractive power of his constraining lore.

Tet we must seek him. It is he who seeketh that findetb ; we miist not sit still in

spiritual idleness and take it for granted that all will be well. We must seek him as

the Wise Men sought him, coming a long journey, offering our gifts, our hearts, our-

selves, our earthly goods. We must come asking, " Where is he?" Every one that

peeketh findeth. " Where is he that is born King of the Jews?" It is a great ques-

tion—a question of deep meaning and very solemn interest. He is born King of the

Jews—King by birth, by Divine right ; King not only of Israel after the flesh, but of

the Israel of God, the Church of the Firstborn. We all owe him our allegiance, for he
is our King, the King of the nations. King of kings and Lord of lords. Where is he?
We must find him; for he is our Life, the Life of our souls. To know him is eternal

life ; we must seek until we find, seeking earnestly, like the Wise Men from the East,

grudging no pains, no cost. 6. What led them to the Christ t The mysterious star.

The brightest light that shone in the Gentile firmament was but as a star compared
with the Sun of Bighteousness. There were good men among the heathen—men who
in the darkness felt after the truth, if haply they might find it ; who showed the work
of the law written in their hearts; men like Socrates, Plato, Epictetus, earnest seekers

after God. Their knowledge was as a star, beautiful, but pale; very limited in range

and power, glimmering in the darkness. Still, it was enough, we cannot doubt, for

their salvation. Their conscience bore witness ; if they followed its guidance it would

bring them safe to their journey's end. That guiding star, conscience, the candle of

the Lord within us, tells us of sin, of judgment, of salvation. It is set in our hearts to

lead us to the Saviour. God grant that we may find him ! 7. JTie object of their coming.

To worship him. The great blessedness promised to God's saints is the beatific vision,

the unveiled vision of God. " I will," the Saviour said, " that they may behold my
glory which thou hast given me." That vision implies worship. Worship is the
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homage of the heart, the reverential submission of the whole being, adoration full of

wondering awe, full of grateful love. It is the occupation of heaven : "They rest not
day and night, saying, Holy, holy, holy, Lord God Almighty, which was, and is, and
is to come." We must learn to worship here ; it is the training for the heavenly life.

Worship is not merely prayer; it includes prayer, but it is more. It does not consist

simply in asking for what we need to supply our own wants. It is unselSsh; its end
is the glory of God. They who are learuing here the true and heavenly worship are

learning to approach God, to seek the presence of God, not only for their own deep
necessities—they must indeed seek him for that, but not for that only—they seek his

face for himself, because he is so great, so glorious, so holy, so gracious. He himself is

the exceeding great Beward of his chosen. These Gentiles teach us Christians what so

many of us forget, the duty of unselfish worship—simple, heartfelt adoration.

II. Theib reception at Jerusalem. 1. By Herod. They came to Jerusalem,
the city of the great King, but they found not there the King whom they sought.

Another king was reigning in Jerusalem, a stranger, an Edomite ; a king in name,
but a very slave of the evil one, now drawing near to the close of his wicked life, in

that miserable old age which is the necessary result of a youth spent in the unbridled

indulgence of sinful appetites. (1) Herod was troubled, and all Jerusalem with him.
The announcement of the King's birth was not good news to Herod. He felt that

that King must be the expected Messiah, the Christ; but he thought only of his own
selfish aims, he feared for his crown. Strange that even in the immediate prospect of

death, men should so cling to earthly things, which must pass away so very soon, and
neglect the one thing needful. But it is commonly so; as a man lives, so, as a rule,

he will die. The selfish and avaricious in life are selfish and avaricious still, even in

the presence of death. He was troubled, and all Jerusalem. A strange awe came over

people. The expectation of a Messiah was almost universaL Now, they heard, he was
coming ; and it may be their thoughts shaped themselves into the words of the prophet,
" Who may abide the day of his coming ? and who shall stand when he appeareth ?

"

That awe soon passed away ; the visit of the Magians was soon forgotten ; the warning
was lost. Jerusalem knew not the time of her visitation. The Lord came unto his

own, and his own received him not. Men are troubled in spirit when death seems
near, when the thought of the judgment is brought home to their souls, Alasl how
often those solemn feelings bear no real fruit ! Selfish fear is very different from con-

version ; fear passes away with the sense of danger ; conversion is an abiding change.

(2) He consults the priests and scribes. We see another strange inconsistency

—

strange, but very common—belief in the letter of Holy Scripture joined with practical

unbelief. Herod's religion is simply superstition ; he has the Scriptures, he has the
priests ; he uses them as if they were heathen oracles, and priests of Jupiter or Apollo.

Mere bibliolatry is little better than unbelief: "the letter killeth." The Bible is

precious exceedingly to the faithful: "the Spirit giveth life;" but to men like Herod,
who make use of religion merely for political or selfish purposes, it is a savour of death
unto death. (3) He sends the Wise Men to Bethlehem. He goes not there himself;

he will come, he says. He bids others search diligently ; he remains at home. So
men put off the great work of lifp ; they do not seek Christ now ; they say they will do
so ; but the future recedes further and further ; the end comes, they have not sought,

and so they have not found. He will worship him, he says. He believes in a way, he
half believes ; it is, at least it may be, the expected King. But he is a traitor ; in his

intense wickedness he talks of worship while in his heart he is plotting death ; he is

ready to slay the King, the Messiah, if he can, rather than endanger the crown which
he can wear so short a time. There is an awful warning in Herod's selfish hypocrisy.

Be true, it says to us, he true to your convictions. While you have the light, believe

in the light, and walk in the light. Be true in yourselves, true in your relations with
God, true in your dealings with men. God is true ; he seeth in secret. Hypocrisy is

hateful in his sight ; it is the death of the soul. 2. The chiefpriestt and scribes. They
knew the Scriptures; they could answer Herod's question at once; they told him
where the Christ should be bom. But they were blind guides ; they knew and did not.

Their religion was a lifeless theology, a dead orthodoxy. They showed others the way
to Christ; they sought him not themselves. They taught the Gentile Magians; the

disciples profited, the teachers were callous and unmoved. It is a sad thing when
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tlie preacher does not feel the saving power of the words which, by the grace of God,
bring life to the listener. The deepest, the most accurate knowledge of the letter of

Scripture is a very poor thing compared with that inner knowledge of the heart, which
may be granted to the ignorant as well as to the learned ; which leads learned and
ignorant alike to him who is the only Saviour of the world, the Lord Jesus Christ.

He was to be found in Bethlehem, in seclusion and poverty. Jerusalem was grand
and rich; Bethlehem was small and poor. The priests showed the way, but went not;
the Gentile Magiang believed. The King was not to be found in Jerusalem, in its

pnlaces, in its glorious temple. They sought him in simple faith in the little Beth-
lehem, and there they found the Governor, who should be the Shepherd of the Israel

of God.
III. Theib joubney to Bethlehem. 1. They believed the Scriptures. They had

not known the Scriptures; they were Gentiles. Now they heard them, and they doubted
not. They had expected to find the King at Jerusalem ; the Scriptures bade them
seek him at Bethlehem ; they at once obeyed. There is a lesson for us here. We
should search the Scriptures, not, as many seem to do, to find our own opinions there,

but in the humble, teachable spirit of the true disciple, who desires only to learn the

truth of God, and, when he has learned it, strives with all his heart to do the will of

God. 2. The reward of their faith. The star appeared again ; it went before them

;

it stood over where the young Child was. God will not leave us to grope our way in

the darkness, when we are seeking him in faith. The kindly light of bis gracious love

will lead us through the encircling gloom. We may be far from home, like the

Magians ; but if, like them, we do not seek to choose our own path, but submit to be
guided by his Word, the light will lead us on till, like them, we see a more than angel-

face, the loving face of the most holy Saviour. Earnest search is the condition of the
heavenly guidance; the heavenly guidance is the reward of earnest search. They
rejoiced to see the star; they recognized it as the star which had first raised their

hopes when they saw it in the East. It came nearer now; its guidance was more
distinct, more certain; it stood over where the young Child was. The leading of

God's Holy Spirit, the intimations of his will, become clearer and more definite as the

faithful Christian draws nearer to the end of his journey; the more readily they are

obeyed, the plainer they become. The sons of God are led by his Spirit, led ever

nearer to Christ. The fruit of the Spirit is joy ; they rejoice with exceeding great joy
who feel the workings of that good Spirit within them ; they recognize his gentle

whispers as the voice of God calling them to his great salvation. That joy is of all

joys the holiest and the best, the most abiding ; it- is joy unspeakable and full of glory

;

it is the foretaste of the joy of heaven. 3. Their thankfulness. They saw the young
Child with Mary his mother. It was not as they had, perhaps, expected ; there were
no outward signs of royalty, no pomp, no guards, no courtiers ; only a manger, or now,
perhaps, some poor cottage ; very differ^t from the stately palace where they had left

the proud, wicked Herod. But their faith was not shaken by these mean surroundings;

they recognized the little Child as the King Messiah; they paid him the worship

which they had come to render; they fell down and worshipped him—^him, we mark,
not the virgin-mother. Worship was the end, the object, of their long journey. It is

the end of ours ; the heavenly worship before the throne is the high hope that brightens

the Christian life. They made their offerings to the infant Christ. True worship

involves offerings; they wUl give of their means who first have given their hearts;

they freely give who have freely received; they who have found Christ count all

earthly wealth as dross in comparison with the heavenly riches. They offered costly

gifts—gifts of mystic meaning. The frankincense was significant; it was offered to

God in the services of the temple ; offered to the holy Babe, it confessed his Divinity.

Grold is offered to a king; the star had announced the approaching birth of the King
of the Jews; the Magians recognized the infant Jesus as the promised King. Mynh
was used in preparing bodies for the grave. Nicodemus brought a mixture of myrrh
and aloes (John xix. 39), and laid therein the sacred body of the Lord. It may be

that the gift of myrrh prefigured the blessed death which was to close the earthly

Ufe of the holy Babe. 4. JTieir departure. They were warned of God. Perhaps they

had constilted him, as the Greek word seems to imply. They could not trust Herod

;

the contrast between his dark character and the beautiful simplicity of the holy family
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at Bethlehem struck them, and awakened their suspicions. They feared the designs

of Herod. They sought counsel of God; he provided for the safety of the holy Child;
he warned them ; they departed to their own country. We know no more of them
certainly; we cannot doubt that they were saints of God. Their pilgrimage was not

in vain ; they carried back the lessons they had learned, and died at the last in the
faith of him whom they had worshipped. We may be sure of this—sure that he who
bad begun the good work within their hearts would complete it. Their character is

strikingly beautiful ; simple faith, undoubting obedience, deep loving reverence, love

that showed itself in costly offerings,—these were the graces that shone forth in the
first Gentiles to whom the Saviour of the world was manifested.

Lessons. 1. Some read the Bible like Herod and the priests ; they know all about
Christ, they know not himself. Such knowledge saveth not. 2. Come to Ciirist

yourselves, like the Wise Men; seek him, and you shall find; God guideth those who
seek. 3. They travelled far ; you must persevere. They gave costly gifts; you must
offer freely of yoiu: substance for the work of God.

Vers. 13—23.

—

Hie Lord's infancy. I. The flioht nrro Egypt.' 1. T7i« dream
of Joseph. The visit of the Wise Men, with their adoring worship and their costly gifts,

is followed by persecution and distress. The opening, life of the Lord exhibits those

vicissitudes which were to occur again and again in the history of his Church and in

the lives of individual Christians. The bright sunshine of success and popularity is

soon clouded by seeming failure, by perplexity and persecution. It is what we are to

expect. The disciple is not above his Master, nor the servant above his Lord. But
God cares for his own; his providence prepares them for the coming trials; in his

hands we are safe. " Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing?
The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against

the Lord, and against his Anointed." But "he that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh;
the Lord shall have them in derision." The humblest of his servants sometimes
defeat the designs of the mightiest of his foes, for he is with then). Joseph saves the,

infant Jesus from the cruel hands of Herod. But it was under the Divine guidance.

The angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph in a dream; God spoke to him by his

messenger in the visions of the night; God guided him in his difBculties, as he will

guide U8 in ours, if we trust in him with the humble submission, with the undoubting
obedience, of the holy Joseph. 2. Eii journey. He obeyed at once; he took the young
Child and his mother by night, and departed into Egypt. In Egypt, long i^o, another

Joseph had nourished his father and his brethren, the patriarchs, when the bmine was
sore in the land of Canaan ; in Egypt, now, the little Babe was cherished who was to

be the Bread of life, the Bread which came down from heaven and giveth life to the
world. In Egypt the children of the patriarchs, Israel, the people of God, had lived

long in exile and in bondage; in Egypt the 'heavenly Babe sojourned for a while, an
outcast and a fugitive. God had called his son out of Egypt ; he had said to Pharaoh,

by the mouth of Moses, " Israel is my son, even my firstborn : and I say unto thee.

Let my son go" (Exod. iv. 22, 23). "When Israel was a child, then I loved him, and
called my son out of Egypt." But those words of Hosea were pregnant with a deeper

meaning—a meaning possibly not present to the mind of the prophet, but now unfolded

by the Holy Ghost. God called his only begotten Son out of Egypt. God had a
mighty work for him to do, and the scene of that work was to be, not Egypt, but the

Holy Land. God sometimes seems to separate us from our work, to banish us from

what seems to us our proper field of labour. We must trust him, as Joseph did ; he
will bring to pass in his own good time the purposes of his love and wisdom. 3. The
daughter of the innoeenU. (1) The murderer. Herod reverences ancient prophecy,

and seeks to slay the Lord's Christ, of whom the prophets spake. He receives Holy
Scripture as the-Word of God, and tries to frustrate the counsels of the Most High.

Strange and miserable inconsistency 1 His mind accepts the Divine authority of the

Bible ; his heart revolts in direct rebellion from the will of God. Like Balaam, he
lihinks that he, poor worm of the earth, can check the development of the purpose of

God. Like Balaam, he puts his own selfish ends into conflict with the love of God.

The infant King of the Jews may endanger his earthly throne ; he will slay him if he
can, though he believes him, or half believes him, to be appointed by Qod to be the
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Ruler of his people Israel. Very awfiil wickedness ; but yet differing only in degree

from the guilt of those who, professing to believe in Christ, oppress his poor, or for

their own selfish ends oppose the work and progress of his Church. The Bible is a

very precious talent entrusted to us by God; but the knowledge of his will mnst
increase our condemuation a hundredfold if we aet ourselves against it in our lives.

Knowledge with obedience is very blessed; knowledge with disobedience incurs a

fearful doom. (2) The victims. They were martyrs in deed, though not in will.

They died for Christ, unconsciously indeed, but yet for him, to ensure his safety, that

he might live to die for them, to save them, with all his people, through his most
precious blood. We may be sure that their death was blessed ; they died for Christ.

They were taken from the evil to come; they died before their infant souls were
stained by actual sin. The death of little children is a mystery. It looks like a waste

of life ; it seems as if there is an immense waste in the creation of Qod ; such multi-

tudes die before they come to maturity. But we live in an atmosphere of mystery

;

we can see only a very little way into the surrounding darkness. We walk by faith,

not by sight. We must believe that he doeth all things well, and trust our babes to

him who loved the little children, who took them up into bis arms and blessed them.

(3) The prophecy. The words of Jeremiah related to the wailings of the captives

collected at Bamah on their way to Babylon. Rachel, their ancestress, buried near

Bethlehem, hears their cries; she issues from her grave ; her lamentations are heard in

Bamah. Now the prophecy receives a second fulfilment; the bitter sorrow of the

bereaved mothers moves the heart of the dead Rachel ; again her voice is heard weep-
ing with the weeping mothers. It is a touching illustration of the exceeding great

anguish of those Bethlehem matrons. Rachel is represented as listening and joining in

their mourning. The Lord Christ listens to us in our distress ; he feels for us with all

the depth of human tenderness, with all the strength of Divine love.

II. The bgtubn. I. Herod was dead. The wicked king, on Whose conscience lay

the death of so many sufferers, had now to meet death himself. His last days were
passed in the extremest misery, sometimes in planning acts of cruelty, sometimes in

fits of the deepest despair. His wealth and power could not save him from a frightful

death. "There is no peace, saith my God, unto the wicked." His death teaches the

solemn lesson, "Envy thou not the oppressor." Wickedness, however gilded by rank
and riches, must end in misery, probably in this world, certainly in the world to come.
Herod was dead ; the Lord Jesus was yet an Infant. The two, so utterly unlike, are

mentioned here together. For a moment they almost crossed each other's path—the

old man and the little Babe ; the Idumsean and the Son of David ; the despot in all

his barbaric splendour, and the Child who had been cradled in the manger; the mighty
tyrant with his soldiers, and the helpless Infant with one only earthly protector ; the

one intensely wicked, guilty "beyond the ordinary range of human guilt, the other

Holiest of holies, gentle, loving, self-sacrificing beyond all that human heart can con-

ceive. For a moment their paths almost met, and then they parted—the one to die

in torture, in misery of soul and body, thirsting for blood to the last moments of his

evil life ; the other to live a life most holy and most blessed, and at the last to lay

down his life, a spotless Sacrifice, for the sins of the whole world. Herod was dead

:

who would envy the pomp and luxury of a life doomed to issue in such a death?

They carried him to his tomb in royal majesty ; the corpse lay on a bier of gold adorned

with the costliest jewels. It seemed a ghastly mockery ; that pomp could not follow

him beyond the grave, it could not help the poor soul that was gone. 2. Tlie call.

Again the angel's voice arotised the sleeping Joseph ; again he recognized the word of

God, and obeyed, as was his wont, at once. He took the young Child and his mother.

Mary had suffered much ; she was highly favoured ; but those who are nearest to God
are often called to pass through great affliction. She was in exile, far from home and

country ; she must have been in great distress and anxiety for the safety of the pre-

cious Child. She had trusted herself to God before : " Behold the handmaid of the

Lord." Doubtless she trusted him always. He cared for her ; he guided her. It is a

comforting thought for anxious mothers. 3. Nazareth. (1) Joseph's fears. God had

bidden him to go into the land of Israel ; he went in faith and obedience. But he had

our human weakness, our doubts and fears. God's grace does not remove the infirmities

of our human nature ; it helps us to resist them. Joseph heard that Archelaus had
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Bucceeded his father in Judaea. His character was well known ; he was like his father,

cruel and suspicious. Joseph feared for the holy Child. (2) His dream. Again (so

the Greek word seems to suggest) he sought counsel of God ; again, for the fourtii time
now, God answered him in a dream. We mark Joseph's untiring watchfulness, his

constant prayers, Gbd's gracious answers. God's people must do their part; they must
work and watch and pray. In all their difficulties they must come to God in prayer

;

he will guide and direct them, they may not doubt. But they must be, like Joseph,
vigilant and careful; they must learn of One greater than Joseph to "watch and
pray." They must try to live, as Joseph lived, in habitual intercourse with God.

(3) His obedience. He might have wished to live at Bethlehem, where he and Mary
were not known, where the holy Child was born ; the city of David seemed the fit

home for the Son of David. But there was reason to fear the tyranny of Archelaus.
God guided him to Galilee ; he returned to his old home at Nazareth. There the holy
Child grew up to manhood. The first years of that wonderful life were spent in that
little town, away from great cities; among the busy scenes of active life, in daily

labour, in deep mysterious thought and constant prayer; in wanderings, perliaps, full

of holy meditation, among those scenes of rare natural beauty, on those wooded hills

with their wealth of bright flowers, with their fair, wide-reaching prospects. Tljere he
lived, a still, bumble lite, unknown to the great world; but, we may be sure, a life

most beautiful and holy, a life which the angels of God watched with the intensest

interest, with the deepest reverence. We may well be content to live quiet, common-
place lives, unknown and unregarded; such was the early life of Jesus Christ our Lord.

But in those early years, we cannot doubt, much of his great work w.is wrought. " By
the obedience of One shall many bejnade righteous." During those long years of

perfect purity and holy submission of will he obeyed the Law of God in our nature,

as our' Representative. He is our Wisdom and Righteousness and Sanctification ; he
is " the Lord our Righteousness ;

" his obedience is ours, if we abide in him. Out of

those thirty years of silent obedience grew the three years of active work. Quiet
persevering obedience in the ordinary duties of daily life is the best preparation for

active work for God, and for the great emergencies which may from time to time occur

in our lives. (4) The Nazarene. The prophets had spoken of the Messiah as the

Branch {Netser) which should grow out of the roots of Jesse (Isa. xi. 1). The name
of Nazareth itself was Netser, " the Branch." The prophets had also spoken of him as

despised and rejected of men. He was the lowly Branch or Shrub, not the stately tree

;

he dwelt in Nazareth, which bore the same humble name, an unknown place, from
which it was not thought that any good thing could come. The prophetic description

was fulfilled ; he was called " the Nazarene ;
" the same name has been given in contempt

to his disciples. He was lowly in heart ; let us learn of him the precious graco uf

lowliness.

Lessons. 1. God will bring to pass the purposes of his love; wicked men cannot
overthrow them. "In quietness and confidence shall be your strength." 2. Trust the

little ones to God; he cares for them. 3. Be humble and gentle, like the holy Child.

HOMILIES BV VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 1.—" The days of Herod the king," This is more than a note of time. It

cannot but strike us as a remarkable fact that Christ should have been born during the

reign of the gloomy Idumsean ruler.

L Christ comes when he is most needed. Those were dark days when Herod
made his Saturnine temper the spirit of a nation's government. His reign had been

carried on with an external splendour and a vigorous attempt to please the Jews. But
a heathen by nature, Herod was always snspected by the Jews in the midst of his pious

Hebrew professions. Now, however, at the end of his life, his crimes had consumed
what little good repute he had contrived to manufacture for himself. The nation

was sick at heart, and the only solid hope left it was that cherished in the breast uf

the devout Jews, who, like Anna and Simeon, were " waiting for the consolation uf

Israel." It was the chill and darkness that precede the dawn. Then Christ came.

No earthly events could shape a Christ; for the earthly circumstances were most
adverse. He did not come to reward merit ; for merit was rare in those days, But
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the need was great, and it was simply the need of man that brought Christ into the

world.

n. These is booh roB ahotheb Kino besides the eabthly bulsb. Herod was
still reigning, aad yet the Christ came to set up his kingdom. The sovereign at

Jerusalem naturally suspected the new-bom King to be a rival to his throne. Most
of the Jews would have shared his opinion if they had believed in Jesus, though they
would have regarded the situation with very different feelings. But Christ did not

come to sit on the throne of Herod, and we cannot think of him simply as the rightrul

Heir who will expel the insolent usurper. His kingdom is not of this world. Earthly
monarchs rise and fall, and still he reigns. His is the kiugdom of heaven set up on
<arth. There is a reign of life which they that hold the sword of external government
cannot hinder. They cannot restrain its glorious liberty, nor can they reform its evils.

The world wants a King who can rule in the realm of ideas, who can sway hearts, who
can conquer sin. Therefore the apostles were commissioned to make known " another

King, one Jesus" (Acts xvii. 7).

III. The bule of Christ is in stbono contrast to its exteeSal subboundings.
Christ and Herod—^what a contrast the two names suggest ! Yet they are the names
of the two kings of the Jews of the same day. Force, selfishness, cruelty, characterize

the degenerate visible rule. Truth, gentleness, love, mark the invisible spiritual rule.

So it is always, though not necessarily in the same dramatic form. When we come to

Christ and his kingdom we reach a higher level, we breathe purer air, we walk in the

light. Then, though the days may be adverse and altogether unpropitious, we have
reached what is above daily vexations, we have attained some of the peace of the

eternity in which Christ lives.—W. F. A.

Vers. 1^12.

—

The pilgrimage of the Magi. The way in which these men acted

throws a flood of light on their characters ; at the same time, it opens up to us lessons

of general application. The Magi are examples to us in their effort to find Christ,

and in their conduct when they had found him.

I. The seabch fob Chbist. 1. Its origin. The Magi had seen " his star in the

East." This appearance was in accordance with the character of their own study and
observation. God can use a variety of methods to bring us to Christ—the science of

the naturalist, the literature of the book-student, the work of the business man. He
even used the astrology of the Magi. 2. Its method. (1) The pursuit of knowledge
already attained. These men knew their star, and to this they clung. We can best

reach new truth by following the revelation already possessed by us. (2) A trust in

heavenly guidance. The star in the physical heavens was regarded as a beacon from
the spiritual heavens. In this case God permitted it to serve as such a beacon. Thus
the guidance was from God. We must lift up our eyes to the heavens if we would see

the way to Christ. (3) A use of earthly means. At Jerusalem the Magi consulted

Herod, and he took counsel of the rabbis. The fresh star in the heavens did not eclipse

the light of ancient Hebrew prophecy. This still had its sphere in discovering Bethle-

hem. Divine revelation does not dispense with human study. New lights do not

extinguish old truths. 3. Its character. (1) An energetic search. The Magi set off

on a long journey to find Christ. They did not wait for him to find them ; they made
it their business to discover him. Such a search deserves the reward of finding. Many
do not know Christ because they will not take the trouble to seek him. (2) A
persevering search. The Magi travelled far and pressed their suit, not resting till they

had attained their end. The truly wise man will not abandon his search because of

any amount of discouragements.

II. The discovert of Christ. At length the Babe was found. Every true seeker

after Christ will be rewarded by seeing him. Such a discovery is full of fruitful issues.

1. Its blessedness. The Magi seem to have lost sight of the star during their anxious

interviews with Herod at Jerusalem. When they were out in the country again the

star reappeared ; for the heavens are larger and brighter in the solitudes of nature than

where they bend over the crowds of city life. It was a happy sight when the star

reappeared, but only because this was the promise of the nearing sight of the infant

Saviour. To reach him is to come to the heart's greatest joy. 2. Its result. The
Magi opened their rich stores and presented them to the Child. Thay set out with th«
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oliject of worshipping him ; this is the way in which they performed their intention.

Their liturgy was an act of sacrifice. It is unworthy only to seek Christ for the sake

of the good W0 hope to obtain for ourselves. He is worthy of adoration, and we can
best express our adoration by service and sacrifice. Some will not measure ,the gift.

He whose heart is on fire with devotion to Christ will not ask with what minimum will

bis Lord be satisfied ; he will love to give his best. The Christian can now give to the

babe Jesus in giving to one of his little ones (ch. x. 42).—W. F. A.

Ver. 1.

—

The Wiie Menfrom the East. These Magi come to give their homage to

Christ. Their own personal character! and circumstances enhance the value of their

gifts.

L HouAOE FBOM THE Gentiles. It is Singular that St. Matthew, and not St. Luke
the evangelist of the Gentiles, gives us this narrative of Gentile faith and adoration.

Thus we see that all parties among Christ's true disciples recognized the great fact that

the gospel was for the whole world. At the very commencement of Christ's life this

was seen. Yet still the greater part of the world is quite ignorant of his very Name.
Here is a reason for greater missionary autivity.

II. Homage fkom a distance. These men had come from a far country. They had
made a long and tedious pilgrimage to Christ. None are so remote but that they may
find Christ if they will truly seek him. Yet some who dwell in a Christian land are

really further from Christ than some who are commonly reckoned as heathen. Surely
Socrates was nearer to Christ than C^sar Borgia.

III. Homage fbom antiquity. These Magi represented the ancient Persian priest-

hood. But the old order of the Magi had been broken up, and many now took the
name who were not in any recognized rank or office. Yet in the very degeneracy of

the name it reminds us of its mysterious antiquity. The past looks forward to the

future. Nothing in the past will satisfy the hearts of men. We may ransack antiquity,

but we shall find there no substitute for Christ.

IV. The hohaoe of bciekce. Evidently the Magi were astrologers. In old times
all that was known of astronomy was mixed up with astrology, and all that was known
of chemistry was liable to be confused by ideas of alchemy and magic. Nevertheless,

this does not mean that nothing was known of the true sciences. Here we see the

science of the day bowing before Christ. Science cannot tie contrary to Christ if

he is the Truth, for it is but accurate and systematized truth, and all truth must be
harmonious. But neither science nor learning can ever be a substitute for Christ.

The student cannot find the Bread of life in his liooks ; and the man of science will

not discover it in his laboratory. After all earthly attainments have been reached, the
soul still needs Christ.

V. The homage of wealth. Tradition has called the Wise Men " kings." Certainly

they were men of substance, as they brought with them costly gifts. We think of

Christ as the Friend of the poor, but we have no right to narrow our conception of

his sympathy to any one class of society. He is equally the friend of the rich, when
the rich accept his friendship

—

e.g. Zacchseus. Moreover, the rich need Christ as much
as the poor. The rich, too, have the privilege of giving to him from their wealth.—
W. F. A.

Vera. 16—18.

—

The innocenU, This is one of the most heartrending scenes in all

history. The questions which it suggests are mysterious, and some of them quite
unanswerable.

I. Hebod's cbime. People have said, " This is impossible ! " But Herod's character,

as painted by the secular historian, shows him to be gloomy and inorose in his later days
and capable of almost any cruelty. We execrate the enemies of Christ as monsters of
wickedness. Herod ahd Judas are names that make us shudder, and we think of their

owners as half-demons. Yet the wickedness Of their crimes is not unapproached in our
own day. The slow murder of young children by starvation and ill treatment, simply
to escape the cost and trouble of keeping them, or because their death will be a source

of gain to their guardians, is worse than Herod's crime, because it is committed in cold

blood and without the provocation of terror at the appearance of a dangerous rival

which excited the jealous passions of the Idumaean prince. Then there is a slaughter
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of the Bouls of yonng oMIdren, which in the sight of God is more cruel and deadly than
the killing of their bodies. When fair young lives are blighted and innocent characters

stained by vicious examples, a fate worse than death has overtaken them, and those
who exercised the baleful influence have a very heavy account to answer for.

IL This CHtLDBEu's fate. The death of young children is always a mystery. We
cannot understand why innocent infants should be permitted to suffer great pain. It

is a piteous sight to observe a baby-face drawn and pinched with agony. This is a very
acute phase of the great mystery of suffering. It may be that greater evil in the future

is thereby avoided. But even in that case the method of saving.the children is terribly

perplexing. Two points of light, however, emerge in the midst of the darkness of this

mystery. 1. 2%e suffering of the innocent it vicarious. These babes of Bethlehem
have been regarded by a fond fancy as early martyrs for Christ. It was in his cause
that they were slain. ' They died for Christ, as Christ afterwards died for men. 2. The
tuffering of Christ's children is but the door to blessedness. The hope of a future life

lights much of the gloom of this scene. Holman Hunt's wonderful picture represents

the murdered children just awakening to a new life as they are drawn after the infant

Jesus with Mary and Joseph on their flight to Egypt—like a trail of rosy clouds.

IIL Tee Divine destutt. The murder of the children at Bethlehem was foreseen

by G«d. It accomplished an ancient prophecy. This does not mean that God ordered
it, but it shows that it could not frustrate God's purposes—^purposes which were laid

down in full knowledge of Herod's attempt to nullify them. Therefore Herod was
doomed to failure. His guilt was not the less because his crime was useless, but his

power as an enemy of Christ is thus shown to be quite futile. Nothing can ultimately
frustrate God's great designs. Christ has come to conquer, and he will win the
victory in spite of his foes. - The first Herod was not allowed to touch him when it was
essential to God's plan that he should live. The second Herod was permitted to have
a hand in his death, but only when his time had come, and when the Divine destiny
was fulfilled by means of the crime of slaying Christ.—W. F. A.

Ver. 23.—2%e Nazarene. We need not be troubled if we cannot find exact verbal

precedents for the words here recorded. The idea that is suggested by the title

"Nazarene" is apparent in more than one ancient prophecy; e.g. Isa. liiL

L CbBIST showed bis condescension in AFFEABINO AHONa HUMBLE AND EVEN
CONTEUFTIBLE SCENES. Nazarcth was an obscure provincial town. Nathanael seems
to have considered it to be a place with a bad reputation (John i. 46). Yet here our
Lord spent the greater part of his life—more than nine-tenths of it. Here he was
brought u}) as a Boy, no doubt attending the elementary synagogue school, and later

worMng at Joseph's bench. Over the neighbouring hills he had roamed, and there he
had learnt to love the flowers which abound in this highland retreat; there, too, he
had been able to love his brother-men as he saw thera in their daily work and in the

homely society of the little town. He was not kept, like Sakya Muni, from all sights

of misery until his adult age forced them on his notice. Sorrow, suffering, sin, and
death must often have come before his eyes. He never shrank into sel&sh isolation,

but took his place with his suffering brethren, quite naturally, with lowliness and per-

fect simplicity, not a spark of pretentiousness ever leading them to expect that he
would subsequently put forth the highest claims.

II. Christ was not the CEBATnEE or his oibouhstanoes. His genealogy showed
th^ he was not a mere product of his ancestry ; now his local surroundings make it

apparent that he was not formed by the world about him. Had he been brought up
at Jerusalem, or Athens, or Alexandria, or Borne, some might have tried to explain

him as an expression of some great movement in the city of his early days. But no
one can say that Nazareth could produce Christianity.

m. Chbist was seen in extebnal lowliness bbfobe his Divine oreatness
cODIiD BE febceived. He was known as the Nazarene before he was recognized as the

Son of God. Many heard his local name who never saw his true greatness. This local

name was even a hindrance to some ; they could not believe in the Nazarene. Thus
it was no great advantage to have known Christ after the flesh. His own people were

slow to believe in him. Nazareth treated him badly, tried even to murder him by
throwing him from a precipice of the rock-built town. It is possible now to blind our-
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selves to the true greatness and grace of Christ by looking too exclusively at hi»

external life. We need to knovr Christ spiritually to enjoy the real blessedness of

fellowship with him.

IV. Christ redeemed the lowest things that he touched. He has made tho

title "Nazarene" one of honour, as he has converted the shameful cross into a token

regarded with adoring gratitude. Now we take pilgrimages to the once obscure Nazareth
as to one of the most sacred spots on earth. If Christ enters a lonely life he uplifts

it and sheds over it a new and unexpected biauty. To him nothing is common or

unclean. As the Friend of publicans and sinners, he does not only condescend to asso-

ciate with degraded and neglected people ; he lifts these people up to a new life.

—

W. P. A.

Vers. 1—12.

—

The happy misnomer of the Wise Men ofthe East. Once on a time our

Saviour warned persons of far inferior privilege to our own that men would come from
the east, and west, and north, and south, who should rise up in the judgment against

tliem. The present passage of sacred history tells us most emphatically how men from
the Kast did arrive very early, to upbraid, not in word, but with all the force of deed,

though without any direct intention of doing so, those among whom, unexpected,

unwoicomed visitors as they were, they arrived. The passage is crowded with sug-

gestions of practical use; and, far from being novelties, they rather waken the echoes

of our deepest heart and long-past experience and observation. Prom lesson and sug-

gestion and reminders of our own experiences, to suggestion and lesson and reminders

of our own experiences again, do the contents of this history lead us, some lying on the

very surface and others deeper down. Let us observe, then, a notable instance of how

—

I. Those who live fukthest off from Zion abb often the babliest and most
PUNCTUAL to arrive THERE. No city, towu. Or village church or school but has

witnessed this phenomenon times without number. The very type of all these lesser

instances, yet instances so deeply significant of spiritual fact and history, is here. Very
little can be said to be known about these Wise Men of the East, of whom the passage

speaks. It is not difficult to make more than one account of them, which might hold

together very well and seem sufficiently consistent to pass for truth. We are reading

well-attested inspired history, or we might imagine we had come across the path of

the fable and entered the region, not of Eastern wisdom, but of Eastern myth. But it

is not so. There were these men called wise indeed, likelier to have been really good,

who ventured on the long fanatic pilgrimage, and who are the first to knock at Jeru-

salem's gates for the Messiah, at the temple doors—yes, and at the weaker, the

trembling doors of King Herod's and many another heart of Jerusalem's regular

inhabitants.

II. The Spirit bloweth where hb listeth. The impulse for these pilgrims from
the East cannot be set down to anything less than the Divine. There are some things

that are certainly known and that help to throw light on the substance, if not on the

form, of what is here recorded. It is true that there was a rumour prevalent over the

whole of the East, and not concentrated even as much as it should have been in

Judsea, that the time was approaching for the appearance of a great King, a King of

a small people— the Jews. He was to be One of whom great things should come to

pass. There is nothing for a moment to hinder our supposing that the Wise Men had
got hold of this.vague rumour at least, and were working upon it. But were there not

thousands of others into the hearing of whose ears the same things entered, yet to be
powerless over their heart? By whom was this "thing secretly brought" to the Wise
Men, and their "ear received a little thereof"? Perhaps "in thoughts from the

visions of the night, when deep sleep falleth on men." It was brought by the Author
of all good counsel.

III. There is a certain harmony in the work of that Spirit where his Pbb-
bence really is, and which is often VEiiY traceable. Perhaps we cannot say why
the Spirit moved so remarkably those Wise Men of the East. It helps sustain our
persuasion that he was the prime Mover when we observe the special guidance given

to them. They were almost for certain Chaldeans, or Persians, or Arabians. Their

very natural way of allusion to the star as "his star" receives accordingly all the easier

explanation. They studied astrology, and thought divinely of their study. They
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were aconstomed, in the course of the stars, to inquire for and inTestlgate, m they
thought, the course of human erenta. It was an ancient opinion, and one very widely
spread, that great events on earth were portended often by corresponding appearances

in the heavens. This need not be called a merely heathen fiction. It has been so,

incontestably, at times and on occasions most solemn. Was it not so, above all, at the
Crucifixion ? and again on occasion of the destruction of Jerusalem ? And if we were
to ask whether it were altogether likely that as such things have nevertheless very

often been turned to the purposes of superstition, Ood would have used a star by which
to guide these men, and have so seemed to encourage an unreal science, however real

at times the fact might be, we may venture to reply that it it very conceivable, very
possible. Because what God looks at is not knowledge, but honesty. What he abhors

is not human ignorance, but human dishonesty. There is to-day plenty of honest

superstition in Ctialdea, Persia, Arabia, India, China; while, alas I it is perhaps equally

true that the pure eye of God surveys a far larger total of dishonest superstition of the

worst character in every country of enlightened Europe, in every county of noonday
England. God's Spirit may often condescend to graft the sweetest, kindest of his

light on very blear-eyed inteUectiial yiaioji, so that the moral vision be to its possibilities

single. And as true, at all events, as whatever else in this wonderful narration, is

this—that from afar to Jerusalem, and from Jerusalem to "over where the yotK-g

Child was," a star was the divinely given guide to the pilgrims. The Spirit that gave
the impulse to good hearts used the method that very imperfect minds would follow

and be able to appreciate while they followed it. Nor did the kind, the faithful Spirit

desert " the work which he had begun."
IV. The earnestness and binoeeitt of the earnest and sincere will often

IN AN UNPREMEDITATED AND WONDERFUL WAT, CUTTING ACROSS THE PATHS AND
VERT HIGH WATS OF THE WORLD, SERVE TO STARTLE THAT WORLD AND INSPIRE IN IT

THE DEEPEST ALARM. It was Certainly so now (vers. 3—8). The simple journey and
simple inquiries of these " men of love," whose steps were worship, lips peace, and
hands adoring gifts, excite unparalleled commotion in the heart of the chlefest man of

Jerusalem, and throughout the whole city. This is partly the very nature of truth,

of whatever sort. It carries about with it a holy subtlety. And it is partly the girt

of God's providence. And it is partly just one chosen method, in and of itself, of God's

carrying on his work and reaching his ends, not by the power of might, but by that of

goodness and simplicity. This excitement and commotion show at fewest six results

here. First, in the fear wrought in King Herod and many others in Jerusalem.

Secondly, in the ensuing summoning of the council Thirdly, in the necessity entailed

of searching the Scriptures. Fowrthly,va.tla& king's consultingof those Eastern pilgrims

and forwarding them on their journey. FiftMy, in his committing himself to be

beholden to tMm for what he considered vital information. And, sixthly, in clenching

all by a profession of lying hypocrisy, the firstborn of his heart's stricken cowardice,

when Herod lets out of his lips the words, " that I also may come and worship him."

The one inquiry of the Wise Men was like a six-edged blade, or a six-bladed knife, for

the work it did.

v. The finest qualitt of faith, the most persistent hope, and bnebgt the
MOST active and ENTHUSIASTIO, HAVE BEEN FOUND TO COME OF THE KEENEST LONGING.

It is astounding to observe the testimony which history bears to the amount of force

of mind and force of achievement and triumph of every degree that follow strong long-

ing, keenness of desire, impassioned wish. When these are, therefore, noble in sort and

spiritual in their ends, earth has no grander heroisms to admire. So Jacob won the

morning victory after the night-long wrestling against all the grandeur of the Man
who would not tell his name, but who showed his own prerogative when "he blessed"

Jacob (Gen. xxxii. 24—30). So the Syro-phcenician woman won the victory in argument

and in fact against the condescending, the merciful Jesus himself. And what have we
here? Amid men's even superstitious inquirings of the heavens, upon such as do so

inquire with lumesty, with good motive, with intense anxiety, and for want of better

opportunities of knowledge, a star of veritable meaning and calm brilliance may rise.

It is in God's sight a better thing to see men inquiring in some mistaken manner than

not at all. These were men longing, inquiring, and, at great pains and outlay, seeking

for the true King of men, the one Saviour of the world. The notion which they had
MATTHEW. *
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of tbat King and Saviour must needs have been very inadequate. It stood tidslish too,

resting on the thin soil of dim tradition, standing on the slender footing of vague
rumour. But because the footing of such knowledge, faith, and hope as they had was
so slender, a little scanty soil on the side of the rocks the only apparent nutriment (as

you may so often see in Alpine heights to wonder's own perfection, with the splendid

pines of the precipice), therefore did this good plant shoot down its roots with keener
appetite, and clave to the rock itself. Granted that these men were heathen, and
superstitious heathen ; that with minds in large measure darkened, and with hearts

undelivered into the freedom of the newest truth, '• they worshipped the host of heaven,"
the sun and moon and stars, and " beholding the sun when it shined and the moon "

walking in its chaste brightness, " their heart was secretly enticed," as Job describes

the scene, "and their mouth kissed their hand;" that they belonged to the very com-
pany of "star-gazers, astrologers, and monthly prognosticators," whose weakriess to

save God had himself challenged, and of whose ways, as so utterly heathenish, God had
at least warned his own people by the mouth of Jeremiah, saying, " Learn not the way
of the heathen, and be not dismayed at the signs of the heavens ; for it is the heathen
who are dismayed at them . . . the customs of the people are vain ... be not afraid

of them, for they cannot do evil, neither also is it in them to do good ; "—^let all this be
granted, yet nevertheless let us not despise what, manifestly, God did not despise—the

gropings of those in darkness, who longed for light, and inquired for it and travelled far

to seek and to find it. Let us not despise the infant often falling and spreading trouble

and consternation all around, but who is most sincerely striving to walk uprightly.

We have but to centre attention on this—that through intense longing, with little to

inform or to encourage it, they were inquiring and seeking, though they inquired not
with the right instruments nur sought in the most chosen fashion. What symptoms
these of better things to come! of highest life not expired, and of a tremendous
advance for the better, for that life beyond the grave! The conduct of these Wise Men
of the East was counted worthy to find a place, long as time should last, on the pase
of the New Testament. Persist in seeking, and the Lord will rise on you. He will

send enlargement of heart, growth of intelligent earnestness, and the persuasion that,

guided by him first, you shall find yourself at last guided safely to him.
VL A TBDB FAITH 18 A SIMPLE DEVOTION. When the Wise Men had found the

young Child and his mother, they fell down and worshipped him ; they opened their

treasures, and presented their gifts to the Child—gold and frankincense and myrrh.
And with this they are content They do not, emphatically nut, worship the mother,
nor present to her gifts. They have longed, have sought, have found, what kings and
prophets of ages and centuries had desired, and in vain—and they have found. A
Divine contentment takes possession of them, and, still under the gracious guidance
which had led them hitherto, "they depart into their own country another way,"
who can doubt, not merely gladder men, but gladder with good reason, holier men ?

They have found the right worship, and their hearts have worshipped. Misnomer for

them in a hundred aspects is their title of Wise Men, yet in one aspect so true as to

counterbalance all the rest ; for no wisdom equals the wisdom of simple, fervent, seeking

goodness.—^B.

Vers. 13, 19, 22.

—

The providence that befriended the earliest life of Jesue. Three
times in this chapter, as well as once in the preceding (ch. i. 20), do we thus read of

the intervention of particular Divine directions given to Joseph in the interest of the

infant Jesus. The grand head under which events of this kind must seek and find

their classification is that of providence. The next greatest fact to creation is provi-

dence, without which creation itself would soon have proved a still-born thing, or some
monstrosity. The objections that have been sometimes felt, sometimes urged, against

particular providences, do but betoken a feeble hold upon the real nature of providence.

They incontestably lie in pari materid, and must be granted to be in somewhat closer

relationship, at all events, than the interpositions called miracles and the general course

of the so-called laws of nature. The very same hand that ministers the one ministers

and rules the other in both instances. As surely as " a thousand fall at our side, and
ten thousand at our right hand," seen, more than those numbers fall unseen also. As
surely as we owe it to God's goodness that we are saved from the comparatively few
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dangers we see and are cognizant of, we owe it to tLat goodness that we are saved from
an immensely larger number unseen, undreamt of. What appears to us as the extra-

ordinary interventions of Divine goodness and mercy are in no wise so extraordinary

as respects the quality of the goodness and mercy, as in the fact that the whole matter

of thtm lies, for some reason or ottier, disclosed and patent hefore our eyes. Notice,

therefore, that

—

I. The necessities of human life, in view of its weakness and its no fobe-

BiaHT, ABE SUCH AS TO REQUIRE THE CONTINUAL MINISTRY OF DiVINB PROVIDENCE.

II. The advantage of human life is infinitely consulted in the INTERVENTION
OF THAT PROVIDENCE IN BUOH SHAPE AND MANNER AS SHALL MAKE IT 8TBIKIN0LY
APPARENT.

III. Though some Divinity unmistakably hedged in this wonderful, imperilled,

OLOBIOUS life of JeSUS, yet, at PRESENT AT ALL EVENTS, NO SPECIAL DiVINITY
HEDGED IT IN. No " mark " was placed on Jesus to designate him as the Favourite of

God and of angels. Neither his Person nor his head only were really enveloped in a

halo. He is befriended by providence, and faithfully befriended, but (1) only to the

extent of his need, and (2) only in the same kind of way as innumerable others. His

earthly parents must take all .care, all precautions, all toilsome journeys, all vexatious

home-leaving and country-leaving, if he is to be safe.

IV. Deep indications lie in all this of the most beal humanity of Jesus,

AND OF his unfeigned, OBEDIENT TAKING OF HUMAN NATURE AND HUMAN LOT.—B.

Vers. 16—18.

—

A notable instance of the vicarious in the human lot and in suffering.

The great desirableness of reading Scripture and nature alihe, observant of the facts of

each, refusing to disguise the facts of either, attentively following them as far as may
be possible, and, if this be not far enough to conduct to the vindication of the facts

themselves, reverently storing them, as the things that await explanation. Therefore

—

I. Tib ATTENTION TO THE FACT THAT THE PRESENT SAVING FROM DANGER OF THIS

ONE LIFE, THE LIFE OF JbSUS, WAS, IN LITERAL TRUTH, THE INVOLVING IN DESTRUC-

TION A LARGE NUMBER OF OTHER LIVES INNOCENT AS THE LIGHT, AND THE CAUSING OF
INFINITE GRIEF AND WAILING TO MANY, MANY MOTHERS.

II. Allow fully the fact that God knew this, foreknew it, and permitted it.

III. Recall the fact that the act of God in this matter game first; that
IT WAS IN ITSELF A RIGHT ACT, NAY, WAS THE RIGHT THING TO DO UNDER THE
CIRCUMSTANCES PRESENT; WHILE HeROD's PASSION AND MOST CRIMINAL DEED CAME
AFTERWARD, SECOND IN THE SERIES, AND WERE INTRINSICALLY AND IN EVERY WAY
UNJUSTIFIABLE.

IV. Show that all which is here recorded as taking place amounts to a
VERY VIVID deed-painting OF VERY, VERY MUCH WITH WHICH WE ALL ARE BUT TOO

FAMILIAR IN HUMAN LIFE. By THOSE WHO CANNOT FORESEE, FOREKNOW, THE BIGHT

AND THE GOOD ARE TO BE DONE, MUST AND SHALL BE DONE ; AND THE RESPONSIBILITY

OF CONSEQUENCES BESTS ELSEWHERE, WHEREVER THAT ELSEWHERE MAY BE.

V. Point out the slight club that this passage affords to the probability

OF A coming vindication of the bitterest vicarious buffering, that should

SATISFY ALL, and BE ACQUIESCED IN NOT LEAST BY THE SUFFERERS THEMSELVES.—B.

Vers. 1—^23.

—

Childhood of Jesus. I, Hebod and Jesus. The king and the Babe

;

earthly might and spiritual power. This contrast comes continually in view through-

out the life of Christ, but never more strikingly than here. Depict the apparent

helplessness of the young Child when confronted with the relentless and crafty hostility

of Herod. The restless, suspicious jealousy of the old king, and the guileless, uncon-

scious innocence of the Child. The selfish cruelty of the despot, and his ever-increasing

misery, contrast with the self-sacrificing love and the calm peace of the spiritual King.

The results of Herod's reign, and the results of Christ's reign. And yet how difficult

to see the hai-vest in the seed I how difficult to discern between apparent and real glory I

and how hard, even when we have some understanding of the difference, to choose for

ourselves the glory which is attained by self-sacrifice and which makes no appeal to

worldly ambition I

II. HVROO Airo THE Maoi. 1. Two classes of incjuirers after Christ—the well-
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intentioned, who seek him that they may do him homage ; the evilly disposed, who
Btrive to acquaint themselves sufficiently with hii history to direct their assaults upon
him. Two classes of critics of the Gospels—the malevolent and the divinely led ; the
jealous and the frankly admiring; the destructive and the reverent. Christ excites

curiosity and inquiry in all. His life stirs ceaseless controversy. Two currents—of

hope and of hatred—set towards him without intermission. He is the great Test of

men, " set for the fall and rising again of many." By their thoughts of him, their

judgments passed upon him, their bearing towards him, men reveal their own nature.

By their conduct towards Christ, their acceptance or refusal of him, men show whether
their tastes are si)iritual or earthly. 2. Means by which inquirers are led. The astro-

logy of these Magi was probably not sound from the point of view of science; indeed,

it is almost impossible for us even to nnderstand their calculations regarding the star.

But God used their ideas, fanciful, mistaken, or partly well grounded, to lead them to

the truth. " Instead of making tirades against the imperfect, be speaks to us in the

language we understand, even if it express his meaning very imperfectly, and guides us

thereby to the perfect truth. Just as he used astrology to lead the world to astronomy,
and alchemy to conduct it to chemistry, and as the revival of learning preceded the
Beformation, so he used the knowledge of these men, which was half falsehood and
superstition, to lead them to the Light of the world " (Stalker's ' Life of Christ,' p. 16).

Where a true heart is earnestly longing for light, it is dealt with according to its

capacity, and led by that which it will attend to. Notice might here be directed to

the appearance of this law in the method of revelation—the law of accommodation,
which requires that regard should be bad to the condition of those to whom a revelation

Is to be made. An American writer alludes to it in the following terms : "The faults

of the Old Testament are, as Herder says, the faults of the pupil, not of the teacher.

They are the necessary incidents of a course of moral education ; they are the unavoid-
able limitations of a partial and progressive revelation. If God chooses to enter upon
an historic course of revelation, then that revelation must be accommodated to the
necessities, and limited by the capacities, mental and moral, of each successive age.

Otherwise revelation would be a wild, destructive power; a flood, sweeping everything
away, and not the river of life. We cannot suppose that the Almighty can pour the
Mississippi river into the banks of a mountain brook. He can begin, however, with
the springs and the brooks, and make in time the broad Mississippi river."

m, HoMAOE OF THE Maol They are Gentiles and sages; they are aliens, and
belong to a school of experts in science ; but they use their knowledge' to glorify Jesus.

They offer gifts symbolic of his royalty, and they themselves represent the attraction

felt by all races towards the Christ. This King has blessings for all ; and from the
first he is claimed by those afar off.

IV. Betibehent in Eotft, "The flight into Egypt was no mere expedient of
rescue, but is, on the contrary, a moulding factor of continuous influence in Christ's

life, giving to the subsequent stream of his fortunes a quite novel character and direc-

tion " (W, G. Elmslie, in the Ex/iositor, vi. 401), It formed the necessary break between
the miraculous birth, with its accompaniment of homage, and the quiet boyhood and
youth, in which Jesus could grow up as other boys and youths did. After this flight

we hear no more of angelic announcements, prophetic songs, signs in the heavens, or
the homage of mysterious strangers; but the life of the Boy falls into the ordinary
course, and runs on unnoticed and unknown. Had it not been so, he could not have
shared the ordinary human lot. Had he still and throughout been recognized as
superhuman, the object of his life would, so far, have been rendered impracticable.

But the danger to which he was exposed by Herod's jealousy, the warning which his

parents thus received, and the obscurity in which they consequently kept their great
Charge, secured the conditions necessary for our Lord becoming in all points like his

brethren.—D.

Vers. 1—10,

—

The star, Luke mentions the occurrence of a grand celestial illumi-
nation celebrating the nativity of Jesus, which was witnessed by Jewish shepherds.
Matthew here records another heavenly sign, discerned by Gentile scientists. Such
phenomena—severally seen by Jew and Gentile, by peasants and by scholars, by
persons in bumble station and by those of wealth and standing—authenticated this.
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vb-. that the great event so celebrated concerns all sorts and conditions of men. Wa
have here especially to consider the star which denoted Christ (see Itev. xxii. 16),
whether viewed as a portent, a disturher, or a guide.

I. A? A PORTENT. 1. A star is the emblerh of a prince, (1) So the sign was inter-

preted by the Magi. " Where is he that is born King of the Jews ? for we have seen
his star"—his emblem. Herod could not be credited with refined spiritual discern-

ment, yet even he accepted at once the justness of their inference. (2) The " Star out
of Jacob " is, in Balaam's parable, explained to be a " Sceptre," or King, destined to

"rise out of Israel " (Numb. xxiv. 17). The ambitious monarch of Babylon would
"exalt his throne above the ttara of God," or reigning kings; so would he be "Lucifer,
son of the morning," brightest among the stars or kings (Isa. xiv. 4, 12, 13). And the
overthrow of monarchies is described as the falling of stars from the (|)olitical) heavens
(Isa. xxxiv. 4; Joel iii. 15, 16; Matt. xxiv. 29; Eev. vL 12—17). (3) The propriety

of the symbol may be seen in the elements of (a) elevation; (J) oonspicuousness

;

(c) splendour; (d) rule, or influence over the earth (see Gen. i. 14—19). 2. This star

indicated an extraordinary Prince. (1) It was not an object seen only in desciiption

in a treatise on symbols. It was not a commonplace phenomenon. (2) It was an
unusual apparition. It was not a " fixed star

;
" tor it moved. Not a recognized planet

;

it was too near the earth. Not an ordinary electrical meteor; it blazed too steadily.

Then, as a supernatural star, it betokened a supernatural Prince. 3. It denoted the

Christ of Ood, (I) The time was ripe for the advent of Messiali. (a) The sceptre,

tribe rod, or tribal magistracy, was visibly departing from Judah (Gen. xlix. 10).

(6) 'I'he family of David was reduced to a humble condition, and all but extinct (of.

Isa. vii. 15 with ch. iii. 4; see also Isa. liii. 2). (c) Daniel's weeks were fast running
out (Dan. ix. 24). (2) Hence the prevalent expectation: (a) In Israel (see oh. xxiv.

5 ; Luke iii. 15 ; xix. 11). (6) Amongst the nations. This is testified by Suetonius,
Tacitus, Cicero; also in sundry Oriental traditions. (3) The Magi seem to have shared
in this expectation. They were generally familiar with Hebrew traditions. They
appear to Lave been particularly acquainted with Balaam's prophecy. Possibly the son
of Beor had been one of their predecessors—one of the ancient Magi of their own
country. (4) " His star

;
'' the star peculiar to him. Evidently so, for no other prince

sustains a miraculous character. The false Christ in the time of Adrian took the name
of Barchoehdb, " the sou/of a star." Note : The Wise Men profited by discerning the
signs of their times. The neglect of prophetic study is the reverse of creditable to

Christians (see ch. xvi. 3; 2 Pet. i. 19—21 ; Eev. i. 3).

XL As A DiSTUBBEB. 1. It troubled Herod. (1) By showing the advent of One
whom he thought to be his political rival, who might deprive him of his throne. Jesus
was "born King of the Jews;" Herod was an Idumaian usurper. He was too carnal

to discern that the heavenly star betokened a heavenly kingdom. Jesus had no design

upon his paltry seat. Note: Christ retributively rebukes the wicked through their

own disordered imaginations. " The most general enmities and oppositions to good
arise from mistakes " (Bishop Hall). (2) Herod's trouble stirred up the devil in his

nature. He instantly took the resolution to rid himself of his rival. Note : Sin would
murder any virtue that opposed its ambition. Virtues are representatives of Christ,

who is the Impersonation of all virtues in their perfection. (3) Herod carried out his

resolution with exquisite hypocrisy. Note: The most frightful wickedness is that

concealed under the mask of piety. Sharpers join Clmrches and seek Church office to

use the influence so acquired to fleece the simple and confiding. A Herod may even

deceive wise men ; he cannot cheat God. 2. Jerusalem was troubled. (1) Herod's

courtiers were concerned for their places as their master was for his throne. Only the

unscrupulous could aid the tyranny of such a ruler. In the kingdom of Messiah

persons of that type could have no place. Note : What trouble will be amongst those

who' have the spirit of the courtier when the great King comes to the judgment!

(2) But why should the citizens be troubled? They were troubled "with" Herod,

aware of the moods of the tyrant, and dreading some tragedy. He had murdered the

brother and grandfather of his wife ; he had murdered Mariamne, his wife, and her

mother Alexandra ; he had despatched two of his own sons, etc. The slaughter of the

innocents which followed justified such an apprehension. The tyrant was shown up

when he had collected the principal Jews, and bad them shut up in the circus at
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Jericbo, intending them all to be slain at bis deatb, tbat a general mourning might be
secured. We should bless God for our civil and religious lilierties. (3) In Jerusalem
there were those who " waited for the Consolation of Israel " (Luke 11 25, 38), To
these the news of the advent of Messiah would bring joy. He is not the trouble but
the peace of the righteous. But how few were they? How few now, even in the
Church, are "looking for" the (second) appearing of Christ? (4) The majority of the

citizens would be troubled because of their moral unfitness for the kingdom. The
wicked ever have been, and still are, troubled at the thought of the fulfilment of Scrip-

ture. How many Christian professors would be fearfully troubled did those signs now
appear in the heavens which are to presage the great day of judgment (cb. zsiv. 29, 30)

!

III. As A GUISE. 1. By it the Magi came to Jtrusodem. (1) We do not aPHrm that

it moved before them in the heavens to point their way to Jerusalem. This does not
appear to have been the case. But the appearance of the star in the East set them
upon trains of thought which determined them to go to Jerusalem as the place most
likely in which to get information concerning the King of the Jews. God does not
work miracles to supersede the uses of reason. (2) The Magi were apprized as to the
event of the Nativity; now they desired to know its plmx. The more we kuow of

Christ the more we want to know. The Magi supremely desired to find him. With
knowledge concerning Christ we should never be satisfied until it leads us to himtdf.
Has the I)ay-star arisen in your hearts t (3) In Jerusalem they got instruction from
the Scriptures. The Sanhedrin (see Bloomfield, in he.), convened at the instance of
Herod, turn up the Prophet Micah, who makes Bethlehem of Judah the favoured
place (Micah v. 2). Thus, by the highest authority amongst the Jews was this most
important public testimony borne, viz. That Jesus is the Christ. And this, too, through
the instrumentality of a tyrant who had no such design. So God makes the wrath of
man to praise him. So does he make the selfishness of the wicked subserve his own
benign purposes. 2. By it they were guided to Christ. (1) Now'the Magi are on their

way to Bethlehem. What for? To find in a somewhat populous city the right Babe.
They journeyed in faith, trusting that he who had hitherto prospered their way would
guide them to the end. Note : Those who follow up the leadings of providence will

never lack a providence to lead them, (2) Behold the relief to their perplexity I The
familiar star is again in sight. Lo, it moves I They follow. It stands over a dwelling.
Those brightening scintillations proclaim that the heavenly Royalty is there. Note : It

was not reason that guided the Magi to Christ. Beason had its province, and will ever
have it. But the effectual guidance, first and last, was supernatural, "No man can
come to Christ except the Father draw him " (see John vi, 44, 45, 65), (3) " Exceed-
ing great" was the "joy" of the Magi when they saw the star. It certified the Christ.
Certitude to the truth-seeker is bliss. The bliss is intense as the truth is noble. Hera
the certainty had respect to Truth itself, essential Truth, all truth. Wise, indeed,
were the men, and wise are those still, who find this philosopher's stone that transmutes
all things into good. Good is better than gold.—J, A. M.

Vers. 11, 12.— OentHe worshippers. Guided by the providence of God, the devout
scientists from the East, who inquired in Jerusalem for the King of the Jews, kre
arrived at Bethlehem. Now they enter the house of the carpenter. Let us also enter,
that we may see and worship with them.

I. What bo they see? 1. They hehold the King of the Jem. (1) He is denoted
by the star. Some think it entered the dwelling and formed as a nimbus round the
Infant's head. This notion was ancient, and has suggested to painters their practice
of depicting a glory surrounding the head of Jesus. The evidence in favour of this
opinion is notvery clear. The star sufficiently indicated the Prince of Israel as it

stood blazing in the atmosphere directly over his dwelling. No palace was ever so
honoured as this humble residence. The "morning star" indicates the place and
rising of the sun. (2) He is denoted by the prophet. The passai^e cited from Micah
by the Sanhedrin, together with the star, declared the Bale of Bethlehem to be the
" Ruler whose goings forth have been from the days of eternity." The greatness of Christ
is conspicuous in his gentleness. (3) He is denoted by the angd. For the Magi were
warned of God in a dream—presumably by the angel of the Lord who afterwards in •
dream appeared to Joseph. Note : The testimony concerning the Messiahship of Jesui
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ii ample (cf. Deut. six. IS ; cli. zviii. 16). Unbelief is as perilous as it is defence-

less (see Deut. zvii. 6). 2. They ate him veiled in humanity. (1) His humanity was
real. " The young Child." Born as other children, though very differently conceived.
" With his mother." Nourished as an ordiuary infant. (2) Note in the truth of the
-humanity of Jesus : (a) The reality of our interest in his mission and work. (J) The
reality and perfection of his sympathy with us. (3) So let us be encouraged (a) to

open all our anxieties to him ; (b) to trust him with a perfect confidence. 3. They,

see Immantiel in humiliation. (1) He is the " King of the Jews ; " but, in this humble
dwelling, in what contrast to the magnificence of Solomon I Note : True grandeur is

spiritual. Mind is above matter. (2) How much greater still is the contrast I The
" King of the Jews," in the carpenter's honse, attended only by his poor mother ; and
the King of glory, in the heights of heaven, attended by his myriad retinue of angels I

(3) Let us read in this (a) how humanity is dignified in Christ; (6) how in him the

Divine royalty of man is and may be asserted amidst circumstances of reverse. 4.

They see a heavenly vision. (1) Whether God warned them by his Shechinah or by his

angel, when in their dream or trance, in that revelation their faith was richly rewarded.

(2) Their obedience to the heavenly vision also became a means to the important end
of preserving Christ from the fury of Herod. So are faithful defenders of Christ and his

cause still the honoured instruments of preserving his life, in his Church. (3) Their
obedience secured also their own safety. For had they rather obeyed Herod and
returned to him, they might have fallen victims to his tyranny under a construction ot

treason in acknowledging a rival King of the Jews. The way of duty is safety as well

as honour.

IL How DO THBT WORSHIP? 1. They woTthip Jesus at the King of the Jews. (1)
" They fell down," etc., put themselves into that attitude which Orientals are accus-

tomed to assume in presence of royalty. (2) " Opening their treasures," etc. It was
also customary in the East to bring gifts to kings. Note : (a) " The powers that be
are ordained of God," and should therefore be religiously respected. (6) Kings exist

for the order and happiness of states, and should therefore be religiously sustained in

the due exercise of their functions. 2. Th^ worship Jesus as the Christ of Ood. (1)
They did not journey from the distant East to pay respect to an ordinary prince. The
star had marked this prii^e as extraordinary and supernatural. Prophecy also had
declared him to be Divine. (2) These Gentiles, in coming to the King of the Jews,
claimed an interest in his kingdom. They did not honour Herod as they honoured
Jesus. Neither did they pay religious worship to Mary. (3) The humble circumstances

in which they found the Christ did not discourage their faith. Now, since nations

have come to acknowledge him, faith has become fashionable. 3. They worshipped
him with gifts. (1) They presented themselves. This, in the first place, is most
important. The living sacrifice. The reasoncible service. (2) They consecrated their

substance. " Gold," etc. (see Ps. Ixxii. 10). Some will give to Christ personal service,

but withhold property. Others will give property, but withhold personal service. The
Magi gave both. Christ is worthy of all homage. 4. Their worship was typical. (1)
The mention of "gold and frankincense" refers us back to Isa. Ix. 6, where the gather-

ing of the Gentiles is foretold (see also Hag. ii. 8). " The respect paid to Christ by
these Gentiles was a happy presage and specimen of what would follnw when those

who were afar off should be made nigh by Christ " (Henry). (2) The shepherds of

Bethlehem found Christ before the Magi found him. The gospel came " to the Jew
first." But, though Bethlehem was but half a dozen miles from Jerusalem, the Magi
do not appear to have been accompanied by any of the Sanhedrin or citizens. The
Gentiles received the gospel when it was rejected by the Jews. Heathendom is accept-

ing it as Christendom is rejecting it. " Those nearest to the means are often furthest

from the end " (cf, ch. viii. 11, 12). 6. Their gifts were symbolical. (1) Some think

the " gold " was given as tribute to the " King ; " the " frankincense " in recognition of

his Divinity, because God is honoured with incense ; and the " myrrh " in recognition

of his humanity,B,nA that as man he should die, because myrrh was used in embalming
(see John xix. 39). (2) Perhaps their purpose was to confess Christ as universe^ King.

They presented themselves as representing the "kingdom of men," and the whole

animated creation at whose head man stands. The " frankincense and myrrh " would

represent the vegetable kingdom. " Gold " in like manner would represent the mineral.
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Christ, who carried his miracle-working into every kingdom of nature, is destined to

receive universal homage (see Eph. i. 10, 20—23 ; Phil. ii. 9—11 ; Col. i. 16 ; Eev. iv.

11). (3) Or perhaps they may have designed to express simply their faith in Jesus as

the Christ. Thus they came seeking the " King of the Jews," and now they give him
" gold," or pay trihute to him as such. But then the King of the Jews is the King
Messiah. Their faith in Jesus as such would be expressed in the " myrrh," which was
a leading ingredient in the composition of the holy anointing oil (see Exod. xxx. 23).

The ointment in composition they could not present, for it would have been unlawful
for them to compound it. But further, since all excellences in perfection existed in

Christ, they would express this in their donation of " frankincense ; " for this was a
principal ingredient in the holy perfume, viz. that which common persons must neither

compound nor use (Exod. xxx. 31). The Bridegroom, in the Canticles, is described as

"coming out of the wilderness, like pillars of smoke, perfumed with myrrh and frank-

incense, with all powders of the merchant " (Song of Sol. iii. 6). The cloud of the
Shechinafa, the holy oil, and the holy perfume are here together associated to describe

the qualities of Christ.—J. A. M.

Vers. 13—15.

—

System in providence. It were a truism to say that there is wisdom
in providence ; for otherwise providence could not be Divine. Li that wisdom there is

what Paul describes as a manifoldness (Eph. iii. 10). And this appears in a system of

developments and correspondences, evincing at the same time unity of plan. The text
furnishes striking illustrations. It suggests

—

I. That the people of Ibbael were Chbist ttpical. 1. For Sosea's allusion

is historical. His words are these : " When Israel was a child, then I loved him, and
called my son out of Egypt " (Hos. xi. 1). The reference plainly is to the bringing
forth of the people of Israel from Egypt by- the hand of Moses and Aaron. Moreover,
it is a paraphrase upon the words of God's message to Pharaoh (Exod. iv. 22, 23).
From the history we learn : (1) That the suffering of God's people is no certain pronf

of his displeasure. (2) That it may evince his love as that of a Father to a child who
needs discipline and education. (3) That when love's ends are served the discipline

will end. 2. Edsea's words are still prophetic. (1) That they contain a mystery is

clear from the manner in which they speak of the nation as a person. This is the con-
verse of the manner in which the same prophet makes the real Jacob or Israel stand
for the nation descended from him (cf. Hos. xii. 3-—6). (2) The evangelist explains
the mystery as containing a prophecy of Christ. In doing this he is countenanced by
prophetic analogies. Thus Jehovah, speaking evidently of Messiah, says, " Thou art
my servant, Israel, in whom I will be glorified" (Isa. xlix. 3). Again, " Behold my
Servant, whom I uphold ; mine Elect, in whom my soul delighteth " (Isa. xlii. 1).
This the LXX. construes thus; "Jacob my servant, and Israel mine elect;" while in
the Chaldee it is, " My servant the Messiah." This paraphrase is clearly justified by
the context. 3. So the history in the Lmw likewise is prophetic. (1) Dr. Alix remarks
that the author of ' Midrash Tehillim,' on Ps. ii. 7, says, " The mysteries of the King
Messiah are declared in the Law, the Prophets, and the Hagiographa. In the Law it

is written (Exod. iv. 22), ' Israel is my son, even my firstborn.* Babbi Nathan, in
' Schemath Rabba,' on those words speaks thus : ' As I made Jacobmy firstborn ' (Exod.
iv. 22), so have I made Messiah my firstborn ; as it is said (Ps. Ixxxix. 27), 'I will
make him my Firstborn, higher than the kings of the earth.' " (2) The perils, then, in
which Israel typified Christ, viz. as they are presented in the passages before us, are

:

(a) His Sonship. (i) His election, (o) His sojourn in Egypt, (d) His return and
advancement to dignity and glory.

11 That God beouoht Christ ttpioal out op Eotpt. 1. The system of provi-
dence is seen in presages. (1) The sojourn of Israel in Egypt was presaged in the per-
sonal history of Abraham their father. For early in that history " there was a famine
in the land [of Canaan] : and Abram went down to Egypt to sojourn there." In that
land he found not only asylum, but geneions treatment, and acquired property. After-
wards " the Lord plagued Pharaoh and his house with great plagues because of Sarai
Abram's wife;" and these plagues induced Pharaoh to send him away (Gen. xli. 14
20). (2) That in all this there was an allegory Abram might have learnt from his
subsequent experience (see Gen. xv. 11—16). The horror of darkness was evidently a
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premonition of the sufferings his seed were destined to pass through in the dark land o(

Egypt (see Gesenius, under on). 2. So is it seen in their accomplishment. (I) Joseph's

dreams were prophetic sketches of what afterwards became history. (2) The fulfil-

ment of the dreams of Joseph was also the accomplishment of the presages of Abram.
The famine in Syria. The provision of plenty in Egypt in connection with which
Joseph, by the good hand of God upon him, came into power. The settlement of

Israel in Egypt. His sufferings there when the serTices of Joseph were forgotten.

The plaguing of Pharaoh. The Exodus.
III. That God bbouqht Christ litebal out op Egypt. 1. Correspondences ar»

teen in the agents. (1) We note a correspondence of names. In each case we have a
" Joseph," and moreover a " Joseph the son of Jacob." (2) We have also a corre-

spondence of character. The son of Bacliel was eminently a righteous man, and so

likewise was the husband of Mary. Both were alike distinguished for their unswerv-
ing loyalty and obedience to God. (3) There is, moreover, a correspondence of dreams.

God honours those who honour him. (a) As the latter Joseph by his alliance with
Christ came to conversewith angels, so have all who are spiritually related to Christ inter-

course with Heaven (cf. Heb. i. 14; xiL 22). (6) If the reason of God's communicating
with men in dreams be that in sleep men's minds are disengaged from the world, the

lesson is that if we would come under special heavenly influences we must call off our
affections from earthly things. 2. Oorrespondaicet are seen in the accidents. (1) " Flee

into Egypt." God can make the worst places serve the best purposes (cf. Bev. xli. 16).

(2) Jesus, like Israel of old, was in Egypt for asylum. " For Herod will seek the young
Child to destroy him." Giod knows the purposes of his enemies (cf. Isa. xxxvii. 28).

(3) Jesus was nourished there evidently by the hand of God, as Israel was in the days
of the earlier Joseph. The carpenter was so poor that Mary had to offer doves instead

of a lamb (cf. Lev. xii. 8 with Luke ii. 24). He had no difficulty in gathering up his

effects to set off for Egypt the same night in which he had his orders. " If rich people
have the advantage of the poor while they possess what they have, the poor have the

advantage of the rich when they are called to part with it " (Henry). But how, then,

could this Joseph subsist his sacred Charge in a strange land? Hewho gave the years

of plenty to the ancient Joseph for the nourishment of his typical son, placed the gold

of the Magi in the hand of his namesake for the preservation of the Son of his love.

(4) There was in the days of Israel's sojourn in Egypt a slaughter of the male children

of that people by order of Pharaoh, from which Moses, the future redeemer of the nation,

was wonderfully spared. Who does not see in this a prophecy of the deliverance of

Jesus from Herod's slaughter of the innocents? (6) The retribution for this came
upon Pharaoh in the death of his firstborn when the firstborn of Israel was spared, and
eventually upon himself also in the destruction at the Bed Sea. So Herod's death

followed quickly upon his massacre of the innocents. And as the overthrow of

Pharaoh was coincident with the escape of Israel, for on the other shore of the Bed
Sea he was out of Egypt; so the death of Herod was the signal for the calling out of

Egypt of the true Son of God. The end of the wicked is death. They have everything

to fear from time. The good have everything to hope from it.

IV. That God will brxno Chbist mtstioal out of Egypt. 1. 2%e Church of
true believers is the mystical Christ. (1) So Paul describes the Church as the body of

which Christ is the Head (Bom. xii. 4, 6 ; 1 Cor. x. 16, 17 ; Eph. i. 22, 23 ; iv. 15, 16

;

V. 23, 30 ; Col. i. 18, 24). The head and the body make up one Christ. (2) Hence
the Church is called Christ (1 Cor. viii. 12 ; Gal. iii. 16 with ver. 29). (3) Agreeably

to this " Israel after the flesh," which we have seen to have been a type of Christ, is

often made a type also of the " Israel of God," or true Christian Church. 2. What is

predicated of Christ is mysticoMy predicable of his Church. (1) The mystical Egypt
is that state of moral darkness and bondage in which we are by nature and former

practice. (2) The mystical Pharaoh, or Herod, is Satan, who is the tyrant of the

moral house of bondage. So the persecuting powers of the world, which have ever

been instinct with the spirit of the old serpent, are described under the figure of a

dragon—a monster whose zoological type is the crocodile of the Nile (Bev. xii.) ; fit-

tin^y so, since the Egyptian was the first really formidable political incarnation cf

Satan. (3) Deliverance through Christ from the bondage of sin and tyranny of Satan

is compared to that of Israel from Egypt. It is also compared to the coming up oi
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Christ from that land, as in the text (4) The early and brief sojourn of Jesns !n

Egypt was a presage of the early but too transient Christianizing of the land of the
Pharaohs. As there was a very flourishing Church in Egypt in the early Christian

ages, so may there be again in the generations of the future (cf. Deut. zziii. 7 ; Isa.

XIX. 24, 25). Providence and grace are interwoven in wisdom. Never let us murmur
against, evermore let us trust, that wisdom which is manifold and profound.—J. A. M.

Yers. 16

—

18.—Providence in evil, Josephus does not mention this massacre. The
event occurred ninety-four years before he wrote ; it was but one of the many frightful

atrocities of Herod, and, not l)eing apparently connected with any political event, was
easily passed over by him. Lardner, however, cites Macrobius, a heathen author of

the fourth century, who refers to it thus: "When he [Augustus Csesar] heard that

among those male infants above two years old which Herod, the King of the Jews,
ordered to be slain in Syria, one of his sons was also murdered, he saiti, ' It is better

to be Herod's hog than his son.' " The event is also thus noticed in a rabbinical work
called ' Toldath Jesu :

' " And the king gave orders for putting to death every infant

to be found in Bethlehem." The history cannot be doubted, but we are now concerned

with its lessons. It teaches—
I. That mobaIi kvil is permitted thouoh not obdaiked of God. 1. It cannot

he ordained of God. (1) That would be to approve what his goodness must abhor.

Given his infinity, he must be infinitely good. Infinitely evil he cannot be, for ample
proofs of his goodness surroimd us. Partially good he cannot be, for then where would
be his infinity 7 (2) His abhorrence of the atrocity of Herod is graphically set forth in

the prophetic description of Bachel's wailing (Jer. xxxi. 15—17). Bamab was one of

the "borders" of Bethlehem—perhaps marked the limit or radius of the tragedy. It

belonged to Benjamin (Josh. xviiL 26). Bachel, the mother of Benjamin, and ancestress

of many of these bereaved mothers, was buried in the hill overlooking the area of the

slaughter (Gen. xxxv. 19, 20 ; xlviii. 7), yet within the " border of Benjamin " (1 Sam.
X. 2). She is here finely represented as moved with horror in her very tomb, and
rising thence, coming forth and wailing in the wailing of her daughters. Her " voice,"

in theirs, is also " heard," viz. by the God of judgment (cf. Jas. v. 4). Note : The
connection of the spiritual world with this is intimate. If there be joy in the presence
of the angels of God over a sinner repenting, may there not be grief amongst departed
spirits over the evil deeds of men (cf. Heb. xii. 1) ? 2. Mortd evU is the work of evil

moral agents. (1) Moral agency the actors must possess to constitute their actions

evil in the moral sense. Physical evil is quite, another thing, essentially different. (2)
Such a moral agent was Herod. " Then Herod, when he saw that he was mocked of

the Wise Men, was exceeding wroth, and sent forth and slew,"eta Note : (a) Wicked
men are never so gratified as when they can make wisdom subservient to their ends.

Absalom, in his unnatural rebellion, sent for Ahithophel (2 Sam. xv. 12). (b) They
are " exceeding wroth " when the wise elude their grasp or disappoint them of their

jirey. (c) They do not see that they are " mocked " of Ood (cf. Ps. ii. 4 ; xxxviL 13).

(3) Such agents were the murderers Herod employed. He was moved by bloodthirst and
jealousy ; they were moved by love of gain and fear of the tyrant's resentment. (4)
Such an agent is Satan. He is " the evil one," viz. whose spirit is whoUy evil. He
was here especially active in his uncivil " enmity " against the " Seed of the woman "

(Gen. ill. 15). 3. Ood is not necessarily chargeable with what he permitf. (1) That
God permits the existence of moral evil is indisputable. The fact of its existence
proves this. Omnipotence could instantly annihilate every evil being. For the per-
mitting of evil God is therefure responsible, viz. to himself. (2) But whether the
permitting be good or evil must be determined by the reasons for it. If the reasons
be good, then the permitting, even of moral evil, must be good. (3) Of the quality of
these reasons God is himself the best judge. Some of his reasons he has disclosed.

Thus without sueh permission there could be no scope for moral freedom. Other
reasons he reserves to be revealed in due time. (4) Since Ood is responsible only to

himself, and since his ways to us are past finding out, it is alike foolish and impious in

us to attempt to judge him or cherish hard thoughts of him.
n. That the physical bvu. is both pebuitted and obdainkd or God. 1. /(

is permitted to afflict the morally innocent. (1) The babes murdered by Herod suffered
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without any provocation on their part given. God never ordained or commanded
that they should thus suffer. But he permitted it ; for he could have hindered it. He
that interposed to save Christ might also have saved the lives of the infants that

perished for his sake. He might have cut short Herod's life by two years, for he died

within two years of this massacre. Qod is not wanting in resources. (2) " Then was
fulfiUerl." This is the note of permission. In cases where God actively interfered, or

gave effect to an ordination, the phrase is, " That it might be fulfilled which wai

bpoken by the Lord," etc. (ch. i. 22 ; ii. 23). 2. It is ordained for the punishment oj

sin, (1) God has constituted the physical and moral in the universe to act and react

each on the other. Thus the body and soul stand mutually related for action and
reaction. And through the body the soul acts upon the outer world and suffers its

reactions. (2) The reactions of moral goodness are physically beneficial, while those

of moral evil are correspondingly injurious. So by natural sequence sin is physically

punished, 3. /( i> ordained as a warning against sin. To this end physical evil is

made emblematical of the moral. (1) Injuries and privations of the budy represent

corresponding injuries and privations of the soul—mutilations, lameness, blindness,

deafness, etc. (2) Diseases of the body represent corresponding disseases of the soul

—

leprosy, palsy, fever, etc. (3) Diseases of the mind represent maladies of the heart

—

demoniacal possession, insanity, idiocy.

III. That good is obdained akd evil uadb subsebvient to it. 1. Oood was
ordained in the creation of moral beings, (1) Angels had a " first estate," which was
good ; for it is contrasted with the evU estate into which some of them fell. (2) Si}

man was made " upright." God himself pronounced this work of his creation " very
good." (3) These as moral beings had freedom. This also was good. For without
this moral freedom what would they have been ? Machines, vegetables, animals, imbe-
ciles. (4) This freedom did not necessitate the moral evil which it rendered possible.

Angels might all have kept their first estate, as some did. Our first parents might
have resisted their tempter. (5) The sinner, therefore, is responsible for his sin. 2.

Good was ordained in the redemption of tinners. (1) To this good end Jesus was
born, was preserved from the fury of Herod, offered himself as a sin Sacrifice. Sinners

are justified through faith in his blood. So evil is made subservient to good. (2) Tu
this end the Holy Spirit is given, by whose gracious working believers are sealed and
sanctified. So further good comes out of evil. (3) To this end also Jesus is enthroned

in heaven. Having triumphed over all forces of evil, powers of darkness, in his cross,

and over death in his grave, he is able to destroy Satan in us and deliver us from tlje

last enemy, that we may rise and reign with him in glory. 3. The subserviency of evil

to good mil appear in the issues of the judgment, (1) Innocent sufferers will then be

compensated. We have heard the wailing of Bachel; let us now listen to the words of

her consolation : " Thus saith the Lord ; Refrain thy voice from weeping, and thine

eyes from tears : for thy work shall be rewarded, saith the Lord; and they shall come
again from the land of the enemy [the land of death]. And there is hope in thine end

[the Ahareth, or last period of the nation], that thy children shall come again to their

own border" (Jer. JtxxL 16, 17). In the resurrection they shall receive the martyr's

compensation, the inheritance and the crown. (2) Incorrigible sinners will come forth

to their doom. Herod and his myrmidons will be confronted by the innocents. In

their punishment God will vindicate his justice, and it will be a moral to the universe.

Note : There is no hope for the sinner out of Christ.—J. A. M.

Vers. 19—23.

—

Providence in prophecy and history, Matthew, perhaps more con-

stantly than any other New Testament writer, notes fulfilment of prophecy in events

of history. His Gospel, which was the first wiitten, was primarily intended for the

J«ws, who were familiar with this class of evidence, and would naturally look for it.

The evidence is intrinsically very important, amongst other things evincing a Provi-

dence all-wise and all-powerful.

L That cannot be a chance which is oiecumstantiallt accuhatelt fore-

told. 1. Va^ue utterances are outside this argument. Such are those which may be

interpreted either way. Such were those of the heathen oracles. Such are not those

of Scripture prophecy. 2. Guesses also are out of the question, (1) These may occa-

sionally come true, viz. when they concern things of usual occurrence. (2) That they
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should constantly come true is incredible. The ratio of probabilities is mathematically

determinable. (3) That guesses should constantly come true when hazarded in rela^

tion to things extraordinary and supernatural is next thing to impossible. But the

subjects of Scripture prophecy are these very things.

II. The PBOFHBOnEB of SoBIPTUEB, while they CONOEBN things UKIQUE, ABE
MINUTELY oiBcnMSTANTiAL. 1. Tkost concerning Messiah answer this description.

(1) Never before his appearance was there any person to compare with him. Never

since. He was unique in all points. (2) Yet was he very fully described in prophecy.

As the stream of time flowed on since the first utterance (Gen. iii. 15), feature became
added to feature by successive seers, until the collective testimony presents • proto-

biography wonderfully complete. 2. Witness the sainple respecting his infa/ncy here

given. (1) His incarnation by a virgin mother of the family of David (of. oh. i. 22

—

24 with Isa. vii. 13, 14). (2) The occurrence of this stupendous event in the town of

Bethlehem of Judah (of. vers. 5, 6 with Micah v. 2). (3) The appearance of a star by
which the Magi were guided in accordance with Balaam's parable (see Numb. zxiv. 15
—19). (4) The slaughter of the innocents (cf. vers. 16—18 with Jer. xxxi. 15—17),

(5) The deliverance of Jesus from that slaughter, which prophecy required, as he haid

to fulfil many predictions there written (see Luke xxiv. 44—48). (6) The flight into

Egypt (cf. vers. 13—15, 19—21, with Exod. iv. 22, 23 ; Hos. xi. 1). (7) The residence

in Nazareth of Galilee, in connection with which he came to be called a Nazarene.

Wonderful is the credulity of that unbelief which can see nothing in such a tissue of

evidence. 3. But where in prophecy is he described as a Nazarene t (1) We may find

this in the law of the Nazarite taken as a prophecy. (2) Therefore also in those

Nazarites, such as Samson, who must be viewed as typical persons (see Judg. xiii. 5

—

7 ; xvi. 17). Note : Jesus was in spirit, not in the letter, a Nazarite (see ch. xi. 18,

19). (3) We may al?o find it in those prophecies which set forth the humiliation and
odium to which Messiah was to be subjected. For the name "Nazarene" became a

term of reproach (cf. John i. 14; see also Ps. xxii. 6; Ixix. 6—10; Isa. liii. 3, 12). (4)
If " Nazarene " be derived from "n:, this word signifies not only " to separate," but also
" to crown." When Pilate in scorn set over Jesus the inscription, "Jesus of Nazareth,

the King of the Jews," Jesus was then in derision also crowned, viz. with thorns.

God makes the very derision of his enemies to praise him.
III. Things not foeetold abb yet pobeknown. 1. The knowledge of thingsfore-

told implies aforeknowledge also of things to be historically interwoven with them. (1)
Thus a foreknowledge of the slaughter of the innocents implies a foreknowledge also of

Herod, his character, and resources. (2) The time of Herod's death also must have
been foreknown, since the return of Jesus from Egypt, a thing foretold, was historically

made contingent upon it. (3) The succession of Archelaus to the throne of Herod
must likewise have been foreknown, for the retirement of Jesus into Nazareth of Gali-

lee, a thing foretold, was historically made contingent upon this. Archelaus, as

Ethnarch (by courtesy called King) of Judasa, would be likely to inherit his father's

jealousy and caution, as he was well known to have inherited his cruelty and tyranny
(see Josephus, ' Ant.,' xvii. c. 10). 2. Thus the foreknowledge of things interwoven

with things foretold implies a corresponding foreknowledge of things interwoven with
these. (1) Tills follows by the same rule. So in turn of things interwoven with these.

Thus a perfect knowledge of anything must involve a perfect knowledge of everything.

(2) Such, therefore, is the intelligence of Divine providence as witnessed in the evidence

of prophecy. Such intelligence may be implicitly trusted for guidance. Such guidance
should be earnestly sought.

IV. There is a fbovibence of histoby as well as of pbopheoy. 1. Ood is

not simply an Omniscient Spectator. (1) He was more than a Spectator when he
inspired his prophets. (2) He is also a Worker in history. 2. Instances of his direct

inierference with the factors (^ history are here recorded. He interfered: (I) To pre-

vent the Magi from returning to Herod. (2) To prompt Joseph to fly into Egypt. (3)
To direct the return of the holy family from Egypt. (4) To instruct their retirement
into Ghililee. (5) To provide, viz. in the gifts of the Magi, for their subsistence. 3.

This intervention was necessary to the fu^meitt of prophecy. (1) The same Being
who inspired the predictions wrought in their accomplishment. He let none of the

words of his prophets fall to the ground (of. 1 Sam. iii. 19 ; ix. 6). (2) If prophecy
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reveals the proyidence of Jmowledge, hiBtoiy no less truly teveals the providence of

power.

V. The PEOVIDEHOK of HISTOBT, like that of PBOPHBOT, is ALL-COMPEI8I»0. 1.

Since Ood works in events necessary to the fulfilment of prophecy, he must work in aU
events. (1) For what events are there that are not tending to the fulBlment of prophecy ?

The subjects of prophecy are race-wide in their range, and extend along the whole
course of time. (2) The central line of events, more prominently delineated in pro-

phecy, are historically interwoven with other events, these with others, and so forth.

So if the interference of a providential Worker i^ required in respect to the central

line, his working will be required from the centre outwards to the very bounds of

action. Hence : 2. There is a supernatural energy in the commonest events. The case

may be stated thus : (1) The universe is dual, consisting of matter and spirit. (2)
These complements act and react upon each other. (3) The whole is under one
supreme control, infinitely intelligent, possessing illimitable resources of wisdom and
efficiency. As Omniscience surveys all things, Omnipotence works in all things. (4)
In some things it pleases God to show his knowledge, as in prophecy ; in some, his

power, as in converting prophecy into history. Where he does this we call the event

supernatural and miraculous. (5) But in truth there is as much of the supernatural,

t.«. as much of the presence and working of God, where he does not show it in devia-

tions from the nsual, as where he does so deviate. Therefore we may : (1) Kejoice

evermore. (2) Pray without ceasing. (3) In everything give thanks.—J. A. M.

Ver. 2d—Bom a King ; died a King ; lives a King, The term " king " suggests the

three forms in which the Kingship of Christ may be presented : (1) the King he was to

be; (2) the King he seemed to be; (3) the King he proves to be. For introduction

show what associations of kingship could have been in the minds of the Eastern Mas^i.

The idea of the uprising of world-conquerors had been made familiar by the stories of

Nebuchadnezzar, Alexander, and Ctesar; and we have the authority of the pagan

writer, Suetonius, for the fact that "an ancient and constant opinion had become pre-

valent all over the East, that it was contained in the fates that at that time certain ones

arising from Judsea should gain universal dominion." No doubt it is largely true that

prophecy tends to fulfil itself, but in this case the fulfilment took such shape as most
clearly indicated Divine control and direction. With this idea in the minds of the

Magi, they wovdd easily be guided by their astrological observations. What they

look^ for was, in some sense, a universal King; and that, in the fullest sense,

Jesus was.

I. The Knro he was to be. There was nothing evidently kingly about the circum-

stances and surroundings of this Babe. Yet the Magi expected him to turn out a
King. But what sort of a King was it expected that he would be? Here follow three

lines: 1. The line of Scripture prophecy, noticing all figures of Messiah as King.

2. The line of Scripture, and after-Scripture, history. Especially dealing with Daniel's

presentations, and showing how the success of the Maccabees fixed the form of the

Messianic hope. 3. The line of world-conquering kings outside Scripture history.

It is well to fix very clearly that the King universally expected was a delivering,

conquering, redeeming King; and such Jesus was, in high, holy, spiritual senses.

II. The King he seemed to be. Hanging on a cross, an inscription over his head,
" This is Jesus of Nazareth, the King of the Jews." His Kingship seemed a miserable,

hopeless failure; a claim which men scorned with across. For that inscription was
Pilate's scorn of the pretensions of his spiritless prisoner, and Pilate's insult of those
who had made him act as if the claim were of importance. What would you say of
Christ's Kingship, judging by the appearances 7

III. The Kino he peoves to be. " Exalted a Prince and a Saviour." 1. The first

of men in every department is king in that department. 2. From our Lord's answer
to Pilate, we learn that the truth-bearer is a king. 3. Our Lord dealt with sin and its

physical result, disease, in truly kingly fashion. 4. Because his work is accepted, he
is entrusted with mediatorial sovereignty, is King of the spiritual world, King of
souls, dispensing pardon to sinners and grace to saints.

—

"BL. T.

Ver. 2.—2R« individuality of Divine leadings. " We have seen his star in the East."
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God leads each one in his own way, hut the way he chooses is the precisely appropriate

way for eacli one. Simple shepherds, with Scripture associations, are led by angel-

testimony and angel-song from the night-skies. Wise Magi, with the astrological

associations, are led by the varying appearances of planets and stars in the clear Eastern

heavens. Angels, or stars, they do but fit to the differing needs of men. And so is

suggested to us the important truth that, while God's saving dealings with men are

always one, their forms are variously adapted to the condition and disposition and
ability of each. And the exceeding grace of God is seen in that adaptation.

I. Divine LGADINOB. Two things: 1. They are direct Divine operations. Whether
we see the hand in them or not, the hand is there. 2. They employ instrumentalities

;

but, in the very simplicity and naturalness of them, we often miss the Divine working
that is at the heart of them. It is easy to see nature-forces making conjunctions of stars

to guide Magi, and miss seeing the Divine overrulings that make nature-forces work the

Divine will. Whether it be shepherds. Magi, or pious Simeons, the Divine leading of

men is to Christ their Saviour, What God is doing with men is bringing them to

Jesus.

II. The individualitt of Divinb leabinos. No one else was led just as the

shepherds were, and none just as the Magi were. God knows each one, reckons for

each one, and deals with each one. There is no being lost in a crowd. There is no fear

of unskilful dealing because our case is not precisely understood. We come into the

world one by one ; we go out one by one ; and all the while we are in the world we are

simple rmiti before God. Illustrate this individuality of Divine dealings from Bible

cases of conversion, such as (1) Jacob; (2) Manasseh the king; (3) Nicodemus;

(4) the Woman of Samaria
; (6) Paul; (6) Eunuch ofQueenCandace;(7)Lydia; (8) Jailor

at Philippi. Each a typical, perhaps, but certainly an individual, case.

III. The sbacb of the individuality of Divine leadings. It secures fittings and
fitness. In each of the above cases show how precise the adaptation was. Show the

grace which is always displayed in having things to fit. Show that the grace is proved
by the tender consideration for the individual which such adaptation involves. Appeal
to our experience of grace adapted to im.—B. T.

Vers. 5, 6.

—

The honour of a city. " Out of thee shall come a Governor." It is not
its architecture, or its situation, or its history, or its polity, or its wealth. It is its

men. A city is ennobled by the heroes, the poets, tlie race-leaders, who are horn in it.

This leads some seven distinct cities to lay claim to be the birthplace of Homer. One
of the later psalmists gives expression to this truth, when he says, " Glorious things are

spoken of thee, O city of God. ... Of Zion it shall be said. This man and that man
was born in her; and the Highest himself shall establish her" (Ps. Ixxxvii. 3—5).

Bethlehem was but a little and insignificant town, scarcely more than what we should
call a village; not even important fur its situation, since it was not on any of the main
caravan-routes. And yet it stands out most prominently of all cities in Palestine, save
Jerusalem, the capital. Everybody knows Bethlehem. Every traveller must go and
see Bethlehem. We should smile at the woeful ignorance of a traveller who did not
know enough to compel him to go to Bethlehem. Bnth the Old Testament and the

New give prominence to it, and we may properly call it the twice-honoured city.

Descriptions of it, as it was in our Lord's time and now, are at very easy command
in modern ' Lives of Christ ' and books of travel,

I. HoNouBED as the bibthflage of David. David is the hero of Old Testament
history. He is the proper founder of the Jewish monarchy; and is specially com-
mended because he founded it on strictly theocratical lines. He is worthy of honour

(1) for his personal character on the whole
; (2) for his kingly rule, with some marked

exceptions; (3) and he is specially interesting because his reign was distinctly typical

of the Messianic reign. Jerusalem gained honour as the " city of David," Bethlehem
as his birthplace. Showing interest in a birthplace is a common sign of our interest in

him who was bom there. And we even expect to find relations between the genius

of the man and the genius of the place.

II, Honoured as the birthplace of David's obeateb Son, Trace the orderings

of Divine providence which brought Mary to Bethlehem, Martin Luther was born
unexpect^ly at an inn, when his parents were journeying from home. Talk, how
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yon nay, the praises of cities, call them " beautiful for situation," record the straggles

for liberty of which they may have been the centres, still you must leave the supremo
honours for "little Bethlehem." The "Lamb of God," the "Saviour of the world,"

was bom there.—B. T.

Ver. 8.

—

Man's guile and GocTb omniscience. Herod's fears we can well understand.

He was a usurper, a foreigner, and, indeed, belonged to the Iduinsean race, which was
specially hated. The one thing he had to fear was the birth of a native prince, round
whom the hopes of the nation might gather. He was so continually full of fears that

his life was a misery to himself and every one who had to do with him. He had learned

to be prompt, vigorous, and unscrupulous whenever he felt in the least alarmed, and he
had often gained bis end by low cunning. In connection with the visit of the Magi,

he was set upon scheming to avert disaster. He had no precise knowledge about the

expected Messiah ; but that must be obtained, and it could best be o})tained by subtlety

knd deception. Explain his scheme.

I. Man's guile mat attempt to master God'b omniscience. See how far man's
guile may succeed. It may master his fellow-men. Herod outwitted the Magi, and
outwitted the " chief priests and scribes." The Magi proposed to do his bidding ; the

"chief priests and scribes" answered him correctly, treating him as if he were as

sincere as he seemed. And all this meant Herod trying his guilefulness upon God.
He was going to manage things otherwise than as God proposed. Men did not read

his wicked heart ; he would act as if God did not read it either. He meant by his

skilfulness to frustrate the Divine purposes. Men may try to push their plans against

God. They may be clever, guileful, persistent ; but the strong figure of the psalm may
be used, " He that sittetli in the heavens shall laugh ; the Lord shall have them in

derision." Abundant are the illustrations of conduct like Herod's; at first, seemingly

effective and successful ; but it does not really succeed. It never is possible for the

wicked to do more than make their attempt. " Man proposes, God disposes."

II. God's oumiscienob MASTEsiNa man's amLE. God's omniscience is (1) fact-

reading, (2) heart-reading. God knew what Herod said; but, going beyond Magi and
scribes, God knew what Herod meant. So Divine action was guided by complete know-
ledge, and guileful Herod had no chance. God told the Magi what Herod had in his

heart, so they never brought him any word. God bore away the young King into a

place of safety, and all Herod's guile proved in vain. We can work toith God, and
reach good success. He who works against God must feel God's overmastering.—R.T.

Ver. 11.

—

Worshipping a Babe. The word "worship" is a confusing word. It is

applied to human beings, and it is applied to God. It means, " o£fer homage as to a

king ; " it means, " reverently acknowledge as Divine." Really the word seems only

to mean, "acknowledge the worth of." We speak of magistrates as "your worship."

We speak of the service of the Churches as " worship." But when we use the word
carefully, we limit it to "paying Divine honours," " venerating with religious rites."

We cannot, however, assume that these Eastern Magi worshipped the Babe in the -

higher, spiritual sense, recognizing in him the manifested God. We have simply that

anticipative homage which was due to one who would prove to be a great King. Their

attitude implies the Eastern homage offered to a King.

I. WoEBHippiNG THE Babk WAS AN ACT OF FAITH. They could not worship on the

ground of what the Babe actually was. He was only an ordinary world's Babe, with com-

monplace cottage surroundings. There was nothing whatever to suggest kingly claims.

The Magi could only have worshipped on the ground of their belief in his royalty and

future kingship; and that belief must have been founded on evidence that was kin to

them, and satisfactory to them. It is not necessary that what satisfied them should also

satisfy u$. If they were convinced, their conduct in worshipping the Babe was fully

justified. Show that faith must be founded on evidence, but the evidence must be

relative to the capacity and associations of each individual. We are responsible for

our beliefs. And, whatever they are, we are bound to act upon them. If we believe

that Christ is a born King, then our place is with the Magi, worshipping him. What,

then, do you believe concerning Christ?

IL WoBSHiFFixa TBB Babb WAS AN ACT OF I.0TAI.TT. That is, it iQeant acknow-
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ledging this King as their King, and declaring themselves ready to enrol themselves in

his kingdom whenever that kingdom should be established. And this certainly is the

true aud Ml significance of the worship of Jesus, as now the exalted and spiritual

King. It is the declaration and reaffirmation of our loyalty. Every act of worship
should be an act of consecration and devotion, a reassertion of our full readiness to

serve the King.—E. T.

Ver. 11.

—

Bepresenting oursdves hj/ otir gifts. Traditions have gathered round this

story. The Magi are said to have been three. Their names are given—Melchior,

Caspar, and Balthazar. Their gifts were threefold; each had a symbolic meaning, and
each was the representative gift of the individual who presented it. The details of the
tradition are given in Farrar's ' Life of Christ.' No great value can attach to it, but it

does emphasize the facts on which we now dwell, that the gifts of the Magi were their

own ; were representative ; were representative strictly qfthemsdves. These gifts may be
shown to have been (1) from their own country ; (2) of their own property ; (3) by their

own selection; (4) expressing their own meaning; and (6) therefore they strictly

represented and carried themselves.

I. Fbom thbib own oountby. And so representative of their particular associations

and interests. See the precision of the gifts selected by Jacob for Pharaoh's vizier

(Gen. xliii. 11) : " Carry down the man a present, a little balm, and a little honey,
spices, and myrrh, nuts, and almonds." These were the products of the district. Arabia
aud the East are the spice-countries, and from them caravans bore myrrh and frank-

incense for trading in other lands. So the Magi seemed to bear the homage of their

country.

II. Fbom theib oww peopbbtt. Illustrate by'the noble spirit of David, who would
not give, for the service of the Lord, what cost him nothing, and who generously
devoted of his own private property-^of his "own proper good." People are ready
enough to give away common property, on committees ; but the same people are mean
enough when claim is made on their own property. Yet there never can be any real

nobility in the gift unless we can say, " It is mine, and I give it to you."
m. 6t theib own beleotion. No doubt the question was anxiously discussed,

" What shall we take ? " They would be anxious to find something suitable, but each
would have his idea of suitability. They were going to offer homage to a King : so all

might agree that a present of gold would be wise. But, then, it was a Babe : so it

seems they agreed at last on carrying the scents and spices which would be useful in

tending the Babe. Whether those imaginative Easterns attached symbolical ideas to

iheir gifts does not appear. Such ideas have been attached for them. Myrrh was for

the human nature, gold for the King, and incense for the Divinity. Gifts ought to
carry thought.

IV. ExPBEssma theib own meanino. Though all meant one thing, each gave a
special individuality and tone to the meaning. Let several join in a gift, and the gift

will really be manifold, and not just one.

V. Cabbtino themselves, a gift is nothing save as it represents the giver. Give
what we may to Gud, the gift, to be acceptable, must give ourselves.—B. T.

Ver. 12.

—

The blending of the ordinary and the special in Divine dealings. These
men Jmd been led, by the ordinary exercise of their minds, on certain natural, if

unusual, phenomena which they had observed in the heavens. But now they were led
by special Divine intervention and direct Divine communications. This is the fact
that seems to be suggestive. That very remarkable blending of the ordinary and the
special, the natural and the miraculous, we find reappearing everywhere in the Divine
dealings with men. A most interesting book might be made of illustrations of the
strange hmitations of the miracles. God will be found to work miracles when we can
hardly see a pressing need for them, and to re&ain from working miracles just where
uie think they would be most effective. Illustrate: Jacob takes every precaution
against the anger of Esau, and Pod gives him supernatural strength. Israel knocks
down the qiiails that fly low because of their weary flight over the sea ; and gathers
miraculous bread from heaven and water from smitten rocks. St. Paul raises the
stunned, perhaps dead, Eutychus, but leaves Trophimus sick at Ephesus, to the chance
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of healing remedies. With these hints the Bible story will yield abundant instances,

and we shall come to see that there is a method of Divine wisdom in this strange form
of Divine dealings.

L God neveb sitpebbedes man. In the sense of doing for man what man can do
for himself. An idea may prevail that God may desire to make a show of his power,

and so he may put man aside and seem to say, " Let me do it." But we need not
think thus of God. Man's powers, in relation to man's sphere, are the Divine arrange-

ment, and may be left to their free working. Let man think, observe, jilan, and carry

out as he can ; in all the ten thousand things of life he will be left alone of God. No
man need look for miracle. Its intervention can be in no human ordering ; it depends
on Divine omniscience and sovereignty. When the supernatural can wisely supersede

the natural God alone can decide, and his decisions may well seem to us. strange.

II. God ever supplements man. That is the place of miracle. In the Divine idea

something is good for man, but either man is not ready enough, or skilful enough, or

prompt enough to attain it, and therefore God graciously intervenes and supplements
man's weakness. In connection with the text. Divine action came in hecaase prompt
action was necessary ; there was no Htm for the ordinary human forces to work the
right result in,—E. T.

Yer. 18.-^Vicarious sorrow. " Rachel weeping for her children." It seems to be
a most strange Divine permission that the innocent babes of Bethlehem should be
slaughtered. One asks, but the question cannot be answered, "Why did not some
miraculous hand preserve those innocents from Herod's shameless device?" We can
only say that God's interventions are always held in the strictest limitations. They
just effect their end, but interfere as little as possible with the ordinary course of human
affairs, with the consequences of the passions and the sins of men. God's working ia

as a thread running through all the piece of human life, but it does not interfere with
the making of the piece. But this hardly meets the difBculty we feel here. This
calamity for the Bethlehem children comes out of the Divine providence that led to

Jesus being born in Bethlehem ; and so we feel as if a kind of responsibility rested on
God for the safety of the Bethlehem children. To answer this we are thrown back
upon the principle of vicariousness which runs through all life-associations. Every-
where men are bearing burdens for others, {ind it is only when the calamity is very
terrible, or imperils life, that we feel or express any great surprise,

I. The vicarious borrow op the actual mothers. As the inhabitants of Bethle-

hem could not have been more than two thousand, there were not more than twenty
babes slain ; but that was sorrow in twenty homes and woe in twenty hearts. Vicarious

parent-sorrow is effectively revealed in David's wail over the slain Absalom, " Would
God I had died for thee

!
" This opens up a full consideration of the way in which

mothers vicariously bear every pain, disability, or trouble of their children. And
mothers are but the highest types of the relations which knit man to man all the world
over, so that no one man can ever suffer, but all others within reach vicariously suffer

with him. From this, rise to conceive of the vicarious sorrow of the heavenly Father.

II. The vicarious sympathy of the eace-mothbr. Such Rachel is conceived to

be. Poetically—but poetry is the deepest truth—Rachel is conceived as disturbed in

her tomb near Bethlehem, by her sympathy with the stricken mothers and her sorrow

i'or the slaughtered children. The race-mother is finely conceived as actually blending

sympathetic tears with the bereaved mothers of Bethlehem, who are vicariously bereaved

for Messiah's sake.—E. T.

Ver. 22.

—

Fears qualifying faith. Joseph was a good, God-fearing, obedient man.
He had clear intimations of the will of God concerning him and his. And yet the

directions were not so explicit as to interfere with the exercise of his own judgment.

He was to return, with the Child and his mother, into the " land of Israel
;

" but where

in the land of Israel, he was not told. It might seem as if he was expected to return to

Bethlehem, and this appears to have been taken into consideration. He had faith in

that Divine direction he had received. He proceeded to obey. He started out on his

journey. But he received news, as he approached the land of Judah, that Archelaus

was Governor of Judsea in place of the dead Herod ; and the character of Archelaus was
MATTHEW. »
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well known. He would scheme to kill any one whom he heard of as claiming to be
a natiTe-bom prince. So Joseph feared, and let his fears decide his faith, or rather th«

obedience to which his faith inspired him.
I. OuB FEAB8 MAT DTTERFEBE WITH CUB FAITH. Then wc may rcfuse to do, 01

neglect to do, what we believe to be our duty, and our fears may create practical

unbelief Where a man's way is clearly and precisely defined by God for him, his

fears should have no influence on him. After-considerations must never be permitted

to interfere with the declaration of the Divine will. If Joseph had been precisely told

to return to BetMehem, he would just have had to go there, even though the reports

about Archelaus had frightened him out of his senses. This truth is illustrated in the

story of the prophet from Judah given in 1 Kings xiii.

II. Our fears mat guide the obedif,noe of oub faith. This we have in the text.

Joseph's fears about Archelaus are the things used by the Divine.providence for guiding
him to the particular part of the "land of Israel " 'where he was to settle. So we learn

the Divine control and use of all the forces and faculties, as well as of all the circum-
stances, of a man's life. Divine direction does not undertake for a man ; it leaves him
still to take counsel with his own judgment and his own fears. God's gracious working
of his providences, through man s mental movements and character-movements and
subjective influences, has never yet been systematically thought out.—B. T.

Yer. 23.

—

Nazarefh at our LoriTt training-ichodl. Ancient biographies take no
account whatever of child-life. Manhood was not seen to be a product of child-

influences. Probably the small esteem in which woman was usually held led to a small

esteem of her influence on children. More probably the philosophizing which loves to

trace causes and developments is a modern mental practice. We sometimes wonder
that DO records remain of the Child-life of Jesus, but it is to be remembered that no
records of the child-life of any ancient hero have been preserved. It is especially a
modem notion that the place where a child is brought up may have an important
influence on the moulding of his character ; all the more if he be a sensitive, poetical,

child. This idea gained embodiment in Hugh Miller's 'Schools and Schoolmasters.'

And in all recent biographies this element of training is taken into full account. All
our Lord's Childhood and Boyhood were spent at Nazareth ; and we may trace the
influence of such things as the following, using our own associations, but carefully

qualifying them by due regard for the Eastern and the Palestinian associations.

I. The influence of small-town life. Familiarity with everybody. Local
prejudices. Impressions unvaried, and persistently renewed.

II. The influence of isolated-town life. Peculiarity of Nazareth was that it

was out of the way ; apart from the great currents of life ; secluded. This may tend
to nourish a meditative mood, when there is active-mindedness. Life is slow. Time
is plentiful. Men can dream, think, pray.

in. The influence of Jewish-town life. At this time patriotism took one
special feature. It spent itself in anticipations of the near coming of the delivering and
conquering Messiah. This filled men's thou$;hts and talk. It would be supremely
fascinating to a thoughtful, sensitive boy. Think with what things the heart of the
Child Jesus must have been filled.

TV. The influence of a wbll-situatbd town. One among the hills; with
extensive outlook; beautiful surrounding landscapes; and in full view of scenes rich

with Bible associations (see descriptions of Nazareth), For such as Jesus a great
voice speaks " out of Nature's heart."—R. T.

EXPOSITION.

OHAPTEB m.
Vers. 1— 12.—The Hebald. (Parallel

passages: Mark i. 1—8; Luke iii. 1—18.)

His public appearance and proclamation

(vers. 1, 2), as foretuJd by Scripture (ver. 3).

His Elijah-like dress (ver. 4). He is listened

to by multitudes (vers. 5, 6). His faithful

warning to typical Jews, and his pointing
not to himself, but to the Coming One (vers.

7—12). The date at which he appeared is

stated, in Luke iii 1, to have been " in the
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fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Cnsar;

(.«L between AngoBt, A.D. 28, and Angnst,

A.D. 29" (SchOrer, I. iL, p. 81>

Yer. 1.—In those days ; and in those

days (Revised Version). Probably merely
contrasting those past days of the beginning
uf the gospel with the present, when the
evangeUst wrote (of. oh. xziv. 19, 22, where
the days yet fnture are contrasted with
those present). In Mark i. 9 the expression
ia nsed directly of the Lord's baptism.
And (Revised Version); S4; Hebrew nsage
taking np the narrative (of. Josh. i. 1;
Jadg. i. 1 : Ruth i. 1 ; Esth. 1. 1). Came

;

Cometh (Revised Version); historic present
(cf. oh. ii. 19); iropavfi'tToi, here equivalent to
" come forward publicly," make one's public
appearance (cf. especially Luke zii. 51;
Heb. ix. 11 ; also especially 1 Maoc. iv. 46;
also infra, ver. 13 and oh. ii. 1). John;
Jobanan. The name occurs first as that of a
high priest in, apparently, the days of Reho-
boam (1 Ghron. vi. 9, 10, Authorized Version).
" The Lord is gracious " was a fitting title for

one born by the special grace of God, and
sent to be the herald of his grace to all men
(Titus ii. 11). The Baptist. (1) The Jews
were far from having attained the simplicity

of OUT present system, by which each person
has both a family and a Christian name, and
is thus designated with suificient exactness
for all the ordinary purposes of life. Their
custom of name-giving was, and still largely

is, as follows: (a) A Hebrew name is given
to the child at circumcision. This is the
lioly name, and is used at all strictly

religions ceremonies ; e.g. when called to

read the Law in the synagogne. (b) Each
person has a name whereby he is known
among the Gentiles. This is, at the present
time, the name used for business and social

purposes, and may be either Hebrew or of

some other language. It is usually con-
nected, either in sound or meaning, with the
holy name. So Paul and Saul, Didymus and
Thomas (for numerous examples, cf. Ham-
burger, 'Real-Encycl.,' vol. ii. pp. 831—836.
Lowe, • Memorbook of Nurnberg,' pp. 18

—

28 : 1881). (o) He may have, either as well
as or instead of the last, a name which
designates himi more exactly (a) by mention-
ing his father or some other relation; e.g.

Bartimeeus, Bareabbas (probably); (/3) by
mentioning some physical, mental, moral,
or other peculiarity ; e.g. James the Little,

Simon the Zealot, Barnabas (the son of

exhortation), and, from non-biblical authors,

James the Just, Rabbi Judah the Holy,
Samuel the Astronomer, John the Shoe-
maker. The title "the Baptist" belongs, of

course, to this last class, and must have been
given him partly because of the number of

persons whom he baptized, and still more

because baptism was the visible and external

aim and result of his preaching. (2) What
was there new in John's baptism 7 In con-

sidering this it must be remembered that

(a) dipping in water had been commanded
in the Law as a religious rite to priests

(Exod. XXX. 20; xl. 12; of. Lev. viii. 6) on
their first consecration to their office, and
on each occasion that tliey fulfilled the

holiest parts of their duties (of. the sprin-

klings of the Levites on their consecration.

Numb. viii. 5—22) ; and to all Israelites in

cases of ceremonial uncleannesa (Lev. xiv.

8 ; Numb. xix. 13). (6) It was very fre-

quent among the Bssenes (cf. especially

the quotations from Josephus in Bishop
Lightfoot, 'Colossians,'p. 171, edit. 1875).

(e) It was, we can hardly doubt, already

customary at the admission of proselytes.

There are, indeed, no certain allusions in

Josephus, Philo, and the older Targumists
(cf. Leyrer, in Oremer, s.v. jSairrlffw) to the

baptism of proselytes properly so called;

but (o) it is distinctly mentioned in the

Mishna, and in such a way as to imply that

it was an ancient custom, for the schools of

both Shammai and Hillel assume it as a

matter of course (' Pes.,' viii. 8) ; O) as with

books, so with customs, acceptance in two
bodies originally one, as the Jewish and
Christian Churches were, throws back the

book or custom before the date of the separa-

tion. In other words, it is most improbable
that Jews would only have begun to practise

baptism at the admission of proselytes after

it had been practised by a body which had
separated frum them. Jews would not be
likely to adopt the distinguishing rite of

Christians, (d) Thus already, before John's

time, baptism was largely practised as a sym-
bol of puri fication from sin and ofentrance on
a new and holier life. Wherein, then, lay the

distinguishing feature of John's baptism?
Apparently in its being extended to all

Israelites, witliout their having any personal

ceremonial hindrance, and more particularly

in the special aim and purpose to which it

now referred. It signified the entrance upon
a new life of expectation of Messiah. As of

old, the nation had accepted the offer of

God's kingdom, and, having washed their

garments (Exod. xix. 10, 14), had been
sprinkled with blood (Exod. xxiv. 8), so

now, when this kingdom was abont to be

more fully manifested, not the nation,

indeed, considered as a whole, but (in

harmony with the individualization of the

gospel) those persons who responded to

the invitation, came forward and publicly

renounced their sins and professed their

expectation of the kingdom (Edersheim,

•Life,' etc., i 274). It is thus easy to

account for the deep and widespread im-

pression made by John the Baptist (cf.
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Acta xviii. 25 ; ziz. S), and for the impoi-
tant position that he holds in snmmaries
of the origins of Christianity. John's
baptisn) was treated by our Lord himself as

the first stage in his earthly ministry,

which culminated in the gift of the Holy
Spirit (Acts i. 5), and naturally by the
apostles as the historical introduction to the

teaching and work of Messiah. Josephns'g
account of John the Baptist is well known,
but too interesting to be omitted. " Now,
some of the Jews thought that the destruc-

tion of Herod's army [by Aretas] came from
God, and that very justly, as a punishment
of what he did against John that was
called the Baptist. For Herod had had
him put to death, though he was a good
man, and commanded the Jews to exercise

rirtne both as to righteousness towards one
another and piety towards Ood, and so to

come tobaptism; forbaptism would be accept-
able to God, if they made use of it, not in

order to expiate some sins, but forthe puri fica-

tion of the body, provided that the soul was
thoroughly purified beforehand by righteous-
ness. Now, as many flocked to him, for

they were greatly moved by hearing his

words, Herod, fearing that the great
influence John had over the people might
lead to some rebellion (for the people seemed
ready to do anything he should advise),

thoiiglit it far best, by putting him to death,

to prevent' any mischief he might cause,

and not bring himself into difficulties by
sparing a man who might make him repent
of his leniency when it should be too late.

Accordingly, he was sent a prisoner, in

consequence of Herod's suspicious temper,

to Machserus, the castle I before mentioned,
and was there put to death. So the Jews
had an opinion that the destruction of this

army was sent as a punishment upon Herod,
and was a mark of God's displeasure
against him" ('Ant,' xviii. 5. 2, Shilleto'a

\Vhiston). Observethat(l)Josephu80onfirms
the Gospel account of the extent of John's
influence over his countrymen ; but (2)
attributes his imprisonment and death to

a political, not a moral, cause. It is quite
possible, on the one hand, that political

reasons were not altogether wanting; and,

on the other, that Josephus was ignorant of

the more personal and stronger motive of
Herod's action. Freaohing {xrifitravy). Un-
like eiayyiXi^oiJiai this word refOTB, not to the
matter, but to the manner, the openness, of

the proclamation. In contrast to the esoteric

methods alike of heathen philosophers and
of Jewish teachers, whether Pharisees,

Sadduoees, or Essenes. The herald pro-

claims as a herald ; cf. Isa. xl. 9 (the
original context of our ver. 3); Gen. xli.

13(LXX.). In the wilderness. By this term
is not necessarily meant absolute desert, but

"des lienx pen habitus on non oultivfe"

(Neubauer, ' Gfegr. du Talm.,' p. 52: 1868).

The very place in which John preached

was part of the symbolism of his whole life.

The expectation of Messiah luust lead to

separation, but separation deeper than that

of those who called themselves the "sepa-

rated" (Pharisees). OfJndeea. The exact ex-

pression comes elsewhere only in the title

of Ps. Ixiii. and in Judg. i. 16, where it is

defined as "in the south of Arad." It seems

that, while different parts of the rugged

district from Jericho southwards (Josh. xvi.

1), immediately on the west and north of

the Dead Sea, had their distinctive titles

—

the wilderness of Siph (1 Sam. xxiii 14,

15), of Maon (1 Sam. xxiii. 24), of Engedi

(1 Sam. xxiv. 1), of Jeruel (2 Chron. xx.

16), of Tekoa (2 Chron. xx. 20)—the whole

district was, as belonging to the tribe and
even more certainly to the kingdom and
province of Judah, known by the name of
" the wilderness of Judaea." According to

tradition, John was now preaching near

Jericho. We find him soon after this at

Bethany beyond Jordan (John i. 28), and
later still at Moan, near Salim, in, or on
the borders of, Samaria (John iii. 23).

Ver. 2.—^And (omitted by the Kevised
Version) saying. The parallel passages

give the substance of John's preaching—the

baptism of repentance. St. Matthew takes,

as it seems, a sentence that actually fell

from his lips, and presents it as the kernel

of his message ("preaching . . . saying").

This is the more interesting as nowhere
else are we told any words uttered by him
in this the first stage of his ministry before

crowds flocked to hear him. Bepent ye . . .

at hand ; said word for word by our Lord (ch.

iy. 17, note). Bepent ye (/uETaracirO. The
word expresses the central thought oftrue re-

pentance, in xpeaking, as it does, of a change
ofmind. Contrast /lETa/icXEcreai (ch. xxvii. 3;

2 C!or. vii. 8—10). As such it goes deeper

than the Old Testament summons "Turn ye "

(13W), or the rabbinic nawn, for it points

out in what part of man the alteration

must be. (On vovs meaning more than the

mere thinking power, and including also

the willing faculty, cf. especially Delitzsoh,
' Psych.,' p. 21 1, etc., Eng. trans., 1875.) It is

noticeable that the LXX. never, as it seems,
translate SIB* by iieTavoiv, but often on: (of

man only in Jer. viii. 6; xxxi. 19; and
pombly Joel ii. 14; cf. 1 Sam. xv. 29),

which refers to repentance as a matter of

feeling. As Messiah was coming, it was
only natural that John should urge repent-

ance. Similarly, we find late Jewish writers

e^ounding Gen. i. 2,
"

' And the Spirit of

God was moving [on the face of the waters].'

This is the Spirit of King ^Messiah, like that

I

which is said in Isa. zL 2, ' And the Spirit
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of fhe Lord shall rest npon bim.' By what
kind of merit does it draw near and come? It

says, ' upon the face of the waters.' By the
merit of repentance, which is compared to

water, as it ia written (Lam. ii. 19), ' Pour
oat thy heart like water '" (' Bresh. B.,' § 2).

But, unfortuna,teIy, they assign far too legal

a meaning to the word, and their phrase, "do
repentance" (nawn n»p), becomes almost
identical with the "do penauce" (pani-
tentiam agite, Vulgate) of the Boman Catho-
lics (cf. Talm. Bab., ' Sanh.,' 97 6). For
the kingdom of heaven (see Introduction,

p. xxii.).

Ver. 3.—For. The reason for John's
appearance and proclamation lies in
priiphecy. This is he that was spoken of
(o5tos yip iariv i ^Ti9ets). In John i. 23
tlie following quotation is uttered by the
Baptist himself, and some commentators
have supposed this to be the case also here.

But (1) this is against the parallel passages
in Mark and Luke. (2) The form of the
expression in John arises directly from the
context. (3) In the Baptist's month the
neuter (touto , . . rh ^iiSei') rather tlian

the masculine would have been more
natural. The expression is doubtless that
of tlie evangelist, suggested to him by
John's own utterance, the "is" {iimv)
expressing John's permanent character.

Contrast 6Tx<>'i ^v (ver. 4) of his clothing

and food. [_Be thai uxu] tpoken of. The
expression means, not a mere reference

found in Isaiah, but the absolute content
of the prophet's words. The utterance of
God by means of the prophet is—John the
Baptist. The Prophet Esaias; Isaiah the

prophet (Bevised Version); the commoner
Greek order (but cf. Luke iv. 17). The
voice, etc. (except "his" for "our God,"
from the LXX. of Isa. xl. 3). The Hebrew
probably joins "in the wilderness" with
"prepare ye," but St. Matthew with
"crying" (cf. ver. 1, "preaching in the
wilderness," as probably the LXX.) In
Isaiah the origmal meaning of tlie pas-

sage was probably, "prepare for the re-

turn to Jerusalem." The figure is that

of the common and necessary process in
semi-civilized countries of repairing roads
liefore a great personage comes along them.
Zechariah had, years before, applied the
similar expression in Mai. iii. 1 to his son
(Luke i 76 ; of. Mark i. 2). (For a metaphor
like in kind, but with contrasted meaning,
cf. Gal. v. 7, tyxiirrfiy, breaking up a road
to render it impassable.) Paths (rplpovs).

According to Philo, the word is equivalent to

"a oarriage-road " (JirTTTfAaToi koI ane^\aTas
6S6t, vide in Wetstein). It is thus equiva-
lent to the*Hebrew (m'sillah, "a highway,"
"» made road"). Possibly the plural was
employed by the LXX. rather than the

singular of the original, from their inter-

preting the passage, not of the return of the
Lord to Palestine, but his coming into many
hearts.

Ver. 4.—^With this verse we begin to

meet with matter peculiar to Matthew and
Mark. And the same John (aiiris Sh 6

'Itoii/Tis). (For the phrase, cf Mark vi. 17;
Luke iii. 23.) (1) If the Revised Version,
" Now John himself," holds good, the
phrase seems to mean that not only did
Isaiah speak of him in terms that implied
that he was the forerunner of Messiah, the
true Elijah (Mark i 2), but also he him-
self hail his very food and dress consistent
with his ofiBce. (2) But it is safer, with
Thayer's ' Grimm ' (I. 2, a), to take ofiriij as
merely recalling the person before men-
tioned. " Now he, whom I spoke of, John "

(cf. 2 Chron. xxxii. 30). Had; during all

that time {(Xxfv)- His habitual dress, eta,
was as follows. Of (an^d) camel's hair. Not,
as D^^ Old Lat. a in the parallel passage in
Mark, Sep^riv, pellem, " a camel's hide," but
coarse cloth made from the hair. So pro-
bably, " hairy man " (2 Kings i. 8 ; cf. Zech
xiii. 4). And a leathern girdle. Probably
of sheep or goatskin, worn over the garment.
Mentioned because (1) it formed another
point of similarity to Elijah (2 Kings i. 8)

;

(2) girdles were frequently very costly (cf
Smith's 'Diet, of Bible,' i. 701). Every
part of John the Baptist's dress was for use,
not ornament. And his meat

; food (Bevised
Version) ; rpo<t>ii, not Ppa/uu He cared not
what he ate, but what nourished and sup-
ported him. Was. The right order of the
words(^ Sh rpoipii fiv a4ToB)lays slightlymore
stress on the continuance of this mode of life.

Locusts. Used for food in the East from
the remotest times until now. Four kinds
are permitted in Lev. xi. 22. " The wings
and legs are torn off, and the remainder is

sprinkled with salt, and either boiled or
eaten roasted" (Meyer). They are men-
tioned in Talm. Bab., 'Ab. Zar.,' 406, as
being sold after preservation in wine. "The
word aKpiSes forbids the identification of
these locusts with the pods of the carob, or

locust tree, such as the prodigal son would
fain have eaten. It seems that Jewish
Christians of Essene and therefore vege-
tarian tendencies read iyKptSet (cakes) here.

Such at least is the most natural meaning,
accepted by Epiphanius, of a quotation
which he gives from the Ebiouite Gospel
according to the Hebrews (vide Tischendorf,

in too.). (On the theory that John the Baptist

was an Essene, cf. Bishop Lightfoot, ' Colos-

sians,' p, 161, edit. 1875.) And wild honey.
This apparently simple phrase is, notwith-
standing, of doubtful interpretation. (1)
Probably the honey of wild bees. This is

still to be found in trees and roeks, and
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must have been mach more oommon before

the greater part of the timber was ont
down (cf. Judg. ziv. 8 ; 1 Sam. ziv. 25 ; Fs.

Ixxxi. 16). Bee-keeping was a favourite

pursuit of the Essen es (Philo, ii. p. 633),
and the Talmud has frequent notices of

hives and the methods of taking bees, eto.

{vide Hamburger, 'EealEncyo.,' i. i.v.

" Bione "). Hence the need for the addition

of some such epithet as "wild," although
til ere seems to be no independent parallel

instance of the exact word used (_&yptop); of,

Pliny's " mel silveatre." (2) Possibly "tree-

honey " (so Weiss, ' Maro.,' p. 44 ; ' Life,'

i. 308), a sweet vegetable juice obtained

from dates (vide Josepbus, infra) and grapes

(as probably in Qen. xliii. 11; Ezek. xxvii.

17), and perhaps directly from wild trees,

such as the manna ash and the tamarisk.

So distinctly Suida^ (a.d. 1100). "The
forerunner ate locusis and wild honey,
which is gathered together from the trees,

and is cummonly called manna." Diodorus
Siculus (b.O. 8) seems to use the epithet
" wild " (It^fiioi') to distinguish this vegetable
honey from that commonly in use (of.

Nicholson, 'Gosp. Heb.,' p. 35). Josephus
(' Bell. Jnd.,' iv. 8. 3) states that in the plain

watered by the fountain of Jericho, " there

are many sorts of palm trees watered by It,

different from each other in taste and name

;

the better sort of them, when they are

pressed, yield an excellent kind of honey
(/xeA.1 SaijiiXh dviaaiv), not much inferior

to other honey. This country withal pro-

duces honey from bees (real iifKiTTorptipos

Si fi x<ipa)' But tlie former interpretation

seems the more probable.

Ver. 5.—Then. Not merely temporal, as

probably in ver. 13, but almost consequential,
" thereupon " ; so also ver. 15 ; eh. ii. 7, 16.

John's preaching and manner of life were
not without effect. Went out ; i^eiropciero

(similar in the parallels). Our Lord, when
referring to this (oh. xi. 7, 8, 9), uses the

commoner mKBare, merely indicating the
crowds leaving for a while their present

surroundings. The synoptists here point

rather to the trouble involved and the

distance traversed (of. Mark vL 11 with

12). The singular is used (as often in the

Hebrew) because the writers first thought

was of Jerusalem; the other parts were
added as an afterthought. All (cf. cb. viiL

34); i.e. from all parts and in large num-
bers jndna. Strictly speaking, this would,

of course, include part of the next expi essiou,

but the reference here is especially to the

liill-oonntry. And all the region round about

Jordan} i.e. the inhabitants of the Ghor,

the Jordan valley. They presumably came
from either side of the river. " btrabo, oon-

eerning the plain bordering on Jordan, hath

these words ; It u a place of an hundred fur-

longi, all well watered, andfuUoJ dwelUnga
"

(John Liglitfoot, 'Hor. Heb.').

Ver. 6.—And (they, Bevised Version) were
baptized. The Bevised Version probably
desires to call attention to the change in the

verb from singular to plural. In Jordan;
t» the river Jordan (Revised Version, with

manusciipts). So also parallel passage in

Mark (cf. Introduction, p. v.). By him;

i.e. their baptism was not' self-imposed, but

an act of submission to his teaching, and of

acceptance of his message. The forerunner

saw results, not merely in crowds of listeners,

but in external actions. By him (contrast

John It. 2). Confessing their sins ; t'.e. in at

least some detail; cf. Josephus, 'Ant.,' viii.

4. 6, "confessing their sius and their

transgressions of the. laws of their country

(,i(oiio\oyottfi4yav t&s aiutprias airiiv, ko! to;

rtov vmpiav vo^ilfxav irapafidfreis') ; " also Acts
zix. 18, "confessing and declaring their

deeds " (cf. Jas. v. 16).

Vers. 7—12.

—

The faithful warning.

(Parallel passage: Luke iii. 7—9, 16, 17.)

Observe that this is before the baptism of

our Lord, whUe the witness in Jolin L 19

—

27 is after.

Ver. 7.—But when he saw many of the

Pharisees and Sadducees. The typical Jews,
considered as one class (ruv iapuralav kuI

:£aSSouicalav), in contrast to the multitudes.

Pharisees. Their characteristic is shown in

their name, "Separatists;" i.e. from any-

thing that would hinder exact obedience to

the Mosaic Law. Hence they are the strict

adherents of tradition. They ultimately

gained the ascemlanuy, and, in consequnnce,

the standard Jewish books represent the

result of their teaching. They belonged
almost entirely to the middle classes. Sad-
dueeea. They were chiefly of the noblest,

especially the high-priestly, families. Hence
their first thought was political quiet, and
with this they not unnaturally combined the

love of Greek' culture. They set the plain

meaning of the Law far above all tradition,

even that of the Prophets and the Hagio-
grapha. Come (coming, Bevised Version)

to his baptism, epxofievovs cttI t^ jSc^tf-

TuTiia (omit avToD). They were apparently
not merely coming to see what took place,

but with the purpose of receiving his

baptism (cf. Thayer, ivl c. L 2, a. y. an.)

;

of. ch, xxvi. 50 (i<t>' S) ; Luke xxiii. 48. The
marginal reading, however, proposed by the
American Bevisers " for baptism," does not
do justice to the article. The Uospel accord-
ing to the Hebrews (Besoh, Agrapha,' p.

343) says that they were in fact baptized,

but we can hardly suppose this to have been
the case after John's words to them. Ob-
serve that the Pharisees, with their self con-
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Bcioua sanctity, were hardly likely to come to
ooufess their sina, or the Sadducees to ev^n
listen to so ascetio a teacher. He said unto
them; t.e. to the Pharisees and Sadducees;
Luke, less exactly, " to the multitudes that
went out to be baptized of him." There is,

indeed, nothing, save the opening sentence,
which refers solely to the Pharisees and
Sadducees; but this fact does not show
(Bleek) that the words were really spoken
to all, and that Matthew's expression is

wrong. John doubtless addressed the
Pharisees and Sadducees primarily; but as,

after all, they only formed the apex of
ordinary Jewish thought, what he said to

them fitted also the majority of his listeners.

generation (j/e afftpring, Bevised Version)
of vipers I The simile not only expresses
the thought that, behind their smooth ex-
terior, the outward legal strictness of the
Pharisees, and the worldly decorum of the
Sadducees, lay hidden malice and venom,
but also that this is due to their very nature.
It may have directly implied that they
belonged in a true sense to the seed of the
serpent (Gen. iii. 15) ; of. our Lord's words
(ch. xii. 31 ; xxiii. 33). Who hath (omitted
by the Bevised Version) warned youl The
verb (6ircSEi{cv) has elsewhere in the New
Testament (St. Luke's writings only) no
thought of warning, nor of secrecy, but of
teaching, of placing the matter under the

eyes of others (cf. especially Acts ix. 16;
XX. 35; Luke vi. 47). John is making no
inquiry for information, but only utters

surprise at seeing them (cf. oh. xxiii 33,

Ttas (piynTt). Whoever can have told you
of your danger? He might have saved
himself the trouble, you being what you are 1

Yet the very violence of his expression was
such as to call their attention to the depth
of their sinfulness, and after all to lead them
perhaps to repentance. For this reason he
adds, "Bring forth therefore." To flee;

aorist, not exactly indicating " the activity

as momentary, setting forth the point of

time when the wrath breaks forth, in which
the flight also is realized " (Meyer), but the
flight as one single action, without any
reference to the time of the breaking forth

of the wrath. From. The wrath is pic-

tured as coming on them from without. In
1 Thess. L 10 St. Paul says that Jesus
delivers out of (^k) it, implying that he
himself and all men are naturally m and
under it (but see ch. vi. 13, note). The
wrath to come. Perhaps connected in

John's mind with the wrath of the Messianic
age (Isa. Ixiii. 3—6). If so, it would find

its primary fulfilment in the destruction of
Jerusalem, but its complete fulfilment only
in the manifestation of the wrath at the

last judgment (Acts xxiv. 25; cf. Bom.
li. 6 ; v. »: Bev. vL 16, 17; ji. 18). Wrath.

Not merely punishment The thought it of
the feeling of anger against sin in him
who punishes it (of. ch. xriiL 84; zzii 7;
Mark iii. 5).

Ver. 8.—Bring forth therefore (vide nipra)
fruits ;

/ruit (Revised Version). The plural
is due to a false reading taken from the
parallel passage of Luke—it regards the
various graces of a good life as so many
different fruits (oh. xxi. 43) ; the singnlar, as

one product from one source (Gal. v. 22).

The term used here (iroielv Ropirov), and ire-

quently, lays more stress on the effort involved
than 5i56vai Kapir6ii, aimpXe "yielding" (oh.

xiii. 8), or ipiptiv, " bearing " in the course of

nature (ch. vii. 18 ; Mark iv. 8 ; John xv.

4, 5, 8, 16). The preacher requires a re-

pentance which produces results. Ueet for

(cf. Acts xxvi. 20). Though strictly mean-
ing "suitable to" ("answering to," Antho-
rized Version margin ; of. Tyndale, " be-
longyng to"), the phrase might to-day be
understood as " suitable to produce." John
really means that true repentance has frnit

which belongs to its proper nature, and
which is alone "worthy of" it (Bevised
Version). Bepentance (t^i iifravplas). The
article is either generic (Authorized Version
and Bevised Version ; of. Acts xi. 18 and
probably xxvi. 20); or equivalent to "your"
(Revised Version margin). Ifthe latter, the
following sentence shows that it is still said

in good faith. (For repentance, cf. Ter. 1,

note.)

Ver. 9.—And. An additional warning
against any false feeling of security based
on natural privileges. As this feeling was
common to all Jews, the reference to the
larger audience (ver. 7, note) was probably
begun here. Think not to say. Not do not
think, consider, with a view to saying; but
do not think it right to say, do not be of
opinion yon may say (Luke iii. 8, " Begin
not to say"). St. Luke deprecates the
commencement of such an utterance in their

heart; St. Matthewdeniesitsjustice. Within
yourselves ; cf. Esth. iv. 13 (Hebrew). We
have Abraham to our father. As it was
recognized on all hands that the promise
of blessing was made to Abraham and his

seed, it is no wonder that many Jews pre-

sumed upon their descent from him, " sup-
posing," as Justin Martyr says (' Trypho,'

§ cxl.), "that the everlasting kingdom will

assuredly be given to those who are of the
seed of Abraham according to the flesh,

although they be sinners and unbelieving
and disobedient towards God." In later

times, when the doctrine of merit was more
fully established, God could be represented

as saying to Abraham, "If thy children

were like dead bodies without sinews or

bones, thy merit would avail for them"
('Ber. Babb.,' on Gen. XT. 11. | 44,
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middle). In John's words, on the contrary,

we have the germ of the doctrine afterwards

brought out by St. Paul {e.g. Gal. iii. 9,

29), that not natural descent, but spiritual

rel»tioiiship by faith, leads to inheriting

the promises. The argument in John viii.

S9, etc., is closely akin to that preACnted

hero, la both passages the Jews lay stress

on thuir origin from Abraham ; in both the

answer is that morally tliey are sprung from
a very different source (supra, ver. 7, note).

But in John viii. the Jews are thinking
chiefly of their present state, of not being as

sinful as Jesus makes them out to be, while

here they are thinking more of the future,

that they have no need to take trouble,

because promises for the future belong to

them. Hence, perhaps, the exact expression

(contrast John viii. 33), " We have Abraham
as father," which brings out the pro-

tecting influence of Abraham as still avail-

able. For I say unto you (\4ya ydp iiiiii).

The solemnity of the phrase (ch. vi. 25, 29

;

viii. 11 ; xi. 9) lies in the self-consciousness

which it implies. The absence of the iy&
shows that the speaker has no desire to

bring out his own personality (contrast ch.

V. 22, etc'.), but the message only. That God.

Not " the LoBD," because (1) the thought is

of power rather than of covenant relation-

ship ; (2) he is about to speak of others than
members of the covenant nation. Is able of

these stones. Theie; apodeictic (ch. iv. 3).

Some have thought that by these stones John
directly means certain Gentiles who were
standing near ; but it is much more likely

that he points to the literal stones at his

feet, and with strong hyperbole says that he
who once raised up offspring as the stars for

multitude from persons as good as dead
(Eom. Iv. 19), and who had originally made
man of the dust of the earth, can (jSivaToi),

with both physical power and moral right,

raise out of the very rawest material a new
Israel (cf. Kom. iv. 17 ; 1 Cor. i. 28, " the

things that are not"). Baise up. The
vesb employed Qytlpa) is, as it seems, not

used in the LXX. with reference to natural

generation, but &vlirTrint (cf. Gen. xxxviii. 8,

i^avlaTTiiu; Gen. iv. 25; xix. 32; cf. also

ch. xxii. 24). It is, however, very suitable

here, for while ivlartitii regards future worth,

iyiipu specially contrasts a later with an
earlier state (fi.g. sleep)—in this case the

nature of children with the insensibility of

stones. Children. The new Israel would

possess, not merelyAbraham's privileges, but

his nature and character (jixva), in which

you to whom I now speak are so deficient.

Ver. 10.—And now also ; Eevised Version,

and even now. " And " (84), slightly adver-

sative. In contrast to the delay supposed

in ver. 9a, preparations have already been

made for your destruction. The axe is laid ;

Bevised Version, is the axe laid ; bringing

out more emphatically its present position.

•The American Kevisers propose, "the axe
lieth at," avoiding the suggestion of an
agent; but Kei)noi often implies one, being

used of vessels set ready for use ; e.^. Jolin

ii. 6 ; xix. 29 (cf. Bev. iv. 2). Unto (irpJis)

;

brought near to (Thayer, s.v., i. 2, a). There-

fore. The axe is lying there, therefore every

useless tree is sure to be cut down (of. Winer,
xl. 2. o). Every tree, etc. ; even the noblest

(Weiss), However good the tree ought to be,

from the character of its original stock (you
claim to be Abraham's children, ver. 9),

yet, if it does not bear good fruit, it is cut

down (ch. vii. 19, note). Into the fire (fh
vSp). Not into a fire prepared with a de-

finite purpose, nor into any one fire pictured

as burning (ch. xvii. 15; cf. rh rvp, John
XV. 6), but into fire generally, which m.iy

be in miiny different places. Worthless
trees are only for burning. (For thouglU, cf.

Heb. vL 8.)

Ver. 11.—(Cf. especially John i. 27 ; Acta
xiii. 25; also xix. 4.) After our ver. 10 St.

Luke inserts details of the various kinds of

fruit that repentance ought to produce, sug-

gested by the questions of different portions

of the Baptist's audience ; and then, with
an explanatory note that John's words were
due to a miseonreption having arisen that

he was himself the Messiah, he adds what
we have in vers. 11, 12. But even if vers.

10—12 were, in fact, not said consecntively,

yet theirjuxtaposition here may be defended
by the real counexion between the state-

ments. In ver. 10 John has spoken of the
present danger of his audience; he there-

fore now urges repentance, and that ic

view of the coming of One who will sift

them to the uttermost. With water; tn,

Bevised Version margin (Iv), and so in

the second part of the verse. The thought
is not of the instrument by which the
baptism is effected, but of the element
in which it takes place. "In" suggests
more complete submergence of the person-
ality. But he that oometh after me. The
expression would recall the thought of" the
Coming One"—a common designation of

Messiah (ch. xi. 3; xxi, 9). Is mightier
than I. Not in authority (the next clause),

nor in honour (John i. SO), but in inherent
strength and power. Whose shoes. Though
shoes or boots were usual in the winter, at
all events later, and probably also now (cf.

Edersheim, 'Life,* i. 621), yet sandals are
doubtless meant. "IntheLXX.andJosephua
a-afSaKioii (Mark vi. 9; Acts xii. 8) and
iirdSiiiia [here] are used indiscriminately"
(Thayer). Worthy. In moral sufSvioncy
(iKavis), and so in the parallels, but (£|ios) in
moral desert in John i. 27. To bear;
complementary to "loosen "in the parallel
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passages. The duty of slaves of the lowest
rank. The distance of superiority here
attributed by John to "him that cometh
after me," must be reckoned even greater

than it usually is ; foi moat of the slaves then
held by Jewish masters would not be Jews,
but Gentiles. The thought is, " I am further

removed from mymcetssnrthan the meanest
Gentile slave is from his Jewish master."

Some have sees in this expression a refer-

ence to the practice of disciples carrying the
shoes of their teachers (Edersheim, ' Life,' i.

272), but this can hardly have been general so

early. He. The emphasis is made the more
evident by the absence of any connecting
ptui^iole. Shall baptize yon. "The trans-

ference of the image of baptism to the im-
partment of the Holy Spirit vras prepared
by such passages as Joel ii. 28 (Acts ii. 17)"
(Bishop Westeott, on John i. 33); comp.
uUo Ezt^k. xzxvi. 25-27, where the symbol
of cleansing by water and the gift of the
Holy Spirit are closely connected. With
the Holy Ghost, and with fire (eV nvc^/tan

'\y(<f Koi irupi). To the visible John contrasts

the invisible, to the symbol of water the
reality of the Spirit ; adding (here and in the
parallel passage in Luke) to this, which forms
the main point of the contrast (cf. Mark i. 8

;

Jolin i. 33), the thought of Mai. iii. 2, puri-

fication as by fire ; and, by not placing it

under the government of another preposi-

tion (which would have necessitated the
conception of it as a distinct element) im-
plying that it is only another aspect of one
and tixe same baptism. It has been ques-
tioned, indeed, whether " fire " here refers

to the purification of the godly who truly

accept the baptism of the Spirit, or to the
destruction of the wicked, as in vers. 10, 12,

But tlie thought is one. The Divine pre-

sence will in fact, as is recognized by Isaiah

(xxxiii. 14 ; xxxi. 9), be twofold in its work-
ing, according; as it is yielded to or the

reverse. It bums away sin out of the

godly, and it consumes the ungodly if they
cleave tc their sin,

Ver. 12.—Whose fan. The pronged win-
nowiiig-fork (see Pal. Expl. Fund Statem

;

Ap. 1891) which throws up the grain

against the wind. The Coming One is to

put an end to the present mixture of chaff

and corn. He will thoroughly purge the

threshing-floor of this world, gathering the

good into one safe place, and destroying

the evil. The figure of winnowing comes
not unseldom in the Old Testament (e.g.

Jer. XV. 7 ; 11. 2), but generally with the sole

idea of destruction of the ungodly, not with

that of separating so as to also preserve the

godly (yet cf. Ps. cxxxix. 3, margin ; Amos
ix. 9). Is in his hand. The figure is stronger

than that in ver. 10, where the instrument

was only lying ready to be taken up. But

that was an instrument of destruction alone.

And he will throughly purge ; cleanae (Be-
vised Version) ; permundo (Vulgate) ; Staxa-

Sa/)ici, the preposition is intensive, not local.

His. Observe the threefold aiiToC, referring

to hand, floor, corn—personal agency, sphere,

ownersliip. In the Vatican and some other
manuscripts it is found also after " garner ;

"

but this is, perhaps, introduced from the
parallel in Luke. Floor ; fhreshing-floor (Be-
vised Version). Not the barn that English-
men think of, but an open and level space
(for the figure, cf. especially Micah iv. 12).

Here the threshing-floor is equivalent to the
scene ofthe Lord'soperations, i.e. the world, ur
rather the universe (cf. Ephraem (? Tatian),

in Besch, ' Agrapha,' p. 295). The present
mixture of good and evil shall be brought to

an end. And gather together, from different

parts of the threshing-floor, or from intimate
association with the chaff, into one heap.
All true believers shall finally be brought
to perfect unity (cf. ch. xiii. 30). His wheat.
The term is adopted by Ignatius (' Bom.,'

§ 4) : "I am the wheat of God, and I am
ground by the teeth of wild beasts, that I

may be found pure bread [of Christ]." Into
the gamer. The final home of the saints,

hidden away and safe from all marauders.
Garners in the East are generally sub-
terranean vaults or caves (but cf. Luke
xii. 18). But will bum up. Utterly con-
suming it (contrast Exod. iii. 2), as the tares

(ch. xiii. 30, 40) and the books of magic
(Acts xix. 19). The chaff. For, as Jeremiah
says (xxiii. 28) when comparing a meredream
with a message from the Lord, " What is the
chaff to the wheat?" The Targum even
interprets Jeremiah's words of the wicked
and the righteous. The chaff in Jeremiah in-

cludes the straw, for in the East everything
except the actual grain is generally burnt,

and is sometimes used for heating fire-

places (Mishna, ' Sabb.,' iii. 1
;

' Parah,' iv. 3).

With unquenchable fire. " Unquenchable "

shows that John is here thinking not of the
figure of chaff but of the persons figured by
it. But what does the word mean ? In iteelf

it might meanthat the fire cannotbe overcome
by the greatness or the nature of the mass
that it has to consume ; i.e., to drop the figure,

by either the number or the character of

the wicked. But from its usage it seems
rather to be equivalent to not being over-

come by the lapse of time. It is used, e.g., of

the perpetual fire of Vesta, of the fire of the

Magi, of the fii e upon the Jewish altar (vide

references in Thayer). The whole expression

in itself says nothing about the everlasting

duration of the punishment ; t.e. it does not

decide for " everlasting punishment " or for

"annihilation," but seems rather to exclude

the possibility of amelioration under it (c£

Isa. i. 31).
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Vers. 13—17.

—

Thb Baptism of Jesus.

(Parallel passages: Mark i. 9—11; Luke
ill. 21, 22.)

Ver. 13.—Thea ; temporal (ver. 5, note).

When John wa^ preaching and baptizing.

Cometh (ver. 1, note). From Galilee. Mark
adds, " from Nazaretii of Galilee " (for this

is his first historical mention of our Lord),
tlierebj implying that our Lord had lived
in Nazareth since our eh. ii. 22, etc. In
contrast to the representative teachers from
Jerusalem, and the crowds both from there
and from the Jordan valley (ver. 5), this

Stranger came from Galilee. To Jordan. It

is hard to see vrhy the Bevised Version
inserts " the " here and leaves the Authorized
Version unaltered in ver. 5. To be baptized

(jou 0airTttT6rivtti) ; oh. ii. 13, note. By him

;

and no other. Not mere baptism, but
baptism at the hands of John, was our
Lord's motive for coming. He would link

his own work on to that of John (vide infra).

Ver. 14.—Vers. 14 and 15 are peculiar to

St. Matthew. Bat John. In John i. 31,

83 the Baptist says that be knew him not
till the descent of the Holy Spirit ; i.e. knew
liim not in his full Messianic character.

Here, either by an involuntary and miracu-
lous impression, psychologically due to the
previous revelation he had received (of,

Meyer) ; mr, as is on the whole more probable,

from his previous knowledge, direct or in-

direct, of Jesus, he recognizes his superior

sanctity. John's inmost thoughts must tliere-

fore have been somewhat as follows. " I have
come to announce the advent of Messiah

;

here is One who is much holier than I ; it

may be that he is Messiah, but I have no
certainty till the 8ip;n promised has been
vouchsafed." Forbade; would have hindered
(Revised Version), for SiextiAvei' docs not in

Itself imply speech. (For a similar imperfect

of that whicli was not fully carried out, cf.

Luke i. 59.) It is noticeable, though doubt-
less merely as a coincidence, that the strong
compound word SiaKwXiu and jSa^rrf^o/tai also

occur together in Judith zii. 7. I have need
to be baptized of thee. Many see here a
reference to the baptism of the Spirit and
fire, mentioned in ver. 11. But the follow-

ing clause, "and ilost thou come to me?"
implies that the baptisms are identical, viz.

baptism by water. The sentence is equiva-

lent to " I John, who myself administer the
baptism of repentance, need to profess repent-

ance myself, and ought rather, therefore, to

receive such a baptism at thy hamls, who
art so far holier than I " (cf. further Weiss,
'Life,' 1.320).

Vor. 15.—Suffer it to be so now; luffer

it now (Bevised Version) ; " sufiiar me now "

(Revised Version margin); &<l>£s Spri, only
here (apparently) in the New Testament

qaite absolutely, but cb. Tii. 4 slightly

mvourg the Bevised Version margin. Nowj
at this special seaaon (dpri) ; in contrast to

the more permanent relation which shall be

recognized later. Our Lord thus slightly

removes the trial to John's faith, which a

mere refusal might have aggravated. Observe

the implied consciousness of his Messiah-
ship, even before the baptism. Several ot

the Fathers (vide Meyer) infer from these

words that John was afterwards baptized by
Jesus; but this is to completely miss the

point of the expression. For thus. Not ex-

actly '* by this baptism," but " by the spirit of

submission in us both, which in this case will

issue in my baptism." It becometh (irpiirov

iarXf). Not a matter of absolute necessity

(Se7, ch. xvi. 21 ; zxvi. 54), nor of absolute

duty (i^elxa, John xiiL 14), but of moral
fitness (Heb. iL 10). It befits ns, in our
respective characters, to perform this sym-
bolical act. Compare Melchizedek and
Abraham; the representative of the older

blesses the representative of the coming age
(Luke xvi. 16). TTs; thee and me. Tofnlfll;

here only with "righteousness" (of. ch. t.

17). All lighteonsness (itaaav itKouoaiiniv).

Not the whole circle of righteousness (nirai'

tV SMoioaivriv), but every part of righteous-

ness, as each is presented to ns (similarly,

Acts xiiL 10; cf. also SiKatoaivai in Ecolas.

xliv. 10; Tobit ii. 14, where, although
Neubauer and Fuller explain it as '* alms,"

this is improbable after the preceding iKeii-

fioa-ivat), and that not merely every part of

the righteousness included under the Mosaic
Law(cf. Alford," requirements of the Law"
and especially Lowe, 'Pesach. Fragm.,' p.
100 : 1879), but of that wider righteousnesa
of which that was itself only a part and a
type. "Let me be baptized by thee now," our
Lord says to John, " for it is fitting for as, in

this spirit of submission, to fill up every
part of righteousness." Our Lord thus
pleads for the absolute submission of John
and himself to every portion of righteous-

ness as it may be proposed to them by God
to perform; his words thus somewhat re-

sembling those to St. Peter, " If I wash thee
not, thou hast no part with me" (John xiii.

8). Tiiy duty is to baptize, mine to be
baptized. It has generally been thought
that in this verse our Lord implies that his
baptism was to constitute his own formal
recognition and acceptance of his distinctly

Messianic duties—an act which involved the
complete leaving of his past life and the
giving himself up to a new and public Ufe
(of. Weiss, 'Life,' L 322). But have we
any evidence that our Lord came to the
baptism with this self-oonsoiousneaiT May
he not very well have known that he wm
to be the Messiah, and yet not have known
that his ofSoial Ufe was to begin now? Hay
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he not have come to the bsptinu merely
as an individual, feeling the deepest interest

in this consecration to the oanse of the
kingdnm, notwithstanding the unique
position in which he knew himself to stand
with regard to that kingdom? Bnt his

voluntary consecration of himself for what-
ever he might be guided to, was the oppor-
tunity taken by the Father for the outpouring
of the Holy Ghost, which had as its imme-
diate consequence the retirement into the
wilderness and the decision there come to.

May not, in other words, our Lord's descent
into Jordan have been, not the first act of his

public life, but the last act of liis private

life—the former then being the withdrawal
into the wilderness, in order there to have
uninterrupted communion with liis Father,
and to meet in his of&cial character bis

great adversary (c£, especially Edersheim,
'Life,'i. 279, etc.)?

Yer. 16.—AndJesns,whenhewasbaptized.
Combining the statements of the synoptists,

we may conclude that Jesus went up from the
water at once, praying as he went, and that,

while he was going up and praying, the
Iieavens opened. Out of; from (Bevised
Version) ; diri ; for, as it seems, he had not
gone fully out of the water. The heavens
were opened unto him. So also the Bevised
Version, but the Eevised Version margin,
with Westcott and Hort, rightly omits " unto
liim." The words were inserted because

it was thought that Jesus alone saw the
manifestation, as indeed we should have
supposed if we had had only the account of

St. Mark, who reads, "lie saw " before " the

Iieavens being rent asunder " (bnt cf. John
i. .82—34). To our Lord and to the Baptist

tlie appearance was as though the sky really

opened (cf. Ezek. i. 1; Acts vii. 56). The
Spirit of God; recalling Gen. i. 2. "Messiah
now enters on his public ofSce, and for

that receives, as true Man, the appropriate

gifts. The Spirit by whom men are sub-

jectively united to God descends upon the

Word made Flesh, by whom objectively God
is revealed to men" (Bishop Westcott, on
Johu i. 32). Like; a$ (Eevised Version).

The comparison is hardly to the gentleness

of the descent of a dove, but to a visible

appearance "in bodily form, as a dove"
(see pamilel passage in Luke). Not, of

course, that the Holy Spirit was thus at

all incarnate, but that either the appear-

ance of a dove was seen by John's eyes

only (cf. especially Theodore of Mopsuestia,

in Meyer), or, as is not unlikely (even

though the suggestion belongs ultimately

to Faulus), a dove really flew down and
lighted on the Lord (Luke), and that this,

to outsiders merely a curious incident

(of. John xii. 29), was to our Lord and the

Baptist a sign of spiritual blessing. A dove

(irepuTTtiid) ; any member of the pigeon tribe

;

chosen because a symbol of deliverance

(Gen. Tiii. 8), of purity (Lev. v. 7), of

harmlessness (Matt. x. 16), and of endear-

ment (Cant. vi. 9). There is no evidence
(cf. Edersheim, ' Life,' i. 287) that the dove
was at this period interpreted by Jews M a
symbol of the Holy Spirit. The Targum on
Cant ii. 12 paraphrasing "the voice of

the turtle-dove " by " the voice of the Holy
Spirit," dates in its present form from the

eighth to the tenth ceutury. The dove
mentioned (though probably by interpola-

tion) in the account of Polycarp's death,

appears to be a symbol of the soul (of. Bishop
Lightfoot). Wichelhaus (as quoted by
Kiibel) says suggestively, " lamb and dove
'^—no kingdom in the world has these

emblems on its escutcheon." And; omit, with
manuscripts. Lighting; coming (Bevised

Version), because it is needless to translate

a common Greek {ipx^f^^'""') by a rare

English word. Observe that it refers to the

Holy Spirit, not to the dove as such. Upon
him (so Luke and John i. 32, 33; Mark
more vaguely, "unto him ").

Ver. 17.—Lo; peculiar to St. Matthew

—

a reminiscence of Aramaic diction. A voice.

Similarly in oh. xvii. 5 (Transfiguration,

of. 2 Pet. L 17, 18); John xii. 28 (like

thunder); [possibly Acts ii. 6, Pentecost];

Acts ix. 4 (Paul's conversion); x. 18, 15

(Peter). Talmudio and rabbinic writings

often mention the Bath-Qol as speaking
from heaven. The character of the occasions

on which the voice is heard in the New
Testament on the one hand, and in the
Jewish writings on the other, shows the com-
plete difl'erence in the moral aspect of the
two voices. The latter is at best little more
than a parodyofthe former. (Forthe meaning
of the expression Batli-Qol vide especially

Weber, p. 188; Edersheim, 'Life,' i. 285.)

From heaven; out of the heavent (Bevised
Version), pointing to the phrase in ver. 16.

Saying. Western authorities add, "unto
him," mostly reading the following words
in the second person (of. Mark and Luke).
This is my beloved Son. Very similar if not
identical words were spoken at the Trans-
figuration (ch. xvii. 5), Matthew giving
precisely the same, Mark and Luke only
omitting "in whom I am well pleased,"

and Luke also reading "chosen" instead of
" beloved." It would seem more natural to

suppose that the words spoken on the two
occasions were really slightly different, and
that therefore Matthew is the less accurate.

My , . . Son (cf. Pb. iL 7). My beloved

Son. The expression is probably based on
Isa. xlii. 1 (cf. infra, ch. xii. 18, note) ; but

this does not necessitate the punctuation oi

the El vised Version margin, and Westcott

and Hoit margin: "My Son; my beloved
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in whom," etc. (Vat the expreasion, comp.
also Mark xii. 6 (not in the parallel passage,
Matt. sxi. 37); Eph. i. 6.) In whom I am
well pleased ; rather, in whom I have delight

(of. Isa. Ixii. 4, Authorized Version). The
tense (^eiS6ieiiirii) is equivalent to" my delight
fell on him, he became the objeet of my love"
(Winer, xl. 5, b, 2). The Spirit came, the
Father bore witnesg. " Thus the Baptist
receives through a revelation the certainty
of the Messiabship of Jesus, and thus the
reader learns that the Son of David, who
through his birth (oh. i.) and the fortunes
of his childhood (oh. ii.) was certified as
the Messiah, now also is announced to the
lust of the prophets as the Son of God, to

whom Jehovah, in Ps. ii. 7, etc., had pro-

mised the Messianic dominion of the world "

(Weiss, ' Matthaus-Evang.')- Yet not only
so ; the woriis probably revealed to the Lord
Jesus himself more of his exact relationship

to the Father than he had before as Man
realized. Such an assurance of his true

nature, and of the Father's delight in him,
would be ofessentinl service in strengthening
him for his work (cf. eh. xvii. 5). There
are two other matters connected with our
Lord's baptism recorded by tradition (of.

especially Eesch, ' Agrapha,'pp. 346—367)

—

additional words spoken, and an additional

sign given. The words spoken are found

in ' Western " authorities of Luke iii. 22,
" Thou art my Bon ; this day have I begotten
thee," evidently with a desire to emphasize
the application of the second psalm. The
additional sign is the light nr fire. The sim-

plest form of this is (Tatian's 'Diatessaron,'

edit. Zahn), " A light rose upon the waters;"

and in the Fibionite Gospel apud Epipli.,

"Immediutely a great light shone round
about the place;" more fully in Justin

Martyr ('Trypho,' § 88), " When Jesus had
gone down into the water, flie was kindled
in the Jordan ; " also in a uuw lost ' Pred.

Paul,' "When he was being baptized, fire

was seen upon the water ; " and in the Ood.
Vercellensis of the Old Latin, "When he
was being baptized, an immense light shnne
round from the water, so that all who had
come thither were afraid." Although there

is no intrinsic objection to this symbol having
taken place, it is very improbable that iu

this case the evangelists would not have
recorded it. The legend may have arisen

from ver. II, or, and more probably, troni

an endeavour to make the baptism parallel

to the Transfiguration (oh. xvii. 2); of.

Ephraem, in Besoh ('Agrapha,' p. 358),

"John drew near and worshipped the Son,

whose form an unwonted lustre sur-

rounded."

HOMILBTICa

Vers. 1—12,

—

Uieforerunner, I. His announcement. I.Hi* ludden cq/pearance.
It is the first tjiention of John the Baptist in St. Matthew's Gospel. He flashes

npon us suddenly, like his prototype Elijah in the Old Testament. St. Luke tells us
of his birih, of his solitary life: he " was in the deserts till the day of his showino;
unto Israel." Now the time was come. "In those days," St. Matthew says, while
the Lord was still at Nazareth, living a family life with brethren and sisters—the
children, in all probability, of Joseph by a former marriage—taking his share in the
family duties, labouring with his hands to support his virgin mother ;—in those days,
while the Lord was still unknown, unrecognized, in the world that was made by him,
comes John the Baptist. 2. Sis preaching. (1) " Bepentance." The word means
])roperly a change of mind, an inner, spiritual change. It is the first note of warning in

the New Testament, the first practical exhortation addressed generally to all men—the
first sermon in the First Gospel. St. John, indeed, belonged rather to the Law than to

the gospel He was the embodiment of the Old Testament, as Christ is the embodiment
of the New. But he was preparing the way of the Lord, announcing the kingdom that
was coming ; therefore he preached repentance. A mighty change must come over all

who are to be true citizens of that kingdom, fellow-citizens with the saints. All needed
that great change. The Sadducees must lay aside their false doctrine, their worldliness,
their indifference; the Pharisees must be set free from their formalism, their hypocrisy,
their self-righteousness. All who would receive the Christ, who would come to him
for peace and for salvation, must alike repent. Old things must pass away ; all things'

must become new; indifference must make way for devotion, selfishness for self-

sacrifice, the love of the world for the holy love of God. This is the blessed change oH
repentance, the great need of every human soul. (2) " The kingdom of heaven." The
Hebrew nation had been the kingdom of God, the theocracy. But Daniel had prophesiec
a kingdom that should fill the whole earth, that should never be destroyed an ever-
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lasting dominion that should not pass away. That kingdom came from heaven ; its

government, Us laws, its modes of life and thought and worship, are those of heaven

;

the great commonwealth of which the saints are citizens is now (iwipx'i) centred in

heaven (Phil. ill. 20); it looks to heaven as its home, its proper country; it shall be
established there when the kingdoms of this world shall have become the kingdoms of

our Lord and of his Christ. It is the great Church of Christ, the congregation of

Christian people dispersed throughout the whole world. It was at hand, not yet come,
but very near. Those who would be true citizens of that heavenly kingdom must
repent ; they must die unto sin, they must receive the consecration of a new and highef
life. It is true still as it was then, " Except ye be converted, ... ye shall not enter

into the kingdom of heaven." 3. Eis description. (1) By the prophet. He was a voice.

John himself applied that description to himself (John i. 23), He was not the Christ,

he said, not Elias, not that prophet ; he was but a voice. Humility was one of his

most striking characteristics. It was scarcely to be looked for in a man of his stern,

severe character. In such a one you wovdd expect unworldliness, self-sacrifice, austere

self-control ; but scarcely that deep, sincere hiunility which marked the holy Baptist.

The power of God's Spirit can unite in one personality graces which seem almost
incompatible, " He must increase, but I must decrease," he said afterwards. He had

been famous while Christ was still unknown. He was willing to be forgotten so that

Christ should be glorified ; nay, in his utter self-forgetfiilness, he rejoiced with joy in

the overshadowing glory of the greater Prophet, He is an example to all Chiistian

preachers. He was only a voice—the voice of one crying. His preaching was powerful,

aggressive, energetic; the voice was loud and strong. His self-forgetfulness, the

intensity of his conviction, gave strength to his preaching. It was the voice of one
crying in the wilderness, not in great cities, not in the crowded haunts of men. God
sets his ministers sometimes in what seems to them a wilderness; they must work
there, where he has placed them ; each must do his best in that station to which God
has called him. The voice must sound everywhere—in the quiet country and in the

great city, in the cottage and in the palace. God sends his ministers where it pleases

him ; they must accept the leadings of his providence. " Here am I; send me," is the

trustful answer of the obedient Christian. But what was the cry 1 " Prepare ye the

way of the Lord." Isaiah's words, it may be, referred in their primary sense to

the return from the Captivity. The Lord of hosts was about to lead his people back

;

he goeth before them. A high way through the desert must be made tor the great

King ; every valley must be exalted, every mountain and hill made low. But they
had a deeper meaning, a more august fulfilment. The Lord, the incarnate God, was
coming now. The proud heart must be abased ; the hands that hang down, the feeble

knees, must be lifted up ; the path must be made straight ; there must be no wavering,

no inconsistency, no crooked designs, but a simple, straightforward, decided readiness

to receive the coming Saviour. He was at hand ; soon he would knock at the door ; the

gates must be lifted up ; the hearts of men must be prepared to welcome and to admit
the Lord of glory. (2) By the evangelist. He was an ascetic ; he wore the rough
garment of the prophet ; like Elijah, he was a hairy man. He was a Nazarite ; his

unshorn locks waved rough and long in the wind ; he drank neither wine nor strong

drink ; bis food was of the commonest, that which the desert supplied—locusts and
wild honey, the food of the very poor. He was a very hi^h saint of God, but a saint

of the Old Testament type rather than of the New ;. suited for the times, as Elijah

had been ; greater than any who had preceded him. Bui, our Lord has told us, " he

that is least in the kingdom of heaven is greater than he."

II. His baptism. 1. The multitudes. There was ^reat excitement. It was a

time of eager expectation, John's character, his asceticism, his strange, solitary life,

his stern, awful, heart-stirring preaching, commanded attention. Multitudes went out

to listen to him—" Jerusalem, and all Judaea, and all the region round about Jordan."

The wilderness was lonely no more ; it was filled with thronging crowds. There was an

attraction not to be resisted in his preaching. Men could not but come; they could

not hut listen. Alas 1 they did not, most of them, repent. To the many he was what
Ezekiel had been in his time, " a very lovely song of one that hath a pleasant voice,

and can play well on an instrument; " for they heard his words, but they did them not.

2. 2%^ were baptized of Mm in Jordan. He preached the baptism of repentance for
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th<t MmMon of rins. John baptized with water ; Christ, with the Holy Ohost and with

flw. John's baptism was a preparatory rite; Christ's baptism was a sacratnent of

regeneration, the one baptism (Eph. it. 6). John's baptism was unto repentance

;

Christ's baptism was into Christ. John's baptism was incomplete ; it was not baptism

with the Holy Spirit (1 Cor. xii.
13J;

it did not remove the necessity of Chiistiau

baptism (Acts xix. 5). But it was a holy rite, performed in accordance with the Divine

command (John i. 33), symbolical, like the purifications under the Law, of that spiritual

cleansing which the sinful heart needs, and consecrated at last by the example of the

Lord Jesus himself. 3. Their confession. The Greek word seems to imply that the

coufession was complete, not a mere general acknowledgment of sinfulness, but a

special confession of definite sins. John's baptism was unto repentance ; confession

was the preliminary, the pledge of that repentance without which the baptism was an

empty sign. God requires confession of us, not necessarily to man, but to himself.

There is no word of Holy Scripture more precious than that gracious promise, " If we
confoH our sins, he is faithful and Just to forgive us our eins, and to cleanse us from all

unrighteousness."

in. His beceftion of thk Fbabiseeb and Sadduoees. 1. They eame to his

bapUim. It was strange—the Pharisees came with their intense sectarianism, their

hollow formalism; the Sadducees with their indifference, their unbelief. But they

cam*; the power of John's preaching, the attraction of his character and ascetic lile,

the widespread excitement, drew them with the multitudes who flocked to the banks

of Jordan. So people come now in crowds to hear a great preacher ; but, alas I often

their hearts are not touched. They listen, but they are not converted. Did they seek

to be baptized? We might have thought that they were drawn to John only by
curiosity, but the Greek preposition seems to imply that they sought baptism at his

hands. We cannot tell tHeir motive. Perhaps it was simply the strung current of

public opinion ; they came because others came ; as, alas I many come to church nowa-
days. Perhaps it was the desire to stand well in the sight of the people, who all

regarded John as a prophet. Certainly it was not the right motive. John was
unwilling to receive them ; they were unfit for his baptism ; they wanted the baptism
only, not the repentance ; the putting away of the filth of the flesh, not the inquiry of

a good conscience after Clod ; they did rot feel the need of that change of heart which

was the necessary preparation for the coming kingdom. Pjobably John refused tc

receive them. St. Luke tells us (Luke vii. 30) that the Pharisees generally were nut

baptized of him. 2. Eis address. (1) He rebukes them. Mark his unsparing severity.

He was no flatterer. The high places in the Church were then in the hands of the

Sadducees. The Pharisees had great influence ; men revered them for their supposed
sanctity ; they were the recognized guides of public opinion. But John had no sofi

words for them. It is painful to Christians to speak sternly; but sometimes holy
sternness is necessary, sometimes it is a bounden duty. It is never more necessary

than in the case of those who have deluded themselves into the belief that they are

righteous men, while their religion is mere formalism, hypocrisy, outside pretence.

John called them a generation of vipers, ofispring of vipers ; our Lord used the same
strong words afterwards. They were like the serpent in Genesis—cunning, deceitful,

dangerous ; all the more so, because they hid their venom under the appearance of

godliness. The Baptist distrusted them: "Who hath warned you?" he said. He had
not expected that such as they would seek his baptism. He knew the hardness of their

hearts, the hollowness of the fortaalism to which they had enslaved themselves, their

pride and confldence in their exclusive privileges. Nothing short of a miracle, he
thought, could arouse them. They knew, indeed, that there was wrath to come ; but
they supposed it was reserved for the Gentiles, and that they, the seed of Abraham,
were safe. Could it be that God's Holy Spirit had touched even those proud zealots,

and softened even those stony hearts ? Nothing is impossible with God. If he bears

with hardened sinners, his ministers may well bear with them. Therefore (2) be
counsels them. They must show the sincerity of their repentance by bringing forth

the fruit of a holy life—fruit worthy of the repentance which they professed. John's
baptism was a baptism of repentance. Bepentance is a change of heart and thought

;

such a change must manifest itself in a renewed, a consecrated life. They must not
tnist in their descent from Abraham. God could raise up children to Abraham from
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the very pebbles tbat ky in the bed of Jordan. He would gather Gentile believers

in crowds into his Church. They would become heirs of the faith of Abraham, true
children of that father of many nations, in whose seed all the nations of the earth were
to be blessed. We must always be on our guard against putting our trust in external

privileges. Those privileges may be very great, very precious helps; but they are

only helps toward the spiritual life ; they are not the life itself. We must not dare to

despise others who seem destitute of our privileges, but rather strive always to show, by
increasing holiness of life, that w6 value and use the blessings which hare been con-
lerred upon us. And (3) he warns them. Judgment was coming. Only holiness of

heart and life could endure the searching eye of God. His baptism would not help them
unless they brought forth fruit worthy of repentance. The Judge was already in the

world. John was nothing in comparison with him—not worthy to do him the most
menial service. And as John was inferior to the coming Saviour, so was his baptism
inferior to the Lord's baptism. John baptized with water ; Christ would baptize with
the Holy Ghost, and with fire. The baptism which Christ afterwards ordained was a

baptism of water, but not of water only ; it was a laver of regeneration, a new birth of

water and of the Spirit, a baptism into Christ by the one Spirit (1 Cor. xii. 13). And
he was to baptize with fire. The prophecy was literally fulfilled on the great Day of

Pentecost ; but its meaning is not exhausted in that first fulfilment. Christ hiptized

with fire not only then ; he baptizes with the Holy Ghost, not only in the sacrament
which he ordained. There is a move precious baptism yet ; the perpetual baptism of

the blessed Spirit's presence, a true baptism with fire—the fire of holy love anfi sacred

energy, which spring from that Divine indwelling. This is the baptism which we
must seek and pray for with all the power of our spirit, the only baptism which can
help us in the great day, the baptism which distinguishes the saved from the lost, the

wheat from the chaff. We must seek it all the more earnestly because he who
baptizeth with the Holy Ghost is also the Judge, the awful Judge of quick and dead.

He will gather the wheat into his garner ; he will burn up the chaff with unquench-
able fire.

Lessons. 1. Bepent. See that your repentance is deep and true, a real change of

heart; for only the children of repentance are children of the kingdom. 2. Imitate

John the Baptist in his self-denial, in his ardent zeal, in his deep humility. 3. Trust

not in external privileges ; see that your religion is true—not words, not forms, not mere
excitement, but a real active principle of life. 4. Think of the awful fire of judgment

;

pray for the refining fire of the gracious Spirit.

Yers.lS—n.—nelaptism of Jesus, I. Its bbason. 1. He was made $infur us,

though he was without sin. He came to be baptized ; it was the purpose of his coming.

He would not have come that long journey from Galilee to Bethany beyond Jordan
unless there had been some grave reason, some necessity, some deep meaning in his

baptism. It was the baptism of repentance; he needed no repentance. It was accom-

panied with confession of sin ; he could not confess, for he had no sin. But God had
sent his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh ; in some deep, mysterious sense " he

was made sin for us." He bore the sin that was not his own. Therefore, as he

submitted in his infancy to the rite of circumcision ; as his mother, after the birth of the

sinless Child, went through the ordinary purification ; so now when he was about to

begin his ministry, the Most Holy One came to the baptism of repentance. It seemed
to John strange, unsuitable. He felt bis own unworthiness in the presence of the

Saviour. He himself, he knew, needed the baptism of the Holy Ghost; the Lord
needed not the baptism of repentance. And so he would have hindered him. He had
hindered, it seems most probable, the Pharisees and Sadducees. Tlie reasons were

very different. The Pharisees and Sadducees were not fit for his baptisna ; his baptism

was not fit for Jesus. But the Lord who, in his ineffable condescension, had taken

upon him the form of a servant, in that same condescension submitted to the rites

which told of gin and uncleanness. He was baptized, not that he might he cleansed

by the baptism of repentance, but rather, as Ignatius says in his ' Epistle to the

Ephedans ' (sect. 18), that he might by his baptism cleanse water and sanctify it to

the mystical washing away of sin. 2. It becometh us tofulfil all righteousness. God
had sent John to baptize with water (John i. 33). The Son of God, now in the form
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of man, comes to the baptism which God had commanded. It is an example to us. It

is our duty to fulfil all righteousness, all Good's ordinances alike. We may not dare

to neglect things external, things which some men call unimportant. If God has

commanded them, that commandment gives them at once a deep and real impor-
tance ; it makes them duties of righteousness. The principle of obedience is no less

involved in things that seem to some small and trivial, thau in the highest duties

of religion. The Lord Jesus came to the baptism of John ; no Christian man may
dare to neglect the baptism of Jesus. For these reasons the Lord offered himself

to be baptized. John knew him not at first. He must have heard of him from his

parents ; he must have known something of the wondrous birth at Bethlehem, and of

his own destination to go before the face of the Lord in the spirit and power of Elias.

But the two cousins had been long separated from each other ; they had grown up far

apart ; John had lived a solitary life in the wilderness of Judsea ; .Jesus had lived

unknown and unregarded in the quiet town of Nazareth. John did not recognize him
at first ; but he felt the power of his presence. Holy himself, he reverenced that

majesty of unearthly holiness which beamed from the calm, sad, gracious eyes of th6

Saviour of the world. His heart told him that it was a most sacred Person who sought
his baptism—a sinless, a Divine Presence that stood before him. His hopes were
kindled, his soul filled with intense, eager anticipations. Surely it must be he tliat

should come, the long-expected One. The descent of the Holy Ghost revealed the

Messiah (John i. 33). But now a strange feeling of unworthiness came over him. A
deep instinct prompted him to say, like Peter, " Depart from me ; for I am a sinful man,
Lord I " It is ever so with his saints. The nearer we draw to Christ, the more fully

the Lord manifests himself to us, the more we feel our own utter sinfulness and weak-
ness. But the Lord, who in his gracious lowliness came to John the Baptist, comes to

his people still. John shrank from his awful purity at first ; he suffered him when he
heard his reassuring words. It is a parable of the experience of many an awakened
soul. He seems so awful in his majesty, in his spotless holiness, and we so feeble,

defiled with so many sins ; but he allures us with his tender pity, he speaks comfortably
to our souls, till we welcome the Lord into our heart, seeking henceforth to live always
in that blessed fellowship which is with the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ.

II. The Divine manifestation. 1. He went up straightway out of the water.
There seems to be meaiung in these words. His baptism was a consecration for his

great and blessed office. Son of God though he was, he had, in the mysterious union
of the human and Divine, increased in wisdom from childhood to manhood ; and now.
It may be, the full consciousness of his Divine mission, the full clear knowledge of the
awful, the most blessed, work which lay before him, dawned upon his holy human
soul. He went up straightway ; immediately, as he emerged from the baptismal
waters, he went up prepared for his work ; immediately he arose in the strength of

holy pui-pose and self-sacrificing love. He had lived hitherto in the quiet life of lowly
obedience ; now he was manifested as the great High Priest, the Messiah, the Anointed
One. Priests under the Law received at their consecration the baptismal purification

and the anointing of the holy oil. The Lord Jesus, now about to enter upon his three
years' ministry, submitted to the baptism of repentance, and was anointed with the
Holy Ghost and with power. 2. The heavens were opened. Paradise was closed to

Adam; heaven i» opened to Christ. The sin of Adam closed the way to Paradise ; the
obedience of the incarnate Son opens heaven to all who follow him. As is the heavenly,
such are they also that are heavenly. " He hath made us sit together in heavenly
places in Christ Jesus;" " Our citizenship is in heaven." Our treasure must be there,

uiir heart must be in that heaven which was opened at the baptism of Jesus to all his
true disciples. Heaven was opened over him at his baptism. It is opened over those
who are baptized by his commandment into the Name of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost. For holy baptism admits us into covenant with God: "la
one Spirit were we all baptized into one body "—the mystical body of Christ. The
member* of that body are bound by their baptism to obey the laws of the kingdom of
heaven, and to live as citizens of the heavenly commonwealth. "If a man abide not
in me, he is cast forth." They who, by his grace, abide in spiritual union with Christ
shall one day, like the holy martyr Stephen, see the heavens opened, and the Son oi

man standing on the right hand of God. 3. ITie descent of the Holy Spirit. The Lord
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was concelT«d bj tlie Holy Ghoat. The Holy Ghost was with him always ; Uk In the
indissolnble union of the Divine Persons, the Holy Three are One. But this was a
congecration of the incarnate Son, God and Man, to his sacred office—a grand and
heavenly anointing, visible to himself and to the Baptist. " I saw the Spirit," said

John, " descending from heaven like a dove, and it abode upon him.'* God anointed

him with the Holy Ghost (Acts x, 38). God the Father consecrated his incarnate Sun by
this Divine anointing. Now he was revealed as the Priest for ever after the order of

Melchizedek ; the King to whom the Lord God would ^ve the throne of his father

David ; the Prophet who would declare to the faithful all that we need to know, all that

we can know while we are in the flesh, of that God whom no man hath seen at any
time, " The Spirit descended like a dove ; " it descended on him who was dove-like,

holy, harmless, imdefiled. It found a resting-place in the holy heart of Jesus. Still

the blessed Spirit is brooding, dove-like, over the face of the world ; still he descends,

another Comforter, sent by the Father at the prayer of him on whom henow descended,

on those who are learning of the Lord Christ to be themselyes pure in heart, gentle,

harmless, holy. With such he abides for ever, a gracious, willing Guest. Such men
ho consecrates with a holy priesthood to offer up spiritual saoriBces, acceptable to God
by Jesus Christ. 4. The voiufrom heaven. The Father's voice was heard :

" This is

my beloved Son." How the heart of John the Baptist must have thrilled at the sound
of the awful, holy words 1 It was the Christ indeed, the Only Begotten of the Father.

John stood in the presence of the Most Holy One. So doth the Christian heart thrill

now when the Lord Jesus Christ is revealed to the soul ; when the believer feels that

he is in the presence of God, alone with God

—

aolu» cum solo ; when the heaveuly voice

is home in upon his heart ; when he knows that his Redeemer liveth. " This is my
beloved Son," whom God the Father had loved before the beginning of the world, whom
he loved now, always, with an eternal love ; in whom he loves all those to whom the

beloved Son hath given power to become the sons of God. In that beloved Son God
was well pleased—well pleased always, well pleased now in the mysterious self-sacrifice

of his incarnation, of his perfect obedience. Those who trust that they, too, being led

by the Spirit of God, are in a true, though infinitely lower sense, the sons of God, must
try to please him ; it must be their highest ambition, whether present or absent, to be
well-pleasing in his sight. As they draw nearer to him, serving him with a holier,

humbler, obedience, the heavenly voice will grow clearer, more distinct, owning them
to be his sons and daughters, the children of Ids love. 5. The revelation of the blessed

Trinity. At the baptism of Jesus by the hand of John, the Holy Three were present

—

God the Son manifest in the flesh ; God the Holy Ghost descending in a dove-like

form ; God the Father speaking from heaven, recognizing in Jesus, God and Man, the

only begotten Son of his love. It was a manifestation of the eternal mystery—the

mystery before which we bow in the lowliest adoration of loving faith. In Christian

baptism, the sacrament which the Lord Jesus Christ himself ordained, the Name of the

blessed Three is by the Lord's commandment pronounced over the new disciple:
" Baptizing them into the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost."

The Name is One, the Persons are Three. The doctrine of the blessed Trinity ia

enshrined in holy baptism.

Lessons. 1. Imitate the Lord Jesus; use all the means of grace; observe all the
ordinances of religion. It becometh us to do as he did. 2. Heaven is opened to the

eye of faith ; it was opened to the dying Stephen. Steadfastly look up to heaven.

See God in all his ordinances. 3. Pray earnestly for fuller gifts of the Holy Ghost.

The dove-like Spirit is given to the dove-like heart, i. Seek earnestly to be well-

pleasing to God in all th^s.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ters. 1—3.

—

Preparation for Christ. It was no accident that tNronght about the

conjimction of the mission of John the Baptist with the advent of our Lord. A Divine
providence, the purpose of which was declared in an ancient prophecy, connected the

two events. The conjunction is shown by that prophecy not to be like one of binary
MATTHEW.
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Stan. The work of Christ is not assooiated with that of John. The Baptist ia bnt the
forerunner—^the pioneer opening up the way for the glorious King.

I. Pbepabation fob Chbist is needed. The Jews were not fit to receive their

Messiah ; they needed the preliminary work of the prophet of the wilderness to make
tnem rightly snsceptihle to the new influences of the kingdom. The world will not

welcome its Saviour till the way has been made ready for his approach. Individual

men and women are far from the kingdom of heaven, and the intervening district is

wild and impassable till God makes a providential path across it. The ploughman must
precede the sower. It is the work of John the Baptists to break up the fallow ground.

Sometimes the messenger comee in the form of a great sorrow. Men are arrested and
aroused, made to feel their helplessness and their need. Then, but not till then, they
may receive the kingdom.

II. The method of pbepabation mat be vest unlike the method of salta-
tion. John the Baptist is very different from Jesus Christ. The one is a recluse, the
other a brotherly, sociable Man ; the one lives in a wild, antique fashion, the other quite

simply and naturally ; the one speaks in thunder, the other in the still, small voice

of sympathy and "sweet reasonableness." Nevertheless, John prepares for Jesus.

The furnace that melts out the ore is harsh and fierce, yet it is making the metal ready
for the goldsmith to work up into his beautiful design. Most un-Ghristlike experiences

may bring us near to Christ.

IIL The essential fbeliminaby to the beoeftion of Christ is bepektanox.
The burden of the Baptist's message was " Bepent I " It is not to be supposed that he
only preached the word. He must have laboured to produce the thing ; be must have
made it his aim to lead his hearers to a deep sense of their sin. Until a man owns his

guilt he will not seek pardon. The reason of this is obvious directly it is perceived that
salvation is just deliverance from sin ; for who would wish for such a salvation while
still clinging to his evil liabits? To such a person Christ would appear not at all as

a deliverer, but rather as an invader, as a robber who came to steal the choice treasures

of the heart.

ly. Befentance IB encoubaqed by the pbohise of the kinqdom of heaven.
That kingdom is near at hand ; therefore the Baptist urges his hearers to lose no time
in making themselves ready for it. The vision of the better life reveals the shame and
horror of the life of sin. If there were no hope there would be no repentance ; in such
a state the awakened conscience could only plim>;e the soul into remorse—which is hell.

Therefore the message of the Baptist must be twofold. It is not right or wise to preach
of sin by itself, nnr to try to induce' repentance chiefly by painting tlie guilt of the past
in the blackest cohmrs. The anticipation of Christ ia the best inducement to
repentance.—W. F. A.

Yer. 8.

—

The fruit of repentance, John sees a great danger. His preaching is

immensely popular. Even the insincere are drawn under the spell of his oratory, and
his rousing eloquence is enjoyed on its own account by many who refuse to obey its

ideas. He is the lion of the season, and society runs after him as after the latest

fashion. To one in dead earnest, as John was, this must have been perfectly abhorrent.
Then no doubt there were sentimental, superficial hearers who were really impressed by
his preaching for the time, but on whom the effect of it was merely emotional. Snch
people needed to see that they must have a repentance deeper than the tears of a day.

I. Befentance must be in the will as well ab in the emotions. It is easy to feel

lorry for the wrong one has done
; yet this feeling may not carry with it any determi-

nation not to repeat the wrong. A wave of emotion may sweep over the soul, and during
its passage all love of sin may be buried, and only the most becoming ideas appear on
the surface. But they will be hut froth and foam melting into nothing, and they will
vanish with the retreating wave, leaving the hard rock beneath quite unmoved. There
IS no real repentance until the will is touched, until the penitent resolves to abandon
his sin and to seek a better lire. Ue may well see that he cannot do this himself; his
sin is too strong for him, and the better life is above his reach. Repentance is not
regeneration, but it is a sincere desire for a new life, an honest determination to seek it.

IL Tbub befentance will beveal itself in conduct. It has its fruits. No one
can be re«lly turning; round from sin and setting bis ftice towards the light withouf
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some results api'^earing in his behaviour. He will not immediately step on to the

pedestal of the saint. He will be still down in the darkness, feeble, depressed, guilty,

and conscious of guilt. But every action will show that he is trying to reach after

better things, even though they may be still far beyond his grasp. Lorenzo di Medici
on his death-bed sends for Savonarola and, in terror of the torments of hell, begs to b«
assured of the Divine forgiveness. The stern reformer bids the dying man return their

possessions to those whom he has robbed, and set his imprisoned enemies free, and he
consents. Then Savonarola makes a third demand, that the tyrant will restore their

liberties to the Florentines. This is too much for him ; he turns away in silent

refusal and dies unrepentant—and therefore unshriven.

III. It is the duty of the penitent to cultivate fbuits op bbpentanoe.
People sometimes distress themselves with the fear that they have not repented

sufficiently to receive the pardon of God. But they make a mistake if they suppose
that the exciting of deeper feelings of compunction or the shedding of more tears is

what God requires. Let them leave their emotions to take care of themselves, and set

their attention on their conduct. This does require thought and effort. Yet the very
fact that repentance must bear fruit shows that it is more than a work of man's produc-

tion. Tlierefore it is necessary to seek the " grace " of repentance, to pray for the

Spirit of God to make the true fruits appear. Lastly, let it be remembered when they
do appear they are not all we need ; they are only the signs of a right state of mind for

receiving forgiveness.—W. P. A,

Vers. 9, 10.

—

The axe at the root. Here we have an insight into the method of

John the Baptist. We see how he led his liearers to repentance. He found them too

often soothing their consciences in a false security, and quite blind to the danger that

threatened them. So he set to work first to destroy the false security and then to

reveal the imminent danger.

I. A gbeat delusion. (Ver. 9.) 1. Its excuse. The Jews prided themselves in

their pedigree. They were Abraham's children, and they expected to be favoured on
account of their great ancestor. Gloj ious promises had been made to Abraham and his

seed ; the Jews were the seed of Abraham ; therefore they concluded that the promises

were for them, and that no final harm could come near them. The same delusion is

found in those people who comfort themselves with the thought that they belong to a

Christian Church, that they are members of a Christian family, that in some way they
are included in a Christian covenant, although there is nothing Christian in their

character and conduct. 2. Its mistake. There is no such thing as hereditary salvation.

The children of a saint will sufi'er the doom of sinners if they are sinners, quite as

much as the children of a sinner ; nay, even a worse doom, because their advantages are

greater. It is true that great promises are laid up for the children of Abraham ; but

only they are his true children who have their ancestor's faith. The Jews could not but
admit that the Arabs were children of Abraham, yet they did not extend to them the

hope of Abraham's blessings. It might have been urged that the Israelites cannot perish

because, if they were lost, God would not have a people on whom he could fulfil his great

promises to Abraham, This would be to limit the power of God, to forget his resources.

If he wanted other children he could raise them from the very stones of the wilderness.

He did raise them from the Gentile peoples. We are none of us necessary to God.

II, A near danqeb, (Ver. 10.) This question of Abraham's family is not a subject

for quiet speculation only. Soon the futility of the theory of the Jews with which
they quiet their fears will be apparent. The axe is already lying by the root of the

tree. The Roman power that is destined to cut down the Jewish state is close at hand.

1. Its unsuspected presence. (1) The tree is still standing—a great tree, with massive

trunk and spreading branches. An imposing presence suggests strength and security.

(2) The tree is vigorous. Its stem is not rotten. But it is bearing no good fruit, and
it is cumbering the ground ; in these facts is its danger. (S) The axe is unseen. It

lies at the root—perhaps hidden among the grasses. Yet the place where it lies suggests

utter destruction. We do not sue dangers lurking at our teet, 2, Its fatal power.

That cold gleam of steel at the root of the tree—how frightfully suggestive it is 1 It

is a small thing by the side of the giant of the forest. Nevertheless how soon can it bring

the proud tree crashing to the ground 1 No one can escape from the keen blowi of the
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axe of God's judgment. 8. Its mern/id warning. Why is the axe l^d at the root of

the tree? why is it not used at once? Here is mercy in the midst of judgment. The
Baptist points to the axe that he may drive his hearers to repentance. Our attention

is drawn to it that we may escape—though at the eleventh hour.—W. F. A.

Ver. 11.

—

The two baptisms. John here contrasts himself and his work with Christ

and the work of Christ. We cannot but be struck with the humility and the discern-

ment of the Baptist. Thus he reveals himself as true to his mission ; he is but the

forerunner, preparing the way of the Lord.

L The contkast between the administratobs. John was regarded as the great

prophet 3f his day
;
yet he considered himself to be infinitely inferior to the coming

Christ. Wherein were the great differences between the Baptist and Jesui Christ ?

1. In character. John was a holy man, but still a sinner. Christ was faultless, quite

pure, and supreme in all goodness. Thus he was and is far above the best of men, at

the stars are above the hi-^hest mountains ; in comparison with the stars the distinction

between mountain and plain sinks into insignificance. 2. In power. John was a
strong and gifted man, yet how little could he do for the reformation of Israel, for the
redemption of the world ? He is but the labourer digging out the foundation ; Christ

is the Master-Builder who raises the great temple. 3. In office. John is the prophet,

the messenger of God. Christ is the King. His ofiice is regal, and his honour is the
highest. 4. In nature. John is but a man, though the greatest man of his day

;

Jesus is the very Son of God. This may not have been known to the Baptist, but an
instinctive foreshadowing of the great mystery may have touched him with an awed
perception of the wonderful greatness of the Coming One.

II. The contbast between the bacbaments. 1. The water-haptism. This
baptism of John's was a token of repentance. It seemed to express the desire of the
penitent to wash away his past sin. It was concerned with his guilt and with the
need of cleansing it. But it contained no power for the future. It did not regenerate

;

it did not quicken the dead soul. Thus it must be recognized that repentance by itself

is not enough. The penitent still waits for his renewal. 2. The fire-laptism. It

might have been thought that the consuming element of fire was better adapted to the
ministration of the terrible prophet of the wilderness, while the gentler purifying water
would be suitable for the milder methods of the Son of man. Yet the prophecy of the
Baptist was fulfilled. We cannot confine his words to the second advent of Christ in

judgment. Christ came in his first appearance with flames to burn the evil out of the
hearts of men in the consuming power of the Holy Spirit. For here the fire seems
to stand for the Holy Spirit, as it did on the Day of Pentecost, when the Gift came in

cloven tongues of fire. When Christ enters the soul he both burns up the old evil and
kindles the fire of a new life. All life is fire. Even applied physiologically this idea is

true; we only live by burning up our own bodies, and that is why we need food, which
is fuel. Christ's baptism is the gift of the Holy Spirit, and the coming of that Spirit

is the lighting of a fire in a man's heart. Thus it is life.—W. F. A.

"Vers. 13

—

VJ.—The baptism of Jesus. This is a narrative which authenticates
itself. No Christian writer of a later generation would have invented a story of the
baptism of Jesus by John ; nor could any current ideas have started a myth in this

form. The very difficulties of the story prove its historicity.

I. Let us inquibe what was the ueaninq of the baptism of Jestjb. 1.

Note some errors to he avoided. (1) This was not a baptism of repentance. John
saw that, and although he did not yet know who Jesus was, the pure and spotless life

of his mysterious Relative was evidently not unknown to him. He saw that Jesus did

not need the baptism as it was commonly understood. (2) This was not a mere form.
Christ continually contended against the hypocrisy of formalism. He could not have
begun his public life with a purely formal action. (3) This was not only intended as

an example for others. In that case the action of Christ would have been simply a
theatrical performance, unworthy of him, not to be countenanced by the seriouS Baptist.

Moreover, the results of the baptism show that it had to do directly with the Person
and work of Christ. 2. Consider the truths of the incident. Baptism has a double
meaning. It looks forward as well as backward. As a rite in regard to the future it
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is a dedication, an act of self-consecration. Jesus had no sins of the past to wash out

;

but there was a great future to which he would dedicate himself in baptism. Then he
was a Man, and he was humbling himself to the whole round of human duties. It was
not in accordance with his mission that he should abandon the religious duties of his

day. On the contrary, it was incumbent on him to " fulfil all righteousaess " in con-

nection with them. Thus the method of his self-consecration was an act of lowljr

obedience in connection with the deepest religious movement of the time.

II. List us look at the besultb of the baptism op Jesus. There were a

vision and a voice. 1. The vision. (1) The heavens opened. Self-surrender brings

us near to God. The heavens open over the head of the utterly unselfish and truly

consecrated man. (2) The descending Spirit. The Spirit comes to Christ, and is in

him without measure (John iii. 34). The form was symbolical, but the fact was real.

After this Christ displayed powers in miracle-working and teaching which he had never

shown before. If Jesus needed this endowment of the Spirit, much more do we need
it. (3) The form of the dove. This is very significant. The Spirit takes many
forms. On Jesus it appears in love and gentleness. "A bruised reed shall he not
break." This form of the manifestation is peculiarly true to the nature of the Spirit.

God is most of all present in " the still, small voice." By his gentleness he makes us
great (Ps. xviii. 35). 2. The voice. The vision was especially for Christ's benefit.

The evangelist says that " he saw the Spirit of God," etc., as though the people did not
see the dove descending. John also saw the vision (John i. 32), and probably
no one else. But the voice is not thus restricted. The spiritual grace is personal,

for Christ himself; the revelation of the Son of God is for all who have ears to hear.

—W. P. A.

Ver. 17.

—

Ohrigt the leloved Son a/ Ood. This declaration at the baptism of

Christ was repeated later on in his ministry at the Transfiguration (ch. xvii. 6).

Thus God owns bis Son and bears witness to him. Let us consider what the heavenly
voice teaches us about him,

L The natube of Christ as the Son of God. It will not profit us much to

plunge into the fourth-century speculations concerning the Divine Sonship of Christ in

order that we may know him in so far as he has been revealed to us. In meta-
physical considerations about the mystery of the being of the Son of God we may lose

ail living perception of what he is really in his life among us. The broad fact is what
is most important to us. Christ is the Son of God. He is not one of God's sons as

we may be through him, as in a natural sense we all are because " we are also his

offspring " (Acts xvii. 28). He is the Son of God in a supreme and unique sense.

Kow, this is not merely a sublime truth of theology. It has important bearings on
religion. 1. To know the Son. is to know the Father, of whom he is the Image (John
xir. 7). 2. Jjf the Son is our Friend, the Father cannot he our Enemy ; for they are
" One " (John x. 30). Therefore our fellowship with Christ carries with it our recon-

ciliation to God. 3. Christ is able to save the world. The Divinity of Christ implies

his unlimited power. So great a Saviour is equal to the tremendous task of redeeming
a whole fallen world.

II. The happt EEiiATiONS BETWEEN Chbist ano HIS Fatheb. 1. Se is God's

leloved Son. This truth seems to belong to the very nature of Christ. It throws
light on his permanent relations with God. GKxi is love, and Christ is good and worthy
of love. Through all eternity the love of the Father is directed to the Son. But now
we see Christ on earth, incarnate, a Man, and in lowly estate. Yet God does not fail

to own or cease to love him. 3e is known to his Father, though he may be despised

by men. Surely this must have been a cheering and sustaining influence for Christ in

the midst of his hard and toilsome life. In a lower way may not the same be true of

us ? God recognizes his human family ; he owns all his earthly children. The shame
of outward conditions does not blind his eye. Bejected by men, his children are still

owned and loved by God ; and it is better to be loved by God than to be praised by the

world. 2. Ood is well pleased with him. This further truth seems to refer to the

immediate condition, to ine recent acuua, of Christ. Jesus had just been baptised ; he
had persevered in spite of the flattering resistance of the Baptist ; he had felt that he
must fiilfil all righteousness ; he had consecrated himself to his great work. Ood u
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well pleased with Christ for this. (1) The obedience of the Son pleases the Father.

If, like Christ, we delight to do God's will, he will delight in us. (2) The good pleasure

of God signifies his approval of Christ's work. This mission of saving the world that

Christ has just consecrated himself to is well-pleasing to Gntl. Thus God accepts the
redeeming work from the first. Now the sacrifice of Christ, being acceptable to QoA,
must be tfficacious for man.—W. F. A.

Vers. 1—15.

—

The appearance of John the BapUtt. The interval between the last

verse of the second chapter and the first verse of this chapter measures the period of

the life of Christ stretching from his earliest childhoud to his entrance on his public

ministry, or close thereupon. Meantime we are here brought to the time when appeared
one of the most distinctly marked, most honoured, characters of all history. John the
Baptist, son of Zacharias and Elisabeth, was the child of prophecy. He was one of the

noblest expressions, if not the very noblest, of the true jrophet in his character and
work. And as he sealed the testimony of his life with bis life's blood, it was given
him to win the brilliant crown that awaits the prophet and martyr united in one.

This is not the place for anything resembling a dissertation on the prophetic character

in general, nor on the life and character of John the Baptist in particular. This only
is proposed here, to give expression to what may seem the leading, suggestions of this

chapter as to " one called as was " John the Bnptist, prophet and herald of the Teacher,
the Example, the Saviour of the world. Let us remark respecting John the Baptist

that

—

I. He was not MBRELT called to be a prophet when the time came THE TIME
OF BIBTH, or TBAINDra, AND OF ENTRANCE UPON PDBLIO LIFE—^BITT HE WAS ANNOUNCED,
AND HE WAS THE SPECIALLY ANNOUNCED, OF PBOPHBOT. (Vers. 2, 3.) 1. ThiS CirCUm-
stance places John the Baptist in a very small and select number. Many prophets
there had been, and many things did they prophesy ; bnt they did not prophesy of

many persons. 2. The circumstance must equally stamp with a special peculiarity the
prophet so announced. For such a man there must be some very special work. 3. To be
long foretold by prophecy must wonderfully stretch the usefulness, or at all events the
use, of the person so foretold. Through centuries his name is ordained to be a power.
Faith attaches itself to it ; hopes cluster round it ; love invests something in it. 4. The
fact itself must act as a lesson of non-merit and of non-boasting to the person who is

all the while exalted by it. A man may be betrayed, perhaps, to think that what he
is and what he does, and the consequences and results of his character and doings, are
to his own praise (as, if these are wrong, they certainly redound to his own blame)

;

hut the use that came of him he/ore ever he was must be all the work of a higher power.
He can take nothing to himself for this. 5. In the light of the fulfilling of prophecy,
the advent and career of John the Baptist is not only an evidmice in the matter of
revealed truth, but it is a leading, first-class evidence. It multiplies by a thousand
the force of impression of that kind of evidence, when compared with all that results

from the fulfilment of a mere event foretold.

IL The faithful attitude of his outer life to his vocation ob mission. The
kingdom of God is indeed not meat, nor drink, nor dress. Yet these may have a tale

to tell. They rarely fail, in fact, to bear testimony one way or another.' 't'hey serve
to a large degree the part of a test of the mind and the spirit that rule in any one, and
certainly not least in one, a large portion of whose life is lived in public. 1. Plainness
of dress, abstemiousness in diet, a strict if not severe hold upon the habit of life, shall

neither constitute conclusive evidence of the inner life, nor constitute under any ciroum-
stances merit; but if the man be honest in these outside "appearances," they do con-
stitute virtue, and are an evidence of wisdom and of goodness ; even as their opposites,

ostentation, intemperance, vanity, and heedlessness, are faults that soon hasten to
number themselves in the rank of vice and sin. 2. In the dress and diet of John the
Baptist there may sometimes seem to be an approach to the ostentation of austerity.

We may correctly hold that a certain proclamation of temperateness and severity was
intended to be heard. But as these were real, of ostentation there was nothing. The
degeneracy of many a day, mauy a period, the extremes of "purple and fine linen"
and " rags," betokened a state of things that required to have most plainly preached,
the plainest gospel of plain dress, plain food, and plain, simple manner and speech.
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3. The particular harden of the ministry or John the Baptist did simply demand a
fsdthfully corresponding, practical illustration, in the presence of his audience, lo to say.

Otherwise nothing would have heen, in this case, easier than for the whole congre-
gation of the people to observe, to think, and to utter it forth, that their prophet of
denunciation was one who " said, but did not." Harmonies there are in the vast ranges
of nature—in its highest and in its deepest things ; in ij;s sights most open to vision,

and its subtleties most veiled with secrecy. And let us leain that it is ours to make
harmonies true and genuine in what shall seem all the littlenesses of our daily life, our
outer life, our life of sense as well as of soul. 4. We are not to imagine that John the

Baptist exhibits this temperateness and plainness simply as the prophet non^mitable
(as the priest of old wore garments of splendour not to be assumed by others\ but as

the example, who is set forth for this purpose, to he imitated, and imitated of all. 'i'here

is therefore no more uncertain witness beneath the sun than that of him whose sarcastic

motto has been written, " Do as I say, but not as I do."

III. His one exhobtation to the feople. (Ver. 1.) As there are epochs and
turning-points in the history of the individual, so also in the history of a nation, and
even of the world. Such a one had notably come in the time of the Flood. But now
one very different had arrived. The nation o{ " Jerusalem and all Judaea" was hoary
in sin. Tet it led the world in Divine appointments. The short, sharp summons to

it, that meant from the lips of this prophet all mercy, was one of: 1. Alteration; the
alteration of the kind that the word "repentance" carries. This is an alteration

(l)deep from conviction of mind; (2) deep bathed in sorrow of heart; and (3) developed
into a reformed life. 2. The altering was challenged upon one ground, viz. the finding

of a new principle of rule on earth—^that which could be described as the kingdom or

rule of heaven. The principle by which all heaven was ruled was to learn to acclima-
tize here on earth. Oh, wonderful grace and hope I If the " pattern of the tabernacle "

once on a time came down from heaven, ranch more the pattern of this new-bom rule,

the not-passing, not-decaying, not-vanishing regime of human society. " For the king-
dom of heaven is at hand." So this great practical repentance, rooted in all the deepest

of spiritual thought, conviction, and feeling, is pleaded for because of the (1) novel
opportunity ; (2) unparalleled splendour and hope ; and (3) tremendous responsibility

that lay couched in the fact that " the kingdom of heaven was at hand." And this

meant the regeneration of the world after long process of ages, through the regeneration

of the individual.

IV. His fiest beception on the past of the people, and his tabious treatment
or that beoeftioh. 1. He was received with attention and obedience on the part of

the great bulk of the sinful and sin-burdened people (vers. 5, 6) ; and he baptized these,

with the manner and, no doubt, with some words of approbation and encouragement.

2. He was repaired to by " many of the Pharisees and Sadducees." This meant either

a very great and real change already in them, or it meant less than none at all in any
good direction, but, on the contrary, an adherence too faithful to their ingrained

foolishness, their long blindness, and their rooted hypocrisy. The treatment accorded

to these men by John the Baptist pmves that the latter was the real state of the case

with them. Notice in this treatment : (1) Its utter plain-spokenness. Fearless of the

fearless must John the Baptist have been when he apostrophized such men in the

terms, " generation of vipers, who hath warned you to flee from the wrath to come ?
"

Events proved that it was from no entrenched position that could reckon on sarety, let

a man say what his tongue might, that John spoke thus. (2) Its consenting still to

believe that there was a chance, and, therefore, still holding to the words of exhorta-

tion : " Bring forth therefore fruits meet for repentance." (3) Its measured, faithful

warning, with urgency added (vers. 9—12). (4) Its self-disclaiming (ver. 11). (5) Its

vigorous, fervent exalting of " the Mightier ' (vers. 11, 12). The language John held

in reference to his greater Successor Jesus, in vers. 11, 12, is not only an exalting of the

Person of Christ, but a description unsurpassed of his Divinest energy, as " baptizing

with the Holy Ghost;" of his purifying and discriminating energy with fire, and fan

in hand, and cleansing of the threshing-floor ; and of his consuming energy, " uuquench*
able flre" for the "chaff."

y. His UODGST BEOEFTION OF JesUS, WITH ABSOLUTE SELF-BENOUNOINa, Dt HIB

FBE8EN0K. The attitude of John the Baptist at this unexpected crisis was indeed to
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be expected. The thing to be obserred is that it did not lelie expectation I The mark
of this great character was made indeed in those days. And the picture is engraved on
the page before ui, like a lively portraiture indeed. Would that more, many more, of

the true scrrants of God and disciples of Jesus Christ were as transparent and as

straight and as charged with sacred energy and reverent modesty I—B.

Yer. 16.

—

ITie overruling reply. This overruling reply of Jesus to John the Baptist,

who very naturally hesitated to administer baptism to him, teaches us a lesson of

—

I. The modebtt or tbobb who abx tbuk hastebb—mastebs bt uttebebt bight ;

KASTEBS BOBN.
II. The nobleness of that obedience to dutt wmoH leads a han, whoeveb

HE MAT BE, WHATEVER HIS PLACE MAT BE, TO BEBVE, WITH 80VEBEIGN BUBUENDEB 07
BELF, THE TBUTH AND THE BIGHT.

III. The FAITHFUL BEGABD THAT JeBUB HAD TO THE LaW, CNDEB WHICH HE HAD
VOLUNTAB^.T AND 80 0ONDE8CENDINOLT PLACED HIMSELF. Hs BEVEBENCED IT AMD
MADE IT HONOUBABLB BETOND ALL IT MIGHT HAVE SEEMED BEFOBB.

IV. The UNAFFECTED MODEBTT OF THE 6EBVANT ALSO, WHO KNOWS TBX BIGHT
MOMENT TO OONQUEB EMBABBA88MENT AND TO PBOCEED TO ACTION.—B.

Vers. 16, 17.

—

The heavenly attestation of the Sonahip of Jesus. The singular and
thrilling event recorded iu these verses is recorded also by St. Mark (i. 9—11) and
by St. Luke (iii. 21, 22) in an equally full manner, while it is distinctly alluded to

by St. John (i. 32, 33). It is remarkable that, though nothing is said either way, we
are left to conclude that the vision was confined to the' two only—Jesus himself and
John the Baptist. From that time John, who had personally long known Jesus, knew
him for certain as the Messiah ; and not only heralded the Christ, but could point to

him as the Christ (John i. 29, 30). Notice

—

I. The cbisib at which this globioub attestation ocoubbed. The first profound
act of public, spontaneous self-humiliation is alighted upon by the visit of a supernatural

glorification. Immediately the act of baptism was over, the heavens opened, the Dove
sped down, the voice of the Majesty himself of all the universe uttered itself forth, and
glory was poured on Jesus.

II. The constituent fabtb of it. 1. The " heavens opened." We are certainly

entitled by Scripture warrant, to say the least, in order to help our' weaker under-
standing and thought, to consider heaven as a place, that place being the abode of God.
These helps to human imaginings of the Unknown will not discredit our Taith in thg

Divine omnipresence and in the fact that he is perfect Spirit ; but they are needful to

our present limitations of apprehension of the dim, vast, uncomprehended. 2. The
Spirit descended, and in the form of a dove. No doubt it was now that an enormous
accession of the Spirit was made to the human nature of Jesus Christ. And the " bodily

form" of the dove was to betoken alike the soft flight and that tenderest gentleness

of the Spirit, and the peace and love of him who was now more fully replenished with
the Spirit. 3. A voice from heaven speaks. It is here said " a " voice. But the words
spoken prove that it was none less than the voice of Heaven, the voice of the majesty
of the Father, of the Glory

—

Ood himstHfl (1) Great is the impression of voice.

(2) Great may be the absolute charm of voice. (3) Great beside all else is the fixed,

distinct certainty of voice, as e.g. compared with vision or with imagination. God
speaks in all creation with ten thousand voices, it is true. But when he speaks -with

that voice which utters words, the ear hears as in its own right. The words uttered by
the voice of God assert (o) the Sonship of Jesus

; (6) that he is the object of the Father's
unqualified complacence; and (c) because that might be the complacence of feeling
chiefly, by the analogy of human relationship, the voice asserts the Father's perfect
approbation as well.

in. The gbeat object of this attestation. It appears to have been vouchsafed
for the absolute warranting of the faith of John the Baptist. The simplicity, and what
should seem in some light the narrowness, of this object invest it to a very large extent
with its greatness. 1. What a testimony of condescending graciousness to that one
man I He is to live for Christ, to work for Christ, to die for Christ. And to furnish
him 'With exactly the enough satisfaction of evidence, faith, growing into knowledge, all
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tlie grandest apparatus of Heaven is brought into use I 2. Wliat a testimony of real

consideration to the world 1 Is a great trust committed to eartl)ly vessels? Is it a

trust of critical and tremendous responsibility? Are men, not angels, the ministers of

truth, of life, of salvation to their fellovr-men, in the name of Christ ? Then alike it is

mercy for those who are to be blessed, as for those who are to bless, ttiat into these

latter, though they should stand but one by one, and follow one another in narrowest
line of succession, the whole force of absolute conviction should be thrown by Heaven's
and God's own most approved methods. On this occasion we cannot doubt Jesus him-
self was refreshed with the vision of open heaven, with the alighting on him of the

holy Dove, with the voice of the Father, and the words that voice spoke. But in that

John was the witness, and presimiably the only witness hereof, the significance can be

but one ; and it is plain and most striking.—^B.

Vers. 1—12.— The forerunner. L John's afpeabance and chabaoteb. H«
claimed to belong to the old prophetic line by appearing clad in the prophetic garb,

the single rough garment of skin. His manner of life harmonized with his dress

;

leaving the comfortable home and well-provided life and fair prospects of a priestly

family, he adopted the meagre, comfortless life of an ascetic. To entangle himself
with the world would have tended to blind him to its vices and silence his remon-
strance. He gathered round him a few men like himself, and " taught them to pray."
Thus he became " a voice." The rough garment, the Img, uncared-for hair, the wiry,

weather-beaten frame, the ascetic life, were all eloquent. In any age, in order to

become a voice for good, a man must be unworldly, consistent, himself the most
convinced. The men who have few desires for earthly gain and comfort are accepted
as the messengers of Heaven. There is no power on earth like the power of a con-
secrated life.

H. John's wobe wai to bouse the people to pbepabe the way of the Lobd
;

to make ready for the coming of their King, (For illustrations of the figure, Stanley's
' Through the Dark Continent ' may be consulted.) The herald of a royal progress lias

generally nothing to do but proclaim the approach of the king ; triumphal arches are

extemporized by the meanest village, unseemly things are swept away or hidden, the

entire population turns out to shout a welcome. But John had to turn the thoughts
of men from lifelong pursuits ; to convert, not an individual, which is hard enough,

but a land. He had to prepare the way of One who came with power to bestow tiie

Holy Ghost and make men the sons of God—a King who could be acceptable only to

men thirsting for God and righteousness. Who are prepared to welcome Christ?

Who are in a condition to hail as good tidings salvation from sin ?

III. Means used bt John. 1. He preached and baptized. John preached that

repentance was needed as a preparation for the coming King. He taught the people

that it was a spiritual, not a physical, condition which qualified for entrance into the

kingdom ; that if it was a mere question of furnishing a number of Abraham's children

as subjects for the Messiah, God could turn the stones into children of Abraham. In
fact, he excommunicated the whole of Israel, and assured them they could enter the

kingdom only by refientance and by the grace of him who would baptize with tlie

Holy Ghost. 2. He put this teaching in a symbolic form. He baptized. The rite

characterized his ministry. He was the Baptist. He made the bom Jews undergo

the rite proselytes underwent. Three things, say the Jews,- make a proselyte

—

circumcision, baptism, sacrifice. And the law for the baptism of a proselyte was

:

" They bring the proselyte to baptism, and, when they have placed him in the water,

they again instruct him in the weightier and lighter matters of the Law, which, being

heard, he plunges down and comes up, and behold he is an Israelite in all things."

Baptism was the symbol whereby the new birth was expressed to the eye. The Gentile

went down into the water as into a grave, in which his old man was left, and he came
up a new man, born now a Jew and not a Gentile—^born of the water. To ask Jews
to submit to this ordinance was to ask them to acknowledge that their physical birth

as children of Abraham was insufficient to prepare them for their King. Points for

homiletic elaboration: connection of word and symbol in sacraments—relation of

sacrament to grace conferred—John's New Testament use of the title " Holy Ghost."

lY. Results of John's wobk. There was a fascination about him which drew all
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classes. The very sight of an old prophet of the extinct type was worth a day's Journey

to the wilderness. It hecame the fashion to see John and be baptized. The authoritiea

paid him a compliment they can have paid to very few—they sent a deputation to

ask him if he was the Messiah. But a public character or a preacher may be very

popular, and yet the impression he makes may be superficial and transitory. Soma
were guided to Jesus by John, but it is difficult to say how far he succeeded in

his object.

Y. Tests of the bealitt of the impbssbion he made webe aivEir by hiuself.
fTo one was more surprised than he was at the kind of people that came to him.
" Who hath warned you 1 " They professed repentance, but it was not profession

which fitted them for the kingdom, but the reality. Jesus was to come " with his Tan

in his hand," to make a thorough separation between bad men and good. Meanwhile
judge of your repentance : 1. Not by its present expression in misery of mind or shame.
Some derive a deceptive comfort from the remembrance of the wretched days they

spent, the tears they shed, the shame they felt, when first they awoke to their sin.

Others suspect their own repentance because it brought no such sorrow. Other griefs

have struck them so fair and indubitably, have left so distinct a mark, have forced

them to so genuine an expression of their pain, that they are staggered on finding no
such evident sorrow in their repentance. But there are various temperaments, and
you must not measure your grief with the grief of other men. And repentance is

not like a worldly loss—it resembles not a fever or scute illness that seizes a man
suddenly, but a chronic ailment, which hangs about him always, never making
him cry out with pain, but alwa^'S there, altering his whole life. 2. Judge by the

fruits. Wait to see if it destroys sin in the life. Only a trained eye distinguishes the

different kinds of com in the blade, but any passer-by knows the difference between
an ear of wheat and an ear of barley. Sunset is often a good deal like simrise ; but

wait a little, and the difference is unmistakable. Fine spirit is like water; but apply a
match, and the difference is apparent. Compare repentance about a worldly matter

—

investing in a bad concern ; how careful a man is afterwards I The man whose repentance

is genuine will not be able to indulge in sin as he did. Especially his characteristic

sins will be abandoned.

Conclusion. Christ is now revealed the Qiver of the Holy Ghost This is the

gospel preached to us—that there is a river into which we may be plunged, and from it

rise new creatures, the whole past swept away, and ourselves stturted on a new life.

We have been baptized in sign that the Holy Ghost is freely given to us. God has by
baptism opened to us individually this greatest Gift. We need the outward symbol,
for we disbelieve in the Spirit's indwelling. So superficial has been our repentance, so

unhelpful, so deceitful, that we always feel as if we were left to struggle alone against

sin. We need to listen still to John, whose message was, " There standeth One among
you who baptizeth with the Holy Ghost."—^D.

Vers, 13

—

11.—Baptism of Jesus. L Its occasion. How long was Jesus to be
known merely as the village carpenter of Nazareth ? What is to transpire which
shall show him that God's time has come for his public ministry ? Ambition makes
opportunities. In general, kings have only to wait the demise of their predecessors.

To our Lord came at last a summons he could not misunderstand nor resist. John's
hearers longed for that which only Jesus could give. He could no longer hide himself

in Nazareth when a movement was afoot which he alone could guide, utilize, and
prosper. When men truly seek Christ, he does not hide himself from them. He will

not cause by his absence the defeat of any righteous movement.
II. Its ubanino. John did not recognize its meaning. He was taken aback when

Jesus presented himself for baptism. This was a difficidty he had not foreseen. He
had foreseen trouble with scrupulous consciences ; that he would be abused, perhaps
endangered ; that he would be the repository of disagreeable secrets—a nation's con-
fessor. But this he had not foreseen. How could he baptize One who had no sin ?

John's refusal a strong testimony to the sinlessness of Jesus. He might not yet
know he was the Messiah ; it was his personal character and private conduct which
had impressed him. He was abashed in his presence, and would have changed places

with Mm. But Jesus demanded the performance of the rite, because; as one with a
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giulty race, he felt that baptism was for him. He was so truly one with ns that he
felt ashamed of our sins, grieved because of them, felt as if they were his. The father

hangs his head, sickens and dies when the sou is disgraced. The wife cannot persuade
herself she need not be ashamed when the husband commits a fraud. Our Lord could

not claim separation from those whom he more intensely loved than human heart has
over loved ; nor could he help feeling a truer sorrow and a deeper shame for sin than
the holiest of sinners or the most despairing has ever felt. The baptism may also

be looked upon as an anticipation of his death ; or, again, as the anointing of the

Kinjj.

IIL OuTWABD SIGNS AccoMPANTiNO THE BAPTI8U. Outward signs were required

to identify the Messiah. John tells us he did not know the Christ till these signs

were given. The dove, used in scriptural language as symbol of guileless innocence,

here represented the Spirit. It was only the form of a bird which would not have
seemed grotesque descending from above ; and the dove, which would not settle on
anything unclean, was the most appropriate symbol now. Luke adds, " in a bodily

form," to remind us that it was not by one attribute or influence the Holy Spirit came
upon our Lord, but in his complete Personality. For though Jesus was Divine, he
regularly ascribes his power to work miracles to the Holy Sjiirit. He prays, as if

to receive from without the tdd he required. His body was sustEuned by bread, and
not by the «nergy of the Divinity with which it was joined. So his human soul was
sanctified by the Spirit, and Ms human nature empowered to do wonderful works by
the same Spirit.

IV. Result of the baptism. It was not only needful for the people that Jesus be
proclaimed publicly as the Messiah, but he himself, when his consciousness of Messiah-

ship was numbed by the contradiction of sinners, needed some sure word of God to

fall back upon. The sign from heaven was given, no doubt mainly in order that John
might be able to identify Jesus as the Messiah, but to Jesus himself it was a helpful

sign on which, in times of outward discouragement, he could fall back. Compare
instances in which our Lord needed such comfort (Matt. xi. 27, etc.) ; and use to be
made of our own baptism.

Uses. The Spirit is given to Christ without measure, in a hodily form. The
Father makes him Heir of all his treasure, and takes no account of all he takes.

There is no gauge, no metre. The more that is used the better. This fulness he
received as Man and for us. The head being anointed, refreshment is felt to the very

skirts of the garments—^to the least and last and lowest of the members of Christ's

body. Claiming to be our King, it is this he claims—to give us his Spirit. That very

Spirit which enabled him to be what he was and to do what he did, he gives to us.

Had Jesus lacked anything which he needed for his ofBce, had he found himself

helpless to heal the sick, bewildered by the arguments of clever men, outwearied by
the wretched blindness of sinners, unmanned by danger and the approach of death,

this could only have arisen from his being abandoned by the Spirit ; and when we fail

and stop short, when we are overcome by outward difBculties or inward weakness, it is

because we are trying to live without the Spirit. The finishing of his work is the

guarantee that ours shall be finished; And the indwelling of the Spirit in Christ in

a bodily completeness is the guarantee that we shall enjoy, not merely one, but

all of his influences, and that in every part of our life he will be sufiBcieut for all our

occasions.—D.

Vers. 1

—

L—The herald. "In those days," viz. while Jesus dwelt at Nazareth, the

place of separation and reproach, " came John the Baptist," viz. to herald him. Man's
order is to champion that which is popular, God's order is to herald truth. We
note—

I. That John oahe in the qdaliti of Elijah. 1. In this quality he wag pre-

dicted. (1) Gabriel stood at the right side of the altar of incense, evidently in response

to the prayer of Zacharias which had ascended with the incense. Gabriel promised

Zacharias that he should have a son in his old age, gave directions for the ordering of

the child, adding, "And he shall go before the face of the Lord in the spirit and power

of Elijah, to turn the heart of the fathers to the children," etc. ([Luke i. 11—17). (2)

Gabriel's words clearly allude to those of Malachi, " Behold, I will send you Elijah the
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prophet before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord : and he shall turn

the heart of the fathers to the children, and the heart of the children to their fothers,"

etc. (Mai. ir. 5, 6). (3) " Elijah," in these passages, comes in two senses, and on the

same principle it is evident that the place in Isaiah (xl. 1—3), in the text applied to

John, is in its ultimate sense also applicable to the Tishbite. 2. John a/xordingly

behaved like Elijah. (1) His dwelling was in the wilderness. There he was brought
up (Luke i. 80). There he exercised his ministry. Note : We get our moral strength

for the rough work of life by retirement with Qtoi. (2) John applied to himself the

words of Isaiah, " I am the voice," etc. (see John i. 23). Note : (a) John was simply
the " voice," Jesus i* the " Word." (b) This voice arose out of silence. Zacharias
was dumb until he pronounced the name of " John." So we, until visited by the

pledges of his mercy and grace^are dumb before God. (3) His diet was the wild
food of nature. " Locusts " were " clean " (Lev. xi. 22). Our conversation should be
pure. " Wild honey," whether from the rock in which the bee had swarmed, or the

saccharine exudation from the palm, date, or olive trees (see Deut. xxxii. 13 ; 1 Sam.
xiv. 26). Note : Men of heavenly tempers are not epicures in earthly food. (4) He
wore a rough garment. This appears to have been the usual dress of the prophets (see

Isa. XX. 2 ; Heb. xi. 37). Therefore psuedo-prophets assumed it (Zech. xiii. 4). John's

garb particularly resembled that of Elijah (2 "Kings L 8). The girdle of dried skin,

rough and strong, denoted the wearer to be a man of resolution, like his prototype

(Luke xii. 35 ; 1 Pet. i. 13). Note : If John's dress was plain in the sight of men, he
was himself " great in the sight of God " (Luke i. 15). Let us not plume ourselves

upon our clothes, or value our fellows by outward appearances. 3. Tet is John distin-

guishedfrom that jarophet. (1) He distinguished himself. When priests and Levitet

demanded if he were Elijah, he said, "I am not" (John L 21). (2) Jesus also dis-

tinguished him. " If ye are willing to receive it, this is Elijah which is to come," So after

John's death he said, " Elijah indeed cometh first and restoreth all things " (ch. xi.

14 ; Mark ix. 12). John Baptist did not " restore all things." (3) It is evident that

in these prophecies there is a double sense. They point to two advents of Jesus. In
the first he came to set up a spiritual kingdom, and was heralded by Elijah in
" spirit and power." In the second he will come to establish a visible kingdom, and
will be heralded by Elijah in person.

II. That John came to hebald the Kino Messiah. 1.. Sis testimony was
vneqwvocai. (1) The " Lord " whom he proclaimed is styled " Jehovah " in Isaiah.

John pointed out Jesus of Nazareth as that very personage (see John L 16, 29). (2)
Herein was John the greatest of all the prophets (ch. xL 9—11). Other prophets

gave marks and tokens by which Christ might be known. John pointed him out in

Person. The greatest triumph of prophecy is to bring men to the personal Jesus, in

their very soul to see him as the saving Christ. 2. Eis qualifications were unim-
peaeJiable. (1) John was indicated as a prophet of the Lord in the extraordinary

circumstances of his birth (Luke i. 6—25). In these he resembled Samson and Jere-

miah (Judg. xiiL ; Jer. L 6). (2) He had his commission immediately from heaven
(Luke iii. 2). (3) The Jews acknowledged him. Multitudes of them came to his

baptism (ver. 6). No one disputed his claims (ch. xxi. 26 ; Mark xL 32 ; Luke xx. 6).

(4) The testimony of John to Jesus is therefore most valuable. The marks by which
John identified Jesus as the Christ were Divine and inimitable (John i. 32—34). It

is difficult to conceive how the unbelieving Jews can dispose of John's testimony.

III. John game also to herald Messiah's kinodom. 1. He heralded it as the

kingdom of the heavens. (1) The Christian discipleship is a kingdom, (a) It has
subjects. (V) It has a King, (e) It has laws. (2) It is called the kingdom of the
heavens, (a) Its principles are those of heaven, (b) In the heavens its principles are

made eternal, (c) It prepares its subjects for translation to the heavens. (3) It is in

" spirit and power " the " kingdom of the God of heaven" described by Daniel (ii. 44

;

vii. 13, 14). In the other Gospels it is called the " kingdom of God." (4) John,
though a priest, never officiated in the temple. But he introduced the Lord of the
temple (Mai. iii. 1). Was there not here an intimation that the priesthood of Aaron
was now to give place to that of Melchizedek ? 2. He proclaimed its near approach.

(1) The coming of the kingdom in " spirit and power dates from the ascension of

Christ (cf. Ps. ex. 1, 2; Luke xix. 12—14). That event was indeed " at hand,** but
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not the coming of the kingdom in visible glory. (2) The B|nritual kingdom is entered
by ftdth. Believers do not pass out of it at death. In that " article " Jesus, however,
comes in Person, though invisibly, to receive them to himself (John xiv. 1—3). 8.

He therefore preached repentance. (1) " The voice," etc. The imagery here is borrowed
from the practice of Eastern mooarchs, who on taking a journey or going on a military

expedition, used to send persons to " form the road." So repentance must : (a) Bring
down the eminences of pride, presumption, ingratitude. (6) Fill up the hollows of inat-

tention, apathy, despondency, (e) Straighten the crooked places of prejudice, censori-

ousness, covetousness. (e2) Smooth the rough places of sabbath-breaking, drunkenness,

profanity, immorality, instability. (2) John's garb and mode of living preached. His
habits were in keeping'with his doctrine. Sweet is the harmony between the lip and
life. (3) The time of his preaching was opportune. Jewish writers admit that their

nation was then fearfully degenerated. They soon filled up the measure of their

iniquity. No preaching was more needed than that of the Baptist. (4) The place

also was opportuue. The mind of every man, whether Jew or Gentile, is like the

wilderness in which John preached, and needs his stirring words.—J. A. M.

Vers. 6—^12.

—

Bdigious revival. When the Baptist opened his commission the

Jewish nation was in a woeful state of degeneracy. In connection with bis ministry

there was a remarkable revival of religion. This may be viewed as a'lpecimen of

revivals of religion in general.

L It wab a season of faithful rBEAOBisa. 1. Christ was prominent in the

sermon. (1) " Make ye ready the way of the Lord I " was the " cry " of the " voice " in

the wilderness. "He that cometh " was the grand theme—^the Promise of prophecy,

the Hope and Expectatiun of the world. (2) The sermon set forth Christ in his dignity.
*' The Lord," equivalent to " Jehovah " in the Hebrew of Isaiah. If amongst men
there had not arisen a greater than the Baptist, then who must that Person be whose
shoes John was not worthy to bear? Maimonides says, "All services which a servant

does for his master a disciple does for his teacher, excepting unloosing his shoes " (cf.

Jnlm viii. 58). (3) It set forth Christ in his power. " Mightier than I." " God is

ahle of these stones," etc., viz. as he raised up Adam from the dust. " These stones."
" John was now baptizing in Jordan at Bethdbara (John L 28), the House of passage,

where the children of Israel passed over ; and there were the twelve stones, one for

each tribe, which Joshua set up for a memorial (Josh. iv. 20). It is not unlikely that

he pointed to those stones, which God could make to be, more than in representation,

the twelve tribes of Israel " (Henry). (4) It set forth Christ also in his official distinc-

tion. " He shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with fire." John, though a

priest, did not presume to wield the fire of the sanctuary. That was a Divine preroga-

tive (cf. Luke xxiv. 49 ; John xv. 26). Apostles presumed not to claim it. Sacra-

ments have no efficacy from those who minister them (cf. 2 Kings iv. 31 ; 1 Cor. iii.

6). 2. It insisted upon essential things. (1) John preached repentance in order to

remission of sins. He insisted that true repentance wij have meet fruit. Shakespeare

well describes it as

"Heart's sorrow,

And a deal life ensuing."

Those are not true penitents who say they are sorry for sin, and persist in sinning. (2)

John also preached faith in Jesus as the Christ. In the text he spoke of him as

coming. Afterwards he pointed him out in Person (John i. 29). That is grand preach-

ing which brings the sinner into personal relationship to his Saviour. (3) John also

preached holiness. His baptism was a ceremonial purification, of which the baptism

conferred by Jesus is the spiritual complement. John's baptism was "with waier,"

viz. which washes the surface ; Christ's, " with fire" viz. which purges the substance.

The regeneration of water is outward and ceremonial, that of the Holy Ghost is inward

and spiritual. 3. Its lessons were dosely applied. (1) With encouragement. This was

in the forefront John's ministry was "the beginning of the gospel [or, ' good news *] of

Jesus Christ, the Son of God " (Mark i. 1). (2) With entreaty. He besought the

people to repent of their sins. (3) With admonition, (a) The lineage of goodness is

no substitute for repentance. The Talmud says that " Abraham sits next the gates of
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hell, and does not permit any Israelite, howerer wicked, to go down there." John
preached a different doctrine. Visible Church-membership will not save. (5) " Think

not to say within yourselves," etc. Do not attempt secretly to justify impenitence by
things that you have not the courage to announce. Hide no lie that will ruin you. (c)

God is not restricted to any law of saccession in his Church. " Of these stones

"

—
Gentiles, apparently without any covenant life, in opposition to fruitless " trees," he

could "riUBe up children unto Abraham " (cf. Rom. iv. 16—18 ; Gal. iii. 22—29). (4)

With reproof. The Pharisees and Sadducees, who claimed to be children of Abraham,
are described as a brood of vipers—the seed of the old serpent. They are also described

as " trees " with leaves (of profession), but without fruit of performance. They are

described as the " chaff"— light, hollow, hypocritical, having only the semblance of

" wheat." (5) With warning, (a) The " axe " of judgment lay at the root of the

trees (cf. Isa. x. 33, 34; Dan. iv. 11, 20, 23; Luke xiii. 7—9). (i) The "fan" to

separate the chaff from the wheat was in Messiah's hand (cf. Fs. L 4; Dan. iL 35

;

ch. xiii. 30, 49). (c) The " wrath to come," or predicted destruction of Messiah's

enemies (Mai. iv. 6), was set before them, (d) The " unquenchable fire " of hell was
shadowed in the horrors of the judgments of God upon the city. Guruell says, speak-

ing of the lost, " Their torment makes them sin, and their sin feeds their torment, one

being fuel for the other." (e) " He that cometh " and " the wrath to come " are

nearly associated (see 1 Thess. L 10). It is evermore " wrath to come." (/) The
danger is imminent. " Even now," etc. Fools only can make a mock of sin.

II. It was a season op stbong eeliqious excitement. 1. Multitudes were

deeply moved. This fact is clearly set forth in the text (see also Luke iiL 7). (1) Here
was a great honour put upon John. He was a man of retirement. God often confers

the greater honour on those who court it least. (2) These multitudes were not moved
solely by John's eloquence. They were " a people prepared of the Lord " (Luke L 17).

The same Holy Spirit who called and qualified John moved the people to wait upon
his ministry. (3) The prayers of the faithful probably had much to do with it. (o)

Like his prototype Elijah, John himself was a man of prayer. This was the moral of

his retirement in the wildernesa; (6) There were also those who " looked for redemp-

tion in Jerusalem "—those who, like Anna, " departed not from the temple, worshipping

with fastings and supplications night and day " (Luke ii. 37, 38). (c) Who can say

to what extent blessings come upon the Church and upon the world in response to the

prayers of saints dwelling in obscurity (cf. Ezra x. 1) ? 2. Notorious sinners were
moved. (1) Such there would naturally be amongst the multitudes. (2) " Publicans

and harlots " appear to have been baptized by John (see ch. xxL 32). None are too

wicked to be saved but those who are too wicked to repent. 3. Unlikely sinners were

moved. (1) Of this number were the Pharisees, (o) They were orthodox Jews, who
believed in Church doctrines and traditions. (6) They were formalists, strict in life,

and who prided themselves upon their righteousness. What need could such persons

feel for repentance ? (c) Yet many of them, their righteousness notwithstanding, had
the viper's venom in their hearts. Formalism may consist with heart-malice. (2) Of
this number also were the Sadducees. They were the opposite of the Pharisees. They
rejected Church traditions. They interpreted the Scriptures in the rationalistic spirit.

They denied the immortality of the soul and the existence of the angels. They were
materialists and deists. Of what use would repentance be to such ? (3) John was
astonished to see these coming. He noticed how theycame in company. So he treated

them alike. Extremes meet. 4. The results of the movement were various. (1) Some
came under true religions conviction. They confessed their sins, »".«. took them home
to themselves. With these there was no attempt to throw the blame, in whole or part,

upon either God or man (see 1 John i. (t). Those who thus received the baptism of

John were prepared to become disciples of Jesus (John i. 35—37). ^2) Some came
because their neighbours came. Note here the power of (a) example

; (V) fashion
; (c)

numbers. Men, like sheep, are gregarious. Of these some became true disciples.

Others went back when the excitement subsided (cf. Ezek. xxxiiL 31—33 ; John v. 35).

Many come to ordinances the power of which they never feeL (3) Some came from
selfish policy. Forming conceptions of the coming kingdom suited to their gross affec-

tions, tlkey thought it might offer them advantages of civil distinction. Upon discover-

ing the spiritual nature of the kingdom, they were offended. Such were the majority
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of the Fhaiisees and lawyers (cf. ch. xxi. 25 ; Luke vii. 27—30). There are itill thoae
who join Churches for worldly ends.—J. A. M.

Vers. 13—15.

—

The baptism of Jesus by John. The haptisms of Jesus at the Jordan
were two, viz. that ministered by John and that ministered by the Holy Ghost. The
former now claims attention. Jesus himself sought this baptism. Why ?

I. Why did Jesus comb to the Jordan? 1. That the Scripture might befulfiUed.

(1) At the Jordan God " began to magnify Joshua in the sight of all Israel, that he
might be the successor of Moses (Josh. iii. 7). (2) Therein Joshua was a type of

Jesus. Jesus and his gospel replace Muses and his Law. How fitting, then, that
Jesus should be authenticated at the same Jordan I (3) Both authentications took

place at the same spot. John baptized at Bethdbara (John i. 28). This place had its

name, the " House of passage," from the passage of Israel under Joshua through the
Jordan there. What a tissue of wonders is the providence of God I 2. Thai the mission

of Jesus might be indicated, (1) How expressive is the language of signs I To have
described the mission of Jesus in words would have been to have written the Gospels by
anticipation. This is done in prophecy. We see it in the typical history of Joshua.
The sign of the baptism at Bethdbara calls attention to this. (2) In it we see that, as

Joshua became the successor of Moses there, so now Jesus comes to abolish the Law
aud to introduce the better hope of his gospel. (3) Further, that as Moses died in the
wilderness and left the people there, so the Law can bring us into its entanglements
and terrify us with trumpet^blasts and thunders, but is powerless to bring us out.

But as Joshua brought the people out, so can Jesus do by his gospel what the Law
never could effect. (4) Also that as Joshua became a captain over Israel to fight their

battles, vanquish giants, and settle them in Canaan, so is Jesus become " the Captain
of our salvation."

n. Why did Jesus come to Johk ? 1. John himselfwas astonished at this. (1) Jesus
was persmuilly, immeasurably, John's superior. John, though amongst the greatest

of men, vvas but a man. Jesus was Immanuel. He was that "Jehovah" of whom
John was but the herald. (2) Jesus was officially, unanswerably, John's superior.

John baptized with " water." Jesus, with the " Holy Ghost." (3) But how did John
discover this ? Previously, he only knew that Messiah had arrived (see John i. 31

—

33). He was a prophet, and saw as a seer (cf. 1 Sam. ix. 15, 17 ; Luke i. 15 ; ii. 26).

We see Jesus unto salvation when God opens the eyes of the soul. (4) John had
need of the baptism of Jesus. No man is so great as to be independent of him. The
purest are most sensible of their remaining impurity, and seek the more earnestly the

spiritual washing. (5) But what need had Jesus of the baptism of John ? It was
the " baptism of repentance for the remission of sins." Jesus had no sins to confess.

Therefore he " went up straightway from the water." 2. He txime to/ulfil all righteous-

ness. (1) The dispensation of John was " from heaven" as truly as was that of Moses
(cf. Mark xi. 30, 31 ; 1 Cor. x. 2). It was therefore as necessary that Jesus should

respect it as that he should fulfil the Law of Moses. (2) In this, as in other things,

Jesus is our Exemplar; and he teaches us to yield exact obedience to positive precepts.

Questionings of reason that would make us hesitate must have no place. And as the
baptism of the Spirit followed, we are taught to expect special blessing upon such

obedience. (3) Jesus submitted to the baptism of John as our Surety ; and he shows
us that he took our sin upon him that be might wash it away. And the voice of

Divine approbation which lollowed assures us of the effectual manner in which he did

this for us. So listen to that voice that it may carry the heavenly witness to your
heart. Through Jesus becoming Righteousness we may become righteous. Hence the

plural, "Thus it becometh us to fulfil all rinhteousness." (4) "John forbade" Jesus,

as Peter did when Jesus ofi'ered to wash his feet (John xiii. 6—8; cf. Luke i. 43).

"Suffer it to be so now." No pretence of humility must induce us to neglect a duty.

III. Wht did Jesus comb " then " ? 1. Be was then of the legal age to enter upon
his nUnittry. (1) (Cf. Numb. iv. 3; Luke iii. 23.) (2) John had commenced his

ministry six months earlier; for there was that difference of age. God has an order as

well as a law. Both should be respected. 2. The Juncture was fitting. (1) It was
while John was in the midst of his ministry. He had already spent six months of it,

^IiA within another similar term that niinistry was closed As Moses the Levite
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testified to Joshua, and passed away ; so John the Levite—a representatire of Moses-
testified to Jesus, and passed away. The end of every holy ministry is to testify tc

Christ. (2) John's reputation as a prophet was established. His testimony was con-

clusive (see Mark si. 29—32). Our influence, at its best, should testify to Christ.

(3) Joshua prepared for the passage of the Jordan three days before that passage was
effected. This testimony at the Jordan was three yean before Jesus crossed the Jordac

of death. He was in his passage through that river in Jvdgment "three days." The
baptism of Jesus at the Jordan, that river being viewed as au emblem of death, gives

emphasis and illustration to those words of Paul, " Are ye ignorant that all ye who
were baptized into Christ Jesus were baptized into his death ? " (Bom. Ti. 3). It if

through the death of Christ that we live.—J. A. M.

Vers. 16, 17.

—

The haptism of Jesus hy the Holy Ohost. After receiving John's

baptism, Jesus " went up straightway from the water." He did not remain to make
caofession of sin, and for the obvious reason that he had none. He went up " from the

water," or ascended the outer hank of the Jordan ; for John appears to have ministered

his baptism within the double bank of that river. Then " lo, the heavens were opened
unto him," etc. An interval is here clearly marked between the baptism of John and
that of the Holy Ghost, to show that the baptisms are distinct. The latter was the

true baptism of Jesus.

I. The boene manifested the blessed Tbinitt. 1. Sere is Jesus, declared to be

the Son of Ood. (1) This is a Messianic title (see Ps. ii. 7 ; also 2 Sam. vii. 14, cited

Heb. 1. 6 ; and Luke i. 35). (2) It does not appear to be used to set forth the pre-

existence of Jesus. It is even remarkable that John, when speaking of that pre-

existence, uses the title " Word; " but when he comes to treat of the Incarnation, then
he uses this title (John i. 1—14). (3) Nevertheless, as a title of the Incarnation, it

expresses the Divinity of Christ. It sets forth Messiah as of the same nature with the
Father (see oh. xxvi. 63—65 ; John i. 18 ; v. 18 ; x. 36 ; xix. 7 ; Bom. L 3, 4 ; Heb. i.).

%. He is so declared hy the voice of the Father. (1) This voice was probably like

thunder (cf. John xii. 29; also Job xl. 9; ixivii. 4, 5; Ps. xviiL 13; xxix. 3,4).

(2) Yet was it distinct from thunder, for it came in articulate phrase. It was therefore

supernatural. It resembled the voice in which the Lord spake to Moses or answered
the high priests who consulted him by the Urim and Thummim. (3) The vision of

the Father is reserved for the heavenly state. The angels do there continually enjoy
it (see ch. xviii. 10; Luke i. 19; ct Esth. i. 14). Hitherto man has not seen the
Father (see Deut. iv. 12; John i. 18). The sonsnip of man will be revealed in the

resurrection ;• then will also be revealed the Fatherhood of God. We hear of these
things now by the hearing of the ear ; the eye shall see them then (Bom. viii. 19).

3. Z%e Spirit of the Father rests upon the Son. (1) It came from the cloven heavens

—

from the " excellent glory." It was " the Spirit of glory and of God." (2) It came as

a dove. The stream of glory hovered as a dove hovers before it alights, and then rested

upon him. Possibly also in the very form of a dove. In either case it was super-
natural. (8) " It abode upon him " (John i. 32—34). The gift of the Spirit as a
Spirit of wisdom and power is to be distinguished from the indwelling of the same
Spirit as a Spirit of holiness. The apostles are repeatedly said to be " filled with the
Holy Ghost ;

" but of Jesus it is said once for all that he was " full of the Holy Ghost

"

(Luke iv. 1). (4) Out of his fulness we receive the measures of grace (John L 16

;

iii. 34, 35).

II. The baptism intboduoed Jesus into his fbophetio office. 1. As to thefact
(1) This is certified by Luke, who, after describing the baptism of Jesus, adds this

note: "And Jesus himself, lehen he began to teach, was about thirty years of age"
(Luke iii. 23). (2) It is also evident from the event. For immediately after his

baptism Jesus was driven into the wilderness. There he engaged in conflict with
Satan ; and after forty days he entered a synagogue and opened his commission in these
words : " The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach . . .

To-day is this Scripture fulfilled in your ears " (Luke iv. 18—21). (3) He had his
commission in the voice. God spake in old time by the prophets. The Baptist was
the last and greatest of these. "This is my Son." He now calls attention to the
mission and teaching of Jesus (cf. ch. xvii. 6). 2. As to theform. (1) The Spirit oi
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God came upon him. This is the indispensable qualification. When he descends upon
the preacher, the light of heaven comes into his soul. Without the Spirit of God there

can be no effective spiritual teaching. (2) It came upon him as a dove. The Holy
Spirit came upon the apostles in tongues or flames, of fire. There was something to be
purged in them. Christ had nothing tbat needed cleansing. The dove is the emblem
of innocence, purity, and meekness (see Isa. zUL 1, 2). These qualities should be sought
and cultivated by all preachers (cf. ch. x. 16). 3. As to the effect. (1) It was illu-

minating. The glory streaming from the opened heavens was the symbol and sign

of spiritual illumination. (2) It was miracle-working. To the qualification of his

baptism his doctrine and miracles are ascribed (see Isa. xi. 2 ; xlii. 1 ; ch. zii. 28

;

John iii. 34; Acts x. 37, 38). (3) All God's people have the Spirit of sanctification.

Special gifts are specially given.

III. Thib bafhsm was the first act in the ooksecration of Jesus to his pbiest-

HOOD. 1. In the complete consecration the baptisms are three. (1) There was the

baptism of water. "Moses brought Aaron and his sons" to the door of the tabernacle

of the congregation and " washed them with water." (2) This was followed by the
baptism of ail. " Moses poured of the anointing oil upon Aaron's head, and anointed

him to sanctify him." (3) The baptisms were completed in that of Hood. " Moses
took the blood" of the ram of consecration, "and put it upon Aaron's right ear, and
upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot." (4) 'These

baptisms had their counterpart severally in the consecration of Christ, viz. at the
Jordan ; on the Mount of Transfiguration ; and in Gethsemane and Calvary. 2. We are
here concerned with the first of these, (1) As Moses the Levite washed Aaron with
water; so John, also a Levite, washed Jesus with water, to mark him as the Antitype
of Aaron. (2) But the baptism which really inaugurated Jesus was that of the Holy
Ghost, which followed the baptism of John. " It is the Spirit that beareth witness " in

this case, not the " water " (cf. 1 John v. 6, 8, 9). (3) The attesting voice comes now
with fresh meaning. " My beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased." Jesus came to

do the will and fulfil the pleasure of God, which the Law failed to do or fulfil (of. Heb.
X. 5—10). (4) No eulogy could be greater. We, in Christ, may hear this voice of

eulogy in the last day. We are " accepted in the Beloved " (Eph. i. 6). (6) Bethabara
had its name, the " House of passage," from the passage of the children of Israel over

the Jordan at that place. Then the river was cloven. Now the heavens are cloven.

There the people went up into Canaan, the type of heaven. The gospel is the kingdom
of heaven, and brings heaven near. (6) Jesus at Bethabara represented his Church.
There the glory of heaven came down upon him, though he did not then cross the

Jordan. We must be baptized from heaven and with heaven before we can ascend
Into heaven.—J. A. M.

Ver. 1.

—

The mission of preaching. "Preaching in the wilderness of Judaea.''

John Baptist was not a teacher ; he was precisely a preacher, in the first and proper

sense of that word. Everywhere in the New Testament it implies proclaiming after

the manner of a herald. It is the term used in the Old Testament of the witnessing

work of the prophets (see Neh. vi. 7 ; Isa. Ixi. 1 ; Jonah iii. 2, etc.). There is a dis-

tinct place for the preacher and for the teacher. They Toay be combined in one man,
and the processes of preaching and teaching may go on together ; but usually, if a man
has the one gift, he has not the other ; and we are constantly making the mistake of

expecting a man to have the one gift because we see plainly that he has the other.

Two things are gathered up in the term " preaching."

I. FfiEAOHiNG AS FBOOLAiMiNa A msssaqe;. The preacher is but the agency, or

medium, by means of which a message is conveyed. So John calls himself a " voice,"

because what he said was the all-important thing. This is the idea of the prophet, who
was the medium through which a message of God was carried into the minds of men.

It is essential to every preacher that be should have something to proclaim; therefore

what Christian preachers preach is called the "gospel," or "good news." 1. But
the preacher must be sure of his message. Compare the expression used by prophets,

"The word of God came to me." A preacher proclaims, not what he thinks, but

what he knows; what he grips as the truth of God given him to declare. The
" accent of conviction" is the test of the true preacher. 2. And they who hear must

MATTHEW. B
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feel convinced of the authority of the messenger. Not an authority arising out of

his office, but out of the evidence that he holds a commission, and has a message.

In what sense can preachers nowadays be said to have their messages direct from
God?

II. PbEAOHINO AB PEB6UADINC) TO RESPOND TO THE MESSAGE. This brings to vieW
the personal force of the preacher. To be a herald he need hut be a voice. To be a
persuader he must be a voice with a tone in it ; and that tone is the personal element.

See, then, the kind of preachers that become men of power. They ave men who " tell

the truth ;
" but they are much more than this—they are men who, like John the

Baptist, can " make the truth tell."—^E. T.

Ver. 2.

—

Hie plea by which repentance is urged. " For the kingdom of heaven is at

hand." There seems to be evidence that Judsea was in a very low moral condition

when John the Baptist appeared. Ceremonial religion took the place of practical

righteousDOSs, rabbinical rules covered personal indulgence and iniquity, luixury

enervated the wealthy, and restlessness led to crime among the masses. It was a time
when a moral reformation was needed, and John was, first of all, a national reformer.

What John sought was the national repentance—the change of mind of the nation

(compare Jonah's preaching to Nineveh). He dealt with individuals, not in relation

to their private concerns, but as representatives of the nation; so we fiud tliat he
convicts of the sins of crosses, not of personal sins. Prom this point of view John's
work can be effectively compared with that of the ancient prophets (e.g. Elijah), who
were essentially national reformers. Those old prophets had demanded national

repentance as a preparation for some special manifestation of the delivering or restoring

power of God. The revelation of grace could not come unless men were morally pre-

pared to receive it. So John pleads that the Messianic manifestation is close at hand,

18 at the doors ; and there should be readiness to receive it. Illustrate by the Eastern
custom of demanding that the roads should be repaired when an Eastern king proposed

to visit a district.

I. We olaiu befentance because God will judge. Our plea is the sinfulness of

sin, the certain consequences of sin, the futiu-e judgment on sing. " Knowing there-

fore the terror of the Lord, we persuade men." This is right for the individital.

Partly right. But even for the individual it may be doubted whether the revelation

of Divine grace is not a more truly humbling force. "A sense of blood-bought pardon
soon dissolves a heart of stone."

II. John claimed bepentanoe becaube Gk>D will save. The "kingdom of

heaven " is the manifestation of God's delivering grace and power, the fulfilment of

the national hope. He says, because God is gradous, therefore repent. The apostle

ventures to declare that the " goodness of God " should " lead to repentance." And that
is true to human nature, though doctrinal theologies have tended to obscure the truth.

Love is the great melting, humbling power. God's redemption is the true convicter

ofMn.—R.T.

Ver. 3.

—

The law of Divine preparation. God never acts suddenly. He who aeei

the end from the beginning never needs to act suddenly, for he never can be taken at
unawares. It is easy to grasp this thought when we consider only material things

;

but it is not so easy when we take account of the complications introduced by the
ever-varying human will. Do man's impulsive actions never call for Divine promp-
titude in response to them? To this we answer—No. God's omniscience is to be
thought of as including, as anticipating, every movement of the human will. Illus-

trate by showing how science has corrected the older notion of the suddenness of
creation. We now know that preparing the earth for the probation of man was the
work of long millenniums, and was arranged in stages, each one of which prepared the
way for the other. The oldw geology explained many things by the theory of sudden
uatastrophies ; the newer geology traces the long preparations for what takes dimactio
form at last. So it is prophesied that the Lord shall suddenly come to his temple, but
the suddenness is only an outward seeming, a sensible impression ; really the long ages
prepared for his coming. Then it follows that God must always have servants engaged
in preparing work, who never can have the cheer of results ; and are always in danger
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of being miBunderstood by others, as accomplishing nothing. God will say, " Well
done, preparers I

"

I. TniNOB THAT 8EEM SUDDEN AND ISOLATED ABE ALWAYS ISSUES, AND ALWAYS
STAND IN CONNECTIONS. Illustrate by the coming of Messiah as prepared for by John
and connected with his ministry. Take any event that ever baa happened, modern
scientific inquiry demands to know where it stands ; how it is related ; what it has
come up out of; by what processes it is arrived at. Oar Bible is really the history of
the Divine series of preparations; and our very life is only apprehended aright when
it is regarded as the preparation for the life to come.

II. The ADVENT OF Messiah seems sudden and isolated, but it is an issue, and
IT STANDS in connectiuns. This opens a familiar line of thought. Preparations for

Messiah are found (1) in promises; (2) in prophecies; (3) in songs of hope; (4) in

historical events ; (6) in preaching demands, such as John's, etc. The issue of four

thousand years of Divine preparation.—B. T.

Ver. 4.

—

A man may be his message. The evangelists dwell on the pecaliarities of

John's dress, food, and habits, as if the utmost importance attached to these, and they
were an essential part of John's witness. To see the man was to apprehend his

message. His peculiarities were not personal oddities, but designcid ministry. How
far his dress was the recognized prophet's dress cannot be decided ; but it is clear that

he designed to present an example of severe self-restraint as a marked contrast to the
luxury and self-indulgence of that age. Illustrate by reference to Diogenes the Cynic,
who testified against the gaiety and luxury of the Athenians. He limited bis desires

to necessities. He ate little, and what he ate was often the coarsest. His dress con-
sisted solely of a cloak. A wallet and a huge stick completed his accoutrements. He
lived in a tub. Koto also the witness of the Quakers' plain garb ; and the moral force

of distinctive dress such as that worn by sisters of mercy, etc.

I. A HAN HIUSELF IS A FOWEB OF INFLUENCE. We are 80 Constantly thinking of,

and estimating, what a man does or says, that we are in danger of thinking that a
man's power is exclusively his activity. Then we are likely to divorce character and
work, and say, " It does not matter what a man is privately so that he does well

publicly." But the fact is that the man himself does mure than the man's activity.

What he M is more important than what he does. His unconscious influence is more
effective than his conscious. Here is the ministry of a man's words and works, but
there is also the more searching ministry of the man himself. If John the Baptist had
said nothing, he would have preached repentance by his clothes and by his food.

From this impress the duty of making our dress and habits the simple expression of

ourselves.

IL A UAN SHOULD CULTUBE HIMSELF IN OBDEB TO BE THE BEST POSSIBLE POWER OF
INFLUENCE. Just this John did. He put his daily habits into severe self-restraint;

reduced his clothes and food to the narrowest limits. And this because he intelli-

gently set before himself a precise aim, and resolved to secure fitness for accomplishing

that aim. Impress the truth that a man is never his true self while he allows his

personal influence to be a mere accident. Most men merely happen to influence.

Noble men resolve to influence, decide how they will influence, and put themselves

into holy restraints in order to gain power.

—

!&, T.

Ver. 6.

—

!ne monU value of confession. " Confessing their sins." "There are two
cases which lead men in communities to the confession of particular sins in the

presence of their fellows, before God and before man. Any moral exaltation which

places them so that they see evil from a plane higher than that on which they live

ordinarily, and where its relations, its tendencies, its nature, and character are clearly

revealed, constantly tends to produce confession. There is also a confession which

results from soci^ magnetism. Communities are sometimes possessed, for short

periods, with a paroxysm of contrition." There are many, however, who are quite

willing to confess their sinfulness who will not confess their sins. It may be asked

—

Why should confession be demanded? What moral value lies in it? (Jod knows all

things : why, then, does he want us to say to him what he knows ? Yet we observe

that man demands open acknowledgment of fault, that is, confession, as the sign of
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sincerity of repentance, on the part of those who grieve him. Repentance as mere
sentiment is of no value. If it is more than sentiment, it will gain two forms of

expression. 1. Acknowledgment of the sin. 2. Putting away of the sin henceforth.

It is not evangelical repentance we feel if we shrink from doing either of these two
things. The moral value of repentance that finds expression in confession Is exhibited

in a very striking way by St. Paul. " What carefulness it wrought in yon, yea, what
clearing of yourselves, yea, what indignation, yea, what fear, yea, what vehement
desire, yea, what zeal, yea, what revenge!" (2 Gor. vii. 11). The special point which
may be opened and illustrated is, that confession assures oi personal thought and feel-

ing. It is the expression of the aroused, awakened man, whose indifference is gone,

who sees himself, and is oppressed with the sight. If a man really confesses, he must
have got a real self-hold.

I. A BELiaioN OF MEBE ASSOCIATION IS WORTHLESS. Yet that IS all the religion so

many have. It has no confession in it, save the unintelligent, parrut-like repetition

of a formula.

II. A RELIGION OF PERSONAL CONVICTIONS ALONE 18 WOBTBT. One of its earliest

signs is confession : because as soon as a man comes to think, he is dissatisfied with

himself, and finds that he wants to say so. Saying so is the way toward gaining

relief.—B. T.

Ver. 9.

—

The subtlety of self-deceptions. The Jews always were, and still are,

remarkable for their pride of race ; for their confidence of acceptance with God on the

simple ground of their Abrahamic relations. And there was a certain amount of

reasonable ground for such pride. The Abrahamic, was a privileged race ; it did stand

in a special covenant with God. But, in a subtle way, this merely outward relationship

had come to be used as an excuse for neglecting personal piety. Their relation to God
was secure for this life and any other, and therefore all anxiety was removed, personal

religious concern came to be regarded as a work of supererogation. Illustrate by the

deceptive influence of antinomian tenets. How easily they take on a garb of supreme
piety, and yet hide out of sight negligences, and even permitted moral evil ! In many
subtle ways men try to deceive themselves into the idea that race-relations, formal

connections, will sufSce to secure their eternal safety. In so many forms men Ea\',

" We have Abraham to our father;" all is well. Men are glad to get away from the

searching spiritual, from that personal Word of God which ia "a discerner of the
thoughts and intents of the heart." They can do with general and official relations

with God ; they cannot do with personal relations. There is a thrill of fear if prophets
abruptly say, " Prepare to meet thy God." So they are witting to be deceived. This
deception, which John Baptist deals with so scornfully, put on a semblance of piety.

Who could take exception to it? And yet the relationship was not necessarily a
spiritual one. They are the true children of Abraham who inherit Abraham's faith.

This the classes John reproved did not care to see. Spiritual relationships are the only
important relationships. Work out two thoughts.

I. Religious self-deceptions provide bodily occupations and relations in place of

spiritual ones. Routines, ceremonials, relationships.

II. Religious self-deceptions put man's authorities in place of Goo's. Ministries

of helpfulness man may provide; "dominion over faith" even the great apostle

steadfastly refused to claim.—R. T.

Ver. 11.

—

The twofold baptism. The author of 'Ecce Homo' suggests the dis-

tinction between the baptism of John and the baptism of Jesus, which John himself
puts in such strong contrast. " Christ was to baptize with a Holy Spirit and with fire.

John felt his own baptism to have something cold and negative about it. It was a
renouncing of definite had practices. The soldier bound himself to refrain from
violence ; the tax-gatherer, from extortion. But more than this was wanting. It was
necessary that an enthusiasm should be kindled. The phrase, 'baptize with fire,'

seems at first sight to contain a mixture ol metaphors. Baptism means cleansing, and
fire means warmth. How can warmth cleanse? The answer is that moral warmth
does cleanse. No heart is pure that is not passionate ; no virtue is safe that is not
eDthuslastic. And such au enthusiastic virtue Christ was to introduce." This
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suggestion helps us to a more precise view of the distiaction hetween the two baptisms,

«ad the relation of one to the other,

L Watbb-baptibm is the type of putting off subface acts of sin. Attention

should he fixed on the ministry of water. It washes ofif; it cleanses surfaces. "The
result of John's haptism, even for those who received it faithfully, did not go beyond
the change of character and life implied in repentance." Illustrate by the advice given

to the different classes who came to John. They were to cease their wrong-doing, to

put away their characteristic faults, to wash oif their particular sins from the record of

their lives. In a similar way Isaiah pleads, "Wash you, make you clean; put away
the evil of your doings from before mine eyes ; cease to do evil " (Isa. i. 16). This is

the proper beginning of moral reformation ; but it is only a beginning.

II. FlUE-BAPTISM IS THE TYPE OF BURNING OUT THE SOUL OF SIN, THE LOVE OF SIN.

Fire is a cleanser; it is, indeed, the supreme cleanser, because it searches into the very
substance of a thing. So fire is applied to metals. The fire is to " try every man's
work, of what sort it is." Christ is to deal with that spiritual condition out of which
the acts of sin come. To put ilij matter sharply, John only dealt with actions and
opinions. Christ deals with feelings, and will; cleansing the very thoughts of the

heart.—B, T.

Ver. 12.

—

Chrisfs unquenchabk fire. It is not possible to think that John could

have referred to what we call " hell-fire "—the punishment-fires of the next life. And
we need have no definite opinions concerning the nature of that fire in order to under-
stand John's figure here. Speaking of Messiah's actual present work in souls, he calls

it a "baptism of fire," and he further remarks on its severity and continuity. His
haptism of water was but of a temporary and symbolical character. Christ's baptism
of fire would be permanent and spiritually real—a fire that would go on burning until

all the world's evil was burned up. As illustration, note that "every year all effete

substances that have served their purpose in the old form are burnt up in the autumn
fire of nature, and orly what has promise of life and usefulness passes scatheless

through the ordeal. This flaming besom of nature's fire sweeps from sight in the most
obscuie nooks, as well as in the most open places, the impurities of death and decay,

in order to prepare the stage for fresh life and new growth."

I. The sbvekitt of Christ's woek. Apparently John's seems to be more arresting

and severe ; but really it does not prove to be so. There is all the difference between
"washing off" and "burning out." The very forces themselves, "water," "fire,"

suggest the distinction. Eepentance seems severe; the after-time resolute dealing with

sin and rooting it out is much more severe. Christian keeping on is much more stern

than Christian beginning. Illustrate by the Book of Bevelation. The living Christ is

actually present in his Churches, and at work, making them altogether white; and all

the forces, famine, war, commotions, disease, etc., are the fires in which he is burning

away the dross, and making the silver shine perfectly white. He were no true friend

of sinners if he withheld necessary severity.

II. The CONTINUITY OP Christ's wobk. What is presented to thought is, that

nothing will check or stop the Divine fire-cleansing. That it will stop when its work
is done is assumed. The fire will keep on consuming as long as there is anything to

consume, but no one conceives evil to be eternal. Christ will burn on until his burn-

ing work is needed no more.—B. T.

Ver. 15.—2%e claims of righteousness. "For thus it becometh us to fulfil all

righteousness." The term " righteousness " here plainly means the lawful claims of

the authority to which, at a given time, we are subject. It may be the Mosaic Law.
It may be the Christian law. But the point of our Lord's answer is really this :

" The
Messianic law is not yet cdme in; it is not yet established; I am still under the

Mosaic Law ; that requires my obedience to the Jehovah-prophets who may be raised

up; I have no right to make laws for myself. I must obey the Law I know until that

Law is evidently set aside for another." It is the answer of the truly loyal Jew, of the

man who personally feared God, and meant to show his fear by a simple, imquestion-

ing, persistent obedience.

I. The claims of the biohteousness we know. Every man must h« judged in th«
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light of big response to those claims, A man cannot be judged in the light of »

righteousness that somebody else knows, or that he may get to know some day. He
is responsible if he might have known of a higher righteousness, and made no effort to

use his opportunity. From a later standpoint it would have been fitter for Jesus to

baptize John ; but from that standpoint it was the right thing for John to baptize

Jesus. What is our idea of right to-day f And what is our conduct regarded as a

response to our idea ?

XL- The claims op the riohteousness wb mat comb to know. For the standard

of righteousness can improve; it does change. Our Lord distinctly apprehended
stages in the conception of righteousness when he said, "Except your righteousness

shall exceed the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees." And the old standard

ceases to be our standard when we have gained a new and a better. Illustrate by the

disciples found who had only reached to John's baptism. St. Paul instructed' them
in the more perfect way, and they were baptized in the Name of Christ. So elevation

of the standard of righteousness brings serious increase of personal responsibility.—B. T.

Ver. 16.— The dove-Spirit on Christ. "Descending like a dove, and lighting upon
him." Comparing the accounts given by the evangelists, it still remains uncertain

whether what was seen by John actually had the form of a dovo, or hovered or

brooded as a descending bird does. But fur our fixed associations, and the familiar

comments, we should be more willing to see that the brooding, resting, abiding of the

Spirit on Ji sus, is the thing intended to be sut prominently before us by the figure.

It will be safer, perhaps, to fix attention on both the explanations.

I. The Spirit on Christ under thb dove-figure. "The gift of supernatural

power and wisdom brought with it also the perfection of the tenderness, the purity, the
gentleness, of which the dove was the acknowledged symbol" (see Matt. x. 16).
" Harmless as doves ; " and compare the Baptist's figures, " Heliold the LarrA of God !

"

Seeley says, " There settled on his head a dove, in which the Baptist saw a visible

incarnation of that Holy Spirit with which ho declared that Christ should baptize."

"According to the symbcilism of the Bible, certain mental characters appear expressed
in several animals, as in the lion, the lamb, the eagle, and the ox. In this 8ystem of

natural hieroglyphics the dove denotes purity and sincerity, and hence the Spirit of

purity may be most fittingly compared with the dove. The coming of the Spirit like

a dove denotes, consequently, that the fulness of the Spirit of parity and sincerity was
imported to Jesus, whereby he became the Purifier of mankind."

II. The Spirit on Christ under the broohinq figure. The impression to be
made both on John and Jesus was of the aliiding, permanent endowment of Christ with
the precise spiritual power needed for his Messianic mission. We are to distinguish

carefully between the Divine nature of Christ, which was unaffected by this brooding
Spirit, and the precise gift needed for tlie Messiahship. The Spirit dwelt in him.—B. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER IV.

Vers. 1—11.

—

The Temptation. (Parallel

passages : Luke iv, 1—13 ; a summary in

Mark i. 12, 18.) The Fatlier's acceptance

of the Lord's consecration of liimself for the

work of the kingdom docs nut exclude

temptation, but rather necessitates it

Psychologically, the reaction from the ecstasy

of joy in hearing the announcement of ch.

iii. 17 was certain; ethically, such testing

OS would accompany the reaction was desir-

able. Even the Baptist was, as it seems, not

witbont • special temptation during this

period (of. John i. 19 ; and Bishop Westcott'i

note). At the very commencement of his

official life the Lord is led consciously to

realize that he has entered on a path of

complete trust (even as his brethren in the

flesh, Heb. ii. 13) for all personal needs, a

path which required great calmness and
common sense, and along which be must
take his orders for final victory, not fi-om

worldly principles, but direct from God. In
Luke tlie order of the second and third

temptations is rerersed. Against the sup-

position of Godet and Ellicott, that St. Luke
is historically correct, the " Get thee hen*
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Satan I " (Ter. 1 0) seemg conclusive. At any

rate, for St.9Iattliew's aim in this Gospel the

temptation that he places third is the crucial

one ; the true King will not take an irregular

method of acquiring sovereigaty.

Ver. 1.—Then; temporal. Mark, "and
straightway." Immediately after the descent

of the Holy Ghost upon him. Was led up
. . . into the wilderness. Up (Matthew
only) i

from the Jordan valley into the higher
country round (cf. Josh. xvi. 1), in this case

into the desert (ch. iii. 1). There is nothing
told us by which we may identify the place,

but as the scene of the temptation must have
been near the scene of the baptism, namely,
on the west side of Jordan (ch. iii. 1, note),

it may be presumed that the temptation

was on the west side also. The sharp
limestone peak (Godet) known since the
Crusades as Quarantana, " from the quaran-
tain, or forty days of fasting" (Trench,
' Studies,' p. 6), may, perhaps, have been the
actual spot. The only important objection

to this is that directly after the temptation
(as seems most probable) be comes to John
in "Bethany beyond Jordan," John i. 28
(not necessarily to be identiiied with
"Bethabara" of the Eeceived Text; its

locality is quite unknown). If he went
east of Jordan after the temptation, he
would still be on one of the great roads to

Galilee (Luke is. 52, etc.). The conjecture

that the fasting and temptation took place

on Sinai is suggested by tlie analogy of

Moses and Elijah, but by absolutely nothing
in the Gospels. Led up of the Spirit into the

wilderness ; Mark, " the Spirit driveth him
forth ;" Luke, " Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit,

returned from the Jordan, and was lad in

the Spirit in tlie wilderness" (with a leading

that lasted throughout the temptation, ijyeTo

. , , 4y , . . iv . , . ireipa^6nevos). He was no
doubt himself inclintd to go apart into the
desert that he might meditate uninter-

ruptedly upon the assurance just given,

and the momentous issues involved in his

baptism ; but the Holy Spirit had also his

own purposes with him. The Holy Spirit

cannot, indeed, tempt, but he can and
does lead us into circumstances where
temptation is permitted, that we may there-

by be proved and disciplined for future

work. In Oiirist's case the temptation was
an important part of that moral suffering by
which he learned full obedience (Heb. v. 8).

Notice that even if the expression in ch. iii.

16, " the Spirit of God descending," does not

in itself go beyond the expressions of Jewish
teachers who deny his Personality, it would
be hard to find so personal an action as is

implied by the words, "Jesus was led up
of the Spirit," attributed to the Spirit in

non-Christian writings. For Isa. Ixiii. 10,

11, 14 is much less definite^ and passages
in Ezekiel, e.g. iii. 12—14, interpret them-
selves by Ezek. i. 21. To St. Matthew him-
self the Personality of the Holy Ghost must,
in the light of ch. xxviii. 19, have been an
asstued fact. To be tempted of the devil.

So Luke; i.e. the great calumniator, him
whose characteristic is false accusation ; e.g.

against men (Bev. xii. 10—12) ; against God
(Gen. iii. 1—5). Here ohiefly in the latter

aspect. Each of the three temptations, and
they are typical of all temptations, is

primarily a calumniation of God ami his

methods. Mark has " of Satan," a Hebrew
word equivalent to "adversary," which the
LXX. nearly always renders by Sta$i\\a
(compare also Numb. xxii. 22, 32). Probably
by the time of the LX.X. the idea of the evil

spirit accusing as in a law-court, was more
prominent than the earlier thought of him
as an adversary. Spiritual resistance by
the evil spirit to all good is a less-developed
thought than his traducing God to man,
and, after some success obtained, traducing
man to God. Evil may resist good ; it may
also accuse both God and those made after

the likeness of God.

Ver. 2.—And when he had fasted ... he
was afterwards an hungred. He was so
absorbed in prayer that it was only after
his six weeks' meditation that he felt the
need of food. But though his humanity
had been elevated and his spiritual sense
quickened by this at the time almost un-
conscious fast, it left him physically prostrute
and completely exposed to atteck. "In
certain morbid conditions, which involve a
more or less entire abstinence from food, a
period of six weeks generally brings about
a crisis, after which the demand for nourish-
ment is renewed with extreme urgency.
The exhausted body becomes a prey to a
deathly sinking. Such, doubtless, was the
condition of Jesus ; he felt himself dying.
It was the moment the tempter had waited
for to make his decisive assault" (Godet).
Luke (cf. Mark ?) probably (though not in
tlie Revised Version) represents the temp-
tation as continuous during the whole
period. Of this Matthew says nothing,
but only describes the final scenes, when
the might of the tempter was felt to the
uttermost, and his defeat was most crucial.

Forty. Trench's remark is well worth
study : "On a close examination we note it to

be everywhere there [i.e. in Holy Scripture]

the number or signature of penalty, of

affliction, of the confession, or the punish-
ment, of sin" ('Studies,' p. 14). Nights.
The mention of nights as well as days brings

out more vividly the continuance and the
completeness of the abstinence (cf. Gen. viL
4, 12 [17, LXX.] ; Exod. xxiv. 18 ; Deut. ix.,

especially 18 ; 1 Kings xiz. 8).
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Ver. 3.—The tempter (1 TIies3. iii. 5 only;
cf. 2 Cor. xi. 3). Came; came up to him
(jrpoa(\Bd!v). The word expressea local

niarness, and suggests, though we cannot
affirm it as certain, that he appeared visibly.

The thought of physical nearness is con-
t iuued in " taketh him " (vers. 5, 8), and " the
devil leaveth him" and "angels came near"
(ver. 11; cf. ver. 5, note). On the other
hand, such expressions may be parabolic,

and intended to express the closeness of the
spiritual combat. Tohim; not after "came,"
Imt after " said " (Revised Version, with
manuscripts). If thon be; art (Revised
Version) (ei . . . eT)—the " if" of assump-
tion (cf. Col. iii. 1). The devil does not

attempt to throw doubt on the truth of the
utterance in ch. iii. 17. His words rather

mean, " Thou kuowest what was said, tl>ou

hast been gradually realizing that assurance
of Soiiship ; use, then, that privilege which
thou undoubtedly hast" (comp. ch. xxvii.

40, where, in mockery, tlie same truth is

assumed). Wetstein, following Origen and
pseudo-Ignatius, ' Philipp.,' § 9, says that the
tempter did not know, or at least doubted,
whether Jesus was really God, for otherwise
he would never have tempted him. This is,

surely, to miss the meaning of the tempta-
tion for our Lord himself ; for he was
tempted as Man. Satan might well have
known that he was God incarnate, and yet
not have known whether as Man he might
not yield. Weiss (' Life,' i. 343) mistakenly
thinks that the object of this first temptation
was to insinuate doubt in the mind of Jesus
as to his Messiahship. "Command that

these atones become bread, and if thou canst

not do so, then thou art not the Son of God."
Command that; airbv (of. Westcott and Hort,

ii. App., p. 164) Xva. (cf. ch. xx. 21, and
Winer, § xliv. 8). These stones, i.e. lying
about. Farrar (on Luke iv. 3; and especially

in ' Life of Christ,' illustrated edit., pp. 99,

100) suggests that there is a special re-

ference to the " loaf-shaped fossils," teptaria,

which are found in Palestine—as, indeed, in

most other countries. But though these
" flattened nodules of calcareous clay, iron-

stone, or other matter" (Page, 'Handbook
of Geolog. Terms,' etc., 1859, p. 327) often

assume fantastic shapes, perhaps even dis-

tantly resembling either an English loaf or

a flat Jewish cake {vide infra), it seems
quite unnecessary to see any allusion to them
here. (For the comparison of bread and a
stnne, cf. ch. vii. 9.) Be made; Revised
Version, become ; rightly, because there is no
thought of the process of manufacture in

7c'cco//rai. Bread; Revised Version margin,

"Greek, loaves" (Aproi). "The Israelites

made bread in the form of an oblong or

round cake^ as thick as one's thumb, and as

large as a plate or platter ; hence it was not

out, but [e.g. ch. xiv. 19] broken" (Thayer).
In Luke the devil points to one stone only,

and tempts him to bid it become a loaf.

Ver. 4.—It is written. Our Lord's three
quotations are from Deut. viii. 3 ; vi. 16, 13.

Some portion of Deuteronomy (ch. vi. 4—9

;

xi. 13—21, because included in the Sh'ma)
was the first part of Scripture taughtaJewish
child. Possibly, though there is no evidence
upon the subject, the neighbouring portions
were often added. If they had been in our
Lord's case, such a recurrence of them to

his mind in his present state of exhaustion
is in complete accord with psychological

probability. Man . . . Ood (Deut. viii. 3,

LXX.). As we could not accept Weiss's
interpretation of the object of the devil's

temptation, ao neither can we accept his
interpretation of our Lord's reply, that it

is equivalent to "Not by means either

natural or supernatural, ia man's life really

sustained, but by exact obedience to God's
command." Our Lord quotes the passage
in its primary meaning, which was fully

applicable to the present occasion. It is

equivalent to "Man lives, not necessarily

by natural means, but by even supernatural
means, if God so wishes." " The creative

word, the ^Tj/na 0eov, which alone imparts to

the bread its austaining power, can sustain,

even aa he ia confident that in the preaent
need it will sustain, apart from the bread "

(Trench, 'Studies,' p. 35). The words of
Deuteronomy are paraphrased in Wisd. xvi.

26, where the author, in a thoroughly Jewish
exposition, enumerates the lessons taught by
the giving of the manna. " It was altered

. . . that thy children, O Lord, whom thou
loveat, might know that it ia not the growing
of fruita that nourisheth man; but that it is

thy Word, which preserveth them that put
their trust in thee." By every word. 'Eirl

(Textus Receptus ;, Westeott and Hort) is

doubtless right. The alteration to ^i* (Lach-
mann, Tregelles) is probably due to a
tendency towards the simple expression of
mearis, but perhaps to the feeling that life,

especially spiritual life, ia maintained rather
in a aphere than on a basis (cf. Rom. x. 5

;

Gal. ia 12).

Ver. S.—^Then the devil taketh him up.
Revised Version omita "up." Matthew
(irapa\aiiPdvei here and ver. 8) lays stress
on the companionship, and, in a sense, com-
pulsion; Luke {ijyayei>, ver. 9; livayayiiv,

ver. 5), on guidance and locality. Into the
holy city (Luke, " into Jerusalem "). From
Isa. Iii. 1, the end of which verse, " There
shall no more come into thee the uncircum-
ciaed and the andean," heightena the im-
plied contraat of the devil's presence there.
(For the expresaion, cf. alao oh. xxvii. 53

;

Rev. xi. 2; xxi. 2, 10; also Heb. xl., xii.)

The name has remained down to the present
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da7 (El-Kudi). And setteth; and he »et

(BeTiaed Version, with manuscripts). The
right reading (lo-Tjjirev, as in Luke) is pro-
bably a trace of the basis common to the
two records. Possibly, however, it may
here be a merely accidental similarity with
Luke (who employs the aorist throughout
the section), caused by Matthew's desire to
einpliasize the momentariness of the devil's
act. Some think that, as at the end of the
temptation Christ is in the wilderness, this
removal to Jerusalem is solely mental, with-
out any motion of his body. Improbable;
for to make such a temptation real, out
Lord's mind must have suffered complete
illusion. He must have thought that he was
"on the pinnacle." On a (tlie, Eevised
Version) pinnacle of the temple {ivl rh
vTepiyiov ToB Upav). What is exactly meant
by this definite and evidently well-known
term is not easy now to determine. " Some
understand this of the top or apex of the
sanctuary (t»B vaov) [of. Hegesippus, in
Ensubius, 'Hist. Eccl.,' ii. xxiii. 11, 12
(Hi iaiehen), where the Jews bid James
Stan 1 1, M t\> impiyiov toS hpov, and it is

ftlterwaids said that they set him M ri
TiTepiyiov rov yooBJ; others of the top of
Solomon's porch ; and others of the top of
the Eoyal Portico" (Thayer). Of this last

Josephus ('Ant.,' xv. 11. 5) makes special
mention, saying, in his exaggerated style,

that human sight could not reach from
the top of it to the bottom of the ravine on
whose edge it stood. Edersheim (< Life,'

etc., i. 303) thinks that possibly the term
means "the extreme comer of the 'wing-
like' porch, or lUam, which led into the
Sanctuary." This last would suit a possible
interpretation of Dan. ix. 27, as referring to
a part of the temple under the name of " the
pinnacle," which had been used for heathen
sacrifices, probably in the worship of the
sun. Of. Eevised Version margin there,

with the ^irl ri UpSyol Theodotion's version,

and also the LXX. itself {vide Field's
' Hexapla ').

Ver. 6.-.-If thou he the Son of God (ver.

3, note). For it is written. Ps. xoi. 11, 12,
verbally from the LXX., but omitting the
clause, "to keep thee in all thy ways."
Luke omits only "in all thy ways." The
clause, according to either record, was
omitted possibly because the devil shrank
from reminding Jesus of "ways" which
he need not take ; more probably because
" ways " hardly fitted this case (cf. Weiss).
Trench ('Studies,' p. 40), following St.

Bernard, says that the omission of the
clause alters the whole character of the
quotation, considering that " ways " im-
plies ways appointed by God. But this

appears to be strained. The devil, appeal-
ing to Jesua' consciousness of abiding com-

munion with God (Ps. xci. 1), bids him
enjoy to the full the promise of God's pro-
tection. There is no thought here of a
"miracle of display" to the multitudes who
were assembled, " as a matter of course," ou
the temple area (Meyer; of even Trench).
Neither the devil's solicitation nor our Lord's
reply hint at anything else than Divine
protection. If it be urged that for this any
one of the many precipices by the Dead Sea,
e.g. those of the Quarantana (ver. 1, note)
itself, would have been sufficient, the answer
may be found in the fact that at the temple,
the seat of God's special manifestation, God's
special protection might be looked for.

"There is a slight doubt whether the ifn after

yeypavTat is recitative (Westcott and Hort,
and most) or part of the quotation (Bheims,
Meyer, Weiss). In favour of the latter view
is the fact that the recitative ijn is not used
elsewhere in this section (vers. 4, 7, 10), but
as in Luke iv. 10 it can hardly be other
than recitative (for another '6ri is inserted

before "on their hands"), the probability is

that it was recitative in the oral source, and
therefore recitative here. In their hands

;

Eevised Version, onj ^ttI xeipSiv. The thought
is not BO much of surrounding care as of

physical support tlirougli space. Lest at
any time ; Eevised Version, lett haply ; and
so always, for "in the New Testament nse
of this particle (ji.ii itotc) the notion of time
usual to iroTe seems to recede before that of
contingency " (Thayer).

Ver. 7.—It is written again ; t.e. in addi-
tion, not to our Lord's previous quotation
(ver. 4), in which case we should expect to

tind iriiA.ii> in ver. 10, but to the devil's

appeal to Scripture. Bengel, "Scriptura
per Scripturam interpretanda et concilianda "

(cf. Art. XX., " Neither may it [the Church]
so expound one place of Scripture that it be
repugnant to another"). Thou shalt not
tempt (Deut. vi. 16, verbally from the LXX.,
and equivalent to tlie Hebrew, except that

the Hebrew verb is in the plural). Li Deu-
teronomy the sentence continues, "as ye
tempted him in Massah ; " i.e. ye shall not
test the reality of his presence and the
greatness of his power as ye did (Exod. xvii.

1

—

T) at Bephidim. The act proposed to

our Lord would have been precisely parallel

to that sin of old (cf. Judith's words to

the people of Bethulia that, by fixing a limit

of days for God to deliver them, they in

reality tempted God {iTreipiaart rhy 0e6v]

Judith viii. 12; cf. also Ps. Ixxviii. 41).

"In this refusal of Christ's are implicitly

condemned all who run before they are sent,

who thrust themselves into perils to which
they are not called ; all who would fain be

refoimers, but whom God has not raised up
and equipped for the work of reformation ;

and who therefore for the most part bring
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themBelves and their oanae together to

ebame, diBhononr, and defeat ; with all those

who presumptuously draw drafts on the
faithfulness of God, which they have no
scriptural warrant to justify them in believ-

ing that He will honour " (Trench, ' Studies,'

p. 43).

Vei. 8.—Into an exceeding high mountain
(ci's Spos uifivf^bv Kiav ; cf, Ezek. xl. 2 ; Bev.
xxi. 10). Not in Luke. While no material

mountiiin would liave enabled our Lord to

see all the kingdoms, etc., with his bodily

eyes, it is probiible tliat the physical eleva-

tion and distance of landscape would
psychologically help such a vision. The
Quarantana, which " commands a noble pro-

spect " (Socin's ' Baedeker,' p. 263), may have
been the spot. In the case of Ezekiel it is

expressly saitl that his being "brought into

the land of Israel, and set upon a very high
mountain," was only " in the visions of God."
All the kingdoms of the world (roO Koir/ioi;;

but Luke, rqs piKov/iivris:, i,e. of the whole
world as occupied by man, cf. Bishop West-
cott on Heb. ii 5). Cyrus says (Ezra i. 2),
" All the kingdoms of the earth hath the
Lord, the God of heaven, given me." And
the glory of them'; "t.e. their resources,

wealtli, the magnificence and greatness of
their cities, their fertile lands, their throng-
ing population " (Thayer) ; cf. ch. vi. 29 ;

Bev. xxi. 24, 26. The kingdoms themselves
and their outward show. Contrast the words
of the seraphim, " Th« whole earth is full of

his glory" (Isa. vi. 3). In Luke this ex-
pression does not occur at this point, but
in the tempter's words. As it there comes
more abruptly, that is perhaps the more
original position. St. Luke adds, "In a
moment of time."

Ver. 9.—AU these things will I give thee
(ravrd ff^it ir&VTa B^ira'). The devil puts
" these things" and "thee" in the sharpest
contrast. In Luke the devil says, "To
thee will I give all this authority, and the
glory of them: for it [i.e. the authority]
hath been delivered unto me ; and to whom-
soever I will I give it

; " i.e. there the devil

speaks of giving, not actual iiosse^sion of the
things themselves (Matthew), but the autho-
rity that this implied, "and tho glory of
them." According to St. Luke, he does not
attempt to conceal the fact that he has not
absolute possession, but he claims authority

as delegated to him, and as capable of being
delegated by him to another. His claim

was false as absolutely stated, but is true

relatively in so far that even his usurpation

of power must have been permitted (cf.

our Lord's term for him, "The prince of

this world"). If thou ^t fall down and
worship me; i.e. prostrate thyself in obei-

sance before me—the Eastern method of

acknowledging the superiority of a person

(of. Gen. xxiii. 7; 1 Sam. xx. 41 ; 2 Sam. i.

2; ix. 6). The expression does not mean
" worship me as God " (for this surely was
far too coarse a temptation to overcome any
even ordinarily pious Israelite; cf. Weiss),

but " acknowledge my rights as over-lord."

It is not a question of apostasy (1 Kings
xviii. 21 ; cf. Josh. xxiv. 15), bat of sub-

mission to the methods inculcated by Satan,

which placed the immediate and the visible

above the future and the unseen (Gen. iii,

5 ; Exod. xxxiL 4).

Ver.lO.—Gettheehence, Satan. "Avaunt,
Satan " (Rheims). Christ does not address
him directly till this climax. The two
previous temptations were, comparatively
speaking, ordinary and limited. This temp-
tation calls out a passionate utterance of a
personality stirred, because touched, in its

depths. Only once again do we find, our
Lord so moved, in ch. xvi. 23 (the "Western "

and " Syrian" addition here of oiriiru liov from
that passage emphasizes the feeling common
to the two cases), when a similar repre-

sentation is made to him that he ought to

escape the troubles which his Messianic
position, in fact, brought upon him. For it

is written (Deut. vi. 13) ; from the LXX.,
which differs from the Hebrew by (1) trans-

lating trfn, "fear," by irpoaKuviiaets (but B
has <po$ri9ii(riii); and (2) the paraphrastic in-

sertion of " only." Ihon shalt worship the
Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou serve.

Worship; irpoaKwia, as in ver. 9. Serve;
Xarpeia, "in perfect subjection to a sovereign
power" (BishopWestcott on Heb. viii. 2, Add.
Note). Our Lord's reply cuts up the devil's

solicitation by the root. " I do not enter,"

he means, " into,the question ofthy authority
over these things, and of thy power con-
cerning them. I acknowledge thee not.

The command which I vrillingly obey
excludes all homage and service to any
other over-lord than God alone. I accept
not thy orders and thy methods. I take my
commands direct from God." Observe that
our Lord does nut say how he is to gain the
kingdoms for his own; this would be the
care of him whose command he follows.

But before ascending, the Lord proclaimed
(ch. xxviii. 18) that he had received (t.<.

gained through suffering, Heb. ii, 10

;

Phil. ii. 9) more than (note " in heaven ")
what the devil would have given him as a
reward of obedience to false principles.

Ver, 11,—Th* devil leaveth him ; Luke,
"departed from him for a season," For
though, there are crises of temptation, tho
devil never finally gives up his attack while
the object of it is still on earth. May not
even direct assaults be included in the
remarkable epitome of Messianle life found
in Luke xxii. 287 And, behold, angelt
came and ministeied unto him. Kept back
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before both by the presence of the evil one,

and by the n^ed for the God-Man to contend
alone, they now came up to him and minis-

tered to him so long as tliey could be help-
ful (for the change of tenses, cf. ch. viii. 15).

Mark however (i. 13) implies that they had
been present at other times than after this

last crisis. Ministered; possibly supplying
his bodily need (cf. ch. viii. 15 ; Luke x. 40)

;

but as, after all, bodily sustenance is but
secondary to spiritual, the latter must at

least be included (of. Heb. i. 14). In Luke
xxii. 43 the " strengthening " would appear
to be of his whole nature within and without,

tiirough the medium of his spirit.

Vers. 12—16.

—

Jesus' Withdrawal into

Galilee. (Parallel passages : Mark i. 14

;

Luke iv. 14, 15.) According to some com-

mentators, a new section begins here ; but

probably these verses are still preliminary!

Our Lord's activity does not begin till ver.

17. But now he withdraws to Galilee,

settling in Capernaum, thus fulfilling pro-

phecy.

Ver. 12.—Kow when Jesus had heard. If

we had the synoptic Gospels alone, we should
have supposed that the Baptist was im-
prisoned immediately after the end of our
Lord's temptation (cf. this verse with Luke
iv. 14); but St. John (iii. 24) expressly

states that he had not been cast into prison

when the events recorded in John i. 43

—

iii. 23 took place. " For a time Christ and
the Baptist worked side by side, preaching
'repentance' (Mark i. 15 [also Matt. iv. 17])

and baptizing [John iii. 22]. The Messiah
took up the position of a prophet in Judsea,

as afterwards in Galilee" (Bishop Westoott,

on John iii. 22—24J. The events in Galilee
related in John ii. 1—12 were "preparatory
to the manifestation at Jerusalem wljich was
the real commencement of Christ's Me^siauio
work. St. John records the course and issue of

this manifestation:theotherEvangelists start

with the record of the Galilsean ministry,

wliich diites from the imprisonment of the
Biiptist " (Bishop Westcott, on John iii. 24).

He adds,on John iv. 43, " It seems probable
that the earlier part of the synoptic narra-

tives (Mark i. 14—ii. 14, and parallels) must
be placed in the interval which exUnded
from John iv. 43—v. 1." Matthew alone

states directly that the news of the Baptist

having been taken by Herod was the motive
of our Lord's withdrawal into Galilee. He
says nothing to show whether our Lord with-

drew because he would avoid a like treatment
himself, or, as is on the whole more likely,

because he did not wish to be mixed up in

the tumults to which John's capture appears

to have given rise (cf. oh. xiv. 5). Was oast

into prison ; " was delivered np " (Bevised
- Version and Authorized Version margin)

;

irapeS68iii, absolutely (cf, Mark i. 14; Bom.
iv. 2S ; also infra, ch. x. 19 ; 1 Cor. xiii S).

If the more proper meaning of the word
may be insisted on, the thought is of the
person to whom John was committed rather

than of the place; John being delivered up,

that is to say, by Herod to his ofScials.

But in usage it appears rather to mean only
compulsory removal, loss of liberty. Mark
(vi. 19, 20) points out the temporary pro-

tection tliat the imprisonment gave to John
against the resentment of Herodias. He
departed; Bevised Version, he withdrew;
avex<ipTi<rfv. A favourite word of St. Mat-
thew's (ten times; Mark and John once
each ; Acts twice). It always implies some
motive for the change of place, and is fre-

quently used of departure directly conse-

quent upon knowledge acquired. Hence
it often implies a feeling of danger. Into

Galilee; whence he had come (ch. iii. 13).

Hence "returned" (Luke). In Galilee he
would still be in Herod's dominions ; but,

as being in his own home, he would not
attract so much attention. N.B.—Between
vers. 12 and 13 some place the incident of

his preaching at Nazareth (Luke iv. 16

—

30); but ver. 23 of that passage assumes
much previous work at Capernaum, and can
therefore hardly be as early as this.

Ver. 13.—And leaving Nazareth. Final ly

as a place of residence. The form Nafapii

occurs only here and Luke iv. 16, which
in itself well suits the opinion that

Luke iv. 16—30 is only a fuller account
of this sojourn at Nazareth (of. Weiss,
.' Matthaus- ii^vang.'). He came and dwelt ; i.e.

made his home in (of. ch. ii. 23). Not as

having a house of his own there, so that he
could take slielter in it as of right (cf. ch.

viii. 20, "The foxes have holes," etc.); but
probably settling his motlier there, and
being himself generally admitted to some
one's house (perhaps Peter's, cf. ch. viii.

14, 16) when he came to the town. In
Capernaum, Most probably the modern
Tell-JSum, upon the north-western shore,

two miles from where the Jordan enters the
lake. On the interesting relic of the syna-

gogue, presumably that built by the centurion
(Luke vii. 5), vide especially Bishop Westcott
on John vi. 59. The identification with
Tell-Bum can, however, hardly be considered

as absolutely settled. " Some of the narra-

tives of pilgrims of the sixth and seventh

centuries appear to place Capernaum here.

Jewish authors mention a place called

Kafar Tarikhum, or Nakhum; and aa the

Arabic TeU (" hill ") might easily be substi-

tuted for the word Kaphar (" village "), and
Nakhum corrupted to Hflm, Capernaum and
Tell-Hiim may be identical. On the other
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hand, Sepp Bupposee that the name of the

Minim rfewish Christians), who are knowij
to have Deen numerous at Capernaum dOwn
to tlie time of Constantino, has been pre-

served in the Eh&n Minyeh " (Socin's * Bcb-

del^er,' p. 373). WMoh is upon the sea

coast, in the borders of Zabulon and Neph-
thalim. The details are mentioned to show
the accordance with the following prophecy.

Neubauer (' Gfogr. du Talra.,' p. 222, edit.

1868) points out that, according to Josh.

xix. 33, 31, and the notices in the Talmud,
the whole western side of the lake was in

Naphtali, and that hence Capernaum could
not, strictly speaking, be " in the borders of
Zabulon and Nephthalim." He himself ex-
plains the discrepancy by saying that St.

Matthew imitates the Haggadistic methods
in accommodating the geography to the

text he quotes. But it is clear that the
expression is satisfied by the fact that

Zebulun was really near Capernaum, and
that numbers of those who frequented the
town must have come from Zebulun. The
position of Capernaum thus formed quite a
ufScient reason for quoting the prophecy
in Isaiah. Our evangelist, who (c^. ii.)

had noticed the coming of distant heathen
to worship Messiah, though he was per-

secuted by the then ruler of the nation,

found it very significant that his public
activity should begin at a distance from the
home of the hierarchy, and in a district

which had been the first to suffer from
heathen attacks in the past, and had at the
present momc nt a population in which there

was a great mixture of the heathen element
(of. Weiss, ' Matthaus-Evang. ').

Ver. 15.—The land of Zahnlon, etc. From
Isa. ix. 1, 2, spoiled in the Authorized Ver-
sion, but rendered correctly in the Revised
Version. Isaiah says that those parts of

the land which had borne the first brunt
of the Assyrian invasions under Tiglath-
Pileser (2 Kings xv. 29 ; cf. Zech. x. 10),

shall be proportionately glorified by the

advent of Messiah. Wetsteln gives a tradi-

tion from the ' Pesikt. Zut.,' of Messiah ben
Joseph first appearing in Galilee; hut the
whole passage (quoted in Dalman's ' Der
L< iileude und der Sterbende Messias,' pp.
10—13) clearly points to a knowledge of

the New Testament. As to the form of the

quotation, observe ; (1) Matthew disregards

the Hebrew construction, and gives merely
the general sense. (2) He takes it from
the Hebrew, not the LXX. (3) This last

point is doubtless to be connected with the
fact that the quotation does not occur in the

other Gospels, <.«. that it did not belong to

the Fetrine cycle of teaching, and if it did

belong to the "Matthean" cycle, not to that

form which wan current among Gentile

Christiaua (o£ A. Wright, < Composition of

the Four Gospels,' p. 104). Zabulon and . .

.

Nephthalim, equivalent to the later Upper
and Lower Galilee. By the way of the sea

;

toward the tea (Revised Version) ; of. Jer. ii.

18; "t.e. the district on the W. of the Sea
of Galilee, as opposed to ' the other side of

Jordan,' and 'the circle of the nati(ms,'

i.e. the frontier districts nearest to Phoe-

nicia, including 'the land of Cabul' (1

Kings ix, 11—18), which formed part of

the later Upper (Galilee. Via Maris, M.
Benan observes, was the name of the high
road from Acre to Daitinscns, as late as the

Crusades. ' Way,' however, here means
'region' (cf. Isa. Iviii. 12; Job xxiv. 4)"
(Cheyne, on Isa. ix. 1). Yet hardly so ; 6S6ir

is adverbial, 1 Kings viii. 48 (equivalent
to 2 Chron. vi. 38), and designates the
stretching of the districts of Zebulun and
Naphtali towards the sea. The sea is the

Sea of Galilee. The close union of this

clanse in the Authorized Version with the
following words, " beyond Jordan," misses its

true meaning as explanatory of the position

of Zebulun and Naphtali, and rather takes
it as describing some special locality east

of Jordan. Beyond Jordan; i.e. the eastern

side, mentioned in 2 Kings xv. 29 as having
suffered with Naphtali under the Assyrian
invasion; see further ver. 25. Galilee of

the Gentiles (vide tupra, "by the way of

the sea ").

Ver. 16.—The people which sat; "who
walk " (Hebrew). Saw great light ; taw a
great light (Revised Version) ; unnecessarily
except as a matter of English, for it can
hardly mean a definite light, Missiah.
ids both here and in the next clause means
.light as such. And to them which sat. So
the Hebrew, but the LXX. generally ot

KaroMovvret. In the region and shadow of

death. The region where death abides, and
where it casts its thickest shade. The
Hebrew is simply "in the land of the

shadow of death" {mahs yntu, according

to the traditional interpretation), which the
present LXX. (Vatican) probably represents

(iv x^Pf "''"? iavdrov), the s of CKiar
having been misread before 8. But oopyists,

not understanding this, inserted Kat between

X'ip't and (TKif (as in A), and this reading
became popularly known, and was used by
the evangelist. That the reading of A wa'a

derived from the evaugelist is unlikely, for

the reading trxiS must, at all events, have
been before his time. Light is spmng up

;

to tliem did light spring up (Revised Ver-
sion) ; WtciXci>. The tense emphasizes n«t
the abiding effect (e.g. in the fact that so
many of the disciples were Galileeans), but
the moment of his appearance. The father

of the Baptist also remembered this passage
of Isaiah (JUaka I 78, 79, where of. Godet).
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Ver. 17—ch. xvi. 20.—The First Staoi

o» Chbist's Wobk and Teaohino.

Ver. 17—2^ proclamation. From that

time; hrh T6re (elsewhere in the New
Testament only ch. xvi. 21; zxvi. 16;
Luke xvi. 16) ; i.e. from the time of his resi-

dence in Capernaum (ver. 13). Apparently
our Lord, after the baptism, went to Jotin

{vide supra, ver. 1), then retired to Galilee,

going first to Nazureth, then finally leaving

it as his home for Capernanm. At Caper-
naum his public activity begins. From
that time; the phrase expresses not merely
"at that time/' but "from that time," as

the starting-point. Henceforth this was to

be his message, even though its form might
be altered. The phrase marks, as in ch.

xvi. 21, the commencement of a new stage

in his life. His earlier work with John
the Baptist is not included in the oral

Gospel, probably because the twelve were
not yet joined to him in formal and con-

tinuous adhesion. Bepent, etc. His words
are exactly the same as the Baptist's (ch.

iii. 2), with whom, indeed, he had been very

lately associated. There is no evidence
that he meant by them anything else than
the Baptist meant (of. Introduction, p. xxiv.).

It is very intelligible that quite early (Old
Syriac) an attempt should be made to har-

monize this summary of his preaching rather

with that of his disciples (ch. x. 7).

Vers. 18—22.

—

The summons to help in his

W(ir}t : his first formal adherents. (Parallel

passage : Mark i. 16—20 [Luke v. 1, 2, 9

—

11, very doubtful, but of. Godet].) On the

relation of this call to the meeting with

Andrew and Peter, recorded in John i.

40—42, vide especially Bishop Westcott

there. That was "the establishment of s

personal relationship;" this "a call to an

o£3cial work."

Ver. 18.—And Jesus, walking. Revised
Version rightly omits " Jesus," and inserts

" he " before " saw." The right reading does

not detract so much from the emphatic state-

meut of ver. 17. By the Sea of Galilee.

His walk lay along the lake. Socin (' Bae-

deker,' p. 372) speaks of " the probability

that there was a frequented road from

the mouth of the Jordan skirting the bank
of the lake." Two brethren, Simon . . .

and Andrew his brother; the addition,
" his brother," emphasizing the relationship.

Christ's coming would divide households

(ch. X. 21). He would, therefore, be the

more glad when members of one family

united in following him. Simon, etc. (vide

ch. X. 2, note). Called ; Kevised Version, who
is called ; i.e. not specially by Christ, but in

common usage among Christians (ch. x. 2).

Casting a net ; fi&K\ovTas &fiipl0\ria'Tpov (no
var. leet.). Probably later than and explana-
tory of the form found in the parallel passage,
Mark i. 16, i.fKpiffdWoi'Tas (alone). A net;
i.e. a casting-net of circniar, bell-like shape,
"which, when skilfully cast from over the
shoulder by one standing on the shore or in

,

a boat, spreads out into a circle (a/u(/>i-

PdWerai) as it falls upon the water, and
then, sinking swiftly by the weight of the
leads attached to it, encloses whatever is

below it" (Trench, ' Syn.,' § Ixiv.). It

specializes SIktvov (any net, ver 20), and
differs from (rayl)ini (the long draw-net, oli.

xiii. 47).

Ver. 19.—^Follow me; come ye after me
(Revised Version); Sevre 6vl<ra /iou. There
is no thought of continuous following from
place to place (&ko\ov8uv), but of immediate
detachment from the present sphere of

their interest and of attachment to Jesus
as their leader. And I will make you
fishers of men; Mark, "to become fishers

of men," laying more stress on the change
in their character necessary for success

in this new kind of fishing. Luke v. 10
brings out the change in the nature of

the work (oirbToByCv). Fishers. The word
suggests care, patience, skill, besides habits

of life fitted for endurauoe of privation and
fatigue. The same promise is, as it seems,

related in Luke v. 10, wliere notice : (1) It

is connected with tlie miracle of the draught
of fishes. (2) It is not verbally identieal

with this : M^ <l>o$ov' &«-& toO i/Ek avSpiirovs

Eirp (wypciv. (3) The words are addressed
individually to Simon,

Ver. 20.—And they straightway left their

nets. (For their leaving everything Wetstein,
on ver. 19, compares Bpictetas, 12, 'Eiv Si 6

Ku0epvijT7is /ca^eVp, Tp^x^ eVl rb ti\o7ov ^tpeU

€Keiva irdtfTO, firjShv iirtffTp€06fievos, "If the
steersman call, run to the ship, leaving all

those things, without regarding anything.")
The Rheims Version, with its love of archa-

isms, has, "But they incontinent, leaving

the nettes, followed him."
Ver. 21.—Other two brethren (cf. ver.

18, note) ; in Matthew only. James the

son of Zebedee. Why is the father of Peter
and Andrew never mentioned, save inci-

dentally, and by our Lord (ch. xvi. 17;
John i. 42; xxi. 15—17)? Probably
Zebedee and his wife Salome became, unlike

Peter's parents, well-known believers. It

may be that Peter was the eldest of the

Twelve, and that his father was already

dead or, though perhaps believing on Jesus,

was too old to take any special part in

the work. Luke (v. 10) adds, " Wlio were

partners with Simon "—an item of in-

formation perhaps obtained from the same
source as his first and second chapters. In

a ship ; in the boat (Revised Version), and so
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alwayi in the Gospels. The word (vKo'oii')

may be ased of any sized vessel (equivalent

to "large ship" in Acts xxvii.), but here, as

managed by so few men, it is equivalent to

"boat." Other words translated "boat"
in the Kew Testament are itKoidpioy, "little

,boat" (Mark onoe, John four times), and
irK6.<l>ri, "small ship's boat" (Acts xxvii. 16,

30, 32). Josephus saysC Bell. Jud.,' ii. 21. 8)
that ^ben he gathered all the boats on the

lake to attack Tiberias, there were " not more
than four sailors in each;" by which he
probably means, not the number of men
wherewith he was able to equip them, but
the number he found alieaily managing
them. With Zebedee their father. In Mat-
thew only. Uending their nets. The first

pair of brotliers were in (he excitement of

catching; tlie second had perliaps caught,

aud were mending their nels with a view
to a fresh attempt; in neitlier case was
there a moment's delay. And he called them.

This time his words are not given.

Ver. 22.—Left the ship and their father,

and followed him (ijKo\o6d7]irav avr^). St.

Matthew emphasizes the facts that they left

both natural relations (so also St. Mark,
add ing the vi\ id detail, "the hired servants ")

and means of livelihood, and that here their

continuous following of Christ began. St.

Mark rather lay stress on their leaving the

old life (^winiKBov oTrltra ahrov).

Vers, 23—25.

—

The firstfruita of popular

enthusiasm. As on Christ's call a few*

followed him (vers. 20—22), so after his

circuit in Galilee did crowds, from all parts

of the Holy Land, also follow him (ver.

25), though less immediately and devotedly.

As to these verses (23—25), notice

—

(1) Nearly all ver. 23 recurs in ch. ix. 35.

(2) Vers. 24, 25 occur in the parallels in

different connexions. St. Mark places them

in ch. iii. 7, 8, after he has recorded details

of many miracles which are found later in

Matthew. St. Luke places them in ch. vi.

17, 18, immediately before the sermon on

the mount (as in Matthew), but after the

call of the Twelve.

(3) St. Matthew, therefore, did not arrange

his Gospel with a sole regard to chronology.

(4) The verses are clearly a summary of

our Lord's woijr and influence in the early

part of his ministry.

(5) Weiss ('Manual,' ii. 277, etc.) con-

siders that vers. 23 and 24 are a heading to

the description of the teaching and healing

activity of Jesus (ch. iv. 25—ix. 34), and that

the repetition of ver. 23 in oh. ix. 35 marks

the heading of the next section (oh. ix. 36

—

xiv. 12). It is, indeed, remarkable that in

ch. ix, 35 it occurs just before the definite

setting apart of the twelve, and again that

the phrase, " And seeing the multitudes," is

found both in ch. v. 1 and in ch, ix. 36.

Pqgsibly the saying was part of the original

setting of the two discourses, ch. T.—vii.

and ch. x.

Ver. 23.—And Jesns went abont all

Galilee ; in all Galilee (Revised Version, with
the manuscripts). This indicates, not so much
systematic itineration round the cities in

order (contrast the simple accusative in

ch. ix. 85 [Mark vi. 6] ; xxiii. 15), as going
hither and thither among them (cf. Acts
ziii. 11). All (ch. viii. 84, note). leaching
. . . preaching . . . heeding. Our Lord,
unlike the Baptist, takes men as and
where he can find them ; the religious,

by teaching in the synagogues; the mass
of people, by preaching, presumably in

public places; the sick, by healing them
wherever they are brought to him. Notice

the threefold cord of all Christ-like ministry

—teaching, especially those who have desires

heavenwards; preaching, especially to the
unconverted; healing, which cares for all

physical life. Synagogues. (For a detailed

account, vide Scliurer, II. ii. pp. 52, etc. ; and
for a short account, vide Keil, ' Arch.,' § 30.)
" The synagogues were places of assembly
for public worship, where on sabbaths and
feast-days (at a later period, also on the
second and fifth days of the week) the people

met together for prayer, and to listen to the
reading of portions of the Old Testament,
which were translated and explained in the

vernacular dialect. With the permission of

the president, any one who was fitted might
deliver addresses" (Meyer). The gospeL
The first time it occurs in the text of St.

Matthew. Of the kingdom. The phrase

is used thus absolutely only elsewhere in

ch. ix. 85 and xxiv. 14 (Mark i. 15 is a

false reading). This expression (with ver.

17, " Bepent : for the kingdom of heaven is

at hand ") is the earliest form of the message.
The good news centred in the kingdom, i.e.

the realization of the position accepted by the

nation at Sinai, with all that that involved

{vide Introduction, p. xxiii.). Tlie phrase,
" the gospel of the kingdom," refers only to

tho blessedness of its approach, and says

nothing (unlike ver. 17) of the preparation

for it. Healing (flepaireuu;'). As compared
with Idoiiai (rare in Matthew, in the active

only oh. xiii. 15, which is from the LXX.,
but frequent in Luke) Bepawiia thinks rather
of the healer,who renders the service; Idojiat,

rather of the healed, the completeness ol

the cure (cf. ch. viii. 7, 8). Sickness;
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ditecue, Beviged Yeision ; vSrov, laying stress

on the pain and disorder. Disease ; tickneis,

Beviaed Version; luiKaKlav, laying stress

on the wealiness. (For the two words in

combination, of. Dent. vii. 15.) Among the

people (iy rf Ka^. These words are want-
ing in the true text of oh. iz. 35. Thepeople;
i.e the Jews, as contrasted with those inciuded
iu ver. 24. Not that St. Matthew means to

exclude any sick Gentile who happened to

bu living among the Jews ; but in this verse
he ia thinking only of those who lived near,

and he naturally uses the word which con-
notes the Jewish people. If others came,
it waa only because they lived 4v rf \af

.

Ver. 24.—And his fame ; Bevised Version,

and (he report of him (ri ixoii airov). Our
use of the word "fame" implies reputation
andhonour,which arenot includednnder iueoii.

Went throughout all (ver. 23) Syria ; Bevised
Version, went forth into; imrj\8ev eis. The
expression not merely means that the report
spread far and wide, but that it went beyond
the expected limits of the Holy Land into
the whole of Syria, i.e., probably, the Boman
province with which Palestine was in some
degree (Schiirer, I. ii. 46) incorporated. All
sick people that were taken with divers
diseases; Bevised Version, grammatically, a2{

that were tick, holden with, etc. Possibly, " all

that were sick" is the genus of which the
following expressions represent species ; but
ch. viii 16 and Mark L 32—34 suggest that

the words aU to diteate* refer to bodily

diseases only. The arrangement would then
be (1) bodily diseases, (a) ordinary {ttomIImu
v6<roa), (i) violent and painful cases (fiarir

vots) ; (2) mental diseases, (a) supernatural,

(&) natural; (3) incura()le, affecting the
body also. And those which were possessed

with devils. Weiss, 'Life,' it pp. 76—88
(especially against Meyer), points out that

our Lord shared the belief in the reality of

possession by evil spirits, and that there-

tore^ though some of the current ideag may
have been superstitious, there must have been
a basis of truth in the belief. See by all

means Trench on the healing ofthe Gadarene
demoniacs (ch. viii. 28). And those whioh
weralunati^; Bevised Version, amJeptJeptu)

—"epilepsy being supposed to return and
increase with the increase of the moon"
(Thayer, t.v. <re\nvid(e(rem, which occurs in
the New Testament only here and in ch.
xvii. 19).

Ver. 25.—The mention of the multitudes
here serves as a transition to the sermon on
the mount. The description of the con-
stituent parts of the multitudes ia very
similar to that found in Mark iii. 7, 8, and
is probably derived from the same source,

Mark preserving in most respects the fuller

form. Great multitudes ; 6x>^oi voWoi (not
" many multitudes," but as plural of Sx^os
iroKiis, ch. XX. 29) ; almost (Luke v. 15) pecu-
liar to this Gospel (oh. viii. 1, where aee note

[18, Beceived Text ; xiL 15, Beeeived Text]

;

xiii. 2 ; xv. 30 ; xix. 2). Secapolis. A kind
of confederacy, originally of ten towns, the
organization being apparently the work of
Pompey. All were east of Jordan except
Bethshan (Scythopolis). The names, as
given in Pliny,are—Damascus,Philadelphia,
Baphana, Scythopolis, Gadara, Hippua,
Dium, Fella, Galaaa (read Gerasa), Kanatiia.
Schiirer adds, Abila (not Abila of Lysanias)
and Kanata (distinct from Kanatha). These
towns, like the great maritime cities, e.g

Joppa, and Csesarea Stratonis, were indepen-
dent politiealcommunities,"which—at least,

after the time of Pompey—were never inter-

nally blended into an organic unity with the
Jewish region, but were at most externally
united with it under the same ruler"
(Schiirer, II. i. p. 121). The population in

them was chiefly heatiien. Across Jordan

'

equivalent to Pereea, as in ver. 15 and ch. xix.

1, i.e. from Mount Hermon to the river Arnon
(Weiss-Meyer) ; but according to Josephus
('Bell. Jud.,' iii. 3. 3), between the rivers

Jabbok and Amon (Alford). " The country
east of Jordan was known as Pertea (the
country beyond) in the widersense, but Persea
proper was the small district extending from
the river Amon {MojiV) to the Zerka, and
now called Bel^ft" (Socin's 'Bsedeker,' p.

54). To the places mentioned here as
those whence people came, Mark adds
Idumsea; Mark and Luke add Tyre and
Sidon.

HOMILETICS.

Yen. 1—11.

—

The temptation of Christ. I. Tbk pbefabation. 1. Th« Spirit.

He was "full of the HoJy Ghost" (Luke iv. 1). The Spirit had descended from

heaven like a dove, and abode upon him. He was now in the full congciousness of

his Divine mission. His sacred human nature was filled through and through with

the abiding presence of the Holy Ghost : " God gave not the Spirit by measure unto

him " (John iii. 34). His holy soul must have glowed with a deep, heavenly joy in

ineffable communion with the Father, in the calm contemplation of the blessed work

which lay before hinu He had hitherto led a quiet life ; he had wrought no mighty

works ; he had not taught, save by the silent influence of the beauty of holiness. We
know not what deep, unutterable thoughts had stirred his heart ; we cannot penetrate
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the inscrutable mystery of the union of the Divine and human natures. We know
that in his early youth he was continually advancing in wisdom. His mind unfolded

itself gradually; perhaps the conception of the mystery of his Being, the wondrous
memories of the glory which he had with the Father before the world was, the know-
ledge of his sacred mission, of his blessed office, dawned little by little on his holy

human soul. Now lie had reached his thirtieth year; he was in the full strength of

manhood, bodily and intellectual ; he had received an august consecration. He was
declared by the heavenly voice to be the beloved Son of God; the holy Dove had
revealed him to the Baptist as the Christ, descending upon him with a message of

peace from God to man, as, ages before, the dove had brought to the ark the welcome
token that the wrath of God had passed away. He was " full of the Holy Ghost,"

strengthened for his work by that sacred Presence, as afterwards he was strengthened

by the angel in his awful agony. But great joy is often followed by great sorrow

;

very high spiritual experiences are often succeeded by seasons of peculiar temptation.

It was so with Christ the Lord ; it is so with advanced Christians now. The abundant
grace vouchsafed unto them, the felt presence of the Holy Spirit, is granted to prepare

them for the coming trials. They are strengthened with all might by his Spirit in the

inner man, that they may be able to bear themselves manfully in the dread conflict,

and to win the victory through his assisting grace. 2. The wilderness. The Spirit

led him thitlier; it may be, to the dreary solitudes of Quarantana; it may be, to the

rocks of Sinai. There was need of lonely meditation, of sustained prayer, of solitary

preparation for his momentous task. Such an episode of solemn calm occurred in the

lives of Moses, of Elijah, of St. Paul. Such an episode was interposed now between
the wondrous manifestations of the Divine Presence and the hurry of hard, wearying
labour that was to follow. The Lord was made like unto us. In his perfect humanity
he needed, as we do, time for quiet thought, time to collect himself, to brace himself

for the coming trials, to realize the great change that was at hand, the strange con-

trast between the life that was coming, crowded with works of power and labours of

love, and the peaceful seclusion of Nazareth which was now for ever past. We need

our quiet days, time for recollection, self-examination, and solemn thought. We must
find time for meditation, if we are to advance far in the spiritual life. The Spirit led

our Lord into the wilderness ; the Spirit leads us from time to time to retirement for

solitary devotional exercises. 3. Z7je tempter. (1) The tempter found our Lord in the

wilderness. Solitude has its dangers, as well as busy life. The hermits, who in old

times used to retire from the busy haunts of men, had their own peculiar trials. They
could in some degree escape from outward temptations ; they could not escape from
their own thoughts, their own sinful hearts, the power and allurements of the evil one.

Their temptations were different, but to the full as great as those of active life. Pro-
bably the danger was greater; for God did not create us for the wilderness, for

solitude ; he has given us work to do for him. That work commonly lies in the world,

among men. Work is a necessity for us. It was a curse ; it becomes a blessing if it

is performed in faith and loving obedience. Work is a great safeguard against tempta-
tion. Without work the thoughts run wild ; often they wander into sinful fancies

;

ofti n, turned always inward, they become morbid and unnatural. Solitude is good
sometimes, for a while ; but it should be an episode in a life of active work for God.

(2) The Lord was absolutely (Jure and holy. No sinful thought ever arose in hie

sacred heart; in his case there could be no temptation from within. But Satan
tempted him. The temptations came from without, from the direct agency of the evil

spirit. They did not harm him ; they glanced off from the clear surface of his holy
soul. But they were real temptations. He hungered, as we do; he had all our natural

longings for food, for rest, for other objects of human desire. The suggestions of the
wicked spirit solicited him, harassed him; he felt the appetite, tlie rising desire. But
be crushed it down by the strength of a holy will. He set us an example; he over-

came Satan for us. (3) The Spirit led him into the wilderness to be tempted. It was
part of his humiliation, part of bis suffering, part of his redeeming work. It was
necessary that he should learn, by his own experience in his sinless human nature, the
bitter trials of timptation; that, having himself suffered being tempted, he might bo
able to succoiir them that are tempted ; that we might have the help of his Divine
sympathy in our temptations. It was necessary for our salvation that he should iu
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OUT flesli overcome the devil ; that as Man, in our human nature, he might conquer that

sin by which death came into the world ; that as in Adam all died, even so in Christ

might tdl be made alive. He hath given us an example, teaching us that by self-

denial, prayer, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of God, we too may
resist temptation. But, more than this, if we are his, he abiding in lu and we in him,

then his victory is ours; in the strength of his victory we overcome the same dreadful

enemy : " God giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ." Therefore he was
led by the Spirit to be tempted. We sometimes seem to be led into temptation; the

temptation may he necessary for us, to try our faith, to brace our energies, to make us

, approved soldiers of the cross. He cannot be a conqueror who has never fought a

battle; that virtue is not the highest which is pure simply because it has never met
with temptation. But " God will not suETer us to be tempted above that we are able."

lie who suffered being tempted is with his people in their hour of trial ; his sympathy
is their comfort ; his strength their victory. If need be, they are in heaviness throngh

manifold temptations; but the trial of their faith is precious; it will be found unto

praise and honour and glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ. (4) The temptation

was necessary, but it must have caused the Lord exceeding anguish. We have

admitted siu.into our hearts; we have loved it in our maduess; we cannot tell the

intense loathing and horror which the presence of sin must cause in a pure and holy

soul. The Lord Jesus, the most Holy One, endured for our salvation's sake to be

confronted with that hateful being whose home is in the darkness and the burning
flnme, whose heart is filled with malice and cruelty, thirsting to destroy those precious

Buuls whom the Lord loved so dearly, for whom he gave himself to die. llie close

presence of evil, that loathsome thing which God hates, the wicked suggestions of

Satan, must have been intensely horrible to the blessed Saviour. He endured all this

for us ; he loved us with so great a love. 4. The fasting. The Lord was absorbed in

high thoughts and spiritual communion ^th the Father; this lifted him up for a time

above the ordinary needs of humanity. His fast was miraculous, like the fast of

Moses, of Elijah, But it is our example also in a measure; we too must fast and pray

if we would conquer as the Saviour conquered. Our Father will reward those who fast

after the pattern of the Lord, in the like spirit, in faith and in humility. We must
practise self-denial in little things, if we would gain strength to support us in the

dread conflict with the tempter. Bodily exercise profiteth little in comparison with

the inner spirit of self-mortification ; but we cannot a£ford to despise those outward

helps ; and certainly we cannot do wrong in following the example of our Lord and
his apostles (Acts xiiL 3 ; ziv. 23 ; 1 Cor. vii. 5 ; 2 Cor. vi. 6).

If. The fibst temptation. 1. The tuggestion of the tempter, (1) The doubt.
•' If thou be the Son of God." So he tempted Eve, " Hath God said ? '' So he tempts

us now with his evil whispers, breathing doubts into our souls—doubts of the truth

of God's revelation, doubts of his power and love, doubts of our own conversion :
" If

thou be a child of God." He suggests again and again that terrible " if," harassing our

souls with miserable fears and awful perplexities. He knew probably that Jesus was
tlie Son of Gud ; Jesus knew it certainly with a full, Divine consciousness. God
grants the peace of God sooner or later to all who come to him in humility and

faith. They may be sorely tried for a time with anxious doubts ; but they shall find

rest for theii souls iu Christ their Saviour. Only let them trust even amid fears ; and

in his good time the saddening doubt, " If thou be a child of God," will make i«>om for

the blessed assurance, " I know that my Bedeemer liveth
;
" "I know whom I have

believed." (2) The tempter's bidding. " Command that these stones be made bread."

It was an appeal to the bodily appetite, the lust of the flesh ; the temptation once

addressed to Eve

—

" the tree was good for food." The Lord hungered. It was not

meet, the tempter whispered, that the Son of God diould be so distressed ; it needed

only to put forth his power. That power was his for the good of souls ; the devil

would have him use it to supply hia own wants. So he tempts men now to use for

worldly advancement, worldly glory, means that were given them to work out their

own salvation, to help on the work of God in the world. 2. The Lord'$ anawer. (1)
" It is written." This was the first word, as far as we are told, spoken by our Lord
after his baptism. He was the Son of Godj he was full of the Holy Ghost; but ha
begins his ministry with the simple words, " It is written." He meets the tempter

MATTUISW. >
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with the Bword of the Spirit. So must the Christian now. The memory should he
stored through and through with the sacred words ; they should be wrought into the
heart by holy thought and diligent obedience, written there by the Holy Spirit of
God. Then they will be at hand ready for use in the hour of trial, in the deadly
struggle. Then search the Scriptures; be not content with the knowledge of the
letter; but pray for grace to realize and to. know by personal experience that inner
spiritual meaning without which " the letter killeth." (2) " Man shall not live by
bread alone." " Man," the Lord says. He meets the evil one as a Man, in our human
flesh, and as a Man he conquers. He conquers for us, in our humanity ; ho sets us an
example that, throi'gh spiritual union with the one holiest Man, we men may shaie
his victory, and overcome, even as he overcame. And this is his lesson': "A man's
life oonsisteth not in the abundance of the things which he possesseth," Life conies

from God ; he breathed into man's nostrils the breath of life. He fed the Israelites in

the wilderness with manna, the bread of heaven ; he sustained his blessed Son in the
wilderness throughout that lengthened fast ; he can in his own way support the life

which he gave. The soul that trusts in God will not mean only common food by the
"daily bread" for which we pray. Life is too great a thing, too Divine a gift, to be
upported wholly by things outward. The true life, life worthy of the name, life

worth living, needs a Diviner food—the Bread that came down from heaven, the Lord
Christ himself. Man doth not live by bread alone ; he will lose his life who seeks

only that earthly bread. Christ is the Life—the Life of the world; they live indeed,

in the full meaning of life, who have that Life abiding in them ; they live in the faith

of Gtod, trusting in him. The words which proceed out of his mouth are the food of

their souls, the stay of their hearts ; for the Word of God is living and powerful ; it

liveth and abideth for ever.

nL Thb 8K0OND TEMPTATiosr. 1. The suggestion. Again the doubt; the tempting,

or perhaps the sarcastic, "if." But this time pride was the weak point in human
nature which the tempter sought to find in the Lord—the pride of life. The tree, ha
had once whispered to Eve, was a tree to be desired to make one wise. He took him
to the holy city, to the temple. Alas I the devil can find an entrance there, into the

very Church of Christ; sometimes he has found an entrance into the highest places

in the visible Church, Pride has been the ruin of many who are set over their

brethren ; spiritual pride has ruined many a Christian who once seemed not far from
the kingdom of God. He set him on the pinnacle of the temple, perhaps the pinnacle

from which, years afterwards, James, the Lord's brother, was cast down to meet the

martyr's death.- He set the Lord there on high as the Lord of the temple, the Messiah,
the great King, the royal Priest. He bade him cast himself down. It would display

his power, his dignity, his Divine majesty. Such a miracle, in such a place, before the

eyes of assembled priests and people, would at once establish his claims; he would bs
recognized at once as the Lord that was to come, the Priest after the order of

Melchizedek; and that without difficulty, without painful self-denials, without the

cross. 2. The icriptural quotation. The words were true, but there was an important
omission. " He shall give his aogels charge over thee," said the psalmist, " to keep thee

in all thy ways," " In all thy ways"—in all the ways marked out for us by his pro-

vidence, not in self-chosen ways, which he had not appointed. The holy words of
Scripture may be misapplied ; they may be used to suggest a meaning which they were
never intended to convey ; they may be bandied about in controversy, and employed
imply as means to gain a theological victory. Such a use of the Bible tends to pro-

duce pride. "Knowledge puffeth up." Pride perverts the sacred words; holy and
humble men of heart, led by the Spirit of God, enter into their deep and blessed

meaning. The devil might have misled some vain man; to such the Scripture

quoted might have seemed apposite, and so he might have been beguiled to his ruin.

But the Lord was meek and lowly in heart ; he sought not honour from men ; there

was no thought of display, no osteutation in his holy soul. He knew what the

Bcripture really meant. The blessed angels are charged with the care of God's saints;

they do keep them in all their ways; they do bear them in their hands; but not if

they cease to be saints, not " when the righteous man turneth away from his righteous-

ness, and committeth iniquity;" not when he becomes presumptuous and self-willed.

Uisquoted texta, n^sapplied Scripture, did not ensnare the Lord ; they will not ensnare
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the humble Christian who trasts not in his own knowledge or his own strength, but in

the living God. 3. The Lord's answer, (1) Again the appeal to Scripture: "It is

written again." Scripture is best interpreted by Scripture; one part of Holy Writ
throws light upon another. The devil takes the text which seems to suit his purpose

;

he isolates it ; he draws wrong conclusions from it. The Lord brings another passage

to bear on the suggested act. He teaches us how to use God's Holy Word. We must
compare Scripture with Scripture; we may not "so expound one place of Scripture

that it be repugnant to another," (2) " Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God."

It is tempting God to put ourselves into dangers to which he has not called us, to

expect his help in self-chosen ways, to look for his miraculous interposition to save us

from the consequences of our own folly. To trust God is faith, to tempt him is pre-

sumption. We cannot trust him with too entire a confidence while we are walking in

the path of obedience and duty, the path marked out for us by his providence ; but to

choose our own path, to thrust ourselves into perilous positions, to think of forcing, so

to speak, a miracle from God, this is fanaticism, not faith. Christ's miracles were

part of the great scheme of redemption ; they were wrought to relieve distress or to

increase the faith of his followers; not neeidlessly, not to display his power or to

satisfy curiosity ; not at the bidding of Satan, or the Pharisees, or Herod. The Saviour

would not work a miracle from any of these lower motives ; it would have been incon-

sistent with his high and holy character. Such a miracle, if it were possible, would be

the work of a faith like that described by St. Paul—a faith which, though it might
remove mountains, was destitute of the blessed grace of love, and therefore nothing

worth in the sight of God.
IV. The thibd temptation. 1. The suggestion. Satan had long ago whispered to

Eve that the tree was " pleasant to the eyes." He had tempted her through the lust

of the eyes; now he raises before the eyes of the Lord a vision of unexampled
grandeur. As the angel (Rev. xxi. 10) oarried-away St. John in the spirit to a great

and high mountain, and showed him that great city, the holy Jerusalem; so now the

tempter showed our Lord all the kingdoms of the world, a dream of world-wide

empire, majesty, and power beyond all that Alexander had once attained, or that

Tiberius then possessed. Satan had been twice defeated. He felt that he must put
forth all his energies. A small bribe might lure weak men to their destruction; it

does not need a kingdom to ensnare them. Satan offered to the Lord the empire of

the world. It was a tempting prospect. The Lord knew that he was the Messiah,

the Prince of the kings of the earth ; all this glory was rightfully his ; he was to rule

over the nations, and his rule was for the happiness of mankind. It seemed now within

his grasp. He would use it (so, perhaps, the tempter whispered ; so he would whisper,

we know, to » mere man in such a position)—^he would use it for the best interests of

the human race; he would put down the avarice, cruelty, lust, oppression, which
reigned rampant in the world ; he would imprqve the condition of the pjpr ; he would
put a stop to war and violence and bloodshed ; he would introduce universal peace,

universal happiness ; and that at once and with ease, without self-sacrifice, without

labour, without the cross ; at once, by one simple act (so a weak man might say)—an
act which, perhaps, was not right, but which was only momentary, which could be

soon repented of, the guilt of which would be as nothing compared with the great good

that was to follow. So a man might reason with himself; so in smaller matters many
men have reasoned with themselves, and have deceived themselves. The end, they

said, sanctified the means ; they woidd do evil, so they thought, that good might come.

But they deceived their own hearts ; the temptation came from the wicked one. Men
never do evil from good motives ; the thing cannot be. They may say so ; they may
have said it so often to themselves that they have come almost to believe it by force

of habitual self-deceit. But the motive was really selfish, their own interest, their

own gratification, their own ease. The good end was only talk, mere pretence to gloss

over their sin, to hide their real character from men, even, if it might be, from them-

selves; if it were possible, from their God. It is Satan who suggests the sinful com-
pliance; he conceals its wickedness; he uses it to destroy the soul. And his_ promises

are deceitful ; he offers the kingdoms of the world, and the glory of them ; it is not his

to give; he is a liar from the beginning; he promises, he does not give ; his deluded

followers lose their own souls, but do not always gain the good things of this world.
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Or, if they gain them, they find that rank, riches, pleasure, bought by sin, are but
(lust and ashes in the mouth—vanity of vanities. The enjoyment is but a dream, a

phantom ; the misery, alas ! is very real. 2. The Lord's answer. (1) He calls the

tempter by his name, Satan, the adversary. He had revealed himself now; his

previous advances had been insidious ; he had even claimed the countenance of Holy
Scripture. Now he stands confessed as the enemy of God ; he claims the worship
which is due to God alone. The Lord expresses his indignation: "Get thee hence,

Satan 1" It is right to call an evil thing by an evil name; the use of fair names for

foul things is one of the deceits of the wicked one ; it tends to hide the malignity of

sin, and helps to entiap unwary souls. A transgression is not an indiscretion; a sin

is not a misfortune. (2) Again he says, "It is written." The Bible is many-sided;
its range extends over all the needs of humanity; there is help to be found there

against all temptations. Whatever our difficulties may be, our perplexities, our trials,

we shall find light and guidance in the blessed Word of God, if we have been used to

study it aright in earnest prayer, in dependence on the promised aid of God the Holy
Ghost. (3) " Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God." Here is the Christian's victory.

God must be first in our hearts. Nothing can be right which tends to turn our soul's

devotion from the Lord. However fair the prospect may seem, whatever excuses

Satan may suggest, however he may palliate the guilt, or hide the danger, or draw
enticing pictures of advantages to follow, here is the one only right answer, the

answer of the Lord Jesus to the tempter: "Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God,
and him only shalt thou serve." Our heart's allegiance is due to God ; he is our
rightful King. To try to serve two masters, to halt between God and the world, is to

fail in that allegiance, to transfer it to " the world-rulers of this darkness;" it is, in

effect, to take Satan for our master, to worship him instead of God. The one hope of

safety in the midst of dangers is to hold fast to the prime duty, the highest privilege

of the Christian : " Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart." He who
herein imitates the Saviour is more than conqueror,

V. The victobt. 1. The devil leavelh him. He had failed completely. The clear,

calm decision of the Saviour's holy soul, the resolute will, sorely tried and harassed, but
ever t^teadfast and unflinching in the path of duty, had defeated the tempter at all

points. He had nothing more left that he could do : he fled, awed by the Saviour's

jierfeot purity. So the devi! fleeth now before those who resist him in the strength of

Christ. Our victory is sure if only we are steadfast; for Christ hath conquered for us,

and we are his and he is ours. 2. The angels came. The strife was o'er, the battle

done; angels came and ministered to the wants of the triumphant Loni. They had
watched the struggle, we may be sure, with the deepest, the most awful interest; they
had sympathized with the blessed Lord in the intense anguish of that dread agony of

temptation. They rejoiced in his victory. Even so they help the Christian warrior

now in his coq^ict against the same dreadful foe : " The angel of the Lord encampeth
round about them that fear him ;

" and " There is joy in the presence of the angels of

God over one sinner that repenteth." The moments of victory—victory after sore

temptation, are sweet beyond expression ; they are sweetened by the imseen presence

and sympathy of the blessed angels, rejoicing with the Christian's joy, "singing sweet
fragments of the songs above " to cheer the wearied pilgrim.

Lessons. 1. The devil who tempted Christ tempts us now. Temptations will come

;

they conie every day ; but there are decisive moments in the life of every one. Prepare
for those decisive conflicts by prayer for the Spirit, by meditation, by the practice of

daily self-denial. 2. Imitate the Saviour. Treasure in the heart the blessed words of

Holy Scripture. 3. Love not the world. The lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and
the pride of life are not of the Father, but of the world. 4. " Resist the devil, and he
shall flee from you."

Vers. 12—^25.

—

The beginning of ow Lord's ministry. \, Hb bemoyeb to
Cafebnauu. 1. John was east into prison. His ministry wag ended; the Lord's

oegins. God continues his servants' work ; when one passes away, another takes his

place ; when the voice of one prophet is silenced, a greater follows. Each must work in

faith while time is given ; the woik is not man's, but Ood's. He will fulfil it. His
(ervants may seem to be laid aside and to be forgotten ; he will carry on their work.
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He does not forget their labours ; he will reward them openly. 2. Jemu begins to

preack. (1) He repeats th^ words of the Baptist, but from his lips they have a

deeper meaning. "Bepent ye," he said; the Greek word means literally "change your
mind." That great change is the work of God the Holy Ghost, but yet in some sense

the work of man. The Lord would not urge men to do that which in no sense

depended on their own will ; such an exhortation would be meaningless, ironical ; it

could not come from the loving heart of the Lord Jesus. The soul must yield itself to

the blessed influences of the Holy Spirit; the will must consent to be giuded by the

holy will of God; there must be a felt effort to come after Christ and follow his

example,areal striving to enter in at the strait gate, and to work out our own salvation

with fear and trembling. Such a change is necessary in all the children of the kingdom
of heaven. The kingdom was close at hand now, for Christ himself was the King ; he
was preaching the gospel of the kingdom; he was inviting men into his own kingdom

;

the gate of that kingdom was repentance. (2) He preaches by the Sea of Galilee. It

had been the land of the shadow of death. The people sat in darkness—a deep, spiritual

darkness which might be felt. But the light was springing up, the great light of truth

and righteousness. So now many souls are lying in darkness; but when the Lord's

voice is heard, " Bepent, be converted," the light arises in the heart that once was dark,

the great light of the gracious Saviour's presence. (3) The true servant of the Lord
must be full of the Holy Ghost ; he must be tried and approved by experience of many
temptations ; he must be willing to work in the dark places if God calls him there.

II. The four apostles. 1. 2%e call. The Lord saw them as he walked by the sea. It

was not the first interview ; two of them certainly, probably throe, possibly all the four,

already knew him (John i. 40, 41). Now he calls them to be his apostles, to forsake their

old employment, and to give themselves up to the work of the kingdom of heaven. He
could read their hearts ; he knew their characters, their capabilities. He calls his

servants still; it is that Bivine call alone which raises up true and faithful men for the

sacred ministry of his Church. 2. The words of the call. " Follow me." (1) Those
who would do Christ's work faithfully and successfully must follow him themselves.

They must know him by that inner personal knowledge which is granted only to those

who, having been called of Christ, have through grace obeyed the calling. They must
themselves in their daily walk imitate the holy example of the Lord. They must be
content to bear the cross, following the Lord who bore the cross far them and died upon
the cross for their salvation. They must be willing for his sake to renounce earthly

ambitious and the hope of earthly riches, as he turned away from the kingdoms of the

world and the glory of them, and as his first apostles left their earthly all—their nets,

their boats, their father—to give themselves wholly to his service. But (2) the words
contain a promise as well as a command. Those whom he hath called are invited to

share the blessedness of spiritual communion with the Lord ; they are to live in that

holy fellowship which is with the Father and with his Sou Jesus Christ. And they are

to share his glory : "The glory which thou gavest me I have given them." They are to

follow him, not only through their earthly pilgrimage, but onwards beyond the grave,

till they reach the golden city and behold face to face the glory of the Lord. 3. Fishers

of men. Their earthly calling was a parable of the higher calling to which they were

now summoned. God's ministers must take a lesson from the fishermen of the Sea of

Galilee. They must try to know thoroughly the portion of the work assigned to them,

as the fishers knew every corner of the lake. They must study the art of winning

souls, as the fishers studied how best to allure the fish into their nets. They must be

willing to work hard, to toil all the night. They must work on patiently even when
they seem to be taking nothing. But they must have confidence in the Lord's

promise, and expect by his grace and in his own good time to "enclose a great

multitude of fishes," to draw many souls to Christ.

III. The oiBoniT through Galileu. 1. The preaching of Jesxis. (1) He went

about all Galilee ; he was not like John the Baptist, for the most part stationary ; he

was in constant movement. The people came to John for baptism and instruction ; the

Lord carried the gospel to the people. He is an Example to his ministers, an Example
of unwearying activity and care for all the souls within his reach.

_
(2) He taught

habitually in the synagogues; he was soon recognized as a Babbi,and invited to address

the people st their ordinary meetings in the synagogue. The synagogue-worship was
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not prescribed in the Old Testament. It was an institution which sprang up probably
during the Captivity, and spread through the towns of Palestine after the return. The
Lord attended the synagogues; he kept the Feast of Dedication. They were institutions

of the Jewish Church, not ordered in the Scriptures, but not repugnant to the Word of

God. Christians should observe the ordinances of the Christian Church. (3) He
preached the gospel of the kingdom, the good news that the kingdom of heaven was at

hand—the kingdom of which Daniel had prophesied, the kingdom which should never
be destroyed, the kingdom prefigured by the stone out out without hands, wliich

became a mountain and filled the whole earth. He himself was the King; the four

whom he had called, the few disciples who followed him, were the beginning of the

kingdom—the kingdom which was destined to fill the whole earth. It was good news,
indeed; it spoke of peace, and purity, and love, and hope beyond the grave to a world
wearied out with war and lust and cruelty, a world which had lost what faith there

once was in God, in goodness, in immortality. 2. Sis miracles. He would do no
mighty works to relieve his own hunger or to display his own power ; but he was ever

ready to listen to the cry of pain and sorrow. He would do no miracle at the bidding

of the tempter or to satisfy the curiosity of Herod ; now among scenes of suffering he
was prodigal of his miraculous energy. He teaches us by his Divine example that holy
teaching and works of Christian love should go together. His followers must show
loving care, not only for the souls, but also for the bodies of the sick and suffering, for

so did the blessed Lord himself. It is vain to preach the gospel of love unless we
show the power of that gospel by works of love ourselves. He was moved with com-
passion for suffering humanity ; his followers have built hospitals and ministered to the
sick and dying. Care for the sick is one of the marks by which the King recognizes

the ble.ssed children of his Father. He cared for them himself; his true disciples

imitate him. 3. The multitudes. Crowds followed him now. His fame spread from
north to south through the whole Holy Land, and even beyond its borders. They came
from Decapolis and from Jerusalem, from the half-heathen country peopled by the

descendants of Alexander's soldiers, and from the holy city, the centre of the influence

of Pharisees and priests. His influence spread wider and wider; his holy teaching, his

works of mercy, attracted crowds from every quarter. It seemed as if the whole world
was going after him, as if all Palestine would submit to his authority. It was not to

be so; sunshine would give place to darkness, favour to persecution. The disciples of

the Lord must not trust in popular applause; they may have it, it comes sometimes; but
it is uncertain, fickle, not to be relied on. We must do our duty, looking simply to

Jesus, not to human praise.

Lessons. 1. The Lord calls his ministering servants. They must follow him ; they
must preach where his providence sends tliem ; they must watch for souls as they that
must give account. 2. They must preach repentance and the good news of the king-
dom ; they must care, as far as lies in their power, for the sick and suffering. 3. They
must give no heed to the praise of men; they must think only of saving louls and
pleasing their Lord.

HOMIUES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. It—Christ tempted. The very fact that Christ was subject to temptation is

immensely significant, both as regards his nature and life and as regards our,experience
of temptation.

I. The piotube of Christ. We see him assailed by the tempter, wrestling with
the fiend, and flinging the monster at every bout. Jesus tempted in the wilderness
appears very different from the Christ seated at the right hand of the Majesty on high.
Here some remarkable features of his nature and work are unveiled. 1. His perfect
humanity. Plainly Jesus was a Man. He lacked nothing that is truly and essentially

human. He had a human soul to be tempted, as well as a human body to suffer hunger.
In the temptation he comes down to the level of our poor, toiling, fighting humanity.
Thus all the grandeur of his Divinity does not remove one jot from the completeness of
his humanity. 2. His brotherly sympathy. " He was in all points tempted like as we
arc, yet without sin " (Heb. iv. 15), in order that he might lie able to succour the
tempted fHeb. ii. 18). This was his apprenticeship to his office of High Priest. H«
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understaods our battle with evil, for he fought a similar battle himself. 8. His
redeeming work. Christ came to overthrow the works of the devil. He began by
faciog and conquering the spirit of evil himself. Satan had never been completely

vanquished before. The utter rout of his forces in this battle in the wilderness must
have left him weakened for all future encounters. 4. Ri» victorious purity. Christ

was tempted, yet he did not fall. He came out of the ordeal tested and revealed in his

sinless strength. Now it cannot be said that the goodness of Christ is only perfect

because he had not an opportunity to do wrong. He was met by the strongest possible

inducements to sin. Yet he resisted them. The result was all' gain. It was good for

Christ to be tempted. Therefore he was led by the Spirit to the wilderness.

II. Thb revelation of temptation. 1. Temptation may eomefrcm without. St.

James shows how it often springs up in our own hearts from the evil lurking there.

Old sins shed seeds which spring up as new sins. But this is not the only way in which
temptations arise, or the first man could not have been tempted, nor could Christ.

Adam and Eve were tempted by the serpent, and Christ was tempted by the devil.

(1) Therefore a good man is not to expect to be free from temptation. (2) Temptation

is no sign of sin. The tempted need not accuse themselves of guilt in their being

liable to temptation. Sin only begins when we yield to temptation in our own wills.

2. Temptation lays hold of innocent desires. Christ was tempted by sinful appeals to

what was innocent within him. He was tempted to gratify natural desires—^hunger,

etc., but in a wrong way. He had not our indwelling sins to urge him to evil, but he
had greater powers to keep in controL It would seem that, with the descent of the

Holy Spirit at his baptism, there had come the consciousness of his great and awful

power to work miracles. His temptations were inducements to abuse that power for

selfish ends. Every new acquisition is a new ground for temptation ; every enlarge-

ment and growth of faculty carries with it fresh possibilities of evil—and also, if the

evil is resisted, of good.—W. P. A.

Vers. 2

—

i.—The temptation of hunger. This was a serious encpunter. One rebuff

was not sufBcient to drive off the tempter. The devil is most persevering; only

persevering resistance can hope to overcome him. The successive temptations were

varied in form. The tempter is wily and subtle. If he does not succeed in one way
he will try another. Each temptation has its own features ; yet there is a common
character running through them all. In. every case Jesus was urged to use his

miraculous powers and Messianic privileges for his own advantage. The great conflict

raged round one central position—the life-work of Jesus as the Christ. Should this be

degraded to selfish ends? or should it be carried on in self-sacrifice for its highest

purposes ? Let us consider the first temptation.

I. The temptation through hungeb. 1. The tempter vaitedfor his opportunity.

For forty days Jesus fasted in the wilderness. All this while the tempter delayed, like

a wild beast crouching in the bush and waiting for a favourable moment to pounce on
his prey. Would that Christians had Satan's patience in watching for souls 1 2. The

tempter chose a weak moment. When Christ was exhausted by lack of food. Physical

weakness may indicate the moment of approaching temptation ; much more probably

it will come in times of spiritual weakness. 3. The tempter worked on a strong natural

appetite. Hunger. This is a fundamental appetite in all living animals. When it is

keenly excited it will turn the gentlest beings into wild beasts. Beware of a hungry
man 1 4. The tempter suggested an easy satisfaction. The famished man is haunted

by tantalizing visions of food. Nothing is more natural than that the stones of the

wilderness should suggest the idea of the bread they resembled in form and colour I

II. How IT 18 met. 1. By an appeal to Scripture. In dark moments we cannot

trust our own thoughts, for temptation is sophistical. Then, like Christ, we may find

the advantage of a familiar knowledge of the Bible. If he needed this extraneous aid

—he the Sinless! much more do we whose thoughts are dark and foolish. 2. By
imparting a new current of thought. Here was the use of the recollection of Scripture.

So long as his mind rested on his physical condition he could not but feel the terrible

force of the temptation. By a great effort of will he turned the current of his thinking

into another channel. Knowing the Bible from early days, he found a helpful

scriptural idea flashing through his mind. 3. By consideration ^ the dignity vf man.
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The snggestion of th« tempter is degrading. Christ rises above it by considering tfae

true greatness of man. This is not a method which he only can follow, because
it is not the dignity of the Son of God, but the dignity of man, that he thinks of.

Every man may avail himself of the game bracing thought. There is a higher life

than that of the body. Man is more than a feeding animal. In his true self he ia not
wholly dependent on bread. 4. By a reflection on man's chieffood. Man needs more
than bread, and man can feed his soul on the better food even while his body i^ fasting.

Probably the very purpose of Christ's fast was that he might give himself wb«Uy to

feeding his higher life on the Word, the truth of God.—W. F. A.

Ters. 6—11.

—

Presumption and artAition. All three of the temptations of our
Lord turned on the abuse of his newly developed Messianic powers ; but while the first

temptation urged him to use those powers for the satisfaction of a natural appetite
common to all men, the other two were concerned directly with his unique position and
destiny. The tempter perceives that he has made a mistake in choosing too low a
ground on which to approach One so completely emancipated from the dominion of
the body as Christ. Therefore he now proceeds to ply him with more elaborate
motives.

L Pbebumption. Note the perseverance of the tempter: foiled in one attack, he
immediately makes another. Observe his versatility : seeing that one line of assault
is ineffectual, he shift!^ his basis. Consider the special characteristics of the second
teiiq)tation. 1. Favourable circumstances. The devil sets Christ on the pinnacle of
the temple. That this was probably done in vision, or even only in imagination, does
not affect the essential natiure of the temptation. Mentally such was the condition of

Christ, and the force of any temptation is largely dependent on the state of mind of its

victim. 2. A primary doubt. " If thou art the Son of God." This thought, repeated
from the first temptation, shows how doubt may be used as a door to sin. 3. A
Scripture qitotation. Christ had quoted Scripture ; the devil can do the same—^but

with a difference. Christ perceived the true meaning of the words ho cited, and used
them aright; the tempter made an unworthy use of Scripture, and he did it by simply
insisting on its literal meaning. A false light on truth may turn it into a lie. 4. A
dreadful fascination. Many have felt the impulse to throw themselves down from a
cliff or a high building. With Christ this was immensely aggravated by the thought
that surely Qoi would not let his Son suffer any harm. 5. A masterly rebuff. Again
Jesus quotes from the Old Testament. Scripture must be interpreted by Scripture.

One truth cannot be inconsistent with another truth. A Divine promise can never
justify what God has forbidden. 6. A vital lesson. There is a limit to the security of

faith. It is useless to trust God when we are off the path of duty. We have no right
to expect God's protection in dangers which we manufacture for ourselves. He who
courts temptation invites his own ruin.

II. AuBiTioN. Tet once again the indomitable enemy of souls rallies his shattered
forces and hurls them on the Saviour in a last mad assault. 1. An open attack.
Disguise is now useless; so Satan scorns any longer to use.it. There is a certain
fascination in ugliness. If serpents do not glide up to their victims unseen, they
approach them most openly, paralyzing them with horror ; sin itself has a hideous
attractiveness in its naked blackness. 2. A powerful appeal. Christ is to have the
world for his possession. He comes to be the King; here is his kingdom, and an easy
way of reaching it. 3. A diabolical condition. To worship Satan. This is just to
make evil principles the rule of life. Such principles lie very near to the hand of the
public man. Macchiavellian politicians cannot see how they are to be avoided.
Pander to the passions of men, and you will win their applause—that is gainin"
kingdoms by the worship of the devil. 4. A bold rejection. We need not behave to
the tempter with courtesy. It is dangerous to treat with him. " Resist the devil,
and he will flee from you." It needs an effort to do this. With Christ it meant the
rejection of all worldly success and the deliberate choice of the way of the cross. Tet
this choice is rewarded by angel-ministry.—W. F. A.

Vers. 12—17.

—

Light tn darimess. The end of John's work was the signal for the
commencement of Ohrist's. Thus our Lord would appear to some as the successor of
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the Baptist. To a nearer view it seems that the completion of the preparation makes
it fitting that the full advent of the kingdom should be manifested.

I. Christ comes to pkople sitting in dabknsbb. Here is the prophet's image—
a land of gloom, its inhabitants seated disconsolately and helplessly, not having enough
light to ai'ise and do their work, or any heart to bestir themselves and seek for such
a light, till it suddenly bursts upon their surprised and startled gaze. I. What is tht

darkness f Primarily, ignorance. Without Christ we do not know God or ourselves,

uur duty or our destiny. From this ignorance comes a sense of dull bewilderment,

and that sinks down to the deadness of despair. Or if there is external cheerfulness,

the benighted soul shrinks into torpor and death. In this state the greater darkness
of sin invades the conscience, and sits like a brooding raven hatching baleful birds of

the nighti 2. Who are the people 1 The immediate reference is to the inhabitants of

Northern Palestine—those unfortunate Israelites who were the first to forsake the God
of their fathers, and the first to fall under the rod of the heathen oppressor. Now we
see two great classes of dark souls. (1) The pagan nations. Here there opens before us
the vast field of foreign missions—dark in spiritual ignorance, error, and superstition;

dark too in sin, for " the dark places of the earth are full of the habitations of cruelty"

(Ps. Ixxiv. 20). (2) The heathen of Christendom. Many of these do not know the

bare elements of the gospel; many more have no spiritual perception of its power and
. life; and multitudes live in benighted regions of moral corruption. 3. Whfit are these

people doing f They sit—that is all. They seem to be content with their coadition.

A strange lethargy has taken possession of them. This is partly inevitable ; for they

cannot illuminate their own dark souls.

II. The advent op Christ is the dawning of a great light. 1. The light

does not arise out of the darkness. The idea of the prophet is that the people of the
dark north see the light that is rising in happy Judsa—so splendid and far-reaching

is its radiance. Christ appeared as a Jew. Even to the Jews he came not as they
expected, and his work drew none of its splendour from their goodness or their theology.

The sun is not dependent on the candle-factory for its illuminating properties. 2. The
light penetrates to the most remote regions. There is no limit to the penetrating power
of light when this is not counteracted by the intervention of some opaque body.

Every star radiates light through the whole universe. The light of Christ is for the

darkest places of the earth. In our own day it has reached' the heart of "darkest

Africa;" it is penetrating the dense populations of China; it is spreading like a grey

dawn over the vast empire of India; it shines in diamond points on many a remote

island of the southern seas ; and still, in spite of shameful darkness, it is brighter in

England to-<3ay than ever it was. 3. The light calls to repentance and heralds the

kingdom of heaven. Christ took up the Baptist's message—beginning just where his

forerunner had left off. The light of Christ reveals the sin of man. When we see

Christ we see the door into the kingdom of heaven. Christ sheds light to bring men
to repentance, and to guide them into the kingdom.—W. F. A.

Vers. 18—22.

—

"Fishers of men." Jesus was not content to preach the word and

leave it to work unseen and uncared for. He desired to gather in a harvest of souls.

His first effort in this direction was to form a little group of recognized and confessed

disciples who should help him in his great work. Himself the supreme Fisher of men, he

drew choice souls that he might fit them to undertake the snme work in seeking for others.

I. The fishers. 1. Their relationship. Brothers. Family union is consecrated

by Christ. 2. Their class. Christ was a carpenter ; the first apostles were fishermen

;

St. Paul was a weaver. Surely, then, the working classes of all people ought to be

interested in Christianity. If social arrangements mean anything in religion, these

classes should be the first to claim the gospel as their own. Why are so many of them
the last to do so? 3. Their work. The life of the sea was s good discipline. These

theological students of Christ had no preliminary "arts course." Nature was their

university; hard toil and danger made their discipline. They were not educated as

scholars ; they were schooled as men. It is best to liave both trainings, but we can

more easily dispense with the first than with the second. 4. Their immediate otevpa-

tioH. They were at work—casting a net. We are never so fit for Christ to meet us as

when w« are doing our dailr duty.
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II. The call. In St. John we see that these men already knew Christ (John i.

40—42); but they had not yet learnt that he would wish them to be his constant

companions. 1. The essential (Procter of the call, (1) From Christ. He is not
willing to be alone in his great work. He seeks associates. (2) To individual men.
All are invited to his grace (John vii. 37). But separate men are called to separata

spheres of work. How, then, shall we recognize our call when it comes, seeing that

Christ is no longer with us in the flesh ? By the opening of a door, by the conscious-

ness of a gift, by the conviction of conscience. 2. The twofold contents of the call,

(I) To follow Christ. This comes first. Only they can serve Christ who follow him.
"We must first be Christians if we would do Christian work. The most Christ-like are

the best fishers of men. (2) To win men. This is better than catching fish in the

lake. Thus Christ promotes his disciples. Note the practical aim—so intelligible in

Christ's manner of presenting it to fishermen. Much spiritual energy is dissipated by
vagueness. We beat the air for want of an object. But true Christian work is

practical. It is to fill the gospel net.

III. The bespousb. 1. Its promptness. " Straightway," etc. There is no excuse

for delay when Christ calls. The fisherman may say he is not fit to be an apostle;

but not he but Christ is the Judge of his fitness. There is no time for delay. The
harvest is plenteous, and the labourers are few. 2. Its absoluteness. They left all.

Christ does not call all his people to abandon their secular occupations, but when such
a call comes, there is no excuse for parrying it. The obedience must be unconditional.

3. Its action. They did not merely assent verbally. They followed Christ. Our
Christianity is seen, not in the creeds we profess, but in the way in which we go.—
W. F. A.

Vers. 23—^26.—jf%« OoMcean ministry. Three things are here described in regard

to the Galilsean ministry of our Lord—the work of Christ ; the popular fame ; and the

consequent conduct of the people.

L The wobk or Chbibt. 1. It wot itinerant. John the Baptist stayed in the

wilderness, while the people flocked to him ; Jesus went about among the people,

seeking them. Thus we see his sociability, his graciousness of spirit, and his desire

to include many in the blessings he brought. 2. It was not revolutiona/ry. Christ

preached in the syniigogues. He was not yet excommunicated, and he used his

privilege of access to the public assemblies of the Jews in order to link on his new
teaching with the old truth and piety of Israel. 3. It was instructive. " Teaching."

Christ based his synagogue instructions in the exposition of Scripture (Luke iv. 16

—

21). 4. It was declaratory. " Preaching." This was heralding the advent of the

kingdom, and it seems to have been done in the open air—in streets and market-
places and by the seashore. Christ desires all to hear the call of his gospel. 5. It

was healing. First came the teaching and preaching ; for these were most important.

But Christ was both merciful and powerful. He had compassion on sickness, and he
had power to cure it. His gospel is for this world as well as fur the next, for physical

amelioration as well as for spiritual salvation.

II. His FOFULAB FAME. 1. Its early origin. In Galilee Christ immediately rises

into popularity. His very aspect was gracious; his words were beyond comparison
with any other teaching; his miracles were as beneficent as wonderful. It is not
surprising that he was popular. All who know his grace and goodness have reason to

adore and love him. 2. Its wide circulation. It passed beyond the borders of Galilee,

and through all Syria. It is even now spreading through the world. Yet it is strange

that nearly two thousand years should have passed before the greater part of mankind
has even heard of his name. That name is not the private property of the select few.

He has come to be the Saviour of the world.

III. The conduct of the people. The fame of Christ was not lost on those who
hoard it. It is useless merely to know of Christ, his work, and his gospel. The
knowledge is useful jnst in proportion as it leads to action. Now, the action of the

multitudes who were affected by the renown of Christ was twofold: 1. Bringing

the needy to Christ. It is one of the marvellous effects of Christ's work in the hearts

of men that he induces them to bring others to him. The compassion of Christ

spreads, through those who know him, out to the needy. A true Christian must be am
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evangelist. 2. Following Christ. Multitudes felt the spell of his presence, and were
drawn to him with an enthusiasm of devotion. In too many cases this was but
a superficial, temporary movement. It is possible to follow Christ by outward action

in Church-life, and not to be his true disciples inwardly. The inward following is just

the very heart and essence of Christianity. A Christian is not one who merely believes

certain things about Christ, but one who also follows him.—W. F. A.

Ver. 1.

—

ITie preliminaries of the ordeal temptations of Jesus Christ. The baptism
of water, to which Jesus Christ had submitted in obedience to the human nature which
he had assumed, and to the conrlitions under which he had assumed it, is now succeeded

by the more significant, far more intrinsic, inward baptism of temptation. Let us here

consider

—

I. What this "baftism of temptation really means and amounts to. It

moans a testing, practical investigation into (1) the moral direction of a man's will

;

and (2) the strength of it in that direction. The present associations of the word and
the thing temptation in the minds of us all are perhaps almost without exception of

an unfavourable kind. It arises from the fact that temptation in the original example
of it, and in the infinite majority of all cases from that time to the present, issued in

disaster. Our way, therefore, is both to dread it for ourselves, and to attach a bad
name to it. But if the issue of the original temptation had been the opposite of what
it was, and had the amazing majority of all succeeding cases taken pattern of it, we
can easily imagine how the mere utterance of the word would have availed to strike a
joyous key-note; and the word itself been the watchword of noble endeavour and
enthusiastic effort. Till Jesus, however, the word knew no association of this kind.

It is, then, in this sense that Jesus and temptation are brought into relation. His moral
bent and the strength of it are to be as really and as fairly tested as were those of the

first Adam. Kor is it less evident that, while the temptation-test of the first Adam
was presented to him in the simplest possible form, and when he was no way " a-

hungred," that of the second Adam is described in brief in that threefold form which
stands for all the rest as regards its matter, and with every accompanying circumstance

of aggravation.

II. At whose instance the date of it was determined. Though Jesus wag
always moved by the Holy Spirit, yet it is here with distinct emphasis said, " He was
led by the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted of the devil." In that dimmest
background of time to which the gavden of Eden belongs, it is at present impossible to

institute comparison between the age of Adam and that of Christ on the days of their

temptation respectively ; but it may be held that there is a ripe time, an exact time,

ill the life of every man, known to the Spirit and appropriated by the Spirit, for the

critical temptation of life. It is true that we cannot say that temptation is, except in

a few cases, the final, deciding one, so far as time is concerned ; but perhaps oftener

than men think it is to solemn truth the crucidl one, the one on which hinge many
succeeding victories, each made easier, or disgraceful defeats, each less regretted and
less striven against. Surely it is legitimate and real source of comfort for all those

who seek the right, and would do faithfully the battle with the tempter, to have this

view of the time and occasion of the battle put before them on such high authority,

that they are adapted and timed of the Spiiit. It may also well be observed here that

so surely as the Spirit led, so meekly Jesus followed. He followed without resistance,

without murmur, and without shrinking, so far as his own conflict or humiliation in

meeting such an enemy was concerned. Calm submission before conflict, steadfast

determination to encounter the enemy in the path of our life, and unfaltering trust in

the Stronger than self,—these are the omens that go before the successful as well as the

valiant spiritual warrior.

III. The place of the temptation. It can scarcely be sustained that the

"wilderness" (described here by the same word as in vers. 1 and 3 of the previous

chapter) denotes absolutely desert tracts of country. It must probably mean the same
as in the former chapler, the thinly inhabited and vaster pastoral stretches of country.

There can be no doubt, however, that some point is to be understood as made in this

kind of scene or theatre being appointed fur Christ's temptation. In the world's actual

life the occasion of temptation abounds in the crowd and in the solitary place. It is
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still a 8tudy at)d a question in which it may abound most. On the other hand,

perhaps, it may be held—and in analogy with much else in matter quite different—that

though in the crowded city temptation may be yielded to most recklessly, yet conflict,

and the fiercer and more prolonged conflict, and remorse, and the fiercer and more
prolonged remorse, find solitude to a special degree their thriving ground, and make it

all their own as battle-ground. The analysis would be of this kind. In the wilderness

:

1. The larger force and number of the spiritual powers of the individual will have the

chance of coming into action. The calculating will be more and Ynore manifold with

the effect of making the consenting more deliberate. 2. The position will be a clearer

one of antagonists just opposed to each other, the one with no help from friends on
which to fall back ; the other when he would do his worst, with no hindrance arising

from a sense of intimidation, as conscious that others are onlookers, and they such as

sympathize with his victim, not with himself. The sense of isolation will be a weak-
ness to the assaulted ; the sense of unobservedness will be added unscrupulousness to

the assaulter. 3. The feelings of the tempted will be naturally and almost inevitably

highly stimulated, probably often in a morbid condition. It would need a spirit to

which all goodness and all strength were already native to remain uninfluenced by the

associations or, otherwise put, the non-associations, of the wilderness. Nevertheless,

the victory once won, these shall leave the victor stronger than if all suiTOundings had
been in his favour. 4. Though the trial mxist be in these aspects severer, yet, everything

considered, it will also be the fairer test of the person in his own real self.

IV. The pebsoh of the tkmfteb. It is stated with distinctness that Jesus was
led up—was led up by the Spirit, was led up by the Spirit into the wilderness, was led

up by the Spirit into the wilderness in order to be tempted, i.e. meet the ordeal of

temptati(jn, and this at the ministration of " the devil." The naturalness and very
harmony of the verse and the narrative are with a ruthless gratuitousness set at nought
if we are not at liberty to learn here (I) the personality of the devil, as a thing upheld
by the authority of the New Testament. We learn (2) that our great Head and
Leader, the second Adam, the Captain of our salvation, the Author and Finisher of

our faith ; was ordained to meet the ordeal of temptation, in what must be considered

the most direct and the most fierce and concentrated form. We may very probably

be justly reminded here (3) that both the genius of temptation at the first, as tenipta-

tiim is constituted in the present life, originated with Satan, and also that it is still and
always really his peculivm, in whatever disguised and sugared form of circumstance,

apparent accident and the like, it may seem to address us. Temptation now, like

painful labour and the sweat of the brow, has in secondary and devived aspects its

points of interest, its uses of advantage, and even phases to ask admiration. But
primarily, none of these things can be credited to it. We may be reminded (4) that

Satan is probably never far to seek or difficult to be found. Jesus is " led up of the

Spirit into the wilderness," but not in consequence of any appointment with Satan to

meet him. He is sure to he found.—B.

Verg. 2

—

L— The first ordeal-temptation recorded of Jesus. This reply of Jesus to

the first temptation specially recorded as addressed to him by Satan is a quotation
from Deut. viii.—part of the language spoken by the lijis of Moses, but dictated by the

Spirit of God for the admonishment of his people. The words occur in that impressive
review which Moses took of the career of the people whom he had led like a flock

through the wilderness, when now the time was approaching for those wanderings to

cease, and for the entrance into a land flowing with milk and honey. In the review
Moses makes particular reference to the apprehensions the people had suffered under of
starvation amid their hunger in the wilderness; and he distinctly says God had per-
mitted them to suffer hunger for the purpose of " humbling them, and proving them,
and of knowing what was in their heart." A lesson, however, was to be learnt; not
merely from their hunger, but also from the way in which it was to be removed.
When they should have flrst felt right well what hunger was, they were to be fed with
a food which they knew not, nor their fathers before them. That unknown food was
to teach them that human life does not depend exclusively on the known and seen, the
touched and tasted and handled, but on the Word, the sovereign Word, of QoA ; or, as it

ia more fully expressed elsewhere, " on every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of
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God." This new food was in a double sense unknown, and the object of wonder tc

them ; for they knew neither how nor whence it came, nor what it was when it had
come. Perhaps it may seem rather remarkable that Jesus should put away and
promptly reject the temptation by a mere quotation, and one found in such a com-
paratively humble connection. But we must remember, on the other hand, that it was
little enough of a quotation, really speaking; it was little else than his own original

language—^Mosea rather the person who quotes. Meantime Jesus honours the Bible,

reminding us how it is a storehouse of truths and priuciples, the application and
practice of which it is ours to find. The temptation of Jesus is one of the deep things

of his life, of Scripture, and even of our world. There is something in it which at

present we fail, and are sure to fail, to compass. Be it so. There is also much in it

that we can compass ; much fraught with spiritual instruction and practical service for

UB. Else it would not have been here, and in the very foreground of three out of the

four Gospel narratives. There is often a little confusion in some people's minds as to

the phrase, " a man is tempted ; " for it does confessedly sometimes mean that a man feels

working guiltily within him the temptation presented to him. But otherwise it strictly

means, simply that the matter of temptation has been presented to him, been tried upon
him, to its utmost power to influence or fascinate has sought to bewitch him; yet, perhaps,

though it chaimed never so wisely, charmed all in vain. It is in this latter sense only

that Jesus " was tempted." Whatever could smile after the manner of a tempting

would smile on him ; whatever could frown would frown ; whatever could have the

remotest chance of making his heart's perfect rectitude tremble but one moment like the

needle to the pole, hovering one moment uncertain, tried its most subtle, but utterly in

vain. Open as the heart of Jesus was beyond any other to all love, goodness, kindness,

pain, it also resented more immediately and more thoroughly the faintest touch and
impress of evil than »ny other nature. This immediate resentment of the challenge of

evil was what kept the soul of Jesus so free from a finger-mark's impress or soil ; while

some, detracting thereby from the meritoriousness of Christ's victory over temptations,

have assumed that, because he resisted so immediately, it was the symptom of a stoical

absence of feeling ! Jesus Christ had just submitted to the baptism of water, and
received that of the Holy Ghost. He was now to receive the baptism of temptation,

while in no far distance awaited him that of blood and untold agony.

(A) Notice in the attack of this, the first of the three recorded temptations, that

—

I. It pubpobted to babe its fobcb and plant its attack, in faith of thb
WEAKNESS THAT LUBKS IN BODILY APPETITE. Jcsus was prepared, presumably, not to

resist and conquer, but rather to yield, by reason of being " a-hungered," and, if the

expression be allowable, fiercely so. Compare the essence of this temptation with that

presented to our first parents, which rested not on hunger, but on the attraction of

indulgence and inviting, luscious food ; again, with that of Esau ; and with that of the

Israelites.

II. Satan appeabs ni ordeb by h0kobb to tempt to evil distinctly. When
God tempted the Israelites by hunger, he did not tempt by evil, for hunger is not in

itself any evil in the sense of being sinful ; nor did he tempt to evil, for he would have

been infinitely more pleased that the end of that tempting should have brought honour

and confirmed strength to the people. But. in the present instance, while it is not

Satan who makes Jesus " a-hungered," it is he who comes, in the day of Jesus' fierce

hunger, to attempt what worst tiling he can get out of that hunger.

III. The point of the temptation lay in suggestino and soliciting the satis-

fying OF A PBEFECTLY INNOCENT APPETITE, BUT IN A MANNER AND BY A METHOD
unwobthy of Jesub. At the first blush of the thing, the evil feature in the temptation

may not seem so patent. But the unerring eye unveils it at once. 1. Christ can, do

things which he nevertheless won't do. It is a reminder for us all that we have no right

always to do the thing for wliich we may have the resources of abundant might. It is

liKe a man saying, as men often have said, with as infinite wrongness to their own soul

as supreme complaisance, that "he has a right to do what he likes with his own money"

—a speech most infidel 1 We have no right to do what we " like," but only what is

right 1 2. Not only can Jesus do things ha won't do, but also he won't do for himself

what he will do for others. He can make stones bread ; he can make stones cry out

;

he can make the stones of the temple walls utter forth his praise; he can out of stones
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raise up children to Abraham. But he will not command stones to become bread for him'
self; this, doubtless, the reason, that he will let faith, and patience, and bodily endurance,

and the highest style of trust, have each its perfect work. Not to do so is to him,
clearly and distinctly, sin. 3. When Satan now tempts Jesus through the appetite c£

the body, natural and innoceat as the appetite was, there was something yet more
natural to him, viz. to wait—to wait with trust ; to wait, with perfect trust and perfect

filial love, the great Father's time. He well knew him who fed Elijah by the raven
;

who fed also ravens and sparrows at all times ; and for his feeding would he wait.

Had Jesua on this occasion fallen back on his power for the behoof of himself, he
might as well have done so again, and then again and again. No longer would he have
been suffering Man for and amongst us suffering men ! No longer patient M.m
amongst us impatient

; pattern M^m amongst us who so needed such a Pattern I No
longer would he have been One learning sympathy by fellow-experience and the sharing
of our lot and our weakness I No ; all the contrary ; not a day but would have
distanced bim further from us, and increased most decisively our sense of isolation

from his majestic self. We should have felt overpoweringly how absolute our inability

to be " like him." Painfully a-hungered, then, as Jesus was, the temptation was power-
less, rebounding as the arrow from the rock; his strong fortitude builded partly at

least on this foundation, " Man liveth not by bread alone, but by every word which
proceedeth out of the mouth of God."

(B) Notice in the answer of Christ to this, the first of the three temptations—
I. Its absolute promptness.
II. The source ob secret of tbts decisive promptness. It was one simple and

very imitable thing. It was the living, speaking-Word of God that was in Christ. He
knew that Word by memory, and in all the faith and love of his heart. And he knew
it, not as a dead letter, but as a working, useful, trusty force, •

III. The method of the answer. 1. By the barest statement, and that in

quotation, of the fallacy that the question of bread was a supreme question in man's
life, he scouts that fallacy at once off the ground. It becomes ludicrously dwarfed to its

just proportions, and it takes not a moment to do it. " Man lives not by bread alone."

2. By one suggestion of the right direction in which to look, he lays bare the very
basis of the truth in that matter. Not only so, a whole vista of truth and thought
seems to stand revealed. The creative, paternal Word seems to be heard proclaiming
itself in its manifold, myriad tones of thoughtful, providing, loving care. And the

omens of its future utterances seem to be caught. Whatever we may think of our
lives, and however little ; however we may estimate, misustimate, use, misuse, or fail to

use them ; we live subject to " every word of God." The breathing of God is on our life.

How will that Word some day reverberate in all our inner ear, and in all its new-born
power to hear, which now finds in but our outer ear echoes often so hollow I Let us now
open our most listening ear to it. Its burden is hope, promise, mercy, and eternal life.—B.

Vers. 6—7.

—

The second ordeal-temptation. It is very naturally and universally

supposed that the three temptations recorded here, as making their assault on Jesus,

are typical of those to which human nature is exposed. All are exposed to temptations

that come through the body, wide as is their range of variety. And therefore,

probably, it was that this kind is exampled in the most generic instance and the
simplest—one of hunger. According to this very supposable theory, we must expect

to find the second temptation addressed to the nature of Jesus one that moves in a
higher sphere, and not less generic in its type. It evidently is so. It speaks not to

the need of a body, but to the ambition of life, and of a higher sort of life—that, in one
word, of power. Inadequate as this word is as an exhaustive description, yet perhaps

it contains the essence of the matter in hand. Thought, active thuught, and the very

sense of energy, beg some exhibition of themselves. And as their first wonder of

exercise is over matter, so they postulate some typical instance hereof. No greater

discipline, no severer chastisement, occurs in this world to life than its confinedness

within the conditions of matter in general, and of the body in particular. And what
may be called the mind's ambition is never more proudly gratified than in some lead-

ing instance of victory, or apparen victory, over the usual conditions of mi^tter or of the

buman body itself. Notice, then—
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L The incidence of this temptation. It may be set forth generally as above.

More particularly, (1) its subtleness; (2) its special fascination for some temperaments

;

(3) its plausibleness, as able to clothe itself with a shadow of greatness, and to redeem
itself from the associations of low kinds of desire

; (4) its rapid and imperious habit of

growth, may be enlarged upon. The wonderful lessons and examples the life and con-

duct of JesuB afford as to the safeguards that real power and necessary wielding of it

require, may be pointed out. Hence his own (1) extremely conspicuous economy of
miracle ; (2) his meekness most genuine ; (3) his perpetual resignation of, abnegation of,

and even refu.sal in so many words of the offer of, the forma of power (that tinsel

which is in many instances large part of the whole question), that come not merely
as the fruit of influence over fellow-men, but of mastery over unconscious matter. Of
the vanity of miracle, accordingly, and even of the vanity of might, there was not a

trace in Jesus. Satan then aimed this temptation within spiritual domain ; witbin

spiritual domain with which it is incontestable Jesus had of necessity great familiarity
;

and in one of the most seducing forms of it—for it was proposed that Jesus shuuld

instance himself as at one and the same time subject and object of an unwonted energy

;

and finally as one autliorized to pose as the charmed of angels and the favourite of

Heaven. On the other hand, as the combatants in this temptation were only the twci,

without spectators, we do not think any part of the temptation consisted in the
suggestion of a short and royal road to fame, and to the conviction of priests or

people in the matter of the Messiahsliip of Jesus.

II. The aoqbavation of the attack as dbliveeed in quotation of baobed,
SCEIPTDBE PB0MI8B, AND FROMIBE MOST DIFFEBENTLY DESIGNED. Dwell OU the odioUS-

ness of the presumption that wrests sacredest promises to the humble into the sugges-

tion, the justification, the very plea for daring danger on the part of the proud and
eclf-opinionate. Point this same thought by speaking of the deeper meaning of the

promise. The angels' charge is to be understood, not merely as sovereign against great

and surprising dangers and violent accident, but against the mere hurt of a mere foot

against a mere stone. Possibly note should be made also of the supposition that Satan

borrowed the idea of couching his language of temptation in Scripture quotation from
Christ's own use of quotation in repelling the first temptation.

III. The bbplt of Jesus to the temptation. 1. It is a genuine instance of retort.

2. It is pre-eminently short, conclusive, and unchallengeably absolute. 3. It puts for

the first time, into words of the most forcible deliverance, the enormity of the act and
the sin involved in an illegitimate, whether a careless or a reckless, challenging of the

promises of Grod. These may be challenged, often enough are challenged, by c2ee(i rather

than word ; in the way they are thought of or calculated upon, far more than in the'

language used with respect to them. And to do these things is to offer " to tempt
God." Gk)d is not the proper Object of temptation at any time, under amy circum-

stances. Man ig the right object of God's temptations, whicn are right temptations and
useful, and adapted by infinite capability of knowledge and wisdom ; but the con-

verse never.—B.

Vers. 8—10.

—

The third ordeai-temptation of Jesus. The first temptation was
aimed at Jesus in the matter of the appetite of the body. The second in that of the

audacious ambition of a daring miml, whose pride of self and of thought would court

every presumption whatsoever. The third is an immediate assault on the properly

spiritual nature of man, which involves first of all conception of duty, of religion, and
of its grandest presentation in commandment the first, for ever and ever the first 1 It

" goes without saying " that no description more brief, comprehensive, true, addresses

itself to the fixing of what it is that is amiss with man than this—that he forgets

that he is estranged from his being's first glory, the worship of its Creator, Father,

sovereign Owner, God. And when this is weu remembered, that one type of temptation

should be recorded in this direction is what we should entirely expect. It may bo

held probable that the eighth verse goes a long way to give a satisfactory clue as to how
far the details of the scenery of these temptations are to be read literally. It is plain

that here they cannot be read so absolutely. None the less, in our opinion, is the

groundwork in this case itself Tnost real ; in other words, we believe the scene toas the

summit of a high mountain, although even the narrowest exegesis of the expression,
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" all the kingdoms of the world, and the glory of them," may be too wide for literal

construing. Notice in the description of this temptation that—

-

I. It begs the vantagb-oround, the enhanoino oiecumstanoeb of the
iMPuEssioN, lekt by ACTUAL SIGHT. That this kind of consideration may legiti-

mately be set to the credit of Christ's combined nature is sufficiently shown by the

numerous occasions in which we find such things as these—that his " tears," his " deep
anger," his immeasurable "grief," reached their climax respectively when his eye
actually " beheld " (ifte city), " saw" (her weeping, and the Jews aho weeping which
came with her), " looked round about " (upon them, being grieved, etc.). For those even
who believe that the temptations of Jesus were conducted only in vision, the words
" actual sight " may still have their meaning.

II. It went direct to the substance of the work which bbougbt Christ
TO earth, the secueino of the kingdoms of this world. To give what facility

may be possible to any conception of the /easibiliti/ of Satan's fulfilling the offer of his

tempting, we might imagine that he meant he would " give all the kingdoms," etc., in

the sense of utterly retreating himself from the conflict ; and from the endeavour, at

present too successful, to win the world for his own. On the other hand, we know by
what very different method, of the Passion and blood of Christ, the victory was to be
won, and Satan to be dispossessed of his hold.

III. It asserts (Luke iv. 6), what Christ at all evbni'S does not deny or
CHALLENGE, A CERTAIN ABSOLUTE HOLD ON THE WORLD ON THE PART OF SATAN, AND
BY SOME SORT OF RIGHT. It 18 a thing Supremely worthy of note that, in so small a
compass as the description of the facts of the temptation, a place should thus be found
for the recognition of a phenomenon so inscrutable, and so undeniably embedded in

thu facts of the world, in the statements of Scripture, and in the very grain of

universal theology.

IV. It presents itself in temptation's abbolutb, essential form. The
essential crucial question in all temptation of moral matter is this—Will a man bow
down from himself, from his God, to worship untruth, to do the thing called sin, to

honour the thing called evil, to act the thing called a lie, to worship Satan t These
thinss, all mystery apart, are to " worship" Satan, and not to " worship the Lord God."

V. It gets itself its answer, positive and bwift. This twofild answer ii

revealed. 1. The instinctive resentment of the nature :
" Get thee behind me, Satan 1

"

2. The unqualified confession of the philosophy of that resentment :
" It is written,"

i.e. written in reason, in conscience, in the Word : " Thou shalt worship the Lord thy
God, and him only shalt thou serve."—B.

Ver. 11,

—

TTie restfrom temptation. Remark on these representations of Scripture,

and remark on them as the representations of Scripture, that—
I. The thrioe-denied Satan is daunted, and leaves off awhile at least

BIS tempting. Contrast this with the thrioe-denied Jesus (Luke xxii. 61), not then

daunted, but with an intense love recalling Peter by a look.

I I. The need of Christ was a real need. The " ministry " given now to him
was probably in answer both to (1) his bodily exhaustion by hunger, and (2) his soul's

weariness—a weariness not resulting from any supposed severity in the shape of struggle

to overcome temptation, but from the " exceeding trouble " of the aspect of sin, of the
presumptuous challenge of sin coming so near, and of the inevitable ruffle of perfect

purity under the mere glare of the incarnation of impurity and evil.

III. The ministry of angels is a fact, and the known grant of such ministry
at different times to men 18 ALL THAT 18 NOW PROFFERED TO CuRIST HIMSELF !

1. This instance of fact, with a hundred others, helps to corroborate our information as

to the reality of Christ's humanity. 2. It is a fresh conviction for all of the watchful
unforgettingncss of supreme sympathy and divinest compassion. 3. It should greatly

help to dignify our sense of the value and the adapteduess of the help and the solace

vouchsafed to us, of the conflict, anxiety, vexation, and the irritation of a contact with
the world, from which we should so often prefer to be saved, if things were left to

our choice. 4. It may well be accepted as the expression and earnest of the calm after

all storm is over, and the Divine feeding and succour after all work, trial, life's-length

duty are laid down for the last time on earth.—B,
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Ver. 16.

—

The extremei of light and darhntM. The interval between the place of
this verse and the close of the three temptations is considerable, and is not evident
from the passage before us. It is also even obscured by the order of the verses here.
Much history belongs to the gap between vers. 11 and 12. The seventeenth verse, as
regards the matter of it, follows the twelfth. That, again, begs the fuller explanations
of ch. xiv.3—5; and lastly, after all the history of Jesus visitiag the synagogue of that
Nazareth " where he had been brought up," given us in Luke iv. 16—31, the proper
chronological place of our vers. 13—16 is found. The one chief fact of history
revealed by these verses is to the intent that Jesus, for whatsoever reason, takes up his

abode in Capernaum ; and certainly one chief moral significance is exhibited as attach-
ing to that fact, namely, that so far from 'being an enlightened place, or a little more
enlightened haply than some others, it was in and of itself, as also of the announce-
ment of signal prophecy, the head-quarters and metropolis of darkness. The place was
dark, the district was dark, the people were dark—they even " sat in darkness." This
spot was the principal residence of Jesus, this district the principal scene of his
ministry, and "mighty works" and "gracious words." Notice in this prophetic
announcement, now reduced to fact

—

L A SPLENDID ILLIJSTBATION OF ONE LEADINO METHOD FOLLOWED BY ChEISTIANITT
FOB THE BEOENEBATioN OF MANKIND. The Light comes to the darkucss, though it

take the darkness a long time to " comprehend " it.

II. A CONVINOINQ ILLnSTRATION OF THE GENUINELY OONDBSCENDINO CHARAOTEB
OF THE FouNDEB AND ExEMPLAB OF CHRISTIANITY. The personal Light comes to

tho»e thick-covered and sunk in the very degradation of darkness, and endures
patiently all the consequence.

III. A CONSUMMATE ILLUSTRATION OF THE THRILLING RESPONSIBILITY THAT OATHEBg
UPON MEN ON WHOM CHRISTIAN GIFT IB BESTOWED. Light itsclf is offeicd them
the light of (1) correct information about themselves; (2) correct instruction about
their Help and Deliverer; (3) perfect holiness and goodness; (4) a perfect Example
and Model ; (5) the unseen future and eternal. These are the things that make
responsibility.—B.

Ver. 17.

—

The summotu—to repent 1 It would appear that while first John the
Baptist uttered the summons, " Repent ye," when announcing the advent of " the
kingdom of heaven" (ch. iii. 1), and while now Jesus himself does the same, the
charge to utter it was not committed to " the twelve " (oh. i. 7), nor to " the seventy "

(Luke X. 9). The reason, perhaps, is this, that the work of these disciples was inten-
tionally didactic rather than dogmatic for the present, while all the weight of the
solemn responsibility of appealing to men's souls and awakening them woiSd strictly

attach to the prophet John the Baptist, and to that " greater Prophet " " like unto
him," Jesus. The text informs us, now at all events, that Jesus does not only
teach but preach, does not only work mighty works, but demand a hearing for

mighty appeals of a direct and personal nature, and practical results from them.
Bemark

—

I. The unique novelty onoe of this short, sharp summons from the speaker's
STANDPOINT. The world knew many a " cry " before this—perhaps never before one
Uke this, except in the case of the older prophet-appeals, and those almost exclusively

addressed to their own people. Nevertheless, Noah's preaching to the old world, and
Jonah's preaching to Nineveh, are fair samples of the real summons to men, on the

rights of things, on eternal rights, to " repent." However, the present appeals of John
the Baptist and of Jesus began the sound that was to travel the world round, to pene-
trate the densest Gentile masses, and never cease its reverberatings in human ear. We
may remark distinctly (1) upon the peculiar attitude of the man who thus addresses

a fellow-man; (2) upon the ground and warrant that he must claim for holding

this attitude, if he does so rightly; (3) upon the very serious responsibility that Ke
ought to feel, and the "constraint laid upon him" lest he but usurp what does not

belong to him
; (4) upon the unfeigned and deep dependence on unseen force he

should feel and acknowledge. For in regard of all of these points it may be said that

there is no assumption so great as that which is manifested when one man, facing

his fellow-men, speaking into their ear, presumes to penetrate to all that is highest,

MATTHEW. . K
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deepest, most solemn, most enduring, in them and their soul, and commands them
to " repent."

II. The btranoe bubfribb of it oh the eab or the eeabeb. The command
itself is to altered thought, altered love, altered life and works. For : 1. It is the

typical, the grandest interference with the individual's love, nature's instinct, habit's

easy and determined leaning, and the universal world's pronounced preference, mani-
fested all unequivocally in favour of the doctrine of laissez-faire. 2. It is all this,

where it must needs be felt (1) most penetratingly,—for each individual man is called

on to set his own house in order ; (2) most sensitively,—^for the house is that wherein

his innermost self has its haunt ; (8) most comprehensively,—for outside and inside,

what is most seen and most withdrawn from sight, have to be set in order; nay, dili-

gent search and inquisition of self have to be made with pain, smart, sacrifice, self's

denying, if the contemplated alteration, reformation, repentance, are really wrought.
3. It is all this, from a personal presence unambitious in its outer appearance, unim-
posing, untempting, and certainly unwinning.

III. A CERTAIN ostensible GBOUND UPON WHICH THE SUMMONS IS URGED. The
ground may be called ostensible, but only for one reason—that by the vast majority

it would be counted more ostensible than real. The eye that should see furthest, the

thought that should pierce deepest and comprehend most, would well understand the

genuineness, force, tellingness, of the plea, " For the kingdom of heaven is at hand."
This announcement purported to describe in brief the more light, the purer light of

knowledge now coming to earth ; the clearer and the much more catholic revealing of

the Father and his love to men, now to dawn on earth ; and the more spiritual and
inner methods by which justice, holiness, goodness, were to become the familiar study
and search and possessions of humanity. The plea, therefore, is of the nature of

inducement. The inducement is that which comes (1) of new opportunity; (2) of

great encouragement in the fresh suggestions of the almighty Father's persevering

watchfulness over his children on earth
; (3) of splendid prospect, when the methods

that now should be were compared with past methods ; (4) of the suggestion of solemn
added responsibilities, if vast increase of privilege were not responded to by increase of

effort.—B.

Vers. 18—^22.

—

77ie call of Christ to liis first disciples. In the light of what we read

in John i. 38—42, we may regard the present passage as giving the account of the/oraioZ
and final call of the four disciples named Peter, Andrew, James, and John. Note may
also be taken of the circumstance that these four were all fishers. Notice^

I. The oalIi itself in these obiginal examples of it. And under this general
head consider: 1. What it is in the essential meaning of it. The meaning is selts

entire, willing, glad surrender to a new dominant love, to a new devoted life, and to

these without end. 2. What it is In certain accidents of it. (1) It is a great novelty

as it falls on the ear of the person called. He has been called in a thousand other ways
in life, but he hears himself now called to stand and surrender his deepest, realest self to

a Person. (2) It speaks great pretension as it passes the lip of the Person who utters it

forth ; and that pretension is just, will stand scrutiny and hold all its own. (3) It is

not futile; meets prompt obedience; and can afford to explain that obedience, as all its

due, free from tyranny, free from jugglery, free from mere expedience, policy, or self-

interest. (4) It is a distinct proclamation of sovereignty on the part of him who calls,

and of responsibility entailed on him who is called.

II. The language in which the call is uttered forth. Show how utterly
unprofessional, untechnical, inartificial; and yet more, how, while already simplest of
the simple, even this borrows illustration—illustration from life's familiar scenery.

III. The occasion dtilized fob a call bo great, bo eventful. It is an occasion
when the man concerned is found in the most ordinary, perhaps unhonoured and
unloved, labours of his work-day life.—B.

Vers. 28—26.

—

Early omens of the triple genius and functions of Christianity.
These three verses compress all the matter of three volumes, let the volumes be the
largest that ever were. Or, again, they suggest to what periods of time, and to what
devotion of labour in the life of Christ on earth, the paradoxical language of such a
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passage as John zxi. 25 looks not in vain for its ample justification. We have in the
present verses the statement of what may be well regarded as early omens of the future

achievements of Christ, of the Spirit of Christ, of the movement and force which he set

going. Numerous as these drops, they were still but the first drops of the universal

shower, that should finally make the whole earth bring forth her full increase. The bare

historic statements of these verses may be viewed as most significant omens of the

genius and of the triple functions of Christianity. For

—

I. It teaches. It teaches in such senses as these following : 1. It arrests prevailing

moral errors. Each several " beatitude " may be regarded as a leading and most con-

spicuous and literal illustration of this. Long-standing, long-grown, and closely grown
moral misconceptions and eidola of human life and society it quietly strips off. 2. It

offers positive truth ; both of such things as unspoiled reason and pure philosophy and
the cautiously studic'd lessons of human life and experience might of themselves point

out, as well as of such tilings as belong to tbe sphere of genuine revelation. 3. This
positive truth which it offers is of the moral distinctly, and therefore of the really and
the for ever abiding. It is of the kind that belongs to the framework, not of the

shorter life, our present rudiments of life, our present mental scope and horizon; but
while touching, brightening, dignifying, all these growths and tributaries of life, it makes
direct for the heart—that home of human life, that hearth of human nature, for which
and round which all the rest whatsoever subsists.

II. It pbbaches unique good news. The " gospel of the kingdom" is what it

pioclaims, first, last, and without end. That is, the good tidings of a new, unparalleled,

unprecedented kingdom on earth ; the kingdom of the kind known in heaven on earth.

The sort of rule that characterizes the goodness, enlightenment, love, and willinghood

of heaven comes to offer itself, and to make itsi If at home, on earth. This rule had,

perhaps, always been whispered of, had always been whispering itself, in men's better

heart and moods '; but now it is announced with emphasis, with authority, with Divine
manifestation.

III. It heals. Thus : 1. It leaves out no part of human nature, disdains no interest

of the present form of human life. I'he body is a most veritable element in every
calculation of human nature. None but the shallowest and most artificial philosophy

will leave it out of the reckoning. Scripture does not leave it out. As the work of

God, and a masterpiece of organization, its effectiveness, health, comfort, are honoured
by Christianity. 2. It compassionately regards all the variety of the sickness, infirmity,

and deeper disease of the human body. The miracles of Christ prefigure (and only in

miniature, miracles though they were) all the wide ameliorative influence of Christianity

down through the ages. The miracles of Christ honour God's work, the marvellously

made and curiously wrought body of man, as well as subserved the present comfort of

those who lived in bis time, and prefigured the impulse that should be given by the

Spirit of Christ to the beneficent growth of science. 3. It is its own witness. And
this it is still. This it will ever increasingly be. For all that it avails for the body, it

will speak its own worth. For all that it does for miud and soul, it wins, and will ever

win, its own triumphs. It begs no favour. It begs nothing but what its merit

imperially demands.—B.

Vers. 1—11.

—

The temptation of Jesua. In his baptism our Lord was proclaimed

as the Messiah. This must have intensified his feeling of the burden and glory of his

vocation. A ferment of emotions must have been stirred in his soul. The inquisitive,

critical eyes around him, the eager questioning to which he must straightway have been

subjected, the necessity of determining what course he should pursue, made solitude a

necessity for him at this time. He must ascertain with definiteness the principles which
are to guide his work. And the great problems which presented themselves as he looked

forward to his work were these : What use may I make of the powers committed to

me ? What means may I legitimately use to convince the people ? What kind of

Messiah am I to be ? His mind had to work itself clear of all popular fallacies regarding

the coming kingdom, and his heart had to face and count the cost of all that would come
of resisting or disappointing popular expectations. Rejecting, therefore, the idea that

he might use his miraculous power for his own comfort, he affirmed from the first the

principle that he lived and worked for others. Bejecting the idea that he was to be a
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mere Wonder-worker, he at once adopted the slow way of moral infliience and waiting
on God's time. And, thirdly, rejecting the idea that he might he an earthly Prince, he
from the outset sustained the rSh of a spiritual King.

I. The temptation to use his miraculous power fob his own sustenakob and
COMFORT. Absorbed during all these days in thought and mental conflict, the claims of

intense bodily hunger at last make themselves felt. He finds himself faint, far from any
dwelling where he could get food ; ready to perish, and too giddy, sick, and spent to

seek for relief. But he carries in his own Person the power to turn the very stones of

the untilled hillside into bread. Why should he not use this power? Because he has
taken the nature of man, to live a human life under human conditions, and were he to

relieve himself of every threatening danger and evade every difBculty by a quick appeal

to his supernatural power, this entrance into human life would be a mockery. His
freedom from sin would have been no example to us if the danger and discomfort of

resisting sin and living righteously were only in appearance. (Compare the chapter in
' Ecce Homo,' on Christ's credentials : " This temperance in the use of supernatural
power is the masterpiece of Christ. It is a moral miracle superinduced upon a physical

one. . . . The kind of life he prescribed to his followers he exemplified in the most
striking way, by dedicating all his extraordinary powers to beneficent uses only, and
deliberately placing himself for all purposes of hostility and self-defence on a level with
the weakest." ) Every young man looking forward to his career should bring himself

to the measure here presented. I have certain gifts, means, capabilities, by which I

can secure comfort and position in the world. For whose benefit am I to use what I

have ? He would be a fool who feared to bid every young man choose as Christ chose.

You foresee discomfort, the obscure and dingy ways of poverty ; you foresee what you
would sum up in one word, " starvation." But choose as Christ chose, and though you
may make what men will call a very poor thing of life, or lose it, you will find life

eternal. Let no parent be so ill a counsellor as to turn away a son from generous self-

sacrifice. Every man has his time of temptation ; and once committed to certain

courses of choice, is hampered.
II. The temptation to win the people bt an astounding feat. The vulgar

seemed to expect that the Messiah would leap from a pinnacle of the temple. And now
that Jesus was proclaimed, how could he more readily win the people's assent to his

claims ? He had not been in a hurry to proclaim himself, but now something must be
done. The leap had no horror for Jesus ; had it been warranted, he would not have
feared it. It was an easy method compared to the tedious instruction ; the slow, dis-

appointing appeal to right feeling ; the weary ministry he actually oliose. How often

must this temptation have returned when he met stupid, prejudiced, contemptuous
people 1 How easy to refute their accusations by stupendous miracle ! But to work a
miracle merely to show that he had the power, to give a sign to those who merely asked
for a sign, Christ constantly refused. His miracles had always another motive and a real

occasion. Miracles did convince men of his Messiahship, but only when they saw that

the miracles were dictated by loving consideration of the actual necessities of the men
about him. And suppose such a leap, or any other such mai vel, had been the mani-
festation of God ! How feeble, how incongruous a testimony ! Shall we ourselves take
the quick road or the slow one? Shall we force God's providence? Are we to make
opportunities for ourselves, or to wait till God gives us occasion ? Shall we expect God's
help when we have not used the ordinary means for escaping from danger or attaining

our object (not used the stair to get down from the pinnacle)? We tempt God when we
nejilectthe ordinary means.

III. The temptation to be an earthly, not a spiritual King. No one ever felt so

much capacity to govern well, to reform social abuses, to lift a people to the pinnacle of

glory. He felt in himself a power he must have longed to exercise for men's temporal
welfare, Satan whispered, •• You have come to bind men in a universal brotherhood,
but it is hopeless to effect this by acting on men individually and spiritually. Men do
not care to be delivered from sin ; they do not wish to be led back to God, and you will

never make the world what you wish it. But make an earthly kingdom for yourself;
that is possible ; no mere shadowy imagination. The people are now waiting for a
leader who will throw off for them the Roman yoke, and lead them to dominion." We
know this temptation in its putty appeals to our avarice or love of display, to oui
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hankering after posts of influence, to our desire to be known. We know it also when
we wish Christ had provided for his people earthly good as well as spiritual. Nothing
but a pveference for what is spiritual will secure us against the temptation to wish,

either for ourselves or others, what constitutes the glory of this world.

Uses. 1. Temptation is possible without sin. Until the will consents, sin is not
committed. Our Lord was tempted, yet without sin. 2. The depth and reality of our

Lord's humiliation. His ability to sympathize is founded on his being of one nature

with us, and living a life unsheltered from the temptations which assail U8.^D.

Vers. 12—22.

—

CaU of the fishermen. I. The occasion op thk call. Driven
from Nazareth, our Lord repaired to the busy western shore of the Sea of Galilee.

Through this district ran the great caravan-roads; and several important towns
gathered all kinds of tradesmen. Herod the tetrarch had his court in Tiberias. The
valuable fishings in the lake gave employment to many. Courtiers, soldiers, tax-

gatherers, watching the caravans and fisheries, fishermen, women reputable and dis-

reputable, tilled the shore with movement and life. Crowds were readily attracted by
the new Teacher. And our Lord, seeing the fields thus white to harvest, recognized

that the time was come for selecting labourers to reap.

II. Object of the call. " I will make you fishers of men." The fishermen would
not at once see what he meant by this. Knowing that he was founding a kingdom,
they may have supposed he would make them a kind of recruiting oQicers to assist

him in enlisting others, as he had enlisted them. But his purpose was clear to him-
self; and what he here did as if casually was carefully deliberated. He meant to form
a society coextensive with humanity and lasting as the world. He meant to introduce

into every nation a new religion. He meant to convert all men to his own way of

looking at things. And he was resolved to accomplish this purpose, not by committing
his irieas to a book which could be verified as his to all time, and from which each

generation might receive unadulterated his very ideas, but by means of living men,
who by word of mouth should tell men about himself and his kingdom, and by their

life show what a Christian is. To accomplish this great object they were to cast their

net and to angle. They were to study men's ways and habits, to circumvent and
gently constrain them, to wile and attract them to their own good, to show the untiring

patience, skill, and study of professional fishermen. God is the great Fisher of men,
patiently accommodating himself to the suspicious, intractable ways of the sinner,

playing him and humouring him, but ever drawing him onwards towards himself.

Note our wild rushes back to freedom, our sullen retreat under the cold stone of doubt,

our petulant refusal to be led on. Compare, too, the parable of the net.

III. The persons called. Everywhere the world was preoccupied by religions

rooted in centuries of tradition and national memories, by philosophies buttressed by
great and cherished names, by venerable institutions and local prejudices. To what
kind of men will Jesus commit the exceptionally arduous enterprise of establishing

his own kingdom as supreme over all? Nicodemus, the Pharisee of position? The
instructed scribe who sought to follow him ? The grateful nobleman whose child he
hnd saved from death? He turns for help to quite another class. One of the earliest

called was a publican : as if some modern reformer should secure the help of an actor

or a tavern-keeper. This choice at once brought on him a storm of indignation. But
he had no misgivings. He knew these fishermen were ignorant, and would easily be

foiltd in argument by a clever scribe. But they had the one essential requisite of

thorough attachment to him. He knew them also as disciples of John, sober. God-
fearing men, who were waiting for the kingdom.

IV. Immediate result of the call. " They immediately left the ship and their

father, and followed him." They were to be fitted for their work of preaching Jesus

by knowing him thoroughly. For this purpose they must live with him, and see how
he works, and learn his mind and method. They must leave that glittering pile of

fish they were already calculating the value of; they must leave their accustomed way
of winning their daily bread ; they must abandon their father, and go where Jesus

went. The physical following of Jesus which was required of the apostles is not

required of all Christians ; but all Christians are required to love Christ above all, and

to accapt his will as supreme law.
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v. Encoubagement given to the called. Luke relates that our Lord itimulated
the faith of these fishermen by a miraculous draught of fishes (Luke v. 1—11). This
helped tbem to take the step be invited them to take. 1. For it showed them he
could provide for them. Does not our refusal to listen to the call of Christ, and
unflinchingly follow where he leads, arise chiefly from the fear that by so doing worldly
loss of one kind or other (pleasure, advanceraeDt, gain, comfort, renown) will be occa-
sioned us ? This miracle reminds us that Christ can easily give us more than all self-

seeking toil of our own can achieve. 2. But the miracle encouraged them to believe

he could make them fishers of men. If in their own calling he could give them
successes they could not for themselves achieve, much more would he ensure their

success in the calling which was peculiarly his own. He confirmed his proniiso by
a symbol which spoke volumes to them. And when we shrink from duties to which
we are plainly called, it is encouraging to remember that our Lord, who calls ua to

them, can give us success where all professional skill would avail us nothing.—D.

Vers. 1—11.

—

The temptation. This appears to have extended through the forty

days of the sojourn of Jesus in the wilderness. Mark says, " He was in the wilderness
forty days, tempted of Satan" (i. 13). The text describes only the acme at the
close of the forty days. It is given as a specimen of the wiles of Satan, and forms an
epitome of all the temptations he has ever contrived, {"rom it we learn

—

I. That Satan is armed with formidable powers. 1, Prohably he appeared
in an assumed shape. (1) For he appeared to the manhood of Christ. He is intro-

di'.oed as " the tempter," but not named. Jesus did not give him his name until the
tempter had fully discovered himself as the god of this world (ver. 10). (2) This was
not the only instance in which Satan assumed a disguise. He tempted Eve under the

form of a serpent. After the fall he enshrined himself in men. Demoniacs. Some
suppose that Satan appeared to Jesus in tlie character of a scrihe, as he appealed to the
Scriptures. He " fashioneth himself into an angel of light " (cf. Zech. iii. 1 ; 2 Cor.
xi. 14). (3) Beware of the devil in disguises. In men : " One of you hath a devil."

In good men: Peter (ch. xvi. 23). 2. Probably he literally transported the body of
Jesm. (1) Jesus was in " the wilderness." Certainly not a rural wilderness in the
vicinity of Bethabara ; for he was in solitude, and " with the wild beasts " (Mark i. 13).
The presumption, then, is that it was " the wilderness of the people ; " for what other
could be distinguished as "tte wilderness"? Analogy also suggests the desert of
Sinai, for there Moses and Elijah also had " fasted forty days " (cf. Exod. xxxiv. 28

;

1 Kings xix. 8). (2) Thus, then, the "prince of the powers of the air" would have
hurried the body of Jesus, as in an elemental chariot, over an interval of two hundred
and fifty British statute' miles, in order to " set him on the pinnacle of the temple."
Philip was carried by the Spirit of God from the desert of Gaza to Azotus (Acts viii.

39 ; see also 1 Kings xviii. 12 ; 2 Kings ii. 16 ; Ezek. iii. 11—15). (3) From the holy
city Satan then carried Jesus away to the summit of " an exceeding high mountain."
Could this have been that "high mountain" upon which the Transfiguration afterwards
took place? It is noteworthy that, in the Transfiguration, with Jesus appeared in
glory Moses and Elias, who, like him, had fasted (ch. xvii. 1—3). If Hermon was
that mountain, then about a bundled miles would have been traversed. If Nebo,
whence Moses viewed the promised land, then about twenty-five miles. (4) With such
an adversary it is obviously our wisdom never to contend single-handed. We have the
promised help of God. With all our armour we should be armed with "all prayer"
(Eph. vi. 13—18). 3. He wrought wonderfully upon the imagination of Jesus. (1)
This must have been so, if, as some suppose, Jesus had been simply carried by Satan
mentally from the wilderness to the holy city, and from thence to Hermon or some
other eminence. (2) But from the mountain summit he certainly wrought wonderfully
upon the imagination of Jesus when he "showed him all the kingdoms of the world,
and the glory of them." Luke adds, " in a moment of time." Such a view of the
tetrarchies of Palestine as could be obtained from Nebo or any other mountain
summit scarcely comes up to the description, "all the kingdoms of the world," or
" all the kingdoms of the inhabited earth " (see Luke iv. 6, Greek). The panoramic
effect wrought by Satan upon the phantasy of Jesus was wonderful. (3) Herein we
are warned never to cherish an evil imagination. If we yield ourselves to the power
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of auch a master of image-working we place ourselves at the mercy of the impersona-
tion of cruelty.

II. That Satak wields hib enebqieb with subtlety. 1. He sdecU a wUdemess
at the theatre of Ma operations. (1) A wilderness, in the natural sense, is a wild,

uncultivated waste. Such certiunly was the desert of SinaL In the metaphorical
sense it is a state of mental solitude, depression, perplexity, or suffering, (2) In such
a state Satan finds us at a disadvantage, and then plies his arts with vigour. When
the spirit is bruised he would excite in us rebellious thoughts of God and harsh
thoughts of men. 2. He practises adroitly upon our necessities. (1) Our Lord was
" an hungered," and Satan tempted him to supply his need by supernatural means.
If he finds us an hungered he may tempt us to supply our need by illicit means. He
would have us justify thievery under the plea of necessity. (2) The temptation is to

distrust Providence. That Providence cannot lack resources which fed a nation in

the wilderness for forty years. Angels in due time ministered to Jesus—brought him
food (cf. 1 Kings xix. 4—8). (3) " Man does not live by bread alone." The animal
part of the man lives on bread ; the nobler part of the man is nourished by faith in

the Word of God. The spirit must not be starved in unbelief to supply the wants of

the body. He that feeds the soul will feed the body also (ch. vi. 33). 3. Ee turns

our weapons against us. (1) If we say, " It is written," Satan also will say, " It is

written." He will take care to put his own interpretation upon the Scripture he
quotes. Therefore we must say, " It is written again." To do this we must study

the Scriptures. The Scriptures are the best interpreters of themselves. To the com-
parison of spiritual things Satan has no answer. Ignorance is danger. (2) If we pro-

fess to trust in God, Satan will tempt us to trust in our faith alone. "Cast thyself

down: for it is written," etc. He would push our confidence to the extreme of pre-

sumption. 4. Se " bids up"for the soul of the good. (1) He will, if possible, subvert

us with trifles. Satan has a malignant pleasure iii vanquishing and destroying us with
trifles. (2) Where trifles will not serve, he bids higher. To Christ be ofifcrid " all the

kingdoms of the world." The bribe which Christ refused Antichrist accei)ts (cf. Eev.
xiii. 2, 4, 8). (3) Every man has not his price. There have been those who have laid

down their lives for the truth. The race of the martyrs is not extinct.

III. That God bufebintends the conflicts of his saints. 1. He strengthens

themfor the battle. (1) " This is my beloved Son. . . . Then was Jesus led up of the

Spirit," etc. (2) So the Transfiguration, wherein the pores of the body of Jesus were
avenues for the streaming glory, was preparatory to that ordeal of agony in Geth-
semane, wherein the same pores became the avenues for his blood. (3) In your con-

flicts remember your baptisms. " Do not question the validity of your baptism
because it was succeeded by a fierce temptation " (Dr. Parker). 2. He permits temp-

tationsfor gracious ends. (1) Christ was Divine, therefore invulnerable. Why, then,

was he "led up of the Spirit " to be tempted? For our benefit. That he might be

our Exemplar. (2) Temptations are our educators. Who can grow in patience, in

long-suffering, in courage, without trial? 3. He retains Satan under his control.

(1) Satan was permitted to convey Jesus to the pinnacle of the temple (Alford sup-

poses this to have been the royal portico of Herod, overlooking at a fearful height the

valley of Jehoshaphat). Satan was not permitted to push him o>er. He was per-

mitted to convey Jesus to the summit of the mountain. He was restrained from
dashing his foot against a stone. (2) The will of God, as a chain, limits and restrains

the evil one. This Satan confesses (cf. Luke iv. 6). Remarkable illustrations of this

principle aro furnished in the history of Job (i. 12; ii. 6). (3) That will is

defined in the promises for our confidence and comfort (see 1 Cor. x. 13; Heb. ii. 18).

4. Ee gives final victory to the faithful. (1) The "forty days" of our Lord's tempta-

tion in the wilderness correspond to the "forty years" of Israel's pilgrimage. This is

evident from the allusion to the manna (cf. vers. 1—4 with Deut. viii. 3). Both may
be taken as representing the pilgrimage of life. (2) As the temptation became fierce

at the close of the forty days, so may we expect fierce assaults towards the close of our

pilgrimage. (3) But Satan will leave us at death. " Then," viz. at the end of the

forty days. " Then," viz. when Jesus resolutely avowed his complete devotion to God—" the devil leaveth him." (4) The rout of Satan is the signal for the ministry ol

angels. With a convoy of angels the victorious Spirit ascends to heaven.—J. A. M.
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Vers. 12—17.

—

Light in darkness. The public work of Christ followed upon hia

cemptation. " No man can be prepared for any deep vital work in the world who has

not come .through the deyil'a school" (Dr. Parker). Let no truth-seeker be dispirited

by the severity of his temptations. Consider here

—

L The melascholt condition of the Chbistless. 1. They sit in darkness.

(1) What a miserable picture! The felon in his dismal dungeon. The traveller

benighted in a craggy wild. (2) Such -morally is the condition of the " Gentiles."

Shrouded with the triple night of ignorance, superstition, vice. "Galilee of the

Gentiles." Twenty cities of Galilee were given by Solomon to Hiram (1 Kings ix. 11).

Though these were twenty years later restored to Solomon, the Pbcenicians would still

largely mingle with the Jews there (2 Chron. viii. 2). The Outhseans with whom
Shalmaneser replaced the Israelites taken into captivity stocked Galilee as well as

Samaria proper (2 Kings xvii. 24). Though under the Maccabees the Jews subdued
the Cuthaeans, they did not expel them. " The way of the sea " was a high-road from
Syria into Egypt, and Strabo had reason to say that this country was inhabited by
Egyptians, Arabians, and Phcsnicians. (3) The Jews in general, and those of Galilee

in particular, were woefully degenerate at the time tf Christ's coming (John i. 5).

There is no deeper darkness than that of apostasy. 2. Their darkness is the " shadow

of death." (1) The death of perdition is called " outer darkness." Those involved in

it are shut out permanently from the holy universe. (2) The "shadow" of death is

the dominion or influence of the infernal world. It is a synonym for the " power of

Satan " (Acts xxvi. 18). The expression is used for the grave, and for the obscure

abodes of the departed spirits of tlie wicked. The state of sin is the very gloom of hell

upon earth (comp. Ps. xcL 1 with cvii. 14).

II. TaE SUFFICIENCY OF Cheist AS A SAVionR. 1. Me is the Messiah i^prophecy.

(1) His appearance in Galilee was ignorantly used to discredit tbis (see John vii.

41, 52). (2) Yet the appearance of Messiah in Galilee was the very thing the prophets

required. Matthew cites Isaiah to this effect. Mede refers the first four or five words

of the ninth chapter of Isaiah to the last verse of the chapter preceding. In this he is

in agreement with the Chaldee Paraphrast and Jerome. He translates the prophet

thus: "According as the first time he made vile (or debased) the land of Zebulun and
the land of Naphtali ; so in the latter times he shall make it glorious." Then follow

the words quoted by Matthew, " The way of the sea by Jordan, Galilee of the Gen-
tiles," etc. No prophecy of Christ is clearer than this of Isaiah (ix. 1—7), and it

requires that " Galilee " should be the place of his ministry. (3) Jesus accordingly

was brought up at Nazareth, and afterwards resided principally at Capernaum. In
Galilee the principal events of his ministry occurred. His birth, indeed, was at Beth-
lehem of Judah, and his death at Jerusalem, which also agreed to the requirements of

prophecy. 2. The Messiah ofprophecy is the Saviow of men. (1) His presence brings

light. "The heathen writers," says Eisner, "represented the arrival of some great

public benefactor in a place, as a new light sprung up in the midst of darkness." Johu
was a " burning and shining light," but he burned and shined in the fire and light of

Christ. Herod imprisoned John, but he could not imprison John's light. No tyrant
can imprison sunbeams. He may shut them out; be cannot shut them in. (2) His
light bi'ings life. He shows the way of life. His teaching brings with it the energy

of life (John i. 4). His illumination is salvation (Acts xiii. 47). (3) He is the

Saviour of the whole world. His light is not limited to -the Jew, though his mission
was first to the Jew (ch. xv. 24). He went to Capernaum "that it might be fulfilled,"

etc. This is one of those passages which Lord Bacon says, " have a germinant accom-
plishment." An instalment was fulfilled when Jesus exercised his ministry in

Galilee. That ministry there was also a presage of what will yet occur when the
" whole earth shall be filled with his glory."

III. The teems of his salvation. 1. Hie first thing is repentance. (1) The
source of true repentance is conviction of sin. This comes to us through the shining
of the light of Divine truth. " That which maketh manifest is light." The conscience
is rendered sensitive by the quickening beams of Divine truth. (2) The evidences of
a true conviction of sin are (a) sorrow for sin, (6) confession of sin, (c) forsaking of

sin. (3) If we refuse the light it will leave us. Jesus left Nazareth because the
people there rejected him. After his temptation Jesus went from Judaea into Galile«
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(John i. 43 ; u. 1). Thence he returned to Jiidsea to celebrate the Passover (John ii.

13). Then he baptized in Judsea, while John baptized at .^non (John iil. 22, 23).

After the imprisonment of John, Jesus returned to Kazareth. Here the people rejected

his testimony and sought to kill him. So he left them (Luke iv. 16, 29—31). Beware
how you trifle with the Light of life. (4) Let Capernaum know the day of her visita-

tion. Else, "exalted to heaven" by the presence of Christ, she may be "thrust down
to hell " by his absence. Privileges bring responsibilities. The brightest blessings,

by misimprovement, are converted into the blackest curses. 2. This repentance is in

prospect of the kingdom. (1) The kingdom of heaven here is the gospel dispensation

as opposed to the Mosaic. (2) It is, moreover, the faithful acci ptance of the gospel as

opposed to the preparatory repentance (cf. Mark i. 15). Otherwise it is the perfecting

of repentance in faith. Faith is here preached, though the term is not used, (3)
Furthermore, the kingdom of heaven here is hearty submission to the rule of Christ

;

(a) in the heart (Luke xvii. 21) ; (6) in the life; (c) at any cost. Jesus took up the

preaching of John when John was cast into prison. It is Christ-like to be baptized

for the dead. (4) Jesus adopted the dispensation of John as "the beginning of his

gospel " (see Mark i. 1). There is no true Christian faith without repentance and
reformation.—J. A. M.

Vers. 18^—22.

—

7%e ministerial vocation. The Sea of Galilee, on the shore of which
Jesus walked, was an inland lake of about six miles broad and seventeen long. It

was surrounded by a varied scenery of mountain and valley, amid.st which were

embosomed several populous villages and towns. Henceforth this region was destined

to become the theatre of many a wonderful history. The history before us invites

attention to a vocation, a voice, and persons called.

I. The vocation. 1. 2%e call was to the Christian ministry. (1) The persons

now called were already disciples of Jesus. TJiey were. In the first instance, disciples

of John, and upon John's testimony to Jesus they accepted Jesus as the Christ of

promise (see John i. 35—42). John does not mention the name of the second disciple

of the Baptist who followed Jesus, which is presumption that it was himself. Nor
does he tells us how, doubtless, he brought his brother James, as Andrew brought his

brother Simon. (2) The call here, then, wag not to piety, but to work. Some call to

holy service has come to you. Have you heeded it ? Have you discerned in it the

voice of Jesus? Have you neglected it? (3) Hitherto their discipleship was con-

sistent with secular business. They were with Jesus at Cana. They accompanied
him to Jerusalem, and were with him in Judsea. Yet they kept hold of their trade.

(4) Now they are to be separated from the secular, (a) They have to forsake their

property. They left their nets and boats by which they had their living. (5) They
have to sacrifice their worldly prospects. Simon and Andrew, when called, had their

nets in the sea ; but they did not wait to haul them in. The call of Christ to work for

him, like the call of death, breaks the thread in the shuttle before the piece is woven,

(c) They have to renounce the comforts and endearments of home. They left their

father and the servants (cf. ch. viii. 19—22; Lube xiv. 26, 27). 2. The call was a
promotionfrom the secular to the spiritual. (1) The fishermen are to become " fishers

of men." Their business henceforth is to be with men—rational, emotional, immortal,

God-like fnen. How much is a man better than a fish? (2) Their employment hence-

forth is to be eminently beneficent. Their fisliing is not to be the gaining of a living

by the death of God's creatures. It is to save the precious life of men by bringing

them out of the waters of worldliness. It is to transfer them from an element foreign

to their true nature, and brighten them with the congenial prospects of a blissful

eternity. (3) Note : ministers of Christ are out of their calling when they fish for

wealth. Though the Lord hath ordained that they that preach the gospel should live

of it, the minister who makes merchandise of his office proves himself to be a hireling

(cf. 2 Cor. xiL 14—16; Heb. xiii. 17). 3. It was a call to holy associntion. (1) In the

first place, a more intimate and constant association with Jesus. If ministers have not

closer communion with Christ than other persons the fault is their ovra. Their very

profession brings them into the closest relations to him, as they lead the devotion of

the Chuiches, and carry the messages of God to men. The message of the true minister

ia not aimply ftom the written Word, but, in the written Word, from the living God.
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(2) It is also a call to ministerial brotherhood. Here we hare the disciples called in

couples. So when Jesus sent them forth to preach he sent them in company—" two
and two " (Luke x. 1). Twelve of them were constituted into a college of apostles.

(3) The religion of Christ is eminently social. Disciples congregate in Churches.
Churches congregate into a universal Church. This "Church of the Firstborn" is

associated with " an innumerable company of angels " (Heb. xii. 22, 23).

IL The voiob. 1. It i» a voice of authority. (1) The words are peremptory and
without preamble. " Follow me ;

" literally, " Come behind me." It is the same voice

that said, "Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden." The same that said,

" Lazarus, come forth I" (2) The words are inspiriting. " And I will make you fishers

of men." Here already the "kingdom of heaven is likened unto a net" (ch. xiii. 47).
" Fishers of men " (cf. Jer. xvi. 16 ; Bzek. xlvii. 8—10). Memorably fulfilled (see

Acts il 41). (3) Those who follow Christ take a difficult way. The example is high.

Yet the way is made easy, viz. by his companionship, guidance, help. 2. The authority

of the voice is certified. (1) The claims of Jesus are the highest. He claims to be
Messiah. Immanuel. But here is no presumption. (2) He has the seal of prophecy.

Born at the right juncture, when the Boman power was at its zenith (Dan. ii. 44).

Born in the right place, Bethlehem of Judah (Micah v. 2). Brought up out of Egypt
(Hos. xi. 1). A resident of Nazareth (Judg. xiii. 6 ; 1 Sam. i. 11). The Prophet
of Galilee (Isa. ix. 1—7). Had the testimony of Elijah (cf. Mai. iv. 6; ch. xi. 13, 14).

(3) He had already wrought many miracles. He had turned the water into wine at

Cana. He had read the heart-secrets of Simon, of Nathanael, of the woman of Samaria.

He had wrought " signs " at the Passover in Jerusalem (John ii. 23). He had healed

the nobleman's servant at Capernaum. (4) Have you duly considered the authority

of that voice of Jesus which hath called you to his service ? Have you duly weighed
the responsibility of refusing him that speaketh from heaven (Heb. xii. 25)?

HI. The febsons called. 1. Uiey were not men of rank. (I) Social rank is

much esteemed by men. "Have any of the rulers believed on him, or of the
Pharisees ? " was the confident question of the unbelieving Pharisees (John vii. 47

—

iff).

Had Jesus followed the wisdom of this world, he would have enlisted the rabbis.

(2) He makes the weak things of the world to confound the mighty. "On the humble
shoemaker's bench Carey laid the foundation of the British Baptist Missions. John
Newton found in his congregation an unfriended Scotch boy, whose soul was then
aglow with new-born love to Christ. He took him to John Thornton, one of those

noble merchants whose wealth, whose piety, and whose beneficence increased together.

They educated him ; and that boy became Claudius Buchanan, whose name India will

bless when the names of Clive and Hastings are forgotten. John Bunyan was a gift

of poverty to the Church. Zwingle came forth from an Alpine shepherd's cabin;
Melancthon, from an armourer's workshop; Luther, from a miner's cottage; the
apostles, some of them, from fishermen's huts " (Dr. J. Harris). 2. But th^ were
men of character. (1) They were religious men. (a) Disciples of the Baptist. There-
fore repentant as to sin, expectant as to salvation, (i) Disciples of Jesus. Those
fire welcomed to the joys of faith who have been disciplined to repentance. (2) They
were industrious men. Jesus found them busy at their callings. Christ does not
want louts for ministers. Some of them were letting down their nets ; others were
mending theirs. Ministers are best employed either in preaching or in study. (3)
They were men of decision. Jesus called. "Straightway"—"immediately," they
responded. They had something to lose. They did not hesitate to lose it. They lost

nothing. They gained everything.—J. A. M.

Vers. 23—25.—2%e ministry of Jesus. Though he had called out workers he did
not cease himself to work. In all holy ministries Jesus is the Worker. He exercised
his personal ministry chiefly in " Galilee." This was in pursuance of prophecy
(Isa. ix. 1—7).

I. His gospel game in wobd. " Teaching . . . preaching." 1. Ee taught in syna-
gogues. (1) We may admire the providence that prepared the synagogue. Synagogues,
as some think, originated about the time of the Babylonish cAptivity (Ps. Ixxiv. 8).
Others give them a more venerable antiquity, associating and identifying them witk
the proseucha, or open groves, from the earliest times used aa oiatorieSi or placM for
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prayer (cf. Exod. iii. 1 ; Josh. xxiv. 26 ; 2 Chron. i. 3 ; Luke vi. 12 ; Acts xTi. 13).

(2) Jesus availed himself freely of the liberty to teach afforded in these. They were
" places of concourse," in which it was proper " Wisdom should lift up her voice

"

(Prov. i. 21), The people accustomed to assemble in them would be educated to listen.

'J'he reading of the Scriptures in them afforded a fine opportunity for introducing the

message of the gospel. We should be quick to improve providential facilities. (3) The
disciples of Jesus followed his example in using synagogues. The result was, in many
cases, that synagogues became gradiially converted into Christian churches (Jas. iL 2).

The forms of worship were generally continued; only with the addition of the Supper

of the Lord. Merciful are the destructions effected by conversion, 2. Be preached in

the open air. (1) In this Jonah was his type (Jonah iii. 2—i). Jesus might have
issued a proclamation. He "went about "in person through the two hundred cities

and towns of Galilee. His interest in our welfare is deep and earnest (cf. ch. v. 1

;

A. 27; xi. 1). (2) He proclaimed his kingdom, (a) "The kingdom." That with

which no eartlily kingdom can compare. Supreme in splendour. Destined to survive

all others. (6) The kingdom of grace. " Gospel "

—

glad tidings. The original name
for our religion. Whoever receives it proves it to be so. " The gospel is the charter

of that kingdom, containing the King's coronation oath, by which he graciously obliges

himself to pardon, protect, and save his subjects. It contains also their oath of

allegiance, by which they oblige themselves to observe his statutes and seek his

honour " (Henry), (e) The passage through the kingdom of grace into the kingdom
of glory.

II. His GOSPEL CAME WITH POWER. 1. Se healed all that he met with. (1) The
skill of the most accomplished physicians is baffled by particular diseases. No malady
resisted the power of Christ. He cured the chronic, the acute, the intolerable. (2) His

cures were complete. No miracle of Christ was ever called in question by those who
witnessed it. Some were malicious enough to ascribe the miracles he wrought to

Satan, but their reality was confessed (cf. ch. xi. 4, 5 ; John iii. 2 ; v. 36). 2. He
healed all that were brought to him. (1) Amongst these were the epileptic. The word
translated " lunatic " does not describe mental disorder, but a bodily disease on which
the moon was supposed to exercise periodical influence (cf. ch. xvii. 15). Our Eevisers,

accordingly, render the term by " epilepsy." Paralysis also owned his power. So like-

wise spasmodic torments. (2) These typical maladies may bo taken as descriptive of

. typical moral evils. The miracles evinced the power of the Worker to remove also the

corresponding moral maladies. (3) Those who hear the fame of Jesus should come to

him for spiritual healing. Those who have experienced his healing power should invite

their neighbours to the Healer. 3. Even the devils were subject to him. (1) Demons
amongst the heathen were not generally evil, but, in their estimation, good spirits,

whom they worshipped as gods. Amongst the Jews the term was restricted to evil

spirits. (2) Evil spirits actually possessed human beings. So far from demoniacs
being simply epileptics, as some suppose, these are distinguished here (cf. Acts v. 16).

Personal actions are ascribed to demons. Christ addressed them as persons. (3)
Demoniacs were not unknown in more ancient times (see Lev. xx. 27 ; 1 Sam. xvi. 14

;

xxviii. 7 ; 1 Kings xxii. 21—23 ; Zech. xiii. 2). But they abounded in our Lord's day.

(4) It is not surprising that Satan should have been permitted, at the period of the

advent of Messiah, to exercise this power and malignity against men. It was the time

for the bruising of the heel of the woman's Seed—" the hour and power of darkness."

It afforded an illustrious opportunity to the Saviour of men to display his superinr

power in crushing the serpent's head.

III. His gospel was with much assubancb. 1. His miracles were demonstrative.

(1) They were wrought "among the people"—openly, in the light of day. There was
no machinery of obscure theatres—no possibility of collusion. Many were healed

—

all that came, all that were brought; and the healed were to be seen everywhere

among their friends. (2) They were characteristic as the works of Messiah (see

Isa. XXXV. 5, 6). The miracles of Moses were chiefly plagues—works of judgment—
suited to the terror of his dispensation. These of Christ were miracles of mercy
(Hos. xi. 4). The goodness of his works was calculated to lead men to repentance

(John X. 32; Bom. ii. 4). 2. Hence the spreading of hisfame. (1) It spread through-

out Syria—through the whole extent of that Roman province of which Palestine was
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a part. Hence the people from Decapolia, that portion of Syria north of Qalilee, lo

called because it contained a group of ten cities, the metropolis and most ancient of

which was Damascns. (2) Great multitudes from all parts followed him. He deserves

the attention of universal man. He deserves the universal attention of the faculties of

every man. (3) Those who came for healing had spiritual instruction. They were
like the Syrian of earlier times (2 Kings y. 16, 17). They were like Saul, who, seek-

ing the asses, found a kingdom. The kingdom they found was heavenly. Faith gains

assurance in the preaching of the King.—J. A. M.

Ver. 1.

—

The leadings of tJie Spirit. Whether we are to nnderstand an Impulse
from Christ's own spirit, or a direction of the Divine indwelling Spirit, need not be
disputed, because the two may be regarded as included, and the relation of the one to

the other may be shown. The analogy of such verses as Ezek, viii. 3 ; Acts viii. 39

;

Bev. i. 10 suggests a state of ecstasy. As Bushnell expresses it, " The fact is signified

that the Spirit, coming here upon him in the full revelation of his call, raises such a
ferment in his bosom of great thoughts and strangely contesting emotions, that he is

hurried away to the wilderness, and the state of privacy before God, for relief and
settlement."

I. The iMPiri.sB as a natubal suooebtion. If we place ourselves in our Lord's

circumstances, we shall realize that we should have felt and acted precisely as our Lord
did. Compare his action when the news came of John Baptist's death. At once
he said to his disciples, " Come ye into a desert place, and rest awhile." There is no
more natural feeling than the desire for seclusion when the heart is oppressed with
great and anxious thoughts. Illustrate by the impulsive flight of Elijah into the

desert of the Tih, by St. Paul's flight into the desert of Arabia, and by our Lord's seek-

ing seclusion in Gethsemane. That there was a certain intensity in our Lord's impulse
after his ordination is sufficiently explained by the unusual character of the descent of

the Spirit on him. We need not hesitate to say that he was moved by his own desires.

II. The impulse as a Divtcie ovESBUUNa. God may be in our impulses. He
often is. He works through them. They are in the I)ivine sanctifying. This truth

is even explicitly stated : " The Spirit witnesseth with our spirit." This, indeed, is the

higher truth apprehended by the devout soul, who can see, and is always glad to see,

the Divine in things, God working in what seems, to casual view, merely human work.
The difficulty may be suggested, that we may easily be subject to delusions if we
follow our impulses. In reply it may be said : 1. There is no danger, if we are open-
Bouled, sincere, as Jesus was. 2. If we are trustfully seeking Divine guidance, as Jesus
was. 3. If we are prepared to use the divinely provided tests, which will reveal any
mere self-seeking in our impulses.—B. T.

Ver. 1.— 2Vte m,odel temptation. All the best writers hold that, whatever may have
been the outward machinery of the temptation, the temptation was really a spiritual

struggle. It was no model of our human temptations if it was not. Some have
thought that the devil appeared as an old man, and talked with Jesus. But evidently
all the things were suggestions to his mind ; the first from the feeling of hunger and
the sight of the stones; the others from his anxious thoughts about the modes of
executing his mission. The suggestions themselves were not evil ; the sin could only
have come by our Lord's yielding to them when he knew that they opposed the will of

God. It would help us greatly if we could see that suggestion to the mind is not sin;

our dealing with the sugorestion makes the sin. It is, perhaps, better to conceive of
the devil here as a personification of the enticing force—of evil suggestion. Suggestion
is suggestion of the devil wiiensoever it is an enticement to wrong. Olshausen says,
" The temptation of Jesus took place in the depths of his inward life," in the sphere of
his soul. By way of introduction, the probable scene of the temptation may be described^
with a view to bringing out the effects of nature on sensitive, poetical minds. Illustrate

the infiuence of the awful silence, and towering mountain-forms, of Sinai on Elijah.

The Apostle John gives the great world-forces of temptation as " the lust of the flesh,

the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life " (1 John ii. 16). Bead our Lord's temptation
in the light of St. John's terms.

I. The lust of the flesh; ob, the temptation that comes thbouoh UAH's
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APPETITEB Ain> FABSioNB. The foroB of the first temptation lies in the natural cravings
of hunger and thirst ; these set men on intense endeavour to satisfy the craving. With
the consciousDess of possessing miraculous power, our Lord was tempted to use his

trust for the relief of his own needs. Illustrate hj the hungry man who Is tempted to

steal. The claims of the flesh may urge us to do what we know is wrong.
IL The lust of the byes. Temptation through the intellect. Conscious mental

superiority may lead men to deceive their weaker fellows, and deceive themselves, by
persuading themselves that such deception is for their good. There is a special tempta-
tion for the intelligent.

III. The pride of life. Pride in the command and use of worldly forces, state,

class-privilege, equipage, soldiers, etc. To Christ the temptation came in this form

:

"You are superior; you know you are superior; assert your superiority, and men will

bow down to you."—B. T,

Ver. 3.

—

Temptation through physioal conditions. In this and two later homilies

the several temptations are to be more precisely treated. The four homilies will be

suggestive of a series of sermons on the " Lord's temptation." The temptation must
be closely associated with the baptism. The one thing necessary to the understanding
of it is our apprehension of the fact, that Jesus had become suddenly conscious of the
trust of miraculous powers ; and he had to fix the principle on which alone he would
use those powers. The first question to decide was—Would he use them to supply his

own necessities? Meeting the deepest sense of bodily hunger, a passionate craving for

food after a prolonged fast, came the consciousness of possessing miraculous power.
He heard, as if in the depths of his soul, a cry saying, " Why do you suffer ? Make
the stones bread. You can do it." The force of the temptation lay on one side in

the cravings of bodily appetite, and on the other side in this new sense of power.

I. HnMAN TEMPTATION THEOUOH BODILT CRAVINGS. It is the first form that human
temptation took. Eve saw that the fruit of the tree was pleasant, and good for food.

It is the universal form of temptation, but it is the lowest; it belongs to man as an
animal. Beneath the temptation of bodily appetite, the glutton, the drunkard, and
the sensualist have fallen in all the ages. The first sphere of conflict for the spiritual

being man is that animal nature in which he is set in order to sustain earthly relations.

That bodily organization ought to be his servant ; it is ever striving to be his master,

and seeks to secure its end by suhtleties of craving and allurement. Easily men have
been led to think that the body itself is evil. But the wrong lies in the unbalanced
will, which fails to restrain and control bodily appetite.

II. The law of triumph over temptation coming through bodily cravings.
The soul is of more value than the Ijody, A man is not a body ; all that is true is

that he has a body. A man's life is not the material thing, eating and drinking; that

only sustains the animal nature. A man's real life consists in obedience to the wiU of

God, as he may come to know it ; and if that means starving the body, the body must
be starved.—R. T.

Ver. 4.—!Z%e true food of' a spiritual being. " Man shall not live by bread alone."

Observing the original connection of the words quoted, we flnd an illustration of the

fact that God could sustain life by other means than ordinary food. " Such au answer
must have peculiar force and meaning, as it comes fiom the lips of Christ. He tells

Satan that obedience to God is better than bread ; that if either is to be given up there

cannot be a doubt, there can hardly be a difficulty, about the decision. . . . Simply as

men, we all, the poorest and the greatest of us all together, need the life of obedience,

and any sacrifice of the flesh is cheap that wins it for us " (Brooks).

I. Man as a spiritual being. The older division of the human being was into
" body " and " soul

; " it is now more precisely divided into " body," " animal life," and
" spirit

; " sarx, psyche, pneuma. Body and life we have in common with the animals

;

and we share with them all the common experiences and needs. But man is a spirit,

an immortal spirit, dwelling in and using the animated body. We are spirits, and have
bodies. It is true that we are variously affected by our bodily relations ; but even as

the eternal Spirit dwells in. nod controls, the material sphere, so man, the spirit, dwells

in, and controls, the limited sphere of his body. Then the claims of the spirit which
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man 4$ must always stand before the claims of the body, of which he has only a
temporary occupancy.

II. The food for man as a spiritual SEiNa. Complication arises in considericg

this matter, because the food for the spirit has to come mainly through the bodily

faculties and receptivities. But there is a. clear distinction between the food which
simply supplies bodily hunger, the indulgence that satisfies bodily appetite, and the

food which nourishes emotion and afTection, and cultures the conscience aud the will.

Take the sensual man and the spiritual man, and show how difiierently they stand

related to daily food for body and mind. The food of a spiritual being is spiritual. It

goes into the term " obedience," which includes submissions, humilities, affections,

communings, service, praise, devotion, etc. Let a man first feed his soul, and the fed

soul will put into safe and wise regulation all feedings of the bodily appetite.—E. T.

Vers. 5, 6.

—

Temptation through human ambitions. The second temptation was to

the sin of presumption, to which sin the ambitious man, who sets an end before him,
and means to gain it somehow, is especially exposed. Prom the tempter's point of

view Jesus was ambitious to be the Messiah, so he tempted him to adopt the most
showy and most speedy way of fulfilling his ambitions. " Make a show ; the people love

a show, and you will gain the end of your ambition at once ; everybody will shout that

you are Messiah." There is such a thing as a holy ambition, a proper love of admira-
tion, an honourable desire for fame. But all its expressions and actions must be abso-

lutely true and fair. No sincere man will deceive in order to succeed—will " do evil that

good may come."
I. Men's ambitions. Every man ought to have his ambition. He ought to mean

something in life ; he should set an aim before him. No man ever accomplishes any-
thing unless he has ambition. Because the word has been misused is no reason why
we should refuse to recognize its possible good use. Ambition may be an inspiring,

ennobling force. Using the term in relation to Christ, we may recognize his ambition
to save and bless the people of bin day, and in the end all humanity. He would be the

Messiah they needed.

II. Men's ambitions proving temptations. This they do : 1. When they are

simply self-seeking. Low-charactered ambitions are sure to lead men astray. Wealth,
pleasure, fame, are sure to affect men's spirit and conduct ; they always deteriorate

men when they are made the life-aim. 2. When they set men on unworthy schemes.
This was the kind of suggestion made by the tempter to our Lord. " Float down from
the corner of the temple ; men will think you have .come down out of heaven, and accept

your Messiahship at once." Ambitions provide perilous temptations when they suggest
" schemes " and " dodges " and " deceptions."

HI. Men's temptations through ambitions mastered by religious principle.

This is the force of Christ's answer. A good man will only gain his ambitions on honest
lines. A right-minded man feels that any attempt to deceive man is really that wicked
thing, an attempt to get an advantage of God.—E. T.

Ver. 6.

—

The limits of angd-charge. Observe the sentence omitted in the quotation.

The psalmist wrote, " For he shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee in all

thy ways." It may be that, from our points of view, the omission is not important,
because we can see that it is involved even if it be not explicitly stated. The Divine'

care always assumes that its objects are in the sphere of duty. But it is significant

that the tempter should omit what he evidently felt would spoil his persuasion.

L Angel-chakgb. There will always be two ways of dealing with the references

to angels which are found in the Word of God. 1. The one way will be taken by the
practical-minded, who can be content with the surface of things, and to whom facts are
just facts. These will always people the unseen world with personal beings, who are

conceiTed as constantly engaged in Divine ministries, and who have sometimes actually
come into the field of human vision. " Are they not ministering spirits," etc. ? 2. The
other way will be taken by the mystical-minded, who cannot imprison their minds in
forms, who are always seeking essences, spiritual realities, the things which gain vary-
ing embodiments for the apprehension of the human senses. To these, angels will

seem to be personifications of the many Divine forces and influences that affect men's
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lives. God caring for ui, God working for us, is for them the fact ; angel-charge is for

them the appearance. All join in recognizing that angel-charge is God with us as our
Helper.

IL The limits undeb which anoel-oharoe is set. " I heing in the way, the

Lord led me." It is always assumed that we are trying to go right and to do right.

God helps those who mean to he chedient. The self-willed, those who, like Ephiaim,
are "joined to their idols," God lets alone. The angels are removed if a man per-

sistently resolves to " follow the devices and desires of his own heart." " If ye be
willing and obedient, ye shall eat the good of the land." There is, however, the

gracious truth of the Divine overruling, even of man's infirmity and wilfulness, of

which, in this connection, due account needs to be taken.—B. T.

Vers. 8, 9.

—

Temptation through the conscioiiiness of power. Bushnell observes that
the report of the temptation can only have come from Christ himself. " And he simply
meant, I have no doubt, in the three temptations recited, to report what appeared to

him visionally speaking, or how they stood before his fevered brain. U'o believe that

he was taken up into a mountain so exceedingly high that he could see all the king-

doms of the round world from the top, is fairly impossible. All temptations are but
seemings. The devils bait their hook never with truths, always with illusions."

Before the mind of Christ a great procession of all the world-kingdoms seems to pass

—

kingdoms of nations, of learning, of pleasure, of wealth ; and the evil suggestion seems
to say, " That power you are conscious of possessing includes and involves the command
of all these world-forces. Use them, then. Be the temporal Messiah that you are

expected to be, and that you can be, and then, when your position is gained, you can
use it for higher spiritual ends." It is the most subtle form that temptation tia,kes for

man. Get a position, anyhow. Get power, anyhow. And then you can use the position

and the power for noble ends. It is always Satanic temptation ; for if a man gets posi-

tion and power unworthily, he is damaged and deteriorated in the getting, and so

made unfit for the using when he has got. Christ would neither win his power nor use
his power otherwise than as God's will should arrange.

L What the Lobd Jesus cocIiD do. Seeley says, " The mental struggle is still

caused by the question how to use the supernatural power. Nothing more natural than
that it should occur to Christ that his power was expressly given to him for the pur-
pose of establishing, in defiance of all resistance, his everlasting kingdom." Clearly see

that Christ's miraculous power placed all the world-forces at his command. He might
have used them to found his Messianic kingdom. He would have used them if that

had been God's will. It was not God's will, so for him to have used them would have
been to serve the devil. This temptation comes to all who are born with genius, who
are conscious of power in any direction—Is that genius to be self-ordered or divinely

ordered ?

IL What the Lobd Jesus would do. Worshipping the Lord Gt)d is no mere
act of homage; it is the life of obedience to the Divine will; the ordering of conduct
by the Divine rule. The powers Christ had could only he used for God's purposes, in

God's way.—B. T.

Ver. 12.—iTiwus as John's successor. The events in our Lord's life immediately fol-

lowing upon his temptation are exceedingly difficult to trace. There seems to have
been a first ministry in Judeea, but the length of it is much disputed. Then a ministry

in Galilee, which seems to have been begun before the news came of John's imprison-

ment. There is, therefore, a gap between vers. 11 and 12 of this chapter. Matthew's
general statements can be filled in from the more precise details of the other Gospels,

and more especially of John's Gospel. The point on which we fix attention is, that as

soon as John's work ceased, Jesus took his work up and carried it on. God never lets

his work fail. He always keeps his witnesses witnessing. The removal of one is

always the placing of another. The truth is kept alive in the world by a constant

succession of truth-bearers ; and there never was a time when the Church or the

truth was in danger because God had left himself without a witness.

I. A man's successob cabbies on a man's wobe. Work out three Scripture illus-

trations. 1. Joshua, as Moses' successor, carried on Moses' work> That work was the
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removal of Israel from Egypt, and its settlement in the promised land. 2. Elisha, as

Elijah's successor, carried on Elijah's work. The confession of the lip at Carmel had
to be made the confussion of the life; and that meant quiet, persistent, family work
throughout the land. 3. The Lord Jesus carried on the work of John the Baptist.

Penitence is hut a heginning, a preparation for righteousness. The Lord Jesus led peni-

tent souls on to the joy of pardun and the power of holiness.

II. A man's buccessob cabmes on the wobk in his own WAT. True succession

never destroys individuality. Joshua differed from Moses, Elisha differed from Elijah,

the Lord Jesus differed fi:om John. It is often noticed that successors in statesmanship,

in o£Bces, and in pulpits, are usually strongly contrasted men. Marked individuality

is found to he quite consistent with continuity in aim and service. We hest fit to our

places, we are found even to fit in best with others, by being ovir own true selves. If

we see clearly the relation of John to Jesus, let us be willing also to see clearly the

relation of Jesus to John,—R. T,

Ver, 17.

—

The common message of John and Jesus, Here is a fact of the records to

which sufficient attention has not been given. Our Lord did not realize at once the
individuality of his Messianic message. He began public labour by doing John's work
and repeating's John's message. Both had this for their gospel, " Repent : for the

kingdom of heaven is at hand." Another reiuarkable fact needs to be noticed in this

connection. When our Lord sent out his apostles on their trial-mission

—

& beginning

of gospel-preaching for them, in which we expect them to deal with first principles

—

we find that he gave them John's message, " Repent: for the kingdom of heaven is at

hand."
I, The honour thus put on John. It is usual to represent John's work as super-

seded by Christ's. It is not so. His work was carried on by Christ. The " repentance "

he demanded was shown by Christ to he the permanent demand which must be made'
of every man in all the ages. John never dies ; his voice is never silenced ; he reap-

pears at Pentecost. " Repent and be converted." John is no mere passing voice. He
speaks to the world to-day. His message is seen to be God's message for humanity
when it gains repetition from the lips of the Lord Jesus. " Of those born of women
there hath not risen a greater than John the Baptist."

II. The honoub thus put on bepbntanob. It is seen to stand permanently in

the very forefront of the Divine, requirements, ft is the strait gate at the very head of

the Christian way. When the way of salvation is represented as easy, as a weak
yielding of the Divine love, it is well to remember that door of repentance which blocks

the entrance. So many now take up Christian profession on the persuasion of maie
passing emotion, without any soul-humblings through repentance. John and the Lord
Jesus gave the first place to repentance. No man can ever apprehend what Jesus is,

as the Forgiver of sin, who has not learned of John what is repentance of sin. The
weakness of so-called gospel-preaching nowadays is the absence of Johannine demands
of repentance, which both the Lord Jesus and his apostles made.—B. T.

Ver. 19.

—

Chrisfs call to service. " Follow me, and I will make you fishers of men."
From John i, we learn that these men were previously called to disoipleship. It was
well that they should have a time of fellowship with Christ before they were further

called to the service of Christ. Observe how the full idea of the Messiahship was
gradually unfolded, stage by stage. Our Lord never hurried. He set a noble example
of " doing the next thing ; " and all the Divine plan for him gradually hut surely

unfolded. These men were fishers. Our Lord used a figure which was quite familiar

to them, and would be very suggestive. These thoughts would surely have come to

their minds. As the fish have to be gathered, to be skilfully gathered, and to be
persistently gathered, so have men. Christ wants us to fish for men as, during these

long years, we have fished in this lake for fish. Here will come in careful descriptions

of the boats, nets, and methods of the fishermen of Galilee.

I. Men have to be gathered. Morally, and in view of their independence and
self-willedness, men are like the fishes that roam free in the water, going this way or
that at their own pleasure. But this freedom is moral peril. There are foes for

men in their freedom, as there are for the fishes. Gather the fish and deliver them
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from their foes. Gather the men into the allegiance of Christ, and 8o deliver them
from eviL

II. Men have to be bkilfullt oathebed. Few occupations inTolve more skill

than fishing. The fisherman must judge the weather, decide on his net or line, adapt
his bait, and know the habits of the creatures. So the Apostle Pai;l, as the great gospel

fisherman, would make himself " all things to all men." Illustrate by the conversions

recorded in the New Testament, pointing out how different were the methods used in

each case in order to effect the ingathering.

III. Men hate to be febsistentlt qathebed. Because there is a natural resist-

ance which is too often successful, and must be dealt with again and again. Show
where the fisher-figure fails. They who fish fur men gather them in order that they
may be everlaatingly saved.—E. T.

Yer. 23.

—

The healing mission of Jesus. The excitement produced in the East by
the occasional visits of a hakiin, or physician, effectively explain the scenes described

in our Lord's life, but seem very strange to us, and very difficult to realize. Dean
Stanley has the following note : " It was after a walk through the village of Ehden,
beneatii the mountain of the cedars, that we found the stairs and corridors of the castle

of the Marouite chief, Sheikh Joseph, lined with a crowd of eager applicants, ' sick

people taken with divers diseases,' who, hearing that there was a medical man in the
party, had thronged round him, ' beseeching him that he would heal them.' It was an
affecting scene ; our kind doctor was distressed to find how many oases there were which,
with proper medical appliances, might have been cured." Some have thought that

disease in our Lord's time took unusual and severe forms, but we probably need do no
more than imagine the condition of a population living in unsanitary conditions, and
with no scientific doctoring at command. All forms of disease were then thought of as

irritations of evil and malicious spirits, and all healing was really " exorcism." Our
Lord's bodily healings seem to have been specially characteristic of the earlier ministry
of Jesus ; and it should always be treated as illustrative of his work, not as his proper
work. The healing mission of Jesus may be set in three forms.

I. To CALL ATTENTION. It is a singular fact that almost immediately on Christ's

beginning his ministry he was followed by crowds. He could not have gathered them
as a moral Teacher. Nicodemus shows us what arrested attention. " No man can do
these miracles that thou doest except God be with him." So the healings made a
sphere for Jesus, in which he could do spiritual work.

II. To SHOW HIS SPIBIT. Contrast with that of the Pharisees, who despised the
people ; and with the Eastern physician, who demands ruinous fees. Jesus sought the

poor and the sick, and did his best to help them for nothing. It was a revelation of

love to man.
III. To INDICATE HIS MISSION. "Which bore relation to the great sin-disease of

the soul, and was illustrated in these healings, deliverings, and redeemings, which bore
relatiou to men's bodily disabilities. All disease is fruitage of sin. Christ came to

deal with sin, both in root, and branch, and flower, and fruit.—B. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER V.

Yer. 1.—And seeing the mnltitades ; i.e.

those spoken of in ch. iv. 25—the multi-

tudes who were at that point of time follow-

ing him. He went up. From the lower
ground by the lake. Into a monntain;
Bevised Version, into the mountain (jU ri

ipos); i.e. not any special mountain, but
" the mountain nearest the place spoken of

—

the mountain near by" (Thayer); in con-

trast to any lower place, whether that was
itself fairly high ground (as probably Luke
ix. 28) or the shore of the lake (ch. xiv. 23

KATTHEW.

[parallel passages: Mark vi. 46; John vi.

15] ; XV. 29). The actual spot here referred

to may have been far from, or, and more
probably (ch. iv. 18), near to, the Lake of

Gennesareth. It cannot now be identified.

The traditional "Mount of Beatitudes" is

Karn-Ifattin, " a round, rocky hill " (Sooin's

Baedeker, p. 366), " a square-shaped hill

with two tops " (Stanley, p. 368), about five

miles north-west of Tiberias. This tradition,

dating only from the time of the Crusades, is

accepted by Stanley (of. also Ellicott, 'Hist.

Lects.,' p. 178), especially for the reasons

that (1) rh Spos is equivalent to "the moun-
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tain " M a distinct name, and this mountain
alone, with the exception of Tabor which is

too distant, stands separate from the uniform

barrier of hills round the lake ; (2) " the

platform at the top is evidently suitable for

the oolleotion of a multitude, and corre-

sponds precisely to the ' level place ' (rdirou

TreSivoS, Luke vi. 17) to which our Lord
would 'come down,' as from one of its

higher horns, to address the people."

But these reasons seem insufficient. And
when he was set ; Bevised Version, had eat

down; as bis custom was when preaching

(oh. xiii. 1; xxiv. 3; Mark ix. 35). His
disciples; t.e. the twelve, and also those

others out of whom they had, as it seems,

just been chosen (Luke vi. 12, 20). The
word is used of all those personal followers

who, as still more distinctly indicated in

the Fourth Gospel, attached themselves to

him to learn of him, at least until the time

of the crisis in John vi. 66, when many
withdrew (cf. also infra, oh. viii. 21, and for

an example in the end of his ministry,

Luke xix. 37). In English we unavoid-

ably miss some of the meaning of /uaflrjr^j,

to our loss, as may be seen from the saying
of Ignatius, ' Magn.,' § 10, MoBtitoI airov

yffdfiej/ot fidOcitf^ev Karh XptffTtayifffthp fpy.
Came unto him (irpoff^xflav aOr^). Came up
to him, and, presumably, sat down in front

of him to listen.

Ver. 2.—And he opened his mouth. Fre-

quent in the Old Testament; e.g. Job iii. 1.

A Hebraism, indicating that tlie words
spoken are not the utterance of chance,

but of set will and purpose. In the Gos-
pels (in this sense) only ch. xiii. 35 (from

Ps. Ixxviii. 2, LXX.); also in Acts viii.

35 (Philip); x. 34 (Peter); xviii. U(Paul);
Eev. xiii. 6 (the boast); cf. 2 C!or. vi. 11, of

perfect frankness of expression, and Eph. vi.

19, perhaps of courage in tlie utterance of

the Divine messiige. And taught them
{iSlSttiTKiy avToiis). That which follows is

represented, not as a proclamation, hut as

teaching, given to those who in some measure
desired to follow and serve him. Some pro-

gress already made by the listeners, if only

in a relation of respect and reverence, is im-

plied in "teaching." The discourse was
tlierefore spoken, not simply to the mul-

titudes, a chance audience, but with primary

and special reference to thosewho had already

made some advance in relation to him. The
multitudes, however, were standing by, and
were amazed at the unique character of his

teaching (cf. ch. vii. 28, 29 ; cf. also Luke
vi. 2(J with vii. 1).

Ver. 3—oh. vii. 27.

—

The Sebmon on the

Mount. The following may serve as a brief

eummary.

I. The ideal character of his disciples (oh.

V. 3—10), which must be allowed to appear

(ch. V. 11—16).

2. The relation that they ought to hold

towards the religion of the day, of which

the Law was the accepted standard (oh. v.

17—vi. 18).

(1) The fundamental principle of thia

relation is found in the relation which Christ

himself holds towards the Law (ch. v. 17

—

20).

(2) Their relation further defined by illus-

trations taken from the religion of the day,

as this is seen in

—

(a) Cases deduced directly from the Law
(oh. V. 21-48).

(6) Cases not so deduced (ch. vi. 1—18).

3. General principles regarding

—

(1) Their relation to wealth. They must
remember that only the single eye receives

thelight(oh.vi. 19-34).

(2) Their relation to men. They must
remember the dangers of differentiating

others. They must treat them as they

would themselves be treated (oh. vii. 1—12).

4. Epilogue (ch. vii. 13—27). A call to

decision and independence of walk (ch. vii

13—23). Assent is useless if it becomes not

action (ch. vii. 24—27).

Therp is little doubt that the two accounts

(hereandLuke vi.) represent one and the same
discourse, the main arguments for this belief

being thus given by Ellicott (' Hist. Lects.,'

p. 179) :
" That the beginning and end of the

Sermon are nearly identical in both Gospels

;

that the precepts, as recited by St. Luke, are

in the same general order as those in St.

Matthew, and that they are often expressed

in nearly the same words ; and lastly, that

each Evangelist specifles the same miracle,

viz. the healing of the centurion's servant, as

having taken place shortly after the Sermon,
on our Lord's entry into Capernaum."

Vers. 3—16.—1. The ideal ehara4ster of
hia discipUi.

Ver. 8.—Blessed (/taitdptoi) ; Vulgate,
heati; hence "Beatitudes." The word
describes "the poor in spirit," etc., not as
recipients of blessing (eilAo-yij/icVoi) from God,
or even from men, but as possessors of
" happiness " (cf. the Authorized Version of
John xiii. 17, and frequently). It describes
them in reference to their inherent state, not
to the gifts or the rewards that they receive.
It thus answers in thought to the common
'n»>( of the Old Testament; e.g. 1 Kings x.
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8; Pa. 1. 1; xzsii. 1; Izzxiv. 5. Blessed
are tbe poor in spirit : for theirs is the king-
dom of heaven. The first Beatitude is the
sum and substance of the whole sermon.
Poverty of spirit stands in contrast to self-

sufiii^iency (Bev. iii. 17) and as snch ii

perhaps the quality which is most of all

opposed to the Jewish temper in all ages (of.

Rom. ii. 17—20). For in this, aa in much
else, the Jewish nation is the type of the
human race since the Fall. Observe that vers.

3, 4 (ol vTaxol, ot treyBovvTes, possibly also

ver. 5, tide infra) recall Isa. Izi. 1,2. As
recently in the synagogue at Nazareth
(Luke iv. 18, 19), so also here, be bases the

explanation of his work on the prophecy of

that work in tlie Book of Isaiah. The poor
(of xTotxoO- ^Tax^s, in classical and philo-

sophical usage, implies a lower degree of

poverty than irEi/qs (2 Cor. ix. 9 and LXX.).
" The ffuns may be so poor that he earns

his bread by daily labour ; but the vraxis is

so poor that he only obtains his living by
begging. . . . The »€«)$ has nothing super-

fluous, the fTuxis nothing at all " (Trench,
' Syn.,' § xzxvi.). Hence Tertullian (* Adv.
Marc.,' iv. 14 ; of. 15) purposely altered Beati

paupere$ of the Old Latin to Beati mendiei,

and elsewhere (* De Idol.,' 12) rendered it by
egeni. But in Hellenistic Greek, so far aa

the usage of the LXX. and the Hexapla
goes (vide Hatch, ' Biblical Greek,' p. 73),

the distinction seems hardly to hold good.

Hatch even infers—on, we think, very

insufficient premisses — that these two
words, with Taireii>6s and irpait (but vide

infra), designate the poor of an oppressed

country, i.e. the peasantry, the fellahin of

Palestine as a class, and he considers it

probable that this special meaning under-

lies the use of the words in these verses.

Whether this be the case or not, the ad-

dition of T^ vveiiiaTi completely excludes

the supposition that our Lord meant to refer

to any merely external circumstances. In
tpirit ; Mattliew only (t^ miiinari). Dative

of sphere (cf. ch. xi. 29; 1 Cor. vii. 34;

xiv. 20; Bom. xii. 11). Jas. ii. 5 (joht

irraxols t^ Kiiriiif) forms an apparent

rather than a real contrast; for the dative

there marks, not the sphere in which,

but the object with reference to which, the

poverty is felt (" the poor as to the world,"

Revised Version; Wiesinger in Huther), or

possibly the object which is the standard of

comparison, t.e. in the judgment of the world

(Winer, § xxxi. 4, o). Christ here afBrms

the blessedness of those who are in their

spirit absolutely devoid of wealth. It cannot

mean that they are this in God's opinion,

for in God'g opinion all are so. It means,

therefore, that they are this in their own
opinion. While many feel in themselves a

wealth of soul-satisfaction, these do not, but

realize their insufficiency. Christ says that

they realize this " in (their) spirit
; " for the

spirit is that part of us which specially

craves for satisfaction, and which ia the
means by which we lay hold of true satis-

faction. The actual craving for spiritual

wealth is not mentioned in this verse. It

is implied, but direct mention of it comes
partly in ver. 4, and especially in ver. 6.

For their$. Emphatic, as in all the Beati-

tudes (auTui', avToi). Is. Not hereafter

(Meyer), but even already. The kingdom
of heaven (vide note, p. 150). The poor in

spirit already belong to and have a share in

that realm of God which now is realized

chiefly in relation to our spirit, but ulti-

mately will be realized in relation to every
element of our nature, and to all other per-

sons, and to every part, animate and inani-

mate, of tlie whole world.

Ver. 4.—^lu some, especially "Western"
authorities, vers. 4, 5 are transposed (vide

Westoott and Hort, 'Appendix ), possibly

because the terms of ver. 5 seemed to be
more closely parallel to ver. 3 (cf, Meyer,
Weiss), and also those of ver. 4 fitted ex-

cellently with ver. 6. But far the greater

balance of evidence is in favour of the usual

order, which also, though not on the surface,

is in tbe deepest connexion with the pre-

ceding and tbe following verses. They that

mourn (of. Isa. Ixi. 2). Our Lord does not

define that which causes the mourning, but
as the preceding and the following verses all

refer to the religious or at least the ethical

sphere, merely carnal and worldly mourn-
ing is excluded. The mourning referred to

must, therefore, be produced by religious or

moral causes. Mourners for the state of

Israel, so far as they mourned not for its

political but for its spiritual condition (ot
similar mourning in the Christian Church,

2 Cor. vii. 9, 10), would be included (cf. Weiss,

•Life-,' ii. 142); but our Lord's primary
thought must have been of mourning over

one's personal state, not exactly, perhaps,

over one's sins, but over the realized poverty

in spirit just spoken of (cf. Weiss-Meyer).

As the deepest poverty lies in the sphere

of the spirit, so the deepest mourning lies

there also. All other mourning is but

partial and slight compared with this (Prov.

xviii. 14). For they shall ho comforted.

When 7 On having the kingdom of heaven

(ver. 3); i.e. during this life in measure (of.

Luke ii. 25), but fully only hereafter. The
mourning over one's personal poverty in

spirit is removed in proportion aa Christ ia

received and appropriated ; but during thi*

life such appropriation can be only partial.

Ver. 5.—^Blessed are the meek. In thia

Beatitude our Lord still quotes Old Testa-

ment expressiona. The phrase, " shall in-

herit the earth," oomea even in Isa. Ix. ill,
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only two Terses before IxL 1, 2, to wlilch
he has already referred. In the present
copies of the LXX. it is found also in laa,

Ixi, 7, but there it is evidently a corruption.

It occurs also in Pg. xxxvii. 9, 11, 22, 29,

3 1 ; and since in the eleventh verse of the
psalm it is directly said of the meek : " But
the meek shall inherit the land (LXX., ol

5e Ttpatis K\iiipoyoiiii<rou<rty yrfv)" it is, doubt-
less, from this latter passage that our Lord
burrows the phrase. The meaning attributed
by our Lord to the word meek is not clear.

The ordinary use of the words npats, jrpairijs,

in the New Testament refers solely to the
relation of men to men, and this is the sense
in which ol wpaeTs is taken by most com-
mentators here. But with this sense, taken
barely and solely, there seems to be no satis-

factory explanation of the position of the
Beatitude. Vers. 3 and 4 refer to men in

their relation to Qod; ver. 6, to say the
least, includes the relation of men to God ;

what has ver. 5 to do here if it refers solely

to the relation of men to men ? It would
have come very naturally either before or
after ver. 9 ("the peacemakers ") ; but why
here ? The reason, however, for the position

of the Beatitude lies in the true conception
of meekness. While the thought is here
primarily that of meekness exhibited towards
men (as is evident from the implied contrast

in they ehall inherit the earth), yet mei kness
towards men is closely connected with, and
is the result of, meekness towards God.
This is not exactly humility (jaireivo(f>po<rini,

which, as regards God, is equivalent to a
sense of oreatureliness or dependence ; of.

Trench, • Syn^ § xlii.). Meekness is rather
the attitude of the soul towards another
when that other is in a state of activity

towards it It is the attitude of the dis-

ciple to the teacher when teaching ; of the
son to the father when exercising his pater-
nal authority; of the servant to the master
when giving him orders. It is therefore
essentially as applicable to the relation of
man to God as to that of man to man. It

is for this reason that we find \yy, rmy very
frequently used of man's relation to God,
in fact, more often than of man's relation to

man; and this common meaning of ujr

must be specially remembered here, where
the phrase is taken directly from the Old
Testament Weiss (' Matthaus-ev.') objects

to Tholuck adducing the evidence of the
Hebrew words, on the ground that the
Greek terms are used solely of the relation to

inau, and that this usage is kept to through-
out the New Testament. But the latter

statement is hardly true. For, not to mention
ch. xi. 29, in which the reference is doubt-
ful, Jas. i. 21 certainly refers to the meek-
ness shown towards God in receiving his

word. "The Boriptural rpairns," says

Trench, he. clt., " is not in a man's outward
behavionr only; nor yet in his relations to

his fellow-men ; as little in his mere natural
disposition. Bather is it an inwrought
grace of the snul; and the exercises of it

are first and chiefly towards God (Matt. xi.

29 ; Jas. i. 21). It is that temper of spirit

in which we accept his dealings with us as

good, and therefore without disputing or

resisting ; and it is closely linked with the
raiTiivaippoaiini, and follows directly upon it

(Bpli. iv. 2; Col. iii. 12; cf. Zeph. ill. 12),

because it is only the humble heart which
is also the meek ; and which, as such, does
not fight against God, and more or less

struggle and contend with him." Yet, as

this meekness must be felt towards God
nut only in his direct dealings with the
soul, but also in bis indirect dealings
(t.e. by secondary means and agents),

it must also be exhibited towards men.
Meekness towards God neces.iarily issues

in meekness towards men. Our Lord's con-
cise teaching seizes, therefore, on this

furthest expression of meekness. Thus it

is not meekness in the relation of man to

man barely staled, of which Christ here
speaks, but meekness in the relation of man
to man, with its prior and presupposed fact

of meekness in the relation of man to God.
Shall inherit the earth. In the Psalm this

is equivalent to the land of Palestine, and
the psalmist means that, though the wicked
may have temporary power, yet God's true
servants shall really and finally have do-
minion in the land. But wliat is intended
here ? Probably our Lord's audience under-
stood the phrase on his lips as a Messiauio
adaptation of the original meaning, and as
therefore implying that those who mani-
fested a meek reception of his will would
obtain that full possession of the landofPales-
tine which was now denied to the Israelites

through the conquest of the Bumaus. But
to our Lord, and to the evangelist who,
years after, recorded them, the meaning of
the words must have been much fuller, corre-

sponding, in fact, to the true meaning of the
" kingdom ofheaven," viz. that the meeksAoZJ
inherit—shall receive, as their righlful pos-
session from their Fatlier, the whole earth

;

renewed, it may be (lea. xi. 6—9; Ixv. 25;
Bev. xxi. 1), but still the earth (Bom. viii.

21), with all the powers of nature therein
implied. Of this the conquest of nature
already gained through the civilization pro-
duced under Chrii,tianity is at once the
promise and, though but in a small degree,
the firstfruits.

Ver. 6.—They wMoh do hunger and thirst.

The application of the figure of eating and
drinking to spiritual things (of. Luke xxii.

80) is not infrequent in the Old Testament

;

e.g. Isa. Iv. 1. Yet the thought here is not
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the aotnal participation, but tlie craving.
The Benediction marks a distinct stage in
our Lord's argument. He spoke first of the
consciously poor in their spirit ; next of those
who mourned over their poverty; then of
those who were ready to receive whatever-
teaching or chastisement might be given
them ; here of those who liad an earnest
longing for that right relation to God in
which they were so lacking. This is tlie

positive stage. Intense longing, such as
can only be compared to- that of a starving
man for food, is sure of satisfaction. After
righteousness (t^v SiKato(riyriv). Observe

:

(1) The accusative. In Greek writers
weivdai and Strfida are regularly followed
by the genitive. Here by the accusative

;

for the desire is after tlie whole object,

and not after a part of it (cf. Weiss;
also Bishop Westcott, on Heb. vi. 4, 5). (2)
The article. It idealizes. There is but
one righteousness worthy of the name, and
for this and all that it includes, both in

standing before God and in relation to men,
tlie soul longs. How it is to be obtained
Ohrist does not here say. For they. Em-
phatic, as always (ver. 3, note). Shall be filled

(X»pTo(rfl^(ro»'Tai) ; vide Bishop Lightfoot on
Phil. iv. 12. Properly of animals being fed

with fodtler {x^pros) ; cf. Kev. xix. 21, " All
the birds were filled {ixop'^^'^'n'^'^'') with
their flesh." At first only used of men
depreciatiugly (Plato, ' Eep.,' ix. 9, p. 586 o),

afterwards readily. Bareintheseuseofmoial
and spiritual satisfaction (cf. Pd. xvii. 15).

When shall they be filled 7 As in the case

of vers. 3, 4, now in part, fully hereafter.
" St. Austin, wondering at the overflowing
measure of God's Spirit in the Apostles'

hearts, observes that the reason why they
were so full of God was because they were
so empty of his creatures. ' They were very
full,' lie says, ' because they were very
empty ' " (Anon., in Ford). That on earth,

but iu heaven with all the saints

—

" Ever filled and ever seeking, what they
have they still desire.

Hunger there shall fret them never, nor
satiety shall tire,

—

Still enjoying wliilst aspiring, in their joy
they still aspire."

('Chronicles of the Schonberg-Cotta
Family,' ch. ix., from the Latin
Hymn of Peter Damiani, 1 1072.)

Ver. 7.—Our Lord here turns more
directly to the character of his followers in

relation to men; and in the next three

Beatitudes mentions particulars which miglit

be suggested by the sixth, seventh, and
ninth commandments. Xbe merciful (oi

iKt^TilJMPus). The meruy referred to here is not

so much the almost negative quality which
the word usually buggeista to us (not deal-

ing harshly, not inflicting punishment when
due, sparing an animal or a fellow-man some
unnecessary labour), as active kindness tc

the destitute and to any who are in trouble

(cf. oh. ix. 27; xv. 22; xvii. 15; Mark v.

19). As compared with o'lKripfioves (Luke
vi. 36), it seems to lay more stress on the
feeling of pity showing itself in action and
not only existing in thought. To this state-

ment of our Lord's, that they who show mercy
to those in need shall themselves be the ob-
jects of mercy (i.e. from God) in their time of

need, many parallels have been adduced, e.g.,

by Wetstein. Babbi Gamaliel (? the second,
circa A.D. 100), as reported by Kabbi Judah
(circa a.d. 180), says (Talra, Bab., ' Sabb.,'

151 6), on Dent. xiii. 18, " Every one that
showeth mercy to others, they shiow mercy
to him from heaven, and every one that
showeth not mercy to others, they show him
not mercy from heaven;" of. also ' Test. XII.
Fatr. :

' Zub., § 8, " In proportion as a man
has compassion (mPMyxv'C^Tai) on his
neighbour, so has the Lord upon him ;

"

and, probably with reference to this passage,
Clem. Rom., § 13, eAfarc Xva iKeriBriTs.

(For the converse, of. Jas. ii. 13.) Calvin
remarks, " Hoc etiam paradoxon cum
humane judicio pugnat. Mimdus reputat
bealoB, qui malorum alienorum securi quieti
BU8B consulunt : Christus autem hie beatos
dicit, qui non mode ferendis propriis malis
parati sunt, sed aliena etiam inse suscipiunt,
ut miseris succmrant."

Ver. 8.—The pnre in heart. Our Lord
naturally passes in thought from the sixth
to the seventh commandment (cf. vers. 21,

27), finding the basis of his phraseology in
Ps. xxiv. 3, 4, •' Who shall ascend into the
hill of the Lord? ... He that hath clean
hands, and a pure heart (LXX. ae^os
X^pirly Kal KaBaphs tjj KapSiif) " (cf. also Ps.
Ixxii. 1). KaBap6s (besides speaking of mere
physical cleanness, ch. xxvii. 59) specially
refers to freedom from pollution, judged by
God's standard of what pollution is, whether
it be a matterofceremonial enactment(meats.
Bom. xiv. 20; cf. Mark vii. 19; cf. leprosy,

viii. 2, 3 ; x. 8, et al.) or of ethical relation

(John xiii. 10, 11 ; xv. 3) ; of. Origen. ' Horn,
in Joh.,' Ixxiii. 2 (Meyer), " Every sin soils

the soul (Jlaffa ctfiaprla ^{mov ivTiBTjiri rij

'("'Xp)
" ('Jf. also Bishop Westcott, ' Hebrews,'

p. 346). In heart. The seat of the affections

(ch. vi. 21 ; xxii. 37) and the understanding
(ch. xiii. 15), also the central spring of all

human words and actions (ch. xv. 19); cf.

caSapck KapSia (1 Tim. i. 5 ; 2 Tim. ii. 22),

which implies something deeper than KaBapk

avvfCSniris (1 Tim. iii. 9 ; 2 Tim. i. 8). Shall

see God. Not in his courts (Ps. xxiv.) on
Mount Moriah,but above; and inonecomplete
vision fully grasped (iifiovTou). The thought
of present spiritual sight of Gud, though, per-
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liaps, hardly to be exolnded (contrast 'Weisa,

' Matthausev.'), ie at least Bwallowed up in

the thought of the full and final revelation.

Those who are pure in heart, and care not

for such Bights as lead men into gin, are un-

consciously preparing themselves for the

great spiritual sight—the beatific vision

(Eev. xxii. 4 ; cf. 1 John iii. 2). In Heb. xii.

14 holiness (ayiaii-ii6s') is an indispensable

quality for such a vision of " the Lord."

Vei. 9.—The peacemakers (pi tlprivoToioC),

More than "peaceable" (ei(ji)Ki«(ii, Jas. iii.

17 ; fipriveioyTes, Eom. xii. 18 ; Mark ix. 50).

This is the peaceable character consciously

exerted outside itself. The same compound
in the New Testament in Col. i. 20 only:

Etpij^OTTOi^cas Stci rod a'(/iaTOS rod trravpov

aliTov (cf. Eph. iL 14, 15). Christians, in

their measure, share in Christ's work, and,

•we may add, can attain it generally as he

did, only by personal suffering. Observe

that this Beatitude must have been specially

distasteful to the warlike Galilseans. Mishna,
• Ab.,' i. 13 (Taylor), « Hillel said. Be of the

disciples of Aharon, loving peace and
pursuing peace," harilly refers to peace-

mdking, but in Mishna, 'Peah,' i. 1, "These
are the things whose fruit a man eats in this

•world, but which have their capital reward

in the world to come : honouring one's

father and mother, showing kindness, and
bringing about peace between a man and
his neighbour, but study of the Law is

equivalent to them all." Tor they; outo(,

omitted by S, 0, D, 13, 124, I.att., Peshito.

Possibly it is an addition inserted from a

desire to make this Beatitude harmonize

with the others. But more probably it is

genuine, and was omitted by accident, either

by homoiot. of wol (Meyer), or (better) be-

cause the scribe forgot the airot in the

emphatic viol 0eov, the form of the second

clause being peculiar to this Beatitude.

Shall be called; by God and angels and
men. The children ofGod ; Revised Vtrsion,

^eons of Ood; to show that the word used

here is uiol, not tckco. Christ's reference

is, that IB to say, not so much to the nature

as to the privileges involved in sonship.

The earthly privileges which peacemakers

give up rather than -disturb their peaceful

relations with others, and in order tijat they

may bring about peace between others, shall

be much more than made up to them, and
that with the approving verdict of all. They
shall, with general approval, enter on the

full privileges of their relation to God, who
is " the God of peace " (Eom. xv. 83). Dr.

Taylor (' Ab.,' i. 19) has an interesting note

on " Peace " 88 a Talmudio name of God.
For language similar to our Lord's, of.

Hos. i. 10 [LXX.], equivalent to Eom. ix.

26. Here, as often in this Gospel, there

may be a tacit ooutradiction to the assump-

tion that natural birth as Israelites involves

the full blessings of sons of God; cf. ' Ab.,'

iii. 22 (Taylor).

Ver. 10.—Which are persecuted; which
have been persecuted (Revised Version) ; of

tcSiay/ihot. "Those who are harassed,

hunted, spoiled. The term is properly used

of wild beasts pursued by hunters, or of an
enemy or malefactor in flight " (Wetstein).

Our Lord, by the use of the perfect, wishes

to indicate (1) the fact that they have en-

dured persecution, and still Btand firm ; and
probably (2) the condition of temporal loss

to which they have been reduced by such
persecution. They have " suffered the loss,"

possibly, "of all things," but they are
" blessed." 7or righteousness' sake (evckcv

SiKaiocr&^s). No article (contrast ver. 6),

either as indicating that for even a part of

righteousness persecution can be undergone,

or, and more probably, simply dwelling on
the cause of persecution without idealizing

it. Bt. Peter also Bays, perhaps with a
reference to our Lord's words, that they
who Buffer 8i& SLKatoa'iytjy are /iaKiiptoi

(1 Pet. iii. 14). For theirs is the kingdom
of heaven. The same promise that was
given to " the poor in spirit " (ver. 3) is here

given to the persecuted for righteousness'

sake. In the former case, poverty in the
sphere of the spirit obtains the fullest pos-

sessions ; here the same promise is given to

temporal loss produced by faithfulness to

the cause of righteousness. In ver. 3 our
Lord removed all occasion for intellectual

and spiritual pride. Here he comforts for

temporal and social losses (of. especially

2 Cor. vi. 10; further see ver. 8, note).

Clement of Alexandria, ' Strom.,' iv. 6
(p. 582, Potter) (1) confuses this and the
preceding Beatitude; (2) gives a ciuious
reading of some who alter the Gospels:
" Blessed are they who have been persecuted
through righteousness (uirb rrjs Sikoioo'iSi'tjj),

for they shall be perfect; and blessed are

they who have been persecuted for my sake,

for they shall have a place where they shall

not be persecuted" (of. Westcott, 'Introd.

Gospp.,' Appendix 0).

Vers. 11—16.—Some critics (e.g. Godet,

Weiss) think that vers. 13—16 are no part

of the original sermon, but only an inter-

weaving of sayings which were originally

spoken at other times. This is possible, but
external evidence exists only in the case of

vers. 13 and 15 (for vers. 14 and 16 are

peculiar to Matthew); and even in the case

of these verses it is by no means clear (vide

infra) that the occasions on which, accord-

ing to the other Gospels, the sayings were
uttered are the more original. Weiss's m-
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ertion'CLife,' il. 144), "The remarks in

Matt. T. 13—16, bearing on the oalling of

dJBcipleship, . . . cannot belong to the sermon

on the mount, carefully as they are there

Introduced, for the prophesied sufferings of

bis followers might have made them dis-

loyal," is wholly gratuitous. In fact, the

lufferings have been much more strongly

spoken of in vers. 11, 12.

The disciples are now addressed directly,

and are urged to " walk worthily of the voca-

tionwherewith theyare called." The mention

of those who have endured persecution leads

our Lord to warn bis disciples not to faint

under persecution in any of its forms ; they

are but entering on the succession of the

prophets; their work is that of purifying

and preserving and of illuminating; they

must therefore allow their character as

disciples to appear, as appear it must if

they are true to their position. There is a

purpose in this, namely, that men may see

their actions, and glorify their Father which

is in heaven.

Vers. 11, 12.—Parallel passage : Luke vl

22, 23.

Ver. 11.—As ver. 10 spoke of the blessed-

ness of those wlio had suffered persecution

and had endured it, so this verse speaks of

the blessedness of those who are suffering

from it at the moment, whether it be in

act or word. Whilst Christ still keeps up
the form of the Beatitudes, be speaks now
in the second person, this and the following

verse thus forming the ttaDsition to his

directly addressing those immediately before

him. His present audience was not yet
among oi SeSiayneyoi, but might already be
enduring something of the reproach and
suffering now referred to. Bevile (oyei-

Slffuunv) ; Bevised Version, reproach ; as also

the Authorized Version in Luke vi. 22.
'* Bevile " in itself implies moral error in

the person that reviles. Not so meiSi(fiv

(cf. eh. xi. 20 ; Mark xvi. 14). Our Lord
purposely uses a word which includes, not
only mere abuse, but also stem, and occa-

sionally loving, rebuke. Falsely, for my
sake. The comma in both the Authorized
(Scrivener) and the Bevised Versions after

" falsely " is opposed to that interpretation

(Meyer) which closely connects ifreuSd/ieyoi

with both icaff vn&v and iv^Kev ifiov. '¥evS6-

ufvoi is really a modal definition of cfimxriv

(Sevin, Weiss), and eveKtv ifiov goes with the

whole sentence " when men," etc. For my
iake. In ver. 10 he had said evexev Sixaw
aivnt ; here be directly speaks of himself.

Id Luke vi. the phrase is transitional, " for

the Son of man's sake." In ch. iv. 19 he
had claimed to be the Sou ice of power for

service ; here he claims to be the Object of

devotion. His "Messianic consciousness"

(Meyer) is, at even this early stage of hia

ministry, fully developed (cf. also vers. 17,

22). It is possible that Heb. si. 26 (vide

Bendall, in loc.) and 1 Pet. iv. 14 refer to

this expression.

Ver. 12.—Bejoioe, and be exceeding glad

(xa(p6Te Kol ayaWiaa-Be). Our Lord nses

no weaker expressions than those which
describe the joy of the saints over the
marriage of the Lamb (Bev. xix. 7). The
first word expresses joy as such, the second
its effect in stirring the emotions; this

thought St. Luke carries still further in

HKiprliaart. (For joy felt under persecution,

of. Acts V. 41.) For great. The order of

the Greek, iiri i uttrOhs i/tar iro\it, does not

bear out the emphatic position assigned to
" great " in the English , Versions from Tyn-
dale downwards (except Bheims), including
Bevised Version. Is your reward. The
doctrine of recompense, which has so large

a place in Jewish thought (for a not offen-

sive example, cf, ' Ab.,' ii. 19, Taylor) comes
also in Christ's teaching. In ch. xx. 1—16
reward is expressly divested of its merely
legal side, and exhibited as ultimately
dependent on the will of the great House-
holder. But here it is mentioned without
reference to the difficulties involved in the
conception. These difficulties centre round
the thought of obligation from God to man.
But it may be doubted whether these
difficulties are not caused by too exclusively

regarding the metaphor of contracting, in-

stead of considering the fact indicated by the
metaphor. In God's kingdom every action

has a corresponding effect, and this effect is

the more certain in proportion as the action

is in the sphere of morality. The idea of
" quantity " hardly enters into the relation

of such cause and effect. It is a question
of moral correspondence. But such effect

may not unfitly be called by the metaphors
" hire," " reward," because, on the one hand,
it is the result of couditions of moral service,

and, on the other, such terms imply a Per-
sonal Will at the back of the effect, as well
as a will on the part of the human " servant."

(For the subject in other connexions, cf.

Weiss, ' Bibl. Theol.,' § 32 ; cf. also ver. 46

;

ch. vi, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6.) In heaven. Our Lord
says, "your reward is great," because the
effect of your exercise of moral powers will

be received in a sphere where the accidents

of the surroundings will entirely correfpond

to moral influences. The effect of your
present faithfulness, etc. will be seen in the
reception of powers of work and usefulness

and enjoyment, beside which those possessed

on earth will appear small. On earth tha
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opportunities, etc., are but "few things;"
hereafter tiiey will be " many things " (ch.

xxT. 21). Tot. Not as giving a reason for

the assuianoe of reward (apparently Meyer
and Weiss), but for the command, " rejoice,

and be exceeding glad," and perhaps also

for the predicate " blessed." Rejoice if per-

secuted, for such persecutions prove you to

be the true successors of the prophets, your
predecessors in like faithfulness (of. Jas. v.

10). So. By reproauh, e.g. Elijah (1 Kings
xviii. 17), AmoB (vii. 12, 13) ; by persecution,

e.g. Hanani (2 Chron. xvi. 10), Jeremiah
(xxxvii. 15); by saying all manner of evil,

e.g. Amos (vii. 10), Jeremiah (xxxviL 13),

Daniel (yi. 13). Which were before you.

Added, surely, not as a mere temporal fact,

but to indicate spiritual relationship (vide

mpra).
\ei. 13.—^Te are the salt, etc. (cf. a

similar saying in Mark ix. 50 ; Luke xiv.

31, 35). Weiss thinks that St. Luke gives

it in its original context ; that St. Matthew
is right in interpreting it as of special

reference to the disciples ; and that St. Mark
applies it the most freely. It may, indeed,-

be tliat its position here is only the result of

the inspired guidance otHhe evangelist ; but,

on the whole, it seems more probable that so

natural a figure was used more than once

by our Lord, and that he really spoke these

words in his sermon on the mount, as well

as on the later occasion indicated by St.

Luke. Ye; i.e. the /laBriTai of ver. 1. Are,

in fact (iari); therefore recognize the re-

sponsibility. The salt of the earth. It has

been disputed whether allusion is here made
to the preservative properties of salt or to

the flavour it imparts; i.e. whether Christ

is thinking of his disciples as preserving the

world from decay, or as giving it a good

flavour to the Divine taste. Surely a use-

less question; forgetful of the fact that

spiritual realities are being dealt with, and
that it is therefore impossible for the one

effect to be really separated from the other.

Our Lord is thinking of the moral tone

which his disciples are to give to humanity.

The connexion with vers. 11, 12 is—Per-

secution must be borne unless you are to

lose your moral tone, which is to be to the

earth what salt is to its surroundings, pre-

serving from cormption and fitting for (in

your case Divine) appreciation. What x^P"
is to be to the Christian \6yos (Col. iv. 6), tliat

the Christian himself is to be to the woild.

If . . . have lost its savour Qfiaipapey) ; so

elsewhere in Luke xiv. 34 onl^. Salt that has

lost its distinctive qualities is here said to

lack its proper mind or sense. Salt without

sharpness is like au Mpanos &\oyos ; for man
is a (iSoy \oyiK6v. On the fact of salt losing

its virtue, cf Thomson (' Land and tlje Book,'

p. 882: 1887), "It is a well-known fact

that the salt of thi» country \i.e. Palestine]

when in contact with the ground, or exposed

to rain and sun, does become insipid and
useless. From the manner in which it is

gathered [vide infrd], much earth and
other impurities are necessarily ooUected

with it. Not a little of it is so impure
that it cannot be used at all; and such
salt soon effloresces and turns to dust

—not to fruitful soil, however. It is not

only good for nothing itself, but it actually

destroys all fertility wherever it is thrown.

. . . No man vrill allow it to be .thrown on

to his field, and the only place for it is the

street; and there it is cast, to be trodden

under foot of men." It should be observed

that the salt used in Palestine is not manu-
factured by boiling clean salt water, nor

quarried from mines, but is obtained from
marshes along the seashore, as in Cyprus,

or from salt lakes in the interior, which dry
up in summer, as the one in the desert north
of Palmyra, and the great Lake of JebbM,
south-east of Aleppo. Further, rook-salt is

found in abundance at the south end of the

Dead Sea (cf. Thomson, he. cit.). Where-
with shall it be salted 1 t.e. not if yon will

not act as salt, wherewith shall the earth be
salted ? (apparently Luther and Brasmus)

;

but what quality can take the place of moral
tone to produce in you the same result?

You are as salt. If you lose your distinctive

qualities, where can you find that which
answers to them 7 It is thenceforth good for

nothing. Our Lord here lays stress, not on
want of fitness (eBfltToy, Luke), but on want
of inherent power. "It is only useful for

that purpose to which one applies what is

absolutely useless " (Weiss-Meyer).
Ver. 14.—Matthew only. Ye are the light

of the world. After speaking of the moral
tone that the disciples were to give to the
world, in contrast to sin in its corrupting
power, Christ refers to them as enlight-

ening, in contrast to sin as darkness and
ignorance. Our Lord further naturally

exchanges the term " the earth " (which
from its strong materialism had suited the
figure of the salt) for "the world "—a phrase
which must, indeed, as regards the disciples,

be limited to this earth, but as regards the
light, need not be limited to less than the
solar system. In other words, the simple
reason why he exchanges " earth " for
" world " is that they are respectively the
best suited to the figure employed. Notice
that Christ never applies the former figure,

of salt, to himself; but the latter, of light,

once or twice, especially John viii. 12,

where, since he is speaking of himself, and
not of others, he adds the thought of life

being connected with light. A oity, etc.

;

literally, a city cannot be hid when let on
a mountain. It seems at first slightly
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awkward to introduce the flgnre of a city

between those of the Bun and the lamp,
both- these having to do with light. The
reason is that the city is not considered as
such, but only as an object which can be
seen, and which cannot (oi Sfoorai,emphatic)
from its physical conditions avoid being

. seen. There is a true gradation in the
thought of influence. The sun must be
seen by all ; the city, by the whole neigh-
bourhood; the lamp, by the family. Our
liOrd comes from the general to the par-
ticular; from what is almost theory, at
best a matter of hope and faith, to hard
fact and practice. The influence you are to

have—if it is to be for the whole world, as
indeed it is, must be felt in the neighbour-
hood in which you live, and a fortiori in the
immediate circle of your own home. Con-
jectures have been made whether any one
city can reasonably be mentioned as being
in sight, and so having suggested this image
to our Lord. If the exact spot where he
was then sitting were itself certain, such
conjectures might be worth considering. But,
in fact, so many " cities " in Palestine were
Bet on hills that the inquiry seems vain.

Bafed, some twelve miles north-west of
Capernaum, the view from which extends
to Tiberias (Neubaur, ' Geogr.,' p. 228),
has been accepted by many, but evidence is

lacking for it having been a city at that
time. Tubor, at the south-west of the lake,

has also been thought of, and at all events
seems to have been then a fortified town.
The view from it is even more extensive
than from Bafed (vide especially Sucin's

Bsedeker, p. 365).

Yer. 15.—Neither do men light a candle,

etc. The same illustration comes in Luke
viii. 16 (Mark iv. 21), immediately after the
parable of the sower, and again in Luke xi.

3,3, immediately after the reference to the
repentance of the men of Nineveh at tlie

preaching of Jonah. All four passages have
too much verbal similarity to admit ofany of

them being absolutely independent. Mark
iv. 21 has the greatest number of pecu-
liarities. The two passages in Luke agree
very closely with each other, but of the two,

Luke xi. 33 most resembles Matthew. The
close agreement here with the context seems
to point to this being an original position of

the utterance. Of the other two contexts

Luke xi. 33, if we must choose, seems the
more natural. Godet, however, says, " This
passage has been placed in the sermon on
the mount, like so many others, rather

because of the association of ideas than
from historical reminiscence" (similarly

Weiss). Neither. The inherent position,

eo to speak, of Christ's disciples, as of a
city set on a mountain, is not accidental.

It answers to the purpose of their being

disciples, as 18 explained farther by the
illustration of a lamp. A candle} Bevised
Version, a lamp (Kvxvov) ; i.e. the flat, saucer-

like Eastern lamp, in which sometimes the

wick merely floats on the oil. A bushel . .

a candlestick ; Bevised Version, the bushel

. . . the stand (rhv ftSSiov • . . t^v Xvxviav).

Probably rightly, for if the article had been
generic (cf. Mishna, 'Sabb.,' iv. 2, "One
may fill a pitcher pitemlly, 'the pitcher,'

jin'pn riN], and put it under a {literally,

'the'] pillow, or under a [literally, 'the']

bolster [on the sabbath in order to take the
chill off it]," W. H. Lowe, ' Fragment of

Pesachim,' 1879, p. 95 ; cf. also Driver on
1 Sam. xix. 13) it would have been found
also before Kix"""- "The description ap-
plies to the common houses of the people.

In each there was one principal room, in
which they ate and slept ; the lampstand,
with its single light, the flour-bin, and
the bed, with a few seats, were all its

furniture " (Cook, in ' Speaker's Commen-
tary,' on Mark iv. 21 ). A bushel (rhv ii6Sioi>).

This is probably equivalent to the seah (so

Peshito), which was "the ordinary measure
for domestic purposes," and, as stated in
the margins of the Authorized and the
Bevised Versions on ch. xiii. 33, held "nearly
a peck and a half" dry measure. The
Latin modius, here used to render seah,
itself held nearly a peck. In Luke viii. 16
the vaguer term o-iteSos is used. " Bushel

"

is retained in the Bevised Version probably
because it can be used of the vessel apart
from all thought of measure ; cf. " Tlie
Sense represents the Sun no bigger than a
Bushel " (Hale [1677], in Murray's 'Oxford
Dictionary'). But on a candlestick ; Bevised
Version, but on the stand Qnl tV \vxyiav)

;

Vulgate, from Old Latin, Neque accenduni
lucernam et possunt earn sub modio sed super
candelabrum. Candelabrum (cf. " chande-
lier ") meant a stand for either candles or
lamps; hence Wickliffe, translating from
the Vulgate, could say, "Ne me[n] teen-
dith not a lanteme & puttith it vndir a
buyschel: but on a candilstik." We still

use " candlestick " in the rarer sense when
we speak of the seven-branched "candle-
Btick" of the tabernacle, which was lighted
by lamps, not candles (cf. Humphry, on He-
vised Version, in loo.). It giveth light;

Bevised Version, it shineth (Kd/iirei). The
Bheims alone of the older English versions
renders " shine," thus sliowing that the sam u

Greek word is used as in the next veis-o.

The Vulgate (followed by Wickliffe nn 1

Bheims) renders it in the subjunrtlvc, vt

luceat, possibly originally a copyist's ern r

from the luceat of ver. 16. If so, it wns
apparently made before the time of Tertul-
lian (' De Prescript.,' § 26). The thouglit

is still primarily of the light itself being
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necessarily seen rather than of its benefiting

others (_<pi»Ti(a, Luke xi. 36 ; cf. John i. 9).

To all. For in a room none can help noticing

it, even though the lamp and the light

itself be but small. The negative of this

verse is given in Paeudo-Oyprian, 'De Aleat.,'

iii., " Monet dominua et dicit : nolite contris-

tare Spiritum Sanctum, qui in vobis est, et

nolite exstinguere lumen, quod in vobii efful-

tit" (vide Besch, 'Agrapha,' pp. Ill, 215).

Ver. 16.—Matthew only. Let yonr light so

shine ; even eo let your light thine (Gevised
Version) ; o^to}s Aajuii^rco rit (pus itficiv. The
Bevised Version (of. Bheims) does away with
the misinterpretation suggested by the Au-
thorized Version, " so that ; " for oStoij refers

solely to the method of shining spoken of in

ver. 15, "like a burning lamp upon its stand"
(Meyer). Our Lord has here no thought of

effort in shining, such as may improve tlie

brightness of the light given, or of illumi-

nating others, but of not concealing what
light the disciples have. (For a similar

ouTwr, ef. 1 Cor. ix. 24.) Yet remember, "A
lamp for one is a lamp for a hundred"
(Talm. Bab., 'Sahb.,' 122o) and "Adam
was the lamp of the world" (Talm. Jer.,

' Sabb.,' ii. 4—a play on Prov. xx. 27). Tour
light. Either genitive of apposition, the light

which yon are (Achelis), cf. ver. 14; or

genitive of possession, the light of which
you are the trusted posses-sors (Meyer, Weiss).

The latter is preferable, as the disciples have,

in ver. 15, been compared to the lamp, i.e.

the light-bearer. Before men {^/iirpotrBev

Tuv h.vdp(iiTrosv), More than ^vtlnrLov, *'in

presence of," for the position of the lamp
"in front of" the people is what our
Lord is here emphasizing (cf John xii 37).

That they may see your good works (ifuoy

t4 ica\ii. ^pya). Your. Three times in this

verse. Our Lord lays stress on personal
possession of light, personal action, personal
relationship and origin. Good works ; i.e.

of your lives generally (Weiss-Meyer), not
ministerially (Meyer). " Noble uiorks, works
which by their generous and attractive

character win the natural admiration of

men" (Bishop Westcott, on Heb. j. 24).

And glorify. This is actually done in ch.

ix. 8 ; XV. 31. St. Peter's language (1 Pet.

ii. 12) is probably due to a reminiscence

of our Lord's words. Your Father which
is in heaven. The Fatherhood of God is

here predicated in a special sense of the

disciples, in the same way as the Fatherhood
of God is, in the Old Testament, always con-

nected with his covenant relation to his

people as a nation (cf. Isa. Ixiii. 16 ; Ixiv. 8;

Jer. iii. 4 ; Deut. xxxii. 6). Our Lord here is

not thinking of " the original relation of God
to being and especially to humanity, in virtue

of man's creation in the Divine image"

(j itariip), but of the relation into which the

disciples have entered throngh the revela-

tion of God in Christ; cf. further Bishop
Westcott, on John iv. 21 (Add. Note) and on
1 John i. 2 (Add. Note) ; also Weiss, ' Life,"

ii. 348. The phrase, which occurs here for

the first time in St. Matthew (but cf. ver.

9, note), henceforth occurs frequently, be-

coming of great importance for this Gospel
(cf. vers. 45, 48 ; oh. vi. 1, 9, etc.).

Ver. 17—oh. vi. 18.—Having spoken of

the ideal character of his disoiples (vers. 3

—

10), and of their need of allowing that cha-

racter toappear (vers. 1 1—16), our Lord turns

to speak of Ihe position that they Aotdd hold

towards the religion of the day (ver. 17—ch.
vi. 18), of which the Law was the accepted

standard.

Vers. 17—20.—(1) With this aim he first

states summarily and in nucleus the position

that he himself holds towards the Law—

a

statement which was the more necessary

as he had already (ver. 11) claimed to be

the object of his disciples' devotion.

Ver. 17.—Matthew only. Think not. Pro-
bably the tendency of his teaching was even
already seen to be so different from that of the
recognized authorities, thatsomehad in conse-
quence formed this opiuion (vo/if^oi) of him
which he now repudiates,and which was near
akin to the basis of the charge formulated
afterwards against St Stephen (Acts vi. 14).

Inboth cases thetendencyof the newteaching
(Mark i. 27) to abolish temporary forms was
perceived by at least those whose powers of
perception were quickened through their

opposition. That I am oome ; Bevised Ver-
sion, that 1 eame (8ti ^Kdou). Our Lord,
both here and in the next clause, lays stress

on his coming as an historic fact. The pri-

mary reference is probably to his coming
lortli from private life (cf. John i. 81). Yet
in his own mind there may have been a
further allusion to his coming from above
(cf. John viii. 14 ; and further, ch. x. 34). To
destroy. The connexion between KaroXSrai
here and \i(rji ver. 19 (vide note) is lost in
the English. The Law or the Prophets. The
phrase, " the law and the prophets," is some-
times used as practically equivalent to the
whole of the Old Testament (oh. vii. 12;
John i. 45; Bom. iii. 21; of. ch. xi. 13;
xxii. 40 ; Acts xxiv. 14),and our Lord means
probably much the same here, the " or " dis-
tributing the KaTcAvirat (cf. Alford), and
being used because of the negative. Such a
distribution, however, though it could not
have been expressed in an affirmative sen-
tence, has for its background the conscious-
ness of a difference in the nature of these
two chief components of the Old Testament.
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Observe that the third part of the Hehrew
Scriptures, "the(Holy) Writings"—ofwhich
* Fsalma ' (Luke xziv. 44) form the most
characteristic portion—is omitted in this

summary reference to the Old Testament.
Tlie reason may be either that of the three ^

parts it was used less than the other two
as a basis for doctrine and for rule of life,

or that it was practically included in the
Prophets (Acts ii. 30). The essential teach-
ing of the Law may be distinguished from
that of the Prophets by saying that, while
the Law was the direct revelation of God's
will as law for the people's daily life

—

personal, social, and national—the Prophets
(including the historical books and the
prophets proper) were rather the indirect

revelation of his will for them under the
fresh circumstances into which they came

;

this indirect revelation being seen more
especially in God's providential guidance
of the nation, and in his explanation of
principles of worship, as well as in occa-
sional predictions of the future. It ia to his
relation to the Prophets in this connexion,
as an indirect revelation of God's will

under changing circumstances (cf. Weiss)
that our Lord here chiefly refers. For he
is led to speak ot his own relation to them
from the bearing that this has on the con-
duct of his disciples. Many, however (e.g.

Chrysostom), consider that he is thinking of
his relation to tliem as containing predictions

concerning himself. In answer to this it is

not sniSeient to say (Meyer, Weiss, Alford)
that it was impossible that Messiah could
be thought to abrogate the Prophets ; for, in

fact, to many Jews during his ministry (even
if not at this early stage of it), and much
more to Jews at the time when the evan-
gelist recorded the words, our Lord must
have seemed to contradict the predictions

about himself as they were then under-
stood. It is indeed true that thepnma/oeie
ground that existed for thinking that our
Lord's teaching was opposed, not merely to

the religion of the day as dependent on the
Law and the Prophets, but also to the pre-

dictions of Messiah contained in them, is

enough to give a certain plausibility to this

interpretation. But that is all. The absence
in the context of any bint that he refers to

his relation to predictions as such quite for-

bids our accepting it. It was probably de-
rived solely from a misinterpretation of " ful-

fil" (vide infra), no regard being paid to

the train of thought by which our Lord was
led to speak of the subject at all. Our Lord
says that he is not oume to " destroy " the
Prophets at exponents of the ibUI of Ood. I

am not oome to destroy; emphasizing hia

statement by repetition. But to fulfil. By
establishing the absolute and final meaning
ot the Law and the Prophets. Christ came

not to abrogate the Law or the Prophets, but
to satisfy them—^to bring about in hia own
Person, and ultimately in the persons of his

followers, that righteousness of life which,
however limited by the historical conditions
under which the Divine oracles had been
delivered, was the sum and substance of their

teaching. The fuliilment of the Law and
the Prophets " is the perfect development of

their ideal reality out of the positive form,
in which the same is historically appre-
hended and limited" (Meyer). Martensen
puts the matter thus : " How can he say
that not a tittle shall pass from the Law,
since the development of the Church shows
US that the ceremonial law, that the whole
Mosaic dispensation, has been annihilated
by the influences proceeding from Christ?
We answer : He has fulfilled the Law, whilst
he has released it from the temporary forma
in which its eternal validity was confined

;

he has unfolded its spiritual essence, its

inward perfection. Not even a tittle of the
ceremonial law has passed away, if we re-

gard the Mosaic Law as a whole; for the
ideas which form its basis, as the distinction

between the unclean and the clean, are con-
firmed by Christ, and contained in the law
of holiness which he teaches men " (' Chris-
tian Ethics: General,' § 125); cf. ver. 18,

notes, "till heaven and earth pass," "till all

be fulfilled."

Ver. 18.—Cf. Luke xvi. 17, " But it is

easier for heaven and earth to pass away,
than for one tittle of the Law to fail " (Re-
vised Version). The words are so similar that
the two evangelists probably record the samo
utterance, the difference in the form of tlie

sentence pointing rathpr to an oral than a
written common source. St. Luke places it

in an attack on the Pharisees, who had
scoffed at our Lord for his parable of the
dislionest steward. Verily ; d^tii/i/ (jdn, lite-

rally, "established," "sure"). It has
hardly been sufficiently noticed by com-
mentators that the New Testament usage of

the word " Amen " often slightly diffei-s

from that found in the Old Testament,
" Amen " in the Old Testament always in-

volves the personal acceptance of the state-

ment to which it refers ("so be it"),

whether this be a statement upon oath
(Numb. V. 22, perhaps), or a statement of

penalties incurred under certain circum-
stances (Numb. V. 22, probably; Deut.
xxvii. 15—26; Neh. v. 13); or a state-

ment expressing a pious hope uttered
either by another (1 Kings i. 36; Jer.
xxviii. 6; xi. 6 (?); cf. Neh. viii. 6; cf.

also 1 Cor. xiv. 16) ; or by one's self (Ps. xli
13). Hence the LXX. either leaves it un-
translated or, with but one exception, trans-
lates it by y4$>oiTo. In Hellenistic Greek,
however, it became often nsed as little more
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than a mere asseveration ("verily"). The
earliest trace of this usiige is found in Jer,

xxviiL 6, where the LXX. renders ptt by

aXrieSs (Aquila much better wumoBiiTa,
though generally elsewhere vem<rTaiiivas),

and it is frequent in the New Testament, cf.

especially Luke ix. 27, Xeya Si iiiiv ah-ifiat,

with parallels, hiiH^v \tya i/tiv (of. also Luke
xii. 41 with Matt. xxiv. 47, and Luke xxi. 3
with Mark xii. 43). Yet this usage of

"Amen" in Hellenistic Greek does not
seem to have ever spread into Hebrew or

Aramaic. W. H. Lowe (' Fragm. Pesach.,'

p. 70) says, and apparently truly, " Tlie Jews
never used 'amen in the sense of ' verily.'

They say nDxz, be'Smeth', 'in truth,' NnuD^rif
hSmamiihd, ' Faith I ' or didk, 'omnSm,
' verily.' " If so, the fact is interesting, for it

implies that, notwithstnndiug the usage of
" Amen" in Greek, ouiLord himself, as speak-
ing Aramaic, probably did not use it in the
mere sense of strong asseveration, but rather

always with its connotation of his entire

concurrence in the statement he was making.
In his mouth, that is to say, it always em-
phasized the thought of his personal accept-

ance of the statement with its legitimate

issue. Observe tiiat it makes no difference

(cf. Jer. xxviii. 6) whether the " Amen "

comes at the beginning or at the end of bis

utterance. N. B.—Nai (Luke xi. 51 ; cf.

ch. xxiii. 36) may be taken as intermediate

between oXijdws and afii^v, ^A\7j9us states

a truth ; vai assents with the intellect ; d/tiiK,

in at least Hebrew and Aramaic usage,

accepts it with all its consequences (cf. 2
Cor. i. 19, 2d). Till heaven and earth

pass; Kevised Version, 2>as8 avxiy (vapeKSig);

and so in the next clause. The same
almost archaic sense of " pass " occurs in

Pb. oxiviii. 6, Authorized Version (Kevised
Version, "pass away"). Observe that our
Lord does not say that the Law will then
pass away. He says, not till then ; i.e.

he afSrms, as in Luke xvi. 17, that it is

easier for heaven and earlh to pass away
than for the Law. For, in fact, as being con-
stantly fulfilled in its ideal and therefore

permanent character, it must necessarily re-

main in the new world ; cf. 1 Pet. i. 25 (the

everlasting duration of the word of the

Lord); 1 Cor. xiii. 13 (love); 2 Pet. iii. 13
(rigliteousness); of. Meyer. The belief in the

permanence of the Law which the Jews had
{vide references in Meyer, and especially

Weber, ' Altsynag. Theol.,' §§ 5, 84) here
finds its true satisfaction. " The least element

of holiness which the Law contains has mora
reality and durability than the whole visible

universe" (Godet on Luke). Comp. also

Mark xiii. 31, "My words shall not pass

away "—a claim only seen in its full force

when pat beside these words about the Law.
One jot The permanence of even viNgf

nod (y,f), though the smallest letter of the

Hebrew alphabet, is notinfrequentlyreferred
to byJewish writers (cf. e.-^. in Lightfoot, ' Hor.
Hebr.;' Edersheim, 'Life,' i- 537). Observe:

(1) The mention of yod, evidently because
of its small size, is one proof of tlie fact that

the Hebrew characters in use in our Lord's
time were much more similar to the usual

form under which we know them (Quadrat-
ichrift) than to the form found on the Moab-
ite Stone (Phoenician), where the yod ia no
smaller than other letters (vide Euting's
very complete table of forms of the Hebrew
alphabet in Chwolson, 'Corp.Inscript.Hebr.,'

1882 ; vide pp. 404—415 of the same work
for Chwolson'a much-controverted theory of

the gradual development of the Quadrat-
tchry't, roughly from the time of Ezra till the
eighth or ninth century a.d., out of old Ara-
maic forms slightlyremoved from Phcen ician

;

and for the early history of the Hebrew
alphabet generally, see the introdnction to

Driver's' Samuel.' (2) We may, perhaps, see

in our Lord's reference to yod and a " tittle
"

an indication that even already scrupulous
care was taken of the text. The objection to

this, derived from the non-literal quotations

in the New Testament, is due to a ioisunder-

standing of Jewish methods of quotation.

Or one tittle. So Wickliffe and Tyndale
downwards ;

" apparently a diminutive of
tit, small" (Aid. Wright, 'Bible Word-
Book'); Kfpaia (jcffiia, Westcott and Hort,
vide Appendix, p. 151), probably " a horn,"
then anything projecting like a horn. Used
by the early Greek grammarians, like apex
by the Latin, to designate: (1) A little

projection in a letter, especially the top,

the apex ; Nicander, '• the top and bottom
are each called icepafa" (jcepaia Keysrat rh
&Kpov Kal lo'xaTof' ; gloss, Kepaia, ypdfjtfiaros

Hxpov); of. Plutarch, "disputing about syl-

lables and Ripamv {Xoyopiu.x^'iv vep\ evKKa^un/
Kal Kepaiav) ; " vide Wetstein. (2) Accents.
So Thayer's Grimm ; of. Sophocles' ' Lex.'

(1870), s.v. Kepaia, "Apex,amarkover a letter,

as in a (Philon., ii. 536. 27) ;
" but Philo in

this passage only refers to xepcday itciirrnr

without defining it. This double use of the
Greek word forbids absolute certainty as to
what our Lord was referring to, especially
as the Hebrew word (pp, literally, " thorn ")

of which Kcpala is a translation has itself

a double sense, viz. : (1) The end of a letter,
especially the "thorn-like" small upward
stroke of yod. So most interpreters since
Origen(iu Wetstein), who says tliat the He-
brew letters eaph (a) and beth (3) differ only
by a short Kepala. They also quote the well-
known Jewish examples (e.g. in Wetstein)
of the effect of negligence in writing similar
letters ; e.g. if one writes resh (i) for daleth
(i), " one '* (Deut. vi. 4) becomes " another ;

"

if lielb (n) for he (n), " praise " (Ps. oL) be-
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comeB "piofane." It mnst be noticed (fhat

the extremities of such Hebrew letters aa we

'

possess, which were actually written in our

Lord's time on earth,aremuch more " thorn "-
'• horn "-like than those of our printed

texts. I cannot, however, find pp actually

used in this sense of otiier letters than yod.

(2) Some distinguishing mark over a letter

to indicate care in writing and reading it, or

to remind readers of some interpretation or

rule attached as a peg to it or to the word
of which it forms a part. It was much later,

indeed, that such marks became very elabo-

rate, but it is probable that the rudiments of

them were known in our Lord's time (for such

D'Xip, of. Weber, 'Altsynag. Theol.,' § 27, 2 a,

Bnd the article on Akiba in 'Diet,ofChristian

Biogr.'). If it be objected that our Lord could

hardly refer to these marks of traditional ex-

planation as of such permanence, the answer
is that in so far as these expressed legiti-

mate issues (vide infra, ver. 21) of the Mostiio

Law, he could place them on the same level

as that Law itself. Till all ; Bevised Version,

till all things ; ie. all things in the Law—all

the requirements of the Law, in contrast to

the one "jot" or "tittle "just mentioned.

Till all be fulfilled; Bevised Version, be

aocompliehed (yeiniTai). The clause is pro-

bably epexegetical of " till heaven and earth

pass away." Nothing in the Law shall pass

away till heaven and earth pass away, when,
with a new heaven and earth, all the con-

tents of the Law will be completely realized

(of. Nosgen) so that even then nothing in

the Law sliall pass away (vide infra). On
the contrary, every part of it, moral or

ceremonial (Weiss), shall then, by being
fully understood and obeyed in its true

meaning, enter on its full and complete ex-

istence (yeyrfTaC).

Ver. 19.—Matthew only. As Christ

honoured theLaw (ver. 17) so are his disciples

to honour it. Whosoever therefore. Seeing

that every part of the Law is of permanent
value. In this verse our Lord once for all

declares his opposition to antinomianism.

Every one of the commands in the Law is, in

its true and ideal meaning, still binding.

Shall break (\vir^. Not merely in contrast to

"do" (iroi^o-p, vide infra) in the sense of

"transgress" (Fritzsche), but "abrogate"
(cf. Bishop Westcott, on John v, 18, " Not
the violation of the sanctity of the day in

• special case, but the abrogation of the

duty of observance;" cf. also ch. xvi.

19; xviii. 18; 1 John iii. 8). It expresses,

indeed, • less complete abrogation tlian

KaTaKiaai (ver. 17), because, while speaking

of himself, the Lord could use the strongest

word possible, and that with reference to the

whole I/aw or the Prophets; but here his

expression is limited by the inability of any

Indivldnal disciple to carry ont an abroga-
tion even of one command. One of these
least oommandmenti. Not necessarily snch
as the Pharisees reckoned least, in their
enumeration of small and great, but snch as
our Lord himself symbolized by "jot " or
" tittle

; " those precepts which in reality are
the least important (Meyer). Chrysostom
strangely says that onr Lord here refers,

not to old laws, but to those which he was
about to lay down ; similarly Bengel thinks
of vers. 22—28, etc. While the Jews distin-

guished carefully between small and great
precepts, they insisted on the importance of
keeping even the smallest ; of. ' Ab.,' iv. 5
(Taylor), " Hasten to a slight precept ... for
the reward of precept is precept." And
shall teach men so. Doing his best to
abrogate it, not only in his own peison by
neglect or violation, but also for others by
teaching them to disregard it. He shall be
called the least The Bevised Version omits
" he," " the." He is not cast out of the king-
dom (" Ubi nisi magni esse non possunt,"
Augustine), but his want of moral insight (did
he consider it " breadth of thought " ?) leads
to his being called least in the kingdom. It

is the converse of the parable in Luke xix.

17, etc. There faithfulness in a very little

(iKaxio'T'e) wins much ; here disregard of a
very little causes a person to be reckoned
(ver. 9, note) as very little—the principle of

judgment being that of Luke xvi. 10, " He
that is faithful in a very little is faithful also
in much; and he that is unrighteous in avery
little is uurighteous also in much." In the
kingdom of heaven ; i.e. probably in its full

and final establishment. The doctrine of

grades of blessedness and of punishment
hereafter is clearly taught in Scripture (e.g.

Luke xii. 47, 48). But whosoever shall do
and teach them. Similarly the Bevised
Version ; but rather supply " it," ».«. " that
which is required in the smallest command-
ment" (Meyer). The personal performance
and conscious spreading of one of the least

commandments will be found to involve so

much that it gains for the person a high
position. So and teach. For many will

perform a command without taking any
conscious part in spreading it. The same;
Bevised Version, he (oStoj). Why inserted

here and not in the previous clause ? Partly
because of the awkwardness of inserting

oItos there so soon after oStu; ; partly be-

cause our Lord wished to lay stress there on
the recompense, here on the person (" he
and no other") who receives recompense.

On the thought, cf. 'Test. XU. Patr.' (Levi.,

§ 13), " If he teach these things and practise

them, he shall share the throne of the king,

as also Joseph our brother." It is worth
adding Tyndale's remark in his 'Exposi-
tion,' "Whosoever shall first fulfil them
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[these least oommandmenta following] him-
eelf, and then teaoh other, and set all his

study to the furtheraace and maintaining

of them, that doctor shall all they of the

kingdom of heaven liave in price, and follow

him and seek him out, as doth an eagle her

prey, and cleave to him as burrs."

Ver. 20.—Matthew only. The verse from
" except " to the end is quoted verbally in

Justin Martyr (' Trypho,' § 105), as being in

"the Memoirs. For I say. So far from you
my disojples (ver. 13) being right in despis-

ing any of the commands contained in the

Law, they are all to be specially honoured
by you; fm your righteousnesB (i.e. the

righteousness you show in observing them ;

there is no thought here of the imputed
rigliteousnessof Christ) must far exceed that

of the scribes and Pharisees ; otherwise there

is no entrance for you into the kingdom of

heaven. But wherein lay the superiority of

the righteousness which the disciples were

to have ? Did our Lord mean that his

disciples were to painfully toil through the

various enactments, oeremonial and otlier,

of the Law as the scribes and Pharisees did,

only with more serious and earnest purpose

than they 7 That were in the ease of many
scribes and Pharisees hardly possible. For
notwithstanding our Lord's occasional de-

nunciations, many of them were men of the

severest earnestness and the deepest con-

scientiousness, e.g. Gamaliel and Saul of

Taisus. Our Lord must refer to the Law
otherwise than as a system of enactments.

His thought is similar to that of his words
addressed to Nicodemus (John iii. 5), where
he says that change of heart evidenced by
public profession (of. Bom. x. 10) is necessary

for entrance into the kingdom of God
(of. also eh. iviii. 3). So here; while

the righteousness of the scribes and Pha-
risees, even when joined to earnestness

of purpose, nevertlieless consists in the ob-

servance of external rules, there is a higher
principle in the Law, by observing which
a higher righteousness can be attained.

Christ points, that is to say, awny from the

Law as a system of external rules to the Law
in its deeper meaning, affecting the relation

of the heart to (Jod (cf. further Weiss, ' Life,'

ii. 147). Shall exceed ; rather, ihaXl abound
itill more than. The statement is not merely
comparative, but implies an abundance (cf. 1

Thesa. iv. 10) even in the righteousness of

the scribes and Pharisees. The Jewish
spirit reckons up good actions as producing

in many cases even a superfluity of righteous-

ness. But the righteousness which Christ's

disciples must have needs to be still more
abundant. The righteouanets ; omitted in the

Greek (Westeott and Hort) by condensation.

The Borihes and Fharisees. The most learned

(scribes) and the most zealous (Pharisees)

in^e Law (cf. Kosgen) are here placed in

l^wlslass (ruy ypAfifiaTctoy koI ^apiffalav). Ye
shall in no case; Revised Version, in ho

vii$e. " The emphatic negative ov /i4 is

not elsewhere so rendered in the Authorized
Version. The previous versions have in this

place simply ' ye shall not,' following the

Vulgate, non intrabitii " (Humphry). Enter
into the kingdom of heaven (cC ch. xviii. 3

;

vii. 21). A much stronger statement than
that of ver. 19, though some would identify

thj two. There Christ was comparing one
disciple with another ; here his disciples

witli non-disciples. " Such a relaxing for

yourselves and others of the commandments
will set you low in the true kingdom of

obeilience and holiness ; but this of having
a righteousness so utterly false and hollow

as that of the scribes and Pharisees will

not merely set you low, but will exclude
you from that kingdom altogether (ver. 20)

;

for while that marks an impaired spiritual

vision, this marks a vision utterly dark-
ened and destroyed " (Trench, ' Sermon on
the Mount').

Ver. 21—ch. vi. 18.—(2) Their relation

further defined.

Vers. 21—48.—(a) Our Lord is still con-

cerned with the relation of himself and his

followers to the religion of the day, of which

the Old Testament (ver. 17), and more especi-

ally the Law (ver. 18), was the accepted

standard. But after having spoken of the

need of careful attention to (vers. 17,18), and
observance of (ver. 19), even the least com-

mands of the Law, he goes on to point out

the far-reaching character of these com-

mands, whether they are such as we should

call more (vers. 21, 27, 31) or less (vers. 33,

38, 43) important.

It is essential to notice that our liord re-

fers to these commands, not merely as state-

ments contained in the Law, but as part of

the religion of the day, and that he contrasts

their true bearing on life end conduct with

that false bearing on this which was com-

monly predicated of them. By this it is not

meant that our Lord was only opposing such

narrow glosses and interpretations as had
arisen at various times during the centuries

after the promulgation of the Law (for these

were for the most part perfectly natural and
legitimate developments of the earliest

possible interpretations of it), still less that

he was thinking only of the worst of the

misrepresentations of its commands, compa-

ratively recently made by the Pharisees ; \mi
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that ho was now going back, beyond this m
tax natural and normal development of the

earliest interpretations, to the first principles

underlying the revelation contained in the

Law. While the Jews, not unnaturally,

clung to the primary, but temporary, mean-

ing of the Law as a revelation of God's

will for them as a nation, our Lord was now
about to expound its commands as a revela-

tion of God's permanent will for them and

all men as men. Our Lord was now, that

is to say, wishing to do more than merely out

off the excrescences that, chiefly through the

Pharisaic party, had grown up round the

Law, but less than root up the Law itself.

He ratlier outa down the whole growth that

had been, notwithstanding some mere excre-

scences, the right and proper outcome of the

Law in its original environment, in order

that, in fresh environment, which corre-

sponded better to its nature, the Law might

produce a growth still more right and proper.

Vers. 21—26.

—

The tixth commandment.

Vers. 21—24 Matthew only: vers. 25, 26

have parts common to Luke.
'

Ver. 21.—Ye have heard (iiicoicrarf, fre-

quentative aorist). Our Lord does not say,
" ye have read " (cf. oh. xxi. 42), for he was
not now speaking to the learned classes, but

to a large audience many of whom were pro-

bably unable to read. " Ye have heard," i'.e.

from yonr teachers whose teaching claims

to he the substance of the Law. So, pro-

bably, even in John xii. 34, where the
multitude say that they " have heard out of

the Law that the Christ abideth for ever,"

which, since this is hardly expressed in so

many words in the Old Testament, must
mean that the instructions they have re-

ceived on this subject truly represent the

substance of its teaching. So here our Lord
says, " You have heard from your teachers

(of. Bom. ii. 18) that the substance of the

sixth commandment is so-and-so." It is

thus qnite intelligible that in some of these

utterances there should be found added to

(vers. 21, 43) or intermingled with (ver. 33)

the words of a passage of Scripture, other

words which are either taken from Scripture,

but from another place in it (perhaps ver.

33]^ or do not occur in Scripture at all, but

merely help to form a compendious state-

ment of a definite interpretation (here and
ver. 43). It must remain doubtful whether

our Lord himself formulated these state-

ments of the popular teaching, or quoted

them verbally as current. If the latter, as

ii perhaps more likely, there remains the at

present still more insoluble question whether

they were only oral or (cf. the case of the
* Didoehe ') had already been committed to

writing (of. in this connexion Bishop West-
cott, ' Hebr.,' p. 480). That it was said by
them of old time (gn if^4Sii rots dpx°-^o^^)-

By; Bevised Version, to. Similarly ver. 33.

Although " by " may be defended (cf.

Madvig, § 39 g), « to " (Wickliffe and Tyu-
dale downwards) is certainly right, because
(a) it is the common usage with a passive
verb ; (b) it is the constant usage with i^jiiBii

in the NewTestament (fi.g. Bom. ix. 12, 26)

;

(o) the parallelism with iyi> S4, K.T.\.,iB more
exact ; (d) the popular teaching claimed to

be, even in its strictest esoteric form of oral

trEtdition, derived ultimately, not from the
words of any human teachers, however
primitive, but from the words ofGod spoken
by him to them. In the case before us our
Lord accepts the popular teaching of the
time as truly representing the Divine utter-

ance in the giving of the Law, so far as tliat

utterance was then intended to be under-
stood. Them of old time. This can hardly
be limited to " the original founders of the
Jewish Commonwealth," to use Trench's
curiously unbiblical expression (' Syn.,' §
IxviL). It probably includes all who lived

a generation or more before our Lord's time
(of. Weiss). Thou slialt not kill ; and who-
soever shall kill shall be in danger of the
judgment. The substance, accordiug to the
popular teaching, of the sixth commandment
(Exod. XX. 13 ; Dent v. 17). This the current
form of it (based partly on Lev. xxiv. 21

;

Numb. XXXV. ; Deut xix. 12) was that
marder was not to be committed, and that
if it was committed the murderer was to be
brought up for trial. Shall be in danger of
(Jlyoxos effTtti); »"•«. in legal danger—legally
guilty of a charge which involves the judg-
ment (cf. ch. xxvi. 66). Thejudgment; i.e.

the local Sanhedrin (of. ch. x. 17), of appa-
rently seven men in a smaller, twenty-threo
in a larger, town (cf. Scliiirer, IL i. pp.
149—154). This answers to " the congre-
gation " or " the elders " of the town to

which the murderer belonged, before whom
he was to be tried (Numb. xxxv. 12, 16, 24

;

Deut. xix. 12).

Ver. 22.—But I say nnto you. "I" em-
phatic (as also in vers. 28, 32, 34, 39, 14), in
contrast to God, aa God's utterance was then
conditioned; i.e. in contrast to God's voice
to and through Moses (cf. John i. 17; vii.

23; Heb. x. 28, 29). Christ claims for his

words the same authority, and more than the
same authority, as for those spoken once by
God. The circumstances had altered; the
message for Tois apxaiois was insufScient

now. Christ brings his own Personality
forward, and claims to give a more perfect

and far-reaching statement of the sixth com-
mandment than the ouirei^t form of its
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teaching, notwithstanding the fact that this

current form represented truly the original

thought underlying its promulgation. In
the following wonls our Lord speaks of three

grades of anger, and, as answering to them,
of three grades of punishment. The former
will be examined under the several terms
employed. Upon the latter it is necessary

to make a few remarks liere. They have
been very variously understood. (1) (a)

"The judgment" means the judgment of

God alone, for he alone can take cognizance
of mere anger ; (6) " the council " means the
judgment of the Sanhedrin, "a publick
tryal

; " (e) " the Gehenna of fire " means
the judgment of hell (Liglitfoot, 'Hor.
Hebr.,' in loo.). (2) (a) "The judgment"
paeans the local court; (&) "the council"
means the Sanhedrin in Jerusalem ; (c)

"the Gehenna of fire" means hell (appa-
rently Nosgen, and many other, especially

Bomisb, expositors). It will be noticed that

both the above interpretations are incon-

sistent. They make our Lord pass from
literal to figurative language in the same
sentence. Besides, in the second it is in-

explicable how mere anger could be brought
under the cognizance of a human court. For
these reasons it is probable that (3) all

three stages express metaphorically grades

of Divine judgment under the form of the
Jewish processes of law. (a) "The judg-
ment" primarily means the local court;

(6) " the council " primarily means the San-
hedrin in Jerusalem ; (c) " the Gehenna of
fire " primarily means the Valley ofHinnom,
where the last processes of judgment seem
to have taken place (vide infra). Christ

does not say that the sins spoken of render

a man liable to any of these earthly processes

of law ; he says that they render him liable

to processes of Divine law which are fittingly

symbolized by these expressions. (So Alford,

MhusoI, and especially Trench, ' Sermon on
the Mount,' p. 190). Whosoever is angry

;

Kevised Version, more precisely, every one

who (irai 6 opyiCS/iivos). This form of ex-

pression is specially frequent in 1 John, e.g.

iii. 3, where Biahop Westcott says, " In
each case where this characteristic form of

language occurs there is apparently a re-

ference to some who had questioned the

application of a general piinciple in par-

ticular oases." (For the thought of this

clause, of. I John iii. 15.) With his brother.

The term "brother" was applied in both
Greek and Hebrew, by way of metaphor, to

tilings that possessed merely such fellowship

as arises from juxtaposition or from simi-

larity of purpose (cf. of the cherubim, Exod.
XXV. 20, " with their faces one to another,"

literally, "each (man) to his brother "). It

is thus possible that here the thought is of

any periou with whom one is brought into

temporary relation, quite apart from any
question of a common source. Yet as this

could have been represented by " neighbour"
(cf. ch. xix. 19), it seems reasonable to see
something more in "brother," and to view
it with reference to its implied meaning,
"fellowship of life based on identity of

origin " (Oremer). To Jews as such the
term would doubtless only suggest identity

of origin nationally, i.e. a fellow-Jew (cf.

especially Lev. xix. VJa with 16, 176, 18

;

80 even Mai. ii. 10); but to Christians of

the time when the Gospel waa written
rather identity of spiritual origin, i.e. a
fellow-Christian. Probably when the expres-

sion fell from Christ's lips not one of those

who heard him imagined that it could have
any wider meaning than fellow-Jew or

fellow-believer on Jesus, and probably most
of them limited it to the former. In fact,

Christ seems to have used it as a means
whereby to lead up his hearers from the idea
of a national to that of a spiritual relaticn

(cf. vers. 47, 48). We are therefore hardly
warjanted (far-reaching as the word on
Christ's lips is) in seeing here any reference

to the thought of the universal brotherhood
of man, based on the fact of all being
children of one common Father (cf. further
Bishop Westcott, on 1 John ii. 9). WitKout
a cause. Omitted by the Revised Version

;

Kevised Version margin, "many ancient
authorities insert witlwut cause." The cik^,

though found in the Old Latin and Old
Syriac, is certainly to be omitted, with X, B,
and Vulgate, notwithstanding Dean Burgou
(' Revision,' p. 358); cf. especially Westcott
and Hort, ' App.' It is redundant, because
the two following expressions show that
the anger itself is unloving and hostile (of.

further Meyer). There is a holy anger, but
that is with a brother's sin, not with the
brother himself (cf. Augustine, in Trench,
'Sermon on the Mount'). Shall be in
danger of the judgment ; i.e. of God's wrath
as symbolized by the lowest degree of Jewish
trial (vide supra). And whosoever (Hs S' &v).

For in this case there was no need for the
emphasizing inclusiveness of was. Baca.
(1) Augustine's explanation (in loe.; vide
Trench ;' cf. also ' In Joann. Evang.,' § 11. 2

;

'De Dootr. Christ.,' ii. 11), which he got "a
quodam Hebraio," that Baea is in itself

meaningless, and is only an interjection ex-
pressing indignation, as " Hen 1 " sorrow, or
" HemI " anger, or " Hosanna "

(!) joy, will
hardly commend itself to us to-day. (2) Nor
will Chrysostom's (in loo. ; vide Chase's ad-
mirable monograph on Ghrysostom (1887),
p. 133), " As we in giving orders to a servant
or to some one of mean rank, say, Oo you ; take
you this message (faeXfle trh, «Vl t^ Sfij/i <rii),

so those who use the Syrian language used
Baca, an equivalent to our you (crA " seem
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much better, whether we take him as con-
sidering it as meaninglem, or as in some way
confusing its ending with the Shemitio suffix

for " thee" (ka). (3) Ewald explains it by
NSpT, "rascal" (vide Meyer); but (4) it is

more probably the Aiamaio »p'i, reka

" empty; " cf. Hebrew plural r^tm, " vain
fellows," in Judg. ix. 4; xL S. St. James
uses its equivalent (2 taiBpmrt Ktvi, ii. 20)
in solemn warning; but it was not in-

frequently used as a mere term of angry
abuse (cf. Lightfoot, 'Hor. Hebr.,' in lot.,

and Levy, <.«.). Buxtorf, (.v., oompares
a favourite expression of Abisn Ezra's,
niD 'pn, " empty-heads," for those who raise

senseless objections, etc.; but the simple
expression in our text refers rather to moral
deficiency than to deficiency of brain. The
council (vide supra). But ; Bevlsed Version,
and. The Authorized Version interpolates an
emphasis on tlie climax. Then fool (Uapi).

(1) This is probably the Greek word for

"fool," equivalent to the Hebrew nobol

(^^i), which was often used in the Old
Testament of the folly of wickedness (Fs.

xiv. 1 ; of. 1 Sam. xxv. 25). In this sense

Hap6s is used by our Lord himself (ch. xxiii.

17 [19]). (2) It may be the transliteration (cf.

pe*, iricrtvovv) of the Hebrew ntoreh (nilD),

"rebel" (cf. Numb. xx. 10). (So Eevised
Version margin, Weiss, Nosgen.) In favour
of this is the parallelism of language with
Raea. The sense, too, is excellent, " Thon
rebel against God I " It is almost equivalent
to " Apostate t " But the absence of any
evidence that the Jews used moreh as a term
of abuse prevents our accepting this inter-

pretation. Field (' Otium Norv.,' iii.) points

out that if this interpretation were true,

moreh would be " the mily pure Hebrew
word in the Greek Testament (cAXriKavta,

a/iiiy, and <ra$aii9, as being taken &om the
LXX., belong to a different class), all

other foreign words being indisputably

Aramaic, as raca, taZitha hwmi, maran atha,

etc., which, as might have been expected,

are retained by the authors of the Syriao ver-

sions vrithout alteration. Not so /tape, for

which both the Pescbito and Philoxenian ver-

sions have ZeZo (] '-^} ... a plain proof that

these learned Syrians took it for an exotic,

and not like (laxd, a native word." In either

case, the term expresses the absolute godless-

ness of him who is so addressed. Of the

two terms, Baea is more negative, implying

the absence of all good, Mape more positive,

implying decided wickedness. Shall be in

danger of; ivoxos etrrai cis. The change

from the usual dative to the nniqne con-

struction with ils, indicated by the Eevised

Version margin, " Greek, unto or into," is

MATTHEW,

doubtless becanse onr Lord no longer refers

to the tribunal at which the punishment is

ordered, but to the punishment itself into

which tiie condemned man comes (of. Winer,
§ xxxi, 5). Hell Are; Bevised Version, the

heU offire ; Bevised Version margin, " Greek,
Gehenna of fire " (rTJy yeevvav tov irvpSs).

Gehenna is properly "theValley ofHinnom "

(Josh, xviii. 166 ; Neh. xL 30^, or » of theton
of Hinnom " (Josh.xv. 8 ; xvi. X8a; 2 Chron.
xxviii. 3). It is probably the valley on the
south-west of Jerusalem (see, however, W. F.
Birch, ia Palestine Exploration Fund Re-
port, January, 1889, pp. 39, 42, who places it

between the two parts of Jerusalem, iden-
tifying it with the Tyropoeon Valley of
Josephus, neglecting, however, to explain
how so central a position is consistent with
the " fire." In it was the spot where human
sacrifices were offered to Moloch (cf. 2 Chron.
xxviii. 8; and Bawlinson, on 2 Kings xxiii.

10), called the Topheth, " the place ofhorror "

(vide especially Payne Smith, on Jer. vii.

31); and in it, presumably on the same
place, were burnt, according to Jewish tra-

dition (vidfl especially Kimchi, on Ps. xxvii,

13), the carcases of animals and other offal.

There is no direct evidence that the bodies
of criminals (as is often stated) were burnt
there. But it seems probable that it was in

this place that death by "burning," whether
it was the later method of " burning " by a
red-hot wire, or the earlier (Mishna, ' San-
hedr.,' vii. 2) of lighting faggots of wood
round the condemned person, would be
carried into effect. Thns both fixim the old

associations of the valley, and from the then
use made of it, the epithet " of fire " would
be very naturally added. It seems probable
that our Lord here referred primarily to
" Gehenna " in this local sense (vide supra),

but it is fair to notice that there is no other
instance in the New Testament of this literal

usage of the word. Elsewhere it is always
in the metaphorical sense common in

rabbinic writings of the place of final

punishment which we usually call " hell."

Ver. 23.—Therefore. Seeing that the con-

sequences of an angry spirit are so terrible.

For there is no thought here of an unfor-

giving spirit spoiling the acceptance of the

gift (vide infra). Our Lord is insisting

that it is so important to lose no time in

seeking reconciliation with a person whom
one has injured, that even the very holiest

action must be put off for it. If thou bring

;

Bevised Version, if . , . thou art offering ; 4a.v

. . . vpo(r(p4pT;is (similarly, vp6(ripepe, ver. 24),

the technical word coming some sixty times

in Leviticus alone. Christ implies that the
action has already begnn. ' Thy gift ; u
general word for any sacrifioe. To the altar.

Since those to whom he spoke were still

Jews, Christ illustrates his meaning by
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Jewish piactioes. A perverse literalism has
found here a direct reference to the Euohar-
ist. For reasonable adaptations (of. even in

'Didaohe,' § xiv.) of these two verses to

this, see Waterland, 'Doctrine of the Eucha-
rist,' oh. xiii. § 4 (pp. 359—362, Oxford, 1868).
And there rememberest, etc. Fur the spirit

of recollection may well culminate with tlie

culminating action. Lightfoot (' Hor. Hebr.')

ehovvB that even the Jews taught such a
postponement of the sacrifice if theft was
remembered. He therefore thinks that the
stress is on "ought " (ti) :

" For that which
the Jewi restrained ouly to pecuniary
damages, Christ extends to all offences

against our brother." But he overlooks the
fact that, while the Jewish precept had re-

ference to a sin (or even the neglect of some
ceremonial rule, of. Mishna, 'Pes.,' iii. 7)
vitiating the ofiering, there is no thought of
this here (vide supra). Thy brother (ver.

22, note). Ought. So from Tyndale down-
wards. Revised Version, aught, here and
apparently always, after the spelling now
preferred as markiug the difference from the
verb.

Ver. 24.—First. Joined in the Authorized
Version and Revised Version to " be recon-
ciled," and rightly, since the point is not
" the unavoidable, surprising, nay, repellent
removal of one's self from the temple"
(Aleyer), but reconciliation. Be reconciled

(SiaA.A.(£7r)ei); here only in theNew Testament.
There seems to be no essential difference

between tliis and KaToWiaa-a (vide Thayer).

Vers. 25, 26.—Parallel passage: Luke
xii. 58, 59. The question of the relation of

the two passages, as regards both language

and original connexion, is exceedingly

difSoult As to the former, the verbal

differences seem to be such as would hardly

have been made on purpose, and to be rather

due to memory; yet the agreement is too

minute to be the result of memory of a
Gospel only oral. Perhaps memory of a
document best satisfies t^e conditions. As
to the original connexion of the verses,

they, especially ver. 26, can hardly have

been spoken twice. Most critics suppose

that 8t. Luke gives them in their proper

context ; but if so, it is curious that two of

his words, 6iriyfis, (StdjAAoxBoi, seem to

recall our preceding ver. 24. One word

might have been a mere coincidence, but

hardly two. It is not likely that tliese

words in ver. 24 were derived from Luke,

for this supposes a double process in St.

Matthew's mind, rejecting them from ver.

25 and placing them in ver. 24, It is more

natural also to regard the first olaoia of

Luke xii. 58, " Ab . . . him," as an expan-

sion of the corresponding clause in our ver,

25 rather than this as a compression of that.

This apparent reminiscence in Luke of what

is given in our vers. 24 and 25a points to

the connexion of vers. 24—2G in Matthew
being original, and to it having been broken

by Luke or by the framer of the source that

he used.

A further stage in our Lord's warning.

A man must not only seek reconciliation

with the injured person (ver. 23), and tliat

in preference to fulfilling the holiest service

(ver. 24), but he must do so the more because

of the danger of postponing reconciliation.

It is noteworthy that our Lord in this verse

does not define on whose side the cause of

the quarrel lies.

Ver. 25.—Agree with. And that not
with a merely formal reconciliation, but re-

conciliation "based on a permanent kindly
feeling towards him (Mi eiivoav). Professor

Margoliouth suggests that this is a con-

firmation of what he thinks is the original

text of Fcdus. xviii. 20, " Before judgment
beg off" ('Inaugural Lect.,' p. 23: 1890).
Tlune adversary. Primarily the injured

brother (vide infra). Quickly. For such
is not the tendency of the human heart.

Whiles. Delay not in making reconcilia-

tion while you have opportunity. Thayer
compares Cant. i. 12. Thou art. On the
indicative, cf. Winer, § xii. 6, 3. 2, o, note

(p. 371, trans. 1870). In the way with him

;

Eevised Version, with the manuscripts, with
him in the way. The right reading implies
that the proximity of the persons may per-
haps not last tliroughout " the way." " The
way " is the road to the judge, as explained
in Luke. But being on the road to him is

here not presented as a possibility (Luke),
but as a certainty. For so, in tact, it is. Lest
. . . the adversary (ver. 26, note) deliver

thee. Translating from the language of
parable to that of fact, it is only if recon-
ciliation has not been made, if the heart is

still unforgiving and quarrelsome, that God
tlie Judge will take notice of the offence.

And the judge ... to the officer (r^ i*?)-

pirfi) ; i.e. the oflScer whose duty it was to
execute the judge's commands (cf. Lightfoot,
' Hor. Hebr.,' for illustrations). The expres-
sion here belongs to the figure ; but in oh,
xiii. 41 similar duties are predicated of the
angels. If the figure was derived from
the synagogue, the ofBcer would doubtless
be the chazzan, of which, indeed, {nrtipirjis

is the technical rendering (of. Schttrer,
II. ii. p. 66). And then be oaat (koI fi\if
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•ifff])). The future indioative (still dependent
on "lest") brings out the reality of the
danger (cf. Bishop Lightfoot, on Col. ii. 8).

Ver. 26.—Thou shalt by no means, eto.

A solemn statement o( the unrelenting clia-

racter uf justice. The Bonjaniats hold that

the verse implies (1) that if payment can be

made, release follows ; (2) and that payment
can be made. The first statement is pro-

bable ; but as for the slightest hint of the
second, it is wholly wanting. Cljvist iifSrms

that non-reconciliation with a brother, if

carried boyond tliat limit of time within
which the quarrel can be made up, involves

consequences in which the element of mercy
will be entirely absent. The element of

mercy can enter up to a certain point of

timi-, but after that only justice. (On " pay,"
oToS^j, see oh. vi. i, nole.) It will be

observed that, in the above interpretation,

diiriSiKos has been consistently explained

as a human adversary, for this suems to be

the primary meaning here. But it should

not be forgotten that, in the parallel passage

in Luke, the reference is to God. Offences

against man are there represented in their

true character as offences against God, who
is tUeiefore depicted as the adversary in a

lawsuit That, from another point of view,

he is also the Judge, matters not. Both
conceptions of him are tiue, and can be kept
quite dietinot. It may be the case, indied,

that this reference of AvtISikos to God was
present to St. Matthew's mind also wljen he
recorded these words, and this would partly

account for the terrible emphnsis on ver. 26,

the pendant to ver. 22. But even if the re-

ference to God were present to St. Matthew's
mind by way of application, it is not with
him, as it is with St. Luke, the primary
signification of the word. Farthing. The
quadrans, the smallest Boman coin.

Vers. 27—30.

—

The seventh commandment.

The verses occur in this form only here,

but vers. 29 and 30 are found in eh. xviii.

8, 9 (parallel passage, Mark ix. 43—47), as

Ulustratious of another subject (vide infra),

Ver. 27.—By them of old time. Omit,

with the Revised Version (cf. ver. 21, note).

Thou shalt not (Exod. xx. 14 ; Dent. v. 18).

Ver. 28.—But I say (ver. 22, note). The
bare command forbidding an external action

is insufficient. It must extend to the

thought. Contrast Josephus ('Ant.,' xii.

9. 1), " The purposing to do a thing, with-

out actually doing it, is not worthy of

punisliment." Generally, however, the sin-

fulness of wrong thoughts must have been
acknowledged (of. Fs. li. 10, and the tenth

oommandment; cf. late examples in Schott-

geii). Hammond (' Pr. Cat.,' in Ford) says,
" In the Law, the fastening of the eyes on

an idol, considering the beauty of It, saith

Maimonides, is forbidden (Lev. xix, 4), and
not only the. worship of it " (vide Maimoni-
des, ' Hilk. Ab. Zar.,' ii. 2, by whom, however,
the thought is, perhaps, rather condemned
for what it leads to than per te ; and simi-

larly with Job xxxi. 1 ; Prov. vi. 25).

Whosoever ; Eevised Version, every one who
(ver. 22, note). Looketh ... to lust after

(vphs rh 4iriBun^<rat). As nphs ri with tha

infinitive (e.g. ch. vi. 1), primarily de-

notes purpose ; this may be equivalent to

" looketh in order tliat he may lust, looketh

to stimulate his lust " (cf. Meyer, Trench)

;

but, as Weiss points out, this surely belongs

to the refinement, not to the beginning of sin.

Hence Nosgen suggests " looketh . . . lust-

fully " (cf. Jas. iv. S). Probably this is one
of those oases where, as EUicott says on
1 Cor. ix. 18, Trpbs TO with the infinitive has
" a shade of meaning that seems to lie be-

tween pterpose and result, and even some-
times to approximate to the latter." At all

events, it does not express, as sis t6 would
have expressed, the immediate purpose of

the look (vide EUicott, loc. cit.) ; cf. ch. vi. 1.

Her (oiTTfi', B, D, etc.); accusative with

4m6vii(iv here only in the New Testament.

Perhaps the pronoun should be omitted,

with K.

Vers. 29, 30. — Also in ch. xviii. 8, 9

(parallel passage, Mark ix. 43—47); the

chief differences being (1) that they are

there adduced with reference to " offences
"

generally ; (2) that the foot is mentioned , as

well as the eye and the hand. It seems

not improbable that this saying was spoken

twice. The reason why our Lord did not

mention the foot here may be either tliat

that member is lees immediately connected

with sins of the flesh than the other two

(cf Wetstein, in loc., "Averte oculuiu a

Tultu illecebroso: arce manum ab impuJicis

contrectationibus "), or, as seems more pro-

bable, that the eye and the hand represent

the two sets of faculties receptive and
active, and together express man's whole

nature. The insertion of the foot in ch.

xviii. 8, 9, only makes the illustration more

definite. " The remark in ver. 29/ treats of

what is to be done by the subjects of the

kingdom when, in spite of themselves, evil

desires are aroused " (Weiss, ' Life,' li. 149).

Ver. 29.—Bight. Not in ch. xviii. and
parallel passage. Inserted to enhance the
preciousuess of the members spoken of (cf,

Zeoh. xi. 17; cf. ver. 39). Offend thee;
Authorized Version, do cause thee to offendf
Bevised Version, cau«e thee to stumble (riccu"
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ta\iCei ire). Perhaps the verb originally

referred to the stick of a trap {vKtivSaKop, a
Hellenistic word, apparently equivalent to

(rKavSiK-nSpov) Btnking the person's foot, and
so catching him in the trap ; but when found
in literature (almost solely in the Kew
Testament) it has apparently lost all conno-
tation of the trap, and only means causing
a person to stumble (for an analysis of

its use in the New Testament, vide especially

Cremer, (.v.). Pluck it out, and cast it from
thee. The second clause shows the purely

figurative character of the sentence. Our
Lord commands (1) the removal of the

means of "ofifence" out of the place of

affection that it has long held; (2) the

putting it away so thoroughly, both by the

manner of the act and the distance placed

between the "offence" and the person, that

restoration is almost impossible. In both
verbs the eorist brings out the decisiveness

of the action. For it is profitable for thee

that one of thy members should perish. It

is better to lose one faculty, one sphere of

usefulness, one part of those things which
normally make a person complete, than that

the person himself should be lost. Notice
the sixfold personal pronoun in this one
verse; "Our Lord grounds his precept of

the most rigid and decisive eelf-denial on
the considerations of the truest telf- interest"

(Alford). Should be cast. For to One thy
whole person will become as abhorrent as

the offending member ought in fact now to

be to thee (jScExe, fiXifSff),

Ver. 30.—Should be cast into hell; Be-
vised Version, go into hell (eii yfervoir

oire'Aflp), both word and order laying stress,

not on the action of the Judge, but on thy
departure, either from things of time and
sense, or &om his presence (ch. xxv. 46).

Vers. 81, Zi.—Divorce.

Ver. 81.—Here only. It hath been said

m^iiil SO- This is the only one of the six

examples to which our Lord does not prefix

"ye have heard," and inserts 5e'. Hence
Lightfoot ('Hor. Hebr.') writes, "This
particle hath this emphasis in this place,

that it whispers a silent objection, which is

answered in the following verse," fe. Christ

had said even a sinful look is too much ; the

lawyers said, " But the Law allows divorce,

and therefore a mariied man can after all

obtain the woman he desires." But this is

strained. The shorter expression is here

BufScient, because of the close connexion
of this subject with the preceding. Hence,
Bevised Version, better, U wcu taid also.

It is, by the by, curious that the translators

of the Authorized Version should have
altered the rendering of i^fi^Bi), which they
had given rightly in vers. 21, 27, and
should have preferred the perfect here and

in vers. 33, 38, 43. WhosoeTer shall put
away, etc. The substance of Deut xxiv. 1,

but leaving out all mention of cause for

such putting away. This may be perhaps
because our Lord is going to refer to this

immediately, or because, in fact, the giving
" a writing of divorcement " was now con-

sidered as alone of importance. Let him
give her; Hebrew, into her hand; ie. into

her own possession (cf. Isa. L 1 ; Jer. iiL 8).

A writing of divorcement. Bee the trans-

lation of such a get in Lightfoot ('Hor.
Hebr.').

Ver. 32.—(For full notes, of. ch. xix. 9.)

Parallel passages : Mark x. 12 ; Luke xvi.

18 ; apparently the context of Mark repre-
sents ch. xix. 1—8, and the context of Luke
rather represents ch. t. 18. Notice here:

(1) Matthew alone, in both places, gives
the exception of fornication. (2) St. Paul
refers in 1 C!or. vii. 10, 11 to this sayiug of

our Lord's. (3) The laxity in this matter
of the Hillel school of the Pharisees is well
known. Their theory, indeed, sounds good,
viz. that there should be perfect unity in

the marriage state ; but starting from this

premiss they affirmed that if in any single

respect the unity was not attained, divorce
might follow. For examples, see Lightfoot
('Hor. Hebr.'). Our Lord upholds the
school of Sbammai. It is said that shame-
ful laxity in divorce still exists among
Oriental Jews, rornication. The reference
is to sin after marriage. Contrast Deut.
xxii. 20, 21, where the husband's action is

not thought of as divorce. The more general
word (iropvfta) is used, because it lays more
stress on the physical character of the sin

than noixela womd have laid. Causeth her
to commit adultery ; Bevised Version, malteth

her an adultereti, since the right reading,

lioixfvdrivat, connotes being sinned against
rather than sinning (Beeeived Text, fioi-

Xa<r6ai). (For the thought, cf. Rom. vii. 3.)

And whosoever shall marry, etc. Bracketed
by Westcott and Hort, as omitted by certain
' Western ' authorities (especially D and
Old Latin manuscripts). (On the impor-
tance of the ' Western ' group in oases of

omission, vide Westcott and Hort, ii. §§
240—242 : cf. also ch. ix. 34, note.) The
clause closely resembles Luke xvi. 18b.

Her that is divoiced ; i.e. under these wrong
conditions, as Bevised Version, her when put
away, even though owt^i/ is not expressed.
This interpretation, notwithstanding Weiss's
stigma of it as "ganz willkiirlich," is surely
only a plain deduction from the preceding
clause. The fact that no such limitation is

to be found in Luke xvi. 18 must not pre-
judice our judgment here.

Vers. 33—37.—Oaifi*. Matthew only ; but

of. ch. xxiii. 16—22.
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Ter. 33.—By them of old time (rer. 21,

note). Thon shalt not forswear thyself (ovk

^jTiopKjJo-Eij). These two wcnls are the sub-

stance of Lev. xix. 12, which itself (cf.

Baihi, tn loc.^ includes a reference to tlie

third commandment. To them our Lord
joins but Shalt perform, etc., which is the
Bubstance of Deut. xxiii. 23 (cf. Numb. xxx.

2). (On our Lord's utterance representing the
current form of teaching about oaths, cf. ver.

21, note.) This current teaching was the

logical de(1uctii)n from the statements of

the Law, and yet the Law had a higher
aim.

Ver. 34.—Swear not at all (cf. Jas. r. 12).

Yet, as St, Augustine points out, St. Paul
took oaths in his writings (2 Cor. i. 23

,

xi. 31) ; and our Lord himself did not re-

fuse to answer when put upon his oath (oh.

xxvi. 63, 64). He, that is to say, and St.

Paul after him, accepted the fact that therje

are times when a solemn oath must be taken.

How, then, can we explain this absolute

prohibition here? In that our Lord is not
here thinking at all of formal and solemn
oaths, but of oaths as the outcome of im-
patience and exaggeration. The thought-
lessness of fervent asseveration is often

betrayed into an oath. Such an oath, or

even any asseveration that passes in spirit

beyond "yea, yea," "nay, nay," has its

origin ^KTouvoirnpoS; of. Chaucer, "Sweryng
Bodeynly without avysement is cek a gret

synne " (' Parson's Tale,' § ' Do Ira '). Mar-
tensen, however (' Ethics, Individual,' § 100),

takes the prohibition of oaths as formally

unconditional and total, in accordance with

the highest ideal of what man will hereafter

be and require, and he sees the limitation,

which he allows is to be given to these

words, in the present conditions of human
society. We have an ideal duty towards

God, but we have also a, practical duty to

those among whom we live, and the present

state of human affairs permits and necessi-

tates oaths. Hence it was that even Christ

submitted to them. Neither by heaven, etc.

Our Lord further defines what he means by
an oath. It does not mean only an ex-

pression in which God's Name is mentioned,

but any expression appealing to any object

at all, whether this be supraterrestrial, ter-

restrial, national, or personal. Although
God's Name is often omitted in such cases,

from a feeling of reverence, its omission does

not prevent the asseveratiop being an oath.

Heaven; Revised Version, (he heaven; for

the thought is clearly not the immaterial

transcendental heaven, the abode of bliss,

but the physical heaven (of ch.vi. 26,Kevised

Version). Heaven . . . footstool. Adapted
from Isa. Ixvi. 1, where it forms part of the

glorious declaration that no material temple

can contain God, that "the Most High

dwelleth not in temples made with hands "

as St. Stephen paraphrases it (Acts vii. 48).

The great King is seated enthroned in the
heaven, with his feet touching the earth.

Ver. 35.—Nor by Jerusalem. The He-
braistic iv is here exchanged for the less

unclnssical tU, the reason, perhaps, being
that definite direction of one's thought
towards Jerusalem was, as it seems, insisted

upon by some. " Eabbi Judah saith, Ho
that saith. By Jerusalem, saith nothing,
unless with an intent purpose he shall vow
towards Jerusalem " (Tosipht., ' Ned.,' i., in

Lightfoot, ' Hor Hebr.'). So Revised Version
margin, toward. For it is the city, etc.

(Ps. xlviii. 2).

Ver. 36.—For thou canst not, etc. As
each of the other objects included a refer-

ence to God, so does also thy head. For
even that recalls to mind the power of God,
since every hair of it bears the stamp of his
handiwork.

Ver. 87.—Youroommunioation. Similarly,

the Authorized Version in Eph. iv. 29, in

archaic usage for " talk." Yea, yea ; Nay,
nay. Christ permits as far as the repetition

of the asseveration. The adoption liero by
a few authorities of the phrase in Jas. v. 12
(" Let your yea be yea ; and your nay, nay,"
t5 vaX vciX, H.T.A..) is unsuitable ; for here
the question is not of truthfulness, but of

fervency in asseveration. Whatsoever is

more than these ; " that which is over and
above these" (Eh ei ma). There is h super-

fluity (irepuraiv) in more fervent assevera-

tions, which has its origin cn: toD ttovtjpov.

Cometh of evil. So the Revised Version
margin, "as in ver. 39; vi. 13." Revised
Version, U of the evil one (vide oh. vi. 13,

note; and cf. 1 John iii. 12).

Vers. 38—48.—The two remaining ex-

amples of the current teaching of the Law
are very closely connected together, and, in

fact, our Lord's corrections of them are

intermingled in Luke vi. 27^36. Yet the

subjects are really distinct. In the first

(vers. 38—42) .our Lord speaks of the

reception of injuries, in the second (vers.

43—48) of the treatment of those who do

them.

Godot's remarks (in his summary of Luke
vi. 27—45) on the use made by St. Luko
of these examples are especially instructive.

" These last two antitheses, which terminate

in Matthew in the lofty thought (ver. 48)

of man being elevated by love to the per-

fection of God, fnmish Luke with the lead-

ing idea of the discourse as he presents it,

namely, charity as the law of the new life."

Vers. 38—42.

—

The reception of injuriet.
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The Law inculcated that the injured should

obtain from those who did the wrong exact

compensation (on this being properly a

command, not merely a permission, vide

Mozley, ' Ruling Ideas,' etc., pp. 182, tqq.).

Our Lord inculcates giving up of all in-

sistance upon one's rights as an injured

person, and entire submission to injuries,

even as far as proffering the opportunity for

fresh wrongs.

Ver. 38 —An eye for an eye, and a tooth
for a tooth. No short phrase could more
accurately describe the spirit of the Mosaic
legislatiou. Oflences against individuals
were to be punished by the injured individual
receiving back, as it were, the exact com-
pensation from him who had injured liim.

While this was originally observed literally,

it was in Mislmic times (and probably in the
time of our Lord) softened to payment of
money (vide Lightfout, ' Hor. Hetir.'). The
ph]ase comes three times in the Pentateuch
(Exod. xxi. 24 ; Lev. xxiv. 20 ; Deut. xix.

21). Notice: (1) The LXX. has the accusa-
tive in each case, although only in the first

does u verb precede. Probably the ex-
pression had already become proverbial in
Greek even before the translation of the
LXX. (2) The Hebrew of Deut. xix. 21
is slightly different from that of the other
two passages, and as the preposition there

used (3) is not so necessarily rendered by
&yrl, that passage is perhaps the least likely

of the three to have been in our Lord's
mind now. It seems likely, however, that

he was not thinking of any one of the three

passages in particular. The words served
him as a summary of the Law in this

respect.

Ver. 39.—But 1 say nnto yon, That ye
resist not evil: but whosoever shall smite
thee, etc. The first clause comes here only

;

the second is found also in Luke vi. 29 (for

the priuciple, of. 1 Cor. vi. 7). We may
notice that, while our Lord most perfectly

observed the spirit of this command, he
did not slavishly follow the letter of it (cf.

John xviii. 22, 23). Nor did St. Paul (of.

Actsxvi.Si)/; xxii.25; xxiii.3; xxv.9, 10).

We must remember that, while he clothes

his teaching with the form of concrete

examples, these are only parabolic repre-

sentations of principles eternal in them-
selves, but in practice to be modified
according to each separate occasion. " This
offering of the other cheek may be done out-

wardly ; but only inwardly can it be always
right" (Trench, 'Sermon on the Mount').
We must further remember the distinction

brought out here by Luther between what
the Christian has to do as a Christian, and
what he has to do aa, perhaps an official,

member of the state. The Lord leaves In

the state its own jurisdiction (ch, xzii. 21

;

vide Meyer). That ye resist not; Revised
Version, resist not, thus avoiding all possi-

bility of the English reader taking the
words as a statement of fact. EvU. So
the Revised Version margin ; but Revised
Version, him that is evil (cf. ver. 37 ; ch. vi.

13, note). The masculine here, in the sense
of the wicked man who does the wrong, is

clearly preferable ; Wiokliffe, " a yuel man."
(For a very careful defence of Chrysostom's
opinion that even here r^ voprjp^ refers

to the devil and not to man, see Chase, ' The
Lord's Prayer in the Early Church').
HhMll smite ; Revised Version, smiteth. The
right reading gives the more vivid present,

pairffa comes in the New Testament here
and ch. xxvi. 67 only. It is properly used
of a stroke with a rod. (For " smiting on the
cheeks," of. the curious rendering of Hos.
xi. 4 in the LXX ; cf. also Isa. 1. 6.) Thee
on thy right. Matthew only. Although it

is more natural that the left cheek would be
hit first (Meyer), the right is named, since

it is in common parlance held to be the
worthier (cf. ver. 29). Cheek. 2ioy:iii', though
properly iaw, is here equivalent to '• cheek,"
us certainly in Cant. i. 10 ; v. 13. Turn. The
action seen ; Luke's " offer" regards the
mental condition necessary for the action.

Ver. 40.—The parallel passage, Luke vi.

296, gives the taking of the garments in
the converse order. And if any man will
sue thee ; Revised Version, and if any man
would go to law with thee. Notice that
"will," "would" (t^ eiKoi/Tt), implies that
the trial has not yet even begun. Do this
even before it. And take away thy coat, let
him have thy cloke also. Coat (x>ti^k),
equivalent to tunic, " shirt-like under-gar-
ment " (Meyer). Chhe (iVaTioi/), equivalent
to over-cloak, "mantle-like over-garment,
toga, which also served for a covering by
night, and might not therefore be retained
as a pledge over night (Ex. xxii. 26)"
(Meyer). This is put second, as being tho
more valuable. In Luke, where there is no
mention of the law-court, the tliought seoms
to be merely of the violent removal of the
garments, taking them as they came. Let
him have (Ji<j>es airtp). More positive than
Luke's " withhold not" (jiii KuXiffris).

Ver. 41.—Matthew only. Shall compel
thee to go ; Revised Version margin, " Or.
impress " {ayyapeiirei). From the Persian.
Hatch (' Essays,' p. 37) shows that while
the classical usa^e strictly refers to the
Persian system of mounted oonrieis (de-
scribed in Herod., viii. 98 ; Xen., * Cyr.,' viii.

6. 17), the post-olassical usage refers to the
later development of a system, not of postal
service, but of the forced tmnsport of mili-
tary baggage. It thus indicates, not merely
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foteed attendance, but forced caTrying.

Hence it is nscd iu ch. xxvii. 32 and Hark
XV. 21 of Simon the Cyrenian, "who was
pressed by the Boman soldiers who were
escorting onr Lord not merely to accom-
pany them but also to carry a load." Thus
here also the thought is doubtless that of

being compelled to carry baggage. There
may also be a reference, as Hatch suggests,

to the oppressive conduct of the Boman
soldiers (cf. Luke iii. 14). (For the spirit of

our Lord's saying, vide also ' Aboth,' iii. IS
(Taylor), where the probable translation is,

" Babbi Ishmael said, Be pliant of disposi-

tion and yielding to impreisment,"') A mile
;

Eevised Version, one mile ; but see oh. .viii.

19, note. A Boman mile of a thousand
paces.

Ver. 42.-<Cf. Luke vi. 30, 34o, 35.) The
connexion is as follows: Our Lord spoke
first (ver. 89) of entire submission to

injuries; then (ver. 40) of acceptance of

loss of property ; then (ver. 41) of accept-

ance of a burden imposed ; here of accept-
ance of a demand for pecuniary assistance.

This, in its turn, forms an easy transition to

tlie subject of ver. 43, sqq. Give to him
that asketh thee, etc. Tliis verse has been
often adduced by unbelievers to prove the
incompatibility of our Lord's utterances

witli the conditions of modern society.

Wrongly. Because our Lord is inculcating

tlie proper spirit of Christian life, not giving
rnlus to be literally carried out irrespective

of circumstances. Hammond (vide Ford)
points out that we have "a countermand"
in 2 Thess. iii. 7, 10. (For the possibility

of accounting for the Terbal differences

between this verse and Luke vi. 30 by
Buppobing an Aramaic original, see Professor

Marsliall, in the Expoiitor, April, 1891,

p. 287.)

Vers. iS—48.—The treatment of those who

injure ut. (Of. supra, ver. 38.) Our Lord

now turns from tlie reception of injuries to

the treatment of those who injure us. We
are not to injure them in return, nor merely

to keep aloof from them, but to show them

positive kindness. The Law, in the natural

development of it current at the time,

tauglit very differently.

Ver. 43.—Matthew only. Ye haye heard
(ver. 21, note). Ihon shalt love thy neigh-

bour, and hate thine enemy. The first

clause is found in Lev. xix. 18, the second
is the natural, and, from one point of view,

legitimate, deduction from it. " The whole
precept, as it stands, undoubtedly represents,

and is a summary of, the sense of the Law "

(Mozley, vide infra). The meaning of the

words " neighbour " and " enemy " has been

much discussed. In Leviticus, indeed, the

meaning of " neighbour " is clear ; it answers
to " the children of thy people " in the pre-

ceding clause, i.e. it refers to members of
the nation ; all Israelites are termed " neigh-
bours." The primary sense, therefore, of

this whole precept is love to an Isiaelite,

hatred to a non-Israelite (cC Dent. xxv. 17

—

19). As such, the precept was of value in

cementing the unity of the nation and pre-

venting greater exposure to the evils, moral
and religious, found outside it. But as

quoted by our Lord, it has evidently a more
private reference. He treats the precept as

referring to personal friends (those who act

in a neighbourly way) and enemiei, and
even this is, in some respects, a legitimate

summary of the teaching of the Law, in so

far as it forms another side of the law of

retaliation. In days when public justice

was weak much had to be left to the action

of the individual, and he who was wronged
was bid satisfy justice by retaliating on
his enemy. That, however, it was not the

only teaching of the Law is evident from
Exod. xxiii 4 (of Job ixii. 29). But as re-

gards both aspects of the precept the time
had come for a change. The Jews only too

gladly showed obedience to the second part

of the precept, making themselves proverbial

(cf Tacitus, ' Hist.,' v. 5. 2 ; Juvenal, ' Sat.,'

xiv. 103) for their more tlian incivility to

Gentiles,and theyseem to have also zealously

carried it out towards their personal enemies
(cf Ps. cix.). On the whole subject, vide

especially Mozley (' Buling Ideas,' pp. 188

—

200), who, however, hardly allows enough
weiglit to passages like Exod. xxiii. 4.

Ver. 44.—Parallel passage : Luke vi. 27,
28. But I say unto yon, Love your enemies.
Of all kinds, whether personal or opponents
of you as Christians. Bless them that curse
yon, do good to them that hate you. Bightly
omitted by the Bevised Version as interpo-

lated from Luke. (For the thought, cf.

1 Cor. iv. 12 ; Bom. xii. 14.) And pray. In
fullest contrast to the continual ill-wishing

of the enemy. "They who can pray for

their enemies can accomplish the rest"
(Weiss, ' Life,' ii 154). Thus to pray is to

come very near to the spirit of Christ (of.

Luke xxiii. 34 ; Acta vii. 60). As a modem
example: "Some persons had never had a
particular place in my prayers, but for the
injuries they have done to me" (Burkitt,

'Diary,' in Ford, on ver. 6). For them that
despitefolly use yon, and persecnte you.

The words, "that despitefuUy use you
and," are to be omitted, with the Bevised
Version, at in effect interpolated from
Luke.

Ver. 45.—Parallel passage : Luke vi. 35,
which is more full, but hardly so original

iu form. That ye may be the children (Sirui
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yivTiaBf vloC); tont (Revised Version); cf.

Ter. 9, note. Tbe meaning of the clanse is

not certain. It may be : (1) Lore to enemies

is the means whereby you may become
possessed of the full privileges Involved in

the nature of sons. These privileges are more
than the mere participation in Messianic

glory (Meyer), and are rather all the blessings

present and future which belong to sonship.

(2) Love, in order that on each occasion you
may become in fact (almost our " show your-

selves") sons of your Father, sons corre-

sponding in ethical conduct to your position

already received. Your Father, Not " the

Father" (of. ver. 16, note). Which is in

heaven ; for (Sri). The privileges generally,

or the resemblance on each occasion, can
only be obtained by behaviour simikir to

his, namely, kind treatment of those who
injure you ; for this is what he himself shows.

He maketh his sun to rise (ai/wreWei). If

we may lay stress on the Greek, our Lord
expresses the popular notion of the sun
ascending. It must, however, be remembered
that the word be Iiimself probably used was

nit in hiph. (•.mJjLO, Peshito), which
contains no thought of motion, but rather of
appearance. Sun . . . rain. The two great

sources of maintenance. On the evil and on
the good ... on the just and on the unjust.

The first pair connotes, as it seems, the
extreme of evil (ch. vi. 13, note) and good, in

each case manifesting itself according to its

opportunities; the second, the life and
character as tried by the standard, especially

the human standard, ofjust dealing. Notice
how, by chiasm, the emphasis is laid on the

ungodly alike at the beginning and at the
end. ' Onr Lord here brings out God's
active love as seen in nature, nourishing
and maintaining men, irrespective of the
qualities of individuals and of their treat-

ment of him and his laws. The thought is

found elsewhere, e.g. in Seneca (vide Meyer),
" Si deos imitaris, da et ingratis beneficia

;

nam et sceleratis sol oritur, et piratis patent
maria " (of. Bishop Lightfoot, on ' Philip-

pians' ["St. Paul and Seneca," p. 281], for

a collection of parallels to the sermon on the
mount).

Ver. 46.—Vers. 46, 47 ; parallel passage ;

Luke vi. S2, 33. 7or if, etc. The principle

of the Law, reciprocity—^love your neigh-
bour and him only—is in reality no better

tliau the principle adopted by those who
are renegades to true religion (oi reKuvat),

or by those who have no knowledge of it

(oi iBviKot). Such a principle brings with
it no other corresponding effect QuerSis, ver.

12, note) than such aa even these receive.

You aim at more, the privileges belonging
to the sons of God ; therefore do more. What
reward have ye> i^. already entered in

God's book of account (Winer, § xl. 2, a).

The publicans; Revised Version margin,
" That is, collectors or renters of Soman taxes

.

and so elsewhere." To this short descrip-

tion little need be added. Tbe Roman
system of taxation was to pnt up the

country, or certain productions of tlie

country, at auction, and to "sell" them to

any who would undertake to pay the

greatest amount of revenue from them (cf.

also Josephus's account of the Egyptian
method, B.o. 250, 'Ant.,' xii. 4. 4; and
Sayoe's article in the Jewish Quarterly, July,

1890, on a Jewish taxgatherer at Thebes,

B.O. 140). This contract was in turn divided

and subdivided, those who actually drew
the money from the people being generally

natives. It thus being tbe interest of every

contractor and sub-contractor to squeeze as

much as possible &om those under him, the

whole system was demoralizing to all

engaged ia it. In the case of Judsea it was
especially so, as tliere was a strong feeling

among religious Jews against the lawfulness

of paying taxes to a Gentile ruler (cf. cb.

xxii. 17, note). It is no wonder, therefore,

that we find the native collectors (even of

districts where the money raised went to

Antipas's treasury, ch. ix. 9, note) classed

with "harlots" (ch. xxi. 31), "sinners"
(ch. ix. 11), the heathen (ver. 47 ; ch. xviii.

17). Yet out of these one was chosen to be
among the twelve, and to write that Gospel
which specially describes the relation of

Jesus of Nazareth to the religious expecta-

tions of the nation.

Ver. 47.—And if ye salnte. It seems
almost a bathos after" love," But it expresses

love publicly showing itself by kindly greet-

ing. Your brethren ; with wliom you have
the fellow-feeling of common origin—in this

case not national, but spiritual (cf. ver. 22,

note). What do you more than others ? (tI

irtpuTffhv irotuTti); Tyndale, " What singuler

thynge doo ye ? " So not even the publicans 1

Revised Version, the Gentiles t witli the

manuscripts. " The form used (4$i/ik6s) de-

scribes character rather than mere position
"

(Bishop Westcott, on 3 John 7) ; " hetben
men " (Wiokliffe). So ; Revised Version, the

same, with the manuscripts. T& aiT6, not-

withstanding its occurrence in ver. 46 and
parallel passage, Luke vi 83, was altered

to the commoner oSriss iroicTi'.

Ver. 48.—In Luke vi. 36, " Be ye merci-
ful, even as your Fatber is merciful," we
have certainly a reminiscence of the same
saying, and, almost as certainly, from tbe
smoothing away of difficulties, a less original
form of it. Be ye therefore perfect ; Revised
Version, ye there/ore shall be perfect (fo-ea-Bf

oZv i/ieU t/a«oi). The form is based on
Deut. xviii. 13, t^Acios iirji. While the
introduction of i/ieis emphasizes the con-
trast between Christ's disciples and those who
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followed the nenal deduction from the Law,
the position of %aiaSe (reTorsing that of

Deuteronomy) sliows that still greater

emphasis is placed on their " perfection" as

something to be attained. Also, while in the
parallel passage of Luke the stress is npon
the change that must take place (;YCveaee)

—unless, as is possible, it has the simple
meaning "show yourselves" (cf. ver. 45,
note)—in Matthew the possibility or even
the certaiinty of attaining it is definitely

stated. You shall make this your aim, and
shall attain to it. Therefore. A deduction
from the principle laid down in vers. 44—47.
From the consideration of the example of
your Father, and of the insufficiency of
being like publicans and heathen. Perfect
(tcAmoi). In the Gospels here and ch. xis.

21 only. The word denotes those who have
attained the full development of innate
powers, in contrast to those who are still

in the undeveloped state—adults in con-
trast to children. Thus the thought here
is—Ye shall be satisfied with, and shall

attain to, no lower state than that of
maturity. But what is it as to which they
shall be mature? Surely not the whole
Law as illustrated by all the examples since

ver. 21 ; for vers. 31, 32 are excluded by the
comparison with God immediately follow-

ing. It must be the subject with which the
sentence is closely connected, vers. 44—47
(cf. Meyer); love to others even though
they have done you wrong. . In this respect,

viz. love to others, you shall admit, says our
Lord, no lower ideal than that of maturity,

even such maturity as is found in him who
sends sun and rain on all alike. Some
(Augustine, Trench) have seen in this a
merely relative maturity, itself capable of
further development; but the subject rather
demands absolute and final maturity. This
does not imply that man will ever have such
fulness of love as the Father has, but that
he will fully and completely attain to that
measure of love to which he as a created
being was intended to attain. It may, how-
ever, be in accordance with true exegesis
to see, with Weiss, for such apparently is his

meaning, also an indication of further teach-

ing— the nature of the revelation made
known by Ciirist. For whereas " the funda-
mental commandment"ofthe OldTestament,
" Ye shall be holy ; for I am holy " (Lev. xi.

44, 45), was the more negative thought of
God's exaltation above the impurity of
created beings, our Lord now puts forth
" the positive conception of the Divine per-

fection, whose nature is all-embracing, self-

sacrificing love. And in place of the God,
for ever separated from his polluted people
by his holiness, to whom they can only
render themselves worthy of approach
tbiough the most anxious abstinence from

all impurity, and by means of the statutes

for purification contained in the Law, there
is on the ground of this new revelation the
Father in heaven, who stoops to his children
in love, and so operates that they must ami
can be like him" (Weiss, 'Life,' ii. 166).
The simple and straightforward meaning of

the verse, however, is this—You shall take
no lower standard in love to enemies than
God shows to those who ill treat him, and
you shall, in fact, attain to this standard.
Upon this (for the limitation of the meaning
to one point makes no real difference) there
arises the question which has been of so
much importance in all ages of the Church

—

What is the measure of attainment that is

really possible for Christ's disciples upon
earth? ought they not to expect to live

perfect lives? But the text gives no
warrant for such an assertion. No doubt it

saya that attainment to maturity—to per-
fection according to creaturely limits—is

CTentually possible. That is implied in
iaeaBe (vide lupra). But when this attain-

ment can be made is not stated. Many will,

indeed, afSrm that, as our Lord is giving
directions to his disciples concerning things
in this life, the attainment also is affirmed
to be possible in this life. But this by no
means follows. Christ gives the conmiand,
and 'by the form of it implies that it shall
be carried out to the fuU. But this is quite
consistent with the conception of a gradually
increasing development oflove which, in fact

will attain maturity, a state in which God's
love has ever been ; but not immediately and
not before the final completion of all Christ's
work in us. The words form, indeed, a pro-
mise as well as a command, but the absence
of a statement of time forbids us to claim
the verse as a warrant for asserting that the
T€A«<iTj)s referred to can be attained in this

life. Trench (' Syn.,' § xxii.) explains the
passage by saying that the adjective is used
the firat time in a relative, and the second
time in an absolute, sense. But this does
not seem as probable as the interpretation
given above, according to which the adjec-

tive is in both cases used absolutely. His
following words, however, deserve careful

attention. " The Christian shall be ' perfect,'

yet not in the sense in which some of the
sects preach the doctrine of perfection, who,
so soon as their words are looked into, are

found either to mean nothing which they
could not have expressed by a word less

liable to misunderstanding; or to mean
something which no man in this life shall

attain, and which he who affirms he has
attained is deceiving himself, or others, or

both." Even as yonr rather which is in
heaven is perfect ; Bevised Version, as your
heavenly Father it perfect; so the manu-
scripts. The epithet 6 obpivws. Is wanting
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in Luke, but Matthew wishes to lay stresa

on their Father's oharnoter and methods
being diffetent from those of an earthly

father. Observe again not "the Father*
but "your Falher;" nerving them to fulfil

the summons to likeness to him (cf. ver. IS).

HOMTLETICS.

Vers. 1—16.

—

The sermon on the mouvt. The first part of the sermon ; th« law of

the kingdom of heaven. L The Beatitudes. 1. The first Beatitude. (1) Blessedness.

It is a deeper word than " happiness." Short-sighted and unwise, we call men happy
when the world goes well with them, when they are cheerful, good-natured, loved

by relations and friends. We do not always call them blessed. Tliat word, we feel

instinctively, implies more heavenly affections, a deeper, holier joy. Blessedness is

inward and abiding; outward prosperity cannot give it, nor can adversity take it away.
It is like the depths of the ocean : the surface is changeful, sometimes calm and wave-
less, sometimes tossed hither and thither by the restless winds ; while far and deep
below there is ever the same changeless rest, silence, and peace unbroken and eternal.

This deep meaning was felt by the heathen writers. The simplest form of the Greek
word {fiotKap) was used in old Greek poetry first of the gods—the blessed gods as

opposed to mortal men—then of the dead who were supposed to dwell in " the islands

of the blest " (compare the use of the German selig and the French feu, derived from

felix). The collateral form ftaKipios, sometimes used with the same higher reference,

was not unfrequently degraded into a more worldly sense, the rich and the bcttei-

educated; as people say "the better classes" now. The New Testament has rescued

the word from this mistaken application, and filled it with a high and holy meaning.
The world is wrong. Good fortune is not blessedness; blessedness is the gift of God

;

what he gives cannot be taken away by the chances and changes of this mortal life.

Blessedness is not an outward ornamejat of life ; it is a man's own, for God has given
it; it is in the heart, wrouiiht into the inner being; it is holy, spiritual, heavenly. It

is the character, the privilege of the children of the kingdom, for they must bear the

image of their King : " As is the heavenly, such are they also that are heavenly." Ho
first exhibited the heavenly life upon enrth; it had never been seen there before. The
conception of that life is absolutely original ; it had never entered into the thoughts
of ancient poets or sages. It is altogether different from the portraitures of virtue

drawn by the old heathen philosophers. The Lord Jesus is -at once Example and
Teacher. His life is the blessed life. He bids us learn of him ; there, and there only,

shall we find rest for onr souls. This blessedness which is learned of Christ dieth not

;

it is the beginning of the blessedness of heaven. We must be blessed here to be
blessed there ; we must have the Beatitudes of the sermon first, then shall we have the

Beatitude of the holy dead which die in the Lord. (2) The poor in spirit are blessed.

Not necessarily, or always the poor in worldly means ; nor, again, the poor in the

endowments of the soul, in intellect, strength of will, elevation of character. This was
the scoff of the Emperor Julian the Apostate ; but, blessed be God, not only many men
of rank and wealth, but also many of great natural gilts and highly cultivated minds,
have learned of the Lord Jesus this first Beatitude. "With men this is impossible,

but not with God ; for with God all things are possible." The seat of this evangelical

])0verty is the spirit. The spirit, when distinguished from the soul in the sacred

writing, is that highest part of man's immaterial being, which was breathed into his

nostrils by God ; which enables him, alone of the animal creation, to feel after God,
to form, more or less imperfectly, an idea of God; which is receptive of the Holy
Spirit, and can, when illuminated by his gracious presence, abide in communion with
God, The spirit of the true Christian is brought into an intimate relation with God.
Such a one feels his own littleness, his own sinlulness, in the presence of the Almighty,
the Most Holy. Led by the Spirit of God, he is brought near to Christ, and learns the
grace of lowliness from him who, being in the form of God, made himself of no reputa-

tion, humbled himself, and became obedient unto death. Poverty of spirit comes first

in the description of the blessed life. Lowliness is the beginning of holiness ; we can
make no real progress in the spiritual lifip without it. Christ was lowly in heart. He
raised that word, which the world regarded as equivalent to mean or abject, to be the
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name of a high Christian grace. Those who would be near to him, great in the king-

dom of heaven, must be like their King, unaffectedly humble. They must lay aside

earthly ambitions, they must be willing to take the lowest place, they must learn the

diEBcult lesson, "In lowliness of mind let each esteem other better than themselves;

"

for this is the fixed, immutable law of the kingdom of heaven, "Whosoever shall exalt

himself shall be abased, and he that shall humble himself shall be exalted." (3) The
reason. "Theirs is the kingdom of heaven." The kingdom of grace is theirs now, in

their heart. In their lowliness they have by God's grace put down self from the

throne of their heart, and Christ reigneth there alone. They submit themselves to

him in deep humility and reverence. The heart that is emptied of self is filled with
Christ. The kingdom of glory is theirs by hope, by the sure promise of God. They
are sealed with that Holy Spirit of promise, which is the earnest of the heavenly
inheritance. The kingdom of heaven is theirs ; for the law of that kingdom is written

in their hearts, marking them as citizens of the heavenly country, loyal subjects of the

heavenly King. 2. The second Beatitude. (1) " Blessed are they that mourn." (o)

It seems a paradox. Sorrow and joy are opposed to one another; bnt the Lord says

that there is a sorrow which is blessed. Life is full of sorrows. There is more sorrow-

in the world than joy, more pain than pleasure. Outward sorrows are blessed if they
are meekly home, in patience Rnd in trustful faith. When the sorrow is recognized

as a chastisement, it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness; when the pain iii

taken as a cross, it lifts the suffering Christian nearer to him who died upon the cross,

who giveth peace. (6) But the connection seems to imply that the mourning of the
text is spiritual mourning. The poverty of the first Beatitude is in the spirit ; so must
be the mourning of the second. Poverty in spirit leads to mourning—^mourning for

past sins and unworthiness, mourning for the slowness of our spiritual progress. He
who is poor in spirit is in the kingdom of God and near to the King. He looks on
him whom he has pierced, and mourns for him. He must mourn, in sympathy with
the Saviour's sufferings, in sorrow for his own unworthiness of the Savioni^s love, for

his many sins against that great-love, for his want of gratitude, for the coldness of his

heart. The world runs heedlessly after pleasure, amusement. The Lord says, "Blessed
are they that mourn." He himself was " a Man of sorrows and acquainted with giief."
" Is it nothing to you," he seems to say, " all ye that pass by ? Is there any sorrow
like unto my sorrow ? " Then we Christians, who live under the shadow of the cross,

must learn the blessedness of mourning. "Godly sorrow worketh repentance imto
salvation not to be repented of." Blessed are they who mourn with that godly sorrow.

It woi'keth repentance, that deep and holy change of heart, that change out of the
image of the earthy into the image of the heavenly, which is not to bo repented of,

which none who by God's grace have passed through it can ever regret, though it

was wrought out in much sorrow and mourning ; for it is unto salvation—a present
salvation, salvation from sin now; and a future salvation—everlasting life with God
in heaven. (2) The reason of their blessedness. "They shall be comforted." "They"

—

the word is emphatic. That comfort is not for all ; it is for those who have mourned.
" God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes ;

" but they must have wept, there

must have been tears. The mourning is spiritual, so is the comfort. Christ himself

giveth comfnrt. He is the Christus Consolator; he was sent "to comfort all that
mourn ;

" he was the Consolation of Israel for which the holy Simeon waited. "Come
unto nie," he saith, "all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest."

Hut there is "another Comforter," whom the Lord will send from the Father to abide

fur ever with his people—God the Holy Ghost. The first Christians walked in the

comfort of the Holy Ghost (Acts ix. 31) ; we pray that we may evermore rejoice in

the same holy comfort. He comforts the hearts of his chosen, for he strengthens them
with all might in the inner man. He fills them with peace and joy in believing; the

fruit of his Divine indwelling is love, joy, peace. They shall be comforted who sorrow

after a godly sort ; now, by the gracious influences of the Holy Spirit ; hereafter, by
the unclouded vision of the glory of God. 3. 2%« third Beatitude. (1) " Blessed are

the meek." What is meekness? According to Aristotle, the virtue which consists in

the due regulation of the natural passion of anger is without a name ; for meekness
does not lie in the mean between the two opposite vices—it tends rather towards the

defect. The meek man is not given to retaliate injuries, but rather to forgive; and it'
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is a slavish thing, he says, for a man to tato insult calmly. Such was the teaching

of the Greek philosopher. The Lord Jesus says, " Blessed are the meek." His life,

his teaching, changed for ever the position of the gentler virtues. He was raeek and

lowly in heart. Christiao meekness is of great price in the sight of God. We see

what meekness is when we look at the life of Christ, It is, first, a willingness to take

wrong patiently (see 1 Pet. li. 19—25), and, secondly, gentleness in dealing with

others. A meek man will not think overmuch of himself, his claims, his position,

his dignity; he will not allow hig temper to be ruffled by slights and provocation;

he will not expect to be always treated with respect and reverence ; he will do liis

duty in the station where God has set him gently, lovingly, seeking not honour from

men, ambitious only to be well pleasing unto God. True meekness is a grace, |one of

the fruits of the Spirit. Natural meekness may be no better than timidity, shyness,

weakness of character. It may, as Aristotle says, imply a want of sensibility, of

quick perception ; it may be dull, weak, abject. Bat true meekness is a strong thing.

It is found sometimes in men who were naturally the reverse of meek, like the holy

apostle St. John. It comes from the working of the Holy Spirit, which gives strength

and energy to the character, while it disciplines it into gentleness and patience.

Christian meekness may outwardly resemble its natural counterfeit; inwardly it is

very different. It implies strength of purpose, holy courage, sustained perseverance

in self-control. We see it in the character of the Lord Jesus Christ. We see in him
a most lofty fortitude joined with the most tender gentleness in dealing with penitent

sinners, the most wonderful meekness in the midst of insult and outrage. Meekness
Is hard to learn ; but it is a necessary lesson for us, for it was characteristic of the

Master, and he declares it blessed. (2) The reason. " They shall inherit the earth."

It is a quotation from the thirty-seventh psalm ; it sounds like the Old Testament.
But the New Testament too presents here and there the "promise of the life that now
is " (1 Tim. It. 8). The Epistle to the Ephesians re-echoes the Old Testament
promise to those who honour father and mother; and the Lord himself promises a
hundredfold more in this time to those who are ready to forsake earthly things for

his love. The meek shall inherit the earth. The quiet strength of Christian meekness
will win its way where violence fails. Gentleness is a power in the world ; it exerti

a strange influence over rougher natures ; it often comes to the front and gains a high
place among men. And when this is not the case, it has a joy of its own—a deep
inner contentment, a holy restfulness which gives a sweetness to this present life on
earth. Such are the tendencies of meekness—tendencies which have not always their

full scope, do not realize their full blessedness amid the selfishness, the hardness, the
violence of the world. But " we, according to his promise, look for new heavens and
a new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness." There shall meekness have its perfect

work, and win its perfect blessedness. 4. The fourth Beatitude. (1) "Blessed are

they which' do hunger and thirst after righteousness." (o) Righteousness here is

equivalent to holiness—personal, spiritual holiness, holiness of heart and life. It is

the sum of all Christian graces. But we have no righteousness of our own : " All our
righteousnesses are as filthy rags." Christ is made unto us Righteousness : " This is his
name whereby he shall be called. The Lord our Righteousness." If only we are his,

grafted once into the true Vine, abiding in him now, then his righteousness is ours,
for he himself is ours. " My Beloved is mine, and I am his." (6) We must hunger
and thirst after this righteousness. The desire of the Christian heart is righteousness;
not simply happiness hereafter, but righteousness now. All men wish for happiness,
present and future. The true Christian wish is for righteousness first; happiness will
follow. "The work of righteousness shall be peace; and the effect of righteousness
quietness and assurance for ever." It is righteousness that the Christian soul desireth.
And that desire must .be like hunger and thirst ; not a faint hesitating wish, but a
strong longing desire—a desire that cannot be satisfied till it has attained its object.
Hunger and thirst imply a previous void, a want. The desire of righteousness implies
a sense of sin and weakness. There is a felt want in the soul, a craving, an aching
void—a longing like that of David expressed in the fifty-first psalm ; not the fear of
punishment, but a longing after a clean heart—after the Holy Spirit of God. To
hunger and thirst after righteousness is to hunger and thirst after Christ. He is our
Example here as always. His meat wa« to do the will of him that sent him, and to
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finish his work. He hungered for our souls, he thirsted for our salvation ; and we
must hunger and thirst after him, who is the Life of our souls, the true Bread that

came down from heaven, whose flesh is meat indeed, whose hlood is drink indeed, who
alone can fill our restless craving hearts. " He that cometh to me shall never hunger ;

and he that believeth on me shall never thirst." (2) The reason of their blessedness.
" They shall be filled." For Christ desireth us ; he longs to give himself to us, as he
has given himself for us. " Behold," he says, " I stand at the door, and knock." He
asks us only to open; he will enter in and sup with us, and we with him. We may
hunger and thirst after many things, and never gain them ; if we do gain them, they
often become mere ashes in our mouth, vanity and vexation of spirit. But they who
hunger and thirst after righteousness, after Christ, cannot fail to attain the object

of that longing desire ; for the word of Christ is pledged, " They shall be filled." And
he hath all things who hath Christ. He needeth nothing more who hath chosen the

good part, the one thing needful. " As for me, I will behold thy face in righteous-

ness; I shall be satisfied, when I awake, with thy likeness." 5. The fifth Beatitude.

(1) "Blessed are the merciful." "The Lord," St. James says (v. 11), "is very

pitiful, and of tender mercy." It was pity, tender pity for humanity in its sin, its

darkness, its misery, its hopelessness, which moved the Eternal Son to take upon him
our human nature. In that human nature he had shown the sweet self-forgetting

tenderness of his Divine compassion, as he moved among the sick and suffering of

Galilee. His disciples must follow the example of the Master ; they must be pitiful.

It is the principle, the inner affection of pity, which is commended here. The pity

which is blessed is like the sacred pity of Christ. It is wide in its range, coextensive

with human sin and suffering. The Lord pitied not only the afflicted and the poor,

but also the proud Pharisee, the cold-hearted Saddncee—^that Jerusalem, self-satisfied

and unbelieving, that would not seek shelter beneath the wings of his mercy.
Human sin as well as human suffering moves the Christian heart with pity. Indig-

nation against sin must ever be mingled with pity for the sinner. The thoughtless

sinner jvho lives in wealth and luxury is an object of the Christian's pity as well as

the sick and helpless poor. This holy pity lies deep in the heart. It expresses itself

in intercessory prayer, in gentle words and looks, and, when it is possible, in acts of

mercy. (2) The reason. "They shall obtain mercy." Mercy, in the well-known
words of our great poet, is twice blessed; it blesses him that gives and him that

takes. It is blessed in its own reflex action on the merciful soul, in the sweetness,

the inner joy, which the exercise of mercy brings to the heart. But the Lord states

another ground of its blessedness. The merciful shall obtain mercy. We all need

the mercy of our God. What would the best of us be without his tender pity? We
look back upon our past lives; we see a waste of sin, of hardness, of unloving
ingratitude. God pitied us, God called us. We heard the voice of Jesus, " Come unto
me." We came in awe, in contrition, in trembling hope; we found rest for our souls.

He pitied us. We need that sacred pity still for our daily sins and shortcomings;

and oh ! we shall need it in the hour of death and in the day of judgment. It is

pledged to the merciful ; they shall obtain mercy ; "they" (the word is emphatic)—they
shall be pitiedi Then the sense of our own sin and weakness, our own need of God's

mercy, our hope of that mercy at the last, should quicken in our hearts the holy

feelings of pity and sympathy with every form of distress and misery, and lead us to

delight in deeds of mercy. 6. The sixth Beatitude. (1) "Blessed are the pure in

heart." The Pharisees thought much of legal purity^ of the Levitical distinctions

between the clean and the unclean. The Lord Jesus insists on purity of heart. The
pure heart is the clean heart, clean from taint of every kind, from everything that

defileth. To eat with unwashen hands defileth not a man, as the Pharisees thought

it did; but evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness,

blasphemies, these evil things, whether only conceived in thought, or carried out in

deed, these defile the man. The pure heart is clear, bright, transparently sincere;

it seeks not to deceive. It has no hidden motives, no selfish aims- underlying a fair

outside ; its aim is to be, not to seem. Especially the pure heart is clean from those

corrupting thoughts, those foul imaginations, those unholy deeds, which the name
unclean, impure, seems especially to designate. This one kind of defilement gains

such a terrible hold upon the imagination, it so entirely corrupts the whole heart and
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mind. It Beparateg a bouI from God so utterly, with such fearful rapidity, that it occurs
first to our thoughts when we meditate on this Beatitude. The pure heart is clean,
for itt some measure even here it sees God. " The world seeth me no more," the Lord
said, " but ye see me." It is that blessed vision, the vision of God, which keeps the
heart of the Christian pure. For this purity is a Christian grace ; it comes from the
abiding presence of God the Holy Ghost, who purifies the heart in which lie deigns to
dwell. That presence cleanses, refines, illuminates ; it shines through the darli places
of the heart; it shows the plague-spots, and through confession, contrition, repentance,
it cleanses them away. Then blessed are the pure and the purified ; those who were
once impure, unclean, but who, having confessed their sins, have found the truth of
that most gracious promise, so full of sweetness to the penitent, " He is faithful and
just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness." Once they
sat in darkness and the shadow of death, now they walk in the light ; and if we walk
In the blessed light of his presence, then " the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanses
us from all sin." It is cleansing us daily, hourly, if we are living in the faith of the
cross, in the faith of the Son of God, "who loved me, and gave himself for me." How
many souls, now at rest in the paradise of God, were once impure, unholy I But the
constraining love of Christ drew them to himself; and they washed their robes, and
made them white in the blood of the Lamb. There is a Fountain opened for sin and
for uncleanness. It is open always. The impure, the sin-deflled, come daily. Not all of
them, alas ! but the penitent, the sorrowing—they wash, and are clean. (2) The reason.
"Tbey shall see God." They see him now by faith. Purity of heart cleanses the
mental vision ; the pure in heart see mysteries of grace, mysteries of love and holiness
which are hidden from the eyes of the unclean. He manifests himself to those who
keep bis Word. But the promise opens out a more glorious vision. " When he shall

appear, we shall be like him; for we shall see him as he is. And every man that
hath this hope in him purifieth himself, even as he is pure." They who hope to see
him as he is, in his glory, must purify themselves ; they must take the Saviour's spot-
less purity as their high example. The pure in heart shall see the King in his beauty;
they, and they only. He is of purer eyes than to behold evil. The impure* cannot
bear his all-seeing, heart-searching glance. 7. The seventh Beatitude. (1) " Blessed
sire the peacemakers." God is the God of peace; the Messiah is the Prince of peace,
his birth was welcomed with the angels' hymn, " Peace on earth." He is the great
Peacemaker. He made peace through the blood of his cross. They that are his must
follow his example. If they are truly his, they have his peace; it keepeth their

hearts, it ruleth there. Those who have peace themselves are the best peacemakers.
It is not an easy thing to be a peacemaker ; it requires tact, wisdom, courage, love.

There is so much party spirit of various kinds in every town or village, so much ill

will, so much envy and jealousy, so many little feuds dividing men from men, that it

is very hard to win the blessing of this seventh Beatitude. But it is one of the

elements in the truly Christian character; we must practise it if we would be children

of the kingdom. (2) The reason, (a^ Peacemakers are happy in themselves. Which
are the happiest—the cross-grained, the irritable, the conceited, always ready to take
offonce, perhaps even loving to stir up strife? or the gentle, the kindly, the affectionate,

who love peace, who do all they can to make peace in their family, in their parish,

among all their neighbours and friends; and that for Christ's sake, out of love fur

Christ, in humble imitation of Christ's example? "Blessed are the peacemakers."

(6) But especially blessed in this—that " they shall be called the children of God."
They shall be called his children, because they imitate his only be^^otten Son ; because
they keep the first of all the commandments, and the second, which is like unto it;

because they bring forth the fruit of the Spirit—love, joy, peace. Only those who are

led by the Spirit are, in the deepest and holiest sense, the sons of God. 8. The eighth

Beatitude, (1) "Blessed are they which are persecuted for righteousness' sake."

Christ prophesied that his followers should suffer perseoutiun. It came to pass as he
had said. We know how, since the days of Stephen the first martyr, valiant Christian

men and noble women too have again and again endured for Christ's sake the prison

and the torture, the sword, the fire, the lion. They are blessed ; they w<ire persecuted

for righteousness' sake ; theirs is the kingdom of heaven. The offence of the cross hag
not ceased; there is persecution still. It exists still in many households, sohooLv
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villages. The cold looks, the misrepresentations, the nicknames, the taunts, some-
times the ill-treatment of relations, fellow-servants, schoolfellows, fellow-workmen,
are hard to tear. Holiness is not everywhere popular. The worldly feel it as a rebuke
to themselves; they resent it; they sometimes persecute. And these modem forms
of persecution are greaier in extent, for they sometimes spread over a long period, and
affect all the circumstances of life, aad perhaps in some cases cause no less suflering

than the acuter outbreaks in the old days of cruelty. " Blessed are they that are

persecuted for righteuusaess' sake," aad because they belong to Christ; "for my sake,"

the Lord says in ver. 11. Such should rejoice. It is a high pririlege to be counted
worthy to suffer shame for his Name : great is their reward in heaven. (2) The reason.
" Theirs is the kingdom of heaven." The Beatitudes begin with the kingdom ; they
end with the kingdom; they contaiu the law of the kingdom, they describe the
character of its citizens. The children of the Beatitudes are the children of the king-
dom. Only the poor in spirit can enter into it, aad its highest places are reserved for

those who have patiently sufifered for Christ's sake, who have drunk of the cup that
he drank of, and have been baptized with the baptism wherewith he was baptized.

II. The dignity of the children of the kingdom. 1. They are the salt of the

earth. They have salt in themselves. The salt is the grace of God (comp. Mark ix.

50 and Col. iv. 6) ; but those who iiave that salt in themselves are, in God's great

condescension, called the salt of the earth. Salt preserves from corruption. The
grace of God preserves his saints. They preserve the earth in which they live. They
check the progress of corruption. Their purifying influence spreads more or less

through the mass, which would otherwise fester and decay. Their prayers avert the
sore judgments of God; ten righteous men might have saved the wicked Sodom. They
must take heed not to lose the heavenly salt themselves ; without it their usefulness

is gone. The profession of religion without the power of the Spirit is dead and worth-
less. If that is lost, nothing else can supply its place. Forms, words, outward show,
cannot fill the place of the Spirit. A Church without the Spirit, a Christian without
the Spirit, is like the Church of Sardis : "Thou hast a name that thou livest, and art

dead. 2. They are the light of the world. (1) The Lord Christ is the Light of the

world. They who abide in him, the true Light, are themselves light. His light, burn-
ing within them, shines forth in their looks, their words, their actions, and illuminates

the world around. Each true Christian is a centre of light, as he walks in the light

and reflects its brightness. (2) The possession of that light makes them conspicuous,

like a city set on a hill ; they cannot be hid. " The fierce light that beats upon the
throne " beats in a measure on all Christians, especially upon those-who are set in th6
chief places of the Church. They are seen and known of all men. ' Their conduct is

watched, narrowly scrutinized; their character in some sense is public property.

Therefore (3) they must not hide the light. Their sloth, and, still more, their selfish-

ness and worldliness, bring discredit on the gospel and check its progress. They must
let their light shine before men, not making a display of their religion, their alms, and
their prayers, not priding themselves, not vaunting the presence of the heavenly light,

but allowing it to shine, as shine it will, if not hidden. " Far as a little candle sheds
its beams, so shines a good deed in a naughty world." The candle of the Lord shines

in a Christian's life ; it sheds its soft and holy radiance all around. Men see its beauty
and brightness. It draws others into the circle of its light and warmth. But (4) they
must be careful not to seek their own glory. They may, they must sometimes, let

men see their good works, but it must not be for the sake of human praise. The
Christian's desire is to draw others, by the brightness of his example, to the true Light
which gives him light. He desires that other men should glorify, not himself (he
knows his sin and unworthiness), but his Father which is in heaven. He is strong

who seeks only the glory of the Lord. His light will shine before men ; not with the

fitful gleams that are of the earth, but with the calm, steady, holy light which comes
from heaven. Men will feel iti warmth ; they will recognize its truth, its reality.

It shines with no uncertain, wavering glimmer. It will lead them to the Lord.

Unreality betrays itself by word, look, tone. Real holiness makes itself felt ; it is a
power in the world. And herein is its depth, its strength : it seeks only the glory of

the Lord, and that with steadfast, unwavering perseverance.

Lessons. 1. Blessedness is exceeding precious, deeper than all joys; it may b«
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ours. 2. The blessed life is very lovely ; all admire, few only imitate. 3. Live the

Christ-like life; so shall you share the Christiaa blessedness. 4. Quench not the

Spirit ; stir up the gift of God ; 80 shall the holy light shine far and wide, and men
will glorify the Lord.

Vers. 17—48.

—

The second part of the sermon : the mount of the Beatittides and
Mount Sinai : the new Law and the old. I. Christ the Fulfillbe of the Law.
1. Ee came not to destroy. They must not misunderstand the purpose of his leaching.

The Old Testament is not contrary to the New; both speak of Christ. The com-
mandments are as binding now upon the Christian conscience as when they were first

delivered amid the thunders of Mount Sinai. " We establish the Law," says the

apostle of faith (Rura. iii. 31). " No Christian man is free from the obedience of the

commandments which are called moral." The law of ceremonies aud rites, indeed, is

no longer binding (Bph. ii. 15 ; Col. ii. 16, etc.) ; but even those rites and ceremonies,

though no longer in force, are full of deep meaning, and convey holy teaching to the

Christian, for they speak, one aod all, of Christ and his righteousness. 2. Be came to

fulfil. He fulfilled the righteousness of the Law. He exhibited it perfectly in his

own most holy life. He fulfilled the types, the ritual teaching, the predictions of the

prophets in his incarnation, in all the circumstances of his earthly life, his precious

death and burial, his glorious resurrection and ascension. He fulfilled the doctrine of

the Law, bringing out as he did the deep spiritual meaning of its teaching. " Christ

is the End of the Law for righteoiitness to every one that believeth." 3. 27je Old
Testament m its spiritual meaning it of eternal obligation. All must be fulfilled, even

the minutest detail. Both Testaments come from the same God. The Christian,

while he loves the New Testament with all his heart, must not depreciate the Old.

The whole Word of God is holy and just and good. The teacher who is taught of

God will declare to his flock the whole counsel of God. He who wilfuUy shuts his

eyes to any part, though it may seem to him small and insignificant, shall be called

the least in the kingdom of heaven. Yet he shall enter therein if he has been faithful

ace rding to his light ; for he has taught.the truth, though he has not had grace and
wisdom to discern its more delicate features.

IL Relations between the new Law and the old. 1. The Spirit and the letter

;

Christ and the Pha/risees. Christians who neglect part of the Law of God shall be
called least in the kingdom of heaven ; but mere formalists shall not even enter therein.

The righteousness of the Pharisees was outward, mechanical; the righteousness of

Christianity is inward and spiritual. It includes obedience in things outward. These
are the " least commandments " which a Christian may not dare to neglect or despise.

But it is far wider in its range, far deeper in its power ; its influence extends over the

whole of human life in all its details and circumstances. It reaches deep into the
heart, into its desires, motives, thoughts. Our righteousness must exceed that of the
scribes and Pharisees. They were students of the letter. They knew the Scrip-

tures; their knowledge was most exact and minute; but it was outward only, know-
ledge of the letter. That knowledge is not to be despised ; it is necessary, it is most
interesting; but it is not enough. We must seek the guidance of the Holy Spirit of

God to understand the spiritual meaning of his Word, to enter into it, to work it into

our own heart and life. Again, the Pharisees " say and do not ; " we must do. They
did certain things, but they did them mechanically; we must work in faith and
love. They thought to merit heaven by their works ; we must recognize our utter

unworthiness, and trust only in the merits of Christ. They sought the praise of men

;

we must seek only the praise which cometli from God. 2. The first instance. " Thou
hhalt not kill." (1) The traditional interpretation confined the application of the com-
mandment to the actual crime of murder. The Lord shows that it extends to sinful

anger. "Whosoever hateth his brother is a murderer;" he is a murderer in heart and
will. In the sight of him who searcheth the hearts, the evil thought wilfully har-
boured and brooded on, the wicked wish, the unjust, wrathful word, is as guilty as the
wicked deed. " I say unto you ;

" the Lord speaks with authority. He gave the Law
at first on Mount Sinai; he interprets it now on the mount of the Beatitudes. "He
that hath ears to hear, let him hear." " Blessed are the meek." (2) Two illustrations

follow, (a) "I will have mercy, and not sacrifice." We must not bring malice and
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hatred into the temple of the Lord; we cannot worship aright while we cheriih wrath
in our heart. For he is love, and the unloving cannot serve him acceptably. He will

not accept the offerings of those who live in strife. Malice and envy rob the gift of

all its value. Forgiveness of injuries, sorrow for our own offences, the humble petition

for pardon from any whom we may have offended, is a sacrifice well pleasing unto God.
Without this the costliest gift is bat a mockery, worthless and unprofitable. Then
" first be reconciled to thy brother, then come and offer thy gift." St. Chrysostom well
remarks, " Let even my service be interrupted (the Lord says in bis condescension)

that love may abide, since reconciliation to thy brother is an acceptable sacrifice."

(J) We are aU on our way to the judgment ; we must appear before the Judge. There-
fore we must seek forgiveness from those whom we have offended, and we must forgive

those who have offended us while we are on our way during the journey of life. We
pray, "Forgive, as we forgive." Lex orandi lex eredendi. Ho doth not forgive the
unforgiving, the unloving. For such there remaineth the prison. And caa the utter-

most farthing of the great debt be ever paid? Alasl we cannot pay the smallest

fraction of it. By grace we are saved, and God's grace rests not upon the unloving

;

to such there is no promise of forgiveness. 3. The second instance. " Thou shalt not
commit adultery." The traditional interpretation confined the commandment to the
evil deed ; the Lord extends it to the sinful thought. The unlawful desire, consented

to and kept before the mind, is equally guilty with the unclean act. Our bodies are

the members of Christ ; to defile them is an outrage on the most holy Saviour. We
are the temples of God the Holy Ghost ; to bring unclean thoughts into that most
sacred presence is a fearful sin, an awful sacrilege. Then strike at the beginnings of

sin, the thought, the look ; strike, and spare not. Such watchfulness may imiily very

strict and painful self-denial. Better to deny ourselves now than to be cast out at the

last ; better to pluck out the right eye, to cut off the right hand, than to be condemned
at the last. " Blessed are the pure in heart." 4. The third instance. Divorce. The
popular school, that of Hillel, allowed divorce " for every cause " (ch. xix. 3) ; the

Lord allows it only " for the cause of fornication." What God hath jointid together

let not man put asunder. 5. The fourth instance. The law of oaths. The Jews, it

seems, thought lightly of oaths which did not contain the sacred Name of God ; they
used such oaths constantly and heedlessly. Our Lord classes all oaths together, for all

ultimately imply an appeal to God, and, like St. James (v. 12), forbids them all. But
we must not " so expound one place of Scripture that it be repugnant to another," and

Eassages like Heb. vi. 13—17 and vii. 21, where God is represented as swearing by
imself ; or ch. xxvi. 63, 64, where our Lord answers the adjuration of Caiaphas ; or

Kev. I. 6, where a mighty angel swears by him that liveth for ever and ever ; or Eom.
i. 9; 1 Cor. xv. 31; 2 Cor. i. 23; Gal. i. 20; and Phil. L 8, in which St. Paul uses

forms of solemn asseveration, prove that our Lord's prohibition applies only to rash,

idle oaths, such as were common among the Jews (" Let your speech be. Yea, yea ; Nay,
nay "), not to those solemn occasions when an oath is required by the magistrate or by
the law. 6. The fifth instance. The law of retaliation. " An eye for an eye, and a

tooth for a tooth." The words of the Law of Moses relate to punishments inflicted by
a court of justice; the Jews probably understood them as permitting private revenge.

Holy Scripture does not forbid the infliction of judicial punishment (comp. Bom. xiii.

4). It forbids the revengeful temper, and it forbids prirate revenge altogether. Our
Lord says, " Eesist not evil." To insist upon the literal meaning of these words would
be to apply the method of the Pharisees to the interpretation of the New Testament

;

a literal obedience under all circumstances would destroy the very framework of society,

and let loose all that is evil in human nature. But the Lord is laying down general

principles. Cases will often arise in which the application of those principles must be

modified by other rules of Holy Scripture. A literal obedience is possible much more
frequently and to a much wider extent than our selfish hearts are willing to admit.

But a Uteral obedience is not always possible ; it would not 'be always right ; it would
sometimes do harm rather than good. The Lord himself, the gentlest and the meekest,

expostulated with those who struck him wrongfully (John xviii. 23). Neither when he
bids us, " Give to him that asketh thee," are his words to be taken literally, as com-
manding indiscriminate almsgiving. He himself gave not to the people who sought

him at Capernaum, because they had eatea of the loaves and were filled (John vi. 2S,
HATTHSW.
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27); St. Paul would not have us give to the idle (2 Thess. iil 10). We must under-

stand our Lord's words as interpreted by his own example and by other parts of Holy
Scripture. We must forgive injuries, we must resist not evil, we must give freely

;

but in all these things we must be guided by the wisdom which is from above. " Blessed

are the merciful." 7. The sixth instance. " Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thy-

self," was the commandment of the Law. The Pharisees had added a false and wicked
gloBg, "Thou shalt hate thine enemy" (comp. Exod. xxiii. 4, 5; Piov. xxiv. 17;
XXV, 21). The Lord bids us, " Love your enemies." It is easy to love those who love

us ; such love is mere natural afTection. Grace teaches a deeper, a more di£Scult lesson.

The nearer we draw to God, the more we shall learn to imitate his all-embracing love.

The Lord is loving unto every man. Bain and sunshine preach charity and love to all.

We must learn of him. If any curse, we must bless ; we must pray for those who use

us despitefully. So shall we be the children of our heavenly Father, like him in our

poor measure, complete in the range of our love, dear to him, loving and beloved. The
commandment is difficult, but the blessing is very great. He who gave the command-
ment, who pronounced the blessing, can teach us to obey.

Lessons. 1. Search the Scriptures, all of them ; not only the New Testament, but
also the Old. 2. Be not content with the external knowledge of the Bible ; seek that

inner knowledge which only the Holy Ghost can teach. 3. Be gentle and loving, be
reverent in word, hallow God's holy Name, hate all ungodly modes of speech. 4. For-
give as you hope for forgiveness ; revenge helongeth unto God.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 3—6.

—

ITie secret of liappiness. Jesus begins his first great sermon with
the word " blessed." His whole mission is a benediction. It is his object to encourage
aud cheer, not to repress and humiliate. 1. But he knows the secret of happiness too

well to attempt to shed joy in any other wav than through those channels by which,
in the very constitution of things, God has appointed it to flow. There is a necessary

connection between each Beatitude and the character blessed. The reward is not an
extraneous gift, but a natural fruit, although it is by the generosity of God that the
fruit is made to grow. 2. Moreover, it is to be noted that, although there is this

necessary connection between character and happiness, there is more than one way to

the goal. Joy is manifold, and different kinds of people may reach it by different

roads. Therefore there is a plurality of Beatitudes. 3. A common tone pervades
all the Beatitudes. They all depend on some excellency of character, and all the
excellences are unpretentious and gentle. Together they suggest a new type of

character, as distinct from the stern Jewish ideal as it is from free and superficial

pagan notion of goodness. To a large extent the Beatitudes are facets from the
character of Christ himself. He who enjoys all these blessings in his own person
will be most like the great Teacher who revealed them. Let us consider the first

three Beatitudes

—

I. Poverty of spirit. In the world wealth is increasingly favoured. But no
golden key opens the gates of the kingdom of heaven. Christ's gospel is for the poor
(ch. xL 5), because it is for all. The poor in spirit, however, are not the same as
those people whose earthly possessions are meagre. They are the people wlio are con-
scious of their own spiritual deficiency. They are the spiritually humble. Thus their
disposition is the exact opposite of the pride of Pharisaism. The great, comprehensive
blessing of the kingdom of heaven is for such souls. Christ had annotmced the coming
of the kingdom in his earlier preaching. Now he shows who are to receive it. Humility,
a sense of emptiness and helplessness,—this is just the condition in which to receive
Christ and his kingdom.

II. MouKNiNO. The second Beatitude had a direct relation to the state of Israel in
the days of Christ; that was a condition of moral and national decay. Some were
indifferent, others proudly rebellious. For such people Christ had no blessing. But
for those who deplored the evil of the times there was comfort in the gospel of Christ.

1. Christ brings consolation to those who mourn for sin by bringing forgiveness. 2. He
comforts those who deplore the evils of society by introducing a hope of human
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brbtherhood. 3. He consoles those who weep for the dead by shedding light on the

life beyond the tomb.
III. Meekness. This is a peculiarly Christian grace, scorned by the pagan world.

It doei not mean the lack of energy and courage. The truly meek man is no coward.

Strength of self-control is needed in order to bear an affront with patience. Jesus was
never so strong as when " he was led as a lamb to the slaugh ter." Even Pilate was
bafSed by the calm strength of his meekness. Kow our Lord promises a temporal

reward to this grace. Heavenly blessings coveted by martyrs might be expected;

but Jesus promises even the inheritance of the earth. 1. Ultimately this will come in

the reign of Christ which his people are to share. 2. At present it is experienced

in a capacity to make the best use of earthly things, by possessmg one's soul in

patience.—W. P. A.

Vers. 6—12.

—

Five gate* to happiness. We have already looked at three gates to

happiness. Let us now proceed to examine the five that still remain to us.

I. HnKOEB AND THIRST AFTER BIOHTE0UBKES8. 1. This is a desire for righteousness

on its own account, and not for its rewards. It is very different from the merely selfish

wish to escape from the penalty of sin. Bighteousness is regarded as an end in itself.

2. This is a deep appetite, like hunger and thirst. The most primitive, the most
universal, the most imperious appetites are the types of this desire. In our better

moments does it not wake up in us with an inexpressible longing ? ' If we could but

be like Christ the sinless I 3. It is rewarded by its own satisfaction. These hungry
and thirsty ones are to be filled. Nothing but the object of the appetite will appease

its craving. 4. Bighteousness is attainable in Christ. The Epistle to the Bomans
shows how this Beatitude is realized in experience.

II. Meboifulness. The previous Beatitude referred to the interior life and the per-

sonal desires of individual souls. This Beatitude concerns an attitude towards other

'people. Perfect happiness is not possible without a right regard to the social relations

of life. 1. It is a peculiarly Christian view of those relations to see them in the light of

mercy. We are to think especially of kindness (1) to the hel[)less, (2) to the unde-
serving, (3) to those who have wronged us. This is just the Christ-spirit. 2. The
reward of it is to be treated in a similar manner : i(l) even by men whose gratitude is

won ; (2) especially by God, who cannot pardon the unforgiving, and who makes our

forgiveness of others the standard of his forgiveness of us (ch. vi. 12).

HI. PuBiTY OF HEART. We have reached the holy of holies, the inner sanctuary

of the Christian life. God regards the state of the heart as of supreme importance.

He does not consider that we can have clean hands if we do not possess a pure heart.

While foul imaginations are welcomed and gross desires cherished, the whole life is

degraded in the sight of God. But the purity of heart has a wonderful reward reserved

for it alone—the vision of God. Pure Sir Galahad can see the holy grail which great

Sir Launcelot was doomed by his sin to miss. Here, as elsewhere, there is an
essential connection between the grace and the reward. Sin blinds the soul

; purity is

clear-eyed in the spiritual world. Moreover, it is only to the pure in heart that the

vision of God can be a reward. The impure would but be scorched by it, and would
cry on the rocks and hills to cover them from its awful presence.

IV. Peacemakins. We now come to an active grace. The Christian is not to shut

himself up in monastic seclusion, indifferent to the evils of the world around him. He
is to interfere for its betterment. Peace is the greatest interest of nations, brotherhood

the greatest requisite of society. Happy are they who can bring about such things.

The process is dangerous and likely to be misunderstood, for the peacemaker is often

regarded as an enemy by both sides of the quarrel. His reward, however, is great—to

be accounted one of God's sons ; like the only begotten Son, who is the Prince of

peacemakers. The fitness of the reward springs from the fact that the work is most
God-like.

V. Peesboution. How far-reaching is the prophetic gaze of Christ to foresee perse-

cution when in the flush of early popularity ! How honest is he to foretell it ! How
serene is his contemplation of it 1 He knows that there is a great beyond. Already

the heavenly treasures are stored up for those who may lose all for Christ's sake.

Fidelity till death is rewarded with a crown of life after death (Bev. ii. 10).—W. F. A.
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Vers. 13, 14.

—

Salt and light. Chmt regards his people as the salt of the earth and aa

the light of the world. In both characters they have a mission toothers. The Church
exists for the sake of the world. She has a large vocation ; the whole earth is the field

of her work, and there she is to labour not for her own ends, but to benefit mankind.
How grievous is the perversion of those who exactly reverse the position of Christ, and
behave as though the world only existed for the benefit of the Church I

I. The salt. 1. Itsfunction. The salt is to preserve that on which it is sprinkled

from corrupting. (1) The world is in danger of sinking into corruption. Society is

threatened with disintegration by the mutual opposition ofconflicting classes. Domestic
life is corroded by immorality and intemperance. " Naturalism" defiles art. Privoloiig

amusements tend to become unwholesome. Therefore a preserving and purifying agent

is needed. (2) The world is worth preserving. Otherwise why salt it ? Christ does

not desire the destruction of civilization, but its preservation. Christianity is not

nihilism. Politics, commerce, art, literature, are all worth keeping from corruption.

2. Its actiem. Salt is antiseptic. The Church is expected to be of the same character

;

not merely to be pure, but to purify. This is not confined to definite crusades

against evil. The mere presence of good men and women in the world tends to keep
it sound and healthy, by the silent influence of example. The old heathen world was
rotting in vice when the Christiana appeared and infused a new life of purity into

society. We cannot calculate the advantage to the whole world of the presence in it

to-day of pure-fiiinded, earnest, unselfish, good men and women. A few such, like a
little salt, have an immense influence in preserving a great mass of society. 3. Its

failure. The salt may lose its savour. It may not have become corrupt. Yet as a
negative thing it is then useless, and only fit to be cast away as so much dust. If the

grace of God, if the spirit of Christ, if the Divine life, vanish from the Church, the

corporation may still exist, hut its mission will have ceased. For the sake of the world
the spiritual vigour of the Church must be preserved. It will not do to be too con-

ciliatory to society. The Church is salt, not sugar.

II. LioHT. 1. Its nature. Light banishes ni^ht. It reveals our danger, shows our
path, cheers our hearts, and refreshes our health. All these things are expected of

Christian influence on the world. 2. Its position. A city on a hill ; a lamp on its

stand. Christians are not to be ashamed of their confession. It is the duty of the

Church to be prominent, not for her own sake—for her own prestige—but to spread light

on others. 3. Its radiance. The light streams out by means of good works. The
world cares little for our words, but it has a sharp eye for our works. We want a new
gospel for the present age, one written on the lives of Christians, that the world may
see the reality of what we preach, i. Its object. The glory of God. If this last point

had nut been added, it might have seemed as though the sclt'-glorification were allow-

able. But our works are not to our own credit, because, if they are good, all the good-

ness in them comes from the grace of God. Therefore we glorify God in beaiing fruit,

by so living that his life shines out through our conduct.—W. F. A.

Vers. 17, 18.

—

Chrisfs treatment of the Old Testament. Here we see the attitude

of our Lord towards the Old Testament. He did not come to destroy the ancient

teaching, but to fulfil it. Christ's words show two positions—a negative and a positive.

I. The Out Tjsbtambnt has a I'Laoe in the Cubistian economy. The grounds on
which this is established are worthy of consideration. 1. Its ongin. The Old Testa-

ment was inspired by God, It records his words spoken to Moses and the prophets.

Words of God are not to be lightly set aside, however ancient they may be. 2. Its

truth. Although it is only a preliminary revelation, it is not the less a real revelation.

The truth it contains is partial, and represents an early stage in the development of

Divine ideas among men
;
yet all truth has an eternal element in it which we may dis-

cover when we strip off the husk of its temporary form. 3. Its moral character. The
Old Testament is a grand testimony to righteousness. We can never dispense with
the Ten Commandments. The stern protests of theprophets against national sin stand
good to-day as the utterances of an undying conscience. 4. Its spiritual life. It is

difficult for a Christian to get beyond the devotional spirit of the Psalms. Private
piety is revealed in the Old Testament so as to be the example and stimulus for all ages.

ll Tbe Olp Twtaubmt is hot a sumoisMT bevklatiom. It was defective bj
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omission. It could not contain all truth, because when It was written the Jews were

not capable of receiving all truth. Its limitations are those of an early stage of reve-

lation. These are not reasons for condemning and repudiating the book. The child

is not to be blamed because he is not a man. The adult man cannot afford to neglect

the child even on his own account, for the child is a prophet from whom much may
be learnt. Still, it cannot be denied that he lacks the man's larger wisdom and more
enduring strength. The law of righteousness is not sufficient for us. It cannot create

goodness. Its directions are formal and external. The deeper, more spiritual righteous-

ness can only be realized when the Law is written on the heart, and this is done, as

Jeremiah predicted, only under the new covenant (zxzL 33).

III. ChBIBT fills up TBS DEFIOISNOIEB OF THE OlD TESTAMENT BETELATIOIT. In
tills sense he fulfils it. He does not only fulfil prophecy by doing what is therein pre-

dicted, but he makes the whole levelation of God perfect by filling up the lacunas that

appear in the Old Testament. L By leadingfrom thehtter to the spirit. The Law is

not perfected till its inner meaning is discovered and its living spirit brought forth.

2. By exhibiting in life what the Old Testament reveals in word. The Law had never

been perfectly kept till Christ came. Then he was absolutely faithful to it, and thus he
satisfied its claims. 8. By giving men power to keep the Law. Not in the letter, which
is superfiuous, but in the spirit, which is essential. 4. By including the inferior older

revelation in his new and most perfect revelation. The acorn disappears that the oak
may be seen ; but it is not destroyed, it is only developed, and its glorification is accom-
plished by the larger growth which abolishes its own peculiar form and structure.—

W. P. A.

Ver. 20.

—

27ie righteousness of t?ie kingdom. Antinomianism is unchristian. If

Christianity is to be found in the teachings of Christ, Christianity does not relax the

moral Law. On the contrary, it elevates and strengthens that Law. We cannot make
a greater mistake than to suppose that the grace of Christ means a certain easy treat-

ment of men, any diminution of duty, any release from the obligations of right. It is

not a pardon of the past with indifference as regards the future. It is forgiveness as

a foundation and preparation for a new and better life. More is expected of the Chris-

tian than of the Jew, of the convert than of the sinner.

I. In what EESPECT8 THE CHBISTIAN BiaHTEOUBNESS IS TO BE 8UFEBI0B TO THAT OF
THE BCBIBEB AND THE Fhabisees. Israel was most famous for the holiness of her

religion and the righteousness of her Law ; the scribes were the trained teachers of the

Law, skilled in making the most of it ; the Pharisees were the professed examples of

highest obedience to the Law. Yet Christ expects his disciples not only to be better

than publicans and sinners ; there is no hope for thera unless their righteousness sur-

passes that of the ofiicial teachers and the professed saints of Judaism. Consider in

what respects this is looked for. 1. In reality. The revered teachers and examples of

Israel, as a class, were not good men at all. The teachers did not walk in the strict

path they pointed out to others ; the examples were but theatrical pretenders. Christ

called them " hypocrites." But Christ is true and real. He expects a genuine
righteousness. He will not endure the mockery of a character that professes what it

does not perform. 2. In depth. The righteousness of Judaism, even when genuine,

was too external. It consisted too much in deeds of the hands, too little in thoughts

of the heart. But Christ looks for inward righteousness—the pure heart. He forbids

hate as murder, and lust as adultery. 3. In posiiiveness. The Law dealt largely

with negatives. Its refrain was, "Thou shalt not." The righteousness of later

Judaism was chiefly a matter of restraints. This is always the case in a stiffened,

formal system. But Christ expects a positive goodness, a spirit of living energy in

religion—love and its outflowing activity of service.

II. Wht the Christian eighteottsness is to be of this high chabaotbb. It

may seem that Christ is binding a heavy yoke on the shoulders of his disciples. Is

this consistent with his gracious promises and gospel invitations ? Consider the reasons

for such a requirement. 1. ITie blessedness of righteousness. This was clearly set ibrth

in the Beatitudes. If it is good for a man to be righteous, it is no hardship that

Christ should require a lofty standard ; for this means a higher joy. 2. IJie obligations

ef light. Christ was a Light revealing a fuller righteousness, teaching it in his wwrd^
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illustrating it by his conduct. It la reasonable that he should expect more from those

who enjoy the privilege of his light than from those who have not received it. We may
forgive in the night a stumbling which is unpardonable in broad daylight. Christians

are expected to be better than heathens, better even than Jews, because they know more
of God's will and how to fulfil it, 3. The encouragements of grace. The Law cannot

secure righteousness ; the gospel can do this. Christ brings to us a God-made righteous-

ness, and he gives us the power to be all that he expects of us (Bom. iii. 21, 22). His

demand is only that we will not frustrate the working of his grace in us.—W. F. A.

Yer. 29.

—

Plucking out the right eye. The ideas of this verse are expressed in the

strong language of Oriental imagery, and yet a moment's reflection will show us that

the language is not a whit too stron°;, even if it is interpreted with strict literalness.

If it came to a choice between plucking out an eye and death, every man who had
courage enough to perform the hideous deed would at once choose it as the less terrible

alternative. Every day hospital patients submit to frightful operations to save their

lives or to relieve intolerable sufiferings. But if to the thought of death we add the

picture of the doom of the lost, the motives for choosing the lesser evil are immeasurably
strengthened. Therefore to one who really believes the alternatives set forth by our
Lord to be his, there should not be a thought of hesitation. Doubt as to the future,

the overmastering influence of the present, or weakness of will, may restrain a person

from doing what is really for his self-interest ; but these things will not make it the less

desirable. The difficulty, then, is not as to the truth of our Lord's words, but as to

the application of them.

L An innocent thins mat becomb a cause of STUUBLnra. Christ does not require

us to maim ourselves as an act of penance, or on any ascetic grounds. The eye is

given to see with, and the hand to work with. Both are from God, and both are

innocent in themselves. The body is not an evil thing, but it is meant to be the

servant of the soul ; as such it is an instrument " fearfully and wonderfully made."
We do not honour God by dishonouring the body which he has bestowed upon us.

But the body may become the tool of the tempter. It may be corrupted and perverted

so as to be worse than the slave of sin, so as to be itself a perpetual temptation. Not
only the body, but other things that belong to us, and are sent for our good, may
become stumbling-blocks

—

e.g. wealth, power, friendship.

n. A BTUMBLINO-BLOCK IN THE WAY OF TEE BPIRITCTAL LIFE UDST BI OAST A8IDB
AT ANT COST. The question turns on our estimate of the great end of life. To
frustrate that in deference to any present pleasure, or to escape from any present trouble, is

to commit a great mistake. We are not now concerned with some slight inconvenience

in the future. The thought is of complete shipwreck, of being thrown into perdition

on account of the hindrance which it is very unpleasant for us to remove. So serious a
danger does not admit of any consideration for the present annoyance involved in

escaping it. The engineer will tunnel through mountains, blow up huge rocks, and
bridge wide chasms to carry his line to its destination. Shall any hindrance be per

mitted to block I he Christian's course to eternal life? As a matter of fact, self-mutila-

tion is not the right method of avoiding temptation. If it were the sole method, it

would be prudent to resort to it. But, as God has provided other ways, only a wild
delusion will resort to this. Moreover, if lust is in the heart, it will not be destroyed
by plucking out the eye. If hatred reigns within the enraged man, he is essentially

a murderer, even after he has cut off the hand with which he was about to commit bis

awful crime. Still, whatever is most near to us and hinders our Christian life, must
go—Any friendship, though dear as the apple of the eye; %aj occupation, though
profitable as the right hand.—W. F. A.

Vers. 88—42.

—

NotKtsisiance. The difficulty with this, as with similar passages in
the teachings of our Lord, is to see how to carry out the precept in the fulness of the
intention of the great Teacher. Are wo to take it quite literally ? If so, Count Tolstoi
is right, and we have not yet begun to be Christian. Are we to take it metaphorically,
or even as a hyperbolical expression ? Then we shall be in great danger of watering
it down to suit our own convenience. Plainly our Lord meant something very real.

Moreover, this is no counsel of perfection for select saints. It is a general law of tl;«
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kingdom of heaven; it is a precept of that exalted righteousness exceeding the right-

eousness of scribes and Pharisees which Christ absolutely requires of all his people.

How, then, is it to be inteipreted?

I. This 18 A LAW OF imiYERSAL Chbibtian coNDncT. Cbristwas not a Solon, drawing
ip a code of state laws. His precept was not made in any legislative assembly. He spoke
to men who lived under the irresistible yoke of stern, just Soman government. But
his words had no influence with that government. Thus, no doubt, they were primarily

for private conduct. They did not concern the question of a state's duty in defending

its coast from the invader, or protecting its citizens by police supervision from outrage.

But attempts have been made to confine the obligations of our Lord's words to the
individual relations which he was contemplating when he uttered them. The Sermon on
the Mount, we are told, is for prirate Christian guidance only ; it is not intended to

regulate governments. Surely that is a dangerous narrowing of its functions. So long
as the state is not Christian, Christian principles cannot be looked for in legislation;

but as soon as the gospel has Christianized the state. Christian principles must appear

in public policy. This was apparent in the criminal legislation of Constantino, the first

Christian emperor of the Itoman empire. It is a grossly unchristian thing for men in

a free, self-governing country to think that motives of greed or revenge that are not
permissible between man and man are allowable between nation and nation.

II. This law is not inconsistent with ordee and justice. To see that it is not,

we must observe its exact application. 1. It does not concern our defence of others ; it

only touches our defence of our own rights. The government is bound to protect those

committed to its charge, but it is not bound to avenge an aflront oflered to itself.

The policeman is required to guard the victim of a brutal assault from violence, but
he is not bound to avenge insults and wrongs directed against himself. 2. The reference

to the " lex talionis " evidently shows that the thought is of revenge. Still, all resistance

of evil seems to be forbidden. It is certainly difficult to see how the principle is to be
applied in all cases. 3. Neuerthdess, we have sadly failed to carry out even its intel-

ligible and more obvious demands. Patience and calm endurance of wrong are not

Anglo-Saxon characteristics, but they are Christian. Interpret Christ's precept (1) in

the light of ver. 5 ; (2) in the light of his own behaviour und«r arrest ; and (3) in

connection with the next precept.—W. F. A,

Vers. 43—48.

—

Loving one's enemy. This is another instance of the way in which
Christian righteousness is to exceed the righteousness of scribes and Pharisees. Let us
consider the duty and the motives that urge it.

I. The duty. 1. Positive. This carries us beyond patience under insult and non-
resistance to injury. Tlie previous passage insisted on those duties only. It was
negative in character, forbidding a wrong course of conduct ; therefore obedience to it

would be purely passive. Now we come to a positive and active duty—to love and
aid. 2. Helpful. Love is a subjective sentiment, but it cannot confine itself to the
breast of the person who cherishes it. It must flow out in deeds of kindness. Here
is the key to the precept in the previous paragraph. By itself it seems to be impossible

to carry out so extraordinary a rule ; or, if it were put in practice, it looks as though
it might be quite subversive of society. But it must be followed by the conduct now
recommended. Bare non-resistance will not be successful. It will only end in the
extinction of right and the triumph of aggressive evil. But non-resistance, sustained by
active love to our enemies, will assume a very different character. Love is a more power-
ful weapon than the sword. We are to "overcome evil with good" (Rom. xii. 21); to

conquer our enemy by destroying his enmity, while we prove ourselves his friends.

3. Prayerful. Love is not sufficient to meet the hard heart of enmity. Only the
gracious influences of the Spirit of God can do it. Therefore we are to pray for these.

If we are wrongfully used, we may overcome our enemies by seeking for God to turn
their hearts while we show them brotherly kindness.

II. Its beasonablenebs. This duty is so contrary to the ways of the world that

it seems to be quite unnatural and unreasonable. But Christ shows that he has good
grounds for demanding it of us. 1. The example of ovr Father in heaven. God is not
only kind to the good. First, he shows infinite patience and forbearance. Then he goes

beyond these passive excellences and manifests active beneficence in lending sunshin*
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and rain to all sorts and conditions of men. Thus he is impartial in his kindneBs. He
does not regulate his favours by our deserts. The very constitution and course of

nature reveal this large, indiscriminate beneficence of God. Yet God maintains order

in the universe, and ultimately effects the triumph of the right. Therefore kindness
to enemies is not unnatural ; it is the very method of nature. It is not unreasonable

;

it accords with God's wise way of governing the universe. 2. The obligations of
Christianity. The law of resentment represents a low stage of moral development.
If religious people follow this law, they are no better than the irreligious—"the
publicans;" if Christians follow it, they are no better than the heathen—"the
Gentiles ;

" ^.«. Christian love as such only appears when we begin to love those whom
we should not love if we were not following Christ. We prove our religion, not in

those good things in which we agree with the irreligious, but in those by means of

which we surpass them. Meanwhile no lower standard can be allowed to the Christian

;

he must aim at nothing less than the Divine example of perl'ection.—W. F. A.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

Teaching for the multitude. We hold that the discourse to which
these two verses in St. Matthew's Gospel are an introduction is one with that given in

the sixth chapter of St. Luke's Gospel ; and that although, judging from the closest

context in both passages, it might at first be supposed that "these sayings of Jesus"
were spoken to the lesser circle of his disciples exclusively, they were really spoken,
if not from the very beginning, yet, as regards the large proportion of them, to the
widest circle of his disciples, and even to "the multitudes" (ch. vii. 28; Luke vii. 1).

The second Passover of our Lord was now past ; and this discourse was not as near the
beginning of his public life as its apparent early .place in St. Matthew's Gospel would
ordinarily lead one to infer. To remember its later place is to vindicate more clearly

its seasonableness to the minds of the disciples and people, and its usefulness as another

higher standard in the "teaching" of the world. In these two preliminary and
introductory verses we may notice as, at all events, suggestions that lie on the surface,

the following things.

L In the BOBN TBACHEB of MOBALS, and especially BELIOION, the BIQHT of " THB
MULTITUDES " IN ITSELF A FBOMPT AND 8TB0NQ IUFUL8G. Trace the fact historically,

that it is the moral gaze on "the people" that is the spring of this impulse; and that

otherwise the ages have rather hedged up knowledge to the few ; and that the world's

greater- teachers have been prone and glad to avert their feocAinc^-thought when the

multitudes have been thrust before their eye by any accident.

IL A TYPICAL INSTANCE OF A MOBAL IMPULSE ; PEOMPT AND VEBY 8TB0NO, IT DOES
NOT PAUSE AT THOUGHT, NOB EXHAUST ITSELF IN FEELING : IT IS PBACTIOAL. Point

out the illustration of this that is spoken in Christ's pursuit of method, and in his use

of intermediate agents and in his measured calmness herein. But through and after all

there is a sure outcome or action and something practical.

III. The mountain-platform a moral vantaqe-ground. For it secured at the

same time some apparently very various results and ends, each very desirable. 1. It

cannot be denied that it fairly challenges the observation of earth and lieaven. 2. But
it docs at the same time win much retirement from the noise of earth, and shall foster

thought and high feeling rather than distract them. 3. It speaks the large sweep and
outlook of moral and religious truth. 4. And at the same time the large room and
welcome that the truth offers to all who will receive it. One may imagine at this

point, in a literal sense, the position of Jesus himself, with all that his eye overlooked
and surveyed each moment, and moral analogies will rise not slowly in the wake of the

literal facts.

IV. A TYPICAL INSTANCE OF THE TRUE TRADITION, OF HEAVENLY WISDOM, HEAVENLY
TEACHING, AND THE GBEAT MaBTEb'b OWN WOBK, INTO THB CBABGE OF MEN. 1, The
work of Christ is to be carried on by the living instrumentality of living men, imper-
fect as they are sure to be, and far removed from the goodness, grace, power, and
wisdom of the Master. 2. These men must be in real character disciples. 3, They
must be progressing learners as well. 4. It must be of the things they themselves in
very truth have learned of the great Teacher that they are to tell others. They must
not only be, for instance, hearers, but must be of the taught, the successfully and
humbly taught.
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v. ThB riNAL SUMMONS TO AS UNTAUGHT, LISTLESS WOBLD TO alVB BAB AND LISTEN.

Jesus "opened his mouth and taught." 1. What an authoritative summons I 2. What
an encouraging summons 1 3. Wiiat a rewardicg and comforting summons I—B,

Ver. 3.

—

jHie blessedness that Christ pronounces. Amid many ways in which the

grand inheritance which Jesus designated by the word " blessedness " may be regarded,

and its worth exhibited and its charm enhanced to our mental gaze, all too sluggish,

we may now take the following course. This blessedness which Christ pronounces
must be the more worthy of regard, in that

—

I. It is not flaunted m fbominencb ahd nr SBiaHTEST, LonDEsr ooloob on
HIS FLAa.

II. It finds a PLACE NBYEBTHELEBS AND IS EXHIBITED, BUT IB BARELY EXHIBITED,
AND THEN NOT WITH ANY HEBALD's FLOUEISH OF TEUMPETS, BUT WITH SUDDENNESS,
WITH SOAECBLT a NOTE OP FBEPABATION; WITH APPEAL TO THOSE ONLY WHO HAVE
KTE8 OPEN TO BEE,

IIL It 18 FBOMFTLT ASOEBTAINED TO BE BASED ON AN UNUSUAL FOUNDATION, AND
ONE uinrsuALLY DEEP. Amid otheb buildinos innuhebable, it is BUILDED ON A
SOCK.

IV. When considebed in itself, it is discovebbd to be wbouoht out of dis-

position bather THAN BESTOWED UPON IT; THE ESSENTIAL AND 8UBE OUTCOME 01'

QUALITY AND OF HEART BATHES THAN BOON, PBIZE, OB BEWABD CONFEBBED UPON
THEM BY ANY THEOBY OF RECOMPENSE.

V. It IS IN ITS ENDUBANCE A8 LASTINS, FAB-6EEINO, FAB-BBACHINO, AS IT IS IN

ITS NATURE iNTRiNSio. Show that these peculiarities of the blessedness that Jesus
esteems are illustrated by all the instances following in vers. 3—11, etc. ; and that they
entitle it to be said firmly and emphatically that

—

VI. It IB THE "CHIEF GOOD," FOUND AT LAST AND FOUND SUBELY ; THE " CHIEF
GOOD," NOT OF THB PHILOSOPHER'S QUEST MEEELY, BUT OF THAT OP THB UNIVERSAL
HUMAN HEART AND LIFE. " The chief good IS the only motive of philosophical inquiry

;

but whatever confers blessedness, that is the chief good ; therefore Jesus begins, ' Blessed

are the poor in spirit
'
" (Aug., ' De Civ. Dei,' xix. 1).—B.

Yer. 3.

—

Poverty in spirit ; and the due to its blessedness. It is to be remarked that
every pronouncement of blessedness that here passes the lip of Jesus is accompanied by
a " reason of the hope that is " in it. We shall, therefore, in each case notice (1) the
brief descriptive title of those who are pronounced "blessed," and (2) the leading

suggestion as to the source of their blessedness. Consider

—

I. This descriptive title of certain ohabaotbrs—those who are "pooe in

spieit"—WHO ABB THEY ? Do we not long for Christ's own determination of his own
descriptions in these cases? Probably with singular unity and distinctest outline he
would convey to us just who his " poor in spirit " design—just what his poverty in

spirit aims at. In each succeeding case (but especially in the present and some of the
others) we seem to need to give maiks more than one of the disposition we think to be
intended, in order to approach the meaning of Christ, rather than feel that we are

successfully hitting the mark, the one mark of his meaning. Failing, however, that

coveted dictum interpretation, we can but make the most faithful use of our own
resources. We shall be safe in saying most unhesitatingly that no commendation is

intended of those whom we call in modern days the poor-spirited, nor of those who are

poor in intellect, or imagination, or in the power of high aspiration, or poor in moral
virtues and graces. But, on the other hand, those who answer to such a desdription as

follows may be designated, viz. who own to the essence of humihty, of docility (and so

far forth of a species of deservingness, not likely to go unnoticed, unrewarded, of the
great Giver of all), in that, whatever wealth of things of real greatness, goodness, as

seen by the side of some others, they may possess, yet, first, they take no praise of it

to themselves ; secondly, are profoundly conscious that still they stand but in mere
sight of the threshold of knowledge, power, grace; thirdly, are simply abased in the

presence of him who is the living, moving Power—the King—in that same kingdom.
To be " poor in spirit " is synonymous with being full-filled of a genuine humility. And
there is no humility that hM a chance of being as real, as genuine,m that which comes
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of the largest knowledge and the largest grace. For it postulates the largest know-
ledge, for a man to have anything approaching an intelligent idea of his abyss of

ignorance ; and the largest grace, for a man to he at all competent to gauge hia defect

of goodness.

II. Tbb LEADINa BTTOQEBTION OB CLX7K AB TO THE BOUBCE OF THE BLESSEDNESS OF
THE POOB IN BPIBIT. In the few words of Jesus' lips, it is because these have " the

freedom," not of earth's greatest city, but of " the kingdom of heaven." No artificial

condition or qualification gives entrance to this kingdom, much less a continued sojourn

in it, least of all to the glorious " freedom " of it. But a pure docility and a determined
growingness give each and all of these, one after another. And such pure docility and
unresting growing are led in by that unchallengeable angel, the angel of humility. There
is no surer docility than that which comes in the wake of humility—^nay, owes its life

to her, aa to a mother; cleverness and quickness of intelligence is no equivalent of

docility. A practical commentary upon this very aspect of the subject at the treatment

of Christ himself is indeed not withheld from us, but is given us in the parable of the
" little child" (ch. xviii. 1—5 ; Mark ix. 33—37 ; Luke ix. 46—48). And to furnish

ourselves with an impressive idea of the stress Christ lays, must lay, on docility, we
need but to think of the place, the high place, that the universal Church feels to belong

to those persuasively beseeching words of his, " Come to me . . . and learn of me."
What words of Jesus have endeared themselves more to the whole Church of all the
ages gone ? To be " poor in spirit " is to have that condition prior to all others for

belonging to the kingdom of heaven—the condition of receptivity unfeigned, of mind,
heart, all the nature, unknown in its vastness. And the man who has that receptivity

is already in divinest sympathy with the life of the " kingdom of heaven." For he
can find his emptiness filled nowhere else, his capacity to receive satisfied nowhere
else.—B.

Ver. 4.

—

The hlessedness of the mourner, " Blessed are they that mourn," etc Perhaps
this Beatitude may be counted as the one that most amazed ears and minds, which
ware not a little amazed by each one in turn. How little real cheerfulness possessed

the heart of the people among whom Jesus lived ! There was a maddened, frivolous

excitement on the one hand ; on the other, a tamed-down and habitual dispiritedness.

The heritage of the nation at this time was the misery and sense of degradation that

came of many of the grossest forms of bodily disease, of the heart of religion eaten

out, and of an oppressed and down-trodden political condition. And both—the ever-

memorable, ever-dear invitation, " Come to me, all ye that are weary and heavy laden,"

and this Beatitude, "Blessed are they that mourn"—betray and bespeak in utter

harmony with one another the prevailing tone and genius of the saddened nation. Nay,
unless what Jesus now pronounces can he thoroughly maintained and made good, so

suited is the word to the most patent aspects of the people's heart, that it might run the

risk of seeming the refinement of a mocking flattery. But, whatever the people of the
time thought and believed, or believed not, about this saying, nineteen centuries have
fortified and still fortify its position. Even " the natural history " of the mourner,
much more his spiritual history, passed in simplest review, will show that the saying
of Jesus is not to take rank with the strained, unreal, arbitrary sayings of philosopher

or quack, either optimist or pessimist, but is the saying of deep, abiding truth.

1. MOBBNING EXPBESSE8 AT THE LOWEST ESTIMATE A HOPEFUL 6UBCEPTIBILITT.
Where tears are, there is some susceptibility, at all events. Fatal fever does not rage,

and is not doing its irremediable worst. Pitiless heat, shut-up heavens, unyielding
drought, have not scorched up irrecoverably the verdure of the heart. One tear in the
eye tells of at least one spring in the heart, though it lie ever so concealed. Esau's
deluge of tears testified that, though his birtbrigbt was irrecoverably lost, yet he himself
was not so. The woman who washed the feet of Jesus with her tears had lost more,
and more irrecoverably, than Esau lost, yet she herself was saved, and Jesus guaranteed
it :

" Thy faith hath saved thee : go in peace." Peter, at the fire of the judgment-hall,
renounced his faith, his Lord, his hope ; and was not his conscience seared and his soul
branded for a lost soul ? No, for he " went out and wept bitterly." But there was
another who also denied Jesus. He was close by, and he too "went out," but not to
weep ; we read not of one tear. So, even so, on the lowest showing, the mourner is blessed.
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II. The tkub thins MonKNiNO speaks op the peobation op eabtb. Violent grief,

wailing, gnashing of teeth, are indeed revealed as characteristic of the place or state of
future woe. Bat the true spirit of mourning, unknown in heaven, ungiven to hell,

marks " the day of grace " that belongs to earth. It is one of the chiefest rigns of
earth's trial and education, and one of the chiefest symptoms of earth's hope. It sub-
serves highest and most intrinsic uses—uses not the sequel of God's displeasure only,

but the arguments of his most gracious love, till such time as " the former things have
X>assed away, and God wipe away all tears from the eye." What mercy lies ambushed
in mourning I

III. MOUBNIKO IN ITS VARIOUS KINDS HAS ABBOLITTS AND TALUABLE nSBS. 1. There
is the mourning of tympathy. The reaction of sympathy is of Divinest use. Whatever
it gives, it takes inevitably more. It opens the whole fulness of the spiritual eye,

enlarges the heart, gives liberty and free action to each faculty for love, and each limb
for service. 2. There is the mourning oipain. Pain presses it forth, and it expresses

pain. That very expression is relief. Even physical pain is a power in and through-
out the whole world. It has a widely pervading usefulness, a deeply penetrating service,

in this world's stages of spiritual growth and spiritual immaturity. The mourning of

pain, for infancy, childhood, youth, strong age, and old age, we cannot tell what it has
not been the means, directly or indirectly, of sparing to flesh, blood, mind ; what fever

of body and soul it has not averted, adding endurance to patience, vigour to energy,
length of days to life itself. 8. There is the mourning of a full heart, whether the
heart that is full of sorrow or ofjoy. How often is it the safety of the heart surcharged
with grief, or likely to be overbalanced with joy 1 So Eagar wept. So Joseph wept
when he beard of his father, " the old man, yet alive." So wept the exile patriots " by
the rivers of Babylon." So the overjoyed father, whose prayer had successfully wrestled,

and ^ho with tears cried out, " Lord, I believe ; help thou mine unbelief." And so

was Mary's mourning, as she stood " without at the sepulchre," transmuted into an
ever-springing well of joy. 4. There is the mourning of bereavement. Of all the heart's

mourning, irrespective of that toward God in penitence, there is none more deep, more
keen, more pitifully bowed down. Even when we sorrow as those with a good hope,

the poet's verse is most true

—

* Oh I 'tis the pang severest

That himuin hearts can knoW|
To lay what we hold dearest.

Thus, thus the dust below."

Of this mourning, too, bow truly it may be said, it is alike signally fruitless and

fruitful—fruitless to reverse, or in the least to stay the unanswering and unanswer-

able will of God, but fruitful to bring heaven nearer ! Of brother and child, of wifu

and sister, of friend and second self, once slipped from our touch, it only remains

to be said, with dreadest conviction of the truth of it, "he" or "she shall not return

tome." The most undoubting trust is demanded in the darkest conflict; the most

unsuspecting love in the blankest heart. Clinging, unaltering attachment is wrapt in

bleeding, writhing affection. But to no mourning has Jesus come more deliberately to

assuage it, with noue has he more touchingly sympathized, none in the days of bis

flesh which seemed more to stir him to his mightiest works. Tes, blessed is this

mourner, for he is already " comforted," In that those he loves so well are, though

vanished from his sight, where for the first time no mourning can affect them. No recall

can disturb their secure bliss. 6. Beyond the natural history of mourning there is

that spiritual history of it, that sacred service belonging to it, inflnitely removed from

all mere sentiment, unfeignedly acknowledged by the strongest man, the tenderest

woman, the frailest chad—^the mourning of penitence. This has no meritorious worth.

Nor does it derive any consecration from our being able to say it was shared by Jesus.

But it was sanctioned by him, looked on with most gracious approval by him, commended

by him, as surely as those very different shouts of triumph and loud hosannas that

echoed to the skies when once he was journeying into the city of Jerusalen. Yet what

a touching history belongs to the mourning of penitence I With what extraordinary

experiences has it been allied 1 Upon what fears, darkness, struggles, anguish, has it

at last followed with its infinite peace! What workings in the deepest unseen of ths
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heart has it betrayed I And what irresistible energy has it argued in that majestia
friend of silent persuasiveness—God's Holy Spirit 1 6. Once more, there is the mourning
which may be called specially that of Christ—the mourning over sinnert, and becaust

of sin. He who had no sin for which to reproach himself is he who wept most freely

over the sins of others, "He beheld the city, and wept over it." "He groaned in the
spirit, and was troubled, and wept." In proportion as any disciple of Christ attains

resemblance to him, he will be marked by the same hatred of sin and its work, by the

same grief over the sinner and his folly. Holy men of old, moved by Ood's Spirit,

knew such grief. " I beheld the transgressors, and was grieved, because they kept not
thy Word. . . . Bivers of waters run down mine eyes, because they keep not thy Law."
Our genuine mourning over siu will bring us into some faint resemblance, at least, to
him of whom we thus sing

—

" The Son of God in tears.

Angels with wonder see.

Be thou astonished, O my soni I

He shed those tears for thee."

rV. MoDRKiMS HAS ITS PERIOD DIVINELY FIXED. There !s this particular "com-
fort " attached to it—that, though painful at present, it is useful ; and that when its

main uses are gained, itself is lost in "comfort." To the believer in Christ mourning
cannot be unalloyed, for he knows its present sacred advantages, and he believes its

early termination. " Blessed are the mourners : for they shall be comforted." Com-
forted, indeed, now by many a sanctified use and fruit of afSiction, and by many a
sanctified suggestion, but most of all by the sancUSed assurance that ere long, nay,
right early, God shall abolish it, and shall " wipe away all tears from the eye." So
it is no mere end to which mourning comes; it is not the mere extinction of nature;

it is the doing of God's own kind hand, moved by his own kind heart. This Beatitude

is good as a rainbow covenant between heaven and earth, for souls and their inner

skies. Whether any Christian sorrow more or less, he may now, with this Beatitude

of sorrow, " refoice with joy unspeakable, and full of glory."—B.

Ver. 5.

—

The ilessedness of the meek. This Beatitude asks at the outset to be dis-

tingnished from the first, that speaks of the " poor in spirit." It is a quotation from
the far-seeing, even if dim-seeing, gospel of the Old Testament (Ps. xxxviL 11). The
promise attached to the Beatitude is one the special habitat of which is the page of the

Old Testament. And this helps to guide us to the genius of the present passage.

Meekness must be indeed a quality of the person ; it must undoubtedly be in the most
essential sense a personal quality. It is nowhere, unless it is deep down in a man's
heart, and in genuine possession of it. Though this be so, however, it is here a virtue

that facet less to the individual character and life than to the social, collective,

nationaL Let a man be more than as meek as Moses, he and his individual solitary

meekness would never nnake that conquest of the heritage of the earth which is here

extolled and set up as a mark and a goal. Had, however, the chosen people been meek,
true to meekness, continuously and growingly meek, meek subjects of the heavenly
and theocratic rule, then dispossession would not have been their heritage of shame. A
growing heritage of the earth would have been their glory and pride. Now, all this,

unobtained by the Law of Moses and Sinai, with its commandments and the prophets,

remains to he obtained. It is yet to be. The earth is to be inherited, and it is to be
inherited by men whose conquest of it shall be, not by might, nor by power and pride,

but by Tneeknestt We may read, therefore, in this Beatitude

—

I. Oeeation's charter proclaimed akew, op man's right in the earth.
II. Deeper and fab more bignifioant intimation of the real way in which

THE conquest OF THE EARTH SHOULD BE EFi'EOTED. The whole earth and mankind
themselves, alike in their most scientific aspects and their moral aspects, are best
understood, and certainly best mastered, by those methods of observation rather than
of dictation, of induction rather than presuming speculation and hazardous conjecture,

which the greatest, truest philosophers (like Lord Bacon) came at last to recognize and
teach. This meekness is, even for the physical conquest of the earth and all things
in it, the masterly meekness.
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ni. The hiohest spiritual peinoipIiK declared—that the meeknkbs that
MINISTEBS, THAT 8BBVBB, THAT IS BVEE BEADT TO MAKE ITSELF THE LEAST, IN PUBSUIT
OF THE HIQBEST WELFARE OF MEN, IS THAT FORCE WHICH MOST UNFAILINOLT WINS
EVENTUALLY THE CHIBFEST PLACE, THE GREATEST HONOUR AND INFLUENCE, AND MOST
ROYALAND ENDUEINO EUFIBE. The Beatitude does not for a moment purport to say any-
thing to the honour ol the man who might possibly be lord of a million acres, but it does

purport these two things at the lowest estimate-^to honour the man who through meek
obedience, diligence, industry, study, should out of actual poverty win for himself but
a single acre ; and, secondly, much more to honour the man who by the like qualities

makes the earth mure tenantable for its citizens, and its citizens longer-lived and
happier tenants of it.

IV. A GRACIOUS AND UNFALTERING ASSURANCE FOR ALL THOSE WHO ABE HEEK IN
THIS SENSE, THAT THEY ARE BTUDYINO TO OBOW IN REAL HARMONY WITH THE WILL
OP Heaven and its love, that it is foe them to find at last theib long
FRAYEB DIVINELY AND MOST PBAOTICALLY ANSWERED, AND God's "KINGDOM COMB,
AND hib WILL DONE ON EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN." There is DO seuse truer than
this in which the meek shall " inherit the earth,"—^B.

Ver. 6.

—

The hlessedness of those who hunger and thirst after righteousness. " Blessed

are they which do hunger ... for they shall be filled," This Beatitude is, among all

the others around it, as the spread banquet of religious meditation. It may have the

i'ust effect of surprisicg us, with a very unaccustomed hopefulness as to human nature.

!t challenges us to b'. lieve that there is left surviving still in us a germ and force of

spiritual nature that can rise to appreciate that which is the highest of things that are

holiest. It postulates the possibility, though it were only a possibility, of our attaining

the disposition to feel in genuine, unfeigned sympathy with it, that principle of so lofty

height; and so much so as to long with the longing of hunger and thirst to live,

actually live, in practical harmony with it, and habitual exemplification of it. Such
encouragement is not the illusion of vanity, or of self-sufficient exaltings of what man
is or may be; it is the outcome of the knowledge, the gracious condescending love and
power of that true Teacher, and the Lifter-up of our souls, who spoke the Beatitude

—

poke it in that straoge gatheiing and at that strange time of day. In what he said

we may certainly repose the confidence of hope and of firmest faith. Let us ask

—

I. What is the thing heeb called bighteousness ? The *ord may well be a

study. It may well and most wisely be intended for a study. How much—a com-
pressed volume in a word—^must there be condensed in the quality, the disposition, the

power, the great reality, be it what it may, which Christ here calls righteousness I It

is the thing man failed of at the first, and spoiled fresh-born human nature. It is God's

own undeviating Tightness ; the unfaltering love of that which he unfalteringly loves,

and unfailing practice of that which he unfailingly practises. It is, indeed, the supreme
ideal, but the most undoubted reality. It soars to highest thought, and to lowliest

practice it stoops. It is " exceeding broad," but fine and penetrating as a " two-
edged sword." God's Law, God's will, God's love, the moral projection of the heavenly

kingdom on earth, how great, how wise, how generous, how omnipresent, filling all

spaces whatsoever like the flowing tide to all the world, it must surely be 1 The type

of moral perfection is that which constitutes the righteousness here spoken of, in

which a perfect moral nature rests in satisfied blissful repose, and for which our imper-

fect moral condition should make us hunger and thirst. Whether the knowleiige of

that type is reached by us direct from the pattern in the heavens, and in the Divine

Being himself; or whether we attain it with Divine help through a perpetual exalting

of each and every germ and tendency and quality of goodness that our human nature

has ever shown, is comparatively immaterial to inquire. We are persuaded of its

existence, and we have some knowledge of its proportions, according to the greater

advance or the backwardness of our own moral discernments. And though the image

be all too broken, the reflection too uncertain and scattered, like that upon the surface

of troubled waters, yet there is this strange fact to be noted, that while entirely lost in

none, all perhaps have a completer notion and scheme of it than they, for the most part,

care to own to. Such is its reality, its vitality, and its deep-cut graving on the heart I

IL What abb the things which lie included in the descbiption of " hunger-
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ING ASD thirsting" afteb IT? 1. The unfeigned belief in that perfect thing callei

righteousness, and the acknowledgment of the principle that the righteousness of a

perfect life should be still and always the object of endeavour, kept before the gaze ol

even fallen man. Even for him it is still the genuine ideal. Though we should never

actually attain it here, the sight of it and the attempt to reach it will not be fruitless

These will be preservatives against dissipation. They will guard against despair.

They will exert a constant practical elevating influence. They are the protest against

a false creed, and the very pernicious creed, that we are not in any sense required to live

to the same standard to which we were once created; and that as to attain it perfectly

may be impossible, so it is nugatory to try, and matters less than nothing how little we
try. Merely in this view of it, this Beatitude was a startling announcement and novelty
for those, in their very degraded national state, whose ears first received it from those

roost gracious lips that first spoke it. Is it not for unnumbered millions still the same,
and for us all far too much the same? 2. The genuine craving, continual craving,

intense craving, of the soul after it. The unresting deep want, the unquenched aspira-

tion so well known to the heart, must have exchanged other objects for this supremo
one object. It is the gift of God. As such it justifies the asking of it, that it show the
depth, determination, and lastingness of divinely implanted qualities. The desire of all

tlie nature after righteousness must be at least strong and real as nature, for so it is

called " hunger and thirst," the figurative language serving its purpose to the furthest

extent possible, but none the less, as we well know, in /act inadequate, as figure

should always be to fact. The spiritual appetite here shadowed forth must be, and
when in its perfection has shown itself so many times, a far more powerful, command-
ing, consuming force than all mere natural appetite. It hat borne the greatest strain,

faced the greatest perils, dared all enemies, and "overcome the world," within and
without. Yet nevertheless, in the quieter times of the world's course and our own
individual history, it is pre-eminently entitled to ask time to grow, to find food, to gain
strength and robustness, to learn its own high quality, and feel its own intrinsic force.

For often the desire that feared itself and distrusted itself, that did not know whether
it would live and could stand certain chill winds, has been rooting itself the more
firmly, and has become the dominant holy passion of the soul. That which did not
look quite like it at first hat become the genuine, constant, and intense craving of the
soul.

III. What ib the gbgund on which Christ pbonottnces those blessed who
BUKGEB AND thikst AFTER EI0HTEOUSNBBB ? The ground which our Saviour assigns

for the blessedness of such is that their desire shall not be mocked ; shall not find itself

empty, hollow, and such as must come to nothing; shall not find itself unsatisfied.

They shall have, have enough, " be filled," but be filled without being sated 1 How
many desires, how many hopes, how many objects of pursuit, how many worthy and
even noble enterprises and high-pitched ambitions, fail of fruition ; or, not entirely

failing of fruition, yet fail of such satisfying and such being satisfied as will bring them
.up to the meaning of Christ when he says, " for they shall be filled " I It is an infinite

liiss that we court, that we incur, when we leave unsought, uncared for, the abiding,

the satisfying, the unstinted abundance, fur that which wastes, perishes in the using,

and does not fill the infinite capacity of a human heart.—B.

Ver. 7.

—

The Beatitude of mercy. " Blessed are the merciful : for they shall obtain
mercy." The line of cleavage that obtains so clearly in the tables of the ten command-
meijts, between those of our duties that look direct to God and those which in their
fiist action regard fellow-men, has not an exact parallel in the ever-welcome table of
the Beatitudes. The distinction is probably in the nature of tbings not so apparent.
Ten commandments readily admit a distinctness of classification which the expansive
force of nving and ever-growing quiilities of soul do in part resolutely refuse. These act
more freely and on their own account, and intermingle where they will and where they
can. If such qualities and virtues at first seem to turn the face more Godward, in that
very act none can fail to see how it is all the more laid upon them to be operatiTe, and
powerfully so, towards man ; and vice versd. The distinction, nevertheless, does exist,
and in some of the Beatitudes utters itself forth clearly. It is so with the one fifth in
order, now before us. Our mercifulness has no operation towards ciod, though it must
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be that he observes with an ever-open eye whether we observe it, and bow liberally or

otherwise we observe it to others 1 He taught the petition and its very wording,
" Foigive us our trespasses, as we forgive them that trespass against us." Consider

—

L Thk objects of this Beatitude. They are the " merciful," <.e. those who
have mercy of heart ; and if they have this, it must be that they will show and practise

it. A man may have money in his pocket and not show it. He may have some skill,

some knowledge, some talent, in his composition, and may not show them. But mercy
is that which, to have it, is to show it and " do" it. So a man cannot be credited

with the " forgiving " disposition unless he habitually practise forgiveness. Mercy in

itself is (with Kemigius, presbyter, and monk of Auxerre, a.d. 880) "to count
another's misery or want one's own, and to be sad at all another's grief as at one's own."
The spring of it lies perhaps far away, concealed certainly from general sight and fiom
feeble sight, high up in the hills. Sympathy is its twin rill, and its ever-fresh, crystal,

flowing tributary. Its stream now has somehow become deep and full, and circles

the world around ; for it has become a vital necessity for human-kind. Its compass
extends from the freshest, youngest possibilities of the works of the sweetest charity, to

the anguished, shamed, smarting sense of pity awakened by and for the worst of

sinners. Point special attention to : 1. The grand Exemplar of this quality, the mercy
of God in Jesus Christ. 2. The crying, awful, supreme need of it, as poured on a

world by him ; and as multiplying itself then by the myriad (however weak and small

yet) genuine reproductions of its own spirit. 3. The wide, universal use of it—every-

where, in everything, in the home, the city, the Church, the nation, for the body and
for the soul—where is there the variety or where the grouping of society which does

not hang precarious on mercy and its works ? 1. The deep degradation signified by
the absence of it ; and illustrated so patently, so lamentably, wherever in the world,

on smaller or larger scale, the level of it is now lowest. Contrast the world of Christian

mercy with all its imperfection, and every blot that lies upon it, and all its wayward
inconsistency, (.e. at its worst, with the unchristian world, to which mercy is a

stranger all but absolute. Mercy is indeed "mightiest in the mightiest; " but of the

mightiest earth has not a pattern to show, unless mercy be there to give the solid

strength and enduring framework. Only mercy has in it to find what can meet and
bear the strain.

II. The pbomisk on which theib blessedsesb is based. "They shall obtain

mercy." This assurance is the justification and the original of that claim on behalf of

mercy that it is "twice blessed," blessing him that gives as well as him that takes.

Point forcible attention to the fact that here it is signified : 1. That " to obtain mercy "

is indeed blessedness. Is it not the necessary deep foundation of all individual and all

real blessedness ? Quote and compare the beautiful and encouraging exhortation, " Let
us therefore come boldly to the throne of grace, that we may obtain mercy," as if to say

that it is the first and last great effect of the throne of grace. 2. That as " God is not

unrighteous to forget the work and labour of love" which is "showed toward his

Name" when any "minister to the saints," so certainly he specially appraises this

ministry, whether showed to the saints, or possibly yet more, when not shown to

saints at all, viz. the ministry of mercifulness. 3. That the reward apparently set

forth here, as the return of mercy for mercy, is no mere equivalent. Far otherwise ; for,

as Chryscstom says, " human mercy and Divine mercy cannot be put on an equality."

The latter is "much more"—nay, is it not infinitely "much more"? The two are

compared by the warrant of this very passage. But is it not only in one sense,

important and significant indeed, but yet limited, that they are compared, viz. for the

motive of them? Intrinsically are they not incomparahle t The mercifulness of a

human heart taught of God, touched by Jesus, is indeed the evidence of its parentage,

and a most grateful one. But what mercy of human action can for a moment compare

with that here in view when it is said, " for they shall obtain mercy " ?

CoircLUBioii. Let all lay to heart what, in the estimate of Jesus Christ, must be

the place in the world, and in human life and all the compass of its social relations, for

this grace of mercifulness, that it should be enbhrined iu this elegant, chaste temple of

the Beatitude, and fill one niche out of so sacred a nine I—^B.

Ver. 8.

—

The Beatitude of the pwre in heart. " Blessed are the pure iu heart : for they
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ishall see God." If the foregoing Beatitude were one that turned its face principally to

man, and looked as it were fixedly on him, yet with most undoubted aspect (fodward,

thk, on the other hand, the eighth in order, must certainly be held (and all the more so

by force of the latter clause of it) to place us face to face with God—^how certainly,

also, to the subsequent advantage of our fellow-man none can doubt. Simple as are

the words of this Beatitude, the central word, ths^t one on which the meaning of all

hinges, may be rendered yet a little more expressively and unmistakably by the word
" clean," which is the Authorized Version rendering ten times out of the twenty-eight

times of its occurrence in the New Testament. Three other times is this " clean heart

"

spoken of, viz. : " The end of the commandment is charity out of a clean heart " (1
Tim. L 5); "With them that call on the Lord out of a clean heart" (2 Tim. ii. 22);
" Love one another with a clean heart fervently " (1 Pet. i. 22). And in addition

twice is a " clean conscience " spoken of, viz. : " Holding the mystery of the faith in a
clean conscience " (1 Tim. iii. 9) ; " God, whom I serve from my forefathers with a

clean conscience " (2 Tim. i. 3). It is a " clean linen cloth " in which the sacred body
is wrapped (ch. xxvii. 59);,the "seven angels" are "clothed in clean and white
linen" (Eev. xv. 6); the "Lamb's wife" is "arrayed in fine linen, clean and white"
(Kev. xix. 8) ; and " the armies, which followed the Word of God," were " clothed in

fine linen, white and clean " (Eev. xix. 14). If it were possible to hesitate as io what
"the pure heart" of this Beatitude might mean, few could hesitate as to the chief

meaning of a " clean " heart.

I. The clean in heart ABE those whose affections, THOnOHTS, WISHES, ABB
CLEAN. David's prayer, " Create in me a clean heart, God," is ever a most practical

commentary on the too solemn, too dangerous subject. And St. Peter's earnest entreaty
to those whom he counts even as " dearly beloved," that they " abstain from fleshly

lusts, which war against the soul," is another. This unclean heart is described by the

lips of Jesus Christ himself: "Out of it proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries,

fornications, thefts, false witness, blasphemies" (ch. xv. 19). And the description

is followed on by St. Paul, when he speaks of the " works of the flesh " (GaL v. 19).

Human affections, pure, clean, innocent (partial and imperfect and temporary though
they be), lead on to the Divine and eternal ; but human passions and the desires of

the flesh are the worst foes to the spirit. Into the heart contaminated by entertaining

such guests, higher and purer cannot, will not, come. It cannot be pronounced
" blessed

;
" it cannot be " blessed." It has its own eyes indeed, but they are not

eyes with which God can be seen. Purity of heart must mean first of all pure
thoughts, pure desires, pure afiections. Love of the visible, the near, the present,

always takes advantage to hinder the love of God, but impure affections fail not to

destroy it absolutely.

II. The pure in heabt abe those whose hioheb judgment, betteb feeuno,
TEUBB VISION, ARE NOT DISTURBED BY THAT ILLUSION OF SBLF-INTEBEST WHICH HAS
BO BRITTLE, AND AT THE BEST 80 BRIEF, A TENURE OF LIFE. The larger examples of

the disastrous interferences of what for a while wears all the semblance of expedience,

policy, self-interest, and even justifiable self-regard, speak distinctly for themselves
when they occur. But the amazing, the incredible work of mischief, invisibly, some-
times unconsciously, rarely enough confessedly, piled up with the efifect of crushing
unsuspectedly all that is best in the individual heart, it would seem only the plunge
into the eternal world can reveal, whether to others or to the victims themselves,

whose name is legion. Souls could not have been gambled away more mercilessly or in

more ruinous number than they have by these ways committed suicide. They have
melted down like the snow, and vanished like phantom troops. The pure in heart

know and abide by the right, though it be dressed in rags, and they have no fellowship

with the plausible, though arrayed in purple. The pure in heart have an instinct,

which holds them faithful adherents to that higher judgment, that better feeling, that

truer vision of which the world thinks so little, and which it sells for a delusive nothing.
A pure heart believes in it all, without a sidelong glance and without " looking back ;

"

guides itself by what it knows to be the right, and brushes oflF sophistry as it would a
detected traitor-friend. That heart is training to " see God."

III. The fube in heart are those whose heaet answebs as fab ab posbiblb
TO ruBE uotivs only. Motives are those hidden impulgas and inducements of
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individual actions which so soon usurp the authority of habitual guides of our conduct.
Perhaps, to aid our feeble conception of a subject little within our grasp, we might
imagine that our heart in its first form was just the scene and domain of feeling

—

feeling blessedly gentle like infants' breathing ; blessedly innocent, that knew no evil

;

exquisitely sensitive, and—grateful, it knew not why nor to whom. In the midst of

that calm scene the plant of thought grew up, inevitably coloured with colour's every
tint by feeling. It was no clear thought of reason or of the intellect alone. It was
warm with the warmth of human life, and with all its mystery of individual hope, wish,

and inclinings. This peculiar domain of feeling and thought, the human soul, became
l.\e main place of the originating of action—^the Iruitful, too prolific seed-bed of all those

deeds of the body for which, when we "all appear at the judgment-seat of Christ, we
must receive . . . according to that done, whether good or bad." Now, t!iat is a motive
which determines feeling and thought to shape itself into action, and which decides its

form. Whence those motives come (so multitudinous, so various, so mixed in their

character), often enough the heart itself has lost the stern simplicity to know, and no
earthly judge can safely pronounce. The complication has become what human skill

cannot disentangle. Even the uncharitable and censorious world hns, to a proverb,

professed at any rate to renounce the judging of men's motives. None the less realities,

yet are they fearful ghostly realities to summon before our bar, indeed 1 Grant all this,

yet every one of us knows, if he will say it, whether those inducements of his actions

within him are or are not honest, kind, useful, right, unpoisoned by absolute selfish-

ness, fit to be brought to the light, good, holy—in a word, whether they are "pure,''

or prejudiced by every degree of the taintedness of impurity, from the least to the
greatest. To set this house in order is indeed a task. To suffer, to harbour in it no
ill motive, to encourage each better and higher motive, to keep a " clean conscience,"

the fairest flower and fruit of which is "charity " toward the motives of others, stern

strictness toward our own, or humbly, earnestly to try and pray to do this, as far as it

is not "impossible with man," is to have, or to approach toward having, the "pure
heart," which begins even now to "see God."

Conclusion. Dwell upon the very encouraging light thrown on human nature, and
on its future—that the vision of Gk)d is suggested as granted even here to a growing
moral likeness to him, and a neariug moral sympathy with him ; while every present

and necessarily partial vision of him here is an earnest of the vision of full fruition to

come. Partial though the clearest, brightest, best vision here confessedly Is, yet is it

not the deepest and purest bliss to be bad ? To this said the reputed Chrysostom of

old, " So far as any one has rescued himself from evil, and works things that are good,

so far does he see God, either hardly, or fully, or sometimes, or always, according to the
capabilities of human nature."—B.

Ver. 9.

—

The Beatitude of the peacemakers. " Blessed are the peacemakers : for they
shall be called the children of God." This is the seventh in order of the Beatitudes.

It is the first, however, which shows blessedness pronounced as alighting upon a
person, not in the first instance for some personal quality, grace, or virtue, but for his

works' sake in the interest of others, whether of the family, the world, or the Church.
The distinction is manifest, but the difference is not very real. For any man to lay

himself out to make peace between others, whether on larger or lesser scale ; for

any one to have the least likely success in doing so ; for any one to have but the honest

real desire to do so, postulates already his own disposition. For certain work, the gift,

and even the honest fervent desire, argues the foundation-grace. And certainly not
least so in exactly an instance like the present. As there are some graces and virtues

(like patience, for instance) that come little, indeed, naturally or of preference or

predilection to any one, so also there are some works, the first to be needed, very likely,

but the last to be chosen of any one. And this is one of them. Thus are some men
blessed for their works' sake in double sense. It may, then, be safely assumed that the

man who volunteers for the peacemaker's work (1) loves peace himself from the heart

;

(2) has diligently sought to follow peace with all men ; and (3) has, by God's grace,

subdued the warring elements of his own heart, as far as might be, first. ITiese are

his best and true credentials for his work. The name of special honour and special

love put by Jesus himself on the peacemaker pronounces at the same time the high
MATTHEW.
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eulogium of his life upon that man's work. The peacemakers* added .title is to be
understood to be " the children of God." Notice, then

—

I. How DBAB TO God peace itself must be. This is because there is a meaning
in it, and a beauty and a joy in it, which no doubt we at present fail to comprehend.

This is in keeping with some grand expressions in other portions of Scripture applied

to peace, and positions of special honour in which it is placed; ejg. " the peace of God,
which passeth all understa/nding ; " " the God of love and peace ; " " grace, mercy, and
peace from God ;

" " the very God of peace ;
" " peace in heaven ;

" " peace be unto

you
J
" " my peace I give unto you."

II. How NEAR THE CORBBSPONDENOK BETWEEN THE MAKINO OP PEACE AND THE
BEMAKiNO OF THE FAMILY OF GoD ON EABTH. Note the names employed by
Scripture to describe the people of God on earth, and how to each belongs by special

right the claim of concord, harmony, peace ; e.g. " the brotherhood," " the family,"
" the whole family in heaven and earth," " one fold," " my father's house," etc.

;

and again note, conversely, how all "enmity,'' "strife," "divisions," "fightings," and
both works and words of " wrath," " iinkindness," " malice," " falsehood," and those

various ways that must wreck the very thought of peace, are particularly characterized

as the works of the devil.

HI. How PEACE IS IN THE STRICT SENSE A CONSEQUENCE, A EESULT ; AND NOT MERELY
A CONSEQUENCE IN THE LESS REAL SENSE OF A PBIZE, REWABD, OR FBBB OIFT.

Accordingly, the person who makes peace makes a great deal else. He has done a
great deal underneath, preparatory and out of sight. All this is what is now really

the work transpiring in the world—the work of Christ the great Peacemaker and of

all his disciples, and those especially whose gift and grace are to promote the reign of

peace ! The underneath work is long ; its fortunes appear very various—now ebbing,

again on the flow ; the elements concerned in the struggle are very numerous, very
complex, very dark, very malignant. Of the actual present period, almost the world
around, the things plain to sight are wounds, and the merciless laying open of them;
difference, dissension, with opposition as the watchword, euphemistically described not
seldom as " inquiry," and " examination into first principles," and " putting the things

that are to the test." The peacemakers' work is not the slight healing over of a
wound. It includes in it, comprehends under its sweet title, a task which, for the

amount of the work it comprises, and for the character of it, makes it coincident with
the task of a world's redemption—Christ's own task.

IV. How THE GRACIOUS, HOMELY, NATURAL FORM OP THE WORDING OF THIS
BbATITUDB marks THE CONDESCENDING ACCEPTANCE ON THE PART OF THAT SAME
MIGHTY SUPPEEER, MIGHTY WOEKEB IN HIS MIGHTY TASK, OF EACH HUMBLEST CON-
TRIBUTION AND OFFERING TOWARDS ITS ACCOMPLISHMENT, WHICH MAY BE BROUGHT TO
HIM BY THE WAY. The little miniature productions and pictures and homes and
social scenes of " peace," in the places where yesterday all the reverse were found

—

the two lifelong enemies at one—the sadder strife of two fellow-disciples, who had
fought under one banner, quenched like lovers' quarrels,—these are but trifles by the

way, drops in the bucket, bloodless skirmishes in comparison of the conflict raging on
the world's wider battle-field. But they are significant of the greater. The "peace"
means an earnest of the larger victory; the love, and prayer, and pains, and pleading,

perhaps, which have been blessed to bring it, have all been copied from the biography
of the great Exemplar ; and over these peacemakers, for their hearts' desire, for their

endeavour of faith, for the loving copy, which with some success, not despised because
it is the day of small things only, they have achieved, the word of blessedness is

breathed, and to them is given the name of " the children of God."—B.

Ver.lO.—2%« Beatitude (^persecution. "Blessed are they which are persecuted for

righteousness' sake : for theirs is the kingdom of heaven." This eighth Beatitude joins
bands with the first in that part which may be called the " sanction " of the Beatitude,
<A its promise, or the authoritative assurance attached to it. It also may be looked
upon_ as closing the number of the general Beatitudes ; for we find that the only
remaining one, the ninth, turns from the use of the third person to a gracious personal
ad(bre8s to those who were the listening company : " Blessed are ye, when men shall
revile you," etc. On the other hand, it is possible that the explanation of this lies in
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the juxtaposition of these two Beatitudes, making one hy antitherii, as suggested by the

stricter rendering of the Bevised VersioD, e.^., " Blessed are they who have suffered

persecution : for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed (in like manaer) are ye
when . . . Bejoice ... for great is your reward in heaven." Under any view,

this present Beatitude may well he held to have heen itself to a large degree a
reminiscence. Persecution for righteousness' sake could be no absolute novelty for the

time of the promulgating of Christ's religion, for the great Captain himself or for his

apostles and first servants. None the less true, however, was it that a fresh force of

goodness, and the greatest force that could be, must avail to stir up direr opposition on
thie part of the powers of darkness. The Beatitude stands like a repromulgation of

one gieat law of suffering, with its attendant " great reward." And it bad its special

call at the time. Notice

—

I. ThB bold FOKMULATINO of this OEEAT HnHAN PBESENT FACT, VIZ. THAT
KIOHTEOU8NE8S SHALL DEAW UPON ITSELF THE WOBLD'b PERSECUTION. The thing haS
of a truth been known ; but it has been partly disguised, partly accounted for, by
merely side issues, and as far as possible has been minimised, e.g, by methods
(analogies to whicli are now not unfamiliar to us) such as this, that " it must be
confessed there were faults on both sides

;

" or this, that the right side was not perfect

;

or this, that it was a shade too uncompromising, or unnecessarily trenchant and
thereby gratuitously provocative ; with much else. In all such instances the end has
not sanctified the means, even though the eud was as genuinely as it gave itself out to

be, the desire to shield the fair fame of the right, which it might antecedently have
been supposed could not get its votaries into harm's way. All these cobwebs and this

shallow sophistry the unconcealing voice of the utterer of this Beatitude blows away.
This world is not yet the haiitat of righteousness. Bighteousness is not yet so at home
in it that all men are its friends, or anything like all, or anything like the majority.

Envy, jealousy, dislike of standing reproof in the shape of that condemning contrast,

which stands stationary as a statue, if silent as a statue, as well as such hatreds as

come of the more active witnesses and zeal of righteousness"—all these are sworn foes

to it and its devout followers. " In the world ye shall have tribulation." " What
glory is it, if, when ye be buffeted for your faults, ye take it patiently ? but if, when
ye do well and suffer for it, ye take it patiently, this is acceptable with God." The
untoward fact has got its footing in the world and made its place here, and Bighteous-
ness does not on that account hide her face or lower her flag. She accepts it all as

another task to do, another war to wage, another usurpation to overthrow. But there

shall be no disguise about facts, nor shall the sufferer be left without help of promise,

vrithout fair consolation. Christ asks none to join his ranks ignorant of his claim, or

without cautioning them to count the cost.

II. The equallt unqualified conditioning of the Beatitude that pboffebs
THE answer to THAT DI8ABTE0U8 FACT. The Beatitude is definitely for those who,
through their fidelity to righteousness, become the objects of persecution. The scope

of the Beatitude would be easily enlarged to the degree of latitudinarianism. It should
easily become vague, and its value dissipated in a dubious comprehensiveness; or it

might be made to put its most royal stamp on what should least deserve it. The two
leading and determining word? of the Beatitude are easily susceptible of being wrested
from their just application. Bighteousness must not be claimed to be a synonym with
mere Tightness, or what each and any individual may assert to be such by the so-called

light of his " own conscience." It is, in point of fact, this very latitude that has been
persecution's charter, and the plea for an incredible amount of cruelty and outpouring
of blood, which still cries from the ground to Heaven ! Righteousness must mean
fidelity to moral right or law, or, as we might now more pronouncedly word it, to

revealed spiritual law, and to the Bevealer of it. It may be quite true that there is

other very real rightness, very praiseworthy adherence to it, and very cruel persecution,

incurred by and on account of that adherence. Only this is not what is here spoken of.

Uncovenanted blessing shall alight on this, or blessings covenanted on other promises.

Note also that the Beatitude did not in its day mean something more exclusive than
already was ; on the contrary, while something more clearly defined indeed, its grand
point of view was so high tliat it was vastly larger and more comprehending. The
Beatitude is for this very reason most catholic, because its promise is to the citiMns of
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the kingdom ever on the growth, the kingdom in which "dwelleth righteouenesB."

Note also the caution necessary respecting the application of the word " persecution."

it must not count in those occasions of suffering due to a variety of very mingled
cause, which have really been largely the result of individual fault—perhaps as much
so as of the tmimua of persecution and the persecutor. In corresponding manner, the

work of great reformers has sometimes been grievously tarnished by the personal

faults of the reformers. The clear significance of the closing verses of the eleventh

chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews guides us well in the discrimination required here.

Conclusion. Dwell again (as under first Beatitude) upon what lies in and under

the pronouncement, " for theirs is the kingdom of heaven." By sueh suffering men
are, so to say, made baptized members of that kingdom. Because they are humbly in

sympathy with it, they may throw themselves back upon all the sympathy it has to

offer, and most effectually to give to them. And they are entitled to remember and
to prize the faithful saying, " If we suffer with him, we shall also reign with him."
And this is indeed the very essence and glory of all " Mngdom."—^B.

Vers. 11, 12.

—

The Beatitude of suffering for the sake of Jestu. " Blessed are ye,

when men shall revile you, and persecute you, and shall say all manner of evil against

you falsely, for my sake. Kejoice, and be exceeding glad : for great is your reward in

heaven : for so persecuted they the prophets which were before you." It cannot be denied
that we have here before us a Beatitude, and one warm with life and comfort and love.

It is, however, particularly addressed to the disciples present, face to face, with Jesus.

As the foregoing Beatitude seemed to be in the mind of St. Peter (1 Pet. iii. 14), so

his words, as written in the same Epistle (iv. 14), seem the very reminiscence of this

ninth and closing Beatitude, which his ears had heard more than thirty years before.

Notice how, by this kind, direct appeal, Christ betokens his forethought for those on
whom should fall the first severity of trial, temptation, and suffering " for his sake."

Notice

—

I. The three fobms of trial pbedicted fob the pollowers of Christ. They
are, reproach or railing; persecution; and " falsely saying every evil thing about them,"
i.e. all kind of slanderous abuse. Even so in all these respects " Christ suffered for us

in the flesh." The parallel suggestions in the second, third, and fourth chapters of the

First Epistle of St. Peter are frequent (ii. 12, 19—23; iii. 9, 13, 14, 16—18; iv. 12—19).
They are great types of the wounds the world inflicts. They are very liable to be

successful assailers of our peace and of our principles, of our temper and of our stead-

fast endurance. To be forewarned, in order to be forearmed, was never a wiser

precaution to take, nor a more gracious one to give. As St. James says, " If any man
offend not in word, the same is a perfect man, able also to bridle the whole body ; " so

in most manifest harmony must it be true, that if any man can silently, patiently,

forgivingly stand against and withstand the sort of darts described above, he has not
in vain learned of the Lord Jesus, whether of his word or bis deed—that one perfect

Man!
II. The fikst recorded use on the part of Jesus Christ of that supkemb

CLAIM OF HIS, with ALL ITS SPLENDID 8IONIFI0AN0E, "FOB MY BAKE." Note: 1. HoW
sovereign this claim is I 2. How the more remarkable from the known " lowliness and
meekness " of Jesus Christ I 3. How deeply imbued it is with faith in the force and
fidelity of affection—what a condescending bond as between Jesus Christ and any man

!

And, once more : 4. How wonderfully it has shown itself equal to all whatsoever that it

has been called to bear or to dol Granted that love is a strong principle in human
nature, the mightiest of its forces, yet what surpassing strength, continuance, inso-

jjarablenesa have through Christ been made all its own, for all its service of him •and

for all his requirement of ill So still the gift from him has exceeded infinitely all the
gift to him, though he speaks of those that are " reproached, persecuted falsely, evil

spoken of, for his sake."

III. The energy of joy which the case justifies and which Christ encourages.
How few things to be had on earth, or even to be begun on earth, do warrant such
energy of joy ; and how utterly averse the verdict of the world from this of Jesus
Christ 1 But the grounds of this joy are real, and they look far, far on ; they command
a prospect bounded by no earthly horizon. And the bright joy and succeeding glad-
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ness will do much to revive the soul, vexed, humbled, worn by the evil speech of the

world. This contrast and the e£fect of it can hardly have been undesigned, in the

merciful calculation of the Lord and Master of souls. Nor undesigned the combi-
nation of the joy, of " tiie glorious company of the apostles " with " the goodly fellow-

ship of the prophets." For is not this the inspiriting outcome of the last sentence,
" For so persecuted they ihe prophets, which were before you " ? " Their reward great

ia heaven " had already been ascertained. And apostles now in their earliest training,

putting on of the armour, and young fresh aspirations, emulate their historic renown,
their everlasting reward,—B.

Vers. 13—16.—2%e startling talutation. The announcementg of the Beatitudes

Were necessarily startling in their matter, even when considered as delivered simply
generally, whether the world or any in it hear or forbear. They breathed a spirit

aud plainly laid down views with which those of the world were so utterly at

variaoce. The estrangement was almost absolute, and amounted to the rigour of

alienation. Notice, then, in these words

—

1. The assistance they offer to the disoifleb towards bealizino their own
RELATION IN PARTICULAR TO THESE BEATITUDES. If they are to be, in truth, disciples

ot Christ, it is necessary that they at least get a ^rm grip upon the principles under-
lying the Beatitudes, And it is a great assistance to this—^how many significant

analogies we knowl—to have their own position, i.e. that awaiting them, placed so as

to confront them at once. Great theoretic surprises are often converted most benefi-

cently into startling personal and practical surprises. The theoretic surprise would
end in nothing but vague dissipation of mind ; the personal surprise startles into

thought, duty, enterprise. And of such nature surely were these two descriptions of
themselves addressed so unexpectedly to the disciples, viz. " Ye are the salt of the
earth ... ye are the light of the world." The value of the bracing effect of them
cannot be overestimated.

n. The ASSISTANCE THEV OAVB TO THE DISCIPLES TOWARDS OOUPREHENDINQ THEIR
OWN CALL. Of oral lessons, these must have been among the first ; and in the nature

of energizing, refreshing salutations to minds and lives that had never dreamed of

what was in store for either the one or the other. Now must have dated the birth

within them of some more adequate sense of the dread responsibility of that call.

This awakening was not by the path of despairing, overawing, crushing convictions,

but by the very contrary : (1) by the challenge of great truths ; (2) by the incite-

ments of grace, peace, honour, dignity, so soon as once they took the true idea of
dignity, what it is

; (3) the almost tmfailing stirrings of consciousness of great, active

work before them. How could they sleep, how could thought be dead, how heart or

hand be slow, after the voice of such a salutation had gained entrance to their power
to hear ?

IIL The crowning assistance thet gave in the two figures they use. They
are such very strong figures. They can't fall on listless ears. They can't fail of

making their due impression. They well utter out their unambiguous significance to

those disciples. They are of world-wide interpretation
—" salt " for and of the earth,

" light " for heaven and the whole procession of things created. The absolute plain-

ness and boldness of these figures enhance immensely their likely usefulness, and go
no little way to disarm them of one possible danger, viz. the danger, had they been

more covert in their manner, of feeding self-importance, self-assertion, and vanity in

those newly called disciples. St. Augustine well says, "Not he that suffers persecution

is trodden underfoot of men, but he who through fear of persecution falls away."

IV. The distinot reference to the cardinal fact that God was to be

glorified in ALL. The " light " of these men is to be the light of those who are
" light in the Lord." Their light is to shiw ; it is not to be hidden ; it is not to be

obscure. 'Their light is to be the light and lustre that assuredly belong to "good
works." These " good works" are to be now " seen of men," and in one certain sense

they are to be done so that aud in order that men may see them; but the end is to rest

not there, and the glory is not to be reflected back on the disciples. The end is that
" men may glorify " the Father, of whom the grace and power and light come that

laake " good works," and who himself is " all Light," and the " Giver of all light."—B,
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Vers. 17—20.

—

The veneration of Law and prophets. The caution which Jesus
Christ now addresses to his disciples was very probably owing to many things wont
to be said, though not recorded, in the nature of hasty and often malevolent forecasts,

of his likely tendency to innovationg. How many things had been conjectured, and
most vainly, respecting him " that should come "

1 And now that he had come, those

who yielded but a hesitating and grudging assent to hia Messiabsbip, in that very
proportion were prepared to prejudice his character and work now by overdoing it, and
anon by literally misrepresenting it and its genius. But even if considerations of

this kind might be supposed not to have weight with Christ sufficient to dictate the
present tenor of his discourse, there were deeper reasons for it, and those in harmony
with the kind consideration he ever had for the thoughts which were transpiring in

the minds of disciples " willing" enough, but " weak." Undoubtedly he had already

just startled them with the unwonted character of "blessedness" he advocated and
pronounced

—

" blessedness" not of the Law, and scarcely even of the prophets. It had
been the lot of both of these to deal chiefly with the sterner aspects of righteousness.

And the line of illustrations be was about now most trenchantly to pursue might
naturally, to surprised and superficial thought, seem very like to a superseding and a
setting at nought of the venerated ancient Law and old prophets. Hence the caution.

In this caution, originally addressed to these men, we find perpetual value. Notice

—

I. The most compoetinq assueance that God's goveenment and conduct of
THE AFFAIBS OF THE WORLD DOES NOT CHANGE, EXCEPT BT GROWTH, BY DEVELOPMENT

;

OB BT THE " FILLING OUT " OF ALL THAT WHICH PERHAPS FIRST APPEARED IN SEED,
OB IH EMBRYO, OB IN MERE SKETCH AND OUTLINE BESPEOTIVELY.

II. The STRONG encouragement to us TO HONOUR " THE LaW AND THE PROPHETS "

(and WHATSOEVER IN MODERN DATS CORRESPONDS MORE OB LESS FULLY WITH THEM),
IN WHAT MAT SEEM SOMETIMES UTTERLY OBSCUBE, OB SOMETIMES OF TEST SMALL
SIGNIFICANCE. To what marvellous issues did points in " the Law " that seemed, per-

haps, merest ceremonial, superfluous ritual, develop ! To what amazing issues did brief

enigmatic sentences in "the prophets," which had all the sound of paradox, develop
in the grand life of Jesus, in his surpassing works, and in the stupendous portents and
facts of his cross, his grave, and his ascension into heaven! The "least of the
commandments," whether found in one shape, in Law, or in another, in prophet, is

owed our best obedience, and amply rewards it.

III. The gbeat honoue placed on what may pebhaps be the offeeino of but
HUMBLE PBAOTICE, AND TET HUMBLEB TEACHING. Put the Same thing in Other words,

viz. these—the honour attaching to the practice of very retired and^obscure lives, the
teaching of very humble lips. Doing may be said to be at any time the best part of
" teaching." But the honour set on " teaching," as well as " doing," guards against

such cases as that of Nicodemus. And it guards t^ainst remissness generally, and
against that remissness which goes to the extent of hiding one's light under a bushel.

iV. The METHOD, in the PBESENT INSTANCE, OP ChEIST'b teaching, VIZ. BY THE
DiREOTEST FOEOE OF ooMPABisov. The allusion to the scribes and Pharisees and their

defective righteousness speaks very plainly its own meaning. We may admit that this

method was not at all an unknown one with our Lord, while we may be ready to feel

confident that it was not a chosen one, and was an unwelcome one. It cannot necessarily

authorize our imitation of it, except under the strictest limitations. But now it was
the method of that one Being who only and who always is perfectly qualified, perfectly

safe to use it aright. The " righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees " was not only
condemnable as being one far more of letter than of spirit ; it was of letter added to

and miserably adulterated by their own traditions, and had nothing whatsoever of life-

giving spirit in it. Nothing could so hopelessly shut out men from " the kingdom of

heaven " on earth, i.e. from the Church, of which Christ was sketching the doctrine

and discipline at this very time, previous to laying the firm foundations of it after-

wards by his Bufferings, death, resurrection, and ascension. The scribes and Pharisees

•nd all their posterity shut themselves out They did not "enter in" themselves, and
•I for as possible prevented others.—^B.

Vers. 21—26.

—

JTie Christian, type of a true fulfilling of the Law: Ohrisft fvrti
iSui<ra<«b». Had the scribes and Pharisees not adulterated in many ways the Law,
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their righteousness would still have heen the observing of the letter of commandments
of the old covenant. The greatness of the moral step in advance now promulgated by-

Christ is measured by the fact that he sets as a necessity before his freshest recruits^

that they should see better and do better than the masters and veterans of that old

covenant. This is, as St. Chrysostom says, the fit illustration of the " superior power
of grace," Observe, then, how

—

I. Christ traces to its real geru and oriqin the foul, overt crime or
MURDER. That is to say, it is : 1. Personal anger, i.e. anger with a person, that person

necessarily a creature of God, and therefore one's own brother. Anger with sin, anger
with a man's offence, and the mischief he and it may have done, and anger in the sense

of self-defensive and instinctive momentary resentment, are not herein condemned. 2,

Anger permitted to express itself in the shape of utter contempt for the person. Illus-

trate by comparition of contempt, disdain, mockery, and all this family, with sorrow,

grief, pity, compassion. 3. Anger assuming energetic activity, neither suppressed and
dying in its own ashes, nor (however mournful this) kept within the' limits of a parched,

arid atmosphere, where for less worthy reasons it nevertheless will extinguish itself;

but finding fresh fuel and disastrous incentive in the shape of passion and passion's

vocabulary.

IL Christ dignifies infinitely the concord of brothers on earth by lbttino
us KNOW that Heaven takes special note respbctino it, and makes it its own
CAUSE. The gift to God cannot be laid on the altar, so that it shall be accepted, while
upon that other altar, the altar of the offerer's heart, false fire burns. It cannot escape

notice that the loved and beloved disciple's heart received this saying and treasured it

to old age, and gave a most exemplary version of it, in its spirit, in his Epistle (IJohn
ii. 9—11 ; iii. 11, 14, 15 ; iv. 20, 21; v. 1, 2). How far, far away even the Christian

elements and tributaries of human society and brotherhood are still from apprehending
and practising what is here taught 1

III. Christ gives us the surest guide to moral reform, onob been and
acknowledged ; it is found in promptness. The most merciless adversary a man ever
had, whether only most exacting as regards debts due to him, or revengeful as well as

exacting, is not to compare for mercilessness and exactingness with that adversary

which each and any man has within himself, and which consists of his own worse self!

That worse and lower self is our worst adversary. He equivocates, he extenuates, he
procrastinates ; he is grievously self-indulgent, slow to awake irom sleep or sloth, self-

partial to a proverb, and blind to all his own higher selfs higher interest. Once let a
just thought, a glimmering ray of light, a genuine conviction of duty, or an admonition
from without, really heard, be his, and this is his hope, his safety, the earnest of his

regeneration, that he " agree quickly."—B.

Vers. 27—32.

—

Chrisfs second cmd third illustration of the Christian type of a true

fulfilling of the Law. After the illustration based on the letter of the sixth command-
ment, Christ takes the letter of the seventh as the basis of further illustration. Both
of these commandments lend themselves so well for the instruction of the individual

in the matter of the wide difference between the outer conunandinent and the spirit of

it, that whoever will may learn that difference, and, learning it, become a true learner

—a learner in the school of Christ, In this illustration individual feeling, impulse,

character, are so sensitively and so subtilly touched, that perhaps none could penetrate

more effectually or have better opportunity of far-reaching and lasting lessons. Notice
that Christ teaches how, to the true conception of God's Law, it is necessary to

remember that

—

I. Not only before all and every action of sin he makes count of the
thought-seed that grew to it, and not only behind all and every action of
SIN he makes count of motive, and the thought that works as motive thereto,
BUT also that without any action whatsoever, he takes most sure account of
thought, as itself matter and subject of sin, with its qualities and attributes.

II. The bodily sense that may be the inlet, the awaeeneb, and feeder to
THOUGHT AND HEART, OF BIN OR OCCASION OF SIN, MUST BE DENIED, CLOSED, AND
destroyed, bather THAN LEFT TO BE AN " OFFENCE " TO THE KEEPING OF THB
Law. This is to honour God's Law.
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IIL The bodily poweb which mat have the skill and omnrofo, and all
THAT mat be the BEST TALENT OF THE PERSON GATHERED INTO IT, MUST IN LIKE
MANNER BE DENIED, SUPPRESSED, DESTBOTED, IF ANT PBBTBBSB BIAS POSSESSING IT

MAKE IT PROVE AN " OFFENCE." ThB SOVEREIGN VOICE OF THE COMMANDMENT IB

THEN AGAINST IT.

IV. The COURSE which fails of honouring the Law of God to its true
INTENTION, IS ONLT TOO SURE TO BETRAT ITS OWN FAULTINESS, IN INVOLVING MANI-
FOLD OTHER VIOLATION OF IT, AND THIS, TOO, ON THE PART OF OTHERS AS OF THB
WRONG-DOER HIMSELF.—B,

Vers. 33—37.

—

The true fulfilling of the Law : Chriafs fourth illustration. The
consideration of this passage asks careful and fair understanding of the correct exposi-

tion of it (for which see also Exposition foregoing). Ver. 37 of itself, when strictly

rendered, and the word " communication " replaced hy " speech," or even " conversa-

tion," is sufficient to show that our Lord's pronouncements here do not refer either to

solemn judicial occasions, or to those supremely solemn instances in which God is

represented as " swearing by himself," or he himself is testified to or his first apostles, as

using that sanction of asseveration called the oath. In like manner, due weight must
be faithfully given to the four examples of the verbal swearing manifestly in vogue,

and requiring particular denunciation. Whatever was the most unfavourable side of

the oath, they had this. And they had the least of what was legitimate. They covered
equivocation, promoted familiarity with what under any circumstances should be
reserved for solemn occagion, and nourished the deeper distrust between man and man.
Exceptinor, therefore, from condemnation what we have every reason to believe that

Christ did not mean to include in condemnation, we have his most express discourage-

ment of all frequent, ordinary, idle use of forms of swearing—^nay, of all use of swear-

ing, except such as siecially safeguarded, is therein, and, other things being equal, to

be regarded as authorized. We have the opportunity of a divinely suggested glimpse
into the moral ethics of Christianity, and are invited to note ot all swearing, that while
it proceeds on the very showing, when between men, that it adds inducement to the
faithfiil performance of the promise, and confidence to the calm trust of the person to

whom the promise is made, in these very things it carries the reminder of its own dis-

credit. And the way is paved for Christ's more excellent version. Notice

—

I. Simple asseveration or denial the rule of christian language.
II. Simple asseveration ob denial the best honour to the character of tbi

LIP that speaks.

III. Simple asseveration or denial the best obedit to thk trustfulness of
the person who hears.

IV. What is more than simple asseveration oe denial means "evil" in the
ONE PABTT, OB IN THB OTHEB, OB IN BOTH. It PROCEEDS ON THE VERY SUSPICION OF
BVIL PRESENT.—B.

Vers. 38—42.

—

The Christian type of fulfilling of the Law : Christsfifth illustration.

The precept or permission of the Law here instanced was not a precept or permission
of revenge, but of equal justice. It was jutended to operate, not to the encouragement,
but to the discouragement, of revenge ; and rather simply as the equitable admeasurer
of just punishment and restraint of the more natural instinct of revenge. Christ,
however, thus early forewarns his disciples of what his eye saw so clearly, his know-
ledge knew SO well, that in this vicarious scene and state not so much even as even-
handed justice was to be had, and that it was so dangerous to the seeker himself to seek
it, that he had better, with a voluntary genuineness and a genuine voluntariness, sacri-

fice it. Christ teaches, therefore, here

—

I. That the higher moral perception of the time and of his disciple should
BE prepared to BEOOGNIZE THB FACT THAT THE CONDITIONS OF THIS WORLD ARE
NOT THOSE OF EXACT AND EVEN JUSTICE.

II. That the disastrous inner consequences of putting one's self into per-
sonal ANTAGONISM WITH ANOTHER AKK SUCH AS TO COUNSEL THB HIGH DUTY OF
FOREGOING EVEN THB DEMAND FOB SUCH JUSTICE, AND OF NOT RESISTING THE EVIL
PERSON.
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III. That coebespondino bekeficent consequences, finding a way to wobk in

OTHERS AND IN THE WORLD, SHALL COUNSEL THE SAME COURSE.

IV. That the Christian response to force is a willing surrender op the
PRESENT hour's JUSTICE, AND PRESENT HOUK's APPARENT SELF-INTERKST.

V. That the orown and perfection op the Christian disposition is to meet
" in the way" the appeal op those who would ask, and give to them ; OF those
who would borrow, and lend to them. Though all apprehension of force be

removed far away, the Christian heart will not rebound to the demand of
ITS eights, but will feel compassion, show compassion, and give.—B.

Vers. 43—48.— The perfect fuljilling of Law : Chrisfs sixth illustration. This last

illustration makes two advances upon even those foregoing. From the negative course,

of not resisting evil, Christ proceeds to teach the high and moral principle of doing
good for evil, positively and practically. Further, this illustration moves in that highest

sphere where law merges in love. It finds its material in that law of love which com-
prehends the perfect fulfilling of law. The words of Chrysostom are well worth record-

ing :
*' Note through what steps we have now ascended hither, and how Christ has set

us here on the very pinnacle of virtue. The first step is, not to begin to do wrong to

any ; the second, that in avenging a wrong done to us we be content with retaliating

equal ; the third, to return nothing of what we have suflFered; the fourth, to offer one's

self to the endurance of evil ; the fifth, to be ready to suffer even more evil than the

oppressor desires to inflict ; the sixth, not to hate him of whom we suffer such things;

the seventh, to love him ; the eighth, to do him good ; the ninth, to pray for him.

And because the command is great, the reward proposed is also great, namely, to be

made like unto God." Consider in what is now enjoined by Christ.

L The principle in itself. 1. How frankly it addresses itself to the facts of

human life 1 2. How undisguisedly it acknowledges the damage of human nature I 3.

How irresistibly it persuades of the not irredeemably lost original I It is as though
tidings of it, and a reviving message from it, not seen for so long a time.

II. The type discarded. The dead level of most ordinary human practice is all

that can be 8aid of it.

III. The type adopted. It is the highest conceivable, and at the same time not
discouraging in its tendency on that account, but most suggestive of gracious comfort

for us, and of earnest effort on our part. It makes us children of " our Father who is

in heaven." It looks like bis perfectness, and leads onward and upward ever toward
it.—B.

Vers. 3—12.

—

Sermon on the mount : 1. The Beatitvdea. The subject of the sermon

on the mount may be said to be the righteousness of the kingdom. To give all his hearers

a clearer conception of this fundamental idea, our Lord speaks (1) of the citizens of

the kingdom ; (2) of the law of the kingdom
; (3) of the life, thedevotional and practical

conduct of the kingdom. . The citizens of the kingdom are first described, their cha-

racter being indicated in the first paragraph, their influence being referred to in vers.

13— l(i. The passage containing the Beatitudes will best yield its meaning if we con-

sider ( L) that Christ offers blessedness ; (2) in what this blessedness consists ; (3) to

whom it is imparted.

I. Our Lord is in agreement with the instinct op human nature, which craves
HAPPINESS, and sets THIS AS THE ULTIMATE END, OB CHIEF GOOD. It IB indeed almost

a truism tu call it so, because to say that a man is happy or blessed is just to say that

no more need be done for him ; that he has attained. Other things, such as wealth,

power, knowledge, we seek as a means to some end beyond themselves
; , happiness we

seek for its own sake, and not as a means to something beyond itself. A mau does not

seek to be happy in order that he may be rich ; he seeks to be rich in order that he may
be happy. And though this idea has been so much abused, and made the pretext for

finding enjoyment in sensual and debasing pleasure, our Lord makes no scruple in giving

the idea a foremost place in his teaching, and implying it throughout his whole scheme

of human life. No one preaches self-sacrifice as our Lord does; no one goes the same
length in requiring that we shall lay down life itself for others. But with what argu-

ment does he induce us to do so ? By assuring us that he that loseth his life, the game
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shall save it. In the very words which command absolute self-sacrifice, he reBpects

the instinct for self-preservation. But to say that happiness is the chief good is quite

a different thing from saying that we can find our way to happiness by choosing what
promises to bring it us. This would require in us the power of looking at life as a
whole, of weighing to-morrow with to-day, and giving no part of our nature a prefer-

ence over other parts—a wisdom which we have not gut. As with many other things,

we most certainly attain when we cease to seek. Tlie child does not grow to manhood
by considering how he can grow, but by following his natural appetite for food. And
to secure the great end of happiness there is also an appetite that guides us—the appetite

for righteousness. It is not by asking—Will this or that conduce to my happiness ?

that we discover what we should do, but by asking ourselves—Is this right or wrong ?

Through neglect of this consideration many have been scandalized that so much should
be said about rewards and punishments in the Bible. It is true that our Lord con-
siders happiness the chief good, and promises it continually, but he never bids men make
this their practical aim in life. On the contrary, in this very sermon, so full of reward
and of promise of happiness, he lays down another law of conduct : " Seek ye first the

kingdom of God, and his righteousness." Hajipiness is found when righteousness is

sought. Neither could the conduct enjoined by our Lord have been done from a self-

seeking motive. No hope of reward could make a man love his enemies, or hunger and
thirst for righteousness.

II. To describe the blessedness offered, oub Lobd makes use of phbases with
WHICH THE PEOPLE WEBB FAMILIAB AS DENOTINO THE BLESSEDNESS OP THE KINO-
DOM, but which here start into new signiflcanco. The Comforter was one of the

most familiar designations of the Messiah among those who waited for the con-
solation of Israel, and he says to them, " Blessed are ye that mourn : for ye shall be
comforted." The inheritance of the land was looked for as an accompaniment of

Messiah's roign, and he says, " Blessed are the meek : for they shall inherit the earth."

They were to bo filled, not with com and wine, but in a spiritual sense. But is the
blessedness here described such as really answers our wants ? Use our Lord's method,
and contrast it with the blessedness which many in our own day look for. There are

earnest men among us who hold the confident faith that if only the sources of mental
and physical suffering were removed, there is no reason why every man should not

enjoy the happiness which every one seeks. The sources of suffering are, they think,

within human control, and though the conquest is grievously slow, yet every individual

may derive deep and rational enjoyment from his efforts for the common advancement.
But the blessedness of an advancing civilization offers no relief for the two most pain-

ful of human woes—separation from those we love, and bondage to evil desires. It has
nothing to say of death or sin. Will the individual work for his race if there is no
wider horizon than this world ? WUl any but those naturally virtuous abstain from
sin, if all you can offer is that in some far-off age they may possibly benefit in an
infinitesimal degree one or two individuals ? The blessedness our Lord offers is of a very

different kind. Look at one or two of the terms in which it is described : " Fulness of

righteousness to those who hunger and thirst for it." It is a remarkable fact that, bad
as we are, there should be in so many of us an insatiable craving for what is good.

Through all conditions of men we find this craving to stand free from pollution,

superior to infirmity. And this blessedness our Lord gives. Again, there is the intense

persistent craving to see God, to be as sure that God is with us as if we saw him.
With what gladness and steadfastness, with what strength and hope, with what con-
fident self-sacrifice, should we face the world and its ills if we knew and were sure that
a loving, mighty God was at our side 1 What is there in duty, what is there in self-

devotion, that can be difiicult for those who have seen God ? The day, says our Lord,
is coming when this shall be. " Be pure in heart," he says, " and you will know and see

me. Be like me, and you shall look upon me." Such is the blessedness which Christ
does not despair of bringing to the world. He reveals a kingdom "different from that
we see, but not less real "—a kingdom in which there is to be found " satisfaction for all

the wants the world fails to satisfy, and a remedy for the miseries it inflicts."

III. This blessedness is fob individuals, and especially for thb weak and
THE suffering, FOB THOSE WHO HAVE FAILED IN THIS LIFE AND WHO FEEL THAT IT
IS A POOB AND PITIABLE DECEPTION if there is nothing to compensate for the wrong and
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misery they have •ufFered hero, or to respond to the deepest longings of their nature.
" Blessed," says our Lord, " are ye whom this world has not enriched and satisfied ;

"

blessed are ye, because this emptiness leaves room for the kingdom of heaven. " Blessed

are ye that mourn," because for all sorrow there is a special Beatitude—a being drawn to

the very heart of Goci, and a receiving of his special fatherly care. While our Lord
bids his followers seek first the kingdom of God, while he assures them they must take

up the cross and follow him, he at the same time certifies them of blessedness in the

end. Sorrow, doubt, defeat, anguish of spirit, are what mark the course of thousands
of his followers, but he calmly pronounces them blessed. No craving for righteousness,

no natural impulse thwarted, no earthly hope renounced, no happiness postponed for

others' sake, shall lose its reward. We have all learned that present pleasure and
immediate gratification very frequently lead to permanent sorrow ; we are here taught

that present trouble and sorrow are often the direct path to permanent joy. How do
we stand with regard to the Beatitudes? Can you bring yourself certainly under one
or other of these categories? Many never reach happiness, because they neglect

to seek it on those lines which our Lord here points out ai leading to everlasting

happiness.—D.

Vers. 13—16.

—

Sermon on (he mount : 2. Influence of Christians : talt and Ught.

Our Lord assured his disciples that very had treatment in this life might only be the

prelude to eternal happiness. He is in the position of a general who is launching his

men on an enterprise which will try them to the utmost. So he not only affirms that

they will be rewarded, but reminds them how much depends on them. If you faint,

what hope is there for the world? Ue speaks of their relation to the world under two
figures—salt and light.

L Salt, was often used as a symbol of anything, hke itself, pungent. Wit was so

called, and in Christian times a gracious tone in conversation ; in each case because

of their power of redeeming from insipidity. But salt is used to preserve from cor-

ruption; and though the figure which represents society as tending to rot and dissolve

is a strong one, any one who knows the facts knows how thoroughly appropriate it

was. Nor can it be said to be inapplicable to society or family life now, though
Christianity has acted so far like salt that corruption is not so fl igrantly obtrusive.

But the point chiefly emphasized is that they were the salt. They were not to expect

to get good 80 much as to do good. It is their calling to counterwork the corruption

that is in the world. All those things that tend to the lowering of spiritual life are

the objects on which they are to act, and if instead of this they yield to them, it is

because the salt has lost its savour. If the very persons who are appointed and
equipped to carry with them a health-giving influence are themselves prostrated by the

evil infection, if disinfectants carry disease-germs, what shall avail us? "If the salt

have lost its savour, wherewith shall it be salted ? It is good for nothing," says our

Lord, " but to be cast out, and trodden under foot of men." This also is a strong,

severe figure. Plainly we are intended to infer that nothing is more contemptible than

a Christian who does nothing to stay corruption. He is a soldier who wears the

uniform of his regiment, but leaves the fighting to others; a physician who declines to

visit the sick. It is of the very essence of the Christian that he makes some impres-

sion on the world. The terms of Christ's call are, " I have chosen you, and placed you,

that you might bring forth fruit." Observe that this figure applies especially to begin-

nings of evil, and to our treatment of the young. Salt can prevent corruption; it

cannot cure it. Consider to what the smallest germ of sin in a child may grow ; to

what extent our life may become corrupt if we neglect to keep the salt of Christian

principle.

II. Another danger threatens the disciples of Christ. While some will ^ve up
Christian principle altogether when they find how seriously it brings them into

antagonism with the world, others will try to hide it. They will continue Christians,

but secretly. It is this timorous evasion of opportunities of confessing Christ that he
aims at in the figure, " Ye are the light of the world." In this figure several things are

implied, as: (1) that Christians are set for the illuminating of the world
; (2) that what

illuminates must itself be visible
; (3) that it is as natural to genuine Christian prin-

ciple to become visible as it is for light to shine 1. Christians are set for the illumi-
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Dating of the world. Our Lord kindled the few men who accepted him as the Light of

the world, and they in turn kindled others. He has trusted himself with his followers.

He has left it to us to maintain the knowledge of him on the earth, and to hand on
the light which all men need. Christians were not to retire and hide themselves,

satisfied if they could keep their own souls alive. They were to enter into all the

innocent relationships and engagements of life, and so use them as to show their light.

All our connections with the world are candlesticks, from which the light may
advantageously shine. Persecution itself is one. " Truth, like a torch, the more it's

shook it shines." The parental relation is another candlestick. Natural talent may
set a man on such an eminence that his light is shed over the land ; but all men have
some stand from which they can shine, if it is in them to shine. Not the candlestick

makes so much difference as the light you put in it. Does any say, " How can I

shine—a dull, torpid mass?" Yet not so torpid probably as never to try to influence

your fellows in some way. And the dullest body may be a good reflector of light shed

on it. The Christian's is not a self-kindled light. 2. The lesson more directly taught

is, that whatever illuminates must itself be visible. If your conduct is to teach a

better way to men, your conduct must be seen. Therefore are works here emphasized.

Men cannot see your fine ideas, your noble purposes, yoiu: holy aspirations. Your
thoughts about Christ, your faith in him, your tenderness of heart towards him, are as

the oil in the lighthouse lamp. If no light is shown, shipwrecks will not be prevented.

So it will not avail to prevent moral wrecks that you have felt anxious, devised ways
of aiding, if you have done nothing. The man who is content to save his own soul,

and is afraid to interfere with the wickedness around him, is not even saving his own
soul. To the light hid imder a bushel, or under a bed, one of two things will happen

—

it will either go out altogether, choked for want of air, or it will burn through its

covering and find surprising expression for itself. For: 3. It is of the essence of

Christian character to shine, to become visible. There is a kind of Christianity which
burns high or low according to the company it is in. But the &ct that it can be thus
artificially manipulated, like a gas-jet, shows it is an artificial, and not a genuine,

Christianity. If you are a Christian you have a law which covers your whole life, and
a new spirit within you. Can a man have new fresh blood in his veins and that not

show itself? Just as little can a man have the joy of Christ's love and the reviving

energy of his Spirit in his heart, and these not be seen in his demeanour. This witness-

ing for Christ is not an optional matter. " The good tree will show the good fruit. It

cannot go on bearing the old bad fruit out of modesty or a pretended shrinking from
ostentation ; it must reveal the righteousness of God within by the righteousness of

God without, else it is a mockery." The practical object our Lord has in view is

declared in the words, "Let your Ught thus shine before men, that they may see your
good works, and glorify your Father which is in heaven." How does this agree with
the injunction to hide your good works—not to let your right hand know what your
left hand does? In this way. We are to avoid the two extremes of ostentation and
timorous shrinking in our conduct; to abandon all affectation, all false delicacy, all

pretended modesty and real fear, and live out with simplicity and fearlessness the
Christian principle we know and accept. Observe that when our Lord specifies " good
works " he does not exclude good words. Often it is a good work to speak the word
wanted. And though it is often one of the most difficult of duties, it is certun that

we are guilty if we neglect this mode of confessing Christ before men. To be back-
ward in this is a sign that our own light is burning low.—^D.

Vers. 17—48.

—

Sermon on the mount : 3. Exceeding righteousness, A teacher who
compels the public to look at an unfamiliar truth, the reformer who introduces a new
style of goodness, will be misinterpreted just in proportion to the advance he makes
upon former ideas. Our Lord renounced explicitly, and with warmth, the goodnesii of

the Pharisees, and the cry was at once raised against him as a destroyer of the Law, a
libertine, a companion of loose people. He thus found himself called on publicly to
repudiate the attitude towards the Law ascribed to him, and to explain with fiilness,

once for all, at the outset of his ministry, the righteousness he required and exhibited.
" I am not come to destroy the Law and the prophets, but to fulfil." So far as r^ards
his own character this explanation has long since become superfluous, but thera it
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danger lest the very knowledge that there is full and free pardon for sin should hreed
in his followers a demoralizing sense of security. They need to he reminded that for

them, too, Christ came not to destroy the Law, but to give it higher and richer fulfil-

ment. The importance our Lord attached to this explanation is marked by the
abundance of detail with which he illustrates it. He recognized that the mere
enouncement of a principle carries little weight to the ordinary mind. He therefore

carries his principle all round practical life, and shows how it touches it at every part.

Note a few particulars which are liable to misapprehension. Quite recently the sub-
ject of lending money on interest has been brought before the public, and from the
letter of the teaching here, the case has been made out against it. But we must dis-

tinguish between those whose necessities compel them to seek loans, and those who
do so for their own commercial convenience. In the one case to require interest is a

cruelty; in the other it is only a justifiable business trausaction to take our share of

the profit we helped others to secure. Again, our Lord's prohibition of oaths has been
taken in the letter by a large and highly respectuble body of men. But it is to be
borne in mind that so inveterate is the habit of falsehood among Orientals that nothing
is believed unless it is attested with an oath. It is to this habit our Lord alludes.

The habit of profane swearing among our uneducated classes arises mainly from a
desire to give force to their conversation without sufficient knowledge of their mother
tongue to make themselves intelligently emphatic. It betrays a consciousness, too, on
the swearer's part that he is not to be believed on his bare word. All exaggeration in

speech brings speedy retribution, for men learn to discount what we say. Simplicity

of language lies very near truth in mind and heart. It is not a mere lesson in style,

but in the deepest morality, when our Lord bids us cut off superlatives, and all loud,

boisterous, exaggerated expressions, assuring us that whatever more than " Yea, yea

;

nay, nay," we indulge in, cometh of evil. Again, the critics of Christianity are fond of

pointing to those precepts which enjoin non-resistance to evil, and asking why we do
not keep them. And certainly nothing is more demoralizing than to do hoiriage to

one code of morals while we are practising another. And the earnest, simple-minded

man, who seeks to lay on Christ's words the eternal foundations of character and con-

duct, will be apt to accept the gospel rule "crude, naked, entire as it is set down."
He will see that here, if anywhere, lies the secret and power of religion, and that it is

not for him to pick and choose, but to follow the example of Christ, even in that which
is most peculiar and most difficult. And the man who tries thus literally to carry out

its words will have the inward peace and the power among men which are the unfail-

ing reward of integrity of heart, even though he may come to learn that there is a

better way of fulfilling them ; though he comes to see that even when precepts cannot

be fulfilled in the letter, they may have an eminently serviceable function in pointing

out the spirit we should cultivate. Our Lord himself, when smitten in a court pro-

fessing to be of justice, protested against the indignity, and did not turn the other

cheek. And there are cases where justice demands the punishment of the offender.

What we must bear in mind is that the object of Christ's teaching was to introduce a

higher morality than that of nature, and that what he demands is the complete

repression of vindictive feeling. But he only understands these sayings of our Lord

who does his own best to live into their spirit. The man who does so will not find it

difficult to discriminate between those cases in which literal fulfilment is demanded
and those in which he is to adopt the spirit and intention of the Master. These

strongly worded precepts have served to turn men's minds strongly to the more peculiar

parts of Christ's teaching, and have brought the -spirit of them home to men's minds m
a way that a prosaic code of instructions could not have done. Two characteristics of

the righteousness required are prominent—it is an exceeding righteousness ; and it is a

righteousness springing out of love. Our Lord compares the righteousness he requires

with that of the best-conducted class in the community, and affirms that, so far from

destroying the Law, he demands a surpassing righteousness. There are two kinds of

goodness Christians must surpass—the goodness of nature, and the goodness of external

le^al piety. The goodness of nature is often difficult to compete with. Some men
seem so born as to leave grace little to do, and we feel that if the second birth make of

us as much as the first birth has made of them, we should count ourselves renewed

indeed. But we are not to be content with merely rivalling such men. Our Lord
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ask», " What do ye more t " While we welcome eveiy evidence that a germ of good is

left in human nature, BumviDg even in some instances the stifling influence of vice, we
should be at the same time prepared to show that the nohlest natural character can be
outdone by the least in the kingdom of heaven. With each of us remains a perpetual

responsibility in this matter—the responsibility of wiping out the stain on the name of

Christian, and of vindicating the reality of Christ's grace. " The regularities of con-

stitutional goodness," the decencies that society requires, the affections which nature

prompts,—these are the perfections, not of God, but of the publican. The man of the

world asks no reward for exercising all these. If you do no more than this, where is

your exceeding righteousness? Finally, your righteousness must exceed the righteous-

ness of the Pharisee. The Pharisees had the pretty common ambition of being counted
the religious men of their time. But they were not mere formalists ; they were moral
men, immensely zealous in their religion. What was lacking in them was a genuine
root of goodness, which must at all times produce good fruit. There was wanting love.

Their acts were good, but they themselves were evil. No amount of keeping a law can
ever make a man good ; it can only make him a Pharisee. Our Lord saya, " Love, and
do as you please. Be yourselves good, be like your Father in heaven ;

' for except your
righteousness exceed the righteousness of the Pharisees, ye shall in no case eater the
kingdom of heaven.' "—D.

Yers. I, 2.

—

ITie preparation for a great sermon. Christ magnified the Law, and
honoured the sabbath. On the sabbath he wrought many of his miracles and uttered

many of his parables. So, after spending the night in prayer, on the sabbath he
delivered his sermon on the mount. The preparation for that discourse is the subject

of the text. In order to a great sermon there should be

—

I. A SUITABLE FliAOE. 1. NoUe edifices have heen raised by the piety of men,
(1) Even heathenism has its gorgeous temples—ancient; modem. (2) Wonderful
cathedrals have been raised—in England ; on the continent of Europe. (3) Solomon's
temple must have exceeded all others in magnificence. The plan was Divine. The
workmen were inspired, 2. Here was a cathedral worthy of the occasion. (1) The
roofing. The blue dome so vast as to bound the range of sight. So wonderfully

constituted that wherever we go we are still in its very centre. (2) The pavement.
It is set in mosaics of living foliage and flowers of ever-varying form and hue. Each
tessellation will bear the microscope, and under its scrutiny discover inexhaustible

beauties and glories. (3) The ligliting. The sun is Ihe one sufBcient lamp. The
electric light looks black upon its disc. The glories of the night are lost in its bright-

ness. (4) The pulpit. The "mountain." Mountains had been chosen theatres of

memorable events—Eden, Ararat, Horeb, Sinai, Hor, Nebo, Zion, Carmel. The New
Testament also had its mountains—Tabor, Calvary, Olivet, Zion, this mount. (5) The
consecration. Human consecrations have their uses. Sometimes their abuses to

superstition. Divine consecration is essential. The whole earth was consecrated to

preaching by the sermon on the mount. Open-air preaching has the highest sanction

and encouragement.

IL A SUITABLE coNOREaATlON. 1. Here were multitudes. (1) In actual presence.

Not multitudes of mere units. Immortal men. Tremendous destinies. Glorious
possibilities. (2) In representative presence. Each person was the centre of a vast

influence. Each individual represented a social series. 2, MvUitvdes with whom Jesus

sympathized. "Seeing the multitudes," etc. (1) He estimated their personal value

as no one else could. He paid the enormous price of their redemption. (2) He
estimated their representativo value as no one else could. He saw the end from the
beginning. (3) How profoundly should we sympathize with men! Our neighbour
with whom we converse. The heathen—at home ; abroad. 3. Ever-increasing mulii-
itides. (1) That congregation included all the congregations of Christendom from that
time to the present. The sentences of the sermon upon the mount have echoed from
millions of pulpits to hundreds of millions of men. (2) How many hundreds of
millions yet unborn are destined to hear the echoes of the sermon on the mount!
4. Jesus teaches the world through his Churches. (1) " His disciples came unto him, and
he opened his mouth and taught them." The disciples formed an inner circle. In the
morning of this day, after the night of prayer, he had chosen from the large number of
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his disciples his twelve apostles (of. Mark iii. 13—19; Luke vi. 12—49). (2) He
taught the outside multitude in parables. To his disciples apart he revealed the

mysteries of the kingdom. (3) So it is still. "The natural man perceiveth not the

things of the Spirit of God." We must become disciples of Jesus if we would learn

the spiritual and saving truth of his doctrine.

IIL A SUITABLE PEBACHEB. 1. The sermoti presupposes the preacher. (1) Great
preachers are not made in universities. Universities have their uses. Learning is of

very great importance. He that despises learning is a fool. (2) God's ministers are

raised up and qualified by himself. The " Lord of the harvest" finds his " labourers."

He gives them the spiritual qualification needed for spiritual work. (3) His people

should "pray" him. 2. Christ was an incomparable Preacher. (1) The promised
Messiah. As such attested by prophecy. (2) Heralded by the Baptist. " All men
accounted John that he was a prophet indeed." (3) Approved by heavenly signs.

The wonders at his birth. The voice of the God of glory at his baptism. (4) Self-

authenticated by miracles. Turning water into wine at Cana (John ii. 1—11).

Driving the hucksters out of the temple at Jerusalem (John ii. 13—^22). Working
many wonders in Galilee (ch. iv. 12—24). 3. Se claims all attention. (1) " When
he was set," viz. according to the custom of the Jewish doctors. " Sitting " among
the rabbins is synonymous with teaching. The assumption of that posture was a

claim for respect. This claim sets forth the value of knowledge. No such know-
ledge as the knowledge of God. (2) "He opened his mouth and taught." "Man
is the mouth of creation, Christ is the mouth of humanity" (Lange). (3) Here
is an admirable case. He bad perfect knowledge of man's ignorance and need.

Also of heaven's secrets. His human intelligence was radiated by the Divine.

(4) Here also is an idea of profusion. Teaching wells from his lips as from a
fountain. It is gracious teaching. "Grace is poured upon his lips." Beatitudes

stream forth.

Let us learn from the lips of Jesus. Search his Word. Invoke his Spirit.

—

J. A. M.

Vers. 3—6<

—

TTie triumph$ of humility. The originality of Christ is evinced in

these first sentences of his discourse. " Nothing," says David Hume, " carries a man
through the world like a true, genuine, natural impudence." Sturdy qualities are

approved by men of the world, and quiet virtues are despised. Christ places these in

the forefront, and associates with them benedictions in a manner which astonishes the

poets, philosophers, and sages of antiquity. Let us

—

I. Review THE QUALITIES HERE COMMENDED. 1. Poverty <^ Spirit. (1) The "poor
in spirit" are not the poor in profession. The monks routed by Henry VIII. had pro-

fessed " perpetual poverty ; " but many of them were both lusty in flesh and haughty
in Spirit. (2) Neither are they the poor in circumstances. Poverty, in the abstract, is

no virtue. Many owe their poverty to stupidity ; many to crime. (3) Neither are

they the poor-spirited. The slaves of lust are moral cowards. " Conscience makes
cowards of us all." (4) They are the spiritually humble. Those who are humbled before

God by the sense of unworthiness. Those who value others rather than themselves.

Those whose righteousness is Christ. Those who chafe not under providential reverses,

but in everything give thanks (see Phil. iv. 11—13). 2. Mourn/ulness. (1) On
account of personal sin. Who mourn not despairingly, as Judas, as lost souls. But
with an eye to Christ (see Zech. xii. 10). (2) On account of sin in others. As Jesus

wept over Jerusalem. In this we mourn with Christ, who, passing with pure human
sympathies through a world of sinners, was a " Man of sorrows." (3) In sympathy
with the mourning of others. With sinners in penitence. With saints in affliction (see

Ps. cxxxvii. 1—6). 3. Meekness. (1) The meek are those who lovingly bow to the

authority of God. Who in affliction bless him (see 2 Sam. xii. 22, 23). Who by
prayer seek his guidance. (2) Those who are slow to give offence (Titus iii. 1, 2).

Whose bearing to superiors is modest—to parents, masters, rulers. To inferiors con-

descending—to children, servants, the poor. Let your condescension be withotit

affectation. (.3) Those who are slow to resent offences. The negro boy was well

instructed who, when asked, " Who are the meek ? " replied, " Those who give soft

answers to rough questions " (cf. Prov. xvi. 1 ; 1 Cor. xiii. 5—7 ; Jas. i. 19). Christian
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meekness would soon end the scandal of Church squabbles. (4) Christ is our Model.

Even Moses, "the meekest of [mere] men," was "angered at the waters of strife"

(Ps. cvi. 32, 33).

II. MKMTATE UPON THBIB BLESSEDNESS. 1. The Mngdom of heaven is for the poor
in spirit. (1) It is theirs in prospect. They may he worsted in competition with the

impudent in this earth ; but fliey will have the advantage in the great future. (2) It

is theirs in possession. " The kingdom of heaven is within." The kingdoms of this

world consist in "meat and drink." Of that, in "righteousness and peace and joy in

the Holy Ghost." The meek will accept this kingdom, while the proud refuse it.

The meek are accepted, while the proud are refused. (3) Tlie spiritual experience of

the meek is to the heaven of the future as the sod of infeoffment given into the hand
of the heir of an estate. (4) Note : Meekuess is put first, because self-denial is the

first lesson of Christian discipleship (of. oh. z. 38; xvi. 24; Luke xiv. 27). When we
would build high, the foundation must be laid low. 2. ITiere is comfort for the

mourner. (1) For the penitent seeker the comfort of pardon. The Holy Spirit, as

the Comforter, witnesses this to the heart. The "fruits of the Spirit " comfort his

reflections. (2) For the afflicted saint the comfort of holy sympathy. The sympathy
of Christ. Of his servants. (3) For the sympathetic spirit union with Christ.

" 'Midst blessings infinite.

Be this the foremost, that my heart has bled I

"

" It is better to go to the house of mourning than to the house of feasting." (4) Heaven
will be a place of comfort. It will compensate for suffering (cf. Luke xvi. 25).

"Glorified together" with Christ. (5) Full of comfort is the assured hope of heaven
(cf. 2 Cor. i. 5—7 ; 2 Thess. ii. 16, 17). 3. The meek shall inherit the earth. (1) They
do now, in a remarkable manner, inherit it. For they make few enemies. Content-

ment gives them riches in the fewness of their wants. Providence is on their side

(see Ps. Ixxvi. 9). Look around. Who but the good rationally enjoys life here?

(2) They shall more fully inherit it in the millennium (see Ps. xxxvii. 10, 11). Those
who die without inheriting will be raised to inherit. Abraham (cf. oh. xxii. 31, 32

;

Heb. xi. 13—16). Daniel (see Dan. xii. 2, 13). The innocents (see Jer. xxxi. 15—17).

So the Genlile children of Abraham's faith—the fellow-heirs of the believing Jews.

(3) The meek shall inherit the new earth (2 Pet. iii. 13).

Let us qualify for this blessedness by cultivating the virtues that may claim it.

—

J. A. M.

Vers. 6, 7.

—

Righteousness and mercy. The cry of humanity is after happiness.

Men seek it in all manner of avenues. They are commonly mortified and disappointed.

In the text we may leavn

—

I. That in kightbousness alone is satisfaction. 1. The sphere <f intellect is filled

with Ood. (1) He is the Origin of all things. They came out of nothing by his power.

(2) He is the End of all things. They were made for his pleasure. In his pleasure

they consist. (3) Science is miserably deficient when it ignores God. The Godward
side is the nobler side of all things. (4) The pure knowledge of .God is the crowning
science. God is self-revealed. Herein is satisfaction; for there is nothing above or

beyond. 2. Tlie sphere of affection is filled with God. (1) Illicit affections are

demoralizing. In demoralization there can be no satisfaction. Reason is insulted.

Conscience is outraged. God is provoked. (2) Inordinate affections are demoralizing.

A man comes to resemble that he loves. If he love supremely that which is inferior

to himself, he is degraded. He may love his ncij;hbour as himself. He may not love

the world as liis neighbour. (3) God alone may be supremely loved. The supreme
love of God is what the Bible calls " jierfect lovu." There is nothing above, nothing
beyond. Herein our happiness is full. 3. Righteousness secures the highest favour.

(1) No approval is comparable to that of God. It is founded in justice and truth.

(2) The sense of that favour is the earnest of a magnificent reward. What resources

are behind the favour of Godl (3) In the sense of righteousness is the soul of con-
tentment. It sends joy into affliction. It is the crown of martyrdom. Witness the
face of Stephen, and the triumphing of his "noble army."

II. That righteousness must de sought in the spirit op earnestness, 1. Ood
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it in eanuiL (1) This is erlnced in bb "unspeakable Gift" Had he g(m a world
for us, there would have been millions of worlds left. He, the Maker «f all worlds,

gave himself for us. (2) It is evinced in the glories of heaven. He most love perfect

righteousness with all the strength of his being. He is himself that righteousness.

, He must love his saints correspondingly in proportion to the measure of their righteous-

ness. This viewed in Christ is great. Heaven is the expression of that love. (3) It

is evinced in the horrors of perdition. Hell is no scarecrow. It is the antithesis of

heaven. (4) By all these arguments we should "hunger and thirtt after righteous-

ness." 2. Satan it in tamest. (1) This is evinced in the number of his agents.

They are nimierous as swarms of flies. He is called Beeltehth, " lord of flies." (2) In
" - ~ - . - .. «) ^ t,,^

variety of his "devices." His subtlety and ingenuity are surprising. (4) Ib bis

the order in which he marshals them. "Legion" (of. Bev. xvL 13, 14).

indomitable perseverance. If thwarted, he changes his front. He pursues us to the
very gate of heaven. 3. True repentance it earnest. (1) Its earnestness is here likened

to the strongest instincts of our physical nature. (2) What is the world to a man who
is in the arms of death ? To save his life, the mariner will throw overboard bales of
richest treasure. So will the true penitent give up everything for the salvation of his

soul. (3) Uis hunger and thirst are stimulated by his convictions. Ha is convinced
that God is righteousness itself. Sin is seen to be hideous and odious,

III. That biohteousnsss must be bought in thb spibit of uebot. 1. The
righiMUsness of Qod cannot be compromised to hit mercy. (1) Time was when man
had no need of mercy. He was created in innocency. But he transgressed the Law,
and became obnoxious to judgment. Mercy can have no place until righteousness be
vindicated. (2) Righteousness is vindicated in the vicarious sufferings of Christ.

These sufferings therefore opened an avenue for mercy. (3) Righteousness must still

be vindicated in the conditions of mercy. Repentance is therelore indispensable. In
it the sinner confesses the righteousness of God. So is faith. In this the sinner

renounces false righteousness. 2. Hence the spirit of mercy is required in the suppliant.

(1) If we would be forgiven we must also forgive. This is insisted upon in the Lord's

Prayer and in the comment which he added ^e ch. vi. 14, 15). This is the moral of

the parable of the debtors. (2) Beneficence is another form of mercy which is required

by the beneficent God. The sinner must repent of his covetousness. The sinfulness

of covetousness is not duly estimated. No sin is, in Scripture, more severely denounced
(cf. Ps. X. 3; 1 Cor. v. 11; vi. 10; Eph. v. 3, 6). (3) Have you sought without
success the righteousness of justification before God? Have you sought it in the

spirit of earnestness? Have you sought it in the spirit of mercy? "He will have
judgment without mercy that hath shown no mercy."—J. A. M.

Ver. 8.

—

The vision of the pure. Properly to understand this great subject it is

necessary to consider

—

I. That man is endowed with sfibitual senses. L The hody it the material

image of the soul. (1) The Scriptures suggest this truth when they speak of the

"naturad man" and the " spiritual man ;
" of the " outward man" and the "inward

man;" of the "hidden man of the heart" as opposed to the ostensible man of the

body (1 Cor. ii. 14, 15; 2 Cor. iv. 16; 1 Pet. iii. 4). (2) It is involved in the

doctrine of the image of God in man. Man is not in incorpoieal but an incam&te
spirit. After this definition, he is "in the image and after the similitudes of God."
In these " similitudes " God revealed himself to man in corporeal human form. (3) If

the spirit be the counterpart of the body, there must be spiiitual to correspond to

corporeal senses. 2. We experience spi/ritijud sensation. (1) This is acknowledged in

current language. We talk of ideat, or things seen, viz. in the mind. Of soul-per-

ceptions we say, "I see," "I feel;" "He is a man of taste;" "His scent is keen."

(2) These senses are generally recognized in Scripture (see Phil. L 9, margin; also

Heb. V. 14). They are spiritual senses whose function is to discriminate in moral
subjects^ (3) They are mentioned in detul. Thus : Feeling (Acts xviL 27 ; Eph. iv.

19). Tasting (Ps. xxxiv. 8 ; Heb. vi. 4, 5 ; 1 Pet. ii. 3). Smelling (Ps. xlv. 8 ; Cant,

i. 3; ch. xvi. 23; 2 Cor. ii. 14). Searing (Isa. 1. 4, 5; John x. 3,4; xviii. 37). Seeing

(Acts xxvi. 18 ; Eph. i. 18). (4) We experience them in dreaming when the mind
imposes upon itself the spiritual for the corporeal sensations. This is imagination T

ILATTHBW. r
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Just to. The fiiculty of ima^nation Is the sensorium, or seat of the sensei of the

Bpirit.

IL That mobal purity is the condition of their highest bxeecisb. 1. To the

pure eipeciaMy Ood reveals himself in his works. (1) In his works his power, wisdom,
and goodness may be "seen" even by the heathen (Rom. i. 20). (2) By the pure all

this is invested with superior lustre. Things take complexion from the mental moods
of the observer. The best mental mood in which to see God in nature is when the soul

is lifted into the sunshine of his grace. (3) The child of God sees the hand of a
Father in the works of God. "My Father mude them all." 2. To the pure exclusively

Ood reveal* himself by his Spirit, (1) This revelatiou of God is that more especially

intended here. (2) There is the personal manifestation of the Son of God (see John
xiv. IS—23). This vision is peculiar to the spiritual. Philip did not truly see Jesus,

though corporeally before him, until the eyes of his spirit were opened to see the Father
in the Son—the Godhead in the manhood. (3) The world have no such vision of God.
If they regard this doctrine as fanatical, this is just what Scripture leads us to expect
from them (see 1 Cor. ii. 14, 15). " Eyes have they, but they see not ; ears, but they
hear not." 3. Spiritual revelation is often, vivid. (1) The visions of the prophets
were so. Whether they came in "dreams" or in "open vision." These were impres-
sions made upon the senses of the soul. The " visions of God " were sometimes over-

whelming (cf. Ezek. i. 28 ; Dan. x. 7, 8 ; Eev. i. 17). (2) They were so vivid as to

be mistaken for corporeal impressions. Samuel thought that a sound came to his

outward ear when God spoke into the ear of his soul. Eli was within the range of

natural hearing, but heard not this voice (1 Sam. iii, 8). Peter, when his corporeal

senses were addressed, familiar with the vividness of spiritual impressions, " thought
he saw a vision " (Acts xii. 9). Paul, in his famous rapture, could not determine
whether he was " in the body or out of the body "—whether his bodily or spiritual

senses were addressed (1 Cor. xii. 1—4). 4, We have now the philosophy of religious

experience. (1) What is the "witness of the Spirit" to a man's adoption into the
family of God but an address made by the Spirit of God to the spirit of the believer?

In such "spiritual revelations" we enjoy communion with God. (2) They are some-
times as vivid as were the visions of prophecy. Who has not heard narratives of such
experiences from the children of Gud ? (S) Let us seek earnestly that purity which
qualifies us for this nobler spiritual vision. By complete self-consecration. By habits

of faith. By habits of holy living.

III. That the futdbb opens prospects op bupebiob sensation. 1. In the

expediences of the disembodied state. (1) We are in this earth principally conversant
with the material. It is .so by our constitution. Angels are about us, but we see

them not. The body acts as a veil to obstruct our spiritual vision. (2) But the veil

is torn in death. When the veil of Christ's flesh was torn, the veil of the temple was
torn. The most holy place then discovered was the type of heaven. ^3) Then shall

we see God as the angels do continually behold his face. The most holy place of the
temple was the place of the Shechinah. (4) Then also shall we recover our friends.

In the spiritual world spirits will take palpable shape. They will appear as embodied,
and be identified through the correspondence which there is between the body and the
mind. 2. In the experiences of the resurrection-state. (1) As these bodies are psychical
or soulisb, i.e. adapted to tlie companionship of the appetitive soul, so will the body of

the resurrection be " spiritual," i.e. adapted to the companionship of the rational, con-
templative spirit. (See the nuble sermons of Bishop Ellicott, in his volume entitled,

•The Destiny of the Creature.') Being "spiritual," the body will no longer act as

• veil to obstruct the freedom of spiritual sensation. (2) Corporeal sensation will be
improved. Defects, effects of sin, will have no place. The powers of sensation will

be enlarged. Vision may be telescopic and microscopic Hearing may be telephonic
and microphonic. We may experience compound sensation. We may at once see as
well as hear sound. We may at once hear as well as see colour, (3) Corporeal and
spiritual sensations will articulate. They do so now, in part; but then perfectly.

What worlds of fresh experience, comparison, and reflection will be opened when we
see together the material and spiritual complements of the great universe of God I

(4) Divine revelations will then be grander. The new heavens and earth will open
to us • materialism of richer harmonies. Added also to the discovery of spiritua]

natures, there will b« the tojtl vision of God in a glorified Christi
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Let ua wash in the fountain opened in the house of David, that we may be qualified
for a blessednesB that eye bath not seen.—J. A. M.

Ver. 9.

—

Peacemaking. The order in which the text follows the blessing upon
the pure suggests the doctrine of James concerning the "wisdom that is from
above," which is "first pure, then peaceable " (Jas. iii. 17). Christ is himself that
Wisdom. Those in vital union with him are pure towards God, peaceable towards
men.
L The Christian surveys a world in strife. 1. Every man's nature is convulsed.

(1) Irregular imaginations disorder the passions. For good or evil, the passions are
moved by the fancy. It should be especially guarded. (2) Insurgent passion dethrones
reason. The passions are then in anarchy. (3) The anarchy of the soul is propagated
into the, life. Under passion, as in drunkenness, men will commit crimes, which, when
Reason recovers her seat, fill them with horror and shame. (4) What a scene of
turbulence is presented in the aggregate mind of unregenerate humanity ! 2. Society
writhes in contentions. (1) A community of convulsed natures. Selfishness and
waywardness will be prolific in jealousies and envies, in knaveries and vituperations,
in resentments and violences. (2) Hence a political economy which cannot regenerate
must be based upon the counterbalancing of vices. The peace so prnduc( d is artificial

and imperfect. The effort to produce it often begets new strifes. (3) The selfishness

and ambition of nations provoke fierce wars. The arts of civilization are pressed into
this barbaric service. (4) What voices arise from the battle-fields of the world 1

3. Heaven and earth are in antagonism. (1) Men are in rebellion against God. Some
openly—the infidel, the libertine. Some covertly—the hypocrite, the ungodly. Passive
resistance. (2) God is angry against men. Hence the anger of the elements. His
retributions come in blights, pestilences, famines, wars, and in deaths in various fright-

ful forms. (3) Tliis contest does not cease in death. The rebel carries his nature
with him into the spiritual world. There he meets the God of judgment. There he
encounters the " wrath to come."

II. He endeavours to compose the strife. 1. By an ^cample ofpeaceableness.

(1) The disposition of the Christian is peaoerloving. He is considerate. He is long-

suffering. He is foigiving. (2) His conversation is peaceable. He is conciliatory and
yielding. He will sacrifice himself—anything but truth and righteousness. (3) Peace
doing is included in the idea of peacemaking. A doer of peace is one whose actions

are good and useful. The Hebrew greeting, " Peace be unto thee," expiessed the desire

to promote welfare in general. 2. By mediatory exertions. (1) While others, as
incendiaries, blow up the fires of discord and contention, the peacemaker finds the greatest

pleasui-e in allaying animosities, quenching the flames of malignity, and promoting
unity and concord among men. (2) The work of the peacemaker requires courage.

For he has to take blows from both sides. 3. By seeking the salvation of souls. In
this the root of the mischief is reached. (1) Thereby the strife with Heaven is ended.
It is the reconciliation of the sinner to God. (2) Thereby the civU war in the soul

is ended. It is the reconciliation of the conscience and the will. It is the reconciliation

of the reason and the passions. (3) Thereby the conflict between man and his fellow

is ended. It is the reconciliation of human interests.

III. He reaps a blessed reward. I. He is recognizedas the child of God. (1) For
he partakes of the nature of his Father. The God of the Bible is " the God of peace."

Contrast with Mars. All the greater forces of nature are peaceful. There is rattle

in the thunderstorm ; but the force of that storm is not comparable to the silent power
of the light, which covers the earth with verdure. How noiselessly do the worlds

perform their stupendous revolutions I The earth rotates on its axis without friction

at the rate of a thousand miles an hour. Her wings make no noise by which she is

carried through space at the rate of a thousand miles a minute. (2) He partakes the

nature of the Son. " The Prince of Ptace." How silently, " without observation," does

the kingdom of Christ come to the soull In his millennial kingdom " his res* shall be
glorious." (3) He partakes of the nature of the Spirit. " The Spirit of peace." Bringing

peace, he is the Comforter. 2. He inherits his Father's love, (1) This idea is included in

the blessedness of the peacemaker. The Father will love the chUd that bears his image.

The Sou of bis love is the express Image of his substance. (2) Love implies solici-
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tude. What resources are behind that solicitude 1 For guidance. For support. For

defence.—J. A. M.

Vers. 10—12.— The llessedness ofpersecution. Between this subject and that presented

in the verse preceding there is the relation of sequence.

I. VlBTUE PBOVOKES THE BESBNTMBNT OP WICKEDNESS. 1. I%is il exemplified in

Christ. (1) He was the incarnation of perfect virtue. Innocent without fault. The
Truth itself. And he came to bless. (2) But how was he received by the wicked ? They
could not endure the rebukes of his purity. They were maddened by the rebukes of

his goodness. Their mortified pride stirred their passions. They murdered him. (3)

Yet he made peace in his death. Peace with God by Ticarious sacrifice. Thus a way
of mercy was opened for his murderers through his blood. Peace with men, subduing

them by the Spirit of his love. (4) This is our pattern. 2. It is exempliflsd in tlu

Church. (1) When it first appeared in the family of Adam. Cain slew Abel. Where-
fore ? " Because his own works were evil,and his brother's righteous " (1 John iiu 12).

(2) When it appeared in the family of Abraham. Ishmael, born after the flesh, per-

secuted Isaac, born after the Spirit (Gal. iv. 29). (3) As it appears in the family of

Jesus. The history of Abel is an allegory. So is that of Isaac. Persecution against

the Christian Chinrch was first organized by the Jewish antichrist. It was continued

by the pagan Boman tyranny. Then appeared under Papal, Mohammedan, and
infidel forms. 3. It is exemplified in every saint. (1) Our Lord taught his disciples

to expect persecution. The text is his first clear intimation. Afterwards speaking of

his yoke (ch. xi. 29). Then of his cross (ch. xvi. 24). Finally of himsdf (John xv.

18). (2) The suffering of persecution is in the Christian vocation. We are predesti-

nated to be thus conformed to the image of the Son of God (cf. Bom. viii. 18—39

;

1 Thess. iii. 3; 2 Tim. iii. 12). (3) It comes in various forms. The reviling tongue,

insulting to the face. The persecuting hand. The evU speech uttered in your absence
where you cannot contradict it. (4) Why do we not suffer more ? Do we so coquette

with the world that we can scarcely be distinguished from it 1 " The world will love

its own." Do we faithfully witness for Christ ? In the workshop. In the railway car.

In the highway.

II. SnFFEBiNO THUS ENTAILED SHOULD ooOASiON JOT. 1. Becauie associated with
the noblest sympathies. (1) It is •' for righteousness* sake." Because of the hatred of

our enemies to righteousness. By the Divine permission, because the temptation
strengthens righteousness in the faithful (cf. Bom. v. 3; Jas. L 2). Suffering for

righteousness' sake should occasion joy for the opposite reason to that which should
cause the felon grief and shame. To rejoice in adversity is the highest proof of

Christian patience. (2) It is for Christ's sake. " For my sake." Love to a Person.

Kot simply to righteousness, but to its perfect impersonation. What a blessed honour
to be counted worthy to sufier in his cause, and for him I The Lord dwells in us ; and
the virtues which provoke the resentment of wickedness are his. So are we persecuted

for his sake ; and he is persecuted in us. (3) Joy is not only a Christian feeling ; it is

a Christian duty (Phil. iv. 4). 2. Because associated with the hest company. (1) With
the prophets. " So persecuted they the prophets which were before you." Witness
those of Ahab's reign. Jeremiah. Daniel. They suffered for the testimony of Jesus
(see Acts vii. 52). (2) With the apostles. These were immediately addressed by our
Lord as [those who were to have the honour of suffering with the prophets. " Which
were before you." The apostles were in a grand succession. But the words of Ctirist

are not limited to them. (3) With the martyrs. Truly a " noble army." (4) Above
nil, with Christ. He was the greatest of the prophets. The grandest Apostle. The
most illustrious Martyr. Infinitely more. There is even something vicarious in

Christian suffering (cf. Phil. i. 29 ; Col. i. 24). 3. Because associated with a great
reward, (1) There is the present blessedness of suffering in the best of causes.
" Blessed are ye." We rejoice that righteousness is so dear to us that we are willing
to suffer for its sake. And that we are counted worthy to suffer in the best company.
(2) " Theirs is the kingdom of heaven." Sere : in the principles of righteousness and
the consequent favour of God, which are the veiy elements of heaven. Hereafter : the
perfecting of this spiritual bliss. (3) The greatness of the reward here promised to

(hose whose principles bear the test of persecution suggests the different degrees
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of reward in the heavenly state. Fellowship with prophets and apostles in glory.

Fellowship with Christ. " If we suffer with him, that we may be also glorified

together."—J. A. M.

Vers. 13—16.

—

Christian influence. It was not to the outside multitude, but to his

own disciples, that Jesus addressed these words. To these, more immediately, the whole
sermon was preached (see vers. 1, 2). We have to consider Christians

—

I. Ab the salt of the earth. 1. Ood^s instruments far its purification. (1)
Salt is a symbol of purity. It is opposed to leaven, which, by its fermenting properties,

hastens corruption ; and is a symbol of impurity (cf. Lev. ii. 13 ; 1 Cor. v. 8). Chris-
tians are distinguished as "saints." (2) Christians are purifiers. By holy example.
By zealous efforts. By fervent prayers. 2. I%et/ impart rdiah to life, (1) There is

no relish to meat comparable to salt (of. Job vi. 6 ; Ezra iv. 14). Hence " salary."

(2) Christian influence is civilizing. Life where Christian influences are least felt is

all but intolerable. Amongst the criminal classes. Amongst savage men. (3) Chris-

tian influence is regenerating (cf. Mark ix. 49, 50 ; Col. iv. 6 ; Eph. iv. 29). Begenera-
tion is the higher civilization. 3. They preserve the world from destruction. (1) Salt

has the property of preserving animal substance from decomposition. The people of the

covenant are the people of the salt (see Numb, xviii. 19). (2) Sin is disintegrating. It

destroyed the world in the deluge of water. It will provoke the deluge of fire. It is the
destruction of nations. (3) The respite of the wicked is in the prayer of the righteous.

For ten righteous' sake God would have spared Sodom (see also Ezek. xiv. 14, 20). 4,

In preserving they are preserved. (1) Salt may lose its savour. Maundrell, in describing

the Valley o/' Salt, says, " I broke a piece of that part which was exposed to the rain,

sun, and air. Though it had the sparks and particles of salt, yet it had perfectly lost

its savour. The inner pait which was connected to the rock retained its savour, as I

found by proof" (' Travels,' 5th edit., last page). So may the Christian lose his true

life by yielding to evil influences (see Heb. vi. 4—6). (2) Salt without savour is useless

as the timber of the vine. " Good for nothing." Obstruction to good by giving false

views of religion, (3) Fit subjects for contempt. " Cast out," viz. from the Church.
If not from the visible, certainly from the spiritual. Trampled. (4) Let loiterers be
admoniihed.

II. As THE LIOHT OF THE woBLD. 1. They shine through union with Christ. (1)
Christ is the true " Light of the world " (see John viii. 12). Light was the first creation

and emblem of the Word. In his " Logos state " he appeared in light. When the Word
was made flesh the glory was there, but veiled (see John i. 14). (2) Christians, like

planets, shine by reflection (cf. Eph. v. 8 ; see also Phil. ii. 15). The moon, which
also shines by reflection, is the figure of the Church—the community of saints. (3)
The Church enlightens the moral night of the world. 2. They shine in v/nion with the

Church. (1) This is suggested in the similes. The city on the hill probably alludes

to Jerusalem, an emblem of the Church. The candlestick is a like simile (Rev. i. 20).

(2) The light of Christian profession is most influential there. " Cannot be hid."

Shines for the beneflt of " all that are in the house," The family. The Church. The
world. (3) Eccentric religionists are here rebuked. 3. ITiey shine in good works.

(1) Righteous works. Justice in judgment. Justice in dealings. (2) Beneficent

works. For the bodies of men. For the souls of men. Kindness to inferior animals.

(3) Consistent works. The eye of the world is keen to discern Inconsistencies in

professors of religion. Nobody notices the mud on the back of a sweep ; but an ink-

spot on a lady's muslin is matter for animadversion. 4. They shine in noble motives. (1)

Not for self-glorification. " Works " are to be seen, not sdf. They are to be " seen,"

not heard. (2) For the glory of the Father in heaven. Unostentatious goodness is fit

matter for praise to God (see Gal. i. 24). It is a motive for piety. Beautiful examples

are powerful influences. 6. They live in their shining. (1) The light uuder a bushel

will go out. The contained oxygen will be soon consumed. On the lamp-stand it will

live, (2) Bushels will conceal and extinguish the light of life. Apathy : foolish virgins.

Cowardice : Peter and the maid. Worldliness. Covetousness. Vanity.—J. A. M.

Vers. 17—20.-3^ gospel of the Law. The Jews of our Lord'i day expected that

Meisifth would dignify the Law and verify the prophets. In this they were correct,
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but they were utterly mistaken as to the manner in which these things were to take
effect. The scribes and Pharisees, therefore, disputed the claims of Jesus to be the
Christ because he reprobated the traditions of the elders, which they had strangely
confounded with the Law ; and because he did not establish a secular kingdom accord-
ing to their misinterpretation of the prophets. Christ here vindicates himself against
these errors. But

—

L How DID Jesus fulfil the Law in its obdikanoes ? 1. Eat he not rdeased
uifrom these 1 (1) In the letter, certainly. This is clearly the doctrine of Paul (see Eph.
ii. 14, 15 ; Col. ii. 14 ; Heb. ix. 10). (2) There is an end, then, to the obligation to
offer animal sacrifices, to perform Levitical lustrations, to observe the ceremonial
sabbaths, to submit to circumcision, (3) Jesus did not formally abolish these, but
left them to dissolve of themselves. The synagogue became gradually converted into
the Christian church. The sabbath of the seventh day became merged in that of the
first. Gentiles coming into the Church led to altered views respecting circumcision,
meats, and purifications. Secondary things are regulated by great principles. Luther
struck at the root of all the errors of the apostasy by preaching justification by faith.

2. He has released us by fulfilling them. (1) He is the End of the Law. He stands
forth as the all-comprehensive Sacrifice of the Law. As the one great High Priest.
His baptism of the Spirit is the one great purification. (2) The ordinances of the Law,
though now no longer followed, are read in their fuller meaning. The face of Moses
shines agam in the glory of the gospel. (3) The ordinances now fulfil the very end for
which they were given. The Law was never intended to be against the promise. The
perversity of men made it so. It was instituted to be a "schoolmaster to bring us to
Christ." It serves that end better now than formerly.

II. How did Jesus fulfil the Law in its mobals ? 1. By personal obedience to
its requirements. (1) In assuming our nature he was made under the Law (Gal. iv. 4).
Innocent in his birth as Adam was in his creation. (2) He fulfilled all righteousness.
1'hat even of the dispensation of John (see ch. iii. 15). (3) He became obedient unto
death. To the end of his trial. Vicariously. Therein he magnified the severity of
the righteousness of the Law. 2. By vindicating it in his teaching. (1) The word id i

" to fulfil," among the rabbins, also signifies to teach. Does not Paul use the word to

fulfil in the sense of to teach in CoL i. 25 ? (2) In his teaching Jesus vindicated the
Law from the glosses of the elders. To the " jot and tittle " he maintained the integrity
of the inspired Word against the traditions which would make it void. He required
perfect obedience to the least commandment in order to admission into the expected
" kingdom." (3) He asserted the Law even to the motives of the heart. This was
against the elders who held that the thoughts of the heart were not sinful. So Kimchi,
on Ps. Ixvi. 18, contradicts the very letter thus : " He will not impute it to me for sin •

for God does not look upon an evil thought as sin, unless against God or religion."

(4) He declared that the evil of sin does not terminate in the act. It is entailed by
transmission. It spreads by example. Who breaks the Law •' teaches" others to break
it. The sinner also advocates sin. He attempts to extenuate its enormity. (5) Jesus
magnified the Law by showing its universality. The interest of the Gentiles in it was
nothing new (see Gen. xii. 3). It was, however, for ages overlooked. Gentile believers
and Jewish saints are declared to be fellow-heirs. 3. By enabling his servants tofulfil
it. (1) They are justified in his blood. Freed from the curse of the Law through his
vicarious suflTering. (2) They are regenerated by his Spirit. Brought into sympathy
with its holy precepts. (3) He puts his Holy Spirit within them. By this blessed
Helper they '• walk in his statutes and keep his judgments, and do them " (see Bzek
xxxvi. 25—27).

III. How did Jesub fulfil the prophets ? \. The propheU were expositors of the
Law. (1) They brought out its spirit. (2) Their predictions were but amplifications
of the Law-types. So the Law is said to prophesy with the prophets (see ch. xL 13)
(3) Jesus is the greatest of the prophets. He not only verified by fulfilment in himself
many of their predictions, but enlarged upon the rest. His promises, threat«nings
miracles, and parables were all prophecies. He, more than all his predecessors, opened
the spirituality of the Law. 2. Jesus vindicated the prophets from the seribes (1)
The traditional theory of Messinh's kingdom was that it should be ostensible and gecular
The Jews, therefore, hoped not only to be delivered from the Romans, but to rule the
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Gentile world with a rod of iron. (2) This theory was a libel upon the prophets. It

would encourage in the Jews the bad passions of pride, resentment, and cruelty. It

would bring the Gentiles under oppression inconsistent with the prophetic anticipation

of universal happiness. (3) Jesus made the kingdom spiritual and invisible ; and its

glory righteousness and mercy. 3. Jesui vindicated the prophets from the Pharisees,

(1) He refused their righteousness. "Pharisee"—eno, separate, "not as others."

Pride. They "cleansed the outside." The righteousness of the kingdom is " truth in

the inward parts." (2) He refused their beneficence. They were scrupulous in paying
the tithes. They loved the praise of men. The beneficence of the kingdom seeks
praise of God. (3) He refused their piety. They went up to pray, but there was no
prayer in it. " I thank thee," etc. They fasted on Mondays and Thursdays with dis-

figured faces. The piety of the kingdom is rational and manly. (4) Sincerity is no
substitute for truth. Many Pharisees are hypocrites. AU were not so. Saul of Tarsus
was sincere as a Pharisee (see Acts xxiii. 1 ; Phil. iii. 5, 6 ; 1 Tim. i. 13). Error as

well as wilful sin stands in need of mercy.—J. A. M.

Vers. 21—26.—The stringency of the gospel Law. " Ye have heard" etc. The people

generally were acquainted with the Law chiefly through the teaching of the scribes

;

but the scribes so mixed the traditions of the elders with the Word of inspiration, that

it was needful that the Source of inspiration should speak again. " I say unto you."
I. Hebe Christ opens the spirituality of tub Law. 1. He does not release

usfrom the Utter. (1) The precept against murder was " of old time." It originated

in the judgment of God upon the first murderer. It took more definite shape as one
of the Noaohian precepts (Gen. ix. 5, 6). It reappeared as the sixth commandment
in the Decalogue (Bxod. xx. 13). (2) This Law has never been repealed. For suppose,

as some contend, that the Decalogue was vepealed along with the Levitical ordinances, it

would still bind as a patriarchal institution. The reason of its enactment asaKoachian
precept still holds, viz. " For in the image of God made he man." (3) Anyhow, it is

liere rein)posed by the Lawgiver himself (cf. Isa. ii. 3 ; Luke xxiv. 47 ; Jas. ii. 8—13).
Moses the " servant " yields to Christ the " Son " (Heb. iii. 5, 6). " I say unto you "

significantly contrasts with the impersonal " It was said." We are " under the Law
to Christ." 2. He enjoins the Law in its spirit. (1) The spirit of the old Law was
ever in it (Rom. vii. 7 ; xiii. 9, 10). But the traditions of the elders explained this

away. Law is made void when its spirit is lost (Mark vii. 13). (2) Anger is murder
in the heart. The angry heart is as much in danger of the judgment of God as the

murderous hand is of the municipal court (cf. 1 John iii. 15). The murderer in the

heart is a malignant anger. (3) There is a generous anger of grief. This is a holy
passion. It is a passion against sin. Our Lord himself felt it (Mark iii. 5). (4)
There is a muider in the tongue. The "raca" is the expression of a malignant heart.

Such was the bitter sarcasm of Michal (see 2 Sam. vi. 20). So likewise is the angry

condemnation of the expression, " Thou fool 1 " 3. He arms the Law with furmidahle
sanctions. (1) Here is no weakening of the ancient sanctions. The "judgment," or

senate of twenty-three persons, is referred to, whose death-punishment was by the

towel and sword. The "council," the Sanhedrin, or national court of seventy-two

judges, is also referred to, whose death-punishment was by the still more shocking

mode of stoning. (2) But here is mention also of the "much sorer punishment."

Neither the municipal nor the national court of Israel could deal with the murderer in

the heart. Yet is there a judgment and a council before which this criminal shall

stand. (3) The doom of the transgressor of the spirit of the Law is the fire of Gehenna
(see Isa. xxx. 33 ; Jer. vii. 31, 32). The venom of sin lies in its spirit. The heart

is the character,

II. But uib system affords space for ebpentancb. 1. There is the altar for
the gift. (1) The allusion here is to the altar of the ceremonial Law. Such an altar

was that upon which the first family offered their gifts (cf. Gen. iv. 3—5 ; Heb. xi. 4).

Such that upon which the Israelite presented his oS'erings. (2) Upon the great altar

of Calvary God's great Gift, his Son, was offered for us. This was to the end that we
may offer the same great Gift to God by faith. This is the best we cau possiWy offer.

It is evermore acceptable. (3) But with this infinite burnt offering and sin sacrifice

we must also olTer oiiiselves (see Rom. xii, 1). Personal sacrifice includes persosal
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possesBioni and reaoutces. 2. lite offerer mutt be repentant. (1) Reconciled to his

injured brother. Injured through the murderous temper. Through the murderous

speech. Reconciled by confession of the fault. By seeking his for^veness. (2) Recon-
ciled to those who bare injured him. Gh>d, in commanding us to love our enemies,

forbids our hating even with cause for hatred. Resentful feeling must be banished.

(3) " Leave there thy gift." Do not expect mercy from God until the reconciliation

with men be sought. Leave it there as a pledge. The delay necessary to the recon-

ciliation must not become the occasion for relinquishing the suit. Leave it there,

sacred as it is, for the necessity of reconciliation is urgent. (4) " Then come," etc.

Come with confidence. Christ will be accepted for your justification. Tou will be

accepted for Christ's sake, in adoption.

in. Hx WABNB THK siNHBR AGAINST FBOOBASTiMATioH. 1. By the uncertainty

tf life. "Agree with thine adversary quiekly" for life is uncertain. 2. By the

traniieney Iff opportunity, (1) The great opportunity is passing away. "Whilst thou

art in the way with him," viz. to the judgment or council, for the plaintiff appre-

hended the defendant. (2) So are the minor opportunities of incident transient. 3.

By the certainty of judgment, (1) Every one we have injured is an adversary to

us before God (cf. Deut. xxiv. 14, 15 ; Jaa. v. 4, 6). (2) The implacable heart is before

God an adversary to him that nourishes it. (3) The adversary brings the sinner to the

bar. Our Judge surveys motives. He weighs evidence truly. His justice cannot be
evaded. 4- By the teverity of retribution. (1) The judge delivers the culprit to the

officer. As holy angels are the convoy to the spirits of the just, so are fallen angels the

officers of doom to the condemned. (2) The officer commits the criminal to the prison

(see ch. xxv. 41 ; Jude 6 ; Rev. xx. 15). (3) The punishment is crushing. The
endurance of Gehenna fire until the uttermost farthing is paid. When can a bankrupt
pay all ? " If we pay no share of our debt of obedience here, while in the way of pro-

bation, how can we do so when our evils are confirmed by continual impenitence, and
tike life of them is become the very principle of our existence ? " (Bruce).—^. A. M.

Yers. 27—S2.—Purity, In the preceding paragraph Jesus expounded the spliituality

•f the Law in ruling the passions; here he pursues the subject in respect to ths

appetites. The case of adultery is typical or representative of the series. Learn

—

I. That the Law is kbit ob bboken in the heabt. 1. Act$ are good or evil at

expression* of the heart. (I) This was the reverse of the teaching of the elders.

Especially so in the school of HUM, Hence the Pharisees took the technical obser-

vance of the letter to be the fulfilling of the Law (see Luke xviii. 11). (2) But an act

apart from the will would be automatic and mechanical. It would cease to be moral

(see eh. xv. 19). (3) The spirit, therefore, is the essence of the Law. So David (see

Ps. Ixvi. 18). The ordinances respecting ceremonial imcleanness and their washings

and bathings were designed to teach this. 2. The senses are the instruments of the

heart. (1) The eye is an inlet to its wickedness. The appetite of Potiphar'g wife was
stirred by the comeliness of Joseph (see Gen. xxxix. 6). Samson was overcome by the

vision of Delilah (Judg. xvi. 1 ; see also 2 Sam. xi. 2). (2) The eye is an ouUet to its

wickedness. Bad men look that they may lust. They lust in the look where further

satisfaction cannot bo attained. " Byes full of adultery," etc. (2 Pet. ii. 14). \Ver«

time, place, and opportunity in their favour, the look would ripen into the deed. (3)

The true sentinel will keep the gate of the citadel. So Job made a covenant with his

eyes (Job xxxi. 1). He will be vigilant in prayer (see Ps. cxix. 37). (4) What applies

to the eyes applies also to the other senses. There is adultery in unclean discourse.

In wanton dalliances. In immodest dressing. "Jezebel painted her face and tired hei

head," etc. (2 Kings ix. 30). Sex is the spirit of the modern dance. " Men sin ; but.

devils tempt to sin " (Henry). 3. The Pharisee, ignoring the spirit, transgresses the

letter of the Law. (1) The original law of marriage admitted of divorce for the one
offence of infidelity to the specific marriage covenant (Gen. ii. 24 ; Matt. xix. 3—8).

Other causes there might be to^wtxiy separation, but not divorce. (2) Moses permitted
divorce under other conditions (Deut. xxiv. 1). But this peimission was hateful to

God (see Mai. ii. 16). It was suffered by Moses because of the hardness of the people's

hearts (oh, xix. 7, 8). Between laws of command and laws of permission there is an
important distinction. (3) Taking advantage of the concession, divorces became common
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on account of dislikes and caprices. Babbi Akiba said, " If any man aaw a woman
handsomer than his own wife, he might pnt his wife away ; because it is said in the

Lavr,!/ shefind notfavour in his eyes," Josephns, " not l>eing pleased with his wife's

manners, put her away." (4) Our Lord showed how this conduct operated against the

Law. It made an adulteress of the divorced wife ; for it treated her as though she had
been such. It exposed her to the temptation to commit adultery. Bound by the law
of her husband during bis natural life, even did she marry another she would be an
adnlteresB (see Rom. vii. 1—3). By parity of reasoning, whoever married her would be
an adulterer. The proper husband is responsible as the cause of all these consequences

(ver. 32 ; see also Ps. 1. 18; 1 Cor. vii. 10, 11).

II. 1'hat ths heart must be FURUiED AT AST COST. 1. Because the undean
heart is fit onlyfor perdition. (1) It can have no place in heaven. It wonld be there

a monstrosity in the midst of symmetry. It would mar the haimony of purity. It

would be out of sympathy with saints and angels. It would be an intolerable offence

to the holy God. (2) Gehenna is prepared fur the devil and his agents. A man goes

to " his own place. His hell is in his heart. (3) In Gehenna there are also torments

for the body. " Both soul and body." The body will be tormented in every part.

The "eye." The "hand." The " whole body." 2. Terror is the argument for the

brutish. (1) Fine sentiments have little influence with the lustfuL The debauchee
flings overboard all such when he tramples upon the sanctities of wife, family, home,
and Church. Upon the principle that the garotter will respect the cat. (2) To
the adulterer, therefore, our Lord preaches damnation. The true minister will follow

this example. He can only keep a clean conscience by declaring the whole coimsel of

God (see Jude 22, 23). 3. Besolute dealing is needful here. (1) The ofTending eye and
hand must go. No matter how dear the "eye"—the idol. No matter how useful the
" hand "—the acquisition (cf. Gal. v. 24 ; Col. iii. 6). (2) Men, under surgical advice,

will part with a limb or an organ to save life. So the sinner who hazards his soul for

his idol must sacrifice his idol to save his souL (3) To neglect the moi-tifying of a

single member may prove the destruction ofall the members. When one member sins, all

the members sin with it and sufier the penalty. Better one perish in repentance than

all perish is Gehenna. (4) Those duties which are most unpleasant are often most
" profitable." God requires nothing from us that will not l>e to our advantage.—J. A. M.

Vers. 33—37.

—

Profanity, In the words before us our Lord brings out the very

spirit of the third commandment. We have to distinguish

—

I. The swearing that is not fobbisden. This is of two kinds, viz. religious

and civil—spiritual and judicial. 1. SpiWtuoZ swearing. (1) The Persons of the

blessed Trinity are bound by a conditional oath to redeem and save mankind. This

is the covenant of God, in which he swears by himself because he can swear by no
greater (see Gen. xxii. 16; Ps. cv. 9; Luke i. 73; Heb. vi. 13, 14). (2) We have to

enter into God's covenant in order to be saved. Swearing to God is, therefore, of the

very essence of religion. (3) Hence this most solemn swearing is positively enjiDined

:

" Thou shalt fear the Lord thy God "—thy covenant God—" and shalt swear by his

Name" (see Deut. vi. 13; x. 20; Jer. iv. 1, 2). This is in efi^eot, "Thou shalt engage

thyself in his covenant to have no God beside him." It implies that we bind ourselves

to worship and serve him only. It means also that we take him for a Witness to all

our actions. (4) Christ came not to destroy this Law, but to bind it more closely up

by the cords of love. Hence, referring to these gospel times, God says, " I have sworn

by myself; the word is gone out of my mouth in righteousness, and shall not return,

That unto me every knee shall bow, every tongue shall swear" (see Isa. xlv. 23;

Izv. 16). 2. Judicial swearing. (1) Swearing in this sense was prescribed in the

Law. The "oath of the Lord" was imposed (see Exod. xxii. 11; Numb. v. 19). It

does not appear that Hebrew witnesses were in the first instance sworn, but in matters

of important testimony they might be adjured (see Lev. v. 1). (2) This our Lord

does not forbid. It is being sworn rather than swearing. Jesus submitted to adjura-

tion (see ch. xxvi. 63, 64). In Christian courts of law " an oath for confirmation

"

remains " the end of all strife " (Heb. vi. 16).

n. The bwbari»o forbidden is the profane. 1. False swearing is emphatically

such. (1) It is dreadful impiety towards God. It is taking the Name of God in vain.
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So "hath Dot lifted up his soul unto vanity" is explained by "nor tworn decett/idly"

(Ps. xxiv. 4). When God is called in as a Witness, as he is when tows are made to

men, as well as when they are made expressly to God, these must be "performed unto
the Lord" (cf. Eccles. y. 4, 6). (2) It is injustice to man. Few men will perjure

themselves before a court but for dishonest design. In cursing evils are imprecated.

In broken vows the imprecation returns upon the head of the swearer. 2. Promissory
vows are especially to he avoided. (1) These are the oaths that may be " performed

"

particularized here. (2) Such oaths trifle with contingencies. The af&rmation of a

lact, with whatever solemnity, is comparatively simple, for truth is immutable. A
promise pledging the future may fail through strength of temptation, through pressure

of unlooked-for claims, through forgetfulness, through surprise. 3. EaMtual swearing
is profane. (1) This is an habitual breaking of the third commandment. The irreverent

use of the Divine Names breeds a contempt of God which is fearful irreligion. (2) This

sin, from its gratuitousness, is the more devilish. Being wanton it has no excuse. It

is the unmistakable sign of a graceless heart. (3) " The Lord will not hold him guilt-

less." He will have to answer for this immediately to God.
III. Equivocal sweamnq is propane. 1. The eiders disputed this. (1) They

admitted that it is incumbent upon men to "perform unto the Lord their oaths." But
they interpreted that only to be an oath in which the Name of the Lord was mentioned.

(2) Thus Fhilo forbids men to swear by the Supreme Cause; but directs them, if

necessary, to call to record the earth, sun, or heavens. So Maimonides, " If any man
swear by heaven or by earth, yet this is not an oath." In ' Elle Schemoth Babba

'

(sect. 44), " As heaven and earth shall pass away, so an oath taken by them shall pass

away." This is a sample. (3) Hence the distinction which the Pharisees made between
serious and slighter oaths. Kindred to this is the distinction between " mortal " and
" venial " sins. The simplicity of truth knows no such differences. " He that com-
mitteth sin is of the devil." 2. Our Lord insists upon it. (1) He teaches that swear-

ing "by heaven" is virtually swearing by God. For heaven is God's throne. It

would be no heaven but for his presence. Swearing by heaven is staking a man's hope
of heaven. (2) He teaches that swearing by the earth is virtually swearing by God.
For it is his footstool, under his eye, subject to his providential rule (see Ps. xxiv. 1).

His "footstool," viz. at which his mercy is supplicated. Swearing by the earth is

staking a man's hope of mercy. (3) He teaches that swearing by Jerusalem is virtually

swearing by God. For that which made Jerusalem to the Jew a matter of appeal was
its sacredness as the place of the temple and Shechinah. It was "the city of the great

King " (see Ps. xlvi. 4 ; xlviii. 2). The swearer here staked his interest in the kingdom
of Messiah. (4) Swearing by the head, or " by the life of the head," as the rabbins

phrased it, is still swearing by God. For so little power has a man over his head that

he cannot change the colour of a hair. God's property in a man's head is infinitoly

more than the man's. God is in truth the Life and the Lifter-up of the head
(Ps. iii. 8). (5) The principle underlying all this is that men should see God in

everything. That the creature cannot be separate from the Creator. Therefore that
calling any creature to witness is virtually calling God. All equivocal swearing is

consequently profane. " The knave who kisses his nail instead of the book, thinking
to release his false testimony from the crime of perjury, fearfully deceives his soul."

IV. Tbuth 18 PERFECT IN SIMPLICITY. 1. Christ therefore requires it in speech.

(1) Let it be yea or nay—simple affirmative, simple negative. And if greater solemnity
be required, then let the yea or nay be emphatic. Emphasis was given in repetition
by the Hebrews. Our Lord's emphasis was " Verily, verily." (2) But the yea must
be yea. There must be no equivocation. There must be no deception. Even Homer
says, "He whose words agree not with his private thoughts is as detestable to me as

the gates of hell " (' II.,' ix. 312). (3) Truth is best pledged in simplicity. A true man's
word is his bond. A true man loves truth for its own sake. To require more than a
word from such a man would be an insult to his honour. His self-respect will shrink
from adding anything to his declaration. 2. He attributes to evil what is added to

simplicity. (1) It comes from the evil in the nature of man. Oaths have their origin
in man's propensity to deceive. They are encouraged by vanity. They tend to a
contempt for sacred things. A common swearer is an habitual perjurer. He that
swears will lie. He that lies will steal. (2) It comes from the evil one. Sataa is
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the father of Ues. He is the father of liars—of perjurers—of profane swearers of every
order.—J. A. M.

Vers. 38—i2.

—

Betaliation, Of this we hare here two sorts, ^is. the retaliatioii ol

kind and that of kindness. These are not necessarily inconsistent. For Christ came
not to destroy but to fulfil the Law. Properly understood, " Bye for eye and tooth for

tooth " is the co-relative of " Do unto others as you would they should do unto you."
We propose to view the lex talionis—

I. As A DIRECTION TO THE MAGISTKATB. 1. The Spirit of its teaching to him is to

minister judgment in equity. (1) The law of retaliation was a question for the magis-
trate. Private vengeance has no sacred approbation (see Deut. xlx. 16—21; Bom.
xiii. 4). The scribes conceited to private revenge what the Law permitted to the

magistrate as a civil penalty ; but this was an evil perversion. (2) It would be an
outrage upon equity were a magistrate to give Jhe sentence of death for the destruction

of an eye. Or, on the contrary, were he to assign a trifliog exaction for a serious crime.

The magistrate must not refuse justice to the poor ; or favour the strong against the

weak (cf. Luke xviii. 3). ^. The doctrine of Christ strengthens his hands. (1) The
prohibitions of our Lord have reference to private resentments. They do not interfere

with magisterial functions. The sermon on the mount was addressed to the disciples

(see ver. 1). (2) The scribes, however, had interfered with them in sanctioning private

revenges. And these revenges were often carried far beyond the limits of equity. (3)
In absolutely forbidding private revenges Jesus restored the magistrate to the Law.
In this lie fulfilled the Law,

II. As A FEBMissioN TO THE iNJUBED. 1. The Law did not impose retaliation.

(1) It simply made it competent to one who had suffered to exact from the person who
caused his injury a corresponding or equivalent suffering. Except in cases of life and
death, he might commute the exaction of " an eye for an eye " for a money satisfaction

(Exod. xxi. 23—25). Or the sufferer might decline to prosecute. The Law was
strictly permissive. (2) Hence it is evident that the precepts of Jesus do not destroy
the Law. The spirit of the Law is not in favour of revenge. It is rather intended to

limit and check it. 2. The rule of Christ is against the spirit of revenge. (1) " That
ye resist not evil." In this Christ does not say that we may not avoid evil. He him- .

self went from Judasa into Galilee to avoid the resentment of the Pharisees (John iv.

1—3). He instructed his disciples when persecution should arise against them in one
city to pass on to another (ch. x. 23). (2) He does not say that we may not even
resist it simply for our own security or for the security of others, within certain limita-

tions (cf. John xviii. 23; Acts xvi. 37; xxii. 25; xxiii. 2, 3, 17; xxv. 10, 11). (3)
The law of retaliation must be made consistent with the law of love. This is best

secured by forgiveness. To prosecute a knave or a rowdy for his moral benefit might
consist with love; but the motive might be misunderstood (cf. ch. xxvi. 62; Bom.
xii. 17; 1 Cor. vi. 7; Gal. v. 22). (4) This is the gospel method. It embodies the
spirit of the Law (cf. Prov. xx. 22 ; xxix. 25).

III. As A MORAL TO THE WORLD. 1. The end of Law it the public good, (1)
Licentiousness must be restrained or society must dissolve. Betaliation is sanctioned

to restrain it. So for public reasons, without any feeling of resentment, a Christian

might prosecute a knave or a rowdy. (2) Betaliation is sanctioned, moreover, to convey
moral lessons to the conscience of the transgressor. In this view a Christian might
prosecute an offender with benevolent intention. 2. The public good is also the design

of the gospel. (1) It wins victory by patience. Conquering the resistance of a foe by
the restraint of a stronger arm does not vanquish his spirit of resistance. The peaceful

victory turns the foe into a friend. (2) It wins victory in patience. The patient

sufferer has vanquished all the devils of pride, selfishness, and cruelty in his soul.

IV. As AN INSTBUCTION TO THE CHRISTIAN. 1. When he suffers bodily injury.

(1) This class of injury is represented in the case of the blow upon the cheek. Here

is affront as well as injury (cf. 2 Cor. xi. 20). (2) It must be taken patiently. Jesus,

though the Judge of Israel, when smitten, did not smite again (cf. Micah v. 1 ; John
xviii. 23). (3) Submission, in rare cases of excessive brutality, may expose us to a

repetition of the injury. 3f so, still bear it. " Turn the other cheek." (4) Generally

the first forgiveness will prevent the second blow (Prov. xxv. 22). Note : It is the
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return blow that makes the quarreL 2, When he suffers wrongs to property. (1) This

class of injuries is represented in the case of the coat. We may forfeit property through
suits at law instituted by knaves who make no conscience of forgery and perjury (see

Eccles. iii. 16; v. 8). (2) Suffer wrong rather than go to law. If the sufferance

should lead to further greater loss—the loss of the cloke in addition to the coat—suffer

it still. The cost of both may be less than the cost of litigation. The loss of both is

less than the loss of the spirit of meekness. 8. When he suffers outrages upon liberty.

(1) This class of injuries is represented in the case of the compulsion to go a mile.

This also should be taken patiently. Go " twain " rather than contend. (2) History

teaches that our liberties have been won by sufferings rather than by resistance. This
is the very principle of the cross of Christ, by which we are liberated from the slavery

of sin. So in the interests of Hberty is the cross of patient self-denial to be taken up.

4. Moreover, owr henejicenee must be active. (I) We must be free to give. The request

of the poor should be taken as an opportunity for the duty of almsgiving. We may
see the hand of God in the hand of the poor. Who would refuse God? (2) We must
be free to lend. Thereby we may relieve a present exigency. We should not " turn

away" from or shun the poor whom we know to be needing our help. (3) But bene-

ficence mast be with discretion (Fs. cxii. 5), else the idle and worthless may carry

away what should have been reserved for the worthy. All must be consistent with
the claims of creditors, of family, and of the household of faith.—J. A. M.

Vers. 43—48.

—

Perfection, Here is an attainable perfection, for it comes to us as a
promise as well as a command. But what is it ?

I. It. oahnot be the absolute pebfection of God. 1. There is an infinite dif-

ference between Ood and man in their being. (1) Man is originated. He had a begin-

ning. His immortality had a starting-point. God's eternity had none. (2) Man lives

a moment at a time. His immortality is an interminable succession of points. God
lives an eternity at a time. " His being no succession knows." 2. There is an infinite

difference in their presence. (1) The presence of man is limited. He occupies a few

cubic feet of space. The presence of God is universal. (2) The presence of man is

localized. If he would be elsewhere he must vacate his present place. God is perfectly

. present everywhere. When we say he is in heaven, we mean that he is there in every

perfection of his nature. When we say he is here, we mean precisely the same. So
in respect to every conceivable point in immensity. In the infinitude of these con-

ceivable points he is simultaneously perfectly present. 3. There is an infinite difference

in their power. (1) The power of man is limited. Circumscribed by the laws of God
in nature. Circumscribed by the force of conflicting wills. The power of Gk>d is an
irresistible will. (2) The power of man is formative. He can moidd, he can combine,

he can disjoin. He cannot create. He cannot destroy. Gk>d can create. He can

reverse the act of creation. 4. There is an infinite difference in their holiness. (1) The
holiness of God is necessary. It is simply the natural harmony of all his perfections.

This harmony is the standard of holiness. Man has no natural holiness. His sinful-

ness is the discord of perverted attributes. His holiness is of grace, derived, dependent.

(2) So might we proceed with all the attributes of God and man, so far as the former

are made known to us, and the conclusion must be evermore that for man to become
absolutely perfect as God is quite out of the question.

II. If the perfection bb not absoldtb, then it must be belatitb. As God
is perfect in his relations to us, so must we he perfect in our corresponding relations to

him. 1. Our Father is perfect in his relation to us eu Creator. (1) How admirably

are we fenced with bones, arranged as levers, curiously fitted into sockets and hinges

!

How surprising is our muscular structure, our nervous system, our organs of sense 1

How noble are our intellectual endowments! How wonderful are our affections,

appetites, and passions 1 (2) As creatures do we render fully to God the homage of

these powers ? Has he our undivided hearts ? Has he the best services of our brains ?

Has he the vigour of our nerve and muscle? 2. Our Father is perfect in his relation

to us as King. (1) His providence in nature is beneficent. " His sun," " his rain."

All creatures are his. " He maketh his sun to shine ;
" " He sendeth his rain." The

forces of iiattti« act under his control. His Word lets us into the secrets of his pro-

vidence. (2) As Bubjectsare we correspondingly perfect in relation to him? Do yn
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see him as the First Cause, ever active behind all second causes ? Do we never neglect
to geek him in the revelations of his Word? Do we loyally serve him in the conduct
of our lives? 3. Our Father is perfect in his relation to us as Saviour, (1) He pitied

us in our fall. " He maketh his sua to shine on the evil and the good, and sendeth
rain on the just and on the unjust," He stooped to lift us up. He comforts us with
his favour. He cheers us with hopes of heaven. (2) Have we repented of our sin ?

Accepted his mercy? Are we full of gratitude? Full of loving-kindness to our
fellows ? Full of the spirit of sacrifice ?

ni. The pbbfeotion enjoined is Chbistian. 1. This is set forth in the term
"your Father." (1) Seldom, in the Old Testament, do we find God spoken of under
this endearing title. It is his most constant title in the New. (2) There is a reason

of fitness in this. The spirit of the Law was not that of a son, but of a servant. It

was " the spirit of bondage to fear." The Law was given amid the roar of flame, the
hissing of storms, the rattle and crash of thunder, the clang of the trumpet, and the

shaking of the very earth. (3) The gospel changes all this (see Gal. iv. 1—7). 2. 3%«
standard of Christian perfection is higher. (1) Superior relations bring loftier claims.

Hence the gospel law is broader and deeper, more comprehensive, more spiritual.

(2) It shows : (o) Murder in the heart and lip (vers. 21—26). (V) Adultery in the

heart and eye (vers. 27—32). Profanity in Pharisaic sophisms (vers. 33—37). (c)

Eevenge in resistance (vers. 38—42). (a!) Heathenism in conventional Judaism (text).

3. Love is the ladge of Christian discipleship. (1) Discipleships in general have their

distinguishing marks. Hindu spots and strings. Monkish tonsure. Opinions. (2)
So the Christian (see John xiiL 34, 35). The end of the commandment is love. Love
is the means to the end. (3) But in what sense is this commandment (John ziii. 34,

35) new! It is not new in. principle, for nature teaches it. It is distinctly taught in

the Mosaic Law (see Lev. xiz. 18). It is new in its measure. Moses says we are to

love our neighbour iM ourselves. Jesus says we are to love our brother better than
ourselves. So he loved us (cf. Phil. ii. 17 ; CoL i. 24 ; 1 John iii. 16).—J. A. M.

Ver. 2.

—

The new Preacher. "He opened his mouth, and taught them." Our Lord
was both a Teacher and a Preacher. The teacher aims at instruction ; he seeks to

arouse the activity of his scholars' minds. The preacher aims at persuasion, and seeks

to arouse into activity the moral nature. The teacher wjD prefer the interlocutory

method; the preacher will prefer the lengthened and systema'tic address. The so-called

sermon on the mount is the full outline, giving the chief points of a continuous

address, whose subject is
—"A new idea of righteousness." No doubt our Lord had

previously spoken in the synagogues, and to small audiences in the houses, but then he
would adopt the conversational style. Matthew leads us to think that the pressure of

the people led our Lord to adopt the open-air preaching, which became a characteristic

feature of his ministry. At once he was recognized as a new preacher, with a new
theme, a new style, and a new power.

I. The new thshe. There is the virtually new and the actually new. That
which has long been covered over and lost seems new when it is restored to its place

again. The . spiritual truths of Mosaism had long been hidden under a miss of

rabbinical opinions, amd ceremonies. Christ brought those spiritual truths and claims

into power and prominence again. He took up the much-debated question, " What is

righteousness ? and how is it to be obtained ? " The ruling theme of this first discourse

is righteousness; and our Lord makes it a new thing, by sweeping away the rabbinical

idea that righteousness is a routine. He shows that it is (1) character, and (2) conduct

inspired and toned by character.

IL The mew style. The prevailing style was a series of petty quibbles and

minute discussions, over which men were ever ready to quarrel but which never

touched the heart of truth. Christ's style was plain, searching, spiritual ; it made
appeal to the best and deepest in men, and woke into power the best and deepest by
the appeaL Christ dealt with men as spiritual beings.

III. The new poweb. We respond at once to a speaker of power, who has full

command of his subject and of himself. We approve of the " accent of conviction,"

and that our Lord had. There is self-assertion, but it ii the self-assertion of tho

commissioned Prophet of God.—R. T.
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Vers. 3—9.—5r%« benediction of good character. The word " blessed " is taken from
heati, which is used in the Vulgate. By it our Lord indicates what will be especially

esteemed, and receive special honour, in his new kingdom. To see our Lord's point

we should observe what the Pharisaic teachers of his day were proclaiming. According

to them, God's blessing rested upon minute acts of obedience ; upon precision in keeping

every detail of a series of elaborate, man-made rules. The teaching of the day was
surface-teaching. God's blessing rested on good conduct, but it was nut moral conduct

;

it was conduct regarded ecclesiastically, reckoned by wearisome amplification of Mosaic

rites and rules. (Of this illustration may be given from some of the rabbinical

sabbath laws.)

I. God's blessing bests on oharaotbb. This is the revelation brought by Christ.

This is the point of his teaching. This is the essence of his mission. According to

the Pharisees a man need not be a good man to be an accepted man with God. They
were not themselves " good men," and yet they never for a moment doubted their own
acceptance. Now, in this our Lord did but revive the work of the prophets, who were

sent to teach men that God gave his blessing to moral righteousness, and not to mere
ritualistic obedience (see Isa. i.). It is usual to contrast the subjects of the Beatitudes

with the strong, active virtues that were prized by paganism, which meant " valour "

when it spoke of " virtue." But that can hardly be our Lord's contrast. We must
seek for the prevailing ideas of the people to whom he spake ; and then we find the

contrast is between goodness as condiict, and goodness as character inspiring conduct,

IL Chabaoteb depends on states of mind. It will be noticed that our Lord
deals with character in its fountains rather than in its expressions. He conmiends the
" poor in spirit." Five states of mind are presented as the bases of character on
which God's benedictions can rest. 1. Humility. 2. Penitence. 3. Meekness.

4. Mercifulness. 5. Purity. Let these be the rootages of character in a man, we
can be quite sure what its flowerings, in all the relations of life, will be. Test the

Pharisee by these five tests, and his goodness of mere conduct is exposed.

III. Characters will be sure to decide conduct. This was our Lord's con-

stant teaching. " Make the tree good, and the fruit will come right." Character is to

conduct as the life is to the body. There is health in the body when there is purity

and vigour in the life.
—^E. T.

Ver. 6.

—

The Divine reward of the spiritually minded. St, Paul uses this word,
" To be carnally minded is death, but to be spiritually minded is life and peace." But
there is a polemical, controversial, doctrinal force in his use, which we are not just now
needing. Dr. Bushnell has a very striking sermon on " The Efficiency of the Passive

Virtues " (' New Life,' p. 280) ; but that is not precisely our Lord's point here, though

they are " passive virtues " which he commends. They who " hunger and thirst after

righteousness " are they who have a strong sense of God, who estimate themselves in

his light, and so discover that their one supreme need is righteousness ; and it must be

righteousness according to God's idea.

L Man has a spiritual nature, and spiritual needs. " The Lord God formed

man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and
man became a living soul." " Man was made for God, and can find no rest tdl he finds

rest in him." Two things tend to crush down the spiritual nature, and silence the cry

of the spiritual needs. 1. Excessive concern for the body. 2. Excessive demands
of religious routine. The first is always doing its mischievous work ; the second

has its evil influence at times. It was doing an almost fatal work in the times of

Christ.

II. His manhood depends on dub attention to them. " Man doth not live by
bread alone." His soul-hunger is of far greater importance than his body-hunger.

Illustrate, that man is not a true, full man who, by reason of the absorption of his

powers in business, has no response to the worlds of thought or of art. So the man ii

not a true, full man who makes no attempt to satisfy the hunger of his soul for

righteousness.

III. Foster the soul's longings fob EiGHTBonsNKss, amd thbt will obow nrro

banctiftino passions. They will become the supreme purpose of life. They will

put character—judged according to the Divine standard—in its proper place, and that
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is the first place. The man who " seeks first the kingdom of God, and his righteous-

ness," is not made unworldly, but he does learn how to sanctify all worldly relations.

IV. Thbke is always the cebtainti op theib supply. " They shall bo fllkd."

God the Spirit responds to the cry of spirits. God the eternal Righteousness is

gracious in dealing with all who would be " righteous as he is righteous."—R. T.

Vers. 13—16.

—

The influence of sanctified characters. The righteousness which
Christ commends will exert in the world a most gracious moral influence. It will

season, as the salt does; it will illuminate and quicken, as the light does. "Salt
seasons things, causing things to taste savoury, which otherwise would be no way
pleasant, or wholesome, or good for the body." " Our Lord applies to his disciples the

stronger word " light," i.e. essential li^ht, rather than any which signifies merely a

light-bearer. They are not only to reflect or transmit this light, but to become them-
selves "lights." The believer is not a mere reflector, in himself dead and dark,

receiving and emitting rays ; he is a new seat and centre of spiritual life." As Christ

was pleased to use the two figures of the "salt" and the "light" as illustrative of

sanctified character, we may consider the suggestions which the two figures have in

common.
I. Both "salt" and "light" abb silently working forces. Neither makes

any noise. The one works away at the arresting of corrupting processes, the other

works away at the quickening and invigorating of life, but neither seeks to draw any
attention to itself, or has any open boasting to make. And the silent forces are usually

the mightiest. This is an essential peculiarity of Christian character. It has no
voice. It cannot brag. It works, it exerts its influence, but it says nothing about it.

Illustrate the power of Florence Nightingale in the Crimean hospitals, or of Mrs. Fry
in the English prisons. Truly wondeiful is the sanctifying power of silent goodness.

II. Both " salt " and " light " are interior-working forces. This is, at

first sight, more evidently true of " salt " than of " light." You must put salt into

things, and hide it in them. But the light cannot do its full work until it can get

inside things. Its surface-work is its least work. It is warmth in. things. It is

quickening in things. And so the influences of Christian character work vnthin men,
in thought, and motive, and feeling, and resjlve. The good have their spheres of

influence in the souls of their fellows. They feel a power they may not confess they

feel

III. Both " salt " and " light " are persistently working forces. They keep
on as long as there is sphere for their activity. This is the most important element of

power in established Christian character.—R. T.

Ver. 14.

—

The missionary power of Christs disciples. "Ye are the light of the

world." Christ's disciples are liyht-learers rather than light. Christ is, properly

speaking, the Light ; and Christ's disciples carry that light, in what they are, and what
they do, and what they say.

I. Christ the Light. It was a dark world indeed when the light rose and streamed

forth from Bethlehem (see ch. iv. 16 ; Luke ii. 32 ; John i. 4, 5 ; 2 Cor. iv. 6).

1. Light reveals darkness. Illustrate efiect of ofiening a window in a foul, dark
dungeon. We use the expression, " I saw myself a sinner." The gospel light makes
so impressive heathen darkness. Illustrate by heathen customs : Malagasy sprinkling

the people ; Chinese paper-money sent to the dead. 2. Light quickens any life there

may be in the darkness. Illustrate by poem, " The ivy in a dungeon grew," etc.

There are some germs of truth, even in dark heathen systems, and these the light of

Christ is sure to quicken.

II. The world the sphere. A whole world lies in the darkness. A whole world

is grasped in the Divine love. But we still need to learn the lesson of the descending

sheet that was taught to St. Peter. Notice how unlimited the sphere of the natural

light is. It is impartial ; it is universal. It visits poor and- rich. It tints alike

the flowers of the palace garden and of the garret window in the dingy city street.

As day shines over city, village, plain, and hill, over land and over sea, so would
Christ, the Day, shine over all the world, bringing life and hope and salvatioa

^Terywher*.
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III. Men the LranT-BEABEBg. Easterns did not OM tables and cbiun. Thejr sat

upon the floor ; and therefore tall lamp-stands were required, in order that the light

might be diffused over all the room. So God would have us be his atmosphere to

carry bis sunbeam ; his candlestick, his lamp-stand, to lift up his light, so that all men
might be brought unto him. There has been great difiSculty in the way of securing

the division of the elecftric light. But Christ, the Light, can be so divided that each

of us can carry forth, and hold up, its full blaze. As lamp-stands, we can hold Christ

the Light up, by (1) Christly living; (2) by loving commendations; (3) by active

efforts ; and (4) by the sympathy that strengthens all other light-bearers.—B. T.

Ver. 17.

—

The true relation* of the old and the new. "I am not come to destroy,

but to fiilSl." " As a Teacher, our Lord came to fill up what was lacking, to develop
hints and germs of truth, to turn rules into principles." Phillips Brooks says, " When
Jesus came into the world to establish the perfect religion, he found here an impei-feot

faith. How should he treat this partial, this imperfect faith, which was already on
the ground ? He might do either of two things. He might sweep it away, and begin
entirely anew, or he might take this imperfect faith and fill it out to completeness.

He might destroy or he might fulfil. With the most deliberate wisdom he chose one
method and rejected the other." A distinction may be pointed out between man's
idea of the relations of the old and the new, and God's idea.

I. Man's old mat be beplaced. He does not build a new house as a development
of the old one ; he takes the old one down and puts the new in its place. And this

is illustrative of man's methods in all his spheres of education and science and
religion. Man reforms by destroying. The iconoclast begins our better days. The
scientific teacher first destroys the theories of bis predecessors. For man there is a
constant succession of something like absolute new beginnings, because there is no
guaranteed truth in man't old, (It will be seen that, though this is a large and general

truth, it must be taken with some careful qualifications. We should only go so far

as to say, " Man's old may be removed and replaced.")

II. God's old must be fulfilled. It can never be destroyed, because it is a step

in a series, a piece of a plan, a process in a growth. It is not only true for the time,

it is true for all time, but getting expression in adaptation to a particular time,

niustrate by the fruit fulfilling the seed. The seed remains in the fruit, finding there

its developed form, or its fulfilment. Show that it is not precise to say that oiir Lord's

new teaching replaced Mosaism, or even absorbed Mosaism. It developed it, realized

it, fulfilled it, fruited it. Christianity is the spirituality of the Mosaism liberated

from the chrysalis of formal commands, and set firee to show itself as the beautiful

winged thing that it is. God's new is always his glorified old.—B. T.

Ver. 20.

—

The letter types of righteousnese. " Shall exceed the righteousness of the
scribes and Pharisees." How one righteousness can be thought of as exceeding

another does not at once appear. We may apprehend it, if we duly consider this

distinction. Heart-righteousness must, in every age, be the same thing ; but practical

righteousness, finding expression in conduct and relations, does go by an ascending

scale, and does vary in different ages and nations.

L A BIGHTEOUBNESS MAY BE ESTIMATED BT THE SPACE IT OOYBRB. A ritual

religion, such as formal Mosaism was, covers a precise and limited area. Its righteous-

ness could be clearly defined. It bore relation to the prescribed acts of homage and
worship; and even if it concerned itself with man's private life and relations, its

sphere was only conduct ; it consisted in formal obedience to specified rules. This

is illustrated in the confidence of righteousness expressed by the young rich ruler,

when he said, "All these have I kept from my youth up." The space his righteous-

ness covered was very limited. Within its limits Mosaic righteousness stiffened until

it became a more ceremonialism, which could be kept up along with personal

indulgence, and immorality. Men could honour God with their acts, and disgrace him
by their lives. And then the Jehovah-prophets were sent, to awaken a moral life, and
reveal the true sphere of righteousness. Still, a righteousness may be estimated

according to the limits of its sphere. The Christ-righteousnesa demaada tha entire

life and relations. Bight every day and everywhere.
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n. A BIGHTEOnSKESB MAT BB EBTIMATED BY THK DEPTH TO WHICH IT OOBS.

"They that worship the Father must worship him in spirit and in truth."" In this

line set, in strong contrast, the righteousness of a characteristic Pharisee and the

righteousness of a characteristic Christian. Granted that both are equally diligent

in worship and outward obedience, what do we find if we go below the surface?

Cain and Abel were alike " righteous " in bringing their thank-offering; but what a
difference down deep, in motive and feeling ! David and Solomon were both "righteous "

in attending to Jehovah's temple; but what a difference down deep, in motive and
feeling ! Christ's righteousness is the highest type ; it begins within and flowi through
all the life and relations.—B. T.

Vers. 22, 23.

—

The Christian idea of brotherhood. Our Lord illustrated the

application of the new Christian principles to various spheres and relations. Or to

state more precisely his point, he showed how the regenerate character would put
a new tone on all the life-associations. In a general way, the Christian light is to

shine freely all abroad. In a particular way, the Christian influence is to affect a man's
first sphere, the sphere of human relationships, represented by the term " brotherhood."

From the Christian point of view, our human brother is our second self, and we are

to "love our neighbour ag.ottrseZ/'."

I. The maintenance of the bbothbrhood is essential to piety. This is

illustrated in vers. 23, 24. Worship cannot be acceptable to God, when offered by
men who are out of brotherly relations. The offering to God is not acceptable as

offering, but as the expression of the man, the declaration of his mind and heart,

which God accepts in the offering. He must put his mind and heart right towards
his brother, or God will never accept it as right towards him. The unforgiving never
worship God aright. "If we love not our brother whom we have seen, how can
we love God whom we have not seen

;
" " He who loveth God should love hit brother

also."

II. The maintenanok or the brothbkhood bests with the Chbistian. That
is Christ's point. It is his mission ta culture and ennoble his disciples by putting

them under the pressure of serious responsibilities. And this is one of them. How-
ever aggravating our brother may be, we, as Christians, are bound to keep up the
brotherhood. If there are yieldings to be done, we must do them. The Christian can
never excuse himself by saying, " My brother will not be reconciled to nie." He
must be ; and the Christian must not rest until he is. The burden of right relations

rests on him.
III. The maintenance of the bbothebhood may involve self-resteaintb and

disabilities. This is one of the great spheres of Christian self-denial and self-

sacrifice. Every true Christian will be willing to suffer rather than break the
brotherhood.—^B. T.

Ver. 28.

—

Cherished evilfeeling is sin lefore Ood. It is not possible to deal, in a
general audience, with the precise subject introduced in this text ; but it is possible

to treat it as illustrating the searching character of God's Law, which goes in behind
all acts of sin, and recognizes the states of mind and feeing out of which acts of sin

would surely come if opportunity offered. " Man looketh on the outward appearance,

but God looketh on the heart." And yet we have to make a very precise distinction.

It is not the evil that comes into our heart which Christ declares to be sin ; it ..is the

evil that is cherished in our heart. In the cherishing lies the sin, because that

cherishing is as truly the act of the will, the act of the personality, as any overt act

of transgression could be.

I. Temptation is not bin. Illustrate by the threefold temptation of our Lord.

To have those thoughts suggested to his mind was in no sense sin. We may say, he
could not help their coming. They were presented from without. Bodily passion

may present to us temptation ; the presence of others may become force of temptation

;

circumstances may prove temptations ; evil spirits may suggest temptations ; but

we must see clearly that temptation is outside our true selves. "Every man is

tempted when he is drawn away of his own lust
;
" something he has, not something

he is. An old divine quaintly says, " If Satan comes up to my door, I cannot help

MATTHEW. f
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it ; if he lifts the latch and walks in, I canoot help it. But" if I offer him a chair, and
begin with him a parley, I put myself altogether in the wrong."

II. Sin depends on man's way of dealing with thb temptation. It bears

no relations to a man's will until the man exercises his will upon it. And that will

may refuse a parley or may admit a parley. That will may reject the temptation

or may cherish the temptation. Sin comes with the cherishing. The possibilities

of man's dealing with temptation ace »howu to us in the threefold triumph won by
the Lord Jesus Christ over temptation when in the wilderness.—B. T.

Ver. 29.

—

Self-diicipline. Plumptre suggests the proper way in which to treat

these strong figures of speech. "The bold severity of the phrase excludes a literal

interpretation. The seat of the evil lies in the will, not in the organ of sense or

action, and the removal of the instrument might leave the inward taint unpurified.

What is meant is, that any sense, when it ministers to sin, is an evil and not a good,

the loss of which would be the truest gain." Pursuits and pleasures, innocent enough
in themselves, may bring temptation and involve us in sin. There should be resolute

dealing with them, so as to ensure that they are held in safe and wise bunds of self-

restraint.

I. Self-discipline may take extbavagant forms. It does whenever the body
is regarded as in itself an evil thing. Then the supreme work of life seems to be the

humiliation of the body, and the silencing of its demands. This extravagance is

illustrated by the hermits; by such action as that of St. Simeon Stylites; by the

ordeis of monks and nuns ; by the self-mortification of wearing hjur-shirts or sharp

crosses next the skin; or submitting to prolonged fasting, etc. It is said that the

holy Henry Martyn yielded to this extravagance, and tried to mortiiy the flesh by
walking about with stones in his shoes. The abuse of a thing should never prev»nt

our making a right and good use of it. (See also the self-discipline system of

Buddhists.)

II. Self-discipline should take ebasonable forms. There is quite room enough
for stern, strong dealing within wise limitations! A man is not required to ruin his

health by his self-discipline ; because the soul needs a sound and healthy body through
which to gain its full expression. It may be shown that Christian self-discipline

should (1) keep within reasonable spheres
; (2) use reasonable methods ; and (3) seek

to attain only reasonable results. Men form an unnatural conception of the Christian

requirement, and think to attain eminent piety. This leads them into extravagances.

If we had worthy conceptions of what piety is, its attainment—without adding any
idea of emin*nt—would seem the all-suC&cing effort of a life.—R. T.

Ver, 38.

—

The miMness of Mosaism. " An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth."

This is supposed to represent the teverity of Mosaism. But its proper estimate

depends on the contrast in which it is set. Contrast it with Christ's doctrines

of self-denial in order to serve others, and of non-resistance of evil, and it seems
severe. But contrast it with the previous, and the widely ]^revailing doctrines of

early days, and its mildness will at once come to view. Illustrate that the primary
idea of man is—kill the man who does you any wrong. It is the sign of good order,

wise government, worthier estimate of life, and a milder tone, when money payments,
and restoration of equivalents, take the place of the revengeful demand for life. The
tendency of civilization to require a more moderate, restrained, and reformative dealing

with wrong-doers, may be observed in all ages ; and it should be applied to the Mosaic
civilization, as a distinct advance on the social systems of that day. But it should be
borne in mind that our Lord is dealing with the private offences of disciples, and not
with public offences against law. The expression of the regenerate character in the
ordinary associations of life is his theme. And he is dealing, not with the Mosaic
lt« talMnit, but with the common and vulgar idea of revenging offences, which sought
to gain support by making an undesigned application of the Mosaic Law. Christian

disciples must not avenge themselves.

I. Obsebve the cibcumsobibed abea of this bule. It is safe when ofScially

applied in a court of justice. The wronfj-doer can reasonably be made to replace his

trrong. It is unsafe when applied, under peisonal feeling, in private life. Then it
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may be but an expression of revenge ; and revenge is altogether unworthy of the

Christian. The mildness of Mosaism is shown in its making revenge to become
official action.

II. Obsebvb the figurativb charaoteb of this bttle. There is no satisfaction

for a noble person in making an enemy suffer exactly as he made him suffer. The
terms are figures for the reasonable demand of restoration of the mischief done.—B. T.

Ver. 48.— Our standard of perfection. "Even as your Father which is in heaven
is perfect." Though fittingly employed at the close of this chapter, the word "perfect"
is more immediately connected with the last few verses. Dealing with that strange

inference of the Pharisees, that because we are commanded to love our neighbours,

we are therefore required to hate our enemies, Christ presents the true idea of love, the

perfect conception of love. He demands such a love as can make what is opposite

to it, as well as what is akin to it, its object. The apostles teach that perfection

is the idea, the aim, to be kept in the soul of the Christian, there to work as a

perpetual inspiration to the seeking of perfection in the life and conduct. St. Paul
presents the distinction between full-grown men and little children. The full-grown

men are the perfect ; they have reached the fulness, the standard, of Christian

manhood. A man "perfect" is one who has attained his moral end, the standard

according to which he was made ; one in whom every Christian grace has reached its

ripeness and maturity,

I. Chbistianitt pebsents a pebfeot btandabd of humanitt. Christ is the

realized thought of God, when he designed the being man. The Christ ii to be

so set before men, that they may get from his story the idea of a perfect human being.

We may be able to form an idea of perfect virtue, perfect duty, perfect purity. What
we wholly fail to conceive is a perfect man. That must be shown us, revealed to us.

And when we see him, behold he is " God manifest in the flesh." For, after all, God
himself is the standard perfection; and it is only because we see him in Christ that

we are satisfied with Christ.

II. The Chbistian standabd of the pebff.ct is the noblest ikbpibation to
MAN. To be like God is the sublimest human possibility. We know what being like

God means when we look on Christ. He has at once revealed our distance from the
" perfect

; " for we are nut like him. He inspires us to seek after the perfect ; for we
may be " made like unto him in all things."—B. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEB VL
Vers. 1—18.

—

The rdation of our Lord and

his disciples to the religion of the day (con-

tinned) ; tide ch. v. 17, note. (6) Our Lord

turns from cases which could be directly

deduced from the Law to those which be-

longed only to reco^ized religious duty.

Of these he instances three : alms (vers. 2—
4), prayer (vers. 5—8, 9—15), fasting (vers.

16—18). It is, indeed, true that the per-

formance of these duties on special occaaiona

was implied in the Pentateuch (Deut. xzvi.

12—15) ; but there are no regulations con-

cerning their observance in ordinary and

daily life. These were matters of custom

and tradition ; to this the Law, in its original

aim and method, did not extend. There

was therefore the more need for the Law to

be gapplemented by the instructions of the

Jewish leaders. These oar Lord does not

reject, but only corrects.

Ver. 1.—Matthew only. Take heed; wpa-

aiXif^ [!«] (AVeatoott and Hort). If « but

"

is genuine, as is on the whole more probable,

our Lord places this warning in close rela-

tion to the preceding charge. Aim at
" perfection," but beware of mere show.
Rather you must consider the estimate that
will be formed of you by your Father which
is in heaven. That ye do not your alms

;

Revised Version, your righteousness (so the
manuscripts). Although one of the Hebrew
words for " righteousness " (npnx) was used

especially for the righteousness of almsgiving
(cf. Deut. vi. 25, LXX. ; and ' Psalms of Solo-
mon,' Ix. 6, where see Professor Ryle's and
Mr. James's note), yet it is improbable that

T^v SiKaioirirnv should here be rendered
" alms," because (1) it has this meaning no-
where else in the New Testament; (2) the
word for "alms" (}\i7iiioaivti) comes in the
next verse; (3) the emphatic position of T\r
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^Matoaivriv iiiSr (jnii itoieTi'), in contrast to

iroip J l\tiiito<Tiiniv (ver. 2), points to it being

a collective expression of which the varions

parts are mentioned in the following rerscs.

The form also of the sentence, " when," etc.,

at tbe head of each of the other subjects,

(vers. 5, 16) shows that these are co-ordinated

with ver. 2. Tour; in contrast to that of

the typical Jews. The limitation implied

in ifivr gives a more partial and probably

more external meaning to " righteousness

"

(cf. Ezek. xviii. 22, 24) than is to be seen in

the corresponding phrase in 1 John ii, 29 ; iii.

7. To be seen of them (irphs rh SeaSrjyai

avTots). Having for your final purpose

(cf. BUicott on 1 Cor. ix. 18) to be gazed

at by them (cf. ch. xxiii. 5 ; Acts i. 11 ; and
T.R. of Acts viii. 18 ; of. $upra, oh. v. 28).

Otherwise (Winer, § ikv. 3. c). Te have no
reward (ch. v. 12, note). Of your Father

;

Authorized Version margin and Revised

Version, vrith; the thought being not that it

is given by him, but that it is laid up with

him (n-apck ry IlaTpl u/iSk). Perhaps, how-
ever, the preposition rather means " in the

judgment of" (cf. 1 Pet. ii. 4). Your Father

(ch. V. 16, note). Notice the frequent repeti-

tion of the phrase in this context (ch. v. 48 ;

Ti. 4, 6, 8, 15, 18 bit).

Vers. 2—4.

—

AUntgiving. Matthew only.

Ver. 2.—Iheiefore. A deduction from

the general principle laid down in ver. 1.

When thou doest alms (iroifs iXmipioaiiniii).

The exact phrase comes here and ver. 3 only.

In Luke xi. 41 and xii. 33 (SiirOalms are con-

sidered rather as a gift ; in Acts ix. 36 ; x.

2 ; xxiv. 17 (^iKeninoaivai), rather as to their

separate occasions and materials ; here quite

generally but rather as an action, a work.

Do not Bonnd a trumpet (jiAi adKirlai[is).

Probably a purely metaphorical expression

(of. our " He is his own trumpeter "). Eder-
sheim, ' Temple,' etc., p. 27 (cf. Schottgcn)
sees rather in it an ironical allusion to the

form and name of the treasure-chests in the
court of the women. "The Lord, making
use of the word 'trumpet,' describes the
conduct of those who, in their almsgiving,
Bought glory from men as 'sounding a
trumpet' before them—that is, carrying

before them, as it were, in full display one
of these trumpet-shaped alms-boxes (literally

called in the Talmud, ' trumpets '), and, as

it were, sounding it." This interpretution

would have been less fanciful if the sub-

stantive had been used instead of the

verb. Others {e.g. Calvin, Bengel) have
taken it of a literal trumpet; but of this

practice there is no evidence whatever. "I
have not found, although I have sought for

it much and seriously, even the least mention
uf a trumpet in almsgiving " (J. Lightfoot,

'IXor. Hebr.'). Befora thae; part of the

metaphor, since one holds a trumpet np to

one's month. As the hypocrites do. The
comma after "do" in the ordinary text of

the Authorized Version (not in Scrivener)

connects "do not sound a trumpet before

thee" with "in the synagogues," etc., and
more readily suggests the literal interpreta-

tion of "trumpet" to the English reader.

The hypocritet (oi iiroKptrai). In Attic usage
the word means those w^ho play a part upon
the stage. Hence, by an ettsy transition to

the moral sphere, " hypocrisy " became usod
in later Greek of " the assumption of a part
which masked [men's] genuine feelings, and
made them appear otherwise than they were"
(cf. Bishop Lightfoot, on GaL ii. 13). Persont
who assumed this part would indeed often

be identical with oi lureffeis, oi jrapdvo/iot,

and the term iiroKpiTal may sometimes be
used as synonymous with these (an extension
of language which would be the more easy
as the Hebrew word for " hypocrite " (^n)
implies not so much hypocrisy as pollution
by sin) ; but there seems no need (contrast

Hatch, 'Essays,' p. 91) to see any other con-
notation in the New Testament than " hypo-
crite." To wilfully and continuouslyattempt
to produce a false impression—especially in
religion—^is, after all, a mark of extreme
distance from the truth-loving God. In the
synagogues and in the streets (ver. 5, note).

That they may have glory of men (piras

SoJao-flao-ii') ; instead of this glory being
given to God (oh. v. 16). The though t, how-
ever, of the word is rather of tlie glory given
than of their welcome reception of it (_S6^aii

Aa/tPifeiyjlohn V.44; contrast Luke iv. 15).

Verily (eh. v. 18, note). They have; Re-
vised Version, they have received {aw4xovnv).
The force of the preposition is " corretpond-
ence, i.e. of the contents to the capacity, of

the possession to the desire, etc., so that it

denotes the/uH complement "(Bishop Light-
foot, on Phil. iv. 18). That wliioh fully

corresponds to their desires and their rightful

expectation they have to the full. They
therefore have (^xo""'') no other reward left

for tliem to receive (ver. 1). Schottgeu gives
several examples of Jewish sayings about
men receiving their reward in this life only
(cf. Ign., ' Polyo.,' § 5, " If a man boast [of

his chastity], he is lost").

Ver. 3.—But when thou; "thou" em-
phatic. Let not thy left hand know, etc.

So little effect should thy kind action have
upon thy memory. There should be no
self-consciousness in it.

Ver. 4.—And thy Father which seeth in.

secret (oomp. ver. 6, note). Himself. Re-
vised Version omits, with the manuscripts.
Shall reward thee; Revised Version, thaU
recompente thee {inoSiiafi o-oi). Shall give
to thee in full measure corresponding to the
contents of that which is really due (of. Isa
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Ixv. 6, 7, LXX.). When this " recompense "

shall be given is not stated. If, as is pro-
bable, our Lord is thinking of tlie ' reward "

of ver. 1 and oh. v. 12, it would naturally
be given at the judgment-day. Openly. Ee-
vised Version omits, with the manuscripts

;

similarly vers. 6, 18. The interpolation was
probably made not only because of the con-
trast suggested by "in secret," but also to
indicate more precisely the time when God
would do thii.

Vers. 5—15.

—

Prayer.

Vers. 5—8.—Matthew only.

Ver. 5.—And when then prayest, thou
shalt not be, etc. ; Revised Version, plural.
Ver. 5 is addressed to the disciples generally,
ver. 6 to them individually. (For the
future, cf. ch. v. 48, note.) As tiie hypo-
oritOB are (ver. 2, note). The 'Didache,'
§ fiii., following this passage, says,
"Neither pray ye as the hypocrites," re-
ferring, like our Lord, to practices aflfected

chiefly by the Pharisees. For they love
(8tj 0iAoSiri). Not to be translated " they
are wont." Our Lord points out the cause
of this their custom. It was not that the
synagogue was more convenient (he is, of
course, thinking of their private prayers),

or that tliey were accidentally overtaken by
the prayer-hour when in the street, but
tiieir inmtte love of display made them
choose these places " that they may be seen
of men"(cf. ver. 16, and contrast ver. 2),

To pray standing in the synagogues and in
the comers of the streets ; to stand and pray,
etc. (Kevised Version), giving, however,
slightly more emphasis on " stand " than
its position warrants. The emphasis is

really on the place, not on tlie posture,

which was only what was udual among
Jews(cf. Mark xi. 25; Luke zviii. 11, 13).
There is no thought of taking up their posi-

tion, standing still (irraBdvTis, Acts v. 20;
cf. Luke xviii. 11, 40). (For the practice
here condemned by our Lord, cf. Lightfoot,
' Hor. Hebr.,' " B. Jochanan said, I saw B.
Jannai standing and praying in the streets

of Tsippor, and going four cubits, and then
praying the Additionary Prayer.") They
have, etc. (ver. 2, note).

Ver. 6.—But thou (emphatic) when thon
prayest, enter into thy closet, and when thou
hast shut thy door, pray, etc. An adaptation
of Isa. xxvi. 20 (cf. also 2 Kings iv. 33). The
prophet's language describing the action
befitting a time of terror is used by our
Lord to express what ought to be the normal
practice of each of his followers. Observe
that the widow of one of the sons of the
prophets so acted when she was about to

receive the miraculous supply of oil (2 Kings
It. 4, 5). Closet; Bevised Version, inner

•Aam&er,more readily suggesting the passage

in Isaiah to the English reader. To thy
rather which is in secret. Not " which seeth

in secret," as in the next clause. The
thought here may be partly that to be unseen
of men is a help to communion with him
who is also unseen by tijem, but especially
that the manner of yoar actions ought to

resemble that of your Father's, who is him-
self unseen and works unseen. And thy
Father which seeth in secret. You will be
no loser, since his eyes pass by nothing, how-
ever well concealed it be firom the eyes of

men. Shall reward thee openly (ver. 4,

notes).

Ver. 7.—But when ye pTa,y(Tri>otrfvxiiifvoi

80- The Bevised Version, and in praying,
shows that our Lord is only continuiug the
subject, and not turning to a new one, as in
vers. 2, 5, 16. But while he has thus far

thought of prayer as an external act, he now
speaks ofthe substance of the prayers offered,

the Se indicating a transition to another
aspect of the same suliject. Use not vain
repetitions ; " Babble not much " (Tyndale).
Theword used (jiii (8oTTaA.o7<<rjjT€)isprobably
onomatopoic of stuttering. The Feshito

employs here the same root( -jlOOS^SO ) as

for itoyi\(i^s, Mark vii 32 (lo|2)). But
from the primary sense of stuttering, jSotto-

\oyeiv naturally passed to that of babbling
in senseless repetitious. As the heathen
do (oi iBi/iKot, Oentiles, Revised Version ; ch.

V. 47, note). Thinking that tlie virtue lies

in the mere utterance of the words. Even
the Jews came perilously near this in their
abundant use of synonyms and synonymous
expressions in their prayers (cf. Light-
foot, 'Hor. Hebr.'). Perhaps it was this

fact that assisted the introduction of the
reading "hypocrites" in B and the Old
Syriac. For they think that they shall

be heard for their much speaking. In the '

continuance {iv) of their external action
lies their hope of being fully heard (ciVa-

KovffdiiffovTai).

Ver. 8.—Be not ye therefore like. Be-
vised Version omits " ye," as the emphatic
personal pronoun is not expressed. The
connexion of tliought is—Seeing; you are

expected to shun heathen error (Meyer), do
not allow yourselves to reproduce heathen
practices. By observing these you would
be taking a definite way of becoming like

(passive, or rather middle, j/taimdiiTc) those

who ordinarily practise them. For; i.e.

you stand on a different footing altogether

from the heatlien ; you are intimately related

to One above, who knows your wants, even
before you express them to him. Tour
Father; Bevised Version margin, "some
ancient authorities read Qod your Father."
So M*. B, sah. {i Beii is bracketed hj West-
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ontt and Hort). The insertion la at flnt

Bight suspicious, but as tbeie is no trace

of such an addition in Ten. 1, 4, 6, 14, 18

(in ver. 32 only K*), it is hard to see why
it should have been interpolated here. Its

omi^sion, on the other hand, is easily ao-

cnunted for by its absence in those passages.

The internal evidence, therefore, corroborates

the strong external evidence of K*, B. Our
Lord here said " God " to emphasize the

majesty and power of " your Father."

Enoweth; i.e. intuitively (olSev) ; cf. Ter.32.

Vers. 9

—

13.— The pattern of prayer.

Parallel passage : Luke zi. 2—4. For most

suggestive remarks on the Lord's Prayer,

both generally and in its greater difficulties

of detail, compare by all means Chase, ' The
Lord's Prayer in the Early Church :

' (Cam-

bridge Texts and Studies).

Observe : (1) If the prayer had already

been given by the Lord in the sermon on

the mount, "one of his disciples" would

hardly afterwards have asked him to teach

them to pray, as John also taught his

disciples (Luke xi. 1). It is much more easy,

therefore, to consider that theoriginaloccasion

of its utterance is recorded by St. Luke, and

that it therefore did not belong to the sermon

on the mount as that discourse was origin-

ally delivered.

(2) A question that admits of a more

doubtful answer is whether the more original

form of the prayer is found in Matthew

or in Luke. It will be remembered that

in the true text of his Gospel, the latter

does not record the words, "Which art in

heaven," " Thy will be done, as in heaven,

BO on earth," " But deliver us from evil,"

besides reading " day by day " instead of

" this day," " sins " instead of " debts," and
" for we ourselves also forgive every one that

is indebted to us " instead of " as we also

have forgiven our debtors." Most writers

suppose St. Matthew's form to be the oiiginal,

and St. Luke's to be only a shortened form.

In favour of this are the considerations that

(a) St. Matthew's words, "Forgive us our

debts," represent an older, because parabolic,

fortu of expression tlian tlie apparently inter-

pretative " Forgive us our sins " in St. Luke.

(6) St. Matthew's words, " as we also," seem

to be expanded into " for we ourselves also,"

in St. Luke, (c) St. Luke's "day by day "

occu.'!^ elsewhere in the New Testament

onl' In his writings (Luke xix. 47; Acta

xvii. IIX 10 that it Is likely to be hli own

phrase, and therefore less original than St,

•Matthew's "this day"(cf. Weiss, 'Matthans-

Ev.,' and Page, Expositor, III. vii. 436),

On the otlier hand, the words, " Which art in

heaven," are so characteristic of St, Matthew

(ch, X.32, 33; cf. lii. 50; XT. 13; xviii. 10,

14, 19, 35; xxiii. 9), and especially of the

sermon on the mount (ch. t. 16 ; vi. 1 ; viL

11, 21; cf. T. 45, 48; t1. 14, 26, 32), that

it seems more natural to suppose that this

clause at least was added by him or by the

authors of his sources to the original form,

rather than that it was omitted by St. Luke.

In connexion with this it may be pointed

out how easy it was for our Lord to say

only "Father" (Luke xi. 2) immediately

after his own prayer to him (Luke xi. 1).

Taking everything into consideration, it

seems reasonable to arrive at two conclusions.

First, that the form in Lake presents, a<

a whole, the more primitive and original

instruction of the Lord, and that that given

in Matthew presents the Lord's words as

fully developed, partly perhaps by him-

self directly, partly by his indirect guidunce

of Christian usage, St. Matthew's Gospel

would thus at once both show the effect

and be the cause of the preference for the

longer form in liturgical use. Secondly,
'

and more exactly, that both the evangelists

record the prayer after it had passed through

some development in different parts of the

Church, St. Matthew giving it a generally

later stage, but preserving one or two clauses

in an earlier and better form.

Ver. 9.—After this manner therefore.

Therefore ; in contrast to the heathen prac-

tice, and in the full confidence which you
have in your almighty Father's intuitive

knowledge of your needs. After this manner
(oBtms), Not " in these words ;

" but he will

most closely imitate the manner who most
often reminds himself of it by using the
words. Pray ye. " Ye " emphatic—ye my
disciples; ye the children of such a Father.
Our Father. In English we just lack the

power to keep, with a plural possessive pro-

noun (contrast " father mine "), the order of

Christ's words (Jldrtp ^/leSi/Xwhich other lan-

guages possess (Pater noster; Vater unser).

Christ places in the very forefront the pri-

mary importance of the recognition of spiri-

tual relationship to God, There is no direct

thought here of God as the All-Father in

the modern and often deistio sense. Yet it

is affirmed elsewhere in Horipture (Acta xtIL
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28 ; of. Luke xt. 21), and spiritual relation-

ship is perhaps only possible because of the
natural relationship (of. oh. v. 16, note). Our.
Though the prayer is here given with special

reference to praying alone (ver. 6), the be-
liever is to be reminded at once tliat he is

joined by spiritual relationship to many
others who have the same needs, etc., as him-
self. Which art in heaven (j iv rots oiipavo7s').

Added in this fuller form of the prayer (vide

mprd), on the one hand to definitely exclude
the application of the words however medi-
ately to any human teacher (cf. ch. xxiii. 9),
and on the other to remind those who pray
of the awful majesty of him whom they ad-
dress. " They are a Surtum eorda ; they
remind us that now we have lifted up our
hearts from earth and thing-i earthly to

another and a higher world" (Trench,
' Sermon on the Mount '). Hallowed be thy
name. The first of the three prayers for

the furtherance of God's cause. Their paral-
lelism is seen much more clearly in the Greek
than in tire English order of the wojds. Thy
name. We look on a name almost as an
accidental appendage by which a person is

designated, but in its true idea it is the desig-

nation of a person which exactly answers to

his nature and qualities. Hence the full

Name of God is properly that description of
him whicli embraces all that he really is.

As, however, tlie term " name " implies that
it is expressed, it must, when it is used of
God, be limited to that portion of his nature
and qualities which can be expressed in
humnn terms, because it has been already
made known to us. The " name " of God,
here and elsewhere in the Bible, therefore,

does not mean God in his essence, but rather
that manifestation of himself which he has
been pleased to give, whether partial and
preparatory as under the old covenant (cf.

Gen. iv. 26 [xvi. 13] ; xxxii. 29 ; Exod. vi. 3

;

xxxiv. 5), or final as under the new (of. John
xvii. 6); or agiiin (to take another division

found in Exell's ' Biblical Illustrator,' in luc.)

the manifestation of himself throu<>;h nature,

through inspired words, through the Incar-
nation. Compared with the Glory (SJfa) "the
Niime expresses the revelation as it is appre-
hended and used by man. Maa is called by
the Name, and employs it. The Glory ex-
presses rather the manifestation ofthe Divine
as Divine, as a partial disclosure of the Divine
Majesty not directly intelligible by man
(comp. Ex. xxxiii. 18, ff.) " (Biihop West-
cott, 'Add. Note 'on 3John 7). Hallowid be.

'KyiaaSi)Ta cannot here, as sometimes (Kev.
xxii. 11; of. John xvii. 17; 1 Thess. v. 23),

mean " be inade holy," for this God's mani-
festation of himself already is ; but " be
counted holy," i.e. in human judgment. The
prayer is that God's niauifestation of himself

may be acknowledged and revered as the one

tupreme standard of truth and the one means
of knowing God and approaching him ; of.

1 Pet. iii. 15, where " ajid^a obviously means
' set apart, enshrined as the object of supreme,
absolute reverence, as free from all defile-

ment and possessed of all excellence
'

"

(Johnstone, in loe.') ; of. also Isa, xxix. 23.

The same thought appears to have been the

basis of the early Western alternative petition

(Marcion's or TertuUian's, vide Westcott and
Hort, ' App.,' Luke xi. 2) for the gift of the
Holy Spirit ; i.e. the address to the Father
was followed by a prayer for purification

by the Holy Spirit preparatory to the prayer,
" Thy kingdom come." A man must accept
God's manifestation of himself before he
can take part in the spread of the king-
dom. Gregory of Nyssa (inde Westcott and
Hort, loo. cit., and Eesch, ' Agrapha,' p. 398)
says distinctly, " Let thy Holy Spirit come
upon us and purify us ; " but he substitutet

this prayer for the words, " Thy kingdom
come." (For the support afforded by this to

the theory that the Lord's Prayer circulated

in a varying form, cf. Chase, loe. cit.) Gre-
gory's petition, as affecting only humanity, is

less comprehensive than that found in our
Gospels.

Ver. lO.^Thy kingdom come. Let there

come the full establishment of thy realm.
The prayer passes from the personal accept-

ance in the heart of God's revelation of him-
selt to the consequent result. The clause

has a much wider meaning than the de-

velopment and spread of the Church, or
even the personal return of Christ at the
second advent. It speaks of that which
shall be the issue of both this and that, the
final and perfect establishment of God's
realm, in which all men will do him willing
service, and all habits and customs, indi-

vidual and social, will be such as he approves
of (vide Introilucliim, p. xxv.). Dr. C. Taylor
('Sayings,' etc., Bxo. v.) points out that
the couiiug of the kingdom and the sancti-

fying of the Name are brought together in
Zech. xiv. 9 ; Weiss, ' Life,' ii. 349, with many
others, says that our Lord probably adapted
the frequent Jewish prayer for the coming
of the kingdom of Messiah. Thy will be

done. Let thy will come into complete ex-

istence (yei/TjflV'*' ; of. "Let there be light,"

Gen. i. 3, LXX.). The thought is not merely
God's will realized in this or that action,

whether performed or endured by us (of. ch.

xxvi. 42 ; Acts xxi. 14), but God's will as a
whole coming into full being. God's will is

always in ideal until it is accomplished in

act. The connexion of the clause with what
has gone before is therefore this—th6 ac-

ceptance of God's manifestation of himself

leads to the establishment of his realm, and
this to the realization of his wdl, which
uutilthen is only ideal (cf.oh. v. 18, note, end).
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If this be all the meaning of the words, they
expreea, in fact, only the ultimate result of

the consummation prayed for in the pre-

ceding clause (hence this portion of the
prayer was in itself complete without our
present words ; of. Luke xi. 2) ; but since it

is so far a distinct thought that it would not
immediately suggest itself, it has a worthy
place in the fuller form of the prayer.

Possibly, however, more may be intended.

The fuU establishment of the kingdom may
be only a part of his loving will, which may,
for all we know, have countless other things
in view. The highest prayer that we can
make in the furtherance of God's cause is

that his gracious purpose, his will (whatever
it may Include) may be fully brought about.

In earth, as it is in heaven; as in heaven,

$0 on earth (Revised Version). Probably the
words are to be joined to only the immedi-
ately preceding clause. In heaven God's
will is already realized ; not yet on earth,

where sin has entered.

Yer. ll.^-Oive us this day our daily bread
(riv&inov rifiiiy rhv iirtoi<rior Shs Tiiiiv aiiixepov).

Here begin the petitions for our personal

needs. The first is for earthly food, the

means of maintaining our earthly life. For
" in order to serve God it is first of all

necessary that we live " (Godet, on Luke).
Oive us. The order in the Greek emphasizes,

not God's grace in giving, but the thing

asked for. ThU day. Parallel passage:

Luke xi. 3, " day by day (jh KaB' ^/ie'poy)."

The thought suggested there, of continuance

in the supply, is seen also in the verb (SlSov).

Daily (^iirioiaiov) ; and so Luke (compare es-

pecially the classical appendix in Bishop
Lightfoot's 'Kevision,' etc., pp. 195, etc., and
Chase, he. cit.). It will be sufficient to do
little more than indicate the chief lines of

proposed derivations and interpretations of

thisairaf Aey^/ievoy. (l)'E7r!"0&!r/a(o) physical,
" for subsistence," " sufficient or necessary to

sustain us ; " (b) spiritual, " for our essential

being" (of. Jerome's rendering with a literal-

ism that recalls the rabbis, luper-auhstanti-

alem. (2) "Eirl-ei/if " to be," " bread which is

ready at hand or suffices" (similarly De-
litzsch, in Thayer, «,v.). The chief and fatal

objection to both (1) and (2) is that the form

would be iiroitrus (of. especially Lightfoot,

loo. cit, p. 201). (3) "Eiri-er/it, "to come;"
(o) with diieot reference to " bread "—our

"successive," "continual,"" ever-coming"

bread (so the Old Syrlao, and partly the

Egyptian versions), that which comes as each

supply ii required ; the prayer then meaning,
" Our bread as it is needed give us to-day "

(so apparently Dr. Taylor, 'Sayings,' etc.,

p. 140); (b) derived mediately from iriovcra

$e. Tificpa (of. Acts zvi. 11 ; xx. 15 ; xxl 18),
" bread for the coming day," «.«. the same
day, if the prayer be said in the morning

;

the next day if it be said in the evening

(so Bishop Lightfoot). Between (3) (a) and

(3) (6) it is very difficult to decide. Against

(o) is the fact that it is hard to say why the

common form Movra would not have served

;

against (6), while the use of the word is

perfectly consistent with casting all care

upon God for to-morrow (oh. vi. 34), there still

remains the fact that there is some tautoloo;y

in Baying, " Our bread for the coming day
give us to-day," or even the formula in the

parallel passage in Luke, " Our bread for

the coming day give us day by day." On the

whole, perliaps (3) (o) presents the least diffi-

culties. Bread. It is very doubtful if to

use this petition of spiritual food is anything
more than a legitimate application (made,
indeed, as early as the ' Didache,' § z.) of

words which in themselves refer only to

material food (see further Chase, loe. cit).

Yer. 12.—And forgive as our debts, as we
forgive onr debtors. Forgive ; a change in

God's relation to ns and our sins. No plea

is urged, for the atonement had not yet been
made. Our debit (rii 6(jtei\iiiiara ^jjmv)

parallel passage in Luke, rcii afiaprlas Tifiav).

It is probable that Matthew took one mean-
ing, perhaps the more primary, and Luke
another, perhaps the more secondary (cf. GSe-

8enius,'Thes,'8.«.3in, and ProfessorMarshall,
Expositor, lY. iiL 281), of the original

Aramaio word (sain); but, as "debtors"
comes in the next clause, it seems reasonable
to suppose that Matthewrepresents the sense
in which our Lord intended the word to be
understood. Luke may have avoided it as
too strongly Hebraic a metaphor,even though
he does use o^etAdrai of men in relation to

God (xiii. 4). The ' Didache,' viii., gives the
singular, oipeiXiiv (cf. infra, ch. xviii. 32),
which Dr. "Taylor (' Lectures,' p. 62) thinks
is preferable. The singular, especially with
" debtors " following, would very naturally

be corrupted to the plural. Sins are termed
"debti," as not rendering to God his due
(oh. xxii. 21 ; of. xxv. 27). As we ; Bevised
Version, as we also (&s koI iineTs). In tlie

same way as we have—a comparison of fact,

not of proportion (cf. ch. viii. 13 ; xviii. 33).
(For the thought, cf.Ecclu8.xxviii.2.) Luke's
" for we ourselves also " (ical yitp o4toO lays
more stress on our forgiving others being a
reason for God forgiving us. Forgive ; Ke-
vised Version, have forgiven, in the past
(aorist). Luke's present is of the habit.

Our debtors. Lime individualizes (irai'Tl

i<l>el\ovTi fiiitv).

Ver. IS.—And lead us not into temptation,
hnt deliver us from eyil Luke omits the
second half. And had us not (xa! iiii

elireviyicpsfifias); and bring us not (Bevised
Version), for eliripipw thinks rather of the

issue (cf. Luke t. 18, 19 ; xii. 11) than of the
personal guidance. This first clause is
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prayer against being brought into the fulness
and awfulneas of temptation (of. ch. xxvi.

41 ; parallel passages : Mark xiv. 38 ; Luke
zxii. 46). As sacb it cannot, indeed, always
be granted, sinoo in exceptional cases this
may be part of the permission given to

the prince of this world. So it was in our
Lord's case (of. oh. xxvi. 41, and context).

The words are a cry issuing from a deep
sense of our personal weakness against
the powers of eviL Into temptation; i.e.

spiritual. External trials, e.g. persecution,

may bo included, but only in so far as they
are the occasion of real temptation to the
soul. But. Do not bring us into the full

foroo of temptation, but, instead, rescue us
now and at any other time from the attack
of the evil one (vide infra). Thus this

clause is more than a merely positive form
of the preceding. It is a prayer against
even the slightest attacks of the enemy when
they are made. Deliver uaQvaaitiiixs). The
thought is not merely preserveCermjeii', r-ripfTv)

or even guard ((ppovpciv, <t>v\ii<raetv) from
possible or impending danger, but " rescue "

from it when it confronts us. From. If we
may press the contrast to Col. i. 13 Qpiaaro
. . . 4k), arh suggests that the child of God
is no longer actually in the power (1 John
V. 19) of the evil one, but has been already
delivered thence. The peril is, as it were,
something outside him (compare, however,
Uhase, 2oo. cit.). Evil. So' also the Be-
vised Version margin ; but the evil one (Re-
vised Version). In itself rod wovripov might,
of course, be either neuter or masculine, but
in view of (a) ch. xiii. 19, (&) the many pas-

sages in the New Testament where the ex-
pression is either certainly or probably mas-
culine; e.g. 1 John ii. 13, 14; v. 18, 19;
John xvii. 15; 2 Thess. iii. 3; (o) the
many allusions to the masculine reference

of this petition shown by Bishop Light-
foot ('Revision,' etc., edit. 1891) and Mr.
Chase Qoo. cit.) to exist in early Christian
literature—there seems little doubt that

the Kevised Version is right. Chase Qoo.

cit.) shows tliat the primary notion of

both irovijpis, and its Hebrew equivalent

V\ is not malignity (Trench), but worthless-

Bess, essential badness. For thine is the

kingdom, etc. Omitted in the Revised Ver-
sion on overwhelming authority (e.g. K, B,
D, Z, Old Latin, Meraphitic, " aU Ureek com-
mentators on the Lord's Prayer except Chry-
sostom and his fuUowers," Westcott and
Hort, ' App., q.v.). In the ' Didache,' §§ viii.,

ix., X., however, we find our doxology with

very little other variation than the omission

of" the kingdom," this itselfbeing explained

in the two latter sections by the immediately

preceding mention of the kingdom. Similar

omissions of one or more of the three terms,

"kingdom," "power," "glory," are found

in the Old Syriao, an "African" text of the

Old Latin,andthe Thebaic. " It was probably

derived ultimately from 1 Chrou. zxix. 11

(Heb.), but, it may be, through the medium
of some contemporary Jewish usage: the
people's response to prayeri in the temple
is said to have been ' Blessed be the name
of the glory of his kingdom for ever and
ever ' " (Westcott and Hort, loe. eit.). Indeed,
it was so usual for doxologies of one kind or

another to be added by the Jews to prayers,

that, though we cannot for one moment
accept the words here as genuine, we must
consider it very doubtful ii the Lord's

Prayer was ever used in Jewish circles with-
out a doxnlogy, or that our Lord, as Man,
ever intended it to be so used (cf. further,

Taylor, ' Lectures,' p. 64). At all events,

the feeling of the Christian Church in using
the doxology is fully justified by its contents

;

for it places us more emphatically than ever

in a right relation to God. By our praise to

him it induces in us the remembrance that

it is to God's kingdom that we belong, having
him for King and Source of law ; that it is

by God's power that we live on earth and
stand freed from Satan's grasp ; that it is

for the furtherance of God's glory that all

has been done for us, all wrought in us, all

these petitions are now made and all our
hopes and aims are directed. Hereafter, as

Bengel says, the whole prayer will be
doxology : " Hallowed be the Name of our
God. His kingdom has come ; his will is

done. He has forgiven us our sins. He
has brought our temptation to an end ; He
has delivered us from the evil one. His is

the kingdom and the power and the glory
for ever. Amen."

Vers. 14, 15.—Por if ye forgive men their

trespasses, etc. Matthew only. To insert

the reason for having said, in the Lord's
Prayer, " as we forgive our debtors," empha-
sizes the necessity of such forgiveness (cf.

also ch. xviii. 21, sqq. ; Mark xi. 25 ; Ecclus.

xxviii. 2—4). Trespasses ; irapavTiiuiTa, not

o(pei\i\iiLaTa(yet. 12). Our Lord uses a word
which would forbid any limitation to pecu-

niary matters. Their trespasses. Omitted
by 'Tisohendorf, and bracketed by Westcoit
and Hort (cf. their 'Introd.,' p. 176). The
omission more sharply contrasts " men " and
" your Father."

Vers. 16—18.—Matthew only.

Ver. \Q.—Fasting. The third in the

series of recognized religious duties (ver. 1,

note). (On the prominence given to fasting,

see * Psalms of Solomon,' iii. 9, with Ryle'i

and James's note, and Schlirer, II. ii. 118

;

cf. ch. ix. 14.) Observe (1) Christ does not

abolish it, but regulates it ; (2) yet fasting is

mentioned muoh less often in the true text

of the New Testament than in that which,
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developed contemporaneously with ecole-

siasticism, became tlie Beceived Text. Be
not as the hypocrites, of a sad ooimtenanoe.
The Kevised Version, by inserting a comma
between "not" anJ "as," shows tliat the
true emphasis of the warning lies, not on
resimblanee to the hypocrites themselves,
but on being of a sad countenance, as in fact

also the hypocrites were. The hypocrites

(ver. 2, note; of. also 'Didaehe,' § viii.,

"But let not your lusts be with the hypo-
critis," where, however, the thought ia

lather of hypocrites as representing the
Pliaiisa'c, the typiially Jewisli paity). The
early Jewish Oliristians are bidden in the
' Didaelie' to avo^d tlie fasting-days chosen
by the Jews. Be not. Our Lord does not for-

bid even this sad countenance if it be, so to

speak, natural; but do not, because you
fast, therefore purposely become so (nii

yiveae^'), i.e. in sign of your supposed sorrow

for sin (cf. Ecolus. xix. 26). Of a sad coun-

tenance {(TKuBpamol) ;
gloomy, especially in

kuitting the brows. In Dan. i. 10 (Theo-
dotion) used of merely physically bad looks

(cf. ' Test. XII. Tatr.,' § i, of tlie look of a
man whose liver is out of order), In the New
Tebtament elsewhere only Luke xxiv. 17,
" And they stood still, looking sad," Revised
Version (cf. Geu. il. 7; Ecclus. xxv. 23).

For they disfigure. The play on the words

(^a(paifiCov(rip . . . '6-nas (l>avaj(Tiv,\is.Tdly io he

reproduced in English, "They dis/gure . . .

that they may^^gure before men as fasting ")

points to the Gospel iinviiig b( cu origiiiHily

composed iu Greek(8ee Introduction, p. xiii.).

It is curious that d<pavlCa comes elsewhere

in Matthew only in vers. 19, 20, while in the

whole of the New Testament it only comes
twice besides : Acts xiii. 41 (from the LXX.)
and Jas. iv. 14 {dipaviafios, Heb. viii. 13).

As ver. 19 is peculiar to Matthew, and ver.

21) is a corollaiy to it though in part found

also in Luke xii. 33, the whole passage

vers. 16—20 is probably either due to the

author of the First Gospel or else derived by
him fiom some one source. In this otm-

nexion it may be noticed that Kpvtpaios

comes In tlie New Testament only in ver.

18 (twice). Physical disfigurement, common
iii many nations as a sign of grief, such as

tearing or marking the flesh, is not to be
thought of, since this was forliidden (Lev.

xix. 28 ; Deut. xiv. 1). 'A<j>aviieiv, too, has

no such connotation, but rather hiding out

of sight, hence causing to vanish, destroy

(ver. 19); here, in the sense of giving a

strange, unpleasant appearance, e.g. by ashes,

or by not washing, or even by covering part

of the face or the head (of. Ezek. xxjv. 17

;

2 Sam. XV. 30 ; Bslh. vi. 12). That they may
appear unto men to fast ; Kevised Version,

that they may be seen, etc. ; i.e. not the mere
appearance, as though there were appearance

only, but the being seen as fasting

—

eon-

spicuousness, nut mere semblance. Hence
priareiovTes is expressed (contrast ver. 5),

since while in ver. 5 not the praying but the

piety that induced it is to be made apparent,

here it is the very fact itself of fasting, which,
except for these external signs, might escape
human notice. They have (ver. 2, note).

Ver. 17.—But thou, when thou fastest,

anoint thine head, and wash thy face. If

both these were, among tlie Jews, done
daily, Christ's command would mean—make
no external sign of fasting ; dress and appear
as usual. But as anointing, at least, can-

not be proved to have been a daily habit

(though expressly forbidden during the

stricter kinds of fasts, see Schiirer, II. ii.

212), especially with the mixed classes

whom our Lord was addressing, and as it

was with the ancients rather a symbol of

special joy, it is safer to take it in this

sense here. Thus our Lord will mean—so

far from appearing sad, let your appearance
be that of special joy and gladness. " By
the symbols of joy and gladness he bade us
be joyful and slad when we fast" (Phutius,

in Suieer, i. 186).

Ver. 18.—Which is in secret (t$ in t^
icpv(pai(f); ver. 6, note. Shall reward thee
openly (ver. 4, note).

Ver. 19—ch. vii. 12.—(3) Oeneral prin-

ciples regnrding the relation of the dieciples

to wealth and to men.

Vers. 19—34.—(1) The principle of re-

garding God alone in our religious aotious

is also to be maintained in the relation that

we hold to wealth in the broadest sense.

Vers. 19—21 : seek true wealth, because

earthly wealth, though gathered, may be

rendered useless by earth's chances. Vers.

22, 23 : further, because it is the single eye

that receives the light. Ver. 24: iu fact

divided service is impossible. Vers. 25—34 :

place God first, and he will provide.

Vers. 19—21.—Ver. 19 comes here only,

but vers. 20, 21 have much in common with

Luke xii. 83, 34. They are there in the

middle of a long discourse (vers. 22—53X
which immediately fullowa the parable of

the rich fool, itself spoken on the occasion

when a man wished his brother to divide

the inheritance with him. There seems no

reason to believe that that discourse is at all

necessarily in historioal position, and that

OUT verses belong originally to it and to iti

occasion rather than to the present place in

Matthew.

Ver. 19.—Lay not up , . , bnt lay ii|
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(ver. 20). Lay up treasure indeed, but in

the right place (cf. a still more striking case
in John vi. 27) ; observe that in both cases it

is " for yourselves." Lightfoot (' Hor. Hebr.,'

on vor. 1) quotes an interesting Haggada
from Talm. Jer., ' Peah,' 156 (equivalent to

Talm. Bab., ' Baba Bathra,' 11a;, in which
" Monobazes, the king," when blamed for

giving so much to the poor, defends himself
at length : " My fathers laid up their wealth
oil earth ; I lay up mine in heaven," etc.

liut our Lord here does not mean to limit his

reference to almsgiving. He thinks of all

that has been mentioned since ch. v. 3 (cf.

Weiss)as affording means of heavenly wealth.
Upon earth; upon the earth (Revised Version).

Our Lord here wishes to emphasize the
locality as such {4irl rfis yrj!) : in ver. 20
rather the nature and quality of the locality

(ill obpav^). Where moth (cf. Jas. v. 2, 3 ; Isa.

li. 8, especially LXX.). Either directly or

by its larvae, whether the treasure be clothes
or food. Or rust. Any power that eats, or

corrodes, or wastes (/Spwo-is). Doth oonupt

;

Revised Version, doth consume. " Corrupt

"

"has now a moral significance, which does
not in any degree appertain to the Greek "

(Humphry). 'Ai^avifei (ver. 16, note) is

here used of the complete change in the
appearance or even of the complete destruc-

tion caused by these slow but sure enemies
of earthly ,wcaUh. And where thieves.

Before, physical or non-responsible agents ;

here, human beings. Break through (SioptJir-

iraviTiv); "dig through" (cf. oh. xxiv. 43;
Luke xii. 39; cf. Job xxiv. 16, LXX.).
Where the houses are so frequently made of

mud or sun-burnt bricks, this would be com-
paratively easy.

Ver. 20.—But lay up (ver. 19, note).

Ver. 21.—For where. A further reason
for laying up treasures in heaven : wherever
they are they have a positive effect on the

soul. Tour treasure ; tftu (Revised Version),

'i'lie singular was altered by the copyists so

as to correspond with the plural found in

the earlier part of the utterance and in

the undisputed text of Luke. But our Lord
loves to apeak to each soul individually.

Your heart (ch. v. 8, note).

Vers. 22, 23.—The Ught of the body is the
eye, etc. Parallel passage: Luke xi. 34

—

36, where it immediately follows the illus-

iration of putting a lamp under the bushel
(ch. T. 15) The excessive difficulty of Luke's
ver. 36 points to Luke having preserved

on the whole the more original form of the

saying; but it seems quite impossible to say

which is its more original position. It suits

the context quite as well in Matthew as in

Luke, while the mere verbal similarity of

\ixvos may have caused it to be placed in

Luke after his ver. 33 (cf. ver. 24, infra,

note). The Ught of the body} the lamp

(Revised Version) ; 6 KJxfos (cb. T. 15, note).

The thought of the power which treasure

has of attracting the heart forms the transi-

tion to the need of a pure and steady " eye "

heavenwards. TUe iradily eye ii taken as

the symbol of the outlooking power of the
soul, not the soul—the inner man—itself,

but its outlooking power. As the body is

illuminated by the eye, t'.e. as by the eye
the bodily constitution learns its environ-

ment, and naturally, almost automatically,

tends to accommodate itself to it, so is it

with the gaze of the soul. If this be upon
the things of this world, the soul perceives,

and tends to accommodate itself to, the
things of this world; if upon things in

heaven, it perceives, and tends to accom-
modate itself to, the things in heaven. The
Authorized Version "light" is, therefore,

imperfect, for the gaze of the soul is not
" liglit" ((pus), but a " lamp" (XiJxraj). As
the bodily eye is not itself light, but only an
instrument for receiving and Imparting light,

so in the mere gaze of the soul there is no
inherent light, but it is the means of receiv-

ing and imparting light to the soul. If

therefore thine eye be single. The word
" single " (airXoCs) presents some difficulty.

(1) If it meant " undivided," it would doubt-
less continue the illustration of the lamp,
with an undivided as contrasted with a
divided wick, but it has no such meaning.

(2) It states the opposite, not to divisions,

but to folds (vide Trench, ' Syn.,' § Ivi.);

it is " single " as opposed to " plicate," auU
therefore can hardly contain any diiect

reference to the lamp. Its meaning rather

appears to be purely metaphorical, and the
word seems to be applied directly to the
functions of the eye in relation to the body.
If the eye be " single " and (to use another
but related metaphor) straightforward in its

working, then the body receives through it

the light that it ought to receive. So is it

with the gaze of the soul in its effect on the

inner man. (3) Perhaps, however, air\ous

is here used in the sense of non-compound
(cf. Plato, 'Rep.,' 647. E); in this case free

from any foreign substance to bar the light

from passing through it (cf. ch. vii. 3, and
Basil, ' De Spiritu Bancto,' ix. § 23, sqq.).

Thy whole body shall be full of light (ipiiTi-

yhi/ etrrai). Well-lighted in itself, and bright

in appearance to others (cf. ve<p4\Ti tpuTLU'li,

ch. xvii. 5). The word chosen seems to

indicate, not merely that the body is, through
the eye, lighted, but also that it itself be-

comes in measure, like the eye, full of light

for others. All one's powers become Illu-

mined with the Divine light, and the illumi-

nation shines through. But if thine eye be
evil, etc. Evil (jrovripii) ; ver. 13, note.

Vitiated, worthless. As an eye that does
not fulfil its natural function, so is that gaze
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of the Bonl which is directed only earthward.

To limit this, with Lightfoot (' Hor. Hebr.'),

to covetouBness (cf. also Hatch, ' Essays,'

p. 81), is far too partial an interpretation.

Such an earthward and selfish gaze of the

soul may often issue in selfishness as regards

money (cf. oh. xx. IS), but the full m( aning
of the phrase includes very much more.
Thy whole body shall be fi^ of darkness.

What the heart craves to see it sees ; but
in this case, not light makes its entrance,

but darkness, which, as in the case of the

light, permeates tlie frame. If theiefore the

light that is in thee be darkness; rather,

(8 darhnete ; the change here to the

indicative (ei . . . iffriii) indicating that

the last preceding clause is assumed as fact.

The light that is in thee. Our Lord does not

say, "the light that comes through the eye,"

for he means more than this, viz. that the

very information, so to speak, brought first

by the outlook of the soul, comes into us
and remains in us. He assumes that this,

which ought to be light, is darkness. How
great is that darkness! t'.e. the darkness

(Eevised Version) just spoken of, which
comes through the eye. So, probably, Luke
xi. 35. If the gaze which should bring light

brings only darkness, how terrible in its

nature and effects must that darkness be I

It is, however, possible to understand our
Lord to refer in this verse to the natural

darkness of the soul before it looks out of

itself. In this case the thought is—you need
a fixed gaze heavenwards; if your gaze is

not heavenwards, it brings darkness instead

of light; how black, tlien, must be the

natural darkness! (cf. especially Trench,
' Sermon on the Mount '). It will be noticed

that in these verses darkness, though scien-

tifically only negative—the absence of light

—is here represented as positive, because

it is the symbol of sin and evil.

Ver. 24.—No man can serve two masters,

etc. In Luke ivi. 13 the saying is found

almost word for word immediately after the

parable of the unjust steward. As the word
"mammon" comes twice in that parable,

but nowhere else in the New Testament, it

is probable that its occurrence caused the

insertion of this saying in that place (cf.

ver. 22, note). No man can serve two

masters. The thought is still of earnest-

ness of purpose and singleness of heart.

Our Lord here speaks of the impossibility

of such divided service as he lias been warn-

ing his disciples against attempting. No
man con give due service to two masters.

For, apart from the extent of the claim of

each master—total bond-service(8ou\6i)eu')

—

thorough service of two masters is incom-

patible with the effects pruduced upon the

servant himself. The result of service is to

incline him towards the one master and

against the other. Notice how our Lord
continues his plan of setting forth the moral
effect of modes of thought or action upon
the agents themselves (cf. Bom. vi. 16). For
either he will hate the one (t&v em), and
love the other. Because human nature is

such that it must attach itself to one of two
principles. " Cor huminis neque ita vacuum
esse potest, ut non serviat aut Deo aut
creaturse: neque simul duobus servire"
(Bengal). Or else he will hold to the one
(i) evhs dyBf^eTai). The Bevised Version
omits " the." The stress here is on " one

—

not both." Hold to; in steadfast applica-
tion (of Elllcott, on Titus i. 9). Ye cannot
serve God and mammon; "Ye moan not
serve god and ricehesse" (Wickliffe). A
repetition of the statement of tlie impossi-
bility of serving two masters, but more than
a repetition, for it is enforced by defining
who the masters are. Mamnum. The change
in the Bevised Version from a capital to a
small m has probably been made to prevent
" mammon " being understood as the proper
name of some god. The derivation of the
word (juanavas, NilDD) is very doubtful. The
most probable suggestion is that it is formed
from the stem ot niQ, and is equivalent to

that which is apportioned or counted (cf.

Levy, ' Neuheb. Worterb.,' >.v. ; Edersheim,
'Life,' ii. p. 269). Hence its well-known
meaning of property, wealth, 'especially

money. Observe tliat our Lord does not
here contrast God and Satan ; he is empha-
sizing the thought which he has been
adducing since ver, 19, viz. the relation that
his disciples must hold to things of earth,

which are smumed up by him nnder the
term " mammon " as with us under the term
" wealth." Observe also that it is not the
possession of wealth that he condemns, but
the serving it, making it an object of
thought and pursuit, (fathering it and
using it in the service of and according to
the will of God is not serving mammon (cf.

Weiss, ' Matth'aus-Ev.').

Vers. 25—34.—These verses, with the

exception of the last, which should perhaps

hardly be included, are very similar to the

parallel passage, Luke xii. 22—32. It seem.s

probable that in the differences Luke pre-

serves the more original form (of. the notes

on the separate verses, infra). What their

original position was is another question.

Their immediate sequence in Luke to the

parable of the rich fool is no doubt perfectly

natural, and ia accepted by most com-
mentators at original: but the connexion

with the context here is so close that,

especially with the probabilities of the case

in vers. 22, 23, and T(r. 24, St. Matthew
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may, after all, have recorded them in their

original place.

Our Lord aays in these verses, " Dare to

follow out this warning that I have given

you about double service into your daily

life. Do not give way to anxiety about the

things of life, but look up to Qoi in steady

gaze of faith ; he will provide." Or, more

in detail—^If God has given you life, shall

he not add the food and the clothing (ver.

25)? Anxiety about the support of your

life is needless (witness the birds, ver. 26)

and powerless (witness the limit of a man's

life, ver. 27); while as for clothing, it is

equally needless (witness the flowers, ver.

28) and comparatively powerless (witness

Solomon's own case, ver. 29). Bemcmber
your relation to God (ver. 30). Therefore

do not give way to the least anxiety about

these things (ver. 31), because this is to fall

to the level of the Gentiles, and also because

God, whose children you are, knows your

needs (ver. 32). But make his canse, with-

out and within, your great object, and all

yonr needs shall be supplied (ver. 33).

Therefore be not at all anxious, bear the

burden of each day only as each day comes

round (ver. 34).

Ver. 25.—Therefore (Sti toBto). Because
of this fuct last mentioned, the impossibility

of dividing your service. Cease to be
anxious about things of this life, for anxiety

about these is a mark of your attempting

this impossibility. I say unto yon. Though
the absence of the personal pronoun (unlike

oh. T. 22, etc.) shows that he is not here
contrasting himself with them or with others,

yet he still emphasizes his authority. Take
no thought ; Revised Version, be not anxiout

(jfAi /ispi/ivaTe). The tianslation of the

Authorized Version, whiub was quite correct

in its day (cf. also 1 Sam. ix. 5), is now
archaic, and therefore often misunderstood.

For the pupular derivation of /lepi/ui'siu

("division," "distraction"), cf. 1 Cor. vii.

33, " But be that is married is anxioiii for

(jiepi/iv^) the things of the world, how he
may please liis wife, and is divideJ {(xsixepi-

o-Toi)." Observe that forethought in earthly

matters was practised by our Lord himself

(John xii. 6). Tor your life (rp i//uxp u^Sj').

In the Gospels ^vxh is the immaterial part

of man, his personality as we should say,

which survives death (ch. x. 28), and is the

chief object of a man's care (ch. x. 3^, where

see note). What ye shall eat, or what ye

shall drink. Although the second clause is

wnitted by K and a few chiedy " Western"

authorities, it is probably genuine, especially

as there is no taace of it in Lv^e (but of.

Westcottand Hort, 'Introd.,' p. 176). Is not

the life more than meat? %». you possess

the greater, shall there not be given to you
the less? Humphry compares ch. ixiii.

17. Meat; Bevised Version, the food (rrij

Tpo</)7)j) ; i.e. the Kevised Version (1)

changes '^meat" to its modern equivalent,

(2) defines with the Greek the food as that

which is necessary for the body. Similarly

before " raiment."

Ver. 26.—Parallel passage : Luke xii. 24.

The less general term, "ravens" (even

though these are " of all the birds of Jeru-

salem decidedly the most characteristic and
conspicuous," Tristram, 'Land of Israel,'

p. 187), and the change of construction

apparent in " which have no store-chamber

nor barn," point to St. Luke having pre-

served the more original form of the saying.

So also does the presence in Matthew of

the Matthean phrase " heavenly." On the

other hand, Matthew's "consider" (ver. 28,

vide next note) is perhaps more original.

Behold {4nfi\4<f/aTe). Look on, use your
natural eyes. In ver. 28 " consider " (icoTa-

fiideTi), learn th. iroughly. Our Lord, in tne

present verse, bids us use the powers we
possess ; in ver. 28 he bids us learn the lessons

that we can find round us. Luke has in

both places the vaguer term KaravoiiffaTe,
" fix your mind on." The fowls of the air;

Bevised Version, tlie birds of the heaven (so

ch. viii 20 ; xiii. 32) ; a Hebraism. Fur
the thought, cf. Job xxxviii. 41 ; Ps. cxlvii.

9; cf. also Mishna, 'Kidd,,' iv. 14, "Eabbl
Simeon ben Eliezer used to say, Hast thou
ever seen beast or bird that had a trade ?

Yet are they fed without anxiety." For;
that (Bevised Version); what you will see

if you will look. They sow not, etc They
carry out as regards their food none of those
operations which imply forethought in the
past or for the future. Tet ; and (Revised
Version). Also what you will see. Your
heavenly Father (ch. v. 16, note). Are ye
not much better than theyl of much more
value (llevised Version). The thought is

of value in God's eyes (of. ch. x. 31 ; xii. 12),

as men and as his children, not of any
superiority in moral attainment.

Ver. 27.—Luke xU. 23 almost verbally.

While ver. 26 insisted on the needlessness

of anxiety, since, though birds show it not,

they are provided for, ver. 27 insists on its

uselessnuas, since after all it can effect so

little. You wish to lengthen your life by it

if only to a triQing extent; but you cannot

do so. Which of yon by taking thought
(ver. 25, note) oan add one cubit I "Hie
videtur similitudo putita esse a stadio, quod
erat treceutorum oubitorum: iiKucla est

cursus vitee " (Wetsteiu). Unto his statnra.
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So even the Revised Version ; but the Re-
vised Version margin "age," and so most
modern commentators (of. tlie rendering
preferred by tlie American Committee, "the
measure of his life "). " Age " (1) is so much
nearer the immediate subject, preservation
of life, (2) is so much more frequent an
object of anxious care, (3) gives so much
more suitable a meaning to " onbit,^' a most
trifling addition (Luke xii. 26), that it is,

without any doubt, the true njeaning of
riKiKla (cf. Jolin ix. 21—23; Heb. xi. 11;
cf. Fs. xxxix. 5).

Ver. 28.—Parallel passage : Luke xii. 26,

27. Luke's is longer and seemingly more
oiiginal. But in the absence of external
evidence, it must always be a matter of

opinion whetlier Matthew has compressed
the longer form of the words, or vice versa.

And why take ye thought for raiment f In
vers. 25—27 our Lord hud spoken of food

;

in vers. 28—30 he speaks of dress. He
insists on the Heedlessness (ver. 28) ami on
ihe comparative nselessness (ver. 29) of
anxiety about it, since even the king who
had the greatest opportunities could not vie

in clothing with a single lily. Flowers have
this glorious clothing (ver, 30), thougli they
are so perishable ; much more shall you be
clothed. Consider (ver. 26, note). The
lilies (Tii Kpiva). Though there are many
kinds of lilies in Palestine, and some of

brilliant colouring (particularly the purple
and white Hftleh lily found round Nazareth),

yet none of them grows in such abundance
as to give the tone to the colouring of the
flowers generally. It seems, therefore, pro-

bable that the word is employed loosely.

So, perhaps, in the LXX. of Exod. xxv. 31,

33, 34, and other passages, where it repre-

sents the " flowers " (nne) on the candle-

stick. It appears, too, that \fvif ("lily,"

Authorized Version in Canticles) is also

used by the Arabs of any bright flower. If
a single species is to be thought of. Canon
Tristram would prefer the Anemmie coronaria
of our gardens, which is "the most gor-

geously painted, the most conspicuous in

spring, and the most universally spread of

all the floral treasures of tlje Holy Land "

('Natural History of the Bible,' p. 464,
edit. 1877). Of the field. Matthew only
in this plirase (but cf. ver. 30, note). Its

insertion empliasizes the spontaneity of
origin, the absence of cultivation, the
"waste" as not grown for the comfort or

pleasure of n.on. How they grow. Professor

Drummond's beautiful remarks upon this

verse (' Natural Law,' etc.) do not belong to

exegesis, but to homily, for the stress of our
Lord's words lies on " grow," not on " how ;

"

he is thinking of the fact, not the manner of

their growth. They toil not; to produce
the raw material. Neither do they spin ; to

manufacture it when produced. "Hind
virorum est, qui agrum colunt; hoc mulie-
rum domisedarum" (Wetstein).

Ver. 29.—Luke xii. 276 almost verbally.

Even Solomon , . . was not. The Greek
lays still more stress: "not even Solomon."
Arrayed. The idea of splendour, which in
modern usage is often attached to " array,"

is wanting in nfpie0d\eTo. The simple ren-
dering in Wickliffe, " was covered" (Vulgate,
eooperlus e>0, is less misleading. And so in

ver. 31. Perhaps (^vide Carr) the middle
voice has its full reflexive meaning : Solomon
with all his efforts failed. Like one of these.

Even one, mucli less like all taken together.
" Horum, demonstrativum" (Bengel).

Ver. 30.—Luke xii. 28 with slight differ-

ences. Luke's rather harder phraseology is

in favour of it being the more original form.
Wherefore; but (Reviied Version). The
Authorized Version is too strong for the
simple Se. If God so clothe. The insertion

by the Revised Version of "doth" brings
out the thought of the indicative mood and
of the ever-presence of the action. Observe
witli the processes and the agencies in the
development of these colours our Lord'»
advice has uothing to do; origin, develop-
ment, and result are all Divine. The grass
(rhv x'fpTov). Possibly literally the grass
among which the lilies grow (Weiss,
' Matthaus-Ev.'), but probably the herbage
(Gen. i. 11; cf. also probably Isa. xl. 6, 7;
1 Pet. i. 24), including that of which special
mention has been made— the lilies. Of the
field (ver. 28, note). Luke's iv ayp^ lays
even moie stress on the place in which it

receives this glory. Which to-day is;

rather, Owugh to-day it is (a'liixepov Si/ra).

And to-morrow is cast ; before onr very eyes
(^PaWSfievov). Into the oven. Not the fixed
but the portable oven (eij K\l0avov), "a
large jar made of clay, about three feet high,
and widening towards the bottom . . .

heated with dry twigs and grass " (Smith's
'Diet.'); of also Carr for a description of
the Indian method of making ehupatties.
Shall he not much more clothe you, ye of
little faith J 'OAt^iiiritrTot, except in the
parallel passage of Luke, comes in Matthew
alone in the New Testament (ch. viii. 26

;

xiv. 81; xvi. 8), in each case referring to
want of faith under the pressure of earthly
trials. It is the New Testament expression
of Prov. xxiv. 10.

Ver. 31.—Luke xii. 29 has the difficult
phrase, " Neither be ye of doubtful mind."
Therefore take no thought iiiAi olv /iepi-

Hvha-riTe). The shade of difference here
and ver. 34 from ver. 25 cannot be expressed
in an English translation. In ver. 25 a state
of anxiety, here and ver. 34 one anxious
thought, is forbidden.

Ver. 32.—Parallel passage : Luke xii. 80.
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Bave in reading '* but " inetead of the second
" for," Luke's seems tlie more original. (For
after all these things do the Gentiles seek ;)

for yonr heavenly Father knoweth, etc. The
BeTised Version removes the marks of

parenthesis. For . . .for; these are probably
co-ordinate, and adduce two fc asons for our
not being for one moment anxious about
earthly things : (1) it is like the heathen
(of. the thought of oh. v. 47) ; (2) your Father
knows ynur need of them. Beavenly (ch.

T. 16. note). Knoweth (ver. 8, note).

Ver. 33.—Parallel passage : Luke xii. 31,
which is shorter. Bat ; i.e. in contrast to sucli

seeking as he has just spoken of. Our Lord
at length gives a distinct promise that if

God's cause is made the first aim, all the
necessaries of life shall he provided. Seek
ye first. The difference between Cvr^'v here
and iiri(tire!v in ver. 32 seems to be only
that the latter points out more clearly the
direction of the search. First If the
search for earthly things be put into a
secondary place, it may be allowable. The
kingdom of God, and his righteonsness; his

kingdom and his righteousness (Bevised
Version). " Of God " must almost certainly

be omitted with K (B); of. Westcott and
Hort, *App.' The first phrase represents

rather the external, the second the internal

aim. Seek ye the spread and accomplish-

ment of God's kingdom; seek ye personal

conformity to his stamlard of righteousness.

Both thoughts are of fundamental Im-
portance for this "germon" {kingdom, cf.

ch. V. 3, 10, 19, 20; vL 10; righteousness,

especially ch. v. 17—20), which treats essen-

tially of the way in which the subjects of

the Divine kingdom should regwd the

Divine righteousness and conform to it.

And all these things shall be added unto
you; of. the apocryphal saying of our Lord,

repeated by Origen (Clem. Alex.), "Jesus

said to his disciples, Ask great things, and
the email shall be added to you; and ask

heavenly things, and the earthly shall be

added to you" (Westcutt, 'Introd.,' App.
C ; Eesch, ' Agrapha,' p. 230, etc. ; cf. also

1 Kings iii. U—14 ; Mark x. 29, 30 ; 1 Tim.
iv. 8).

Ver. 34.—Take therefore no thought for

the morrow; for the morrow shall take
thought for the things of itself. Sufficient

unto the day is the evil thereof, Matthew
only. Luke's couclusion to this section

("Fear not, little flock; for it is your
Father's goud pleasure to give you the

kingdom") is perhaps more closely con-

nected with the preceding verse, and also

grander as dwelling upon God's side; but
Matthew's is more practical, dealing with
the subject from man's side. Ciirist says,

"Because all needful things shall be added,
do not have one anxious thought for the

future, even for what is coming on the very

next day." Such anxiety shows a want of

common sense, for each day brings its own
burden of anxiety for itself. Christ here
seems to allow anxiety for each day as it

eomes round. " But," he says, " put off your
to-morrow's anxiety until to-morrow." If this

be done, the greater part of all our anxiety
is put aside at once, and, for the rest of it,

the principle will apply to each hour as

well as to each day (cf. Bengel). The
Christian will ever try to follow the in-

spired advice of St. Paul (Phil. iv. 6) and
St. Peter (1 Pet. v. 7). The morrvw thall

take thought for; "be anxious" as supra.
The things of itself; for itself (Bevised Ver-
sion); atiTrjs. The unique construction of

the genitive after /lepi/ivda led to the inser-

tion of T(! by the copyists (cf. 1 Cor. vii. 32

—

34). Sufficient unto the day, etc. ; Tyndale,
"For the day present hatli ever enough of

his own trouble." 8u_fflcient (ch. x. 25, note).

HOMILBTICS.

Veni. 1

—

18.—The third part of the sermon ; the danger of unreality, I. The first

EXAHPLE : ALMSGIVING. 1. The Spiritual estimate of actions. The Christian's

righteousness must exceed that of the scribes and Pharisees. They did their righteous-

ness, their good works, befure men, to be seen of them. It must not be so with us.

Indeed, we are bidden to let our light shine before men. A holy life hath a persuasive

eloquence, more persuasive far than holy words ; it must not be hidden ; its influence

is far too precious to be lost. Men must see the fair deeds which spring from holiness,

and so be led to glorify the most holy God, from whose grace and presence all holiness

comes. Good works must sometimes be done before men. This is not the thing

condemned, but the unworthy motive, " to be seen of them." As Chrysostom says,

"You may do good deeds before men, and yet seek not human praise; you may do

them- in secret, and yet in your heart wish that they may become known to gain that

praise." This earthly motive poisons the life of the soul ; it destroys all the beauty of

good deeds. Nay, good deeds are not good when they are done fur the sake of display
;

their goodness is only outside show ; it has no depth, no reality. For every moral action
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has its two parts, the outward and the inward. We see the outward only. That may
seem to be good ; but it is a mere falsehood unless it springs from worthy motives.

The real action is the inward part, the inner choice of the will. It is the motive that

gives colour, character, spiritual meaning to the act, that determines the spiritual value

of the action. If the motive is holy, the act is holy and beautiful in the sight of God,
though it may be the gift of two mites, which make a farthing. If tlie motive is low and
selfish, the outward action, though to men it may seem magnificent, heroic, is spiritually

worthless ; it hath no reward of our Father which is in heaven. 2. The false motive.

Unreality is hypocrisy; it is acting. The hypocrite acts a part before men; he
assumes a character which is not really his. He gives alms in the streets ; he wishes

to be seen. He does not in his heart pity the afHicted ; he is not merciful ; be does not
really care to do good. His one desire is to win the praise of men ; he forgets that

God seeth the heart. In the synagogue, in the church, he gives for the poor, for the
work of the Church ; but even there, in the house of God, he forgets the presence of

the all-seeing God; he thinks only of the many eyes that see his outward act, not of

the One that sees its inward meaning and estimates its true value. Such men have
their reward, the Saviour says ; they have it to the full, they have it all in this world.

What they looked for was the praise of men. They do not always get it; even men
sometimes see through the hypocrite, and feel the holluwness of his life. But if they

get it, it is all they get. God has no reward for them ; they did not care for that praise

which cometh only from him ; they sought it not, and they have it not. 3. The true

motive. The glory of God. The Christian gives out of love—love to God and love to

man ; he seeks not glory of men. . He gives in all simplicity, in the singleness of his

heart. He does not dwell in self-complacency on his good deeds, his self-denials ; he
rather hides them, as far as may be, from the sight of men. For he lives in faiih, and
faith is the evidence of things not seen ; he lives in the presence of the unseen God

;

he seeks above all things to be well pleasing to him. Our Father seeth in secret ; it is

an awful thought. He sees the real meaning of our life, of all our words and deeds.

It is vain to act a part before him. The hypocrite's mask will not conceal the littleness,

the meanness of his soul. God seeth in secret ; he will reward those who live in the

faith of that unseen presence, and try in secret, in the secret thoughts and motives of

the heart, to live as he would have them to live, in holy love, in deep humility, in

quiet obedience. He will reward them openly. The word "openly" may be of

doubtful authority here ; but we know that the reward will be conferred in the sight of

men and nations. All nations will be gathered before the King when he cometh in his

glory, and all his holy angels with him. He will reward them. Eternal life is a gift

—

the gift of God ; it comes from his free and generous bounty, unearned and undeserved.

It is wholly incommensurate in its exceeding blessedness with the poor unworthy
services which the Ijest of men can render to the Lord. But in his love and
condescension he accepts them as done unto himself, and calls his gracious gift—that

gift which is above price, passing all that heart can conceive—a reward for our mean
and humble offerings.

II. The second example: prayer. 1. The false prayer. The prayer of the
hypocrite is no true prayer; it is only acting; it goes no deeper than the lipg. Men
may hear it ; it reaches not the ear of God. The sound of many voices goes up from
the crowded church ; they are alike in the perception of men. God can distinguish

them; he knows which is meant fur his ear only, and which, though the sacred Name
is used, is addressed really to the congregation, and not to God. The hypocrites have
their reward. They sought to be beard of men ; they are heard. They sought not to be

heard of God ; God heareth them not. 2. The trueprayer. (1) "Enter into thy closet,

shut the door." It is not the place, Chrysostom says, that God regards, but the heart

and the motive. Enter into thy closet ; it profits not unless God is with thee there. Shut
the door; it profits not if worldly thoughts can enter. Tou may find a closet in the

densest crowd, if you hush your heart into the solemn consciousness of the presence of

the God that heareth prayer. (2) " Pray to thy Father." In true prayer the world is

shut out of the heart; the Christian is alone with God, (oZus cum solo ; he puts himself

solemnly into the presence of God when he begins his devotions; his great effort

throughout is to realize that Divine presence, and to keep distracting thoughts away.

True prayer requires the exercise of all our highest faculties—thought, feeling, desire.
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love. True prayer requires the continual help of the Holy Spirit of God. Pray to

thy Father, not to the world ; not to oatoh the ear of men, but only to God. Thou art

Bpeaking; he is listening; he heareth, if the prayer is really said to him. Other
motives, the thought of men, the desire of human praise, destroy the value of the

prayer, empty it of its meaning; it is lost, dissipated among earthly things; it reaches

not the ear of God. (3) " Use not vain repetitions." The Lord repeated the same words
of prayer thrice in his great agony. The repetition is not condemned, but the multitude
of words without thought; the iilea that much speaking in itself, apart from spiritual

earnestness, ensures a favourable answer. Much speaking is not always much praying.

There may be more prayer in a moment of intense supplication than in hours of mere
talk ; more real prayer in the silent uplifting of the heart to God than in the loudest

cries. The priests of Baal cried from morning until evening, " Baal, hear us
!
" but

there was neither voice nor any to answer, nor any that regarded. Hannah prayed in

silence ; her voice was not heard, but her prayer reached the mercy-seat. The penitent

thief lifted up one earnest prayer in his mortal agony ; the prayer was answered, and
his soul was saved. There is no need of much speaking to give God information of our
state and our necessities; he knows what is for our good better than we know ourselves.

What is necessary is the hungering and thirsting after righteousness, the intense single-

hearted desire of pardon and acceptance with God.
III. The Lord's Pbatbb. The Lord Jesus gives us a model for our prayers—

a

prayer very different from the vain repetitions, the much speaking, against which he
has been warning us ; but, though short and simple, comprehensive and complete. It

expresses every possible desire of the instructed Christian ; all that we need to ask,,

whether for the greater glory of God, for ourselves, or for others. He has taught us
what we should pray for ; we know it, we learned it long ago ; we have said it daily

from our childhood. It is easy to learn the sacred words, but, alas ! hard to pray them.
The Spirit helpeth our infirmities ; he maketh intercession for us, with us, in us. He
is the great Teacher; he, only he, can teach the great, holy, blessed, difficult art of

true acceptable prayer. May he teach us, of his infinite mercy 1 1. The address.

(1) " Our Father." We Christians are taught to approach God as our Father. 1'hat

form of address is not common in the Old Testament Scriptures ; it occurs here and
there incidentally. But now we have received the adoption of sons ; the Lord Jesus,

the only begotten Son of God, gives unto those that are his power to become the sons of

God. "I ascend," he stud, "to my Father and your Father;" his Father, indeed, in

a far deeper and more mysterious sense, but yet our Father too ; for God hath knit
together his elect in the mystical body of Christ, and, being made one with Christ, the

Eternal Son, they too are sons of God. " Through him we have access by one Spirit

unto the Father." He bids us say, "Father," our Father. God is our Father by
creation ; he made us ; he sustains us ; all that we are and have is his. He is our
Father by adoption : " Te are all the children of God by faith in Christ Jesus. For as

many of you as have been baptized into Christ have put on Christ." He is our
Father, if we be Christians in heart and in truth, by a yet holier bond : " As many as

are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God." We come to him, we say,
" Father." The word implies a great fulness of most blessed meaning. It tells of love,

tender care, wisdom, power, on the one side; on the other, of confiding affection,

reverence, trustfulness, obedience, undoubting faith. Our Father

—

our; that little

word is full of meaning; it tells us that we are all one in Christ Jesus, all equal in the

sight of God. There must be no envy, strife, party spirit, in our hearts, least of all in

the hour of prayer; for we are one in Christ. One is our Father, even God ; and all we
are brethren. Earthly distinctions do not reach into the sphere of religion. " The
rich and poor meet together ; the Lord is the Maker of them all." We come to God
not merely as individuals, but as members of a great community, a fellowship, a Church.

In the hour of prayer we think not only of ourselves ; we pray for others—relations,

friends, neighbours, all who are of the household of faith, all the children of the one

great Father. The Lord's Prayer teaches in its opening clause the duty of intercession.

(2) "Which art in heaven." "Be not rash with thy moutb," saith the Preacher

^ccles. V. 2), "and let not thine heart be hasty to utter anything before God: for

God is in heaven, and thou upon earth : therefore let thy words be few," The child

gives reverence to its earthly father; our Father is in heaven, and we are here below.

MATTHEW. •
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We most hush our hearts into solemn reverence when we come before him in prayer.

He is the great and awful God ; the heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot contain

him. But yet he is our Father ; he is very near to us, listening to the words of humbla

Erayer, ready to help and save. We come before him with mingled feelings—love, awe,

umility, peniteDce, blending into one full utterance of adoration. 2. The first petition.
" Hallowed be thy Name." As yet we ask nothing for ourselves ; we think only of God.
Prayer lifts us out of self, out of the narrow range of selfish thoughts, feelings, hopes,

into that communion with God which is the very life of the soul. God will be " all in

all " in the regeneration ; the highest end of prayer is to raise us nearer and nearer to

that blessed consummation, that he may become even now " all in all " to us. This
petition, " Hallowed be thy Name," stands first in the Lord's Prayer, as if to teach us
that we must come before God with reverence and godly fear. There can be no true

prayer without reverence, without a deep sense of God's awful holiness and our utter

unworthiness. Therefore we begin by asking God to give us grace to feel the holiness

of his great Name, that we may never fall into the sin of taking his Name in vain, but
may always regard it as most sacred, and pronounce it with solemn reverence. The
Name of God in Scripture language means all that can be known of God—God as he
has revealed himself to us (comp. John xvii. 6, " I have manifested thy Name unto
the men which thou gavest me "). We see him not yet face to face, as he is. No man
hath seen God at any time; the only begotten Son hath declared all that we can

know of him, all that we need to know for our salvation. " Hallowed be thy Name."
The seraphim cry, " Holy, holy, holy 1 " The four living creatures in heaven rest

not day and night, saying, " Holy, holy, holy 1 " Christ bids his Church on earth to

take up the angels' song. In the striking words of Stier, " The ' Holy, holy, holy 1 ' of

the highest heavens fills not yet all lands and all hearts." We pray that it may be so.

We pray that his great Name may be hallowed in ourselves; that we may walk before

him always in lowly obedience, that we may come before him in prayer with solemn,

awful reverence, and yet with childlike love. We pray that it may be hallowed not in

ourselves only, but in the hearts of others also. May all men feel the power of the holiness

of the Lord God of hosts, and so be led to worship him in spirit and in truth I It is

only by sanctifying the Lord God in oiu: hearts (1 Pet. iii. 16) that we can pray that

prayer aright, that we can learn that " Holy, holy, holy !
" which we hope one day to chant

in heaven. 3. The second petition. " Thy kingdom come." The kingdom of God is

:

(1) The Messianic kingdom, the Church of Christ, the net that was cast into the sea,

and gathered of every kind. The prayer is a missionary prayer. We pray that God
may enlarge the borders of his Church; that the heathen may be gathered in; that the

stone cut out without hands may, according to his Word, speedily become a mountain
and fill the whole earth. (2) The kingdom of grace in the heart. The kingdom of

God is " righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost." We pray that our hearts

may become the kingdom of God ; that self may be dethroned ; that the Lord may
reign within us ; that all our thoughts, wishes, motives, may, by the blessed influence

of his Holy Spirit, be brought into captivity to the obedience of Christ. (3) The
kingdom of glory. " Lord, remember me when thou comest in thy kingdom?' The
kingdoms .of this world must become the kingdoms of God and of his Christ, and he
shall reign for ever and ever, King of kings, and Lord of lords. We pray (with awe, it

must be ; but yet, if we are his, with hope and trustfulness) that it may please him, of

his gracious goodness, shortly to accomplish the number of his elect, and to hasten his

kingdom. That kingdom must come, we know ; but oh 1 may it please him first to

make our hearts wholly his, and to spread the knowledge of his blessed gospel through
•II the dark places of the earth I 4. The third petition. (1) " Thy will be done."

This is indeed the Lord's prayer—his prayer in a double sense ; he taught it, and be
pnyed it It is the deepest, holiest prayer of all prayers ; the hardest prayer to learn,

Dut full of blessed peace to those who by his grace have learned it. (a) " This is the

will of Qod, even your sanctification.'' We pray that God's will may be done within

us ; that w« may have grace and power to work out our own salvation, by his Spirit

working in ni both to will and to do. God's will is that we should be holy. " Be ye
hdy, for I am holy." We pray that that gracious will of God may have its full range,

Its perfect work ; that our wills, rebellious and wayward as they are, may be subdued
»nd chastened into conformity with the holy will of God. (i) May God's will be donp
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by us as we walk before him in the path of holy obedience. He has given us each a
work to do ; let us see that we do it. Faith without works is dead ; the life of sanctifi-

cation within the heart must bring forth the fruits of holy living, (c) God's will is

better than our will ; he knows better than we what is for our real good. We must
pray the prayer of resignation, " Thy will be done." It is very hard sometimes to

pray that prayer when troubles come thick upon us, when we are afiBioted with pain

and sickness, when those whom we have very dearly loved are taken from us. In
those times of great sorrow we must think of the Lord as he knelt that awful night in

the garden, when his sweat was, as it were, great drops of blood falling down to the

ground. We may ask, as he did, for relief : " If it be possible, let this cup pass from
me." But, if we have learned of him, we shall always add those holy words of his,

"Nevertheless not as I will, but as thou wilt." There is no peace like the great

peace of entire resignation. (2) The standard. " In earth, as it is in heaven." There
the holy angels ever do the blessed will of God ; they do it perfectly, they do it cheer-

fully, without self-denial, without painful effort. There is no place in heaven for a
will opposed to the Divine will. The presence of such a will would be a contradiction

to the everlasting harmony, a note of discord in the angelic song. It is not so here.

Our wills are distorted by inherited corruption, by our own consent to sin. Hence the

need of daily self-denial. The sinless, iustinctive obedience of the holy angels is above
our reach; but it is the model proposed to us for our imitation. Our !b^ather is in

heaven; there they do his will. Our citizenship is there; our treasure, our heart,

should be there ; we must try to live the heavenly life on earth. How would a holy
angel live if he were set in our position, among oiu: surroundings ? As he would live,

so we should strive to live. It is our high calling ; nothing short of this ought to

satisfy us ; it is what we pray for daily. We should ever be looking upwards, striving

to live, as each day passes by, more nearly as we pray. 6. The fourth petition.

Hitherto we have spoken only of God, now we speak of our own wants. The prayers

already uttered are three, and yet one. The first lifts our thoughts to the heavenly
Father ; the second, to the kingdom which is given to the eternal Son ; the third, to the

Holy Spirit, by whose help alone we sinful men can do the holy will of God. The
prayers are three, and yet one ; all meet in the first clause of the angelic hymn, " Glory

be to God on high." Now for the first time we speak of ourselves, of our own daily

needs. "Give us this day our daily bread." It is a prayer of faith, of trustfulness, of

contentment. He is the Lord of the harvest; the increase of the earth cometh from

him; it rests with him to give or to withhold; we own it in our daily prayer. We
trust him ; he is our Father ; he knows that we have need of these things ; his blessed

Son bids us ask. We ask for the supply of our earthly needs in trustfulness, but in

submission, remembering the last petition, " Thy will be done." He encourages us to

ask, but only for what is needful—our daily bread. We ask for it each day as it

passes ; it is enough for us ; we learn contentment from our prayers. Our daily bread,

• we say ; we pray for others, not only for ourselves ; our prayer binds us to feed the

hungry. But man doth not live by bread alone. We ask not only for common food

when we say the prayer which Christ himself hath taught us. We ask, if we are his

indeed, for the living Bread—himself, the Food of the soul, which if a man receive he

shall never hunger. We need that Food every day, every hour ; without it the spirit ual

life must pine away and die. 6. The fifth petition. (1) " Forgive us our debts." We
owe a debt to God, each one of us—a great debt ; it has been accumulating day after

day, year after year; it is like the vast sum, the ten thousand talents, which the

servant owed in the parable. Like him, we have nothing to pay. But if we have

learned to say, " Our Father," if we have arisen from the life of sin and carelessness

and gone to our Father, we know that he will forgive. " When he was yet a great

way ofi^, his father saw him, and had compassion, and ran, and fell on his neck, and

kissed him." They are precious words. Our Father sees the first symptoms of

repentance ; he goes forth to meet the penitent ; he embraces him with the arms of

his mercy. (2) "As we forgive our debtors." We cannot really believe in the

forgiving love of Gk)d unless we find a shadow of it in our own hearts ; if we forgive

not, if we are hard, stem, unforgiving, we can have no sense of forgiveness. If we
forgive others, it is an evidence of our own forgiveness. " Her sins, which are many,

are forgiven ; for she loved much." The much love proves that she is forgiven ; but
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the Boul that hath not love hath no forgiveness. The Lord shows the importance of

this law of love by returning again to it. It is the one clause of the prayer which
he enforces by an additional warning. God will not forgive the unforgiving; such
men turn the prayer which the Lord himself has taught us into a curse upon them-
selves. We must learn of him who said, " Father, forgive them," the blessed lesson of

forgivsness; we must learn it for our soul's salvation, for "he that loveth not his

brotbsr abideth in death." 7. The sixth petition. " Lead us not into temptation."

God, we believe, so putteth away the sins of those who truly repent that he

rememberetb them no more. He cleanseth from all unrighteousness those who confess

their sins. We have made our confession now ; we have asked for forgiveness ; we
have pledged ourselves to lead a life of Christian love, to forgive those who have
offended ns. But still the Lord bids us pray, " Lead us not into temptation, deliver ua
from evU." The strife with sin will not be ended while we remain in the flesh. We
need the grace of God every day, we shall need it to the end. God tempteth no man;
he solicits no man to sinful compliance ; that is the work of Satan. But God doth
prove us ; he doth suffer his people to be disciplined with many trials for the more
confirmation of their faith. His providence ordereth all things l>oth in heaven and
earth ; we ask him so to order the circumstances of our lives as not to suffer us to be
tempted above that we are able. It is a prayer of humility. We know our weakness

;

we mistrust ourselves ; we fear the power of the tempter. This prayer should teach us
never to expose ourselves to temptations unnecessarily. We must not run into that

danger against which we pray. It should teach us not to judge our brethren hastily

;

God only knows the power of the temptations which beset them. 8. The seventh

petition. It is deeper, more wide-reaching than the sixth. Temptations from without

would not endanger us if there were not evil in our hearts. We ask to be delivered

from it. " Draw us away from the evil," we say (as the words literally mean), quite

away from^it ; away from evil of every kind, away from the power of the evil one,

away from the defiling contact with evU in the world, away from the snares of those

sins which do so easily beset us. Evil is all around us. The evil one is always
alluring us with his accursed temptations. The world is very evil; it lieth in

wickedness—perhaps, rather, in the evil one, in the sphere of his activity, bis influence

(1 John V. 19). Our own heart is deceitful above aU things, and desperately wicked;
our will is weak and corrupted. There is need of a power greater than our own to

draw us away from the dominion of the strong man armed ; there is need of a mighty
counteracting attraction to draw us away from the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the

eye, and the pride of life. That power is the grace of God; his is the kingdom and the

power. That attraction is the love of Christ, the constraining influence of the cross.

" Draw me, we will run after thee." This prayer pledges us to foUow the drawing of

God, to enter into the Lord's battle against the devil, the world, and the flesh. We
pray daily to be delivered from evil ; we must strive against it, fighting the good fight

of faith ; or the words of prayer, though they are the holy words of the Lord Jesus

Christ himself, will not avail to help ns. 9. The doxology. We may be compelled by
the stem laws of criticism to omit it from the text ; but we shall never omit it firom

our prayers. If it is a liturgical addition, it was made by holy men, men full of the

Holy Ghost. It is a precious ending to a precious prayer. The address and the

doxology bind the seven petitions together into one perfect prayer. All flow out of

the address. He is our Father ; he will hear the cry of his children. All rise in faith to

the doxology. His is the kingdom and the power and the glory. The kingdom is his.

He is King of kings. His kingdom will come in his own good time; then shall his

Name be hallowed, and his will be done in earth as it is now in heaven. His is the

power. Qe can give us what is needful for our bodies ; he can feed us with the bread

of life ; he can take away our sins and give us the victory over temptation, and save

us from every form of evil. His is the glory. Here is our hope of glory, Christ in us

;

for he saith, " The glory which thou gavest me I have given them." In the last words
of the Lord's Prayer we echo the first words of the angelic anthem with which his

birth was hailed. His is the kingdom and the power and the glory, and that for ever.

Here is our hope of everlasting life. His dominion is an everlasting dominion, which
shall not pass away. His saints shall reign with him. We say our " Amen ; " it is

the response of the believer. May God the Holy Ghost make that " amen " the trut
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expression of the inner assent of our hearts, teaching us to piay this holy prayer in the

full assurance of faith I

rV. The third example : fasting. 1. Thefast which the Lord hath chosen. The
Pharisee iu the parable pleads his fasting twice in the week as a merit before Ood.
The hypocrites made a show of their self-denials. What they really sought was the

reputation of righteousness, the praise of men. They might possibly gain it; it was
all that they could gain. 2. The true fast. The Lord classes fasting, as a religious

exercise, with almsgiving and prayer. He gives similar rules for its due observance;
he promises the like reward. What is necessary is reality; everything that savotirs of

affectation must be banished. Our Father seeth in secret. The whole of our religious

life must be referred to him ; our business is with him, with him only. What men
thiok of us matters little; his judgment is of momentous importance. The Christian

rule is, "Live unto the Lord," seeking only to please him, referring the whole life of

thought and action only to him. He will reward those who give, who pray, who fast,

as in his sight, thinking only of him who seeth in secret.

Lessons. 1. Above all things be real. " All things are naked and opened to the eyes

of him with whom we have to do." 2. Learn of the Lord the sacred words of prayer.

Meditate upon them ; make them your own—words to take with you. 3. Pray to God
the Holy Ghost to teach you to pray them, making them the voice of your heart.

4. Deny yourselves. There is a blessing for those who fast in faith and in simplicity.

Vers. 19—34.

—

The fourth part of the sermon : self-consecration, L The whole
MAN MUST BE GIVEN TO GoD. 1. The heart. God asks for it. " Give me thy heart,"

he says to each of us. The heart will be where the treasure is. Where is our treasure,

our chief good, the object of our strongest desires? If it is on earth, it will fail us at

the last. " I must leave all this ! I must leave all this 1 " was the sad cry of the great

French statesman, Cardinal Mazarin, when, stricken already by the hand of death, he
took his last view of the treasures of art, the costly adornments of his earthly home.
God bids us tius'. our precious things to him. He is able to keep that which we have
committed unlo him against that day. He asks it for our sake ; it is safe in his keeping.

Then lay up for yourselves treasure in heaven—the treasure ofholy thoughts, holy aspira-

tions, holy deeds. Above all, let Christ himself be the Treasure, the dearest Possession

of our hearts, the Joy of our souls. Earthly treasures are but as dross to those who win
Christ, the heavenly Treasure. If our treasure is heavenly, our heart will become
heavenly too—filled with heavenly affections, heavenly hopes ; and this hope maketh
not ashamed. 2. The intellect. The eye receives the light of the sun. If it is blinded,

all is dark ; if it is diseased, the image presented to the mind is no longer clear, distinct,

single, but confused, distorted, double. The intellect is the eye of the soul ; but earthly

affections distort and pervert it. If the heart is set on low, carnal objects, the intellect

cannot discern clearly things high and heavenly ; it cannot receive the light of the Sun
of Righteousness ; its vision is obscure, darkened. And if the intellect cannot see with
a single eye the blessedness of religion, still more, if it becomes dark, how great must
be the darkness of the whole soul I The consecrated heart enlightens the intellect

;

for God dwelleth in the heart that is given to him, and his presence is the light of the

soul.

II. The gift must be entire, the bubbendeb gomflbte. 1. ITie two masters.
" God spake these words, and said ; I am the Lord thy God : thou shalt have none
other gods but me." It was the first of the commandments of Mount Sinai ; the Lord
repeats it from the Mount of the Beatitudes. There are two masters who divide the

allegiance of mankind. Some serve the living and true God ; some serve mammon

—

riches, earthly things. No man can serve both ; it is impossible. The heart cannot

be divided between the two ; its chiefest affection must be set on one great centre.

The true Master cannot be despised ; he may be hated. Those who set their love on
mammon will end in hating God. " The friendship of the world is enmity with God."

He who clings to God, the heavenly Treasure, will despise the good things of this

world. There is nothing upon earth that he desireth in comparison with God. To
serve mammon is to desert the true God, to set up an idol in the heart. Covetousness,

Holy Scripture tells us, is idolatry. There is no escape from this solemn, this awtitl,

alternative—God or mammon, Jehovah or Baal, heaven or the world. There is do
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middle way, no compromise. "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with aM thine

heart ; " " Love not the world." 2. The one Master : his loving care for his servants.

(1) Those who serve him must not be divided in mind ; they must not allow over-

anxiety concerning their earthly needs to distract their heart. They have been taught
to address God as their Father ; they must trust hia fatherly love, his gracious pro-

vidence. It is over-anxiety, not carefulness, that Christ forbids; he does not commend
the thoughtless and careless. Holy Scripture bids Christian men to "work with
quietness, and eat their own bread ;

" it condemns those who provide not for their

own, and specially for those of their own house. What Christ forbids is distracting

anxiety for the future. We must do our duty in the present and leave the future to

God, trusting him with loving faith. The body, the life, come from him. He made
the body ; he breathed into the nostrils the breath of life. He who gave the greater

will give the less ; he will give the things needful for that human life which is his

gift. (2) Examples of his care, (a) The fowls of the air. The Lord of nature, he
by whom the worlds were made, directs us to the study of nature : " Behold the fowls,"
" Consider the lilies." He loved to contemplate the works of God, and to draw from
them lessons of holy, heavenly wisdom. The vine, the fig tree, the corn-land, the
sheep of the pasture, the fishes of the sea, supplied subjects for his parables. He has
sanctified the love of nature, and elevated it by his own example. Doubtless in his

early life he had watched the countless birds ic. the clear skies of Palestine, from the
soaring eagle to the humble sparrow. He watched them not in vain; he draws lessons

of holy trustfulness from their free, wild life. " They sow not, neither do they reap

;

your heavenly Father feedeth them"

—

your Father. He is not the Father of the
irrational creature in the same holy, blessed sense in which he bids us call him " our
Father." Tet he careth for the birds of the air ; how much more doth he care for us,

his children by adoption and grace I Therefore let us trust him. We canuot by the

most anxious thought add to our lives a cubit's length, a day or an hour. Let us
imitate the birds of the air in their happy, bright contentment, in their freedom from
distracting care. (V) The lilies of the field. God has shown his love not only in

providing for our actual needs by flocks and herds and harvests. He has clothed the

earth with beauty ; mountain and valley, sunlit seas and waving woods and gleaming
rivers, bear witness to the goodness of the Lord. " God saw everything that he had
made, and, behold, it was very good." The sin of man has marred the primeval
loveliness of creation. Bat there are yet traces of that first beauty left. The flowers

of the fields are relics of Eden's bowers

—

" As pure, as fragrant, and as fair

As when they crowned the sunshine hours
Of happy wanderers there."

The Lord gazed on the wealth of gorgeous flowers that deck the hills of Galilee in the
spring ; they were very fair in his sight ; more delicately beautiful, more radiant in

their bright colours, than any work of human art or skilL He draws a holy lesson

from them : " They toil not, neither do they spin
;
" but God clothes them with beauty.

He bids us learn the happy secret of their calm loveliness. He bids us trust in God
with quiet faith ; he will give us food and raiment who feeds the ravens when they cry,

and adorns the lilies of the field with brilliant colour. 3. We must trust him. He
knoweth our needs ; he bids us ask him for our daily bread ; he listens to our prayer.

His children must not be like the heathen. They have far higher privileges ; they must
live a higher life. The heathen seek eagerly after the good things of this world;
Christians must "seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness"—that kingdom
of grace in the heart, which is " righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost."

That must be the first and paramount object of the Christian's hope and earnest effort

;

the glad submission of his whole heart, with all its fears and hopes, all its joys and
sorrows, all its desires and all its thoughts, to the heavenly King, who would make that

heart his dwelling-place, reigning there with undivided sovereignty. Seek that first,

above all things else—above riches, honour, comfort, ease, even above the love of those

who are nearest and dearest. Seek that first, seek it of God with unresting, unwearied

energy of supplication ; and for other things trust his love. He bids us ask him for

our daily bread, not to be over-anxious for the morrow. We must not allow dis-
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tracting fean for the morrow to interfere with the calm performance of the dntiea

of the day. Each day has its burden, its difficulties, its temptations ; each day, too,

brings its help from God, its grace, its mercies, to bis children. "Take therefore

no thought for the morrow. . . . SafBcient for the day is the evil thereof." Give your
whole energy, all your thoughts, to the work of the day, the duty which is present

:

" Whatever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy might." Do not allow the day to

be darkened, and its work to be marred, by gloomy forebodings of possible troubles in

the future. They may never come; we may pass away before they come; if they
should come, God will give his people strength and wisdom. Do your duty ; and then
leave the future in his hands, to whom alone the future ia known; who has promised
to make " all things work together for good to them that love bim."

Lessons. 1. " Lay up for yourselves treasure in heaven." 2. Make no compromises

;

give the whole heart to God. 8. God careth for his children ; trust in him, be not
OTer-anxious. 4. Tb« present is yours; the future is God's. Do your duty, and trust.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 1.—Ostentatious religion. Having spoken of the duties of everyday aocial life^

our Lord now passes on to deal with specifically religious actions—almsgiving, prayer,

fasting. One thing he condemns in regard to all of these actions, viz. ostentation. His
great requirement is sincerity, and, with this, simplicity and humility.

I. The characteb of ostentatious belioion. It is a theatrical performance,
carried through before the eyes of men and in order to lecure their admiration. In so
far as it is ostentatious it does not aim at the service of God at all. Attention is not

given to his will and approval. The lower sphere is all that is thought of. 1. Osten-

tatious charity. This was largely practised in the days of Christ, so that the very
word " righteousness " came to be narrowed down to the meaning of almsgiving. But
it is still prevalent. A n|W)n gives not to help the needy or to honour God, but to

gain a reputation for genemsity. His name must figure in the subscription list. If he
were to have no public acknowledgment of his charity, he would withdraw his con-

tributions. Why is it that some people will give more when they " subscril)e " than
when they put an offering in a " collection " for the very same object ? 2. Ostentatious

prayer. We do not observe the Oriental practice of praying out in the streets. But
great attention to public services with neglect of private devotion is of the same
character. Or if when at church there is the utmost decorum of behaviour with bent
knee and bowed head, while the mind is not in the worship but wandering after idle

fancies, this is a show and a sham. 3. Ostentatious self-denial. There are numerous
opportunities for self-denial in ways invisible to man. If, therefore, » person passes these

by and studies his own comfort in prirate, while he makes a show of fasting in public,

he proclaims himself an " actor
;
" he is but playing a part. His self-denial is self-

display, fur his own glory, and therefore no real self-denial at all.

II. The FAiLtTBE OF OSTENTATIOUS BELiQioN. 1. Its inutility. It has ite reward
in the admiration of beholders. The hypocrite is praised—till he is found out. Never-
theless, he really fails. For if religion means anything, it means the soul's relations

with God. But if in all this foolish display the thought of God is lost, the supposed
worshipper is not worshipping. Praying so as to be seen of men, he forgets the one
Being whom it is his supreme duty to please. 2. Its positive wiekedness. The conduct
of the ostentatious worshipper is odious in the sight of God. (1) It is false. Pretending

to be what it is not, claiming admiration for a charity, a piety, and a self-denial that

do not really exist. (2) . It is.selfisb. Worship should be the surrender of self to God.
But this show of worship is all for the sake of self. (3) It is worldly. The admiration

of men is cultivated, but there is no thought of a higher Witness. A purely temporal,

earthly gain is all that such a religion can contemplate. (4) It is an insult to God.
What can be more awfully impious than to prostitute the soul's great privilege of

communion with God so as to make it a mere decoration of personal vanity ? This ia

rank hypocrisy, of all things the most hateful in the sight of God.—W. F. A.

Yer. 6.

—

Secret prayer. These words are not intended to discourage the practice •<
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public worship. The contrast they afford to the ostentatious worship of the Pharisees

makes it clear that our Lord is not alluding to the general prayers of a congregation.

For with the synagogue he associates the street corner (rer. 5), thus showing that he ii

thinking of a man's personal devotions throughout, altuough in the case of the Pharisee
these are made indecently public, and therefore do not deserve the name "private"
which is usually attached to them in contrast with what is called the "public" worship
of the Church. The secret prayer in private is commended to us.

L_ The cieoumstanobs or the pbateb. Jesus is very explicit in regard to these
details, although his object is simply to obtain reality and spirituality of worship,
because we are largely influenced by the scenes among which we live. The private
chamber and the closed door are necessary for the devotion which Christ approves of.

1. Unostentatiousness. This ii readily secured. We cannot think of winning the
applause of men when we have shut out all observers. Yet even here the danger may
return if we let it be known that we resort to seclusion for prayer. Therefore the very

'

act of retirement should be kept private. 2. Freedom from distraction. The noise

and glare of the world are withdrawn, and we are left alone with God. This need not
be in a room. Christ foimd it on the mountain. 3. A personal approach to God.
Each soul must seek God separately. There is a loneliness of personality, a deep
seclusion of the interior life. We do not really pray until we open this up to God.
IL The object of the pbateb. The end is not secured by the mere act of going into

seclusion. We may carry the world into our chamber; and we shall do so if the world
is in our hearts. We may not meet God there ; and we shall not find him if he is

"not in all our thoughts." The accessories are but favourable conditions. Still, we
need the spiritual effort of devotion, which is to draw near to our Father—the highest
act of human experience. When that is truly attained, the accessories cease to be very
important. We may find the soul's secret chamber in the heart of a crowd, while
walking through the busy street, or while rushing over the country in a railway
carriage full of fellow-travellers, if we can withdraw our minds into inwardness of

thought, into the seclusion of private meditation ; we ham but to shut to the door of

observation, and we are alone with God. But this is onljl^ssible in proportion as our
worship is a really spiritual approach to God. We have just to consider what worship
is—not a performance, but a communion.
• HL Tee besi7I.t or the pbateb. 1. Observed ly Ood. He sees in secret. He sees

the secret hollowness, vanity, falsehood, and blasphemy that lie behind the decoroua
worship of ostentation. He also sees the prayer that is but a thought,

"Prayer ia the soul's sincere desire^

Uttered or unexpressed

;

The motion of a hidden fire

That trembles in the breast.

Prayer is the burden of a sigh.

The falling of a tear;

The upward glancing of an eye,

When none but God is near."

2. Itewarded ty Ood. The reward of prayer is to hear and answer it. We are not
to expect to be paid for our goodness in being unostentatious. It ia enough that God
meets us in secret prayer, that he condescends to respond and to visit our chamber,
transforming it into a temple. That ia the reward.—W. F. A.

Vers. 9—15.

—

The hordes Prayer. This is the model prayer. It is not simply one
form of prayer intended to supersede all others, or to take its place among prayers of

a different character. It is the type and pattern of all prayer. " After this manner
therefore pray ye." Let us note its leading characteristics.

I. In form it IB BRIEF, CLEAR, AND SIMPLE. This IS offered in contrast to the
vain repcLitions of the heatlien. It is not the length of a prayer, but the reality of it,

that finds acceptance with God. He docu not need to be urged with piteous entreaties,

the frantic shrieks, leaping, and gashing with knives that the dervishes of Baal resorted

to. He is close at hand; he is always ready to hear; he knows what we need. Some
prayers are sermons preached to God, We have neither to inform Ood as though he
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were ignorant, nor to persnade him as though he were reluctant to help. We have
simply to make him the confidant of our hearts' desires.

II. It is addkessed to the Fatherhood of God, The "Pater noster" has its

key-note struck in its two opening words. 1. OocFs fatherli/ nature. The character

of our prayer depends on our conception of God, Christ delighted to set hefore us the

picture of God as our Father. Here is the basis of faith. All confidence is justified by
this great fact. 2, Our relation to Ood, He is not merely the " All-Father." He is

" our Father ;
" this personal appropriation of God is necessary for the most real prayer.

III. It honoubs the holiness of God. God loathes adulation, but he accepts

adoration. High-sounding titles and elaborate ascriptions of praise mar the simplicity

of genuine worship. It is enough to address God as " our Father." Still we must
remember that he is in heaven. The familiarity of love must not forget the revereoce

due to holiness. The essence of prayer is worship.

IV. It seeks the olort of God, Thoughts of God come first—that his Name
may be treated with reverence; that his kingdom may come, his will be done. Many
prayers are too narrow, selfish, and worldly. The model prayer fills our minds and
hearts with large thoughts of God and his kingdom. If we have the Christian spirit

in us, these thoughts will lie very near to our hearts ; if that spirit is developed and
enlarged, they will be predominant, so that we shall more eagerly wish for the coruing

of the kingdom and the doing of God's will than for the satistaction of our personal

desires. But, alas! few of us have reached that standard.

V. It trusts God's daily caeb. Now we come down to the personal prayer. It

begins with a most simple, universal want—daily bread, 1. Bodilyfood. This comes
from God, who makes the com grow, and finds us the providential means of a livelihood.

Christ recognizes the need of common earthly things ; God supplies them. 2. Neces-

laries. Merely " bread," 3, The momenft need. " Daily " bread. We can leave the

morrow.
VI. It confesses bin and askb FOBOivENEsa. This is of universal application.

The saint must confess sin as well as the sinner. This is of daily necessity. We sin

daily. But this recognizes God's forgiving grace—to corer all sin. Yet it is con-
ditioned by our forgiving spirit.

VII. It craves deliveranob from evil. If possible we would be spared tempta-
tion. If we must be tempted, we pray to be saved from the power of the evil one.

Our Father is our great Deliverer. In view of darkest dangers we cry fur his saving
help.—W. F. A.

Vers. 19—21.

—

The two treasuries. The earthly and the heavenly treasuries are

first compared together, and then the reason is given for preferring the latter.

; I, The earthly treasury. 1. Its locality. A treasury on earth. The thought is

of the accumulation of material wealth. This may be of the choicest kind—works of

art, gold, and jewels. Still, it is all earthly, and it does not imply any share in heavenly

things, any portion in the unseen world. 2. Its imperfection. Even while its treasures

remain in it they may be spoiled. The moth devours the Babylonish garment ; the

rust corrodes the bright steel and tarnishes the polished silver. Shares depreciate in

value while we hold the scrip. Worse than all this, the value to us of earthly treasure

may be corrupted ; because we may toil successfully for wealth, and yet when we have
got it we may discover to our dismay that we have lost tha capacity to enjoy it. 3. lis

insecurity. What cannot be spoiled by insect or atmosphere may be stolen. Without
waiting for the slow action of rust and moth, riches may take themselves wings and
flee away. The thief may dig through the mud-built house (see Job xxiv. 16) ; the

skilled burglar may break open the iron safe; the trusted banker may abscond with

the stock that is lodged with him. At last the great thief death will rob us of all our

earthly store by one irresistible stroke.

n. The heavenly treasury. 1. Its nature. What is this heaven in which we
are to store our treasures ? Heaven is not an astronomical locality, nor is it simply the

abode of the blessed dead; it is wherever God's presence is manifested and enjoyed.

Therefore to lay up treasure in heaven is to store it with God; to have our possessions

in him; to entrust our all to him; to know that when we go to God we shall find our

wealth. 2. lit riches. The nature of the treasury determines the sort of wealth that
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is to be stored in it. Fossessions of land cannot be kept in a cash-box ; works of art

must not be stowed away in a wine-cellar. If heaven is our treasury, only heavenly
riches can be collected there. It will not do for us to reckon our property by gold or

any material things, for heaven has no room for such sordid wealth. The " unsearch-

able riches of Christ " are tbere—^faith and love, pardon and peace, life and gladness,

purity and power. 3. Its secwrity. This heavenly treasnry is safe. No corruption

can breathe in the pure atmosphere of heaven ; no thief can break open its mighty gates

;

death is powerless to enter its realm of eternal life. Nothing can destroy or rob us of

our spiritual possessions in Christ.

III. The aaoirNDB of ohoioe. Enough reason for preferring the heavenly treasury

might be found in the great contrast between its security and the deceptive insecurity

of all earthly treasuries. But Christ introduces a much higher consideration. " Where
thy treasure is, there will thy heart be also." Therefore if the treasury is on earth,

the heart will dwell in this lower region; but if the treasury ii in beaven, the heart

will soar to the heights of God. Our thoughts, our very selves, dwell with what we,
prize most highly. Here is a greater danger than that of the disappointment of loss

—

viz. that of the permanent degradation of a low affection. The chief reason for choosing
heavenly treasures is that we may not set our affections on things' of the earth, that

we may have our thoughts and desires drawn up to what is heavenly. Thus only shall

we escape from the sordid mind that gloats over sordid treasures, and win the pure and
heavenly mind that aims at highest good.—W. F. A.

' Vers. 22, 23.

—

Simplicity of conscience. The illustration seems to be this—We see

only through our eyes. AL the light that the body enjoys comes through that pair of

delicate organs. Thus, as the means of bringing light to us, our eyes are our lamps.

Now, if the two eyes are confused so that they see double, they distort our vision.

They must form a single image between them for us to be able to see clearly. If worst
shoiild happen, and our eyes should be blinded, all the blaze of noon can bring no light

to us. This is the physical analogue; let us now look at its spiritual counterpart.

I. Conscience is the ete of tee sottl. It is to our spiritual nature what the organ

of vision is to the bodily structure. It ii the avenue through which light enters. A
man without a conscience could know no spiritual truth. He . might understand a
multitude of facts about religion. The history of Israel and the biography of Jesus
Christ might he very familiar to him. Doctrines of theology might be studied by him
as systems of philosophy or theories of science are studied. But the knowledge thus
acquired would not be spirituaL God would be hidden; the way of life would remain
undiscovered. Bighteousness and sin, faith and redemption, would be but names for

abstract ideas ; and the conception of these ideas would not help practically. But God
speaks in the conscience. There his Spirit touches our spirit. There he impresses us
with the force of moral distinctions, and draws us on to the better life.

II. Conscience needs to be biufus in ordeb that it mat be oleab. It is possible

for the inward vision to see double. This will not happen so much when we seem to

have a conflict of duties as when we confuse the very idea of duty with lower con-
siderations. If we act conscientiously even when perplexed by a diversity of claims,

we cannot make a very great mistake. But the terrible confusion arises when Con-
science is not permitted to speak by herself; when she is interrupted by a babel of

clamorous voices speaking out of self-interest, insisting on worldly maxims, and assuming
wisdom and pleading policy. These interruptions are fatal to a sound decision.

Conscience must be cleared of all accessories. We must look straight to one point.

The one question for conscience is—What is right? It is absolutely necessary to keep
this question simple by separating it from every other consideration.

III. The fervjersion of oonsoienoe is the oreatkbt sfibituai. darkness. He
is in the dark who turns from the light; but far greater is the darkness of a blind man
who cannot see in the light; and darkest of all is the mistake of one so deluded and
demented as to take night for day, darkness for light, so that he follows darkness aa

a guide. It is bad to disregard conscience. Still, conscience remains, a warning beacon
that cannot be utterly quenched, and we are aware that we are going without its

guidance. Far worse is it to pervert the conscience. Better face a dark coast than the

false lights of wreckers; better have no compass than on* that will not point to the
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north ; better be without a pilot than be steered by a pirate. The scribes and Phariseea
darkened conscience with casuistry ; Jesuits have been accused of doing the same ;

but our owa hearts are our greatest deceivers. " Keep conscience as the noontide
clear."—W. P. A.

Ver. 24:.

—

TTie two masters. Ohrist here passes from the consideration of thoughts and
desires to the large world of action. His rule of life touches us all rouQd. It begins
with the heart—the inner chamber, the sanctuary. It also applies to the life, the
work, the scenes of daily life in the world. Now, we are carried out to this busy
world to consider the principles that rule our conduct there.

I. Wk must have a uaster. This is assumed. Christ considers two forms of

service. He does not contemplate the absolute freedom in which we are our own
masters. We profess to be free, and claim to rule our own conduct ; but that is only
because the chains are gilded, or because the silken threads are invisible, because our
obedience to our chosen master has become a second nature, i.e, because we serve from
love and not from constraint. But all true service is heart-service; it springs from
love ; it is given willingly ; and therefore it does not perceive the yoke of servitude.

Yet he who escapes from the service of God as an irksome burden, irksome because

his heart is not in the service, will certainly fall into the clutches of some other

master—mammon, sin, evil habit, lust, fashion, etc.—all of them being but repre-

sentatives of the great usurper.

II. We have a choice of two masters. 1. Ood. It is not enough to think of

God as our Benefactor; we must remember that he claims our service. This is implied

by his Fatherhood, because a father expects obedience on the part of his children.

Now, it is not to be denied that the service of God is a very difficult service. It

involves the renunciation of sin and the practice of self-denial. It requires absolute

submission of the will in interior desire as well as in visible work. In our own strength

it is impossible (Josh. xxiv. 19). But God gives strength equal to the task. The
reward of his service is immeasurable, not only in subsequent wages, but in the present

joy of serving so good a God, delighting to do his will (Ps. xl. 8). 2, Mammon. One
form of low service. The unworthy service may assume other forms. But this is most
prevalent and tempting. It is seen in the race for wealth, in the greed of covetous-

ness, in the slavery of material pleasures and earthly desires. It is degrading to the

soul, and it ends in weariness, disgust, and bitter disappointment (ver. 19).

III. We oan serve but.one master. This is not a question of simple inconsistency

and incongruity ; it is a matter of absolute impossibility. Christ does not say, " Ye ought

not
; " he says, " Ye cannot." There can be but one true service rendered by our real

selves. Yet nothing is more common than the foolish attempt to achieve the impos-

sible. The result is the miserable failure of a distracted life. The man who would
serve two masters has no success or joy in either pursuit. When trying to serve

mammon, he is haunted by a disturbing conscience that restrains him from going as

far as he would, and vexes him with muttered reproaches. When endeavouring to

serve God, he is invaded by a host of foolish fancies and worldly anxieties. He cannot

give himself to the worship and service of God, and therefore these things are a

weariness of the flesh. Thus he fails, and is miserable whatever he does. The secret

of happiness is whole-heartedness. There is no joy on earth like the deep and satisfying

gladuess of a complete surrender to God as our one Lord and Master. Happily the

principle is a safeguard for the true servant of God. The service of God excludes the

service of mammon, and so keeps us safe.—W. F. A.

Vers. 25—30.

—

Ohrisffs remedy for anxiety. Having touched upon the active

ministry of life, our Lord at once proceeds to treat its besetting trouble with an

amplitude of illustration which shows how important he considered it to be.

L The natube op the evil. We are misled by the word " thought," which has

dropped one of its old meanings since the Authorized Version of the New Testament was

issued. Christ is not depreciating an intellectual exercise, much less is he encouraging

improvidence. What he really says is, " Be not anxious for your life." 1. The eml ia

in vexatious anxiety. If, after we have done all that is in our power, we fret ourselves

with presentiments of possible mischief; or if, in the midst of our work, we let care
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about its issue take possession of our minds, we make the mistake our Lord deprecates.

2. The evil is concerned with bodily needs. The life, the food, the raiment. The idea

is of being absorbed with deep concern for these temporal and external things. 3. The
evil prevents concern for our higher interests and duties. Here is its greatest con-
demnation, not simply that it pains us, but that it injures us. Jesus does not advise

freedom from anxiety merely on its own account, that we may have the satisfaction of

being at peace. Ue sees that worldly anxiety fills the mind and heart, and so keeps
out thoughts of the great purpose of life. " The cares of this world " are tares that
choke the Word. " The life is more than the food." We are to cast aside anxiety
about food and clothes, that we may be free to " seek first the kingdom of God and his

righteousness."

II. The cube of the evil. All deplore it ; but few see how to conquer it. Some even
regard the words of Ctirist as applicable only to an idyllic state of society—possible

among the flowers and sunshine of Galilee in those old dreamy days, but quite imprac-
ticable in the busy, crowded West of to-day. Let us see if there are not permanent
lessons in this teaching of our Lord. 1. The spirit of nature. Our Lord was preaching
on a mountain, with flowers at his feet and birds above his head. His illustrationg lay
close at hand; but his choice of them was evidently suited to his object. He touches
on the beauty and fresh life of nature, so that his very language is soothing. It carries

us quite away from the fret and fever of life. If we would spend more time in con-
sidering the lilies we should be calmed and refreshed. Wordsworth re-echoes this

wholesome lesson. 2. ITie analogy of the lower world. God cares for the grass that

is enamelled with flowers in the spring, then scorched by the sun and burnt as fuel in the
summer. He feeds the wild birds. Mature is wonderfully adjusted in its mutual minis-

tries so as to support its most fragile creatures. If we can " live according to nature "

we shall be providid fur. Tliis does not mean becoming savages—^who are not in a state

of nature at all. It means observing the laws of nature, as flowers and birds are bound
to do, but as men do not. 3. The revelation of our Father's care. Hi- knows our need.

He does not despise it, or suppose that we can face it with Stoical indifference. There-
fore we can entrust it to him. Faith is the great antidote to care. 4. Ttte call

to higher duty. It is wrong to waste our lives in anxiety. It is incumbent on us to

give ourselves to the service of God. When we do this we shall find it easier to trust

God. Then the evil may come ; but we need not snatch at it prematurely. It can
wait for its day, and when that arrives we shall find that as our day is so our strength
will be.—W. F. A.

Vera, 1—4.

—

As to the duty <f giving alms. The matter of the discourse of our Lord
proceeds from his illustration of the hitherto unpractised and unnoticed spiritusd

significance, depth, and far-reachingness of the Law, to admonitions which must ever be
BO sure to be needed—of simplicity of motive and purity of heart in our works of

"righteousness," or, as perhaps we should more naturally describe them in modern
phrase, of religion. It must be noted that the Received Version reads mistakenly, in

ver. 1, " alms " instead of " righteousness." This last word, recalling our thought to
ver. 20, easily keeps for us unbroken the thread of Christ's discourse. The more
specific of these admonitions as to our religious actions are three in number, and concern
the duty of giving alms (vers. 1—4), of praying (vers. 5—15), and of fasting (vers.

16—18). Notice—
I. That the peikciplb contained in the injunction Christ herb utters is not

THAT HIS DISCIPLES SHOULD ARTIFICIALLY AND UNNATURALLY SMOTHER AND COVER
DP IN DARKNESS EVERY ACT OF CHARITY. 1. This would be to the derogation of

a previous and important inj unction of this very discourse, that they should " so let their

light shine before men that," as a consequence, " they might see their good works, and
glorify their Father in heaven." 2. The present injunction is explicitly worded to the

effect that such good works as almsgiving are not to be done/or the purpose of being
seen of men, and thereby winning a most superficial glory of them.

II. The INJUNCTION is that the works of CHARITY SHOULD TBAVBL BO DIRECT
FROM THE HEART TO THE OBJECT OF THEM THAT THET SHOULD IN NO WISE CONTEMPLATB
ANY OUTER OBSERVATION, AND SHOULD, SO FAR FROM THIS, ETBN ELUDB THAT OF TIU
ItBTT UASO WHEN DONE BT THE BIQHT HAND.
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III. That anything short of this, ant admixtubb of secret, dnsafk,
UNHEALTHY, CRAVING FOR HUMAN NOTICE AND PRAISE, IS OF A DISENABUNO SORT,
AND PRECLUDES THB CONTINUAL DEW OF THE DiVINE APPROVAL AND REWARD.

IV. That nevertheless our works of charity are free and open—nay, bather,
ARE even to be ENCOURAGED TO SUBMIT THEMSELVES—TO THE INSPECTION OF THE ONB
CLEAR, CALM, UNERRING, AND UNHARMING GAZE OP THB DiVINE EYE, AND THERE HAVE
THEm REWARD. B.

Vers. 6— 8.

—

As to the duty of prayer. As, in those duties of religion which take
the shape of charitable action towards man, the first law of all is that they be rendered
with purity of motive and with directness of aim, free from self-oonsciousness and free

from consciousness, either morbid or calculated upon, of the gaze of others, so certainly
in that duty (identical at the same time with highest privilege) which marks the intelli-

gent personal approach of men to Goii, viz. their approach in prayer, is it necessary

—

I. That it be performed without any ostentation op sanctity before men.
II. That it be addressed to God with undivided homage, undistbaotbd

thought.
III. That it consist of petitions op known and distinct meaning, not vague,

not repetitious, not multiplied for much speaking's sake only.
IV. That we remember that it is not either to tell God what he does not

already know, or to dictate or suggest to him what to do or what to give;
but to confess to him that we do know and feel our own needs, to acknowledge
that we know he only can supply them, and to submit the time and the choicb
OF the way to do so, to him and his all-sovereign wisdom.—B.

Ver. 9.

—

As to the manner of prayer. The occasion was one in which our Lord
knew that the teaching of his lips would be best brought home to the mind by an
example to illustrate his meaning. What a sequel that example of prayer has itself

had 1 and what fruitfulness it has had in teaching the " manner of prayer " 1 This
" manner " taught by our Lord gives us first a name, or title, by which to address God
in prayer. In this notice

—

I. Thk gracious authority it gives to the creature, as soon as he turns his

heart in prayer to God, to claim the relationship of God to him as that op
Father. In whatever way tliis relationship of God to man might be argued from the

nature of things (Ps. ciii. 13), or inlcrable from indirect permission in the teaching of

God's favoured and chosen people since Abraham (Isa. Ixiii. 16), it is certain that,

previously to this teaching of Christ himself, we read no direct authorization what-
soever of it. It is the gift of this prayer, therefore, that with this title we come
" boldly to the throne of grace."

II. The loving and hopeful tone of supplianoy it auspioiouslt avails to
AWAKEN. The spirit of demand, the temper of dictation, the mutterings of discontent,

the murmurings of impatience, are all held in willing, sure, sweet abeyance, when on
bended knees we say, " Our Father." " How," we say rightly, " will he not give to

his sons, to whom first he has given this greatest gift, that they should be, and be

called, sons I " And, again, how shall not we desire, in practice as in prayer, to comfort

ourselves in harmony with our new-given relationship—the Divine " adoption of sons "
1

III. The HEALTHFUL, INSPIRITING, UNLIMITED, CATHOLICITY WHICH THB TWO WORDS
"ouB Father" betoken and augur. It speaks in all innocent trustfulness, instino-

tive expectation, grateful expanded prospect, of the vast family, of an ever-swelling

brotherhood, of the one Father's many-mansioned house. It strikes the key-note

of the music of universal charity.

IV. The elevated level to which our conceptions of the Divine relationship

ARE so SILENTLY AND, AS IT WEBB, SO UNSUSPECTINGLY DRAWN UP THB FATHER IN

heaven. How helpful to our hope and confidence, how salutary to our modesty and

patience, how dignifying to all our spiritual tone and aspiration, to remember that Uiis

Father is in heaven, while as yet we are at heaven's footstool—the earth !—B.

"
Ver. 9 (end of verse).

—

Th«first petition. The sentence in which this ii contained

cannot mean that God'i own holiness can be added to or its sanctity improved ; but
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that we " give thanks at the remembrance " of it ; panse to observe the rery highest
conceiTable rendering of the fifth commandment ; and help to teach others to pay all

most solemn homage to his Name.
I. The petition is an instance and expression of a most significant act ot

OUB eeqenebatk natubb, akin to its veby highest beaches of achievement, when,
IEBE8PECTIVE OF BVEBTTHIKG ELSE, WB DBSIBE THAT FIBST OF ALL God'b HOLT NaMK
BE HELD SAOBED AND BE OLOBIFIED.

II. The PETITION PUBPORTS THE EXALTATION, IN MEN's BEVERENT REGARD, OF THAT
Name, so gbeat, addressed and appealed to in pbateb. The petition beautifully

embraces the deep wish that that Name may be ever growing in adored sacredness
in the silent heart of the individual petitioner first, as well as further in and through
ill creation.

III. The petition manifestly postulates such sympathy, however klementaby,
WITH the holy nature OF THE FATHEB, THAT ITS FULFILLING CANNOT FAIL TO BE
ALSO A 8UBB FULFILLINO OF GOOD TO HIM WHO FRAYS IT. It evidently procceds on the
ready and willing acknowledgment of the fact that the perfect holiness of the Father
in heaven is the condition and the essential that lies at the very root of the welfare

of the man who is praying, and of the vast universe.—B.

Ver. 10 (first part).

—

The second petition. The words of this brief petition pray that

the kingdom of God may come in this world. And it would sufficiently satisfy the
reqiiirements of the words to understand them to pray for the further growth and more
perfect developirg and advance of the kingdom and the principles of it. So far

also as the word " kingdom " might be considered equivalent to " rule," that rule had
always been a reality and a very patent fact in the world. But in the light of the

preaching of John the Baptist, and of the preaching entrusted to the twelve and the

seventy disciples in Christ's commission, it is probable that the petition in this prayer
describes the final and perfect form of God's kingdom, as growing out of the truth

of Christ, in all its entirety, rooted in his incarnation, vital in the efficacy of his cross

and blood, and triumphantly evidenced in his resurrection, ascension, and sending of

the Holy Ghost. For a kingdom, a new kingdom, a reign of " abundance of peace,"

and of every most distinguished type of blessing, the favoured but degenerate nation

had now long been looking with very mistakenly directed vision ; while the truer and
the really devout of them had been earnestly longing and waiting for it—not, indeed,

mnch better informed in their mind, but very much better disposed in their heart.

These, therefore, were to some real degree disposed to understand Christ's kingdom,
differently conditioned as even to them it was compared with their expectations. And
now the petition is enthroned that purports this

—

May the kingdom of Ood in Christ

come I Dwell on

—

I. The SPIRITUAL ohabaoteb of THIS KINGDOM. Explain what is really meant by
a spiritual character, illustrating this by : 1. The wonders of the way in which the
kingdom was founded on earth. 2. The methods by which it gains and holds its own.
3. The objects which it seeks both near at hand and ultimately.

II. The SPIRITUAL forces which give IMPULSE to this KINGDOM AND WHICH BULB
IT, AS MANIFEST AS THEY ARE INVISIBLE. Give here leading illustrations of the mighty
Presence of the Holy Spirit working at the same time with human servants, but himself
unchallengeably the mainspring.

III. The CATHOLICITY OF THIS KINGDOM. Point out the implications of this fact.

Show the enormously strong, growing indications, or evidences, or already concluded
proofs of it.—B.

Ver. 10 (latter part).

—

The third petition. Beautifully does Ohrysostom noto how,
in this petition, following closely upon " Thy kingdom come," Jesus would " bid us,

before we come to heaven, make this earth into heaven." Dwell, in this simplest petition,

on the following limplest but greatest and most significant facts. If the will of God
is done on earth as it is done in heaven, so—

I. It will it be done by all. It is done by all in heaven, and the very form of this

petition is not worded for the individual, but for all the wide, the various, the saddened
but the beautiful world.
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n. It will bs done with the fullest consent of the heaet, asd with the
UNITED, UNDISTBAOTED CONSENT OF ALL THE POWERS.

III. It will be DONE WITH AN EVEE-QEOWINGLY BTMPATHETIO nNDBRSTANDING
OF IT. It is beyond us to say that God's will is done even in heaven with (or much
less for the mere reason of) a perfect understanding of it. Nay, some of its value may
result there, as here, from its being both accepted and " done " in spite of its not being
understood. But how much of our understanding of it is blocked by weak sympathy
v\ith it, or by absence of sympathy with it; and surely these obstacles will be gone, or

ever be giving wayl The clearness of sight and of understanding that a perfect

sympathy gives, as compared with fitful and imperfect sympathies, must be all gaia
to the doing ol God's will on earth as in heaven.

IV. It WILL BE DONE WITHOUT THAT BITTEB PAIN, THAT W0E8T WEARINESS, THAT
COME OF VAIN ENDEAVouE AND BFFOET 80 OFTEN FAILURE. Such descriptions, or even
such mere glimpses, as are given to us in Scripture of the worship or the work in

heaven are ravishing indeed to meditate. To these we can never absolutely attain

"in earth." To them, nevertheless, we may ever be approximating. The petition

teaches us this ; and, as offered by countless millions of lips, generation after generation,

it is gradually and blessedly leading on to this.—B.

Ver. 11.— The fourth petition. Introduce by a few remarks on the sublime
simplicity of the petitions of this prayer, typified in none better perhaps than in this.

Give also simple explanation of the word rendered here "daily," to the effect that

it does not repeat the meaning contained in " this day,'' but designates rather the
natural requirement of any one, and the portion needful and allotted to him by parental

care and love. Then the petition may be vivified, and a grateful realizing of its

significance and beauty may be helped by speaking of it as

—

I. The huublb pbayeb of obeatube-need. Instance comparisons of the depend-
ence of all life, (1) inanimate; (2) animate and conscious; (3) animate, conscious, and
intelligent ; and show how fatal the fault when to these great facts of nature that

of religious devoutness is not found added (Ps. civ. 27, 28 ; cxlv. 15, 16). The very
sense of creature-need may be comfort, and help lead us to think on whom that need

is permitted and invited to draw. How different our youth's presumptuous challenge

of responsibility from the craving after relief from that very thing in maturer lite,

mellower cljaracter, and declining agel

II. The happy pbayee op child-dependence. The youngest child unconsciously

depends for its portion every day upon its parents. And it becomes so natural to it

that it knows not a doubt or fear for the same as years go on, till with the springing

up of thought and the teaching of goodness and wisdom it becomes an eifurt to

acknowledge its child-dependence and the grace that supplies it. That effort is health-

ful and useful. The very beginning of this prayer warrants us in this petition to ask,

as the asking of the dependence that gives the child its claim, and a claim in its

character something in advance of that which it utters as a creature.

III. The tbustful pbayeb of necessity indeed, yet unanxious necessity.

When the portion that the day wants has changed from milk to bread, and from milk
and bread to wine and strong meat, there are yet other imperious forms of necessity

that it takes. In one known word, there is "strength equal to the day" wanted.

Various is the day, very various such days! The strens^th of healing, of pity, of

pardon, of gracious and unusual intervention, is wanted ; and is to be prayed for, and
may be even begged for ; but then most successfully when from the calm, deep heart

of trustful unanziety (Ps. zxxvii., passim).—B,

Ver, 12,

—

Th« fifth petition. It is to be pointed out that the Gospel version of the

Lord's Prayer uses here in this petition the words "debts" and "debtors;" while, in

what may be regarded as a parallel passage (Luke xi. 4), the prayer reads, " Forgive us

our sins, as we forgive our debtors." It might, possibly, and not altogether unplausibly,

be held that this last form of the words designs to avoid bringing into near comparison

the dread reality we call sin agtunst God, with our sins (though still justly so called)

against one another. At any rate, the version may suggest profitably the thought.

Vast also and indeed inuueasuiable tho difference between what we ows to God and
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what any one can owe to ns; still these facts more naturally both fall under the
description of " debts." Again, thov^h the words " debts " and " debtors " are virtually

commented upon by the "trespasses" of ver. 14, it is not Impossible that they suggest
the sequence of this petition upon the one preceding it. We have just prayed, " Give
ns this day," etc. What debts, indeed, God's daily innumerable givings, as Creator
to all creation, as Father to all his family, entail upon theml These are not less

to be thought of because they partake so much of a moral character, and are so

analogous to those which children owe to their earthly parents. Though parents must
give for the sake of the life of those to whom they give, their claim upon the gratitude,

obedience, devotion, of their offspring is indefeasible, and the high, solemn sanctions of

that claim in Scripture are second to none. Dwell on the consideration of

—

I. The existence op this oebat thino, this~ obeat fact, in the wobld—
"forgiveness:" what does it mask? 1. It is a convincing proof of a moral
element present in the world's social structure. 2. It is a convincing proof that that

mural element is not of the nature of a level, stern, logical justice by itself, without
elasticity, without any possible method of compensation, without any provision of

remedy, in the event of incursions of error, accident, fault. 3. The outward practice

of forgiveness (leaving out of question any cultivating of the spirit of forgiving) is

found an absolute necessity for carrying on the community of social life. 4. The three

foregoing particulars may be viewed as a strong supporting argument of the species

of analogy, justifying the article of the apostolic Creed, that says, "I believe in the

forgiveness of sins." And they may be viewed so yet the more in the light of the

second clause of the petition now before us, "as we forgive our debtors."

II. The wide range through which pbatebb fob God's foroiveness need to
be offered. 1. For debts in the matter of mercies innumerable and priceless, of

which so little account has been made, and for which so little fruitful return has been
shown. 2. For our debts in the matter of innumerable faults—faults of omission and
of carelessness, 3. For our debts in the solemn matter of what can be described as

nothing less than tin against God ; and which we must know to be such by reason, by
conscience, by education, by the education further of his revealed Word, and by the

most explicit and most tender revelation of his love in Christ Jesus. 4. For all the

debts of all that vast family of which we are a part, and for which our " prayers and
intercessions " are permitted and invited.

III. The exceedingly solemn form ttndeb which we are taught to entreat
God's forgiveness of our sins, viz. " after the manner" of our own forgiveness
of our brother. The thrilling suggestions of warning that lie plain to every gaze

in these words of prayer fitted to our lips by Jesus, emphasized in vers. 14, 16, and so

often repeated by us, are only equalled by the matchless condescension of them.—^B.

Ver. 13 (first part).

—

The sixth petition. Point ont that the word "lead" is not

an exactly correct rendering, and but for long use would be pretty certainly a some-
what misleading one. The plain meaning of the petition is that we may be spared

the conflict and the diinger and the pain of temptation, so far as may be accordant

with Divine wisdom and the Divine will. Hence a very old version renders " carry,"

and the Revised Version renders " bring
; '' and for this may bu substituted such other

words as "put," or "place," Though indeed circumstances, as we call them (and
God certainly uses not unfrequently the ministry of circumstance), may be largely

described as partaking of the nature of leading, yet the last intended implication of

the petition is that Ood would, by unconscious leading, betray us into temptation, so

that we should be more liable to fall by it. Consider

—

I. The nature of the thing called temptation, 1. It is not the word rightly

used, unless the person is free to choose, to do, or to refuse to do. 2. It is not the

word rightly used, unless the thing that tempts is for some reason evU—evil not

necessarily in itself, but for us at the time being. 3. It involves our facing what is

either intrinsically evil, or in this sense evil ; wishing or being inclined to wish or

liable to wish it; and finally either mastering and banishing the wish, or yielding to it,

and turning it into action,

II, The objects of temptation. 1. To reveal to the nature of an inquiring,

iiitclligent being what forces there are without him, for good or for bad, in this world.
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2. To reyeal to that nature the forces that are within it also; and to waken ite

knowledge as much of their difference in kind as of their existence.

III. The uses of temptation. 1. To challenge, determine, fix the tone and direction

of the character of any and every person. 2. To strengthen greatly, by decision and by
exercise, goodness, if temptation is resisted and mastered ; or if the opposite, at any
rate to acquaint the sufferer with what is going on in his life.

IV. The justification of pbaying aqainst the ordeal of temptation. 1. Such
praying expresses a very permissible, just, modest distrust of self. It expresses the

opposite of self-confidence. 2. It expresses a just and natural dread of being worsted

of our worst enemy. 3. It expresses a justifiable shrinking from the conflict, and the

pain of being tempted, even if we are not victims to the danger of it. That " the cup
may pass away" we know is a lawful and even hallowed prayer, if coupled with

submission still to the Divine will, and with the resolute drinking of it if it be still

held to our lips. Such praying may be regarded as the fit response also to the most
gracious utterances of all the ages ; e.g. " Like as a father pitieth his children . . .

for he knoweth our frame, and remembereth that we are dust."—^B.

Ver. 13 (latter part).—7%e seventh petition. This latter clause of what might be

viewed almost as one petition, though expressed in the shape of two antithetic parts,

confirms what may be called the common-sense interpretation of the words, " Lead us
not into temptation." All the matter of temptation is evil. The evil that is without,

its material; the evil that is within, its occasion and fearful purchase. The attraction

of what is good, and any readiness within us to yield to that attraction, we do not

designate temptation. But now the petition. "Lead us not into temptation," ail the

material of which is evil, is pronouncedly followed by this other, " But deliver us," i.e.

draw us away, rescue us, save us, " from evil," or from the evil one, in every form and
in every degree. The petition is, therefore, certainly not mere repetition of the former,

nor the former put in somewhat different shape, but it is substantial addition to it.

Notice, then, that the prayer

—

L Bbeatees the earnest desire to be delivered fbom the whole bodt of evil.

That which was ever round us ; that which is ever too likely to be within us, though
dormant, perhaps ; that which might still invade our peace and safety. We need to be

set free from that which has in past time, and perhaps long, dominated us.

II. Expresses the conviction that the final, compeehbnsivb thing to be
DESIRED IS TO BE DBAWN BY DiVINE POWER FROM EVIL. Wc need tO be both (1)

weaned from the love of it and all native inclination to it, so far as it takes any shajie,

by virtue of which we may wish for the time to cast in oiu- lot with it; and (2)

rescued and, if need be, snatched from its tyrannical hold and merciless thraldom. The
significance of the position of this petition, last of all, so placed by Christ himself, well

deseives notice and enforcing.

III. KeCOONIZES AND RECORDS OUB OBEKD THAT EVIL HAS ITS MaSTES; AND THAT
WE KNOW WHO THAT MaSTEB ALONE IB ; OUB DEPENDENCE ON HIM, AND OUR INUEBTED-

NESS TO HIM. To him we rightly carry our solemn, suffering, last appeal against it,

whether the fault of it be more or less chargeable on ourselves. A short life, which
nevertheless dragged even its very briefness, its "days few and evil," as though tedious

time needed to be " killed," may have witnessed a careless indifference to evil on our

part ; i^ain, an utter misestimate of its nature, malignity, mass of resistance ; again, a

mere defiant attitude towards it ; again, a self-confident assurance of our own power

over it, when only we should choose to rise to the occasion, and put forth that supposed

power ; and once again, after many a shameful fall, as the natural reaction, a crouching,

craven, crushed, despairing dread of it! The humbling tale of these self-condemning

transformations, and of the innumerable by-victories of evil, own to one safe outcome,

one only! It is this—put into our lips by Jesus himself—the sad, intensely earnest,

all-trusting, last appeal against it, addressed to that Master of it, before whom itself

has ever quailed, " Deliver us from evil."—^B.

Vers. 16—18.

—

The manner of fasting. As, of the three specific admonitions

regarding our personal religious exercises, the first on "tA« wanner of almsgivingP and
the second on " the manner of praying," have had their gracious treatment; so now

MATTHEW. •
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the third follows, on "the manner of fasting.'* We have not h«re any express

injunction to fast, nor had we any to give alms or to pray. In each case the prefatory

words are in the same form, " when thou doest thiije alms ;
" " when thou ^prayest ;

"

and now, " when ye fast." However, not only is there not one disparaging word

uttered at the expense of fasting, hut directions are given for the right observance of it

;

and, above all, it is to be noted that it is ranked with the two ever undisputed duties

and virtues of the Christian life, viz. charitableness and prayer.

L The ostentation op sanctity ib struck at. No two things could less agree,

no two extremes less conceivably for one moment meet. 1. The very origin and reason

of fasting disallow display; for its design is to search out and reckon with certain

discreditable, subtle tendencies and temptations to sin, ever too actively working in

the body, and through the lower appetites of our nature, and unfailingly warring against

the soul—hindrances to religious life, the poison of devotion. Of the genuine, solemn

attempt to sap the strength of such enemies within as these, who could dare to take

opportunity to make parade ? And if the solemnity of that attempt be nothing but

an occasion of seeking the praise of men, and itself an " art of deceit," what can

measure the guilt of the vanity of that " hypocrite " ? The spiritual vanity, and yet

more the spiritual pride, that sows itself in the spare soil of fasting, only then good if

spare, is too sure, by the surest Nemesis, to grow a crop, briar, bramble, thistle,

malignant in their fertility. 2. The meagre littleness of human sanctity, at its best,

disallows display under any conditions. Nothing so certainly proves to demon-
stration that littleness as any proffer of ostentation on the part of it. Sanctity can

only grow in the prevailing sense and overshadowing conviction of that Divine holiness

from which exclusively it comes, and by the side of which it is meantime ever reduced

to a drop in the ocean. " Fasting," said one of old, " should show you, but not you
your fasting." And again, "Christ says not, 'Be not sad,' but 'Make not yourselves

sad of countenance.' " And, once more, " If he who fasts, and makes himself of a sad

countenance, is a hypocrite, how much worse he who does not fast, yet assumes a

fictitious sadness of face as a token of fasting 1

"

II. The natubal ubthods, op honest motive and of deep beliqiocts desibe, held
OF FOB imitation. The unconsciousness of daily habit is recommended by Christ for

the outward appearance of the man most deeply convinced of the need of strenuous

measures to cope with spiritual danger within. The sable garb and habit may well

be left unstudied, unaffected, unput on, because of the sabler penitential habit of the

heart. No " artifice of deceit " is anything but out of place and out of season, except

it be that most skilled artifice of all, to make the least show of self, and over self's own
sacreder self to throw the concealing veil of voluntary retiringness. The man who
fasts as a Christian and for Christian purpose is not to proclaim it by word or by sign,

nor is he to proclaim it at alL If in the light of his life it proclaims itself by his own
light, he is then free from the responsibility of the disclosure, and it will be found that

he is the very last to know of that disclosure.

III. The eveb-obsebvino ete, which ueh kat biohtlt obsbbye. Having
guarded against aU possible variety of danger that may arise from men's notice, or our
own supposition of it, consciousness of it, or craving for it, our one legitimate desire

and "contrivance" in the matter should be that nothing divert, distract, or disturb
the singleness of eye that should feed its gaze ou God—himself secret from the world,
accepting and receiving us secret from the world. Where singleness of eye and
simplicity of heart and transparency of motive are so indistinguishable from one
another, one look aside from Gt)d, one moment relish for human praise, one listening

for report of self, will dispel the holiness, and the holy fruit of any spiritual exercise.

It is to the eye that is as unseen as it sees, as kind as it is searching, as searching as it

is all-seeing and everywhere seeing, that the one safe appeal of our eye is to be directed,

for guidance here, for encouraging approval here, and for its final unerring award.—B.

Vers. 19—^21.—2%« treasure laid up on earth. It is most unimportant, in meditating
on the succeeding portions of this wonderful discourse of our Lord, to insist on tracing
aome imagined connection between them. If on the surface it be plain, or if by
careful examination it becomes plain, let us love to notice it, and to learn its continual
contribution to the insiructiveness and beauty of the teaching. Otherwise there is no
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incumbent necessity or advantage in stringing such pearls as these, at any rate. With
this proviso, it is possible to sug.^est that there is a connection to be traced, not fanciful,

between vhat we nave here and the foregoing eighteen verses—that whereas the solemn
refrain of each of the three examples which they comprise has been that no heritage

of human praise be sought, but only that surest intrinsic reward, the approving eye of

him who seeth in secret, now the sul ject launches out into the open ; he who speaks,

lovingly admonishes all, at all times, under all conditions, whether they give alms, or

pray, or fast, " or whatsoever they do," to take heed and beware, not only of the lust of

human praise—one particular shape of earthly treasure—'but of seeking or storing in any
sort the unsafe treasures of earth. The ground now rested upon for this admonition is,

in one general word, the untrustworthiness of treasures laid up on earth. But this

untrustworthiness has deepening shadows and a deepening suspicion as it is deeper

looked into. The place, indeed, Jesus Christ sajs, of treasure laid up upon earth lays

it open to suspicion, and to more than suspicion, to condemnation, in the matter of a

right and wise investment. For of such treasure it is to be said that

—

I. It 18 msECUBE. By the perfection of figurative language, in brevity, force, and
clearness, this insecurity is set forth by the operation of: 1. Bust; an agent so silent,

so constant, so natural, so certain, that nothing seems wanting to perfect the figure, for

all that wide sweep of earthly wealth which iron, the king of metals, may be hold to

typify. 2. ZTle moth; the stealthy destroyer of all the vesture and texture by which,
again, another such wide stretch of earthly wealth is typified ; but not only so, such a

wide field of human vanity of wealth displayed. 3. The thief; who the more precious

and less destroyable what remains may be, so much the more eagerly and skilfidly

compasses the grasping of it. So earthly treasure is cumulatively insecure by its

unconscious and inanimate enemy, by its unconscious but animate enemy, and by its

very conscious and very animate enemy.
IL It is temporabt, even when at the seourest. If it is laid up on earth, it is

bound to be left down on earth. The whole wide world of men all always have
known that earth is not their abiding country; that if they are to be always, it is just

the opposite of fact that they are to be always on earth ; and that if the earth, in a

sense, " abideth for ever," its fleeting generations the very opposite.

III. It is lowering instead op elevating, impoverishing instead of eneiohino,

KVEN WHEN LEAST " TEMPORARY," AND EVEN WHEN MOST " SECURE." This Is not said

of a right use of earthly advantages, a use that does not abiise. But neither is it tliis

at which Christ aims when he says, " Lay not up treasure on earth." No ; the "for
"

which Christ uses here so emphatically, and the most weighty clause which it leads in,

tells his most significant meaning. A treasure laid up on earth chains the heart with
it to earth ; " for " wherever the treasure is the heart is ; whatever the treasure is, it is

fashioning the heart to it. "What folly to store your treasure in the place you must
soon leave I " What folly to have as treasure that which enslaves but never ennobles

!

What folly to have as treasure that which condemns thought never to think high, and
which dooms affection's growth to be opposite of lasting in any upward direction, and,

so far as ite downward direction goes, the deeper its roots, the deeper its torments I

Human nature and character only then rise, grow, purify, and are blessed as the heart

of man rises and becomes purer, till its upward tendency is secured and its sanctification

safe.^—B.

Vers. 22, 23.—2%e lamp of the hody. Make a few introductory remarks on the brevity,

the force of suggestion, and the depth of significance of these words of Jesus Christ.

Explain that " the light of the body " should be rendered " the lamp of the body ;

"

and that the word is distinct from the last word of the verse, rightly rendered " light."

From the inattention that arises from so great familiarity with one of the granrie^t

wonders of our life, both bodily and intelligent, strive to win this gracious illustration

of Christ, and seek to secure solemn heedfulness to it. Consider

—

I. A HABVELLOTTB WORE OF GOD—THE BODY FULL OF LIGHT—HOW HE DOBS IT.

The living lamp, the eye, lets light into " the whole body," and even pours light into

it The mysterious susceptibility and energy of the brain receive and distribute it,

and that brain acts accordingly. It is so that the body, or rather the man, is said to

have light. Sight avails for two things : 1. To admit a wide variety of impression and
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knowledge, 2. To initiate, and direct, and conduct, a wide variety of intelligent action.

The body, which otherwise would be only an opaque mass of living, throbbing energy,
but groping because of darkness, losing the riglit way, missing aim and vainly beating
the air, wasting terribly the vitaJ force it had, becomes by that " lamp " all suddenly,
as it were, endowed with capability. It is a capability of the higher sort—based on
immense contributions of knowledge, and not on mere addition of physical strength.

It is perhaps impossible to make any well-f mnded comparisons among the works of

God, and it approaches irreverence to attempt it ; but among them all, when we think
fixedly of it, where can we find une more to amaze us, and more to be admired for the

way it is obtained and the results it obtains, than " the body full of light " ?

II. A UABVELLOnS WOB OP MAN—THE BODY ALL DABK—AND HOW HE COMES WITH
IT BO. The body is " all dark " when the lamp that God made for it or meant for it is

not there or is not alight. And this may be so, whereas it never was there, the man
being born blind ; or whereas it was once there and alight, yet some " accident " has
put it out and destroyed it; or whereas it was once there and alight, yet disease, and
perhaps disease that was more or less the direct consequence of sin and vice, had put it

out and destroyed it. In each and all of these cases what suggestion of serious thought
and solemn wonder or searching inquiry there is I

III. A MABVELL0U8LT AGGRAVATED FOEM OF THIS HUMAN WOB WHAT AND WHENCE
IT IS. This is when the lamp is there, and when it is lighted, but its light is con-
tradictory, confusing, bewildering, and worse than any ordinary darkness. It is a
distemper of the eye, that falsifies all incoming impressions, misleads and misdirects all

outgoing action. The result may be termed " darkness," but only because it is net
light, and of this darkness it must be added, "how great" it is! Or, as there is

present the lamp, and as there is in action the eye, the result may for one briefest

moment be termed " light," but only the very next moment to incur the comment and
criticism of the unerring Discerner and Judge of all things : " If therefore the very light

that is in thee be darkness, how great is tliat darkness 1

"

IV. A MARVELLOUS PORTRAIT AND TYPE—OP THE MIND—TAKEN FROM THE BODY.
Season, instinct, conscience, the instruction of revelation, the highest possible

instruction, that of the Spirit, each and all are the lamp and light of the mind. But
what are they when they are not each severally "single;" when they are made
" evil

;
" when error adulterates truth ; when impurity, and self-seeking, and self-

confidence, and undocility, and resistance of holy motions, and the doing of despite to

the Spirit;—^when one or more or all of these baulk or block the straight, steady
advance and operating of the good and true and holy ? If error prostitutes truth, and
an evil spirit usurps the seat of the good Spirit, then the state of that man, in whom
scenes of mischief and disaster such as these have their way, is worse than if he had
not reason or conscience, and had been left unvisited of Divine instruction and Divine
importunity.—B.

Ver. 24.

—

Singleness of service. To the most suggestive instruction and warning
respecting singleness of eye fellows now the subject, an evident sequel, nf singlene.ss

of devotion. The most perfect perception and intelligence are certainly no guaiantee
of devotion of service, loyal and unswerving; but if there be the ready mind and
honest disposition to this, then the sight, clear and quick, and perception unerring,

will be most tributary to that service. The vainest waste of efifort, the most prodigal

dissipation of energy, must be the reward of the man who does not see with a perfect

sight this—that he cannot " serve two masters." Lead in the great lessons belongins;

to this language of our Lord by generally and lightly dwelling upon the medita-

tion of

—

I. How PERVADING AND PENETRATING A PAOT OP HUMAN LIFE SERVICE IS ; THAT IT

VINDICATEB ITSELF AS NOTHING LESS THAN A LAW OP HUMAN NATURE, INEVITABLE,
USEFUL, HONOURABLE ; AND THAT ITS VARIOUSNESS, DRAWING WITHIN ITS BENEFICENT
RANGE EVEBY AGE AND EVERY MANNER OP INTEREST, 18 MOST NOTABLE.

II. How SERVICE IS BOUND UP IN THE VERY NAME, THB NATURE, AND HIGHEST
ASPECTS AND OBLIGATIONS OP WHAT MEN CALL RELIGION.

III. How, THEN, IT MUST BE THE GREATEST OUTRAGE OH BEA80N, RIGHT, OON-
BCIENOB, AMD THB 80UL 80 TO SERVE AS TO UNDO WITH THE ONE HAND WHAT IS DONB
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WITH THE OTHER ; AND THAT THIS IT IS, WITH THE MOST CHABITABLE CONSTBUCTION,
TO E8SAT TO " 8EBVB TWO MASTERS."

rv. But, lastly, how (when a little more oarepullt considbbed) that
OUTBAOB IS ONE WHICH MEANS VEBT TREASON IN THE HEART ITSELF. It MEAKS NOT
WASTE ONLY NOB FOLLY ONLY, BUT INFIDELITY ; AND THE SETTING AT NOUGHT OF ALL
PROMISE AND ENGAGEMENT 07 THE HEABT TO THE " FIBST AND GBEAT COMMAND-
MENT."—B.

Vers. 25—34.—2^ condemnation of the toU of the world. These ten verses fonn one
section and cover one subject. Its connection with that of the foregoing verse is pro-
nonnced. " Therefore," because of this, " I say unto you." We are not in any doubt
as to it, and the fact guides us to the understanding of the principle that forms the
basis of the section. Notice here four ways in which this section may be exhibited.

I. The condescension—an undivided seevice is claimed; but it is met by
THE OFFER OF AN UNDIVIDED TRUSTINGNESS TO BE REPOSED AND TO BE BEWARDED.

II. Sin's native doom of toil lifted off by the inviting gospel ok trusting
DEPENDENCE; IT 18 THE GOSPEL OF A LEGITIMATELY AUTHORIZED DEPENOBNOE; AND
OF ONE QUAHOED FROM SLOTH.

III. The abject slavbby of an unreasonable toil supebbeded by the sweet
FREEDOM of CHILDREN'S ATTITUDE TOWABDS THEIB FaTHBE.

IV. The loyal seeking and following of the sovereign good fob life and
HEABT, THE SUREST EARNEST OF ALL OTHER THINGS FINDING THEIB PLACE; AND OF
TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW BEING PROVIDED FOB.—B.

Vers.!—18.

—

SerTnon on the mount : 4. Ostentatious religion. After indicating the
righteousness which admits to the kingdom of heaven, our Lord proceeds to warn
against a flaw that vitiates the goodness of many religious people, and to illustrate it

in connection with three chief characteristics of the religious life of those days—alms-
giving, prayer, and fasting.

I. Almsgiving has been recc^nized as one of the first duties by most religions.

Under the Jewish Law the poor were well provided for. It was probably in connection
with the receptacles for alms in the women's court of the temple that ostentatious

liberality was most frequently indulged in. " Sounding a trumpet " is not to be taken
literally, but is only a figure implying that when you do a charity you are not to make
a noise about it, but do it so quietly that your own left hand may not know what your
right band is doing, not even letting it dwell much before your own mind, much less

craving for acknowledgment from others. We are not beyond the danger of giving,

either that we may not be outdone by others, or because our love of applause is stronger

than our love of money, and we think it a good use of it if by giving it away we can
purchase the good will of our acquaintances.

II. In connection with prayer there was much boom fob ostentation in THE
Jbmtish religion. As the Mohammedan of the present day spreads his prayer-carpet

wherever the hour of prayer overtakes him, so the Jew was called on three times a
day to pray towards the temple. In every town the synagogues were open at the hour
of prayer, and there were also places of prayer, chiefly on the banks of the rivers, that

the necessary ablutions might be made on the spot. The Pharisee often allowed him-
self to be surprised by the hour of prayer in the public square. Ostentation implies

insincerity, and insincerity begets vain repetition. Our Lord sets this down as a

specially heathen trait, and it is one which abundantly characterizes their practice to

this day. But his warning against long prayers and vain repetitions applies to all

affectation of continuance in prayer merely because it is the custom and is expected

;

and to that which arises from indifference and from a want of some clear definite object

of desire which we can ask for in plain, simple terms.

For the correction of these faults our Lord gives us an example of simple brief

prayer, and also adds the assurance that no elaborate explanations are required, because

before we pray our heavenly Father knoweth the things we have need of. He does not

shape his answer with only our petition for his guidance, but, knowing before we do
what we have need of, he gives us that good gift which we only vaguely conceive.

This may suggest the thought—Why pray at all ? Does not even the earthly parent
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consider and seek his child's good without waiting to be asked? Is it otherwise with
God? But we are cotnmanded to pray, and this of itself is sufScient justification.

Also it is natural—the great mass of men having prayed without command. This, if

not a justification of the practice, shows we should see clearly before refusing to fall in

with it. Moreover, it is by coming in practical contact with his father's ideas that a

child learns tQ know his father and himself; and the father often keeps back a gift till

the uttered request of the child shows he is ripe for it. So by measuring our desires

at each step of our life with the will of God, we learn to know him and ourselves, and
through the things of this life are brought into true relation with things etemaL The
form of prayer which our Lord here gives, he gives chiefly as a model. To argue from
it that he meant us to use forms of prayer is inconsequent. They have their uses—in

private to suggest and stimulate; in public to provide for uniformity and seemliness of

worship. But when they are used to the extinction or discouragement of unwritten

prayer they do harm in private and in public. The practice of private prayer here

inculcated is one of the most difGcult duties we have to attempt in Fife. It is often at

this point the battle is lost or won. None of the deeper elements of character can grow
without much prayer and converse with God. There are some virtues which can be
produced by strength of will, but those which spring from the deeper root of reverence,

penitence, tender and solemn feeling, can only grow in the retired and peaceful atmo-
sphere of God's presence. Prayer is the door opened for God into the whole life of

man, and to shut him out here is to shut him out wholly. Our Lord himself could not
sustain liislil'e without prayer; it is vain, therefore, for us to expect to do so. But,

though all this is recognized, private prayer decays. If wo can use in the world only
th»t power for good which we receive from God, and if prayer is the gauge of this

power, it will register an almost infinitesimal strength. We grudge to our intercourse

with God either the time or the consideration we give to any communication that con-

cerns our business or our friendship. And this means that duties that are seen of men
we do, but such as are only seen of our Father, who " seeth in secret," we neglect. It

means that we are practically atheists, and do not believe there is a Father who sees

in secret. The general scope of the passage is a warning against hypoerisy. The
hypocrite who is so intentionally is rare. The hypocrisy which is common is that

which is unconscious, and in which the hypocrfte is himself deceived. He seeks tha
praise of men more than the praise of God ; but he is not himself aware of it. This
makes it a fault most difScnlt to eradicate. But to such men there can be no religion;

human judgment is the highest they seek to be approved by. It is their supreme.
Even in the religious world men are liable to put the expectations of their co-religionists

above the judgment of God. They fear to rebel lest they be considered as falling

away from religion. Such persons, as our Lord says, have their reward. They earn
the reputation of sanctity by sacrificing the real possession of it. Is it another reward
that awaits you? Are you conscious that God, who sees in secret, has laid up in his

remembrance many true prayers, many holy desires, many earnest searohings of heart
that he has seen in you? Nothing but learning to live in his presence will deliver us
from falseness and self-deceit and from courting the favour of men,—D.

Vers. 19—34,

—

Sermon on the mount : 6, Thoughtfor the morrow. There has been set

before us a righteousness, perfect in its outward expression and in its root, and if now
we ask—How are we to attain this? we are told—By loving it. That is the only way.
" Where your treasure is, there will your heart be also," Your likings are the eyes of

your inner man ; if they are rightly placed your whole life will be right. Just as a
man has an organ to guide him in the physical world, so he has an organ for bis

guiding in the moral and spiritual world. If the eye is sound, the whole body is full

of light, that is, every member receives through the eye all the light it requires. But
if the eye be unsound, no other organ can play its part. It is vain for you to give the
blind man more light; it is not more light but other eyes he needs. And so, says our
Lord, it is vain to profess that your heai t is where in fact you see no treasure at all.

Bather humbly own that you do not see as you ought, and seek to have your vision
cleared by him " who came into this world that they that see not might see." In the
remainder of the passage our Lord addresses himself to those who, though not drawn
by the attractiveness of the heavenly tieasure, yet wish to have it along with the
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earthly. He had seen how the fear of poverty influenced men, and seeki, by a Tariety

of arguments, to root out undue thought for the morrow.
I. If God giteb tou life, he will also oivs tou suitable food and cxoth-

ma. Th^ greater gift implies the less. The heavenly Father who could produce so

marvellous a work as the body, and who could originate life, has certainly power for

the common, everyday achievement of providing you with food and clothing,

II. Yon ABE MORE VALUABLE IN God's ESTIMATION THAN THE LOWEB ANIMALa,
and, if even they are well provided fur, much more will you be cared for. The strength

of the argument lies in two points. First, we are better equipped for providing against

the future than the birds are, and should therefore be mure Tree from care. No doubt
their cheerfulness arises from ignorance, but our ability to look forward is abused if it

only makes us despondent and fearful. Second, it is your heavenly Father who feeds

them. The other creatures are only a kind of step-children. And if Gk>d delights in

the happiness of mjrriads of creatures who cannot know and thauk him, ii it justifiable

that we should in any circumstances question his desire to bless us ? Clearly this

amounti to an assertion of the doctrine of special or particular providence, and there is

no one who may not from our Lord's words draw encouragement to expect providential

care and intervention,

III. Undue solioitude about the future does no oood. "Which of you
by taking thought can add one cubit to his stature?" There is a legitimate and
necessary consideratiun of the future with which our Lord has no quarrel. Beckless
improvidence is a fault no less than over-providence. The taking thought which our
Lord rebukes is a vain inoperative brooding over possible disasters—a brooding to

which the mind returns for the very reason that nothing is effected by it ; were any-
thing effected by it, it would cease.

lY. Each day has sufficient bubden of its own. " Sufficient unto the day is

the evil thereof." If the evil that should be met to-day is not to lie over and follow

un into to-morrow, then your whole strength is needed for immediate duty. Tou must
adopt the great military rule if you are to be successful

; you must break up your life

into small portions, and conquer in detail. The best preparation for to-morrow is to

do the duty of to-day. This is a great practical rule which, if followed, eases life of
most of its burden. For what causes anxiety is commonly something that has not
happened, which belongs to to-morrow rather than to to-day. Are you sufficient for

the duty of to-day ? Then be satisfied, and leave to-morrow till it comes. Learn to

live one day at a time.

But all these considerations only serve to lead up to the great precept, " Seek ye first

the kingdom of God and his righteousness; and all these things shall be added unto
you." All men would be wifling to make the kingdom of God the second thing, but
each man would like to choose his own first thing. Every man has some first object,

it may be life, or honour, self-respect, or a pure conscience which he would rather

preserve than anything else. But the demand here made is no more than saying we
are moral creatures, made in God's image ; and morality, if not supreme, is not morality.

To put it in the second place is to annul it. Further, we all admire the men who
have conspicuously practised this precept ; who have shown themselves superior to the
world, that they might be free to find the truth or to relieve the miseries of their

fellow-men. Such men have shown us how independent of the world a man of free

spirit can be, and how he can give himself to the highest work of man as freely and
effectively here and now as in any conceivable world. Greatness of character in this

respect is nothing else than greatness of love. Practically this precept is in most oases

reversed. We must secure food and raiment ; we shall welcome righteousness afterwards.

The earthly is the essential, the heavenly the supplementary. Our earthly interests

are so pressing, we must in the first place put them on a satisfactory basis, and we do
not recognize the highest conceivable morality as that which can alone put our busi-

ness on a satisfactory footing. But righteousness is not to be postponed to anything

else ; and if the spirit of Christ cannot be carried into the forms which business has

taken, these forms must go. Those who would postpone the kingdom of heaven to

other interests should consider whether it is likely that, after they shall have lived for

the world for a few years longer, they will be more inclined than now to seek ths

kingdom of God.—^D.
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Vers. 1—4.

—

Almsgiving. Underlying this subject is that of social inequality.

Without the latter there would be no necessity and therefore no opportunity for alms-
giving. Poverty is not an unmitigated evil. Affluence is not an unmixed good.

I. ISOOIAL IHEQUALITI IB A BENEFICENT AERAKGEMBNT. 1. It aids the prOgnXS oj

doUizatiim. (1) Civilization lies iu the development of the resources of nature. Such
(luTelopments are embodied in arts and sciences. (2) Stimulus is necessary to ttiis

progress. Man in his original purity and elevation might, for sheer lore of science and
art, develop the resources of nature ; but in his fallen state his tendencies are savage-

ward. When the spontaneity of the soil is overtaxed by the increase of population,

then comes the alternative of labour or exterminating war. (3) Under Christian

influence labour is preferred to war. Here social inequality comes in. For industry
will be rewarded with plenty, while idleness has to suffer privation. Civilization

meanwhile is advanced by industry. The continued growth of population stimulates

inventiveness. This reaps its rewards and gives employment to labour. New elements
of social inequality now come in, and the arts and sciences are further advanced.

2. It educates the moral qualities. (1) Social virtues are called forth. If no labouring
class existed, no class could be exempt frum toil. The rich, therefore, are indebted to

the poor for their ease and honour. Were there no poor there could be no rich.

Gratitude and equity alike require that the rich should treat the poor with considera-

tion. Hence what is given to the poor is said to be their due (see Prov. iii. 27). (2)
The poor, in like manner, are bound to treat their employers with respectful gratitude

for finding for them remunerative employment. (3) We are herein reminded of our
duties to our Maker. We could have no conception of our dependence upon God but
for our experience of dependence npon the things he has made. The mutual dependence
of the social classes brings this lesson more forcibly home. The beast and devil in our
fallen nature are restrained by the sense of our responsibility to God. (4) Scope is

afforded for the exercise of Christian graces. Patience is tested and educated. Oppor-
tunity is afforded for beneficence. Thought is raised to the contemplation of the
Buffering and love of Christ. 3. Poverty is not without advantages. (1) The poor are

comparatively free from artificial wants and cares. They can relish plain and whole-

some food. They are relieved from the cares of fashion. They are free from the anxiety
of keeping wealth, which is much greater than that of getting it. Of all poverty the
artificial is the deepest. (2) The poor are free from the temptations of afiuence. To
the indulgence of self. To the forgetfulness of God. Let no man murmur at bis lot. (3)
The poor are not so mean as they seem. The possession of human nature is vastly

grander than the possession of estates. To be a man is greater than to be a monarch.
Christ did not refuse to become a man, though be refused to be made a king. The
purest aristocracy is that in which manhood is honoured by virtue. This bluest of all

blue blood may be acquired by the poorest.

IL Beneficence shoold be without ostentation. 1. Othenoise it uritt encourage
hypocrisy. (1) Obviously it will encourage this in the almsgiver. His very object is

to gain the applause of men. He seeks this by an affectation of piety towards God.

(2) It will encourage it likewise in the recipient. There is fearful hypocrisy in

ostentatious poverty. Vagabonds moving compassion by feigning fits, wounds, muti-
lations, lameness, etc. These public hypocrites are the people who catch the charity

of ostentation. They hear the sound of the Pharisee's trumpet. They trumpet the

Pharisee that he may have his reward. (3) True beneficence will search out this

hypocrisy and expose it, so that the worthy poor may not be cheated by it. It will

seek out the worthy poor who suffer in seclusion. To do this may entail trouble, but
the steward of wealth should make it his business to disburse faithfully his Lord's

money. 2. Unostentatious charity will encourage industry. (1) God helps those who
help themselves. We should imitate God in helping the industrious. Charity should

find employment for the needy. It may be " business" to buy in the cheapest market,
but this is not the rule of charity. (2) In helping a poor man in his trade, his self-

respect is not wounded as it must be by an ostentatious charity. We should remember
that every poor man is another one's self. 3. Charity should seek its rewardsfrom Ood.

(1) In condemning ostentation modesty is enjoined. Barely being " seen " while doing
good is a circumstance purely indifferent. To be seen so as to glorify God is positively

good (cf, cb. V. 16 ; x. 32, 33). To be seen that we may be admired and honoured of
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men is the offence. For God, not man, is the Source of reward. (2) " Let not thy
left band know," etc. So do good things as to be, as little as possible, conscious of it

yourself. Moses wist not that the skin of his face shone. So the godly shine, though
to themselves their shining is unseen. (3) To the truly charitable God is a Rewarder.
The pocket of poverty is a safe bank, for God is the Banker. He converts paper into

gold—returns spiritual value for material gifts (cf. Prov. xi. 24 ; xix. 17 ; 1 Tim. vL
17—19). (4) The burden of hoarded property is heavy upon the pillow of death. God
will confront the miser in the judgment (cf. Luke xvii 9 ; Jas. v, 1—4).

Lessons. Avoid monopoly. Spend not upon the rich. Be your own executor.

—

J. A. M.

Vers. 5—8.

—

Prayer. The duty of prayer is assumed. To be without prayer is to

be without religion. " Behold, he prayeth," is another way of saying, " He has become
a Christian " (Acts ix. 11). Prayer is the language and homage of dependence. The
idea is that of coming to God/ora blessing with a vow (upocFtxvv, from irphs, " with," and
tUxvt " * TOW "), viz. to fulfil the conditions upon which his blessings are promised. The
elements of acceptable prayer are

—

L SiNCEKiTT. 1. The prayer of the hypocrite is deception. (1) He deceives his

fellow. His object is to be seen of men to pray. But his piety to God is but a
semblance. God sees no prayer in it. The men who credit the hypocrite with piety
are deceived. (2) He deceives himself. He gets what he seeks, viz. the praise of

men. But what is it? It is inconsiderate. It is fickle. It is short-lived. And vain
88 it is, it is not deserved. 2. The prayer of the hypocrite is idolatry. (1) The true
God is not worshipped. The hypocrite's prayer is a slight upon him. His praise is not
even sought. (2) In seeking the praise of men, the hypocrite, like other idolaters,

makes his god in his own image. His prayer is to men. They are his idols. (3) In
seeking the praise of men, the h3'pocrite worships himself. He sees himself in his idol.

Idiilatry is an inverted self-worship. 3. 2%e true man's prayer is true. (1) He prays
to God as his Father. He has kindredness of nature to the God of truth. To be seen

of men is not in his calculation. (2) He seeks the commsndatisn of bis Gsd, This ii

to him (he one thine; infinitely desirable.

II. Simplicity. The expedients of hypocrisy are avoided. 1. As to posture. (1)
Standing is not, in itself, a posture unsuitable to prayer (cf. Neh. ix. 4 ; Mark xi. 25

;

Luke xviii. 11—13). The change of posture from kneeling to standing may be found
helpful to the spirit of prayer. (2) Standing "to be seen of men" is quite another
thing. Kneeling, if this be its purpose, is equally reprehensible. (3) The spirit may
kneel to God in humility, or stand before him in ready obedience, when the body ia

otherwise engaged. 2. As to place. (1) The " synagogue " was the proper place for

public prayer. Note : In public worship we should avoid whatever might tend to make
our personal devotion remarkable. (2) The synagogue was not the place for private

devotions. The custom of opening churches for private worshippers tends to encourage

hypocrisy. (3) The " comers of the streets " where the people were in concourse were
favourable to ostentation. The hypocrites " loved to pray " there. They did not
love to pray. (4) Secret prayer should be in secret. The true God is himself in

secret. In secret he is sought and found. God seeth in secret (cf. John i. 48 ; Acts ix.

11). By secret prayer we give God the glory of universal presence. The true man
may find a closet in the busy throng. The closet is in the heart There -ae may shut

the door against the world, the flesh, and the devii. Secret prayer should be in retire-

ment to avoid (a) ostentation,, (J) distraction. Isaac went into the field (Gen. xxiv.

63) ; Christ went up into a mountain ; Peter found a closet on the housetop. 3. As to

manner. (1) Long prayers are sometimes proper (cf. 1 Kings xviii. 26 ; Luke vi. 12 ;

Acts xix. 34). But in this case the virtue does not lie in their length. (2) Long
prayers are to be avoided as tending to weary, and therefore to distract the suppliant.

(cf. Job ix. 14 ; Eccles. v. 2 ; Hos. xiv. 2). (3) They are to be avoided as encouraging

vain repetitions. To repeat words without meaning is especially vain. Repetitions

suppose ignorance or inattention on the part of God. They are heathenish (see 1

Kings xviii. 26, 36). True prayer is not the language of the lip, but of the heart. (4)

Those who would not be " as the hypocrites" in action and manner must not be "as
tbt hypocrites " in spirit and temper.
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III. Fjirra. 1. Prayer gives no information to Ood. (1) " Thy Father seeth in

secret." God reads all hearts. (2) " Your Father knoweth what things ye have need
of." God knows his own resources. (3) He knoweth " before ye ask him." " Enowa
unto God are all his works from the beginning." 2. Prayer is enjoined to help us to

feel our need. (1) God requires the sense of their need in suppliants for their own
sake, viz. that they may value the blessings they may receive. (2) Fiayer is admir-

ably suited to awaken and deepen this sense of need. (3) By the sense of our need

we " make known our requests to God" (Phil. Jv.6). 3. Jt it also enjoined to encour-

age ourfaith in God. (1) We come to God as our " Father." He is our Father by
creation. By covenant. (2) He has the heart and resources of a Father. What merit

is there in our prayers ? Yet such is the heart of kindness of our Father that he places

them amongst our services. " Thy Father which seeth in secret shall recompense thee."

(3) He is our heavenly Father. So his rewards contrast with those received from men
by the hypocrite. While the hypocrite in gaining the praises of men " has received

his reward," and has no more to expect, the true man wlU evermore continue to receive

his rewards from the everlasting Father. That eye of Gk>d which is formidable to the

hypocrite is bliss to the sincere and true.—J. A. M.

Vers. 9, 10.— The Lord's Prayer (part 1). In the Gospel of Luke this prayer is given
in still briefer form. The occasion there was that the disciples, after the Lord had
prayed, said to him, " Lord teach us to pray, even as John also taught his disciples. And
he said unto them. When ye pray, say." Here, however, " After this manner pray ye."

The use offorms is sanctioned ; so is extemporary prayer. Better a "form of sound
words" than no I'amily worship. Consider

—

I. The adubkss to God, 1. It is a great truth that Ood it our Father. (1) He
is the Cieator, not the Father, of his other works. Ethers; minerals; vegetables;

animals. No kindredness of nature to God in these. (2) He is the " Father of

spirits." Every attribute of the human spirit is the image of a corresponding Divine
attribute. Intellects ; afifections. (3) Even the body of man was made after the simili-

tude of the Lord (cf. Gen. i. 26 ; ii. 7). The body is the material image of the soul.

When God revealed himself to man, his similitude was the appearance of a man (see

Ezek. i. 26—28). 2. TTiis Divine title it proper to the gospel dispensation. (1) It is a

notable fact that the title "Father " seldom occurs in Old Testament Scripture. Nowhera
is God there invoked as a Father. (2) There is a reason of propriety. The spirit of the

Law wasyeor. The Law was given amidst horrors and alarms. Its rites imposed an
oppressive burden. (3) It is also a notable fact that the title "Father " is of frequent

occurrence in the New Testament. It is the familiar title in Christian invocation.

The Lord's Prayer is the model for all Christian prayer. (4) There is also a reason of

propriety here. The spirit of the gospel is love. It is the spirit of sonship and
liberty. This is all embodied in the mystery of the incarnation of the proper Son of

God (see Gal. iv. 1—7). 3. Note the plural, oub Father. (1) The use of the singular

is very sweet. It is suited sometimes to the closet. Sometimes to ejaculatory prayer.

(2) The plural recognizes the common Fatherhood of God. So the common brother-

hood of man. Its use should cure war, strikes, domestic feuds. (3) It recognizes

brotherhood in Christ. He is every man's Brother (cf. Gen. ix. 5). The family of

God is named after him (cf. Bph. iii. 14, 15). (4) In its common use all the sons

of God pray for each. This is better than each praying exclusively for himself. Better

for each, better fur aU. 4. Note the place of his residence. (1) God is in the
mechanical heavens. He moves the spheies. He give the tides. So the seasons.

The elements are his servants. His miracles evince bis presence in nature. His provi-

dence in nature is constant. So he can make nature respond to prayer. (2) Heisintlie
supernal heaven. The heaven of heavens. The third heaven. 'I'he palace of angels.

The place of vision. (3) He that rules all heavens is our Father 1 What an honour 1

How superior should we be to the meanness of sin 1

II. The abobiption op peaiae. 1. The Name of Ood stands fur himsdf. (1) It

represents his nature (cf. Exod. xxxiii. 18, 19; xxxiv. 5—7). (2) It is his Word.
Christ is the Eevealer of the Father (cf. Exod. xxiii 20, 21 ; Isa. Iii. 5 ; John i. 18

j

viii. 19; 1 Tim. vi. 1; Titus ii 5). 2. To hallow is to revere Ood's Name. (1)
" Father " is a title in which reverence, as well <w love, is claimed. So it was under*
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stood by the sons of the prophets. So by Joash King of Israel (cf. 2 Kings ii. 12 ; vi.

21 ; xiii. 14). (2) Cheerful obedience is the true reverence of love (see ch. xxiii. 9).

(3) To hallow the Name of the Father is to honour the Father in the Son (cf. John v.

22, 23 ; 1 John ii. 23). 3. 2%e Name of the Father should be everywhere revered. (1)
It is revered in heaven (cf. ver. 10 ; Isa. vi. 1—3 ; Rev. iv. 8—11). (2) But is it so

revered on earth ? In the sanctuary it is revered. The Church is the kingdom of

heaven upon earth. But in the world the sacred Name is horribly blasphemed. (3)
The blessed day is coming when the glory of the Lord will fill the earth as now it fills

the heavens. Fray for this. Strive for this.—J. A. M.

Vers. 10, 11.

—

The Lord's Prayer (part 2). The verses before ns contain three of
the seven petitions of this model prayer. These are

—

L That thb kingdom of God hiqht comb. 1. Ood^B absolute empire i$ in Ms
arm. (1) It was there before the creation. From everlasting. Essentially. (2)
Millions of possible universes now slumber in that arm. 2. The kmgdom coming is the

gospel in triumph. (1) The kingdom came in the advent of the King. It was mani-
fested in his mighty works of wisdom and love. The essence of sovereignty resides in

laws. The gospel laws are immutable wisdom and love. They are tlie laws of heaven,

and therefore the voice of the sovereignty of heaven. (2) The kingdom comes spiritually

when the gospel triumphs in the believer. When it informs his mind. When it directs

his will. When it captivates his affections. When it rules his life. (3) It will come
visibly. The fifth monarchy of Daniel describes the coming kingdom (see Dan. iu 44;
vii. 26, 27). In this kingdom the Lord from heaven will bring with him the angels

of heaven. It will be the kingdom of the first resurrection (Bev. xx.). In it the
Redeemer will be " King of kings, and Lord of lords

; " for his saints will then be " kings
and priests unto Q-od." 3. We should pray for the coming of Christ in his kingdom.

(1) Visibly, Righteousness will then replace oppression and distraction. Peace will

replace violence and war. Joy will replace misery and sorrow. (2) Spiritiially. The
suppliant should seek himself to become an epitome of heaven. Loyalty to Christ the
King. No rebel in the soul. Perfect love.

II. That the wili. or God might bb don«. 1. In the heavens it it perfectly done.

(1) In the medumieal heavens. The stellar heaven. The atmospheric heaven. (2) In
the angelic heaven. The ear of angelic obedience is sensitive. The wing of angelic

obedience is swift. " They go and return like a flash of lightning." (3) There is no
prayer here that the will of Qtoi may be done in heaven or in the heavens. The way
in which it is done there is taken as a pattern for us. 2. The wUl of God it man's
highest unsdom. (1) Necessarily so, for it is the wisdom of God. See its expressions

in nature. Uses; adaptations; balancings. (2) See its expressions in the gospel.

Design ; means to the end. (3) We have it In the example of Christ (see ch. viL 21;
xii.50). Therefore choose religion (cf. Josh. xxiv. 15 ; 1 Thess. v. 18). (4) The will of

love pledges help. We cannot trust ourselves to fulfil God's Law. We may trust the

help of his Spirit.

III. That wb mat bb nourished in his sbeviob. 1. Bread stands for the

necessaries of life. (1) 'Aproy, like anh, expresses all these (cf. Gen. xlix. 20). (2) Things

necessary for the life of the body. Food. Coverings, viz. raiment and habitation.

" Our bread." This is a prayer for remunerative labour (cf. Gen. iii. 19 ; 1 Thess. iv.

11, 12 ; 2 Thess. iii. 10). What we eat without labour is not our own bread. (8)

Things necessary for the life of the Spirit. Nourishment. From the Word—in the

ordinances. Protection. From the wrath of God. From i he power of evil. 2. T/iis

is the language of pilgrims. (1) " This day." Life is a day. (2) " Daily bread." The
manna was gathered daily. So is our spiritual as well as our natural food. Supply us

with profitable subjects for thought—affection. These are the food of the mind. God
gives angels what to think afid love. (3) God is the Giver and the Gift. The Lord

himself is the Bread. Still he cometh down from heaven. (4) Take no Mixious

thought for the morrow. As to the temporal supply. As to the spiritual. We do

not receive the grace for dying until we are called to die. We should now be most

solicitous about the grace to live. God knows our need. His resources are ample. His

heart is good.—J. A. M.
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Vers. 12—15.

—

The Lord's Prayer (part 3). Having considered three of the seven

petitions of this wonderful prayer, we come to consider those remaining, which have
reference to the forgiveness of evil and deliverance from the evil one.

I. The foboiveness of evil. 1. We need this. (1) For we inherit depravity

with its guilt. God deals with individuals as helonging toa race. We are our hrothers'

keepers. We are responsihle for our children. So are we responsihle for our fathers.

The individual is not lost in the public conscience. Directors of joint-stock companies
should remember this. (2) For sins of personal rebellion. From our youth up. Ever
since we have professed to be Christians. (3) For service imperfectly rendered.

Imperfect obedience does not meet the requirements of a Law which, like the Lawgiver,
is perfect. Has our conduct before men been faultless ? Has our spirit before God been
faultless? 2. It is conditionally promis/d. (1) " Forgive us our debts, as tee

"

The Bible knows nothing of unconditional mercy. Man is ever treated by God as a
moral agent. (2) The atonement of Christ is a condition of mercy. "Our debts,"

equivalent to " trespasses" (ver. 14), equivalent to "sins" (Luke xi. 4). Sin contracts

a debt to be paid in suffering. If we shelter not in the vicarious gufiering of Christ, we
must still suffer in person for the satisfaction of the Law of God. (3) Repentance also

is a condition of mercy. Note : A condition not of merit, yet of necessity. We cannot
receive the atonement without it. The hearty reception of the atonement is the per-

fecting of repentance. (4) There is no mercy for the unmerciful. " Forgive ua as we
also have forgiven." Not that our forgiving merits God's forgiveness. Here it is as in

earth so in heaven (see vers. 14, 15). Confer also the parable of the debtors (ch. xviiL

35). The ten thousand talents are equivalent to £2,400,000; while the one hundred
pence are equivalent to £3 10s. Can the sinner ever pay all his debt to God ? He asks

eternal vengeance on himself who, with an implacable heart, prays this prayer.

II. Defence against the evil one. 1. Lead us nU into temptation. (1) God
is not the Author of temptation (see Jas. i. 13). Note : Temptation is ever in our way.

(2) This is au entreaty that God should not abandon us in temptation. So to abandon
us would be to deliver us over to Satan (cf. Actsxxvi. 18 ; 1 Cor. v. 5 ; 2 Tim. iv. 18).

(3) This prayer implies that we should have such diffidence of our own strength as to

lead us to deprecate any severe trial of our fidelity. We should not covet martyrdom,
lest in the trial we should fail. (4) The spirit of this prayer will restrain us from
rushing into circumstances of exposure to temptation. It is wanting in those who
make haste to be rich (see 1 Tim. vi. 9). This passion leads to business gambling. To
lotteries. RafSing at Church bazaars gives a sacred sanction to some of the worst evils

of the world. I'he spirit of this prayer is wanting in those who coquette with the

world in any of its evils. 2. Deliver us from the evil one. (1) Then is Satan ubiqui-

tous? For this petition ascends simultaueo'iisly from millions scattered over the world.

In his emissaries he is, as the British monarch is representatively in all our colonial

dependencies and in all foreign courts. (2) Satan's representatives are " legion." His
hosts are marshalled under his generalship. What a call to us for vigUancel (3)
God alone can curb the power of Satan. The power of Satan was sufficient to delay

Gabriel for one and twenty days. To triumph over Satan Gabriel needed the help of

Michael, i.e. of Christ (see Dan. x. 6, 13). Foolish is the man that would at his own
charges engage in a warfare with such an antagonist. Foolish is the man who holds

out in rebellion against the Conqueror of Satan. (4) To be delivered from the evil one

is equivalent to the hallowing of the Name of Goil. The petitious of this prayer, first

and last, are wondrously interdependent.—J. A. M.

Vers. 16—18.

—

Fasting. . This is nowhere in the gospel enjoined as a duty. It is,

like the profession of the Nazarite, left to individual freedom. The service of freedom

is the service of love (cf. Luke ii. 37; Acts x. 30; xiii. 3). The spirit of the fast is

in the heart (cf. Ps. xxxv. 13 ; Isa. Iviii. 6—7). The usefulness of fasting is recognized

in the directions hero given as to the manner of its use. It is useful as a means to

dispose us to the fulfllmeut of duties enjoined. Note

—

1. That the piety of ostentation is spurious. 1. It is an inversion of the highest

propriety. (1) For it prefers human to Divine applause. However indebted we may
be to our fellows, we are infinitely indebted to God. For life. Vox health. For all

things. (2) To seek the praise of men rather than the praise of God is the superlative
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of impndence and folly. (3) It is supreme ingratitude to take all from God nnd gira
him no thanks. 2. It i$ shameful hypocrisy. (1) Fasting is an expression of humilia-
tion and mourning (cf. Fs. xxxv. 13; Isa. Iviii. 5—^7). The disfigured face was
produced by ashes and earth, with disordered hair and austere and doleful looks (see

1 Kings XX. 38). Under such disguises the Pharisee concealed proud and contemptuous
thoughts and a callous heart. (2) The falsehood is aggravated by its afiiectation of

religion. The Pharisee seeks the praise of men on account of a religion towards God
which he does not possess, else he would rather seek the praise of God. The cheat
is played off upon God. 3. This isfearfully demoralizing. (1) The habit of falsehood
becomes tlie character of falsehood. The devil is the original liar. He is here tl-e

model in his most odious character of the angel of light. (2) We seek to resemble
those with whom we would ingratiate ourselves. Imitation is the sincerest praise. We
cannot rise higher than our standard. Men are our standard when we seek the praise

of men. (3) If our standard be below us, the result is degradation. Instead of growing
into the "increase of God," the hypocrite is shrivelling into the degradation of a devil.

4. The piety is doubtful of our ostentatious mourningfor the dead. (1) If we believe

the departed to be enjoying the exquisite bliss of Paradise, what reason have we to

mourn (cf. John xiv. 28) ? Is it not heathenish to mourn for the glorified ? (2) If

we fear the departed are suffering the torments of perdition we may well mourn. But
is it decent to publish this to the world in our clothes? (3) If our mourning be
aimply thai of natural affection, is it necessary to proclaim to the world that we have
natural affection? Should we parade our grief? If the grief be not there, why, in

deference to fashion, hang out the symbol of a lie? (4) Ostentatious mourning for the
dead is often ruinously expensive to the poor.

II. That God bbwards and punishes men by givino them the desires op theib
HEARTS. 1. Trv* men have praise of God. (1) They seek this above all things.

(a) By the fasting of the mind from the delights of sin. (&) By hungering and
thirsting for righteousness, (e) By trusting in the blood of Christ with a heart unto
righteousness, (d) By delighting in good works—works of piety, works of benevolence.

(2) They luive it : (o) In the assurance of his favour. By the Spirit of adoption and
regeneration. (J) In the light and guidance of his grace, (c) In triumph over death,

(d) In the " Well done !" of the judgment, (e) In the rewards of immoriality. (3) The
true man performs the duties of his spiritual fasting with cheerfulness. His face is

"washed" in purity—"anointed" with benevolence. Rejoicing in the favour of God,
he is dead alike to the praise and censure of men (see Fs. Ixix. 10, 13). 2. False men
receive the praise of their fellows. (1) They seek this in preference to the praise of

God, and they get what they seek. But what do they get? Dishonesty. The
hypocrite is dishonest in taking praise he has not deserved. (2) From whom do they

get this? From the simple, who cannot see through their knavery. Or from the

sycophant, who does not object to be the accomplice of the knave. (3) True men
would reprove their wickedness after the example of Christ with the Pharisees of his

time. 3. From Ood they have no praise. (1) They do not seek his reward. To
ensure this they must sacrifice sin and pride, which they are unwilling to do. (2) In
greed after the finite they miss the iulinite. In greed after the evanescent they miss
the enduring. They forfeit heaven. (3) Moreover, they incur the anger of God. The
perdition of hell is his retribution upon their insolence and folly.^-J. A. M.

Vers. 19—21.

—

Hoarding. The all-absorbing desire of humanity is happiness. A
depraved heart naturally seeks this in the world. Money, which "answereth all

ihmgs," is the exponent of the world's good. Hence the feverish desire to accumulate
/lioney. Wealth comes to be loved aud laid up because it is loved. This hoarding

•s sin.

1. Making proper provision tor the putuke is not here condemned. 1. Ood
commends this prudence in his system of nature. (1) He has so ordered the seasons

itiat one harvest yields enough to serve us until the next. The elements that ripen

truits in the soil tend to rot those gathered the preceding year. God cannot be
displensed at our following his providence. (2) He impresses his providence upon the
instinots of animals. Thus the bee stores in summer the honey that will serve it for

the winter. The morals of nature are for our profit. 2. Ee commendt it in the economy
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of grace. (1) The tenn of our natural life is given as a probation to be utilized for

eternity. It is the seedtime which, if neglected, will leave us to reap a harvest of

thorns and thistles. (2) The God of grace is also the God of providence. The prin-

ciples of grace, therefore, have their lessons of providence for us. 3. He commends it

in the lessons of providence. (1) History and experience teach us that not only in

Egypt in the days of Joseph, but in all lands and in all ages, seasons of plenty are

followed by seasons of scarcity. Hence the proverbial " rainy day." (2) We see the
sufiferingB of improvidence. The artisan, in times of plenty thrifty, will not need in

duller times to sing through the streets for charity. While the asylum of the work-
house is no disgrace to the unfortunate, it is a disgrace to the improvident. The
injunction of the text is that we are not so to lay up treasures upon the earth as to

deprive iis of the more precious and enduring treasure in heaven.
II. HOARDINO IS DEPBEOATED AS SINFUL AND PERNICIOUS. 1. 2%e JlOpeS of richeS

are delusive. (1) They do not give immunity from anxiety. The moth, the rust, and
the thief, like spectres, haunt the dreams of the wealth-lover. He finds more anxiety
in preserving than he found in acquiring his treasure. Men are killed by money.
(2) They do not raise us above the tear of want. Millionaires have been so haunted
with this fear, that to relieve them their friends procured lor them parish relief, and
have set them to work for wages on their own estates. (3) Gold cannot purchase
health. (4) It cannot remove the terrors of a guilty conscience. 2. The love of riches

is degrading. (1) The heart will be with its treasure. Its treasure, therefore, should
be worthy of it. If heaven be the treasure, then the heart will be ennobled ; for the
God of puiity is its glory. No moth, no rust, no thief, can deprive us of that treasure.

(2) If the hoard be the treasure of the heart, degradation is inevitable. The heart
cannot be separated from its treasure. Upon this principle it is that "it is easier for

a camel to go through the eye of a needle," etc. (ch. xix. 24). (3) It hardens the
heart. Monopoly is selfishness. The heart of the miser is hardened by a systematic
resistance to the promptings of benevolence. We may challenge the world to produce
a tender-hearted miser (see 1 John iii. 7). 3. Riches invest death with additional

terrors. (1) For they have to be relinquished. Garrick conducted Johnson over his

mansion, and, directing his attention to valuable pictures and other articles of treasure,

expected, to be praised for his taste; but the moralist said, "Ah, David, these are the
things that make death terrible 1 " A clergyman walking with an elder brother through
his grounds in Yorkshire remarked, " This is a lovely place. You ought to be happy
here." "Yes, man," was the reply, "but there is that damned death 1" (2) The
guilty steward is also haunted by the terror of the account he will have to render to his

judge (see Jas. v. 1—4). The wail, not of the poor only, but of lost souls who might
have been saved had the Lord's money been invested in Christian enterprise, will pierce

and alarm his conscience when death stares him in the face. 4. Boarded treasure is

often a pernicious inheritance. (1) How often is such an inheiitance dissipated in

prodigality ! Young men who hope to inherit fortune are seldom disposed to grapple
with the difficulties of gaining a profession. Habits of indolence lead to dissipation.

(2) Sometimes the hoard inherited becomes the nucleus of a greater. To become a
millionaire, or something like it, the inheritor will sell his very soul for gain. (3) How
different is the history of the youth who has to rely upon his education and the blessing

of God, and who helps the cause of God and humanity with the fruits of his industry 1

His heart is light. He dies in faith.

III. How DOES THE GOOD STEWARD MANAGE HIS ESTATE? 1, St daimt nO obsolutt

right of acquisition. (V) He owns the Source of his prosperity (see Deut..viii. 17, 18).

(2) He confesses that God conld instantly reverse the tide of his success. (3) He never
says, " I can do what I like with my own." 2. He accepts his maintenancefrom Ood.
(1) He is entitled to his food, raiment, and habitation, for himself and those depending
upon him. (2) He is, moreover, entitled to a provision against sickness and old agi-.

(3) He is authorized in giving his family an education and a start in life. (4) Gcd
will himself add to all tms the spiritual rewards of well-doing. 3. With the rest his

problem is to secure the maximum, of good. (1) To this end he will study the needs
of men. This may be troublesome ; but it is the business of the steward. God will

not approve a slovenly disbursement of his money. (2) He will also study the best

means of meeting the needs of men. The merits and claims of the great evangelical
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and philanthropical societies will have due consideration. (3) He will cultiTate the

spirit of Christ, so that he may relieve the needs of men without wounding their

sensibilities or injuring their self-respect. (4) In all things he will seek direction from
God in prayer.—J. A. M.

Vers. 22, 23.

—

Purpose. The eye is the symbol for the purpose, motive, or intention

of the heart. It is also put for the understanding. . The head is powerfully influenced

by the heart. Consider

—

I. Thb ete in bblation to the liqht. 1. T%e eye is not self-luminmis. (1) It is

the " lamp " rather than the " light " of the body. God is the Light. True motives
are from God. (2) The "single eye" is the motive to serve God alone. So in ver. 24
it is thus stated : " We cannot serve God and mammon." (3) We have nothing that
we do not receive. 2. It is the capacityfor receiving light. (1) The light of the world
would avail little without the lamp of the body. The spirit of man is the lamp of the
Lord (Prov. xx. 27). (2) The image of God in man capacitates him for union and
fellowship with God. (3) The capacity for receiving ligbr partakes of the nature of

light. Hence the eye is said to enlighten the body. 3. The capacityfor Ood may be

destroyed. (1) The eye—the motive—^may become constitutionally evil. " If there-

fore the light that is in thee be darkness." The eye may lose its lustre by disuse. It

may lose it by abuse. (2) The evil eye is the perverted heart, the covetous heart, the
envious heart, the avaricious heart (cf. Prov. xxiii. 6, 7 ; ch. xx. 15 ; Mark vii. 22).

The evil eye of the Pharisee sought the applause of men rather than the glory of God.

(3) The double eye is the hypocritical heart. The eye is double when we profess to

honour God and contrive to honour ourselves. When we seek our own things under
colour of seeking the things of Christ.

II. The eye in belation to the body. 1. Motive gives quality to amduct. (1) As
the eye stands for the motive, so does the budy stand for the whole deportment,
conversation, or conduct of the man. (2) The eye brightens while looking at God, tlie

essential Light; and it enlightens the whole body. (3) The dark eye involves the
body in darkness. Evil motives corrupt the conversation (cf. Ps. Ixxxii. 5). 2. The
matter m therefore momentous. (1) Truth is satisfying. The whole body shall be full

of light, as if all eye. Truth brings grace ; it brings comfort. (2) Truth is generous.

So will the motive be that is true (cf. Prov. xxii. 9 ; Jas. i. 5). (3) How great is that

light 1 It enlightens the whole body. It is infinitely greater than the body. (4)
Conversely, how great is that darkness I Error here; despair hereafter for ever.

—

J. A.M.

Ver. 24.

—

Competitive services. After discoursing of our treasure (vers. 19—21), and
of the motive that should influence conduct (vers. 22, 2.3), our Lord hare indicates two
competitive services, viz. the service of God and the service of mwnmon. We have
submitted to our acceptance

—

I. The 8EBVI0E op God. 1. This implies trust in him. (1) Trust in God, viz. for

deliverance from the tyranny of sin. His help is pledged in his holiness. (2) Trust

in God for his help against temptation. He urges us to resist the evil one. He
expressly promises his aid. (3) Trust in God for strength to obey him. We need

this, for our nature is prone to evil. His grace is sufficient. 2. It implies love to God.

(1) His Law surveys the motives of the heart. Love is the fulfilling of the Law.

(2) The spiritual Master cannot be served without love. Love is the master of the

heart. (3) God is infinitely lovable. Truth itself. Essential goodness. The eye will

be to the Master's hand (Ps. cxxiii. 1, 2). The servants of God will not serve mammon.
3. It implies imitation of Ood. (1) Imitation is the sincerest love. (2) There are

things of God which are inimitable, e.g. omnipotence, infallibility. To attempt to

imitate these would be outrageous presumption. (3) The imitable things of God are

those, qualities in whicli we were created after his image. Knowledge, righteousness,

holiness. (4) To aid us in this we have the Spirit of Christ, who is emphatically the

Image of God.
IL The service of mammon. 1. This is the service of sin. (1) Mammon is •

name for worldly riches (cf. vers. 19—21 ; Jas. iv. 13). (2) It is any illicit love—
anythin|; of which money may be taken as the exponent. It may be appetite (PhiL
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iii. 19). It may be ease. It may be bonour : Pharisees. 2. It is the service of Satan,

(1) Maminon is supposed to have been a Chaldean idol corresponding to the Greek
Pluto. It is here put for Satan as opposed to God. Sinners do not sufficieatry con-
sider the kind of master they serve. (2) Mammon has still his images. Sometimes
they take the form of coin, of bonds, of scrip, of estates. Sometimes of furniture,

equipages, dress, food.

III. TuESE SEBVIOBS ABE IRRECONCILABLE. L Ood i§ an imperial Lord. (1) He
claims the complete homage of all our powers by his absolute right of creation. This
high claim is consistent with all legitimate secondary claims. (2) By his right of

providence. By his providence our existence is every moment presiTved. (3) By his

right of redemption. Service here is claimed as gratitude for love. (4) Servitude
to God is blessed slavery. It is such a slavery as brings perfect liberty. It is slavery

to truth and love. 2. Satan is an imperious tyrant. (1) Half-service will not satisfy

him. Lucifer would be like the Most High. (2) Where he cannot drive, he will lure

his victims to destruction. His resources of ingenuity are vast. His persistency is

unflagging. (3) Slavery to Satan is drudgery to cruelty. Human nature is too willing

to be ruined. 3. The masters are contrary. (1) "God and mammon;" "light" and
"darkness." (2) The services are as the masters. The orders of the masters are

contrary. A man of the world cannot be a religious character. The servants of

mammon hate God in their hearts. (3) The attempt to reconcile these services is folly.

Those persons try to serve two masters who strain consistency to steer close to the

vortex of worldliness. Those who try to make religion serve their secular interests.

"The pretending mother was for dividing the child." The Samaritans found the

attempt sorrowful to fear the Lord and serve other gods (2 Kings ivii. 33). " It is

but supposition that gain is godliness."—J. A. M.

Vers. 26—34.

—

Lessons of the fields. God has so constituted the natural world that

it furnishes apt similes to illustrate spiritual things.

I. The fields teach us to bless God. 1. They serve admirable material uses.

(1) They furnish us with food (see Gen. i. 29, 30). From the Creation to the Deluge
vegetable food only was used. This diet is still, especially in warm climates, the more
wholesome. (2) Vegetables are also useful for medicine. Partly because of its medicinal

properties the tree of life appears to have had its name. The principal remedies of the

pharmacopoeia are from the vegetable kingdom. (3) Vegetables have also valuable

economic uses. Timber, fibres, gums, and oils. 2. They soothe and delight the sense.

(1) Colour. The elements of all calorific harmony are found in the prevailing green

of the earth, with the blue and red of the heavens. (2) Form. This may be admirod

in the graceful curvature and flexure of branches of trees and plants. Also in the

varieties of leaves and flowers. (3) Texture. So exquisite is the clothing of the lily,

that the dress of an Eastern monarch, rich in the choicest productions of the loom and
needle, with its gorgeous colouring and profusion of jewellery, sinks in the comparison.

Test them severally under the microscope. 3. They serve high moral purposes. (1)

They raise our thoughts to God (see Ps. cxlv. 15, 16). The f pod and medicine of

vegetable nature suggest the nourisliment and healing of the economy of grace. (2) The
eloquence of the fields stirs our gratitude to God. It raises our thoughts to the Creator

blessing us in the benevolence of acts. To our Bedeemer blessing us in the benevolence

of suffering.

II. The fields teach us to trust peovidenoe. 1. As they illustrate our depend-

ence. (1) Plants are dependent for nourishment upon the earth. (2) The rain also

is necessary for their life. (3) They need likewise the sun and the air, in the vibratory

motion of which they breathe. (4) The birds of the air and animals of the earth in

turn depend upon vegetation. (5) All second causes depend upon God (cf. John iii.

27 ; 1 Cor. iv. 7). 2. As they illustrate OocTa thoughtful care. (1) The comparison

of the flower of the lily to clothing is not only poetically beautiful j it is botanically

just. The flower serves the purpose of clothing to the seed-vessel. (2) This is evinced

in the many exquisite contrivances, such as the provision of tendrils and claspers by
which the tender vine avails itself of the strength of the oak. (3) The instincts by
which birds are fed, without their sowing, or reaping, or gathering into barns, have their

lessons of providence.
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m. The FistiDB TEACH us TO DE8IBB DiYiNB OLOTHiKa. 1. latere U m laudable

attention to dress. (1) When onr Lord asks, "Why take yo thought for raiment ?
"

he does not advise that we should he reckless as to our attire. He tells us, on the

contrary, that our heavenly Father " kneweth that we have need of these things "

—

that he will " add " them to those who seek first the kingdom of God and his righteous-

ness. (2) Our clothing exerts a moral influence. By it we may create prejudice

favourable to usefulness or otherwise. (3) But there is another extreme. There are

those who make clothing more than the body. There are those who plume themselves
rather upon their clothes than their virtues. Who despise those who do not appear in

gay attire. (4) How this vanity is rebuked in the clothing of the lily that goes into the

oven, and by the plumage of insignificant birds I When Croesus sat upon his throne

in all the glory of his ornaments, and asked Solon whether he had ever seen a fairer

spectacle, the philosopher replied, " Pheasants and peacocks ; for they are clothed with

a natural splendour and exceeding beauty." 2. We should le clad in virtues rather than
in velvets. (1) Ts there no reference to the clothing of the spirit in the beauties of

holiness in ver. 31? God does not, in his providence, clothe om: bodies in the sense

in which he clothes the grass of the field. In this sense he does clothe our souls in

righteousness. The robe of righteousness is emphatically a Divine robe. (2) This
is clothing of surpassing beauty. The spiritual is greatly superior to the material.

Then " shall he not much more" not only as a matter of certainty, but also in glory

and beauty, "clothe you" (see 1 Pet. iii. 3, 4)? (3) This spiritual raiment is put on
by faith. "Shall he not much more clothe you, ye of littlefaithi" (cf. Rom. iii. 21,

22). 3. We should looh for the dothing of the resurrection. (1) The body of the
resurrection is represented as a clothing (cf. 2 Cor. v. 2—4). Under the expression

"much more" this idea also may be included. (2) The resurrection is aptly illustrated
'

by vegetable similes. The revival in spring (cf. Job xiv. 1, 2

—

7, 9—14, 15). (3) Our
Lord compares the resurrection to the revival of seed-com (see John xii. 23, 24). (4)
What is there incredible in a resurrection (see 1 Cor. iv. 35—38)? What exquisite

floral forms bloom from the dunghill 1—J. A. M.

Ver. 1.

—

ITie Christian law of giving. In this second part of the sermon our Lord
teaches his disciples how they should stand related to the recognized and usual expres-

sions of religious life. In those days everybody who professed to be religious sought
.to show people their religion by giving alms, praying, and fasting. But Jesus taught
that character, motive, spirit, were the things of supreme importance ; and so here he
virtually says, " Take care of the motives that inspire religious acts. They win the

praise of men, and you may be doing them for the sake of that praise." Our Lord did

but state the universal fact when he said, "Te have the poor always with you." War,
limited trade, inefficiently treated disease, and bad governments, have always tended

to make a large proportion of Eastern people indigent and beggars. In every religious

system the duty of caring for them has been commended.
I. Alhboivino in its booiett fobm. For, apart from all religions considerations,

the sympathetic care of the poor is a society duty. And it should be seen that the

poor among us have their mission to society, as truly as society has its mission to

them. The poor bless us as well as receive a blessing from us. 1. They culture the

hallowing sentiment of the " brotherhood of humanity," by calling for brotherly help.

2. They nurture the finer graces of human character ; sympathy, gentleness, charity.

It is the dark side of civilization that it has so changed our relation to the poor.

Hospitality and personal service were the virtues of the simple East. Family isolation,

and delegation of service; are the weaknesses of the guileful West. Modem society-

relations seem to multiply the poor, so that they get beyond society-control. There
are the poor (1) by bodily disability; (2) by unfortunate birth-associations; (3) by
exigencies of trade; (4) by temporary distress; (5) by the wrong-doing of others.

Almsgiving is still a great society claim and duty.

II. ALusorviNa in its Chbistian fobm. Then it is seen as service directly rendered

to Christ. It is a part of the way in which we do his work in the world ; and, in doing

it, express our love to him. But the loyalty to Christ makes the Christian wholly
indifferent to the opinion of men concerning his almsgiving. It leads him (1) to

estimate his means so that he may be able to give
; (2) to carefully consider the claimi

WATTHBW. *
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presented, 80 that he may give wisely
; (3) to strive to make his gifts a help to moral

character, and a witness for hia Lord ; and (4) to cherish a holy indifference to men's
praise or hlame.—B. T.

Yer. 2,—Character thoion in rdigiouB dutiei. There ii no certain evidence of such
a custom as our Lord here refers to. Rich men sometimes had a certain day on which
they distributed their alms. Then they may have sent round with a trumpet to call

the poor people together. " In some cities Saturday is beggars' day, and every mer-
chant, shopkeeper, and housewife lays by a store of coppers and remnants of food."

Probably our Lord only used a figure, such as we employ when we speak of the
"flourish of trumpets" by the boastful man. The chests in the temple to receive

alms were trumpet-shaped, and were called trumpets ; and no doubt some almsgivers
would fling their coins into these trumpets so as to make a ringing noise, and call

public attention to their benevolence. The point our Lord presents is this: alms-
giving, as a recognized religious duty, finds expression for character—and it cultures
the character through finding it expression—but let us be very careful that our charity
finds expression for Christian character.

L Natural chabaoteb FiNciNa natubal ezpbbsbion. There is such a thing as

the "milk of human kindness." Some people are born with amiable, sympathetic,
charitable dispositions. Doing kind things is simply natural to them. It costs no
effort. It involves no self-denial. They give freely. They give so pleasantly that
we do not realize how little the giving costs them. We may thank God for tha
" charitably disposed " among us, and accept thankfully their help toward the per-

fecting of the human brotherhood.

II. Detesiobated chabaoteb finsino befbesentatiyb expbession. This is the
case which Christ presents as a warning. Guileful i>ersou8, with lowered characters,

will make their charity serve their selfish ends. You will see, by the way in which
the gift is made, the publicity of it ; the anxiety about a suitable report being made
of it; the mean advantage taken of the recipient of it; and the continuous afier-brag

about it; that a very deteriurated character, with very low and poor motives ruling

it, was at the back of the gift. If we accept the gift, we cannot approve the

giver.

III. Sanctified ohabacteb Fmouia pious ekpbession. Our Lord puts the pious

expression into these forms. The disciple with the qualities indicated in the Beati-

tudes (1) keeps his giving secret from other people; (2) he even keeps it a secret from
himself, and tries not to think ivbout it (ver. 3) ; and (3) he does his kindness for his

heavenly Father's sake, and because he wants to be a worthy child of him who is

continually doing good.—B. T.

Ver. 4.

—

The Father's open rewards, " Shall reward thee openly.'' This turn of

the sentence somewhat surprises us. It is not precisely what we expected. Malting

so much of giving in secret, and the Father seeing in secret, we expect to read, " shall

reward thee in secret ways." Probably the " open reward " is promised because the
man who makes a show of religion does so in order to get open and public fame. (It

should, however, be duly noticed that the best manuscripts and most modern editors

omit the word "openly.") Plumptre thinks the addition of the word "openly"
weakens and lowers the force of the truth asserted. The difficulty of dealing with the

word is clearly seen in the notion of some writers that " openly " must mean " before

men and angels at the resurrection of the just," about which, at the time, our Lord was
neither speaking nor thinking. A good point, and one whioli is practically important,
is this : sincere and humble piety, finding gracious expression in kindly, thoughtful,
generous, and self-denying service, will be sure to gain open and public recognition.
Christian goodness is no violet "horn to blush unseen, and waste its sweetness on the
desert air." Men want that Christian goodness in all the life-spheres; and they are

quick enough at recognizing it when they see it.

I. Chbistlt-toned ohabitieb win men's admibation. We are all keen enough
to discern the differences in gifts. We qualify our admiration when we recognize
giving on mere impulse ; or to get credit ; or to outdo others ; or to bring business.
VVe keep our highest admiration for evident cases of selt-denial, simple benevolence,
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and Christian principle. Those who abuse Christianity admire the Christian charity

which it inspires.

II. Chbibtlt-tonzd ohaeitibb win men's confidence. This is clearly shown in

the very patent fact that, whenever there is a local or a national calamity, application

is first made for help to the Christian people. There is a universal public confidence

that, if any good work needs to be done, the Gtiristians will be found ready for the
doing. This is their open reward. Place, influence, power, in every generation comes
into the hands of the sincerely good ; and in this way God gives the reward whicb
men are ever seeking, to those who do not seek t<.—B. T.

Ver. 6.

—

Eypoerite prayert. Properly, the hypocrite is simply the " actor
;
" but the

word has come to mean " one who acts a part with a view to deceive others, and get

undeserved praise for himself." Standing at prayer was usual. Frayiug in the syna-
gogues was usual. Praying in the streets, if you happen to be in the streets when
the prayer-call sounds, is quite usual in the Mohammedan East of to-day. Our Lord
does not reprove these things. Our Lord referred to a bad custom of his day. Men
went into the synagogues, and stood apart as if absorbed in prayer, while secretly

they were glancing round to see the impression which their superior devotion was
making. " Prayer standing is the characteristic of the Jews to this day ; and though
not often to be seen on the streets in the East, is frequent on shipboard."

I. Test the case supposed by the pbopeb object or pbateb. Here is a man who
prays so as to draw attention to himself—prays for the sake of getting men's admiration

of his praying. Now, is that the proper aim to set before us in praying? Does it

matter what our fellow-men may think of us ? We ought to pray simply to gain God's

help and blessing. Prayer should be the expression of conscious need ; it should be the

utterance of fervent desire ; it should be wholly concerned with the need, and with
Qod, from whom the supply of the need is sought.

"Men hfed thee not; men praise thee not.

The M&ster praises ; what are men ?
"

n. Test the oabe supposed bt the pbofeb bpibit of pbateb. Prayer is uttered

dependence. Prayer is supplication. It is precisely the feeling of dissatisfaction with
self which inspires us to pray. And anything like self-exhibition is altogether foreign

to prayer. A man must be satisfied with himself who confidently makes an exhibition

of himself; and such a man wants nothing, and has nothing to pray for. In illustra-

tion of this point, reference may be made to the subtle peril which lies in emotional

moods. There is a pride in religious feelings, which gets expression in beautiful

prayers ; and when pride is at the heart of them they cease to be prayers at all. There
is much danger of insincerity in extempore public prayers, which must fail to be real

prayers if they are " addressed to an audience," and intended to be admired by them
rather than heard and answered by God.—B. T.

Ver. 6.

—

The law ofpersonal prayer. That which relates to the individual. Private

prayer. " Prayer is the offering up of our desires to God, for things agreeable to his

will, in the Name of Christ, with confession of our sins, and thankful acknowledgment
of his mercies." Our Lord assumes that his disciples will recognize the need for private

prayer, and feel the impulse to private prayer, as distinct from the claim to join in the
public prayers of synagogue and temple. " Come, let us worship and bow down : let

us kneel before the Lord our Maker." " Enter into thy closet," etc. Our Lord's laws
for private prayer seem to take a fourfold form.

I. Havb a place. The "closet" here is really the "store-chamber" of the house.

Usually a dark closet, in which the articles used by night are stored away by day.

In an Eastern house privacy could be secured in it. Our Lord made a place of prayer

on the hillside or in the garden. St. Peter made a place of the quiet housetop.

Washington was seen to retire daily to a grove in the vicinity of the camp at Valley

Forge. The late General Gordon daily put a sign outside his tent to indicate that he
wished to be alone for a while. The sailor-boy made a place at the mast-head; the

little servant made a place iu the coal-cellar. Of this it may be said, " Where there's

• will there's a way."
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IL B« AiMstt. And feel alone. "Shut the door." "One great advantage <rf a

chamber set apart for prayer is that it keep* ub free from many distractions. Our
hearts are ready enough of themselves to wander ; " and so we need every outward

help we can gain. The sense of being undisturbed is most helpful to concentration

of thought. Illustrate how God took Moses and Elijah to be "alone with him," before

he could speak freely to them. . There is nothing so solemnizing as the feeling of being

shut up with Qod.

III. Speak fbgelt. Then we may do so, because there is no one near to hear us,

and either admire or reproach us. Wo can be simply and entirely our own true selves

before God. Even in private prayer Eustems spoke aloud ; and for us to do so would
give directness, point, and power to our petitions.

IV. Cherish confidbnox. Always keep in mind that you are speaking to the

Father, and may have the good child's assurance. And confidence asks much. John
Bunyan tells how beggars used to carry with them a bowl when they went to beg

at a house. Some of them brought only small bowls; and so, however rich and
bountiful the householder might be, he could not give them more than their bowl could

contain; others brought great bowls, and carried them home full.—B. T.

Vera. 9—^13.

—

TTie dualitiet of the Lord^t Prayer. Of this prayer Ward Beechei

says, " One knows not which most to admire in this form—^its loftiness of spirit, its

comprehensiveness, its brevity, its simplicity, or its union of human and Divine
elements. All prayer may be said to have crystallized in this prayer. The Church
has worn it for hundreds of years upon her bosom, as the biightest gem of devotion."

Forms of devotion seem to have been provided by the ecclesiastical rulers. New forms

had been given by John the Baptist. It was quite natural that our Lord's disciples

should ask either selections from existing forms, or new forms, of prayer from him.

Teaching them the spirit of prayer, they naturally asked him also to give them a siutable

form in which that spirit might find expression. Now notice the Hebraic form in

which the prayer is set. It is a series of dual sentences, the second repeating the first,

with some amplification, after the familiar style of Hebrew writing.

L The Pathbr-Namb. " Our Father." "Hallowed be thy jTather] Name." In
this new name for God may be found the very essence of the revelation Jesus brought.

He taught " good news of God ;
" right thoughts of Gbd. Everything else follows

from t^t ; for to know God is eternal life. How far was the Father-Name a new
revelation ? Certainly, as used by Christ, it carries a new meaning and force. What
is hallowing a Father-Name ? Showing the obedience and devotion of sons. Bemember
Jesus called God " Holy Father," " Righteous Father."

II. The kingdom of the wiuw "Thy kingdom come." "Thy will he done."

These are plainly the same thing ; for God's kingdom must be the " rule of his wiU."

A living, active will creates a kingdom. If God's will were fully done, Gk>d's kingdom
would have come. A kingdom of moral beings ; ruled by a supreme and holy will.

To way for the kingdom to come is to yield ourselves to the service of the will.

in. Givraa Asv FOBOivma. This part of the prayer concerns man's necessities.

Our Father in heaven is interested in our daily needs. " Give I " is the cry of the
needy child. " Forgive I " is the cry of the si'uful child. Both attitudes are of supreme
interest to our heavenly Father. "Bread" stands for all our bodily needs; "forgiveness"
for all oar sou^-needs.

IV. Defendei) and delivered. Treating ourselves as frail and weak, and yet
exposed to evil. " No one can tell beforehand how he will be afieoted by persistent,

insidious, and vehement temptations. If it is a duty to avoid evil, it is surely per-

missible to solicit Divine help thereto." This is the prayer of self-distrust and
dependence. Compare " Hold thou me up, and I shall be safe."

—

R. T.

Ver. m—ne moral influence of fasting. The three expressions of the relirious
life introduced here—almsgiving, prayer, and fasting—are not treated as duties which
we are bound to fulfil, but as things to which we are inwardly impelled by the move-
ments of that religious life. Fasting especially is a [.ersonal resolve rather than a
prescribed duty—helpful and useful, if a man thus voluntarily biings his body into self-
restraint; a snare if, without a man's will, it is done in order to gain merit B^igiuus
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fasting had long prevailed among the devont Jews. It had heen perverted by ascetics

on the one hand, and by Pharisees on the other. Because misused, our Lord dealt with
it thus in the way of correction. He assumes that it is quite pos»ible his disciples may
desire to fast; he therefore deals with the proper spirit of fasting.

L Pasting is ah act op sblf-ebstbaint. It belongs to the sphere of self-disci-

pline. And that is strictly a personal and private matter. A man may help his

brother by his example, showing the results of self-discipline. No man is called to

show his brother the process of self-discipline; indeed, he must spoil the process if

he attempts to show it. There is a growth of the plant which must go on in the soil

and in the dark. You can never safely expose rootings. Our Lord teaches, that all

moral discipline and bodily restraint—which may be gathered up and represented by
fasting—belong to a man's private life, and should not even be made publicly known
by the man's appearance. It is, indeed, a distinct &ilure of self-restraint to want to

<how others our self-restraint.

* Else let US keep our fast within,

Till Heaven and we are quite alone

;

Then let the grief, the shame, the sin,

Before (he mercy-seat be thrown."
(Eeble.)

n. FABTma AS an act or buiuliation. Distinctly the design of fasting is to

enfeeble appetite and to humiliate ' passions. It is noticed that appetites tor sell-

iudulgence are strong when the body is pampered with luxurious food. But it is no
humiliation to show our humiliation, and get our restrainings praised. That does but
change body-pride for heart-piiAe, which is more defiling. Note this danger : in fasting

to restrain bodily appetite we may come to think that evil is in the body.—B. T.

Ver. 20.—27l« treasuret of ehatxieter, " Treasures in heaven." " Here moral excel-

lence is put in contrast with material treasure. Men are to seek nobility of character,

riches of feeling, strength of manhood, and not perishable wealth." Character is called
" treasure in heaven," because it alone goes with us into the unseen world. It belongs

to us ; it cannot be parted from us. It is not something that we have ; it is that which
ws are, wherever we are.

I. The iNBECmiiTT of AtL trbasxjke in TniNQS. Everything man sets value on
is a perishable thing. To him it is perishable, either by decaying as he holds it, or by
removal from him. "The fashion of this world passeth away." " Kiclies take to

themselves wings, and flee away." " We've no abiding city here." This hardly seems
so evidently true in our modem times, when wealth gains more apparent fixity, as it did

in Eastern lands, when wealth largely consisted in garments, and governments failed

to ensure stability and security, Moth and rust (corrosion) would destroy most things,

and the thieves would carry off the rest. The truth is as true to-day as it ever was

—

man can never guarantee his hold on anything he may possess. He has it to-day ; he
is never sure of It to-morrow. This is true not only of purely material things, but
even of such things as skill of body and furniture of mind—things that a man may
gain, but which still are outside the real man ; only things that he has. Whatever a
man only has is in peril.

II. The secubity of all tbeasuke m chabacteb. What a man is, and what a

man becomes, are unaffected by any known decaying forces. Character is the investi-

ture of the soul, in which it passes to the eternal realms. Illustrate the forces that

affect our things, and show how powerless they are against our character. See the case

of Job. Try death as against the sanctified character that a man may have become.

Death can strip a soul absolutely bare of all acquired things. " We brought nothing

into this world, and it is certain that we can carry nothing out." Death can take the

sold from the body. But death cannot touch character, which is the soul's gument.
So he is rich for ever who has won " character."—^B. T.

Ver. 22.—The inspiraiitm of a nobU aim. "The light of the body is the eye."

Different versions give " lantern," or " candle," or " lamp." Then the idea Is, that

the aim and purpose a man has in life will be like a light shining on all his life an4
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work and relations. If the aim be a high and noble one, it will brighten and ennoble

all his doings. If it be a low and ignoble one, it will discolour and degrade all

his doings. Or, to take another view : a man's aim in life will be like the ere,

through which he comes into relation with everything. If it be clean and healthy,

everything is seen as it is. If it be impure and diseased, it is as if a man saw everything
through coloured glasses. Then the anxiety of a Christian disciple should concern
fixing the right aim, settling the one supreme purpose of life. Christ says our aim
should be " righteousness." We do but put the same thing in another form when we
say it should be Christ-likeness. " Singleness of intention will preserve us from the
snare of having a double treasure, and therefore a divided heart." The questicn to

press on attention is—What are you living for ?

I. Nothing. There are thousands of persons who are just living on, they know not
and care not how or why. Enough for them is the butterfly-life of self-indulgence.

Neither whence they came, nor what they are here for, nor whither they are going,

troubles them in the least. And theirs is but as the life of the " dumb, dnren cattle,"

who have no " uplooking eyes."

II. Something low and poob. Such things as wealth for wealth's sake, position

for position's sake, power for power's sake. A soul .has but a low aim who only asks,
" What shall we eat ? what shall we drink ? " and lets the " lust of the flesh, the lust

of the eyes, and the pride of life " decide what his aim shall be.

III. SoMETBiNa NOBLE FROM HUMAN STANDPOINTS. The world has its heroes in all

its spheres. We may fix on one, find his aim, and make it ours, and let it inspire us
to noble things.

IV. SoMETHiNO DiviNS. Here show that God has been pleased to come into our
human spheres, in the Person of Jesus Christ, that he might make himself our

inspiring and sanctifying aim.—B. T.

Ver. 25.

—

77ie proper limits of human anxiety. The evil dealt with in this passage

is " undue secular anxiety." " Think of the uncertainty of almost everything we
have—life, health, friendship, domestic relationships and affections, riches, commerce.

Life has many sad surprises and disappointments. Our own day is full of care."

There is abundant cause for anxiety. But Christ reminds us of a truth which should

put our earthly care into strict limitations. We have a Father who is actually and

effectively concerned in securing the constant and the highest well-being of his children.

The children ought to have proper children's anxieties, but they should not take upon

them cares which belong to their Father, who " knoweth what they have need of before

they ask him."
I. The BABTHLINE89 OF THE tTNEARTHLT MAN. Think of the Christian as the

" unearthly man," and then see that his unearthliness ought not to be all-absorbing.

It should be placed under wise limitations. He is in the body. He stands in relations.

He has duties and responsibilities. It is no true spirituality to escape from common
earthly responsibilities into monasteries, nunneries, and hermit-cells. "The Son of

man came eating and drinking." Human interests were sought by him, and human
cares were borne by him. A saint must never forget that he is husband, or father, or

brother, or friend, or citizen. Earthly anxiety is God's present burden for liis saints

;

and it has to be cheerfully taken up and borne.

II. The UNBAKTHLINE8S OP THE EARTHLY MAN. This is turning the figure round,

in order to warn the spiritual man how very absorbing earthly care may become, and

to advise him that his supreme anxiety should be soul-cnlture. " Taking thought " is

but an older form of our idea of " worrying," which is " anxiety overdone." " What
the Lord bids us guard against is conjectural brooding over the possible necessities

of the future, and our possible lack of the resources required for their supply." The
spiritual man should be "using the world as not abusing it," In safe limitations

keeping both earthly and unearthly.—B. T.

Vers. 26, 26.—The Ood of the fowls and the flowers. The point which seems to bo
prominently suggested here is this : Fowls and flowers represent the creatures and the
adornments of the Father's house. Disciples represent the children of the Father's
houww It it fair and forcible argument ; it comes close home to us, by its appeal to
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our common everyday observations and experiences, that if the Father cares, in a very
marked way, for the creatures aod the adornments (show a mother's daily care to feed

'

her birds and tend her flowers), he will much more anxiously care for every welfare of
his children (see the way of that same mother with her babe). The following line of
thought will be readily illustrated.

I. Man is a part of God's creation, just as truly as fowls and flowers are, and must
be just as fully Included in the Creator's daily care. " The eyes of all wait on thee."

II. But, if included, man must be included as man, and as God knows man, and all

his wants, bodily and spiritual, seeing that God created him, and breathed into his
nostrils the breath of life.

III. For God's care—if we are to conceive of it as worthy of God—must be in preciis
adaptation to each creature for whom he cares.

lY. Then we may be sure that God cares for man so far as man ia kin with the
fowls and the flowers.

V. Then we may be sure that God cares for man so far as man is iupei-ior to the
fowls and the flowers. Bemember Mungo Park's reflection when, in a time of utter
despair, he found a small moss, and, admiring its root, leaves, and capsule, thought
thus :

" Can that Being who planted, watered, and brought to perfection, in this obscure
part of the world, a thing which appears of so small importance, look with unconcern
upon the situation and sufferings of creatures formed after his own image ? Surely
not." That reflection inspired new effort, which resulted in Park's rescue.—R. T.

Ver. 33.

—

77ie first object of human pursuit. " Seek ye first the kingdom of God,
and his righteousness." In a former homily on this chapter it is shown that the
kingdom of God is the dom, or rule, of God's will. There is a traditional sentence
given by Origen, and by Clement of Alexandria, which our Lord might have uttered,

for it is very like this authentic passage :
" Ask great things, and little thinjis shall be

added to you ; ask heavenly things, and earthly things shall be added to you." Man
is made for God. " What is the chief end of man ? To glorify God, and enjoy him for

ever." "Whom have I in heaven but thee ? and there is none upon earth that I desire

beside thee." In this text our Lord says, "There is one great end and purpose of your
being, and that you must voluntarily make your one, first, chief end." There may be
intermediate ends and objects which rightly call for your attention, but there is one
which must never be forgotten. You were made for God ; to love him, to serve him,
to praise him, to live in fellowship with him, to do and to bear his holy will. The true

order of our human pursuits should be—first, God ; second, others ; third, self. Or, to

put it in another way—first, righteousness ; second, duty ; third, pleasure. Or some
point and freshness may be gained by making a distinction between the kingdom and
the righteousness.

I. God's einqdom is the BEiaN of his will. And that concerns conduct. God's
will covers and concerns all our doings and relations.

II. God's eiqhtbousness is himself. And that is character; concerns character;
stands as model for the moulding of character. Then man's two supreme ends—which
are really one—which he must always and everywhere put in the first places, are: L
God's character—to be like him. 2. God's will—to serve him. It will be a joyful

surprise to any man to find how all life goes into place, and everything gets provided
for, when he seeks^rs( the kingdom and righteousness.—^B. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER VIL

Vers. 1—12.—(2) As nnxiety about the

things of this life hinders us Godwards (oh.

vi. 19—34), so does censoriousness manwards
(vers. 1—12), our Lord thus tacitly opposing

two typically Jewish faults. Censoriousness

—the personal danger of having it (vers. 1,

2), its seriousness as a sign of ignorance and
as a hindrance to spiritual vision (vers. 3—5),

even though there must be a recognition of

great moral differences (ver. 6). Grace to

overcome it and to exercise judgment rightly

can be obtained by prayer (vets. 7—11)^ the
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Beciet of orereoning hebtg found in treating

others as one would like to be treated one's

self (ver. 12).

Yer. I.—Parallel passage: Lnke t1. 87.

Jndge not. Not merely " do not condemn,"
for this wonld leave too mnoh latitude ; nor,

on the other band, " do not ever judge," for

this is sometimes onr duty ; but " do not be
always judging" (/aj) Kplvrre). Our Lord
opposes the censorious spirit. "Let U8
therefore be lowly minded, brethren, laying
aside all arrogance, and conceit, and folly,

and anger, and let uido that which is written
. . . most of all remembering the words of
the Lord Jesus which he spake, teaching
forbearance and long-suffering; for thus he
spake . . . ' As ye judge, so shall ye be
1'udged,'"Clem. Bom., § 13 (wheresee Bishop
jightfoot's note ; cf. also Besch, ' Agrapha,'

pp. 96, 136 ff.); cf. 'Ab.,' i. 7 (Taylor),
'* Judge every man in the scale of merit ;

"

i.e. let the scale incline towards the side
of merit or acquittal. That ye be not
judged ; {.e. by God, with special reference
to the last day (of. Jas. ii. 12, 13; t. 9;
Bom. ii. 3). Hardly of judgment by men,
as Bariow (serm. zx.): "Men take it for

allowable to retaliate in this way to the
height, and stoutly to load the censorious
man with censure."

Ver. 2.—Parallels to the second clause in
Luke Ti. 38 and Mark It. 24. For. Ex-
planatory of " that ye be not judged." The
principle of your own judgment will be
applied in turn to yourselves. With what
judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged : and
with what measure ye mete, it shall be
measured to yon again. The judgment
(Kplna) is the Terdict ; the measure is the

severity or otherwise of the verdict. In both
clauses (cf. ver. 1, note) the passives refer

to judgment by God, as is even more clear

in Mark iv. 24. The saying, " with what mea-
sure," etc., is found in Mishna, ' Sotah,' i. 7
(" With th6 measure with which a man
mousures do they measure to him "), where
it is applied to the jtM talionii in the case of

a woman suspected of adultery (Numb. v. 11
—81). Again. Omitted by the Bevised
Version, with the manuscripts. It was
naturally inserted by the copyists, either as

an unconscious deduction or from the parallel

passage in Luke; but it is absent in the
charaoteristically Jewish form of the saying

found in the Mishna.

Vers. 3—5.—The heinousness of censo-

riousness as a hindrance to one's self and to

one's work for others.

Ver. 3.—Parallel passage : Luke vi. 41.

And why—when it is so contrary to common
sense—beholdest thou the mote, etc.? A
Jewish proverbial saying, e.g. Talm. Bab.,

' Bab. Bathra,' 166, Babbi Jochanan (third

century a.i>.),expounding Buth i. 1, says, "A
generation which When under judgment
(QQt!f:t!f) judgeth its judges. When one
saith to a man, Cast out the mote out of

thine eyes, he saith (in answer). Cast out
the beam out of thine eyes." In Talm. Bab.,
Erach.,' 16b, " Out of thy teeth " seems

to be the right reading. In these verses
the "eye" is usually taken as belonging
solely to the illustration, and as not itseU
representing any one object. It may be
so, but it has been used so recently (ch.

vi. 22) of the spiritual sense that it is more
natural to take it so here. In this case the
thought of the passage is of faults existing
in a man's spiritual sense hindering his
spiritual vision. The censorious man sees

any fault, however small, readily enough in
others, but does not see the much greater
fault which he himself as a matter of fact

has—his own oensoriousness. This cen-
soriousness is not a slight, but a great hin-
drance to his own spiritual vision, much
more to his being of use in removing hin-
drances from the eye of another. The mote;
TiKdpipos: hM. festucam ; any small vege-

table body. The English word is from the
Anglo-Saxon mot, " a small particle " (cf.

furUier Luke vi. 41, note). Observe that

our Lord allows that there is something
wrong with the brother's spiritual vision,

just as he allows that the unmerciful ser-

vant had a real debt owing to him. That is

in thy brother's eye (ch. v. 22, note). Our
Lord is here speaking of the relation sf be-

lievers to fellow-believers. He tacitly con-

trasts the censoriousnesa of the Pharisees

towards fellow-Jews (John vii. 49). But
oonslderest not (oi Karovocis). With any
attention of mind; contrast Bom. iv. 19
(Abraham gave earnest consideration to his

own age, and yet believed). The beam. So
huge a piece of wood is there in thine own
eye. That is in thine own eye. The order

of the Greek lays still more emphasis on the

fact tliat, though in thy very own eye there

is a beam, thou payest no regard to that (cf.

ver. 5, note).

Ver. 4.—^Parallel passage : Luke vi. 42a.

Or. A second case is supposed. Yonmay only
see the mote or you may offer to remove it.

How ; with any conscience. Wilt thou say to
thy brother, Let me pull out 1 Let me (,&<pes,

oh. iii. 15). There is nothing here of the
rudeness that so often accompanies ceu-

seriousness. PuU out; Bevised Version,
east out (iKPiha). The thought is of the
completeness, not the method, of the re-

moval (uf. ch. ix. 38). A beam ; (he beam
(Bevised Version); i.e. the beam already
mentioned.

Ver. 5.—Parallel passage : Luke vi. 426.
Thou hypocrite (oh. vL 2, note). The thought
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here is of the penonation of a part (a man
free firom impediment in his Vision) which
does not belong to yon. First oast ont the
beam ont of thine own eye. In ver. 3 the
order of the words lays the emphasis on
" thine ; " here, on the eye. It is in tliine

eye, of all places, that the beam now is.

And then shalt thoa see olearly to cast out
the mote ont of thy brother's eye. Surely a
promise as well as a statement. See dearly
(JSta0\c\^ets, Sia- discriminatingly) ; as in the
right text of Mark viii. 25, itself after the
recovery of full power of sight. Bee dearly.

Not the mote (ver. 8), bnt to oast ont the
mote. The verse seems to imply that if the
spirit of oensorionsness be absent, it will be
possible for ns to remove " motes" from the
tiyes of our brothers. Thus the passage as a
whole does not say that we never ought to

try to remove such " motes," but that this is

monstrous and almost impossible so long as

we ourselves have a fault of so much mag-
nitude as oensoriousness.

Ver. 6.—Matthew only. Give not that
which is holy, etc. While yon aie not to be
censorious towards brethren (vers. 1—5),
you must recognize the great and funda-
mental difierenceis that there are between
men. You must not treat those who are

mere dogs and swine as if they were able to

appreciate either the holiness or the beauty
and wealth of spiritual truth. Qice.

Observe that "give," "oast," are naturally
used of feeding dogs and swine rsispisotively.

That which it holt/ (ri 0710^). The metaphor
is taken from the law that tiie things offered

in sacrifice were no longer to be treated as

common food (Lev. xxii. 1—16, especially

ver. 14, ri &yiov). TJnto the dogs. The
scavsngsrs of Eastern cities, which by nature

and habit love and greedily devour the most
unholy of things (of. Exod. xxii. 3 1). Neither

oast ye your pearls. Pearls. Only here and
ch. xiii. 45, 46 in the Gospels. In form not

so very unlike swine's food of beans or nuts,

they here represent the beauty and precious

wealth of the various parts of the Gospel, in

which Christ's disciples are accustomed to

delight (ynSiv). Ignatius (' Eph.,' § 11) calls

his bonds his "spiritual peails." Before

swine
J before the amine (Eevised Version).

Probably in both cases the article is used
with the object of bringing the particular

dogs and swine to whom these are given
more vividly before us. Swine. Which have
no care for such things, but rather wallow
in filth (2 Pet. ii. 22). Dogs . . . swine. The
terms seem to so far indicate different classes

of men, or more truly different characters in

men, as that the one term points to the greedy

participation of the wicked in open profana-

tion, the other to the sottish indifference of

sinners to that which is most attractive. Lest

they; i.e. the swine. Dogs, even though

wild in the East, would not "tread down"
the food. Trample them nnder their feet (ch.

V. 13). In ignorance of their real worth and
in disappointment that they do not afford

them satisfaction (For the future, Kararwii
aoviriv, of. ch. v. 25, note.) It here expresses
the greater certainty of the trampling than
of the rendiDg(aoriBt subjective). And turn
again—Revised Version omits " again"—and
rend yoo. In rage at the disappointment
experienced. The clause expresses the
personal enmity which those who wilfully

reject the gospel often feel towards those
that have offered it to them. It might
be thought difBcuU to carry out this com-
mand, as it is evident that we cannot know
beforehand who will accept the gospel or

not. But in cases where the character of the
person is not known (fi.g. as when St Paul
preached at Athens, etc.), the command does
not apply. Our Lord supposes the case

where the character is apparent (cf 1 Tim.
T. 24). Theodoret (vide Kesch, ' Agrapha,'

pp. 103, 168), in quoting this verse, adds,
"My mysteries are for me and mine," which,
clearly an adaptation of Symmaohus and
Theodotion's rendering of Isa. xxiv. 16,

h 'n (cf. also Targ. Jon.), seems to have be-

come almost an authorized, and certainly

a true, interpretation of our verse.

Vers. 7—11.

—

Atk, and it shall be given

you, eto. Parallel passage : Luke xL 9— 13.

Nearly verbally identical, but in the son's

request, reads " egg " and " scorpion " for

"bread" and "stone," and reverses the

order of the sentences.

In Luke the verses are closely connected

(" and I say unto you ") with the parable

of the friend at midnight, which itself

immediately follows the Lord's Prayer. It

seems probable that, as with the Lord's

Prayer (ch. vi. 9—13, note), so with those

verses, the original position is given in

Luke ; yet, as also with the Lord's Prayer,

Matthew's form of the individual clauses

may be the more original (cf. ver. 11, note).

With the general promise contained in these

verses, cf. Mark xi. 24.

The connexion with the preceding verse

is probably not (1) pray for others who have

no apparent capacity for receiving the truths

of the gospel (Weiss); nor (2) in answer to

the question suggested by ver. 6, if this be

the measure of the Divine dealings, what

bounties can sinners «xpect at God's hands ?

Let them, nevertheless, ask of God, and it

shall be given them (of Alford) ; but (3) in

close connexion with the whole sobjeot bom
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vera. 1—6, yon feel conscious of want of

wisdom for the true and loving judgmeut of

others without oeneoriousness—ask for this

special grace. With this conuexion ver. 12

follows on naturally ; i.e. the key to the

right treatment of others may be found in

one's own feelings and wishes; from the

perception of what we desire to receive

from others we may learn what others ought

to receive from us.

Ver. 7.—Ask . . . seek . . . knock. Grada-
tion in urgency. Further, the three clauses
think of the Giver, the sphere in which the
gift lies, the obstacles in the way of obtain-
ing it.

Ver. 8.—For every one that asbeth re-

ceiveth. Bvery one that askcth of God re-

ceiveth, for he is not the censorious Judge
that you are inclined to be in your dealings
with others. Therefore ask expectantly.
He " giveth to all liberally, and upbraideth
not"(Ja8. i. 5).

Vers. 9, 10.—Or what man is there of yon,
etc.? Or. Is not what I say true? or—if

you think not—what man of you yourselves
would act otherwise towards his own son ?

Our Lord appeals to the experience and
natural feelings of his hearers themselves
to emphasize the readiness of the Father

—

"your Father," whose nature you share,

and from whom you derive your feelings

of fatherhood (Eph. iii. 15)—to grunt the
prayers of his children. Observe : (1) Our
Lord assumes that our natural feelings are

of the same hind as God's. (2) Our Lord
speaks of God's children asking him for

gifts (cf. ch. v. 16, note). (3) Our Lord does
not suggest, " Will he absolutely refuse

him?" but "Will he give him something
which Is an answer in appearance only
(a stone for bread, a serpent for a fish)?"

i.e. our Lord implies that God's gifts, like

an earthly fatlier's to his son, are such as

really and completely to satisfy the need
which is expressing itself. A blussed en-
couragement, for he will thus answer the
underlying desire, though not necessarily

the verbal expression of the prayer. So
when Monica prayed that her son might
not sail to Eome, God did not grant this,

but gave her " the hinge of her desire," for

it was Augustine's journey to Italy tliat

was the means of his conversion (Aug.,
'Oonf.,' V. 15). Bread , . . fish. The most
usual food on the Lake of Galilee (cf. ch.

xiv. 17 ; John vi. 9 ; cf. ch. iv. 8, note).

Ver. 11.—Parallel passage: Luke xi. 13.

If ye then being evU. Application of

the thought of vers. 9, 10, with further

emphasis on the evil of human nature. If

you with your moral wortblessness (ch. vi.

13, note), etc. (of. also ch. xii. 3i). Being

(Syres). The presence here in the parallel

passage uf Luke of his common won! drdp-

xorres points to St. Matthew's form of

the sentence being the more original.

Enow; intuitively (olfSoTf). Notwithstand-
ing, then, the evil bent of fallen human
nature, there is some good still remaining.
How muoh more shall yonr Father which is

in heaven. "In quo nulla est malitia"
(Bengel). Give good things. Observe : (1)
In the parallel passage in Luke, "the Holy
Spirit," or, more strictly, an outpouring of
the Holy Spirit (IXycByna "Ayioi-). The liis-

torian of the early Church not unnaturally
singles out that gift which ultimately pro-
duces all others ; but St. Matthew, keeping
to the general subject of wisdom, etc., in the
treatment of our brethren, uses a more dis-

tributive expression which yet includes the
parlicular gift asked for. (2) Is the omission
of the word "gifts" in this clause to be
aoGounted for by our Lord not wishing to
suggest that the grace asked for i« so given
as that it can afterwards be possessed apart
from the Giver ?

Ver. 12.—Ver. 12a, parallel paMage

:

Luke vi. 31 ; 126, Matthew only. All
things therefore. There/ore. Summing up
the lesson of vers. 1—11 (of. ver. 7, note).

In consequence of all that I have said about
censoriousness and the means of overcoming
it, let the very opposite feeling rule your
conduct towards others. Let all (emphatic)
yonr dealings with men be conducted in
the same spirit in which you would desire
them to deal with yoo. Even so. Not
" these things " do ye to them ; for our Lord
carefully avoids any expression that might
lead to a legal enumeration of different

details, but " thus" (oSraij), referring to the
character of your own wishes. (For this

"golden rule," of. Tobit iv. 15 (negative
form) ; of. also patristic references in Besch,
' Agrapha,' pp. 95, 135.) On the oecasional
similarity of pre-Christian writings to the
teaching of our Lord, Augustine (vide
Trench, 'Serm.,' tn loo.) well says it is

" the glory of the written and spoken law,
that it is the transcript of that which was
from the first, and not merely as old as
this man or that, but as the Creation itself,

a reproduction of that obscured and for-

gotten law written at the beginning by the
finger of God on the hearts of all men.
When, therefore, heathen sages or poets
proclaimed any part of this, they had not
thereby anticipated Christ; they had only
deciphered some fragment of that law,
which He gave from the first, and which,
when men, exiles and fugitives from them-
selves and from the knowledge of their
own hearts, had lost the power rf reading,
He came in the flesh to read to them anew,
and to bring out the well-nigh obliterated
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r]\anoteri afreBh." (Compare also Bigliop

L^ghtfoot's essay on " St. Paul and Seneca,"
in his ' Philippians.') For this is the law
ai d the prophets. For this. Tliis principle

of action and mode of life is, in fact, the sum
of all Bible teaching (cf. Lev. xix. 18).

Observe: (1) Our Lora brings out tlie same
thought, but with its necessary limitation

io the second table, in eh. xxii. 40 (cf. Horn,

liii. 10). (2) Our Lord thus returns to the

main subject of his sermon, the relation in

\i'hich he and his must stand to the Law
(ih. v. 17).

Vers, la—27.—(4) Epilogue (of. oh. v. S,

note). Dare to take up this position, which
has been laid down in ch. v. 21—vii. 12,

involving tliough it must separation from

tl\e majority of men (vers. 13, 14); and
this notwithstanding the claim of others

to reveal the Lord's mind, whose true na-

ture, however, you shall perceive from their

actions (vers. 15— 20); they that work

iniqility have neither present nor future

union with me (vers. 21—23). Finally a

solemn warning (vers. 24—27).

Ver. 18.—For vers. 13, 14, of. Luke xiii.

23, 24, which, however (notwithstanding
the similarity of vers. 25—27 to our vers.

21—23), were probably spoken later, and
were perhaps suggested to both the dis-

ciples and the Master by this earlier saying.

On the other hand, our ver. 14 seems so

direct an answer to Luke xiii 23 that it

is not unlikely that this is one of tlie

many passages placed by St. Matthew, or

the authors of his sources, out of chrono-
logical order. Enter ye in. Show imme-
diate energy and determination. Observe

:

(1) In Luke, "strive (ayavlCetrSe) to enter

in " ; here, " enter at once." (2) In Luke,
" through the narrow door " into, apparently,

the final abiding-place ; here, " through the
narrow gate " into apparently the (perhaps
long) road which takes ua at last to full

salvation. Thus in Luke our Lord speaks
of continued striving; here, of immediate
decision, in which, however, lies the as-

surance of ultimate success (cf. ver. 14, end ;

also 1 John ii. 13). At the strait gate;
Bevised Version, by the narrow gate—the

entrance resembling the road (ver. 14, note).

Chrysostom (in Zoo.), contrasting present

trials with future happiness, says, "strait-

ened is the way and narrow is the gate, but

not the city." 7or wide is the gate, and
broad is the way. So also the Bevised
Version, but the Bevised Version margin
has, " some ancient authorities omit la the

gaU." (For a full discussion on the diffi-

cnlt question of the genuineness of fi niXri

hen. iiid4 Wsstcott and Hort, 'App.')

Westcott and Hort omit it, with K, Old
Latin, and many Greek and Latin Fathers,
and say that, though ^ trihii is probably
genuine in ver. 14, " till the latter part of

the fourth century the first ri TtiKri has
no Oreek or Latin patristic evidence in its

favour, much against it." They think this

is " one of those rare readings in which the
true text has been preserved by K without
extant uncial support. ... It was natural

to scribes to set ver. 13 In precisely anti-

thetic contrast to ver. 14; but the sense
gains in force if there is no mention of two
gates, and if the contrast in ver. 13 is

between the narrow gate and the broad and
spacious way." There must be a definite

entering upon the right way; no entrance
upon the wrong nay is necessary, men find

themselves upon it only too easily, and it is

" made level with stones " (Ecclus. ixi. 10).

Wide . . . broad. The secoud epithet

{evpixapos) lays stress on there being plenty
of space to walk in (Latt., ipatioia). That
leadeth to destruction (els riiv air6\eiai>);

that "perishing" in which "the sons of

perishing" perish (John xvii. 12). And
many there be which; Bevised Version,
more exactly, and many be they that (xa)

iroX\o( elffiv ot clirepx^/'C'"")- Our Lord suys

that they that are perishing are many (uf.

ver. 14, note). Go in; Bevised Version,

enter in; keeping up the allusion to "enter
ye in." Observe, however, that if ri jtvKi]

(vide tuprd) is false, the thought here is of
entrance into the final issue of the way

—

Ti inrdheia. Thereat; Bevised Version,
thereby ; i.e. by tlie way.

Ver. 14.—Because (8ti); for (Bevised
Version); "many ancient authorities read,

flow narrow it the gate, etc." (Bevised Ver-
sion margin). The reading, "how" (tO
is much easier, as avoiding the difficulty of
the connexion of this verse witii the pre-

ceding, but probably Sti is right. The con-
nexion is either that it is parallel to the
first Sti, and thus gives a second reason for

decision in entering through the narrow
gate ; or, and better, that it gives the reason
for the statement in ver. 135—many pass
along the wrong way because the right way
requires at the very outset so much deter-

mination and afterwards so much self-denial.

Strait is the gate, and narrow is the way

;

narrow is the gatie, and straitened the way
(Bevised Version). Not only is the gate
narrow, but the way itself seems compressed
(TeflAiiUjue'j'))) by rocks, etc., on either side.

That leadeth nnto life (eis tV C''4>'). Ob-
serve, Christ does not say, " life eternal."

He only cares to emphasize the thought of

life in the fullest nature of life—life as " the
fulfilment of the highest idea of being:
perfect truth in perfect action" (Bishop
Westoott, on 1 John iii. 14), And few there
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be that ; Bevieed Version, and feui he thty

that (ver. 13, note). Our Lord here afflrmi

more than the diBoiplea ask in Luke xiiL

23 ; for there the question deals with those
in a state of salvation (ol <rai(6iifyoi), here
those finally saved. Find it ; i.e. the gate
and all it leads to. Tlie narrow gate is

here looked at as involving life. Find. It

needs a search (contrast ver. 13). But there

is the promise of ver. 7, "Seek, and ye
shall find."

Vers. 15—23.—Matthew only in this

form, though most of the separate verses

have much matter common to other pas-

sages; viz.: vers. 16, 18, parallel with

Luke vL 43, 44, of. also infra, eh. zii. 33

;

ver. 19, cf. ch. iii. 10 ; ver. 2 1, cf. Luke vi. 46

;

Ter. 22, of. Luke xiii. 26; ver. 23, parallel

with Luke xiii. 27. (For the connexion

of these verses, of. ver. 13, note.)

Ver. 15.—Matthew only. Beware, The
warning against being led from the right

entrauce aud the right way is all the more
emphatic for there being no adversative

particle in the true text. Beware of false

prophets. The whole class of them (rav).

Not, observe, " false teachers " (2 Pet. ii. 1),

as though these persons only falsely inter-

preted fundamental truths, but " false pro-
phets," as falsely claiming to bring me8sa<;es

from God. They claim to bring from God
the true message of salvation, but their

claim is false. These were doubtless found,

at the time that our Lord spoke the words,
especially among the Pharisees ; but when
St. Matthew recorded them, chiefly among
Christians, either on the Jewish or on the
Gnostic side (C!ol. ii. 8 ; 1 Tim. vi. 20, 21

;

cf. also 1 John iv. 1 and 'Did.,' § xii.).

Whioh; qualitative (oVtii'ei); seeing that

they. Come unto you in sheep's clothing.

In, as it were, the skins of sheep {iy ivSi/Mouri

rpofidray}, professing simplicity and gentle-

ness, and (for, perhaps, this thought is also

included) claiming to be members of God's
true flock. Externally they are all this,

but at heart they are sometliing very dif-

ferent. Bat inwardly they are ravening
wolves. The thought of "ravening" (£p.

5ra7£s) is of both violence and greed. These
false prophets are not merely wicked at

htart and opposed to the truth, but they

wish to iinure you, and that for their own
gain (cf. Gal. vi. 13). "Of the ravenous-

ness of wolves among the Jewes, take these

two examples besides others. The elderi

proclaimed u fait in their cities upon thit

oeeasion, because the wolvet had devoured two
little ehUdran beyond Jordan. More than
three hundred theep of the sone of Judah ben

torn ig wolvet" (Lightfoof^

'Hor. ITebr.;' of. Ezek. zxzir. 4, on false

shepherds).

Ver. 16.—Parallel passage : Luke vi. 44.

(For the first clause, of, also ver. 20 and ch.

xii. 33.) Ye shall know them by their fruits.

Their appearance and their (daims are no
proof of their true character. It may seem
difBcult to recognize this, yet there is a sure
way of doing so, by their life. The em-
phasis of the sentence is on "by their fruits."

Te shall know. Ye shall come to know tliem

to the full (iviyvdiaiaet). (On the greater
strength of the compound, vide EUicott, 1

Cor. xiii. 12.) t^ruits. All considered sepa-
rately (of. vers. 17, 18, 20), but in ver. 19 as
one whole (cf. oh. iii. 8, note). It is, how-
ever, just possible that here and in ver. 20
the plural points to fruit growing on different

trees. Bo men gather grapes of thorns, or
figs of thistles t The visible outgrowth re-

veals the nature of that whioh is within.
Those who " profess to combine fellowship
with God with the choice of darkness aa
their sphere of life " (BishopWestcutt, on the
suggestive parallel 1 John i. 6) only show
that within they are destitute of fellowship
with God. Observe, Christ does not say,

"Do thorns produce grapes," etc.? (of. Jas.

iii 12), but "Do men gather ? " i.e. he desires

to bring out the way in which men ordinarily
deal with productions external to them-
selves. You, my followers, ought to use
that common sense in spiritual matters which
men show in matters of everyday life.

Thistles } apparently Centaurea calcitrapa,

the common thistle of Palestine; in the
plains the only fuel.

Ver. 17.—Matthew only. Even so erery
good tree bringeth forth good fmit ; but a
corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. The
similarity between the fruit and the nature
of the tree extends not only to the species,

but also to the specimen. Crood tree (StySpoy

iyaBdv); intrinsically sound. Ooodfruit (jtapr

7^o^I KoKois) ; attractive in the eyes of men.
As is the inner character of the tree, so is

the obvious nature of the fruit. But a cor-

rupt tree (ri ti aavphy ScySpov) ; " the

"

picturing it. Corrupt; nnsonnd, rotten,

worthless (of. ch. xiii. 48) ; also in the moral
world (Eph. iv. 29).

Ver. 18.—Parallel passage: Luke tL 43
(of. also infra, ch. xii. 33). A good tree

cannot bring forth evU fruit, neither can a
corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. This
correspondence of external product to in-

ternal ohaiaoter is necessary. It cannot
(emphatic) be otherwise. If the heart is

good, ^ood results follow ; therefore, he im-
plies, if good results are not seen in these
"false prophets," it is because of their real
character. A bad life cannot bnt spring
from a worthless heart Of course, our Lord
deals only with the genenl rule. Thei* are
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apparent anomalies in the world of spirit ai of
nature. Bringforth .

.

. bringforth; ireyneiv

(Westcott and Hort) . . . woieiv. A good
tree cannot have bad fruit hanging on it ; a
rotten or worthless tree canuot, with all its

elTorts, produce good fruit.

Ver. 19.—Matthew only (of. ch. iii. 10,

m'de infra). Every tree that bringeth not
forth good fmit ii hewn down, and oast into

the fire. A parenthesis expressing the
terrible fate of those the general product
(ver. 16, note) of whose life is not good.
Clirist wUl warn his followers plainly against
listening to them. Observe that the form
of the sentence ^vav B4vdpoy /i)j iroiovv KapTr6v,

K.T.\.) implies that all trees will be out
down unlets there is a reason for the con-
trary; that the normal event (the natural
result of universal sin, apart, of course, from
Christ's atonement) is that men are con-
demned and perish. In ch. iii. 10 this

general statement is applied (aSf) to a
definite time of impending judgment.

Ver. 20.—(Ver. 16, note.) Wherefore by
their fimits ye shall know them. Wherefore
(iparye). Ver. 16a is restated, but now in

"rlgorpns logical inference" (Winer, § liii.

8. o) from vers. 165—18. Since it is a cer-

tainty that fruit is the result of inner nature,

you shall from these men's fruits fully learn

their true character.

Vera. 21—23.—These verses stand in close

connexion with vers. 15—20. Seeing that

external actions are the result of internal

life, it is they, not words nor even miracles

(since these may in themselves not be de-

pendent on the inner life, though permitted

by the Divine power), by which the true

followers of Christ will be finally dis-

tinguished from others, and which therefore

will alone secure admission to abiding with

Christ in the kingdom of heaven. To these

verses Luke xiii. 23—28 have many re-

semblances (c£ also vers. 13, 11, tupra).

St. Luke thoB omits the warning against

false teachers. (For ver. 21, of. also Luke
vi. 46.)

Ver. 21.—ITot every one that saith nnto
me. Lord, Lord. Professing obedience (ch.

vi. 24). Observe the indirect claim to this

title of reverential submission and the im-
plied expectation that it will be given him
by many. Shall enter into the kingdom of

heaven. The final goal of our hopes. But
he that doeth the will of my rather. Mot
" of me," but of him whom I represent, and
to whom I stand in a unique relation

(observe the claim). This man also says,

" Lord, Lord " (Winer, § xxvi. 1), but not

merely says it. Such a man enters into

family relationship to Christ (ch. zii. 50).

Which Is in heaven. Since you desire to

enter the kingdom of heaven, be now obeying
the will of him who dwells in heaven. (For
the thought of the verse, cf. 1 .John ii. 4.)

Ver. 22.—^Matthew only; but cf. Luko
xiii. 26, from which the " Western " addition

of eating and drinking is probably derived.

Uany will say to me in that day. The gn'at

day. Notice Christ's claim, so early as this,

to be the future Judge of the world. Lord,
Lord (of Hos. viii. 2). In ver. 21a profes-

sion of service, i.e. as regards work ; here, as
regards wages. Have we not prophesied.

Revised Version, did, etc. ? The thought is

not of abiding effect, but merely of historical

facts (ou T^ <T^ ov6fiaTi 4Trpo<pTiTe^(rafjL€y).

In thy name 1 and in thy name have cast

out devils? and in thy name done many
wonderful works? Bevised Version, by thy
name. An important difference, for " in

"

implies snme vital connexion. Bat in this

case the revelation (oh. vi. 9, note) of Christ
was merely the instrument by which these
men proclaimed Divine truths, cast out
demons, and wrought miracles. With him,
or even with it, they had no real union.
The connexion of "prophesied" with the
two other words seems to forbid this being
only false prophesying (ver. 15; of. especially

Jer. xxvii. 15 [xxxiv. 12, LXX.] ; xiv. 14).

Bather does the verse teach that spiritual

results can be effected by unspiritual men.
"Suggested by this and like passages,

Augustine has many instructive words and
warnings on the nothingness of all gifts,

even up to the greatest gift of working all

miracles, if charity be wanting" (Trench,
' Sermon on the Mount ').

Ver. 23.—(Cf. Luke xiii. 27.) And then
will I profess unto them. Openly in the
face of all men (cf. ch. x. 32). I never knew
you. Even when you did all these miracles,

etc., I had not that personal knowledge of
you which is only the result of• heart-sym-
pathy. There was never anything in com-
mon between you and me. Although this

is, perhaps, the only example of this sense of

^7vu;/ in the synoptic Gospels, it is common
in John. Depart from me. The absence of re-

cognition by Clirist, though not represented

as tbe cause, yet will involve departure from
his presence (cf. 2 Thess. i. 9). This clause

reproduces verbally the LXX. of Ps. vi. 8,

except in St. Matthew's word used for

"depart" (iaroxapeiTe), which gives more
idea of distance in the removal than the word
used in the psalm and in Luke (oa-iiirTTjTe).

Ye that work. In full purpose and energy
(oi ipyaCd/ievot, cf C!ol. iii. 23), and that

till this very moment. Iniquity. The as-

surance of the psalmist becomes the verdict

of tiie Judge. Observe that at this, the end
of his discourse, oar Lord speaks not of
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in generally (t^v aiiaprlav), bnt of lawless-

ness (rhv iyoiiiav). He has throngbout
been insieting upon obedience to the Law
in its final meaning as essentially necessary

for his followers (most recently ver. 12).

So that instead of saying, "ye that work-
siu," he uses the correlative (1 John iii. 4),

for sin is neglect of or opposition to the

perfect Law of God in the three spheres that

this regards—self, the world, God (of. Bishop
Westcott, on 1 John iii. 4). It is, perhaps,

more than a coincidence that in 2 Tim. ii.

19 we have again the collocation of the

Lord knowing and of man's departing, i.e.

either from him or from sin (cf. especially

the parallel Luke xiii. 27); vide Besch,
•Agrapha,'p. 207.

Vers. 24—27.—Parallel passage : Luke vi.

47—49 (cf. also Bzek. xiii. 10—16). A
solemn close to the sermon. By the simili-

tude oftwo builders our Lord warns his fol-

lowers that to have heard his words will

have been useless unless they put them into

practice.

Ob.ser?e that although the word " hear "

in these verses cannot indicate that full

"hearing" which it somttimes connotes

(ch. X. 14), yet it seems to mean more

than merely listening, and to imply botb a

grasp of what is intended by the state-

ments made and at least some acquiescence

in their truth (Acts ji. 22 ; Bev. L 3 ; John

V. 24).

According to the above explanation, it

will be seen that in the imagery the rock

represents practice; the sand, mere senti-

ment. There is thus a partial correspondence

with the works insisted on by St. James in

contrast to a bare orthodox faith (Jas. ii.

24). Assent is insufficient ; there must be

action.

Not uncommonly, indeed, the rock is con-

sidered to refer to the Lord himself, and the

sand to human effort. Cf. Ford :
" The

parallel passage (Luke vi. 48), where the

words, ' cometh unto Me,' are iuserted, indi-

cates clearly the foundation of faith, the

receiving the Lord Jesus as our Prophet,

Priest, and King, which is the only basis on

which good works can be built " (cf. even

Alford). This, however, is hardly exegesis,

but application, for the " coming to Christ"

is in Luke only introductory to the hearing

and doing, and is altogether omitted here.

Although the statement is true in itself, it

It only so far proper to this passage in that.

apart from practice, there is (ver. 23) no
heart-union with Christ.

Ver. 24.—Therefore whosoever heareth;
Bevised Version, every one therefore which
heareth (nas olv Sarts ixoiei, ch. x. 32).

The relative used lays stress on the quality
implied in the verb: every one who is of

the kind that hears (contrast ver. 2(j).

These sayings (Bevised Version, words) of

mine, and doeth them. Not the individual
utterances M/iara, John vi. 63), nor the
substance of my message considered as a
whole (\6yov, ch. xiii. [lU] 20), but the sub-
stance of its parts, the various truths that I

announce ^\6yovs). I will liken him ; Be-
vised Version, shall be likened, with the
manuscripts. Not shall, in fact, be made
like, cli. vi. 8 (Weiss), but shall be likened
in figure and parable. Unto a wise man.
Prudent, sensible (fipovtuos). Which built

his house upon a rock ; Bevised Version, ilt«

rock. Which in not a few cases may be
found at no great distance from the suriiace.

Ver. 25.—And the rain descended, and the
floods came, and the winds blew, and beat

upon that house ; and it fell not: for it was
founded upon a (Bevised Version, the") rock.

The stages of the tempest are expressed
more vividly than in St. Luke.

Vers. 26, 27.—And every one that heareth
these sayings of mine, and doeth them not,

shall be likened unto a foolish man, which
built his house upon the sand : and the rain

descended, and the floods came, and the

winds blew, and beat upon that house ; and
it fell ; and great was the fall of it. In the

Plain of Sharon the clay seems to have been
so inferior that not only were the jars made
of it often worthless, but the bricks could
offer so little resistance to the weather that

the houses were heirilly safe. Hence a special

prayer was offered by the high priest on the
Day of Atonement that the Lord would
giant that their houses might not become
their tombs (Talm. Jer., 'Yoma,' v. 2
[Schwab, p. 218] ; of. Neubauer, ' Geograph.,'

p. 48). In the parable, however, it is not
the structure, but the foundation, that is

wrong. The sand may refer, as Stanley sug-
gests (' Sinai and Palestine,' ch. xiii. p. 430),

to one locality, in which case it is probably
" the long sandy strip of land whioh bounds
the eastern plain of Acre, and through
which the Kishon flows into the sea ; " or,

as would seem more probable, to the sand
which would natnially be found on the
edges of such a torrent as is here described.

Beat upon; smote upon (Bevised Version).
In ver. 25 the thought is more of the swoop
of the tempest (itpoafmaav^; here, of its im-
pact on the house (^irpoa^Koxj/av'). It is pos-
sible that there is here less indication of force

necessary for the destruction. " It needed
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only the first blow, and the house fell"

(Weiss,* MatthauB-ev.'). And great was the

fall of it. Qui Lord's solemn verdict of the
utter ruin awaiting him who does not put
his assent into action. The clause conveys
an impression even stronger than yer. 23.

There the positive worker of lawlessness is

banished from Christ's presence; here, on
the mere non-worker of Divine messages
received is pronounced ruin and (for such, at

least, seems suggested) that irremediable.

Vers. 28, 29,

—

The impression produced on

the multitudes. With the exception of the

formula, "It came to pass, when Jesus had
ended these sayings" (of. ch.xi. 1, note), the

words are almost identical with Mark i. 22

(Luke iv, 31, 32), but the time is, as it seems,

later. The oral statement of an impres-

sion which was probably often produced is

affirmed of slightly different times.

Ver. 28.—Sayings j. Bevised Version,

words (ver. 24, note). The people ; Bevised
Version, the mttUitiuiea (si ix>uu). In con-

trast to the Boribei and mllng classes.

Were astonished (cf. Acts xiii. 12). At his

doctrine; at hits teaching (Bevised Version).

Ver. 29.—For he taught them. Such was
his constant habit (fiv . . . SiSiffKuv). As
one haying authority, and not as the
BOribes. Who, indeed, never claiqcied personal
authority. Jewish teachers lean on the fact

of their having received that which they
expound. They professedly sink their own
personality in that of those of old time, to

whom the teaching was first given (cb. v. 21).

To this our Lord's personal claims stand in
sharp contrast. The scribes; Kevised Ver-
sion, their seniles, with the manuscripts; i.e.

the scribes to which they were accustomed to

listen. Whether the reference is primarily
to scribes of the nation generally or only
to thiise of the neighbouring district, is

hardly material, for these were representa- -

tivcs of the one class. A few authorities

add, "and the Pharisees," which may either

be derived from Luke v. 30 or be an inde-

pendent gloss due to the faot that the

Pharisees were looked upon aa the typical

Jewish teachers.

H0MILETIC8.

Vers. 1—^20.

—

Various pmctical rules issuing out of the central duty of self-consecra-

tion. I, Conduct TOWARDS OTHERS. 1. Gentleness in our estimate of the lives of others.

The hypocrites trusted in themselves that they were righteous, and despised others ; they
made an ostentatious display of their own supposed good deeds, and passed stern judg-
ments on their neighbours. The righteousness of Christ's disciples must exceed that of

the Pharisees in both respects. Indeed, Christ's words must not be understood in that

literalness which was one of the characteristic errors of the Pharisees. The judge
must pass sentence upon criminals ; it is his duty to God, to society. The minister of

God must " reprove, rebuke, exhort " : when God saith unto the wicked, " Thou wicked
man, thou shalt surely die," he must warn the wicked of his sin; for otherwise (God
himself hath said it) " that wicked man shall die in his iniquity, but his blood will I

require at thy hand." All Christians must hate sin, and show that they hate it. •' Woe
unto them," saith the Prophet Isaiah, " that call evil good, and good evU ; that put dark-

ness for light, and light for darkness ; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter I

"

Sometimes it is our duty to judge others. When it is our duty, we are safe, if we do it

with pity fur the sinner and with grief for the dishonour done to God (see Ps. cxix.

136). It is a duty full of danger and temptation ; there is need of prayer and self-

examination and carelul scrutiny of our own thoughts and motives. When it is not

our duty, it is never free from the danger of sin against the law of love. Censoriousness

is one of the great blots of social intercourse. People who have nothing else to talk

about, talk about their neighbours; they discuss their conduct ; they impute unworthy
motives ; they repeat slanders, they exaggerate them ; they take a sinful pleasure in

condemniiig others; they often sin against the ninth, continually against the new,
commandment. And these unchristian judgments imply self-righteousness, pride,

hypocrisy ; they usurp the prerogative of the great Judge, who alone can search the

thoughts of the heart;, they bring the uncharitable into exceeding great danger, for the

commandment of the Judge is, "Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself; " and surely

those who judge their brethren harshly take part (awful as it seems) rather with Satan,

the accuser of the brethren, who accuses them before our God night and day, than with

the Lord Jesus Christ, the most loving Saviour, who dearly loved the souls of men, who
wept over impenitent Jerusalem, and said, " Father, forgive them," as they nailed him
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on the crosB. Therefore " judge not, that ye he not judged." Men will judge harghl;
those who judge others harshly, and the human judgment passed upon the censorious
is hut a shadow of the more dreadful judgment that is to come. 2. Stridnesa in judg-
ing ourselves. We extenuate our own faults ; we always have excuses ready. We
magnify the faults of others ; we have no excuse for them. Our faults seem to us ai

motes, theirs as heams ; our judgment is often reversed hy the just judgment of God.
Consider your own faults, concentrate your attention upon them—that is your duty

;

not, as a rule, to pass judgment upon your neighhours. " Every one of us shall give
account of himself to God." Of himself; then let him take heed to his own soul, let

him look into its state narrowly and jealously, let him carefully remove every mote and
every defilement, let him wash it white in the hlood of the Lamh. This diligent self-

examination will prepare us for the difficult and delicate task of helping others. He
who would take heed to the flock must take heed first unto himself (Acts xx. 28) ; it

needs a clean heart, and a close fellowship with Christ, and a purified spiritual vision, to

see clearly to cast out the mote out of our hrother's eye. There is need of true humility
aud heavenly wisdom and deep spiritual experience, if we are to deal successfully with
the souls of others. If we are to restore others, it must he in the spirit of meekness, hy
the help of the good Spirit of God, always considering ourselves, lest we also he tempted.
3. Eoly caution in dealing with the worldly and the wicked. " Holy things for the
holy," is a wdl-known direction in the ancient liturgies ; it expresses the lesson which
the Lord would teach us here. Judge not, hut yet he careful. The deep things of

spiritual experience are not for all men. The mysteries of the soul's converse with
God are not to be lightly divulged in common talk. " My Beloved is mine, and I am
his." The intercourse of the converted snul with the heavenly Bridegroom is a thing

too sacred for ordinary conversation. "The secret of the Lord is with them that fear

him ; " " They that feared the Lord spake often one to another." The Christian can

tell what God hath done for his soul only to the like-minded—the holy with the holy

;

and there are hidden things of which he speaks only to God in the silence of his heart.

The deepest thoughts of that life which is hid with Christ in God, the blessed truths

on which the soul feeds in loving faith, are far too sacred to he offered to the contentious,

the unbelieving, the mere controversialist ; &r too precious to he thrown down to the

gross and sensual, who despise the pearl of great price in comparison with their low
and coarse enjoyments, who will turn angrily and scornfully upon him who introduces

such subjects. Confessions of past sin, histories of conversions, spiritual experiences,

are very sacred ; hut they are not for all men. They will do harm to the worldly ; they

will provoke them to scorn and derision.

II. OuB RELATIONS WITH GoD. 1. The duty and hlenstdnessof prayer. "Ask . . . seek

. . . knock." Ee bids us pray through whom all prayer is offered, in whose Name every

knee must bow ; he will hear us, we know. He has just taught us the blessed words of

his own most holy prayer ; he bids us use them, not as mere words uttered by the lips,

but as true prayer prayed out of the depths of the heart. " Ask," he says, " and it shall

be given you ; . . . every one that asketh receiveth." It is not asking, to repeat a few

wo^s without real desire. The heart must ask ; the heart asks hy its longings, yearn-

ing after God with groanings that cannot he uttered. Ask thus, and surely ye shall

have. " Seek," he says, " and ye shall find." Tou ask for that which you need ; you seek

that which has been lost, that which is hidden. Original innocence has been lost ; the

true treasure of the soul is a hidden treasure. Seek after righteousness, seek the kins-

dom of God, seek Christ. Seeking implies perseverance, careful, watchful effort. The
Lord came to seek and to save that which was lost. He sought on and fainted not through

the thirty years of his quiet life at Nazareth, through the three years of his ministry

—

those years of unwearymg labour, self-forgetting love. He sought on even as he hung
dying in agony on the cross :

" Father, forgive." He sought and he found ; " To-day

shalt thou be with me in Paradise." He sought, and we must seek ; we must seek him

who is seeking us. If we seek as he sought, in patience, perseverance, in love, we shall

urely find him ; for he is still seeking, still calling, " Come unto me." " Knock," he says,

" and it shall be opened unto you." But knock now, while it is the day of grace. There

are some who will stand without, and knock at the door, saying, " Lord, Lord, open unto

ng ; " andhe shall answer,"! know you not." Knock now. Knocking implies importunity.

It is not enough to b« " not far froiu the kingdom of God ;

" we need to enter in, into
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the presenM of the most holy One. He T^ll open if we knock in faith and strong
desire ; for he himself, in the wondrous condescension of his infinite love, deigns to
knock at the door of our poor unworthy heart. " Lord, I am not worthy that thou
shouldest enter under my roof." But he desires to enter, in his gracious mercy. " If

any man hear my voice, and open the door, I will come in to him, and will sup with him,
and he with me." Then we know that he will open if we continue knocking ; he will

not keep the door shut against those souls of men whom he loved so very dearly. He
will admit us, if we persevere in faithful prayer, into his most gracious presence now,
into the joy of our Lord hereafter. 2. Our Father heart the prayer of his children.

Earthly fathers give their children what they need ; they will not give a stone for

bread, a scorjnon for fish. They are sinful ; the inherited corruption of lin cleaves to

them all ; yet they love their children and care for them. How much more does our
Father which is in heaven, our Father who is Love, care for us, his children I Our Father
listens to our voice, but he listens in wisdom and true holy love. We ask him some-
times for stones or scorpions, for earthly things which will only be a weight and
hindrance in our heavenward journey, or perhaps may even tempt us to fall into sin,

which is the sting of death. He will not give the evil things which we blindly ask

;

but it is in love that he refuses. " My grace is sufScient for thee." He gives the true

bread—the bread which, if a man take, be shall live for ever. He gives good things to

them that ask him ; not always the good things of this world, which are not reckoned
good in the world to come—" Son, thou In thy lifetime receivedst thy good things "

—

but things really good, things that the souls of the blessed can take with them when
the world passeth away. He gives, in answer to the prayer of the heart, the best of

all good things—^the Holy Spirit of God. 3. Wt mutt imitate him. " Be perfect,

as your Father which is in heaven is perfect." To be like unto Gk>d is not to be
strong and beautiful and brave, like Homer's godlike heroes, but to imitate God in

that which, his apostle tells us, enters into his very nature. " God is Love." If we
would have him give good things to us, we must give good things to our neighbours
according to our power. Our Lord lays down a plain, simple rule to guide us in our
daily walk : " Whatsoever ye would that men should do to yon, do ye even so to

them." We must ask ourselves how we would have our neighbour act towards us
if our circumstances were reversed. Thus our own heart becomes our guide ; it tells

us just how we ought to act. Only let us be sincere, truthful with ourselves, and we
cannot be deceived. The rule is wide in its range. It is not, " Do not to others what
you would not they should do to you ; " others before otir Lord had said that much.
The Lord's rule is far wider, far more stringent. It strikes hard at that selfishness

which is the parent of so many sins ; it extends over all the circumstances of life ; it

substitutes for the minute rules of the Pharisees one comprehensive principle ; it implies

the energy of holy love in the heart, for only true Christian love can enable a man to

apply this commandment of the Lord to the government of his own life and actions.

This is the Law and the Prophets. All the commandments of the second table are

briefly comprehended in this saying, namely, " Thou shalt love thy neighbour as

thyself." And it implies the commandments of the first table ; for Christian love, that

charity which is the greatest of all graces, flows ont of the love of God. "By this we
know that we love the children of God, when we love God, and keep his commat}d-
ments." Then this is the Law and the Prophets. All the practical teaching of Holy
Scripture is contained in the one law of love ; and one Teacher only can write that law
upon our selfish hearts, and teach us to apply it to the details of our daily lives

—

the Holy Spirit of God, whom our Father which is in heaven will give (his blessed

Son has promised it) to them that ask him.

III. The obstacles which impede oub obbebvakok of the Savioub'b bitles. 1.

3%eir difficulty. (1) The Lord does not hide from us the diSBculty of persevering obedi-

ence. Our righteousness must exceed the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees.

They seek the praise of men ; they please themselves. There are many forms of tha

self-pleasing life, varying with the character, the surroundings, the early influence*;

they all meet in one way. That way is broad, the Lord says. There is no difSculty is

finding it ; ' "many there be which go in thereat
;

" you have but to go with the multitude,

to live as others live, to swim with the stream. There is no need of a guide to find

ihe broad way ; we have but to follow the devices and desires of our own liaarts, to live

KATl'BEW. m
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without self-denial, without the fear of God, withont the restraining, solemnizing
thoughts of death and judgment, and the awful world beyond the grave. The way is

broad, the Lord says—spacious in its wide extent ; it covers the whole world, the whole
range of human life, save only one narrow path. Many ways converge into it—ways
coming from many different quarters, far apart at their outset, very unlike in their

circumstances, in the country through which they pass ; but all meeting in the one
broad way. Many travellers pass along it, differing widely from one another—old aud
young, rich and poor, learned and ignorant ; but all alike in this : they have forgotten

the prayer which the Lord himself had taught them. They never say, " Thy will be
done ;

" or, if they say it, certainly they never think of it ; it never enters into their

hearts ; it does not exert the least influence upon their lives. " Our will be done," they
say in their hearts—our will, weak it may be, wavering, ill-directed, ignorant of the
true end of life ; but to follow one's own will needs no painful effort, and so men prefer

it to the holy will of Qoi. And they pass on, heedless and thouglitless for the most
part ; some of them now and then hesitating, wondering what the end will be, half

inclined to try the one narrow path, but driven back again by the press of the crowd

;

a few here and there drawn by some constraining power, tearing themselves away,
faltering at first, then resolutely choosing the narrow way ; but the most still moving
onwards, all in the same direction, till the gate is reached at last—the gate that is set

across the road at the journey's end. That gate if wide ; it can receive a multitude.
They reach it, they pass througb it ; a few are drawn violently back, plucked, as it were,
out of the fire at the very last ; others are full of trembling anxiety, disturbed by
many doubts and fears, but yet they pass on. The most end then: journey as they
began it, moving on with the crowd, thinking nothing of the future. They pass through
that wide gate ; and oh 1 what lies beyond it? Death, the Bible tells us—eternal

destruction from the face of the Lord, and from the glory of his might ; the great outer
darkness, where is weeping and gnashing of teeth. (2) Therefore the Lord bids us enter
in at the strait gate ; in his tender love for otir souls he condescends to ^ow us the
way, entering there himsel£ Few find it, but the Lord Jesus is with those few. He is

their Guide ; his cross goeth before them ; they follow him in trustful faith, though
often with much fear and trembling, sometimes with many anxious doubts. For the
path is very narrow ; it is hemmed in on each side with difficulties aud dangers. Many
side-paths open out from it ; they seem sometimes to follow the same general direction,

but a slight divergence at first often leads very far astray. They are sometimes very
tempting ; they look smoother, easier, pleasanter, than the one narrow way. There is

need of much careful thought, much self-restraint, to keep the right path ; it is steep,

sometimes very rugged, leading ever upwards. Few find it. Sometimes, in moments
of depression, they seem tp us very few indeed ; but we remember that when Elijah

thought himself alone, God could tell him that there were seven thousand faithful men
in Israel. And if they are but few, they are the followers of the Lamb, " called, chosen,
faithfuL" He himself is with them, cheering, comforting, strengthening them. The
narrow path is often a vale of weeping—there is much sorrow, many triSs ; but there
is much comfort. The Lord is with his followers ; therefore " they go on from strength
to strength, and at the last unto the God of gods appeareth everyone of them in Zion."
For at the end of the narrow path lies the strait gate. It is strait ; there is need
of self-denial, diligence, holy thoughtfulness, even to the last. It is strait ; but there
is room for all to enter in who have chosen the service of Christ; for he has passed
through that strait gate himself, and he will open it wide to his followers. It is

strait ; but it leadeth unto life—to that life which is indeed worth living ; the ever-
lasting life with God in heaven. For the strait gate of the parable is, indeed, the
pearly gate of the golden city ; there shall enter the saints of God, ten thousand times
ten thousand, when the fight with sin and death is over, and the redeemed of the Lord,
more than conquerors through the precious Ijlood, go up with singing to Zion into the
city of the hving God. 2. i%e influence of false teachers. (1) Their description. Few
find the narrow way. There is one true Guide ; there are many false guides ; there is

need of thought and prayer. We must not be led about by divers and strange doctrines •

we must not believe every spirit j we must try the spirits. False teachers come in
sheep's clothing; they put on the prophet's dress; they are fair-spealsing ; they ensnar*
bimple souls. There have been false teachers in every age ; blind guides, like tht
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scribes and Pharisees in our Lord's time. There was one false apostle among the

chosen twelve—one who was a thief; who cared not for the poor, but only for his own
selfish gains. There are false teachers now, who care not for the sheep, but only for

themselyes ; they are wolves in heart, " grievous wolves, not sparing the flock." (2)

How to distinguish between the false teachers and the true. " By their fruits ye shall

know them." Grapes and figs are among the good gifts of Qod; thorns and thistles

tell of Adam's sin (Gen. iii. 18). The good fruit springeth not from the evil tree ; a

tree is known by its fruit. The outward life is the evidence of the inward. Indeed,

the hypocrite acts the part of the righteous, and sometimes succeeds in deceiving the

world; his almsgivings, his prayers, his seeming self-denials, impose upon men for a

time. But in the long run even the world can discern the difference between the real

and the unreal; there is an unde Suable something, in look, voice, and manner, which
betrays unreality—a something which is felt even by the irreligious. And he that is

spiritual judgeth all things. A man who knows what it is to deny himself for Christ's

sake, to pray out of the depths of his heart, who knows something of the deep experi-

ences of the spiritual life, its sorrows and its joys,—such a man will distinguish by
intuition, by a feeling which is rarely wrong, between the real and the unreal, the

Christian and the hypocrite. A corrupt tree cannot bring forth good fruit; it may
have a show of goodness, but when you test it, it is worthless. An unbeliever cannot

live a holy life ; he may assume the appearance of piety, but there will be something

forced, something unnatural, which betrays him ; he will fail in the distinctive Christian

grace of humility—that grace which our Lord puts in the forefront of the Beatitudes.

His actions may seem good, but the goodness is only outward ; the root is evil ; the

inner life of thought and motive is corrupt in the sight of him who searcheth the

heart. The corrupt tree cannot bear good fruit, but it may by the grace of God become
a good tree ; the wild olive may be graffed in upon the good olive tree, and partake of

its root and fatness. Thus only can it bring forth good fruit by union with the root of

the good tree. This change is possible as long as the tree remains in life ; it is necessary,

if it is to be saved from death ; for " every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is

hewn down, and cast into the fire." The fruit of the Spirit is the test of reality, the

evidence of spiritual life, the earnest of a blessed immortality. Without it there is

no sal ration. The Lord who died for us warns us in the. plain words of that true love

which will not gloss over sin or hide the danger that is impending. He tells us of

tliat hell which threatens the unloving and the hypocrite, of the prison from which

there is no escape, of the destruction to which the broad way inevitably leadeth, of the

fire into which the corrupt tree must be cast. Let the awful thought sink deep into

our souls. Enter in at the strait gate ; beware of false prophets ; a tremendous alterna-

tive awaits us. The loving words of Christ our Lord call us to the way of holiness ; may
he give us ears to hear 1

Lessons. 1. The Lord teaches the great danger of idle and slanderous gossip ; take

heed, listen, and obey. 2. Pray earnestly for grace to see your own faults, examine

yourselves ; be real, hate unreality, and hypocrisy. 3. Pray always, in trustful faith,

in persevering earnestness. 4. Deny yourselves ; only the way of the cross leadeth tc

the crown of life. 6. Seek the guidance of the Holy Spirit ; beware of false teachers.

Vers. 21—29.

—

Condusion of the sermon. I. The necessity of obedience. 1. Not

all disciples wUl he saved. They all say, " Lord, Lord ;
" they all call themselves by

the holy name of Christians ; but not all can enter into the kingdom of glory at

the last. For our Father which is in heaven is the King of heaven ; and none can

enter into his kingdom but those who do his will. They all pray, " Thy will be done

in earth, as it is in heaven." It is mere hypocrisy, it is mocking God, to say that holy

prayer and not to try to do the will of God ourselves. It is done in heaven. There is

room for no other will there; all wills in heaven are one with the blessed will of God.

We must learn to do our Father's will in earth, that our will may by his grace be more

and more conformed to his most holy will ; so may we one day enter into that blessed

place where all do his will lovingly and perfectly. 2. Not all teachers. In the great

day men will call Jesus Lord. Cojld he say that, were he not what we know he was,

the Lord God Almighty ? He accepts the title, for it is his by right ; he himself

called no man loiA They will call him Lord then, some of them in terror and fearful
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anticipations; alas I he says there wiU be many such. They will plead, in depreca-

tion of the dreadful judgment, their works done outwardly for him, and, as it seemed,

by his help. " Did we not prophesy by thy Name ? " But the gift of prophecy is nothing

ivorth without the grace of love ; there have been great preachers gifted with the mighty
power of spiritual eloquence who yet knew not the Lord themselves, whose own hearts

were cold while they kindled the love of others. " Did we not by thy Name cast out

devils?" But so did Judas, who was the son of perdition, into whom the devil entered.
" Did we not by thy Name do many mighty works ? " But Holy Scripture tells lis that

though we had all faith, so that we could remove mountains, yet we should be nothing
if charity were wanting. It seemed a great thing to have the gift of prophecy and
the power of working; miracles, but these great gifts will not save the soul ; there is

need of something deeper—the hidden life of holiness which the Father only seeth, the

submission of the human will in love and faith to the holy will of God. 3. " 2%e Idcyrd

knmveth them that are hit" " I know mine own," he saith, " and mine own know me."
" I never knew you," he will say to the false prophets ; to many, alas 1 who once seemed
to be doing great things for him, but yet in their hearts loved him not. " Depart from
me." For they were really working iniquity when in the eyes of men they were working
for Christ; their life was a lie, untrue, unreal ; it was a piece of acting, nothing more.
And now the mask is torn away, and the miserable truth is seen. He never knew them
as he knoweth his sheep, his chosen. Oh that he may know us as the Father knoweth
him (John x. 14, 15), with the knowledge of holy, heavenly love ; and that we by hi«

grace may learn to know the good Shepherd with that blessed knowledge which is

life eternal (John xvii. 3) 1

IL Fabable of heabinq and doino. 1. The obedient hearer. He receives the Word
with joy ; he recognizes it as the Word of God. But he is not content with hearing.

Every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God ought to be listened to with
solemn reverence. But there needs something more than solemn reverence, something
more than intent listening. The Lord could look into the hearts and thoughts ot

the vast multitude gathered round the Mount of the Beatitudes. They were
astonished at his doctrine; they had listened with interest, with admiration, and with
wonder. They would go away. Sometimes they would remember the great Teacher

;

they would call to mind that look of Divine majesty, those holy eyes beaming
with tender love, those tones of touching persuasion and more than human
authority ; they would tell their friends of the great audience, of the hushed silence,

of the strange originality of the Lord's teaching, so utterly different from that of

the scribes. But would their lives be changed ? Would they live as many, most of

them perhaps, had half intended to live while the sound of the holy words was
yet falling on their ears ? Alas 1 no. How many would very soon forget all that they

had heard I They woiild relapse into their old ways; some of them would join the

scribes and Pharisees in persecuting the great Master. The Lord knew it would be so

;

he forewarns them of the danger. The Word of God must be obeyed ; obedience is

greatly blessed. The obedient hearer is like a wise man, who built his house upon a
rock. His religion is the house in which his soul is sheltered—the house which is to be
his refuge in the storms of adversity, in the hour of death and in the day of judgment.
The religion of the obedient hearer is real, deep, and true ; it rests upon a rock. That
Rock is Christ, the tried Stone, the sure Foundation. The faithful disciple had dug
deep, below the surface of words and mere profession, and had reached the Rook ; his

house rested upon it, it was built into it, and in that union with the living Hock it

was safe. Temptation might come, and suffering and persecution ; sickness might come,
pain of body and anguish of soul ; it would come sooner or later ; but the house that

had foundations, the house that rested on the Rock, could not be shaken ; it would
stand even when the floods of the river of death were beating against it ; for the

faithful followers of the Saviour " die in the Lord," in vital union with him who is the

Rock of ages. 2. Tite careless hearer. He heareth, but doeth not. Perhaps he hears

with pleasure, with interest ; but this is a very unworthy result, if this is alL The
Word of God is very sacred and august ; it brings a solemn responsibility upon the
hearers; it ought to produce conviction, obedience. He that doeth not shall be
likened unto a foolish man, which built his house upon the sand. It was without
foundation*; it rested not upon the Bock. That house is the mere profession of
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religion—outward worship, outward forms, outward conformity ; there is no change of

life, no reality, no obedience, no self-denial ; there are words only, and not deeds.
And that house cannot stand. For a time it may seem fair and stately. It has a look,

perhaps, of strength and solidity. But it has no foundations ; it canDot give shelter to

the trembling soul in sorrow and distress, in sickness and the fear of death. " It feU,

and great was the fall of it."

III. The feelings op the audience. The great sermon was over, but the spell of

the Preacher's voice and manner yet held the people in astonishment. They compared
him with the scribes ; they were accustomed always to adduce the authority of others

—

Moses, or the prophets, or some famous rabbi. The Lord spake with authority : " I say
unto you." He represented himself as the Judge who was to distinguish between the
real and the unreal, who would say to the hypocrites, " Depart from me." Only the Son
of God could use these words, only One who knew in the depth of his consciousness
that he himself was God over all. He spoke with authority then on the Mount of

the Beatitudes. He speaks with authority now from heaven. Blessed are the true
children of the kingdom. Great must be the fall of the hypocrite and the disobedient.

Lessons. 1. Words will not save us ; only holy obedience, the obedience of the
heart: " Thy will be done." 2. It will not help us to near the greatest preachers unless
we try to live as we are taught. 3. Build upon the Bock ; think of the end ; the sand
will not 'bear the house ; the Bock is the Bock of ages.

HOMILIES BY VABI0U8 AUTHOBa
Ten, 1—5.

—

Hie mote and the beam. As we tead the Gospel narratives we cannot
fail to be impressed with a singular mingling of severity and kindness in the teachings

of our Lord. His standard is lofty and he admits of no compromise, yet he deals

gently with the ei ring, and he urges a similar line of conduct on his disciples. He
came not to judge the world, but to save it. He bids us not judge one another, while
we are to be severe in judging ourselves. Let us consider the evil of censoriousness.

I. It IB DANGBBOus. In judging others we court judgment ourselves. 1. From
men. The critic becomes unpopular. By his irritating conduct he excites animosity,

and induces people to be on the look out for his offences. They will be ready to use
the tu quoque argument in sheer self-defence. None of us is so perfect as to be able

to stand the fire of adverse criticism without a defect being revealed. The fierce ligbt

that beats upon a critic should quiet bis censoriousness. 2. From God. It is

unpleasant for our faults to be exposed by men ; it is far worse, it is fatal, for them
to bring down upon us the judgment of God. Yet it is the repeated teaching of Cbjist

that God will deal with us as we deal with our neighbours. If we do not forgive them,
God will not forgive us. With the imnierciful he will show himself unmerciful. So
long as we make it our business to point out the sins of other people there is no hope
that our sins wiU be blotted out (ch. vi. 15).

II. It is etpocbitioal. The censorious person is the last to perceive his own sin.

It may be huge as a beam, yet he is' quite unable to see it while he is busy in hunting
for the speck of dust in his brother's eye. There is nothing which so hinders a person
fiom heart-searching self-examination, nothing which so hardens him in self-com-

placent pride, as the habit of finding fault with other people. The prophet may be a
greater sinner than the people whom he is denouncing

;
yet the very act of denuncia-

tion blinds him to his own great wickedness. The English bear a reputation of

hypocrisy on the Continent, and are not popular there as a nation, because they are

constantly denouncing " contiuental vices," while dishonesty in trade, self-seeking in

politics, and immorality in life belie their exalted pretensions. It is a common habit of

Churches to thunder against the heresies and wrong-doings of sister-communions ; they

would do better to look at home first. Beligious people are horrified at the sight uf

publicans and sinners; but have they nothing to be ashamed of? Comparing their

advantages with the temptations of the miserable drunkard^ and harlots whom they

denounce, they might well ask whether their pride, uncbsritableneBS, and covetousness

may not be veritable beams in the eyes of God.

UL It u fdtilk. While there is a beam in hia own eye the critic cannot remove
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the mote from his hrother's eye. To do so is to perform a very delicate operation.

Any obscurity of vision will allow only of a bungling attempt, that will give much
pain and yet will not effect its purpose. The beam must go first. While a man is

blinded to his sin, he cannot save his neighbour. Christ, the Saviour of the world,

was sinless. Christians must seek deliverance from their own sins before they under-

take a crusade for the saving of their brethren. The humility that confesses personal

unworthiness is the spirit best fitted for seeking to save lost and degraded fellow-men

and women.—^W. F. A.

Ver. 6.

—

Fearh and svnne. At the first blngh of it this reads more like a motto of

the scribes than a proverb from the large-hearted Christ. It is quite as important to

see what it does not mean as to lay hold of its positive teaching, because we are all

tempted to abuse it in order to excuse our narrowness and selfishness.

I. IMiBAPPRBUENSiONB OF THE PKOVERB. 1. In neglect of the poor. This is the

most gross and insulting abuse of the principle which can be thought of. No one
would venture to express it in so many words when he was thus misdirecting it. Yet
virtually such an application of it is very common. It is thought that any coarse fare

will be good enough for the poor ; not only coarse food and clothes, but coarse treat-

ment, coarse methods of religion, coarse amusements, and the ministration of coarse

men. To bring works of art and good music to " the lower classes " is thoug'ht to be

wasteful. Befined people are not to spend themselves on the common people. This

is Pharisaism without its religion—the pride of the cultivated Roman with the bitter-

ness of the scornful Pljarisee. 2. In contempt of tht illiterate. The Gnostics reserved

their choicest ideas for the inner circle of the initiated. Ignorant people might walk
by faith ; Gnostics had attained to knowledge. This is not the religion of Christ. lie

rejoices that God reveals his best truth to babes and sucklings. 3. In despair of the

sinful. We are tempted to shrink from speaking of Christ to the very lowest people.

It looks like a profanation to set the treasures of the gospel before them. They cau

hear the Law that condemns their sin ; the beautiful thoughts of God's grace in Christ

are too good for them. This, too, is unchristian. Christ brought his good tidings to

all men, and the first to leap up and grasp it were the publicans, the sinners, and the
harlots.

II. The true application of the pboverb. If these obvious uses of it are all

contrary to the mind and method of Christ, how does he wish us to use it? Let us

look at it on two sides—in regard to men and in regard to truth. 1. In regard to Tnen.

Who are the dogs and the swme ? Not the poor and the illiterate ; not only or always

the abandoned and degraded. (I) The cynical. Cynicism most effectually excludes

the gospel. It is not best conquered by being offered the gems of Divine grace. It

needs to be made ashamed of itself. (2) The greedy. Dogs and swiue are proverbially

gluttonous. We must here think of the former animals not as we know them in

England—as man's true friends and companions—^but as they are in the East, pariahs

of the animal world, surly scavengers of the streets. Low, selfish greed prevents its

victims from appreciating Divine truth. (3) The unclean. The animals named are

typical of foulness. Now, we have seen that the gospel is for sinners. But it comes
to their better selves. It has no contact with their corrupt imagination. Sensuous

pictures of religious experience lead the degraded to defile the very religion of holiness.

2. In regard to truth. (1) In personal experience. The Christian is not to hang his

heart upon his sleeve. There is a spiritual modesty, a decency in religion. We need
to be careful how we unveil the choice experience of communion between the soul and
its Saviour. (2) In revealed truth. All men may have all truth, but not at all

times and in all ways. We must choose an opportunity. There is a word in season.

Some aspects of truth are best for publicity, others for private meditation, though all

are for every seeking soul.—W. P. A.

Vers. 7—11.

—

Encouragements for prayer. Jesus is rerealing the Fatherhood of

God, and now he is showing how that great truth is the basis of faith, and, in parti-

cular, the ground for confidence in prayer.

I. The call to pbatee. 1. Thrice ripeated. This threefold invitatioB shows us

(1) the importance of prayer; (2) the backwardness of unbelief; (3) the gracioui
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kindness of Christ. It ii not only permissible for us to pray ; we are invited and
urged to ayail ourselves of the great privilege. 2. In varied forms. (1) Ask.
There are things that we want to receive. The simplest prayer is to ask for them.

(2) Seek. There are truths we desire to know—hidden treasures out of sight which
urge our pursuit ; and God himself is unseen, and at first seemingly distant and hidden
behind the clouds. The soul cries in its distress, " Oh that I Knew where I might
find him 1 " This is a deeper, a more spiritual prayer. (3) Knock. Now we have
reached the third stage of prayer—not to obtain a gift, not to reach after the hidden
treasure, but ourselves to enter the kingdom. Nothing apart from God will satisfy.

Our great evil is not our poverty, but our exile. Our great blessing is not an enrich-

ment where we are, but our reception into the Father's home. 3. With promise of
success. Prayer is more than confiding in God. It is not a voice crying in the dark
for its own relief, and satisfied without any reply. It must be answered, or it will

despair. Christ teaches us that God gives in response to prayer what we should
not receive without it. This cannot be because God is ignorant of our needs (ch. vi.

32), nor that he is reluctant to help. It must be because he sees that blessings which
it would not be fitting to bestow on the careless, the distrustful, or the self-satisfied,

may be bestowed with wholesome results on those who humbly trust him and prepare

themselves to receive them.
II. The oeotjnds of conpidbnob. 1. The Fatherhood of Ood. This is a greater

reason for confidence than any definite assurance of help. We delight to plead the

promises; but what if we need something lying outside the range of them? or what
if we dare not apply some of them to ourselves ? We assure ourselves by meditating

on the Divine covenant. But how can we be certain that we are parties to the
covenant ? And are there no blessings to be had that are not named in that deed ?

Here we have assurances of uncovenanted mercies. The father does not bind down
his kindness to the limits of his promises. Because God is our Father, there is no
limit to his willingness to help and bless. 2. The analogy of human families. It is

customary with Christ to use his parables as arguments. He is often found reasoning

from what is generally accepted among men. With him religion is so natural a thing

that the very course of nature is a ground of assurance. It would be quite contrary to

nature that God should not show his love as a Father. To disbelieve it is to believe

an amazing monstrosity of unnatural heartlessness. 3. The superior goodness of Ood.
The argument is h fortiori. Blind unbelief will not credit God with the common
paternal instinct found even in sinful human parents. Thus it places him below man.
But he is infinitely above man. Then he must be a better Father than the best of

human parents. H imperfect fathers on earth will not deceive their children, much
less will the perfect Father in heaven. Apply this (1) to the cry for forgiveness; (2)
to the pursuit of the better life

; (3) to the hunger for a future life.—W. F. A.

Ver. 12.

—

The golden ride. This is the great Christian rule of life. In some
respects it was not unknown before Christ ; the famous rabbi Hillel is said to have
uttered a maxim somewhat like it. Nevertheless, it is distinctly Christian because

Christ sets it before us as of primary importance, because it is the first rule of Christian

conduct, because it is the law of our Lord's own life, and because he alone shows iu
how it can be carried out in practice and so makes it real and living.

I. What it means. It is an application of the old principle of the Law that we are

to love our neighbours as ourselves. It sets before us an excellent test by which we
may see whether we are doing so, an admirable standard by which we may measure
ourselves. Observe its characteristics. 1. Action. It carries us beyond the love of

sentiment to the love that is seen in action. It is useless to feel kindly to others if

we do not act fairly. 2. Breadth. "All things whatsoever" are included under it.

It is to apply to men generally—not merely to brethren, friends, neighbours, fellow-

Christians, fellow-citizens. It applies to strangers, disagreeable people, foreign nations,

the heathen, savage races. 3. Lucidity, Here is a clear guiding light. We can well

perceive what we should like ourselves. We know how we should like to be treated

under certain circumstances. Accordingly we may see how others would also wish to be
treated. Thus we can perceive what is desirable, and instead of letting self-interest

blind us to our duty to others, we may use the voice of self-interest as the very indicator
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of what should be done to them. 4. Reasonahlenea. Nothing unfair is here laid upon
us. No one can possibly complain of this rule. It is a principle of perfect justice, and
every man is to be his own judge in regard to it.

II. What rr oontainb. " The Law and the Prophets," i.«. the whole Scripture.

Here is the whole duty of man. Uf course, it is evident that Christ is referring to that

side of man's duty which belongs to his fellow-men. Tet even the further duty of

serving God is here best fulfilled.

"He prayeth best who loveth best
All things both great and small"

In human intercourse this maxim may be taken as a universal guide. Were it always
employed no more would be needed. It is set forth in Kant's categorical imperatire,
" So act that thy coDduct may be a universal law to mankind."

III. How IT IS PBAOTIOABLB. The chief distinction between Christ and moralists
when he deals with moral questions is not so much the superior character of his teach-
ing—though that must bie apparent to all—as the power that accompanies it. The
Utopian dream of the ethical thinker becomes a possibility, becomes a reality in the
kingdom of heaven. The golden rule floats hopelessly above our reach until we come
into personal contact with Christ. But it is the very law of the life of Christ, and
when we are united to him the inspiration of bis life makes it possible for us. Thus it

is not just to say that this rule is Christianity, and that all else in our religion is need-
less. On the contrary, it is a living, spiritual Christianity—^faith in Christ and devotion
to him—that enables \s» to carry out Christ's great rule of conduct.—W. F. A.

Vers. 13, 14.

—

The two ways. The idea of " the two ways " seems to hare laid hold
of the mind of the early Church very strongly ; a treatise known by that name was in

use among the primitive Christians, and the first part of the recently discovered Church
manual, entitled, ' The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles,' embodies that treatise. It

was not thought easy to be a Christian in the heroic days of persecution ; it is not
really any easier to-day, when the difficulty comes rather &om the all-pervading

atmosphere of worldliness.

I. The entrance. The gate of the one way is narrow, the gate of the other wide.

We are directed to think of beginnings. This is a subject to ^ studied in early life.

It comes up at the great moment of decision. We must just think of the gate, for

until we have passed through we cannot be in the way at all. 1. The itraitnets of the

first gate. No one can become a Christian without an effort. We do not drift into

the kingdom, nor do we grow up in it unconsciously. Even the children of Christian

homes need to come to decision and make a deliberate choice. Moreover, there are sins

to be repented of, evil habits to be renounced ;
pride must be humbled, and the simple

trust of a little child attained. We become Christians by complete -surrender to

Christ. 2. The width tf the second gate. We do not need to make any choice of evil.

Evil is all around us. We have but to let ourselves go, and we shall be swept through
the wide gate. This ia so very wide that we cannot miss it if we merely permit our-

selves to go with the crowd.

II. The WAT. Life is more than its beginnings. We have to consider its whole
course. But that course is likely to resemble its commencement. The strait gate leads

to the narrow way, the wide gate to the broad way. The whole life has a character of

its own. 1. Why ihe right way is narrow. This is not because there is a virtue in

restraint on its own account. (1) There is but one right way, while there is an
infinite diversity of wrong ways. At every moment there is just one thing needful,

one thing that it is our duty to do then and there. If we neglect that, we can make our

choice out of any number of things that ought not to be done. (2) Righteousness

involves self-denial. We have to take up the cross to follow Christ. 2. Why the

wrong way i$ broad. The very variety of evil makes it so. Then there is no law in

sin. Sin is lawlessness (1 John iii. 4). Thus the way of evil is one of wild self-will;

it is every one turning to his own way (Isa. IzvL 8). A track acrosa open country, if

much used, tends to become wider and wider as each fresh traveller chooses what seems
to him the best bit of ground on which to walk.
ILL The end. The two ways keep apart from beginning to end ; neither Isauei ia
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the other. The bro&d way ig not a short cut to the narrow way. Each has a separata

destination. We do not all come to the same end. But the character of the end is

determined by the character of the way. This makes the way of great importance.
It is not a city in wliich we dwell, nor even a temporary camping-ground on which we
rest for a night. We are always moving along it. The great question is—Whither
does it tend? Christ sets the alternative before ug very clearly—eternal life or
destruction. Here is reason for rousing ourselves and listening to the urgent entreaty
of the Saviour, "Enter ye in," etc.—W. F. A.

Vers. 15—20.

—

The tree and it» fruit. It ig not enough for Christ to spread his

own wholesome teaching; he must warn against the dangerous influence of bad
teachers. Later in his ministry he had occasion to speak of the pretended shepherds,
who were really thieves, or at best hirelings (John 1. 10, 12). Here his reference to

the tree and its fruit is meant to be applied to the teacher and his work. It shows
that he expects people to be watchful over those who assume to bo their instructors.

Christians are to judge prophets.

I. The quality of the wobk is detebmined bt the ohabaoteb op the wobkeb.
1. Work is fruit. A man's true work is not something which he has chosen to do by
free selection from any number of possibilities. It is the very product of his being ; it

is himself thrown out and expressed in action. All real work is a growth from a man's
life. 2. Thefruit must correspond to the tree. It is not just a miniature tree, but it is

"after its kind." The teaching and life-work may not be merely photographs of the
mind of the teacher and worker, but they will correspond in kind. This is necessary
because it is natural. Christ's parallel goes beyond an illustration, and becomes an
argument from analogy. The whole course of nature makes it monstrous to suppose
that good work can come from bad men, or bad work from good men.

II. Thk wobkeb must be nmoED bt his wobk. 1. Ee shmM not he judged pre-
maturely. We are tempted to form hasty prejudices about people, the results of first

impressions. But these are most delusive. A pretentious or an attractive teacher

may be worthless. One who vexes and offends us may be a very prophet of God.
The present popularity of a preacher is a poor test of the value of ms ministrations.

2. His work must he examined. Our Lord distinctly requires this. We are not to

judge men in private life and as to their own individual conduct. But when any one
takes on him the ofBce of a public teacher he invites examination. It is not incumbent
on us to criticize for the sake of the criticism, but we mnst decide whether a man
whom we follow is leading us aright. 3. The test is to hefound infinal effects. There
are snares in the judgment by results. We may look only at external effects; we
may be impatient for quick returns; we may mistake quantity for quality. It U
neci'ssary to wait for some autumn fruit ripening. Then the question is as to kind
and quality. If these are good, the teaching is wholesome. The best form of Christian

evidences is the biography of Christian men. Honest missionary reports are an
' important element in apologetics.

III. The bad wobk will condemn thk unwobtht wobkeb. The tree only exists

for the sake of its fruit. Its goodly shape, its vigorous growth, its luxuriant foliage,

count for nothing, or worse than nothing, for they cumber the ground. What would
be a merit in the forest is a fault in the garden. Trees planted for fruit must bear

fruit, or they will be useless. It is bad to produce poisonous or worthless fruit ; but it

is also a matter of condemnation to be barren, like the fruitless fig tree of the parable

(Luke xiii. 6—9). God's test at the great judgment will ignore the fame of popular
preaching, the glitter of daring thinking, the honour of exalted position. All will go
by the quality of the output. And on this test will follow more than the acceptance

or the condemnation of the work. The worker himself will be judged—condemned or

rewarded.—W. P. A.

Ters. 24—27.

—

The rock and the tand. Christ turns from the judgment of th*

teacher, in the parable of the tree and the fruit, to the judgment of the hearer, in the

parable now before us. The hearer is responsible as well as the teacher.

L LiTiNO IS building. Every man is building himself a house, for all life-work U
the putting together of a habitation in which the worker will have to dwelL
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build feebly and set up but slight structures, mere huts and shanties. Others work
with more ambitious designs, and will make themselves spacious mansions, gorgeous

palaces, or massive castles. Whatever a man builds, in that he must dwelL We
cannot get away from the results of our own life-work. These will either become a
shelter to protect us or a ruin to fall about our heads.

II. The SECDRITT of a building is determined by the solidity or the FOUlfDA-

TiON. Our Lord's imagery would be particularly vivid in his own country. Nazareth
is built in a cleft of the hills, some of its houses perched on jutting rocks. A similar

character of foundaiion would be found in the neighbourhood of Gennesaret, where Jesus

was now teaching. If the foundation is rotten, the greater the buiMing the more
insecure will it be, and the greater will be the fall thereof when it comes down. It is

vain and foolish to be bestowing care on the towers and pinnacles while the foundation

is giving way. Efforts spent on mere ornamentation are quite wasted if the question

of the foundation has not been first of all carefully attended to. Yet in practical life

this is the last thing that many consider. They would reach the goal without entering

the strait gate; they would gather the fruit without grafting in the right stock; they
would complc tu the house without attending to the foundation. Tet the first great

question is as to what we are building on.

ni. The foundation will be tested. All is well at first. The house on the sand
looks as fair and solid as that on the rool^. Perhaps it is of a more pretentious

character, lint the calm dry weather will not last for ever. The rainy season ensues.

Torrents scour the mountain-sides and sweep the loose soil from the rocks. Wind and
rain beat on the house at the same time that it is being undermined by the raging
fioud that washes the sand from beneath its foundation. This is like the persecution

and tribulation that scorch tlie growth on tlie stony ground (ch. xiii. 20, 21). Trouble
Is a test of the foundation of a professedly Christian life. Death is a great final teat.

IV. The solid foundation is obedience. A careless hearer of this parable might
be ready to assume that Christ is the Foundation, and that faith in him is building on
that Foundation. Of course, these are tiuihs expressed elsewhere (e.jr. 1 Cor. iii. 11).

But they are not the lessons of the present parable. Our Lord is distinctly warning
us against a superficial profession of allegiance to himself (vers. 22, 23). All is useless

if there is not obedience. Faith without works is dead (Jas. ii. 17). In other words,

the only living faith in Christ is that which proves its existence by bringing forth

fruit in active service. Only they are on the rock who do what Christ teaches.—

W. F. A.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

The warning in judging. Thus, at the early beginning of the new
generations of the earth, did the Author of them, foreseeing their long and ever-broad-

ening tumultuous streams, declare this among the essential conditions of a true

inheritance in them, that men fear and avoid rather than rush into the seat of the

judge. It is a great condition of membership in the new society. To the soundness

and Jjealtb of this society many an element must contribute; and to exist it must ba

healthy. No fencing of it from without, no careful tending of it from without, but ,

only its innermost sound constitution can secure this. As we now survey the complex
conditions of human society, we admire that prevision of the Organizer and ultimate

Lord of it. And we wonder at the sanitary provision marked so clearly by the

exhortation and argument contained in these two verses. Their injunction is indeed

one that easily courts superficial lip-objection, but it is also one that does not fail to

draw forth a deep "Amenl" from the "good and honest" heart, warned by the

disasters, unnumbered and innumerable, consequent on the neglect of it, informed by

careful observation of life, and matured by experience. When we ask what it really

u that is contained in it, we may at once without hesitation reply that its purport

is certainly not to affront reason and common sense; it does not bid us blind our eyes,

either by disuse of them, or worse, by blank contradiction of their testimony; it does

not forbid or put some dread ban on our sober use of our faculty of judgment. But,

plainly, it is a great direction of life, essentially practical in its significance, and not

better for others and the peace of the life of the community than safe for self. Just

as those most emphatic and repeated directions of Scripture to guard the use of

tongue and lips with all diligence do not ban the use of them, so the words of perfect
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wisdom now before us gnard a dangerous power, and restrain a disposition ever too

willing to assert itself against the fatal abase of it. For

—

I. To undertake to judqe is to usubp a position between God and man,
NOT only unauthorized, BUT BOTH BLSBWHEBB AND HEBE IN THK HOST IMPOBTANT
CONNECTION ESPECIALLY KBNOBD OFF.

II. AUONQ A THBONa OF NECESBABT AND INETITABLB FEBBONAL BE8F0NSIBILITIBS,

IT IS TO COURT AND EVEN OHALLENOK A OBATUIT0U8 AND TBBT DANGEROUS
ADDITIONAL ONE.

III. It HAS IT IN ITS VERT GENIUS, AND ALSO AS A NOTOBIOUB FACT TO ENGENDER
AN INSTINCTIVE RESENTMENT ON THK PABT OF THOSE WHO ABK THE OBJECTS OF IT,

AND TO PROVOKE RETORT.
IV. It BREEDS INTRINSIC DANGER TO THE DISPOSITION OF THOSE WHO BXEBOISK IT,

AHD OFFERS INCENTIVE, WHERE DISCOUEAOEMENT IB WHAT IB SPECIALLY NEEDED.
V. It dares CONSEQUENTIAL VERY PRACTICAL RISKS, FOB THOSE WHO INTBDDE,

STIRRING FOR THEM JUDGMENT AND JUSTICE THAT MIGHT BLEEP, AND DANGEBOUSLT
SUGGESTING THE SELF-ASSIGNED MEABUBB OF IT. If atiytliing might be expected to

operate as a deterrent upon the habit that has proved itself to have so strong • hold

on men, it might well be this dread thought.—B.

Vers. 3—5.

—

The confronting question. The question or questions of these verses

arise only too directly out of the matter that immediately precedes. The habit, so

human, of sitting in judgment on our fellow-beings is almost invariably aggravated by
other satellite habits, also very human, and that fail to amaze and to shame us only

by reason of our too intimate familiarity with them. Thus—
I. Little faults in othi!:bs wb see vert large, and labgk faults ih od^

SELVES WE BEE VERY LITTLE.

II. Little faults in others we see very large, fob the blauablk bkasob
that large faults in ourselves we see very little.

III. The large faults of ourselves are in a CEETAm way heasubable,
AND this the measure OF THEM—THEY ABE OF JUST THE SIZB TO BLOCK OUB
VISION OF ALL THAT IB OUB FIRST DUTY TO "CONBIDEB," t.e. OF ALL THAT IB AS
NEAR TO US AS OURSELVES.

IV. They do as a matter of fact block that vision so badly effectually,
THAT THOUGH LABOUBING UNDER ALL OUB OWN PERSONAL DEPRIVATION, WB PROFFEE
patronizingly to do that office fob OUB NBIGHBOUB WHICH NONE BUT THK
PUREST VISION IS QUALIFIED TO DO, AND NOTHING BUT THE IMPUBITY OF PHABISAIO

SELF-CONCEIT WOULD PBESUME TO VOLUNTEER OB DABE TO ES8AT EXCEPT OH SOLICITOUS

ENTREATY.—B.

Ver. 6.

—

Christian economy, and gospel frvtgdlity. This Terse, apparently solitary

and detached, depends for its effect certainly on no verbal conuection with what
precedes it, but throws itself fearlessly on its intrinsic virtue. It provides all needful

counteractive, and counteractive very efficacious, to the verbally unqualified prohibition

of the first and second verses of the chapter. Charity, moderation in our own inner

judgments of others, and restraint of lip in the expression of them, are not to degenerate

into lavish latitudinarianism, nor to presume on pleading the exhortation of Christ for

sanction of any such perversion. To rule in one's own mind that any are " dogs " and
"swine" sufficiently postulates, surely, nn unemasoulated judgment, and suffers none

to tax it with want of vigour in expression. The language is, indeed, figurative under

any circumstances, but it is some of the most trenchant of all left on record as pro-

ceeding from the lips of Christ. It may be termed another great direction of conduct,

but probably in this case, if not in the last, specially of apostolic conduct, A certain

wisdom, and restraint of judgment, and temperateness of language are an imperative

necessity for those in responsible ofiice, both for safeguard to themselves and example

to others. To throw " holy " food to dogs must be counted a monstrosity of profanity,

and certainly would very promptly be apprehended such by a Jew in particular ; and

to "cast pearls before swine" must be counted a monstrosity of prodigal wastefulness

and insane folly pretty w ell all lime and all the world over. But if these directions

be plain for their meaning and very plain for their force, they are perhaps not to plain
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as regards the question to what possible conduct they apply. It may be necessary

herein to guard their intent. They do not mean, e.g., (1) that the gospel itself, even
from the rudimental original of its expression on earth, should be prohibited to Gtontile

ears ; nor (2^ that genuine ignorance should be visited with a denial or withholding

of it; nor (3) that deep depravity of life should similarly have that punishment
meted oat to it; nor (4t) that in the development of time an esoteric and exoterie

treatment of it should plead here any foreshadowed lanction or justification. But the
passage in its unity

—

I. FOBBIDB THE DISBBGARD (WHETHEE THBOITOH INDISPOSITION TO TAKE THE BIOHT
PAINS, OR THROUGH UNSKILFUL INDI8CEBNMBNT, OB THROUGH THE 8PIBIT OF DEFIANCE)
OF THE PERSONS TO WHOM, THE TIME WHEN, THE PLACE WHERE, THE PBICELES8 BLESS-

INGS OF REVEALED TRUTH ABE OFFEBED IN ALL THE WOBLD. Before Chlist himself
it was ordained that the way be prepared by John the Baptist. Again, in every city

and village whither he would go, he did himself appoiat that two disciples should
prepare the way. And we are told that once and again, where the field of operation

was manifestly unhopeful, manifestly obstinately set against impression, he withdrew
alike his doctrine and himself. Perhaps it may be said that an instinctive, an almost
unconscious appreciation, and approving from the heart of this powerful direction of

our Lord, has through all the ages since guarded sacred, at any rate, the administration

or even offer of the holy sacraments of the Lord Jesus Christ.

IL FOBBIDS THE RECKLESS OB THE UNADVISED AGGRAVATING OB ENBAGING OF A
HUMAN WICKEDNESS ALL THE APPBABANCB OF WHICH FB0CLAIM8 IT IN VBBT KEAB
ALLIANCE WITH THE INFERNAL WICKEDNESS ITSELF.

III. Forbids any and all eithbb manifest ob iUBTLT-coNCBALED wasteful
BAOBIFICE OF HUMAN EFFORT, ABILITY, OPPORTUNITY, WHICH, THE LESS THBY ABB,
DO RATHER NEED ALL TO BE RELIGIOUSLY TBBASUBED AGAINST THE DAY OF INOON-
TESTABLY NECESSARY EXPENDITURE AND UNAVOIDABLE CONFLICT.

IV. Emphatically forbids the presumption of cwurtinq mabtybdom.
V. Still more certainly forbids with condemning emphasis the coubtino

OF imperfect martyrdom, «'.«. that in which the goal involves a very poor
chance—A mere tbavb&ty—OF THE ACTUAL WITNESS OF BLOOD. The blood of the

martyrs is the seed of the Church. Granted, with deep-drawn "Amen" of acclama-
tion. But the blood of pseudo-martyrs is very different seed 1 This seeds tares, and
is another of those "devices of Satan, of which we are not ignorant." And the pseudo-
martyr is not only the man who might from a guiltily presuming ambition dare a bid

for the real martyr's crown hereafter, but also the man whose literal wreck of himself
and of useful work has beeu paid as the tribute to despair on the one hand, or on the

other to the unholy bravado of unspiritual and mere sentimental or even physical

inflation. Such examples stand along the line of history not altogether infrequently.

But they are to the discredit of human reason and heavenly prudence ; of Christian

devotion and gospel frugality ; of the Word which we have received, aud of that aU-
gracious Personage from whom we have received it. They are not to the glory o(

God ; they are not to the weal and service of the Church of Christ.—B.

Yer. 7 (first clause).

—

The generous challenge. The trio clauses of this verse will

all be best understood if they are sufficiently viewed as what may be called representa-

tive words. They stand for a whole type of thought, fact, truth. These same
challenges and assurances linked, we find repeated much later in the life of Christ
(Luke xi. 29). It adds to our conviction that these utterances of our great Teacher
were of the nature that might be designated very studied and delilaerate, very designed
and far on-looking. The three clauses cannot for a moment be supposed to be merely
repetitions, nor even merely three ways of putting the same essential thing. They
require to be considered seriatim. Each grows on that which precedes it, and the
added force is only obtainable at the end. The first of the clauses is sure to be the
most generic, elementary, fundamental. The prospect which it holds out seems to one
sometimes vague, sometimes too comprehensive to be anything but the language of
extravagance or exaggeration. It has had the effect perhaps of producing misgiving in
the heart. Note then

—

L GhBIST is NOT speaking of MEN IN TUKIB WIDE, BOATTKBSS, UNGBSTAII
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BILATI0K8 TO THE WOBLD Aim TO ONE ANOTHER; HE HAS THE BEOINNINO OF HIS

OWN SOHOOIi BEFOBE HIM, WHICH SHOULD INDEED BECOME LABOE AND YABIOUB TILL
IT QATHEBE: all in its EMBRACE, AND IT 18 WHAT THESE, AS HIS LEABNEB3, HIS

FOLLOWEBS, HIS SEBVANT8, MAT BELT UPON, THAT HE DE0LABB8. Let the WOrld
speak for itself, publish its manifesto, which it does large enough, loud enough, false

enough. Jesus here speaks his own manifesto, and it is deficient by no means in large-

ness, but awaiting the test of quality and reliableness 1 Ever since, all who have in

any sense, in any appreciable degree, really known Jesus, have been investigating,

testing, pronouncing upon these two things—what his Word is good for, and how good

he is to his Word.
II. CHBIST HAS AH OPEN EAB AND AN OPEN HAND; FOSTBBS EXPECTATION, AND

DOES NOT DISAPPOINT IT ; INVITES PRATEB—PBATBB WIDE, VABIOUS, IMPOBTUNATE,
LABOE—AND THEN DEALS BOUNTIFULLT FEOM HIS TBEASUBT AND WITH HIS OWN
INFINITE BES0UB0E8. Facts all answer to these assertions. The very genius of Christ's

truth points to them. That truth is not repressive to the mind, not contracting to the

heart, not crushing to the life, not adverse to knowledge, to civilization, to brotherly

fellowship, to practical benevolence. To all appearance Clirist himself was nowhere
without exciting a vast amount of inquiry and a vast variety of it. Never was breath

of wind so healthful, so enlivening, so punfying by a millionth part, as was the breath

of his Word. And wherever his truth has travelled, rested, paid the casual visit, or

Tooted itself, its force has been of milar kind. It has taught and provoked men to

•sk for things outside of and above themselves, and with no idle fancy and no unre-

warded desire has their eye rolled from earth to heaven. Things they never dreamed
of before have become visions of brightness at which they gazed, objects of attraction

that never lost their power, and of solemn practical quest which they never rested till

they found and secured. They have been led to want to ask, have asked, and have

found. In all this world there is no asking which comes near to that which Christ

has originated in it—so large, so various, so deep or again high in its nature, and so

richly rewarded. Sotds ask, and souls have given to them, beyond all ambition's ask-

ing, or love of money's asking, or love of pleasure's asking, or love of life's asking, or

ihe goading of misery's asking. Most native, therefore, to the spirit of Christ was it,

is it, to say " Ask," and in his radiant generosity of nature to " give " to the asking

!

Ohl wonderful fountain of fresh life, Giver of good, Pitier of sorrow, Rescuer from

death—it is he whose free, unqualified invitation needs but one short word in which

to express itself, and that word " Ask."—B.

Ver. 7 (second clause).

—

The challenge to the seeker. When we pass on to the con-

sideration of this second challenge, with accompanying assuiance, of Jesus Christ, we
may at once inwardly notice a leading difference between it and that which went
before, and that difference one in the nature of an advance. It is true that when a

child " asks " he expects to receive, and to receive " bread," and not a " stone," at the

hand of his father. And Jesus emphasizes this fact to his present purpose : " If ye

then, being evil, know how to give good gifts unto your children, how much more

shall that Father of yours, which is in heaven, give good gifts to them that ask him?"
On the other hand, it is a most certain thing that when as grown men we "ask"—not

like children asking of their father—our voice is not very acceptable to the world, even

when it is attended to, and very often is not attended to. "Asking" is not liked.

And it is no Uttle evidence of this that we do not like "asking." VVe all feel that a

solitary act of asking means some soit and some little degree of humiliation; more ask-

ing means that we are run into some extremity ; and perpetual at^king, that we are

lost to self-respect. Nor have we fashioned this rough code without some good reason

;

for we have been sometimes sharply reminded that stones may be sent for bread, and

serpents for fish. But, again, who can deny that the world has some admiration for the

man who •' seeks " ? The better part of the world despise those who live ever on the

"ask" system, but are prone to respect those who set to work, "quit them like men,"

and " seek " with mind and heart and strength. May we not, then, note, that while

Clirist does love, for his own reasons and in his own sense, what the world and the

better part of it do not over and above love, viz. the " askers," yet this is no reason

why he does not love the "seekers"? " Faith without works ii dead." And io in a
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eeuse is aaking without seeking. Prayer and work are far too often divorced. Note,

then

—

I. Seekiko looks like honesty; shows sincebitt; proves bbalitt; adds to
FAITH, AS SURELT AS DILIOENOE SCOUTS DOUBT ; WAKES SLEEPING POWERS ; PREVENTS
THEM FALLINQ ASLEEP AOAIN ; AND ACQUIRES FBEBH FORCE. Whatever advantage
genuinely belongs to the real observing of practicnl woik in our worldly life, is the

merest shadow of that which any one may find who shall heartily, lovingly take to

it in the conduct of his Christian life.

II. Some things are in tbeib vert natube to be had more really in seek-
ing THAN IN asking, THOUGH EVEN THE ASKING BE OF GrOD. The great thing,

sanctification as compared with justification, may illustrate this. The latter is to be
had, from that first solemn moment which finds us, with all the deepest anguished
desire of a sin-convicted conscience and soul, begging, crying, or "asking" for it. But
sanctification is not to be had for the mere asking for it, any more than that " increase

of faith " which the disciples so ignorantly, yet so innocently, " asked " from Christ.

But sanctification needs a long, patient, earnest "seeking" for. How many aru

fatally faulty in this very matter I They wish for forgiveness, beg for pardon, cry for

mercy; and these got, or supposed to be so, they do not continuously and with holy
perseverance and patience seek sanctification. Other, perhaps we should rather say all,

Christian graces demand the same earnest practical seeking; certainly those that

follow on that root of all graces, faith—as, for instance, hope and love. We "seek"
these by ttsing them, doing the works of them, trying their strength.

III. Special promises abe hade to seeking. How wide is the range of these

even through the Old Testament! "They that seek me early shall find me;"
" Blessed are they that seek him with the whole heart. They ako do no iniquity : they
walk in his ways ; " " Seek good and not evil, that ye may live, saith the Lord ; yea,

seek ye me;" "Let all those that seek thee rejoice and be glad;" "He is the

Bewarder of them that diligently seek him ;
" "To them who by patient continuance

in well-doing seek for glory and honour and immortality, eternal life." Whatever
best things diligent and honourable earthly seeking has found, as lesson and encourage-

ment by the way, what are they all by the side of the things given to the seeking of

what is contained in three such words as those, " glory, honour, immortality "
I It is

surely this kind of " seeking " to which Christ here gives the sanction of bis emphatic

invitation. It is to this matter of seeking, to these objects of seeking, that an illimit-

able prospect of supply opens. For these none can seek too early, too perseveringly,

too earnestly, too long. The seeker is blessed hecaitse he seeks, blessed all the while

he seeks, and blessed in the entire escape assured to him, from illusion now or dis-

appointment hereafter, in respect of the fact and the habit of seeking, which mark
him.—^B.

Ver. 7 (third clause).—2%« challenge of the doted door. This clause marks the

climactic challenge of the three which the verse contains. It certainly equally bespeaks

the climaolic stage in the inner experience of many a timid, or doubting, or unbelieving,

or disbelieving soul. After many askings of mere words, their accents betraying

distrust; after wayward and intermittent seeking, that scarcely earned its name, at

length strife and conflict have wrought themselves up to tlie crucial point, the task of

one distinct effort. Upon that one distinct effort close has come the answer, and with

this answer content and peace, progress and happiness, have come. In this third part

of the triplet of reviving impulse offered by the language of Christ, the preacher may
bring up the subject, make general and comprehensive observation of the working of

human nature, as baulked by the difiSculties incident to individual peculiarities of

character (legion by name), to the petty and untractable tyrannies of habit, and to the

confrontings of the events and circumstances of (that element, which acts so largely on
human nature) the outer world, with all its cotemporary history, looming large now, and
now diminishing to the deceptively trivial. The instances of the places and the manners,

the concealed, unconscious motives, and the maiiifest determining impulses of the

resurrections of the soul's life and health, are as boundlessly interesting as they are various

and innumerable. And they show for how much misery and ruin the pale features of

hesitation and indecision are answerable. Against all th' like the soimd of som^
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welcome trumpet of morning, are these words spoken by the voice of heaven upon
earth, " Knock, and it shall be opened." (jonsider

—

I. The necessity to Christian life, to the besinnino of it and con-
tinuously TO the vbbt close of it, of holding a direct, undivided conviction
THAT THERE 18 AN ACCESSIBLE AND AN APPROACHABLE PLACE OF MERCY AND OF
VARIOUS HELP.

II. The necessity of an undeterred force of resolution in maeino definite
APPLICATION AT THAT PLACE.

IIL The suggestion which the figure here employed contains, as to three
LEADING PETITIONS FOR MERCY AND VARIOUS HELP, APPROPRIATELY MADE AT THAT
PLACE CALLED A DOOR OB GATE, VIZ. (1) INFORMATION AND DIRECTION ON THE ROAD

;

(2) BREAD TO EAT, WINE TO DRINK; (3) SHELTER FROM STORM PRESENT OR THREATEN-
ING, AND FOR THE CERTAINLY COMING NIGHT.

IV. The UNLIMITED, UNCONDITIONED PROMISE. "It shall he opened." That you
are challenged to "knock" points to the supposition that you have arrived at a door,

and that a closed door. It also means that the door need not certainly remain closed,

for that there is a power on the other side, frojii within, that may open it, to your
wish, to your need, and to your confebSion and expression of the same. But in this

.

case it means all this and yet much more; the challenge is accompanied with a

promise to the full as unconditioned and unlimited. "It shall he opened." On the

other side there is compassion and there is good will, there is mercy and there is love

;

and these all decide to " open ; " and their promise is engaged thereto.—B.

Veri. 11, 12.—2%« improvement upon the earthly pattern. Although the " asking
"

in ver. 7 was pressed on to the further developments of " seeking " and " knocking,"

our Lord returns here to the most generic form of application on the part of one person

to another in his use of the word "ask," when he speaks of "tbem that ask him."

But, perhaps, not only because this is the most generic description of application from
one to another is the word used in this connection, but because further it embodies
least ol the participation of the applicant, and when the aaswer conies to him, and, it

may be, the rich gift falls into his lap, then least can he claim it as the result of his

own work, merit, co-operation. He must acknowledge it the sovereign gift of sovereign

grace. Notice in this passage

—

I. The CONDESCENDING USE OF THE EARTHLY PATTERN FOR THE THINGS OF THE
HEAVENLY PATTERN.

II. The INCORRUPT fidelity observed in THAT USB. The pattern is quoted, is

used ; but its imperfect adequacy is openly averred. The pattern is not only in a

lower sphere, not only on a lower scale, but it is admittedly marred; it is a fallen

pattern, a pattern obtaining indeed, subsisting indeed, acittal ; yet among the fallen,

erring, faulty, and sinful, all in turn.

HI. The unstinted encouragement (to offer which is the manifest central
aim of the pattern quoted, its fidelity and all included) to the applicants

and candidates op God's kikqdom. The perfection alike of willin;;nebs and of wisdom
combined is now the sovereign Dispenser, the universal impartial Distributor.

IV. The grand use made of an occasion of a partial summarizing (ver. 12)

to proclaim the new covenant form op the second table of the old and
VENERABLE AND UNIVERSAL TEN COMMANDMENTS. With OUr Ver. 12 COmp. ch. V. 17.

From the kind of giving and the manner of giving (i.e. in reply to asking) of fathers

in imperfect and " evil " human society, and from the supreme example of the per-

fection in both kind and manner of the " Father which is in heaven," the grand dictum

of most sacred heavenly lips utters itself forth for the regulating of men's mutual

relations, wide as the world stretches, and long as the world lasts.—B.

Vers. 13, 14.

—

The noblest provocation to sanctified imagination. Supposing that it

was certain that we were intended to have, in the recorded sayings of the discourse

of the mount, a closely connected discourse, we might feel it difficult to pronounce

with any confidence on tlie connection of this thrilling passage, and feel anxious and

grieved proportionately that we could not discharge more satisfactorily the responsi-

bility hirein which lay on us. Both for extent and for significance and commanding
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point of Tiew, what a domain this passage has conquered for its own in iti Journey
down the unrolling Christian centuries I What thoughts, whst feelings, what facts

and illustration from life, do now, with solemn rich sadness, cluster round it I Though
differeoce of opinion may justly prevail as to the link of connection between the
matter we have here and all that precedes, or whether there be any specific link at all,

yet it may safely be generally remarked that, nearing the end of the discourse, it

speaks appropriately enough more directly of the things that near the end of life, that

solemn end, regard it as we may. The great bulk of the matter of the discourse

graciously and condescendingly and practically affects the conduct of life ; but here, and
in the two great following and closing sections of the discourse, the solemn event of

all here, of all the passing, the fleetly passing present, seems to be intentionally borne

upon our heart and conscience, fear and hope. It may further be well to note that, ii

in all three of the clauses concerned, the "gate" comes first, and in the two in which
the "way" is spoken of it follows distinctly the "gate," nevertheless the "gate" is

that which must be found after traversing the way, and at the end of it, as surely as

the grave or gate of death is at the end of life (see Luke xiii. 23, 24). And, once more
preliminarily, hold up prominently to view this instructive and impressive fact—that

the Light and the Love of the world, the Power and the Salvation of heaven in the

world, thought fit to challenge, and did boldly challenge, thus suddenly the ignorance

of those his first hearers, their surprised ignorance, as matter of fact (and learing out

all count of the causes of it, or the greater or less guilt of it), with these detached pro-

damations of eternal truth, as unseen by ordinary eye, and as unthought of as they

were and ever are of matchless significance. What a model for the pronounced,

dogmatic preaching of the Church to-day and for ever I From the Model how far in

some quarters has the departure travelled! The many-sided, massive heart of the

subject of these verses may then be treated thus. Invite to a reverent, humble
attempt to meditate, to ponder, however afar off from the magnificent subject

—

I. The great mysteb* of the gate that lbadeth to life. 1. How really great

this mystery is ; because we know so little of it ; because we grasp so little of it

;

because, probably, we can at present grasp only so little of it I 2. How glorious the

mystery is, as measured (with power to measure, which we do possess, which we
certainly can command) by the mere suhfect of it

—" the gate that leadeth to life " 1

What a gate this must be, what a way, out of all the dull, toilsome, overshaded

contrast, which we struggle on with herel 3. How wakening, rousing, fascinating,

to the imagination, which herein has offered to it its supremest employment! Every-

thing conspires to this end. The conterminousness and the coincidence in time of this

" gate " of life, in its last and highest expression, with certain grossest facts of our

experience, which tyrannize over us under the name of death and its gate, offer the

noblest provocation to an imagination though only ever so partially to be called a
" sanctified " imagination. Invite to a humble, penitential meditation of

—

II. The OAU8E8 why this gate is called, and is, stbait. It is all even too

certain that it is strait, and must be bo, or evil and sin and misery would be per-

petuated, not stayed
;
propagated on infinite scale and to infinite proportions, not cut

off. The straitnt'ss of the gate secures that only those shall pass hack ajiain into the

life of Eden—yes, yet higher and better life than that—in whom is left no love of these,

no seeds of these, w) infection of them—those only in whom have died the deadly

fruits, the vain flowers, the subtle growths of them, by reason of (1) penitence unfeigned

;

(2) repentance practical and thorough; (3) mortification of self, through ianctifiiattUm

of the Spirit. If the "gate that leadeth into life" were not strait with this straitness,

it would be another and yet blanker abortion of life, misn;imed, to which it would
conduct. Necessities, absolute and essential, rule the straitness of this gate. And the

transformation that sincerity, and truth, and purity, and the denial of the bodily self,

and the denial of certain passions of the spiritual self, and the abhorring of all the

cursed inspirations of the devil—the transformation that all these accomplish in one

snd another man, alike vindicate the straitness of the " gate," and pass him blessedly

through it. Insist on the fact that

—

III. The strait gate is only to be come at by the narrow way. This life not
left to drift, not treated defiantly, not wasted recklessly, not passed in an ungodly,

unrighteous, unsober temper

—

tl is life it is which must choose between the broad way
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or the narrow way, and which must " find " and follow the narrow way. If it ia to find

and enter through tha strait gate into the city of life and of splendour " which is not
trait." The narrow way is one of sorrow and carefulness, of confession oft and
watchfulness constant, of severest self-condemnings, and of humblest clinging to Christ
and obedience renewed again and again to a slighted and injured Holy Spirit. " But,"
said Chrysostom (fourteen centuries ago), " let us not be sad when many sorrows befall

us here ; for the way is strait, but not so the city ; neither rest need we look for here,

nor anything of sorrow, fear, there."—B.

Vers. 15—20.—2%« hrcmdedfdie prophet. Thi« passage brings n« to the last but
one of the great typical admonitions of this primssval discourse in Christian ethics.

Typical they must surely be regarded. Nor, as we scan them with ever so jealous

eye, do we find it at all easy to make comparisons as to any imagined relative

temporariness of application belonging to them, or the reverse. But if, on the con-
trary, we suffered ourselves for a moment to be the victims of mere plausible impres-
sion, and to court illusion therein, then, perhaps, we might be tempted to rule thfit this

present admonition, though it should be the only one, was the one the importance of

which had dwindled in the growth of time, however real it had once been. The
impression canngt vindicate itself, but it might serve to convict us of the extent—the

depth and breadth—to which the evil has spread which it fancied was not existent.

And we come round to the persuasion that this last but one of the series of admonitions
is not behind any other whatsoever in testifying to the foresight of Christ, to his

forecast of the character of the history of untold Christian generations, and to his

measured, faithful, emphatic warning of his Church respecting them. In language
that cannot be mistaken, the passage certifies to us

—

I. Thb bband that Christ sets upon false belioioub teaohbbs. They are

ravening wolves, covered over with sheep's clothing. It may be that through the
centuries of Christendom the name of these has been truly enough legion many times

multiplied. And it may be that because of this our vexed thought blankly refuses to

face the deadly field of slaughter, the widespread, disastrous havoc the ravenins; wolves
have wrought! But on our wearied' ear may not then these words of Christ fall, with
all their original forcible simplicity, to waken a more natural conscience, graciously to

exorcise its callous indifference, and to freshen young faith? E.g.: 1. They suggest

how Christ would guard, and does guard, the springs and the rudiments and the

inspirations of our higher life. 2. They give us to infer the genuine honour in which
Christ holds our real teachers, though they be still only human teachers. 3. They
caution us, if for the hundredth time, against deserting well-assured principles in favour

of appearance, of soft voices, of smooth vestures, of complaisant manner. These all are

but other versions of sheep's clothing, disguising the ravening wolf. Christ strengthens

our faith in the sure landmarks of matter, of reality, of plain sincerity, howsoever plain.

II. The obitebion ACcoBDiNa to which thet abb to bk junaED. The '^fruits

"

of " false prophets," of false teachers, who invest themselves with the abused title of
" religious," are both those fruits which appear in their own manner of life, and those

which appear in their worli, their ill work, among and in others. The false prophet

often denounces himself in the utter incoherence of his doctrines, and in the incon-

sistency and impurity of his life. But whereas he is also a " ravening wolf," on the

highest authority, it is because of the dissensions, divisions, malice, and schism that

his path is strewed with; and because of the falseness of bis creed—erring now by
defect, now by invention and addition, and now by contradiction of the Word and the

Spirit. Not all the hostile forces that array themselves from without against the

Church compare for a moment, in the disastrous, ravening havoc that follow in their

track, with the cunning, dissembling, subtle havoc of the ravening wolves—a wide-

spread foe, that haunt the fold within—^in the fleece of the flock that belong to it.

And, lastly, it is to be remembered that, whereas it is not always of design, nor always

of ill intention and pure malice towards souls, that false prophets work the havoc of

ravening wolves, for this very reason—the criterion of their works, or " fruits," is the

one given to men. For charity's sake we may not make ourselves Judges by any
assumed superiority of our own knowledge or wisdom ; yet less may we arrogate the

authority of the only omniscient, unerring Judge, nor offer to do the angels' work
XATTHIW. I
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prematurely, ttai presume to separate the tares from the wheat ; hut, says Christ, " by
their fruits ye shall know them." Let intention be what it may, if the fruit is had,

that prophet is a false prophet. Some of the less crew of ill quality, vanity, conceit

of superior illumination—that worst ignorance that is so ignorant that it has not a

suspicion of it—irresistible or certainly unresisted loquacity, presumptuousness,—these

may have the dominion that efifectually make the self-sent prophet, the false prophet.

He wears the clothing of the sheep, and did not don it for the conscious purposes of

deceiving; hut he is deceived himself, and in nothing would he more individually

surprised and mortified, if that could be brought home to him—than wfaich nothing is

more certain—that he is doing the odious work of the ravening wolf. Who can count
the number of these deceived and deceivers, and the number of grievous wounds and
rendings of limbs which these have made in the body of Christ in this one current

half-century ? We are entitled to say it, we are compelled to bewail it
—" because of

their fruits." And in the seething multitude of those who name the Name of Christ

now, one warning, one merciful, gracious caution, needs to he uttered aloud and to he
listened to, " Beware of false prophets 1"—'B.

Vers. 21—^29.

—

The saying and hearing eontratted ufith the doing. This passage
bears internal and intrinsic evidence of standing in the original position at the end,

and as the end of the discourse. Its connection with what precedes is also apparent.

"Fruits" have been spoken of as the test of the false or the true prophet. And the
discourse finishes with a forcible setting forth of the fact that practice, not profession,

is the passport, whether into the kingdom of heaven on earth or into the kingdom
of "that day." There would seem in form to he allusion to both of these, though
we should confess their reality to be but one in either case. Notice

—

I. The intbinsio and esbentux qualification fob citizenship m the kingdom
OF HEAVEN. " But," says the Supreme Authority on the matter, " he that doeth the

will of my Father which is in heaven." Dwell on: 1. The highness of this type.

2. The encouragingnesB of it. It is not offered as a mocking of our feeble power of

excellence, feeble grasp of high conceptions, or feeble, inconstant purpoies. 3. The
condescendingness, withal, of it. What life of reality should it pour into our pictures

of the future and our attempts of the present I What happy natural agreement there

is between this statement and the formal petitions of the prayer, "Thy kingdom
come ; thy will be done in earth as it is in heaven "

I

n. The distinct pbophbtig declabation of most bad, solemn imfobt, to which
THE MIGHTY Sebk COMMITS HIMSELF. Notice how : 1. Christ specifies the numberof"
the deluded and the presumptuous : " Many." 2. Christ specifies the matters of their

delusion and presumption. We have furnished to us hereby both constant warnings
for all, and help, not extended for uncharitable use, towards judging of the too

transparently impeachable motives of some very busy outer works of men,
III. The theuxino disclosubb ik past of the Judge of " that day," and in

PABT OF his judgment. Notice : 1. The long forbearance that had been shown is

here witnessed to :
" Then I will profess to them." How long had he waited, tried,

given room for repentance and for reality I 2. The terrible indictment of the wasted,
deluded lifetime :

" I never knew you." Christ will tiot disown, in his glory, majesty,
power, and in the startling day of their astounding manifestation, those whom he had
once in the day of iiis hiddenness, or in the yet earlier days of his mortal sorrows,

acknowledged. But Christ will say what none had the sure right to say before,
" I never knew you," if this he indeed the awful truth I

IV. The similitude bt which Chkist now bets fobth the decisive and
uibasteous difference between him who heabb only the savings of Christian
revealed truth, and him who also does them. 1. The man who h( ars and does
the " sayings " of Christ makes knowledge, and the graces that abide, which are realities

to abide, to abide here, and to abide evermore. 2. The man who hears indeed, and who
does n»t, makes knowledge, perhaps very much knowledge ; it may tower aloft, it may
make him tower aloft among men ; but he grows no grace; which can come only of

work, of discipline, of " much tribulation," and which is the only structure that abides.
The exceeding directneis, simplicity, and force of these similitudes, and of the com-
parison instituted by them, have always arrested attention. To "do the sayings" ai
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Christ is the way, and the one only way, to huild that holy " housa " called a holy
nature, a Christian life, the enduring character. Anything less than "doing" tht
things Christ says may make show ; may rise, a very vision, it may he ; and may hava
some sort of foundation ; but it will not be the foundation called a rock, and least of all

that called the Bock, which is Christ Jesus.—B.

Ven. 1—12.

—

Sermon on the mount: 6. Againstfudging others. This "Judge not,

that ye be not judged," comes in unexpectedly, and seems out of its place. But the
superficial, ostentatious righteousness which our Lord has been exposing betrays itself

in nothing more certainly than in censoriousness. To sigh and shake the head over
a sinful world is one of the easiest roads to a reputation for sanctity. The reasons our
Lord gives for refraining from judging others are two. 1. If we judge harshly and
unmercifully, we shall ourselves receive similar judgment. The person who uses false

weights cannot complain if, in buying as well as in selling, false weights are used. If we
judge without knowing all the circumstances, if we have no patience to give weight to

explanations, no sympathy to put ourselves in the offender's place, we shall receive the
same summary treatment. And this, not by the action of a mere arbitrary retribution,

but by a law deeply laid in the nature of things. For at the root of such judging lies

hatred of our neighbour; and if not hatred, indifference to righteousness; and where
these exist in the heart, the very foundations of a godly character are yet to be laid.

The man who is sincerely grieved at the sin of men has no heart to expose it unless

this is clearly for the benefit of all concerned. In fact, this is a department of conduct
in which the great law laid down by our Lord is onr best guide : " Whatsoever ye
would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them." We continually see that in

judging our conduct men are entirely at fault, imputing motives, perhaps no worse
than, but certainly different from, our actual motives, so that it is the part of wisdom,
no less than of charity, to be slow to judge. 2. The second reason our Lord assigns is

that our own faults so disturb our moral perception that we are not fit to eradicate

those of our neighbour. It is proposing to pick a mote from our brother's eye while

a beam is in our own. How can we understand the methods by which a man can be
delivered from sin if we have made no practical acquaintance with these methods by
seeking deliverance from our own sin? Two things are suggested by our Lord's
words,

I. To BID A MAN OF A FAULT 18 AN EXTBEUELT DIFFIOULT OFXBATION. It requires

the same absolute accuracy of vision and delicacy of touch which an operation on the

eye requires. The blemishes you would remove are so closely connected with virtues

or qualities essential to the character, that the vision must be purged by integrity and
humility, and the hand steadied by sincere affection,

II. AOAIK, TO OCB LOBD, BEFOBG WHOU THE MOBAL WOBLD ALL LAY aS glaringly

visible as the natural world lies to us, it seemed grotesque that a censorious, fault-

finding person should try to rid men of their faults. In his judgment the uncharitable-

ness which lies at the root of so many of the apparently pious criticisms we hear and
make is a beam far more damnatory than the mote we find fault with. Yet judgment
of a kind we must pass on those who come under our observation. If we are not to

cast what is holy to the dogs, we must, of course, determine who the dogs are. There
are vile, fierce, snarling people in the world ; and if we are not to give them the chance

of showing their contempt for sacred things, we must distinguish between man and
man. And in other cases of daily occurrence we are compelled both to form and to

pronounce our judgment. The law, therefore, is levelled against all uncalled-for

malicious judgments. It is not enough that our judgments be true, we must not utter

them until compelled. The law of the land recognizes the distinction, and puuishes

uncalled-for defanuition.

This sermon on the mount is a sermon describing righteousness, and distinguishing

it from current imitations rather than telling us how we may attain it. That it is

a true fulfilment of the Law and the prophets which our Lord has described no one can

doubt, and yet the very copiousness of illustration dazzles and confuses. It is true we
have the Law of God marking out for us the great lines on which human conduct is to

move, and we have the prophets—a series of supernaturally enlightened spiritual

teachers who have indicated how it is to be applied, and enforced it by stirring appeals.
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But what we still desiderate is that all the teaching of the Law and all the enlightening

and moving power of the prophets be condensed into a summary which the frailest

memory can carry, and which a child can apply. We instinctively feel that for

righteous living all men should have guidance sufficient, that there should he a light

like the sun, common to educated and uneducated; and this we have in the words,
" All things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them

:

this is the Law and the prophets "—^this is the sum and this the suhstance of all that

has ever been said to guide men to right conduct. Our own experience, aided by our
iinagination, will enable us to understand the treatment a man desires in the different

pusitions in life. And by the observance of this rule you get both your own view of

the case and your neighbour's ; so that you shall neither on the one hand refuse a lawful

and fair demand, nor on the other yield to an exorbitant, imprudent, or wicked one.

In proclaiming this practical rule, our Lord had in view the achievement of that

righteousness which constitutes the kingdom of Ood. Evidently it is sufficient for

this purpose. Almost the whole of life is in one form or other of the dealing or

commercial kind ; none of us being sufficient for ourselves, but each contributing for

the good of the whole that which it is his calling to supply. This frame of society,

if animated by Christian principle, by a genuine desire to be as helpful as possible to

the common good, is as heavenly a state of things as need be ; hut empty it of this,

and leave only the desire to advance our own interests, and then you have not heaven
but holl upon earth—a grasping, struggling, hard-hearted, cruel competition. Yet to

this latter state we are always tempted. We are throughout life under pressure to

make too much of our own interests. It is obvious that nothing so effectually counter-

acts this pressure as the expedient we are considering. That fineness of character and
delicacy of feeling which every one admires and respects is formed, consciously or

unconsciously, by obedience to this rule, by consideration of the feelings of other people,

and a ready adjustment of our conduct to these feelings even in the smallest matters.

Beyond the assurances given in the memorable words beginning, " Ask, and it shall be

given you," very little answer is given in this sermon to the inquiry, " What must
I do to be saved ? " But a man can walk, although he cannot name the muscles he

uses. Believe Christ when he tells you that if you seek righteousness you shall find

it; go on seeking it, assured that God is helping and will help you; and what further

directions are essential to salvation ? Our Lord here tells us God has a kingdom ; he

tells us what that righteousness is which constitutes his kingdom; and he assures us

that he that knocks shall be admitted. These promises put the future in your own
hand. The waiting, striving, seeking spirit will not ultimately be disappointed. The
weak and sin-tossed creature, whose efforts to attain have only proved his weakness

more clearly, is assured that if he asks he shall have all that he needs for purity, for

righteousness, for love. " If ye then, being evil, know how to give good gifts to youi

children, how much more shall your heavenly Father give good things to them that

ask him?" If we, who are ourselves entangled in much sin, can yet devise suhstantial

benefits for others, how much more may we expect such substantial aid from our

Father, whose title it is that he is " heavenly," above all the influences that narrow the

heart I It is God's life to communicate, his delight to see his children grow in likeness

to himself. There is no mystery about entrance into God's kingdom and att'unment

of righteousness. If you wish to enter, you can. Begin where Christ teaches you, and
abide always in the assurance of the Father's love. " If the life be careless, bring back

the mind to that ; if the heart be unhappy or discontented, compel the thoughts to

that ; if the habits of our daily walk cause us many a conflict between conscience and
inclination, anchor the will on that."—D,

Vers. 13, 14.

—

Sermon on the mount : 7. " Enter ye in at the strait gate." That is

to say, life is difficult, not easy. To be saved is an exceptional thing. It is an
unwelcome, saddening intimation; yet it is uttered by lips that spoke more comfort-

ingly and more hopefully to men than any others dared. It is the Saviour of the world

who admits that, in spite of all he does, many are destroyed. Our nature makes a
strong resistance to such ideas. There is that in us which always says—Do not put
yourself about ; you may surely run the chance other men are running. These warning
Voices are but the meanings of fear or the raviiigs of fanaticism. It is manifestly absurd
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to suppose we are placed in a world in which our first dnty is to hegin to correct

everything ; that a life is granted to us which is but a veiled death, and of which the

first strength must be given to altering the entire course and character it would
naturally take. But notwithstanding the antecedent unlikelihood of our being bom
at such a disadvantage, the conclusion that it is so il forced on every one who has

observed what men make of life. The terms on which the lower animals maintain life

afifords corroborative evidence. It is only with a struggle they keep their place in life

at all. And, in fact, the truth is recognized by teachers beyond the Christian pale.
" Badness," says Hesiod, " you may have easily, and abundance of it ; for the path is

plain, and she dwells close at hand. Bat before excellence God has placed toil and
labour; long and steep is the road that leads to her, and very rough it is at first."

The broad road and the narrow is an image that suggests itself to the serious observer

of life—the broad, easy meadow-path in danger at last of being swallowed up by the
stream which runs by it; and the narrow, upward path difficult and sometimes
dangerous, but leading to prospects unconceived before. What do they say who have
entered the narrow way and pursued it ? Ask Paul ; ask the most eminent of saints if

they found the following of Christ easy ? Best of all, ask the Leader himself whether
the path was not easier than his words imply. What, then, mean those nights spent

in prayer, the wrestling with temptation in the wilderness, and the strong crying and
tears that escaped him? If his strength was taxed to the uttermost, will life be easy,

safe, and victorious for us ? We may say—Christians take life much as other people,

and anything like cross-bearing and resolved self-mastery are quite exceptional. But
OUT own experience can scarcely fail to have shown us this difficult, arduous life in

actual example. Have we not seen righteousness preferred to advancement in life, the

narrow way to the broad, inflexible self-discipline maintained that the power of sin

might he broken ? It was not that the persons who did so had more or deeper cor-

ruptions than others, but simply that they were in earnest, and recognized what the

case required. It is vain to tell them to relax their vigilance; they know that there

is no easier way. What constitutes the straitness of the gate, the narrowness of the

way ? Badically, just what the figure implies—that sin is easy and natural, holiness

difficult hecauiie contrary to our propensity. Or, as our Lord says elsewhere, "He that

will be my disciple must deny himself—must be prepared to accept another guide and
law than bis natural inclination." It is long before we get the idea thoroughly wrought
into our lives that lawless life is simply destruction. Ijelf-denial, therefore, is an
absolute requisite of entrance into the kingdom.
L It IS FOR WANT OF SELF-DENIAL TEAT SOME FAIL EVEK TO UAEK GOOD TEEIB

ENTRANCE TO THE EiNGDOU. They acknowledge that outside there is no life; they see

that there is something out of joint between God and their soul, and that it is largely

due to their own shortcomings; and they think much and perhaps do what they
can to bring about a change. But they lack the one essential thing—a true and clear

submission of themselves to Christ; a deliberate and pronounced renunciation of self,

in every form, self-government especially.

II. SUFFOBINO THE GATE TO HAVE BEEN PABBED, NO FROOREBS 18 POSSIBLE WITHOUT
BELF-DENIAL. There is an old and true comparison, likening the soul to a chariot and
the passions to horses. Only lay the reins on the necks of the horses, and the chariot

is destroyed : only neglect self-denial, and the evil is done. For between indulgence

and self-denial there is no middle place. And so it is that a man may seem not to be
doing anything very sinful ; he may even be denying himself much, and yet day by
day tenderness of feeling departs, and a wall of separation seems to grow up between
his soul and Christ. He has gone so far, but he has not been willing to go all lengths

with Christ; and manifestly anything short of the self-denial which enables him to

keep pace with Christ and hold fellowship with him is unavailing. This it is which
constitutes the straitness of the gate, the narrowness of the way. And we may
determine whether we are on the way or not by the self-denial and sacrifice it costs ua
to go forward. We can all recall the stru^igleB we made, the hardships we endured, in

gaining some position we sought. If we have no similar remembrances connected with
our foUowing of Christ, it is to be feared we have evaded the difficulties or diverged
wholly from the path. If you have had no difficulties, no crosses, no struggles, where
has been your self-denial? How have you found the way narrow? When we see
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clearly the unworldly, gelf-denying life to which Christ leads, we are tempted to think

that in order to follow him we muiit change the whole frame and conditioas of our life

;

we long to convince ourselves by some great sacrifice that we are truly his followers.

And no doubt some are called to this ; but for most of us there is enough in the smal)

occasioDB of daily life to try our fidelity and test our self-denial. We shall find room
enough for the exercise of these in striving to maintain habits of devotion, and to form
our life throughout after the example of Christ.

III. Finally, our Lord waunb tjb of thb difficulty op thb way,—not to

discourage, but to stimulate; that we may not be dismayed when we find it hard to

foUow. We are in the same cause as he, and have all the help and encouragement and
hope that are available in him. He means also that a thankful, watchful spirit should
possess those who have found the way and are in it. If you are in the way, you have
passed the grand difficulty in human life—^a difficulty which/ew pass. You may have
much to contend with in life, but if thii grace has corae to you that you are brought
into the way your Saviour trod, and that leads ever closer to him, no evil can
permanently assail or oppress you,—^D.

Vers. 15—29.

—

Sermon on the mount : 8. Wise andfoolish luUderi, The righteous-
ness required in Ood's kingdom is the subject of our Lord's teaching in this sermon.
After contrasting this with various spurious forms of righteousness, be shows the ruin

that results from false pretensions. This he does by means of three figures : 1. The
mere pretender is like a wolf in sheep's clothing; you cannot turn a wolf into a sheep
by merely putting on it from the outside a fleece. 2. Or he is like a thorn-bush that
has artificial fiowers and fine fruits stuck on to it. It may for a time excite the

admiration of the ignorant, but the tree remains wholly unaflt'tcted. 8. Or he is like

a man who builds a superb mansion, sparing neither pains nor cost upon it, and yet

neglecting the one essential that it should have—a foundation. Two objections may be

taken to this simile, the first a trifling one. (1) It may be said no man is such a fool

as to build in the situation here described. This, though the objection of a pedant,

serves to bring out a point in the comparison. What no man would be fool enough to

do with a house, many and many a man is fool enough to do in matters of religion.

So ineradicable is the feeling that there all is mere 6how, that the rashness no man
would be guilty of in practical matters is almost universal in religion. (2) Our Lord
here indicates that the wise man is he who not only hears, but does, while in the scene

&om the last day which he introduces he seems to make no account of doing. By
this seeming inconsistency he brings out bis meaning more exactly. There must be

works, fruits, a shining li^ht, a fleece; there must be a visible manifestation; the

inward influence of the words of Christ must become apparent in the life; but there

need not be a loud profession of Christ's name—a crying, " Lord, Lord I " a doing of

wonderful works. The pretentious religion he seeks to expose abounds in these. It

may be identical in appearance with the true righteousness. But the works in the one

case are done for the sake of persuading either the pretender or others that he is a good

and godly person ; in the other oaso they are the natural, spontaneous, necessary out-

flow of what is within, and would surely be done though there were no judgment to be

passed on them. They are produced as the apple tree produces apples—because it is its

nature to do so. To gather up the practical teaching of this passage, we see

—

L That oub Lord warms against tbubtimo to afpearanoes. He indicates that

there is a stronger tendency to this in religion than in secular life, and moi« unspar-

ingly and thoroughly does he tear off the mask of the hypocrite than the fiercest

assailant of Christianity has ever done. The tendency to display, though we some-

times smile at the ways in which it manifests itself in others, is no venial fault; itia a

species of dishonesty which gradually corrodes the whole character. In religion it is

damaging in various ways. 1. There is a largedass among us, the class of respectable

people, whose whole character and habits have been so formed under the influence of

social opinion that when they wish to ascertain what is right or wrong, they think

whether it will shock people or not. They unconsciously reverse our Lord's judgment

;

and to them the poor wretch who has fallen under the power of some evil habit, and
ruined his prospects in life, is a Car more hopeless and pitiable object than the hard-

hearted, self-righteou4 respectable sinner, who has not a tenth part of tbo other's
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humility or longing after righteousness. 2. However quick we may be to detect and
repudiate what is showy in other departments of life, we are all liable to be shallow in

religion. The primitive idea of God that he is exacting, a Lord who must be pro-

pitiated, is one so native to the guilty conscience, that it lingers among the motives of

conduct long after we have mentally repudiated it. We will not comprehend that it

is all for our benefit religion exists; that it is an essential of human life and happiness.

So we do those things which it is supposed God requires, but we remain in nature
unchanged. 3. Or we may admire a certain kind of character, and set it up as our
ideal, without possessing it even in its beginning. A man may have the reputation of
being a Christian, and may learn to accept himself as one, while he has no foundation

;

it is only the appearance which is in his favour. 4. Or we may have suoh an eager-
ness to hear teaching about righteousness, that we feel as if the hearing itself were
sufficient evidence of a devout mind ; we make such efforts to understand what God's
will is, that we exonerate ourselves from doing it ; we make such profuse declarations

of our obligation to obey, that we feel we have done enough. But do not believe in

your purpose to serve God better until you do serve him better. Give no credit to

yourself for anything which is not actually accomplished. Do not let us be always
S[<eaking of endeavours), hopes, and intentions, and struggles, and oonviotiona of what
is right, but let us do God's will.

II. The besultb of sufebfioialitt are portrayed in language intended to bring

out their overwhelmingly disastrous nature, but not less their certainty. For what is

it that brings the house about the builder's ears ? It is nothing exceptional ; it is the
inevitable that tests it. So it is with character. It is tested by the ordinary emer-
gencies of life. Time is all that is required to test anything. The wolf may pretend
to be a sheep for an hour or two, but his natural appetite soon reveals him; the tree

makes a fair show till autumn tests it. So some reputations are short-lived. Some
sudden temptation may reveal to others, and even to a man himself, that hia most
rooted motives are not what his conduct indicates. Other reputations survive all the

storms of life, and a man passes to another world undetected by himself or others.

But the evil day is thereby only delayed. Under the eye of Christ all disguises must
drop off, and we shall bo known for what we really are. The catastrophe of which we
are forewarned can be averted by spending pains on the foundation. Through the
surface soil of inherited tastes and tendencies, of social restraints and traditional

morality, of pious desires and righteous resolves, try and get down to the very basis

of your character; make sure that it has such a foundation that it will stand all the
shocks of time and last to eternity. Make sure that you know why you strive and
labour to reach righteousness,-why you hope through all failure that yet righteousness

awaits you. Make sure especially that if you are not bringing forth fruit as spon-
taneously and as regularly as a good tree, you yet know what is changing your nature,

and giving you every day an increasing love for what is good and a readineis to

do it,—D.

Vers. 1—3.

—

Judging. In warning against hindrances to holiness, our Lord begins

with judging ; for in this young converts too often expend the zeal which is given them
for better uses. The text admonishes us

—

I. That there is a judoment to come. 1, This U/e U under Judicial rule. (1)
There is a Divine providence in human affairs. (2) The sense of justice in human
nature expresses this. (3) Sin returns upon the head of the sinner. 2. But the Judg-
ments of this life are not final. (1) They are incomplete. Virtue is often rewarded.

But it is often trampled. Yice is often punished. But it often prospers. (2) A future

judgment is therefore necessary. Moral discrepancies and contradictions must be com-
pensated and adjusted. 3. Revelation makes this dear, (1) It sets before us the pomp
and circumstance of a great assize. The Divine Judge. His throne of white light.

His myriad retinue. The assembled universe. (2) It sets before us the final awards.

The rewards uf the righteous in heaven. The punishment of the wicked in helL

IL That Divine justice is eetbibutivb. 1. In its principles, (1) " With what
judgment ye judge," etc. "He shall have judgment without mercy that hath shown
no mercy." (2) " Blessed are the merciful : for they shall obtain mercy." 2. In it*

tanctiotu, (1) " With what measure ye mete," etc. The severity of our dealings
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with our fellows will react npon us. (2) History abounds with illustrations of this prin"

ciple. Witness Ishmael (see Gen. xvL 12). Adonibezek (see Judg. i. 7). Witness
the crucifixion, at the destruction of Jerusalem, of the children of those who crucified

Christ and imprecated his blood upon themselves and their children. (See Alison's
' Europe ' for many remarkable examples of punctual retribution.) Witness the pro-

phetic doom of the mystical Babylon (Bev. xiiL 10 ; xtL 6). (3) But there ia the
" greater measure" of an eternal retribution.

III. These facts bhoOTiD influenoe dub conduct. 1. The injunction "judge
not " is conditional. (1) It cannot be construed to teach tolerance to falsehood or
wrong. Scripture cannot contradict itself (of. Isa. v. 20; Ezek. xiii.). Our Lord
cannot contradict himself. He clearly authorizes " righteous judgment " (see also Matt,
xxiii. 14, 33). (2) It cannot be interpreted to condemn judicial decisions in courts ciril

or ecclesiastical. 2. We must not judge rashly, (1) To pre-judge is to judge rashly.

(2) We are quick to see the failings of others (the mote), while we overlook formidable
evils of uur own (the beam). The way to righteousness is the reverse of this. (3) We
judge rashly by indulging evil surmises. (4) We judge rashly in precipitate decisions.

3. We must not judge hwrthly. (1) To pre-judge is harsh as well as rash. By such
judgment we become so interested in the success of our prediction as perhaps to procure
or facilitate its fulfilment We should evermore hope for the best. (2) To condemn
severely is to judge harshly (cf. Luke vL 37 ; Rom. ii. 1—3). 4. There it a sphere in
which we must not judge. (1) We have no jurisdiction over the consciences of our
fellows. Here the words "judge not" express a direct and positive prohibition. (2)
We must not denounce to perdition as heretics those who differ from us. (3) Nothing
provokes more surely the judgment of God than the sufferings of his martyrs. (4) We
have no magisterial authority over our brother (see Jas. iii. 1 ; iv. 11).—J. A. M.

Vers. 4—6.

—

Seproving. This is kindred to judging, and so these are here closely

associated. The duty of reproving should be discharged with discretion.

I. The BEPBOvura of a bbotheb should be ooksidebate. 1. Ueproof i* a pre-
cious and holy thing. (1) So it is described (ver. 6). The snuffers in the sanctuary

were of pure gold (see also Fs. cxli. 6 ; Prov. iii. 18 ; xxv. 12). (2) It is sanctioned

by the holiest examples. Moses; the prophets; Christ. (3) It serves holy uses.

(a) Saves souls from death (see Jas. v. 19, 20). (b) Frees our sovds from the guilt

of complicity (see Lev. six. 17, margin), (c) Leaves the sinner without excuse. So
the fidelity of Noah condemned tbe antediluvians (Heb. xi. 7). 2. 2%e o^cs o/

reprover should not be lightly undertaken, (1) We are naturally too prone to attempt

to set others right. Envy and malice give us piercing vision to discern motes in their

eyes. (2) Blindness to our own faults proves us disqualified to cure those of others.

Keproof is too often an attempt to depreciate the reproved that the reprover may
be better thought of. (3) It is hypocrisy to pretend zeal for the amendment of

others while we have none for our own. Since the prerogative to reprove is with

the saint, hypocrites reprove to simulate the saint. (4) To correct error in another

requires moral principle as well as intellectual discernment. Sin destroys spiritual

vision. In overlooking this parents err in correcting their children. The truly

righteous are the most merciful. (5) Our badness must not excuse us from reproving.

Rendering us unfit to reprove, it does not release us from the obligation to become fit.

" A man's offence can never become his defence."

II. The iNCOBBiaiBLY wioeed abe beyond befboof. 1. They are described as dogs

and swine. (1) Some, like the dog, are pronouncedly unclean. The dog does not part

the hoof. He makes no profession of a clean walk. Neither does he chew the cud.

He does not ruminate upon spiritual things. (2) Some profess to be better than they
are. The hog parts the hoof. Here is the profession of a clean walk. But then he

does not chew the cud. He is filthy in the thoughts and intents of the heart. Note:

(3) The hog is no less abominable than the dog. False-faced sinners are the more
offensive. 2. Their dispositions are brutish, (1) They would trample upon pearls.

The ungodly see no more beauty in holiness than the hog seea in a gem. (2) They
would turn again and rend you. The more refined are your tastes and dispositions the
more intensely will the wicked hate you, and the more viciously will they treat you.
&. Lathe incorrigible <Uone. (1) " dfive not that which is holy." The allusion is to
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the holy things of the sanctuarj. These were thii^ which had touched the altar and
were of the nature of sacrifice. (2) Such things were never intended for dogs. They
were eaten by the priests and Leyites. The gospel is the " cliildren's bread." There
is no gospel for the impenitent. (3) Our respect for Christ should lead ua to preach

repentance first rather than faith to the wicked. Besentment a'.'alnst reproof is the sign

of an unclean nature. (4) We are not needlessly to hazard our lives in reproving the
wicked. The hog will mistake the pearl of reproof for the stone of reproach ^see Jer. vi.

10 ; Luke xi. 45). He will " turn again " in resentment. So Herod turnea upon the

Baptist. (5) Our time may he better employed in preaching to those who wUl hear

(see Acts ziii. 41).

Lessons. 1. There are degrees in sin—the mote as compared with the beam. 2.

There are those who have the beam in the eye, but do not consider it. They justify

their enormities by pleading that " others do worse." 3. He is no enemy to sin who
does not hate it in himself. 4. Let reproof begin at home. 6. Let the severity of our
reproving be restrained by consideration of our own frailty.—J, A. M.

Vers. 7—12.

—

Prayer. From the subject of giving our Lord turns to that of asking.

The text instructs us in

—

I. The NAT0BE OP PRATBB. 1. /* ii osking. (1) Asking of God. He requires

our prayer, not to induce him to give, but to fit us to receive. (2) Asking implies want.

We have needs for our fellows; for ourselves—temporal, spiiitual (cf. ver. 11; Luke
xi. 13). (3) We ask with the heart, 2. It it seeking. (1) Seeking for the hidden

riches of promise. (2) Seeking implies loss. The loss of God. The loss of heaven.

The loss of the soul. (3) This term "seek " suggests the way, viz. to eternal life. To
asking we add diligent endeavour. (4) We seek with the imdentanding. 3. It it

knocking. (1) To seeking we add importunity. Our need is urgent. Our loss is

serious. (2) Knocking suggests perseverance. " I will not let thee go, except thou

bless me." (3) It Bug.<^ests, moreover, the obtaining of admission to the house and
kingdom of God. (4) We knock with the life.

II. The bnooubaqemknt to fbat. 1. In the promites of Ood, (1) "Ye shall

receive ;
" " Ye shall find ;

" " It shall be opened." (2) They are free for alL " Every
one that asketh," etc. Jew and Gentile. Bich and poor. Bond and free. No sinner

is too vile. 2. In the character of the promises. (1) Our Father. We give good gifts

to our children. He is the Author of our nature. He made us after his own image.

(2) The Father of goodness. We are evil : " If ye then, being evU." Here is a testi-

mony to original sin. Yet natural afi'ection will not allow us to give our child a stone

for bread, a scorpion for a fish. The good father cannot mock his children with false

promises. He delights to give good things (3) Note : Christ speaking in the second

person, "II ye then, being evil," excepts himself from original sin. Through the merits

of the Son of God we receive. (4) Sonship comes in with prayer. " How much mora
will your Father which is in heaven give good things to them that ask him ?

"

HI. The conditions of pbateb. 1. These are given in the promises. (1) They
are sometimes expressed in them. (2) They are evermore implied. (3) Without
compliance with the conditions we have no claim upon the promises (cf. Jas. i. 6—7

;

iv. 3; 1 John v. 14). 2. They are embodied in thegolden rule. (1) Prayer, to have weight

with God, must he in charity towards men. As our heavenly Father is kind to us, so

in kindness to our fellows are we his children (see ch. v. 45). Let our brotherly love

be practical, and our Father will acknowledge us in blessing. (2) The equity of this

rule comes home to every conscience. Bead it negatively: "What ye would not that

men should do unto you," etc. Bead it positively :
" What ye would," etc. " If our

heart condemn us, then have we not confidence before God" (see 1 John iiL 19—22).

(8) This rule sums up the Law and the prophets (cf. ch. xxii. 39, 40 ; Bom. liii. 8 ; Gal.

v. 14). The Law, prophets, and gospel are essentially one. The gospel is the spirit

and glory of the Law. The prophets bring the gospel out of the Iaw by anticipation.

The golden rule is the law of heaven. 3. Apply this rule, (1) In thought. Where,

then, will be evil surmisings and suspicions ? (2) In word. Where, then, will be evil-

speaking, abuse, backbiting, detraction? (3) In deed. In buying and selling. In

service and remuneration. (4) This law requires, not exchanges of states, but simply

of places. Exchanges ol states would be exchanges of identity, so nothing would be
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eained. (5)

—J. A. M.
To fulfil this rule we need the converting grace and constant help of God.

Vers. 13—20.

—

Two ways. The course of human action is in Scripture called a way.
Of these there are two—the right and wrong, the good and the eviL There is no inter-

mediate way. Here we have

—

I. The WAT OF deatb. 1. It it hroad. (1) The "commandment" of God is

" exceeding hroad." It extends to all our works, words, and thoughts. No less hroad
is the way of transgression. (2) It is even hroader. There is but one way of keeping
the commandments. The thing done must he right ; so must he the manner of doing

it; BO also must he the circumstances. But there are many ways of breaking every
commandment. (3) The way widens as men walk in it. Restraints upon natural

appetite are thrown off. The appetite becomes insatiable. 2. Its gate is wide. (1) We
need not seek it, for it is in our own minds. Self-indulgence opens it. (2) We enter

it by impenitence. Beware of the first temptation to sin. Let the young especially be
cautioned. (3) Return from the gate, that you may never walk in the way of persistent

sinfulness. 8. Its company is large. (1) The men of the world, who make no profes-

sion of religion, are in it. The atheist, the non-theist,the infidel, and the unconcerned.

(2) Nominal Christians are in it. Many who never enter a place of prayer. Many
who enter to conform to custom. Men of pleasure. Men of " progress." (3) How
many ! Of every age, rank, profession, employment. They go in it because it is

" broad " Because the other way is " narrow." (4) The good time is coming when
the company will be great (see Ps. xxxvii. 9—11). Then will the words of the text

be history. 4. Its end is destruction, (1) The end of sin is the destruction of character.

Vice intoxicates. It wrecks. Character is life. (2) Sin is the gate of helL Damna-
tion is the closing of mercy's gate to the sinner (see Luke xiiL 22—28).

II. The way of life. 1. It is strait. (1) It is straitened by the golden rule (cf.

Prov. xiv. 12 ; Isa. xxxv. 8 ; Jer. vi. 16). (2) The way of holiness has its difficulties.

Its restraicts. Its sacrifices. It calls for circumspection and perseverance. (3) It is

the way of poverty of spirit, meekness, holy mourning, hungering and thirsting after

righteousness, mercifulness, purity of heart. 2. Its gate is narrow. (1) Repentance
cuts off every sin. (2) Faith cuts off all self-righteousness. (3) To some the gate is

narrower than to others. " How hardly shall they that hare riches enter 1 ' How easy

is the entrance to the child 1 The strength of our aversion to good makes the gate

narrow. (4) " Strive to enter in " (see Luke xiii. 24). Earnestness is required. 8. The
company is select. (1) " Few there be that find it." Majorities are not always right.

(2) How few be those who find the way even of heathen honesty I (3) How few are

free from unkindness ! (4) How few have hearts clean in the sight of Godl (5) How
few have the cournge to be singular 1 But the way of holiness is singularity all over to

an ungodly world. 4. Its end is life. (1) Existence is not life. (2) Salvation from
sin and death. (3) Union with Christ, (4) Holiness and heaven.

ni. Which way will tou take ? 1. You have the option. (1) None go the wrong
way of necessity. God will be justified when he judges. (2) None go the right way
by compulsion. (3) We are persuaded. Therefore the admonition : 2. Bema/re offalse
prophets. (1) Those who produce false commissions (Rev. ii. 2). Enthusiasts who
pretend to revelations of which they give no proof. (2) Those who preach a broad

way to heaven. Who do not preach the narrow, strait, way. (3) We may be false

teachers to ourselves. Listening to prejudice. Listening to inclination. (4) They are

wolves in sheep's clothing. They come with professions of innocence, of usefulness, of

love. The man of sin has horns like a Iamb (cf. Isa, xxx. 10; Rom. xvi. 18; 2 Cor.

xi. 13, 14 ; Rev. xiii. 11). 4. Ttst them hy their fruits, (1) The fruits of their faith

may be tested by appealing to the Law and to the testimony (cf. 1 These, t. 21 ; 1 John
iv. 1). It is more important to test principles than persons. (2) The fruits of their

doctrine may be tested in their lives. The works of a man are the tongue of his heart.

He cannot be trusted to show the narrow way who is walking in the broad. (3) Plain

persons may judge a teacher by his fruit as they judge a tree. The bark and leaves

may deceive. We judge character, not by its occasional, but by its habitual fruit. 4,

Be warned of their doom. (1) To be hewn down as useless. (2) To he burned (Dan.

iv, 14; Ezek. xxxi. 12, 13; ch. iii. 10; John xv. 6),—J. A. M.
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Vers. 21— 29.

—

Tl^e title to the kingdom. As our Lord concludes his sermon, bring-

ing us before the judgment-seat, so should we habitually judge ourselves as in the
searching light of eternity. He advises us

—

I. That by true obbdienob to the will of God wb peove title to the
EiNQDOM. 1. That will 18 embodied in the " sayings " of Jesus. (1) The Sinai cove-
nant emanated from him. It was given by the God of glory. But the Father is

essentially invisible. The Son has ever been his Bevealer (John i. 14, 18 ; v. 37 ; vi.

46 ; 1 Tim. vi. 16, 17 ; 1 John iv. 12). (2) From him also came the Law published
from Zion (Isa. ii, 3 ; Luke xxiv. 47). Nowhere is this Law more fully set forth than
in this sermon. (3) Tlie gospel law is love. Loving our neighbour as ourselves.

Loving our brother better than ourselves (John xiii. 34). Loving God supremely.
Love is practical. 2. Profession is no substitute for obedience. (1) Antichrist says,
" Lord, Lord !

" The Jewish. Mohammedan. Papistical. InfideL Yet antichrist is

the " man of sin '' and the " son of perdition." (2) Hypocrites say, " Lord, Lord 1 " There
are modern Pharisees. " Talking about Christ, his righteousness, merits, and atonement,
while the person is not conformed to his Word and Spirit, is no other than solemn self-

deception " (Clarke). Note: Everything short of doing the will of God is merely
saying, " Lord, Lord I " and it is working iniquity (see ch. xxi. 31). 3. Zeal in the cause

of religion is no substitute for religion. The repetition of the word " Lord " suggests
earnestness. (1) " Workers of iniquity " may prophesy. True prophecy came from
Balaam. So from Caiaphas. They may teach; write excellent books; preach excel-

lent sermons; give good advice. A &iger-post points out a road it never travels.

(2) " Woikirs of iniquity" may cast out devils. Origen relates that devils were some-
times cast out by wicked men, using the name of Jesus (cf. ch. xii. 27 ; Mark ix. 39

;

Acts xix. 13). 'J'he truth, though ministered by ungodly men, may be made the power
of God to the salvation of the hearer. The minister of saving truth may himself

become a castaway (cf. 1 Cor. ix. 27). (3) " Workers of iniquity " may perform " many
wonderful works." There may be faith-miracles without love (cf. 1 Cor. xiii. 1, 2).
" Grace may bring a mau to heaven without miracles, but miracles will never bring a
man to heaven without grace " (Henry). Wonderful works, viz. of party zeal.

II. That it is of the utmost importance that we be thus able to pbovb
CUB title. 1. For tlie testing will be severe. (1) It is compared to the striving of fierce

elements upon a building. The " rain " in the East comes down in streams. The
" floods " then rise with terrible suddenness. And the " wind " rushes with a violence

seldom equalled in our climate. So by every kind of temptation—from above, from
beneath, from around—from the world, the flesh, and the devil, are our principles tested

even in this world. (2) But in the day of judgment. " That day " (cf. Eccles. xiL 14

;

Dan. vii. 10; ch. xxiv. 36; Luke x. 12; 2 Tim. i. 12, 18). Then the heavens and
the earth will be shaken ; the severity of the testing will be most searching. 2. The
life-buildingfounded on the Bock of Ages will abide. (1) Our work must be begun in

him. "Other foundation can no man lay" (cf. ch. xvi. 18; Eph. ii. 20). The Founder
of the earth is himself an immutable Foundation (see Heb. i. 10—12). " The Name of

the Lord is a strong tower." (2) It must be continued in him. " Not every one that

saith unto me." We have to deal with Christ, " I never knew you "—never acknow-
ledged or approved you. We must ever have the approbation of him " with whom we
have to do." The materials of this building are spiritual. The building is for eternity.

(3) It must be ended in him. He claims to be our Judge. This doctrine astonished

the Jews. Jesus spake with the authority of conBrming miracles (cf. ch. iv. 24, 25

;

Mark i. 27 ; Luke iv, 32, 36) ; but it was his doctrine that astonished (cf. John vi. 42

;

vii. 46). The scribes never spake in this style. Even the prophets said, " Thus saith

the Lord ;
" but Jesus, " 1 say unto you." 3. The life-buildingfounded on the sand will

he wrecked. (1) Any foundation other than Christ is sand. Beligioui speculativeness.

Orthodoxy, or right opinion, by abuse of terms is called faith. Innocence or doing no
harm. Self-righteousness. Attendance upon the ordinances of religion. (2) The fool

is at as much trouble to build on the sand as the wise man on the rock. How many
fools pass for wise men 1 How often those who pity fools are of their number I Wisdom
and folly, in Scripture, express not intellectual but moral states. (3) False hopes are

delusive. Sand looks like rocL In the judgment everything will be tested (cf. Bom.
ii 11 ; 1 Cor. ill. 13). (4) The doom of the foolish is dreadf^ The more pretentioua
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the building the greater the wreck, " Depart from me." Separation from Christ ia

hell. Note ; The ending of this sermon teaches that it is not necessary that every

sermon should end with consolation. But let us be wise, prudent, in time.—J. A. M.

Ver, 1.— The sin of unloving criticism,. This part of the sermon deals with the life

of relationships sad mutual obligations which the disciple of Christ has to live. The
second part of the sermon dealt with his personal life of piety. Here our Lord shows
how the new regenerate life will put a new tone and character on all the ordinary and
everyday human relations. True piety must gain expression ; if it be true piety it will

be erer seeking to gain worthy expression. A characteristic fault in human society is

the disposition to judge others in a suspicious temper, and that is misjudging, which
hurts the man who misjudges quite as much as him who is misjudged. Never was the
spirit of criticism, and even of unfriendly criticism, so rife as it is to-day ; and never
was the warning of Jesus more needed. It may be our duty to criticize things done

;

but we need to take great pains to find out whether we are really called on to criticize

the doers. What our Lord condemns is the censorious spirit, which is opposed to the
" forbearance," the " fairness in judgment," which duly allows for faults. Criticizing

habits become a snare, in which even good men are often entangled.

I. We mat criticize things done. These are fair subjects of mental exercise. We
cannot be active-minded without forming a personal judgment on every incident and
event of family, social, and public life. The man who has no views on anything is a
tiresome man, and altogether below his manhood. He will be easily led by otheni.

Thought is really criticism, estimate, judgment on things.

II. We mat ceitioizb opinions eels. And these are distinctly separable from the

persons holding them. This represents the higher range of human knowledge. In it

man transcends the sphere of the material, and works in the range of the immaterial,

the range of thoughts. Men's opinions are fair grounds of discussion ; and we plead

for absolute and unlimited freedom in dealing with opinions.

III. We had better not judge persons. 1. Because we can never be sure of doing
that fairly. There are prejudices which blind our vision. There is imperfection of

knowledge, which destroys the value of our judgments. There is inability precisely to

appraise motives. 2. Because he who is unfair and severe in his judgments of others

establihei testing standard for himself. He can never complain if he is judged as

he judged others.

Judging our erring brother may come to be our public duty. Our Lord does not
refer to this case. But then Christian judgment should be toned by " heavenly, Divine

charity," And for us all the advice is good, " Forbear to judge, for we are sinners alL"

—R.T.

Ver. 3.

—

Honest idf-estimates. It is plain that our Lord's figure is paradoxical.

Beams of wood in eyes is quite an impossible conception ; and when he spoke of it it

must have caused a smile. With a curious realism, the old Bible picture represents a
man with a long beam of wood, standing straight out from bis eye, and unsupported.

Our Lord's teachings require to be read with our faculty of imagination in healthy

activity. Probably in this case our Lord used a familiar Jewish proverb, which
satirized men's readiness to espy small faults in others while they overlook large ones

in themselves. Note that ophthalnjia is very prevalent in the East, caused by the

panicles floating in the dry atmosphere. The similar rabbinical saying is thui given:
" I wonder if there is any one in this generation who would take reproof. If one said,
' Take the mote out of thine eye,' he would answer, ' Take the beam from out of thine

own eye,'

"

L Honest belf-ebtihates are diffioult to make. Bums writes—

" O wad some power the giftie gie na,

To see oursels as others see us I

"

But just that power is generally lacking. We all think we know other people well

;

we all, in fact, know ourselves most imperfectly. Many a man has been humiliatingly
surprised to discover that the fault which he most blamed, and had least mercy on, in

others, was his own charaoteristio failing. The inscription may be put on the Greek
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temple, "Know thyself;" but that is precisely what the people, who walk the pare-
ments below, are not interested in doing. We all prefer to keep our self-delusions

concerning our own excellences. A man must deal resolutely with himself who means
to know the truth about himself. Honest self-estimates prove (1) surprising; (2)
humbling; (3) they culture gentleness and charity toward others. Every man has
his failing—his " beam in the eye."

II. Honest belf-ebtihates abs influential when made. What our Lord
intimates is that, if a man discovers his own beam, he will be so concerned about it,

and so busy over it, that he will pay no particular attention to his neighbour's mole.

And if it should come to be his duty to point out that mote, he will remember that it

is but a mote in comparison with his own beam. The man who sees his own sin aright,

and reads it in the light of its inspiring motives, can never see his brother's sin to be
as big as his own. "Men who see into their neighbours are very apt to be con-
temptuous;" that is, when the feeling of their own beam does not hopefully influence

their vision.—R. T.

Ver. 6.

—

Piety in the restraint ofprudence. Dogs are treated throughout Scripture

as unclean animals. The usual thought is evidently of the pariah dogs, which are the
scavengera of Eastern towns. Little is said of trained shepherds' dogs ; and nothing
is said of pet dogs. Swine are, by emphasis, the unclean creatures. Our Lord has
spoken of carefulness in judging others. But hii disciples are required to exercise

discrimination. They should prudently estimate situations, opportunities, and occa-

sions. The guilelessnesB and simplicity of the Christian disciple is quite different from
incompetency and foolishness. Prudence should guide all the expressions of piety.

"That which is holy" refers to flesh offered in sacrifice. This must not be treated as

if it were refuse, and given to dogs. Pearls may look Uke peas or beans, but if you
give them to swine, and so deceive the creatures, you may expect them to destroy the

pearls, and turn the anger of their disappointment on you. In the ordering of Christian

conduct there is hardly a more complex and difiSci^t subject than the restraints in

which piety should be held by prudence.

I. PiETT IS EVEB SEEEiNO TO GAIN zxFBESsiON. Both in word and in conduct.

The activity and energy partly depend on natural disposition, and partly on the vigour
with which the Christian responsibilities are taken up. Some Christians must bo
always speaking, ever finding or forcing opportunities. They easily come to think
all self-restraint is sinful yielding to self-indulgence. No word can wisely be spoken
that even seems to check the activity of sincere piety. It ought to be weighted with
responsibility for conduct.

II. PlETl MAT BE tTNDULT CHECKED BT PBUDENCE. Perhaps more among us are

exposed to this danger than to the opposite one. So long as prudence deals with
reasons, all is well ; when it begins to take up excuses, there is peril. Then what we
call " prudence " is really self-interest in disguise. Be sure they are " dogs " or " swine,"

to whom your good word is to be spoken, before you shelter yourself behind your
Lord's carefully qualified advice.

III. Piety should be wiselt bebtbained by PBtn)ENOB. Prudence deals with
fitting (1) times; (2) seasons; (3) forms; (4) degrees. It estimates occasions, sur-

roundings, individuals. It aims to secure adaptation. " A word spoken in season, how
goodisit!"—B.T.

Ver. 7.

—

The condition on which answer to prayer depends. The reference to prayer

seems to be introduced here as an " aside
; " but the connection is not difiScult to trace.

Our Lord had been calling his disciples to duties which would make the most serious

demands on them. They would be sure to feel the need of sustaining and supportinj;

grace, such as comes only from God. Then let them be quite sure that they could

always have this grace for the asking; but let them be also quite sure that they would

not get the grace apartfrrnn the asking. In dealing with this familiar passage, it is

usual to fix attention on the apparently unlimited promises of answer to prayer. " Ye
shall receive." It may, however, be that thus our Lord's point is missed. He put

emphasis on the " asking," the " seeking," the " knocking," as if he had said, " You
must ask, if you would have a good hope of receiving." Compare " For all these things
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will I be inquired of by the houee of Israel, to do it for them ; " " Te have not, becauea

ye ask not." The three terms, " ask," " seek," " knock," have been shown to represent

an ascending scale. They are each what the man himself must do; the condition on
which alone he gains the blessing. Are we ever conscious, then, of failing powers in the
Christian life ? we may never say that we are straitened in God : it must be that we
are straitened in ourseives. We expected God to give, but we did not meet his conditions,

and ask. An objection should be dealt with, which is perhaps oftoner felt than
expressed—If God knows everything we need, why does he require as to ask ? The
answer is twofold. 1. If he does require us to ask, there must be reasons for his so

doing, in his Divine Fatherhood ; and children should obey when they do not under-
stand. 2. We can see that the asking becomes an agency of spiritual culture to us.

It nourishes that dependence which takes us out of ourselves, and checks self-con-

fidence. It might be added that it helps to keep before us the connection between our
blessings and God's providings. The condition that we must ask may be shown to

work out into (1) we must ask earnestly; (2) must ask persistently.

I. Hb who "askb" makes request.
II. Hb who "seeks" presses his request.
IIL Hb who " KNOOKB " PERSISTS IH HIS REQUEST.—B. T.

Ver. 11.

—

Btiman and Divine fatherJioods. God can only be apprehended by man
through some relations that are familiar to man. It may be assumed that the highest,

best, most universal, of human relations will be found most fittingly to represent him.
The one relation which is universal, and universally esteemed the highest, is the
parental. It is passing strange that any difficulty should be found in securing the
thankful acceptance of the doctrine of the Divine Fatherhood. Probably men are

hindered by the desire to attain abstract conceptions of the Divine Being; certainly they
are hindered by observing the patent fact of the imperfection of human fatherhoods.

But it is the ideal Fatherhood, which human fatherhoods do but suggest, which alone

can be applied to God. We not only have references to God as the Father characteristic

of our Lord's teaching—indeed, it is almost the only word he uses for God—but in this

text we have his own comparison of the human and Divine fatherhoods, giving a

precedent of which we may confidently take advantage. Probably theology would
become altogether more human and more attractive if this comparison were more
freely made. Man in the image of God is the best revelation of God. And it should

be easy to separate man as man from man the sinner.

L Thb HUMAN FATHER IS A PEATER-HEAREB. 1. This he is by virtue of his

relationship. A father has children ; they are dependent'on him. Dependence is the

essence of prayer; it may be silent or it may be vocal. 2. This he is upon impulse of

affection. His love inspires willingness to hear the needs of his children. Their good
is a personal interest to him. 3. This he is by the persuasion of duty. All relations

involve responsibilities; and a father is under obligation to meet the wants of bis

children, whether he knows them upon fatherly observation, or they make them known
to him by cry and prayer.

n. The Divine Father is a Prater-hearer. 1. He also has been pleased to

sustain relations as the Author of our being. And our dependence on our Creator is

prayer to which he must respond. 2. He also has declared his personal love to us

;

and love must be heedful of the needs of its objects. 3. We may even think of God
as being placed under honourable obligations by the relations into which he has

brought us.—R. T.

Ver. 12.

—

Primary moral duties not original. It is critically urged that our Lord's

moral teachings were not original. We may gladly admit that they were not. How
could they be? What are original moral teachings? Man was endowed from the

beginning with the compkte circle of moral principles. If he had them not at the very

first, he gained them all in the first experiences of human relationship; and the

"Decalogue" did but state, in brief and formal sentences, the moral duties which man
has always apprehended that he owed to man. Did any one arise now, and presume
to teach us authoritatively new morals, we shonld know well what to say to him.
" The new is not true, and the true is not new." It would Lave been tho moralist's
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critioiBm of the teachings of Christ, if they had been original and new. Hillel, the
great Jewish teacher, is reported to have said, "Do not unto another what thou
wonldest not have another do unto thee. Tliis is the whole Law ; the rest is mere
commentary." If we expand this moral duty, it will at once appear how common, how
human, and how universal it is. Every noble moral teacher will find expression for it

in some more or less appropriate form.

I. That whioh is flbasino to bblf ib likely to be pleasing to othbbs. This
is recognized as a good assumption to go upon ; but it does not always prove a correct

assumption. Probably it would if the " pleasing " were not too often made the

equivalent of self-indulgence. Clearly we should try to please others. The standard
to begin with is what pleases us ; but this will be altered as we get accurately to know
them.
n. That which is biqht fob self is lieelt to be right fob others. But we

err in two ways. 1, We claim rights which we are not prepared to give. 2. We
give ourselves liberties which we deny others. And universal morality stamps both
these as unfair. My rights my brother can equally claim ; my liberties are my
brother's due.

III. That which we claiu fbou othebs we hat beabokablt expect others
TO claim fbou D8. This may appear to fail in recognizing the various relations of

classes in society. But it is based on what is the true equality of mankind. Equality

of ability, place, opportimity, education, influence, even of character, there can never

be. But equality in lervice, mutual service, there can be. The master serves the

servant ; the servant serves the master. Then Christ's Law is seen to apply. " The
service I seek is the service I should give."—B. T.

Ver. 14—Uie initial difficulty of all good enterprises. " Strait is the gate . . . which
leadeth unto life." Dean Flumptre gives the similar figure, taken from what is known
as the " Tablet of Cebes, the Disciple of Socrates:" "Seest thou not a certain small

door, and a pathway before the door, in no way crowded, but few, very few, go in

thereat ? This is the way that leadeth to true discipline " (oomp. 2 Esdr. vii. 1—13,
" The entrance to the city was made by only one path, even between fire and water,

so small that there could but one man go there at once "). Buckingham, the traveller

among the Arabs, has a striking illustration: "Close by the sarcophagus is a curious

old mosque, with a large open centre, and colonnades, or wings of three arches each,

on each side. Some of the arches rest on square pillars of masonry, and others on
small circular columns of basalt. One of these pillars is formed wholly of one piece of

stone, including pedestal, shaft, and capital ; and near it is a curious double column,
the pedestals of which are in one piece, the shafts each composed of two pieces, and the

two capitals with their plinths all formed out of one block. These pillars are not large,

and are only distant from each other, as they stand, about a human span. They are

right opposite the door of entrance into the mosque, and we were assured that it was
a general belief among the Mohammedans that whoever could pass through these pillars

unhurt was destined for heaven, and whoever could not might prepare either to

reduce his bulk, or expect a worse fate in hell."

I. The BBQiNNiNa of common handiobaft is difficult. So the apprentice ever

finds it. A lesson in self-discipline is the first lesson every one must learn who means
to do anything worth doing. This is readily illustrated in specific instances.

IL The BsoiirNiira of all mental acquirement ib difficult. A strait gate is

at the entrance of all science. He who will not wrestle with the perplexities of the

alphabet shall learn nothing.

IIL The beginning of all mobal culture is difficult. As difficult as these

other things. More difficult, because the moral nature has taken a bias to self-

indulgence and evil. So there is the dead weight of self-resistance to overcome. The
pillars at the entrance of the temple of all true good are only a span apart. No man
who will not squeeze himself, deny himself, can hope to enter in.—B. T.

Ver. 20.

—

The test of the fruitage. Whately says, "If you saw in any country the

fields carefully ploughed and cleared and sown with wheat, and yet continually send-

ing up a growth of grass and thistles, whioh choked the wheat whenever they were not
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weeded out again and again, you would not suppose wheat to be indigenous (tiiat is,

to grow wild) in that country, but would conclude that, if the land had been left to

itself, it would have produced grass and thistles, and no wheat at all. So also, when
you see men's natural character so oi>posite to the pure, and generous, and benevolent,

and forgiving character of the gospel, that, even after they have received the gospel,

their lives are apt to be quite a contrast to its virtues, you cannot think it likely that

such a being as man should have been the inventor of such a religion as the Christian."

Out Lord would warn his disciples of the mischievous influence of false teachers.

Those cherishing guilelessness and trustfulness would be especially exposed to the

power of such teachers. It was necessary to provide a safe test for the trying oi

all such.

I. What is this uode of jUDOiNa hen? Show that, all through creation, the

nature of things is exhibited to iis in their forms. Illustrate seeds. Qualities of

the tree, or of the bud, or graft, placed in the tree. Creatures ; and man. Every-
where disposition is seen in conduct; and we esteem it fair to judge disposition by
conduct.

IL But is this altogbtheb a faib mode of jtjdoing ? On the whole, we may
say, "Yes, it is." It is our only mode, for we cannot read motive. It is a mode with
which we are familiar, in which we ought to be practised and skilful. We never
hesitate about testing by it our fellow-men. And yet it can hardly be a perfect test.

Men are so often better than their actions. We must endeavour to find what they are
trying after. True in the large, it often fails in the minute.

III. Use the test to judoe our own individual life. Can we safely let the
world judge our fruitage as professing Christians? What fruits of holiness, worship,
brotherhood, charity, service, do they see? Come searchingly to deal with minute
things. Our fruit may be good-looking, but not good; it may be like crab-apples.

Our fruit may be actually good

—

not crab-apples, and yet of very inferior value. Our
Lord said, " Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bear much &uit; " and that means
" much and good,"—B. T.

Ver. 21,

—

The self-deception ofprofetsors. The professors here are the "prophets"
cf ver. 15. But the sadness of their condition comes out in a very striking way when
they are seen to be both deceivers and self-deceivers. There may be a designed
allusion to the characteristic teachers of the day, some of whom were hypocrites, and
some of whom were self-deceived. Illustration may be found in the mischievous
influence of the Judaist teachers who followed St. Paid and eagerly laboured to destroy
his spiritual work.

I. The sblf-deoeption of the fluent speaker. " Have we not prophesied in thy
Name ? " Reference may be made, not merely to glib and easy public speaking, but also

to glib and easy expression in prayer ; and in the utterance of religious feelings and
experiences. Strange is the power of self-deception in these things. Because we cac
express, we feel sure we must feel. Because we can express earnestly, we satisfy

ourselves that we must be feeling deeply. It costs great heart-searching, and continuous
watchfulness, if our speech is made and kept strictly sincere. And it will soon be
found that the talker is too often a mere talker,

IL The bblf-dbcbption of the bxoboist. " In thy Name have cast out devils."

Remember that, in our Lord's day, there were many who claimed power to exorcise
devils. Noticing that Christ cast out devils, it was easy to deceive themselves into
the idea that they could exorcise as they had been accustomed to do, only usinc
Christ's Name. They stand to represent those professors who continue life on precisely

the old principles, but think they secure themselves by freely using Christ's Name,
Everything depends on their right, as disciples, to use the Name. They must beloni'

to Christ first.

III. The self-deobftion of the uibacle-wobkeb. Miracle-worker, in those days;
successftd man in religious work, in these days. We are constantly deceived into
saying of a man, " He must be a good man, for see how successful he is." Then, how
the man may be self-deceived by the success 1 Success may be won on purely human
principles, and may have nothing Divine in it. Personal relation to Christ is tha
beginning of all good work.—R. T.
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Ver. 29.

—

Hu disUnguiihing featurt of OhriifM teaehing, "As a rule, the soriba

hardly ever gave his exposition without at least begiDning by what had been said by
Hillel or Shammai, by Rabbi Joseph or Rabbi Meir, depending almost or altogether

upon what had thus been ruled before, as much as an English lawyer depends upon
his precedents." Qeikie mentioni one of the rabbis who "boasted that every verse

of the Bible was capable of six hundred thousand different interpretations." But on
such principles who could hope to know or find the truth? To venture on originality

and independence in teaching was something hitherto unknown ; and the difference

between the method of Jesus and the method of the scribes forcibly impressed the

people. The point which may be profitably opened, illustrated, and impressed is the

difference in power exerted by those who must be classed under the term " scribe," and
those who may be classed along with the Lord Jesus. And all our teachers, in home,
school, church, society, literature, will thus divide.

I. Thk fowi:b of the boribb-lieg teaoheb. A very small power. Such men often

do more harm than good by their pettiness, narrow limitations, quibbles, interest in

trifles, and uncertainties of mere verbal interpretation. They are always seriously

affected by the prejudices of the schools to which they belong. They find it impossible

to gvasp or to apply great, comprehensive principles. Such are dangerous teachers

still.

IL The foweb of the Chbibt-liee teacher. No doubt Christ had an authority

arising from his o£Bce which was unique ; but we can recognize also an authority in

respect of which we may be like him. He was strong in unquestioning, unwavering,

convictions of the truth. That is the kind of authority that is still needed. Prophet-

like authority. The age needs men, like Christ, who can speak with the "accent of

conviction." Our fellow-men—and we ourselves—are always best helped by those

who hold truth with a great grasp of faith, and have no quavering in their voice as

they speak to us the message of God. They are not stubborn men, but believing men.
What they say to us is this, " I believe ; therefore have I spoken."—^B. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER Vin.

Ver. 1—ch. ix. 34 —Messiah'b Work as

OOSIPLBMENTABT TO HIS TbAOHINO. We
return in this section to matter which re-

Bombles that of Mark and Luke, and un-

doubtedly belongs to the Framework (vide

Introduction).

St. Matthew has given a lenglhy summary

of the teaching of the Christ, and he now

supplements it by a summary of his daily

work. He ia not concerned with the

chronological connexion of the incidents

here narrated, for this is evidently to him

a matter of but secondary importance. He
only desires to brin<; out different aspects

of the Lord's life. Thus lie notices—

1. Christ's miracles of liealing, and the

secret of his ability to perform them (vers.

1—17).

2. The personal trials thnt Christ incurred

in his work (vor. 18 - oh. ix. 8).

S. The liberty of the gospel as shown by

Christ's treatment of the outcast, and his

matthkw.

answer to those who Insisted on fasting

(oh. ix. 9—17).

4. The completeness of his healing power
(oh. ix. 18—34).

Vers. 1—17.— 1. OhritVemiraelee of heal-

ing, and the secret of hit ability to perform

them. Observe : (1) The variety in the

patients, (a) One of the chosen people, who
had lost all social and religious privileges

;

(6) a Gentile, an outsider by birth ; (e) the

near relation of a personal follower; (d)

multitudes. (2) The variety in the requests

for his aid. (a) The request by the sufferer

;

(6) the request by another ; (o) apparently

no request, yet the personal follower has

Christ with him ; (d) the sufferers are brought

to him.

Vers. 1—4.

—

Eealing the leper. Parallel

passages: Mark i. 40—45; Luke v. 12—16.

Observe in this miracle (1) the Ijord's

sympathy, running counter to popular pre-

judice (vide Eilerslieim, ' Life,' i. 495) ; (2)

his full acceptance of the Law (oh. v. 17);

cf. ver. 4, note.
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Ver. 1.—Matthew only. When he was
oome down from the mooutain (oh. t. 1,

note), great multitudes followed him. A
transitional verse. It carries on the thouglit

of the ix>^ot iu the last verse ofthe preceding
chapter, and serves to introduce the following

examples of sick folk; or, perhaps, it may
be connected with the " great multitudes "

(iix^o' voAAoO of ch. iv. 25, coming, as the

plural suggests (of. also ch. xii. 23) from the
various places there enumerated. If we must
combine this verse with Luke v. 12, we must
suppose our Lord to have descended the
mount.'iin, and to be passing through " one
of the cities," coming (our ver. 5) after-,

wards to Capernaum, the " great multi-

tudes " (of. Luke V. 15) being drawn from
the various cities through which he passed.

The verse reminds us tliat the two sides

of the Lord's life, preeiching and work,
were intimately connected. Men not only

wondered at what they heard (ch. vii. 28,

29), they also followed him, and this led to

occasions for the exercise of his practical

activity. The result was that they won-
dered at his work (ch. ix. 33), as they

wondered at his preaching.

Ver. 2.—And, behold. In this case the

unexpected (ch. i. 20, note) was the near
approach (vpo<re\S<Siv'), the "worship," and
the prayer of an outcast. There came a

leper. Loathsome physically and typically.

The other passages which speak of the

healing of lepers by our Lord or the

apostles are (1) ch. x. 8; (2) ch. xi. 5;
parallel passage, Luke vii. 22; (3) Luke
xvii. 12 ; (4) perhaps ch. xxvi. 6 ; parallel

passage, Mark xiv. 3. And worshipped him
(ch. iv. 9, note). From the parallel passages

Wl' may see that the word here refers more to

the posture of his body than to the nature of

his thoughts. Saying, Lord, if thou wilt,

then canst make me clean. Leprosy stood

in so peculiar and solemn a rehition to the

Israelites that it would hardly be included
under the terms, "all manner of disease,

and all manner of sickness," in ch. iv. 23,

21 ; we have therefore no evidence that

up to this time any leper had been healed
by our Lord. The man's utterance marks,
therefore, a distinct advance in faith. Koiie
like him, the object of the Divine " stroke,"

had been healed ; but from lesser examples
of Jesus' power he argues to the greater.

Sure of Jesus' power, he appeals to his heart.

Make me clean {KaBaptaai). Not merely " heal
me;" for a leper could not but think of
healing and it$ consequenaa— restoration

to social and religious privileges (vide

infra).

Ver. 3.—And Jesus put forth (and he
ttretohed forth, Revised Version) his hand,
and touched him. The careful record of
tlio twofold uctiou may be either a trace of

the increasing astonishment of the by-
standers or a means of indicating that this

was no accidental touch, but the result of

deliberate will (of. ch. xiv. 31). According
to the Law (Lev. xiii. 46 with xi. 40), our
Lord by this action would become unclean
until the evening. But of this there is no
hint. That indeed ho could not by it con-
tract any real impurity, or even any cere-

monial impurity in the eyes of Oud, is

self-evident. But how could he himielf

justify his exemption from the Law? and
how could the people justify it? Pro-
bably both he and they felt that as " the
priests, in their contact with the leper to

be adjudged, were exempted from the law
of deSlement," much more was the One
who " cleansed " him. " He says, ' Iwill,' to

meet the heresy of Fhotinns. He eommatids,
because of Arius. He totichet, because of
Manichceus" (Ambrose, in Ford). Saying,
I will (9cAco). Synchronous with the action.

Be thon clean ; be thou made clean (Revised
Version) ; xaBapiaBiiTi. The external power
which the man had himself acknowledged
was now applied to him, and he was made
clean by it, physically and therefore cere-

monially (of. BishopWestcott, on ' Hebrews,'

p. 346). And immediately his leprosy was
oleansed. (On the parallel passage in Mark
and Luke, "departed from him," see Pro-
fessor Marshall, in Expositor, June, 1891,

p. 464.)

Ver. 4.—And Jesus saith nnto him, See
thon tell no man; i.e. of those who were
not present (Bengel). The command may
have been given (1) to save the man from
temptation to self-importance; or (2) to

prevent any rumour of the miracle coming
to the ears of the recognized authorities,

and thus prejudicing them in their verdict

upon his case ; or, and more probably, (8)
for the Lord's sake, for this seems to be
the reason for the command in all the other
occasions when it is given (ch. is. 30 ; xii.

16; xvii. 9; Mark v. 43; vii. 36; viii. 26;
cf. Mark i. 34; iii. 12). The Lord did not
desire to be thronged with multitudes who
came only to see his miracles; he would
work in quiet (cf. the quotation from Isaiah
in oh. xii. 18—21), But go thy way, show
thyself to the priest. The latter clause
belongs verbally to Lev. xiii. 49, but the
thought is that of Lev. xiv. 2, tqq. With-
out the official verdict, the man could not
be restored to communal privileges (so also

Luke xvii. 14). And offer the giTt that
Moses commanded. Including (1) "two
living clean birds, and cedar wood, and
scarlet, and hyssop" (Lev. xiv. 4); (2) " two
he-lambs without blemish, and one ewe
lamb of the first year without blemish, and
three tenth parts of an ephah of fine flour
for a meal offering, mingled with oil, and
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one log of oU" (Lot. xIt. 10), nnleu he be

poor, in which onso leagor saoriflcei may be
BubstUutod (vers. 21, 22; of. Keil, "Arch.,'

§ 69 ; and for details of the traditional oere-

monial,EderBhoiiii, 'Temple,' pp. 316—318).
For a teBtim6ny unto them (tl; /lapripiov

aftrois). Although a fair sense might be
extracted by oonneoting this clause with

the words, " Moses commanded," it would,

especially in the parallel passages, be a very

awlcward addition to them. Rather it niuut

represent the man's " offering " in its ulti-

mate purpose, and this not necessarily in

the man's own mind. So more clearly the
" Western " reading in the parallel passage

in Luke, Iko fit /iaiyripitv ij A^fK toCto.

Wliethpr "them" refers to the priests or

to the nation generuUy is not of grave im-

portance, fov tlie priests themselves, in act and
feeling, repreaeutud the nation (of. ch. vii.

29, note). Of more interest is the ciuestion

—What is that which is here testified of?

(1) Primi facie the man's own state. The
performance of the rites would be legal

evidence that he was clean. (2) Yet this

interpretation is hardly borne out by the

usage of the phrase. Els napripiov in the

LXX, (never closely with the dative as

here') seems to always refer to that which
is both permanent and important (of. Gen.
xxi. SO; xxxi. 44; Dent. xxxi. 26; Josh,

xxiv. 27; Hos. ii. 12). And in the New
Testament with the dative it elsewhere
refers either to work for the Lord (ch. x. 18 ;

xxiv. 14; Harkvi. 11) or to a solemn judg-

ment (Jas. V. 3). So probably here. The
man's offering is to bo a permanent testi-

mony to the nation of our Lord's relation

to the Law. His miracles confirmed his

profession (ch. v. 17). (3> Some, however,
acoppting the iibove view in the main,

translate, " for a testimony against them "

(as Murk vi. 11 ; cf. Luke ix. 6, and as

lerhaps .las. v. 3, but vide Flnmptre there);

•ut it is unlikely that so harsh a thought
towards the natiou would be expressed by
our Lord at this enrly stage of bis ministry.

In Mark vi. 11 there is a definite reason for

its use.

I

Vers.6— 18.

—

Tha healing <ff the centurion'$

tervant. (Vers. 5—10 ; panUlel passnge

:

Luke vii. 1—3, 6—10. Vers. 11, 12, equiva-

lent to Luke xiii. 28, 29.) According to St.

Luke, the centurion sent first elders of the

Jews to plead for him, and afterwards

(fiends, and expressly said by them tliat he

did not think himself worthy to come to

Jesus. Their return in ver. 10 seems to

forbid the supposition that he eventually

came. This detailed narrative seems more

Ukely than St. Matthew's, which is not

only compressed, bat, if taken by itself,

gives a wrong idea of what appears to have

actually taken plaoe. But quod faoit per

aliumfaeit per le, and as Trench points out,

this is " an exchange of persons, of which all

histurioal narrative and all the language of

our common life is fhU. A comparison of

Murk X. S3 with oh. xx. 20 will furnish

another exitmple of the same." The fact is

that St. Matthew (or, perhaps, the original

framer of the source that he used, or those

through whose hands it passed) seizes on

the Gentilio origin of the centurion, without

troubling himself to record bis previous kind

and generous attitude towards the Jews, and

the interest that they now show on his behalf.

This led to the omission of the second group

of messengers also, and, of course, to the

modification of the language where neces-

sary, e.g. ver. 13. For the same reason,

St. IMatthew records rers. 11, 12 in this

place.

For the contrast between this and the

uperfioially similar miracle recorded in

John iv. 46, tqq., of. Trench on that

miracle.

Ver. 6.—And when Jesns (Eevised Ver-
sion, he) was entered into Capemanm. (On
Capernaum, see ch. iv. 18.) There came
unto him ; t.«. by messengers, as we learn

from St. Luke (vide supra). A oentnrion,

beseeching him. The centurion probably
belonged to the soldiers of Antipaa, in

whose district Cnpornaum lay. Tliey would
naturally be organized ofter the Roman
manner; cf, the forces of the Inilinn notive

states and our own. It should he observed,

by the way, that even the imperial troops

stationed in Palestine were drawn, not from

distant lands, but from the non-Jewish in-

habitants of the country, perhaps especially

from Samaritans (vide Sohiirer, I. ii. p. 50),

Ver. 6.—Matthew only. And saying, Lord,

my servant ; Revised Version margin, " boy "

(4 irals liou), just as in some English-

speaking communities " boy" is commonly
used for " manservant." In the parallel

passage of Luke, the narrative speaks of

him as Sov\os, the niessaj^e as irais. Lieth.

Perforce (/St'jSXiiTai). At home; Eevised

Version, in the house; i.e. of the centurion.

Sick of the palsy, grievously tormented (of.

1 Mace. ix. 55, 5(i). " Paralysis with con-

traetiou of the joints is accompanied with

intense sufi'ering, and, when united, na

it much oftener is in the hot climates of

the East and of Africa Uian among us,

with tetanus, both 'grievously turmenti,^ tmi
rapidly bruigs on dissolution" (Ti-ench,
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' Miraoles,' p. 231 : 1866). OlnerTe that the
statement of the case is itself a petition.

Ver. 7.—Matthew only. And Jesns (Ke-
vised Version, he) saith unto Um, I will
come and heal Mm. The emphasis is not
on the coming, but on the person who
comes (^yi i\Sdiv). Observe Christ's perfect

self-consciouBQess. Meal {Bepmniaa) ; con-
trast ver. 8.

Ver. 8.—^The (Hevised Version, and tlie)

centurion answered and said. Hia reply
as reported in Matthew is almost verbally
the same as his second message in Luke,
save for the important addition there of his

unworthinees to come. Lord, I am not
worthy (iKav6s); ch. iii. 11, note. That
thou shonldest oome under my roof. " My,"
probably emphatic : however thou mayest
honour others. But speak the word only

;

but only say the uxtrd (Revised Veision);

&\A.& fioiiov (lire X^m. Only say with a single

word what is to be done, and it shall be done
(cf. ver. 16). And my servant shall be
healed (ia9^<r«Tat) ; ch. iv. 23, note.

Ver. 9.—For I am (for I also am, Bevisod
Version) a man under authority, having
soldiers under me (under myielf soldiers.

Revised Version): and I say to this man
(this orMjBevised Version), Go, and he goeth;

and to another. Come, and he cometh; and to

my servant. Do this, and he doeth it. The
centurion says that he knows the power of

a command when -given by one in authority,

througli the obedience that he himself shows
and through that which he himself receives.

Observe, he naturally orders his soldiers

movement, and his slave work. Further,

may not " and to my slave " represent the

climax of his faith? He felt that the

powers of nature (at least those concerned
in this illness) were not only subordinate to

Jesus, but were completely under his power.

At liis command they would act and the

man be healed.

Ver. 10.—When (Revised Version, and
when) Jesus heard it, he marvelled. Con-
trast "and he marvelled because of their

unbelief" (Mnrk vi. 6). We read in John
ii. 24, 25, " But Jesus did not trust himself

nnto them, for that he knew all men, and
because he needed not that any one should

bear witness concerning man ; for he himself
knew what was in man." Yet here our Lord
miirvels at the character of the centurion.

How can we reconcile tliese two statements ?

As yet not fully, for the question takes us to

the centre of our Lord's personality. But
we must remember: (1) That Augustine's
solution—Christ did not eo much actually

wonder, as commend to us tliat wiiioh was
worthy of our admiration—" brings an un-
reality into parts of our Lord's conduct, as

though he did some things for show and the
effect which they worJd have on others, in-

stead of all hi* actions having their deepest
root in his own natnre, being the truthful ex-
ponents of bis own inmost being " (Trench).

(2) That St. John was referring, as it seems,
to persons with whom our Lord was brought
into contact, while here the centorion is

probably absent (vide supra). Our Lord's

powers of perception (iyivaiTKfv, John) have
here had no opportunity of action. (3) That,
in any case, even our Lord's mental powers
did not act in any onnatural method. In his

grasping the true character of each man's
mind, the same processes (however rapid in

hid case) must have taken place as take place
in men generally, and among these processes

is wonder at some fresh trait. (4) That
unless we are prepared to accept a subtle

A poUinarianism, we must suppose that Christ
came to know human hearts by his human
rather than by his Divine powers. This, of

course, will not exclude his receiving special

communications in the Holy Spirit, by
whose agency we may suppose that he
"saw" Nathanael (John i. 48). And said

to them that followed. The multitudes
(ver. 1). Verily I say unto you, I have
not found so great faith, no, not in Israel.

So also the Revised Version (similarly

Luke), but Revised Version margin and
Westoott and Hoj t read, " With no man in

Israel have I found so great faith," in which
there is more distinct reference to the in-

dividuals whom he had actually met. A
Gentile surpassed them all. Notice that
the centurion is put above tlie apostles

;

and rightly, especially if even Peter hud not
as yet thought of the cure of his mothor-in-
law (ver. 14, note). Yet the centurion was
not called to apostleship. Found. " Quae-
rens, cum veni " (Bengel).

Vers. 11, 12.—In Luke (xiii. 28, 29)
not joined to this miracle, but placed after

the warning about mere profebsors (nur ch.

vii. 23). Also they are there given in the

reverse order. Taking the other facts (ver.

5, note) about this miracle into ronsidera-

tion, there can be little doubt but that St.

Mattliew does not place these verses in their

historical connexion. He wishes to empha-
size the teaching of the miracle, that Gen-
tiles accept Christ, though Jews reject him.
For this reason also he gives the two verses

in the reverse order. And. In contrast (Si)

to this comparative absence of belief in

Israel. THkny. Not in the parallel passage
in Luke, but it agrees with the aim of St.

Matthew's Gospel. Shall come. Though
not emphatic, as it is in the parallel pas-

sage in Luke, yet expressive of purpose
and decision. From the east and (Revised
Version, the) west. Not only residents in

Palestine, like tliis centurion, but from the
furthest limits of the earth. The thought
was well known; e.g. Mai. i. 11; Isa. lix
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19 ; alio Jer. xtL 19 ; Zech. tuL 22. And
shall Bit down ; i.e. at a feast. The image,

taken from Iia. xxt. 6, is exceedingly
common in Jewish Haggadio (i.e. mostly
parabolic) teaching (of. Dr. Taylor's
' Sayings,' etc., iii. 25 ; Sohiirer, II. ii. 174).

Vitii Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in

the kingdom ofheaven. An early " Western "

reading is, " in the bosom of Abraham," etc.

(cf. Luke xvi. 23). Probably a traditional

form current among Jewish Christians. But
the children ; sons (Revised Version). Those
who ought rightfully to enjoy its privileges

(ch. V. 9, note). In cli. xiii. 38 those so

called answer fully to the appellation. Of
the kingdom. "Bather than of the king;
since many are in the kingdom, whom not-

withstanding the king rejects as traitors;

whereas all the children of the king are

adopted as co-heirs with his only begotten
Son " (Bi za, in Ford). This intei pietation

is attractive, but doubtless false. The
Hebrew idiom enables the writer to suggest

. the idea of the Jews, who are by nature
heirs of the Divine kingdom, being not-

withstanding excluded (cf. Acts xiii. 46).

Shall be cast out (Bevised Version, forth) ;

iKfiKri9i\aovTai (ch. vii. 4, note). The
" Western " reading, i^f\fi(romai, suggests

that they shall go out by their own present

act of refusing blessing. Into (Revised

Version, the) outer darkness. The form of

the expression, wliich comes only in Mat-
tliew (ch. xxii. 13; xxv, 30), points to a
double conception; they shall be cast into

the diirkness, and cast outside the palace

within which the feast is going on. Such
if the loss in its personal (eh rb itk6tos) and
in its social (rb Udmfoy) aspect. There
shall be (Uevised Version, the) weeping and
gnashing of teeth. The article, which
should strictly be repeated before gnashing,

points to a recognized conception. The
phrase occurs (except in the parallel passage,

Luke xiii. ^8) only in St. Slattliew (oh. xiil.

42, 50; xxii. 13; xxiv. 51; xxv. 30), in

each case contrasting the place into which
the wicked are sent with that which they
might have enjoyed. Observe the descrip-

tion of " hell "—absence of spiritual liglit

;

separation from tlie company of the saved

;

lamentation ; impotent rage. The second
couplet corresponds to the first

Ver. 18.—Matthew only. The parallel

passage, Luke vii. 10, gives the result

found by the messengers on their return.

And Jesus said unto the oentnrion, Go thy
way ; and (omitted by the Bcvised Version)

as thou hast believed, so be it done unto
thee. As. Not strictly proportionate, but
in the same way as (eh. ri. 12; xviii. 33)
thou hast now believed, be it done unto thee.

And his servant was healed in the selfsame

(Beviied Yeision, in (hat) houi.

Vers. 14, 15.—2Tl« healing of St: Petet'i

wife's mother. Parallel passages: Mark L
29—81 ; Luke iv. 38, 39.

Ver. 14.—^And when Jesus was oome into

Peter's bonse. Straight from the synagogue
(parallel passages), for food, ver. 15 (Ohrysos-
torn). It seems clear, from the parallel

passages, that St. Peter had not previously

told our Lord about his mother-in-law's
illness, but that he, with others, now asked
(fiptirtiaay, Luke) him to heal her. Among
these others were probably Andrew, who
also lived in the house, and James and
John, who accompanied our Lord (Mark).
Whether or not it was Peter's own house, we
have no means of telling (but see next verse).

He saw. Presumably on entering, before they
asked him about her. His wife's mother
(1 Cor. ix. 5). As St. Peter lived for some
forty years more, he can hardly have been
now very long married (cf. Bengel). Laid
(/3e/3A.i;/iei/7)v) ; ver. 6. And sick of a fever.

Ver. 15.—And he touched her hand.
Perhaps with her, ns with the leper (ver. 8),

the word alone would not have been enough.
In both cases the faith seems to have been
below that of the centurion. And the fever

left her : and she arose, and ministered nnto
them

J
Eevised Version. Mm, with manu-

scripts. Serving them all (parallel passages),

and him in particular. If it were her own
house this would be doubly natural (cf.

Luke X. 40). Tiie change of tense (aorist to

imperfect) contrasts the single act of arising

from her bed and her continued ministry at

the meal (cf. ch. iv. 11).

Vers. 16, 17.

—

The great numher of hit

miracles, and the secret of his performing

them.

Ver. 16.—Parallel passages: Mark i. 32
—34; Luke iv. 40. When the even was
oome ; Bevised Version, and when even.

According to the original connexion, pre-

served, as it seems, in Mark and Luke,
this was the evening of the day in whioh
our Lord had healed the man with the
withered hand in the synagogue. Probably,
therefore, the day had been a sabbath. But
with the setting sun (parallel passage in

Luke), or rather, according to Talmudio
teaching, when three stars were visible after

sunset (vide Lightfoot, ' Hor. Hebr.,' tn toe),

the sabbath was over (Lev. xxiii. 32), and
people were free to carry out their sick.

Should the day not have been a sabbath,

we may presume that the evening was chosen
as cooler for the sick to be moved, and as
more convenient to those who carried them,
the day's work being done. They brought
unto him many that were possessed with
devils (oh. iv. 24, note) : and be oait out th«
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spirits with his (Revised Version, o) word
(ver. 8). In contrast to saying over them
the long formulas of exorcism used by others.

And healed all that were sick. Tiie stress

is on all. None were so ill as to be beyond
his power, and no kind of disease too great

for him to subdue.

Ver. 17.—Mattliew only. A summary
statement of Christ's relation to diseases.

That it might be fulfilled (oTrw; irXTipaiBf) ;

cb. ii. 23, note. Which was spoken by
Esaias the prophet, saying, Himself took
our infirmities, and bare our siokuesses;
diseases (Bevia^d Version) ; Isa. liii. 4, from
the Hebrew. Took (eAo/Scv) regards the
transference, the assumption; bare (ipd-

iTTaatv), the oppressiveness; infirmities, ne-

gative; diseases, positive. St. Matthew in

this verse calls attention to two points.

First, that prophecy had foretold that Christ
would heal the sick. . For this he might
have adduced Isa. xxxv. 5, 6, and similar

passages; but as one verse will serve his

double purpose, he prefers it. Secondly, that
the method by which Christ did this was
specially noteworthy. He did not perform
miracles by magic (as is commonly asserted

of him in the Talmud ; of. Laible, ' Jesus
Christ im Talmud,' p. 44: Berlin,1891),norby
thepowerofGod exerted as it were externally

on bis behalf, nor by his own inherent Divine
power, but by himself bearing the sicknesses

that he removed. He wrought his miracles at

hisownexpense,andthatexpensetbegreatest.
The thought is far-reaching, and implies both
that he bore the ultimate cause of sickness,

the sin of the world (John i. 29), and also

that each miracle of healing meant for him
a fresh realization of what bearing the sin

of the world included. In other words, the

passage in Isaiah, as interpreted by St.

Matthew, refers, not only to the Passion as

such, but also to Christ's suffering an earnest

and a foretaste of it at each miracle. May
not this liave been in part the cause of his

sigh at one miracle (Mark vii. 34), and his

deep emotion at another (John xL 33)7
Observe that this may be the complementary
side of his experience recorded ia Mark
V. 30 (parallel passage : Luke viii. 46), that

"power" went out of him. A miracle of

healing, though performed in momentary
unconsciousness of what was taking place,

still necessitated personal contact with sin,

which to Christ's whole nature meant moral

effort. Th'! utterance recorded by Origen,
" For those tliat are sick I was sick, and for

those that hunger I suffered hunger, and for

those that thirst I suffered thirst " (Bishop
Westcott, ' Introil.,' Appendix 0; Eesch,
' Agrapha,' Log. 47), probably expresses the

same thought as our verse, though in the
language of oh. xxv. 35, 36. A similar idea

seems to underlie the well-known saying

of Talm. Bab., ' Sanh.,' 986, with referenca

to Messiah, "The Leper of the house of

Babbi is his name ; for it is said, * Surely
he hath borne our griefs, and carried our
sorrows.' " On this and on Baymund Mar-
tini's false reading, " the Sick Doe," wide
Dalman (' Leid. Mess.,' p. 36: 1888).

Ver. 18—oh. ix. 8.—2. Incidents grouped

round the thought of the external trials en-

dured by Christ in his work. (1) No settled

home (vers. 19—22). (2) His exposure to

the elements (vers. 23—27). (3) His re-

jection by Oadarenes (vers. 28—34). (4)

And by scribes (ch. ix. 1—8). Yet there

was also recognition of him by (I) a scribe

(ver. 19) ; (2) another of the disciples (ver.

21); (3) the winds and the sea (ver. 26);

(3) demoniacs (probably Jews, vide infra)

and demons (vers. 29, 31) ; (4) a paralytic

and those who brought him (oh. is. 2) ; (5)

the multitudes (ch. ix, 8).

Ver. 18.—Parallel passages: Mark iv. 35;
Luke viii. 22. Now when Jesus saw great
multitudes about him. So also the Bevised
Version and Westcott and Hort margin ; but
Westcott and Hort text, " a multitude," with
B. Probably the received text is derived
from ver. 1. From the parallel passages it

is natural to infer that this crossing was some
little time subsequent to the evening of the
day on which he had healed Peter's wife's

mother, etc. (vers. 14—16), and that it was
on the -day in which he had spoken the
parable of the sower. He gave command-
ment to depart onto the other side. It was
good for the multitude tliat he should leave
them, for they were wont to take too carnal
a view of his mission (of. John vi. 15), and
would now have time to consider its trne
nature ; and it was an opportunity of bless-

ing to all who were on that further shore.

Vers. 19—22.—Parallel passage : Luke
ix. 57—62. The would-be folloaen. (On
this section, cf by all means Trench, ' Studies

in the Gospels,' pp. 156—167: 1867.)

Notice that St. Luke (1) places it almost at

the beginning of the Great Episode, calling

attention by it to the qualifications required

of those who would follow the Lord up to

Jerusalem ; (2) adds a third example. So

far as we have materials for deciding, the

chrunologlcal position found in St. Matthew
seems more probable.

Ver. 19.—And a oertain seiibe came; Be-
vised Version, and there came a scribe. C!on-

trast the order in ver. 2. There the leper

was recognized as such before ever he oame
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near, an emphasis being laid on him and
his actions by the addition of "Behold;"
here the official position is of but secondary
importntioe. A certain ; a (Revised Version)

;

eTr. The Hebrew numeral not uuoomnionly
stands for an Indefinite article (cf. ch. iz. 1

8

[Westoott and Hort] ; xxvi. 69). Trench's

"'one scribe' . . . with, perhaps, an emphasis
on the 'one' to mark how un&equeiit such
offers were," is tempting, but improbable.
Scribe. St. Matthew alone records his pro-
fession. Perhaps because the distinction of
Jewish classes presented itsel f more vividly
to his mind than to St. Luke's. And said unto
him,IIaster', better, with the Bevised Version
margin, teacher (SiSditrKoAc). It may be tbat
he recognized one who was superior in an
important branch of his own occupation, or,

less probably, that he willingly accorded to

him a title due to his occupation (cf. John iii.

2 ; and infra, cb. xii. 38). I will follow thee

;

&Ko\ov8'fj(To} ffot (not iyii &KO\ou6'fi(r<a (rot).

Self is placed in the background; he is

wholly taken up with that which he propi ises

doing. Whithersoever thou goeat. Though,
as a scribe, he wouM naturally prefer quiet.

Contrast John vi. 60 (rfpteirdTovy). But
the fliscomforts would be greater tlian he
expected. Observe, however, that there is

no sign in him of that (jitKafyyvpia of which
he has been accused (Cram. Oat.). Trench
strangely favours the suggestion tijat he
was Judas. Is A poo. xiv. 4 a reminiscence
of this offer ?

Ver. 20.—And Jesus saith unto him. The
foxes have holes. The Asiatic fnx (Vulpei
<»rsac)isrlecidedlysmallertlian our European
species, but has the same habits. And the
birds of the air (Bevised Version, heaven)
liave nests. So the Old Latin and the
oiimmon text of the Vulgate (nido>), but
birds do not generally live in nests, nor is

" nests " so natural a meaning for Kara-

(TKiivSffets as " shelters " (uf. Trench, loo. cit").

The renderings in the true text of the Vul-
gate (tabernaeula), and in Old Latin k, and
Cyprian (devorsoria") are interesting. Be-
vised Version margin has, "Gk. lodging-

placea " (cf. ch. xiii. 32 and parallel pas-

sages). But the Son of man. The original

plirase, " one like unto a son of man," was
used in Dan. vii. 13, apparently as a symbol
of the Jewish nation, to which was to be
given supreme power. There is no evidence
that it wag understood of Messiah before

our Lord employed it, but rather the re-

verse (cf. Bishop Westcott, on John i. 51,

and especially Professor Stanton, 'Jewish
and Christian Messiah,' pp. 109, 239, sgg.

;

yet see Professor Sanday, in Hxpositor,

January, 1891 ; cf. further, ch. ii. 6, note).

Our Lord uses it here for the sake of the
contrast it suggested to the lower crea-

tion. Man, the head of creation (as none

would acknowledge more fully than this

student of the Law), has in the person of

the ideal Man not even the luxuries which
correspond to those enjoyed by beasts and
birds. Such was the love and self-abasement
of the Eestorer of creation (Bom. viii. 21).
Hath not where to lay his head. He has no
home to call his own.

Ver. 21.—And another of bis (Bevieod
Version, the) disciples said unto him, Dit-
eiplet in the wider8ense(oh.T.l,note),whether
the twelve had or had not been chosen.
In the latter case, the man may have been
Thomas (Trench, loo. eit), but hardly Philip
(Clem. Alex.) after John i. 43. Yet it is

precarious to see in him the despondency of
Thomas (John xi. 6; xx. 24, 25) merely
because his father is dead, and he has
scruples about immediately following Christ
Lord, suffer me first. The man's words
imply a consciousness of a call. His heart
told him that he ought to go, but he asks
for a delay, and, in fact, a real difficulty

seems to hinder him from going. St. Luke
places the Lord's " Follow me " before the
man's request; but here, as in textual
criticism, proclivi sariptioni prsestat ardua.
To go and bury my father. Then lying dead.
Of all filial duties perhaps the most bind-
ing (cf. Tobit iv. 3; xiv. 10, 11). Observe
(1) that the burial would take place much
sooner than is usual with us, and would
seldom be more than twenty-four hours
alter death; (2) that, however, according
to Jewish law, the ceremonial observances
connected with the burial and consequent
purifications would have taken many days
(Edersbeim, ' Life,' ii. 133).

Ver. 22.—But Jesns said unto him, ToUow
me, and let; Bevised Version, leave. Yet
the thought of leaving seems here merged
in that of permitting (cf. ch. xxiii. 14;
Mark v. 37; x. 14> The dead (Bevised
Version, to) bury lieir (Bevised Version,
own) dead (robs iavrSiv vfKpois). The
paradox was self-interpreting. Let the
spiritually dead hare to do with death;
dead men belong in a special sense to them.
Observe that there was no danger of his

father remaining unburied. Christ means
that there are times when his service admits
of no postponement, however sacred the con-

flicting duty. His followers must on such
occasions be very Nazarites (Numb. vi. 7)
or high priests (Lev. xxi. 11). St, Luke
adds, " But go thou, and publish abroad the
kingdom of God," and adds a third similar

case.

Vers. 23—27.—Tft« elorm on the lalce.

Parallel passages : Mark iv. 85—41 ; Luke
viii. 22—25. Matthew, as nsual, is both

shorter and \ean precise. Niisgen and others

see in this an " undesigned ooincidenoo
'*
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with his still being at "ihe receipt of

eustom " (oh. Ix. 9).

Ver. 23.— And when he was entered into

a ship (Revised VeTsion, boat), his disciples

followed him. Did St. Matthew see in the
very order of embarking a symbol of the
Christian life? It may be bo, but a more
}>robable reason for mentioning the order is

that our Lord was, perhaps, on this occasion
not using a boat that belonged to any of the
disciples. Passage may have been given to

him at hia request, and of course the dis-

ciples went where he went.

Ver. 24.—And, behold (ch. i. 20, note).

Perhaps when with Jesus they hardly ex-

pected a storm. There arose a great tempest
in the sea. St. Matthew records only the
effect of the sudden rush (AaiXa^ in the
parallel passages) of the wind down the
gorges. Insomuch that the ship (Revised
Version, boot) was covered with the waves.
The waves swept again and again clean over
the boat. Slowly but surely the boat was
filling (paral lei passages). But he was asleep.

All the time (eKdBeuSev). Yet what a con-

trast to Jonah (i. 5).

Ver. 25.—^^d his disciples (Revised
Version, they) came to him (icai iipo(rfK66vTis).

The insertion of the words, " his disciples,"

distracts the mind from the fact of their

coming. Their skill and their long ex-
perience of those waters now failed them.
And awoke him, saying, Lord, save us : we
perish (K^fiie, a&aov, anoKKifieea). The last

and most emphatic word comes in all the

narratives. They had no hope of escape
from the death that was already overtaking
them except through him.

Yer. 26.—And he saith unto them, Why
are ye fearful, ye of little faith) (ch. vl 30,

note). The winds and waves were master-

ing their souls as well as their bodies.

Then he arose, and rebuked the winds and
the sea. BebuJced (^ireTijuijirO ; cf. Ps. civ. 7.

The words spoken are recorded by St. Mark.
And there was a great calm. (Correspond-

ing to the " great tempest " (ver. 24).

Ver. 27.—But (Revised Version, and) the
men. Perhaps the disciples ("Sie ^Is
Menschen staunen," Nosgeii), but probably
tliose to whom the boat belonged (ver. 23,

note), the orew. It seems very far-fetched

to explain it of all men who heard of the

miracle. Uarvelled. As the multitudes

(ch. ix. 38 ; but contrast oh. xiv. 33). Say-

ing, What manner of man is thisi (noraTri!;

^o-TiK oEtos;). Parallel passages, "Who
then ? " (tIs tipa

;

). The term indicates the

slightness of their knowledge of his charac-

ter (probably not his origin, which, accord-

ing to Phryn. [Wetstein], would be iroSoTriii

;

though it may be doubted whether the dis-

tinction can be pressed in HeUeniatio Greek").

They seem, with Kioodemus, to have recog-

nized that holiness was an essential con-

dition of performing miracles (John iii. 2),

but not to have realized that this condition

was satisfied in Jesus. That even the winds
and the sea obey him. "Him," emphatic
(avTfT 6TaKoiov(rti>). The miracle has been
seen to be a parable of the security of the

ship of the Church since at least tlie days
of Tertullian ('De Bapt.,' § 12). (For the

comparison generally of the Church to a

ship, compare especially Bishop Lightfoot

on Ignatius, ' Polyo.,' § ii.)

Vers. 28—Si.—Th* Oadarmne demotUaes.

Parallel passages: Mark v. 1—20; Lnke
viii. 26—39, where see full notes. Matthew
is much less detailed. Matthew mentions

two demoniacs ; the parallel passages, one

;

the reason may be either that one was less

fierce than the other, or that only one came
from Gerasa (Nosgen). But in our present

knowledge of the extent of inspiration, we
cannot confidently affirm that the evan-

gelists were kept from errors in numbers,

and that the addition of the second

demoniac is not due to some misunder-

standing, perhaps of the use of the plural

in the demoniac's answer in the parallel

passage, Mark v. 9 (cf. Weiss, ' Marcus-ev.,'

p. 172). (For a simUar difficulty, cf. the note

on ch. ix. 27—31.) With regard to this

mysterions narrative generally, the explana-

tion of its details can be little more than

empirical in our present knowledge of psy-

chology and of spiritual influences.

Yer. 28.—^And when he was come to the
other side into the oountry of the Ger-

gesenes; Revised Version, Oadarmiei, which
is certainly right here, as is " Oerasenes " in

the parallel passages (cf. Westcott and Hort,

ii. •App.')k Gergesa (Textus Receptus
here, and Alexandrian authorities in parallel

passages) and Gerasa (unless, with Origen
on John i. 28, we understand by this the
Arabian Gerasa fifty miles away) are pro-

bably forms of the same name now re-

presented by Kheria, a village discovered

(? in 1857) by Thomson (' The Land and
the Book,' pp. 375, tqq., edit. 1880) on the
eastern side of the lake, and lying " within

B few rods of the shore," with " an immense
mountain" rising directly above it, "in
which are ancient tombs, out of some of

which the two men possessed of the devils

may have issued to meet Jesus, The luke
is so near the base of the mountain that

the swine, rushing madly down it, could not
stop, but would be hurrieii on into the
water and drowned." To this Origen's
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deaerlptlon Qoc. ett.) corresponda : " Oergesa,

to which the GeigeeeneB belong, is an
ancient city by what is now called the Lake
of Tiberias, by -whiuh is a steep place

adjacent to the lake, and down this, as is

pointed out, the swine were oast headlong
by the demons." Gadara, in some sense the
capital of Ferma (Josephua, 'Bell. Jud.,' iv.

7. 3), and one of the towns of the Decapolis
confederacy (ch. iv. 25), was some twelve
miles diatant from Khersa, and six miles
from the nearest part of the lake, to wliiuh,

in fact (as the stamp of a ship on its coins

ahowi), its territory extended (cf. Schiirer,

II. i p. 100, sqq.). St. Matthew describes

the locality, not by the little-known village,

but by the well-known city of the district,

to which (as we may gather from the
parallel passage, Mark v. 20) the news of

the miracle afterwards spread. But since he
leaves the expression, " the city," in vers. 33,

84 as he found it in his sources, ^.e. Kheria,
the result is at first mieleading There
met iam^iirfiyTriirav; ocourreruHt, Vulgate).

St. Matthew (contrast vers. 2, 5, 19) omits

the nearer approach recorded in the parallel

passages, Mark v. 6 and Luke viii. 28. Two
(vide eupra). Possessed with devils (ch. iv.

24, note), ooming out of the tombs ; Bevised
Version, coming forth out. The Greek
shows that they did not merely come from
among the tombs, but actually out of them
(cf. the experience of Warburton, as quoted
in Trench on this miracle). Exceeding
fierce, so that no man might (Bevised
Version, could) pass by that way. Matthew
only. It deepens the contrast to their

present behaviour. Perhaps " that way

"

refers to the Boman road by the side of tlie

lake (cf. Thomson, op. eit., p. 378).

Ver. 29.—And, behold. This probably

seemed to the evangelist not the least of the

many strange things thut he introduced by
this phrase. They cried out, saying, What
have we to do with theel (Ti iiiuy kuI aoi;

-|^i vh no, frequent in the Old Testament,

e.g. 2 Sam. xvi. 10). What community either

of interest or of character? The deepest

realization of personal sinfulness may co-

exist with absolute ignorance of the Divine
love. Jesus. Omitted by the Bevised Version
heie, yet genuine in the parallel passages.

Matthew omitted from their utterance the

name which (oh. i. 21) indicated the bridging

uf the chasm between the sinner and God.
Thou Son of Ood t Their sense of sin, their

-belief in a future torment, and their use of

this phrase, alike point to their being Jews.

Observe how great a contrast is implied by
this term on the lips of demoniacs. As in

1 John iii. 8 (of. Bishop Westcott there), it

brings out the nature of the conflict ("the

spiritual adversary of man has a mightier

spiritual antagonist"), so here. Art thou

come hither—^had they felt themselves aafd

in that distant spot and its gloomy suiround-
inga, far away from all religious influence?

—to torment ns before the timet Their
abject terror is still more evident in the

parallel passages. Observe (1) the words
are not given as those of the demons, but as

the men's own; (2) a future torment is

assumed; (3) they have no doubt aj to

their own share in it.

Vers. 30, 31.—And there was a good way
off from them a herd of many swine feed-

ing. So (and, Bevised Version) the devils

besought him, saying, If thou cast ns
out (Matthew only), suffer us to go away
(send u« away, Bevised Version). This is

distinguished from ver. 29 as expressly the
utterance of the evil spirits. In the true
text there is no thought of permission, but
only of oommand (oWcttciAoi'). They recog-

nize his mastery. Into the herd of swine

;

and not into the place of torment—" the
abyss" of the parallel passage, Luke viii.

31. If he did not send them there, they
might hope for a long respite, and one per-

haps spent in various tenements. Further
notice: (1) The unclean chose the unclean
(2) Though we cannot attribute to the evil

spirits absolute foreknowledge of what would
happen in this case, their past experience
may have enabled them to feel sure that they
would have their love of destroying fully

gratified. (3) It is also not impossible that

they may have considered that their entering

the swine would be likely to prejudice the
Gerasenes against Jesus.

Vers. 32, 33.—And he said unto them, Go.

As tiiey asked ; for he was not yet come to

send them to their final home. He would
not employ his inherent Divine power even
against the kingdom of Satan, or forcibly

disturb the conditions under which evil

existed in the world. Notice further: (1)
That as regard! the right to destroy the

swine when they were the property of others,

our Lord in no way destroyed them himself,

but only did not interfere with the powers
of the evil spirits in giving them permission
to work out their own purposes. It is

possible, too, though far firom certain, that

the owners of the swine were acting ille-

gally in owning them (tl'r)ugb even then
our Lord was not constituted as judge,
Luke xii. 14); but this supposes first that

they were Jews, and secondly that it was
illegal for Jews to keep swine, of which
suppositions not even the latter can be
clearly proved either by Scripture or by
early forms of tradition. (2) The destruc-

tion of the swine might well be beneficial

to tlie complete recovery of the men. (3)
It would fully arouse the Gerasenes, and
bring home to them the holioess of the
Lord from whom evU spirits fled, and the
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call to personal holiness that such a Pre-
sence demanded. The result of their being
tluia aroused lay with themselves (John
ill. 19; 2 Cor. ii. 16). (4) It wouH also

prove an important element in attracting

the a,' tuntion both of the neighbouring dis-

trict (e.g. Gadara, ver. 28; cf. parallel pas-
sage, Murk V. 20) and of all places to which
the news would come. And when they
were come out, they (Revised Version, and
thei/ came out awl) went into the herd of (Be-
visrd Version omits "herd of") swine ; and,
be'iold, ha whole herd of swine (Revised
Vrrainn omits "of swine") ran violently
(Revised Version, rushed ; emphatic ; in the
Greek it follows "behold") down a steep
place (Revised Version, dovm the steep,

KBTct ToC Kpriiivov) ; vide supra, ver. 28, note.

Into the sea, and perished in the waters. And
they that kept them (/ed them. Revised
Version ; ot Si $6(TKovres% Those whose duty
it was to drive the swine from place to place,

that they might find food. Observe that the
twinu were " far " (ver. 30) from Jesus and
the demoniacs, so that the swineherds need
not have passed near the demoniacs'
dwelling. Also they were on the mountain,
and the demoniacs dwelt, as it seems, near
tlie road at the bottom (ver. 28, end). Fled,

Doiihtluss in terror. And went their ways

;

and went away (Revised Version); direA-

Bdvres. " Ways " is in this passage probably
the old genitive singular (cf. 'Bible Word-
Book,' s.v.). Into the city. Khersa (ver. 28,

note). The addition in the parallel passages
of " and in the country (^diriiyyeiKay els rijv

iriKiv Ko! eis Toi/s iypois)" seems.to primarily

refer to the news being carried also to those

men of the city who wereat their daily labour
outside it. And told everything, and what
was befallen to the possessed of the devils

;

Revised Version, them that were possessed

with devils. Matthew repeats the plural

(ver. 28, note). Observe: business first,

philanthropy second.

Ver. 84.—And, behold. The third of the
stages (vers. 29, 32) in this incident that

were apparent to all. The whole city ; i.e.

Khersa, from the parallel passages (ver. 28,

note); all the ci<j (Revised Version, though
a similar phrase is not altered in v. r. 32)

;

xao-o ri ir6\is. Not really less compreheu-
sive, but giving a less vivid representation

of one united body than Sxij ^ tti^Ais (Mark
i. 33, and especially Luke - viii. 39) ; cf.

ch. iv. 23, 24, ly i\ji r^ Ta\Aala, eh SAtjv

T^v ivpidi/. Came out to meet jesns (eis

iTr&vri)<ny r^ [Westcott and Hort margin,

ToO] 'l7)croC). A distance of half a mile or

BO would satisfy the expression. The true

reading, mivTriaiv (also ch. xxv. 1 ; John
xii. 13), would seem to suggest the closest

proximity (cf. Bishop Lightfoot on inrepav

rios, Col. ii. 14), while dirdnTnirtv (ch. xxv. G

;

Acts xxviii. 15 ; 1 Thess. iv. 17) connotes a
contrast to the place left. ivvdyT7i<riy, again
(Textus Receptus here, and John xii, 13, D,
al.), emphasizes the thought of companion-
ship. And when they saw him, they besought
him that he would depart out of their coasts

;

from their borders (Revised Version). These
Gerasenes, vexed at the loss of wealth, felt,

like the demoniacs, that there was nothing
in common between themselves and Jesus,

but, unlike them, showed no consciousness
of sin. Without this he could do nothing
for them, so he granted their request (ch.

ix. 1). St. Peter also once bade Jesus
depart (Luke v. 8), but his reason, "for I

am a sinful man, O Lord," showed a licait-

felt desire after the deepest union with him.
With the uiigranted request of the man to

remain with Jesus, and his subsequent
preaching to these Gerasenes and others

(parallel passages), St. Matthew does nut
concern himself.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—4.

—

Departure from the mount of the Beatitudet, L Thb multitudes.
1. They followed him. The Lord came down from the mount; the great sernaon was
ended. The attraction of his presence continued; great multitudes followed him. He
hnd taught them as One having authority; there was a strange, startling originality

about his teaching ; it was totally unlike anything that they had-ever heard before. It

appealed to their hearts ; it seemed to fill a want of which they had been more or less

conscious; it satisfied the cravings of their souls. And so they followed him, anxious
to hear more from his lips, to see more of his life, to know more of himself. There was
a difference of character, a variety of motives ; some were more deeply impressed than
others, some were more persevering in their attachment to Christ than others were.

But they all followed him. 2. It is an example to us. We have all heard his words,
we have re".d them in the Scriptures; we have heard his voice, if we are his indeed,

speaking to us in the depths of our heart. We must not forget what we have read
and heard ; we must not allow our interest in his holy teaching to die away ; we must
fullow him. He confirmed his Word with signs followine. He manifested forth hii
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glory by hia miracles. He does so still. If we follow him with persevering stead-

fastness, we shall see that he still worlieth miracles of grace. His blood cleanseth from
all sin ; he heals the dying soul ; he casts out the evil spirit ; he calms the tempest of

distracting douhts and anxious fears ; he is mightier than all the hosts of the wicked one.

II. The leper. 1. Eis prayer. He was in great misery, full of leprosy. He felt

the fatal power of that terrible disease ; it was disfiguring his person with a loathsome
deformity, eating out the very life ; it was separating him from the society of men; he
was unclean, avoided by his nearest relatives; he was cut off from all that could give

him consolation; nothing remained for him but death—a slow, lingering death. Its

hand was upon him now ; there was no help iti man. But he heard of the Lord Jesus

;

perhaps he had hovered on the outskirts of the crowd, listening to the Saviour's words
in the distance

;
perhaps he had been told of the wonders which he had already

wrought. He had not yet healed a leper. Leprosy was regarded as a visitation, a

stroke, from the hand of God. "Am I God," said the King of Israel (2 Kings v. 7),
" to kill and to make alive, that this man doth send unto me to recover a man of his

leprosy ? " It was God who sent it ; it was God alone who could remove it. But, in

spite of this fixed belief of the Jews, the leper had faith in the Lord Jesus ; there was
Bomethiiig about him, something in his look, manner, words, which told of the heaven
whence he came. The leper doubted not ; he came, he kneeled down, he fell on his

face, he worshipped him, and said in words so striking that they have been recorded by
the three evangelists, notwithstanding various differences of detail in the narration of

the miracle, " Lord, if thou wilt, thou canst make me clean." He was conscious of

unworthiiiess
; perhaps he knew that sin had brought this misery upon him. He dared

not presume upon the mercy of the Lord, He felt his own degradation ; he knew not

whether Christ would be willing to help one so unworthy, so guilty; but he had no
doubt of his power. As ho came to Christ, so we must come. He came with reverence

;

he kneeled down. Humble reverence, reverence in gesture and in heart, becomes us

sinful men when we draw near to the Most Holy One, He came with intense earnest-

ness of supplication ; his felt his misery, his danger. So must we come if we would be
saved from the leprosy of sin ; we must feel our guilt, our awful danger, the greatness

of our need ; we must come with strong desire, hungering and thirsting for forgiveness,

longing to be made clean from the defilement of our sin. And vre must come in full

assurance of faith, confessing our unworthiaess of the Saviour's mercy, but doubting

Qot his love and power, 2, The Lord^s answer. He " put forth his hand, and touched
him," He feared not the danger of Levitical defilement ; bis perfect holiness cleansed

all who came to him in faith, whom he deigned to touch with that gracious puri-

fying hand. He spoke the word of power, "I will; be thou clean." As he taught

with authority, so he heals with authority. It is his act ; he heals in his own Name, by
his own authority. " His touch hath still its ancient power ; " his blood cleanseth from
all sin ; still he speaks that gracious word, "I will." He was moved with compassion
then ; he is the same compassionate Redeemer now ; he is ready, willing, to cleanse us.

There is no lack of power or of love in him ; the fault is in ourselves. Only let us

come with the faith, the earnest longing, the reverent prayer of the leper, and we
shall hear that gracious "I will," and the leprosy of sin will depart before the saving

touch of the Lord, 3, The Lord's direction. The leper was cleansed, but he must
show himself to the priest ; he must go to the temple and offer the appointed gift. He
was to tell no man till he had gone to Jerusalem, Silence was best, perhaps, for

himself; the Lord knew his spiritual condition; it was best, perhaps, for the success

of the Lord's ministry. He was to go to the temple to give thanks to God in the

sanctuary for his wonderful recovery ; he was to observe the ordinances of the Mosaic

ritual, and to show his gratitude by his offerings. So should we do when God has

been merciful to us; we should give thanks in the church; we should bring our

thank-offerings to Almighty God.
Lessons. 1. It is not enough to have heard Christ once ; follow him ; we need him

always, all our life. 2. Sin is a loathsome, fatal sickness ; only One can heal, the Lord

Jesus Christ, 3, Come to him ; doubt him not; he is " the same yesterday, and to-day,

and for ever,"

Vera, 6—17,

—

Miracles at Capernaum. I. Hbali»o of thb CEKTUBiON'ii bkbtant.
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1. The centurion. He was a soldier and a Gentile ; he had been brought up in

heathenism, and had lived among the temptations inseparable from a military life.

His example and that of Cornelius show us that there were devout men among Gentile

soldiers, as there are many good Christian men among soldieri now. Temptations may
be great, but the grace of God is greater ; we can serve him acceptably in any lawful

calling. This centurion had seen the vanity of heathenism ; he felt drawn towards
God's ancient people ; he loved the nation, and had himself built the synagogue at

Capernaum—perhaps that of which the white marble ruins may still be seen at Tell

Hum. (1) His humility. He showed a singular humility, a grace hardly to be expected
in a Gentile soldier ; he recognized the dignity of Jesus, he felt his own unworthiness.

He sent the elders of the Jews, St. Luke tells us in his longer narrative, as if he felt

that he was not worthy even to draw near to the great Teacher. Again he sent

friends. At last in his anxiety he came himself, still owning his unworthiness : " Lord,
I am not worthy that thou shouldest enter imder my roof." Many say unto him,
" Lord, Lord," of whom he will say in the last day, " I never knew you." He knows
with the knowledge of Divine love and mercy all who come to him as this centurion

came, in humility, in faith and love. " He 'that abaseth himself shall be exalted."

The centurion thought himself unworthy of the Saviour's presence in hia house ; the

Lord deigned (we may gather from the sacred narrative) to mark him for his own, to

enter into his heart, and to abide evermore with him. More than once he accepted
the invitations of Pharisees ; he entered into their houses, and sat down with them

;

but that outward presence, great honour though it was, was nothing compared with
the grace granted to the humble centurion. (2) His faith. Like the leper, he believed

that Christ had power to heal ; but his faith was more spiritual, in that he recognized

the Lord's independence of any outward means as the cliaunels of his saving power.

There was no need, he felt, of the outstretched hand, the healing touch ; no need of the

Lord's bodily presence ; the will was enough ; the word of power, spoken at a distance,

would heal his servant. He himself, he said, was a man under authority, a subaltern

;

yet he was obeyed by his soldiers, by his servant. The Lord, he felt, was very great

and high and holy ; the disease would pass away at his word ; demons would flee at

his command ; angels would do his bidding ; his simple word was all that was needed.

It was wonderful faith indeed, at that time, and in a Gentile soldier. That centurion

is a model for us. We need a faith like his, simple, spiritual, undoubting: Such a
faith can remove mountains. (3) His charity. He cared for his slave. It was a
rare thing in those days. A slave was treated just as a piece of propeity—a "living

tool," in the words of Aristotle ; he was scarcely regarded as a man, and received

just so much attention as was sufficient to enable him to perform his work. This
centurion was a good master; his servant had returned his kindness with leady
obedience; he was dear to him. It is an example of the relations that ought to

exist between a master and his servants. Again, although a Gentile, he had shown
his love for the people of God and his reverence for the God of Israel by building at

his own expense a house for the worship of God. He had won the affection of his

Hebrew neighbours ; they undertook to plead for him ; they besought Christ earnestly

(St. Luke says), saying, " He is worthy that thou shouldest do this for him." They
thought hioi worthy ; he felt his own unworthiness. His example shows us how a

loving heart conciliates the love of others ; it shows with what prevailing power the

prayer of humility, faith, and love pleads with the great King. 2. The Lord's answer
io prayer. Again the gracious "I will:" "I will come and heal him." The Lord
will not work miracles to display his power or to satisfy curiosity ; but the answer to

faithful prayer is ever the same, " I will." It is full of gracious encouragement to

those who come to Christ in earnest supplication, whether for themselves or for others.

3. The Lord's wonder. It seems strange that he should wonder to whom nothing was
wonderful ; for all things were made by him, and all the depths of the human heait

were known to him. But he was man as well as God ; he increased in wisdom, he
wept, he rejoiced in spirit ; once he " looked round about him with anger." The
mystery of the union of the human and the Divine in the Person of Christ is one of the

deepest of all mysteries. " He marvelled." It can scarcely be, as some have said, that

his admiration was merely intended to teach us what we ought to admire ; such an
explanation seems to introduce an element of unreality into the conduct of him who is
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the Truth. " He marvelled." We must accept the fact as belonging to the truth of the
Lord's human nature, while we learn of him to admire above all things humility and
charity and trustful f^ith. 4. Big prophecy of the gathering in of the Oentiles. This
centurion was probably the first Gentile, except the Wise Men from the East, who had
sought the presence of the Lord. The Lord contrasts his great faith with the unbelief
which, he knew, would be prevalent in Israel. He saw in the clearness of his foreknow-
ledge the Gentiles flocking into the Christian Church. The Jews would not eat with
men uncircumcised (Acts xi. 3), but in the kingdom of heaven a great multitude from
the east and from the west, of all nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues, would
sit down with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob at the maiTiage-supper of the Lamb.
But side by side with this bright prospect came a sorrowful foreboding ; the children
of the kingdom would be cast out; Israelites, who were heirs of the promises, but had
forfeited their inheritance by disobedience and unbelief, would, alas ! find no place but
the great outer darkness, where are weeping and gnashing of teeth. These are stern
words, but it is the sternness of love. The Lord Jesus Christ, the most compassionate
One, does not hide from us the awful doom of the disobedient. He warns us that
outward privileges, whether those of the Jewish or those of the Christian Church, will

not save us in themselves. There is need of faith, humble, trustful, loving faith

;

without that, ordinances, sacraments, means of grace however precious, will not avail

to the saving of the soul. The children of the kingdom will be oast out, if they are
only in the outward kingdom, and have not the kingdom of grace within their souls.

5. The promise to the centurion. " As thou hast believed, so be it done unto thee."

His faith brought him nearer to God than unbelieving Israel. At Nazareth, his own
city, the Lord found very little faith. He marvelled at the unbelief of the Nazarenes
(Mark vi. 6), as he marvelled at the faith of this centurion. He did not many mighty
works there because of their unbelief. He healed at once the servant of the centurion.

Faith is better than privileges. Paith saves the Gentile ;
privileges cannot save the

Israelite. We mark the prevailing power of faith ; we mark the value of intercessory

prayer, " His servant was healed in the selfsame hour." Let us pray, " Lord, increase

our faith." Let us learn to pray for others, for the sick and suffering, for the ignorant,
for all Chiistian people, for all mankind.

II. Healing of Pbtbe's wife's mother. 1. Her illness. She was sick of a fever,

very ill ; she lay helpless on her bed. The Lord entered into the house ; it was his

home when he sojourned at Capernaum. Doubtless it was a holy household—St. Peter,
his wife, and her mother. The Lord was welcomed there; he was an honoured member
of the family circle. That family is blessed where Christ dwells, where husband and
wife, united in holy wedlock, are united also in the love of Christ. Such families are
not exempt from sorrow and suffering, but Christ's presence softens the sorrow. There
was sorrow now in that humble home. They told the Lord, as we should tell him in

prayer, of all aai troubles ; they besought him for the sick woman (she could not, it

seems, pray for herself), as we should commend our suffering friends to his mercy.
2. Her recovery. The Lord felt for his afflicted friends ; he listened to the voice of their

prayer. He touched her hand, he rebuked the fever, he lifted her up. Immediately
the fever left her. The Lord listens to his people's voice ; he always answers prayer.

Not always as we wish ; he knows, we do not know, whether a longer life or an early

death is best for ourselves or for our friends. We must ever add to our prayers the

utterance of faith, " Thy will be done." " He doeth all things well." 3. ITer gratitude.

She arose at once; she ministered tu Christ and his apostles; she attended to their

wants. So should we work for Christ. Every blessing received, every prayer answered,
should lead us to give ourselves more entirely to his service, to minister to him by
ministering to his poor, to give freely and generously for the work of his Church.

III. Many mibaculous cukes. 1. The sick brought to Christ. There was great

excitement at Capernaum. But (we gather from the other evangelists, who relate the

last miracle in a different connection) it was the sabbath day. They might not carry

burdens, they might not walk beyond the traditional two thousand paces ; but when
the even was come, and the sabbath rest was over, the enthusiasm of the people

was not to be restrained. All the city was gathered together at the door of Peter's

humble dwelling. All the sick of Capernaum and the surrounding district were
brought to the great Physician. A strange, confused mass of helpless suffering, of
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bodily agony, of that worst of all afSictions, the demoniacal possession, which was
characteristic of those sad despairing times, lay before the door in the sight of Jesus.

The sight of suffering always touched the Lord's compassionate heart ; he moved
among them in bis gracious mercy ; he laid his hands ou every one of them ; he healed

them all. We must trust our sick to his mercy ; we must ourselves care for the sick

and suffering, for so did Jesus Christ. 2. Thefulfilment of prophecy. " Himself took
our infirmities, and bare our sicknesses." He was never sick (as far as we know) during
his earthly life ; but his compassion, in the full etymological meaning of the word,
was complete and perfect. He was " touched with the feeling of our infirmities." He
felt the anguish of others as if it were his own; he made it his own; he took it, he
bore it, he relieved it. He sighed when he healed the deaf-mute ; he wept with those

that wept. He was indeed "a Man of sorrows;" he suffered himself intense agony of

body and soul ; he sorrowed for the sins of those whom he lo?ed so dearly, whom he
came to save, and he sorrowed for the sorrows of others ; his entire unselSshness, his

perfect love, enabled him to feel for the sufferings of others as we sinful men cannot
feel. He feels for us now. We may come to him in our troubles ; we may open our
griefs to him. He will listen ; his sympathy will sweeten the bitter cup ; it will give
real and precious comfort; it will drive out the evil spirit of despondency and selfish

repining ; it will bring peace, the blessed peace of God.
Lessons. 1. Be humble : " God giveth grace to the humble." 2. Have faith in God

:

" As thou hast believed, so be it done to thee." 3. Follow after charity : " Blessed are the
mercifuL" 4. The Christian family should be hallowed by the presence of the Saviour

:

he brings peace ; he comforts in sickness and sorrow ; he blesses those whom he
sanctifies.

Vers. 18—27.

—

The departurefrom Capernaum. L Its attbndino ciBonHSTANOES.
1. The muliitudes. The Lord departs from them. It was not so when he saw the
multitudes at the mount of the Beatitudes. He taught them then ; now he departs.

The enthusiasm and excitement had become very great; all the city was gathered
together in wondering expectation. Perhaps they were wishing, like the five thousand
after the miraculous feast, to take him by force to make him a King. He was a King,
indeed, but his kingdom was not of this world; he would not use earthly means for

the accomplishment of the Divine purpose ; he would not avail himself of Jewish
enthusiasm, the fanaticism of an excited multitude. The kingdom would come, but it

must come in God's appointed way—through patient teaching and working ; through
a life of holy self-denial and perfect obedience ; through a death of Divine self-sacrifice.

The cross was to draw all men unto him ; the cross was to give him the empire over
human hearts. He had no yearning for popularity, no delight in the applause of

crowds. He left them. " He gave commandment to depart unto the other side."

2. The proposal of the scribe. A teacher himself, he addressed Christ as Teacher.
He was struck with our Lord's power and wisdom ; he had witnessed his miracles and
heard his teaching. The Lord was about to depart from Capernaum, to leave the
thronging and excited multitude. This one scribe wished to fnllow him; he was ready,

he said, to go anywhere that he might be with Christ. The v\ish seemed good and
holy, but the Lord did not encourage him in his purpose. Perhaps he was acting from
a sudden impulse, carried away by the surrounding excitement. The Lord could see

his heart ; it was not the heart of an apostle. He was ready to follow Christ now, in

the season of his popularity; but would he persevere in danger, in persecution, and in

hardships ? The Lord does not hide the self-denials of the Christian life. At all times
there is the strait path and the narrow way ; at that time there was danger and self-

chosen poverty. He himself, the Messiah of whom Daniel had prophesied; who,
though the Sun of God from all eternity, had become in time the Son of man, had no
settled dwelling, no home of his own. His disciples must be as their Master. Would
the scribe follow him now ? We are not told

;
probably we should have been told had

he persevered. 3. The excuse of the disciple. The scribe, unbidden, had offered to

follow Christ. The Lord had first called this disciple. " Follow me," he had said, if

the similar narrative in St. Luke, phiced much later in the history, refers to the same
incident. The disciple hesitated ; he had a pressing home duty. His father was de»d;
lie must, he thought, attend the funeral. (1) But the Lord had other work for him—
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work that required his immediate attention. He must go and preach the kingdom of

God, for Christ had called him. To bury the dead is an act of Christian charity

:

" Honour thy father and thy mother," is one of the commandments of God. But there

are still higher duties : " Seek first the kingdom of God ; " " Thou shalt love the Lord
thy God with all thine heart." And in the presence of that higher duty the calls of

human affection must sometimes he disregarded, though it be at the cost of a sharp

struggle. . The Lord had called this disciple. There was no room for doubt ; the Lord
knew where his duty lay. We may not leave our family duties unless there be a clear

and distinct call to other work ; in this case there was plainly such a call. (2) And there

were others who could perform the last ofBces for the dead; others whom Christ had
not called to preach the gospel. "Let the dead bury their dead," the Lord said.

They were spiritually dead ; they had no spiritual life ; they felt no call to spiritual

work. They might attend to the funeral, and leave the disciple free to work for Christ.

Perhaps, too, it was dangerous for him to return home ; his relations, who were dead
in sin, might draw him from the life of Christ. (3) Again tlie Lord teaches in these

words that the press of seeming duties may sometimes distract the heart. The lirst

duty of the awakened soul is to follow Christ, to cling to him, to be always with him.
Sometimes when we are immersed in business, or even in what seems to be religious

work, we are tempted to lose our own hold on Christ. Then his voice sounds in our

ears, " Follow me." Everything must be subordinated to that holiest call, that one
highest duty. No amount of outward work, no labour, however arduous and self-

denying, will compensate us for the loss or weakening of our own spiritual life ; and that

spiritual life can be maintained only by walking close with Christ. " Follow me ; and
let the dead bury their dead." " Cling to Christ," the Lord says to the Christian soul

;

leave worldly cares to the worldly minded. The life of the worldly is a continual

burying of their dead—dead hopes, dead joys. The Christian hath a life that dieth not

—the life that is hid with Christ in Ood.
IL The OBOssiira of ibs lake. 1. The tempest. The Lord and his disciples

entered a boat, seeking perhaps quiet and retirement. Suddenly a violent storm

swept down upon the lake ; the boat was covered with the dashing billows—it was
rapidly filling; the danger was great; the disciples, hardy sailors as they were, were

terrified. But the Saviour slept. The Church of Christ seems often in exceeding peril

amid the chances and changes of this mortal life ; dangers arise, when least expected,

in the midst of calm and prosperity. Christ's people are fearful ; their faith fails them.

But he is in the ship, though he may seem asleep. And the ship that bears the Saviour

of the world, the Church that hath the presence of the Lord, may be tempest-tossed,

grievously vexed, driven hither and thither by the raging billows, but it cannot be lost,

it cannot sink ; it must at last reach the blessed haven—the haven where we would be.

2. The prayer of the disciples. (1) The Lord slept—a calm, majestic repose amid the

wild tumult of the storm. "So he giveth his beloved sleep." He who slept in the

raging tempest gives rest to the harassed soul. " Come unto me," he saith, in those

sweetest words of loving invitation, " all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I

will give you rest." They find rest unto their souls who seek rest in Christ. This

life is full of unrest, full of anxieties, full of disappointments and perplexities; but

there is rest for all who seek it in the bosom of the Lord. The outward life may
seem full of care and trouble, but within the Christian heart there is peace ; the soul

that hath found Christ resteth in the Lord. (2) The terrified disciples awoke him.

Their &ith was weak, but it was real ; they trusted in his power and love. Their

cry was not like that of the shipmaster who awoke Jonah from his sleep : " What
meanest thou, sleeper? Arise, call upon thy God, if so be that God will think

upon us, that we perish not." The disciples asked not Christ for his prayers ; they

asked for more. He could do more than pray ; they felt that. They knew not what
he would do. Probably they did not realize the fulness of his power and majesty.

But they had trust in him—like the trust which children have in the presence

of their parents when the lightning flashes and the thunder rolls; and, like children,

they were not satisfied with the mere presence of the sleeping Lord ; they woke
him, that he might know their danger and their terror. "Lord, save us I" they

said : " we perish i
" It was the " Hosanna !

" the cry so often lifted up in praise, now
used in its literal meaning. "Save us, we pray J." 3. The mirade. The Lord heard not
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the noise of the atorm ; he heard the 017 for help. He hears his people always when
they call upon him out of the depths, in the hour of darkness, in terror or in agony.

The cry, "Lord, save usl" never goes up in vain when it is uttered in earnest

supplication. He is with his chosen wlien they pass through the waters of afSiction,

when they are in the fires of anguish, his presence bringeth calm. He gently reproved

the disciples, " Why are ye fearful, ye of little faith ? " They should not fear who
have the grace of Christ's presence ; they should have faith in his power and love. He
rebuked the winds and the sea. He stills the tempest now ; he brings us safe through

the storm of adversity ; he stills the tempest in our hearts. " Peace, be still t" he says

;

and there is a great calm, where once there were harrowing doubts, distracting

perplexities, anxious cares. " What manner of man is this ? " All things obey him : the

storms of nature and the storms of the restless heart. " What manner of man is this ?
"

The Man of sorrows ; the Word made flesh ; the Hon of God, " who loved me, and gave

nimself for me."
Lessons. 1. Christ's servants must not seek popularity; it is a snare and a

temptation. 2. Christ was poor ; his servants must be contented. 3. Those whom Le
calls must follow him ; no earthly ties must separate them from him. 4. Trust him in

danger and distress. He hearetb his people's cry ; he givetb peace.

Vers. 28—34.

—

The <mmtry of the Gergesenes. L The deuoniaos. 1. 27l«ir

description. There were two—one fiercer, more violent, than the other. Satan's power
has been broken ; the incarnation of the Son of God, the atonement made upon the
cross, has weakened his hold upon men. "I beheld Satan like lightning fall from
heaven." The times were very evil when the Saviour came. Satan was the prince of

this world, the ruler of this world's darkness. His power is still very terrible, but it is

not what it was ; he has not now the dominion which he once exercised over human
spirits. Probably there are cases of demoniac possession still, but they are compara-
tively few. The characteristic of this possession, as distinguished from that wickedness
which is another form of the devil's power over souls, seems to be a divided will. The
unhappy demoniac felt that there was another will, a will not his own, ruling over him,
driving him into frenzy. 2. Their condvct. The one demoniac mentioned by St. Mark
and St. Luke came running to Christ. He fell down before him and worshipped him.
He came as the sorrowing and afBicted came to Christ. They sought relief from their

troubles ; he longed to be delivered from the awful beings which tyrannized over his sonl,

He was not wholly evil—^not like those who hate the light, neither come to the light.

There were men more wicked than he, men possessed with devils in another sense, who
had yielded up their wills to the evil one, who would not come to Christ that they
might have life. This man came, drawn to Christ by the sense of his own misery, by
the attraction of the Saviour's love. But there was a strange power that ruled over

him ; there was another voice, not his own, but so strangely blended with his being
that it seemed his voice. And that voice cried, " What have we to do with thee,

Jesus, thou Son of God ? art thou come hither to torment us before the time ? " There
were two conflicting wills in him; the one sought Christ, the other was separated from
Christ by an impassable barrier ; the one hoped for mercy, the other looked only for

tormint. The devils had no part in Christ, nothing in common with him ; there was
an intense antagonism between them and the holy Son of God. The poor man, amid
all the horrors of his miserable conditinn, felt that his one hope was in Christ. Christ

might save him, only Christ could save him, from the horrible tyranny that oppressed

his soul. The power of the devil is broken, but he still goeth about like a roaring

lion ; still there is a conflict in the heart of man ; " the flesh lusteth against the spirit,

and the spirit against the flesh, and these are contrary the one to the other." The devil
tempts us through the lusts of the flesh. He is strong and we are weak ; but Christ is

stronger than he. If we come to Christ in earnest prayer, he will cast out the devil

,

God givetb us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ. The devils recognized the
power of Christ ; they knew their own impending doom : " Art thou come to torment
us before the time?" Christ must reign ; all things must be put under him. Satan
must be cast into the abyss, the bottomless pit ; the kingdom of darkness must give

way to the kingdom of light. " The earth i<hall be filled with the knowledge of th«
glory of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea."
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n. Ths dktilii. 1. Their request. The Lord had said, " Come oat of the man,
thou unclean spirit." They felt his power; they must ohej. But they lingered. If they
could no longer torment the men who had been so long their yictims, they would, if

possible, torment other creatures ; the lower, if they were driven from the higher ; un-
clean beasts, if the heart of man was to be cleansed from their defiling presence.

And there seems to have been another strange, mysterious reason for their entreaty.

They must be cast into the abyss if they could not harass men or animals with their

cruel presence. 2. I7te LorcPs permission. He utters one word of command, simple in

its majesty—" Go." They must obey him now. They were left free to enter into the

wine if so they pleased. We know not why ; we know not why they had been allowed
to torment the two poor men ; we are very ignorant of the whole subject. The per-

sonality and power of Satan, the very existence of evil, involve dark mysteries into

which we cannot penetrate, difficulties with which we cannot grapple. (1) The poor
men were saved from their tormentors ; the departure of the evil spirits was manifested

to the sight of men. Perhaps the strange wild rush of the maddened swine into the

waters of the lake helped the men to realize their deliverance—^it may have made that
deliverance easier ; and men are of more value than many swine, (2) Sometimes the
wicked obtain their evil desires; it turns to their destruction. Satan was allowed to

harass the holy Job ; Satan was confounded. Job was more blessed in his latter end
than at the beginning. The devils were permitted to enter into the swine ; it led,

apparently, to that which they feared—to the abyss.

in. The EFFECTS OF THE HiBAOLE. 1. Upoti the keepers of the sunut. They fled.

They were frightened by the power of our Lord, not touched by his goodness. They
had seen it all, but they were simply terrified. Terror does not save the soul ; men
fear death, they fear the jud<;ment, they fear the worm that dieth not, and the fire that

is not quenched. Bnt this mere terror is only selfish ; it has nothing really religious in

it. Sometimes, by God's grace and mercy, it is made the means of drawing men to

Christ. But it is love that saves, and not fear ; the love of Christ, not the fear of hell.

2. Upon the inhabitants. They listened to the strange story of the keepers of the

swine ; they came ; they saw the man who had been in such grievous bbndage, sitting at

the feet of Jesus, clothed, and in his right mind. He was their fellow-creature, perhaps

their countryman. He was saved, but the swine were lost. And, alas! they thought
more of the swine than of their fellow-citizen ; more of their loss than of their own
souls. If they were Jews, they had broken the commandment in keeping these unclean

animals ; but they did not recognize the loss as a punishment—their heart was not

softened. The whole city came out to meet Jesus. They all saw the gracious face of

the Bedeemer ; they knew his power and love. But, alas I
" they besought him that he

would depart out of their coasts." He took them at their word. He departed ; they
saw him no more. Let us learn to hate selfishness ; let us value, above all things, the

glimpses of the Saviour's presence which he from time to time vouchsafes. And, oh I

let lis shrink from the awful danger of driving him from our hearts,by worldliness and
selfish greed.

Lessons. 1. The devil is a cruel master: pray to be saved from his power. 2. The
demoniacs came to Christ ; the keepers of the swine fied from him. Oh that we learn

to come and never leave him ! 3. How awful to drive Christ away for the sake of

worldly gain I Bather let us, like St. Paul, count all things else as dross, that we may
win Christ.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1

—

i.—The leper. This incident follows immediately after the sermon on th<.

mount. It is questionable whether any of the great words of that discourse reached

the leper, who could only have stood beyond the outermost ring of the crowd. But
though at first he was quite shut away from Christ, his opportunity came while our

Lord was coming down the hill ; then he could claim the beggar's privilege and stand

by the wayside. Jesus speaks to multitudes, but he cares for individuals. He is

not so taken up with the crowd as to have no time for special needs. Thus the gospel

Btory repeatedly records the transition from public utterance to private kindness. These
more private scenes best reveal to us the heart of Jesus. Let us look at the story nf

HATTHSW. I
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the leper, first as it regards the sufferer, and then a8 it concerns, tha action of the great

Healer.

I. Thk behavioub of thb poob buffebeb. 1. Ei$ condition, A leper. His disease

was loathsome, and his state of life pitiable in the extreme. An outcast from society,

shunned as an unclean person, regarded as hopelessly afSicted, he was an object ot

perfect misery. The leper has always been regarded as typical of the sinner in his

uncleanness, shame, and misery. 2. Bii action. He came to Christ. Why ? Doubt-
less he had heard of previous cures (ch. iv. 24). But the very look of Jesus would be
enough to draw him to the feet of the Friend of the miserable. Never had he seen such
sympathy and kindness. We need to know something of Christ to be drawn to him..

When we do perceive his grace, we must come to him if we would have his salvation.

3. Si$ reverence. He worshipped. We cannot suppose that he perceived -the full

DiTinity shining through the garb of simple humanity. Yet it may be that he saw
more of it than any one else, for it is most revealed in compassion. But if he only
bowed as an act of homage to a great one, this showed reverence—a fitting accompani-
ment of faith in Christ. 4. Eii words. He begged for cleansmg, not for money. He
knew his need, and he sought for the one thing most essential. He showed faith

in the power of Christ; he only prayed for Christ's willinghood. Both are needed for

salvation.

II. Thk besponse of the sbeat Healbb. 1. Eii brotherly touch. This is one of

those single actions that send a flash of light into the nature of Christ. Xo one else

would defile himself by touching a leper. The sufferer did not expect such an act of

condescension, and Jesus had to " stretch forth " his hand to reach him. Here is

Christ's unlimited brotherhood. If there is danger of contagion he will not think of

it. Christ heals through personal contact, through gracious brotherhood. 2. Sit
consenting words. (1) The word of grace : " I will." Then the two conditions are

fulfilled. The father of the lunatic boy doubted the other condition—the power
(Mark ix. 22). But both are present with Christ. (2) The word of power : " Be
thou made clean." His language to the leper is typical of his message to the sinner.

He eaves by cleansing. 3. Eit perfect healing. There is no delay, there is no slow
process. Immediately the cure is complete. Thus Christ is perfectly successful. Hit!

works prove his claims. He is able to save unto the uttermost—lepers in body, lepers

in souL 4. Eis final directions. (1) Silence. Perhaps from natural modesty. He
was not like the Pharisees who trumpeted their alms. He would not let his left hand
know what his right hand did. (2) Obedience to the Law. This was not yet super-

seded. The leper lived under the Law. The priest would give the man a certificate.

The offering would be a sign of gratitude.—W. F. A.

Vers. 6—13.

—

A soldier'sfaith. We pass at once from the miserable leper to the

Boman officer. Both have faith in Christ, and in their faith they possess much in

common. Yet the centurion has interesting traits of his own. Faith takes different

forms according to the character and habit of mind of those in whom it shows itself.

Something special is revealed in this soldier's faith.

L It IB iNBPiEED BY KINDNESS OF HEABT. The ceuturiou seeks no favour for him-
self. He is troubled about his valet, his "boy." The distress of the poor lad so

touches the master's heart that he goes out to seek for the Healer. We may have faith

for the sake of others as well as for our own benefit. Kindness is a good preparation
for faith. Selfishness is often cynical, and cynicism is always sceptical. We may learn

faith in the school of love. As we feel kindly to others we shall discover how to trust

in Christ, for we shall thus come to understand Christ by sharing the spirit that is

in him.
IL It 18 TBIBD BT HnMiLiTT. Christ belonged to the despised race of the subject

Jews ; the centurion was an officer in the proud army of the imperial government.
It was difficult for a Boman not to despise a Jew, There must have been something
very fine in the nature of this man to allow of his having emancipated himself from
the prejudices of his caste, so as to be able to perceive the greatness of Christ and to

feel lowly and humble by the side of him. A low estimate of one's self helps one to

look up to the greatness of Christ; at the same time, it tries faith by creating a sense
of utter unwortiiiness.
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III. It is XNLiaHTENED BT EXFEBIBNOE. The centurion knew power. He exercised

it on those beneath him ; he felt it from those above him. The whole of the iron

structure of the Roman empire was knit together by means of authority and absolute

obedience. In this stem school the centurion had learnt lessons that enabled him to

belieye in the irresistible power of Christ's word of command. We can best understand

religion if we interpret it in terms of our own experience. It will then take different

forms from those of established usage. But it will not suffer on that account. On the

contrary, it will become wonderfully fresh and vivid.

IV. It is led to see kiqhtful power. This is the special advantage of a Roman
training. The Jew would look for legal fitness, the Greek for truth and beauty, the

Roman for authurity. Thus the man trained in the discipline of an imperial army is

able to interpret to us an aspect of the character and life of our Lord which, but for

him we might have missed. It is important to recognize the authority of Christ, his

command over nature, his power over man. He saves by his strong arm.
V. It IB BBWARDED WITH ADMrRiNO RECOGNITION. Here is a man of heathen birth

showing greater faith than Jews possess. The New Testament always gives us lavourable

portraits of Roman centurions, and thus lets us see that there was good in the Gentile

world. Christ was the first to recognize this. No eye was so keen for goodness in

unexpected quarters as his. He is no respecter of persons. He is generous to recognize

all hopeful signs. And when he recognizes them he responds. The lad is healed by
a word from a distance—a most exceptional action. ~ But the centurion's faith is

exceptional, and the Divine blessing is always according to our faith.—W. F. A.

Vers. 14, 16.—A domestic scene. The long day is nearly over. The great sermon
has been preached, the healings by the way have been accomplished ; at last Jesus has

come home to rest for the night with one of his friends. But even now his ministry

cannot cease. Wherever he goes he sees human need ; whenever he sees human need

he is ready to put forth power to help.

I. There is trouble in the home. Pain and sorrow are not shut out when the

darkness of night is excluded and the door is closed on the tempest. Though there be

no trouble in the streets, the bird of evil omen may brood in the very centre of the

family. All may be well with the state, yet the household may be distracted with
misery. Tlie great Atlantic steamer is sailing safely on her voyage, but sick women
and crying children down below have a wretchedness of their own that is never

chronicled in the captain's log-book. How many homes of beauty and comfort are

just dens of misery ! how many more are haunts of anxiety

!

II. The friends of Christ are in trouble. Peter is one of the best friends of

Jesus—one of his newly chosen disciples. Yet a near relative of Peter's is found to be

seriously ill. The service of Christ does not insure us against the invasion of trouble.

Christian families do not escape the epidemic that brings distress to the homes of tlie

godless. The Church of Christ is not a Gosheu which the angel of pestilence avoids.

If the laws of health are broken in a Christian household, that household has no bill

of indemnity to save it from the consequences of its mistake. While Peter lived by
the low swamps of Gennesareth, a place to invite fever, it was natural that fever should

appear in his house.

IIL Christ enters the houe. He is not like John the Baptist, dwelling alone in

the wilderness. He lives with his friends. He loves home-life. Though now unseen

because our "eyes are holden," he still visits homes. We pray for his presence in the

Church, and we hope to meet him in our public worship.. But his habits on earth show
us that he is quite as ready to be found in the family. The family is the social unit.

Society will be out of joint unless the family is consecrated by the presence of Christ.

Let us always think of him as One at our table, sharing our domestic life.

IV. Christ's presence brings health. He was not invited into Peter's house for

the purpose of curing the sick woman. Peter knew nothing of the trouble. The fever,

as is often the case in tropical climates, may have seized the poor woman without a

moment's notice. Christ was invited for his own sake, that he might partake of refresh-

ment and rest awhile. But the most unselfish serving of Christ will receive back

unsought and unexpected blessings. Where Christ is present, he is ready to help. He
saw, he touched, he healed, According to St. Mark, some told Jesus of the distressful
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condition of his hostess's mother (Mark i. 30). Then Jesus went to see her for himself.
He is not unobservant of suffering, and for him to see is to help.

V. Blessings from Christ lead to the service op Christ. The sick woman is

perfectly cured, ^he does not suffer from the languor that usually follows fever.

Peeling well, «he immediately sets about her daily work. Plainly she is a most sensible

woman. It is worth while to cure such a practical person. The end of salvation is

service. Bach may best serve Christ in the way of his or her own capacities. The
grace of Christ is not to lift us above doing the homeliest duties, but to fit us for them.
—W. P. A.

Vers. 16, 17.— The sympathy of Christ. He baa finished a long day's work, and has
gine into the house for rest. Even there he finds work to do, and he heals Peter's

wife's mother. Meanwhile a crowd is collecting at the door. They have brought
their sick from all quarters, and Jesus cannot let them come in vain. Tired as he is,

he goes forth to them and heals them all. So touching a proof at once of the people's

need and of Christ's sympathetic help leads the evangelist to see a fulfilment ot the
ancient prophecy of the " Servant of the Lord." Here the sympathy of Christ is revealed

to us.

I. Sympathy is the motive of Christ's life-work. It was sympathy that led

him to take up the great task of saving the world. Sympathy is also apparent in the
details of that (ask. There have been philanthropists whose private conduct seemed
hard, who were negligent of the misery at their feet, who took little interest in indi-

vidual cases of distress, while they manifested the greatest energy in pressing on large

measures ol humanitarian reform. Christ is not thus partial in his kindness. More-
over, we find no attempt at working miracles lor any other purpose than the help of

the sufferers. No doubt Christ was aiming at the glory of God throughout (see John
ii. 11 ; xi. 4) ; evidently his miracles were visible parables, setting forth in concrete

acts the grace of his spiritual work. Yet the motive in his heart was not didactic, but
sympathetic. His first idea was not to teach a lesson, but to relieve distress. He was
" moved with compassion."

II. The sympathy of Christ extended to bodily trouble. He healed the sick.

He cared for men's bodies as well as their souls. Often he reached their spiritual natures

by first of all showing himself their Friend in temporal affairs. 1. Thus he encourages
us to pray to him in sickness for our sick friends, and in regard to earthly troubles

generally. Christ does not disdain these things. 2. Thus, also, we are urged by the
example of Christ to help the suffering in their bodily needs, God gave miracles to

the first century; he has given medicine to the nineteenth century. It is our duty to

use what means we have for healing the sick. Medical missions are most Christ-like.

III. The sympathy of Christ is effective. It is more than the tear of pity.

Christ feels with the sufferers, and that is much ; but he goes further, and relieves them
of their sufferings. He cured the sick. He freed the possessed. He reclaimed the
lost. His spiritual work now is practical. When we open our hearts to the love of

Christ we receive more than compassion ; we receive redemption.
IV. The sympathy of Christ is costly. He takes our infirmities ; he bears our

diseases. This means more than the removal of those troubles ; the strong words caimot
be satisfied unless we understand them to teach that the afiSictions are a burden to

Christ. The sympathy which costs us nothing is shallow and worthless. Christ's

sympathy was deep and real. It was pain to him. Perhaps the healing process was
itself painful, as he felt the " virtue " going out of him. However that may have been,
his coming into this world, his endurance of sights of misery, and his deep compassion
for the distressed, wrung his heart, because he felt that the sufferings of his brethren
were his own sufferings. All this was a shadow of his great anguish when he bore
more than sickness, when he bore the sins of the world on the cross.—W. F. A.

Vers, 18—22.

—

The hasty and the reluctant. We have here two types of posiibl*
disciples of Christ, Each has its defects, though they are opposite in character.

1. The hasty disciple. One of the scribes, one of the official teachers of religion,

is enraptured at what he sees of the gracious Galilasan ministry. He will follow Christ
anywhere. 1. The scriW* offer. It is well that he ia attracted to Christ. B«ing
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attracted, he naturally desires to follow the great Teacher and Healer, that he may he
always in his presence. No douht he intends the following to be a genuine disciple-

ship. He will sit at the Master's feet and devote himself to his service. Yet he is

very hasty ; he has not thought out his project ; he does not know what it involves

;

therefore he cannot say whether he is prepared to he faithful to his promise. It is

foolish to make a profession of devotion to Christ before we know what his service

really is. There is much that is attractive in him, and in favourable moments our

hearts are moved and go out to him. But all this may he like Ephraim's goodness,

like the morning cloud, like the growth'on the stony ground. 2. Chritfi reply. (1)
The statement uf a fact. Jesus was a poor Man, who bad no home of his own ; having
abandoned the not very lucrative craft of a carpenter, he was dependent on the hos-

pitality of the grateful. But he who lives on gratitude has a most uncertain livelihood.

Tet Jesus humbled himself to this condition. Birds and foxes had more. (2) A need-

ful warning. The servant must be as his master. Christ's genuine disciples had for-

saken all to follow him. Let us count the cost, for there will be cost in all Christian

service. It is a dangerous sign if what we think to he the service of Christ brings us
ease and afQuence.

II. Thb beluotant DI80IPI.E. 1. His call. The first disciple had not waited for

the call of Christ. He had boldly volunteered for the service, and he had been taught

a lesson of humility and reflection. But now Christ himself calls another disciple.

This Is clearly stated by St. Luke (ix. 59). When Christ calls, it is our part to

respond at once. The case is now quite altered. Duty does not admit of any con-

sideration of difBculty or danger. 2. Eis excuse. He would first go and bury his

father. This seems to be a most natural excuse. The sacred duty of filial piety would
appear to claim the man. Burials in the East follow quickly oil death. At most the

son would be away but a few hours. Then he would be free to follow Christ for

the remainder of his days. How can we blame him? It may be said at once that if

this were a true view of the case he would have been excused, and Christ would have
been the first to sympathize with him. Therefore we must conclude either (1) that

he meant he wanted to wait for his father's death, or (2) that he was simply quoting

a proverb—as an excuse in his case for more delay. But to postpone our coming to

Christ is to show want of true devotion to him. 3. Eis rebuke. Jesus saw through

the hypocritical excuse. Yet he answered the man after his own style. He would
postpone the service of Christ to secular interests. But the secular minded who are

spiritually dead can attend to those affairs. Christ's claim is paramount. He is no
true disciple who treats what is dearest to him in such a way as to make it a hindrance

to his service of Christ. The most sacred home ties are snares when they interfere

with our devotion to our Divine Lord.—W. F. A.

Vers. 23—27.

—

Christ in. the storm. The only way to escape from the thronging

multitude was to cross the lake to the comparatively deserted eastern shore (ver. 18).

Yet even on the sea quiet could not be had, for one of the sudden tempests that sweep

down from the hills upon land-locked lakes with scarcely a moment's warning fell

upon the little fishing-smack, when it was in the middle of its voyage, with such

violoace that even the experienced fishermen who manned the craft were in terror for

their lives
;
yet Christ was asleep 1

I. Christ is asleep in the btobm. This is a striking picture. Consider what it

reveals in him. 1. Natural weariness. He had had a long day of toil. Even when
he sought rest in the house it w&s forbidden him. Now at last he is free from the

multitude, and Nature asserts her sway, and he falls into the heavy sleep of utter

exhaustion. See here (1) Christ's true humanity ; (2) how he can sympathize with

our weakness ; (3) how his work was not easy, but toilsome and wearisome, yet freely

given for the good of men. 2. Inward peace. He need not lie awake tortured by
anxiety. He has no evil conscience to disturb him. Within one breast all is calm

while the tempest howls round the boat. 3. Perfect faith. His time has not yet

come. But if it had come he would not need to be disturbed; for he is always ready

for his Father's will. He knows that aU is safe with God.

II. Christ u aboubed bt his disciples. Their action is naturaL They were in

imminent danger—or at least they thought themselves so. Their conduct reveals theii
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state of mind. This was a strange mixture of faith and unbelief. 1. Faith. Christ

is a laudsman—a carpenter of the inland town of Nazareth ; these men are natives of

the seashore, and fishermen well used to the sea. Yet they instinctively cry to Christ.

Id all his trouble the Christian cannot but turn to his Master. 2. UnMief. These
panic-stricken men cannot wait for their Master to rise at the right moment and save

them. In their terror they are impatient of his calm slumbers—which is natural ; but

they are also querulous and unkind—which is less excusable. They hint that Christ

cares not whether they perish. Great trouble is a severe test of faith, especially when
we have to wait long for deliverance.

III. Christ stills the btobm. First he rebukes the little faith of the disciples.

Then he turns to the terror of wind and wave ; and in a moment the storm has dropped
&s suddenly as it arose. Here is the real rebuke of unbelief. Christ is never negligent

of his people in their troubles. He may seem to delay ; but at the right moment he
will do all that is needful. Whatever may be the trouble, he is able to conquer it.

Yet it is easier to quiet a storm at sea than to quiet a troubled heart. If you hold a
glass of water in your hand you can secure its being quite at rest while yon hold
your hand still. But if you have caught a wild bird in the hedge and hold it in your
hand and feel its little heart throbbing against your fingers, you cannot quiet it merely
by holding your hand still. You must teach it to trust you. When it has gained
confidence it will be at rest. The sea may be stilled by a word of command, but the
heart of man only through faith.—W. F. A.

Vers. 1—4 (see also Mark i. 40—46; Luke v. 12—16).—1%« leper'i example.
Some concise account of the nature of the disease of leprosy, of the place it held in the

Jewish economy as the " sacrament of death," of the leading allusions to it in the
Old Testament, and of the Levitical provisions in the event of a recovery or supposed
recovery, may form introduction to discourse. Then dwell on some suggestions arising

from the fact of

—

I. The fame of Jesus tbavbllino to a lepeb.

II. A LEPER TRAVELLINQ TO JeSIJS HIMSELF AT ALL BIBK8.

III. The well-leabnt humility of this lepeb.
IV. The clbab decisive faith of this lepbb.

V. The pbompt and pbaotioal compassion of Jesus : he touched the leper.

It was legal defilement to touch a leper, because he was a leper; but it was not
defilement to touch a leper, if he thereby ceased to be such.

VI. The probable reason ob reasons of the charge of Jesus to him. 1. The
reason may perhaps solely have had reference to what the Saviour knew of the real

tendencies of the leper he had cleansed. 2. The reason may have had rather some
outer aspect, and may have had it in view to obtain before men, and as a much-needed
" testimony Against " themselves, a true and unprejudiced and confessed verdict from
the priests as to the genuineness of the great work of cleansing which he had accom-
plished. 3. The reason may have been strictly that, for Jesus, his " time was not yet
ready," while the defence of the cleant^ed and happy, late leper, will ever be that he
could not contain his joy, his praise, and his gratitude.—B.

Vers. 5—13 (see also Luke vii. 1—10).

—

The centurion'e example. Use the
introduction to advert to the apparent discrepancy between the account of St. Matthew
and that of St. Luke, in that the latter informs us that it was by messengers and not
by himself that the centurion's'appeal to Christ was made. Plausible as the objection

may justly be allowed to appear, one fact is sufficient to silence it, URmely, that the
apparent inconhistence appears quite sufficiently in the one selfsame account of St,

Luke. Notice, for instance, and compare vers. 8—10 there. Also allude to the favour-

able circumstances in which three other centurions are brought before our notice in
Christian history, e.g. ch. xxvii. 54 ; Acts x. 1 ; ixvii. 3, 43 ; xxviii. 16. Notice—

I. The character this centurion had acquired, and, though an outsider,
THE ESTEEM IN WHICH HE WAS HELD. Nor is the secrct of this far to find. 1. He had
a large heart and a sympathetic. He loved the nation of the Jews, and had built them
a synagogue, no doubt because of the higher good he had gained from them. He had
reaped their spiritual things, he had given his carnal things. 2. He loved his serrant.
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and eridently was taking great pains, not felt as such,now to get help for him, as much
as though he had heen a son or a brother.

II. ThS OOBBEOT and HIOHLY ENLIGHTENKD ESTniATS THAT EB HAD ALBGADT
EVIDENTLY FIRMLY PLANTED WITHIN HIM OF THE CHABAOTEB AND THE JUST DIGNITY
OF Chbist. Whence, it may natnrally be asked, did this come ? 1. From the fact

that he used aright his reason, vfon his observation ; ix. upon the induction of things

seen and heard by him, of Christ. Of how many things higher and deeper than those

of which the apostle first used the question may not the same words be used, " Doth
not even nature teach you?" And in what harmony with this do we find the argu-

ment of St. Paul in Bom. i., when he says, summing it up, " So that they are without
excuse "

1 2. How well it may be believed that the centurion was among the instances

of those illuminated by that Spirit who was always omnipresent, and who as at this

time worked often where least supposed 1 We are reminded of the illustration used by
our Lord himself preceding the sentence, " So is every one that is bom of the Spirit."

in. The genuine humility which fenetbated him. 1. He genuinely pleads

deep sense of his own unworthiness as the reason why he did not come in person to

Jesus. 2. He with every witness of genuineness pleads the same as the ground of

deprecating Jesus coming in person to him. It would appear from the account of St.

Luke that the centurion in the first instance did ask Jesus " to come and heal his

servant." But second thoughts, and the awe of the imminent advent of the great

Sovereign of bodies and souls changed his prayer, took away the last remnant of mere
human boldness, and superseded it by diviner humility.

lY, The faith, so simply oonstructed and so pebfeot, fbou the fibst and
in all detail, op the oentubion. This was the " marvel " for Christ. It is "great

"

faith ; it is " so great faith
;
" it is greater faith than the greatest Jesuf had as yet

" fotmd in Israel " even, and this not in Israel I

In conclusion, dwell on all the sweet, condescending grace of Jesus. " I will come
and heal him;" "and he went with them;" "he marvelled at him;" and he praised

his faith " to the people that followed him ;
" and " they who were sent returning to

the house found the servant whole." What a parable in drama of the great grace

of Jesus Christ I—B.

Vers. 14—17 (see also Mark i, 29—31 ; Luke iv. 38—40).—Z%e instinct of henejktnce.

In introduction, note the place given to the occurrence of this miracle in the two
parallel places, these two defining with accuracy what is left unalluded to by St.

Matthew. Also comment on ver. 17, comparing it with St. Peter's quotation, and
noting St. Matthew's language as not that of the Septuagint. Reject all the lesser

exegeses of the wonderful characterization of the Redeemer here given ; such as fatigue

of body tlirough the late and prolonged work ; exhaustion of soul through the fearful

strain confessed by us all, of high and deep spiritual engagement ; and even such as

the adumbration in all- this of the achievement of the cross, and all the endurance
it postulated ; but point out how the personality of Jesus Christ now, and all through
his public life, was the unfailing and the all-gathering focus, in one way and another
way and all ways, of the sufferings, and the diseases, and the evil, and the infinite

sorrow of that man, one grand essential condition of the saving of whom was, that his

Saviour be "One touched," really, absolutely, tenderly, kee^y touched, "with the

feeling of his infirmities." This verse (seventeenth) expresses " the travail of his soul."

Notice

—

I. The exceeding peomptness with which this mieaolb was wbought. Observe
on the variety of the miracles of Christ, in this one respect by itself. Sometimes delay

was the rule, and in such cases, sometimes with an evident reason and use, but some-
times not so. The occasions when we can see the reason or a reason will teach us how
there were reasons in the other cases, though perhaps untraceable by us. On the other

hand, many miracles were marked by very quick action, as with the impotent man
and the blind beggar, etc., but nowhere perhaps more than in this case.

II. The outward signs ACCOMPANYrNO TUB working or the miracle. "He
touched her hand;" "he rebuked the fever;" "he took her by the hand;" "he
lifted her up." In these facts stated, which may be very far from being rightly called

in every lense otttward signs, two leading points may be observed—the "rebuke" to
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the miprefsor, the a$sistanc« to the oppressed, significant and genaine suggestions to

our Christian work, and to our conflict in Clmst's Name with human woe, and with

tfaose forcses of evil which stir it and fix it and only so reluctantly loose their grasp.

Nor are the /orm$ of help barren of suggestion. He stood over her; he saw her; he

touched her hand, took her by the band, lifted her up. The very gradation in the

assistance proffering us lessons, or reminding us of what we have not failed already

to observe and reason upon.

in. ThB OBATEFXTL and devout and FBAOnOAL BE8P0NSE ON THE FAST OF THE
8UFFEBEB, NO LONOEB TEE PBET OF REE FEYEB, TO HEB DeLIVEBEB. FictUTB the

splendid contrast. The prostrate with fever immediately transformed into the active

and thoughtful servant, and the minister both to her Lord and his attendants and
friends. Enlarge on this as the consummate type of Christian o:)nduct and character

after genuine conversion. For this is followed by devout and unfeigned consecration

of service to Christ and his Church.
Conclude with noticing the harvest of that night, after th« close of the sabbath.

1. The ingathering of what untold blessings to the people I 2. The toil and travail

(in the sense of ver. 17) that harvest meant for Jesus Christ.—^B.

Vers. 19—22 (see also Luke ix. 67—62).

—

Thret human type*—one Divine type. In
introduction, note that the passage in St. Luke has by some been regarded, on account

of its very different place and apparent connection, as not the parallel of the present

passage. On the other hand, it can scarcely be a mere duplicate or even a replica.

Under any circumstances, if not the parallel, it certainly is a parallel, and the very

equivalent, when allowance is made for the addition supplied by St. Luke. In fact,

the absence of the third position from St. Matthew's account may possibly find

explanation (explanation confessedly somewhat asked for) for any who hold, with some
of the best of critics, that we may not improbably have here, in the three persons

described, the anonymous biographies in so far as this incident goes of Judas Iscariot,

St. Thomas, and St. Matthew himself. Notice

—

I. jEsns Cheist the type of discbiminatino fidelity; not dibouisino, not
FLATTEBING, THE CHABACTEB OF HIS OWN BEBVIOB. If any cnc, whether morc or less

savouring of the things that be of Judas Iscariot, seeks to enter the service of Christ

and the kingdom of heaven, he shall not do so untaught as to the service, unwarned
as to the conditions of it; he is plainly, faithfully, and most impressively told of these.

Beniark on the perfection for effectiveness of the warning here given, in its naturalness

and simplicity (ver. 20), and of the touching, exquisite pathos of the last of the three

clauses. Bemark also on the inevitable dangers of times of apparent prosperity and
popular impression, as well those that flourish in dispositions of the sanguine and
enthusiastic type. Discriminate between the man who offers himself, as " moved by
the Holy Ghost," and the way in which he offers himself, and the boastful volunteer,

whether of the nature here portrayed, or of that of the misguided zeal of Peter.

II. Jesus Chbist the type of clbabest vision in the matteb of the belative
WORTH OF the HEAVENLY CALL, AND ANY AND EVERY EARTHLY CALL ; THB HEAVENLY
KBLATIONSHIP, AND ANY AND EVERY EARTHLY RELATIONSHIP ; AND OF UNBROKEN
SINGLENESS OF DEVOTION, AND LOYALTY INCOBBUPT TO THB HIGHER. Bemark here On
the expression (ver. 21), " another of his disciples," as finding its explanation from
St. Luke (ix. 69), where we learn that Jesus had just called him, and that he was
therefore his disciple. Illustrate from other clear deliverances of Jesus Christ that

there is not to be imagined here for a moment any depreciation of the sacredness and
the worth of human affections, but rather exaltation of the Divine affection (which
must be ever the one determinating and turning-point of human character and hope
and eternal outlook). Show how, in this instance, all this was yet more illuminated

by the grace and kindness and inspiriting nature of the further commission, " But
go thou and preach the kingdom of God."

III. Jesus Christ the type of the un-looking back, the UN-HisarviNO, the
UN-TURNINq, and THE " WITHOUT-REPENTANOE " WHEN HIGH DUTY, WHEN THE MORE
THAN HBROIO HEIGHTS OF PRESENT SELF-SACRIFICE, WHEN HOLY BFFOBT AND HBAVBN,
ABB THB GOAL IN FRONT. Dwell lovlugly ou the undoubted dependence (equally
extraordinary and glorious in its essential natiu:e) of true Christian work, on an exact,
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a clear, a steadfast eye, and a heart thereupon ptrfttA to follow iU outlook. How much
so-called Christian work withers like untimely birth itself by reason of carelessness,

mixed motive, and lack of supremely dominating affection 1—^B.

Vers. 23—27 (Mark iv. 35—41 ; Luke viiL 22—25).—2%e novA catt to faith.

In introduction, emphasize the little chain of events that led to the position of peril,

as Id every sense natural, as wearing that appearance, and justly wearing it, and resent

the imputation that it was an artificial one. The suggestive parallel or contrast, so

often pointed to by various students of the New Testament in many an age, may be
recalled, vi2. that of Jonah fleeing from duty in a ehip, falling asleep through a callous

heart and a stupefied conscience, and creating peril for all his fellow-voyagers. Allow
respecting the disciples now that there was much natural in their fear, and right in

a secondary degree, though secondary only in their repairing with anxious cry to Jesus
Christ in their extremity, as they supposed, of danger. But show, on the other hand,
that the time was one of deeper teaching; the oppurtunity one of getting a word, and
a powerful word, in for exercise of higher faith ; and the crisis had arrived when,
for the disciples at any rate, a step in advance was to be taken, and they are compelled

to see it. For

—

L Thb call to faith dt Jesub Chbibt HmsELr is kow published fob the
DISCIPLES, AND NOT SIHPLT FAITH IN WHAT HB MAY DO. 1. He was asleep, but it Was
he. 2. He was asleep, but he was in the ship. 3. He was asleep, but it was certain

he did " care " for his disciples, and did care that they should " not perish."

II. The call to faith in Jesus Chbibt was fob such faith to own him
OMNIPOTENT MaBTEB IN EVEBT AND ALL DIBECTIONB OF God's WIDE DOMAIN. It u as

a new surprise that " winds and sea obey him." But if it were this, a new turprise,

what did it mean, except that they knew it not before or doubted it before ?

III. The call to exebcise faith in Jesub Chbibt was a call to believe that
THE EKEMIES TO BE SUBJUGATED BT HIM WEBE NOT SUCH AB COULD BE CALLED ACCIDENT
AND THINQS UNCONSCIOUS, BUT UNSEEN FOES IN DISASTB0U8 ALLIANCE WITH THESE.

Christ "rebuked" the " winds and sea." The alliance of spirit with flesh and blood

and matter of itich kind (wonderf-d and mysterious as is the bridge from one to

another, the subtle but powerful and, for long lasting, tyrannous link between them),

is underiied ; and is so familiar as a phenomenon and a I'act with us that we think not

at all about it, except with special effort and on special occasion. Tet deeper things

are betrayed to us in revelation and by revelation, viz. such a thing as this, that spirit

may possess other matter and other forms of matter ; and tyrannously dominate the

ubiquitous "elements of nature" and their forces. The deeper and less recognized

whisperings and suggestions of revelation are sometimes equivalent to authoritative

pronouncements of what we had once named the superstitious figments of heathen

minds. Let it be they were such ; yet how cravingly, inquiringly, wearily, and not

altogether vainly, did they roam round and beat at the bonds and environmeat of their

ignorance ; and sometimes they touched truth I The disciples were taught such truths,

and we through them.—B.

Vers. 28—34 (Mark v. 1—20; Luke viii. 26—39).

—

The divorce of supreme pity.

In introduction, distinguish between the genuine possession by an evil spirit and the

phenomena of madness, or the most of those instances of merely bodily plague which
in the worst times have probably nevertheless been the result and degenerate outgrowth

of the extremes of sensuality and intemperance. Also allude to the fact that only one

demoniac is mentioned by St. Mark and St. Luke. Note therewith that here, though
it is said "they" both spoke and cried to Jesus, yet only one form of words is given.

In passing, note also how, in the account of each evangelist, this narrative follows that

of the stilling of the storm and tempest in the material world. Notice—^.

I. A DEBADFUL TYPE IN BODILY LIFE OF THB MAN WHOSE SPIRIT, GIVEN HIM
WHEBBWITH TO RULE AND "HAVE DOMINION," IS OVERBULBD AND OVBBMASTBRED
BT AN EVIL BPIBIT, AND EXBBCISBB BUT A VERY FRE0ABIOU8 AND OCCASIONAL BWAY
OF ITB OWN.

II. The extbaordinaey but most significant action of this duality of spirit

WBioB manifested itself at thb crisis of the apfboaoh of Jesub Chbibt. The
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" he " who met Jesus, and ran to him aa by irresistible instinct or attraction, and
" worshipped," and " fell down " before him, and the other " he " (or " they ") of whose
devilish msplration were the words which the victim nsed. How graphic, how dramatic,

how dreadful the parable the description speaks of the conflict and the strife in the soul

between itself in deep need, deep distress, deep consciousness, and the odious tyrant
that holds him at bay I

III. The notiok to qott kow, and the mobb bionifioant suooestion that the
NOTICE, YET TO COME ONE DAY, WOULD BE A LONOEB NOTICE, ONE TO QUIT FOB BVEH,
The entreaty of the united legion, by the lips of the oppressed and tormented demoniac,
is that they shall not be banished the "country" (i.e. the world); and should not be
sent into "the deep" (i.e. the unseen domain), where there would be no " wicked," no
" weary " from whatsoever cause, for such to possess and tyrannize. And this entreaty
betokened sufficiently plainly what they knew of their ultimate destiny, and what they
had in view in deprecating being " tormented before the time." Note the easy prey
that the vast number of swine were to the evil spirit or spirits; and how is thereby
set forth the strong power to resist of the human soul, and its long-continued power
to resist, and in the same relative proportion the prolonged, imutterable sufTering and
anguish.

IV. The contbabt between the cowabdlt and selfish Gadabenes in bkseioh-
INQ ChBIST to depart, AND THE IMPASSIONED PBATBB OF THE BEOOYEBSD DEMONIAC
to be permitted to remain with Chbist.

Conclude by remarking on the fearful compliance on the part of Jesns with the one
entreaty, and his most gracious refusal of the other.—B.

Vers. 1—13.

—

The leper and the centurion. The miracles of our Lord are an integral

and necessary part of God's revelation of himself to men. Christ came not so much
to reveal God's power as to reveal God's disposition to use that power for us ; not so

much to show God's holiness as to show his desire and purpose to make us also holy.

Miracles, therefore, lay as naturally and inevitably in the way of Christ's work as his

teaching with authority did,

I. The HEALmo of the lefeb is the first miracle recorded by Matthew, and it

probably struck him more than it would at first sight strike us, by appealing to his

Jewish ideas and sentiments. 1. For, in the first place, leprosy was not an ordinary,

though a common, disease. It had a religious aspect, and was as symbolic as sacrifice

or any other of the Jewish ordinances. It was, in the eye of the Jew, a frightful

symbol of the condition of the outcast from God ; he saw in it the true representation

of the consuming and polluting nature of sin. For the sinner, too, is forced to cry,
" Who shall deliver me from the body of this death ? " To cut off one member brings

no relief; the diseased blood strikes out in some other part. Yon may make one sin

impossible, but another takes possession of you. The disease, you find, is yourself; you
are full of it. What can you do biit what the leper did—come worshipping and
beseeching to him who has power to heal ? 2. It was partly because Uprosy was
symbolical of inward disease that Matthew saw in this healing of the leper the fulfilment

of the prophetic words, " Himself took our infirmities, and bare our sicknesses." But
partly, no doubt, because the prompt reply of the Lord, " I will ; be thou clean,'" and
Lis touching the man, disclosed the deep sympathy he had with men. Somehow the
man had been brought to know that what nothing else could do for him Christ could.

It is true of us all that we are dependent on Christ's will. Obviously one who pro-

fesses to have all power in heaven and on earth can do many things which you need
and which no one else professes to be able to do for you. Will Christ listen to the cry

of bodily disease and be unmoved by the poor wretch that cries for deliverance from
moral defilement ? With what may we not fill up the leper's form of petition, " If thou
wilt, thou canst"? Very appropriately does Matthew put this "I will" of Christ's

in the forefront of all the miracles he records. It is this word that opens the gate and
lets in upon us supernatural forces. Will is, indeed, the only supernatural force we
know. Our own wills are in a certain sense supernatural. And when our Lord utters

the words, " I will ; be thou clean," he is merely exerting in a higher degree this same
inscrutable spiritual force. We know not how his will is exerted upon the sufferer, but
Uie effect is immediate and undeniable. From the number of miracles our Lord wrought
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at this time Matthew selects these two, of the leper and the centurion's serrant, that we
may see the readiness and the potency of the will of Christ to heal.

II. In THE CENTUBlON we meet with a high type of man ; a kindly, generous, derout
nature ; a humility not to be expected in one accustomed to command and to represent

a ruling race. But, as our Lord reminds us, there are humble, unselfish, right-minded
men in all ages and in all countries. In the centurion he saw promise of a far richer

harvest than Israel could afford—myriads of earnest men pressing from every quarter

of the globe to hear the words of his kingdom. The exhilarating prospect has, how-
ever, its dark background. The earnest and humble devoutness of spirit which spring

up, one cannot tell how, in those outside the kingdom may be lacking to those within.

These men glorified Christ, showed him in a right light and reflected honour upon him
by their conduct. We have known more about him, have clearer views of his Person
and methods ; but, were our dealings with him recorded, would there be the same fair

record of simple, unmurmuring faith, of humble dependence on Christ's will, and
undoubting worship ? But the distinctive feature of the centurion's application to our
Lord is his persuasion that Christ's will can work at a distance as easily as at hand.
He reasons &om his own experience. He had but to give the word of command, and
hit whole troop obeyed him ; and he could not suppose the word of Christ was in his

peculiar sphere less potent and authoritative. Perhaps this idea had been suggested
to him by his feeling the contrast between his own power on the battle-field and help-

lessness at the bedside of his servant. Was there not some one who had power even
here—some one whose will could quicken even that inert body? The soldier, the law-
abiding Soman, felt there must be.

Two injunctions were laid upon the healed leper. 1. To teU no man. This is an
instance of what our Lord very commonly did, enjoining the healed person to keep
silence about his cure, partly firom regard to the person's own best interests, partly

from • regard to the proper work of Christ, If this man went and published his

cure, many would come merely by way of experiment, as they would try a new doctor.

But what was our Lord to do with such people, who merely wished for the physical
benefit, and had no regard for his Person and no serious faith in him? And lb

would seem not improbable that this is the reason why we ourselves, even when
we pray, get so little from Christ. Our faith is not serious enough ; it is not the
deeply rooted conviction that grows up in a man's self by the working of his own
mind and the course of his own experience ; it is second-hand faith. We ask from
him not because we are sure we shall receive, but because other people think it right
to do so. 2. The man is sent to the priest that his cure might be verified. The cure
was real and substantial, and our Lord shrank from no official examination, but rather
courted it. Another reason was simply becatise this was commanded. This man was
not to suppose that, because his cure was extraordinary, he was to be exempt from the
customary regulations. Now, the significance of this for all who derive benefits firom

Christ is obvious. They must approve themselves healed and sound-hearted persons
before that court that tries us all, and in which the judges are the ordinary duties of

life, and the persons with whom or for whom we work. The character formed by
Christ is fit for all the practical work and service of life ; and he who fancies that
because his cure has been wrought in a miraculous, supramundane, heavenly fashion,

it is to be followed only by an ethereal, supramundane goodness that can do none of

the rough work of the world, may well suspect he has not been cured at all. But the
main impttission of these incidents is meant, no doubt, to be a deep conviction of the
quick response our Lord ever shows to true dependence on him.—D.

Vers. 1—4.

—

The leper. Jesus, in his sermon on the mount, spake with an authority

that asserted his Divinity. He claimed to he the King and Judge of men. Coming
down from the mount, followed by the multitudes who were astonished at his doctrine,

he wrought a miracle which proved his authority to be no assumption. The miracles

of Christ were not only miracles of power ; they were, moreover, miracles of wisdom

—

parables of omnipotence.

L Leprosy is ah emblem of sin. 1. It is a most loathsome disease. (1) Mungo
Park thus describes it as he witnessed it amongst the negroes in Africa : " It appears at

the beginning in scurfy spots upon diflferent parts of tike body ; which finally settle
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upon the hands and feet, when the skin hecomes withered and cracks in many places.

At length the ends of the fingers swell and ulcerate ; the discharge is acrid and fetid

;

the nails drop off, and the bones of the fingers become carious, and separate at the

joints. In this manner the disease continues to spread fi:equently until the patient

loses all his fingers and toes, and sometimes his hands and feet." Maundrel says,

" Leprosy is the extreme state of corruption of which a living body is capable " (cf.

Job vii. 5). (2) A corresponding moral condition comes to the day in our police-courts.

In the eye of God the unregenerate heart of the Pharisee is' no less revolting (see ch.

xxiii. 27, 28). 2. It it cm insidioiis disease. (1) Leprosy at first spreads secretly.

Sometimes it is for years concealed. So the venom of sin is hidden, being restrained

by environments of Christian influence. (2) It is an hereditaiy evil. The leprosy of

Naaman was not only transferred to Gehazi; it was also entailed upon his seed

(2 Kings V. 27). The entailment of sin is universal. (3) It is, moreover, contagious.

Hence the Law required that the leper should live apart, and warn passengers to keep
aloof by crying, " Unclean ! unclean !

" (Lev. xiii. 45, 46). So Miriam (Numb. xii. 14,

15). Things infected with leprosy were destroyed. So is sin contagious, and the com-
pany of sinners is to be shunned (2 Cor. vi. 14—18 ; Jas. iv. 4).

II. Itb cube sets fobth Christ ab the Saviour of sinners. 1. The Law pre-

scribed no cure for it. (1) The cleansing was not the healing of the leper (see hev.

xiv. 3). This man was healed and then sent to the priest to be ceremonially cleansed

(ver. 4). So neither has the Law any cure for sin. (2) The gospel supplies this lack.

Hence David, in his moral leprosy, instead of going to the priest, went to the Lord
(Ps. 11. 7). (3) There was a sense in which the faith of the Samaritan had made him
whole, in which his nine ungiateful companions, though healed physically, were not

made whole (see Luke xvii. 11—19). 2. Jesus is able to save all men. (1) This

miracle proving his Divinity establishes his ability. (2) But he saves us not by
arbitrary power. He cannot sacrifice justice to mercy. (3) He satisfies the claims of

justice by taking our sin upon him. This is parabolically taught in his touching the

leper. By that healing touch he became himself ceremonially unclean. (4) In this

Jesus broke no law. There is no law that says, " Thou shalt not touch a leper." 3. He
is not willing to save all characters. " If thou wilt." (1) He spurns the impenitent

wicked (see Isa. i. 10—20; Ps. Ixvi. 18). (2) The contrite believer he will save. "I
will." The leper came humbly. "Worshipped him," or, as in Mark, "kneeling down
to him." Trustfully. " If thou wilt, thou canst." None such are too vile. " A leper."

4. Impurity instantly yields to the rebuke of Christ. (1) Why should a present salva-

tion be disputed? Jesus is the Omnipotence of purity. "Straightway his leprosy

was cleansed." (2) But why did Jesus send him to the priests? "For a testimony

unto them," viz. as to the power of the gospel. Also as to its truth. For this is

beautifully set forth in the ceremony (see outline on Lev. xiv 1—7). The miracle is

a splendid commentary upon the Law.—J. A. M.

Vers. 5—13.

—

The centurion. We take this to be the centurion also mentioned by
Luke (vii.). The points of agreement in the narratives are too remarkable and too

numerous to be taken to apply to separate persons. The narratives are harmonized
upon the principle of personation common in the sacred writings (see e.g. 2 Sam. i. 15
compared with iv. 10, and Acts ix. 23, 24 with 2 Cor. xi. 32). Let us consider the

centurion's faith and its reward.

I. His faith. 1. It was reverent and humble. (1) He did not presume to come to

Jesus in person. According to Luke, he approached him through the elders of the

Jews. He thus forestalled the objection that he was a stranger. (2) He had enlightened

views of the majesty of Jesus. For, though Jesus had appeared in humiliation amongst
men, this Roman said (still by representation), " Lord, I am not worthy that thou
shouldest come under my roof." Note : We should value and venerate what we can
see of Christ in the humbled saint. Had we juster views of the majesty of Jesus we
should have humbler views of ourselves. We judge by contrasts. (3) There are some
whose reverence would not restrain them from touching the Lord (see ch. ix. 18—20).

The same inward feelings may be variously displayed. (4) A sense of nnworthinesa
is a sign of worth. He that is furthest from self is nearest to the Lord. This cen-
turion, as Augustine says, while owning himself unworthy that the Lord should enter
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his house, was accounted worthy that that Lord should enter his h^art. Though cor-

poreally distant, the centurion was through faith enabled to converse in spirit with
Jesus. 2. It was strong and earnest. (1) He came with entreaty. " Beseeching him."
The earnestness of entreaty is a sign of faith ; for it grows out of the conviction of the

ability of the person supplicated to grant the petition. (2) So strong was the faith of

this centurion that it saw no need for the presence of the Miracle-worker. It recog-

nized the omnipresence of Omnipotence. This faith is the more remarkable aiooe up
to this time no example of a miracle wrought by Jesus at a distance is on record. (3)
The centurion's apprehension of the Divinity of Christ is also recognized in his

argument. It proceeded upon the principle that the forces of nature were absolutely

under the control of Jesus. The obedience of the soldiers and servants of the centurion

were rendered to one under the authority of superiors ; but Jesus was absolute Ruler in

nature. 3. It was large and generous. (1) It was exercised on behalf of his servant.

Many came to Christ on behalf of their children ; this is the only example we have of

one so interested in a servant. Many, like the Amalekite, forsake their servants when
they are forsaken by health (1 Sam. xxx. 13). The good master studies the welfare

of his servants. (2) The centurion was touched by the suffering of his servant. Great

agony is experienced in palsy^ when it passes into apoplexy. Faith is nourished in

the sympathies of goodness. (3) The elders who represented the centurion's case to

Jesus were moved by admiration of his nobleness. They pleaded, " He is worthy ; for

he loveth our nation, and hath built ui a synagogue." Faith is strong in the heart of

the generous.

II. Its ebwabd. 1. It gained for him his suit. (1) Before the elders had fully

opened the case, Jesns said, " I will come and heal him." His coming is healing.
" Unto you that fear my Name shall the Sun of Righteousness arise with healing in

his wings." (2) Before the elders returned to communicate the answer, the centurion

had the answer in his house. " His servant was healed in that hour." " Before you
call, I will answer ; and while you are yet speaking, I will hear." (3) The centurion

gained more than his suit. He received healing also in his own soul. " As thou hast

believed, so shall it be done unto thee." In blessing we are blessed. 2. Se had the

highest commendation. (1) Jesus marvelled at the greatness of his faith. For he was
a Roman. Conversely, Jesus marvelled at the unbelief of certain Jews (see Mark vi. 6).

All circumstances are surveyed in the judgments of Jesus. (2) His faith was honoured
with the promise of the kingdom. The Gentile by faith becomes the child of the

covenant. " Shall sit down with Abraham," etc. (cf. Gen. xii. 3 ; xvii. 4 ; Gal. iiL 7,

9, 14, 29). (3) This means the friendship of the King. Sitting with Abraham, etc.,

is enjoying the company of the aristocracy of virtue. Beclining with Abraham, etc.,

viz. on the bosom of the King. That last supper at which the disciples reclined on the
bosom of Jesus was the anticipation of a fulfilment in the kingdom of God (cf. ch.

sxvi. 29 ; Luke xiv. 15 ; xxii. 15, 16, 29, 30). (4) Jesus handsomely commends his

friends (see ch. xi. 6; xv. 28; xxv. 34—36; xxvi. 10; Luke vii. 44; xxi. 3). 3. He
was made a specimen of the conversion of the Qentiles. (1) "And I say unto you
[Jews], That many shall come from the east," etc. By faith the Gentiles shall enter

the kingdom of grace. By faith also shall they enter the kingdom of glory. (2) To
the Jews Jesus came in person ; to the Gentiles he sends his healing Word. " Only
say the word." Grace triumphs in unlikely places. So in unlikely persons. A devout

soldier! No man's calling can excuse his unbelief. 4. The reception of faithful

Qentiles is condemnation to tmfaithful Jews. (1) Jesus had not found such faith, no,

not in Israel. He sought faith. He seeks it still. (2) He sought it first among tlie

children of the kingdom. The gospel as well as the Law came first to the Jews (see

Rom. ix. 4). Privileges bring responsibilities. So the last become first by their faith.

The first become last through their unbelief. (3) How fearful is the condition of the

rejected 1 Shut out from the light of the banquet of glory. In the cold and hunger

of an endless night. Hie weeping. The gnasliing of teeth. No such sorrow and

misery as those of the lost.—J. A. M.

Vers. 14—17.

—

Beciproeal ministries. Here we notice two things

—

L That Jesus accepts the ministkt of hospitalitt. 1. Se accepted the hospi-

tality of Peter. (1) This apostle resided at Capernaum, and Jesus lodged with him
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(cf. ch. xvii. 24).' Peter had a house ; his Master had not one. Here the servant was
above his Lord. (2) Peter formerly resided at Bethaaida (John i. 44). Probably he
removed his dwelling to be near to Jesus—to render him hospitality, and to benefit

by his heavenly conversation. In changing rcBidences Christians should not remove
from the ordinances of religion. In seeking the health of the body the health of the

soul must not be imperilled. Israel journeyed ever under the Shechinah. (3) Peter's

wife's mother ministered to Jesua, or supplied him with refreshments. Jesus needed
such hospitality, for his humanity was real. So are still his human sympathies. (4)
In accepting this hospitality, Jesus sanctioned marriage amongst his clergy. Wiln
what little grace do the Bomanists contend for the celibacy of those who, while pro-
fessing to derive infallibility from Peter, go contrary to his example (cf. 1 Cor. ix. 5)1
2. He will accept the hospitality of our hearts. (1) Though corporeally gone into

heaven, Jesus is still spiritually present with us. He sups in blessed friendship with
the loyal, loving heart. He looks for a spiritual ministry to him. Temporal things
are valuable as they are prompted by spiritual motives and aim at spiritual ends. (2)
We minister to Jesus when we serve his Churcl). The Church is the mystical Christ

(cf. Rom. xii. 4, 5 ; 1 Cor. viii. 12 ; Gal. iii. 16 with ver, 29). (3) Individual believers

are specimens of the Church and representatives of Jesus. So he takes home as to

himself hospitalities, or conversely unkindnesses, shown to them (cf. ch. xxv. 40, 45

;

Acts ix. 6). (4) We are qualified by the grace of Christ to minister to Christ. Peter
was made a disciple of Jesus before Jesus accepted his hospitality. Peter's wife's

mother was empowered by Jesus before she ministered to Jesus. " We give thee of
thine own." (5) Peter was a young man—for his wife's mother was an active woman
—yet Peter was a senior among the apostles. They were, therefore, all young men.
Youth is the period for enterprise. Those who waste their youth waste their lives.

II, That Jesus exeecises the ministbv of salvation. 1. Be healed all manner
of diseases. (1) " The lever owned his touch, and fled." The touch of that hand
intimated the tenderness of a heart that is " touched with the feeling of our infirmities."

It also evinced Divinity. The healing was as sudden as the touch. There was no
interval of convalescence. (2) Jesus healed Peter's wife's mother on the sabbath
(cf. Mark i. 21, 29). For "it is lawful to do good on the sabbath day." But the Jews
did not bring their sick until after sundown, when the sabbath ended (see Lev. xxiii.

32 ; also ch. xii. 10 ; Luke xiii. 4). He respected their prejudices, and healed them
all. 2. Se cast out the spirits with his word. (1) An essential distinction is here
strongly marked between the spirits " cast out. " and the diseases " healed " (cf. Mark
i. 34). (2) Demoniacs were prevalent in Jud^a in the time of Clirist because the
nation was then advanced to a height of impiety. The Jews were then also strongly

addicted to magic, and invited spirits to hefamiliar with them. (3) If there is any-
thing beyond charlatanry in the spiritualism of these days it is like a revival of the

necromancy denounced in the holy oracles (see Deut. xviii. 9—12). (4) Evil spirits

have never ceased to dwell in impure affections ; and they still possess the souls of

the wicked as formerly they possessed their bodies. 3. These works denoted the Messiah.

(1) They were wrought in fulfilment of prophecy. The citation of -Isa. liii. 4 here
evinces this. But the words of the prophet also have reference to the atonement for

sin, for so they are applied elsewhere (see 1 Pet. ii. 14). (2) The miracles were wrought
in anticipation of the atonement. For sickness is a consequence of sin. The removal
of tiie consequence was a pledge that the Miracle-worker would remove the cause.

Upon the same principle of anticipation Old Testament believers were saved by the
death of Christ. (3) The miracles of Jesus, together with the sympathy of his whole
life, must be viewed as belonging to his great work of atonement, which was therefore

only "finished" on the cross. So, in working his miracles, Jesus sometimes—perhaps
always—" groaned in spirit, and was troubled." Both kinds of " bearing our diseases

"

were requisite to our great High Priest (see Heb. iv. 15 ; v. 1, 2). Kemarkably this

view is expressed in the rabbinical book of Zohar: "There is one temple which is

called the temple of the sons of affliction ; and when Messiah comes into that temple,

and reads all the afSictions, all the griers, and all the chastisements of Israel, which
came upon them, then all of them shall come 'upon him ; and if there were any that
would lighten them off from Israel, and take them upon himself, there is no son of

II ^qu that can bear the chastisements of Israel, because of the punishment of the Law,
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u it ia itdd, ' Surely he hath lorn* our griefs,' etc." (4) The diseasei and afflictions

of the body miraculously cured by. Jesus are to be taken as figurM of oorreaponding

moral evils.—J. A. M.

Vers. 18—27.

—

Chri$tian disciple$hip. To avoid the pressure of the crowd gathered

by the fame of his miracles—perhaps to disperse the crowd, lest the jealous Romans
might suspect sedition—Jesus gave commandment to cross the lake. Therefore a
disciple—a scribe, desiring to come into more constant communion with Jesus—said,

" Teacher, I will follow thee," etc. (vers. 19, 20). Another, following as a disciple

(tradition says it was Philip, some say Thomas), said, "Lord, suffer me first," etc.

(vers. 21—^22). The whole subject unfolds the principles of Christian discipleship.

I. The one condition of Christian discipleship is implicit submission to Christ.
1. Thi$ wot confessed in words hy the scribe. (1) His words recognized the great

Teacher (ver. 19). (2) They expressed unreserved devotion to him. The genuine
disciple will follow Jesus anywhere. (3) They expressed, moreover, voluntary service.
" Love is the fulfilling of the Law." 2. But he said more than he meant. (1) His
enthusiasm arose from the persuasion that in following the Miracle-worker he might
secure worldly advantages. He did not discern that Jesus sought faith, not fees;' that

he made no material profit by his healing power. Men may propose right things from
sordid motives. (2) He too lightly estimated what it is to follow Christ. Many, like

him, would follow in the sunshine, but, meeting hardships, take offence. He was too

hasty in promising. "Soon ripe, soon rotten." Christ's followers in paths of publicity

and enjoyment are many ; in the walks of humility and suffering, few. (3) He was
too sell-sufiScient. A man ihat is not ilUiminated by the Spirit thinks himself capable

of anything. The true man knows he can do nothing without the Spirit of Christ,

(4) All this is suggested in Christ's discouraging reply (ver. 20). Jesus does not

deceive his followers. He promises them glorious rewards in the great future. He
promises them present blessings also. But withal he promises hardships and privations

(cf. 1 Cor. iv. 11). 3. Yet not more than Christ requires. (1) The scribe's discourage-

ment from Christ was because his motives were not as good as his words. Christ
" for our sakes became poor," and for his sake we must be " poor in spirit." The
Christ-like have no abiding city here. Let the poor l)e comforted in their resemblance

to Christ in circumstances. But let them also seek his moral likeness. (2) The
foxes have holes. Cunning men of the world " feather their nests." The birds of the

air have lodging-places. Those who prey upon the simple have their convenient retreats,

4. The claimt of Christ are uncompromising. (1) This is evident in the reply of

Christ to Philip. The request to be permitted first to bury his father seems in itself

reasonable. Elijah permitted Elisha to bid farewell to his friends. (2) But things

otherwise lawful in themselves must not divert us from the more important duty of

following Christ. Duties take precedence in the order of their importance. Many are

by family ties hindered from following Jesus. Piety to God is before piety to parents

(cf. Lev. xxi. 11, 12; Numb. vi. 6—8; Luke xiv. 26). (3) It is not clear tl.at Philip's

father was dead or even dying. He may have been from age, as it were, lingering on
the blink of the grave. In this case, suppose he should linger three or four j ears, then

Philip, in waiting to bury his father, would miss his opportuniiy of attending upon
Jesus, whose ministry closed within that period. 5. The claims of Christ are spiritual

hefore all things. (1) The unspiritual are dead while they live. " The philosophers

esteem those dead who subject the mind to sense" (Clemens Alexandrinus). "The
wicked are dead to virtue, alive to evil " (Philo). " The wicked are dead while yet

alive " (Maimonides ; cf. Eph, ii. 1 ; Col, ii. 13 ; 1 Tim. v. 6 ; Rev. iii. 1). (2) " Let

the dead " in trespasses " bury their dead." There is an afSnity between spiritual and
natural death. Those are styled dead who are in a fitter state for burying the dead

than fgr preaching the gospel. (3) Let those look after the dying for the sake of what

they may inherit, who are spiritually dead. The spiritual must not turn aside from

the gospel for any temporal gain. When God calls to the ministry we must leave the

business of this world. (4) " Follow me." We must surrender ourselves at once and
entirely to Christ. Want of leisure is too often want of inclination.

II. The life-lesson op Chkistian discipleship is Christ. 1. Christ is the Teacher

in hi$ school. (1) He has ushers or uuder-teachers—prophets^ apostles, ministers.
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But their oommission i8 to preach Christ. If they teach for doctrinei commanrlineiits

of men, they betray their trust. (2) The Spirit of Christ is ever present in his Church.
He shedi his light upon the Word that he inspired. Ee sheds his love abroad in the

hearts of his sincere disciples. 2. Christ is also the Subject of his teaching. (1) Styling

himself " the Son of man," he claims to be Messiah (cf. Ps. viii. 4 with Heb. ii. 6, 16

;

see also Dan. vii. 1 3, 14). (2) The correlative title is " Son of God." Christ con-

stantly ipeaks of himself as " the Son of man " (see ch. xxvi. 63, 64). He uses the

term to assert his humanity (see John zii. 34). His miracles asserted his Divinity.

(3) With a single notable exception (see Acts vii, 56), his disciples speak of him as

" the Son of God." 3. Properly to know Christ we must embark with him. (1) By
embarking with Christ we do not escape storms. On the contrary, we may encounter
them because he is in the ship. Does not Christ's " rebuking " the wind suggest that

intelligent agency was behind it ? The " prince of the powers of the air " would rejoice

to sink such a freight as Christ and bis Chtu'ch. (2) But with Jesus we are safe.

" Why are ye fearful, ye of little faith ? " Fearfulness is a sign of little faith. Why
did they not confide in his Godhead, which never sleeps? Had they been able in faith

to say, " The Lord is my Strength," then would they have added, " Of whom shall I

be afraid ? " (3) The sleep of Jesus in the storm showed the confidence of his humanity
in his Godhead. It betokened also that inward peace which his disciples might have
amidst the storms of temptation and affliction. (4) The recourse of the disciples to

the humanity of Christ shows how necessary is that humanity to us as the way of our
access to the Godhead. (5) " And he arose, and rebuked the wind." So the calming
of the Btorm in the soul is the result, not only of the Lord's awaking, but also of his

arising, viz. from the sleep of death. He rebuked and calmed the spirits of his

disciples first, and then he rebuked the wind and calmed the sea. Spiritual things

take precedence of material. (6) "What manner of man is this?" The Divine Man.
To still the raging of the sea is the acknowledged work of God. The God of nature

is the God of grace.—J. A. M.

Vers. 28—34.

—

Demoniacal possession. The personality of devils or demons has
been called in question, and the examples of demoniacal possession recorded in Scripture

have been construed as cases of insanity. But the narrative before us refuses to be

thus treated. Here clearly are intelligences who can know, reason, speak, and pray,

and who can exist separately from the subject of possession, and after expulsion from
men can enter and possess inferior animals. Note

—

I. That devils aee formidable foeb. 1. They areformidable in power. (1) This
is evident from their appellatives (see Eph. ii. 2 ; vi. 12 ; Col. ii. 15). (2) From their

exploits. See the history of Job. Did not Satan transport the body of Jesus from the

wilderness to the pinnacle of the temple, and thence to the mountain summit (see

ch. iv. 5, 8)? (3) From the example of these demoniacs. No man could bind them
(see Mark v. 3, 4). 2. They are formidable in number. (1) Else how could they
tempt so constantly the 1,400,000,000 living men ? Their number must be great if all

the wicked men that have died are demons. (2) Their name is " legion." A Roman
legion numbered six thousand men (see Mark v. 9). (3) Things singly insignificant

in numbers become formidable. Frogs and flies in multitudes became Egyptian
plagues. In relation to the swarms of demons marshalled by Satan he is called

Beelzebub—"Lord of flies." 3. They areformidable in their military order. (1) This,

too, is suggested in the name of "legion." They are officered into principalities,

powers, world-rulers of darkness, and spiritual rulers of wickedness in the heavens (see

Eph. vi. 12). (2) They are efficiently marshalled. Some are devils of pride ; some
of coveteousness

J
some of sensuality ; some of profanity ; gome of malice. Those who

are led by any propensity to evil are possessed by a demon apt to stimulate it. Is your
familiar an "unclean spirit"? 4. They are formidable in their inveterate malignity.

(1) They are proud spirits. What but inveterate malignity could induce them to ask
leave of God to work mischief? (2) The more so when ihey know that for the mischief

they work they will incur a terrible retribution. Devils are not yet in hell. Their
time of torment is the day of judgment (cf. ver. 29; Eev. xii. 12; xx. 1—3, 10).

5 Thiy areformidable because of their passionfor enshrinement in humanity. (1) Out
nf humanity they are troubled and uneasy (cf. ch. xiL 43). It is " torment" to them
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to be ejected from humanity (ver. 29). (2) They prefer enshrinement in the body ot

a beast to being houseless. Satan enshrined himself in a serpent. These demons
entreated to be allowed to enter into the swine. (3) They make havoo wherever they
come. The evil disposition of the heart is a tomb in which a demon dwells.

II. Demoniacal asobndknoy is disastrous to humanity. 1. Disastrous hecause

assimilating. (1) This is more evident in Mark's account, in which the plural and
singular are so mingled that it is difficult to know whether the demuns or the demoniac
speaks (cf. Mark v. 6—10). (2) This possession is the more deplorable as it diaboHzes

the Godward side of humanity. 2. Disastrous because dissocializing. (1) These
demoniacs were driven from society into the solitude of the tombs. (2) Sin breaks

up homes and friendships. (3) It destroys commonwealths. (4) The rich man in

hell did not desire the company of his five brethren. 3.. Disastrous hecause ivfuriating.

(1) It is smcidal. These demoniacs cut themselves with stones (see Mark v. 5). '1 he

priests of Baal cut themselves with knives (1 Sings xviii. 28 ; see also Lev. xix. 28

;

Jer. xvi. 6). Sin is moral suicide. (2) It ia fratricidal. " Cain was of that wickfd
one, and slew his brother." These demoniacs were the terror of passengers (ver. 28).
" One sinner destroyeth much good."

III. A BSOLUTB 8UPBBMA0Y VESTS IN Chbist. 1. Demons confess him their Superior.

(1) This is remarkable in their history since the experiment in the wilderness. There
it was, " If thou be the Son of God." Here it is, " What have we to do with thee, thou
Son of God?" (2) They tremble in the presence of their Judge. "Art thou conie

hither to torment us before the time?" They were preconacious of their casting out.

That casting out they regarded as a presage of their time of final judgment (cf. John
xii. 31 ; xiv. 11). 2. He may listen to a devil's prayer. (1) He consented to the

prayer of these demons that they should be suffered to enter into the swine. He con-
sented to the prayer of Satan that he might torment Job. (2) Why should he not ?

He can work gracious purposes by the most unlikely agency. His consent to tlie

prayer of the demons was a judgment upon the sin of the swine-dealers. (3) The
injury wrought upon the fig tree, that upon the traffickers in the temple, and this upon
the swine-dealers, were severally presages of future vengeance. 3. He may listen to

a rebdlious sinner's prayer. (1) The Gadarenes besought him to depart out of their

borders. They would rather have demons and swine among them than the holy Jesus.

He heard their prayer. (2) Let the blasphemer beware. His hoirible prayers mny
be answered. The imprecation, " His blood be upon us, and upon our children," had
a terrible response in the wars of the Jews and in the horrors of their long captivity.

(3) Let the rejecter of the gospel beware. 4. He may refuse the prayer of a saint.

(1) The Gadarene, now no longer a demoniac, but a grateful believer, entreated that

he might be with his Deliverer (see Mark v. 15), but was refused (Mark v. 18, 19).

The bodily presence of Jesus he must not have; but his spiritual presence he may
enjoy. (2) Jesus had other work for him to do (Mark v. 19, 20). He was to go home,
where be was best known, and there to let his light shine. (3) Let us not be dis-

couraged if our prayers are not answered precisely as we desired. God answers our
prayers to our utmost advantage.—J. A. M.

Ver. 2.

—

Douhts turned into prayers. " If thou wilt." This may .be the first

instance in which our Lord put forth his power to cleanse a leper, and, if so, tlie

hesitation and anxiety of the man is very naturally explained. His approach is that

of a man who had his doubts and fears, but had also bis confidences and hopes ; and
he very properly let his faith decide his action rather than his fears. We may look

on him as a man doubting, but showing us how to deal with our doubts ; and proving
to us how easily our doubts may be dispelled, if we deal wisely wilh them; and we
deal wisely when we do not keep them to ourselves, but turn them into prayers, and
speak them out to God.

I. The spirit of doubt. This can only be regarded as an evil thing. The spirit

of trustfulness, receptiveness, is becoming to the child of God. A fashion of doubting,

and a pride in doubting, as if it were something very clever, are in every way most
mischievous, ruinous to our moral nature, because destructive of that which is the great

glory of the creature, the capacity for trust. And yet it must also be seen and
recognized, that doubt is really the working of a necessary quality of mental manhood.

MATTHEW. 2
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He is not really a man who is unable to doubt. To see two sidei of a thing, and hare
to choose between them, involves a period of doubting. The man who cannot doubt
cannot have an intelligent faith. The basis of all moral decision is doubt that can
weigh considerations. So it is a great thing to say, " We can doubt, j et we do believe."

This leper may have heard of the great things. Jesus had done, but the question came

—

Gould he cleanse a leper? There was no settling that doubt; so he turned it into

a prayer, and took it to Christ.

II. OuB ACTUAL DOUBTS. It may be well to notice what subjects those doubts
chiefly concern. And we must deal, not with intellectual doubts, but with religious

doubts—those which bear relatitin to our spiritual condition, our cleansing from sin.

Letting the case of the leper be suggestive, we may notice that: 1. Our doubts may
concern our need of Christ as a .Saviour, It may be that we admit he is the Saviour,

but we doubt our need of him as ow Saviour. 2. Our doubts may concern the ability

of Christ to save. We may incline to accept his good will, and to doubt his power.
We may be disposed to say, " If thou canst" Doubt often makes men think there

is something special in their case that puts them beyond the reach of Christ. 3. Our
doubts may concern the good will of Christ. Everybody else shunned the leper ; how
well the man might fear that Christ would shun mm tool But he took all his

doubts to Christ.—R. T.

Ver. 4.

—

Ow Lord^B avoidance of public excitement. "See thou tell no man."
There may have been some precise reason for this injunction in this particular case

;

but it is only one instance among many of our Lord's desire to work quietly, and keep
free from the pressure of mere crowds, and the rush of popular excitement. To under-
stand our Lord's objection to crowds, we must realize how excitable Eastern people
are, and how entirely it is animal excitement, with very little intellectual or moral
character. It therefore was an altogether hopeless seed-bed into which to cast seeds

of truth. Dean Stanley describes the crowding of the people, in the Lebanon district,

when the news spread abroad that there was a doctor in the company. " The stairs

and corridors of the castle of the Maronite chief. Sheikh Joseph, were lined with a
crowd of eager applicants." Travellers notice that, because so excited. Eastern crowds
are rough and unmannerly, every one pressing to secvire his own interest at once. We
can see some reasons why Jesus avoided excitements.

I. He did not wish to uakg mibaoleb his chief wobk. But this they would soon
have become if he had not put a check on them. Very soon he might have had every
moment of his life filled up with doctoring work, and the Saviour of souls might have
become a mere Eastern hakim. We cannot too constantly set before ourselves the
truth that our Lord's miracles were not his Ufe-ioorlc, but the fflustration of his life-

work. Illustration must always be kept >n due place and proportion.

IL He did wish to do his wobs in men's thoughts. It cannot be too clearly seen
that our Lord's mission was largely intellectual, and that the emotional had to be kept
within strict limitation, because the emotional is sure to push out the intellectual..

Christians brought in at revival-times seldom or ever show any interest in intelligent'

religion. The teaching of the day had put ritual, religious routine, in the place of

personal thinking. It is not sufficiently considered that one first and most valuabk
result of Christ's teaching was this—it made men think for themselves. Now, crowds
do not think. Intelligence is not characteristic of the crowds that now follow after

revivalists.

III. He did wish to do his wobe in men's oharaotebs. And so he proposed to

work as leaven works. He dealt with individuals. The adhesion of a number was of

little interest to him. He admitted to the kingdom one by one, after a direct and
personal dealing with each one. So the individual was of primary importance to Christ.

To him character was power, and it would prove powerful, influential, • redemptive
force.—R. T.

Ver. 10.

—

Afaith that catued twrprise. " That upon which the Son of God fastened
oa worthy of admiration was not the centurion's benevolence, nor his perseverance, but
his faith. A i id so speaks the whole New Testament, giving a special dignity to faith."

Oui Lord found something unusual in this man's Taith, which he contrasts with the
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faitli he had already observed. Evidently this man had risen above the common ides

of faith, as a sort of magical influence, which required some personal touch, or the

working of some charm, to the idea of a delegated power, depending only on the will

of him who possessed it. The centurion's expectation of Instant obedience to hi«

lightest command enabled him to believe that Christ had a similar power and authority

in relation to disease. Consider the requirement of faith.

I. The pkimaet demand op the Christian religion is faith. Illustratian in our
Lord's demand from all those whom he healed. This is sometimes very evident ; it ia

always present, though needing to be searched out. The first demand of Christianity

may seem to be love ; it is only love because love carries and enshrines faith.

IL The life and death or the Lord Jesus are now the objects of faith.
Just as the word of Jesus was for the centurion. He believed the word Jesus had
spoken, and acted on the belief. The life and death of Jesus (1) reveal Ood, and ask
me to believe that he is Love

; (2) reveal me, and ask me to believe that I am a
sinner; (3) reveal the glory and grace of Jestis as God's Son and my Saviour.

IIL Conversion is faith in the Word of God, which Jesus is. The strength and
happiness of Christian life come from believing and obeying the word which the living

Jesus speaks. "God has given to us eternal life, and this life is in his Son."

IV. Faith is a real and practical power in common human conduct. " We
trust our senses ; and that though they often deceive us. We trust men ; a battle

must often be risked on the intelligence of a spy. A merchant commits his ships,

with all bis fortunes on board, to a hired captain, whose temptations are enormous.

Without this principle society could not hold together for a day. It would be a mere
sand-heap. Such, too, is religious faith; we trust on probabilities; and this though
probabilities are often against us."

v. Faith is the link God has appointed to attach us to himself for salvation
AND 8TREN0TH. F. W. Bobertson says, " Faith is that which, when probabilities are

equal, ventures on God's side, and on the side of right; on the guarantee of a some-
thing within which makes the thing seem to be true because it ia loved."—B, T.

Ver. 13.

—

Hie grounds and rewards offaith. Christ's miracles were not so much
convictions for the unbelieving as confirmations for the believing. If we believe in

Christ on other grounds, then his miracles will serve to establish and to instruct our

faith. It is not the merely wonderful features of them; it is the moral and spiritual

truth they exhibit and illustrate which really blesses men. And so we find that they

are always called " signs" or "mighty works,"

L The geoundb of faith. Faith is exceedingly difficult to explain and define.

Partly because it has both an intellectual and a moral side. It is, in a sense, the mental
grasp of a proposition; and it is heart-acceptance of a relation. It is belief and it is

trtist. Commonly received definitions do but give features or aspects of it. Essentially

it is the act and expression of soul-dependence. Faith is not difficult to recognize in

particulaF instances; as when the little child leaps into the dark cellar on her father's

assurance. Faith is not difficult to recognize as the motive power in our common,
everyday relations. We know well how our daily life is built upon mutual trust.

And yet tlie faith that bears relation to our eternal salvation must have a ground or

reason. It may rest on (1) a statement ; or on (2) a person ; or on (3) a doctrine ; or

on (4) a character. The highest ground is trust in a person. The most effective

influences on our lives are our trusts in persons. Sometimes through the doctrine

faith comes to reliance on the person. Sometimes through the person it comes to the

acceptance of the doctrine. Both apply to Christ; in one way or the other, saving

faith is reliance on the living, redeeming, sanctifying Person—the Lord Jesus Christ,

Our proper ground of faith is Jesus himself,

II. The bewabds of faith. These may be either j 1. Gaining the thing desired.

Responding to the prayer of faith, Christ may be graciously pleased to say, "Be it

nnto thee even as thou wilt." Let it be the burden of sin, he may say, "Thy sini

are forgiven thee." 2. Increase of faith. More than once a little and weak faitb

came to Christ, and in his presence grew stronger ; it won a blessing, and in the joy

of the blessing it sprang up into fuller power. Wait for the right faith, and you may
wait in vain. Use well the little faith you have, and in the um yon shall find th*
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faith increase. 3. Kindling faith, in others. We seldom recognize as we should what
a power there is in faith to quicken faith in others. The confident, hopeful man cheers

all ahout him. The world is being saved, not by its men of science, but by its uiea

of faith.—E. T.

Ver. 17.

—

Bearing others' woes by sympathy. " Himself took our infirmities, and
bare our sicknesses." The evangelist is here pointing out that our Lord actually

sufiered with those who suffered. His power to heal was directly connected with his

power to sympathize; and such sympathizing was necessarily followed by extreme
weariness and physical exhaustion. If we can get a true and worthy idea of the way
in which our Lord lore the sufferings which he removed, we shall be in a fair way to

understand how he could bear the sins from which he came to deliver us. This
passage, quoted from Isa. liii. 4, "does not mean that Christ literally took into his body
and bore himself all the fevers, pains, lamenesses, blindnesses, leprosies, he healed, but
simply that he took them upon his sympathy, bore them as a burden upon his com-
passionate love. In that sense exactly he assumed and bore the sins of the worl<I

;

not that he became the sinner, and suffered the due punishment himself, but that he
took them on his love, and put himself, by mighty throes of feeling and sacrifice and
mortal passion, to the working out of their deliverance. The sins were never his, the

deserved pains never touched him as being deserved, but they were upon his feeling

in so heavy a burden as to make him sigh, ' My soul is exceeding sorrowful.' And
just because the world in sin took hold of his feeling in this manner, was he able in

turn to get hold of the feeling of the world, and become its true Deliverer and Saviour.

In this fact lay bosomed the everlasting gospel" (Bushnell).

I. Human sympathy bbaeino the woes of othees. 'lake illustrative cases, such

as the mother, who bears the disabilities, or sufferings, of her child. Let it be a cripple-

child, see how sympathy finds expression in tireless ministries. Or take the doctor,

whose sympathy leads him to take his patient up into thought, study, anxiety, and
sets him upon every effort to preserve life, or relieve pain. In what a full and true

sense the pain we take up by sympathy becomes ours! Yet more striking is a

mother's sympathy when her boy brings on himself sufferings through his sins. Then
her bearing means effort to get him delivered from both sufferings and sins.

II. Divine sympathy beabino the woes of others. We may learn of God from

our best selves. But this we may confidently say, if God takes up our woes, he will

be most concerned about the sins which are the real causes of all the woes.—R. T.

Ver. 20.— The testing of would-be disciples. These cases are more fully given by
Luke (ix. 57—62); Our Lord did not aim to be the founder of a sect, and he

never showed any interest in mere numbers. He made each otter of discijileship either

a test of the real religious condition of the individual, or else an opportunity for laying

down or illustrating the great principles, responsibilities, and duties of his kingdom.

Two cases are before us in connection with this text. Both men ilhistrate the general

evil of the divided heart—the heart not wholly given to the Lord God. But wo may
see the form this general evil may take in the case of a precipitate disciple, and in the

case of a procrastinating disciple.

I. The testing of a precipitate disciple. With very forcible figures of speech,

Christ replies to the precipitate disciple, who gushingly says, " I will follow thee whither-

soever thou goest,"—"Stop; sit down quietly; count the cost; calmly aniiuitjate;

worldly honours do not crown this profession which you are so hurriedly taking up;
earthly riches do not lay their treasures at the feet of those who bear this name ; the

servants are likely to be as the Master; and while ' foxes have holes, and birds of the

air have nests, the Son of man hath not where to lay his head.' Are you honestly and
heartily prepared to take up your cross, and to take up that cross daily, and follow

Christ, not ashamed even though your Lord should be treated as a crucified malefactor,

and your brethren be regarded as those that turn the world iipside down ?
"

II. The testino of the procrastinating disciple. Iu language rather mora
difficult to underslanil, our Lord in effect says to him, "'Now is the accepted time

;

now is the day of salvation.' / called thee—/ who am thy Lord, thy Redeemer.

Nothing can excuse delay iu replying to the call of thy Lord and thy God. Thy Lord
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IB more to thee than thy earthly father ; thy living Lord is certainly more to thee than
thy dead father. Let those ^ho are ' dead in trespasses and sins ' care for the naturally

dead
;
just now your attention is arrested by an all-absorbing call ; your redeeming

Lord has called you; then at once, without delay, without hesitation, obey,—'Go
thou and preach the kingdom,' as a sign that you are my disciple." That messa^^e

tested him. It tests us. If God has spoken to our hearts, that message is an all-

absorbing message. Our weak hearts are always urging us to say, " By-and-by, Lord;
by-and-by." Augustines still pray, " Lord, convert me, but not yet," And Jesus still

sajs, " He that forsaketh not all that he hath cannot be my disciple,"

—

&, T,

Ver. 20.

—

Chrisfs name for hirruelf. Christ had a distinctire name for God. He
almost always speaks of him as the Father. Clirist had as distinctive a name for

himself. It embodies the apprehension of him that anybody and everybody might
gain ; and not that particular apprehension which would come only to more intimate,

and more spiritually taught, disciples. The name "Son of man" is used seventy-one

times in the New Testament, and in every case but one by our Lord himself. The
martyr Stephen also uses the name (Acts vii. 56 ; comp. Dan. vii. 13). To see the

force of the term we must keep in mind that Jewish surnames took the form " son of,"

Thus Simon Bar-Jona, or " son of Jona ;
" James and John, the sons of Zebedee.

I. What does this name deny ? That Jesus was the Son of any particular man.
It would be to limit him and liis relations if he could have been called " the Son of

Joseph." Properly regarded, this name denies the ordinary natural origination of

Jesus, and supports the great doctrine of the Incarnation. Observe, too, that our
Lord never had the difSculty of deciding between the authority of the earthly and
heavenly Father.

II. What does this name assert? 1. That Jesus was humanity's Child. He
belongs to the race. 2. 'i hat Jesus was a new Race-head, a second Adam, a Beginner

of a new spiritual generation. 3. That Jesus was a Divine Child, getting an origina-

tion by the inbreathing of God as truly as the first Adam by the fiat of omnipotence.

So the truth of his being the Son of Ood is actually carried by the assertion that he is

the Son of man. It may further be shown what this implies conceruing his unity
with our race—it involves the possibility of his lull sympathy with human sorrow and
need. And yet it includes also the explanation of his having no home, for he was the

Son of no particular man, and so had no natural home rights. " It is remarkable that

this name for Christ never passed into the current language of the apostolic Church,
nor into the theological or liturgical phraseology of Christendom. It is not used in

any of the Epistles " (but see Eev. i. 13 ; xiv. 14).—B. T,

Ver. 27.

—

Revelaiiont of the mystery in Christ. This text gives the impression pro-

duced by one of the most striking miracles that Jesus wrought. It belongs to the

earlier part of the ministry, when men scarcely knew what to think of him. Christ

was asleep in the boat, lying on an old sail, or on John's fisher-coat—so fast asleep that

the howling wind, and creaking oars, and flapping waves, did not disturb him. The
fishermen scarcely knew what to do for the best. It took all their rowing to keep the

boat's head to the wind, and she was fast filling with the waves that bruke over her

sides. At last, in their despair, they awoke the Master. He rose as calmly as if there

was no danger, and spoke the words which declared him to be the Lord of nature, but

set the fishermen wondering who he was. All Christ's life was a revelation of himself.

Eevelation can come by acts and by words, by nature, by a book, or by a life. Miracles

are revelations ; so we ask—What does this miracle reveal?

I. The revelation it makes of the Person of Chbist. Throughout his life

the question was asked, " Who is he ? " " What think ye of Christ ? " It was asked

by his countrymen of Nazareth ; by his disciples ; by John the Baptist ; by the

Pharisees from Jerusalem. Christ's answer is, " If ye believe not me, believe the

works." Then look at this work. 1. It gives deep impression of Christ's being vnthin

humanity. See the suggestions of his sleep. His sleepless nights of prayer do not

surprise us ; his tiredness does. A human Saviour is he who sleepy. 2. It gives deep
impression of Christ's being heyond humanity. He controls the sturms ; commands
the forces of nature. If that man is under limitations, he must have put himself under
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limitations voluntarily. Show how the thought of Christ has grown. Carpenter,

great Teacher; wonderful Hal;im; Messiah; Son of God. Then spiritual Savionr;

and to us ideal Manhood—" God manifest in the flesh."

II. The bevblation it makes of the mission of Christ. Which was to show
men the Father. He told them what the Father was, and what the Father thought.

He showed them what the Father was always doing in his love to them. What, thea,

did he show here? How the Father-God is ever at work, controlling the hindering and
distressing circumstances that imperil us. In the Old Testament water is the type of

the oppositions of outward circumstances. Illustrate : the Bed Sea ; the river Jordan.-

We often think ourselves mastered hy outward things, or at least find in them our

excuses. This is the age of masterful circumstances ; so we need this miracle, and its

assurance that our Father-God holds the waters— and all they represent—in the hollow

of hU hand.—B. T.

Yer. 28.

—

Power over devils. It should not be surprising that some incidents in our

Lord's life prove to he beyond present explanation. In this there is a similarity

between God's works and Oid's Word. Probably we could explain our Lord's power
over devils if we could recover fully the sentiments of his day concerning possession

by devils. Scientific medicine was not known by the Jews. Their persistent ignor-

ance is due to their strange belief that sickness was the punishment of sins committed
either by the sufferer himself or his relations; hence it was almost always attributed to

the action of evil spirits. The only cure possible, therefore, was the expulsion of the

evil spirit, and the whole sciratce of medicine consisted in discovering the best method
of exorcising the demon.

I. Dbvil-possessions. It is necessary to consider some received views as to the

nature of evil. 1. The Manichsean. Two co-ordinate principles of good and evil.

Compare the Zoroastrian principles represented in Ormuzd and Ahriman. 2. The
pantheistic. No reality, or separate existence to evil. Only a lower form of good

;

unripe good. 3. The scriptural. Evil the contingency necessary to creaturehood ; the

essential possibility of a moral being, entrusted with the control of his own actions.

Man a being subject to influences; other wills do affect his. Illustrate by power of one
man over another. Man is in a state of sin ; that is a state of bondage to another

will. So comes in the Scripture idea of a king and kingdom of evil. With this in

niinil, examine the particular form of sickness called " devil possessions." Perhaps it

differed from epilepsy, hysteria, or insanity; but the lack of scientific description

prevents our forming a precise judgment. What we notice is (1) lost control of the
bodily organization; (2) consequent unrestrained sensuality; (3) lucid intervals; and
(4) the sense of misery and cry for deliverance. We may best compare with delirium
tremens, the mastery of a man's body and will by the spirit of drink.

II. The Jewish mode of dealing with oases of devil-possessions. They used
incantations. The rabbi pronounced a magic formula. One of the Jewish books pre-

scribes a sacred root called baaras. Using this aright, the devils will come out through
tlie nostrils.

III. OuB Lord's poweb over the devil-possessed. Notice: 1. The absence of all

incantation. 2. Our Lord used no agencies. 3. The word of command suflBced. If

devils represent the supreme woe that can afUict man, then Jesus proclaimed himself

Master of man's worst woe.—B. T.

Ver. 34.

—

The design of miraclefrustrated. The destruction of the swine is one of

the chief difiiculties of the gospel narratives. Some common impressions in relation

to it need careful correction. 1. They were wild hogs, not what we understand by
pigs. Their conduct is that of half-wild creatures. 2. Christ, at the most, gave per-

mission, not command. 3. That the spirits did enter the swine, and that this explains

their wild conduct, is the people's idea, based on the paroxysms of the man when the
devils were in him. 4. Similar rushes of animals are due to natural causes. See the
stampede of horses, as, some time since, at Aldershot. S.' We need not think a judg-
ment on the people for keeping swine was intended. There is no proof that they were
nnder any Jewish obligations. We may notice the ends served by the scene. 1. It

became an effective proof of the reality of the man's deliverance. So it answers to the
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command, " Take up thy bed, and walk." Such a proof was needed by the man, who
may have feared it was only a lucid iaterval. 2. It exhibited the terrible nature of

the devils' possession. If the devils wrought such havoc in the swine, what must
they have wrought in the man 1 The people may not have properly felt the sadness

and misery of their brother's condition. See the effects of the incident on the Gadarenes.

It was their " day of grace." Opportunity of salvation was afforded them.
I. Opportunity of salvation was bbjeotbd by these Gadabbnes. All Christ's

offers are associated with some searching test, which makes it hard to accept- them,
and compels a man to deal resolutely with himself before he accepts them. Illustrate

Zacchteus; young rich ruler; Matthew ; St. Paul. Here the test was a mere loss of

property. It can never be an easy thing to enter the kingdom. The entrance is a low
postern door—a " needle's eye." Tests may now be more subtle ; they are not less

real, and they are much more searching. Gadarenes failed under their test.

II. Opportunity op salvation was removed from these Gadabemm. Their
rejection bad to be recognized. It might hive been recognized by some actual punish-
ment. It was recognized by the immediate removal of the aid they misconceived and
feared. Jesus went away grieving, and never came again. This may be your day of

grace. It comes with a testing. In the test you may fail, and reject your Saviour.

Bejected, he may remove,—B. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER IX.

Vers. 1—8.

—

The paralytic forgiven and

healed. Parallel passages: Mark ii. 1—12;

Luke V. 17—26. (For connexion of thought,

of. eh. viii. 18, note.) In the parallel paa-

eages this narrative follows our oh. viii. 1—4.

Matthew's account is shorter, as usual.

Yer. 1.—And he entered into a ship; boat

(Revised Version). So completely did he
grant the request of the Gadarenes. Ob-
eerve that this expression is not an original

phrase of the writer of the First Gospel, but
is a reminiscence of the source that he has
just used (of. Mark v. 18; Luke viii. 37 ; in

both of which it now forms part of the

preceding narrative). And passed over;

crossed ocer (Revised Version); SifTrcpaafv,

also in the source (cf. Mark v. 21). And
came into his own city; t.e. Capernaum,
where Mark says that tho following miracle

took place. The thought is that of John
i. 11. Yet observe the contrast with ch.

viii. 34. There " all the city " rejected him

;

here some of the leaders reject him, but the

multitudes fear and glorify God (ver. 8).

Ver. 2.—And, behold, they brought to

him (wpo(re<l>epoy avr^). Bengel's remark,
" Ojfere6on<—Tales oblationes factoB sunt
Salvatori plurimse, gratsa," though very

beautiful, is, from its undue insistence on
the sacrificial use of irpoa^ipa, hardly

exegesis. Matthew omits the difficulty that

was experienced in bringing him to our

Lord (see parallel passages), yet this alone

accounts for the special commendation of

their £u&. A man sick of the palsy, lying

on a bed. Probably a mat or qnUt (ver. 6).

Professor Marshall, in the Expositor for
March, 1891, p. 215, has a most mteresting
nute showing that the differences between
"lying on a bed" (Matthew) and "carried
by four" (Mark), and even " they sought to
bring him in, and to place him before him "

(Luke, who has already mentioned "on a
bed "), may be explained by being different
translations of an original Aramaic sentence.
And Jesus seeing their faith. Including that
of the paralytic, who, as we may gather
from the obedience he afterwards shows,
had agreed to and had encouraged the
special efforts of his bearers. Said unto the
siok of the palsy; Son, be of good cheer
(Oapirei tckvov). Son. So Mark, but Luke
has " man " {ivSpawe), which, though more
usual in Greek (though still Hebraic, for
ivep would have been in accordance with
classical usage), is much more colourless.

TcKcov, as a term of address, is elsewhere
in the New Testament used only where
there is relationship physical (ch. xxi. 28

;

Luke ii. 48 ; xv. 31 ; even xvi. 25) or moral,
especially that of pupil and teacher (Mark
X. 24 ; cf. 1 Tim. 1. 18 ; 2 Tim. ii. 1). It

therefore Implies that there is both sym-
pathy and much common ground between
the speaker and him whom he addresses.

It is the antithesis of ch. viii. 29 (cf. further,

infra, ver. 22). Thus it here served affec-

tionately to encourage the sufferer in soul
and body, preparing him to receive the
announcement following. Matthew empha-
sizes its purpose by prefixing Bipiret. Thy
sins be; Revised Version, are; expressing
clearly that the words are the statement of
a fact, not merely the expression of a com-
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mand. I'orgiTen thee; Kevised Veisiou
omits *' thee " (genuine in Luke), with
manuscripts (Aiplivrai aov al d/iapTlai). Mat-
thew and Mark use the present of general

statement, Luke the perfect (^i,<j>fapTai,

Doric ; Winer, xiv. 3. a), to express a past

fact of permanent significance. Observe the

order of the Lord's assurance, as recorded
in tile true text. Courage, sympathy, for-

giveness, and, only after all else, recalling

individual sins. As the assurance of for-

giveness is delightful to the suul, so is it

often helpful to the body. Hence possibly

our Lord's method in this case, for the man
"inter spem metumque dubius pendebat"
(Wetstein). Compare for the conjunction

of the two, Jas. T. 15, and, as a still closer

parallel to our passage, Talm. Bab., ' Neda-
rim,' 41a. " B. Hija bar Abba said, The
sick doth not recover from his sickness until

all his sins be forgiven him, for it is said,

'Who piirdoneth all thy iniquities, who
healeth all thy diseases.' " So also Qimhi
(on Ps. xli, 5, " Heal my soul, for I have
Binned against thee ") : " He does not say,
' Heal my body,' for it is his sins that are

the cause of his sickness, but if God heal
his soul from its sickness, viz. by making
atonement for his sins, then his body is

healed."

Yer. 3.—And certain of the scribes. From
St. Luke's account (ver. 17) we learn that
the miracle took place before a large as-

sembly of " Pharisees and teachers of the
Law, who had come out of every village of

Galilee, and Judsea, and Jerusalem." Yet
even among; these there was a division

(tike's). Said within themselves. So Mark,
"reasoning in their hearts." This man
(outoj). The word seems to convey a notion

of contempt and of vindictive joy that they
have caught him (cf. Maik, ri ovtos oStwi

Xa\€i; and perhaps ch. xii. 21). Blas-

phemeth (0\a<r<priiJLeT). In its fullest mean-
ing ; through assumption of Divine authority

(so also ch. xxvi. 65; John x. 33, 36).
" No passage of the Old Testament atfirms

that the Messiah himself will forgive sins.

Thus Jesus ascribes to himself what even the

highest Old Testament prophecies of the

Messianic time had reserved to God; e.g.

Jer. xxxi. 34 ; Isa. xliii. 25 " (Kubel). Ob-
serve that Mark lays more stress upon the

process of their thoughts, Matthew and
Luke on the conclusion at which they

arrived, Luke also indicating that the sup-

posed sin had many parts (AaAeJ jSAoo--

(tninlas')—they thought, "Every word he has

uttered is blasphemy."
Ver. 4.—And Jesus knowing; (iSds (but

Textus Eeceptus, with margin of Westcott
and Hoit, and of Bevised Version, iSiv,
" seeing ")

;
parallel passages, iTriyvovs. The

difference of form with agreement in sense

points to varying translations of PT (so

Peshito, in each place). Perhaps the same
cause may also account for the difference

in the next words, ivBu/iiiaeis, Mv/ieTa-Be,

but in the parallel passages, StaKoylCoyrat,

SiaKoyiiTfiois, Sia\oyi(eiT6f (cf. also ver. 8).

(For similar instances of our Lord's know-
ledge, of. ch. xli. 25; Luke vi. 8; ix. 47:
John ii. 25; cf. further, supra, ch. viii. 10,

note.) Their thoaghts, said, Whareforj
think ye evil in yonr hearts 1 Evil (jroyripd).

Boes the plural point to stages in their
reasoning ? or is it merely used because he
was addressing more than one person ?

Ver. 5.— Por. The expansion of his

rebuke of their accusation, by his question
and the command connected with it.

Whether is easier, to say, Thy sins be
forgiven thee (Kevised Version, ore for-
given, omitting "thee"); or to say, Arise,

and walk 1 The former, because the truth
or otherwise of the latter is at once visible.

Observe that the two alternatives cover the
two realms of influence, the spiritual and
the physical. Men will not believe pro-
fession in the former realm if it be unaccom-
pauied by visible results in the latter.

Ver. 6.—But that ye may know, From
his authority in the physical world they
may have direct knowledge (ciS^tc) of his

authority in the spiritual world. Observe
that the claim is even in the so-called
" Triple Tradition." That the Son of man
hath power (better, authority, with Bevised
Version margin, and the American Com-
mittee) on earth to forgive sins (in i^oviriav

exei & vihs tov h.vQp^irov iv\ t^s yris h^Uvtu
afiaprtas). Observe (1) that our Lord does
not say "I," but "the Son of man"; (2)
that the emphatic words in the sentence
are " hath authority," and " on earth." It

would therefore appear as though our Lord
wished to call the attention of those present
to a phrase which they already knew, but
did not rightly understand. He seems to

point them to Dan. vii. 13, and reminding
them that even there "one like unto a sou
of man " (cf. supra, oh. viii. 20, note) receives

authority (^ i^ova-ia ainov i^ovata cudyios,

ver. 14), tells them that this authority
includes forgiving sins, and that this may
be exercised not only in the future and in
" the clouds of heaven," but now (?x") B.Dd

"on earth." Further, if, as seems likely,

the phrase was understood to symbolize the
nation, he desired tliem to see iu himself the
great means whereby the nation should rise

to its ideal. If, as is possible, though hardly
probable, this saying of our Lord's is ohrouo-
logically earlier than ch. viii. 20, and there-
fore the earliest occasion on which he used
the phrase, the almost direct reference to
Dan, vii. 13 makes it the more interesting.

(Then Baith he to the sick of the palsy).
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The thought of the sentence ia oontinued,
but as he now turns directly to the sick
man, ita form is altered. Arise, take up.
The Revised Version, retaining the wrong
reading, iyepBels, inserts "and." Thy bed
(ver. 2, note), and go unto thine house, Thus
avoiding publicity.

Ver. 7.—And he arose, and departed to
his house. Three stages, rising, leaving
the crowded court, home-coming. Healed
in soul as in body, he is fully obedient.

Ver. 8.—But when the multitudes saw
it, they marvelled; were afraid (Revisrd
Version); i<i>o$'fi0ri(rav. A more solely phy-
sical effect than the iSainaaav of theTextiis
Eeeeptus. (For a similar instance of fear at
miraculous events, of. Mark v. 15.) Resch's
supposition ('Agrapha,' p. 62), that the
difference of words here and in the parallel
passages is due to various translations of the
Aramaic, or rather of the Hebrew according
to bis theory, is in this case not improbable
(cf. $upra, ver. 4, and Introduction, p. xiv.).

And glorified God (cf. ch. xv. 31), which
bad given such power (authority, as ver. 6)
unto men (toTj di>9ptiTots) ; i.e. the human
race. Observe that though the phrase re-

calls ver: there is here no mention of
forgiving sins: the multitudes appear to

liave thought only of authority to perform
the miracle ; further, that although the
multitudes seem to have beard Christ's

words, they did not understand his expres-
sion to refer to Messiah.

Vers. 9—17.—3. The Liberty op the
Gospel as shown bt Christ's Treatment
OF THE Outcast, and his Answer to those

who insisted on Pastino. (Cf. oh. viii. 1,

note.) (1) The call of a publican to be a

personal follower (ver. 9). (2) His kindly

treatment of publicans and sinners, and his

apnlogy for showing it (vers. 10—13). (3)

His care for the freedom of his disciples

friim ceremonial bondage (vers. 14—17).

Observe in this section the signs of oppo-

sition (1) from the high-Judaic party, on

n question of moral defilement (ver. II);

(2) from those who were professedly wait-

ing for Messiah, on a question of ceremonial

observance (ver. 14).

Ver. 9.—The call of Matthew. Parallel

passages: Mark ii. 13, 14; Luke v. 27, 28.

All tliree evangelists connect this with the

preceding miracle, but in the parallel pas-

sages the name is ^iveu as " Ijevi," St. Mark
arlding, " the son of Alphseus." If the First

Gospel were not written, in either Greek or

Aramaic, by St. Matthew himself, but by a
cateohist of the Matthean cycle (vide Intro-

duction, pp. vi., xvii.), it is possible that

" Levi," as found in the source, may have

seemed to the cateohist disrespectful, and

that he altered it to the title by which he had

been accustomed to hear his master called.

If, on the other hand, and as seems more
probable, this Gospel was written by St.

Matthew, his preference for "Matthew"
rather than " Levi " may be due to its mean-
ing (vide Introduction, p. xxi.). And as Jesus

passed forth (Revised Version, by) ftom

thence. Mark ii. 13 says that our Lord
went out along the seaside, where "the
receipt of custom " (vide infra) would natu-

rally be. He saw a man, named (Revised

Veision, called) Matthew (vide Introduction

p. XX.). In the Greek "a man" is closelj

joined to " sitting at the receipt of custom,*

the words yiaB8a!oi> Key6)i.ivov appearing to

be almost an afterthought. Not the name,
but the man's occupation, was the important
thing. Sitting, Still plying his irreligious

trade. At the receipt of custom; at the

place of toll (Revised Version). Periiaps

a mere booth by the roadside for collect-

ing the oc<roj-duty on food, etc., carried

pscst. At the present day in Palestine " •
booth nf branches, or a more substantial

hut, is erected at every entrance into the
city or village, and there, both day and
night, sits a man at 'the receipt of custom.'

He taxes all the produce, piercing with a
long, sharp iron rod the large camel-bags
of wheat or cotton, in order to discover con-

cealed copper wire, or other contraband"
(Van Lennep, in Exell, in loc.). Schurer
(I. ii. p. 67) shows that the customs raised

at Capernaum in the time of Christ un-
doubtedly went, not into the imperial fineus,

but into the treasury of Herod Antipas.
On the other hand, in Judssa at that time
tlie customs were raised in the interests of

the imperial _/j8ciw. (On "publicans" gene-
rally, see ch. v. 46, note; and for further

details, Edersheim, ' Life,' i. 515.) And he
saith unto him, Follow me. No promise is

given corresponding to that in ch. iv. 19.

And he arose, and followed him. Perhaps
the day's work was just over, or he may
have left some assistant there.

Vers. 10—13.

—

The feast with publicaru

arid sinners, and Christ's apology. Parallel

passages: Mark ii. 15—17; Lukev. 29—32.

All three evangelists give thfe essential

features of the section, but Mark and Luke
show more clearly th.it the feast was in tlie

house of the new disciple, and Matthew
alone gives the reference to Hosea.

Ver. 10.—And it came to pass, as Jesui
(he. Revised Version) sat at meat ; " Gr. re-

clined: and so always" (Revised Version
margin); cf. ch. xxvi. 20. In the house:
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Luke, " And Ijeri made him a great feast in

his house." Whether or not this wag the
same as the rfKiiviov, we have no means of

knowing, but presumably it was not. Bahold,

many pnblioans (oh. v. 46, note) and sinners.

The second term seLms to include all who
openly impugaed or neglected the Law.
It is, therefore, sometimes used with special

reference to Gentiles (oh. xxvi. 45 ; cf. Gal.

ii. 15). Came and sat down with him (Be-
vised Version, Jesus, emphatic) and Ml
disciples.

Ver. 11.—And when the Pharisees. Men-
tioned thus far only in ch. iii. 7 and t. 20.

This is, therefore, the first time that Matthew
speaks of them as coming into direct con-

tact with Jesus. Although Mark (cf.

Luke) says tliat the objection was raised by
tliose among the Pharisees who were also

scribes (oi ypa/xfiaTeis rav ^aptffaiojv'), yet
the difference of expression from that in

ver. 3 must not be overlooked. There the
fact that they were scribes, accustomed to

weigh the statements of tlie Law about
blasphemy, etc., was prominent in the mind
of the narrator; here it is rather the fact

that tlioy were Pharisees, men who by their

very name professed to hold aloof from those

who neglected the Law. Saw it. They
could freely come into the court of the
house, and when there could both see and
hear what was passing in the rooms that

opened into it. They said; lAcyov: dicebant

(Vulgate); "were saying." Their eager
talk is biought viviiUy before us. TJnto his

disciples. Probably these were nearer to

the Pharisees than Jesus himself was, or

perhaps the Pharisees thought it easier to

attack Jesus through them. On the natural-

ness of tiiis remark in the mouth of Pha-
risees, vide Sohiirer, II. ii. p. 25. Why
eateth your Master (SiSairKoXos) ; Teacher
(Kevised Version margin) is preferable, for

botli Pharisees and disciples realized that

even Jesus' actions were intended to instruct

bis followers. But the reason for this action

(lohy, cf. also ver. 14) they did not under-
stand. It is possible that the order of

the Greek points to irony on the part of the
Pharisees. Tlie man who presumes to be
called Teacher, and whom the disciples

accept as such, sets at defiance the primary
rules of right and wrong. Professor Mar-
shall (^Expositor, IV. iv. p. 222) explains

the variants "teacher" (here) and "drink"
(parallel passages) by the original Aramaic
word for "drink" (Nn) having been written

here witli the peculiar spelling of the Sama-
ritan Targum (K3n). With (the, Bevised
Version) publicans and sinners 1 Who form
but one class (tUv reXmycoi/ Kal a/iapTaAay),
(For the thought, of ch. xi. 19 ; Luke xv.
2 ; also Ps. ci. 5 [LXX.].)
V«. 12.—Bat when Jesus heard that, he

said unto them, They that be whole. 01

iffxtloi/res (so also Mark) may include an
arriire-pens^e of moral self-assertion which
St. Luke entirely loses by his alteration to

of vytalvoyTfs : el. 1 Cor. iv. 10. Need not

;

have no need of (Bevised Version). These
are the emphatic words in the sentence.

Christ takes the Pharisees at their own
estimate of themselves, and, without enter-

ing into the question of whether this was
right or vrrong, shows them that on their

own showing he would be useless to them.
A physician, but they that are sick. " Sed
ubi dolores sunt, ait, illic festinat medicos,"

Ephr. Syr., in his exposition of Tatian's
' Diatess.' (Besch, ' Agrapha,' p. 443).

Ver. 13.—The first half of the verse comes
in Matthew only. But go ye and learn.

A common rabbinic phrase based on the

fact that the disputants would not always
have the cumbrous rolls of Scripture

actually with them. These Pharisees pro-

fessed to. be students of Scripture, but bad
not yet learned the principle taught in this

passage. What that meaueth, I will hare
(i desire, Bevised Version) mercy, and not
sacrifice. Mercy («Aeos). In the original con-
nexion of this quotation (Hos. vi. 6) the words
are without doubt (but cf. Dr. Taylor's ' Gos-
pel in the Law,' p. 10) an expression of God's
desire that his people should show mercy
rather than only perform external sacrifices,

and this meaning is probably intended by
our Lord here ahso. The connexion will then
be either (1) "I wish you to show mercy
rather than perform external actions, for

only thus will you resemble me in my
coming to call sinners ; " or (2) " I wish you
to show this mercy, and therefore I practise

it myself." The tormer seems the more
natural. It is, however, possible that our
Lord disregards the original context of the

words, and uses them only as a summary of

an important truth, that God prefers to show
mercy rather than to insist on sacrifice.

This would make excellent sense here, viz.

" Learn the true principle by which God acts,

free grace, for it is on this that I have acted
in coming to call sinners." (So nearly Dr.

Taylor, op. oil., p. 3.) The sentence is quoted
again in oh. xii. 7, where the original

thought of the words seems more certainly

applicable. Tor I am not come
; for I came

not (Bevised Version). Christ refers to his

historic coming in the Incarnation rather

than to his abiding presence (cf. also ch. v. 17).

To call the righteous, but sinners (_Ka\4aai

SiKttiovs d\\' a/iopTO)Aoiij). The English
generic article in the first term spoils the

anarthrous expression of the Greek by
lessening the contrast between the two
classes. Dr. Taylor suggests the rendering,

"not saints, but tinners" (pp. eit., p. 4).

To repentance. Omitted by the Bevised
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Version and Westoott and Hort. From the
parallel passage in Luke.

Vers. 14—17.—C&rt'sCi care 'for the fret'

dom of Mt disciples from ceremonial bond-

age. He teaches that the standpolat of the

Baptist was preparatory (ch. iii.), and was
not intended to be a permanent resting-

plaoe.

Obserre that of the three accounts St.

Matthew's points out the most clearly that

the objection originated with the disciples

of John the Baptist. Perhaps St. Matthew
fjund these possessing special influence in

the part for which his Guspel was primarily

intended. So also St. John thought it

desirable to recall the teaching of the

Master, that while he himself was the

Bridegroom, the Baptist was only sub-

ordinate (John iii. 29). On the survival

of the teaching of John the Baptist, and

the greater importance of its professed ad-

herents during the apostolic age than is

usually supposed, vide Bishop Lightfoot,

•Oolossiani,' p. 163, edit. 1875.

Ver. 14.—^Then (rire). In this case the
«lose chronological connexion with the
preceding incident is confirmed by the
parallel passages (es.peoially Luke). Came
{come, Bevised Version) to him. They
uove forward among the crowd, and draw
i^ear to him (ir(io<r(pxot'Tai afirfT). The dis-

ciples of Jolm (vide supra), saying, Why
(cf. ver. 11) do we and the Pharisees fast t (of.

cb. vi. 16, note, Schiirer, II. ii. p. 118). Oft

(iroXXiQ ; Teztus Beceptus, and Westcott and
Hort margin, with all the Terf,ions and the
great mass of the authorities. Yet probably

to be omitted, with Westcott and Hort, on the
evidence of the Vatican manuscript, and the
original hand of the Sinnitio. It may have
arisen from a gloss on the wKyd of Luke.
But thy disoiples fast not. The feast given
by St. Matthew was evidently at the time
of some fast observed by the stricter Jews.

Ver. 15.—And Jesus said unto them, Can.

It is a moral impossibility (ch. vi. 24). The
children (sons. Revised Version) of the
bride-chamber (oi viol toS miupiavos). Eder-
sheim (' Life,' etc., i. 663) points out that

these are not the shoshbenim, the friends

of the bridegroom, who conducted the bride

with music, etc., to tlje house of her parents-

in-law, and to the bride-chamber, and who
naturally remained to take part in the

wedding feast ; for (1) the custom of having
shoshbenim prevailed in Judsea, but not in

GaUlee ; (2) Talm. Jer., ' Succah,' § ii. 5,

expressly distinguishes between the two
terms : " Those who are shoshbenim, and

all the sons of the bride-chamber, are free

£rom the obligation of booths (<u hy\ ]nma
ruiD |B piOB nein)." They appear to be

those, invited by either party, who come to
take part in the wedding festivities. They
are, therefore, in full sympathy with bride-
groom and bride, and, like them, cannot but
rejoice. Hourn; parallel passages, "fast,"
but Matthew's word, as less closely connected
with the cause of the objection raised, seems
the more original. As long as Uie bride-
groom is with themi Nosgen sees in tbii.

a claim to be the expected Bridegroom of
Israel (Hos. ii. 19, 20 ; Jer. iii. 1—14 ; Ezek.
xvi. 8). But the days will oome. Christ
speaks with prophetic assurance of the
coming of such a time (i\fi<royTai ii ' fiipai).

Observe his consciousness alike of his
position and of what is coming i"«it> him.
When the bridegroom shall be tak..^ (fiway.
Revised Version) from them. His removal
shall be effected, not by his own action, but
by external agents {hrapef). In these un-
settled times, with their frequent though
mostly unimportant popular risings, it can-
not have been • very unusual thing for the
bridegroom to be carried off, not indeed be-
fore the consummation of the marriage, but
before the end of the week of festivities.
And then shall (aill. Revised Version ; there
is no trace of a command, Christ is but
stating a fact) they fast. Christ here
endorses the principle of Christian fasts (cf.

ch. vi. 16), but regards them as springing,
not from any legal obligation, but from per-
sonal grief, in this case at his absence (cf.

John xvi. 20). The only later passages
in the New Testament where Christian
fasting is mentioned are Acts xiii. 2, 3;
xiv. 23; 2 Cor. vi. 5; xi. 27. In the
' Didach^,' § 8, we have the earliest formal
recognition of it as a practice. It is there
forbidden to fast on the same days as the
Pharisees. Observe that this verse was
understood in TertuUian's time as expressly
commanding a fast during the forty hours
in

_
which our Lord was in the grave (' De

Jejun.,' § 2), and that, from Irenssua's ex-
pression in Eusebius (' Ch. Hist.,' t. 24),
this fast had been kept almost from
apostolic times.

Ver. 16.—No mdn ; and no man (Revised
Version); ohith U. "And" is slightly
adversative. They will indeed fast then,
yet fasting does not belong to the essence
of my teaching. To insist on fasting would
only be right if my teaching came merely
into mechanical connexion with the religion
of the day. But this is not the case. (1)
Treated as an addition, it injures the religion
of the day (ver. 16). (2) Treated as some-
thing to be accepted by all Jews, regardless
of their moral fitness for it, it is itself wasted,
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and also ruiog those who ao accept it

(ver. 17). The verses thus (1) answer
the disciples of John the Baptist, tliat

fasting must not be uiaile compulsory
for Christ's disciples ; and (2) warn tliem

solemnly tliat they themselves must become
morally fitted to receive Christ's teaching.

No man ; emphatic. (Jhrist wants to show
them the irrati< mality of what th^ want
him to do—enjoin fa ting on his disciples.

Putteth a piece

—

patcheth a patch (ein$i\\ei

iwi$\7iiia)— of new (undressed, Revised
Version) oloth unto (upon, Revised V.ersion)

an old garment, for that which is put in

to fill it up (that which should fill it up.
Revised Version ; rh vKiipinfia airov) taketh
from the gSirment, &nd the rent is made
worse (and a worse rent is made, Revised
Version). My teaching is intended to be
more than a patch (however good a patch)
sewn on to the religion of tlie day.

Ver. 17.—Neither do men put new wine
into old bottles ; wine-skins (Revised Ver-
sion); of. Job xxxii. 19. (For rabbinic
comparisons of the Law to wine, cf. Dr.
Taylor, 'Aboth,' iv. 29.) Else (oh. vi. 1,

note) the bottles (skim. Revised Version)
burst. The stress is on " burst ; " tlie

thought is therefore not yet of the bottles,

but of the fate of the wine. And the wine
runneth out (is spilled. Revised Version;
iKXiirai), and the bottles (skint. Revised
Version) perish. It ruins the vessels in

which it is placed (ver. 16, note). But they
put new wine into new

; fresh (Revised Ver-
sion) ; Kaivois. The change from vios of the

wine to Kaii>6s of the skins is maintained in

all three accounts, cfos suggesting the latest

vintage, Kaivis that the skins are absolutely

unimpaired (cf. Trencli, ' Syn.,' § Ix.).

Bottles (wine-skins, Revised Version), and
both are preserved.

Vers. 18—34.—4. The Completeness op

HIS Healing Power. (Of. <h. viii. 1, note.)

(1) As regards restoration to life and life-

strength generally (vers. 18—26). (2) As
regards the restoration of separate bodily

powers (vers. 27—34) : (a) sight (vers. 27

—

31); (6) speech, though, in this case, the

dumbness was the work of an evil spirit

(vers. 32 - 34),

Observe also in this section the reference

to the effect of his work upon outsiders. (1)

The spread of the fame of his work and

himself (vers. 26, 81). (2) The wonder of

the multitudes (ver. 33) [and the accusation

of the Pharisees (ver. 34)].

Vers. 18—26.

—

Tlie raising of the daughter

of a ruler (Jairut, in the parallel passages),

nd the healing of the woman with an issue.

Parallel passages: Mark T. 21—43; LnVe
viii. 40—56. Matthew's account is much
the shortest.

Ver. 18.—While he spake these things
unto them. Matthew only. All the accounts
represent our Lord as teaching when Jairua
came to him ; but in the parallel passages
he was on the seashore (equivalent to our
ch. viii. 31 ; ix. 1). Matthew alone places
his coming just after the question of the
Baptist's disciples. Probably the words,
" while he spake these things unto them,"
are not in their original connexion. Behold,
there came a certain ; a (Revised Version) ;

Stpxan [cTj] vpoiTe\6iiv (for eh, cf. oh. viii.

19, note). Ruler (ipx"")- From this ex-
pression alone we should understand Jairug
to have been head of the board of elders
for the general affairs of the congregation

;

but Mark's, expression, elt Tav apx'Tvu-
y&ytav (of. Luke,£px<v "r^^ ffvvteyorft^s), com-
pels us to regard him as that elder who was
appointed to care specially for the public
worship, Mark's language probably mean
ing that he was one of the class of those
who held this appointment. Sometimes the
offices of i,px<'v and apxurvvdyayos were
held by the same person, and this may, per-
liaps, have been the case with Jairus (cf.

Sohiirer, II. ii. p. 64). And worshipped Urn
(oh. viii. 2, note). Saying, My daughter is

even now dead, Matthew, by compresiilon,
indicates what had happened before the
interview was over. But come and lay thy
hand upon her ; in sign of personal relation
aud life-communication. Eiibel (in loo.) has
an interesting note on the laying-on of hands
in the New Testament (of. also Bishop
Westcott, on Heb. vi. 2). And she shall
live.

Ver. 19.—And Jesus arose, Matthew only.
From the table, if Matthew's connexion is

to be followed ; from his seat by the sea-
shore, if Mark's. And followed him. As
he led the way to his house. The tense
(ili{o\oidei) shows that our Lord had already
started when the next incident took place.

And so did his disciples. Mark substitutes

"a great multitude," and adds that "they
thronged him" (of. also Luke).

Ver. 20.—(And, behold, . . . that hour).
The Revised Version and the ordinary
editions of the Authorized Version omit the
brackets, as unnecessary. And, behold, a
woman which was diseased with (wlui had.
Revised Version) an issue of blood (alfiofi^o-

oma). Physically and (Lev. xv. 25) oero-

roonially unclean. Twelve years. The age of
Jairus' daughter as recorded in the parallel

passages. The coincidence led to its being
remembered, and the number itself was the
more noticeable as it seems to have symbo-
lized the presence of God in nature i\3 x 4).
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Came beUnd Mm, and tonohed the hem of hia

garment. Eem ; harder (Revised Version)

;

ToS Kpaair4Sov : fimbriam (Vulgate). The
tizith, " tassels or fringes of hyacinth blue

or white wool, which every Israelite, by
reason of the prescription (Numb, xv. 37, sqq.

;

Deut. xxii. 12), had to wear at the four

corners of his upper garment," Schiirer (II.

ii. p. 112), who adds in a note, " The colour of

the zizith is now white, while originally it

was to be of hyacinth blue. The Mishna,
MettacJiolh, iv. 1, already presupposes that

both are allowed. They are also not now
worn, as the Pentateuch directs, and as was
still the custom in the time of Christ, on

the upper garment (n'jQ, l/iiTtop), but on

the two square woollen shawls, one of which

is always worn on the body, while the other

is only wound round the head durinf?

prayer Both these shawls are also called

Tallith."

Ver. 21.—^For she said within herself. If

I may ; do (Revised Version). There is no
thought of permission (^Ac ii6vov atfiaifiai).

But touch his garment, I shall be whole;

laved (Revised Version margin). The three-

fold ad^eiy is Buggeative. Observe that

slie is " saved " in spite of her superstition

;

God "pitieth the blind that would gladly

see" (Hooker, ' Serm.,' ii. § 38).

Ver. 22.—But Jesus tnmed him about.

The order, of the words shows that the

thought centres, not on the action, but on
the Person. It marks the transition of the

narrative from the woman to Chriist. Fur-
ther, "to understand the greatness of

Jesus' love, consider how a Pharisee might
have treated one ceremonially so un-

clean" (Kubel). And when he saw her.

The parallel passages show that this was
after hia inquiry who it was, etc. He
said, Daughter, be of good comfort

;
good

cheer (Revised Version); ©lipo-Ei, Buyanp.

Paughter contains the same thought as

"son" in ver. 2. St. Matthew nloue, as

there, expands its purpose by prefixing

Odpffet. &vyaTfpa Se avrriv KoAe?, eVeiS^ i]

irlcTTis auTTJj BxiyarlpaauT^v l-nolri(rev (Chrys-

ostom, in loc). Thy faith hath made thee

whole; hath I'lved thee (Revised Version).

It is possible that the adilitional words

recorded in the parallel passages, "Go in

peace," point to more than only physical

restoration. And the woman was made
whole (saved. Revised Version margin) from

that hour.

Ver. 23.—And. During the incident of

the healing of the woman news had conae

(parallel passages) to the ruler that his

daughter was actually deiid, and that it was

useless to trouble the Teacher any more.

Uut man's extremity is ever Christ's oppor-

tunity. When Jesus oame into the ruler's

house. Accompanied by only Peter, James,
and John (parallel passages), and the

parents (Luke). And saw. Apparently
from outside the room (of. ver. 25). The
minstrels; flute-players (Revised Version);

Toiis afcAijTiis. For musicians as mourners,

cf. 2 Chron. xxxv. 25. The Mishna
(' Kethub.,' iv. 4 ; vide Ligli I foot, ' Hor. Hebr.,'

t»,too.) says, " Even the poorest among the

Israelites [liis wife being dead] will afford

her not less than two pipes, and one woman
to make lamentation." And the people—

a

mere crowd (Revised Version); iixAos

—

making a noise; tumult (Revi-ed Version).

There was confusion as well as sound, aa

Mark indicates still more clearly.

Ver. 24.—He said unto them. Give place

;

withdraw (wax™/'*'''''')' This is no room for

mourners (cf. Acts ix. 40). For the maid

;

damsel (Revised Version), to assimilate this

and ver. 25 to the other passages where
Kopiatov is found. Is not dead, but sleepeth.

Our Lord looks forward to the result of his

coming. So also probably Acta xx. 10. To
take our Lord'a words here aa a literal

statement of a present fact, meaning that she

was only in a trance, is to contradict the

words of the messenger (parallel passages)

our next succeeding clause, and Luke's t\d-

dition to it, "knowing that she was dead."

And they langhed him to scorn. Bengel
suggests that they were afraid of losing the

payment for their work.

Ver. 25.—But when the people (croiod,

Revised Version ; cf. ver. 23) were put forth,

he went in. Till they were cast out he would
not enter. They with their hired sorrow

would disturb the reverential feelings essen-

tial to the performance of such a miracle.

And took her by the hand, and the maid
(ver. 24, note) arose. Matthew omits all

mention of Christ's words to her, but his

iiyipOri is, perhaps, a reminiscence of the

command lyetpe.

Ver 26.—Matthew only. And the fame

hereof (ri ip-hf-i] ourn) went abroad into all

that land. Of no one miracle is this else-

wliere affirmed. (For the fame of him
gencriilly, cf. ver. HI and ch. iv. 24.) That

land. Doubtless Northern Palestine. It

marks the Jerusalem standpoint of the writer

(Nosgen) ; vide Introduction, p. xix.

Vers. 27—31.

—

Two blind men restored to

sight. Jlatthew only. (For the connexion,

vide ver. 18, note.) Weiss (see Rushbrooke,

p. 75, A ; and ' Life,' iii. 221) compares

the incident at Jericho, ch. xx. 29—34

(parallel passages : Mark x. 46—52 ; Luke

xviii. 35—43). The points of similarity are

:

(1) The number, two, but in the parallel

passages only one ; (2) the expression that

Jesus waspassing by (ver. 27; ch. xx. 30) j (3)
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they 017 out and aay, " Have mercyon ns, O
Son ofDavid ; " (i) onr Lord, in his question,

asks about what he should dof (5) lays

stress on their faith (Mark and Luke) ; (6)

and tenches their eyes (oh. xx. 34). The
points of differenee : (1) The place, here in

Galilee, there by Jericho ; (2) here in the

house, there in the road, but even here they

begin to address him in the road; (3) no

mention here that be stopped when ad-

dressed, as there (ch. zz. 32) ; (4) onr Lord

here asks about their faith, there about their

wish. (5) Observe also that both his charge,

" See that no man know it " (ver. 30), and the

statement that they spread abroad the fame

of him, would be quite inconsistent with

the late date of the n^racle recorded in

ch. xz.

From a consideration of these details, the

conclusion seems inevitable that we have,

in fact, narratives oftwo distinct occurrences,

but it is quite consistent with this conclusion

to suppose that during the oral transmission

of the narratives a certain amount of assimi-

lation took place. Upon this supposition, it

further appears probable that, as the nar-

rative in ch. XX. was the better known, for

it was in the Petrine cycle, our narrative

became assimilated to it rather than the

reverse. On the other hand, the number

recorded in oh. xx. (not Mark or Luke) looks

much like an assimilation to that of our

incident (of. the notes on the section oh. viii.

28—34, ver. 31, and the section vers. 32—34).

Ver. 27. — And when Jesns departed

thence. As be was passing along on his

way thence, ie. from the house of Jairus,

if the context be pressed. It should be
noticed that "thence" (^KeTflw) is found also

in Mark vi. 1 , immediately after the healing of

Jairus' daughter. There it refers to the neigh-

bourhood generally. Possibly its presence

in Matthew is ultimately due to bii remem-
bering it in the next succeeding lection of

the oral framework. Two blind men followed

him, crying {out. Revised Version ; xpi^avTes,

so also ch. XX. 30), and saying, Tiiou Son of

David, have mercy on us. The Bevised
Version rightly reverses the order of the

two last clauses ; the stress is on their own
needs, not on their faith in giving him such
a title. The words are identical in ch. xx.

30. Thoa Son of David. The thought has
been brought out in the genealogy (ch. i.

17), and our Lord lays stress upon it in

•h. xxii. 42, eqq. Observe that although

the excited multitudes at Jerusalem ihoni
out the title at the triumphal entry (oh. xxi.

9 ; of. also 15), yet the multitudes in Galilee
only suggest the possibility of his having a
right to it (ch. xii. 23), and the only per-

sons who use it when directly addressing
him are a heathen woman (ch. xv. 22), and
three, or perhaps four, blind men (here and
ch. XX. 30, 81). With the reiuembrance
of what was promised to take place in

Messianic days (Isa. xxxv. 5), the blind
would be especially likely to accord him a
Messianic title (cf. also ch. zi. 5, note).

Have mercy (ch. v. 9, note).

Ver. 28.—^And when he was come into
the house. Where he would be undisturbed
(cf ch. xiii. 36). On the later occasion (ch.

XX, 32) Jesus stood still in the road. The
blind men came to him. Close (irpo<rTj\eai'

air^). And TesQB saith unto them, Believe
ye that I am able to do this 1 Tliey had
professed faith in him, yet their after-con-

duct (ver. 31) shows that it was none too

perfect. They said unto him, Yea, Lord.
Said ; tay (Revised Version) ; Keyova-tv. The
evangelist uses the more vivid present when-
ever he can. So in ch. xx. 33 (though not
in the parallel passages).

Ver. 29.—Then touched he their eyes. So
also ch. XX. 34, showing his sympathy and
helping their faith (ch. viii. 3); cf. also

John ix. 6, and supra, ver. 18, note. Saying,
According to yoor faith (ch. viii. 13, note)
be it (done. Revised Version ; yeiiriSiiTcc)va.to

yon.
Ver. 30.—And their eyes were opened;

and Jesns straitly charged them (hv^fiptiiitBii

avroti). The notion is of " coercion springing
out of displeasure. The feeling is called out
by something seen in another which moves
to anger rather than to sorrow" (Bishop
Westcott, on John xi. 33). Saying, See that
no man know it. Partly to avoid publicity
for himself, partly for their own sake, for

even the recital of the Lord's mercies towards
us often becomes an occasion of spiritual

harm, since it is apt to degenerate into
" display " with its attendant evils. 'H|uSr

^t^dffKet fpeiyeiv rh StriSeiKriKhv &s (^riov

tSv kokS;/ (Origen, in Cramer's ' Catena ').

The other occasions (vide ch. viii. 4, note)
on which a similar command was given
seem all to belong, with this, to the earlier

part of his ministry.

Ver. 31.—But they, when they were
departed ; but they went forth and (Revised
Version). The very moment that they left

the house (of. ver. 32) they dipobeyed him.
Observe that the phrases used in this verse
are possibly due to a reminiscence of the
similar phrases found in Mark i. 45 of the
leper. Spread abroad his fame in all that

country; land (Revised Version); ver 26,
note.
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Vers. SS—84.

—

The demon ecut out of (he

dtmA man. The oBtonishment of the multi-

tttdet and their confession. [The accusation

hy the PAariseea.] The whole narrative

greatly reBembles the care of the blind and

dumb man possessed with a devil (ch. xii

22—24; Lake xi. 14, IS), as may be seen

irom the fact that the following words are

common to both passages, the brackets indi-

cating a want of exact correspondence in the

original. " They brought to bim one pos-

sessed with a devil, dumb, and the [dumb
pake]. And the multitudes [said] . . .

But the Pharisees, He castetb out the devils

by . . . the prince of the devils."

One explanation is that the two narratives

are taken from different sources, but repre-

sent the same incident ; another, that as In

vers. 27—31, so also here, the narratives of

two similar incidents have become assimi-

lated. At any rate, in the case of ver. 34

there has probably been assimilation, and
that since the writing of the Gospel, For

:

(1) Ver. 34 is wanting in D, the Old Latin

manuscripts a and k, Hilary and Juvencui,

and is therefore rightly bracketed by West-

cott and Hort as perhaps " a Western non-

interpolation " (ii. § 240). (2) The verse

seems to be hardly in complete accordance

with the aim of the whole section, which ends

much more suitably with the effect on the

multitudes. In ch. xii. 24 the verse forms

a climax (of. ch. xii, 2, 10, 14). But here

there has been no opposition mentioned since

the very beginning of the chapter (for the

disobedience of the blind men cannot be so

called), so that the monstrous accusation

comes in quite unexpectedly.

Observe that this is not a case in which

subjective difficulties are in themselves a

prima facie argument for the genuineness

of a phrase, for the early copyists troubled

themselves very little abont questions of the

internal arrangement and the general aim
of the sections.

Ver. 32.

—

(And, Eevised Version) as they
went out (forth. Revised Version ; ver. 31).

They were still on the threshold (ouriii' Si

iiepxanei/av). Behold, they bronght to Mm.
The rendering of the Revised Version,
" there was brought to him," is awkward,
but avoids the implication that the blind

men brought him this fresh case. A dumb
man possessed with a devil. In ob. xiL 22
the man w(ts blind alw.

Ver. 33,—And when the devil was cast

ont, the dumb spake: and the mnltitndei

marvelled, saying, It was never so seen in

Israel, In cli. xii. 23 they have advanced
a stage further, and suggest that Jesus is

Mes<!lah (" the Son of David ;

" of. supra,

ver. 27).

Ver. 34.—But the Pharisees said (vide

supra). If the verse be genuine here, the

thought, of course, is that the; only effect

of Christ's miracles upon the Pharisees waa
to drive them to open blasphemy and wanton
opposition to the evidence of plain facts, as

is brought out at length in ch. xii. 24 —32.
He casteth out devils through the prince

of the devils; by the prince of the devils

easteth he out devils (Revised Version);

which indicates the true order of tlie words
in the Greek. Through. The Revised
Version margin, in, is more literal. The
Pharisees assert not only that Jesus effected

this cure by the instrumentality of Batan,

but by means of union with him.

Ver. 35—oh. xi. 1.

—

Thb Aoenot that
ChBIST established to ENCOXmAOE AND
OCIDE THE SPIRIT OF nrQUIBT THAT HAD
BEEK EVOKED, AND HIS OOMMISSIOK TO HIS

Agents. He spares no pains himself (ver.

35). Yet his work is insufficient, and ho

sends forth others (ver. 36—ch. x. 1). A
parenthesis, the names of the agents (ch. x.

2—4). The commission to the agents (oh.

X. 5—42). He still teaches and preuches

(ch. xi. 1).

Observe that in this section we have not,

properly speaking, an account of the call or

choosing of the twelve (Mark iii. 13, 14;

Luke vi. 12, 13), but of their appointment as

missioners (parallel passages: Mark vi. 7;

and especially Luke ix. 1). For (1) the call

is placed much earlier, chronologically, in

Mark and Luke ; (2) ch. ix. 35 is equiva-

lent to Mark vi. 6, long after the oall of the

twelve; (3) ch, ix. 36 (end) is equivalent

to Mark vi. 34, where it refers to what took

place immediately after tlie return from the

mission ;. (4) the parallel passages agree that

the charge was given at the mission itsJf,

not at the oall.

Further, it may even be doubted whether

the twelve received the name of apostles

at the call, whether, in fact, they did not

rather receive it only after the commission

related here. W* find, indeed, that Mark
(iii. 14 ; cf. Luke vi. 13) says, " whom he

also named apostles," adding, "that they

might be with him, and that he might send
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them forth to preach ; " bnt the title there

may be entirely proleptio, and the description

of their ofSoe partially so.

Parts of the section, e.g. cb. ix. 37, 38 and

much of cb. x., are recorded in Luke as

belonging to the mission of the seventy,

but which is their original connexion can

hardly be decided. Other parts seem to

have been spoken originally on quite other

occasions (ch. x. 17—22, [23], [31, 35 ?], 37,

38, 39, 40, 42). It would, therefore, appear

that St, Matthew wished to lay stiess on

the appointment of agents and the kind of

instiuction that our Lord gave them, ratlier

than to distinguish critically between tlie

various agents employed and the particular

instructions tliat Christ gave on each occa-

sion when they were sent forth (see further

on ch. X. S).

Ver. 35.—Parallel passages : Mark vi. 6
(Luke xiii. 22). And Jesus went about all

the cities and (//le. Revised Version) villages.

The Revised \'orsiou rightly restricts tlie

" all " to the cities (jhs v6Keis TrUtiras Koi t4j

K^iMs). It woulil have been impossible to

visit all the villages. A village was dis-

tinguished from a city by being (1 ) unwalled
(though occasionally towns were themselves
unwalled) ; (2) dipemient on the cities (cf

Schurer, II. i. p. 164, «eg.). Teaching, etc.

From this point the verse ia identii'al with

ch. iv. 23 (where see notes), except that the

end of that verse, " among the people," is

not found in the true text of our passage,

but has been inserted thence. Its oj] ission

here and the alteration of the wonls, " in all

Galilee," to "all thecitiesand the villages,"

are both due to the wider scope of what
follows. Observe that in eh. iv. 23 our

Lord's circuit is the occasion of crowds

resorting to him, and serves as an introduc-

tion to a full account of his personal teach-

ing, while here it is the occasion of his

sending repri-sontativcs, and serves as an in-

troduction to his commission to them. As to

the phrase, " healing all manner of disease

and all manner of bickness," notice that the

recurrence of teiminology (ch. iv. 23; x. 1)

falls in with tlie oral theory, especially in

its catechetical form (of. ' Introduction,'

p ix.).

Ver. 36.—But when he saw the multitudes.

The substance of this verse is found in Mark
vi. 34 on the rdurn of the apostles, equiva-

lent to our oh. xiv. 13, seg. (cf supra).

According to the context, the multitudes

here spoken of are those of tho various

cities and villages through which he had
passed. He was moved with compassion on

(for, Revised Version) them (ia-irKayxfiaSri

irepl airav). After the vivid Hebrew meta-
phor (Gen xliii, 30), which the LXX, seldom
ventured to translate literally, but which is

common in the New Testament writings.

Because they fainted. So the Received
Text (cKXeAu/ieVoi, of. ch. xv. 32), but the

Revised Version, with manuscripts, "were
distressed " (6VKu\/ieVoi). SiidWa, which in

the classics is equivalent to (1) "flay," (2)
" mangle," is found only in the sense of (3)
" trouble or Imrass," in the New Testament
(Mark v. 35 [parallel passage: Luke viii.

49]; Luke vii. 6). And were scattered

abroad; Revised Version simply, and scat-

tered. (For the thought, cf Ezek. xxxiv.

5; also Numb, xxvii. 17; 2 Chron. xviii.

16; und its parallel passage, 1 Kings xxii.

17.) The two participles express different

aspects of their now normal and continuous
state (^o-ai' eo-KuA/ifVoi KOi Ipifiiiemi). Yet the

Authorized Version margin, "and lay down,"
is probably nearer the meaning of eptfi/ifvoi

here than the Authorized Version and
Revised Version ; cf 1 Mace. xi. 4 (" They
showed him the temple of Dagon burnt . . .

and the bddies cast out"); Jer. xiv. 16
("The people . . . sliall be cast out in the
streets of Jerusalem . . . and they shall

have none to buiy them"), wheje the thought
is hardly "scaltered," but "cast out and lying

prostrate." So here the people are pictured

as sheep harassed and prostrated by fatigue,

etc. ; cf. Vulgnte, vexati et jacentes. As
sheep having no shepherd ; not having a
shepherd (Revised Version); of the Old
Testament passages just refened to.

Vers. 37, 38.—The utterance is given word

for word (except one transposition) at the

begiuning of the address to the seventy in

Luke X. 2. But while serving there as an
iutrc duction to the rest of the speech, the

reason for it is so much more selfevident

here that St. Matthew seems to have recorded

it in its original connexion. Our Lord him-

self, feeling the shepherdless condition of the

pcoiile, desires to call out the interest of his

disci pies in it. He wants them to realize both

the need of the people and the possibility

that lay before the workmen. Changing

the metaphor, he bids them pray him, who
alone has the right and power, to send more

workmen to reap these fields.

Ver. 37.—Then saith he unto his diaoiples,

The harvest—of human souls (John iv. 35

—

3S). Truly. So also the Revised Version

;

too strung a rendering of /xeV. Is plenteous
(cf oh. X. 23 ; Bengel), but the labourers are

few. Who besides himself? John the
Baptist, some who had been healed, e.g.

the Gadarene demoniac (Mark v. 20, pos-
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ibly alao the blind men of ver. 31), and
perhaps a few unknown trae believeig. Not
the twelre, for these are evidently distin-

guished, and only to be included under the
labourers spoken of in the end of the next
Terse. If, howoTer, the utterance was ori-

ginally spoken to the seventy (vide tupra),

the reference would be to the twelve.

Ver. 38.—Pray ye. Express it as your
pergonal need (Se^flTire, here only in the New
Testament ontside the writings of St. Luke
and St. Paul). Therefore. Since more
workers are so greatly needed. The Lord
if the harvest ; ot Olem. Bom., S 84, who

illustrates the thon^t by a most inteieiting

eomposite quotation of Isa. xl. 10 (Ixii.

11 : Prov. xxiv. 12) and Bev. zzii 12. That
he will (omit with the Bevised Version) send
forth. COvus iKPd\y, «l t^ieitU, Vulgate
[Wordsworth and White], u< mittat, Vul-
gate [ordinary edition].) The verb suggest!

alike his constraining power and their sepa-

ration from their previous position (cf. oh.

vii. 4). Mr. J. A. Bobinson'i note, how-
ever, in the Cambridge 'Texts and Studies,'

I. ill. 124, shows that one most not lay

much stresi on the thought of oonatraint.

Labonreri into his harrest.

HOMILETIOa,

Vers. 1—8.

—

The cure of the paralytic. L Thk hok mak bbouoht to CHBisr. 1.

ni» own city. It had been Nazareth ; now it was Capernaum. The Nazarenes had
rejected him. He did not many mighty works there because of their unbelief; he
marvelled at their want of faith. Now he was in Capernaum ; he was well known
there, but not as he had been known at Nazareth. The Nazarenes had known him
from childhood—all through those thirty years of quiet, humble holinem ; he had lived

among them like one of themselves, distinguished only by his goodness; he wrought
no miracles then. But that quiet life was in one sense the greatest of miracles ; it was
stranger that the Son of God should live like ordinary men than that his path on
earth should be surrounded with glory, marked by startling wonders. In Capernaum
he was known as the great Preacher, the Wonder-worker, the loving, the compassionate
Healer. All there believed in his power, not all had yielded their hearts to his love.

It was now his own city, blessed with his presence, the highest of all conceivable

privileges. 2. The tick man. He was paralyzed, quite helpless ; apparently he had
lost the power of speech. He could not come to Christ himself; he had to be carried.

Four men brought him as he lay helpless on his bed. Probably he was still young

:

" child," the Lord calls him. It was a pitiable case, and he seems to have brought it upon
himself; it was, we gather from Christ's words, the punishment of sin. How often sin

brings chastisement now I We suffer justly ; we receive the due reward of our deeds.

Happy they whom suffering brings to Christ 1 3. The hearers. The poorman had kind
friends ; they brought him. They had great dlfSculties ; they could not come nigh to

Christ for the press. They drew the sick man up to the roof; they uncovered it; they
let him down into the midst before Jesus. It is a blessed task to tend the sick and
Buffering ; it is a holy, Christ-like w'ork. It is more blessed still to bring sinful souls

to Jesus Christ, the great Physician. The Lord saw their faith. They must believe in

Christ themselves who would bring others to him ; we cannot help penitent sinners

unless we ourselves have learned to hate sin, to overcome it by the power of faith, to

live in the holy presence of Christ, breathing the atmosphere of his love. The Lord
listens to intercessory prayer. Faith brings blessings not only on the believer, but on
those for whom he prays. The centurion's faith brought healing to his servant ; the

faith of friends to the paralytic. But he too, it seems, believed. He could not come

;

he was willing, desirous, to be brought ; he would not have been healed had he been
brought by force. Jesus saw their faith—the faith of all, the sick man and his friends.

Christians may help others ; they may influence them by word, by holy example ; but
he that would be saved must himself believe. Each soul must know Christ itself;

each soul must be brought into spiritual contact with the Saviour ; each individutd

soul must have access unto Ghxi through him. 4. The Saviour. The Lord read tha

hearts of the bearers ; he saw their faith. - He read the heart of the paralytic ; he saw
his trembling fearftilness, his consciousness of sin, (1) " Child," he said, " be of good
cheer." The poor man sadly needed encouragement; the Lord gave it at once; he had
come to heal the broken-hearted. The poor man was humUed to the Tery dust

;

the Lord looked on him with a great pity. So he pities us in onr luSerinp now witk
KATTBIW. 8
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the lame quick, tender compassion ; his sympathy comforts, helps, encourages, tha

trembling penitent. (2) But there was behind the physical sickness its moral cause.

The man had greatly sinned. The punishment had done its work ; it had softened his

heart ; it had brought him to the feet of Jesus. The Lord knew the truth of his

repentance. He waited not for the confession of the lips
;
perhaps the poor man could

not speak. He pronounced at once the most blessed absolution, " Thy sins be for-

given thee." He is the same gracious Saviour now ; he came to save his people from

their sins. " If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and
to cleanse us from all unrighteousness."

II. The bobibes. 1. Their silent ar/iusationi. There were many Pharisees and
doctors of the Law sitting there ; they had been drawn by the fame of Jesus not only

from Galilee, but even from Judaea and Jerusalem. They were watching our Lord,

listening to him. He had spoken a great and awful word. They dared not condemn
him openly ; they saw his power, they feared the people ; but they reproached him in

their thoughts. He was guilty of blasphemy, they murmured in their hearts ; he had
dared to pronounce the forgiveness of the paralytic ; he had assumed to himself the

prerogative of God. Certainly God, and God alone, could for^ve sins. 2. Hie LotcPb

answer. There were no spoken words, but he knew their thoughts. " He saw their

thoughts," some ancient manuscripts read; their thoughts lay open to his all-seeing

eye; he read them. He reads our thoughts now; he sees all the low, carnal, unchari-

table thoughts which defile our souls, as he saw their thoughts then. They were think-

ing evil things in their hearts, accusing him of blasphemy, when they ought to have
seen in the power of his works, in the perfect holiness of his life, the proof of his

Divine origin ; they were thinking in their unworthy jealousy, "It is easy to say, Thy
sins be forgiven thee ; " none can tell whether those great words truly convey forgive-

ness. Let him prove his authority ; let him heal the paralytic.

III. The iiiBAOLE. 1. The word ofpower. " Forgive us our trespasses," we lay to

our Father which is in heaven. " The Son of man hath power on earth to forgive sins."

" Coelestem ortum hie sermo sapit," says Bengel very beautifully. He had power on
earth to forgive sins, because he came from heaven ; the Son of man could forgive,

because he was in truth the Son of God. None could test that power ; only the for-

given penitent could knonr in the depth of his heart the reality of his forgiveness ; he
could tell, and he only, in his inmost experience the blessed sweetness of that holy
absolution. But the Lord-would deign to reply to the unworthy questionings of the

scribes; he would illustrate his spiritual authority by bis power over outward things.

He saith unto the man, " Arise I " It was a bold word, a strange thing to say to a

helpless paralytic. But he had faith to be healed ; his will exerted itself in obedience

to the Lord's command. The muscles, so long useless, obeyed the mandate of the will.

He arose before them all ; he took up his bed, and departed to his house. So it is now
in the history of conversions. Many souls have lost all spiritual energy ; they are

without spiritual force, spiritual activity ; they have a vague wish for holiness, but it b
only a weak, irresolute desire ; an emotion rather than a resolve. But they feel at last

the danger of sloth ; Christian friends help them ; they come, they are brought to

Christ. He saith the word, " Arise I" A new strength flows iu upon their weakened
will—the strength which he giveth. In that strength they arise ; they need no longer

the help of others ; they obey the Lord's life-giving command ; they go forth, glorify-

ing God. 2. The wonder of the multitude. They might well wonder ; they had seen

strange things that day. Their wonder, or their fear (according to the more ancient
manuscripts), led them to glorify God. We see strange things now—sinners saved,

souls drawn by the power of the cross to the Saviour's love. The miracles of grace
are more wonderful than the miracles of power; they should lead us to glorify God,
to glorify him in our praises, to glorify him iu our lives.

Lessons. 1. It was sin that brought suffering into the world. Suffering should
show us the guilt of sin, and should lead us to Christ 2. Christ is our Hope, our only
Hope. We must come to him ourselves ; wemust help others to come. 3. Christ is full

of compassion. He pities our sorrows ; he forgives the sins of the penitent. 4, Fndse
bim for hi* mercies ;

glorify God.

Vers. 9—17.

—

St. Matthew. L His fiALU 1. Hit occupation. He was a publican,
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a tax-gatherer. The whole class was hated by the Jews as symbols and instruments
of a foreign rule; they returned the hatred and contempt with which they were
regarded; they exacted more than was appointed them; they were guilty, most of

them perhaps, of oppression, of fraud, of unjust accusation. But if all were hated,

Hebrew publicans must have been looked upon with an especial hatred. They had
sold themselves for gain to the detested Bomans; they oppressed their own flesh and
blood ; they were regarded as traitors, almost as apostates. Such was Matthew, perhaps
a Levite, certainly an Israelite, but a publican. 2. Z%« summons. He was sitting at

the receipt of custom, in the actual exercise of his hated calling, as the Lord was pass-

ing by. The Lord seeth not as man seeth. He had rejected the scribe who offered to

follow him ; now he called the publican. His calls are not determined by class, or

occupation, or race ; the accidents of the outward life do not influence the choice. He
searches the hearts. He said unto Matthew, " Follow me." He himself is the Pattern
for his apostles, his evangelists, his ministers. They must follow him, living in his

presence; that Divine presence is the one source of strength and wisdom. They
must imitate his holy example, his humility, his unselfishness, his constraining love.

They who follow nearest to him in the path of holiness can best teach the lessons

which he taught ; for they learn of him deep lessons of spiritual experience ; and, learn-

ing themselves from the great Teacher, they can teach others the same holy lessons.

The publican felt that Divine call in the depths of his soul. He arose ; he left all, St.

Luke tells us—his old occupation, his old associations and companions. He followed

Christ, to be from that time wholly his, to do his will, to preach his gospel ; to write,

led by the Spirit, the blessed history of his most holy life, his precious death. The
publican became an apostle; he reached the highest rank in the Church of Christ.

The last shall be first, and the first last.

II. The fkast m his house!. 1. The company. Matthew gave a farewell feast to

bis old companions. He was about to leave them now to devote himself wholly to the

Saviour's service. He had known them long; he would not leave them without a

token of good will, and he wished them to share, if it might be, in the great blessing

which had changed the course of his life. He made a great feast ; the Lord was the

honoured Guest. He came in his condescending love, and sat down to meat in the

publican's house. It was a strange gathering. Doubtless all the publicans of Caper-
naum were invited, and with them came many persons of doubtful reputation—many
whom " the religious world " stigmatized with more or less reason as " sinners." The
Lord Christ, the most Holy One, sat down among this motley throng, not counting

the time wasted which was spent in social intercourse with them. It shocked all the

prejudices of the time. He was recognized as a Rabbi, a great Teacher ; and now he
was hazarding his reputation by mixing with these common people. He was incurring

the danger of Levitical defilement ; he was countenancing by his presence hated occu-

pations, unsatisfactory lives. 2. The Pharisees. They were oflended. They could

not have been at the feast; nothing would have induced them to eat with publicans

and sinners ; but they saw the company coming or going. They had not yet openly

broken with our Lord; they regarded him doubtfully. He was a great Teacher, a

Wonder-worker—that could not be denied ; but he had said strange, bold things from

time to time. He had not always followed the traditions so sacred in their eyes ; and
now he was outraging all their prejudices, violating all the accepted rules of religious

society. They murmured against his disciples ; they had not the courage, it seems, to

rebuke the Lord himself, but they asked the disciples the meaning of this strange

conduct. How can he do such things? He is bringing discredit on the whole class

of rabbis. Why eateth your Teacher with publicans and sinners? Tow Teacher,

they said. He was not thein ; they could not listen to the teaching of One who set

such an example. 3. The Lord?* reply. He heard the controversy ; he answered for

his disciples. Perhaps they were perplexed ; their old habits still had a strong hold

over them. Years afterwards Peter incurred the rebuke of St. Paul for yielding to

these Jewish prejudices. They knew not what to say, but the Lord answered for

them. (1) " They that be whole need not a physician, but they that are sick." The
words are spoken with a Divine irony. The Pharisees were whole, strong, and well,

in their own estimate of themselves ; they needed no physician, so they thought.

They did not come to Christ as sinners ; they came, indeed, but it was from curiosity
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to hear the great Preacher, to know what his doctrine was ; often from worse motiyei—
to criticize, to judge, to condemn. They sought not his counsel. He could do them
no good in their present frame of mind. But these publicans and sinners needed him

;

they were sick spiritually. Others knew it, and they knew it too ; it was this yery

consciousness of sia and danger that brought them to Christ. Therefore he came to

Matthew's feast. He sat down to eat with publicans and sinners, to draw them to

himself, to teach and to save. The true disciple will follow Christ's example. He
will try to obey the apostle's precept—whether we eat or drink, to do all to the glory

of Gh>d. The true Christian may do much good is the freedom of social intercourse

;

he may thus sometimes reach men who cannot be touched by more formal ministi'a-

tions ; but it needs a true disciple, a man full of wisdom and of the Holy Ghost, thus

to follow Christ. (2) He quotes the Scriptures. Mercy is better than sacrifice ; love

is holier than external obedience ; outward forms, intellectual orthodoxy, will not avail

for our salvation, if we have not that blessed grace of charity, without which all our
doings are nothing worth. "Go ye and learn what that meaneth," the Lord said.

They were teachers ; they knew well the letter of the Scripture. They had missed its

inner meaning. That meaning has been lost sight of again and again through the long

range of history. The Christian must, by the grace of the Holy Spirit, keep that inner

meaning steadily before his mind. The first of the commandments is love ; all is

vanity if we have not love. (3) This was the very purpose of the Lord's coming. It

was not to call righteous men. His great act of Divine self-sacrifice would not have
been necessary if men had been righteous. But " there is none righteous, no, not
one." There were some who " trusted in themselves that they were righteous ;

"

none who were such in the sight uf God, He came to call sinners ; therefore he sought
them, he talked with them, he sat at meat with them. His perfect purity could not

be marred by their companionship; rather he would cleanse them from their sins.

Could he shun them, like the Pharisees? It would frustrate the very end of his

incarnation. He was come to seek and to save that which was lost. 4. The disciples

of John. They came with the Pharisees (Mark ii. 18); they, too, were startled by the

Saviour's conduct, but especially by the absence of asceticism from his life and teaching.

John came neither eating nor drinking ; his disciples lived a life of rigid abstinence

like their master. And now (1) they ask the Lord a question. They make tlieir own
practice a rule for others; a common mistake, the mistake against which St. Paul
argues so strongly in Horn. xiv. and elsewhere. They thought so much of their

frequent fastings that they even ranged themselves with the Pharisees in opposition

to our Lord, or at least in distinction fi-om his practice—a strange departure from their

Master's teaching. How often men magnify small outward differences, to the disregard

of deep and important agreement 1 (2) The Lord's reply. He does not answer the

first part of the question, why they and the Pharisees lasted; he leaves that to their

own conscience. He defends his owd disciples. There could be no fasting among the

festivities of a wedding. He was the heavenly Bridegroom, come to take to himself a
bride—the Church which he so greatly loved. His disciples were the friends of the

Bridegroom, attending him as he came to fetch the bride. They could not fast while

he was with them. But even now, in the midst of success and popularity, he saw the

shadow of the cross. The Bridegroom would not always be with his friends ; he would
be taken from them. It is the first allusion in St. Matthew's Gospel to the coming
end; it is very touching in its calm simplicity. They will fast then. Fasting is

meaningless without mourning ; outward self-denials are worthless if they are not the

expression of inner sorrow. They will sorrow for the absent Bridegroom, mourning
for the sins which have separated them from him. The soul that hath found Christ

cannot but rejoice—in his presence is fulness of joy ; but there must be seasons of

sorrow even in the highest Christian life, when the burden of our sing is grievous unto
us, and the remembrance of them is intolerable. Then shall they fast in those days

;

but their fasting will not be like the formal fasts of tiie Pharisees, but such as the Lord
commended in the sermon on the mount. (3) Two similes, (a) An old garment must
not be patched with new, unfuUed cloth. The new piece is too strong for the worn
garment ; it will shrink, too, and rend it. Christ's religion is not merely Judaism with
a few additions and improvements ; it is a new dispensation. It comes from the same
God ; but it is fresher, stronger than the old. The old was good in its day, but now
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the fulness of time is come ; the marriage rohe is ready ; it is fine linen, clean and

white, the righteousness of saints, which is the righteousness of Christ ; it agreeth not

with the old. (jb) New wine must not be put into old wine-skins. It will ferment

;

it will burst the old skins, which have become hard and will not expand. The
Pharisees with their effete ceremonialism cannot receive the gospel. He must be a

new man who is to be filled with the Spirit. The new wine of the gospel Uvea and
works ; it does not suit the stiff, hard, dry, formal life of the Pharisee. Where the

Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty ; we have received not the spirit of bondage, but

the Spirit of adoption, the free Spirit of sonship. But that free Spirit abideth not in

mere formalists. His chosen home is in renewed hearts; in those who have been trans-

formed by the renewing of their mind; in whom old things are passed away, and all

things are become new.
Lessoks. 1. The meanest, the most despised, may walk very close with Christ

;

only follow him when he calls. 2. Pharisees could blame even Christ himself; we
must not expect to escape censure. 3. Even good men are sometimes censorious ; the

Christian must answer gently, like his Lord. 4. Seek to be filled with the Spirit

;

desire the new wine of charity.

Yers. 18—^26.

—

The raising of the dcutghter of Jairw. L The father. 1. Eia
position. He was a ruler of the synagogue, a dignitary of the Jewish Church. The
Pharisees once asked in scorn, " Have any of the rulers believed on him ? " Here was
one who certainly believed. Possibly he may have been one of those elders of the Jews
whom the centurion had sent to Christ. If so, he had seen both the power of Christ

and his sympathy with sorrow and suffering. Now sorrow had come very near to him,

and he sought for his own needs the Lord whom he had before entreated in behalf of

another. Those who intercede for others are blessed in their own souls ; mercy is

twice blest. The Pharisees were beginning to hold aloof from Christ, to question his

authority. A ruler might have felt some difficulty in preferring a request to him just

then.' Jairus thought nothing of such matters in the presence of his great sorrow.

He came, perhaps to the publican's house, and, ruler though he was, he fell down at

Jesus' feet and worshipped him. Sorrow often softens the proud heart, and brings the

humbled soul to Christ; sorrow is a blessed thing- if it leads to the feet of Christ, if it

teaches us to worship. 2. Sis prayer. His little daughter (she was but twelve years

old) was at the point of death—so near her end that he ilescribed her (accordiDg to St.

Matthew's abridged narrative) as already dead. He thought the breath would go forth

before he reached the Lord. He believed that Christ could help him even now. But
the anguish of his soul was intense ; he poured forth his prayer in the broken accents

of grirf (see Mark v. 23 in the Greek). " Come and lay thy hand upon her, and she

shall live." It was wonderful faith ; he believed that Christ could recall the parted

soul, and restore his dead child to her father's arms. 3. The Lord^s readiness. Jesus

arose, perhaps from the couch in the house of Matthew, and followed Jairua from the

house of feasting to the house of mourning. There are strange contrasts in human
life. Here gladness, and there sorrow ; here light and feasting and song, there wailing

and the anguish of the bereaved, the death-agony and the faintness of departing life.

The Christian should be prepared for both—^to weep with those that weep, and to

rejoice with those that do rejoice. He may take his part, like the Lord, in the inno-

cent enjoyments of life ; he must sometimes, like the Lord, contend earnestly for the

faith ; but, like the Lord, he should be ready to leave the festive table, or the disputes

of controversy, to comfort the afflicted and minister to the dying. Therefore he

should live always in the Spirit ; therefore he should strive, whether he eats or drinks,

or whatever he is doing, to do all to the glory of God. The disciples followed Christ

from the house of Matthew to the house of Jairus ; we should be ready always to follow

him whithersoever he goeth.

IL The afpliotbd woman. 1. Her trouble. She had long suffered from a wasting

disease. For twelve years, the whole life of the little daughter of Jairus, she had

been afflicted. She had tried every means of relief, she had applied to physician after

physician, she had submitted to many painful remedies, she had spent all that she had

;

but ^e found no help—she grew worse. It is a sad history. There are many such

now—^long wasting sicknesses ; vain efforts to recover health ; hopelesaneii. But still.
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aa ever, there is the Saviour's ready sympathy. If he does not work outward miracles

as of old, he works spiritual wonders still. He gives patience, peace, holy hope. He
turns suffering into blessing. 2. Her timidiiy. She had heard of Jesus. He had
done many mighty works. Now he was on his way to a yet more wonderful exercise

of power. He had heard that the damsel was dead, yet he arose and went. What
would he do ? A grent multitude followed him in intense, awful expectation. The
poor woman mingled with the crowd. She knew that she was accounted unclean ; elie

was full of shame and timidity ; she feared to meet the lookof Jesus ; she came behind
him in the press, and touched the hem of his garment. He might do something for

her ; he might heal her on his way to the house of Jairus. Something of the wondrous
power that was to be exerted there might flow in upon her and stay her sickness.

People hear of Christ now ; they know what he has done, what he is doing for others

;

one miracle leads to another, one conversion to another. Circumstances differ. Some
come stiaight to Christ, like Jains; they open their grief to him, they bring him at

once to their house, to their heart. Others are more fearful ; they feel the defilement of

their sin ; they tremble. But they must come ; none other can save them. They come,
drawn perhaps by others, in the throng that follows Christ. They know not what to

say ; they cannot shape the longings of their hearts into words. They come behind
him ; they touch the hem of his garment ; the Spirit maketh intercession for them with
groanings that cannot be uttered. 3. Her faith. She said within herself, "If I may
but touch his garment, I shall be whole." Her faith was not like that of the centurion

—

there was, perhaps, something of superstition in it; she seems to have thought that the
healing power diffused itself from the Person of our Lord, apart from the action of his

Divine will. Her eiror somewhat resembled that of those who think that God can act
only through (he unconscious laws of nature, not by the conscious intervention of his

almighty will. She was wrong. But he felt her presence, he knew her trouble and
her faith ; it was by the act of his will that virtue went out of him, and healed her
sickness. So it is in the realm of nature. Not a sparrow falls to the ground without
our Father. But if her faith was uninstructed, it was strong and living. His touch,

she felt in her heart, would heal her sickness. Multitudes toucljed our Lord as they
thronged round about him in the press; but one touched him with the hand of faith.

That one he knew at once. He saw her not with the outward eye—she was behind
him; but be knew her heart. "The Lord knoweth them that are his;" but many that

say to him, " Lord, Lord," he hath never known. Various motives brought that crowd
together—curiosity, excitement, and such-like. They thronged round our Lord, eager

to see what he would do. " Master, the multitude throng thee, and press thee," said

St. Peter. They followed him closely, watching him intently. We are not told that
they received any benefit from their nearness to the Lord. Bodily presence was not
enough ; there was need of something deeper. There were many eager eyes ; there was
one faithful heart. People fill the churches now, they join in the services, they come
to the Holy Communion. It is well, it is necessary ; but something more is needful
for salvation. They must put forth the hand of faith, they m\ist touch the Saviour

;

then power will go forth from him, and heal the sickness of their souls. The poor
woman came in deep humility, in weakness and trembling ; so must the penitent come
to Christ. She came behind him ; she sought only to touch his garment ; she was
content with the lowest place. Only to touch his garment, only to feel his life-giving

power—that was enough ; it would take away her uncleanness, it would heal her
sickness. 4. The Lord't thoughtfulness. He was bent on au errand of love. The poor
father was in intense anxiety ; the crowd was full of eager anticipation ; but here was
one who needed his help, tie must stop, even on his way to raise the dead. Mark
his calm, majestic coUectedness. In his holy unselfishness he had time and thought
for every suppliant. He was not vexed with interruptions, as we are apt to be; he
waited on his way. The Lord has work for us every day; it is not always the work
which we had marked out lor ourselves. If it is his work, it is blessed. We must put
aside our own plans, and do what he bids us. 6. Eia iuquiriet. He asked who had
touched him. It was not for his own information ; he knew the thoughts of all men,
Bnt he felt the touch of faith—the one touch in all that throng that arrested his steps
and claimed his grace. It was well for her to know that it was his sovereign will, not
any virtue inherent in the hem of his garment, that had wrought the miracle. It was
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well, too, for the multitude to learn the great lesson that faith in Christ hath power to

heaL 6. Et* mercy. He turned him about, he saw her. She came, fearing and trem-
bliug, and told him all. She feared that she had presumed too much, but the good
Lord at once reassured her. " Daughter," he said (it is the only time, as far as the

Bible tells us, that he used that endearing word), " be of good cheer." He comforted
her in her trembling awe, as now he comforts the humble and penitent. And then
came the blessed word, " Thy faith hath made thee whole." It was he who saved her;

it is he who saves sinners now. But faith is the hand put forth to touch the Lord

;

fnith is the instrument, Christ is the cause of our justification. The Lord puts great

honour upon faith. He marvelled at the centurion's faith ; it filled him with admiration.

Let us pray, " Lord, increase our faith," that, like this poor woman, we may be made
whole from that hour when with the hand of faith we touch the Saviour.

IIL Thb house of Jairus. 1. The Lord's sympathy. He felt for the father's

grief; he knew the anguish of his soul. " Be not afraid," he said, " only believe."

Trust in Christ is the one only comfort in deep sorrow. " Let not your heart be troubled

:

ye believe in God, believe also in me," He would not allow the curious, excited crowd
to intrude upon the parents' grief. Only the Lord and the three most favoured apostles

entered the chamber of death. The delicate tact of true Christian sympathy is a
precious gift ; we must learn it of the Lord. 2. fAe preparations for the funeral.

There was an unseemly noise; hired mourners and minstrels were mingling the

hypocrisy of grief with the real sorrow of the bereaved. The Lord reproved them.
" She is not dead," be said, " but sleepetb." They misunderstood his words. They showed
their want of feeling by laughter and ridicule in the presence of the dead. But he put
them forth ; they could not resist his simple dignity, his tone of tranquil authority.

And now he was left alone with the chosen three, and the father and mother of the

maiden. Christian funerals should be quiet, without display ; they should be cheered

with Christian hope. " She is not dead, but sleepeth." The Lord Jesus should be

present. He will come if we ask him. His sympathy brings peace among tears, com-
fort, humble hope. 3. The word ofpower. He took the little hand ; it was still and
cold ; it lay motionless in his. Death and life were brought into close contact ; the

dead maiden and the Lord, who is the Resurrection and the Life. He spoke but two
words. There was no effort, no excitement, no display; only two simple words. But
the parted soul heard ; it returned at the Lord's command ; the hues of health came
back to the pallid cheeks, and the little maid arose. They were astonished with a

great astonishment, but the Lord was still and calm. It was no wonder to him, for he

is God Almighty. It was but an anticipation of what he will do hereafter on a vast

and awful scale. " All that are in the graves shall hear his voice," as the maiden
heard that day. We shall hear him then ; we shall come forth ; God grant it may be
unto the resurrection of life 1

Lessons. 1. Come to Jesus in the hour of bitter sorrow ; he will come to those

who come to him. 2. He knows all our troubles, all our hidden griefs. " Be not afraid,

only believe." 3. Be not content with outward forms
;
put forth the hand of fiuth, and

touch the Lord. 4 " Arise 1" he says. May he give us grace to listen now, (o hear

and live, that we may share the resurrection of the just I

Vers. 27—34.

—

Other mirades. 1. The two blikd men. L I%«<r ery. The day's

work was not over. It had been a wonderful day, crowded with mighty deeds. The
Lord was returning from the house of Jairus, his thonghts full, we may well believe,

of sympathy with the sorrowing, of holy joy at their deliverance. But this world is a

world of sorrow ; sorrow in various forms meets us everywhere. Two blind men
followed in the crowd. They could not see the gracious face of the Lord, but they had
heard of his wondrous works. He who raised the dead could open the eyes of the

blind. They followed in the crowd ; they implored him as the Son of David. It was

the first time, as far as we know, that men had so addressed him. They were blind,

but they had the inner vision of faith. They saw that Jesus was the Christ that was

to come. Faith is more precious than sight ; it perceives the things unseen, the eternal

verities of the spiritual world. " Have mercy on us 1 " they cried again and again. He
seemed as though he heeded not. He passed on in silence, absorbed, it seemed, in holy

meditation. 2. 2%eiV perseverance. He seemed not to hear them. He entered into
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the house. Blind though they were, they found the way ; they would not take an
apparent refusal ; they came to him into the house. It is an encouragement to persevering

prayer. How often he seems not to heed us when we pray for light ! We pray again

and again, but the darkness ii still upon our souls ; we cannot see him. But we must
pray on. He came to preach recovery of sight to the blind. He listens, though we
think he heedeth not; in his own good time he will pour the light of his most gracious

presence into the soul that once was dark. He heareth prayer. 3. Theirfatth. He
asked them—Did they believe in his power ? " Yea, Lord," they answered. The like

question is often borne in upon our souls in times of darkness and distress. Oh that

we could answer always with the unhesitating assent of those poor blind men I The
Lord proved their faith ; he touched their eyes ; the touch was to heal them only if

their faith was real; "according to your faith be it unto you." Their eyes were
opened ; they saw the holy Saviour; it proved his power ; it proved the truth of their

&ith. Still he heals all who come to him in faithful prayer. He opens their eyes

;

they see him. " The world seeth me no more, but ye see me." 4. The LoreCt com-
mand. He bade them tell no man. Sometimes he enjoined secrecy, sometimes he
bade men tell what great things the Lord had done for them. His directions varied,

doubtless, with the circumstances of the case, and with the spiritual condition of the
individual. Perhaps it was premature to announce in that neighbourhood that he was
the expected Son of David ; perhaps he saw something of self-importance in the men

;

they would talk too loudly of the privilege bestowed upon them ; they would glorify them-
elves rather than God. There are spiritual mercies, visions of Divine grace, of which
it is best to be silent ; there are sometimes temptations to vain-glory even in God's
blessings. 6. IT^etr disobedtenae. It was not right. They may perhaps have excused
their conduct by attributing Christ's words to excessive modesty—^modesty which might
prompt him to conceal his good deeds, but ought not to prevent the recipients of bis

grace from making known their gratitude. But the Lord had " straitly charged them,
saying, See that no man know it." Nothing could excuse disobedience to a command-
ment expressed so plainly, even sternly. The Lord knew better than they what was
best for themselves and for others. Their duty was simply to obey him. Obedience
is better than sacrifice. The surest proof of true gratitude is unquestioning obedience.
" If a man love me, he will keep my words."

IL The voub dehoniao. 1. He was brought to Christ The blind men came ; the

demoniac was brought. He was helpless under the power of the evU one. He could not

speak. It may be that in his heart he cried for mercy ; it may be that the Lord accepted

the faith of those who brought him, as he raised the daughter of Jairus, moved by her

father's prayer. It is a blessed work of love to bring the helpless to Christ, to pray for

those who cannot pray for themselves. Every soul is exceeding precious, even those

who may seem the most degraded. 2. 2%< cure. The Lord saw the cause of his

dumbness, and at once cast out the evil spirit. The dumb spake. The people wondered

;

never had such deeds been done in Israel. They are still done in the Israel of God,
blessed be his holy Name I The evil spirit checks the voice of prayer; he makes men
dumb, BO that they cannot speak to Jesus confessing their sins. But the Lord still opens
the lips of the dumb, and their mouth showeth forth his praise. 3. The blasphemy of

the Pharisees. Their opposition was increasing. They had blamed him for eating with
publicans and sinners ; they had accused him of blasphemy in their hearts ; now they
fall into deeper guilt. He came that he might destroy the works of the devil ; he was
doiog so now. They said among themselves that his power over the devils was exer-

cised through compUcity with the prince of the devils. It was an awful sin. Small
sins against the law of love lead on to greater. People indulge in fault-finding, in

criticizing the conduct of others. They may go on to attribute the highest acts of

Christian love to unholy motives—a deep and deadly sin in the sight of QoA.
Lessons. 1. Persevere in prayer. Christ hath saved others ; doubt not, earnestly

believe ; he will save all who come to him in faith. 2. Follow him in the crowd, in

the house
;
pray everywhere. 3. Be watchful against vain-glory ; the Christian life is

hid with Christ in God. 4. Honour goodness in ail men. To speak against the work ol

God the Holy Ghost is grievous sin.

T«n.S6—38.

—

lie missumary uwrJc e/ Christ. L Bamwswn •rsaovaR Qaloze
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1, He went everywhere. His activity was unceasing. He visited every city and village

in that thickly populated district. It was a new thing in the history of the world—

a

Missionary of salvation sent from heaven, spending his time in ceaseless journeys, in

constant wearying labour, and that not for gain, not for pleasure, but for love's sake,

to win dying souls to God and heaven. It is a high example to the ministers of his

holy Word and sacraments. 2. Bis preaching. He taught in the synagogues ; they
were still open to him. The Pharisees had for some time distrusted him ; they were
beginning to oppose^him, but their opposition was not yet formal, decided. It expressed

itself in angry looks, in words spoken among themselves. He was recognized as a
Teacher, a Rabbi; he was honoured by the people. He was a welcome Preacher in

every village synagogue. The Lord most holy was wont to preach in the smallest

villages, in the humblest synagogues. His servants should imitate him in his humility,

in his zeal for the salvation of the poorest and the most ignorant. He preached the

gospel of the kingdom, the good news of the kingdom which was to spread over the

whole earth, which was to be established in the hearts of men, which was in God's

good time to be manifested in glory. It was good news then ; it is good news now.
The message is heard daily; people listen carelessly, without thought; but when God
the Holy Ghost brings the Word home to the heart, it comes with all the freshness of

a new life, a new hope ; it is good news indeed. May he bring the gracious message to

our souls I 3. His care for the tick. He healed every disease. His servants must
care for the bodies as well as for the souls of his people; they must tend the lick and
sufiering, for so did Jesus Christ.

II. The multitcdeb. 1. Hie Lord's compassion. As he moved hither and thither,

he saw the great masses of the people crowded together in those populous towns,

neglected and uncared for. His heart was deeply moved, as many a good man's heart is

moved by the like sight now. He was the good Shepherd. He saw the flock scattered

here and there, some cast down, prostrate on the earth ; some wandering, bruised, their

fleeces torn (eo-kvA/u^coi) by wolves. There was no shepherd ; the shepherds of Israel

(Ezek. xxxiv.) were feeding themselves, and not the flock. They did not heal that

which was sick, or bind up that which was brcken, or seek that which was lost. The
flock was scattered upon all the face of the earth. The Pharisees despised the pooi

and ignorant—the " people of the earth," as they called them. The good Shepherd came
to seek and to save that which was lost. He is our great Example. 2. His exhortation

to prayer. The figure is changed. Spiritual things are only inadequately expressed in

human language ; each parable, each illustration, brings out some new feature, a new
side of the underlying truth. The people were described as God's flock ; now they are

his harvest. The harvest of souls is plenteous; all the world over it is growing, ripen-

ing for the great day. But the labourers are few. The harvest is the Lord's ; all souls

are his ; it is he who sends the labourers, who casts them forth (as the word means) into

the harvest-field by the energy of a Divine mission, by the call of the Holy Spirit.

Only he can give that holiness, that -zeal, that self-denying love for souls, without

which they cannot fulfil their arduous task. Therefore he bids us pray. It is the

Lord's harvest ; he cares for it ;
yet, in the deep mystery of the relations between

heaven and earth, there is need of human prayer. It must be so, or the Lord would

not have enjoined it. " The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much."

Nothing is beyond the reach of faithful prayer, for the Lord himself hath ssud, " All

things, whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, believing, ye shall receive." A supply of

faithful ministers is of the very utmost importance for the well-being of the Church.

Then we must pray for the ministers of God's Holy Word. It is in the strength of the

prayer of the Church that they pursue their solemn work ; when they fail, when they

are wanting in faith, in humility, in love, in self-denying labour, the fault may lie in

part with those who do not pray for them according to the Lord's commandment. He
sends forth the labourers ; pray for his blessing on them and on their work.

Lessons. 1. The Lord's ministers must try by his gracious help to visit as he

visited, to preach as he preached. 2. His sheep are very dear to him ; his people must

eare for them. 8. All Ohiistiuu nuit pra; for the ministers of his Holy Word
ad sacraments.
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Yen. 2—8.

—

Christ and the forgivenea of sins. After the series of miracles of

healing recorded in the previous chapter, the evangelist passes to the more directly

spiritual work of Christ, and the transition is marked by an incident which combines
both kinds of ministry.

I. The world's first need is the forgiveness of sins. The sufferer was in a

pitiably helpless condition—so helpless that he had to be carried to Christ. Yet the

Saviour saw that his bodily weakness was of secondary importance compared to the

spiritual paralysis of sin that benumbed his soul. His friends thought only of the

physical trouble ; but the keen eye of the Physician of souls penetrated through the

superficial symptoms to the more terrible spiritual disease beneath. It would seem
that the man himself felt this most acutely, and that Jesus, who could read hearts at a

glance, perceived his deep yearning for forgiveness, and answered his unexpressed desire.

It may be that his present condition was the result of some form of intemperance, was
the natural punishment of his sins. But if this was not the case, there was, and there

always is, a general connection between sin and suffering. However this may be, we
all need to be delivered from our sins more than we need to be cured of any bodily

infirmity. He alone who can save from sin is man's real Saviour.

II. Christ has Divine adthority to forgivb sin. He does not pray for the
man's forgiveness. He grants the pardon himself. His action startled and alarmed
the religious people in the assembly. Was not Jesus claiming a Divine prerogative ?

Now, one of their premises was perfectly sound. Only God has a ri^ht to forgive siu,

and if a mere man claims to pronounce absolution in more than a general declaration of

the gospel, i.e. as a direct act of forgiveness, he is guilty of blasphemy. We cannot

both accept the gospel narrative and reject the Divinity of Christ without leaving the

character of our Lord under suspicion of the gravest charges. There is no middle
course here. A mild Unitarianism that believes in the Gospels and honours Jesus is

most illogical. But knowing the character of Christ to be true and pure, must we not

take his calm claim to forgive sins as an evidence of his Divinity ?

III. Christ's mission on earth brings the forgiveness of sins. This b a new
note in religion. Forgiveness was known in the Old Testament (e.^. Ps. ciii. 3). But
Jesus brings it with a fresh graciousness, with a new fulness and directness. 1. By hi$

incarnation. It was as the " Son of man " that Jesus opened up the wealth of Divine

forgiveness to us. The people marvelled at the power that had been granted "unto
men." (1) In his human life Jesus shows us the sympathy of God. (2) He also

reveals true purity, and so strikes a deep note of penitence, and brings ns into the spirit

that is capable of receiving pardon. 2. Through his atonement. This was not seen at

first. It was enouj;h to perceive the great fact—that Jesus brought forgiveness. But
at the end of his life our Lord showed that his power to do this was confirmed by his

death ; that his blood was " shed for the remission of sins " (ch. xxvi. 28). Thus by
the sacrifice of himself he reconciles us to Qod, and reconciliation is the very essence of

forgiveness. 3. Jn his present power. He showed one phase of his power in healing

the bodily disease of the sufferer. This was a sign of the healing power that cures

spiritual evil. He is the present, living Saviour, who both heals and pardons by his

word of grace.—^W. F. A.

Vers. 10—13.

—

Jesus the Friend of sinners. The incident here recorded follows on
the call of Matthew the publican. Our Lord had just appointed a member of an order

usually regarded as hopelessly reprobate to be one of his apostles. It was natural that

the publican's old associates should recognize this breaking down of old barriers, and
flock to the feast which Matthew provided to welcome and honour his new Friend.

I. The fact. Jesus dM eat and drink with men of questionable occupation, and even
with those of notoriously bad character. He did not simply show himself kindly dis-

posed towards such people. He associated with them. Many benevolent persons would
wish them well, and some would support homes and refuges for the most miserable and
degraded among them. But the Church of Christ has been slow in following her
Master'* example in showing real brotherhood for people under • social ban. The oon-
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duct of Jesus was new to the world, and it has been but rarely followed. Here is the
wonder of his brotherly nature. He will take the lowest to the priceless privilege of
his friendship.

II. The complaint. This conduct of our Lord was regarded u scandalous by the

religious people of his day, as similar conduct on the part of any good man who was
daring enough to attempt it would be regarded by the religious people of our own
times. It was not really suspected that he enjoyed the bad atmosphere of low society,

but he was charged with courting that society ia order to win popularity. Ungenerous
people cannot conceive of generous motives. To them the grandest act of self-sacrifice

must have some sinister aim.
ill. The exflanation. Jesus associated with persons of bad character in the hope

of raising them. He compared himself to a physician who does not pay his yisits to

healthy people. The doctor on his rounds goes to some strange houses. If he were
but a casual caller, his choice of associates mi°;ht raise a scandal. But his work
determines his action. Though he has to handle and study what is very repulsive,

science and humane ends elevate his treatment of it, and keep this pure. Christ goes

first where he is most needed. Not desert, not pleasure, but need, draws him. When
he comes it is to heal. His purpose sanctifies his association with persons of loose

character. His one aim is to do them good.

IV. The justification. The religious people who accused our Lord had formed a
totally false conception of the service which was acceptable to God. Jesus answered
them out of their own Bible. There they might have read that what God required was
not ceremonial ofierings, but kindness to our fellow-men—^" mercy and not sacrifice."

Thus he turns the tables. These very religious people, his accusers, are not pleasing

God. They are very particular about formal observances, but they neglect the

weightier matters of the Law. Christ is truly doing God's will by showing mercy.

God is love, and Divine love is never so gratified as by the exercise of human charity.

Therefore it is quite in accordance with his Father's will that Christ shall call the sinners.

His mission is to them. Those people who think themselves righteous cannot have
any blessing from Christ. The self-righteous hypocrite is really further from the

kingdom of heaven than the publican and the sinner.—W. F. A.

Vers. 16, 17.

—

The new and the old. This pair of homely parables illustrates the

incompatibility of the old with the new from two points of view—first from that of

the old, which is spoilt in the effort to patch it with the new ; second from that of the

new, which is lost through the attempt to confine it in the limitations of the old.

I. The old is spoilt when it is patched with the new. The shrinking of the

patch of undressed cloth tears the old garment, and so makes the rent worse than it was
before. There was a strictly Jewish Christianity in the early Church, really harder and
narrower than old Judaism. It was not truly Christian, yet the grand old Jewish
ideas were spoilt. At Alexandria, Greek thought degenerated in its association with

biblical ideas. It would not accept those ideas in their fulness, and yet it tried to patch

its old fabric with them. The consequence was its dissolution. When Protestantism is

not a complete severance from Bomanism, but a mixture with it, the result is that the

advantages of both the authority of the old and the freedom of the new system are

lost. All this is melancholy if we are attached to the old. But there is another way
of looking at it. The new is revolutionary. When the old is worn threadbare, it is

best to cast it aside. Although we cling to it affectionately, it may be well that it should

be violently torn from our backs. The gospel will not be a mere patch laid on an ugly

defect in our worldly character. It will tear that character to shreds. It is a mistake

to hope to patch it. The Christian method is to cast it off entirely and put on a com-
pletely new garment—the new character, the new life in Christ.

II. The new is lost when it is confined by the old. The new wine ferments

and must expand. But the old wine-skins are hard and dry and inelastic, and they

are not strong enough to restrain the powerful ferment. The result is a twofold

disaster—they are burst, which may not be a very great evil if they are worn out; and
the wine is spilt, which is a serious loss. The old is always trying to cramp and restrwn

the new. Judaism endeavoured to confine Christianity within its own hard limitations.

People are constantly trying to loice new ideas into old expressions. In practical
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Christianity the attempt is made to confine the fei-ment of new enthusiasm within the
walls of ancient order. Thus the Churches fetter the new fresh life of Christian experi-

ence. Perhaps they have some excuse for themselves. There is a rashness, a rawness,

an unsettled ferment, about the new enthusiasm. Nevertheless, if this is real and
living, they who resist it do so at their peril. They run a great risk of being them-
selves shattered in the process. The fact is new ideas absolutely refuse to be limited

by old formulae. New spiritual forces cannot be bottled up in antiquated customs. In
personal life the new grace of Christ cannot be confined to the old ways of living. If

those old ways are obstinate and still claim to rule the man, there will be a dreadful

conflict. The only wise thing is to make a fresh start. Many a hopeful movement
has been wasted by the attempt to limit it to the ideas and practices of the past. If

men had more faith in Grod they would learn that he belongs to the present as well as
to the past, and that therefore the present has equally sacred rights and promises.

—

W. P. A.

Vers. 18, 19, 23—26.

—

The ridel's daughter. I. Thk appbal. 1, The applicant, A
ruler. Rulers were slow to believe in Christ. But some from almost every class were
found among his disciples. Distress breaks down pride and shatters prejudices. They
who would never seek Christ in prosperity may be found crying out for his help in
trouble. 2. The object. The ruler asks for his child a favour which possibly he would
have been too proud to have soughffor himself. Suffering children touch the hearts
of all. On^ such here touched the heart of Jesus. 3, The occasion. The child is

nearly dead. It looks as though the father had tried every other remedy before apply-
ing to the great Healer. Many will only turn to Christ as a last resort. Yet much
distress would be saved if men and women would seek him first, not last.

II. The response. Jesus arose and followed the ruler. He had been seated before,

for he had been teaching. The ruler had interrupted his discourse. But •Jesus did not
care for this ; he was always ready to respond to the cry for help. We never read of

his refusing to go anywhere but once, and then the invitation was to a king's palace,

and the object of it was only the satisfaction of a superficial worldling's empty curiosity.

All genuine appeals were met at once.

III. The delay. Jesus was hindered on the way by another case of distress. This
must have tried the poor father's patience most terribly, for it would have just given

time for the sick child to die. And, indeed, this seems to have been the case. During
the slow approach of Jesus the child died. But the poor suffering woman had as much
claim on Christ as the great ruler. He is no respecter of persons. He is never iu a
hurry. He has time and sympathy for all comers.

IV. The bbbukb. Jesus found the house in all the uproar that resulted from the
performance of a band of hired mourners. This disgusted him. We should consider

such a performance in the house of death most unseemly. To Chiist it was worse. It

was a part of that empty formalism that he met at every turn. Its hoUowness and
unreality offended him. Moreover, in so far as it had a meaning, this was not one that

he could encourage. The wild abandonment of despair is not Christian. It is not the
language of faith. Better is Job's calm expression of resignation, " The Lord gave, and
the Lord hath taken away; blessed be the Name of the Lord" (Job i. 21).

V. The BBVEiiATioN. The damsel is not dead. To Jesus there is no death but sin

and its doom. An innocent child's passing away is but a falling asleep, Christ has
transformed death. The grim shadow has melted into an angel of God, who giveth his
beloved sleep.

VI. The seclusion. The great work of Christ cannot be carried out amid the
uproar of the hired mourners. He shuns our noisy, fussy gatherings. Artificiality and
pretence are quite incompatible with his presence. When he works wonders it is with
those who believe in him,

VII. The resurrection. Jesus lays hold of the cold little hand of the dead child.

In a moment his wonderful life-power thrills through her, and she sits up alive again.
No need is too hard for him who could raise the dead. Even now his great compassion
goes out to dead souls, and a touch of his hand brings life.—W. F. A.

Yen. 20—22.—2%« ketding touch. This Iittl« incident inserted in the middle of the
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Btory of the ruler'B child, hecause the event occmred on the road to the man'i house,
reveals Jesus as the Friend of the obscure, the miserable, the lonely. On the way
to_ help the little daughter of a great house, Jesus is arrested and deeply interested
with the faith and cure of a poor and helpless woman.
L The woman's faith. . 1. It is modest. She trembles at the idea of becoming

conspicuous. In her deep distress she will but creep up in the crowd behind the great
Healer and. steal a blessing. Timorous souls are drawn to Christ They will not come
to the " penitent's bench " at a monster revival meeting. But they will seek Christ
in their own quiet way. 2. It is htmibk. . Who is she that she should claim the
attention of Jesus Christ ? An important citizen may call him into his house, but this

poor obscure woman cannot even bring herself to speak to him. Yet Jesus had pro-
nounced a blessing on the poor in spirit (oh. v. 3). 3. It is unielfish. This would
seem to be a most unfortunate time for approaching Christ. He is just hastening to the
house of an important personage where a little child is dying. To stop him now would
be cruel to the child ; it would be resented by her father. Suffering is often selfish.

But the distressed woman will not hinder the good work Christ is about to perform by
asking him to stay for her. 4. It is ingenious. It was a new idea to obtain a cure
from Christ by a touch of his garment. The sufferer decides for herself that her novel
method wiU be efficacious. There is room for freshness of thought in our relations with
Christ. 6. It is powerful. This is what most strikes Christ. In spite of her modesty,
humility, unselfishness, and the difficulty of her position, this woman determines to
try to obtain healing. Faith is tested by the difficulties it overcomes. It may be that

the least pretentious faith is the strongest. There is room for great faith in lowly
circumstances. The heroes of faith are to be found among the obscure and humble.

II. How Chbist tbeated heb. 1. He was conscious of her touch. There was no
magic in his garment. The cure came from himself^ We are blessed by Christ only
when we come into personal relations with him. 2. He took notice of her. He turned
and saw her. It interested him much that a humble woman should have so much
faith in him. He is not satisfied that any should approach him solely for their own
private advantage. He would know his people, and he expects them to recognize him.
This cannot be because he craves the fame of miracle-working. On the contrary, he
shrank from that and forbade the publication of his doings. But he desires to have a
personal friendship between himself and all whom he blesses. 3. He cheered her. The
poor woman was overwhelmed with shame, and addressing her in the utmost refine-

ment of sympathy as "daughter," Jesus reassures her. There is a rough charity

that wounds the spirit while it tries to benefit the body. But this is not found in

Christ. He perfectly understands, he truly sympathizes, he encourages and gladdens
the heart of the miserable. 4. He commended her faith. Jesus was always ready to

perceive the good in people, to tell it out and rejoice over it. 6. He healed her disease.

She had her wish granted, while she had more. Jesus gives what will really satisfy

the need of his people, while his gracioug recognition far exceeds the hopes of the
humble.—W. F. A.

Vers. 36—38.

—

The sheep and the harvest. Jesus is moved with compassion at the
sight of the multitude. There is always something pathetic in such a sight. The
Deeds of the people made it especially so for Christ. To him the people are of deepest

interest. His heart goes out, not to favourites, not to a few select, refined, or saintly

souls, but to the multitude. As he gazes at the great moving mass of humanity, it

calls up to his mind two images. First, it seems like a flock of sheep without a

shepherd. Then it appears as a harvest-field waiting for the reapers.

I. The piteous helplessness of the sheep, 1. The sheep are without a shepherd.

There were official teachers, men trained in the Law and appointed to instruct the

ignorant. But these men were not true pastors. They were well meaning, many of

them. But they had no charm wherewith to draw the people ; they did not know the

green pastures and the still waters. Therefore Jesus found the people shepherdless.

Without Christ the world is lost. No human leader is sufficient for its needs. 2, The
sheep are dittressed. They are trained to follow their leader. He knows where the

best pasturage is ; he can protect the helpless creatures from danger. Men and
women need firm guidance, spiritual pasturage, and heavenly protection. We cannot
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go as lolitary pilgrims dependent on our own resourcei. 3. TTie sheep are scattered'

They were not drawn together by the voice of a trusted shepherd. Bo they wandered
foolishly and aimlessly. The world without Christ is disunited. In thought and
conduct men wander from one another, and the social bond is broken when the Divine

bond is disregarded. 4. Ths sheep need a shepherd. Jesus saw the need, and he came
to supply it. Later in his ministry he proclaimed himself as the good Shepherd (John
X. 11). Moreover, he expects bis ministers to be first of all pastors to the people,

feeding his sheep (John xxi. 17).

IL The olobious fbosfegt of the habvest. The image changes. Instead of a
scattered flock of bleating sheep spread over the hillside, we see waving fields of corn,

ripe for the harvest, only needing the reapers to gather in its golden wealth. 1. Z%ere

is a harvest in the world. This is a cheering thought. Begarded from one point of

view, men are like sheep—their need is great ; looked at from another standpoint, they

are indeed a havest-field with boundless possibilities. When ihe industry of China, the
speculation of India, the endurance of Africa, are won to Christ, and when the bound-
less energy of the West is all gathered into his garner, great will be the wealth of the

kingdom of heaven. The world is worth winning for Christ. He counts his wealth by
the souls he possesses. 2. Z%e harvest is plenteous. (1) It covers a vast area. The greater

part of the world is not yet Christian. (2) It includes a multitude of souls. Christ

has not come to save a few ; he aims at the plenteous harvest of many souls. (3) It

contains many forms of good. There is great wealth in this harvest- field of the world.

Christ would have the heroism, the industry, the art, the literature, of the world
gathered into his kingdom. 3. Many labourers are needed. Jesus was the Sower (ch.

xiii. 3). His disciples are the reapers. Never was so large a harvest-field open for the

sickle as in our own day ; never were so many labourers needed. The great want of

the world is apostolic missionaries, men and women with the spirit of Chriiit in them,

—W. F. A.

Vers. 1—8 (Mark IL 1—12 ; Luke t. 17—26).—J^ Lord of loth lives. Notice
in introduction one of the simplest instances of the way in which the three very

various accounts of our Lord's life and works supply one another, add greatly to our

information, and form a network of evidence of the authenticity of the narrative which
it would seem impossible to gainsay. Observe

—

I. The obaoious action taken by the Savioitb so fbomptlt on the first

SIGHT OF faith. Notice the fact that the forgiveness of the sins of the paralytic took

precedence of the healing of his disease. Was this due to the specialty of the occasion,

the large attendance of doctors of the Law and Pharisees ? Was it due exclusively to

something that the eye of Jesus saw in the spiritual condition of the paralytic—in that

his heart's deepest desire was for forgiveness ; or that there was special fitness in him
to stand as an example, to all time herein, of one bl> ssed to take the supreme good first,

and find "all" the rest "added to him;" or to the sovereign and unerring will

inscrutable f

II. A BBMABEABLE and BCHABEABLY BIUFUS INSTANCE AND ILLUSTRATION OF FAITH
WITH WORKS AND OF FAITH SHOWN BT woBKB. These works of themselvcs spoke for

the faith that was behind them, as also for the intense desire that gave such definite

outline to it. " Their " faith, no doubt, designates that betokened by the conduct of

all concerned—the paralytic himself, and those who were hands, arms, and feet to him.
The " works " of themselves asked help of the mighty Helper. And they showed the

undoubting persuasion on the part of those who put forth their strength, and on the

part of him, of whose suggestion perhaps it all came, where, and where alone, that help
was to be had.

III. The UNDOUBTED blasphemy heard on THIS OCCASION, BUT LAID ON THE
WRONG PERSONAGE. The enemies of Christ, as they stood around, imderstood aright

what he had done, what he had said, and to what the deep implication of these

amounted. But they took up the position that he had not done what he said, and
eould not do it, and that therefore he committed blasphemy in uttering it. Their
hostility was a foregone conclusion, and had it not been so, there would have been
reason on their side ; and the language of Christ, and his action immediately following.

allow this, within certain limits, for he remarks on the exact position, and offers ana
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gives a proof. But their unbelief and disbelief were already deep-rooted in their heart—^that "thinking evil in the heart," which he so distinctly saw, so pronouncedly
marked.

lY. ChBIST'S CONDESCENDINa AND HOST COMPLETE YINDIOATION OF HIS LANGnAOl
AND HIUSELF. The practiod test he challenges, with dignity surpassing that of Elijah

on Oarmel 1 He does not volunteer it, but bids them " stand still, and see the salvation

of the Lord." And they do see it I Whether they will evea now believe is another

thing. Certain as it is that they have not made their owd the beatitude, " Blessed

are they who have not seen, and yet have believed," have they even entitled themselves

to hear it said, " Because thou hast seen, thou hast believed " ?

V. The attitude and docility of the people, ab these eise up in judgment
AGAINST THE DOCTOBS OF THE Law AND Phaeisebb. They " marvel ;

" they " glorify

God ; " and this not as the only Obji^ct of adoring praise and worship, but also as " the

Giver of such power to men ;
" and they are " filled with fear." And they make con-

fession, unstinted, undisguised, of the impression they have received : " We never saw it

on this feshion ;
" " We have seen strange things to-day."—B.

Ver. 9 (see also Mark ii. 13, 14 ; Luke v. 27, 28),

—

The sudden hut safe ccUl. In

introduction show that' the three evangelists all place this call of Matthew in the same
order, viz. after the healing of the paralytic, but go on at once to the account of the

"great feast" which be gave, and which was attended by the "disciples" of Christ.

This feast, we learn from the narrative of Mark and Luke, belonged to a little later

period, when Jesus had crossed to the other side of the lake. The occasion of it is there

identified by the application of Jairus, spoken of ia our present chapter (ver. 18).

Kotice

—

I. The double name, the nation, and the bmplotmknt hitherto of the " man "

NOW CALLED TO DisciPLESHlP. Dwell ou the change herein, and the contrast of his

business—^how possible, with Gbd's grace and the Holy Spirit's might to alter and to

renovate, such changes are; how welcomely the change was ever traced in this

instance ; how blessed hereafter was its course and success ; and how divinely refresh-

ing to the Church of the present day to read of, to hear of as a modern spiritual miracle,

and to know in all the practical reality of this typical original case.

IL The suddenness of the call. Such suddenness not unsafe with Christ, the

omniscient; Christ, who knew all that was in man, at the helm. Guard against human
haste, human incaution, human confidence. " Lay hands suddenly on no man " is the

text for man, but not needed for the " chief Shepherd," " the Shepherd and Bishop of

souls," the " great Shepherd of the sheep."

III. The bwift obedience, the beady heabt, the undelaying and unresebving

BELF-SUBRENDEB OF THE MAN CALLED. All this was an auspicious Omen, so far as it

went. Illustrated by the future, it was all a perfect vindication of the foreknowledge

and the grace of him who called.—B.

Vers. 10—13 (see also Mark ii. 15—^22; Luke v. 29—39).

—

The model readiness of

mercy. Learn that

—

I. The most unusual places and the most unusual times abe, according to

THE EXAMPLE OF ChBIST, TO BE UTILIZED FOB THE SEEKING AND CONVERTING OF THE

MOST UNUSUAL CHAEACTBKS, AND THOSE WHO MAY BE APPABENTLT OF THE MOST HOPE-

LESS KIND.

II. That by the example of Cheist no limit must be set to the condeboension
—^WHENEVER EVEN IT MAY MOST BEALLY MERIT THAT DESCRIPTION OP THE MAN
WHO WOULD EMULATE THE CHAEAOTEE AND THE WORK AND THE METHODS OF THAT
MODEL Physician of souls.

III. That as the supbeme need of the soul is mercy, bo also the bovbreign

QUALIFICATION OF HIM WHO WOULD BE ITS PhYSICIAN 18 READINESS TO MEEOY—TO

FEEL IT AND TO SHOW IT.

Contrast the " having mercy " and the requiring of sacrifice^—^B.

Vers. 14—17 (see also Mark ii. 18—22 ; Luke v. 33—39).

—

Human disfiguringi ef

^ Church's order and discipline. Observe^
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I. The F0RE8HAD0WINO FonirD hebe of that long histobt of mnus ihteb-
FERENOEB WITH THE UNWBITTBN BUT SIUPLB MANIFEST OBDEB OF THE ChUBOH'b LIFI
AND FBAOTIOE AS GUIDED EVEN BT SEASON.

II. The fobbshadowing hebein of human beitdings of the unitt of the Church
IN MATTERS NOT OF DOOTBINE NOB, JUSTLY SFBAKING, OF DISCIFLIWE.

III. The FOBBSHADOWING OF HUMAN DISFIGUBIKG ON A MOUBNFULLT I.ABGE SCALE
OF THE BEAUTY OF THE ChUBOH'S FOBH AND AFFEABANOK BEFOBE AN KVBB-OBITIOAI.

AND SOEFTIOAL WOBLD.—B,

Vers. 18, 19, 23—26 (see also Mark t. 22—24, 35—43 ; Luke viii. 41, 42, 49—56).—
7%e advance offaith upon sense. In introduction, point out this narrative as a typical

instance of the advantage of comparing the different accounts of the three evangelists.

Note in this case the very graphic rehearsal of St. Mark, and how still St. Luke has
to add to it. Also point out the fine corrohorating, not invalidating, witness to truth

offered by the variation of St. Matthew's " even now dead," St. Mark's " on the point

of death," and St. Luke's " lay a-dying." Notice

—

I. What sympathy and what active exertion the genuine accent of woe
AWAKENS IN Christ. He heard it, and arose and followed it.

II. Thb UNLIMITED CONFIDENCE WHICH ChRIBT ADVISES TO FAITH, AND WITH WHICH
HE AUTHORITATIVELY INVESTS FAITH, AS AGAINST THE FHBNOMENA OF THE BAREST
BENSB. These latter may seem uncontradictable, but it is the other which m incon-

testable.

III. The gracious condescension with which Christ will pause to beckon anb
ARGUE WITH ERROR, ESPECIALLY WHEN IT IS NATURAL EBBOB, OB CAN CHARITABLY
BE COUNTED SUCH, AND THE ERROR OF IGNORANCE AND OF THE UNTAUGHT MANY,
RATHER THAN THAT OF PERVERSENESS, AND OF THOSE WHO LOVE DARKNESS EATHEB
THAN LIGHT.

IV. The pobtion of pbicelbss blessing, that is to the pbaying fatheb indeed,
AND trusting MOTHER INDEED, AND TO ELECT DISCIPLES INDEED, AT THE MAJESTIC
gift OF THEIR SAVIOUB.

y. The solemn suggestion of the ineffable mystery of the witnes8K8 or
THE FINAL WAKING OF THE DEAD.—B.

Vers. 20—22 (see also Mark v. 25—34; Luke viii. 43—48).

—

The ecay overflowing

of the grace of Christ when in contact with faith. In introduction, point out that the

form of the approach tf this woman, her own idea of doing nothing beyond touching
the liem of a person's garment, and her fright when she had been discovered as doing
even that, were presumably due just to the fact that her disease was one that rendered

her ceremonially unclean, and which forbade her to touch another person. She thought
she saw her way possibly out of this by touching only the hem of only a garment
Js'otice

—

I. The ILLUSTRATION HEBE AFFORDED OF HOW THE SOUL, DRIVEN BY WANT, Bl
WOE, BY SIN, NEED NOT BE DRIVEN WITHAL TO BECKLE88NEB3, BUT CANNOT DO BETTER
THAN UTILIZE ITS DRIVENNEBB OF STATE IN THE DIRBOTION OF THE QUEST OF HELP
BY METHODS EVEN THE MOST UNUSUAL.

II. The ILLUSTRATION HERE AFFORDED THAT WHERE EVERY LOOPHOLE, EVERY
AVENUE, MAY SEEM GLOBED, IT MAY BE SAID TO BE ALWAYS TBUE THAT THERE IS

ONE LEFT—THAT ONE THE BIGHT ONE, AS THE ONLY ONE—IT NEEDS TO BE BOUGHT,
AND I* IB THEN TO BE FOUND.

III. The ILLUSTRATION HEBE AFFOEDED OF THE BUPBEME EASE WITH WHICH THE
OVERFLOWING GRACE OF ChRIST LENDS ITSELF TO THE SLIGHTEST CONTACT OP FAITH,
WITH THE RESULT OF INSTANTANEOUS CBBATION OF LIFE—OTHBB CONTACT UNFRUITFUL.

IV. The ILLUSTRATION HERE AFFORDED OF THE PRACTICALLY ASSURED VERDICT
OF Christ, that his gbandest achievement in saving a body is incomplete
ESSENTIALLY WITHOUT THE SOUL SAVED ALSO.

V. The ILLUSTRATION HERE GIVEN OF ChBIST'b EARTHLY BENEDICTION UPON BUCH
BODY AND SOUL TOOETHEB MADE NEW.—^B.

Vers. 27—31.

—

I%e blindness of sense vanquished hi/ tJie sight <^ faith. In Intn^
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duction, dwell a moment on the fireqaenoy of the allusions to the blind, and to Christ's
giving of sight to them. Show how it accords with the typical statement of Christ's
work, which also had travelled down from the prophetic " Go and tell John what
things ye hare seen and heard ; how that the blind see," etc. (Luke vii. 22), compared
with " The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach the
gospel to the poor ; he hath sent me to heal the broken-hearted, to preach deliver-

ance to the captives, and recovering of sight to the blind," etc. (Luke iv. 18). Also
in what natural harmony it is with alike the delicacy of the sense, the sadness of the
deprivation, and the too familiar woe that bears the description of blindness or dark-
ness. Note that there follows in this same Gospel a far more graphic description of

the prayer to Christ of two blind men (ch. xx. 30—34), which invites correspondingly
fuller treatment. But that as this account is given us, in a word that knows no vain
repetition, nothing that can be styled correctly repetition at all, it must have its specific

value and its own significance of lessons amid other features that may show it common
with other accounts. Observe, then, that we have here

—

I. The bound of an application, a petition, an bntbbatt, that no doubt
MUST HAVE TAKEN ITS RISE OIIIOINALLY ON THE SUOQEBTION OF BUMOUB, AND ABOUT
WHICH THERE IS SO MUCH UNCERTAINTY AS TO WHETHER IT IB THE PBAT&R OF FAITH,
THAT THE MeBCIFUL OnB WHO " WAITS TO HEAR PRATEB " DOBS ALSO OBACIOUSLT
WAIT TO TEST WHETHER THAT SOUND OF PBATEB IB PBAYEB INDEED. For what
multitudes of ns, for what multitudes of occasions in our life, for what multitudes
of the lip-offerings of our prayers, is that very test needed 1

II. The tebt itself bevbaled with its simplest machinery, of three desrbbs,
SHOWN IN THE DELAY AS THE TWO BLIND MEN "FOLLOWED HIM, CRYINO ; " AS THEY
followed HIM, BTILL APPARENTLY VOUCHBAFINO NO PARTtCULAB ATTENTIVENE8S, INTO
THE REPOSE AND CALMNESS OF THE HOUSE ; AND AS FINALLY THEY ARK CONFRONTED
WITH THE DETEBMININO QUESTION, " BeLIEVE YE THAT I AM ABLE TO DO THIS?"

III. The CONFESSION of faith—WITH HONESTY AND TRUTHFULNESS ALL-DNCHAL-
LESGED by the OMNISCIENT KnOWEB OF THE HEABT.

IV. The no delay of mercy, when the fit qualification to beceive the
BENEFIT of IT 18 ONCE ABCBBTAINED. There is 710 delay now ; no " making of clay,"

do application of any outer material. This is only the touch, that touch of energy,

of omnipotent efficacy, the omnipotent efficacy of light and life.

V. The IMPETUOUSNESS OF GLADNESS CONQUERINO THAT FAB MOBE ACCEPTABLE
GRACE, VIZ. THE EXACT AND EXQUISITE OBEDIENCE THAT SHOULD BE THE GBOWTH
OF THE HEABT'b DEEPEST THANKFULNESS, AND THE BODNDEN OFFERING OF A SAVED
soul's PUREST GRATEFULNESS.—B.

Vers. 32, 33 (see also Luke xi. 14, 15).—27ie tyrannous intrusion. Note, in

introduction, that the words of the passage quoted above from Luke xi. 14, 15, though
given in a different conned ion, certainly seem to describe one occasion with that befoie

us, or vice versd. If this be not so, the present passage is isolated, and has no parallel

ill either of the other Gospels. The blasphemy of "some of them," however—those
" some " apparently the Pharisees—is treated of at length in a subsequent chapter of

the present Gospel, and in both of the other Gospels. The present passage is allowed

by very leading cotnmentators to be distinct from such a one as that recorded in

Mark vii. 31—37, and can scarcely be thought to be simply included in those sacred

descriptions, that tell generally how the grace and power of the Lord healed many
dumb and deaf and blind ; and therefore needs its own consideration in this present

place. Notice

—

I. The object of pity that was bbought befobe Christ—A man dumb, not
BY NATURAL DEFECT, NOT BY FORCE OF DISEASE, NOT BY REASON OF ACCIDENT, BUT
BY THE TYBANNODS INTBUSION INTO HIS BODILY ORGANIZATION OF A DEVIL WHOSE
MALIGNITY TOOK THE DIRECTION OF INFLICTING DUMB^^ES8 ON THE VICTIM. Whether
this possession and other similar were a result and forestalled punishment of excess

of immoral vice of their own, or of " their parents," on the part of those of whom we
read from time to time ; or whether really vicai ious suffering, in days that were marked
by the lowest social degradation, and could not justly be fixed on the individual

sufferer ns the meriting cause ; or whether it were all to be safely described, a^ to the

MATTHEW. 2
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end, that the works of God might be manifested, it seems impossible to assert. The
barest facts of these cases of possession are terrible, and for the fidelity with which
they are portrayed, they are indisputable. They must be accepted even if they lay

only on the page of profane history, instead of on the specially tested, the micro-

scopically examined, pages of sacred history.

II. The "merciful and obacigus" method o» tbkatment of that MOUBKroL
OBJECT OF PITY ON THE PABT OF Christ. It is the method of One who takes in the

whole situation ; who regards it as it is now ; who recognizes who the invisible enemy
is, and what the sting of his enmity ; who delays not to confront his odious challenge,

nor delays by a moment remedy and rescue for the sufferer.

III. The bwift and supreme ease with which the Mighty One expobbb the
WORK OF the evil PRESENCE; AND DISPLAYS TO MANIFESTATION ITSELF THE ORACH
OF HIS OWN PRESENCE. Now " he did not strive nor cry ; neither was his voice heard
in the streets

;
" but the voice of the dumb was heard, and the voice of an acclauning,

admiring, blest multitude was heard I And the crown was already being raised that

should be placed on the brow of that King of kings.—^B.

Vers. 36—38.

—

The m<yitrn/itl picture redeemed hy compassion. Notice, in introduc-

tion, how the language which here describes the compassion that moved the vast

heart of Christ leads us to most grateful apprehension of the sweet condescending

sympathy (not only of Jesus Christ with humanity, but) of Jesus Christ's humanity
with our own. How delicately in touch with this latter is it said that the fountains

of compassion in that vast heart were freshly opened, freshly drawn upon, as Jesus
"saw;" sslw" the multitudes;" saw the multitudes all "a-faint;" " scattered abroad ;

"

"saw" a picture—a picture that arrested the eye, that rivetted the thought, that

stirred the heart I Tes, a picture ; but one that was mournful, and that made mournful
exceedingly—^this its subject, "as sheep having no shepherd." Notice, then

—

I. How THE LONGEST LABOUR, THE HARDEST TOIL, THE MOST TRIED PATIENCE, THE
KEENEST SENSITIVENESS AS TO FEBVERSITY, BLINONESS, HABDNEBS OF HEART, NEED
NOT STAUNCH DRY A CHRISTIAN COMPASSION, BUT MUST NEEDS MAKE IT FLOW THE
UOBE FBEELT FORTH.

II. How THE BEHOLDING AND THE MOVED CONTEMPLATIVE BEHOLDING OF THE
MOUNTAIN MASSES OF HUMAN SIN, WANT, MISERY, SHOULD HAVE FOB THEIR LEGITIMATE
ChBISTIAN ACTION, NOT DESPAIR, NOT DESPONDENCY, NOT BO MUCH AS ONE FOREBODING,
FEARFUL DOUBT, BUT THE CALMEST CONVICTION THAT THEY BTEBTOH A VAST AND A
HOPEFUL HABVEST-FIELD BEFOBE THE AGONIZED EYE.

in. How THIS HARVEST-FIELD IB ONE TO BE WORKED IN, AND BSAPED, NOT BY
THE ANGELS, BUT BY MEN; WHO MUST BE PBEPABED TO BE " LABOUBERS," AND
MUST BE LABOUBEBB, AND MUST BE APPLIED FOB BY PRAYER ON THE FART OF THOSE
WHO ARE ALREADY THE INSUFFICIENT LABOUBEBB, TO HIM, WHO WILL BE FOUND TO
BE, AND WHO IB, THE LOBD OF THE BABVEBT.—B.

Vers. 1

—

n.-^-At Capemawn. The choice of Capernaum as suitable centre justified

by results. Bapid spread of our Lord's fame. Eager crowds gathering from far and
near. Picture scene: Here, father carrying drooping child; there, little girl with blind
father; camel bearing woman bowed with infirmity; sick of all kinds brought by
friends; crowd ever increasing ; silence broken only by occasional yell of a possessed
one or moans of sufferers. Crowds waiting before daylight, but Jesus not there—gone
to a desert place to pray. His approach suddenly announced by one on the edge of

the crowd; wonder and awe as he passes to the house, stretching out hands of

effectual blessing. Two results of this crowding of multitudes : 1. Jesus obliged to

seek a more retired place. 2. Incident of text. Four friends, believing that he whom
they have carried &r will be able to walk back if they cau lay him before Jesus.
Overcome obstacles, removing a few large, uncemented tiles of roof—a liberty pleasing

to our Lord as a tribute to him and proof of their faith. Common experience to ask
one thing and receive another. Perhaps this man had an inward conviction that
spiritual gifts were the greater. Scribes cavil at "Thy sins be," etc.; begin to
suspect evasion ; therefore Jesus does work that can be tested by their senses. Two
points unusual : Our Lord accepted test tacitly proposed, and the miracle convinced
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the witneggea. Miracles evidences of revelation because themselves parts of It, not
mere signi. Ood could not reveal himself except by miracle. Historical fact that

nature has never done so. Bevelation not so much accompanied by as consisting of

miracles. Such a revelation authenticates itself, proves itself such because giving
higher and worthier idea of God.

I. Oallino of Matthew. His office orlious to Jews, both as representing foreign

government and from oppressive system of farming taxes. Evil effects of such system
seen now in Egypt and elsewhere. No loss to government by Matthew thus suddenly
throwing up office, he having already paid the sum. Possible, but rare, for good man
to be in such a calling. Our Lord does not defend his calling of Matthew on that
ground. He chose his followers among the unsophisticated, or those who had not yet
found their good. Probably some previous acquaintance with Matthew. Matthew
perhaps gradually dissatisfied with himself. Among such the Lord is found. His
unanswerable reply to Pharisees, " They that be whole," etc. To those sick in body,

in heart, in spirit, he offers himself; to the heavy-laden, disappointed, broken, sinftil,

one unfailing Friend, bent on bringing them into his own peace and holiness and joy.

Are there none here who will at length listen to his call, " Follow me " ? Follow by
keeping him always in view, thinking of him, doing his will.

IL Matthew's feast. In the joy of his heart inclined to be lavish. From being

despised, hated, suddenly chosen as friend and companion by greatest and worthiest.

Cherished money-bags contemptible in presence of Christ and his love. Pharisees not

in sympathy. It might be a fast-day ; much might be involved. It was thin end of

wedge—a party forming, not fettered by mechanical rules, but allowing the spirit

naturally to express itself. Suitable, therefore, that this, our Lord's first recorded

teaching to a mixed multitude, should deal with this new thing. He lays down the

principle that underlies all outward observance, viz. that the state of mind gives it

appropriateness and virtue. Further explained in two parables. In every generation

can be seen this Pharisaic spirit—deep-seated hatred and fear of change. Men who
have never gone deep enough to distinguish between essential and accidental, saying,
" If there is new life, let it be kept in the old forms." To do so were to destroy both.

These parables fit a most important principle. Had Matthew fasted at this time, his

new love and energy would have been wasted instead of utilized, and fasting (the old

bottle) become for ever distasteful to him. As it was, he would fast again when he
felt it suitable. New ways sometimes preferred by new converts. If love to Christ

and sound moral conduct go with the changes, no need to fear them. But our Lord
had also • word of apology for conservatism of Pharisees : " No man, having drunk old

wine," etc. Natural to prefer the old. So with many of the best of men. For few

attain to the complete magnanimity and truth of the Lord. " Oh that patrons of old

ways understood Christ's wisdom, and that patrons of new ways sympathized with his

charity ! . . . When will young men and old men, liberals and conservatives, broad

Christians and narrow, learn to bear with one another ; yea, to recognize each in the

other the necessary complement of his own one-sidedness ? " (Bruce).—^D.

Ver. 36—ch. x. 42.

—

Mission sermon. The spring of all missionary effort afld of all

healthy propagandism of one's religion is compassion for men. To the eye of our

Lord the multitudes of that teeming Eastern population seemed as sheep torn by wild

beasts and'scattered, with none to defend them. The crowds were greater than he could

alone overtake. The instructions given to the twelve were of permanent significance.

I. The sphebk in which they weee to labour. Not among Gentiles, but to the

lost sheep of the house of Israel. The Jews were the medium appointed by God for

diffusing the knowledge of salvation through the world ; and the success of the gospel

among other nations would much depend on its acceptance by the Jews. Also the

apostles were not yet sufficiently disentangled from Jewish prejudices to move freely or

without danger among Samaritans and Gentiles. The principles here indicated are that

if one race is more likely than another to prove helpful in diffusing the gospel, to that

race should it first be carried. A man must sow in the best soil he can. And, second,

the missionary must consider the kind of work and the sphere for which he is best

adapted.

II. Thb natube of theib wobk was indicated by the communication of the gift
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of heallngi and by the commission, " As ye go, preach, saying, The kingdom of heaven
is at hand." They were themselves in many respects uDinstructed, but they were to

tell of the acts and character of Jesus, and they were themselves to do similar works.
The aim of the missionary must still be to proclaim and exhibit the kingdom of heaven.
Preaching would receive irresistible confirmation by fact could they show in their

renovated life the reality of Christ's power to create a kingdom of heaven npon earth.

A great obstacle to Christian missions lies in the fact that missionaries cannot point to

such evidence either in the lives of professing Christians abroad, or in our national

acts and ways, and on the face of our society.

IIL The method of procedure. They were in the first place to make no provision

for their maintenance. This was possibly to prevent their taking money from those

they healed, and so seeming to rank with exorcists and strolling magicians
;
probably

also to train them to faith in our Lord while absent from him. He meant, by their

present experience, to lead them to the conviction that he was able to provide for them.
Again, he warns them not only against carefulness, but agaiust fearfulness. He could

not only provide for, but defend, his servants. When they saw their preaching pro-

ducing unexpected results, and bringiug thera into collision with men in power and
with the prejudices of the peo[)le, they might begin to accuse themselves. Therefore

does he furnish them beforehand with all needed consolation in the word that in that

experience they were but reproducing his own. " It is enough for the servant that he
be as his Master, and the servant as his Lord." And as their motto to guide them they
were to take the words, " Be ye wise as serpents, and harmless as doves ;

" and, adds our

Lord, " Bewared men." This rule guided his own conduct. He knew when to speak
and when to be silent. And so he says—Do not count upon candour, patience, generosity,

or trust to simple straightforwardness and the power of truth. Be on your guard, but
do not let yourselves be betrayed into trickery or double-dealing. Wise as serpents,

you must also be guileless as doves. Choose the right time and way to deliver your
message, but never be led into suppressing the truth, or pretending to lielieve what you
do not. It may be a question whether mission work in some countries does not oifer,

to the candidate for the ministry, a field of labour in which he will have less cause for

fear or care than in the Church at home. To any one who has a distaste for the

controversies which have grown up from a long Church history, there is something
immensely attractive in the idea of working a virgin soil, where nothing need be dealt

with but the central facts of our reUgion, " Jesus Christ, and him crucified." To any
one who wishes to be wholly unhair.pered, that he may give himself, without bond or

prepossession, to be moulded by Christ himself, and to adopt his methods pure and
simple, the work of the missionary presents attractions which cannot be offered at

home. It is to be remarked of this first mission that none of the d;irk forebodings of

our Lord seem to have been fulfilled at this time; but, on the contrary, they returned

in such a state of exultation that our Lord saw they needed to be sobered rather than
to receive further encouragement. He took them apart into a deseit place to rest

awhile. When the seventy returned our Lord took occasion to admonish them that

the true groimd of satisfaction was not that the devils were subject to them, but that

their names were written in the book of life. So the twelve required to hear over again

the words of the sermon on the mount, " Many shall say in that day, Lord, Lord, have
we not cast out devils in thy Name, and in thy N-ime done many wonderful works ? Then
will I profess unto them, I never knew you : depart from me, ye that work iniquity."

That is to say, the apostles, in common with all who are engaged in similar work, had
need to be reminded that they may be useful in bringing others into the kingdom and
yet themselves be outcasts; that success in Christian work is no criterion of their own
state. We have not the temptation to self-confidence which the apostles had, but
there does arise in us a state of mind which requires tliese sobering words of our Lord.

When we have a craving to evince our loyalty to Christ by some extraordinary sign,

to do some striking and conspicuous work that would at once dissipate for ever all

suspicion about our own connection with him, we need to be reminded that our first

work is to purify our personal life, our domestic habits, our business relations, and so

we shall learn to face the further opportunities of being helpful that may be presented

to us.

The important questimi for us is—What was involved in the reception of the apostles
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and their message? How did the knowledge and acceptance of what they proclaimed

operate to make men holy ? The people had very erroneous ideas about the kingdom,
but our Lord lays down the rule, " He that receiveth you receiveth me, and he that

receiveth me receiveth him that sent me;" that is, he that admits true teaching

regarding the kingdom receives the King, accepts Christ ; and he that does so accept

Q-oid is reconciled to the highest and best—is a saved man. He was at no pains to

correct their crude ideas about heaven and hell, but he made light of nothing which
threatened to obscure the distinction between sin and righteousness. The matters with
which we have immediate concern are—What ought man to be? and—How can he
become what he ought? And the acceptance of Christ as King appointed by God
operated to make men holy by quickening and intensifying all their previons trust and
hope, and by setting vividly before them what a son of God really was. In all essentials

this original gospel was identical with that preached to us. Entrance to the kingdom
is not given by way of reward bought by submission to Christ, but true submission to

Christ necessarily communicates that kind of character which he requires. To be in the

kingdom is to be among the things that endure. Choose Christ as your King, and you
are brought into a connection which lends reality and consistency to your whole life.

Recognize that your hfe has its source in Christ. God has so ordained it that our

spirits should be fed from a personal source, not by books, not by laws, not even by
hopes, but by personal intercourse with a person fit to sustain, to enlighten, to sanctify,

to guide us. If we desire to be made such as God sees we might be, we must cease-

lessly press on to further knowledge of what he means by being our King.—D.

Vers. 1—8,

—

Soul-searching. At the request of the Gadarenes Jesus crossed over.

He does not obtrude his blessings on tlie unwilling. We do not read that he ever after

visited them. Coming to his own city, Capernaum, where residence gave him citizen-

ship (ch. iv. 13 ; viii. 14 ; Mark ii. 1), " they brought to him," etc. (vers. 2—8).

I. Jesus sees the faith of the contkite heart. 1. He saw the faith of those

who carried the paralytic. (1) This was obvious in the simple fact of their seeking his

healing power. Faith is seen in works (Jas. ii. 17—22). (2) It was obvious, moreover,

in their earnestness. For, obstructed by the crowd, they broke tip the roof and let

down the bed whereon the sick of the palsy lay (see Mark ii. 4 ; Luke v. 19). (3)

They brought him because he could not come of himself; and Jesus honoured tJieir

faith. So does he honour the faith of those who bring their children to him in baptism

or in prayer. (4) The faith which secured healing, however, was not of necessity that

which brought forgiveness (see e.g. Luke xvii. 12, etc.). 2. In the paralytic Jesus

discerned a deeper faith. (1) Disease is the general effect of general corruption, not

always the particular effect of particular sin (of. Exod. xv. 26 ; Deut. xxviii. 21). (2)

Oftentimes it is this also. Disease is often the natural consequence of sin. And God
has often visited individuals with disease as a temporal judgment upon sin (cf. Numb.
xi. 33; xii. 10; 1 Kings xiii. 4; 2 Kings v. 27; Luke i. 20; Acts xiii. 11; 1 Cor. v.

5 ; xi. 30; 1 Tim. i. 20). (3) Hence the Jews commonly connected suffering with sin

(cf. John v, 14 ; ix. 2, 34), This man evidently took his sin to heart, and his afiSic-

tion may have deepened this oppressive sense. No man is fit for forgiveness who does

not with the heart believe himself to be a sinner. Heart-faith in sin is repentance.

Spiritual disease is invariably the result of spiritual evil. Diseased action is the result

of corrupt motive. (4) This man, moreover, discerned in Jesus not only the Healer,

viz. of the body, but also the Healer, viz. of the soul. No man is fit for forgiveness

who does not with the heart accept Jesus as the Christ (see Rom. x. 9, 10). (5) All

this heart-faith Jesus saw when he proceeded to say, " Son, be of good cheer; thy

sins are forgiven." The pardoning voice of Jesus in the believing heart brings " good

cheer" evermore.

II. Jesus searches the thoughts of the evil heart. 1. ffe read the evil

thoughts of the scribes. (1) He saw that they "said within themselves, This man

blasphemeth." Blasphemy consists in: (a) Attributing unworthy things to God. (6)

Denying worthy things of God. (c) Attributing to others or arrogating the attributes

of God. (2) If Jesus were not Divine it would be blasphemy in him to affect tu for-

give sins. The offended only can forgive the sins of tlie offender (cf. 2 Sam. xii. 13

;

1 Kings viii. 39 : Isa. xliiL 25 ; Jer. xvii. 10 ; Mark iL 7). (3) The sin in the thought*
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of the scribes was that they did not apprehend the Divinity of Christ. His miracles,

together with the prophecies concerning Messiah, shoald have convinced them of this.

2. Ee proved to them hii Divinity. (1) By discovering their secret thoughts. In those

passages which chdli^nge to Grod alone the prerogative to forgive sins, the reason urged
is that God alone can search the heart (2 Chron. vi. 30 ; see places referred to above).

^) This knowledge is a mark of Messiah (cf. John iL 15 ; xvi. 19, 30; Rev. ii. 23).

Therefore the rabbins by this test confuted the claims of Barchocbebas. "Bar
Cozeba," says the Taliimd, "reigned two years and a half. He said to the rabbins,

'I am tlie Messiah.' " They replied, 'It is written of Messiah tliat he is of quick
understanding, and judges (Isa. xi. 3) ; let us see whether this man can tell whether one
is wicked or not, without any external proof.' And when they saw that he could not
judge in this manner, they slew him." (3) He proved his Divinity by reasoning upon
his miracle-working. " For whether is easier, to say, Thy sins are forgiven ; or to say.

Arise?" If you concede the power of healing with a word, you must concede the

Divinity of the Worker, and therefore should concede also that the Sun of man has
[lower on earth to forgive sins. (4) He confirmed his reasoning by miracle. "But
that ye may know that the Son of man," etc. Hero was a Divine work to confirm a
Divine claim. An impostor might say, " Thy sins are forgiven," for the result is not so

obvious ; but were he to say, " Arise 1 " he must have power, else he will be instantly

rejected.

III. The pkesenob of the Hbart-seabohbb is FEAB-iNSPiRma. 1. The /ear of
theforgiven is rtverential. (1) The sense of sins forgiven brings Christ very near. It

brings him near in his Godhead. For who can read the heart but God (1 Cor, ii. 10,

11) y (2) It intensifies sincerity. In the near presence of the essential truth there is every
discouragement to lalsehood. Divine good can only dwell in Divine truth. (3) Grati-

tude is kindled in the presence of love. The forgiveness of sing does not consist in

pronouncing them pardoned, but in removing the sinful inclination from the heart, and
replacing it with the passion for goodness. As between sin and suffering there is an
intimate connection, so is there an important relation between the pardon of sin and the

healing of diseases (cf. Ps. xli. 3, 4 ; ciii. 3 ; Jer. xxxiii. 24 ; xxxviii. 17 ; ch. viii. 16, 17).

2. Thefear of the sinner is auful. (1) The awe is salutary to the thoughtful. "When
the mu.titudes saw it, they were afraid, and glorified God, which bad given such power
to men." "Power on earth to forgive sins," viz. " bt cause he is the Son of man"
(of. John v. 22, 27). Tiie union of the Divine and humnn in the Person of the Lord
is the source of his saving power. " Power on earth." Here sin is committed. Here
sin is forgiven. Christ, who has all power in heaven, has therefore all power also on
earth. (2) To the gaiusayer the awe is confounding. The scribes were silenced. The
day of judgment in the presence of the Heart-searcher came into theirvery souL How
senseless is the sinner who thinks he sing securely when unseen by men 1—J. A. M.

Vers. 9—13.

—

The sinner's Friend. In the paragraph preceding we have notable
examples of the heart-searching powers of Jesus. These powers he manifested again,

when, in going forth, he saw Matthew at the receipt of custom, and called him. The
sequel proved the wisdom of his election.

I. Jbbus, in his conduct, showed himself the sinnek's Feiend. 1. He called a
publican into his discipleship. (1) Publicans were hated by the Jews as representatives

ol Roman oppression. For they were public tax-gatherers, or rather farmers of the
revenue. " The pubMcan's trade is dirty and sordid" (Artemidorus). "There is no
sinful calling but some have been saved ovt of it, and no lawful calling but some have
been saved in it " (Henry). (2) They wore hated because many of them were extor-

tionate in their exactions. So common was this that it became a saying that " all

publicans are thieves." None are too vile to be reclaimed by Christ. (3) Publicans
were particularly obnoxious to the Pharisees because of their commerce with the Gen-
tiles in the pursuit of their calling. Hence "publicans and sinners" are familiarly

associated (cf. ch. v. 46 with Luke vi. 32 ; see also oh. xi. 19). Hence also Pharisees

would have no communion with publicans. It was a maxim with the orthodox,
" Take not a wife from the family of a publican " (Theocritus). Yet from this despised
and hated class Jesus called Matthew to be one of his beloved and trusted disciples.

2. He ate with publicans and sinners. (1) Gentiles, who came not under obedience to
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Moses, were accounted sinners (see ch. xviii. 17; xxvi, 45; Bom. . 8; Gal. ii. 15).
Some of these may have been at Matthew's feast. If so, then Jesus in eating with them
would portend the calling of the Gentiles, as also did the favour he showed to the
centurion and to the Syro-phcsnician woman. (2) Jews who were lax in respect to the
ceremonies of the Law, as well as those who violated its precepts, were by the Pharisees

• accounted little better than heathen (see ch. viii. 30). (3) Another class of " sinners,"
no less obnoxious to the Pharisee, were those who, while they honoured the Law, paid
little respect to the traditions of the elders. Such sinners might be morally superior
to the Pharisees who despised them, (4) In eating with sinners Jesus did not evince
sympathy with,sin. Had he done so he would not have been 'the Friend of sinners.

Those are not friends of sinners who encourage them in evil. His sympathy was for

their souls. Christ comes to those who welcome him, and to none is he more welcome
than to those who feel themselves to be sinners. 3. He encourages his disciples to go
and do likemse. (1) The sensual man enters the company of sinners for gratification.

In this sense the holy Jesus could nerer join them. Neither in this sense could he
encourage his disciples to join them. (2) The spiritual man enters the company of
sinners to do them good. There is no heart so vile that the Lord will not enter it

when invited (of. Kev. iii. 20). (3) The self-righteous man shuns the " sinner " from
contempt. This unworthy feeling Jesus would discourage in his disciples. Therefore
he had them with him to eat with the despised. (4) The man of the world will shun
the company of notorious sinners for the sake of reputation. Such a motive is hypocri-
tical. Jesus would have his disciples true men. There is no fear for the reputation of
any man anywhere if he be in the company of Jesus.

IL Jksus in defence or his condttot showed himself the sinneb's Fbibnd.
1. He rested his defence upon the mind of God. (1) Had man remained innocent he
would have required neither mercy nor sacrifice. Man being fallen mercy is required

;

and sacrifice is instituted for the sake of mercy. To set forth the mercy of God in

Christ's sacrifice of himself for us. To beget mercifulness in the heart of the believer.

Mercy is the end, sacrifice the means, and the end is preferable to the means. (2)
Hence God will have mercy rather than sacrifice. He prefers mercifulness to ritual (see

1 Sam. XV. 22; Ps. 1. 13, 14; Isa. i. 11; Luke vii. 22, 23; Joel ii. 13; Hos. vL 6;
Mark xii. 33). (3) The Lord wUled mercy ; but the Pharisees chose sacrifice, in a
very different sense, however, from that in which Jesus came to offer himself instead
of the many "burnt offerings" previously required. When Jesus spake, sacrifices were
being offered in the temple by a disobedient and gainsaying people who had little

respect for mercy. In such sacrifices God had no pleasure. (4) Another kind of

sacrifice will surely come in the day of vengeance (see Ezek. xxxix. 17—19 ; Zeph.
i. 7, 8 ; Kev. xix. 17). But this is the " strange work " of God, to which he greatly

prefers the mercy in which he " delighteth." 2. He rested his defence also upon his

special mission. (1) In coming into the world Messiah says, " Sacrifice and offering

thou Wouldest not, but a body hast thou prepared for me" (cf. Ps. xl. 6—8; Heb.
X. 6— 10). (2) Where should the Physician be but among the sick? This was a
home-thrust; for the Pharisee recognized a teacher of the Law as a "physician of the

soul." (3) Jesus came into a world of sinners. All men need healing. (4) But men
must acknowledge their need. The whole need not a physician. The self-righteous

are outside the mission of Jesus. The most inveterate disease is that in which the

sinner imagines himself a saint, and therefore will not seek the Physician of souls,

III. BT the HAPPI I88DB JbSUS PEOVES HIMSELF THE SINNEB's FbIEND. 1. The
worthiness of the sinner is seen in the promptness of his oiedience. (1) .Matthew arose

at once responsive to the call. Who amongst us has yielded obedience to the earliest

call of Christ ? (2) Though conversion may at last take place, yet how much happi-

ness and glory are forfeited through delay! (3) How fatal are delays! 2. The
worthiness of the sinner is seen in the completeness of his devotion. (1) Jesus found

Matthew in the midst of his business. Satan calls the idle to temptation. Christ calk

the active to holy service (cf. oh. iv. 18—^22). Matthew, like Saul of Tarsus, " con-

ferred not with flesh and blood " (Gal. i. 15, 16). (2) Matthew renounced a lucrative

employment to embrace a life of poverty and persecution. There are better things

than money. Yet the sacrifice shows up the man. 3. The worthiness cfthe sinner is

seen in saintly zeal. (1) In giving a great feast, Matthew sought no personal glory.
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It is from other evangelists we learn that Matthew gave it (see Mark ii. 15 ; Luke
y. 29). (2) He gave it in honour of Christ. He gave it also in the interests of

humanity. The service of Christ is the service of humanity. Humanity is blessed

when brought under the influence of Jesus. (3) When Matthew invited Jesus he
invited the disciples of Jesus also. Those who welcome Christ to their hearts will

welcome his disciples. 4. The worthinets of the tinner is horoured in the confidence of
the Saviour. (1) He is called to righteousness—the righteousness of faith. Matthew
never forgot that he had been a publican (cf. 1 Tim. i. 13). (2) Obedience, devotion,

and zeal will be rewarded. Matthew was subsequently elected into the apostleship

(uh. X. 3). He was, moreover, distinguished as the first evangelist. The publican
is immortalized through his connection with Jesus.—J. A. M.

Vers. 14—17.

—

Consistency in diversity. Three classes of persons made np what
might be called the religious community of Palestine, viz. the Pharisees, the disciples

of John, and the disciples of our Lord. The ground of the question here was why
one of these should neglect what the others preached as a religious duty. The answer
here teaches

—

I. That these is a horal fitness in belation to oiboumbtanoeb. 1 . Fasting

might he proper to the disciple of John. (1) " John preached the baptism of repentance

for the remission of sins." Fasting, which is a sign of grief, is fitting to one who
mourns for his sins. So John himself " came neither eating nor drinking " (ch. xi. 18).

His habit as a Nazarite was in keeping with his doctrine and dispensation. (2)
Bejoicing in an unpardoned penitent would be incongruous. But unpardoned, however
penitent, he must be who remains a disciple of John as distinguished from the

disciples of Jesus. The new piece on the old garment would look badly. (3) John,
as Orotius notes, was now in prison. This circumstance would give additional con-

listency to the fasting of his disciples. But the case was difierent with the disciples

of Jesus, who had their Master with them. 2. Fasting might he proper to the Pharisee.

(1) The ostentatious fast would be consistent in the hypocritical Pharisee who dis-

fi°;ured his face that he might secure applause of men (see ch. vi. 16). (2) But some
of the Pharisees were probably sincere men. To such there would be a fitness in their

fasting. For the spirit of the Pharisee was the spirit of the Law, i.e. the " spirit of

bondage to fear." Who could consistently rejoice within the roar of the thunders and
clang of the great trumpet of Sinai? (3) Neither the ritual of Leviticus nor the

traditions of the elders can deliver the Pharisee from the yoke of terror. 3. But
fasting might he improper to the disciple of Jesus. (1) Christ is the Bridegroom of

his Church (cf. Ps. xlv. and Song of Sol. ; also 2 Cor. xi. 2 ; Eph. v. 23, etc. ; Bev. xix.

17). (2) Individual disciples are the " sons of the bride-chamber," the chosen friends

of the Bridegroom. (3) It would be unfitting in them to mourn while the Bridegroom
was with them—during the festivities of the marriage. These festivities usually lasted

seven days (see Judg. xiv. 17). The Spirit of Jesus is the spirit of love. With love

is joy and peace. (4) Jesus was not with the Pharisees or these disciples of John as

the Bridegroom with the sons of the bride-chamber. For they were the sons of the

bondwoman (GUI. iv. 26, 31). (5) These disciples are herein significantly rebuked for

their fasting in the presence of Jesus by the use of a simile which John used when lie

came into the presence of Jesus (see John iii. 29). The sorrows of penitence in the

presence of Jesus should be turned into the joys of salvation. These disciples of John
had degenerated from the spirit of their master. Note and avoid tendencies to

formality as tendencies to degeneration.

II. That the moral fitness of circumbtances is fatal to dniformitv. 1.

Obviously so, hecwuse circumstances are ever varying. (1) Minor circumstances are

infinitely various. Yet may these be generally ranged under two classes (cf. Eccles.

vii. 14 ; Jas. v. 13). In the text they are distinguished as mourning and rejoicing,

fasting and feasting. (2) No man, therefore, should make himself the standard of

religion for his fellows. Herein the disciples of John and the Pharisees erred, 'i'he

new wine of the gospel could not he restrained in the old wine-skins of the Law. It

must have the elastic wine-skins of new forms suitable to its expansive genius. 2.

Christians have (heir seasons of mourning. (1) Of the Bridegroom himself the only

record of his fasting is that which took place when he was in the wilderness. (2) Id
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that experience Jesua personated the condition of hia Church during his absence fron:

her in heaven. She was destined to mourn in the wilderness, suffering from Satan
fierce assaults of persecution and temptation. First from the Jews ; then from the

Romans ; then from the apostasy ;
perhaps finally from the rising spirit of infidelity.

(3) Individual Christians also have their seasons of temptation (cf. 1 Cor. iv. 11

;

2 Cor. vi. 5 ; xi. 27). In such seasons they have their voluntary fasts (cf. Acts x. 30

;

xiii. 2, 3 ; xiv. 23 ; 1 Cor. vii. 6). 3. When the Bridegroom returns mourning wiU end.

(1) Then will come tbe festivities of the Church's wedding (see ch. xxv. 10; Rev. xix.

7). The joys of the millennium will run into those of the new heavens and earth.

(2) Individual saints have their interludes of joy as well as of sorrow. Darkness may
endure for a night, but joy cometh in the morning. (3) After the night of trial which
ends in the sleep of death, comes the joy of the bright morning of the resurrection.

III. That consistbkot must be sought in diversity. 1. It is tmnatural to seek

it in vmiformity. (1) Uniformity is too often mistaken for unity. Things may be

turned out of the same mould in infinite number, but neither is the conformity nor

the number unity. (2) Thsre is in nature a unity which certainly consists not in

uniformity. For no two blades of grass are exactly alike. (3) The unity of nature

rather lies in its diversity, for it is in the diversity of things that they become
mutually useful. So it is in morals. (4) Acts of uniformity can never give unity.

2. The unity of truth is in the spirit of love. (1) The imity of nature is a spirit of

harmony. (2) So truth must be maintained amongst Christians in loving concession.

The old piece must be sought for the old garment. Fresh skins must be sought for

new wine. (3) The duties of religion should not be made a subject of strife and con-

tention amongst religious persons. The spirit must not be sacriliced to the letter.

(4) Note: "The quarrel with Christ was brought to the disciples (ver. 11); the quarrel

with the disciples was brought to Christ (ver. 14). This is the way of sowing discord

and killing love, to set people against ministers, ministers against people, and one

friend against another " (Henry).—J. A. M.

Vers. 18—26.

—

Concession* to faith. While Jesus discoursed upon consistency in

diversity, and the concessions of love, an occasion arose for the exemplification of hi.s

teaching. " While he yet spake," etc. Note here the gracious concessions of Jesus

to the weakness of the ruler's faith, and learn

—

I. That Jescb bbspeots the faith which, THooan weak, is yet tbue. 1. The
ruler's faith tuas halting. (1) His was not at the first a faith for the raising of the

dead. Had it been so, it would have been remarkable ; for, up to this time, Jesus had

not raised the dead. The words, " even now dead," conveyed the sense of " at the

point of death " (cf. Mark v. 23 ; Luke viii. 42 ; see also Bloomfield, in he.). (2) Hia

faith had respect simply to the recovery of the sick. Jesus had abvmdantly established

the fame of his power to work miracles of healing. To have doubted here would have

been unreasonable and criminal unbelief. How far is our unbelief unreasonable and

criminal ? (3) The ruler's faith cannot be compared with that of the centurion (see

ch. viii. 5—13). The centurion did not consider himself worthy that Jesus should

come under his roof. Discerning the Divinity of the Miracle-worker, he saw no need

for his corporeal presence. The ruler's weaker faith required that Jesus should enter

his dwelling and lay his hand upon his little daughter (cf. 2 Kings v. 11). (4) When
the centurion believed, there were no examples of miracles of healing wrought at a

distance. The ruler had the centurion's example. 2. Tet the ruler'sfaith was true.

(1) His coming to Jesus evinced this. Trouble, it may have been, drove him to Jesus

;

but he came. Many there were who, notwithstanding the fame of Jesus, yet came not

to him. Still there are many who remain in their moral maladies rather than come to

Jesus for salvation. (2) His appeal also evinced it. His worship was more than the

customary Eastern manifestation of respect. He knelt to him, and pleaded impor-

tunately for his dying child. Those who would receive mercy from the Lord must

give him honour. 3. Jesus respected this sincerity. (1) Jesus could have healed the

damsel at a distance (cf. John iv. 46—53). The ruler had not faith for this. So, in

concession to his weakness, Jesus went with him to his house. In like manner Jesus

honours the sincerity of the penitent sinner, meeting him on his way. (2) Note here

the principle that grace ifl through faith. " According to your faith, »o be it unto you."
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Had the ruler a firmer faith, it would have ptevented the death of his child. Yet did

not Jesus resent this halting by abandoning his case. Never will Jesus forsake the
seeker who does not first forsake him.

II. That Jesus will stbenothen thb weak, true faith. 1. By the stronger

faith of others in his company. (1) The ruler saw the noble faith of the poor woman
who " said within herself, If I do but touch his garment, I shall be made whole."
't'he conception was creditable. She believed in that fulness of his grace presaged ia

that oil of gladness which flowed down to the skirts of Aaron's robe (cf. Fs. cxxxiii. 2
;

John i. 16). (2) Her faith was admirable ia action. She made her way through the

crowd and touched the fringe of his garment. Yet it was her spiritual contact with
Christ that saved her. The physical, however, was a sign of the spiritual (see Eph.
ii. 8). (3) In that touch there is a sermon. The poor woman, through her malady,
was ceremonially unclean, and whoever she touched was made unclean (see Lev. xv.

25). The doctrine of salvation through the vicarious sin-suffering of Jesus is set

forth. The same was set forth again when Jesus took the dead hand of Jairus's

daughter (ver. 25). The Levitical priesthood leave the dead in their uncleanness,

The unclean are not forbidden to come to Jesus. (4) How encouraging is his com-
mendation! "Daughter, be of good cheer; thy faith hath saved thee." The Ijeliever

is comforted in the assurance of adoption. 2. By encowagements personally given,

(1) Messengers of discouragement came to the ruler from his house. The report was,

"Thy dauyliter is dead." The advice accompanying it was, "Why troublest thou
the Miistcr any further ? " (see Mark v. 35). " A man's foes "—often unwillingly, how-
ever—"are tliey of his own household." When Jesus works Satan counterworks.

(2) " But Jesus, not heeding the word spoken, saith to the ruler of the synagogue.
Fear not, only believe " (Mark t. 36). Jesus had not raised the dead before this. But
the dead had been raised by the old prophets in the Kame of the Lord. Why should

not the Lord also raise the dead in his own Name? (3) Thus by works and by word
was the laith of the ruler streogthened by Jesus that it might also be honoured. How
faith may turn calamities into blessings

!

III. That Jesus yields no concessions to unbelief. 1. He discovered the unbelief

of the professional mourners. (1) He found these in the ruler's house. Flute-players

and wallers were making a tumult. The true mourners were silent. Deep grief is

still. How unseemly are many of the customs of society! (2) The professional

weepers were ready to laugh. When Jesus said, " Give place "—you are out of place

here—"for the damsel is not dead, but sleepeth," they "laughed him to scorn." They
had DO doubt that the damsel was dead. This fact was strongly testified in the pro-

fessional scorn. (3) The laughter of scorn is the reasoning of imbelief. The senseless

can laugh when they cannot reply. The professionals were too carnal to apprehend
the spiritual meaning of the Saviour's words. 2. He ordered that the unhdievers should

be turned out. (1) He would not have his miracle-working hindered by their unbelief.

It would be the first step to a revival in some Churches if the unbelievers could be
expelled. (2) He would not have unbelievers honoured as witnesses of glorious works.

I'eails should not be cast before swine. (3) In the resurrection at the last day the

wicked will be treated with ignominy. The sceptical scorners will then awake out oi

the dust to "shame and everlasting contenipt" (cf. Dan. xii. 2). 3. The faithful only

shall have honourfrom Christ. (1) The witnesses chosen were the ruler and his wife,

and the three favoured disciples—Peter, James, and John (see Mark v. 37—40). These
disciples were afterwards chosen sole witnesses of the Transfiguration, and of the a^ony
in the garden. (2) To them Jesus verified his deep words, " The damsel is not dead,

but tleepeth," Bodily death is not essential death, but in his hands is sleep. To sleep

is a common euphemism for death, and in Scripture points to a resurrection. (3)
From the bed the daughter of Jairus was raised ; the widow's son from the hier (Luke
vii. 14); Lazarus from the grave (John xi. 44). "An ascending scale of difficulty,

which has one stage more—the final summoning of all the dead by the same voice oi

quickening " (Trench). (4) The faithful will not only be witnesses, but also partakers

of tht better resurrection.—-J. A. M.

Vers. 27—31.

—

Co-mpanionship. Here we meet two men in company, betwMO
whom there are notable pumta oi agreement.
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L Thet abb OOMFAI7ION8 IN BLnmNESB. 1. In commvmty there it tymjta^y.

(1) Their common blindness probably brought them together. They were in a con-

dition to enter into each other's feelinga. (2) So is there sympathy in the blhidness

of ignorance. Ignorance as to truth, ignorance as to goodness. The ignorant are at

home with their kind. (3) So in the blindness of error. Hence the grouping of

heretics into communities. (4) So in the blindness of falsehood. This is especially

wilfiil and malignant. Against the clearest evidence for the Messiahship of Jesus tbi^

Pharisees closed their eyes (of. John ix. 41). The miracles they could not deny they
attributed to Satan ratlier than accept the inference that naturally followed from them
(see ver. 34). 2. In sympathy there is power. (1) There is the power of opportitnity.

For sympathy brings contact. It also conciliates confidence. (2) Then there is the
power of the strongest will. The pliant are led by the resolute. Note : Men of strong
will should be good and true, not only for their own sake, but also for the sake of

those they will lead. Tbe pliant should especially be careful as to the company they
keep.

II. Thet abb toobthbr in seeking sight. 1. They seek itfrom the same Source.

(1) " Have mercy on us, thou Son of David." Note : (a) It was the received opinion

of that time in Jud^a that Messiah should be a Son of David (cf. ch. xxii. 42 ; John
vii. 42). (6) Jesus was confessedly of that royal lineage (cf. oh. i. 1 ; xii. '-'3). (2)
The Source of life is aLso the Source of light. Jesus had just raised to life the dead
daughter of the ruler; now these blind men come to him for sight (cf. John i. 4;
viii. 12 ; ix. 5, 6). 2. T/iey seek it by the same means. (1) Not by works. They
cried to the Son of David for mercy. In seeking mercy they disclaimed personal merit.

They cried as beggars. (2) But by faith. Mercy was promised with the Son of

David (see Ps. Ixxii. 12, 13 ; Luke i. 78). Mercy in particular for the opening of blind

eyes (see Ps. clxvi. 8 ; Isa. xxxv. 5 ; xlii. 6, 7). (3) They cried with the same voice.
" Have mercy on us." Each cried for the other as well as for himself. (4) They fol-

lowed with the same persistency. They were fervent, incessant, importunate. So
must those be who would receive spiritual sight. (5) Yet their faith came by hearing.

They could not witness the works of Christ. Like the Gentiles, they received the

gospel through testimony. 3. They seek it with the same micouragement. (1) Jesus
encouraged them by his silence. They followed him through the street, crying for

mercy. If he did not answer them immediately, he did not drive them away. Note

:

The sight-seeker should never despair. (2) For his silence Jesus had good reasons.

Perhaps he was influenced by the reason which afterwards led him to impose silence

upon the men (ver. 30). Perhaps the seekers were not yet in the moral condition to

profit by the miracle to the utmost. Note : There is encouragement to persistency in

the reserve of Christ. (3) Jesus encouraged them by his speech. " Believe ye that

I am able to do this ? " This question brought their faith to the very point. They
now relied upon his power. Then he touched their eyes, saying, " According to your
faith so be it unto you." Herein he affirmed but did not restrict his gift.

III. Thet aee companions in the blessisqs of vision. 1. They wee the natural

light. (1) Eevealing scenes of beauty and distortion. (2) Opening new sources of

instruction. (3) Discovering unimagined avenues of delight, and perils to be avoided.

(4) The miraculousness of their cure was evinced not only in its suddenness, but also

in that their eyes were able at once to bear the light of day. 2. They see the

spiritual Light. (1) They see the Son of David. This great sight prophets and kings

desired to see (ch. xiii. 16, 17 ; Luke ii. 26 ; x. 23, 24). This sight these men, too,

desired to see, but could not for their blindness, though they were in his very presence.

How many in Christian lands are spiritually in this case 1 (2) Truth is to the intellect

and heart what light is to the eye. The giving of spiritual vision is a blessing as

much greater than the natural as spirit is nobler than matter—as the eternal surpasses

the temporaL
IV. Thet abb companions in disobedibnos. 1. "Jesus itricily charged them,

saying. See that no man know it." (1) He had already wrought miracles sufficient in

Capernaum to convince those who sincerely desired to know the truth. (2) Greater

publicity might intensify the malicious resentment of those who would not accept the

truth. (3) It might encourage that mistaken popular feeling which would have him
as a civil prince. (4) The inhibition had its lessons of humility and the obedience of
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gratitude. 2. " But they went forth <md spread his fame in all that land." (1) For
this disobedience there is no defence. The command was express. They had no
business to judge differently from Christ. (2) Honour pursues those who fly from it.

" Honour is like the shadow, which as it flies from those that follow it, so it follows
those that flee from it " (Henry).—J. A. M.

Vers. 32—34.

—

Two devils. We have just seen two blind men in agreement. We
are now introduced to two devils in diversity. Here is the dumb devil. Here also is

the devil muttering blasphemy.
I. Here ib a comparison of two sad oasbs. 1. 77ie dumb demoniac. (1) Here is

a man bodily in the hands of a demon. So completely is he in the power of the evil
spirit that his self-control is lost. What an emblem of the helplessness of those who
are morally " carried captive by the devil at his will " I (2) He is " dumb." (a) He
has no voice for prayer. (6) He has no voice for praise, (c) He has no voice for testi-

many. (3) God had not opened his mouth. No other power was competent. 2. 2%«
blaspheming Pharisee. (1) He had a voice to impeach the Holy One as a sinner, (a)
Because he did the best works on the best of day.s. (6) Because he condescended to

eat with publicans and sinners, (c) Because he did not fast in deference to rabbinical

tradition, (d) Because he proved that he has power on earth to forgive sins. (2) In
all this the devil was concealed. For wherein does this voice essentially differ from
that of the Gadarene demoniacs who cried, " What have we to do with thee, thou Son
of God ? " (ch. viii. 29). Malignity is no less devilish because masked as piety. (3)
The blasphemy of the Pharisee advanced to refer the miracles of Christ to diabolical

agency, (a) The miracles as facts could not be disputed. It is too late in the day for

the modern sceptic to dispute them. (6) The Pharisee had no other way in which to

evade their evidence but to trace them to the worst possible authorship, (c) The
malignity of Beelzebub is in the libel. And how much better is the sceptic who traces

the miracles of Christ to natural causes? Is not the influence of Satan still hidden
under what are called natural disorders?

II. The mobb subtle proves the baodeb. 1. ITie dumb devil it driven out.

(1) The demoniac is brought tu Jesus. He cannot come of himself. (2) He is brought
in the arms of compassionate faith. The devil cannot resist the power of faith, though
exercised by third parties. Let not the righteous relax the effectual fervent prayer.

(3) In response to prayer the demon is expelled. Behold, the dumb has found his

voice. Saul of Tarsus in conversion found his voice in prayer (see Acts ix. 11).
Praise is the companion of prayer (Ps. li. 15). 2. The multitudes marvd. (1) No
wonder they should, for here were four stupendous miracles wrought in one afternoon.

(a) The healing of the profluvious woman. (6) The restoring of Jairus's daughter to

life, (c) The imparting of vision to two blind men. (d) And now the expulsion of

the dumb devil from the demoniac, (e) To these he immediately added many more
(ver. 35). (2) They express their admiration in the exclamation, " It was never so

seen in Israel." And if not in Israel, where, then ? For the Hebrews, themselves a

miraculous people, were of all peoples the most favoured by the working of miracles

amongst them. 3. The blaspheming devil holds his oum. (1) The Pharisees never
came to Christ. They were wilfully, therefore hopelessly, wicked. (2) By their

wickedness they prevented the astonished multitude from accepting their Messiah.

(3) The bad influence of the Pharisees is seea in the apostasy of the Hebrew nation to

this day.—J. A. M.

Vers. 35—38 and ch. x.l.

—

The compassion of Jesus. This comes remarkably befo's

us in this paragraph. We have it in both its aspects, viz. the human and the Divine.

Note, then

—

I. The humanitt of the compassion of Jesus. 1. His compassion wot moved
by the multitudes he saw. (1) God, who is compassion itself, cannot be subject tu

emotion. Divine emotion in Scripture teaching is the human emotion which has a
Divine source, as when we are sensible of the working in us of a Divine compassion.

Such was the human compassion which, in the highest perfection, moved the heart of

Jesus. (2) It moved him as he considered the multitudes of men he met with in his

itineration of the cities and villages (ver. 35). To him they were more than the
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multiplication of mere units. More than mere " hands." He viewed them as multi-
tudes of rational, capable, responsible, immortal beings. 2. Hit compassion was moved
hy the condition in which hefound them. (1) They were " distressed " physically and
siniifually. (o) By disease and sickness. (6) By demoniacal possession. The
demoralization of the nation as described by Josephus was fearful. (2) They wcera

" scattered, as sheep not having a shepherd" (cf. 1 Kings xxii. 17). (a) Not that they
were without synagogues. It was in visiting synagogues Jesus saw the multitudus.

In the abounding of Churches there may yet be a famine of the Word of God. (b)

Not that they were without scribes. These were in every city, yet they despised and
neglected the flock (cf. Jer. xsiii. 1, etc. ; John vii. 49). (c) Human traditions were
substituted for the Divine Word. To this day Jewish teachers combine to make
void the Word of God through their traditions. So do apostate Christian teachers.

(3) The multitudes were like the harvest ready for the reapers, but no reapers were
there to gather in the precious grain. It was " plenteous," but ready to shed and spoil

and rot upon the ground. 3. His compassion moved him to prayer. (1) Jesus spent

the whole mght in prayer for the lost sheep of the house of Israel. (2) He moved his

disciples also to pray. They were too modest to record whether they also had spent

the whole night in prayer. (3) The burden of the prayer was that the Lord of the

harvest would send forth labourers into his harvest. Note : It is the purest compas-
sion to benefit the souls of men. Other things will. follow (of. 1 Kings iii. 13; Ps.

xxxvii. 35 ; ch. vi. 33 ; 1 Tim. iv. 8). Does a truly human, Christ-like compassion so

intensely move us as to lead us to pray and labour for souls?

II. The Divinity of the compassion or Jesus. 1. This brought him downfrom
heaven. (1) His incarnation was in pursuance of the anti-mundane covenant (see

Heb, X. 5—7). (2) Compassion moveii him (see Isa. lix. 16 ; John iii. 16, 17 ; iv. 13).

2. It is mantfesthere in the authority of his preaching. (1) He preached the " gospel

of the kingdom." His own kingdom. That kingdom in which he himself is King.

(2) The authority of his preaching was from himself For he spake " not as the

scribes." Not even as the inspired prophets. As the Fountain of all holy inspiration.

(3) In the Divine sense the compassionate Jesus is still going through cities and
viKages preaching his gospel. 3. In the miracles hy which he attested it. (1) They
were Divine, (o) Evincing power over visible nature. (6) Dominion over the

invisible world. (2) They were wrought immediately by him. In his own Name. 4.

In his delegation to his disciples of avihority to preach. (1) He instructed them first

10 " pray the Lord of the harvest that he send forth labourers into his harvest." In

which note : (o) That the harvest is the Lord's. (6) That he only can qualify and
commission true labourers—^labourers worthy of the work. (2) Then he acted himself

as Lord of the harvest, calling and commissioning the twelve (cf. oh. x.l; Eph. iv,

11). (3) Christ sent forth those whom he moved to pray. Prayerfulness is a prepara-

tion for the ministry. How earnestly should the flock pray for true pastors I 5. In
his delegation to his disciples of miracle-working power. (1) He made them masters

of disease and sickness. Also of evil spirits. Note : (a) " Unclean spirits " are dis-

tinguished here firom " all manner of disease and all manner of sickness." (6) The
design of the gospel is to vanquish the devil and cure the maladies of the world. (2)
Tlie mastery with which the disciples were invested was not to be exercised in their

own, but in their Master's Name. (3) There is, therefore, no comparison between the

sense in which Jesus commissioned his disciples, and that in which Moses appointed

Joshua or Elijah called Elisha to be their successors. (4) Though the call to the

ministry is Divine, to despise human learning is fanaticism.—^J. A. M.

Ver. 2,

—

The claim to forgive sin. " Thy sins be forgiven thee." There is an

important distinction between the claim to forgive sin, and the claim to declare sins

forgiven. The Christian priest does not claim the power to forgive sin ; he does claim

the authority to declare sins forgiven. Which of these Christ claimed may be disputed,

but it is clear that the scribes present understood him to claim " power to forgive ;

"

such a claim alone could be regarded as " blasphemy." But, strictly treated, our Lord's

words do no more than declare afact. Jesus treated the powers he possessed as Divine

powers entrusted to his charge; what he asserts is that these powers concern two
spheres, that of the body and that of the soul ; that of sickness and that of sin, which
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is the real root of sickness. These men who hrought their friend for healing, showed,
by their devices and their energy, such faith in Jesus as a Healer of bodily diseases, that

they were in a fit state of mind to receive the higher truth concerning hiin. " To him
that hath shall more be given."

L The powek to deal with sin is Christ's supreme trust. " The Son of man
hath power on earth to forgive sins." Our Lord's healing of bodily disease their took
men's chief attention, and often prevented their heeding bis Sfdritual work. This is

true still. Jesus is now regarded as a Friend of the suffering, and this is pushing out of

view his real work as the Saviour of sinners. Miracle for healing disease was not, and
is not, man's supreme need. God would not bow the heavens and come down to effect

merely that object. Geuius, science, and skill suffice for effective dealing with such
things. The Incarnation is relative to sin. The true miracle is the supernatural
dealing with sin; the Divine removal of its penalties; the Divine restoration of the
conditions it has broken up ; the Divine deliverance from its power. Jesus has the
miraculous power to save men from their sins.

II. The power to deal with the consequences of sin is Christ's illustration
OF HIS POWER TO DEAL WITH SIN ITSELF. The Jews Connected suffering with sin as

its cause. They were so far right, and only went wrong when they tried to explain

individual cases. Christ never healed for the simple sake of healing ; the influence ot

the act on his higher work in souls was always in his mind.—B. T.

Ver. 4.

—

The tin of thinking evil. "Wherefore think ye evil in your hearts?"
Thought-reading may be made a plaything, and it may be developed into a science.

It is a commonplace faculty which every one possesses, in greater or less degree, and
which every one more or less efficiently cultivates by the practice and experience of

life. The mother reads the thought of her child ; the wife the thought of her husband

;

and the friend often guesses, as we say, the thought of his friend. This ordinary power
our Lord possessed, and the -faces and movements of his disciples must often have
suggested to him what was in their minds. This, however, may not be felt to

explain all the instances that are recorded, and we may well assume that our Lord had
a Divine power of thought-reading, and it included not only the thought, but also the

tone and character and quality of the thought. Here our Lord reproves the spirit of

the thought rather than the thought; the suspicious temper, which prefers to light

upon an evil explanation rather than a good one, and assumes that every one must
mean to do the bad thing. The apostle makes a special point of " charity " that it

"thinketh no evil." And the sin is so common that a familiar proverb has been
fashioned to warn us against it, " Honi sol qui mal y pen^e "—" Evil be to him who
evil thinks^" The loving, trustful temper will ensure kindly thoughts, and the

suggestion of good motives wherever possible.

I. THiNKiNtt BVTL AS AN ACT. It is an act that Jesus here reproves. These
scribes heard words which were strange to them, and found a claim made which they
could not understand. What, then, should they have done? Plainly they should
have taken the matter into quiet consideration; gathered up what might help to

explain it, and formed a careful and wise judgment. What did they do? Thought
too quickly; let bias and prejudice guide thought; encouraged the evil suggestion

that came; allowed themselves to feel pleasure in the assumption of bad motives.

When a judgment has to be made of persons or of motives, it should never be made
hurriedly ; because at first we seldom can get into consideration the entire circle of

grounds on which a judgment should be bast d. It is the easiest thing to " think
evil

; " it may be the right thing to " think good." If these scribes had thought more,
they might have thought good.

II. TniNKiNa EVIL AS A HABIT. This it readily grows to becomo. This involves

distortion of the mental faculties. The soul sees through coloured glasses, and never

sees the truth. Suspicion becomes a mood of mind; and with those who have fixed
this habit, no man's character is safe.—E. T.

Ver. 9.

—

Making surrender for Chrisfs sake. " And he arose, and followed him."

It is necessary to examine the customs of the East in order to estimate fairly the

nature of the surrender that Matthew made. We need not set before our minds a call
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to k nutn In « modem cotrnting-house or tax-collector's office. Proliably the special

duty of Matthew (or Levi) was to collect tolls from the fisheries on the lake, and from
the merchants travelling southward from Damascus. Very possibly he was one of

the higher officials, and his subordinates did the actual work, and would continue to

do it when he went away. Compare the grades of officials in a modem custom-
house. If Matthew was alone, we have only to think of an open shed, which shaded
him from the sun. He would have his money upos his person, and he would not be
likely to leave it in the shed. Van Lennep tells us that " some articles of produce are

taxed as they are brought into the tx)wn. A booth of branches, or a more substantial

hut, is erected at every entrance into the city or village, and there, both day and
night, sits a man at the ' receipt of custom.' He taxes all the produce, piercing with
a long, sharp iron rod the large camel-bags of wheat or cotton, in order to discover

concealed copper wire or other contraband." This leaving the custom-house should

be compared with leaving the fishing, by the sons of Jona and Zebedee. How far it

involved a surrender of bis means of living we are not told.

I. M-AKisa SUBRENDEB AS Ghrist MAT BEQTTiBE. Hci'e Christ Called for an immediate
following, which involved leaving at once Matthew's ordinary occupation. Compare
the cases of would-be disciples given in ch. viii. 19—22. Those men could not

surrender just as Christ required. Matthew could, and did. We are sure that Christ

requires (1) the surrender of everything that is positively evil ; (2) the surren.ier of

everything that would hinder full service ; (3) the surrender of everything that cannot

be carried over and used in Christ's kingdom. It is not to be thought representative

that our Lord required some disciples to leave their avocations. He may still do so,

but the usual rule is, "Let every man, wherein he is called, therein abide with God."

IL Makiko subbendsb as oub own heabtb mat impel ns. This is illustrated

in the feast which Levi made of his own free will. Christ made no demand for that

surrender. If a man be true-hearted, the limitations under which he will put himself

may be more severe and searching than any under which Christ puts him.—B. T.

Ver. IL

—

Our LmrcTg chosen assodafes. " Why eateth your Master with publicans

and sinners?" The speakers were Pharisees; they were not guests, they were only

watchers. Such feasts are very open and free, and persons are allowed to come in, and
even to take part in the conversation, who do not share in the food. An Eastern traveller

says, " In the room where we were received, besides the divan on which we sat, there

were seats all round the walls. Many came in and took their place on those side-seats,

uninvited and unchallenged. They spoke to those at table on business, or the news
of the day, and onr host spoke freely to them." These Pharisees were very particular

about the company they kept, and especially about the persons with whom they ate.

They represent the mischievous influence of class-feeling. They do more than that.

They represent the loss of power which all men must suffer who make themselves,

their feelings, their preferences, the first consideration.

I. OUB LOBD DID NOT OBOOSE HIS ASSOCIATES BBOAtTSB HB LIKED THEM. That

may be a proper ground on which to select our private friends. It is not proper for

one who has the trust of power which he is to use. Whether he likes it or not, that

man must find the sphere in which he can best use his powers. No man ever did

really noble work in the world until he learned to put his likes on one side, and just

do his duty. But such a man is almost sure to find that a new set of likes grsws up

round his duty. The refined person does not like rough and rude associations. And
the folk that Ghrist companied with could not have been very pleasing to him. The
elegancies and proprieties and gentlenesses of refined society would have suited him
better ; and we can quite imagine the circle he would have preferred.

IL Oub Lobd ohosb hib associates in obdeb to do thrm oood. He chose

them as a teacher chooses bis class, he seeks those who need his teaching. As a

doctor chooses his patients, he seeks those who need healing. As a Saviour chooses

his subjects, he seeks sinners, who need delivering from their sins. Mrs. Fry, for

her own sake, would have sought and enjoyed cultivated society. Mrs. Fry, with a

conscious power of ministry, sought out the miserable and degraded prisoners. Accord-

ing to our trust we must choose our associates. If we were here on earth only to

tnjoff, we might properly prefer luxurious Pharisees; but seeing we are here to stand
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with Christ, atid iervt, we had better, with him, find out the "publicans and sinners."

—B.T.

Ver. IBJ—Moods of reUgiout life. The immediate conoection of our Lord's words
should be noticed. His answer is sufficient for the occasion, but it carries deeper and
wider applications. Whenever the soul is full of the felt presence of God, it can go by
itself, in gladness and freedom, without any fastings or forcings of will. But when
the sense of God's presence is lost, the soul should gird itself up, in sacrifice and self-

discipline, to win back the lost blessedness.

L Thb Bbidequoom's presence, aitd the state of rEELHro and cokdcct suitable
TO IT, The disciples had Christ present in human body. We envy them the material

realization ; it was a bridal-time. And yet the inward sense of Christ's presence is a
higher and better thing. (Illustrate from Longfellow's 'Footsteps of Angels.')

Though we have, as ws say, only the spiritual presence of Christ, we are not left with-

out both inward and outward signs of the reality of that presence. Inward. (1) Best
of soul; (2) freedom from doubts and fears; (3) communion of spirit with spirit.

Outward. (I) Vigour and energy in the efibrts to live a right life; (2) pleasure in

scenes that help to communion with Christ; (3) love of the brethren. What is

suitable to the Bridegroom's presence ? No mournings ; no fastings ; do forcings of

wilL The soul is moved freely by inward inspirations. We should feel the "liberty

of love
;
" a quiet, intense joy, finding expression according to disposition.

II. The BbIDEOBOOU'b absence, and the state of FEELINe AND CONDXTCT SUITABLE
TO IT. "Then they fast." Illustrate, condition of disciples between Ascension and
Pentecost. For us Christ is never absent in fact ; he may be in feeling. Though
matter of feeling only, we are not left without signs of the absence. Especially in lost

impulse to goodness. (Illustrate, failing vitality in the body.) What is suitable to

the Bridegroom's absence? Apply to those who feel the Bridegroom is gone, and:

1. Do not even mourn. (Illustrate, John Bunyan's 'Holy War,' Mansoul hardened.)

2. Only mourn. Mansoul sorrowing. 3. Fast as well as mourn. Mansoul putting

away its evils, sitting in sackcloth, and sending messages after the lost prince. Are
we jealous, as we should be, about keeping ever with us the sense of the Bridegroom's

presence ?—K. T.

Ver. 16.—^ew truth in new settings. " They put new wine into new bottles, and
both are preserved." Oriental bottles are skins of sheep or goats. Old bottles would
crack and leak, under pressure of the fermentation of new wine; new skins would
expand under such pressure. The old wine-skin of Judaism had become stiffened with
age, and even worse stiffened by the efforts of the rabbis to keep it in good condition.

Christianity could not keep within its narrow limitations. This is the first reference

of our Lord's words ; but he illustrates a fact of permanent interest.

L New truth is always coming into the wobld. Practically new truth is.

The critical philosopher may question whether such a thing as "new truth " is possible.

Truth new to an age is possible. Truth of science may exist, but it is new when it is

first brought to human apprehension. And even old truths become new when they
are revived after being lost to the world for a while. What may be firmly declared is

that primary truths of morals and religion must be old as humanity. The Puritan
father assures us that

" The Lord hath yet more light and troth

To break forth from his Word."

But whatever breaks forth will only be new to us. Still, the interest of each age hes

in the new truth, scientific, moral, religious, that it may reach. It is said that so

much is DOW being discovered, scientific and even biblical works that are ten years old

are out of the running. Athenians ever inquired for " something new-; " moderns are

well-nigh surfeited with things new. Show in what senses Clirist brought new truth

concerning God and man. Show that the range of truth, in any age, seems new when
compared with the range of truth in a previous age ; though it may be really no more
than the uprising into view of neglected parts of the great circle of truth.

IL New truth is always oallinq for new settings. The teachers of new
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truth want to express it In their own way. This occasioni most of the controversies
of our time. The conservative among us do not object to the new truth (if it is truth
they cannot object to it), but they want it expressed in the terms that are famUiar to

them. They want the gentleman of to-day dressed according to the age of wigs and
buckles. The liberty Christ claimed for himself, and for his disciples, was liberty to

get new wine-skins for the new wine. And the modem Christian teacher asks per-
mission to put his new truth in appropriate new settings.—B. T.

Ver. 21.

—

Fatth marred by luperBtition. " If I may but touch his garment, I shall

be whole." "The woman's touch was an ignorant and superstitious appeal to the
mercifulness of Christ." As viewed by Christ, the faith shown in the touch was of

much greater importance than the superstition which connected blessing with the
touch. Our Lord could easily look over the superstition, and accept the faith. " She
did not think of a tuill that seeks to bless and save, but of a physical effluence passing

from the body to the garments, and from the garments to the hand that touched them."
" Even the ignorance and selfishness of the woman did not neutralize the virtue of her
simple faith. It was not, of course, through her superstitious touch that she was
healed, but through the faith that prompted the touch; a faith full of defects,

—

ignorantly conceived, secretly cherished, furtively put forth, openly exposed, humbly
confessed, as if it had been a sin,—but yet, because a true faith, graciously accepted,

rewarded, and perfected." Id the woman's case we may see represented the religious

experience of many. See the four stages of the woman's experience.

I. She knew hebself to be a suffebeb. Some diseases carry on their work for

a long time in secret. There is hope when they reveal their working, and set us upon
finding remedies. It is a great thing to know our true moral condition, (1) as sinners,

exposed to the wrath of God, on account of our bad past
; (2) as diseased, and in an

actual present state of corruption. The realities of our sin and danger are far more
serious than we feel them to be.

II. She tbied to qet oube, but tbied is vain. She had been to many physicians,

and had spent all that she had. So the awakened soul will try to use means and to

cure itself, (1) by goodness ; (2) by wrestlings with sin ; (3) by devotions ; (4) by
rites and ceremonies. These are its " many physicians," all helpless in treating soul-

diseases.

III. She heabd of Jebub, and souoht hiu out. We can only imagine whai she

heard, but we can clearly trace the influence of what she heard. It gave faith in

Christ such a power as even enabled it to triumph over difiSdence and superstitions; or,

rather, enabled it to carry its superstitions along with it.

IV. She found heamno and life flow feom Christ. Because her touch was to

him a touch of faith, and of faith so really strong and sincere that he did not care

to notice the strand of weakness that ran through it.—B. T.

Ver. 26.

—

Bestoration with a word. " Took her by the hand, and the maid arose."

This is the first instance of our Lord's dealing with death, which represents the

extreme effect of sin. " Sin, when it is finished, bringeth forth death ;
" " The wages

of sin is death." If our Lord had not delivered from the power of physical death, it

would have been open to his enemies to say that the supreme evil of humanity he had
failed to reach. That reproach cannot be made, for our Lord recovered one who had
only just died ; one who was being carried out for burial ; and one who had lain in the

grave four days. And he himself burst asunder the bands of death, when they had

been fastened upon him. But the point which is more especially presented to view,

in this incident, is the glorious manner in which our Lord dealt with death. There is

a revelation of his glory and claim in the calmness of his mastery over the supreme

human foe.

I. He bestobed the dead without hakhto even a show of aoenohb. Here is

a striking fitct, which has not been duly noticed. In opening blind eyes Jesus used

agencies—he made clay and anointed the eyes—^bnt in neither of the cases of restoring

the dead did he use any agencies. This comes to be more striking when we contrast

the cases in which the great prophets, Elijah and Elisha, dealt with the dead. Elijah

stretched himself upon the dead child three times. Elisha went " np" to the chamber,

XATTBEW. 2 D
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" and lay upon the cbild, and put his mouth upon his mouth, and his eyes upon bia

eyes, and his hands upon his hands, and stretched himself upon him." The contrast

is even seen in the matter of prayer. Elijah cried unto the Lord ; and his prayer is

given. Elisha prayed unto the Lord. But in two of the cases our Lord did not

associate even prayer with the putting forth of his power to recover the dead.

IL He bbstobed the dead bt the powbe op a simple command. In this case our
Lord's actual words are given, " Talitha cumi." At Nain, he simply said, " Young
man, I say unto thee, arise." At Bethany the words of power were, "Lazarus, come
forth." What is clear is that Elijah and Elisha acted as servants ; Jesus acted as

Master. He claimed, and he exerted, power and authority over death. It had to tal^e

the place of one of his servants, respond to his commands, and do his bidding.

What, then, must he be who can thus deal with the one power which man has, by
the experience of long ages, learned to regard as irresistible ?—R. T.

Ver. 29.

—

According to faith. This expression was connected with a miracle of

healing. Not all Christ's gracious deeds are recorded in our Gospels. Some are fully

detailed. Some are briefly sketched. Some are merely summarized. The reason for

the difference of treatment may be found in the degree in which any miracle afforded

illustration of truth. This is not one of the fully developed cases, but it yields one

point. Blindness is a common affliction in the East. Christ had just wrought a

miracle. Its proper result was reached, for others were led to believe in Christ. These
two blind men heard what Jesus had done, so tliey sought his help for themselves.

He tests their faith, and gives accordingly. Why did Christ always require, and work
for, faith ? Because he healed diseases for the sake of healing souls. Calling out faith

was healing the soul's sickness. The word "faith" often bewilders; better call it

" trust." That is a simpler word, and helps us to connect religious faith with everyday
faith. The spirit of trust is the spirit that puts us ready to receive God's best blessings.

But tlie text must not be read as if it meant that the conditions of blessing are all

rearranged by Clirist, and that we can have anything we like from God, if only we
tdieve enough.

I. Helped to tbust; that is the begikning of Chbistian life. Take the

familiar command, "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ," and put "trust" for " believe,"

then it means, " Give the whole matter of your soul's salvation into his hands." That
is the beginning.

II. Leabnikg to tbust; that is the oeeat wobk of Chbistian life. There is

a constant tendency to fall back on self-confldence, which needs to be watched and
resisted. There is a constant demand for the culturing of weak trust intu strength.

All Christian discipline means development of trust.

III. According to tbust ; that is the law of Divine blessings in the Christian
life. Because that is the guarantee that gifts will be well used. If we were utterly

self-willed, we should fling back the gift. Just iu the measure of our self-will we are

likely to use unworthily the gift. So far as we can trust, we are likely to use it

rightly. Open souls welcome spiritual blessings.—R. T.

Yer. 35.

—

Christ's day-hy-day duties. The more special and public acts and events

of a man's life gain place in his biography, but the commonplace, everyday associations

of a man give the true impression of him. It is said that " no man is a hero to his

valet
;
" but he ought to be. The routine life of a man should be the best revelation

of the man. We may dwell on the greaier scenes of our Lord's life, and learn much;
hut we know him imperfectly until we fairly estimate how he bore the strain of daily,

commonplace duties. Four terms nre used to describe our Lord's everyday life.

I. Joubnetinq. He "went about all the cities and villages." Galilee was. very
thickly peopled at this time. Josephus exaggeates, but he says of Galilee, "The
cities here lie very thick, and the very many villages here and there are everywhere so

full of people, by the richness of their soil, that the very least of them contained about
fifteen thousand inhabitants." He reports two hundred and forty cities and villages in

the district. This gives us an idea of our Lord's active labours. Notice that (1) he
was concerned for the village as well as for the town

; (2) that such itinerating work
is bodily exhausting

; (3^ that conetant fresh scenes ^nd associations destroy soul-
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quietness, and make the due maintenance of the spiritual life exceedingly di£5cult.

We may sympathize with Christ.

IL Teaohino. We now know that the afternoon service at the synagogue was
conducted somewhat as a Bihle-class, those pretent asking questions and giving
answers. In such scenes our Lord naturally took his place as Teacher. Scripture was
the text-hook. Nute that our Lord sought to arouse the activity of men's minds. He
wanted intelligent religion. Teachers find in him their Model.

III. PsEACUiNa. This term represents the morning service in the synagogues, when
announcements and expositions were given, hut no response from the people was looked
for. Preaching may he said to include three things: (1) heralding; (2) expounding;
(3) persuading. Christ had a message ; he opened up the Scriptures (as at Nazareth,
see Luke iv.) ; and he could persuade to the acceptance of the truth. But teaching
and preaching make heavy demands on spiritual strength.

IV. Healino. This is always to he regarded as auxiliary and illustrative work.
Needful in those days, in order to call attention to the new Teacher, and awaken
interest in him. It did for that day what newspapers and advertisements will do for

great leaders and teachers nowadays.—B. T.

Vers. 36—38.— The impressions produced by multitudes. "When he saw the
multitudes, he was moved with compassion." Notice how his daily work of healing
must have brought Christ sympathetically near to all the sorrows of men. Illustrate

from the itinerating work of the Eastern hakim, or physician. It is usual to hring out
all the sick of a district when the hakim arrives. Compare the crowds in our market-
places round the quack-medicine vendor.

I. The impression hade; on Chbist by the biqht of multitudes. Show the
effects which great crowds produce on us. They greatly excite us; hut when we
regard them as religious men they greatly depress us, for they convince us that large

masses of humanity are yet unreached hy the redeeming and elevating influences of
Christianity. Show the effects that great crowds produced on Christ. 1. Sympathy
with bodily needs. (As in the case of feeding the five thousand.) 2. Compassion for

soul-suffering. (Regarded as "sheep having no shepherd.") 3. Our Lord seems to

have been specially distressed, because they thought so much of body, and were ready
to sacrifice so much for it, and yet scarcely knew of the wants of their soul—of the
" hunger of the soul."

II. The lessons fob the disciples which oub Lobd's impressions bugk^ested.

1. That there was abundant room for spiritual work. 2. That the multitudes of men
form the Lord's harvest-field. 3. That there is still no proper correspondence between
the harvest and those who labour at its ingathering. The harvest is mide and great

;

the labourers are hut/ew. 4. That they should think and pray about this divergence,

and so very possibly come to hear the Divine call to go into the harvest-field.—R. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEB X.

For intiodnotoiy notes to thii chapter, see

ch. is. 35.

Ver. 1.—^Parallel passages : Mark vi. 7

;

Luke ix. 1. The prayer (ch. ix. 38) is

answered in the persons of those who were

taught to pray. Christ establishes his new
agency. And when he had called onto

him. From the circle of the bystanders.

His twelve disciples. Who had already been

ehosen to be specially with him (of. ch. ix.

3.5, note; and ch. v. 1). Twelve. To be

heads of the tribes of the new Israel (Rev.

xxi. 14; of. Jas. i. 1; oh. xix. 28). Ob-

serve that the ofiBce of the tribes of the

covenant nation corresponded to the sym-
bolism of the number 12 (3, Deity, x 4,

world = Church). He gave them power;
authority (Revised Version) ; i^oua-iav : the

greater including the less. So Mark, hut
Luke expands to Siva/itv koI i^ovaiav.

Against; over (Revised Version); simple
genitive (so Mark). Unclean spirits (ch. iv.

24, note). Unclean. As belonging to the
unlioly, non-theocratic kingdom, the realm
of darkness. " Hence also unclean animals
(ch. viii. 31, sqq. ; Rev. xviii. 2) and places

(ch, xii. 43, sqq.) have a kind of natural
relationship with such spirits " (Kiibel). To
cast them oat. Their authority was to ex-

tend to this (S(rT€ inP(iK\(i.v aiiri, cf. Mark
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iii. 18). And to heal. Frobibly eonnected,

not with SiTTc, but with l^ovfflav (cf. Luke).

Observe that nothing is said oftheir receiving

authority to convert. This ,God himself

keeps. But they can remove all hindrance*

ether than those purely subjective and
spiritual, whether the objective hindrances

be intrudinK evil spirits affecting body and
mind or only bodily diseases. All maimer,

etc. (oh. ix. 35, note).

Vers. 2—4.

—

^The Names of the Agents.

Parallel passages : Mark iii. 14—19 ; Luke

Ti 13—16 (cf. Acts i. 13). This Commen-

tary upon St. Lnke deals so fully both with

the list as a whole and with the separate

names that it will not be necessary to say

much here. Observe that the general agree-

ment in arrangement points to some common

basis underlying all four accounts ; also that

of these the one found in the Acts is the

briefest, giving little more than the bare

names ; and that that fonnd in our Gospel, on

the contrary, is the fullest, containing, with

two exceptions (vide infra), the details men-

tioned in one or other of the parallels, and

adding two of its own. It mentions, in one

instance or more, the parentage (Zebedee,

Alphfflus), the relationship ("his brother

... his brother "), the birthplace (Kerioth),

the earlier occupation and religions stand-

point ("publican . . . Zealot"), and, with a

bare hint at the beginning (vide infra), but

a clear statement at the end, the after-

history ("first . . . who also betrayed

him ") of the apostles. The two omissions

are the fact that our Lord added the names

of Peter (parallels, but really given earlier,

John i. 42) and Boanerges (Mark).

Ver. 2.—Now the names. In the parallels

part of the word " names " is found as a verb,

"whom also he named apostles;" i.e. the

naming there refers, not to the individuals,

but to their ofBce. Is the form found in our
Gospel an "accidental" rearrangement due
to a reminiscence that the word " name

"

occurred in the earliest source, or is it

possible that the two facts are connected,

and that the individuals received a new
name when they definitely entered on a new
o£Bce7 That they should have received a
new name seems i priori not improbable,

bnt the evidence is very elight, "Peter"
is a clear case, for though the name was
given earlier, it would receive a new appli-

cation now, and perhaps was now again

expressly given (cf. parallel passages); and
«ther cases may be St. Matthew (vide In-

troduction, p. xxi.) and possibly St. Bartho-

lomew and St. Thaddseus. Mark expressly

says that the term " Boanerges " was given

to the sons of Zebedee ; bnt as there is no
evidence that either St. James or St. John
was afterwards known by this name, it

need not have been a name in the same
sense in which the others were. Observe

the formal order of the first words of this

verse (t&» Sh S^iSexa airoffrixiav Tck dvifiari

ivTiv toSto). Did the author of the Gospel

take them from the heading of a section that

already contained the names in order 7 If

so the Sc would probably not have existed

there, and it is worth noting that the original

hand of D, the manuscript tliat is of special

value for Palestinian tradition, omits it. Of

the twelve (ver. 1, note) apostles (ver. 5, note)

are these : The first. This, perhaps, refers

to the order of call, Luke v. 1 (Nosgen), but
more probably to the leading position that

St. Peter lield among the twelve. On this

leadership, cf. the fragmentary excursus by
Bishop Lightfoot, printed in 'Clement of

Eome,'ii. 487(1890). Bimon. His Hebrew
name was Simeon (jipDB', Acts xv. 14, and

2 Pet. L 1, in the Received Text and West-
cott aud Hort margin), but bis Gentile name
(oh. iii. 1, note) was Simon, this good Greek
name being chosen as almost identical in

sound. It occurs frequently in the Palestinian

Talmud (po'D). Who is called Peter. In

common Christian parlance (ch. iv. 18 ; of.

oh. xvi. 18).

Ver. 3.—Bartholomew. Nathanael (John
i. 45, equivalent to Theodore) was so common
a name (cf. Numb. i. 8 ; 1 Cbron. ii. 14 ; xv.

24; xxvi. 4; 2 Chron. xvii. 7; xxxv. 9;
Ezra X. 22; Neh. xii. 21, 36), that for

further identification a patronymic (" son of

Tolmai," Ptolemy) was used, which in this

case (as in tlie case of a Bartholomew men-
tioned in 'Pesikta Babbathi,' § 22, p. 113,

edit Friedmaun ; cf. also Levy, t.v. )VO^n),

superseded the proper name. Thomas. " As
Thomas (^ISvinos), ' the Twin,' is properly a
snmame, and this apostle must have had
some other name, there seems no reason for

doubting this very early tradition [Busebius,
'Hist. Eccl.,' L 13, and probably the Old
Syriao of John xiv. 22, el a2.] that he also
was a Jude " (Bishop Lightfoot, ' Galatians,'

p. 257, edit. 1869). The ' Clem. Hom.,' ii. 1,

give Eliezer as the name of the other brother.

Uatthew the pnblican (Introduction, p.xx.),

James the son of Alphsens. (On the possi-

bility of the name and the person being
identical with the Clopas of John xix. 25,
cf. Bishop Lightfoot, ' Galatians,' p. 260.)
And Lebbeeus, whose snrname was Thad-
deens ; and Thaddnui (Bevised Version)

;

as also Mark, while Luke and Acts i 13
read " Jude Ithe brot/ier, Autliorized Version,
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bnt better flU ion, BerlBed Yergion] of

James," which was donbtless his propei

name. If the word " Thaddaeus " ('K^n) was,

as seems likely (for Edersheim's ooDnezion
of it with todah, "praise," is based on what
is apparently a mere play of words in Talm.
Bab., 'Sanh,,' 43a), originally a pet-name
{tichosslcind, " Bosom-child," Weiss, Nosgen)
from 'in, '' the female breasts," it is intelli-

gible that he or others would prefer the some-
what synonymous " Lebbssus" (a^, "heart "),
which might mean "child of one's heart,"
but more probably "courageous," found in
the " Western " text. The similarity of sound
would help towards this, even if another
derivation that seems possible, " the Fiery "

(from nab, "kindle "), be the true one. In
the latter case the appellation, " Jude the
Zealot" (Old Latin), may rest on somethiag
more than a mistaken interpretation of the
parallel passage in Luke. In Westcutt
and Hort, ' App.,' it is said that " this name
[Lebbffius] is apparently dne to an early

attempt to bring Levi (Aeue^s) the publican
(Luke V. 27) within the Twelve, it being
assumed that his call wag to apostleship

;

just as in Mark ii. 14 Acve/j is changed in
Western texts to 'li.Kto^oi, because rhv roS
'A\(j>alav follows, and it was assumed tbat
the son of Halpheeus elsewhere named as
one of the Twelve must be meant. The
difference between the two forms of the
name would be inconsiderable in Aramaic,
Xewiand Levi or Lebi or Lebbi; and Ae/3-

jSaios might as easily represent Lebhi as

BaSSaTos Thaddi."

Ver. 4.—Simon the Canaanite. Bimon the

Canamsan (Revised Version); i KavavaTos

(cf. iapurcuos, SaSSovKotos, vide Bishop Light-
foot's • Bevision,' p. 138, edit. 1871) repre-

senting Kdnn'Sn or KSn-'Sn ()Mp)> the

Aramaic for " Zealot " (parallel passage in

Luke ; Acts t 13), the name given to mem-
bers of the extreme nationalist party founded

about A.D. 7 by Judas of Gamala, a city that

appear! to have lain near the east coast of

the sea of Galilee {vide Schiirer, I. ii. 225).

And Judas Iscariot, who also betrayed him

;

delivered him up (Revised Version margin),

which seems more in accordance with irapa-

SlSwfu, for, unlike "' betray," and usually

vjoSISa/ti, this doei not in itself connote

treachery.

Ver. 5a.—^Parallel passages: Mark vi. 7,

8; Luke is. 2. These twelve Jesus sent

forth ; iir€'(j-T6iA.e» (cf. John ivii. 18). Till

now they had formed an inner circle of

ftttSTiTtti (oh. ix. 35, note), but now they begin

their work of carrying Chriat's message to

others. " 'ArorriWa corresponds with the

idea of our own words 'despatch' and
* WToy,' and oonveyi the accessory notions

of a special commission, and lo fiv of

delegated authority in the person leut"
(BishopWestcott, on Johnxz. 21,Add. Note).

Bengel suggests (on ver. 1) that the twelve
were not all absent at once, but were sent out
in relays ; but Mark vi. 30 is against this

opinion (cf. also Luke xzii. 35). On the Now
Testament conception of the name and oiBce

of an apostle, cf. Bishop Lightfoot's classical

note in ' Galatians ' (pp. 92—101, edit. 1869).
And commanded them, saying ; charged them
(Revised Version). Important as the charge
is, its necessary subordination to the foct

that they were sent is expressed by the very
form of the sentence (dWffrciAfi' . . . rap-
ayyetAjxt).

Vers. 56—42.—OHBist'a Oomhi88ioii to
HIS Aqents. The connexion and develop-

ment of thought in this important charge is

exceedingly difficult to perceive, and has

been understood in many ways. Perhaps
that most generally accepted in this country

ii Alford's, according to which the charge is

divided into three sections—the first (vers. 5
—15) referring to the mission to the cities

of Israel ; the second (vers. 16—23) to the

general mission of the apostles as developing

itself, after the Lord should be taken from
them, in preaching to Jews and Gentiles,

ending with the close of the apostolic period

in the narrower sense (ver. 23 referring

primarily to the destruction of Jerusalem)

;

the third (vers. 24—42) spoken directly of

all the disciples of the Lord, concluding with
the last great reward.

But this threefold historical arrangement
seems to be little more than fanciful, the
basis of truth underlying it probably being
that the charge in its present form is due to

the writer of the Gospel (not to our Lord
directly), who desired not only to record

what our Lord said at the time of this

mission, but also to incorporate othersayings

of his that bore upon similar work, and thus

to give such a summary of our Lord's utter-

ances as would be of special use to preachers

of the gospel, irrespective of place or time.

Observe that oh. v.—^vii. referred to

believers in their private capacity—laying

stress on the relation that they were to hold

to the religion of the day—while this chapter

refers to them as representing Ohrist to the

world. The original basis of the commissinn

was addressed to men called to give their

whole time to this work, but as the chapter

stands it applies to all believers in their
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capacity of witnesses for Christ. The minis-

terial function of preaching committed to

men selected for it ib only an accentuation

of one of the duties expected from all Christ's

followers.

The development of thought in the chapter

a] pears to be as follows :

—

1. The external conditions of conveying

Christ's message, with special reference to

the immediate nooasinu (vers. 55—15).

2. The internal conditions (vers. 16—39).

(1) Vers. 16—23 : Though surrounded by
enemies, you must conduct yourselves with

calmness (ver. 19); with endurance (ver.

22) ; with wisdom (ver. 23). (2) Vers. 24—
33: Remembering tbat fellowship wiih me
in suffering is essential to fellowship with

me in glory. (3) Vers. 34-39: Such fel-

lowship with me will cost separation from
the dearest on earth, yet its reward is great.

8. Final encouragement (vers. 40—42).

Vers. 56— 15.

—

Tht external conditions of
conveying Christ's message, with special refer-

ence to the immediate occasion. Our Lord
points out (a) the sphere of their work
(vers. 56, 6); (6) the substance of their

message (ver. 7); (c) its accompanying
signs (ver. 8); (d) the external means and
methods that tliey should employ (vers.

9—15).

Ver. 56.—Matthew only. The sphere
of tbeir work. The reasons for the limita-
tion here expressly enforced are : (1) That
it was only right that the proclamation of
tbe coining of Messiah should be thoroughly
maile to the Jews first. Had they accepted
it, they would have become the great factors

ill the evange.ization of the Gentiles (cf.

Jttom. xi. 12, 15); as they rejected it, it

was necessary that the offer should, apart
from them, be made to others (Acts xxviii.

28). (2) The apostles were as yet in uo
fit state spiritually to carry the message
beyond their own nation, and the facts
which they were in a position to proclaim
might, when proclaimed alone, have proved
a stumbling-block to the after-acceptance
by Gentiles and Samaritans of a fuller and
therefore truer message (of. ch. xxviii. 18,
eqq.; Acts i. 8). Theiefore they are now
bid perform their present duty without turn-
ing away from it, and, as we may add, with-
out anticipating their en I ranee upon a wider
sphere. Saying, Go not. This would be out-
Bide your course (ATr^AflrjTe). lu the Greek,
however, the following words receive the
emphasis. Into the {any, Revised Version)

way of the Gentiles («'s SShv tty&y). (1)
These words are generally understood to

mean "into any road tbat would lead to

Gentile lands or districts." So Tyndale,
"Go not into the wayes that leade to the
gentyls." (For tliis genitive of direction,

cf. ch. iv. 15; Jer. ii. 18, and perhaps,
Judith T. 14.) (2) Weiss, ' Matthaus-ev.,'
takes them as equivalent to " into any street

in a heutlien land," making the genitives,

ievSv and iafiapenav, both possessive.

There are serious objections to these two
interpretations ; to the first, that the geni-
tives are then used in different senses ; to

the second, that it suggests something alto-

gether outside the Israelitish border. (3)
Is not a third interpretation possible—to

consider that our Lord had in his mind the
parts of towns, otherwise Jewish, which were
inhabited by heathen,just as, in the days of
Omri and Ahab, such parts were assigned
to Syrians in Samaria, and to Israelites in
Damascus, or in modern times to Jews in

Christian towns? We have not, indeed,
direct evidence of Gentiles, during the time
of our Lord, tlius living in separate streets,

but with the Jewish aversion to even letting

them houses and to having more to do with
them than possible (cf. Schiirer, U. i. 51

—

56), it would seem probable that, without
any formal arrangement being made, the
result would be separation of this kind.
It is true that 6S6! is not used elsewhere in
this sense in the Kew Testament, but a
comparison of passages in the LXX. seems
to justify our so interpreting it For nijiTi,

in 1 Kings xx. 34, means snch streets,

and the LXX. for this is i^iSous {f^oSov,

Luke), yet nilin, in the sense of " streets,"

is often elsewhere rendered by iSoi (Jer.
T. 1; vii. 17; Ezek. xi. 6; Nah. ii. 4; iii.

10). Compare especially 2 Sam. i. 20, " in
the streets of Aaoalon," where, for the
common text, if rait e^dSois 'AirKaKuvos,
Lucian's reads, 4i> reus iSoTs 'Ao'icaAui'ai.

The expression thus means—Go not off into
any quarter (of such towns as you may come
across) inhabited by Gentiles, and (both in
complete pnruUelism and with perfect ao-
ouracy, for Samaritans dwelt alone) into any
city of Samaritans enter ye not And into
any oity. In the Greek both clauses are in
the same order, the verb coming last. It
will be noticed that the Revised Version has
transposed both for the sake of uniformity.
Of the Samaritans. By descent, a mixed
race, from the intermingling of the remnants
of the Israelitish population more especially
with the heathen colonists introduced by
the Assyrians (2 Eings xvii. 24, sqq.) ; by
religion, so far Israelite as to have accepted
the Pentateuch, and to have maintained
the observance of ciroumcision, the sabbath,
and the annual festivals. Both sides of theii
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oonnezion with Israel seem to have contri-

buted to their being placed by the Miahna
between Jews and Gentiles (of. further,

Schiirer, II. i. 5, iqq.). Enter ye not. A
slight turning away would wmetimes bring
them to Gentile quarters ; but into a Sama-
ritan town they would have definitely and
purposely to enter. Observe that our Lord
himself so far extended his own practice
as not to refuse to take the opportunity of
preaching to a Samaritan woman when it

presented itself, and further followed up the
work thus begun by continuing two days
in her village (John iv. 40). But the nature
of the exception proves the rule.

Ver. 6.—But go. On your daily journey-
ing (_itopeifa9i, present). Bather. With
conscious preference. To the lost sheep of
the house of Israel. Thus also he describes
his own mission (cb. xv. 24). The words
recall Jer. 1. 6 (xxvii. 6, LXX.), " My people
hath been lost sheep." Observe that our
Lord implies a special relation of Israel to

God (for the house has its owner) which
was lacking in the case of all other nations.

Yet, their proper teachers haviug proved
faithless, ttiey were now as shepherdless as
these (ch. ix. 36). Lost. Kotice here the
basis of the parable related in Luke xv.
4—7; of. oh. xviii. 12, 13 (ver. 11 of the
Received Text is a gloss), whore the term
" wandering " is not so strong (Bengel).

Ver. 7.—Parallel passages: Luke ix. 2
(the twelve); x. 9 (the seventy; observe
that the substance of the proclamation was
to be the same). And as ye go. For your
journey is not to one place, but many.
Freacb. Aloud and publicly. Saying, The
kingdom of heaven is at hand. That which
men had so long been desiring (vide ch. iii.

2; iv. 17) was now near. But had it not

come (ch. xii. 28; xi. 12)? Not in full

realization. But its near realization was
then a possibility, and was only not brought
about because, as a nation, they rejeoted

him who introduced it.

Ver. 8.—We have here the details of the

orders summarized in ver. 1. The details

are not given in Luke ix. 1, 2 or x. 9. Heal
the siok, etc. According to the true order

of these commands, solely physical ills are

mentioned first in their )>artial (it'ci) aad
in their final effect (dead); then physical
and ceremonial pollution (lepers), which
forms a transition to the mention of ills

primarily spiritual, even though they ulti-

mately affect the body (devils). On the
gooil that might be expected from their

performing these miracles, cf. Thomas Scott

(in Ford), " Men will never believe that we
really intend the good of their souls, if they

do not find that we endeavour to do ^hem
good, disinterestedly, in temporal things

(John iv. 15)." Freely (vide infra) ye have

(omit "have," with Revised Version) re-

ceived. Blessings of the kingdom, but
especially authority and power for this work
(ver. ]). Freely give. All that is needed to

carry that authority into effect—whatever
toil and energy in soul and body the occasioa
may demand. The clause comes in Mat-
thew only, but comp. Acts xx. 35. Ob-
serve Christ's recognition of the tendency
of human nature to trafBc in the holiest

things. Did Judas take the warning at all

to heart ? (For the thought, cf. Wisd. vii.

13; Lev. xxv. 37, 38.) Freely. Gratui-
tously (Sapdir); comp. Rev. xxi. 6; xxii.

17; Bom. iii. 24 (on God's side); 2 Cor. xi.

7 ; 2 Thess. iii. 8 (on man's side).

Vers. 9, lOo.—Parallel passages: Mark
vi. 8; Luke ix. 3 (the twelve); x. 4 (the
seventy); cf. also our Lord's reference in
Luke xxii. 35 to the mission of the twelve.
Provide

;
get you (Revised Version, Autho-

rized Version margin). There is no connota-
tion of foresight in the word itself, but only
of acquisition. Observe that the apostles are
not forbidden to take what they already
have. Lightfoot, ' Hor. Hebr.,' shows that
travellers ordinarily took with them a staff,

a purse, shoes, a wallet, and sometimes a
book of the Law. Neither gold, nor silver,

nor brass. The brass would be the copper
coinage of the Herods (examples are figured
in Smith's ' Diet, of Bible,' ii. p. 413), which
alone might be struck by them ; or some of
the Greek imperial coins, especially those
struck at Antioch. The silver, either Greek
imperial tetradrachms or Roman denarii of

a quarter their weight, didrachms having
fallen into disuse; only certain free cities

were allowed to coin silver. The gold, as
Palestine was a subject province, must have
been coined at Rome, for she retained the
coining of gold entir^y in her own hands
(cf. Madden's ' Coins of the Jews,' pp. 107,
290, ff., edit. 1881 ; and R. S. Poole, in Smith's
• Diet, of Bible,' $.w. "Money," "Stater;"
further, see ver. 29). In your purses ; lite-

rally, girdles, which in the East often serve
as purses. This prohibition may have been
suggested by the last words of Ter. 8, but
can hardly refer to them. It seems to regard
the journey only (cf. parallel passages).

Nor scrip ; no wallet (Revised Version). At
the present time, "all shepherds have them,
and they are the farmei^s universal vade-
mecum. They are merely the skins of kids
stripped off whole, and tanned by a very
simple process " (Thomson's ' Land and
the Book,' p. 345, edit. 1887, where a picture
of one is given). But they might be maile
even of fish-skin (Mishna, ' Kelim,' xxiv. 11).

Because of 1 Sam. xvli.40, an haggada says
that David's money was stamped with a
staff and wallet on one side, and a tower on
the other (' B'resh. R.,' § 39, in Levy, s.v
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Vdti). For your journey. The clause is (o

be joined with " scrip " only. Neither two
coats, A second for sabbaths and festivals.

For the rabbinic rule insisted upon a dif-

ferent coat for these days from tliat ordinarily

worn. To the objection of poor disciples,

that they had but one garment for sabbath
and week-day alike, B. Samlai said that

they must at least change the way in which
they wore it (Talm. Jer., 'Pea.,' viii. 7 [8],
in Hamburger, ' BealencycL,' iL p. 642).

Neither shoes. The parallel passage, Mark
Ti. 9, has, " but to go shod with sandals

"

(Beyised Version). This is, perhaps, a case

of Terbal inaccuracy, but as it is impossible

to suppose that our Lord can have wished
his disciples to go without the ordinary pro-

tection to the feet, or that the author of this

Gospel, accustomed , on any theory, to Eastern
modes of life, can have intended to credit

him with such a wish, some other explana-
tion of the verbal discrepancy must be
looked for. The true explanation is pro-

bably this—The rabbis insisted so strongly
on a man never appearing barefooted : " Let
a man sell the b(»inB of his house and buy
shoes for his feet" (Talm. Bab., 'Sabb.,'

129a), that it is very possible that a
second pair was often carried in case of
need. It is this that our I^ord forbids. On
the other hand, Jews did not carry one pair

for sabbath and another for week-days (Talm.
Jcr., 'Sabb.,' vi. 2). Some commentators
escape the difBculty by distinguishing be-

tween " shoes " and " sandals ; " but it ia

very doubtful if the usage of the words is

always so exact that one term excludes the
other. Nor yet staves; nor ttuff (Bevised
Version). The plural, both here (Stephen)
and in Luke ix. 8 (Received Text), is a
clumsy attempt to harmonize with Mark vi. 8,

where our Lord bids the twelve take nothing
" save a staff only." The difference between
the two reports of our Lord's words has
been magnified by many commentators into

a contradiction. But this ia not the true

state of the case. For it would be so extra-

ordinary and apparently so useless an order
to forbid their having a staff, that it is hard
to suppose this to have been the meaning
of his words as reported here. His thought
in vers. 9, 10 is rather that they were to

make no preparation, for their wants should
be supplied, and that even if they had not
a staff they were not to take the trouble to

procure one. St. Muk's account only so

far differs that he assumes that they will

at least have a staff already. Observe, how-
ever, that no stress can be placed on the
difference of the verbs here and in Mark,
for in this respect Mark and Luke agree.

Vers. 106.—For the workman; labourtr
(Bevised Version) ; thusconnecting the utter-
ance closely with oh. ix. 87, 38. Ii worthy

of his meat. The disciples may therefore

expect that it will be provided tor them by
those to whom they minister (Luke x. 7, of
the seventy), and indirectly by the Master
whom they serve (oh. ix. 38). Meat; food
(Bevised Version). In all but most highly
organized systems of sooiety, this is an im-
portant (frequently the most important) part
of the day labourer's wages. Hence not un-
naturally "wages" is found in the form of
the sayings given by St. Luke (x. 7) and St.

Paul (1 Tim. v. 18). Probably our Lord's
words became a ouirent proverb in Christian
circles, the original word " food " being
modified to suit the more general circum-
stances of life. Clem. Bom., § 84, reealls

the Mattbnan form, " The good workman
receiveth the bread of his work with bold-
ness." Epiphanius gives a kind of confla-
tion, containing the further thought that if

the workman receives his food he must be
content: "The workman is worthy of his
hire, and sufficient to him that works is

his food." Besoh('Agrapha,'pp. 97, 140)
oonnects this form of the saying with
the practice of giving only food to the
travelling "apostles" and prophets of the
sub-apostolic age (' Did.,' § xi). Professor
Marshall {Expositor, IV. ii 76) suggests
that if our Lord's original word was rrfift

it wonld explain the origin of both Matthew
and Luke ; but it seems very doubtful if it

really ever means " wages." Two patristic

remarks are worth quoting: the first from
Origen ('Cram. Cat.'), "iS saying rpo^v
(' food ') he forbade rpv^iiv (' luxury ')

; " the
second &om St. Gregory the Great (in Ford),
" Priests ought to consider how oriminal and
punishable a thing it is to receive the fruit
of labour, without labour."

Ver. 11.—Parallel passages : Mark vi. 10;
Luke ix.4 (the twelve) ; x. S—8 (the seventy),
Matthew alone mentions the command to
inquire who is worthy. And into whatsoever
city or town ; vittage (Bevised Version); ot
ch. ix. 35, note. Ye shall enter, inquire;
learch out (Bevised Version). Much more
is implied than merely asking some chance
passer-by (cf. ch. ii. 8). Who in it is worthy

;

t.«. equivalent by moral rate (&{iat)--in this
case to the privilege of your lodging with
him ; elsewhere to the offer of peace (ver.

18), to the favour of an invitation (oh. xxii.

8), to walking with Christ clothed in white
(Ber. iii. 4), to punishment (Bev. xvi. 6).
And there abide till ye go thence

; go forth
(Bevised Version) ; i.e. finally (ver. 14). The
object of this command, which was reckoned
so important as to be recorded in all three
parallel passages (vidt lupra), is to prevent
partly favouritism and rivalry, partly waste
of time. For " when a stranger arrives in a
village or an encampment, the neighbours,
one after another, must invite him to e»t
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with them. There is a Btiict etiquette about
it.involving much ostentation and hypocrisy;
and a failure in the due observance of this

system of hospitality is violently resented,

and often leads to alienations and feuds
among neighbours. It also consumes much
time, causes unusual distraction of mind,
leads to levity, and every way counteracts
the success of a spiritual mission" (TUom-
Bon, 'Land and the Book,' p. 317); cf.

St. Luke's " Go not from house to house "

(x. 7). It is, on the other hand, quite un-
necessary to see here, with Meyer and Weiss,
a prohibition to go to the synagogues or
indeed to anywhere else where they could
gain a hearing during their stay. Our
Lord is referring only to lodging and food
(Luke X. 7).

Vers. 12, 13.—^Parallel passage: Luke z.

6, 6 (the seventy). Your very entrance is

to be an occasion of imparting spiritual

blessing if the house be receptive of it.

Yer. 12.—^And when ye oome ; and at ye
enter (Bevised Version), synchronous with
the moment of your entrance (cf. Luke
xvii. 12). Into an house ; the house (Bevised
Version); i.e. of him who is worthy. Salute

it. With the usual greeting of " Peace

"

(Judg. xviii. 15 ; 1 Sam. xxv. 5, 6). Observe
that Christ practised what he preached
(John XX. 19 [Luke xxiv. 36]).

Ver. 13.—Jjid if the house. Not the house-
holder alone (ver. 11), but he and his family
as a whole. Be worthy, let yoni peace come
upon it: but if it be not worthy, let your
peace return to you. It js tempting to see

in these words a promise that your activity

shall at least issue in increased blessing on
yourselves, but it can hardly be pressed so

far. It rather means that failure to impart
blessing shall not bring spiritual loss to your-

selves. " The dove returned to the ark again
when it found the earth under water" (cf.

GurnaU, in Ford).

Vers. 14, 15.—If rejected, bear your solemn

witness to the fact, for to reject yon brings

awful consequences.

Ver. 14.—^Parallel passages: Mark vi. 11

;

Luke jx. 5 (the twelve); i. 10, 11 (the

seventy). And whosoever shall not receive

you—on your formal request as heralds of

tlie kingdom—nor hear your words (ch. vii.

24, note), when (a». Revised Version, ver. 12,

note) ye depart (90 forth, Bevised Version)

out o£ At the moment of going out (cf.

ver. 12), i^epxi/ifoot e^a (ch. xxi. 17;

Acts xvi. 13), in this case finally. That

house or (that, Bevised Version) city. " The
house," rightly further defined by "that"
in English, comes in Matthew only ; " that

dty" oomes alao in the parallel passage,

Luke ix. 5 (cf. the parallel passages, Mark
vi. 11 : Luke x. 10), and therefore belongs to

the source used by St. Matthew. Shake ofi

the dust of ("off," in, Westcottand Hort,
margin) your feet. Treating it as a heathen
place, whose pollution must be shaken off.

For the very dust from a heathen land vras to

be reckoned as polluting, since, as Bashi says

on Talm. Bab., Sabb.,' 156 (cf. Lightfoot,
* Hor. Hebr.,' in loe.), " It may be doubted,
of all the dust of a hoittlien land, whether
it were not from the sepulchre of the dead."
(For the apostolic fulfilment of our Lord's
injunction cf. Acts xiii. 51 and xviii. 6 ; lee
also Neh. v. 13.)

Ver. 15.—^Parallel passage: Luke x. 12
(the seventy). Similar words are used by
our Lord in his apostrophe of Capernaum
(ch. xi. 24, where see note). The combina-
tion in Luke x. 11 and 12—15 of both the
contexts is an instructive warning against

accepting the present position of our Lord's
sayings as the final indication of the occasion
upon which thej were delivered. Verily.

(For the idea of acquiescence that always
underlies this word—eveu in the case of so

solemn a matter as the present—oomp,
ch, V. 18, note.) I say onto yon, It shall he
more tolerable for the land of Sodom and
Gomorrha. Whose inhabitants were the
typical example of the worst of sinners
(Deut. xxxii. 32 ; Isa. i 10 ; Ezek. xvi. 46;
Bev. xi 8). " The men of Sodom have no
part in the world to come " (Mishna, ' Sanh.,'

X. 3). In the day of judgment. Luke baa
" in that day ; " of. ch. vii. 22. In the only
two passages in the LXX. (Prov. vi. 34;
Isa. xxxiv. 8) where, as it seems, our phrase
occurs, it refers, not to the judgment of all,

good and bad alike, but to that of the wicked
alone. So also in 2 Pet. ii. 9 ; iii. 7 ; aud
possibly also in ch. zii. 36, but not in 1 John
iv. 17 (the only passage where it ia not
anarthrous). Than for that olty. Obierve
tliat this verse implies that the wicked dead
are still in existence, and are waiting for

their final judgment ; also that in the judg-
ment of the wicked there will be degreea of

punishment.

Vers. 16—39.

—

The internal eonditioni af

conveying Chrisft message. The subdivisions

of this section are after ver. 23 and ver. 33

(of. ver. 56, note).

Vera. 16—23.—Ton will be In the midst

of foes, and simplicity must be accompanied

by prudence (ver. 16, a summary of all) ; you
will be ill-treated publicly (vers. 17, 18), but

must conduct yourselves with calm faith

that yon will be guided in your defence

(vers. 19, 20), with endurance of family and
universal enmity (vers. 21, 22), with common
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Benso in avoiding untiecpssary danger, for

wherever you go you will find work to be

done (ver. 23).

Ver. 16.—16o, parallel passage : Luke x. 3
(the seventy) ; 166, Matthew only. Behold.

He calls their attention. I send you forth.

/ (iyai), with the full consciousness of all

that will befall you ; /, whose message you
will carry, whose chaiacter you will repre-

sent. In this I lies the germ of vers. 40—42.
As sheep in the midst of wolves. Tlie ' Mid-
rash ' on Esth. viii. 2 (Parasha x.) uses the
same phrase of the position of Israel amidst
a hostile world (of. Edersheim, ' Life,' i. 645),
adding, "How great is that Shepherd who
delivers them and vanquishes the wolves I

"

'Clem. Kom.,' ii. § 5, has an interesting

addition, " The Lord saith, Ye sliall be as

lambs in the midst of wolves. But Peter
answered and said unto him. What then, if

the wolves should tear the lambs? Jesus
saith unto Peter, Let not the lambs fear the
wolves after they [the lambs] are dead." Be
ye therefore. Prove yourselves to be (7/1/e-

aBi). Wise. Prudent ((ppiviiioi). As serpents.

X*,with Ignat., 'Polyc,,' § 2, has the singular,

perhaps taking it generically, or perliaps

not without reference to the phrase in Gen.
iii. 1, " The serpent was more subtle," etc.

(6 6i (i(l>ts ^p <ppovifjidiTaro%f k.t.A..). The
prudence of the serpent is specially apparent
in the quickness of its perception of danger
and the rapidity with which it escapes from
it. Kiibel gives ch. xxii. 23, tqq., 34, sqq.

;

John ii. 24 ; XL 9, 10, ag examples of this

proper prudence in the case of our Lord.

And harmless as doves. Harmless; rather,

simple, with Revised Version margin, for

&.Kepaios is literally "unmixed," "unadul-
terated " (of. Bishop Lightfoot, on Phil. ii.

15), and emphasizes the idea of simplicity

of character. It is thus not active, but

passive. Comp. ' Shir. E.' (Cant. ii. 14),

" With me they [Israel] are simple [n'O'Dn

;

cf. the ^Etz Ta'akob, which refers to Hos. vii.

11] as doves, but among the nations of the

world they are subtle as serpents " (cf. oh.

iii. 16, note),

Ver. 17.—Vers. 17—22 are remarkable as

being practically identical with Mark xiii.

9—13, to which the parallels are Luke xxi.

12—19 and ch. xxi v. 9—14. It is hard to

resist the conclusion that St. Matthew (1)

has incorporated into the present address of

our Lord's on missionary work warnings
actually given in his great address at Jeru-

salem on the fall of the city and the end
of the world ; and (2) to some extent re-

peats these warnings in their proper place.

(For the further parallel of vers. 19, 20 to

Luke zii. 11, 12, vide in loo.; cf. also the

bote on "and they will scourge," in this

verse.) But beware. Apparently in contrast

to being only "dove "-like; but it is no
wonder that the connexion with ver. 16

should be rather harsh if the passage be
really taken from a later speech (" But take

ye heed," etc., Mark xiii. 9). Of men.
Generically (tSk di>9piijrav), regarded aa

one hostile body (of. Meyer). The culminat-

ing point of that opposition to God whicli

is innate in fallen humanity is found in

the deification of the Boman emperors (of.

Bishop Westcott's essay on the Two Empires,

§ 3, in his Epistles of St. John). For they

will deliver you up to the (omit "the,"

with the Bevised Version) oonnoils (ch

(TwiSpta, ch. V. 22, note); "Synedria, ubi

proceres conveuiant; synagogue, ubi etiam
populus " (Bengel). And they will soourge

yon in their synagogues (the order of the
words is reversed in the Eevised Version).

With this compare ch. xxiii. 34, where our

Lord says, " Therefore, behold, I send
[iSob, iyii KTroo-TeAAw : cf. ver. 16, note] unto
you prophets . . . and some of them ye shall

scourge in your synagogues, and (of. ver. 23,

infra) persecute from city to city." Is our
present passage a reminiscence of this also?

For the fulfilment of this prophecy cf. Acts
xxii. 19 (xxvi. 11). FaiTar ('St. Pan!,' i.

App. xi.) thus summarizes the enactments
on Jewish scourging as recorded in the

Mishna ('Makkoth'): " Evena single Jewish
scourging might well entitle any man to be
regarded as a martyr. Thirty-nine blows
were inflicted, unless, indeed, it was found
that the strength of the patient was too

much exhausted to admit of his receiving

the full number. Both of his hands were
tied to what is sometimes called a column,
but which was in reality a stake a cubit and a
half high. The public ofiScer then tore down
his robe until his breast was laid bare. The
executioner stood on a stone behind the

criminal. The scourge consisted of two
thongs, one of which was composed of four

strands of calfs skin, and one or two strands

of ass's skin, which passed through a hole

in a handle. The executioner, who was
ordinarily the Chazzan of the synagogue,
could thus shorten or lengthen them at will,

so as not to strike too low. The prisoner

bent to receive the blows, which were in-

flicted with one hand, but with all the force

of the striker, thirteen on the breast, thirteen

on the right and thirteen on the left shoulder.

While the punishment was going on, the

chief judge read aloud Deut. xxviii. 58, 59,
' If thou wilt not observe to do all the words
of this law that are written in this book,

that thou mayest fear this glorious and fear-

ful name, the Lord thy God; then the Lord
will make thy plagues ["strokes"] wonder-
ful, and the plagues of thy seed.' He then
read Deut. xxix. 9, 'Keep therefore tha

words of this oovenant, and do them, that
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ye may prosper in all ye do ;
' and lastly,

Ps. Ixxviii. 38, 39, 'But he, being full of

compaBsioD, forgave thuir iuiquity, and de-
stroyed them not; yea, many a time turned
he his anger away, and did not stir up all

his wrath.' If the punishment was notovur
by the time that these three passages were
read, they were again repeated, and so timed
as to end exactly with the punishment itself.

Meanwhile a second judge numbered the

blows, and a third before each blow exclai rued,
' JIalckehu' (' strike him ').... The severity

of the paia may best be estimated by the
brief addition, ' If the criminal die under the

infliction, the Lxecutioner is not accounted
guilty unless he gives by mistake a single

blow too many, in which case he is biinished.'

"

Ver. 18.—And; yea and (Revised Version);

Kai . . . Se. Ye shall he brought. Trans-
posed in the Revised Version with the follow-

ing words, because the stress of Christ's

saying lies, not on his followers beingbrought
to trial, but on the high position of their

judges. This marks both the extreme im-
portance that their enemies will attach to

them, and the lengths to which tirese will

go. Before governors ; i.e., probably, repre-

sentatives of others in supreme power. Such
were Felix and Festiis, the prsetirs at

Philippi (liardly the politarchs at Thessa-

lonica, for this was a free city), and Gallio

at Corinth. But perhaps riyf/idy is here

used in the narrower sense of procurator, in

which case of the above names only the first

two ought to be mentioned, for Gallio was
a proconsul {apBviraTos). And kings. Tlie

supreme authorities themselves. So espe-

cially Neio (2 Tim. iv. 16), and even Uerod
Agrippa II. (Acts xxv. 13, 835.), for he was
autoci atic in his kingdom, save that he owed
allegiance to the power that gave it to him.

For my sake (ch. v. 11, note). St. Peter

("for the Lord's sake . . . king . . .

governors," 1 Pet. ii. 13, 14) possibly refers

to this utterance, but by using the singular,

"king," recalls more definitely the one

political organization with which his readers

would be brought into contact in Asia Minor,

the Roman emperor and his representatives.

For a testimony against (to, Hevised Version)

them and (to, Revised Version) the Gentiles.

Them. Not the Jews (Bengel, Meyer, and
perhaps also the Revised Version), but the

governors and kings. For (a) the parallel

passage, Mark xiil. 9, omits " the Gentiles
;

"

(6) the parallel passage, ch. xxiv. 14 (_vide

tupra), runs, « This gospel of the kingdom
shall be preached in the whole world [possibly,

too,the word employed, oiKoviievri, has special

reference to the Roman empire] for a testi-

mony unto all the Gentiles." Both pass iges

show that the Lord ii not here thinking of

the Jews, but only of the Gentiles and rulers

from among them. Agaitut; to. A witness

to these Gentile rulers of what the gospel

really does for men, and of their consequent
responsibility ; cf. ch. viii. 4, note ; also the
parallel passage, Luke xxi. 13. Eusebius,
referring to our Lord's words, gives a strik-

ing illustration in his ' Mart. Pal.,' vi.

Vers. 19, 20.—For these two verses, com-
pare (besides Mark xiii. 11; Luke xxi. 15;
vide tupra, ver. 17) Luke xii. 11, 12, with
which there is doubtless a common basis.

As the two verses do nut seem to have in

Luke xii. a very close connexion with their

context, it is probable that there also, as

here, they are taken from a speech of later

date. But when they deliver you up, take no
thought ; he not anxious (Revised Version)

;

ch. vi. 2.% note. So also Luke xii. II ; but
Luke xxi. 14 goes furtlier, and forbids the
disciples to "meditate beforehand how to

answer." Bengel says here, Una, non
eurandi, eura tit. How or what. The
general direction or the actual matter. Ye
shall speak

—

i.e. in defence, as defined in

Luke xii. II ; xxi. 14—for it shall be given
you in that same (omit " same," with the
Revised Version) hour what ye shall speak.

Am I if in similar extraordinary circumstances,

the Christian may expect similar extraor-

dinary help. The omission of this clause
by some Western authorities is probably
due to the fact that the next verse also

begins with " for," and contains a promise
that much resembles this. For it is not ye
that speak, but the Spirit of your Father
which speaketh in you (cf. Gen. xii. 38).

Observe: (1) The thouglitful reminder,
" your Father," whose children you have
become (ch. v. 16, note), and whose protec-

tion you may look for. (2) It is not said

that the Fatlier, but that the Spirit speaks
(cf. Acts iv. 8 ; xiii. 9 ; and, for Christ speak-
ing, 2 Cor. xiii. 3). (3) The phrase is

quite compatible with, but would hardly
have then been understood as expressing,

the personality of the Holy Spirit. (4)
Though the promise would doubtless hold
good, iind that in a special degree, for the
most i Diportant of all " defences," the writ-

ing of Holy Scripture, yet even there it did
not preclude the use of human means
(Luke i. 3).

Ver. 21.—The persecutors shall be found
among those most closely connected with
you by blood and natural aflfeetion. Observe
that our Lord does not mention this until

he has reminded them that they are con-

nected by still deeper family ties with One
above. The thought and partly the lan-

guage of vers. 21, 22 comes in 4 Esdr. vi
24, 25, " Et erit in illo tempore dubellabunt

amici amioos ut inimici . . . et erit, omnis
qui dere'iictus fuerit ex omnibus istis quibus
prsdixi tibi, ipse salvabitur et videbit salu-

tare meum et finem sseculi mei [v. 1. veatrij."
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The author ig gpeaking of the signi of the

end of the world. It eeems probable that

he was acquainted with some form of the

original diBoourse of our Lord in Mark ziii

12, 13 (see ver. 17, note). (For other refer-

ences somewhat similar of. Schiirer, II. ii.

155.) And (Sc). In contrast to the preceding
encouragement (Eubel). The brother. The
omission of the article by the Eevised Ver-
sion throughout tliis verse is justified, not

only by grammar, but also by the considera-

tion that it thus becomes less possible to

interpret the phrase of a false " brother " in

the Church. And the father the child,

Philip II. of Spain is reported to have said

of the Protestants, " If it were my own son,

I would bring the faggot." And the chil-

dren shall rise up against their parents. The
verb (eirocooTj/iroi'Toi) is perhaps a reminis-

cence of Mioah vii. 6, otiier worda of which
are quoted below (ver. 35). The plural sug-

gests the plurality of casus. And cause them
to be put to death ; put them to death (Re-

vised Version margin); but perhaps through
the agency of others. Observe that more
direct cruelty is predicated of the children

than of the brothers and fathers. Past kind-
ness received will go for nothing.

Ver. 22.—And ye shall he hated. For no
little time (ecr^fffle fmroifievot). " Buffering

sometimes becomes as a reward for doing.

You read of the heifers which brought home
the ark out of the Philistines' country, that,

wlien they brought the ark home, the Israel-

ites took the heifers and offered them up to

God, as a sacrifice (1 Sam. vi. 14). ' Why
so ? ' saith one. ' It is an ill requital to the

heifers.' No ; the heifers could not have so

high an honour put upon them (Phil. i. 29;
Acta is. 16; xxi. 13)" (Wm. Bridge, in

Ford). Of all men (ver. 17, note). As with
the old Israel, so also with the new (cf.

Kubel). For my name's sake (ch. vi. 9, note).

But he that endureth to the end (Bevised
Version adds, the same') shall be saved (so

ch. xxiv. 13). The emphatic Insertion of

oStoj points out both the absolute necessity

of endurance and the certainty of blessing to

him wlio shows it (of. 2 Tim. ii. 11). To the

end (eis teAos); i.e. not to the end of the

time during which persecution shall last

(eij fh TfAoi), but to completeness in the

endurance required (of. Johnxiii. 1 [BiBhop

Weetcott's note]; 1 Thesi. ii. 16). Shall be

sai-ed. In the fullest sense (cf. the parallel

j>as3age, Luke xxi. 19).

Ver. 23.—Matthew only; but even this

verse is not free from what appear to be re-

miniscences of the words recorded in oh.

xxiv. 14, 16). But when they persecute you
in this city. Act wisely (ver. 16); flee to

another city ; you will find work there. Flee

ye (of. oh. zxiii. 34, and iupra, ver. 17, note)

into another; into the next (Bevised Ver-

sion); tU r^v Mpmi. There are oocasiona

when the duty is rather to spread the mes-
sage than to seal it with death or to have
one's lips closed by imprisonment. But only
"he that is spiritual " (1 Cor. ii. 15) will be
able to understand which conneof action the
special ciioumstancea require. Our IJord's

example (ch. xii. 15) was followed by Chris-
tians in the earliest (Acts viii. 1; ix. 25,30;
xiv. 6; xvii. 10, 14) and in later times (e.^.

Polycarp, A.D. 155; Dionysins of Alexan^ia,
A.D.249—251; Cyprian, a.d. 250; Athanasius,
A.D. 340). Codex Bezee and some Western
authorities, including Tatian's ' Diatess.,'add,
" And if out of this they persecute you, flee

into another ;
" but this is a not unnatural

gloss upon the true text. For verily I say
unto you, Ye shall not have gone overj
through (Bevised Version); ob /li/ TeA^oTjT*:
literally, have completed, like the harvest
(Buth ii. 23). The cities of Israel (cf. ver.

6) till the Son of man (ch. viii. 20, note)
be come. The mere fact that there wai no
persecution of the kind just spoken of until
after our Lord's death in itself refutes the
opinion (found, perhaps, in Tatian's 'Dia-
tess.,' " Doneo venero ad vos ; " vide Besch,
' Agrapha,' p. 270) that these words refer to
his rejoining his disciples on their mission
(ch. xi. 1 ; of. Luke i. 1). They may, per-
haps, refer to his coming in the fall of Jeru-
salem, but rather look forward to his complete
return in his second advent, as apparently
Agathangelus, in Besch, loo. cit. (cf. also p.
404), understands them. The cities of Israel
are named because work among the Jews
lay at the basis of the commission. If an
exact fulfilment of the words is demanded, it

is perhaps to be seen in the faot that there
will be some Jews unconverted until the
Lord's return.

Vers. 24

—

SX—FeUomihip toilh me in euf-

fering it eesential to felUneehip wiOi me in

glory. (1) Fellowship in suffering (vers.

24—31). (2) The result of confessing o*
of denying Christ (vers. 32, 33).

(1) Fellovuship in euffering (vera. 21—31).

(o) You must not expect better treatment
than your Master (vers. 24, 25). (6) But
opponents are not to be feared (vers. 26 28),
because (o) they are powerless to really

injure (vera. 26—28o); (;8) there ia a greater

Object of fear (ver. 286). (o) Who oarea

minutely for all hia creatuiea, and much
more for you (vers. 29—31).

Vers. 24, 25.—Matthew only ; but oomp.
John xiii. 16 and xv. 18—21 ; the latter

passage is a commentaiy. In Luke vL 40
there is close verbal aimilarity, but the

thought is completely different, Vot tlier#
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our Lord means that a disoiple ihall not

escape the moral losa that his teacher incurs

;

on the contrary, when fully instructed, he

shall be as his teacher is, iii the same evil

state. Bnt here he is giving eacouragement

—whatever treatment a disciple receives he

is, if his Teacaer received it also, not to count

it a strange thing (1 Pet. iv. 12).

Ver. 24.—The (o, Revised Version) dis-

ciple. The absence of the article lays more
stress on the man's position as disciple. Is

not ahove. The emphasis of the sentence is

upon the denial of such a possibility (ouk

fo-Tiv i naS-i\T-/is). His master; tecuiher (Re-
vised Version margin) ; SiSao-KaXox. Nor
the (a, Revised Version) servant {bond-

tervant. Revised Version margin) above his

lord.

Ver. 25.—It is enough (apiceT6v') ; ch. vi.

34, note It will quite content him; it is

sufficic.t for bis aims and wishes (Heb. ziii.

5 ; John xiv. 8). So Talm. Bab., ' Berach.,'

5Sb, R. Ula comforts Bab Hisda for the deso-

lation of a firiend's house which he formerly

knew in its prosperity, by reminding him
that the temple too is in ruins, and " It is

sufficient for the servant that he be as his

master (laTD Nn'ii' isyh vi)." For the dis-

oiple. Here (unlike ver. 21) pictured beforethe

mind. Thathebe. Eventually (Wye^TjToi).
(For the weakened telic force of tyo here, of.

Ellicott on 1 C!or. iv. 3.) As his master, and
the servant as his lord. Tliat the pronoun
was added to " lord " in ver. 24 was perhaps
due to the unoonscious desire on the part of
the reporter to avoid any possible ambiguity
arising from the familiar phrase 6 xipios : in
these two clauses the insertion of the pro-

noun is rather due to the fact that " dis-

ciple " and " servant " are botli defined by
the article. If they have called. A typical

example of the treatment his disciples will

sometimes receive— complete rejection of

their message, with deliberate accusation of

the worst of crimes. Observe that it is im-

plied that the opprobrious term bad already

bf«n used of our Lord, although St. Matthew
has not yet related it (ch. xii. 24). (On ch.

ix. 34, cf.ljote there.) Called. By no mere
chance expression, but by purposely giving
him the title (eireKi£xeo-ai/) ; of. Heb. xi. 16.

The master of the house. Heb. iii. 2—6 may
be compared, even though not Christ but
Goii is there probably spoken of as the

owner of the house. Beelzebub ;
" 6r. Beel-

zehvl; and so elsewhere" (Revised Version
margin). The original meaning of the title

was probably " Lord of flies " {zebvb, 2 Kings
i. 3), or possibly "of bees" (zebul, equiva-

lent to zehur, of Ncubauer, ' Stud. Bibl.,'

Ist feriea, p. 55) ; but there cannot but be

here a play upon the sense, "Lord of fh*
dwelling" (tehul, e.g. Isa. Iziii. 15), and
probably a further reference to the similar
sound zebel, Neo-Hebr. for "dung" (of. 2
Kings xvii. 12, and Wetstein'i curious note
in Delitzsch, on Job xxx. 12).

Ver. 26.—Vers. 26—33, parallel passage

:

Luke xii. 2—9, where it follows the warn-
ing against the leaven of the Pharisees. A
similar saying to ver. 26 (parallel passage

:

Luke xii. 2) is also found in Mark iv. 22-

(parallel passage : Luke viii. 17). Though
the two sayings are probably distinct, yet
it is very possible that one may have been
modiiied from the other in being reported.

Fear them not therefore. These words are

in Matthew only. Therefore. Since the
Master bore such treatment. For. Hardly

—

Fear them not, for your secret disloyalty will

one day be known ; but—Fear them not so as

to conceal your faith and principles, for these

are of supreme importance ; inner character
is everything. This connexion seems to be
more close than to read into the words a
reference to the ultimate success of the
gospel or to the unreality of those things
that now terrify yon. There is nothing.
Even your own relation to me (of. ver. 32).

Covered, that shall not be revealed; un-
covered. The cloak over it shall be drawn
back. And hid, that shall not be known.
It shall not only be stripped of its disguise,

but also itself be brought out to light and
its true character perceived.

Ver. 27.—The parallel passage, Luke xii.

3, is verbally similai', but of reverse mean-
ing. In Matthew it is a charge to the dis-

ciples to proclaim publicly what Christ
tells them privately ; in Luke it is a state-

ment that what they say privately shall

be proclaimed publicly. St. Luk^ gives
only another side of the preceding verse;

St. Matthew, a fresh point. The connexion
with ver. 26 is—^Do not cover up your relation

to me, but say out bravely the message that
I give you. What I tell you. There is no
limitation to the time. Those who believe
in the present life of Christ and in the reality

of present communications firom him cannot
fail to see here both the true source of their

messages as preachers and the necessity of
faithfulness to those messages. Observe
that the stress is not upon the personality

of the Speaker, but upon the communication
(Kiya, not iyii Keyui). In (the, Revised
Version) darkness ... in (the. Revised Ver-
sion) light. Both are pictured to the mind.
And what ye hear in the ear (e» rh ois).

Possibly a reference to the habit of Jewish
rabbis sometimes whispering their teaching
in the ear of an " interpreter," who repeated
it aloud for all to hear (of. Lightfoot, ' Hor.
Hebr.'), but more probably only the common
figure of speech for secret instiaction; of.
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Talm. Bab., 'Beraoh.,' 22a, "Nahum of

Gamzo, whispered it to K. Akiba, and B.
Akiba whispered it to Ben Azai, and Ben
Azai went ont and taught it to his disciples

in the street." Compare also the Old Testa-
ment phrase, "uncover the ear" (1 Sam. ix.

15, used of God ; zz. 2, 12, 13, used of man).
Tliat preach ye; proelaim (Eevised Version)

;

Kripi^aTe. TTpon the house-tops. Liglitfoot

(' Hor. Hebr.') thinks that this is an allusion

to the minister of a synagogue blowing a
trumpet on the roof of a high house to

announce the sabbath ; but that was a mere
signal of a fact (traXirl^ai), not the articulate

expression of a communication (^leripiffira).

The phrase much more probably alludes to

the fact that the roofs in Eastern cities are
the common place for conversation, and to

the rapidity with which an announcement
there made spreads throughout the town.

Ver. 28.—And. Eestating ver. 26a from
a different point of view. Fear not ; be

not afraid of (Bevised Version) ; ^j; <^a^if

flriTe ami. SO Westcott and Hort, with B
(gio) and two or three other authorities.

The Bevised Version (of. Authorized Ver-
sion parallel passage, Luke xii. 4) expresses
the greater difference from vers. 26 and
286 (<(>o;37)e^Te iirii with genitive, a Hebraism
expressing avoidance, shrinking, cowardly
dreail ; 0o3>)6?Te with accusative, concen-
tration of regard) at the expense of the
lesser {^o^iyfn, general command, or per-

haps " never once fear ; " (pofie!(rSe, "ever
fear," habit). Them which kill the body.
So E. Akiba refused to give up studying
and teaching the Law when it was forbidden
on pain of death (Talm. Bab., ' Berach.,' 616).

But are not able to kill the soul (ch. vi. 25,

note). But rather fear. Always (fpo^eTaei).

Fear ; yes, but the right object (<poPe7tree si

^aWaif^ not fiaWov Se ^ojSetfffle), and that
intensely (vide supra). Him which is able
(rhf Svvinerov). Mere power; but in the

parallel passage in Luke, authority. The
reference is, of course, to God (cf. Jaa. iv.

12). To destroy (oiroAcVm). The class of
words to which thig belongs denotes " utter

and hopeless ruin ; but they convey no idea
whether the rained object ceases to exist or
continues a worthless existence" (Professor

Agar Beet, in Expositor, IV. 1. 28). Pro-
fessor Marshall, in Expositor, IV. iii. 283,
thinks Luke's variant, "to cast," indicates

that our I>ord originally used an Aramaic
word that properly meant "to set on fire."

Both soul and body in hell (ch. v. 22, note).

Ver. 29.—^Are not two sparrows sold for

a farthing? The form of the saying in
Luke xii. 6 is practically equivalent (" Are
not five sparrows sold for two farthings ? ")

;

for sparrows are so common and cheap that

if a man buys two farthings' worth he gets

ope thrown in. "At the present day the

markets of Jerusalem and Jaffa are attended
by many 'fowlers,' who offer for sale long
strings of little birds of various species,

chiefly sparrows, wagtails, and larks. These
are also frequently sold ready plucked,

trussed in rows of about a dozen on slender

wooden skewers, and are cooked and eaten
like kabobs" (Tristram, in Smith's 'Diet,

of Bible,' iii. 1366, where is added an inte-

resting ai:count of the various methods of

catching them). A farthing (Aira-aplov). This
might either be one of the coins of the Herods
(ver. 9, note), or, as it seems, a " second
brass " Antiochene as (cf. Madden, ' Coins
of the Jews,' p. 301, etc.). And one of them
shall not fall

—

and not one of them shall fall

(Eevised Version, more idiomatically)—on
the ground. Dead, In the parallel pas-

sage in Luke, more generally, " Not one of

them is forgotten in the siglit of God," even
in life. Origen and Ohrysostom read, " fall

into the snare " (of. Amos iii. 5). Without
(&yev). Ktopls would deny merely physical

connexion (cf. John xv. 5), and the sentence

would then imply that God causes their

death ; &vev is only negative, and the sen-

tence implies that their death is not outside

of his kuowleilge and care. In Amos iii. 5

the thought is that for every event there is

a cause ; here that every event is taken notice

of by God. Sennacherib's boast (Isa. xxxvi.

10) contained a truth other than he intended.
Your Father. For this and nothing less is

God's relation to you. There is a Talmudic
tale told in various forms, of which the
earliest seems to be that B. Simon ben
Jochai, after hiding thirteen years in a cave,

saw from the entrance of it a fowler snaring

birds, but that these could not be taken if the
Divine voice (_Bath Qol) said, "Eeleased"
(dimtit, dimissut). "A bird," said the
rabbi, " perishes not without God, much
less a man," and he returned to the city

(Talm. Jer., ' Shebiith,' ix. 1).

Ver. 30.—But the very hairs of your head.

"Your" emphatic, in contrast to the caie

bestowed on sparrows. (For the thought,

compare not only the parallel passage,

Luke xii. 7, but also Luke xxi. 18; Acts
xxvii. 3t.) Are all numbered. Perhaps
long since {iipiBfi.riii.4vai (laiv). When Job
complained the Lord answered him, "Many
hairs have I made on man, and for every
single hair its own pit, that not two hairs
should draw their sustenance from one pit . .

.

shall I make no mistake about this, and yet
make a mistake in thy uanie and spell it not

Ijob (Job, 3VX), but Ujeb (enemy, 3'W)?"
(Talm. Bab., ' Baba Buthra,' 16a).

Ver. 31.—The minuteness of this care

forbids you to fear ; it is clear from it that

you are worth more than even many sparrows
Fear ye (the Eevised Version omits ye).

not. The absence of u/ueTs lays all the
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more stiesB on the verb. Therefore. As
the hairs of your head are all numbered ; the

following words are thus epexegetio. Ye.

Emphatic here; ye who are God's sons.

The thought is stronger than even that of

the "faithful Creator," in 1 Pet. iv. 19.

Are of more value than many sparrows. So,

too, any mau than a sheep (ch. xii. 12).

Vers. 32, 33.—(2) The remit of eon/euing

and of denying Christ. (Cf. ver. 24, note.)

Ver. 32.—Whosoever; everyone . . . who
(Kevised Version); ch. vii. 24, note. There-

fore. Summing up the thouglit of vers.

21—31, that he who suffers with Christ

is only receiving such treatment as he
ought to expect, and is never forgotten.

Shall confess me (j/xoAoy^ffei iv i/tol).

'Oiio\ayi1v iv occuis only in this verse

(twice) and in the parallel passage, Luke
xii. 8 (cf. Bishop Westcott, on 1 John ii.

23). Though the exact phrase is doubt-

less due to Hebrew influence (of. Ewald,

§ 217, /. 2), yet its choice here is deter-

mined by an instinctive feeling that it ex-

presses the union of him who confesses

with him who is confessed, while the plain

accusative makes no such implication, but

only sums up the confession. Bisliop West-

cott ('Canon,' p. 275, edit. 1870) quotes

Heracleon's comment on Luke xii. 8. " With
good reason Christ says of those who confess

him tn me (^iiJL0\cry4(rei iv ifol), but of those

who deny him me (i.pvl]ai]Tai p-i) only.

For these even if they confess him with

their voice deny him, since they confess him
not in their action. But they alone make
confession tn him who live in the confession

and action that accords with him; in whom
also be makes confession, h^iviug himself

embraced them, and being held fast by
them" (Clem. Alex., 'Strom.,' iv. 9, Frag-

ment 50 in Mr. A. E. Brooke's edition of

Heracleon). Before men (jS>v avSpdnrtDv) ;

ver. 17, note, and ch. vi. 1, note. Him.

Not in any position of emphasis in the

Greek. Will I confess also (cf, Eev. iii.

5) before my Father. Not merely "the
Father," but him who is in the closest

relationship to me; the thought is of salva-

tion as well as of creation. Which is in

heaven. In nature, love ; in position, majesty

uud omnipotence.

Ver. 33.—Besides the parallel passage,

Luke xii. 9, cf. tho similar thought in Mark
viii, 38 (parallel passages: Luke ix. 26;

cb. xvi. 27). But whosoever shall deny

me before men. Kubel compares St. Peter's

words, " I know not the man " (ch. xxvi.

74). Him will I also deny. The emphasis

B on " deny " (cf. 2 Tim. ii. 1 2 ; Ign., ' Smyrn.,'

)i 5). Before my Father which is in heaven.

Vers. S^—S9.—Fellowship with me wtH

involve separationfrom (he dearest upon earth,

yet the reward is great. (Cf. ver. 5, note.)

The progress of thought in these verses seems

to be as follows : Do not be surprised at the

contradiction that appears between my
teaching and the immediate result ; I allowed

for this when I began my work (ver. B4).

There will, indeed, be separation in the

closest earthly ties (vers. 35, 36). But my
claims are paramount (vers. 37, 38). And
on your relation to them depends everything

hereafter (ver. 39).

Ver. 34.—Parallel passage: Luke xii. 51.

Think not. Christ here removes another
mistaken opinion (oh. v. 17, note). There
the mistake was about his relation to the
Law; here about the immediate result of

his coming. The Prince of Peace did not
come to cast in peace as something from out-

side. It would show itself eventually, but
from within outwards. That which he cast

from without was fire (Luke xii. 49), a
sword (infra), Chrysostom (' Horn.,' xxxv.)
points out, among other illustrations, that

the confusion of tongues at the Tower of

Babel was better than the peace wliich pie-

ceded it, and itself produced a better peace.

That 1 am come; that I came (Revised
Version) ; of. further, oh. v. 17, note. To
Bend peace (PaKeTv elp-nvv")- The verb was
probably chosen because in the other form
of the utterance Christ had already said wvp

floAeu', where the figure is of throwing a
firebrand (Luke xiL 49). By a natural

transition, that phrase led to the thought of
" throwing " peace or a sword. St. Luke,
on the contraiy, softened the metaphor to

iovvaL On (the. Revised. Version) earth : I

came not to send peace, but a sword.

Ver. 35.—Parallel passage : Luke xii. 53
(cf. supra, vers. 21, 22). For I am oome

;

I came (Revised Version). Notice the three-

fold ^\eov. Christ would leave in his

bearers' minds no room for thinking that he
was ignorant of what the immediate result

of his coming would be. To. A mere in-

finitive, not even with ToC,much less ^va with
subject. The result is not in any sense

the final cause of his coming. Set a man at

variance against (Si^iio^"' . . Karci). By
.the preposition is implied enmity, by the

verb complete severance. Fur relation to

God is the great line of cleavage, and that

not only in God's sight, but in outcome of

character. His father. From this word
till the end of ver. 36 our Lord adopts

Micah's (vii. 6) description of a general

time of distrust for his own picture of the

discord introduced by his coming. The
wording is hardly taken from the LXX.
Ver. 36.—No parallel passage in the
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Gospels. And a man's foes shall be they of

his own honsehold (xal ^x^P"^ '''"^ av9pd>itov

ot oiKiaKol auTov). 'ExOpol is predicate. His
Tery household (not to be limited to

servants) turns against him.

Vers. 37, 38.—Parallel passage: Lnke
xiv. 26, 27, where the saying is spoken to

the multitades—presumably its original

occasion. Yer. 37 : A man must place me
before his nearest ties. Ver. 38 : Yea, must

receive his cross (however it is brought to

him), and with it follow after me. Observe

the shadow of the orosi upon our Lord's

mind.

Ver. 37.—He that loveth. Natural and
spontaneous love (j </>i\aii'), father . . . mother
. . . son . . . daughter. No mention of wife,

brothers, sisters, as in the parallel passage

in Luke, perhaps because not mentioned in

our vers. 85, 36. Is not worthy of me. And
of all tbat I can be to him. Observe Christ's

consciousness of his own worth. And he
that loveth son, etc. A separate clause,

because of the difference between the love

of child to parent and that of parent to

child. The latter is the stronger. The
clause is omitted in B*, D, and two or three

lesser authorities, but probably through
homoioteleuton.

Ver. 38.—Besides the parallel passage,

Luke xiv. 27 (vide eupra), cf. also (for vers.

38, 39) eh. xvi. 24, 25 (parallel passages

:

Mark viii. 34, 35; Luke ix. 23, 21). And
he that taketh not ; doth not take (Bevised

Version), which calls attention to the change
to the more definite mode of expression

(is . . . XanPiveCy. Taketh. Eeceives in sub-

missinn when given him; contrast ipira,

"take up from the ground" (ch. xvi. 24),

and fiiurri(et, "bear" (Luke xiv. 27). His

cross. A reference to the custom {vide

Meyer) of criminals carrying their cross be-

fore they were crucified upon it. If, there-

fore, the figure may be pressed, the reference

here is to the beaiing of trials, even though
they are such as point forward to greater

trials in the future. Observe the torture and
the ignominy of the trials that Christ expects

his followers to be prepared for. And fol-

loweth after me. For Christ's journey

ended in nothing less. Is not worthy of

me. " And having been a little chastised,

they shall be greatly rewarded : for God

E
roved them, and found them worthy of

imself" (Wisd. iii. 5). Compare the reply

of St. Thomas Aquinas to our Lord in vision

after lie had completed his "Summa:"
" Thoma, bene teripeisti de me ; Quam red-

pies a Me pro tuo labore mercedemi Do-

mine, ntm niei Te " (Archbishop Vaughan's
•Life of St. Thomas,' frontispiece).

T«r. 89.—Besides ch. xvi. 25 and parallel

passages (vide mprd), cf. also Luke xvii. 33
and even John xu. 25. Observe that in our
chapter vers. 37, 38 are equivalent to Lnke
xiv. 26, 27; vers. 38, 39 to Luke ix. 23, 24

;

ver. 39 to Luke xvii 33. A comparison of

the various passages leads to the inference

that the original occasion of vers. 87, 38 was
that of Luke xiv. 26, 27, and the original

occasion of ver. 39 was that of ch. xvi. 25.

Thus our passage is a compendium, and ch.

xvi. 25 is either a modification by our Lord
of an earlier thought, or, more probably,

another "setting" of the utterance in place

of something that corresponded to it. Luke
xvii. 33, on the other hand, may be a modi-
fication by our Lord, or an insertion made
in the process of the composition of the
Gospel. He that findeth ; fovmd (Revised
Version margin) ; i eliptiv : but unneces-

sarily, the statement is timeless, and the

inherent thought of completion is contained

also in our present tense. Findeth ; after ex-

penditure of trouble, and so ch. xvi. 25 with
parallel passages, " wish to save," and Luke
xvii. 33, " seek to gain." Observe also the

idea of acquiring for personal use common
both to ivpitrictiv and iKpnroteTirBat (Luke).
The phrase, " find the soul," occurs only here

(twice) and ch. xvi. 256 ; cf. Heb. x. 39. His
life (ch. vi. 25, note). As the full develop-

ment of personality in true independence
and energy is the aim and the promise for

hereafter, so its shrinking and weakening
by sin ends in loss of moral independence
and mental worth. Shall lose it: and he
that loseth his life for my sake shall find

it, He shall acquire that personality of hia

with all its inherent germs of power fully

developed (of. Luke xxi. 19; Heb. x. 39;
cf. also the apocryphal logion, Si^ov irh kk)

ri yfivxfl <rov, Eesch, ' Agrapha,' p. 145). In
Talm. Bab., 'Tamid,' 32a, Alexander the

Great asks "the elders of the south" ten

questions, among them, " What shall a man
do that he may live ? " They answer, " Let
him put himself to death." "What ihall

a man do that he may die?" "Let him
make himself alive." Bnt though there is

so much verbal similarity, it may be doubted
whether Bashi is not right in explaining the
passage as a merely worldly wise warning
against provoking the envy of others by
pride and ostentation.

Vers. 40—42.—.Final encouragement. The
evangelist takes the main idea of these

verses from our Lord's words to the seventy

(Luke X. 16), but moulds it in the form of

his later saying, oh. xviii. 5 (cf. especially

the parallel passage, Luke ix. 48, also Mark
ix. 37). He further adds (ver. 42) other

words also spoken later (Mark ix. 41; ct,

ver. 42 there with our oh. xviii. 6).
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In these verses the disooarse returns to the

immediate oooasion, the misalon of the dis-

ciples. Christ shows his personal interest

in their work ; his messengers' cause is his.

He says, "I reckon treatment of you as

treatment of me ; ay, and he that sent me
reckons it as treatment of himself (ver. 40).

This principle as to the treatment of repre-

sentatives holds good throughout. Not

every one can be a prophet, but those who
help him shall share his reward. Not every

one shall acquire the technical name of

"righteous," but those who help such a

man shall share his reward (ver. 41) ; even

the smallest kindnesses shall not be unre-

warded (ver. 42).

Ver. 40.—He that reoeiveth yon reoeiveth

me. "A man's messenger is as himself"
(Mishna, 'Beraoh.,' v. 5). Tet, as Bengel
says, " Non modo tantwidem eat, ao ei me
reeiperet : led revera me reeipit." Ford
quotes from Tertullian (' De Orat.,' § 26),
" A brother that hath entered into thine

house, dismiss not without prayer. ' Thou
hast seen,' saith he, ' thy brother ; thou hast

seen thy Lord.' " The same logion is found
twice in Clem. Alex. (cf. Eesch, ' Agrapha,'

p. 296). (For an extension of the thought
to bisliops, cf. Ign., ' Bph.,' § 6.)

Ver. 41.—Matthew only. The whole verse

recalls Jewish Christianity ; it was hardly

likely to have been remembered outside

Jewish Christian circles. He that receiveth

a prophet. One upon whom the mantle of

the old prophets might in any sense be
said to have fallen. The saying was pro-

bably recorded with special thought of the

Christian peripatetic "prophets," who are

brought before us so vividly in the ' Didach^.'

In the name of a prophet (els ovoiia npo^-fi-

Tov). In late Hebrew and in Aramaic the

word for "name" passed into little more
than a preposition, jnst as tlie word for

" face " had already passed (and so the Greek,

eV oyS/iari, Mark ix. 41). Here, however,

this is hardly the case, the word appearing

to retain its idea of both name and corre-

sponding position. The prepositiun may
mean either receive him into the position of

a prophet, ».e. into tlie treatment with which
a prophet should be received ; or, simply,

receive him at the rank and standing of a

prophet (Acts vii. 53). Anyhow, it is in

contrast to receiving him out of mere
human compassion or ordinary frienilliness.

The reception is to have regard to that

which the name implies, for the sake of the

cause that the prophet repreieuts. Shall

receive a prophet's reward ; i.e. shall share

in the reward of that work in which by his

kindness to the prophet he so far takes

part. Thus the widow of Sarepta shared
in the blessing given to Elijah (1 Kings
xvii. 10 ; cf. also 2 Kings iv. 8, tqq."). (On
reward, see oh. v. 12, note.) Observe that not
the action, but tlie motive for the action, is

made all-important. It is a matter of faith,

not of works (cf Nosgen). And he that

reoeiveth a righteous man. A righteous

man ; i.e. one who is punctilious in perform-

ing all the details of the revealed will of

God (ch. i. 19, note ; Acts xxii. 14 ; Jas.

V. 6). This word also is used in a quasi-

Jewish sense, and points back to the time
when Jewish Christians performed, not

only the law as expounded in the sermon
on the mount, hut also those external rites

and observances which had been commanded
them as Jews (Acts xxi. 20). Among such
Jewish Christians some would be especially

noticeable for their regard to these things

(e.g. James the " Just," or " Righteous "),

and it is to one of these that the epithet

here refers.

Ver. 42.—Parallel passage : Mark ix. 41,

where it will be observed that the following

verse is parallel to oh. xviii. 6 and Luke
xvii. 2 (cf. tupra, ver. 40). One of these

little ones ... a disciple, It is evident, from
a comparison of ver. 41, that the two titles

refer to one and the same person. Christ,

using his own term, calls his followers

"little ones;" using the term of otliers,

he calls them "disciples." Little onet.

Partly a word of personal endearment (of.

ch. XXV. 40) ;
partly a comparison with those

mentioned in ver. 41. He is now speaking

of one who is not distinguished from other

believers by the reception of extraordinary

Divine gifts, or by special zeal and holiness,

but is only an ordinary disciple. In oh.

xviii. 6 the term is used directly of children,

but in Luke xvii. 2, and probably in Mark
ix. 41, 42, it is used metaphorically. A cup
of cold water only. Observe that " if the
' cup of cold water ' is not to lose its reward,

it must be proffered when he who gives it

has nothing better to give " (H. MelvUl, in

Exell, on ver. 41). In the name of a

disciple (ver. 41, note). Verily I say unto

yon, He shall in no wise lose his reward (cf.

Heb. vi. 10). Loie (imohiari). Does the

Western reading, "His reward shall in no

wise perish," indicate the nnending duration

of heavenly bliss, or is airi\-nTat there a

synonym for the irraiari of Ecclus. ii. 8?
Observe that if the original Aramaic were
n'ljN 13';., it might be understood in either

way (of. reforeuoes in Levy, ' Chald. W5r-
terb.,' i.v. n3«>

MATTHIW. la
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H0MILBTIC8.

Verfc 1—4.

—

Tht mittton of the twelve, I. Thb call. 1. TTie number. He
called unto him his twelve disciples. He had many more. He called these twelve.

There seems to be a Bymbolical meaning in the number. We see plainly in the Book
of the Revelation that twelve is the number of the Church, Three is the signature of

God; four of the world ; twelve, the product of three and four, points to God as enter-

ing into relations with the world, making a covenant with the Church which he hath

called to himself out of the world. Twelve was the number of the Jewish Church,

the Church of the twelve patriarchs ; it is the number of the Christian Church, the

Church of the twelve apostles. Then there is a meaning in the number ; it seems to

imply that Gad was entering into a new covenant with mankind—a covenant which
was to find its consummation in the heavenly Jerusalem, the city of the living God,
which hath twelve gates, twelve angel-guardians, twelve foundations ; the length and
breadth and height of which are each twelve thousand furlongs. Twelve implies a
covenant; the chosen disciples were the ministers of that covenant, "able ministers of

the New Testament." Thus the very number of the apostles reminds us that we are

brought by the grace of Christ into very close relations with God; into a new covenant
with God. 2. The name. They had been disciples, now they became apostles. It is

the first occurrence of that higher title in St. Matthew's Gospel. The Lord sent them
forth ; they became his ambassadors, his messengers, his missionaries. They liad been
disciples for some time ; they had been called on various occasions ; the calling of five

out of the number has been already related by St. Matthew. They did not cease to

be his disciples, his pupils. We learu of him all our life long ; he hath the words of

eternal life ; we can never learn enough. But now they were to go forth' to preach in

Lis Name. It was a solemn mission. Before sending them (Luke tells us) " he went
out into a moimtain to pray, and continued all night in prayer to God." We should
learn from his example to pray long and earnestly for those who are to be ordained to

any holy function in his Church. But as yet this mission was preliminary only, and
confined within narrow limits. The apostles did not receive their full commission
till the Lord had risen from the dead; it ^as sealed by the descent of the Holy Ghost
on the great Day of Pentecost. But from this time they were apostles, the messengers,

the angels of Christ upon eartli ; as the holy angels are the messengers of our Father
which is in heaven. His ministers must have the like credentials now. " How shall

they preach, except they are sent? " It is from him that the mission comes; he gives

the zeal, the energy, the love. His ministers must stir up the gift of God that is in

them, remembering always the solemn responsibilities of their high and holy calling.

3. The gift of power. The Lord gave his apostles power over evil spirits, and power
to cure diseases. The age of miracles has passed away, but still he giveth power.
Christianity is not a mere republication of the moral law ; it is a religion of power,
because its living centre is not a theology, but a Person, the Lord Jesus, the Son of

God, who gives the sacred gift of the Holy Ghost to his chosen. The gift of the Holy
Ghost is a gift of power—power to overcome the wicked one in our own hearts, power
to preach with energy and burning zeal, power to cast out evil spirits by word, by holy
example, by earnest preaching, by the ministration uf the holy sacraments.

II. The list of the twelve apostles. 1. The;/ were leiit out two and two.
Christ would have his servants work together ; it is not good to be alone. Christian
sympathy, communion with like-minded friends, help the Christian warrior in his
daily striie against sin. Christians need that mutual help. Even St. Paul, who lived

so very near to Christ, who could say, " To me to live is Christ," longed always for

sympathy, and felt loneliness a great and bitter trial. 2. The order of the twelve.

They were equal, though we notice a certain gradation of order. St. Peter is first in
all the lists

;
yet when St. Paul was admitted into the apostolic college, though he

spoke of himself as the least of the apostles, one bom out of due time, he claimed
equality with the first chosen twelve; he was not, he said, a whit behind the very
chiefest of them ; he withstood even Peter to the face. Three of the twelve were very
higlily favoured—Peter, James, and John ; they only witnessed the first miracle of
raising the dead and the glory of the Transfiguration ; they only attended Christ in tht
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great agony of Gethsemane. Of the three, John was the most loved of the Lord, yet

Peter was in some sense first
;
perhaps his character, perhaps the Lord's choice, brings

him again and again to the front. There must, for the sake of order, be some sub-

oi'dination among the servants of Christ, but the truest distinction is that of holiness.

" Whosoever will be great among you, let him be your minister ; " " He that shall

humble himself shall be exalted." The lowliest bare shall stand nearest to the Lord in

heaven. There is a true and noble ambition ; it is the ambition to please God the best,

to follow closest to Christ, to be first in humility, in self-sacrifice, in holy, self-denying

love. 3. Some of them are well known, some tmknown. Some of them exhibit to us

a clear, distinct personality ; of some we know very little; one or two are names to us,

and nothing more. All are known to Qoi. He " knoweth them that are his
; " "I know

mine own, and mine own know me ; even as the Father knoweth me, and I know the

Father." God's saints, happy in that knowledge, seek not to be known of men. God's

providence orders their circumstances. They may be as a city set on a hill, known of

all men ; they may be hidden from the sight of men in the quiet corners and byways of

life. It matters little ; whether their outward life is private or public, their soul liveth

with God. For a time the Lord Jesus was the central figure in the Holy Lami. " The
world is gone after him," the Pharisees said. But he had lived during the far larger

portion of his earthly life unseen and unknown to the world, a poor man in an obscure

town. That obscure life was very beautiful and noble in the sight of God and the

holy angels ; for it was a life of perfect holiness and self-sacrifice. The hidden saints of

God may be among his holiest, his best beloved ; " unknown, and yet well known."

They fill no space in the world's history ; their very names are forgotten here.

But they are not forgotten in heaven ; they are written there in the Lamb's book of

life. It is good to be unknown here. It must be very hard in the high places of life

to preserve a clear, calm spirit; to walk humbly with God; in the world, but not of the

world. Some can do it by the grace of God ; with God all things are possible. Some
men in high place are by his grace more lowly minded than those who rank far

beneath them ; the danger is great, but the grace of God is greater. Simon Peter had

great faults ; but he may have been more lowly in heart than the unknown Simon the

Canaanite; he may have illustrated in his life his own lesson, "Be clothed with

humility." 4. One was a traitor. They were only twelve ; the Lord had chosen them

to be with him. They had the unspeakable privilege of his teaching, his example, his

society, living always in familiar intercourse with him. One would think it almost

impossible to cherish selfish thoughts and motives in the presence of that unearthly

goodness. But in that little company there was a traitor. Outwardly, he was very near

to Christ ; inwardly, there was a great gulf between them. The heart of man is deceit-

ful above all things ; in the midst of spiritual privileges it may be wholly estranged

from God. In the visible Church the evil are ever mingled with the good. There was

one traitor among the chosen twelve ; there will sometimes be worldly and wicked men
in the ministry of the Church, sometimes in its highest places. We must not be

offended ; it is what we are taught to expect.

Lessons. 1. The Lord sends forth his servants; they must remember that their

mission is fi:om him, and look to him for wisdom and for power. 2. They must not

seek great things for themselves, but he lowly, like their Lord. 3. The sacred ofiice

has its own temptations; sometimes they are very great. Spiritual fellowship with

Christ is the one only safeguard.

Vers. 6—15.

—

The Lord's charge to hit apostles. I. Dibeotiohs fob thbib imme-

diate MISSION. 1. It was to he confined to the house {^Israel. This was a temporary

limitation ; it was wholly removed at the ascension. The Lord himself entered into

the city of the Samaritans ; he healed the daughter of the Syro-Phceniciau woman. But

for the present the apostles were to preach only to the Jews ; it was necessary that the

gospel should be first offered unto them ; they were the covenant people, the children

of the kingdom. The Holy Land was to be the centre from which the light of the gospel

was to be diffused throughout the world. The light must be kindled at the centre first

;

a Church must be formed in the birthplace of the faith ; then the messengers of Christ

were to go forth for the evangelization of the world. The gospel must be preached at

home first ; then comes missionary work. Each disciple must be a witness for Christ
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first in his own immediate circle, then let him enlarge his efforts. There are lost sheep
at home, in our own households, among our own friends and neighbours. Qod's provi-

dence has placed them nearest to us ; our first duty is to them. 2. Uieir preaching.
" The kingdom of heaven is at hand." It had been first the announcement of John
the Baptist, then of the Lord himself; now his apostles were to re-echo the solemn
message. The kingdom was at hand, not yet fully organized, only in its infancy; but it

was in the world. The heavenly King was come ; his kingdom was close at hand ; men
who would share its blessings must press into it. 3. Their power. The Lord had given

them power to work miracles of mercy ; they must exercise it. We must care for men's
bodily wants as far as God gives us the means, not only for their spiritual needs. The
apostles had received freely, without price, the gift of power from Christ ; they must
give, as they received, freely, without price. St. Peter obeyed the Lord's command-
ment when he refused to receive money from Simon the sorcerer in exchange for

spiritual power. 4. No provision neededfor their journey. The workman is worthy of

his meat; the Lord ordained that they which preach the gospel should live of the
gospel. The apostles were to be supported by those to whom they ministered the bread
of life ; but they were to look for no more than that daily brea'i for wliich the Lord
encourages us to pray. They were to trust in God for the supply of their daily needs;
they were not to provide money ; they were to go lightly clad, without the encumbrance
of i)aggage. The Lord gave different rules afterwards (Luke xxii. 36). The directions

here were of temporary force ; to require literal obedience to them would savour of the

fanaticism of the scribes and Pharisees. But in the spirit they are of perpetual

obligation. Christ's ministers must be disinterested; they must labour not for the

sake of earthly rewards, but for the love of souls, for the love of Christ ; they must
cast all their care upon Christ, knowin>; that he careth for them.
IL DiEECTIOKB FOB THEIB SOJOURNIKa IN THBIB VABI0U8 STATIONS. 1. T/iey Were tO

cho'se pious households. They must begin in each town or village with those who were
most likely to listen to their message. A pious household would be a fit centre from
which the good tidings might spread throughout the neighbourhood. There they should
remain. They were not to wander from house to house in search of pleasant places

;

they were to be content to stay where God's providence had first directed them. 2.

They were to bring the messaye of peace. " Peace be unto you !
" was the common

formula of Oriental salutation. The Lord would not have his servants neglect the
ordinary courtesies of social life. " A servant of the Lord," Stier writes, " is truly

courteous, for he has learned to be so in the high court of his King." But the salutation

becomes a Christian blessing in the mouth of the Lurd, or of his servants speaking in

his Name ; its brings peace to the household that is worthy of peace. Words of bless-

ing do no good to the unbelieving and the unworthy. But they are not lost; the
blessing returns upon him who utters it in faith and love. Christian love is very
precious ; every deed and word and thought of love are registered in heaven ; not one
is lost. If there are some who harden their hearts and will not receive the benefit, it

returns in multiplied blessing upon the faithful servant of the Lord. 3. The danger
of rejecting the gospel message. The Jews were accustomed to shake off the dust vphen
they returned from foreign journeys; the dust of heathen countries defiled the Holy
Land. The apostles were to do so when they left households or towns which
refused to receive them and to hear their words. The action was symbolical ; it was
to be done in sadness, not in anger; it implied separation; it was the last solemn
appeal, a warning of the coming judgment. Still Christ's ministers must observe their

Lord's injunction—not, indeed, in the letter, but in the spirit ; still they must announce
to the wicked the Lord's most awful warning, " O wicked man, thou shalt surely die."

[f they speak not to warn the wicked, he must die ; but his blood will be required at

Iheir hand. The Lord himself ratifies the awful sentence. He looks forward to the
tudgment of the great day. It shall be more tolerable then, he says, for Sodom and
Gomorrha than for those who have heard the gospel and rejected it. There are degrees
of guilt, and there are degrees of condemnation. Sin against light is far more guilty

than the sin of ignorance ; the greater the light, the greater the guilt, if when we have
the light we come not to the light, but walk still in darkness, loving with a strange
perversity darkness rather than light.

Lessons 1. Do not neglect home duties ; care first for the souls which God has put
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within your influence. 2. Christ's ministers must seek souls, not riches ; his people
must give freely to supply their needs. 3. Christians must be courteous in their inter-

course with one another. 4. The message comes from God ; those who reject it incur
a most awful danger.

Vers. 16—23.

—

The future mission of the apostles. I, The coming pbbsboutions.
1. T%e Lord warns his apostles beforehand. " Behold, I send you forth." He looks
forward to their future work in the world when they should have received the full

apostolic commission ; he prepares them for the dangers of their ofBoe ; he reminds them
of its dignity, of the source from which the commission comes. " I send you." The
pronoun is emphatic :

" It is I, the Lord, who send you." This thought should
strengthen his servants in trials and difBculties. Their mission came from Christ. " I
send you." The word reminded them of their ajiostleship ; of its dignity and its

duties. 'I'hey were sent by Christ. But they wouH be sent into the midst of dangers

;

they would be like sheep in the midst of wolves—as harmless, as helpless. Their task
seemed hopeless. A few weak men were sent to grapple with all the might of the
heathen world. Their case seemed desperate ; success seemed impossible. But it was
the Lord who had sent them ; here was their hope and strength. 2. He tells them how
to conduct themselves. They were not to court martyrdom. They were to be wise,
prudent, careful not to give unnecessary offence. Their lives were precious; they were
to preserve them by all lawful means. St. Paul's conduct in heathen countries was
regulated by this precept of the Lord's. The town-clerk at Ephesus said of him and
his companions that they were not robbers of temples nor blasphemers of the Ephesian
goddess. They did not put themselves into unnecessary danger by shocking the
prejudices of the heathen. But they were to copy the wariness, not the guile, of the
serpent. They must be harmless as doves ; or rather, as the word means, simple,

sincere, pure as doves. They must be genuine, truthful, free from the mixture of selfish

motives. Such should be the conduct of Christ's ministers now. They need prudence in

dealing with men—zeal without discretion often interferes with the success of their work

;

but they must always be truthful and single-hearted. 3. The sufferings that awaited
them. They would be scourged by the Jews ; they would be brought before Gentile
governors and kings. The Lord began early to prepare his disciples for persecution. It

is what no earthly teacher would have done—only the Son of God. The crown would
indeed be theirs, but the cross must come first. Their sufferings would be a testimony,

proving to Jew and Gentile the depth, the reality of their faith, the power of God which
strengthened them. Christian patience. Christian meekness, show the mighty influence

of the grace of God. They testify for God far more effectively than words.

II. They must tbust, and not be afraid. 1. Thei/ were not to be anxious to

prepare their defence. Christ does not forbid thoughtfulness. He uses the same word
here which he used in the sermon on the mount : " Take no thought for the morrow."
They must not be anxious ; they must not allow their minds to be distracted with care

about the matter or the manner of their answers. The Christian must be always
trustful ; he is in the bauds of God. He must keep his heart free from distressing

anxieties; the peace of God should dwell there. 2. 2%e reason. The martyrs of the

Lord would have the promised help of God the Holy Ghost. He would strengthen

their heart in the hour of danger with his most gracious presence. He would teach

them what to speak ; nay, he would so fill their inmost being, that the words which

seemed to be uttered by his servants would be in truth the words of Gkxl. The
indwelling of the Holy Spirit removes distracting cares, and fills the heart with joy and

peace in believing. He inspired the saints and martyrs in the olden times. He
cleanses the hearts of the faithful byiiis holy inspiration now, and gives them words

when they are called to speak for the glory of God and for the good of souls. God's

ministers are not apostles ; they must give time and thought and study for the prepara-

tion of their sermons. We must not offer to the Lord our God that which hath cost

us nothing. Still, they must look for the help of the blessed Spirit. He will teach them
(if they come to him in the earnest prayer of humility and faith) what they ought to

speak ; and that the more, the nearer they walk with God.

III, The crdeltt of the impending persecution. 1. 2%« breaking offamily tie*.

The preaching of Christianity would introduce a new element of division into the
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world. HousetoldB would be divided; natural affection would be overpowered by
fanatioista. Christiana would be the objects of unlTersal hatred, and that for his Name's
sake. The teaching of Christ—holy, heavenly, severe—would excite the intense hatred

of the worldly and the self-indulgent. The presence of Christ upon earth would stir up
the evil one to a wild fury of hatred ; he would let loose all the wicked passions of men,
to destroy, if it were possible, in blood and fire the Church which Christ was come to

establish. It was a strange prospect for the Pounder of a new religion to set before his

followers. Only he wh9 is the Truth would have drawn such a picture, so dark, so

unattrnctive to poor, weak human nature. 2. The reward of faithfulnesa. " He that

endureth to the end shall be saved." He that abideth faithful amid the storm of popular

hatred, he that flinches not in danger, in agony, in the fear of death, he shall be saved

from sin, from everlasting death ; he shall be brought safe through trials, persecutions,

suffering, into the blessed Paradise of God. This was the hope of the martyrs of the

Lord. It is our hope, now in sorrows, in bereavement, in pain of body and anguish of

soul—the high and holy hope of everlasting lile with God in heaven. 3. Flight in

persecution sometimes a duty. The flight of the holy family into Eiypt was necessary

for the salvation of mankind. Plight from present danger sometimes preserves

God's servants for other and more successful work. They were not to court martyrdom
unnecessarily. Their harvest was the world. If they could work no longer safely in

one place, there was work to be done for God elsewhere. It might be needful for the

good of the Church that they should continue in the flesh. Let them be willing to die

or live as best might please the Lord, as best might help on the great work of winning
souls. They need not fear that the work would be marred by their flight. It was long

and toilsome, not to be wrought out in a few years. They themselves (the apostles, to

whom the Lor^ was speaking) would not have gone over all the cities of Israel till the

Son of man should come, to end the old dispensation, and to establish the new, in

the destruction of Jerusalem. Their successors would not have preached the gospel

through all the kingdoms of the earth till he should come again in power and awful
majesty to judge the world. There is always work for Christian men to do. Then
work while tliere is time ; work wherever the Lord calleth you. He is the Lord of the

liarvest ; he appomts to every man his work.
Lessons. 1. Let the ministers of Christ in all their trials remember their mission.

It is he who sent them ; he will give them strength. 2. They should be prudent

;

they must be sincere and truthful. 8. Let them expect opposition; Christ hath
warned them. 4. They must not be over-anxious how to speak; they must trust;

they must look for the promised help of the Spirit. 5. They must work where God's
providence send* them. They must bear the cross now, looking onward to the crown.

Vers. 24—42.

—

General rulesfor aU the Lord's disciples. I. The conflict. 1. Z?l«y

must be patient, looking unto Jesus. He is our Example, our Master, our Lord. He
is in all ihings above us immeasurably and beyond comparison—in his Divine power
ami majesty, in his transcendent holiness, in his perfect love. "He was despised and
rejected of men." His people must expect the like. We are his disciples, his servants.

The great aim of our life should be to be like him ; to draw nearer and nearer, though
always at an infinite distance, to that Pattern of exalted goodness. We must not look

for the high places of the world, when the Lord endured the cross. We must not look
for praise, when he was so cruelly insulted. We must expect our best deeds to be

misrepresented. Men ascribed the Lord's miracles of love to the agency of Satan. It

is enough for the disciple that he be as his Master. It is good for Christians to be
blamed, to be despised, to be slandered. It is a discipline of meekness; it leads them
to look into their hearts, to see their own gins and shortcomings ; above all things, it

makes them like their Master ; it brings them, if they take it patiently, into nearer
relations with their suffeiing Lord. 2. The duty of holy boldness. Suffering becomes
a blessing if it makes men like their Lord ; there/ore they must not fear. " Fear not"
is the Lord's commandment, his word of gracious encouragement. (1) Pear not the
misrepresentations of men. In the great day the secrets of men's hearts will be
revealed : the falsehood, the malice, the hypocrisy, the wickedness, of the persecutors;
and the faith, the purity, the gentleness, the charity, of the Christian. Men will be
Been then as they really are. The mask » ill be torn from the hypocrites ; unreality of
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erery kind will be exposed. " Therefore,'' the Lord says, " be real ; be true to your
God and to yourselves ; speak out, and fear not." The Lord had prepared them for

their work in private, in a little corner of Palestine. They were to make his teaching

public. He was to teach them secretly, in their hearts, by the guidance of his Spirit

leading them into all truth ; they were to proclaim openly and fearlessly the gospel

message for the conversion of the world. (2) Pear not them which kill the body. An
agony of persecution was at hand ; the Lord prepares his servants for it. " Fear them
not," he says ;

" they cannot hurt the soul ; their power cannot reach beyond the grave."

But there is a holy fear, a fear which is the beginning of wisdom, a fear which casts

out all other fears—the fear of God. The power of the persecutors is but for a moment.
His is the kingdom and the power and the glory for ever and ever. They can kill

the body only ; fear them not. He can destroy both soul and body in hell ; fear him.
This is not the fear which hath torment. It is not a slavish fear ; it is that deep,
loving revereiice which gives true dignity to the Christian life ; which leads the believer

to try always to realize the awful presence of God, to fear to displease him, to walk
before him in lowly, reverential obedience. This fear is not cowardice ; it is the highest

courage. It strengthened the martyrs of the Lord in their cruel trials, in torture and
in death. It strengthens true Christians now. 8. The duty of trustfulneis. God's
mercy is over all his works. He cares for all his creatures, even the smallest, the most
insignificant. Much more does he care for those precious souls for whicti the Bedeemer
gave himself to die. The smallest circumstances of our lives are not beneath his

notice. The very hairs of our head are all numbered. All the little trials, difficvdties,

vexations, of our daily lives are known to him. Therefore let us trust in that almighty
Protector who notes the fall of every little sparrow. " Fear not," saith the Lord.

Fear not persecutions; fear not sickness, pain, death; none of these things can
separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord. Bight dear in

the sight of the Lord is the death of his saints.

II. The end of the conflict. 1. Hie recognition of the conquerors. It cost

much to confess Christ before men in the days of fiery trial ; even now it is not always

easy. It is to own him as our Master and our Lord ; not as the many who say to him,
" Lord, Lord," but as the few who confess him in their lives. The whole life—^both the

outward life ot word and deed, and the inward life of thought and motive—must be

ordered by the obedience of Christ. Both are alike open to the searching eye of God

;

both must evince the confession of the heart that Christ alone is Lord. The whole
life must draw round him as its Centre ; it must own him by ready, cheerful submiS!<ion

to him as its only King. The reward is great ; such men he will confess before his

Father. In the glory of the great day, before the assembled universe, the almighty

Judge, the most holy Saviour, will own them as his true sheep, his chosen, his redeemed.

It is a lofty hope ; may it be ours 1 2. The rejection of the disobedient. Those who
deny him, he will deny; not those who, like Peter, having once denied, have repented

in true contrition, but those who deny him in their lives, though they may profess that

they know him ; those who show no obedience, no love, no self-denial—those he will

deny. Their profession may be loud, their display of religion may be great, but he

will deny them before his Father. He knoweth their hearts ; they are not his. 3. The

conflict toill be litter. The Lord is the Prince of Peace ; the angel-anthem that cele-

brated his incarnation dwelt on the gift of peace. But " glory to God " came first.

"
' Glory to God in the highest,' " says Stier, " necessarily precedes ' peace upon earth.'

The second cannot be attained but through the first, and the conflict which secures it."

Peace on earth was the object of the Lord's coming ; but the sword was to come first.

" The wisdom that is from above is first pure, then peaceable." The purity of Christ's

holy teaching, its absolute originality, its utter difference from the established modes

of faith and worship, would excite a violent opposition. The zeal of Christians would

arouse the zeal of persecutors ; there would be sharp divisions even in the family circle.

Sometimes it is so now ; it is a bitter trial 4. Christ must he first in our love, what-

ever the cost. He set nothing above our salvation ; we must set nothing above his love.

Human love is very precious, but not so precious as the love of Christ ; all other loves

must be subordinated to that one highest love. In truth, they love their earthly

friends the best, who, loving Christ above all, love mother, or wife, or child in Christ

and for Christ according to his will. But the whole heart must be given to Christ,
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who gave himself for us. " Thou ihalt loTe the Lord thy God with all thine heart."

It is the first of all the commandmentB, the deepest and the holiest. 6. The crou.

For the first time we meet with that great word—that word once so hateful, now so

Bweet and holy. The Lord looks forward in prophetic vision ; he sees himself hearing

the cross; he sees his faithful followers, each with his cross, moving onwards in long

procession to the glory-crown. His words must have seemed very dark and strange.

The apostles looked up to him with the utmost reverence ; and now he, their King,
spoke of the cross, that thing so utterly loathsome. He said that they must take it

up ; he called it their cross. He implied that he himself would bear it. They could

not have understood him then ; they knew afterwards. We know his meaning. There
is no crown without the cross ; no heaven without self-denial for Chri-t's sake. 6. The
true life. This life is dear to us ; the life to come should be dearer far. Our present

life is continued in the life beyond the grave. Our personality is one ; our life here

and hereafter is one life under two very different forms. Here is the Christian paradox

:

he who finds loses, he who loses finds. He who sets his love upon this earthly life and
takes not up his cross loses that higher life. His life continues itself, but it becomes
death, utter death, to all that makes life worth living. He who loses finds ; he who
counts all things else as dross that he may win Christ, finds Christ, and finds in him
the true life, the life that dieth not.

III. Conclusion. 1. The dignity of the apostolic office. (1) Thty were the amibas-

tadort of Christ, 'i'hey rtpresented him ; they carried his message. More than that,

the Lord was ever with them. Therefore to receive them in Christian love and hospi-

tality was to receive the Lord Christ himself. He cometh with his true servants ; he
fills their hearts, he inspires their words. Therefore let us receive them in love, that,

receiving them, we may receive into our hearts him who sent them. He himself is

the Apostle and High Priest of our calling. " He that receiveth me, receiveth him that

sent me." (2) So are prophets and righteous men. All Christ's true servants bear
witness for Christ, some by their words, some by the silent eloquence of a holy life

;

all bring a blessing with them to such as are worthy. They who receive a prophet
because he is a prophet, and so speaks for God ; they who receive a righteous man
because he is righteous, a servant of the Lord, shall receive the reward of the prophet,

or righteous man. In honouring them, they are honouring God; in helping their work,
they are helping the work of God. How these words of Christ ought to stimulate us
to assist all faithful missionaries, all earnest, self-denying men of God ! When we help
them with our alms and prayers, we are sharing their work, making it in a measure
our own work; and (the Lord himself tells us) we shall share their ^reward. 2. The
dignity of all Christians. All belong to Christ—not only apostles and prophets and
righteous men, but also the little children whom the Lord Jesus loved so well, whom
he took up in his arms and blessed, whom he bade us bring to him. They are his

;

therefore the gift of love given to them because they belong to Christ shall not lose

its reward. The smallest deed of holy love is precious in the sight of him who is love.

Let us care for the little children ; let us tend the sick and forsaken ; let us teach the
ignorant. Orphanages, children's hospitals, Sunday schools, are good and Christian

institutions. They who help the little ones because they belong to Christ shall not,

the Lord hath said it, lose their reward.

Lessons. 1. We must be content to be despised as the Master was despised ; the
disciple is not above his Master. 2. Fear God ; fear nothing else ; be bold in bearing
witness for the truth. 3. God cares for us all in otir little trials ; we should bring
them all before him in trustful prayer. 4. What must be the unutterable blessedness

of those whom Christ will confess in the last day ? Confess Christ now. 6. The
cross li the rery emblem of our religion ; we must take it up, looking unto Jesus,

HOMILIES BY VAEIOUS AUTHORS.

Ter. 1.

—

The twelvt apostle*. The commission of the twelre follows immediately
on the expression of our Lord's compassion for the forlorn flock without a shepherd,
and his more cheering view of the multitude as a ripe harvest-field only waiting for

the reapers. They were the first response to the prayer for more labourers.
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I. God works thbouqh humait agents. The Old Testament had its prophets, the

New its apostles. The sheep are scattered if true pastors are wanting ; the harvest is

unreaped if labourers are not forthcoming. Even the Incarnation did not dispense with
a various human agency. Although the Word was now made flesh and dnrelt among
us, even this human brotherhood of Christ did not make the mission of apostles super-

fluous. Christ trained twelve men to carry on his work after his brief earthly life was
over—nay, to help him while he was on earth himself, preaching the gospel, and healing
the sick. To-day Christ seeks for apostolic men to spread his kingdom through the
world.

II. Chbist'b disciples must become apostles. First the twelve were learners,

then they became teachers. He who sits at the feet of Christ must listen to the
Master's word that bids him rise up and go forth to minister to ethers. The true

Christian is at heart a missionary, and his evangelic spirit will be seen in his active

life. If Christ calls any to himself, it is that he may send them forth for the good of

the world. Christ lived for men ; apostles lived like him for others. So should all

Christians live.

III. The apostles must beceive theib commission fbom Chbist. The twelve

were selected from among the followers of Christ. They followed him before they
went forth from him. We must come to Christ ourselves before we can be sent out by
him. The missionary must be a Christian. Moreover, the closeness of our personal

following of Christ is the measure of our power for his service. They are his truest

apostles who walk most closely in his footsteps. In the special mission of Christian

work it is neci ssary to be authorized by Christ. All are not called to the highest ofBce,

but all are called to some service, and even the lowest ministry in the kingdom is not
possible to those who have not Ustened for the voice of Christ and endeavoured to

obey him.
IV. The sebvants op Chbist abb endued with poweb foom above fob theib

ministbt. Christ gave a miracle-working faculty to the twelve, so that if they were to

do his work they might have some of his power. It woull be cruel to send a soldier

to the wars without supplying him with ammunition. We do not receive the miracu-

lous gifts, and we do not need them, because our circumstances and our commission
differ from those of the apostles. But some grace is needed for every Christian work

;

without it the ablest and most devoted would fail. Therefore he who gives the
command supplies the grace. Christ has now ascended up on high to give gifts unto

men (Eph. iv. 8—12), and to different men different gifts—^as to the twelve, who were
variously gifted, yet each of whom had some power for his special mission.—W. F. A.

Ver. 6.

—

The lost sheep qf the house of Israd. When our Lord first sent forth his

apostles, he directed them to confine their ministry to their fellow-countrymen. Their

very number, twelve, would suggest a relation to their people, as though one were

chosen for each tribe. Let us consider the significance of this arrangement.

I, Special privileges webb given to the Jews. This is not a delusion of their

own national pride ; it does not depend on their claim to a leading place ; it is mani-

fest in history. The fact is apparent in the very existence of the Old Testament; in

the birth of Jesus at Bethlehem, a Jew among the Jews ; in the appointment of twelve

Jews to be the pillars of the Church ; in the preaching of the kingdom first among the

Jews ; in the formation of the first Christian Church of Jewish msmbers, and in the

city of Jerusalem. Plainly Israel was favoured, aa St. Paul himself asserts (Bom.
iii. 2). There are many favoured people in the present day. All Christendom has

privileges from which the heathen are excluded by their ignorance. England is a highly

favoured land. Nevertheless, God is no respecter of persons, because (1) privilege is

given for the sake of service, and (2) at last each will be judged according to his light.

II. Christ desibbs the bbstobation op Isbael. Undoubtedly the work of the

apostles was directed in the first place to saving the Jews. We are thereby encouraged

to carry on Christian missions among the Jews. To each race some especial gift is

allotted ; to Israel is given in a pre-eminent degree the genius for religion. Failure,

disappointment, oppression, and, in some cases, wealth and worldly prosperity, seem to

have buried the talent. Yet it is Israel's natural heritage. If it could but be brought

forth and used, the Jews might yet dtvelop into the missionaries of the world.
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IIL Christ seeks the bbcovbbt op those who have fallen away from early
PiBTT. They are lost sheep to whom tha apostles are sent. The most degraded
Israelites are to he the chief objects of the mission. In the past God showed
wonderful patience with Israel ; even now at the eleventh hour he yearns over the

nation, hungering for its salvation. They who have once known God are never for-

gotten by him. Fallen Christians are not oast off by their Master. Though they have
wandered far from bim, he has gone out into the wild to seek them. None are so

wretched as lost sheep ; none so guilty as those who have known the privileges of the

fold and yet have Ibrsaken it. Still, even to suoh the gospel is preached ; nay, to them
it comes first of all. Christ most earnestly longs for the recovery of fallen Christians.

IV. Christian missionary work should begin at home. Jesus, a Jew, firt.t

sought the blessing of Jews. He wept over Jerusalem, and longed to save the great

city of his people (Luke xix. 41). London is our Jerusalem, England is our holy land.

Our first duty is to raise the fallen in our midst. We cannot forget " Darkest Eng-
land " while we rightly send missionaries to " Darkest Africa." No claims on the
Church are so imperative as those of her own home missions. It is a shame and a

scandal that any such missions should be needed in the Christendom of these late ages

;

but while the heathen swarm around our very doors, living ever within the sound of

church bells, our first duty is to these unhappy people, our near brothers and sisters.

The recovery of lost sheep at home will not hinder missionary work; it will check
that paralysis at the heart which is the most deadly foe of foreign missions.—W. F. A.

Ver. 16.

—

Serpents and doves. No two creatures are more opposite to one another
in nature. The serpent eyes the dove with greedy desire; the dove looks at the

serpent with the fascination of horror. The serpent is the symbol of the evil spirit

;

the dove is the symbol of the Holy Spirit. Nevertheless, each has exemplary lessons

to teach, and the most dove-like soul will be imperfect if something of the serpent is

lacking.

I. All the world is full of examples fob Christian conduct. We must be
struck with our Lord's freedom in the use of materials for illustrating his teaching.

Seeing truth clearly, and living in a spiritual atmosphere of purity, he was in no
danger of being misled by the errors and evils around him ; he was able to find the

good in everything—even to suck honey, so to speak, from the deadly nightshade.

The truer and loftier our soul is, the wider will be the range from which we can derive

a wholesome diet. It is only the sick man who must be shut up in a hospital, and it

is only the sick soul that craves conventual seclusion for the preservation of its purity.

Jesus could even go beyond the darker side of nature and find emblems in evil men.
He compared himself to a thief (ch. xxiv. 43, 44). He bade his disciples imitate

an unjust steward (Luke xvi. 2, etc.). But we want the Christ-spirit to see " good iu

everything," and to extract the soul of goodness from things evil without carrying

away some of the evil. A degraded nature sees evil everywhere—contrives to obtain
the poison of the asp even from the innocent dove, finds Delilah in a Madonna.

II. The servant of Cheist needs vabied graces. 1. The wisdom of serpents.

In Egyptian symbolism, which gives us serpents coiled about the throne of a sove-

reign, and, indeed, in the practices of nations in all quarters of the globe, we see the
repulsive reptile regarded as of threefold significance—as the emblem of eternity, as

the representative of guile, and as the incarnation of evil. It is the second of these

characteristics that our Lord here selects. We know that he never encourages deceit.

But mental alertness, keenness of observation, and nimbleness of thought are invalu-

able gifts even for Christian work. We should consecrate intelligence in the service

of Christ. There is no virtue in dulness. Stupidity is not sanctity. 2. The harm-
kssness of doves. This is a negative quality. But it is not less important than the
positive intelligence. The shaft of wit may wound where no unkindness is intended.

A serpent-like subtlety of mind is a most dangerous faculty. It is valuable ; but it ia

only safe when it is balanced by a dove-like gentleness of disposition. 3. The corn-

bination of varied graces. The point of our Lord's recommendation is in the union
of two very different characteristics. The common danger is that we should select

one to the neglect of the other. There are men of mind who lack heart, and thera

are affectionate creatures who weary us with their senseless ineptitude. The serpant
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is an awful ideal if it is selected by itself. Its prophet is Machiavelli, and its hero
Mephistopheles. But the dove alone will not suggest the most perfect saint; its

gentleness may be feeble. Yet too often people choose one or the other as their ideal

of perfection. Christ blends the two in himself; he is skilful in confounding the
clever scribes by keen replies, and he is meek and gentle, harmless and undefiled.

—

W. F.A.

Ver. 28.— What to fear. Fear has a place in the economy of life, but the common
mistake of people is to put it in the wrong place. We have dangers, but not where we
commonly look for them. There is a needless fear which should be discouraged, and
there is a necessary fear which has to be cultivated.

I. Thk discoubaobment or needless feab. 1. In what it consists. This is the
fear of man. The apostles were sent out as sheep among wolves. The gathering
opposition of the authorities of Israel against their Master was likely to turn against
them a'so if they showed themselves zealous in advocating his cause. The fear of the
disciples under these circumstances would be a type of worldly fear. With us this

is not the dread of martyrdom ; it is a horror of ridicule, a terror of being despised by
fashion. 2. Why it is stimulated. There was real danger to the apostles. Men can
kill the body, and Christ does not deny this obvious fact. He does not jtTer his

disciples a smooth course; on the contrary, he distinctly affirms that he has come
to send a sword (ver. 34). 3. How it is discouraged. Various considerations prove

this to be a needless and even an unworthy fear. (1) The example of Christ. He is

ill used. Why should the disciples complain if they receive the same treatment as

their Master (vers. 24,' 25)? (2) The future revelation. Hidden things will be made
manifest. Then the true life which seems to end in darkness will be brought to light

and fully vindicated. It is hard to die under false opprobrium ; but this is not the end.

There will be a final declaration and justification of the wronged (vers. 26, 27). (3)
The limit of man's power. He can kill the budy, but he cannot touch the soul.

Epictetus's master cannot destroy his slave's liberty of soul. The Christian's per-

secutor may rob him of his brief bodily life, but not of his eternal spiritual life. (4)
'J'he merciful care of God, who sees every sparrow that falls and counts the very hairs

of our head, watching the least-valued creatures, observing the least minutise of his

children's condition (vers. 29, 30). Tliis we must take on faith ; for the sparrow falls

in spite of God's watchfulness. But Christ, who knows God, assures us that it is so

;

and if God is infinite it must be so. (5) The guilt of cowardice. Dare we shrink

from confessing Ghriat for fear of man ? Such conduct will merit his rejection of us

(vers. 32, 33).

II. The CULTIVATION or LEGITIMATE FBAB. 1. The ohj'ect of thii feoT. This is the

awful destroyer of souls—he who goes about as a roaring lion, seeking whom he may
devour. There is a childish fear of the devil that haunts the minds of superstitious

people—a terror that sat like a nightmare on the people of the Middle Ages. Such

a fear is but physical. But that which Christ would inculcate is moral— the dread of

sin. Our great enemy is the spirit of evil, and he attacks us whenever we are tempted.

Christ wants us to have a horror of doing wrong. 2. The grounds of this/ear. (1)

Soul-destruction. Man can but kill the body ; sin kills the soul. This is the peculiar

effect of wickedness. If it only brought pain, the infliction might be a merciful

chastisement, leading us to repentance. But it does far worse ; it kills the soul. The
wages of sin is death ; the broad road leads to destruction ; evil conduct paralyzes our

better self, saps our higher energy, robs us of our faculties, blinds, crushes, deadens

the life within. (2) Future ruin. The power of man only appertains to earth; the

results of sin are seen after death. Therefore we do well to be on our guard, not with

abject terror, but seeking security in Christ.—W. F. A.

Ver. 34.

—

(^'hrist sending a sword. Jesus Christ came as the "Prince of Peace,"

and his advent was heralded by an>;els, who sang of " peace on earth." When one of

his disciples drew a sword to defend him, he bade the man put it back in its sheath,

saying, "They that take the sword shall perish with the sword" (ch. xivi. 52).

His kingdom is not of this world, and because it is not, he told Pilate that hii servants

wjuld not fight (John xviii. 36). How, then, cao he speak of sending a sword?
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I. HisTOBioAi/LT, THE ADVENT OF Chbist pbovokeb OPPOSITION. We know that

EwordH were drawn against the disciples of Christ. James the son of Zebedee heard

a warning in these words of Christ that was subsequently verified in his own person

—

though as yet he knew it not—when Herod slew him with the sword, and he became the

first martyr-apostle. Our Lord foresaw persecution and predicted it. But this was not

contrary to his peace principles. His disciples did not fight ; and neither he nor they

provoked antagonism by showing a quarrelsome spirit. The sword was wholly in the

hands of the enemies of the new faith. It was not a sword of equal warfare, but a

sword of cruelty, tyranny, persecution. Yet Christ did not draw back from the

prospect of it, nor did he permit any compromise on the part of his disciples. Truth
must be spoken, errors must be exposed, sin must be denounced, at any cost. Let
the Christian be prepared for opposition. If all men speak well of him, let him search

his conduct to see whether he has been faithful, or whether perchance he may have
been speaking smooth things for the sake of ease and comfort.

II. Socially, the comino of Christ stibs up discobd. This is a sad picture of

the sword cutting into the home and separating child and parent (ver. 35). We know
that no family is so united as a truly Christian family. Christ consecrates and
strengthens home-life. He does not require us to renounce home-ties in order to

follow him. How, then, does he come to describe the hideous picture of family
quarrels brought about by his coming ? We know that his words came true in many
a Jewish home where a son or a daughter confessed Christ. They are applicable to-day
in Hindoo families that have been reached by missionary influences. Even in England
a true, brave confession of Christ may bring great trouble in a worldly home, the

habits of which are distinctly unchristian. The explanation is that Christ must be
first, and that no domestic claim can excuse us for disloyalty to him. In order that
tVie home may be ultimately glorified as the dwelling of Christ, it may have to be first

of all saddened as the scene of discord. The larger society is broken and disturbed by
Christian influences, and the trouble must go on till society is Christian.

ni, Spieituallt, the prbbbnce op Chbist beings a swobd. The Word of God
is sharper than a two-edged sword (Heb. iv, 12). The gospel of peace first brings

warfare into the soul. It cuts through old habits ; it opposes darling sins ; it sets up
a new standard at variance with what was loved in the past. The old Adam will not
die without a struggle; he fights against the new man. Thus the heart of the

Christian becomes a battle-field. To refuse to resist temptation for the sake of peace
and quiet is to be unfaithful to Christ, who only gives peace through a faithful endurance
of conflict.—W P. A.

Vers. 40—42.

—

Receiving Christ. Jesus concludes his charge to the twelve on the
eve of their mission with words that have more reference to others, with a promise
of blessing to those who shall give a good reception to the apostles. Earlier he said

that if any rejected the messengers of Christ they were to shake off the very dust
of their feet as a testimony against the inhospitable people ; and now he concludes his

address by cheering words on the other side, generously recognizing a friendly reception

of his disciples. Local and temporal as was the immediate occasion of our Lord's
remarks, they are evidently of lasting application.

I. The brotheehood of Chbist leads him to beqabd kindness to his disciples
EXACTLY AS THOUGH IT WERE OFFERED TO HIMSELF. He is not the Oriental monarch
treating his subjects as a race of slaves. He is completely one with his people. What-
ever hurts them hurts him ; whatever cheers them pleases him. There is a Christian

solidarity. The brnefit or injury of one member affects the whole body (1 Cor. xii. 26).
But if other members of the body are thus affected, much more will the Head, which
is in direct communication with the whole, be affected. 1. This is meant as a great
encouragementfor the servants of Christ. They are not deserted by Christ; he is in

all their work, and he feels keenly every kindness or unkindness offered to them.
2. This suggests how we may all have the unspeakahh privilege of receiving Cluiit.

Not only a prophet or an apostle, but a little child, may bring Christ to our home.
Receiving the least of Christ's disoii)les for his sake, we receive him.

II. The CONDITION of receivino Chbist is receiving his disciples in his Naui.
1. Receiving Christ'i disciples. He does not speak here of indiscriminate hospitality,
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aor of the neighbourly love which he elsewhere commends. Here ia a specially

Christian action. Much is made in the New Testament of brotherly love—love to

fellow-Christians. It is a great privilege to be able to help one of Christ's own little

ones. 2. Receiving them in Ghrist's Name. Thrice does our Lord refer to the con-

ditions of "the name"—"the name of a prophet/' " the name of a righteous man,"
" the name of a disciple," This points to a set purpose in the hospitality. Tlie

prophet is received as a prophet because we wish to honour prophets ; the righteous

man as a righteous man because we desire to help the righteous; the Chrisiian

disciple as a disciple, for Christ's sake. This is more than mere kindness; it is a

distinct recognition of the claim of Christ. We are encouraged to show kindness for

Christ's sake, that we may please him—receiving the envoy for the sake of the King.
IIL They who thus beobive Ghbist's disciples abb doubly eewabdbd. 1. In

receiving Christ. They are treated just as though they had shown hospitality to the

Lord Jesus Christ himself. But the reward of such hospitality is in the very coming
of Christ. When he entered the house of Zacchseus salvation came there. To have

Christ within us is to have a better blessing than could be got out of all the wealth of

the Indies or all the joy of a Christless paradise. 2. In receiving Qod. This thought

is nearly akin to the teaching of the Fourth Gospel (see John xiv. 9, 10). We do not

merely receive Christ as a brother-man. Beneath the veil of the humanity of Jesus

the very glory of God enters the soul. Thus he who receives a child for Christ's sake.

is blessed by having God in his heart, and then his heart becomes a heaven.—W. F. A.

Vers. 1—42 (see also Mark vi, 7—13; Luke ix. 1—6).

—

The "commanding" of the

twelve. This was a grand historic- occasion indeed. The honoured but ever-com-

, paratively feeble and now dimmed, dying, or dead schools of the prophets are to be

succeeded by a scion of Christianity that marks at one and the same time its noblest

and most amazing human institution, and Heaven's most condescending gift and

human trust. Now begins " the great company of preachers " of the New Testament.

They began with twelve ; they very soon grew to seventy ; and authorized provision

was made by him who first called them, and first "gave them commandment" for their

indefinite, " innumerable " increase, by the one method of prayer, their prayer to the

Lord of the harvest, that he would send forth labourers into his "great" harvest.

With what sublimest of simplicity is it said in the first verse of the following chapter,

" When Jesus had made an end of commanding his twelve disciples " I The command-
ments were not ten, and, whatever their number, neither were they like those ten

master-instructions of the old covenant, and of all time, till time shall end. These

commandments breathed the very breath of love, of sympathy, of help. They were

charged with trust, and that trust nothing short of Heaven's own-confided trust. The
endowments of mighty powers of gift and of grace weie enshrined in them. A glorious

honour gilded them with deep, rich light. But throughout them, without a break,

there ran the " commandment " that meant caution, warning, an ever-present dangerous

enemy, thick dangers through which to thread the way. For this necessity, protection

and even the very essence of inspiration were the promises vouchsafed. In some

analysis of this " commanding of his disciples " we notice

—

I. FiBST OF ALL, ChEIST's PABAMOUNT AUTHOBITY'IN EKOAED OP THE PBES0N3

WHOM HE COMMISSIONS. Ouce " he called " them ; now " he calls them to him ;

" he

"sends them forth;" and before they go, he "commands" them, and "he gives them

power." Of this authority two things must be said, and unhesitatingly. First, that

what it seemed and what it was to these original twelve disciples, such it ever has

been since, and still is, toward those who are their true successors, whether they are

the successors of such as Peter and John, or of such as Judas Iscariot.
_
Secondly,

that the authority in question is one unshared and undivided, except as it is shared

and divided, in whatever mysterious way and in whatever unknown proportion, with

those very persons themselves, who either first pushed in to volunteer the solemn

responsibility, or put themselves in the way to court it and to consent to accept it.

The ordination of Judas Iscariot is not leas a fact than that of St. Peter; and so has

it likewise travelled down the ages of Christendom to this hour. Before this phenn-

menon we justly quail, and just are we dumb ; but we cannot deny it.

IL Chbist's fabamoumt authoeity in ebspect of the peinoiples upon which
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THOSB HB C0MMIS8I0KS ABB TO FULFIL THEIB ALLOTTED WOBK. These are Slich aS

follow ; Firstly, absolute independence of any supposed dictation on the part of those to

whom their mission is. Secondly, absolute undoubting reliance on himself for guidance

and protection, and in the last resort for all that is necessary for "life." Thirdly, the

exclusive use and encouragement of moral influence over and among those who are to

be yisited and preached to, and whose spiritual and bodily sicknesses and diseases are

to be ministered to. A most interesting and significaDt exemplification of this same
principle is to be observed in the direction given to the disciples to accept hospitality

;

not only this, but to lay themselves open to the offer of it ; nay, to inquire for it, but
never to force it. And this exemplification is perhaps yet more powerfully established

in the external symbolic, but still moral condemnation, directed to be expressed towards

those who refused to "receive them," as also to "hear their words." Fourthly,

throughout all that might seem to merely superficial observation special and artificial

and supernatural—a religious and grateful obedience to what wise nature and true

reason must dictate. They are sent forth " by two and two " (see St. Mark's account

;

Bee also of the seventy, Luke x. 1). This is (I) for the manifest and natural advantages
of conversation and mutual support ; as also for the yet gn ater gain of complementary
support; that is, that where the characteristics of one lay in one direction, those of the

other lying in another direction, would contribute largely to the whole stock. So
Bunyan, in his great Master's track, herein sets o£f his two pilgrims, and they remain
together to the end—men of the most diverse character and most diverse Christian

adaptabilities. And (2) for the almost creating, but at any rate the setting high
honour on the observing of the relation so novel then—spiritual brotherly aflfeotion,

Christian brotherly affection. How many causes and motives may unite, have united,

men together "by two and two"! How rare this once waa! how grand has been its

career since! What diverse ages—age itself with youth itself; wliat diverse charac-

ters—the gentlest and meekest with the strongest and impetuous—the enumeration
were almost endless—has Christian work, the simplest work " for Christ's sake," bound
together in alliance as indissoluble as sacred ! Fifthly, the practical memory of the
fact, that as Christ's supreme, final ministry has for its achievement the redemption of

soul and body, so that of his apostles, follow it however humbly, at however great a

distance, is for the healing of the sicknesses of the body as well as of the sin of the

soul. Perhaps it may be said that in nothing has the career of Christianity more
vindicated its worthiness than in this—in that, without a " miracle " worked by human
intervention for eighteen centuries, those institutions, and that individual charity, that

come of the very breath of Christ's own Spirit, have achieved a stupendous mass of

mercy for the body of men down those centuries bereft of literal miracle, that leaves

far, far behind all the glories of the miracle age. Sixthly, that there should be an
order, however inscrutable for its method, and however inscrutable for its justification

(as men would be sure to say or to think), according to which the nations of the world
were to be visited with the proclamation of the " kingdom of heaven nigh at hand,"
and with the priceless blessings of that kingdom. Note how/ac<s have been bearing
this out in complete harmony with it all the time, since those words fell on the ears

of the disciples, " Go not into the way of the Gentiles, and into any city of the
Samaritans enter ye not." The enfranchising nord has, it is true, gone forth in one
respect to the very opposite effect now. It went forth round the whole world as Jesus
ascended. But what a history to muse, to wonder over, " to be still and wait," and to

pray over—the sure but unknown growth and devious spread of the kingdom I The
"uay" of that kingdom as it travelled qfter the "beginning at Jerusalem," past and
prest nt, and perhaps for long yet to come—it must be said even of it, as of liim, who
only knows and who only governs it, " 'J hy way is in the sea, thy path in the mighty
waters, thy footsteps not known." Our voice, our mission, our commission, is, beyond
one inglorious doubt, to all the world; but who is it teaching and constraining and
compelling the order of our doings and of our goings in this grand enterprise ? Surely
an order there isl We do not stumble on in guilty darkness ; we do not hurry on by
mere " good luck

;
" neither do we march on as an army in its strength and in our own

strength. We are practically as surely bound by the unseen hand that guides and
threads our way over the world as were the first disciples by this spoken word. We
ought, after praying to know it, to follow the one as implicitly as the disciples did the
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other. SmtntUy, the principle dlBtinctly laid down that gpiritiial work is worthy of

its reward. St. Paul (1 Cor. is. 11—18) enlarges on this very principle. The ministers

of Christ were to hold that it was the duty of the people to support them. What must
be the deeper departure from right of those who rob, or would wish to rob, what has

heen given, and given from age to age, cannot be imagined; this is not even con-

templated here. Let it be distinctly asked on what ground, on what authority, the

spiritual labourer is "worthy of his meat" at the liands of that world which does not

in the ordinary sense ask his labour or for long time value his works, the reply is

that it is on the ground of the paramount authority, the authority of Christ. But the

dictum of Christ on this thing must especially apply to those who " are worthy," who
would wish to rank themselves among " the worthy," and profess to belong to his

kingdom. Eighthly, the highest sanction of the principle of unstinted, ungrudging
" freeness of giving," in what they have to give, on the part of the ministers of Christ,

who themselves undeniably have received so freely.

in. Chbist's fobeknowlkdgb or the course of his Chubch and kingdom;
AND THE HOSTAGES HE GIVES HEaEIN OF HIS OWN ABSOLUTE AND INTBINSIC

AUTHOBITY, BT THB BOLD AND FULL DESOBIPTION OF THAT C0UE8E, AS IN THE
FULLEST SENSE THAT OF A DEEP REVOLUTION, A REVOLUTION THAT WOULD BEND TO
THEIB FOUNDATIONS THB STRONGHOLDS OF HUMAN SOOIETIEa, HUMAN BBLATI0NSHIP8,

WITH ALL THEIB LONGEST CUSTOMS AND FIBB0K8T PBEJUDI0B8.

IVi THB calm, IMMOVABLE INTBEPIDITT OF ATTITUDE AND OF SOUL THAT IS TO

HABK THOSE WHO SHALL SEEM THE CHIEF ACTORS IN THIS MOBAL BEVOLUTION. This

is to rest upon : Firstly, the forearmedness of forewarnedness. Knowledge of them-

selves, of the enemy, and of him who fights by them, in them, for his own grand

works; and who will not fail to fight /or them, by himself, and all necessary unseen

power. Secondly, the confidence that the Spirit of the Father shall be with them, and

speak in and for them at each time of need. Thirdly, in memory of that Master, who
is "above the servant"—a memory that has often shown itself so omnipotent an

impulse and source of strength. Fourthly, with ever-present memory of the infinite

disparity between the ultimate sanctions involved, viz. that of those who can kill the

body but can no more, and of him who indeed can kill both, but of whom it is in the

same breath said—He notices the fall of a sparrow, and counfs the hairs of the head

of his servant. Fifthly, that noblest incentive of the safest ambition that was vouch-

safed in the words of incredible condescension, " He that receiveth you receiveth me,

and he that receiveth me receiveth him that sent me." This for some and all. And
sixthly, also for some and all the words of tenderest promise, " Whosoever shall give

to drink unto one of these little ones a cup of cold water only in the name of a dis-

ciple, verily I say unto you, he shall in no wise lose his reward." Thus forewarned,

thus forearmed, thus taught, thus given to fear with godly fear, and stimulated thus

with promise and present assurance, it might well be that human " weakness " should

be, as it was, as it often is, " made perfect in strength."—B.

Vers. 2—15.

—

Christ's charge to his apostles. After a night spent in prayer, Jesus

called his twelve disciples and constituted them into an apostolic college. With his

commission he gave them his charge. Notice

—

L The pbbsons commissioned and chaboed. 1, They were twelve in number.

(1) Perhaps in correspondence to the twelve tribes of Israel, to whom they are first

to preach (cf. ver. 6 ; ch. xix. 28 ; Luke xxii. 30). (2) As ihe sons of Jacob were the

fathers of Israel according to the flesh, so are the twelve apostles the fathers of Israel

after the Spirit. (3) Twelve is a remarkable number in relation to the things of

Christ (see Eev. vii. 4; xiL 1; xiv. 1; xxi, 12, 14). It has, therefore, been dis-

tinguished from the "number of the beast" as the number of the Lamb. (4) In this

number the apostles of Christ ever remained. For Paul (not Matthias) filled the place

forfeited by Judas. The election of Matthias took place before the outpouring of

the Spirit, and of the apostleship of Matthias we read no more (see Introduction in

Mosheim). 2. Their nam^ are given in order. (1) Peter stands first in the lists

(ver. 2" Mark iii. 16; Luke vi. 14; Acts i. 13). He was the first called to a constant

attendance upon Christ, though Andrew had seen Jesus before Simon (cf. Luke v.

3 JO; John i, 40, 41). But he had no authority over his brethren, or it had surely
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been mentioned ; neither had he any authority over the Church in which his brethren

did not share. James the son of AlphsuB presided in the council at Jerusalem (see

Acts XV. 19). The New Testament gives no countenance to the papal claims. (2)
In the groups we find brothers together. Peter and Andrew; James and John ; James
the son of Alphseus, and Lehbseus, or Jude. "God here unites "by grace those who
were before united by nature." Nature must UQt be deemed a hindrance to grace.

(3) Last in the lists is the name of Judas Iscariot. He has the unenviable distinction

of "the traitor." Unworthy persons may be found in the holiest societies on earth.

II. Thk charob, 1. As to the apostht preaching. (1) To whom were they to go?
(a) Not to the Gentiles. (6) Not to the Samaritans, (c) They were to limit their

prtaohing to the "lost sheep of the house of Israel" (cf. Isa. liii. 6 ; Jer. 1. 6; ch. viii.

12 ; Bom. ix. 1—4). The gospel must first he preached to the Jews (cf. ch. xv. 24

;

Eom. XV. 8). The restriction, however, was temporary (see Acts i. 8 ; iii. 26 ' xiii. 46).

(2) What gospel were they to proclaim ? (a) The gospel of the " kingdom." Its spiritual

nature. Spiritually, as well as literally, they were to " heal the sick, raise the dend,

cleanse the lepers, cast out devils." (6) Its near approach. "At hand," viz. when the

Spirit should be given on the Day of Pentecost, (c) Therefore the need of preparation

for it, viz. by repentance (cf. Mark vi. 12). 2. .4s to its authentication. (1) To this

end miraculous powers were conferred upon the apostles. These were to continue with
them. Unless in the spiritual sense, neither did they raise the dead nor cleanse the

leper until after the resurrection of Christ. (2) These they were to exercise freely,

without restriction and without reward (see 2 Kings v. 15, 16, 26). Herein they
differed from the exorcists mentioned by Josephus (' Ant.,' lib. viii, c. 11). 3. As to

their maintenance. (1) This they were to receive from those to whom they should

minister (vers. 9—12 ; see also 1 Cor. ix. ; Gal. vi. 6 ; 1 Tim. v. 17). They must be

under no necessity otherwise to earn their living. (2) Where hospitably entertained

their peace was to come. "Peace be to this house "was their salutation (see Luke
X. 5). " Great is peace," say the rabbins, " for all other blessings are comprehended in

it" (cf. John xiv. 27; Phil. iv. 7). (3) When inhospitably treated they were to

"shake off the dust of their feet," viz. as a witness against them before God (see

Neh. V. 13 ; Acts xiii. 51 ; xviii, 6). See that you refuse not the gospel message, for

the case of the rejecter is tearful. 1. This sin is worse than that of the men of Sodom
(Ezek. xvi. 48, 49). Who sin against the clear light of revelation are more guilty

than those who offend against the dim light of tradition. 2, The full judgment upon
sin is reserved to the last great day. (1) The men of Sodom have yet to appear before

the judgment-seat of Christ. The severest temporal judgments upon sinful men do
not satisfy the claims of the offended justice of God. (2) Terrible as their case will be,

it will be more tolerable than that reserved for the rejecters of the gospel of Christ.

—

J. A. M.

Vers, 16—23.

—

Sheep and wolves. The charge of Christ to his evangelists is here
continued. Though addressed in the first instance to the twelve, it is by no means
limited to them. We may learn

—

I. That the disposition op the woKLDLiNa towards the Christian is wolfish.
1, It is a disposition of hostility. (I) The wolf is the natural enemy of the sheep.

The carnal mind is enmity against God. So is it enmity also against what is God-
like. (2) Hence the hatred of the world acainst Christ (John xv. 25). A heathen
philosopher in commending virtue said, "Were it to become incarnate, such would be
its loveliness that all the world would worship it." The experiment was tried. Instead

of worshipping, they murdered Christ. (3) So for Christ's sake (ver. 22) the wolfish

world has also hated Christians. It appears by the Apologies that the ancient Christians

were liable to he condemned by those who were wholly ignorant of their principles or

manners (TertuUian, 'Apol.,' c. iii.; cf. 1 Kings xviii. 17; 1 Cor. iv. 13). 2. Its

hostility is nerved by cruelty. (1) The hostility of the wolf to the sheep is relentless.

Its eyes, teeth, talons, and muscles are fitted to destroy, and its feet are " swift to shed
blood." (2) With cruelty the wicked pursued Christ. Herod (see ch. ii. 13, 16),
Pharisees, and rulers plotted his destruction. With the utmost cruelty they executed
their purpose. Witness the scourge, the thorn, the cross. (3) So likewise did the
wolves pursue his disciples. Paul, who had scourged others, was himself five times
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beaten in the synagogueB (of. Acts xxiL 19 ; xxvi. 11 ; 2 Oor. xl. 24). The diwiples
had also to Btand before " governors and kiiigs" (see Acts xxiii. 11; xiv.; xxTi.).
Iq the prediction that these bumble men should ever stand before proconsuls and kings
tributary to the Romans, we see a miracle of prescience. 3. The crvdty is aggravated
by treachery. (1) " Beware of men," viz. who have the wisdom of the serpent and not
the harmlessness of the dove. " Men," viz. more venomous, canning, and deadly than
serpents.

" 0_shame to men I devQ with devil damn'd
Finn concord holds, men only disagree
Of oreatores rational ; though nndtr hope
Of heavenly grace; and, God proolaimitig peace,
Yet live in hatred, enmity, and strife

Among themselves, and levy cruel wars,
Wasting the earth, each other to destroy I

"

(2) "Brother shall deliver up brother," etc (ver. 21). Unnatural w«« th* treachery of
Judas. Tet was he the type of the nation whose name he bure. And men, disguising
the venom of the serpent and the rapacily of the wolf under the blessed name of Christ,

have been the treacherous foes of his true sheep. (3) This treachery has used the
synagogue—the pretext of religion. It has used the civil court—the pretext of justice.
" The secular arm " was the weapon of the wolf disguised in fleece (cf. Eccles. ill. 16).

II. That the disposition or the Christian should be sheep-liee, but not
BHEEPIBH. 1. The sheep is the Christian's type. (1) The sheep is an emblem of

innocence. The Christian is innocent, being justified m the blood of Christ. He is,

moreover, sanctified by the Spirit of Christ. (2) The sheep is also an emblem ol

patience. The Christian has his perfect Example in Christ. The "Lamb without
spot or blemish ; " the " Lamb of God." Brought " as a lamb to the slaughter," and
" as a sheep before her shearers." 2. To the innocence of the sheep he must add the

wisdom of the serpent, (1) The serpent is a symbol of wisdom. Not because the

animal is pre-eminently sagacious, It is not so. But because the devil enshrined his

subtlety in a serpent (see Gen. iii. 1). The devil was that (vnsi) certain serpent

which was "more subtle than any beast of the field"—the animal serpents not

excepted. (2) We need the sagacity of devils to cope with their subtlety. Paul
dispUiyed tUs (see Acts xxiii. 6, 7). (3) Christ is our grand Exemplar here also (see

ch. xxi. 24, 25 ; xxii. 15—22). 3. To the vnsdom, of the serpent we must still add the

nmplicity of the dove. (1) The dove is an emblem of the Holy Spirit of grace and
truth. Noah's dove resting on the ark was a figure of the Holy Spirit resting upon
Christ. So likewise upon the believer taking refuge in Christ, viz. from the floods of

judgment. (2) The harmlessness of the dove saves the Christian from that cunning

of the serpent by which he is wise to destroy. The dove must influence when the

serpent directs. The "wisdom from above is first pure, then peaceable" (Jas. iii. 17).

III. That the sheep of Chbist enjoy their Shepherd's PROTEOTtoN. 1. The//

go forth under his commission. (1) To preach the gospel of the kingdom (ver. 7).

A glorious mission. A mission in some form entrusted to every true disciple. " Ye
are my witnesses." (2) To gain valuable experience. Experience in patience, stability,

endurance (vers. 21, 22). The active graces may be cultivated in sunshine. Passive

graces are developed in clouds and storms. In the passive graces Christian character

is perfected (of. Heb. ii. 10 ; Jas. L 4). 2. Tliey go forth with his Eoly Spirit. (1)

That Spirit was their Counsellor in the streets. As the wisdom of the serpent leads

him adroitly to shun danger by quickly retiring into his hiding-place, so were the

disciples counselled to avoid the persecutor by passing on to another city. Note

:

(a) The vain spirit which courts cheap martyrdom is discouraged here. It is prudence

and humility to avoid persecution when charity and righteousness oblige not the con-

trary, (b) There is no countenance here given to the spirit of the hireling who for

love of life or property would abandon the flock of Christ to the wolf. Christ's soldiers

may quit their ground, hut not their colours. (2) The Spirit of Christ is also their

Counsellor in the civil courts (vers. 19, 20). If the twelve had plenary inspiration

giving them words for their personal defence before judges, how much more so when
writing the Scriptures I (3) The Spirit of Christ is with his servants working miracles

MATTHEW 8 *
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(rer. 8). Moral miracles are the "greater works" which still attend the Word. 3.

They are encouraged by the promise of reuiwrd. (1) The Soa of man shall come
(er. 23). He shall come in judgment upon the nation. He shall come in judgment
upon the world. The former is a presage of the latter. (2) He shall come quickly.

3o quickly that nothing is gained by remaining in a city to contend with persecutors.

Jerusalem was destroyed before all the cities of the land were visited by the twelve.

So is life too short to overtake all the work to be done in the world. The gospel of the

kingdom shall only be preached as a witness before the end of the present dispensa-

tion (of. ver. 18; ch. xxiv. 14). (3) Then shall the faithful be "saved" (ver. 22).

At the destruction of Jerusalem the Christians, by their flight to Pells, were saved.

So at the last day the Lord will take them to himself.—J. A. M.

Vers. 24—33.

—

Fearleas witnessing. The Christian is Christ's witness. He has

to testify for Christ of his Person, offices, and work. He has to testify for the salvation

of the believer ; to the condemnation of the rejecter. To the rejecter the testimony

is unpalatable and rouses resentment. This is often fierce and deadly. To face

this resentment requires courage. In the text the witness has the encouragement,

viz.

—

I. That the power of the wicked is limited. 1. They have the disposition to

destroy. (1) This was evident when they called the Master of the house Beelzebub.

This was in the highest possible degree to call good evil. (2) It was further evident

when they crucified the Just One. In so far as they were able they murdered God.

(3) " The disciple is not above his Master." He has no reason to expect a different

treatment from the wicked. 2. Bvi their power reaches only to the body. (1) So
far as killing the body, they prevailed against Christ. So far they prevailed against

his martyrs. (2) " But they are not able to kill the soul." Unless the soul consents to

its own injury, it cannot be harmed. The soul is killed only by being separated from
Gtod. No power can pluck us out of the baud of God. (3) Note : The soul does not

sleep when tl e body dies. 3. Therefore Qod only is to befeared. (1) He can kill the

body as certainly as the wicked can. He can, moreover, kill the soul as cei taiuly as

the wicked cannot. He can destroy both in Gehenna; and so destroy as to perpetuate

punishment (see Fs. xc. 11 ; 2 Thess. i. 9). " Men think that death is an end of

their troubles, whereas it is only the beginning of them. It is the lot of the wicked
that they live in death, and suffer as it were a continual death " (Philo). (2) God is

to be feared still by those who love him. It is not hell-fire we are to fear, but God.
The love of God redeems from slavishness his fear. (3) Those who fear God truly

need not fear man. The fear of sinning arms us against the dread of sinners. Even
the heathen could, nobly set a tyrant at defiance, saying, " You may abuse the case of

Anaxarchus
;
you cannot injure Anaxarchus himself." Seneca undertakes to make it

out that you cannot hurt a wise and good man, because death itself is no real evil to

him. (4) It is enough that the disciple be as his Master. The honour of suffering with

Christ is glorious (ch. v. 10; Bom. viii. 17; xiii. 5; 2 Cor. xii. 10; Phil. L 29;

Jas. L 12 ; 1 Pet. iL 19, 20 ; iii. 14 ; iv. 14). Wakefield renders JuvenaJ thus:—
"If evercall'd

To give thy witness in a donbtfnl case,

Though Phalaris himself should bid thee lie.

On pain of torture in bis flaming bull.

Disdain to barter innocence for life

;

To which life owes its lustre and iti worth."

II. That thb faithtol abb undee the pbotbotion op a bpeoial providenob.

1. !%« providence of Qod m everywhere. (1) It is behind all mechanical forces.

Gravitation brings the sparrow to the ground ; but it does not fall without our Father.

The statement is not that the sparrow does not fall without his notice, but that it does

not fall without him. Without the constant active presence of God in nature there

would be no gravitating force. (2) It is behind all living forces. If the sparrow

descends to the ground for food, it is because Gbd is there to provide the food, and also

to give the creature the power of volition (cf. ch. vi. 26 ; Luke xii. 6). 2. B is specially

tonotmedfor the servants of Christ. (1) He who feeds his sparrows will not starve
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bit Baints. Man, in the estimation of his fellow, is of more value than many sparrows.

But how enormous is the contrast between the farthing that will purchase two
sparrows and the price paid by God for the redemption of one human soul ! (2) But
amongst men the believer engages a peculiar loving care of God, and most of all when
he is faithfully witnessing for Christ. " The very hairs of your heads are numbered "

(cf. ver. 30 ; Luke xxL 18). (3) How different is this doctrine of Christ from that

jf Pope, who says

—

" He sees with equal eyes, as God of all,

A hero perish or a tparrovo fall " t

«

Or of Hume, who lays, " In the sight of God every event is alike important ; and tht
life of a man is of no greater importance to the universe than that of an oyster"

I

3. What, then, has the servant of Christ tofear t " Nothing can harm us "—even the
killing of the body—" if we be followers of that which is good."

III. That the faithful shall be everlastingly bewabded. 1. There is -a
coming day of revelation. (1) "There is nothing covered that shall not" then "be
revealed." In the day of judgment the malignity of the hypocrite who called the
Master of the house Beelzebub will come out to the day (Bccles. xii. 14). (2) So will

the fidelity of Christ's slandered witnesses. Already, even in this world, those who
once were counted the offscouring of all things are justified and revered. What an
anticipation this of the honour of the saint before an assembled universe ! 2. ITie day
<^ revelation will he a day of retribution. .(1) The confessor will be confessed. The
confession will be the prelude and passport to the bliss of heaven. (2) The denier

will be denied. The truth itself will condemn those who dishonour it. The denial of

the wicked will be the prelude to his destruction in both soul and body in Gehenna.
3. Therefore let the witness for Christ he fearless. (1) What Christ tells him in the

darkness of parable, that let him speak in the light of clear testimony. What he hears

in the ear of privacy he is to proclaim as from the house-top, publicly and openly.

The trumpet should have a certain sound. (2) What the apostles delivered they

received. They received it in privacy, not for themselves, but as " stewards " to dis-

pense " the mysteries of God " (Eph. iii. 1—1 2 ; Heb. ii. 3). " We preach not ourselves."

—J.A.M.
Vers. 34—42.

—

The mission of the gospel. These verses conclude the charge which
Christ gave to his disciples when he commissioned them as evangelists. Having
instructed them how they were to behave (vers. 5—15), warned them of the hostility

they should encounter (vers. 16—23), and encouraged them to be fearless (vers.

24-—33), he now enlightens them concerning the mission of their message.

I. It was destined to disturb the old foundations of society. 1. The

family is thefoundation of old Adam's kingdom. (1) The distinction of sex is every-

where. It exists in man ; also in animals ; in plants. In the poles of magnetism ; in

the dualities everywhere present in nature, principles analogous to sex appear. (2) The
offspring of sexual union stand in natural relationships. Thus the household or imme-
diate family is expressed in the terms " parents and children," and " brothers and sisters."

This is the first circle, and within it are close endearments. (3) In the multiplication

of families grow up communities, nations, and races. The aggregate of these consti-

tutes the one vast family of man. 2. Sin has demoralized this institution. (1) By
the first transgression the current was poisoned at the fountain. The family is infected

in its birth. The race is universally depraved. (2) Out of the depraved heart rises

the demoralized life. First come disintegrations through individual selfishness and
ambition ; then confederations of evil. (3) From the family these strifes work
outward, giving rise to litigations and violence, heartburnings and revenges. Standing

armies are at length maintained by a grinding taxation to wage destructive wars.

3. In grappling with thesefrightful evils the gospel stirs up new strifes. (1) It sets

up a new rallying-point. It asserts the paramount claims of Christ. He claims a love

superior to that which is nourished in the family (ver. 37). He imperiously requires

in homage to his love the sacrifice of all selfish intejests. (2) Those who rally round

Christ are naturally opposed and hated by those who cleave to the old evil tradi-

tions. And the battle begins in the household. The unconverted father is against the
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converted son, the unconverted mother is against her converted daughter, and so tha

mother-in-law against her daughter-in-law. The battle of principles comes into closest

quarters in the house; so a man's bitterest foes are those of his own household.

(3) The hostility rages there even when, it is not intended. " The father," says

Quesnel, " is the enemy of his son, when through a bad education, an irregular love,

and a cruel indulgence, he leaves him to take a wrong bias, instructs him not in his

duty, and fills his mind with ambitious views. The son is the father's enemy, when
he is the occasion of his doing injustice in order to heap up an estate for him, and to

make his fortune. The mother is the daughter's enemy, when she instructs her to

please the world, breeds her up in excess and vanity, and suffers anythimg scandalous

or unseemly in her dress. The daughter is the mother's enemy, when she engages her

to comply with her own irregular inclinations, or to permit her to frequent balls and
plays. The master is the enemy of the servant, and the servant that of his master,

when the one takes no care of the other's salvation, and the latter is subservient to his

master's passions." (4) But the sword is also cast upon the earth (ver. 34). For
what are the broad principles ef " liberty, equality, and fraternity," properly understood,

but noble Christian principles? Yet in the hands of vicious visionaries and atheistical

theorists they are so prostituted as to become the motives to insurrections, revolutions,

and the fiercest wars. Wars of religion and wars of ideas

!

II. It was destined to reconstruct sooikty upon a new and permanent
BASIS. 1. Of this new world Jesus is the Head. (1) In respect to this he is styled

the " second Adam ;
" " the Beginning of th^rnew] creation of God ; " " the Firstborn of

every creature," viz. in this " new creation.' (2) Coming under his blessed influence

we are constituted "new creatures." He is the Archetype of the new world as

Adam was of the old. So "as we have borne the image of the earthy, we shall also

bear the image of the heavenly." (3) But while the principle of union with Christ is

as real as that of natural families, its essence is different. It is individual and
spiritual. Hence Jesus never married. In his kingdom there is neither male nor
female. In the resurrection they shall neither marry nor be given in marriage, but
they shall be as the angels of God. (4) The kingdom of Messiah shall last for ever.

2. 2%« principle of the new world is love to Christ. (1) He has a right to our supreme
love as our Creator and Redeemer and King. Who but God could justly use such
language as " He that loveth father or mother more than me is not worthy of me " ?

(ver. 37 ; cf Deut. xxziii. 8, 9). (2) He claims to be loved in his representatives.
" He that receiveth you receiveth me." The treatment shown to an ambassador is in

fact shown to his sovereign. (3) This love to Christ, who is himself the Impersonation
of love in truth, is the reversal of all selfishness. It requires the lifting of the
cross (ver. 38). The cross here is whatever pain or inconvenience, even to the sacrifice

of life, cannot be avoided but by doing some evil or omitting some good. The figure

is used in prophetic anticipation of the manner in which he should die (cf. Rom. vi. 6

;

Gal. V. 24). 3. Hence the promises of the kingdom are to (he loyal. (1) " He that
findeth his life shall lose it." Love is life. The love of self and the world is the life

of the unregenerate. The love of Christ is the life of the new birth. He that allows
self-love to rule in his heart must lose the love of God, which is the life of heaven.
Hb that saves his life by denying Christ shall lose it eternally (see John xii. 25).

Turiullian notes that when the heathen judges would persuade Christiana to renounce
their faith, the terms they commonly used were "Save your life;" "Do not throw
your life away." (2) " He that loseth his life for my sake shall find it." What a man
sacrifices to God is never lost, for he finds it again in God. The Lord never permits an
evil to befall us unless to prevent a greater, and to do us good. (3) " He that receiveth

a prophet"—one wh6 teaches the truth—"shall receive a prophet's reward." He
receives truth in the love of it, which is its own reward. The prophet shall pray for

him (see Gen. xx. 7; 1 Sam. vii. 6; Job xlii. 8; Jas. v. 14—18). The hostess of

Elijah was rewarded in her meal and oil. The rabbins say, " He that receives a learned
man or an elder into his house is the same as if he had received (he Shechinah."

(4) Even a cup of cold water given in the name of a disciple to the humblest follower

of Christ will be rewarded. Love cannot be willed into existence; but it may be
wrought into existence. If we give God obedience he will give uf love. Love ia

hwveit. Heaven is love.—J. A. M.
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Ver. 1.

—

The power to impart power. " He gave them power." It does not strike

us as remarkable that, being what Jesus was, he should have power over sickness,

disease, disability, and even death. But it certainly is unusual, remarkable, and most
suggestive, that our Lord was able to give his power to others, and enable others to do
the healing work that he did. There have been men with a genius for magic. They
had it, but they were never able to impart it. There have been men with a strange

and mysterious gift for healing disease. They had it, but they have never been able

to impart it. No master ever yet gave his power to his disciples. He can teach them,
guide them, and even inspire them. He cannot give himself to them. But this is

precisely what Jesus could do and did.

I. Thb light this thbowb on Chbibt'b Divine natubk. It may be folly argued

and illustrated that " power belongeth unto God," and can only come to man directly

from him. Man's gifts are Divine gifts ; man's endowments are Divine endowments

;

man's genius is Divine inspiration. It is an accepted truth that God only can " forgive

sins
; " it should be an eqvuilly accepted truth that God only can " impart power." But

here we have Jesus doing as simply as possible what we feel is alone in the power of

God to do. We say he has the trust of miraculous gifts ; but that is only half the

truth. He has the gifts in such a way that he is able to give the gifts, in trust, to

others. No argument for the essential Deity of Christ (" God manifest in the flesh ")

could be so effective as this impression produced on us by the fact that he had " the

power to impart power."

II. The light this thbowb on Chbibt'b oontinxjino wobk. We may be helped

in our endeavour to understand that work by seeing that he still has the " power to

impart power," and that he is actually imparting power to his people. Christ gives

soul-healiog from the diseases of sin ; Christ quickens life from the death of trespasses

and sins. He is come that we might " have life, and have it more abundantly." We
can partly apprehend his work in souls by watching his work in bodies when he was

here. But see how much more vivid and forcible the illustration becomes when we

see that he can repeat bis power. He can give life to men in such a way m will make
those men what he himself is—life-givers. Qaickening men lo as to make them

healers and saviours is Christ's continuing work,—B. T.

Vers. 2—t.

—

Bepresentative Christian characters. No doubt the number twelve was

chosen by our- Lord because twelve had been the number of the tribes of IsraeL Very

possibly a critical estimate of those two sets of twelve would bring to view this very

interesting fact—the heads of the twelve tribes represent the different types of

ordinary humanity, they classify human character ; and the twelve apostles represent

the different types of Christianized humanity, or of human character as influenced by

Christian principles and the Christian spirit. This line of thought would yield some

fresh and striking results. In the lists of the apostolate there is an evident division

into three classes, each containing four persons. The late T. T. Lynch gave, in a very

suggestive way, the marked characteristic of each class or group ; but the individuality

of some of the apostles is not strongly enough marked, in the gospel narrative, for us

to make a more precise analysis of character with any confidence. Those gifted witk

unusual powers of insight into character may differentiate the individuals from the

slight hints that remain, but we may only venture to estimate the groups.

I. The bohn leaders. Simon, Andrew, James, John. Two sets of brothers, and

the only brothers in the apostolic company. Natural leaders, for it is evident they

were jnosier-fishermen, managers of their business. Their gift of leadership Christ

took over for service in his kingdom. Simon was more prominent than Andrew, and

the fact that James was the first martyr suggests that he was more prominent thau

John ; and so we get this conclusion—two, Simon and James, were leaders by/ore* of

character ; two, Andrew and John, were leaders by gentleness of character. Those two

kinds of leaders are always found. „ , mv n i

IL The boen doubters. Philip, Bartholomew, Thomas, Matthew. The Gospels

give illustrations of their questioning, critical disposition. They could not receive

anything without well looking round it, and seeing it on all sides. Such men have

their mission in the world. Faith is always in danger of becoming superstition, and

the born doubters are always compelling us to look to the grounds of our faith.
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III. The born workers. James, Tbadt^asus, Simon the Cananiiite, Judas Iscariot.

These were good " seconds j " men who could carry out, in all practical detail, what
was arranged by the leaders. Not thinkers, and so not doubters ; men who wanterl

something to do, and found themselves satisfied with the doing. Such men are still

among us.

—

H. T.

Ver. 6.

—

Limited commissiont. " Go not into the way of the Gentiles, and into any
city of the Samaritans enter ye not." We may find reason for this limitation of the

sphere of the apostles in the fact that this was strictly a trial-mission, in which they
were to learn how to ful&l the larger mission which would be entrusted to them by-and-

by. When the war-sbip is nearly ready for sea, it is required to make a trial-trip; but

then its course is strictly defined and limited. But there is something more than this

suggested. Our Lord really taught, by these limitations, that every man's work is

strictly defined. He should spend his strength on work within his bounds; and
neither worry himself, nor let any one else worry him, by pressing claims outside his

bounds. One of the great sources of Christian fretfulness is the pressure of claims on
men beyond their proper spheres. The man who is only a popular preacher is worried

by people because he does not teach. The man whose gift is teaching is worried

because be does not preach the gospel, and save souls. The truth is that every man
has bis limited commission. Each one has no business with Gentiles or Samaritans.

Each one has bis proper sphere with his Israel, and he is wise if he keeps to it.

L Christian commissions are limited. The honour of doing a whole thing was
never given to a single Christian yet. No man ever yet either sowed or harvested

God's entire field. Parts of work are given to individuals. Pieces of the field are

given to each. We are seldom, if ever, wise when we go stepping over our borders,

breaking down the fences that hedge round our particular work. Within our limits

there is sphere for all our powers.

IL Christian commissions are varied. These particular men were to go to " the

lost sheep of the house of Israel
;
" but other men were to go to the " Gentiles ; " and

yet others to the " Samaritans." These were to go and preach ; others following them
would have to teach. Some have just to live for Christ ; some have to sing for him, to

vrrite for him, to suffer for him. Happy they who can say, "This one thing I do."

IIL Christian commissions are united. In the Divine thought and plan they

fit into each other, like the strangely shaped puzzle-pieces, and make up the great

whole of service for Christ. This workman and that should be doing well big own
piece of work, and so the building will be surely growing into a " holy temple of the

Lord."—B. T.

Ver. 8.

—

Tht free use of freely given powers. "Freely ye have received, freely

give." Some of our Lord's directions were suitable only for the occasion, and only

after much forcing can they be made illustrative of permanent principles; but our

text gives succinctly the absolute law on which Christian work must be done and
always done. We are monuments of mercy; we must be dispensers of mercy. We
are saved by grace; we must be ready to save and help others, "hoping for nothing

again," " without money and without price." St. Paul is the most striking after-

instance of this law. He was, if we may so say, jealous, in quite an exaggerate way,

of the freeness of his gospel service. It was with difficulty he could be persuaded

to receive a gift ; he never did receive a payment And our Lord most resolutel"

refused to associate his acts of grace and power with money matters. Foreshadowings

of this feeling may be found in Elisha, who utterly refused to take any acknowledg-

ment of his cure from grateful Naamao. It is not necessary to controvert the doctrine

that " the labourer is worthy of his hire," or that " they who preach the gospel should

live of the gospel," or that they "who are ministered unto in spiritual things should

minister in carnal things." The point is that if a man becomes conscious of any gift

or power unto edification which has come to him by sovereign grace, that man will

find his true joy in using his gift freely, " not seuking a reward."

L OuB gifts ABE NOT ouBB. This is the point which needs to be brought home to

tu. Men have no possession in their abilities. They have no light to trade with them
for their own benefit. Our gifts are trusts. We trade with them for our Master, and
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the products of the trading should be such spiritual things as honour him. " What
hast thou that thou hast not received?"

II. Our gifts cost us nothing. Reference is to spiritual gifts. God distributeth

to every man severally as he will. One talent, two, or ten, according as he pleases.

No man can purchase, or earn, or win, a spiritual gift. This Simon Magus learned by
a most severe rebuke.

III. OnB GIFTS MUST Bs USED roB NOTHiNa. OuT characteristic spiritual power,
to help, heal, inspire, or comfort others must never he sold,—B. T.

Vers. 13, 14.

—

The responsibility of opportunity. This direction may be stated in a
plain way thus : " Give every man a chance, and let it rest with him whether he takes
advantage of it." Moral work can never be done by force. Persuasion of will there

should be ; constraint of will there should never be. The gospel is to be preached,

proclaimed, heralded, to all nations, but it must rest with men themselves whether it

shall prove to them a " savour of life unto life, or of death unto death." Here our Lord
gives a great missionary law. Keep men's responsibility for moral decisions. Put the

truth before them. Speak the message to them. Use all persuasion with them. But
if they will not receive your words, pass on to those who will.

I. Evert man has his moral opportunity. Just as every man, sooner or later,

gets his life-chance. This is enshrined in the familiar Shakcsperian sentence about " a
tide in the affairs of men." In business matters we often say, "He lost his chance."

The story of heart-experiences would probably reveal that every man, once at least in

his life, stood on the very threshold of the kingdom, and decided whether he would or

would not step across. Men's condemnation is this—the gate of the kingdom was
opened for you, and you would not enter in.

II. It IB ODB duty to provide moral opportunities fob oub fellows. This we
do by preaching the gospel to them; by personal influence and persuasion. God
makes man his agent, " co-worker together with him," in making supreme moral
opportunities for his children. This is the responsibility of the regenerate.

III. The man himself must deal with the opportunity. As is illustrated in

the passage, the apostle may come to a man's door, and his asking hospitality may be
the man's oppottunity; but the man must decide whether he will let the apostle in.

There must be no dealings with men which even seem to weaken the sense of personal

moral responsibility. A common saying illustrates this

—

" If you will not when yon may,
When you will you shall liave nay.",

IV. Our obligation is ended in providino the opportunity. We are respon-

sible for skilfully providing it ; for wisely following it up, and for persistently renewing

our effort to present it. But we are not responsible for results following. The man
must bear them.—R. T.

Ver. 16.

—

The law of safety for Christian workers. It is a law which regolates

their own conduct. " Be ye therefore wise as serpents, and harmless as doves." Living

creatures are recognized figures of moral qualities. How the serpent comes to be the

figure of wisdom, with the peculiar characteristic of subtlety, is a subject for dispute.

Van Lennep, writing concerning Asia Minor, says, "The serpent has not the reputa-

tion of being ' cunning ' or ' wise,' nor are such characteristics suggested or sustained

by any facts known in Western Asia. Nevertheless, its subtlety has passed into a

proverb, doubtless by reason of the Mosaic account of the fall of our first parents, and

this is now as generally current among both Christians and Moslems as it was among
the Hebrews in the days of our Lord." There is a kind of paradox in thiis associating

the serpent and the dove, which is designed to be suggestive and inspirational.

I. Our safety depends upon ode guilefulness. This sounds bad. Guilefulness,

in the sense of " hypocrisy," receives Christ's most withering denunciations. No such

guilefulness can be commended here. But there is a guilefulness which is really

" prudence," and this may very naturally be suggested by the quiet, gliding motion of

the serpent. There is a simplicity which is fcolishness. There is a simplicity which

is prudent, watchfnl of occasions, skilful of adjustments, knows when to act and when
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to refrain, when to speak and when to keep silence. That " gnilefulncss " is the

practical skill of ordering wisely our life. A company of hermits discussed which of the

Tirtues was most necessary to perfection. One said chastity, another humility, another

justice, St. Anthony said, " The virtue most necessary to perfection is prudence ; for

the most virtuous actions of men, unless governed and directed by prudence, are

neither pleasing to God, nor serviceable to others, nor profitable to ourselves." In doing

God's work opposition is often needlessly provoked by our imprudence.
II. OuB 8AFKTT DEFENDS UPON ouB GUILELBBBSE88. The dove i« the emblem of

innocence, artlessness. It has no schemes, no under-intcntions, no reserve. What it

is you know. All its ways are transparent. If the apostles acted so as to produce the

impression that they had ends of their own to serve, they would have set people on the

watch lest the apostles should take advantage of them. St. Paul says, " We seek not
yours, but you." Prudence and simplicity, guilefulness and guilelessness, can therefore

go together, hand-in-hand.—B. T.

Yer. 21.—2%e miuion of religi<ms persecution. In warning the apostles that their

mission would involve persecution, our Lord clearly showed that such persecution was
in the Divine plan, and, if in the Divine plan, it had its mission ; it would prove to be a
blessing ; it was indeed a " blessing in disguise." The calamitous and distressing side

of religious persecution has been so often dwelt on that it may bo well to " turn the
shield, and look on the brighter side. Keligious persecution has its important uses

and ministries ; in one form or other it has been found in every age, and the Church
of every age has been the better for it. This does not excuse persecutors or relieve

their guilt ; but it does bring to us a fuller sense of the Divine overruling of even evil

things. The forms that persecution took in the early Church may be illustrated.

Tacitus tells us that " the Christians were convicted of enmity to the human race."

I. BELiaiOUB PEBSECDTION HAS ALWAYS BEEN A TEST OF SINOEBITT. It finds OUt

those who only profess, and those who profess because they possess. Only the men
in earnest abide the stress of persecution. A man must care about a thing if he is

willing to suffer for its sake. Persecution is a natural process of separating tares from
wheat. How many unworthy ones would be in Church relations if religion involved

no strain 1 There is testing social persecution nowadays.
II. BeLIOIOUS FEBBECnTION HAS ALWAYS BEEN AN AGENT IN OLEABINa DOOTBINE.

All sorts of ideas, good, indifferent, and bad, are being constantly taught. They would
grow into doctrines if they were not subject to some clearing process. A man will

suffer for what are deep convictions, but a man will not readily suffer for his fanciful

notions. Many an error has been cleared away in times of persecution, but no truth

was ever then lost.

III. BeLIOIOITS PEBSECUTION has always been the OSEAT mOENTIYE TO ZEAL.
Ages of peace too often become ages of ease and indifference. Aggressive Christianity

is found in vigour only in persecuting times. Strikingly illustrated in Madagascar.
Enterprise, energy, faith, flourish in times of pressure and peril.

IV. BeLIGIOUS PEBSECUTION HAS ALWAYS PROVED A GREAT HELP TO BROTHERHOOD.
The sufferings of some, the perils of all, throw each upon the other's keeping. The
story of persecuting days is a delightful record of sweet charities and loving helpfulness

in the Christian brotherhood.—B. T.

Ver. 26.—Z%« commofi hi of master and servant. Point out the connection in

which this text stands. Christ illustrated what was his claim on men, and what was
involved in becoming citizens of his kingdom, by sending out his apostles on a trial or

model mission. He corrects certain wrong impressions and false expectations in this

passage. Those apostles will not meet with all the suoceu they anticipate. They will

repeat his own story of thankless labour and reproach.

I. The idea of a true life is uvma over again thb ufb of Chbibt. The
disciples of Christ are expected to leproduce their Master's ideas, principles, and even
actions; but their own personal stamp is to be quite plain on all their reproductions.
A worthy servant does, both consciously and unconsciously, what he sees his master
do. Jesus Christ is our Lord and Master in such a sense as makes him our ideal of

what the true and noble life is. Beproducing iiim may be said to involve : L Looking
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at life in ike light in, which Christ looked at it. It is not for self, it is not for any
earth-ends. It is for God, and for God as the Fatber-God. The true imitation of

Christ is the sway in our lives of those principles that ruled his. Wherever we may
be, the Christly spirit may be in us, and may be glorifying all our relations. 2. Uttering

the Christly spirit iy lip and life as he did. Loving words and loving deeds expressed

Christ's loving thought and purpose. While motive is the most important thing, it

can never be separated from fitting action. 3. Bearing the earthly disabilities of a
Christly life as he did. The same, or similar, disabilities come to Christians in every
age as came to Christ. The variations we notice are on the surface, and belong only
to forms and features. " The light shines in darkness," and is similarly affected by the
bad atmospheres. Misunderstandings, reproaches, persecutions, abound still. " If

reproached in the name of Christ, happy are ye." Take St. Paul's life, and show how
his troubles repeat Christ's, with characteristic variations.

II. This idea of life true hbaets will find EVEB-sATiSFTiNa. The feeling of

the Divine worth and beauty of that blessed life of Jesus will ever grow on us as we
come into spiritual communion with it. And to reproduce it, to work it out in our
own lives, will engage all our thought, and use up all our faculty, in a delightful way.
What is the fact ? Do men learn of Christ from our Christ-likeness 1—B. T.

Ver. 29.

—

The Lord of the sparrows. The connection of this illustration should be
noticed. Our Lord bids the first missionaries stand even on the house-tops, and freely

speak out his message ; but he, in effect, adds, " In doing this you will meet with

dangers not a few. You will meet with enemies, some of whom will not stop short

—if only their power will reach so far—of bloody issues. But fear not. You are

watched and protected at every step, and come life, come death, you are safe." Van
Lennep tells us that the edge of the house-top is the favourite station for the sparrows.
" There they sit, or hop about and chirp, sharpen their little bills, or carry on their

little quarrels ; and when the coast is clear in the yard below, down they fly in a body
to pick up any crumbs or scraps of food they may chance to find." Sparrows are sold

at the smallest price fetched by any game. It was also the smallest living creature

offered in sacrifice under the Mosaic dispensation. It was the gift for the poor leper.

I. God'b tender mercy is over all his works. "His way is to look at the

lowliest creatures and things as carefully, as paternally, as to the noblest and highest.

To him there is nothing great, nothing little. He has a record of all the birds that fly.

Sparrows on the earth are as numerous as stars in heaven, ' and not one of them is

forgotten before God.' They build their nests in his sight; they hatch their young,

and send forth their families every year; and God knows each one—whither it flies

and where it rests ; and not one of them falleth to the ground by shot of fowler, or

spring of cat, or cold of winter, nay, one of them shall not hop down on the ground

(so some understand the meaning of the term) without your Father " (Dr. A. Ealeigh).

II. God's tender mbrot is over all his children. It is an argument from the

less to the greater which is suggested. We see it and feel its force at once when we
apply the argument in our common home relations. If the house-mother tends so

carefully the canary bird in the cage, how much more will she tend carefully and

lovingly the child in the cradle 1 If we are of more value than many sparrows, we may
have the fullest confidence that God's dealings with us fit to our value.—R. T.

Ver. 32.

—

Se that knows Christ toill confess him. In these days there are many
among us who are, at heart, disciples of the Lord Jesus, but who shrink from confessing

him before men. Their character and conduct have been long watched by those about

them, and the signs of Divine change and renewal have been recognized. And yet they

remain but " secret disciples." Like one who is introduced to us by St. John, who
chose the quiet night hour, when the city hum was stilled, and only a stray traveller

passed along the street, and he could hope to be unrecognized. There are many who
have to be classed with Nicodemus. Quiet, timid souls, half afraid of their own

thoughts, they seek Jesus, as it were, by nrght. To such this text appeals. To

confess Christ would be the very thing to help them realize their condition. Confessing

ought not to be a diflicult thing. No man need hesitate to acknowledge that he lovea

the loveliest and serves the holiest.
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L' In what ways does Christ expect tod to FULFiii this dutt ? 1, Whatever
form or order Christ's Church may take, it always has some way in which open and
public confession can be made. In that way the duty comes home to us, acooiding to

the Church to which we belong. Somehow Christ must be openly and publicly

acknowledged before witnesses. 2. You must help in Christian service, and so confess

Christ's Name. If yon are made " a new creature in Christ Jesus," be sure that he has
some work for you to do, some place for you to occupy, some mission for you to

accomplish. 3. You must live such a godly life as shall of itself constantly confess

Christ. If you do not check the movements of heart-piety, you will find it wants . to

push out into the light and show itself in holy living. When the spring ia purified,

all the rivulets that run from it flow clear and pure. When the leaven is put in the
meal, it will not keep still until the whole is leavened. Let religion have as much room
and power as it may please. Do not let timidity, any more than sin, or passion, or
evil habit, check it from its natural and hefitting expressions.

II. By what hindrances may you be kept from obedience ? 1. The sense of
responsibility attaching to making public profession. But that is to forget that
responsibility ennobles a man. 2. A sense of personal un worthiness because Christian
experience seems so limited. 3. A fear of the possibility of dishonouring Christ by
backsliding and sin. But that is to mistrust Qod's power to keep you unto the end.
—R. T.

Ver. 38.

—

Gross-bearing. Confusion of mind is caused by associating this figure

with our Lord's crucifixion, or with the fact that he was required to carry his cross to
the place of crucifixion. It cannot be too clearly pointed out, that our Lord used the
figure to illustrate his teachings before his disciples had formed the faintest idea that
he was to be crucified ; and yet he must have meant them to understand him. They
did understand. Cross-bearing was a commonly used figure of the day, and stood for
" doing a thing that was disagreeable to do, or bearing a thing that was painful to bear,

because it was riyht." In tliat sort of sense Christ used it in our text. " Christian
duty, sometimes painful, involves crucifixion of self, sacrifice of natural feelings."

Dean Plumptre says, " These words would recall to the disciples the sad scenes which
Roman rule had made familiar to them—the procession of robbers or rebels, each
carrying the cross on which he was to suffer to the place of execution. They would
learn that they were called to a like endurance of ignominy and suffering." It is,

however, better to preserve the familiar proverbial character of our Lord's allusion.

I. Every Christian man has bis cross. Every individual has his cross. We all

have to say, again and again, " Things will not be according to my mind." Becoming
a, Christian may alter our crosses, but it is pretty certain to multiply them. The more
active and enterprising a Christian is, the more, and the weightier, will be his crosses.

They will always be marked by their demand on the Christian to do what he ought
rather than what he likes. A cross is that which puts a man on self-restraints and
self-denials.

II. Every Christian man is revealed by the way in which hb deaIi8 with
HIS CROSS. 1. He may spurn it. 2. lie may leave it. 3. He may li/t it. He is

disloyal if he spurns it. He is negligent if bo leaves it. He is true-hearted if he lifts

it. This leads on to the thought that if " cross-bearing " is discipline, and may even
be stern discipline, it is always sanctifying. Cross-bearing may even be figured ai the
" highway of holiness."—B. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XI.

Ver. 1.—Matthew only. And it oamo to
pass, when Jesus had made an end. Tlie
same formula recurs in oli. vii. 28; xiil. 53;
xix, 1; xxvi. 1, In all five o.iscs it marks
the end of important speeches. (1) The

sermon on the monnt (oh. T.—vii. 27) ; (2)
the charge to the disciples (oh. z. 5—12)

;

(3) the parables (oh. xiii. 1—52); (4) dis-

courses to the disciples (eh. xviii.); (5)
prophei ies about the end of Ihe world, eto.

(oh. xxiv., XXV.). (Of. Introduction, p. iii.,

for the bearing that this hai npon the
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sonieeB of the Gospel.) Of oommanding
his twelve disciples, he departed thenoe.

Whence ? We have no knowledge. Perhaps
the place had been named in the original

context, from which the disconise was
derived. Ch. ix. 35 suggests that it was
some place on his journey (of. Alford), but

our verse in itself implies rather some fixed

centre of work, e.g. Capernaum. To teach

and to preach in their cities. If he ceases

to speak at length, it is that he may begin
more ag°;ressiTe work (cf. ch. vii. 28, 29

;

xiii. 53, 54). Their. It is hardly by acci-

dent that the word recurs, with the same
reference, as it seems, to the Jews generally,

in the passages just quoted (cf. oh. xii. 9,

note).

Vers. 2—21.—Jebus thb One that should

OOME.

(1) Vers. 2—6 : The Baptist's question,

and its answer : the Coming One has come.

(2) Vers. 7—15: Jesus' recogaition of

the greatness of John as herald.

(3) Vers. 16 -19: Yet both John and he

himself are rejected.

(4) Vers. 20—24 : Woe on those who dis-

legard the signs of God's work.

Vers. 2—6.

—

Tlie Baptist's question, and

its answer. Parallel passage: Luke vii.

IS—23.
Ver. 2.—Kow when John had (omit, with

the Bevised Version) heard in the prison

;

t.e. Maohcerus (Schiirer, I. iL 27 ; comp. ch.

iii. 1, note ; xiv. 1, note). Matthew alone

tells ns that he was already in prison. The
works of Christ ; of the Christ (Bevised Ver-

sion); ToC XpiffToC. Not the proper name,
but the ofBcial title (oh. i. 16, 17, notes). The
title may be merely due to the evangelist's

narrative, or may represent the actual terms

in which the message was brought to John.

It brings out the pathos of the situation.

John had prepared the way of the Christ,

and had at the baptism taken part in his

anointing. Yet of all the works that the

Christ now did there was none to set his

kinsman and herald free. He sent two
of his disciples; by his disciples (Revised

Version). Possibly the slight difference

between iiA, the trae reading here, and Sio,

which is genuine in Luke, points to the

common source (observe here a Greek
source) having been written, but with the

close similarity in sound this need not have
been the case. Observe that the true read-

ing lays slightly more emphasis 'on the fact

of the inquiry coming from John himself

(vide infra). " Sent by " is the equivalent

of the Hebrew T3 rht) (Exod. iv. 13 ; 1 Sam.

xvi. 20; 1 Kings ii. 25; comp. also Bev.

Ver. 3.—And said nnto him. The ques-
tion was brought from John; the answer is

sent back to him (ver. 4). This points to the
cause of the question lying ultimately, not
with his disciples, but with himself. Al-
though John might justly fear that they
would follow him rather than Jesus (of. oh.

ix. 14, note), yet he seems to have made
this inquiry for his own sake. He who
stood on the Jewish side of the threshold of

the kingdom (ver. 11) did not understand
the methods by which the King was acting,

and thus his faith was tried (comp. Ter-
tullian, 'Adv. Marc.,' iv. 16). In thi« he
recalls his great prototype, whose plans
seemed to have failed and his boldness to

have done no good (1 Kings xix. 13, 14).

To both the answer implied that success
was assured to quiet spiritual work. Art
thou (emphatic) he that should comet he

that Cometh (Bevised Version) ; i fpx6iievoi

(comp. ch. iii. 11, note). The title was pro-
bably derived from Ps. oxviii. 26, and would
become the more known from the LXX. of

Hab. ii. 3 (comp. Heb. x. 87), and perhaps
also from a directly Messianic interpretation

of Gen. xlix. 10. Or do we look for. The
word (TrpoaioKaiiiv) contains no thought of

looking about for, but only of earnest expec-
tation. Another 1 'ETtpof, and so in Luke
vii. 19 ; but HWov in Luke vii. 20 (where,
however, Westeott and Hort margin reads
trepoy). Observe that in both records the
evangelist's own summary of John's message
speaks of a difference in kind, but that in

the form given by the messengers (Luke vii.

20) it is only a matter of a second person
coming (comp. Gal. L 6, 7 ; 1 Cor. xii 8,

etc.; XV. 39, etc.). John's disciples, that

is to say, are represented as failing to catch

the point of their master's question whether
he must look, after all, for a Messiah who
acts differently from the way in which Jesus
acts.

Ver. 4.—Jesns ; and Jems (Bevised Ver-
sion, with even the BeceivedText). Answered
and said nnto them. He makes no verbal

self-defence, but appeals to the effects of

his work. Observe that a similar appeal

to effects of the same character as those

mentioned here — resturation to normal
powers and bringing spiritual truths home
to the poorest—^is still the great argument
for the Messiahship of Jesus. Oo; go your

way (Bevised Version); xopevBivTts (cf

ver. 7). And show John again; and tell

Johrt (Bevised Version) ; for iaraYy4\Xw does

not in itself contain the idea of bringing

word in answer to an inquiry, but merely
emphasizes the source or place from which
the message comes (ch. viii. 33; cf. Bishop
Westeott on 1 John 1 2, 5). Those (the,

Bevised Version) things which ye do hear
and see. Observe that in Luke (1) thi
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order of the yerbs ie reveraed ; (2) the tense

is not the present, ns here, but the aorist,

the miracles being regarded from the point

of time when the disciples had returned

to John. The present tense in Matthew
brings out what St. Luke had already indi-

cated by his preceding explanatory verse

that the messengers arrived when the Lord
was actually performing miracles.

Yer. 5.—The blind receive their sight, and
the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and
the deaf hear (and, Revised Version), the

dead are raised up, and the poor have the

gospel preached to them. The first and
the last of the examples selected by our
Lord are fulfilments of prophecy (Isa. Ixi.

1). Observe that (1) the words are taken
from the LXX. (^eiayye\l(ra<T6ai irraxois

. . . Tv<t>\ois uvdp\(}fiiv), which, perhaps,

represents a different reading from the
Massoretic text (of. Cheyne, in loe., ' Critical

Note'). (2) Our Lord reverses the order of

the expressions, taking the restoration of

sight to the blind as the commencement
of a series of physical miracles, and thus

making spiritual work the climax. (3) He
does not quote Isaiah's phrase, " liberty to

the captives," although the quotation of its

context could not but suggest it to John,
the reason being, it would seem, that he
desired to call Jolin's attention away from
the more political part of Messiah's work to

that which alone forms the basis of perma-
nent political improvement—the restoration

of the individual. (4) In accordance with
this is the fact that when he was laying

stress on the character of his adherents as

the one qualification for sharing in iiis

kingdom, he alluded to the same passage

of Isaiah (vide ch. v. 3—5). John was not

wholly emancipated from the Jewish ten-

dency to regard the external results of the

kingdom; our Lord's mind dwelt rather

on the internal results. Although John's

difficulty had been felt when he heard of

the works (ver. 2, note), our Lord only said

in reply, " Tell him of my works." It was
an old message, and yet a new one. In the

nature of those works, when fully understood,

lay the true solution of his ditticulty.

Observe that here also Christ adds a Beati-

tude (ver. 6). The blind (ch. ix. 27, note),

and (he lame. The "and" is doubtless

genuine here, its omission in some manu-
scripts being due to the parallel passage in

Luke. Observe the rhythm, " blind and
lame," " lepers and deaf," " and dead and
poor." Perhaps this is the result of oral

transmission. The lame walk (Isa. xxxv. 6).

The dead are raised up. " Quod uovissime

factum erat juveni Nainitico" (Bengi-1;

and so EUicott, 'Hist. Lects.,' pp. 181,

183, edit. 1861^. The gospel; good tidings

(Bevised Yersion text [not margin], pro-

bably to suggest to English readers the
reference to Isa. Ixi. 1).

Ver. 6.—And blessed is he, whosoever
shall not be offended (ch. v. 29, note) in me;
shall find none occasion of stumbling in me
(Revised Version). But exhibits perfect

trust under delay and disappointment (Jas.

i. 12).

Vers. 7—15.

—

Jesus' recognition of thi

greatness of John as herald. Vers. 7—II:

parallel passage : Luke vii. 21—^28.

Ver. 7.—^And as they departed; and as
these went their way (Bevised Version).

Fulfilling his command (ver. 4). If we may
combine the language of St. Matthew and
St. Luke (" when the messengers of John
were departed "), we may say that they had
left tlie circle immediately round our Lord,
but were hardly fujther than the outskirts

of the crowd. What went ye out into the
wilderness to see? to beliold (Bevised Ver-
sion); Bei(raa9ai (of. Bdarpov). It almost
suggests that they went out as though to

see a spectacle. They were stirred by no
deeper motive. Bengel compares John v.

35. A reed shaken with the wind } If the
reed referred to by our Lord was the
papyrus, which still grows freely in certain

parts of the Jordan valley, the description
of this plant in ' Bob Boy on the Jordan,'

oh. xvii., is specially interesting : " There
is first a lateral trunk, lying on the water
and half-submerged. This is sometimes as

thick as a man's body, and from its lower
side hang innumerable string-like roots from
three to five feet lon^, and of a deep purple
colour. . . . These pendent roots . . . retard

much of the surface-current where tlie

papyrus grows. ... On the upper surface

of the trunks the stems grow alternately in

oblique rows; their thickness at tlie junc-
tion id often four inches, and their heiglit

fifteen feet, gracefully tapering until at the

top is a little round knob, with long, thia
brown, wire-like hairs eighteen inches long,

which rise and then, recurving, hang about
it in a thyrsus-sliaped head." He also says,

" Tlie whole jungle of papyrus v/aa floating
upon the water, and so the waves raised by
the breeze were rocking the green curtain

to and fro." This explained "a most
curious hissing, grinding, bustling sound,
that was heard like waves upon a sliin^tly

beach," as " the papyrus stems were rubbing
against each other as they nodded out and
in." It is, however, much more probable
that the reed referred to was " the Arundo
donax, a very tall cane, growing twelve feet

high, with a magnificent panicle of blossom
at the top, and so slender and yielding that

it will lie perfectly flat under a gust of

wind, and immediately resume its upright
position." It growl especially on the western
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Bide of the Dead Sea (of. TiiBtram, ' Natural
History of the Bible,' p. 437, edit. 1889).
To our Lord's question no answer was
needed. John had rejected the overtures
of the nationalists (John i. 19—21), and had
not feared to rebuke a king (ch. xiv. 4).

Ver. 8.—Behold, they that wear soft cloth-
ing are in kings' houses. Menahem the
Essone was by the wish uf Herod the Great
made deputy to Hillel in the Sanhedrin,
bat afterwards left his ofBce. "Whither
did he go out 7 Abai said, He went out to

destruction. Babba said. He went out for

the service of the king. There is also a
Baraitha [t.e. an ' uncanonical ' Mishna] to
this effect, that Menahem went out for the
service of the king, and there went out with
him eighty pairs of disciples clothed in
Syrian robes" (Talm. Bab., 'Chagigah,'
166, edit. Streane). It has been conjectured,
though hardly on su£Scient evidence, that
our Lord was thinking of this case ; but the
Talmudic passage at least illustrates the
gorgeousness of the apparel of the courtiers,

and suggests the luxuty of living that St.

Luke speaks of (" They which are gorgeously
apparelled, and live delicately, are in kings'
courts "). It is, however, only fair to Mena-
Iiem to say that Gratz (' Gesohichte der
Judiier,' iii. p. 230, edit. 1877) is able to

suppose that he merely went back again to

his solitude.

Ver. 9.—But what went ye out for to see t

A prophet t But wherefore went ye out 1 To
$ee a prophet 1 (Revised Version). Yea, I

say nnto you, and more than a prophet.

Our Lord accepts their estimate of John, but
says that it is insufficient. Hu thus passes

on to show the relation in which John stood

to himself. John was more than a prophet
such as they thought of, for he was " the

subject as well as the vehicle of prophecy "

(Alford), and was the immediate forerunner

of the great King. More than ; much more
than (Revised Version). Ilepia<r6Tepov is

probably neuter, for this not only agrees

with Ti, but emphasizes the thought more
tlian the masculine (of. ch. xii. 6, note).

Ver. 10.—^For. Omitted in the Revised
Version. It is here an explanatory gloss,

though genuine in ch. iii. 3. This is he, of

whom it is written. Our Lord justifies his

aiisertion of John's unique position. Behold,

I send my messenger before thy face, which
shall prepare thy way before thee. Mai. iii

1, not from the LXX., but freely from the

Hebrew,which runs, " Behold, 1 send my mes-'

senger, and he sliall prepare the way before

me." Observe in Matthew (1) " thy way " (2)
« before thee," instead of "before me;" (S)

the first clause is made to end with nearly

the same phrase as the second. Matthew's

form ia the more rhythmical, perhaps be-

aanseoforalrepetition (of. Introduction, p. x.).

Luke (vii. 27), save for the omission of iydi,

is the same ; Mark (i. 2) only omits iyA and
" before thee." dmst does not hesitate to

apply to himself a prophecy of the coming
of God, nor did the early Church shrink
from recording this of him. Such an appli-
cation of an Old Testament passage Bengel
calls " luculentissimum argumentum Deita-
tis Christi." (On this subject, et Bishop
Westoott, Add. Note on Heb. iii. 7.)

Ver. 11.—^Verily. Mattliew only. This
solemn asseveration (oh. v. 18, note) would
the more remind them of their duty towards
John ; and, if its force may be extended to

the next clause, call their attention the
more forcibly to his being only the herald
of better things. I say nnto yon. Among
them that are bom of women (Job xiv. 1)
there hath not risen. These last words have
the emphasis in the Greek, ovk iyfiyeprai,

i.e. to work and energy as a prophet (Luke
vii. 16; ch. xxiv. 11, 24). A greater than
John the Baptist. This seems almost less

praise than ver. 9. But our Lord probably
intended to tacitly meet the objection that
Moses or Abraham was to be listened to
rather than John (cf. ch. iii. 9, note). Not-
withstanding (yet, Bevised Version) he that
is least (but little, Bevised Version, i Sh /ukA-

Tfpos : cf. iJ-fliav, oh. xviii. 1) in the kingdom
of heaven is greater than he. The wealcest
Christian is greater in privileges than the
greatest of the Old Testament saints. John
could preach repentance, but the joys of

redemption he knew nothing of. He is

therefore judged according to the rule,

"Minimum maximi majus est maximo
minimi " (cf. Holtzmann, ' Hand-Commen-
tar,' p. 134).

Ver. 12.—It is curious that in St. Luke's
account of this speech of our Lord's he
should omit our vers. 12—14 (on ver. 15, see
note there), thus leaving oat all Christ's

plainer and more direct teaching about the
relation of John to himself. St. Luke
places (xvi. 16) our vers. 12 and 13 in what
appears to be merely a cento of sayings.
Possibly the original occasion has been
recorded by neither evangelist, but in
Matthew the passage certainly brings out
the thought upon which our Lord was in-

sisting on this occasion. And. Slightly
adversative (Se), for there is a change of

subject. Christ urges his hearers to more
definitely range themselves under his

banner. From the days of John the
Baptist nntU now. Yet this was not more
than a few months 1 Possibly the sentence
had become modified in oral teaching, so as
to include many years, say up to i..i>. 50 or
60. St. Luke's dirh t6tc is easy enough.
Observe the implied success of John's work
as herald. He so prepared the way that
men were eager to enter the kingdom whieh
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he bad said wag at hand. The kingdom of
heaven. The realm ruled over by Messiah,
of which the then community of believers

was the earnest (vide Introduction, p. xxv.).

Suffereth violenoe (fiti(eraC), In Luke it is

middle, " Every man entereth violently into

it ;
" and though it is certainly passive liere,

St. Luke's phrase compels us to understand
(he reason of the violence to be entrance
into the kingdom. The kingdom is not ill

treated, but it is as it were taken by btorm
(Meyer). Nosgen strangely understands
the phrase to mean that the kingdom is set

forward with power, and he would appa-
rently see in " the violent " a special re-

ference to our Lord and John. And the
violent ; and men of violence (Revised
Version) ; koI PuurTal : only they ; men whose
mind is made up and who care not what
force and power they employ to attain their

object. Take it by. force ; apird^oviriv airiiv,

"grasp it for themselves," like rougli and
violent bandils Seizing their prey. Weiss
sees in this vers« blame of the politico-

Messianic endeavours to hasten the com-
pletion of the kingdom. This explanation
is good in itself (cf. John vi. 15), but dis-

connects the verse from its context. Our
Lord is describing the energy with which
some souls are pressing in, and urging the

need of such energy if salvation is to be
obtained.

Yer. 13.—For. It is only right that there
should be such a seizing of the kingdom of

heaven, for in a certain sense the function
of the prophets and the Law ceased with
John. All. Not one alone, but all, however
various their teaching. The prophets and
the law. In Luke (xvi. 16) the Law is

mentioned first, because the context is there

dealing chiefly with the Law. Here oiur Lord
has said that Jolin was more than a prophet,
and he naturally continues to speak of
prophets first. The mention of the Law
comes in almost as an afterthought, and
yet without it the Jews might have fallen

back on the Law when the prophets failed

them (of ver. 11, note). Prophesied. In-

cluding the ideas both of predicting Messiah
and of making known the will of God (cf.

oh. V. 19, note). Until John. The message
of the written Word was oonsidcred as active

—the prophets and the Law still spoke

—

until, in fact, he came who was the close of

that epoch.

Ver. 14.—In Matthew only. And if ye
will receive it. Our Lord gives the informa-

.

tion plainly, but doubts if it will be of any
use to them. Will (BtKtrf). Fortlio recep-

tion of a truth depends npon the attituile of

the will. In this case to acknowledge John
as Elijah would mean to accept the present

eonsequences of that reformation which
Elijah was to bring about (Mai. iv. 6). But

" the human will has a natural disinclina-

tion to cultivate and sharpen the conscience
in combination with the knowledge of the
law, has no desire to look into this mirror,

and men as a rule desire to have quite a
different picture of themselves from that
which conscience shows them " (Marten-
sen's ' Christian Ethics,' i. § 119). It. My
statement. Not him, i.e. John, with Eevisud
Version margin. This (out((s). He and no
other (ch. i. 21). Is Elias. In spiritual

work, not in identity of person (John i. 21).

(On the Jewish expectation of the return of
Elijah, see Lightfoot, 'Hor. Hebr.,' on ch.
xvii. 10.) Which was for to come; which
ia to come (Revised Version). The phrase
d lieWav epx^adaC) is perhaps best under-
stood, not as an independent remark by our
Lord about Elijah, hut as a current saying,
representing the popular expc etation of him,
and adopted by our Lord, who gave it his
own interpretation. It can hardly point
also to v, yet future coming of the prophet.
But compare Bishop Westcott, on John i. 21,

and Schiirer, II. ii. 156.

Ver. 15.—He that hath ears to hear, let

him hear. A solemn exhortation, often
spoken by our Lord at the close of an utter-

ance. See ch. xiii. 9 (equivalent to Mark
iv. 9), 43 ; Mark Iv. 23 ; Luke xiv. 35
(comp. Mark viii. 18 ; Luke ix. 44 ; Rev. ii.

and iii. ; xiii. 9). It means—You are all

formed by nature to learn God's commands

;

answer, therefore, to your powers, and obey
him. See Ps. xl. 6 (cf. Heb. x. 5).

Vers. 16—19.

—

Yet both John and he him-

telf are rejected, though the resuita of their

efforts were such as to fully justify the ap-

parent difference of their methods. Parallel

passage : Luke vii. 31—35.

Vers. 16, 17.—But. In contrast to the
obedience asked for in ver. 15, this genera-
tion closes its ears. Whereunto shall I

liken. A common rabbinic phrase, which is

often found in the fuller form recorded in
Luke, "Whereunto shall I liken . . . and
to what are they like?" (see ch. vii. 24,
note). This generation] It is like unto
children sitting in the markets, and calling

unto their fellows,' and saying. We hava
piped onto yon, and ye have not danced;
we have mourned nnto yon, and ye have
not lamented. There are two ways of

understanding the illustration which our
Lord here uses. (1) Many modern com-
mentators (e.g. Meyer; Trench, ' Studies,' p.

148) insist on the grammar and on the
historical order in which the complaints are

made, and believe that the Jews correspond
to the pipers and the mourners, while it is

John that refuses to rejoice, and our Lord
that will not be «ad. (2) But tbe more
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nanal interpretation is preferable. For (a)
in an iUustrative saying one has chiefly to

regard its general sense; (!)) in vers. 18, 19
the action of John and of our Lord in
*' coming" corresponds to the activity of the
children

; (e) this interpretation seems much
more in accordance with the context. The
versei are therefore to be understood as

meaning — John mourned in urging re-

pentance, our Lord rejoiced in gospel liberty

and preaching, but both alike were only
ridiculed by the Jews. Marketi; market-
places (Bevised Version); for there is no
thought of the children helping their elders

in traffic. And calling (juihich call, Bevised
Version) unto their feUowi. Addressing
them, but not necessarily noisily (Luke vi.

13; zi&.12).
Ver. 18.—^For John came neither eating

(ch. iii. 4*) nor drinking (Luke i. 15), and
they say, He hath a devil ; t.e. he is possessed

of strange and melancholy fancies (see

Bishop Westoott on John vii. 20).

Ver. 19.—The Son of man (ch. viii. 20, note)
came eating and drinking, and they say. Be-
hold QSoi, simply demonstrative, as in the
LXX. of 1 Sam. xxiv. 12; 2 Sam. xxiv. 22) a
man gluttonous (a gluttonous man, Bevised
Version, forthe Greek, &»Spo>iros ipiyos, merely
reproduced the original Semitic order), and
a wine-bibher, a friend of publicans and
sinnerB (ch. ix. 10, note). A friend. The
idea of affection, which through common
use of the words has fallen so much-into tlie

background both in the Greek tplKos and
our English " friend," is brought out clearly

in the Syriac roh'mo, wliich is, perhaps, the

very word that our Lord spoke. But ; and
(Bevised Version) ; xal : i,e. and yet, what-
ever you may say. Wisdom j t'.e. the Divine
wisdom, by which all creation was made
(Prov. viii. 22—31; Wisd. vii. 22), and
which is the source of all true understanding

(Prov. viii. 12—16), particularly of the will

of God (Wisd. vii. 27, 28 ; comp. Luke xi. 49,

"The Wisdom of God" speaking in Scrip-

ture). Is justified (iSiKauidri'). The anrist

is used either as expressing what is wont to

happen (Madvig, § 111, Bem. a), or perhaps

as expressing the completeness of the justi-

ficatioU' (cf. ip\i6i)t John xv. 6). Nosgen,
contrary to New Testament usage, under-

stands ISikok^St) as meaning " is condemned
because of her works " (" So haben sie die

Weisheit . . . um ihrer Werke willen ve-

rurtheilt"), but the ordinary interpreta-

tion holds good that she is acquitted of any
error or wrong. Of her children; works
(Bevised Version); i.irlt ruv epyav aiiT^s,with

the Sinaitic manuscript and the original

hand of the Vatican, besides some of the

versions. The common reading, rcKvav,

has come from Luke. In these words lie

the chief difficulty of tbis difficult sentence.

Of (hvS) may be used of agents (oomp. Jaa. L
13 ; V. 4 ; Luke vi. 18, almost as though it

were imi), but it is more natural to under-
stand it here of the causes or reasons for the
verdict. And &7r<i thus gives an excellent

sense. Our Lord says that the Divine
Wisdom is justified in the minds of men
from the results she brings about. Of what
is he thinking ? Doubtless moral results,

and probably those found in the change
that might be seen in the publicans and
sinners of which he has just i)een speaking.

The Divine Wisdom, which appeared to

the careless and unsympathetic so strange

and changeable in her methods, is, notwith-

standing, pronounced to be in the right,

because of the results of her activity, the
men and the women brought under her
influence. These Kaivai Krlffeis (2 Cor. v.

17; Gal. vi. 15) are always the beet justifi-

cation of misunderstood plans. While, how-
ever, this seems the best interpretation of

the sentence as recorded in Matthew, it

must be confessed that in Luke it appears
more natural to understand "her children "

as those who justify her ; and further, this

was probably St. Luke's own interpretation.

For he seems to pui'posely give an explana-
tion of the apothegm in the verses (Luke
vii. 29, 30) by wliioh he joins the equivalent
of our vers. 16—19 to the equivalent of our
ver. 11. He there tells U3 that all the people

and the publicans "justified God," having
been baptized with the baptism of John,
but the Pharisees and the lawyers rejected

.God's plan towards them, not having been
baptized by him. Wisdom's children justi-

fied her; others did not. Anyhow, epyuv
would appear to be the more original of the
two terms, for with the explanation pre-

feiTod above, t4kvii>v would be very easily

derived from it. It may, indeed, be due to

a more primitive confusion between KH'jaj)

(" her works," .of. Ecclee. ix. 1) and Nri^ap

("her servants," Hebrew najp), this last

word being commonly rendered SoCaoi, and,

perhaps through iraiSes, even vioi and reKva

(of. Besch, ' Agrapha,' p. 277), but even then
it is unlikely that the former and harder
reading should be only due to a mistake for

the latter. That the harder and metapho-
rical should be changed into the easier and
more literal, even as early as St. Luke's
time, appears much more probable.

Vers. 20—24.

—

Woe on those who reject

him. The parallel passage, Luke x. 12—15,

comes almost at the close of the commission

to the seventy. It is represented in the

commission reported by St. Matthew by
oh. X. 15 alone, which is almost verbally

identical with ver. 24. It is possible that

St. Matthew or the author of the sQurc«
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used by him did not care to interrupt the

subject of oil. X. by inserting more of these

verses there, even though that place more

nearly represented their original position.

Observe that here they are connected with

the rejection of John and of our Iiord ; in

Luke, with the rejection of his disciples and

of himself in them.

Ter. 20.—In Matthew only. It seems to

be a kind of introduction, like ver. 7a,

perhaps marking vers. 20—21 as a fresh

section in the discourses. It serves more
particularly as an explanation why our Lord
especially mentioned these cities. Then
began he to upbraid (ch. v. 11, note ; comp.
also Mark xvi. 14) the cities wherein most
of his mighty works (ch. vii. 22, note) were
donis, because they repented not, " Quilibet

auditor Nov. Test, est aut multo beatior (ver.

11) aut multo miserior antiquis " (Bengel).

Ver. 21.—Woe unto thee, Chorazin. The
modem Kerdzeh, two miles from the north-
west bank of the sea of Oalilee. Among
its ruins are tbe remains of a synagogue.
The corn of both it and Kepfiar Ahim
(probably Capernaum) was so excellent as

to make B. Jose say that, had they been
nearer Jerusalem, it would have been used

for the temple offerings (Talm. Bab,, ' Mena-
ohoth,' 85a; see Neubauer, 'Geogr.,' p. 220.

There appears, however, to be a slight doubt
about the reading of both names, see Bab-
binovicz, 'Var. Leot.,' in Zoc). Woe unto
thee, Bethsaida. Schiirer (I. ii. 14; com--
pare, however, II. L 136) thinks that this is

probably not identical with tlie large town
Bethsaida Julias od the east bank of the

Jordan as it enters the sea of Galilee. It

is, perhaps. Khan Minyeh (Nosgen), and if

so was a little south-west of Capernaum,
for if the mighty works, which were done
in you, had been done in Tyre and Sidon,

The transposition of parts of these clauses

in the Bevised Version approaches more
closely the order of the Greek, and better

preserves the double emphasis there given.

Tyre and Sidon (Ezek. xxviii.). They would
have repented long ago in sackcloth and
ashes (Jonah iii, 6; Dan. ix, 3; Esth. iv.

1 ; oomp. also Job ii, 8 ; 2 Snm. iii. 81 ; and
Ezekiel's description of the effect of Tyre's

punishment upon her princes, xxvi. 16).

Yer. 22.—But; irx^v: Iwwbeit (Bevised
Version). Setting this aside (comp. Bishop
Lightfoot, on Phil. iii. 16) ; whatever might
have been does not matter; this sliall be.

I say unto you, It shall be more tolerable

for Tyre and Sidon at the day of judgment
(ch. X. 15, note) than for you. " Pessimis
pejores erant et insanabiliores " (Wetstein).

Ver. 28.—And thou, Capernaum (ch. iv.

18, note), which art exalted onto heaven

;

8haU thou he exalted unto heaven f (Bevised
Version) ; Mj) la>i ovparoS it^wS'tiirri ; i.e. Shalt

thou be raised high in public estimation,

as thou thinkest, who art so proud of thy
share in the busy and gay life on the lake-

side? Shalt be brought down to hell; fAou

ehalt go down unto Sadee (Bevised Version).

The chunge of voice in the two clauses

^iiliuerja-ri . . . KaraPiiir^) may imply that

if thou art indeed raised, it will he by
Another ; but if thou fallest, it will be by
thyself. Observe that our Lord's words are

an adaptation of Isaiah's address to the
King of Babylon (Isa. xiv. 13—15). For if

the mighty works, which have been done in

thee, had been done in Sodom (transposed in

the Revised Version, as in ver. 21), it would
have remained until this day. In this verse

the stress lies on the effect of the moral
attitude ; in ver. 21, on the moral attitude

itself.

Ver. 24 (see notes supra, vers. 20—24 dnd

oh. X. 15).

Vers, 25—80.—In close connexion with

the preceding.

Vers. 25, 26: Christ professes his full

acceptance of his Father's plan, on both its

sides,

Ver. 27 : And says that all bis work is

due to and conditioned by the Father.

Vers. 28—80: Yet freely invites all to

him.

Observe that, whether by " accident " or

" design," vers. 25—30 are a statement of

the good news contained in the expression,

" Jesus the Son of God," while ch. xii. 1—

8

leads us to regard him as the Son of man.

Vers, 25—27,—Parallel passage: Luke
X, 21, 22, where the verses are recorded

immediately after the return of the seventy.

We know no other occasion which would be

so likely to evoke this utterance. Although

it is just possible that the seventy returned

when our Lord was addressing the people

in the manner related in the preceding

verses of this chapter, it seems much more
likely that a sense of a moral and not of a

temporal connexion guided St. Matthew in

his arrangement. What is true in a time

of success (Luke x. 17, 18) is equally true

in a time of failure (vers. 20—24). Observe

the difference in tlie style of ver, 27 (Luke x.

22) Irom that of vers, 25, 26, suggesting the

use ofanother, apparentlyjohannine, source.

But this must have been added before either

St, Matthew or St, Luke incorporated the

passage. Observe that the comparatively
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early date thni indicated for Johannine

pliraseology saggestd that the language and
form of tlie Fourth Gospel underwent a long

process of development before St. John

completed his work.

Yer. 25.—At that time ; season (Revised
Version); ii/ iKeivip t$ Kaip$. St. Luke's
phrase ("in that very hour," iv ahrf n^

&p(f) is more precise, definitely connecting
the utterance with tlie return of the seventy.

St. Matthew's refers rather to that stage or

period in his ministry (of. ch. xii. 1 ; xiv. 1).

Jesus answered. Only in Matthew. If we
could suppose this to be the original context

of the passage, the " answer" would probably

refer to some expression of astonishment or

complaint at his solemn statement in vers.

20—24. Professor Marshall's derivation of

both "answered" and "rejoiced" (Luke)
from a common Aramaic original (Ecpogttor,

April, 1891) appears very strained. And
said, I thank thee ; better, as the Revised

Version margin, praise (^f^oiio\oyo€iiai (roi).

Tliere is no tliought of gratitude, but of

publicity in assent (Luke xxii. 6), in con-

fession (oh. iii. 6) and in acknowledgment
(Rom. xiv. 1 1 ; Phil. ii. 11), and thus of praise

(Josh. vii. 19 ; Ezra x. 11 (Lucian) ; 2 Chron.

XXX. 22; Rom. xv. 9). It implies a pro-

ft'ssion of personal acceptance by Christ of

God's methoda. "I profess to thee my
entire and joyful acquiescence in what tliou

doest." Hence St. Luke introduces the

utterance by iiyaWdffaTo, adding rcf irvei-

/iari T9> ayiif, thus giving us a glimpse of

the unity of purpose and feeling inherent in

the Trinity, even during the time that the

Word " tabernacled among us." Father.

JFaiher occurs in ch. vi. 9 ; xxvi. 39; Luke
xxiii. 34, 46 : John xi. 41 ; xii. 27 ; xvii. 1

;

in fact, in all the recorded prayers of our

Lord except ch. xxvii. 46, which is a
quotation, and where the phrase, "My God,

my God," emphasizes his sense of desolation.

The word expresses perfect relationaldp and

intimate communion. It points to the trust,

the love, and the obedience of Christ, and

to the depth of natural affection and con-

fidence (if we may say so) between hira and

the First Porson of the Trinity. It suggests

mercies in the past, care in the present, and

provision for tlie future. Lord of heaven

and earth. Acts xvii. 24, by St. Paul, who
may have derived it from these words of our

Lord (Resoh, ' Agrapha,' p. 150), or perhaps

from Ps. cxlvi. 6 or Isa. xlii. 5. As
" Father " was the note of personal relation-

ship, so is this of sovereign majesty. Christ

unites the thought of God's love to himself

witlj that of his ownership of all creation,

thus paving the way for the main subject of

the prayer—his Father's method of dealing

with men of various kinds and tempers.

MATTHEW.

Beoanse; tltat (Revised Version), perhaps
as more idiomatic with "thank." But Sti

here gives, not the contents of the " thanks-
giving," but the reason for it. Thou hast
hid these things from the wise and pmdent,
and hast revealed them unto babes. The
laws by which religious impressions are
received, whether ultimately for good or for

evil (2 Cor. ii. 15, 16; John ix. 39), are

here attributed to God. Obseive that the

sentence is not a kind of hendiadys, but
that Christ accepts his Father's action in

both directions. The one is the subject of

his entire acquiescence as much as the other.

Mast hid . . . hast revealed. The aorists

(cf ver. 19, note) may be understood here

as either (I) describing what took place in

each case, or (2) regarding God's action as

a whole from the standpoint of tlie hereafter

(cf Rom. viii. 29, 30). These things. The
truths respecting Christ's teaching and
work. In this context the reference would
be to the general contents of vers. 2—24.

Frcrm the wise and prudent; i.e. as such
(there is no article). For mental excellence

and intelligence (vide infra) in themselves
cannot grasp spiritual truths, but are, on the

contrary, often means by which the veil

between man and God is made thicker.

On the difference between " wise " (a-oipvi)

and "prudent" ((ruveroi, understanding.

Revised Version), see Bishop Liglitfoot, on
Ool. i. 9. (For the general truth, cf. Job
xxxvii. 24; 1 Cor. i. 19—27.) And hast

revealed them (ch. xiii. 11, note) ; for even
the most guileless heart has no power to see

spiritual truths unless God draws back the

veil. Unto babes (vrjirlois). The thought is

of their helplessness and dependence. In
comparison with the Pharisees and scribes,

all our Lord's disciples were little more
(cf. ch. xxi. 16).

Ver. 26.—Even so
;
yea (Revised Version)

;

vtd. A renewed acceptance of the imme-
diately preceding facts. Father. In ver. 25,

ndrep: here, 6 nar-tip. There the term re-

ferred more directly to God as his own
Father; here to him as Father of all, not-

withstanding the methods he used. For.

Giving the reason of Christ's acteptanee.

That (Revised Version margin) would make
this clause closely dependent on the pre-

ceding. But this seems unnatural. So;

i.e. in this double method. It seemed good

(it was well-pleasing, Revised Version) in

thy sight (fvSoKla iyevcTo) ; literally, it wot
good pleasure before thee—an Aramaism
equivalent to "it was thy will" (com-
pare the Targum of Judg. xiiL 23 ; 1 Sam.
xii. 22 [v Dip Nljn] ; see also ch. xviii.

14). The phrase implies, not merely that it

seemed good to God, but that, in a sense, it

was his pleasure. For the workings out of

the laws of truth must give pleasure to the

26
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Giod of truth. (On the aorist lyiviTo, Bee

rer. 25, note.)

Ver. 27.—All things. Not in the widest

sense, for this would forestiill ch, xxviii. 18;

but all things that are required for my work
of manifesting the truth. The utterance is

thus both closely parallel to John viii. 28,

and also in most intimate connexion with

the preceding verses. God's twofold action

in hiding the truth from some and revealing

it to others is, our Lord says, all of a piece

with my whole work. This is all arranged
by my Father, and the knowledge of God
by any man is no chance matter. Are
delivered unto me; have heen delivered

(Revised Version); rather, loere delivered

lTrapeS6Siii). Here also it is possible to in-

terpret the aorist from the standpoint of the

liereafter (ver. 25, note); but, as it is im-
mediately followed by the present tense, it

more probably refers to some time earlier

than tliat at which our Lord was speaking.

The time of his entrance on the world
naturally suggests itself. Observe that here,

when bringing out his dependence upon his

Father, our Lord lays stress on the notion
of transmission (TropeSiiflr)) ; but in oh. xxviii.

18, where he is bringing, out his post-

resurrection greatness (Phil. ii. 9), he
merely mentions his authority as an absolute
gift QiSiBif). Notice the contrast implied in

irapeSiieTj to the Jewish irapdSoa-ts. The
Pharisees boasted that their tradition came
from God, though through many hands;
Christ claimed to have received his from
God himself Of (uttij). For the transmission

was immediate ; tliere were no links between
the Giver and the Receiver (cf. Bishop
Lightfoot, on Gal i 12). My Father;
me , . . my. Observe tlie double claim;
his unique position as Tiacher is due to

his unique relation by nature. And no
man knoweth ; i.e. with a gradual, but at
last complete, perception (imyti'iitrKet). In
the Gospels this word is used of the know-
ledge of God and of Chjist in this verse
alone, though such a reference is especially
suited to its meaning of perfection of know-
ledge (cf Bishop Lightfoot, Col. i. 9). The
Son. Not " me," because Christ wished to
bring out more clearly his unique rclatiou

to God, and thus to emphasize the impos-
sibility of any one, even an advanced
disciple, fully knowing him. But the Father.
Not "his Father." It may be that Christ
wishes to include the suggestion that after

all there is a sense in which his Father is

the Father of all men, but more probably,
by making i variip completely parallel to
S uUs, he wishes to suggest that the full

idea of Sonship and Fatherhood is nowhere
else so fully satisfied. Neither knoweth
any man the Father, save the Son, and he
to whomsoever the Son will reveal him.

The connexion is—Ton may think this ({.«.

ver. 25) strange, but I alone have that know-
ledge of God which enables me to under-
stand his ways; I alone, yet others also, if

I reveal hira to them. As St. Luke ex-
pressed it in his form of our ver. 19,
" Wisdom is justified of her children" (comp.
also John xiv. 9). To whomsoever. Though
but a babe (ver. 25). Will reveal ; willeth

to reveal (!^evised Version); PoihTtrat . . .

iiroKoArJtj^oi. Not " is commanded," for Christ

claims equality (see Chrysostom). Notice
the idea of plan and deliberation, and not
that of mere desire, unable, perhaps, to

assign a reason for its existence (6i\ai) ; of.

PhUem. 13, 14.

Vers. 28—30.—In Matthew only. Ver.

28 : An invitation to all who need him, and
an unconditioned promise of welcome. Ver.

29 : A summons to submit to his teaching,

and a promise that those wlio do so shall

find rest in it. Ver. 30 : For hii " service is

perfect freedom."

Notice the sharp contrast between the

width of this invitation and the apparent

limitation of the preceding statement (ver,

27). The truths of prevenient grace and
man's free-will may not be separated.

Ver. 28.—Come (Sci!t€); ch. iv. 19, note.
There is less thought of the process of
coming than in the very similar invitation
in John vii. 37. Unto me, all ye that labonr
and are heavy laden. The toUers and
burdened (ol Koirtuvra fcal irftpopTur/ievoi).

Our Lord purposely did not define in what
the toil and burden consisted ; for he would
include all, from whatever quarter their toil

and burden came. But since the spiritual
is the cential part of man (oh. v. 3, note),
the more that the toil or burden is felt there
so much the stronger would our Lord's
reference to it be. He would tlierefore be
inviting most especially those that toil in
legal ways of righteousness (Bom. x. 2, 3),
and are burdened under Pharisaic enact-
ments (Luke xi. 46). And I. Emphatio
(Kayti). However others may treat you.
WiU give yon rest (wmraiaw i/xas). Not to
be identified with the phrase in ver. 29 (see
there). As contrasted with vavu (see Bishop
Lightfoot, on Philem. 7and on Ignat., ' Eph.,'
§2), iyoirauo) refers to temporary rather than
permanent cessation from work, and it thus
especially connotes refreshment of body and
soul obtained through aueh rest In con-
formity with this we find i,viivav<ns regularly
used in the LXX. as a translation of
eahhathon ("sabbath-keeping," e.g. Slxod.
xvi. 23, for which o-oSySoTiir/ufe comes in
Heb. iv. 9 as an equivalent). The thought,
therefore, here is not that those who com*
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to Christ will have no moie work, but that
Christ will give them at once aach rest and
refreshment of soul that they may he fit for

work, should God have any in store for them.
Ver. 29.—Vers. 29, 30 have so much in

common with both the language and the
thought of Ecclus. li. 26, 27, that probably
this passage was in our Lord's mind. It is

notewortliy that most of the other signs of
acquaintance with Ecclesiasticus are found
in the Epistle of St. James (cf. Edersheim, in
the ' Speaker's Commentary ' on Ecdesias-
ticns, p. 22). Take my yoke upon you. For
there is work to be done, therefore enter on
it The yoke is the service that Christ

gives us to do, and therefore implies more
than his teaching. This, however, is so

important a part of his service, both in itself

and as being the means of knowing what
he wishes done, that Clirist speaks of it as

though almost identical witli his yoke. (On
tlie figure of the yoke, compare a note by
Professor Kyle and Mr. James, in ' Psalms
of Solomon,' vii. 8, suggesting that our Lord
was contrasting his yoke with the yoke of
minute legal observance laid upon the
people by the scribes and Pharisees. For
a detailed description of the yoke and plough
used now in Palestine, see an article by
Dr. Post in the Quarterly Statement of the

Palestine Exploration for 1891, p. 1 12.) And
learn of me. The figure of the oxen passes

into that of the scholars. The "of" is

slightly ambiguous, and may refer to Christ

as the Example from wliich they may draw
the lesson for themselves (oh. xxiv. 82), or

as the Teacher who will himself instruct

them (Col. i. T). The second meaning is

more suitable here. (For the thought, comp.
John viiL 31.) For. The reason why they
should learn from him and no other teacher.

He alone was what he claimed to tecujb,

therefore he alone could teach it properly,

and therefore from him alone could they

leam that type of character which they

ought to develop. I am. Observe the

claim. It is almost greater than that ot

ver. 27. Meek. Primarily, as regards Gkid

(ch. V. 5, note). Receiving in my degree
whatever yoke my Father puts on me. And
lowly in heart. As regards men. Observe
that meeh and lowly correspond, though the

order is reversed, to " He humbled himself

and became obedient" (Phil. ii. 8, where
iTairsivdiiriv kauT6v does not refer to the

Incarnation Qxivaa^v eaurifj'), but to his

relation to others in this world). In heart

(ch. V. 8, note), "Lowly in heart" very

nearly corresponds to " he that is of a lowly

spirit." Such a person as Christ's ex-

perience shows (Phil. ii. 9) ''shall obtain

honour" (Prov. xxix. 23). And ye shall

find rest unto your souls. In this learning

and service. Tlie words are taken from Jer.

vi. 16(nottheLXX.; cf. also Ecclus. vi. 28),

where they form the promise given to those

that ask for the old paths and walk in the

good way of the Divine commandments.
But these roads were now more clearly

made known in Christ. Observe the full

force of the' two expressions, I will give you

rest (ver. 28), and Ye shall find rest. The
tired comers are at once refreshed by Christ

;

thesS accept bis service and teaching, and in

performing it find further rest. The first

rest may be termed the peace of justifica-

tion ; the second, tliat of sanctification. Both
are obtained through Christ alone, yet they

are not to be confused, much less identified,

with one another.

Ver. 30.—For. The fact of my giving

work will not prevent this rest, but the con-

trary. My yoke is easy (xpTjirriij) ; suave,

Latin; "softe" (Wickliffe); "sweete"
(Bheims). And so are God's judgments
(Ps. ciix. 39, ' Psalms of Solomon,' viii. 38).-

Contrast Brolus. xxviii. 19, 20. And my
burden is light. For "his commandments
are not grievous " (1 John v. 3). •" Omnia
levia sunt caritati" (Augustine, in Meyer).

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—6.

—

The message of John. L His question. 1. lis caiise. He had heard

the works of Christ. He was in prison, in the gloomy fortress of Machaerus. He had
been there six months at least, perhaps much longer. But he was not kept wholly

without knowledge of the outer world ; his disciples were allowed access to him ; they

related to him the mjghty works of the great Prophet of Galilee. Nothing could

interest John more deeply. The works were the works of the Christ, the Messiah;

such as were attributed to him by the prophets. They would naturally fill the

thoughts of the Baptist, and form the great subject of conversation between him and
his disciples. 2. Its meaning. " Art thou he that should come, or are we to look for

another?" What could the Baptist mean? He had witnessed the descent of the

Holy Spirit upon our Lord ; he had borne witness that he was the Son of God, the

heavenly Bridegroom ; he had pointed him out to his own disciples as the Lamb of

God, which taketh away the sin of the world : how could he have any doubt about Itk
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Messiahship? Probably he was not the man be had been. The long imprisonment
had told upon him. It must have been especially irksome to one who had been so

long accustomed to the tree open life of the wilderness. Confinement, enforced

inactivity, with no work, no employment for his ardent energies, tamed the spirit that

had been so strong. Perhaps he sank at times into seasons of melancholy like Elijah

his prototype. It may well have been so : he was a high saint of God, very bold and
full of strength, but he was human ; and human nature has, and must have, its

inconsistencies and weaknesses. No man lives at all times up to his highest level

;

and it has been often noticed that God's saints fail sometimes in that very grace which
is their most striking characteristic; Elijah, for instance, in courage, Moses in meek-
ness, Peter in steadfastness. John had heard in the prison the works of Christ ; but
he had heard also from his disciples how he sat at meat with publicans and sinners

;

he had heard that his apostles had not adopted the ascetic life ; be had heard that he
had not publicly announced himself as the Messiah. It may be that he was somewhat
disappointed. He longed for something decisive ; he longed, perhaps, to see the wrath
of God manifested against the profligacy of Herod, against the hollow hypocrisy of the
Pharisees. He wished, perhaps, to urge Jesus to declare himself openly, to use his

Divine power to put down sin and to introduce the reign of righteousness; he wished
to accelerate the march of the Divine puipbse. He bad waited long ; and now he had
been a whole winter, perhaps more, cooped up in prison. It is no wonder if he became
sometimes impatient; no wonder if the reporls (somewhat coloured, it may be, by the
prejudices of hia disciples) which he heard ol the teaching and actions of Jesus, so

holy, and yet in some respects so unlilte his own, disappointed and perplexed him.
He would have been more than human if, under such circumstances, his faith had
never failed him. Holy Scripture presents to us men as they really were. It does
not draw ideal pictures; it exhibits the imperfections as well as the graces of holy
men. We should be very thankful for this. It is one of the secondary evidences of

the simple truthfulness of God's Word, and it offers to us a more interesting study, a
more encouraging lesson. An ideal character has far less human interest than the
actual portrait of a real man ; and the thought that the saints of the Bible, who
conquered in the fight and won the cruwn of life, were partakers of our sins and weak-
nesses is full of encouragement and help to us. Doubtless the result of the message
tended to strengthen the faith of the messengers ; but to suppose that this was the one
object of the message seems to introduce an element of unreality into the Baptist's

conduct. "Art thou he that should come?" There is a wavering sometimes, an
agonizing doubt in the hearts of the best of Gqd'g servants. It comes from the tempta-
tions of the evil one ; it arises sometimes, as perhaps in the case of the Baptist, partly

from physical causes. The mortal body weigheth down the mind ; it is to good men
the most distressing of trials. The Baptist sent to the Lord in his difficulties; he put
the question to him clearly and plainly. So we must come direct to Christ when we
are troubled with the like perplexities. He will be gracious unto us, as he was to

John, as he was to Thomas. He will give us peace in believing, helping us to persevere,

like the Baptist, steadfast unto the end. " Are we to look for another V " No ; there
is none other Saviour, no other name under heaven given among men, whereby we
must be saved. We look only for him, for fuller manifestations of his grace ; we look
for his coming, when he shall make this body of our humiliation like unto the body of
his glory.

II, The Lord's answer. 1. He directs the messengert to his works. He does not
affirm bis Messiahship in words ; he did so to the woman of Samaria; he did so to the
man bom blind; now he points to his works. The Lord adapts his teaching to the
circumstances of each case, to the difi'erent characters, the varying spiritual needs of

his disciples. Deeds are more convincing than wurds. If we would convince others of

the deep reality of the experiences of personal religion, we must show its power in our
lives. Words, glowing descriptions, will not convince ; we must exhibit in the quiet,

bumble life of holiness the power of the Lord working in our hearts. The lives of

God'g saints are the best evidence to unbelievers of the strength of Christian motives,
and of the reality of the promised help of the Holy Spirit ; they are the facts which
prove the presence and the energy of the great Cause. 2. What those works were. (1)
They were ihe works of the Christ, his proper works, the works attributed to him by
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the prophets. They proved that Jesus was the Christ ; they were signs, evidences of

his Divine origin, of his sacred office. John's disciples had now seen some of tliese

great works with their own eyes ; they were to report to their master the things which
they had seen and heard. There is no evidence like that of an eye-witness. Such is

the evidence of the apostles :
" That which we have seen and heard declare we unto

you." It is the best evidence which we can give to others of the power of the Christ
now :

" We know it, we have felt it ;
" but only those whose lives are pure and holy

can give that most convincing proof. (2) Tliey were works of mercy; tliey were
wonders, such as might he expected from the Son of God. Ttie presence of God in the
world could not be without some attestation ; it must bring with it accompanying
miracles. • The Incarnation, the most mysterious of miracles, seems to necessitate a
train of lesser miracles; it could not stand alone; an event of such overwhelming
magnitude must imply momentous issues, and must be surrounded by stupendous
circumstances. (3) But among these miracles of power there ia one miracle of grace.
" The poor have the gospel preached to them." It was a strange thing then—a thing
unheard of. The Gentile teachers despised the poor and ignorant ; so did the Jewisli

rabbis (John vii. 49). It was Christianity that first taught men to care for the poor,

Christ who first set the holy example. It was a change, a miraculous change wrought
among the nations by the power of Christ's religion. Isaiah had mentioned it as one
of the works of the Christ (Ixi. 1). And still to care really for the poor, to teach them,
to preacb Christ to tiiem, is one of the marks of genuine piety and love of Christ.

These were the appointed works of the Christ. They had been wrought by the Lord
Jesus. He was the Christ : there was no room for doubt. 3. The blessedness of simple
faith. Some were ofiended. They found stumbling-blocks in our Lord's humility,

in the lowliness of his earthly surroundings, in his tenderness to outcasts and sinners,

in his long-suffering patience, in his delay to execute judgment. Perhaps John the
Baptist himself found lor a time a stumbling-block in some of these things. Blessed

is he who is not offended in Christ ; who recognizes Christ's spiritual greatness, Christ's

infinite goodness, Christ's deep and holy love. Blessed is he who sees nothing in

Christ to repel, but everything to attract and to convince. He is blessed, for he will

find in Christ all that he needs-^peace, comfort, hope, rest for his soul. Such blessed-

ness, we may be sure, the holy Baptist fonnd, even if he wavered for a moment through
that human frailty which belonged even to his exalted character.

Lessons. 1. God's saints are not perfect ; follow them, but as they followed Christ.

2. Trials of faith will come ; be steadfast, looking unto Jesus. 3. Go straight to him
in all your difficulties. 4. Meditate much on his holy life ; it is one of the greatest

helps to faith.

Vers. 7—19.

—

The Lord's testimony to John the Baptist. I. His ohabacteb. 1.

He was no reed shaken by the wind. The multitudes who had now heard John's
message and the Lord's answer had once gone into the wilderness to see the Baptist,

drawn thither by the powerful attraction of his preaching and character. What had
they found there? Were they disappointed? Was he unlike the report which they
had heard of him? Was he weak, vacillating, wavering hither and thither like the

reeds that grew on the banks of Jordan ? No ; he was one of the strongest of men.
They must not misnnderstaud him ; they must not judge him harshly. He had shown
some disappointment, it may be, some impatience. The Christ, whom he had so

gladly welcomed, had not in all respects fulfilled his expectations ; some doubts had
perplexed his soul. But who was there born of women who was always steadfast,

absolutely independent of outward circumstances and mental depression ? John was
a great and holy man, an example of firm and constant courage. We must honour
good men ; we must not magnify the occasional weaknesses which, must appear even

in the noblest lives. Envious men exaggerate these little blemishes ; the world loves

to dwell upon the faults of God's people. Christ teaches us to admire the beauty of

holiness, and not to talk about the imperfections which must be found even in real

saints. 2, Ee luas no self-indulgent man. He was not clothed in soft raiment, like

those courtiers of Herod Antipas who were persecuting him. They lived in kings'

houses ; he chose the wilderness for his abode. He was wholly unworldly, a very hero

of aelf-denial, 3. ff$ was a prophet. He was commissioned by God, he spoke for God.
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But he was more th»n a prophet, for he himself was the subject of prophecy, and he
was (what no other prophet had been) the immediate forerunner of the Christ. He
was we messenger of whom that prophet, whose name signifies "My messenger," had
spoken. He was the messenger of God, and he prepared the way of God. It is worthy
of notice that the words, " Thy way before thee" of the Gospel answer to the words,

"The way before me" in the prophecy. In the unity of the Godhead there is a

distinction of Personality. The Father sends the Son ; the Lord of hosts comes
himself ; for " in the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the

Word was God." Therefore John was more than a prophet, standing as he did in

such very close relations with the Lord of whom the prophets spoke.

II. His GKEATNBS8. 1. There had been no greater man than he. Prom the beginning,

through the long years of the world's history, no one had surpassed John in all that

constitutes real greatness. In loftiness of soul, in singleness of purpose, in disinterested-

ness, in heroic self-denial, he stands almost alone, seldom equalled, never surpassed.

Such was the judgment of the Lord Jesus Christ. It throws a light from heaven upon
the confusion of the world, and shows where real greatness is to be found ; not always
in king's houses, not always among the rich, the high bom, the luxurious. The
greatest of men is he who is nearest to Christ, who humbles himself the most, who
most denies himself, who is the most steadfast, the most decided in the cause of religion.

True greatness is measured by self-denial, by humility, by devotion, by purity of

heart and life. 2. Tet the least in the kingdom of heaven is greater. What encourage-

ment there is in these words! 'J'here had been none greater than John; but the

humblest Christian is in some sense greater yet—greater, that is, in privileges, in

advantages, in gifts of grace. The kingdom of heaven is the Church of Christ, and all

the members of that Church have very high and holy privileges—that fellowship which
is with the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ, the gift of the Spirit, the Word of

God, the holy sacraments, all the precious means of grace. "Many prophets and kings
have desired to see those things which ye see, and have not seen them; and to hear
those things which ye hear, and have not heard them." John had not seen what the
Lord's disciples saw, he had not heard what we have heard ; he knew not the blessed

story of the cross. He had not our privileges ; he had not the helps which we have.

He was not himself a member of the Church of Christ, the kingdom of heaven upon
earth. He announced it. Those who are in that kingdom are higher in spiritual

privileges than the herald of the kingdom. If they used those precious means of grace
as they ought, they might be higher in sanctity even than the holy Baptist. Then to
be a Christian, to have those sacred privileges, involves an awful responsibility—a very
high and holy hope.

III. His ministry had done its woek. 1. The kingdom of heaven was come,
John had anuouncod its coming ; it was at hand, he said. Kow it was come ; it was
manifested in the world. The preaching and miraclesof Christ had excited a wide and
deep interest throughout Palestine. He was followed everywhere by eager multitudes.
The enthusiasm for a time was boundless, the excitement intense. They sought to
take him by force to make him a King. The kingdom of heaven was suffering violence.
There may have been something of undisciplined zeal, of unchastened enthusiasm. It

may be that many of these violent ones did not continue steadfast when the days ot
trial came. But now they crowded into the ranks of Christ's disciples; they offered

to follow him whithersoever he went. There was a mighty movement. The kingdom
of God was preached, and every man was pressing into it. There is a holy violence,
a sacred zeal ; but it must be zeal according to knowledge—the zeal of St. Paul or
St. John, not a troubled wave of popular excitement. However, this enthusiasm, even
if not lasting in all men, was better far than indifference ; it showed a real interest in
Divine things; it showed that the kingdom was come, 2. Prophecy was leingfulfilled.
'L"he prophets ha<l foretold the coming kingdom ; the Law, too, had prophesied through
its institutions, its ritual, its sacrifices. All was type and prophecy until John ; John
was the last of the Old Testament prophets. There was no need of types now that the
antitype had appeared. Prophets were no longer raised up to predict the salvation of
the Messiah ; for he was in the world. 3. It was fulfilled in John the Baptist. John
himself was the Elijah of whom the Pro|'bct Malachi had spoken ; he had gone before
the Lord in the spirit and power of Elijah. He was not, indeed, the Elijah whom th«
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Jews expected, in their literal interpretation of the prophecy—the actual Elijah of the
Old Testament, whom Elisha beheld as he went up by a whirlwind into heaven. But
he was the Elijah of whom Malachi had spoken ; Elijah's second self, his representative;

a reproduction of his character, filled and animated with his spirit. 4. The importance

of this warning. Not all would receive it. People expected a literal Elijah ; they
would not believe that John was the Elijah of prophecy. They expected a Messiah
very different from Jesus, a kingdom very different from that kingdom which was not
of this world. But let them listen who had ears to hear, whose spiritual senses were
not blunted by the tradition and formalism of the Pharisees. The Lord called for fixed,

earnest attention. It was a solemn truth which he proclaimed. The kingdom of

heaven was in ' the world ; it wag come near to his hearers. It was • momentous
announcement. To enter into that kingdom was a blessing unutterable ; to reject it

involved a tremendous condemnation. For that kingdom was from heaven, and its

Head was the heavenly King himself. Listen, and come. " He that hath ears to hear,

let him hear."

IV. But the Jews would neiteeb listen to the fobebxtkngb nob to thb Kino
HIMSELF. 1. Their opposition to the Baptist. The Jews in otir Lord's time were per-

verse; they were like wilful children who will not be amused. They reproached John
with his asceticism ; they said it was severe and unsocial. John (they said) separated

himself from society; he would not share in its amusements; his austerity was
unnatural, ungenial ; he had no sympathy with human life. "We have piped unto
you," they said, "and ye have not danced." They did not understand hia lofty

character. He was not of the world ; he had higher aspirations, holier joys ; he did not

need the pleasures which so many seek ; he had no taste for these things, for his whole
heart was given to God and to the world to come. That sensuality which he con-

demned, those festivities which he shunned, brought him to the martyr's death.

2. Their opposition to Christ. He lived a social life among men, sharing in theii

innocent enjoyments. He would have us sanctify the whole life, its business and its

recreations, as well as its times of prayer and devotion. Therefore he set us an example
in all the relations of life. He worked as a carpenter at Nazareth ; he mixed freely with

men, accepting invitations from time to time, even when publicans and sinners were to

sit at meat with him. His conduct was condemned as well as that of the Baptist.

Men called him, in their wicked slander, a gluttonous man and a wine-bibber. It was
a cruel falsehood ; he was absolutely holy, in all things temperate and self-denying.

But his exalted goodness excited their jealousy and malice. They hated it ; they

writhed under the consciousness of his greatness and their own littleness. And so

they set themselves to invent malicious falsehoods. They contrasted his life with the

asceticism of the Pharisees and the disciples of John. He and his disciples fasted not as

they did. They had mourned unto him, and he had not lamented. The world hates

holiness; it will attribute unworthy motives to the best of men; it will misrepresent

their conduct and try to blacken their character. Whatever they do, whether they live

in society or in retirement, they will not escape censorious criticism. Some will be

called self-indulgent, others harsh and puritanical. They must not be distressed. They
are not alone in this unkind treatment, these false constructions. They suffer no more

than the Baptist, who in the Lord's judgment was inferior to no one that had been bom
of women ; no more than the Lord Christ himself. The ambition of the Christian must
be to please the Lord. The world's judgment is a very small matter ; the judgment

of God is of momentous importance. 3. But th^re were a faithfulfew. The wisdom

of God was justified by the children of God, by those to whom the Lord had given

power to become the sons of God. They received the Saviour; they recognized the

wisdom of God in his teaching, in his most holy life. They saw that there was wisdom

both in the life of the Baptist and in the life of Christ. The mission of the Baptist was

not that of Christ. His conduct was suitable for the task assigned to him ; so was the

life of Christ for his most sacred work. The children of God honour holiness wherever

they find it ; they recognize true holiness in all its forms, under all its varying aspects.

They show in their estimate of others the wisdom which is from above, which is first

pure, then peaceable, without partiality and without hypocrisy. Such are children of

wisdom, being children of God.

Lessons. 1. Honour good men; dwell on their excellences, not on their defects.
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2. Take the Lord's estimate of true greatness, not the world's. The world thought

Tiberius great ; the Lord, John the Baptist, 3. Try to live up to the respontibilities

of the Christian life ; it is a high dignity to be least in the kingdom of God. i.. Hats
slanderous gossip

;
you may be speaking ill of one whom God will exalt.

Vers. 20—24.

—

Tfw herd's denunciation ofjudgment. 1. Its cause. 1. Knowledge.

The Lord's tone assumes a greater severity—a severity which perhaps favours the view

that St. Luke gives (x. 13) the true chronological order. The people of Galilee had
seen most of the mighty works of Christ. His life had been long before their eyes

;

they knew him well ; they watched him as he walked in their streets, as he healed the

sick, or cleansed the leper, or gave sight to the blind. They knew every feature of

that holy face, every tone of that blessed voice. They had been astonished with a
great astonishment. But now they were becoming so familiar with the Lord's power
that his miracles, it may be, excited less wonder. Perhaps, like the Nazarenes (Luke
iv. 23), they were beginning to regard his healing virtue almost as if it were at their

disposal, almost as their right. They knew him, or seemed to know him, so well now,
that the old excitement had passed away, the intense interest with which they used to

regard him was becoming lukewarm. 2. Obstinate indifference. They repented not.

They had heard his teaching, they had seen his works. There had been excitement,

astonishment, enthusiasm ; but even that was passing away, and, except in compara-
tively few, there had been no repentance. Bepentance had been the first nute of John
the Baptist's preaching, the first note of our Lord's ; but the message had been unheeded,
the works by which the message had been attested had not produced real conviction.

All had been done that could be done to bring them to repentance ; but they would not

come unto Christ that they might have life. And now the Lord upbraids them, not in

wrath, but in sorrow ; as afterwards he wept over the impenitent Jerusalem. Let us

listen to those solemn words, and let us take to our hearts the great truth that repent-

ance, a change of heart, is the essence of personal religion, and that all outward
privileges, whatever they may be, are lost upon us if they do not, by the grace of God,
produce that inward change.

II. Its terms. 1. Thejudgmmit of Ohorazin and Bethsaida. Bethsaida was the home
of three of the apostles. Chorazin, too, it seems, had been often graced by the Lord's

presence. They had had great opportunities, but they had failed to use them ; and now
the woe goes forth against them. " Woe unto thee!" It is a word of judgment, but it

is also a word of sorrow (comp. Rev. xviii. 10, 16, 19). The Lord grieves while he pro-

nounces sentence. " Peace be unto thee I " would come more sweetly from the lips of

the Prince of Peace ; but he could not say " Peace," where there was no peace. The
Galileans, it may be, had often condemned the idolatry and the licentiousness of the

great cities which lay near their northern border. But, in truth, the guilt of Tyre and
Sidou was not so great as that of Chorazin and Bethsaida. For guilt is measured, not
absolutely, as it is seen in the guilty deed ; but relatively, in its relations to opportu-

nities, to privileges, to knowledge. The men of Tyre and Sidon had not seen the works
of Christ ; had they seen them, he himself says, they would have repented. Their
knowledge was less; their guilt was less; their condemnation would be less. 2. The
judgment of Capernaum. (1) It had become the Lord's own city. He had chosen to

dwell there when he left the unbelieving Nazareth. The people of Capernaum had
known him well and long ; they had seen many of his miracles ; they had followed

him in crowds when he went to the house of Jairus ; the maiden whom he had raised

from the dead lived among them. The rulers of their synagogue, the centurion who
had built it, could bear witness to the power and goodness of the Saviour. They all

knew him; they had watched him day after day as he walked by the lake; they had
listened, many of them, as he taught sitting in some fishing-boat by the shore. Several

of his apostles, Matthew the publican, James and John, Peter and Andrew, were well

known at Capernaum ;
people had talked to them constantly about their Master—his

wonder-working power; his unique and unapproachabte holiness; his tender, com-
passionate love ; his calm, simple dignity. Ho had been long one of the principal subjects

of talk, oue of the great centres of interest, in that little town. All the details of bis

daily life had been scanned with eager curiosity, all his doings had been watched by
observant eves. But were the neoule of Caoernaum much improved by the presenc«
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of this great Example? Some were; but not the most of them—not the town as a

whole. " Shalt thou be exalted unto heaven ? " the Lord asks sorrowfully. " No," was
the solemn answer ; " thou shalt be oast down unto Hades." For the light of God's

presence and love had shone in all its glory on Capernaum ; and, in the midst of light,

its people had turned their backs to the light, and had loved darkness rather than light,

because their deeds were evil. (2) Capernaum worse than Sodom. The men of Sodom
were wicked, and sinners against the Lord exceedingly. The Jews regarded the very
name of Sodom with abhorrence and horror. But, in truth, they themselves had sinned
more deeply yet ; in the very presence of the Son of God they persisted in their sin

and hardness. The Lord knew, in the far-reaching range of his Divine knowledge,
that the men of Sodom would have repented if they had hnd the privileges granted to

Capernaum. " Therefore," he said in Divine sorrow, " it shall be more tolerable for the

land of Sodom in the day of judgment than for thee." The words suggest many deep,

mysterious, avvfid thonghts. The Lord does not satisfy our curiosity; he throws a veil

over the secrets of the Divine judgment. It is enough for us to know that that judg-
ment is both just and merciful. Account will be taken of circumstances, opportunities,

privileges. The heathen will not be judijed as the Christians, nor the ignorant as they
that have knowledge. Is there hope for them who die unblest? We read this saying

of our Lord's ; we compare it with other Scriptures—for instance, with the latter part of

the sixteenth chapter of Ezekiel ; and we feel that " the secret things belong unto
tlie Lord our God ; but those things which are revealed belong unto us and to our

children for ever, that we may do all the words of this Law." " What is that to thee ?
"

the Lord seems to say to us (as once he said to Peter) when our restless thoughts busy
themselves about the dark problems of the mysterious future. " What is that to thee?
follow thou me." Wo have greater privileges than the people of Capernaum. We have
the Word of God, his sacraments, the promise of his Spirit. We have not known Christ

after the flesh ; but we may know him by a holier, a more precious knowledge—^the

knowledge by which the true sheep know the good Shepherd. Let us fear the con-

demnation of those who, living in the light, love darkness rather than light ; let us
use our privileges ; let us strive always to grow in grace, and in the knowledge of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

Lessoijs. 1. The heart must be changed ; excitement, privileges, will not save us.

2. Fray for that great inner change of repentance ; be satisBed with nothing less.

3. Use the means of grace ; neglect involves an awful responsibility.

Vers. 25—30.

—

The joy of Christ over the penitent. I. The THANKSOiviNa. 1. 7%»
Father's care/or the lowly minded. (1) The connection as given by St. Luke seems

best to explain the Lord's thanksgiving. The seventy had just brought back tidings

of their success; the Lord gives thanks for it. But if this discourse as recorded by
St. Matthew is to be regarded as a continuous whole, we note here a transition in the

Lord's thoughts from the hard-hearted and impenitent to the faithful few. He seems

to answer his own thoughts. He had grieved over the impending condemnation of

those who had rejected him. In holy communion with the Father he turns to Divine

joy over those to whom he had given power to become the sons of God. Such transi-

tions from sorrow to joy are common in the Christian life, (2) The Lord's joy. He
rejoiced in spirit, St. Luke tells us. He was "a Man of sorrows, and acquainted with

grief." An apocryphal account of his life says that he was often seen to weep, never to

smile But here we read of his joy. It is very sweet and touching to think that amid

the bitter sorrows of his self-sacrificing life the Lord Jesus lad his hours of joy. It

comforts us, as we strive in earnest meditation to sympatldze with the sufferiog Lord,

to remember that the long anguish which he endured for us was relieved by some

gleams of holy gladness. It is enough for the disciple if he be as his Master. The
most afflicted, the most sorrowful life will have its joys, if it is a Christian life ; for the

Christian who learns of Christ will learn to share his joy. The Lord rejoices, not in

earthly comforts, earthly successes, but in the salvation of souls ; he layeth the lost

sheep on his shoulder, rejoicing ; he saith unto his friends, "Rejoice with me; for I

have found my sheep which was lost." The true disciple rejoices in the Lord, in his

presence, in communion with him, in his triumphs over evil. And the true disciple,

loving the Lord above all things, strives to give him that joy in which he himself tellg
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us that he rejoices, by a deeper repentance, by an increasing hatred of sin, by a closer

walk with Christ, by earnest eftbrts to draw the wanderers into the fold of the good
Shepherd, to feed the sheep which the good Shepherd loved, (3) The cause of his joy.

These things, the deep spiritual truths of his kingdom, his exceeding great love, his

Divine wisdom, his messageof atonement and reconciliation with God, had been hidden
from the wise and prudent, from the Pharisees and rabbis of Capernaum ; but they
were revealed unto babes. Not that Christ rejoiced over the rejection of the wise and
prudent. He wept over them. " Te will not come to me," he said, " that ye might
have life." The relation of the two clauses of the sentence is like that in Rom. vi. 17.

The wise and prudent would not come to Christ; they would not see the things tliat

belonged to their peace ; now they were hidden from their eyes. The Lord rejoices

because, although (lod the Father in his awful justice had now hidden these great truths
from those who wilfully closed their eyes to them, he had revealed them unto babes.
There were simple-hearted, humble men, even in Capernaum, who received the Saviour's
message. To such God had revealed all the blessed truth. They saw it in its beauty
and glory. It was to him that all praise was due. He is the Lord of heaven and earth,

sovereign in his dealings with men. He doeth all things according to the counsels of

his almighty will. But that will is not arbitrary ; it is the will of an all-holy Beins,
who is infinitely just and infinitely merciful. We must believe, in simple trustfulness,

in his love and mercy. Only let ns come to him, as little children come to a wise and
good father ; then he will reveal to us all those most holy truths which can be realized

in the heart only by a revelation from God. God shines into his people's heaits to give
the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ. He reveals
his Son in all his grace and love to those who seek him. He had revealed these things,
these secrets of peace and holiness, to the lowly disciples of the Saviour ; he doth reveal
them still to all faithful and humble hearts. For this the Lord Jesus, the incarnate
Son, praised the eternal Father. For this we praise him now. " Even so, Father : for

so it seemed good in thy sight." His will is sovereign ; it is holy, just, and good ; his

will is best. 2. The Father's lovefor the Son. The Lord Jesus seemed a man among
men. He was rejected and despised. But, in truth, he was the almighty Son of God.
All things had been given into his hand ; all power was his. None knew him fully, in

all the mystery au'l glory of his Divine personality, save only God the Father. Nor
can any know the Father fully, save the Son. But the Lord adds at once the gracious
words, " and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal him." " No man hath seen God at

any time;" he is invisible, he dwelleth in the unapproachable light which no human
eye can penetrate ; but the only begotten Son hath declared him. He reveals to his
chosen all that we need to know, all that man can know, of God and of his relations

with mankind. Then the Lord Jesus Christ, who loved us and died for us, is one in

the mystery of his being with the adorable Father. Here is our hope and joy. As
Man, he is touched with the feeling of our infirmities ; as God, he is able to save us to

the uttermost.

II. The obacious invitation. 1. He invites all. He had said that no man could
know the Father unless the Son wiUeth to reveal him. But God willeth that all men
should be saved. Christ Jesus gave himself a Ransom for all ; now he invites all. He
knew that not all would come ; not all felt the need of a Saviour ; therefore he addresses
those that labour and are heavy laden. There is much toil in this life of ours—endless,

unsatisfactory toil ; the poor toil hard for their daily bread ; the rich toil in the life ot

ambition or literature, or in the pursuit of pleasure. That toil will only end in weari-
ness, " Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher ; all is vanity." Many, too, are heavy
laden, some with the cares of this life, some with pain and sickness, some with the con-
iciousness of sin. All such the gracious Saviour calls. 2. He bids them come to himself.
There is need of effort in the spiritual life. Men must not lie still, listless, lukewarm,
indifferent. They must come. Coming implies spiritual effort; there must be thought,
meditation, earnest prayer, a diligent use of all the appointed means of grace. We must
rouse up our souls. The prodigal son would never have recovered his lost home if he
had remained in the far country. He said, " I will arise, and go." And we must come
to Christ. He himself is the Centre of his religion. It is not a philosophy, or a code
of morals, or a theology, that is to save our souls ; it is a Person—the Lord Jesus Christ
himself. He can give rest to the weary ; he can refresh the toiling, anxious soul ; he
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can giye peace to the mind distracted by bewildering doubtu. None could dare say this

but only God. Put the words into the mouth of St. Paul or St. John, or any the very
greatest of saints; for them to say such things would be arrogant, presumptuous in the

extremest degree. But from the lips of the Lord Jesus Christ those great words were

only the simple truth, words of teodemess and lowliness. The very fact that he stood

there in human form, that he uttered those words in humau language, that he had sub-

mitted to contradiction and rejection, proved his lowliness, his condescension. It would
be far otherwise were he not, what we know that he was, tlie Almighty God. 3. His

yoke and his hurden. But those who would come to him must take up his yoke aad his

burden. And his yoke is obedience, and his burden is the oioss. The yoke seems irksome

at first ; but we must learn of him. He himself learned obedience by the things which'

he suffered. And he is meek and lowly in heart. Ho will teach by his example, by
the Toice of his Spirit speaking in the soul, all who come to him. He will teach them
ever deeper lessons of the calm peaca of submission :f will, the sweetness of holy

obedience. The cross seems at first a heavy burden, sharp and hard to bear. But the

Lord Jesus, who himself bore the cross forus in his blessed love, helps his suffering

people. He bears the cross for them ; he lifts it, on tlieir shoulders; he supports it by
his strength ; and in tinne the heavy burden comes to be light, according to his <);raoiou3

promise. He bids us take up our cross daily ; only thus can we follow him. lie goeth

before his people, leading the way to the everlasting rest. Those who follow him shall

find rest; rest even here—the restfulness of trusting faith; and at the last, rest in the

Paradise of God, where the holy dead rest from their labours ; where the wicked cease

from troubling, and the weary are at rest.

Lessons. 1. The Lord rejoiced in the salvation of souls; so shall we, if we are

truly his. 2. Let us come to Christ as little children ; to such he revealeth the deep

truths of religion. 3. He invites all to come to him. Let us come. None can give rest,

but only he. 4. Let us take up the cross. We must, if we would follow him. Men
would separate the cross from the crown ; the thing is impossible. God hath joined

them together ; they cannot be pat asunder.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHOBa

Ver. 8.

—

A prophefs doubt. What is most remarkable about this question is that it

was put by John the Baptist, the forerunner of Christ. Let us look at the doubt in

relation to the prophet who felt it.

I. The subject of the nonsT. This was most fundamental. Was Jesus the Christ

or not ? No doubt can be more serious than this. There are many questions which

cannot be answered, and people are not to be called sceptics because they do not see

all truth. It is impossible to think on the great problems of existence without the

most perplexing surmises, and yet while all these unsettled ideas may pass through

the mind, it is still possible for faith to be fixed on a rock with a deep conviction of

God, and a calm trust in Christ. But we must- be clear and decided on these two

points—not theoretically, but practically. We cannot understand the Trinity, and

we may be quite unable to comprehend the Incarnation. Still, it is of vital impor-

tance to know whether indeed Jesus Christ is the Son of God and the Saviour of

the world, whether we can come to God through him and trust him as our eternal

Redeemer.

II. The eecbption of the doubt. A doubt as to the end of his work is in the mind

of the Baptist. Had he made a mistake in pointing to Christ? Consider this man
who entertains such a thought. 1. A prophet. Inspiration does not prevent personal

weakness. Advanced knowledge will not secure us against the invasions of doubt.

An apostle was a doubter (John xx. 25). 2. A good man. John the Baptist was no

deceiver of the people. His heart was right with God. Yet he doubted. Doubt is

not sinful in itself. 3. A privileged man. John had known Christ, had baptized him.

Yet he doubted. It is not enough to know Christ after the flesh. 4. A rdigiout leader.

It is possible for a great religious teacher to be in error. Does the pope ever have »

doubt? Certainly it is foolish for preachers to assume infallibility. Sympathy with

doubters by confession of difficulties would be a tie of union between teacher and
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learner. Yet the pulpit is not a place in which to air one's douhts. If the teacher ia

iu serious uncertainty as to his message, is he not a blind leader of the blind ?

III. The causes of tub doubt. How dared the black thought venture to roost in

the mind of the great prophet ? 1. In disappointment. Jesus bad not developed into

the Messiah Jolm had expected. The promising career of the Nazaienc siemed to be
passing into a simple ministry of preaching and healing. But John had a mistaken
idea of the Messiahship. Sometimes doubts arise from the disappointment of erroneous

religious notions. 2. In adversity. John lay in prison—he who all his life had lived

in the wilderness! We need not be astonished that he was depresseil. 3. Without
full grounds of assurance. John never had been exactly a Christian. There is much
doubt infecting the border-land of Clirisfiaii faith.

IV. The TuEATMENT OF THE DOUBT. 1. Gonfession. John did not deny it; he did

not hide it in shame ; on the contrary, he clearly expressed it. We have half conquered
our doubts when we have distinctly stated them. 2. Inquiry. John diii not rest

satisfied with doubt. Ho sought a solution of his dilBcuUy. 3. Resorting to Christ.

John sent tu Christ. Wo can best learn about Christ by going straight to Christ. It

is wise to bring our doubts to him. He meets doubt by showing liis great worksL

To-day the answer to doubt is the work of Christ in the world.—W. F. A.

Ver, 11.

—

The greatness of the least Christian. These words of our Lord read like a

paradox. They are after the manner of his strong startling sayings that arrest atten-

tion and dart surprising thoughts into our mind. Nevertheless, understood as he meant
them to be, they contain no exaggeration.

I. The obbatness of John the Baptist. All parties of Jews had agreed in honour-

ing the wonderful prophet of the wilderness. lie had now passed from his popular

work to the seclusion of a dungeon, and the frown of the government was upon him.

In his lonely iniprisonijieut he had been visited by distressing doubts, and Jesus had
just heard of his difficulties. But all the more did our Lord delight to honour his fore-

runner, and now that John was seen at the greatest disadvantage, Jesus, magnanimously
passing by the slight offered to himself, described him with language of the highest

possible honour. 1. John was great as a man. His life was lofty, simple, unselfish,

and devoted. (1) He showed fearless courage in standing before a king and denouncing

royal wickedness. (2) He showed deep humility in giving place at ihe height of his

popularity to an obscure New-Oomer. 2. John was great as a prophet. His influence

was felt throughout Palestine and even beyond its borders. Alone, but a voice crying

in the wilderness, lie thundered against the prevalent evils of all classes, and succeeded

in spreading an earthquake-wave through society. 3. John was great in preparingfor
Christ. This was his peculiar function, and herein lay his unique supremacy. He
was the last of the pre-Christian prophets, and he prepared the soil for the new seed of

the Word of Christ.

II. The obvious ikfebiobity of the least Chbistian. It would be a piece of

inordinate vanity for a commonplace Christian to pretend that he was in himself

superior to John the Baptist. There are very imperfect Christians who yet cannot be

denied the name of followers of Christ. 1. These people are inferior in character.

Compared, with John the Baptist, they are cowardly, selfish, and worldly. 2. These

people are inferior in gifts. They are not prophets. They see no new truth ; they

speak no Divine words ; they do nothing remarkable, and very little that is at all helpful

to their fellows.

III. The secret of the Christian obeatnbss. Obviously this docs not consist in

personal goodness or attainment. It is purely a result of new advantages. It is like

the elevation of the dwarf on the giant's shoulders. The rider will reach the goal first

if he is on a swift horse and is contending with a foot-runner, although ho may not be

go agile. Modem ammunition and military tactics give the soldiers of Europe and
America an immense advantage over barbarous warriors, although the latter may in

some oases equal them or even surpass them in strength and courage. The least

Christian has certain advantages which were beyond the reach of the greatest prophet.

1. The knowledge of Christ. The context shows that John had not reached this

knowledge. Yet it is the heritage of every Christian. 2. The life from Christ. The
Christian is redeemed, and to him a new life is given. Christ ia in him. 3. Hit
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Ix^tism of the ffoly Spirit. The world waited for that in waiting for the advent of

Christ. Christians live under the new rlispensation of the Spirit, John belonged to

tlie servitude of the Law ; Christians enjoy the sonship of the gospel.—W. F. A.

Vers. 16—19.

—

Children in the market-place. Our Lord must have watched the
children at play in the market-place, and have been grieved when a discontented spirit

had been manifested by some of thera. He had seen how no effort on the part of their

companions could move these obstinate children from their sullen mood. And now he
finds the behaviour of the children to be typical of that of their parents. Elder people
may learn from children. The unconventional manners of children may reveal some-
thing of the character of tlie age, or something of human nature itself, that is too often
hiiiden under the veneer of mere fashion.

I. It 18 IMPOSSIBLE TO SATISFY THE UNSYMPATHETIC. The disagreeable children

can be enticed by no action of their companions. They will not dance to the gay
music nor join in the mock mourning. A third method would be equally unsuccessful,

because they are not to be pleased. They are sitting; there is always something
wrong with children when they sit down for long ; the life has gone out of them.
Similarly there are people who are dissatisfied with all methods of religious work. Old
staid methods are dull and gloomy to them ; new and more lively methods are unseemly
and irreverent. From the sobriety of the Quakers' meeting to the unrestrained fervour of

a S-dvation Army meeting they cannot discover any worship to suit them, and they find

fault with all ways of conducting Church services. If some one could invent a new style

of worshipping God this would be of no use lor the discontented people. Their dis-

content lies deeper. The children had no miud to play; these people have no mind to

pray. Therefore we shall not reach them by new methods. They are in a hopeless

condition unless we can touch their hearts and lead them into a better state of mind.
It is useless to pander to their prejudices. Perhaps at present all we can do is to pray
for them.

II. Unsympathetic people mistake austerity fob insanity. In our Lord's day
these people could only explain John the Baptist by saying that he was possessed by
the devil. There are men and women to whom the very idea of self-denial is absurd.

Tuey have always lived a self-indulgent life, and they cannot understand why any-
body in his senses should do otherwise. * Such people have not the least conception of

the high claims of duty. Moreover, they do not understand the darker sides of life.

To them Gethsemane is a perfect enigma.

III. Unsympathetic people mistake sociability fob self-indulgence. The very

people who say that the austere prophet is mad, when they see Christ, who is not austere,

accuse him of laxity of conduct. This is enough to show that their opposition is

insincere, or at least that it springs from their own state of mind, and not from any
defect in those whom they presume to criticize. It is much to learn that the highest

religion is not ascetic, and yet that it is not self-indulgent. The real reason why Jesus

ate and drank with all sorts of people was not an indifference to moral distinctions, a

hunger for popularity, or a love of ease—all vices utterly foreign to his character.

It was just his brotherly love seeking to help and bless everybody. We cannot under-

stand the story of Jesus till we catch his spirit. Then we see that the safest protec-

tion against the evil of the world is not ascetic isolation, but a self-forgetting life

spent for the good of our fellow-men.—W. F. A.

Vers. 20—24.

—

A lament over wasted privileges. Jesus is already approaching the

sadder stage of his brief ministry; already to the eye of sense it begins to look like a

failure. To some it was a failure. The seed had fallen by the wayside, and the birds

had carried it away. A similar lament to that of Christ might well be uttered over

many regions of favoured Christendom.

I. The oebatnbss of the privileges. No places on earth had been more privileged

than these Galilaean towns. Here Jesus had lived and worked; here his greatest

miracles had been performed, and every miracle was an object-lesson setting forth

belore the eyes of men the blessings of the kingdom. 1. Privileges of knowledge. Tha
inhabitants of these cities had heard the gospel from the very lips of the Saviour.

They had seen the spirit of his life and the laws of the kingdom in everything ha did.
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They who dwell in Christian lands have privileges denied to the heathen. Still more
have the children of a Christian home. If we have known Christ from our childhood,

have been trained iu Christian truth, have seen the work of Chri^ in the society in

which we have lived, ours is the condition of Chorazin, Bethsaida, and Capernaum.
IL The neglbot of the privileobs. These cities had heard, but they had not

heeded. They had seen, but they had not followed. The gospel had come to tlieir

doors, but the foolish people had not received it into their hearts. The explanation of

this indifference is given in the earlier verses of the chapter. The negligent people

were unsympathetic—they were like listless children sitting in the market-place.

Their condition is representative of that of multitudes in our own day. The labours

of the Church are expended on them in vain. They have had the truth of Oiirist's

gospel preached in their ears time after time. Yet to them it is nothing. Their very
familiarity with the words only seems to render them callous to the meaning. They
could pass an examination in religious knowledge with credit ; some of them have done
so, and have won high places and carried oflf prizes. Yet they are 'utterly indifferent to

Christ. Here is an appalling condition I It is due to the hardening efi'ect of sin or to

the deadening that comes with wilful worldliness. If men and women will absorb
themselves in questions of money-making, amusement, and fashion, they cannot receive

Christ or feel the blessedness of his gospel.

III. The melancholy doom of those who waste orbat privileges. The cities

are to be cast down. The prophecy of Christ has been literally fulfilled. All three

cities have disappeared, and have left scarcely a ruin behind. Or at least there is a
dispute as to what ruins may be identified with them, and Capernaum in particular

has occasioned much trouble to the map-makers. The neglect of Christian privileges

cannot continue for ever. He who has buried his talent will most assuredly be called

to account for it. Then the ^om will be proportionate to the privileges neglected.

The vices of the three cities oitJalilee may not have reached the hideous blackness of

the wicked cities of the plain, nor the notorious corruption of Phoenicia. But the greater

privileges will be thrown into the scale and will weigh it down. Decorous, respectable

people who enjoy Christian privileges and neglect them will be more heavily condemned
than the most degraded heathen.—W. F. A.

Ver. 25.

—

The revelation to lobes. St. Luke associates these words with the return

of the seventy from their triumphant missioii (Luke x. 21). Therefore we see that our

Lord is not thinking only or chiefly of children, but rather of the childlike. To these

God has revealed great truths which he has not given to the worldly wise. So, following

the context of St. Matthew, we are reminded that the citizens of Capernaum and other

towns missed the truth which a handful of fishermen had laid hold of. At first the

gospel began to spread among the lower classes of the Roman empire. The same is

seen in India to-day.

I. Why the bevblation is hidden from the wise. This cannot be owing to an
arbitrary decision of God without need or reason. We must look for the explanation

in the character and conduct of the wise. Now, it is not to be supposed that our Lord
would depreciate intellect as such, because that would be to speak ill of one of the

great works of God ; moreover, he had a great intellect himself. Neither could he wish
to discourage mental activity, to praise indolence and carelessness of thought. Where,
then, do the disadvantages of the wise lie? 1. The wise have no special privilege in

regard to religious truth. This does not reach us through intellectual efforts, nor dees

it rest on a foundation of scientific or literary acquirements. The child and the

philosopher, the simple and the learned, must find God's greatest truth in the same way,
and (hat a way as open to the babe in intellect as to the intellectual giant. 2. The
tvise are tempted to look in the wrong direction for religious truth. The man of science

cannot easily escape from the thraldom of his scientific methods; the scholar is often

so buried in his learning that he finds it hard to lift up his eyes from his books—^and,.

alas 1 the truth he most needs is not in them ; the thinker cannot escape from the uotiim
that he by his thought must reach truth more readily than those who have not his

trained faculties, and he tries to climb to religious truth on the aeiial ladder of specula-
tion. 3. The wise are in danger of pride. It is difficult for them to confess their

ignorance and helplessness. The truly wise are perhaps most ready to do this ; but
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Christ rather referred to those who accounted themselves wise or who had a reputation
for wisdom, such as the scribes.

II. How THE EBVELATION 18 BETBALED TO BABES. 1. We must remember that it is a
revelation. The truth of Christ is not a product of human thinking, nor is it a dis-
covery that men have to make for themselves. It could never be got by the pursuit
of science or learning. It is a gift of God, and he can give it as readily to a babe as to
a wise man. 2. 2%m revelation only comes to those who are receptive. A feeling of
wisdom is rather one of fulness and satisfaction. It is necessary, however, to feel

empty and needing light and guidance. Now, the childlike soul is just in this con-
dition. 3. Tlie knowledge of truth is conditioned by faith. Some despise religious
faith as lacking in foundation, and treat knowledge or even doubt as superior to it.

But this is to misapprehend, religious faith, which is not the acceptance of a creed, but
trust in a Person. We want grounds for this confidence, but when we trust God we
are prepared to receive his revelation, and the most childlike are the most ready to

trust him.—^W. P. A.

Vers. 28—30.

—

TTie yoke of rest. It is a common mistake to divide these verses and
to quote the first of them—the invitation to the weary—without the others, which are

really essential to the practical comprehension of Christ's method of giving rest ; because
it is in the conclusion of the whole passage that we discover how we may obtain rest

from Christ. We must, theretore, look both at the blessing offered and at the means
by which this blessing may be obtained.

I. The blessinq is best. 1. In what it consists. The soul of man in weariness
and unrest craves for peace and repose. This is more than the outward calm of quiet

circumstances. Many have that who are victims to a storm of unrest within—ship-

wrecked sailors tossing on the waves of their own passiuns. The true rest is not idle-

ness. While the heart is at rest the hand may be at work. We can never work so well

as with a restful mind. Neither is this rest a state of mental torpor. The mind may be
wide awake, but calm and at peace—like the sea when its waves are still, and yet its

deep waters teem with life, and great fleets sweep over its surface. 2. Fur whom it is

designed. Those who labour and are heavy laden. Some people are naturally restful,

constitutionally placid. But Christ desires to bring rest to troubled souls. He has

sympathy for the toiling multitude ; he brings peace to those whose lives are burdened.

This may apply especially to those whose toil is inward—in the effort to overcome
temptation, and who are heavily laden with the weight of sin.

II. The blessing of best is to be obtained bv wbabing the yoke of Christ.

Let us see what this involves. 1. A personal approach to Christ. Jesus begins his

words to the weary with the gracious invitation, " Come unto me." Let not any heart-

broken, despondent person hold back in fear, for the invitation is just for him. " Arise
;

the Master calleth thee I " But he cannot receive the blessing until he goes to Christ.

Rest begins in personal contact with Christ. 2. Submitting to the rule of Christ. Some
have thought that by his reference to the yoke our Lord meant to indicate that the

weary might yoke themselves to him, and that he and his tired disciple might walk

under the same yoke—the greater part of the weight of which he would bear. Cer-

tainly there is some yoke to be borne by Christ's disciple. We do not escape from

restlessness by plunging into lawlessness and self-wilL On (he contrary, our self-will

is the source of our deepest unrest. When this is conquered we shall be at peace.

Therefore the service of Christ, which involves the suppression of self, is the way of

inward restfulness. To bear his yoke, nay, even to carry his cross, is to find rest.

While we look for personal com fort and escape from duty, we are miserable and restless

;

when wo cease to think of our own ease and give ourselves up to Christ's service, to bear

his yoke, we find peace. 3. Following in the way of Christ. They who would have

rest must learn of Christ. Then the rest does not come in a moment. It will be

obtained just in the degree in which the great lesson is learnt. Further, this is a lesson

in meekness and lowliness. Then rest will come in proportion as we become meeK
and lowly like Christ.—W. F. A.

Vers. 2—30 (see also Luke vii. 18—35).

—

Hieforearming against aforeseen unbeliaf.

Note in introduction (hat St. Luke's placing of this narrative is the preferable one. it
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was during the period of absence of the twelve, after they had been "commanded," that

John was behesided. The entire current of this chapter, that seems so exceptional in

its character in some respects, is blown upon and troubled, as it were, by that presence,

an ever-disturbing one, the phenomenal one, of unbelief. Notice

—

I, A prophet's FOBEBEEINa OF THE WOBKINO OF UNBELIEF, POSSIBLY EVEN
BEING TOnOHED WITH A FEELING OF IT HIMSELF; AND HIS PBOVISION AGAINST IT,

WHETHER FOB HIS PEOPLE ALONE OB FOR THE SAKE OF HIMSELF AND THEM. It is

sKid by Jesus Christ here that a greater projihet had not arisen than John the Baptist.

He had heralded Christ ; he had baptized him; he bad announced and pointed to him
as " the Lamb of God that taketli away the sins of the world," and worthily had he
already confessed him and the truth before the gainsaying and the ungodly. It is

just conceivable that, in his prison and bonds, some untoward wave of doubt may bars
crossed his peaceful breast. But it is all the more unlikely, whereas we read that it

was when he heard through his disciples of the mighty works of Christ that he sent the
question, "Art thou he that should come, or do we look for another? " Again, as his

end drew near, it was certainly not merely plausibly, but justly and really likely, that

his anxiety for the informed laith, and the strong, firm faith of his disciples, should be

quickened. Had the evangelist made one comment of his own that the reason of John,
when he sent his interrogation to his Lnrd and Master, was " to the end that" his own
little flock, soon to be as sheep without their Shepheid, " might" the rather " believe,"

and might not fail to know the one, only good Shepherd, this old question would never

once have been stirred. That neither of the evan<;elists does this need be no surprise at

all to us, unless indeed it might be to a suggestion of our too easily awaking unbelief,

oscillating as we so often are, between unbelief and credulity. And see, therefore, " the

mighty works," say bis disciples to John; and he to them again, "the mighty
works;" and he sends two of them to Jesus, and he also, having done afresh all a

glorious circle of mighty works, while they witnessed, he, of his own abounding sweet

grace, grace to teach, and grace to help, and grace to guard the astray, and to confirm

the weak, takes up the word, and re-echoes it home to the prison—" the mighty works I

"

—these " that I do bear witness of me." And, at all events, we are not told that the

mission and the return message were in vain. If it were so, that John himself needs

for the last earthly agony one more reviving word of the Holy One, he has it ; and for

their life his followers and disciples have it. Was it, indeed, a last word of recognition

of his servant by the Lord and Master and Saviour of him, that there was added the

benediction, " And blessed is he who shall not be offended in me " ? John the Baptist

was too near the blessing now to let it slip; too near to be permitted to let it slip, or to

slip himself from the grasp, or be plucked from the hand of that Saviour. The works
of Christ, the works of Christianity, the works of the Christian, and the works ot the

man who says he is such, but in works denies it, are, and shall be to the end, the test of

each respectively.

II. The unexpected occasion that Christ, ever watchful, utilizes, in order
TO DIRECT AND TO AID THE BELIEF OF " THE MULTITUDKS." Johu the Baptist had
rouised a vast amount of attention in the nation. He had not failed in a jot of the

accomplishment of the work he had been appointed to Jo, and had been announced
centuries past, as appointed to do ; nor had he failed in the realization of the character,

and all that belonged to it, which was prophesied as the mark of him. It appears (ver.

7) that " multitudes " had been present while Jesus haJ given audience to the deputa-
tion from John the Baptist, and had given answer to them also. Christ had, of course,

ever approved of the attention that the nation had given to the appearance and preach-

of his forerunner. But of what use, and to what end was it, that they gave attentiou

to that herald if they proceeded no further, if they did not "come to him"? The
threefold question of Christ leads up now to this, and bears strictly upon the question

of the people's belief. The question is, " What was it ye went out into the wilderness

to see ? " They went out in wondering, excited throngs. They heard a preacher ot

novel utterance ; they saw a personagu of unusual habit and diet ; some believed and
some believed not, but all had their thoughts, and all talked and argued. When con-
fronted with the question, it was impossible to them to answer that they had gone out
for nothing; impossible for them to admit that they had gone out to see a mere natural
nrnduct. a mere native of the desert, stunted grass, or a trembling barren reed, the
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habitat of which was the sandy or rocky wind-blown waste. It was eqnaUy Impossible

for them to plead that they had gone there to see the luxury, wealth, show of social

life—the diametrical opposite of the desert ; this every one knew was not tftere, and had
not been there by any accident now. No, they could not deny that they bad been out

to see a prophet ; and the further truth was, the prophet, allowed and incontestabl»—

for it was " he of whom it was written," in their well-known and prized prophetic

oracles, " Behold, I send my messenger before thy face, to prepare thy way before thee."

'lliey had flocked out to see John the Baptist, and " he it was who had testified of

him." What an introduction for those multitudes to Christ I Why should they not

now, " mighty works " and all else added, " believe on " and " follow " him ? And
Christ adaa, the youngest true convert of the Church, the tyro in the school of the

Church, the as yet unfledged apostle, is greater than he, more blessed, and with still

nobler career before him. What a call of grace ! What ao inspiration to be offered to

human ear I And how true, that in a certain sense the knell of prophecy had ceased,

and yielded place to the ringing tidings of the Church of the kingdom ! Its doors had
been open but for a short time, but what press into it had there been, and how eagerly

had the longing, craving, starving, and determined taken possession of its blessed shelter

and hope I

III. The method which Chbibt did not hesitate to use in obdeb to chabao-

TEBIZE OGNEBALLT THE CONDITOT OF THE UNBELIBVINO OF. THAT GENEBATION. He
used a similitude which, plainly as it must speak to any type of national mind, was

probably additionally telling and significant to those for whom he then in the first

instance spoke. A picture of the perversity of children suffices to portray this. The
music of Christ is not listened to, nor the wail of warning of John ; neither the stern

rigour of this, nor the winning attractiveness of that ! Such as these, who is to seek

them, who to win, who to save ? Dwell on the fact that Christ consents to condescend,

by all and various method, to ply the stubborn, the rebellious, the hard-hearted, the

" stiff-necked." What patience is this that instructs, but also argues and pleads, and

by each avenue of approach to mind, to heart, to temper, to make his urgent and

pitiful appeal! At last, where are the children of disobedience? But Wisdom's

children justify their name and parentage.

IV. The DISTINCT DENOtrNOINO OF JUDGMENT, WITH THE ANNOUNOINO OF THE DAT
OF JDDdMBNT, FOB THOSE WHO RESISTED AND BEFUBBD THE TEACHINO AND INTENT

OF " THE MIGHTY WORKS " WEOUQHT BY HIM. The lips that loved mercy, and belonged

to a heart that supremely loved mercy, speak thus forth that very reason, because they

love mercy, and the day of judgment was not yet come. The Lord " mourns for towns

where the wonders of Divine power had been most manifestly set forth, which once had

the mystery of God, and which might have brought forth the fruit of virtues." The
Saviour's " Woe ! " is denunciation indeed, but denunciation mingled with the most

pathetic of grief. Tyre and Sidon hal indeed trodden under foot the law of nature,

and " without cause'; " but <7iese towns, after that they had transgressed the natural

and the written Law, also make light of those " mighty wonders " which had been

wrought among ihtm.

v. The calm outflow of the Son's pbbfeot sympathy op fbaise towabd

THE Father. Dwell on : 1. The title by which the Father is addressed, as " Lord of

heaven and earth "—once the Maker of both, ever the Ruler and Disposer of both, but

withal to be adored as the Uniter of the one to the other. It is a reminiscence of the

prayer Jesus taught : " Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth, as it is in

heaven." 2. The perfect consent and harmony that the known counsel and will of

QtoA the Father receives of the Son. 3. Tlie matter which now serves to illustrate this,

viz. the revealing to the childlike, the poor in spirit, the pure, the meek, of those things,

deep as hell and high as heaven, which their souls wereindeed^ able to receive, and

which became "more abundant life" in them; and the withholding them from others,

viz. those whose blindness, but self-sufBcienoy, could only misconceive, misrepresent,

adulterate them, and increase their own condemnation.
_
4. Z%« /act that Christ

utters no vindication, but does speak perfect acquiescence in the sovereign sight and

sovereign will. Dwell also generally on the symptoms suggested by this pause, this

personal episode, so full of feeling, occurring in the midst of the current of all that

was transpiring in the crooked and perverse generation. What did it mean? How
~ JIAITHSW. *
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close it teemed to bring heaTen down to earth, and what absolnte and real inter-

eommunlon I

VL Thb bkdiko of all the aboument and kxpostulation with unbelief by that
UHBimFASSBD LNVITATION AIO) OFFEB, OF BUBFABSINO GBAOE, " CoMS UKTO ME, ALL
THAT LABOUB," ETO. First, note the covering, forgiving love of this call. It is as

though the memory of his own mission, and the supremest object and end of it, flashed

again fresh upon the wonderful vision already of the Saviour, ;>ar% as he had threaded
the way that day through the subterfuges of unbelief, and partly as just now for one
moment of elysian communion he had addressed himself to the Father. Second, note
the breadth and the length of that call—" Come to me, all that toil and are heavily

burdened (do not translate " All ye "). Those that day, and in that place, who had
tangled themselves in the meshes and the excuses of unbelief; those far and wide, as

the good tidings should travel to them, of an all-sufiicient help ; those down through
all the ages of time who had toiled, to take nothing, and had overburdened them-
selves, to break their own strength ;—to all these the invitation of this surpassing grace

is given. Thirdly, note the intrinsic, inherent, unconscious right and claim involved

in the invitation on the part of him who gives it. There is no mistaking the word
of it ; it is " Come to me." Fourthly, note the engagement entered into. " I will give

you rest"—rest from biting care; rest from bitter memory; rest from the chagrin of

vun and wasted toil ; rest from a reproaching conscience ; rest from remorse. Who
ever offered to enter into such an engagement except he who now did so ? And he
only can perform it. What tribute to his faithfulness to that offer, invitation, assur-

ance, would millions, absolutely untold, render and present from that day to this

!

Lastly, note the more developed form of the simple call, " Come to me." It is this

:

" Take my yoke on you," and the burden I bear with it. The yoke is easy, the burden
is light ; for I am meek, and give my neck meekly to the yoke, and the burden follows,

lightly weighing. These are of the highest things to be learned on earth of Jesus. Nor
is there honour to compare with this—to wear the yoke that he wore, and wear it like

him ; to bear the burden he bore, and bear it like him. So have we learned of Jesus,

Mid BO shall learn, more and more.—B.

Vers. 1

—

ll.—John'i itiquiry. I. The uotivs of this iNQniBT of John's is not
at once apparent. What was causing him perplexity, if not disappointment, about our
Lord ? He was disappointed because the works he heard of were not the hind of works
he had himself expected the Messiah to perform. His own work had been to denounce
prevailing iniquities, and to predict the advent of One who should cleanse with fire

where he cleansed with water; who would come in the same spirit as himself, but with

a mightier manifestation of it ; One who would lay the axe to the root of the tree of

evil, and quickly execute judgment in Israel. His whole soul went forth with expeci a-

tioD, and there was nothing to meet it. He had learned how short a time would be
given to any one who was resolved to root out evil from the land. Why, then, this

passive inactivity on the part of Jesus ? Why was he content to go about in villages,

helping beggars, speaking with uninfluential sinners, while the nation groaned under
foreign tyranny and cried for its kiug? From this doubting inquiry of John's we may
learn several things, as : 1. How entirely Jesus had to depend on himself. What must
have been the clearness of aim and stability of purpose which could put aside not only

the popular expectation, but the grave judgments and suggestions of men like John ?

2. John's state of mind shows how apt people are to allow their own distresses to

distort their views of Providence. When things go against ns, and the despotic laws
of the world move on and pay no respect to our prayers or our piety, we are apt to

admit doubts where all was plain and sure to us. 3. When we ourselves are not used
in Ghid's work, we are tempted to think he is doing nothing. If a religious movement
goes on without us, we think of it critically and with suspicion. 4. We see here how
insignificant the effects of the gospel always seem. John saw only what he thought a

good doctor could rival.

XL The answeb bent bt Jebub to John becomes at once intelligible so soon as

the nature of the inquiry is understood. The important item in the report was the
preaching of the gospel to the poor. It had always been recognized as characteristic of

th* Vesi^ that the poor wen to lie gladdened when he came. He would sot over-
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look those whom all other governors overlooked. This was equivalent to saying that

no human necessities were beyond the relief he brought. He was to bring in a religion

available for all men—for those who had nothing but humanity to recommend, aid, ot

support them. Until his kingdom was fully established this could only be a proclama-

tion of good news, and so works of beneficence went hand in hand with the preaching,

to show that the promise was not mere word. The miracles were thus actual pru-

clamatioDs. To the report of what they saw and heard the messengers were to add
the words, " Blessed is he whosoever shall not be offended in me." As if he would
say, "I have chosen my methods of action. Blessed is he who understands the

characteristic features of the kingdom and can rejoice in them. Blessed is be who
does not take offence at the Saviour of the world because he comes with mercy and
not with judgment. Blessed is he who understands that the most penetrating, last-

ingly efficacious powers in the world are forgiveness, tenderness, and pitiful ministering

to the common wants." This word of warning applies to several kinds of misappre-

hension. 1. There are those to whom it seems unintelligible that Christ's work is so

slow, that he is so tardy in making any marked impression on the world, that things

should go on so much as if he had no power in heaven or on earth. In times of need

they are tempted to ask, " Art thou he that should come ? " But blessed are ye who,

thus tempted, are able to accept Christ's way, not in suUen resignation, but believing

that it is unintelligible to you only because his aim is higher than yours, his Iovb

greater, his wisdom more unclouded, his methods more radical. He will not always

explain ; he expects you will trust him warmly and lovingly, and so grow to understand

his spirit; he will trust you for coming at last to see as he sees, and he leaves with you
this loving word. 2. Christ here shows in what spirit he meets honest doubt about

his Person and work. He knew that beneath that question of John's, which so

shocked the bystanders, there was a heart more capable of loyalty to him than was
to be found in auy of those who gave their easy assent to claims they scarcely under-

stood. That question of John's was of more value to him than the unreasoning

hosannas of thoughtless followers ; for through that question he saw a man in terrible

earnest, to whom the answer was eternal life or eternal darkness. Nothing can be

more contemptible than the doubts which are paraded, as if to doubt were an intel-

lectual achievement, as if the man who lives in doubt were in a more advanced stage

than he who has found the truth. Of such doubters, who question truth not that

they may be answered, but for the sake of display, we have more than enough in these

days. But there are also doubters, like the Baptist, whose doubt is wrung from an

agonized heart, whose whole happiness is bound up in the question they put, and who,

if Jesus be not the Christ, will sink in infinite despair. They try to fit in Christ's

Word and salvation to what they actually find in their own life ; they try to make
Christ's rule as real as their own worldly business, and find themselves forced to

wonder whether Christ is indeed meaning to rule on earth. Then Christ shows them
that the power he desire's on earth is just that power he is actually and all round put-

ting forth, in bringing light to darkened souls, life to the dead. This is the real work

he came to do, and hy doing which he proves his claim. If anything were needed to

prove the absence of resentment with which our Lord viewed John's question, it is his

defence of John from the reflections of the people. He points out to them that he ha 1

never been a man with whom the idea of weakness could be associated—a reed shaken

with the wind. He was the very last whose opinion would be moulded by his pcsition.

But it was of small moment what they thought of John as a man compared to their

right understanding of the comparative value of the preaching of John and the preach-

ing of the kingdom—of the difference between the reformation urged by John and the

regeneration proclaimed by himself. In order sharply to mark this he says, " Among
them that are born of women there hath not risen a greater than John the Baptist

:

notwithstanding he that is least in the kingdom of heaven is greater than he." He
was a true prophet, yea, more than the greatest prophet had been, but all his zeal for

righteousness, for the unflinching application of the Law, had, as it now appeared,

unfitted him to appreciate the temper and spirit of the new era. Any one in the

kingdom animated by the characteristic spirit of love is greater than he. It is not so

much a comparison of any individual with John as of the new era with the outg liiig

era. It is rather the instrument than the man that is spoken of. John could point
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out a thousand wrongs that needed to he redressed, a thousand sing that must be
abandoned ; hut Jesus, without much denunciation of sin, gave men a iove for himself

that ejected the love of sin. John put the righteousness of God in the front of his

teaching ; Jesus put the love of God. And he who has the smallest tincture of the
spirit of Jesus has more influence than one who has the inflexible righteousness of

John.—^D.

Vers. 7—19.

—

John and Jesiis : children in the market-place. After dismissing the

messengers of John, there appeared to our Lord urgent need of indicating with pre-

cision the merits and defects of the Baptist's work, so that the people might under-

. stand how it was the Baptist was disappointed in the Messiah he had so enthusiasti-

cally heralded, and what were the relations mutually held by the Baptist, the Messiah,

and the people. In doing so our Lord touches on

—

I. The greatness of John and his wobk. He is unhesitating in the praise and
admiration lie bestows. Challenging comparison with any hero of old time, the con-

clusion still is, " There hath not risen a greater." And the distinctive greatness of his

character was only in keeping with the unique importance of his work. This is

indicated when he says of John that he was more than a prophet—a messenger prepar-
ing the way, an immediate forerunner. Up to John's time the prophets and the Law
\i?idi prophesied } now the kingdom was not pointed at, hut stormed and possessed. It

is no longer a hope, it is a present reality ; the kingdom is come. The land which had
seemed very far off to the older prophets was there for whosoever had faith to win it.

By the unusual expression he employs, our Lord apparently intends to emphasize the

two ideas, (1) that only men of earnestness and vigour can win the kingdom, and (2)
that in the entrance there is much disorder and tumult. 1. Of the first of these

Bunyan is the best expositor, in his picture of the man who with his drawn swurd

made his way into the palace. Bunyan knew that it is only by the men that can

stand blows and the sight of blood that the kingdom is won even now. Many, indeed,

are they who still bar the entrance, and they fight with every variety of weapon. 2. In
periods when appeal is made to the elementary forces of human nature, much that is

indecorous, much that is- illegal, is apt to be done. And when the religious life of a

community is trying to shape for itself new forms, there always come to the front men
of violence, men of the type of Luther, who disgust men of taste like Erasmus, but

who are the fit instruments for taking by assault the new stronghold in which faith is

to find refuge. The Pharisees were shocked to see the kind of people who crowded
after Jesus, and the manner of their following. We are warned, therefore, to judge no
movement by its superficial unseemliness and disorderly ways, but by the underlying

principles which are really its moving power.

II. Diverse as were the types of cliaracter exhibited by John and Jesus, and by
their message, both were unsatisfactory to the mass of the people. John demanded of

them a righteousness which seemed impossible; and Jesus was still more unsuitable,

even unintelligible—a mere good-natured time-server, indifferent to the sorrows of his

people so long as he could be tolerably comfortable. John has nothing but stern

denunciation—we have piped unto him, but not a step will he danCe. Jesus goes to

the other extreme ; has no ear for any of our national sorrows, and seems quite able

to be happy, though overtaxed and under foreign rule—we have mourned unto him,
and he has not lamented. 1. There are people who live at feud with their generation

because they cannnt get their own whim petted, their own idea responded to. They
cannot fall in with any of the religious movements of their time, and find in the

market-place of life only food for their own disappointed vanity. The children of

Wisdom, on the contrary, justify the wisdom which moves religious leaders to adopt
differing methods. They see in John a congruity to his work. In one who was
impartially to criticize all classes, and be an embodied conscience to the whole com-
munity, there was wisdom in showing, even in his outward aspect, that he was prepared

to lead the way in stern repression oi self-indulgence, and superiority to the infltiences

of fashion and worldly expectation. It is quite true he is extreme, one-sided, a man of

one idea, but much of the most important work in the world is effected by men of one
idea, who are blind to all else but the one thing they have to do. Similarly, a free,

cheerful intercourse with men became him whose work it was, not to reveal one aspect
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of Gh>d, but hig whole attitude towards men, and whose nature it was to be every man's
Fellow, tbe Son of man. If Jesus is not only to convince of sin, but to save his people
from their sins, how can he do so save by loving them and moving among them, and
giving them his hand to help them? 2. Goodness may manifest itself in various
forms of life, and we must judge men's manner and conduct by the work they have to
do. Our heavenly Father is pleased with modes of life as diverse as the natures he
has bestowed on us, and we need not condemn ourselves or others on the ground that
our goodness does not express itself in a certain conventional form. 3. The man who
makes his own tastes and expectations the measure of the rtligious movements of his
time is apt to make mistakes fatal to his own religious growth. He will get no good
from any of the movements that stir and advance other people, and he will get all the
harm, the hardening of the heart, the self-righteous vanity, the hypocritical blindness
to the truth, which must result from opposing the work of God in his own generation.
Let us be sure we are giving our serious conviction and fullest energy to some form of
life we are persuaded God approves, that we are not playing at religion like children in
tbe market-place. Seek God in the way that commends itself to your conscience, but
be sure it it him and not your own method you adore, and when you have found him
try and see him in all and through all and over all.—D.

Vers. 20—30.

—

Jeaus rejected hy the wise, hut owned hy bales and the Father, Having
illustrated by one or two sayings of our Lord what was his judgment of .John and ofthose
who heard John's teaching, Matthew sets alongside of these others regarding the towns
which had enjoyed exceptional opportunities of forming an adequate idea of his Person
»nd work. The complaint against these cities was that " they repented not." They
were not sinners above other men, as Sodom and Gomorrah had been. But when Jesus
came exhibiting the kingdom of heaven, and inviting men to enter it, they were expected
to repent of having chosen any other object as their chief good, and to welcome the
kingdom as the Father's best gift. They were summoned at once to repentance and
faith. In our Lord's judgment, then, that is the most damning condition of human
life, in which a man has seen the kingdom of God but not felt drawn to it above all

else. In the case of Capernaum there is an additional element of woe. For soma
months Jesus had made it the centre of his operations. And it may not unnaturally
have occurred to the inhabitants that, as Jerusalem had rejected the Messiah, this town
might be exalted to the high position of metropolis of the kingdom. But when he
definitely enounced the pure spirituality of his mission, intense repugnance and resent-

ment at once took the place of admiration, and from a heaven of Messianic expectation

they fell to a hell of disappointment, bitterness, and godless despair. Such transitions

are of not infrequent occurrence. Religious enthusiasm has been kindled under false

impressions of what our Lord offers, and when it becomes apparent that he does not
bestow an easy conquest over sin, but only grace which enables a man through painful

self-denial to win self-mastery, bitter murmuring takes the place of hope, and he turns

in fierce resentment against our Lord, as if he were accountable for the misconceptions

of his kingdom which a worldly, weak, and self-seeking nature cannot but make. In
what spirit and temper did our Lord accept this sad result of his teaching ? Admittyig
frankly and without any sneer that the wise and prudent had discountenanced him,
he finds his solace in the fact that the babes had received him, and that, if earthly

authorities disowned his claim, his Father knew hiia. The wise and prudent in his

day were the trained teachers, the leaders in religion, the men who had been at much
pains to ascertain the meaning of Scripture, and to maintain the kind of character

which they considered acceptable to God. They had their minds made up already about

all things human and Divine, and to minds thus filled with preconceived ideas Jesus

seemed either unintelligible or blasphemous. Sadly, therefore, he turns to those who
were unsophisticated by centuries of systematic teaching, but could by their native

instincts discern between good and evil. The law illustrated by our Lord's experience

is again and again referred to in Scripture, as if all religious teachers had been brought

into practical contact with it. Paul e.g. says, " Not many wise men after the flesh,

not many mighty, not many noble, are called
;
" and this not as if God were jealous of

the wise, or had some special dislike to men of education, but because the mind of tht

educated man has difficulties in the way of his acceptance of the gospel from which
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the uneducated is happily exempt. Wbeu we are introduced to truths which th«

intellect is too small to comprehend, we are tempted to reject them because the ordi-

nary methods of inquiry fail us. Few men of intellect escape the mental perplexity

and suffering which this entails. There are truths which we must accept in faith,

on the word of him who is better informed than we, and whom we know to be true.

Intellect has its place and its function in connection with Christian truth ; but in point
of fact and as matter of history intellect has not discovered God. Christ has done so,

and that man makes best growth in Christ's school who has humility enough to accept

his teaching. But while our Lord was thus on all hands met by repulse and unbelief,

he had one unfailing source of comfort. The Father knew who he was—that he was
no misled enthusiast, no pretentious blasphemer, but God's own Son. Again, men
might despise his unconventional teaching, mistaking genuine simplicity for ignorance
of high matters, they might upbraid him with contradicting the received teaching about
God, but he could say truthfully, " No man knoweth the Father save the Son, and he
to whomsoever the Son will reveal him." By this consciousness did he stimulate him-
self again to return, and once more to seek to convince men of the Father's love. And
there was a third element in this sustaining consciousness. Judged by his present
success, he seemed feeble and of sjiall influence, yet he reminded himself that " all

things were delivered unto him of his Father." He was to be God so far as men and
this world were concerned. Men might ignore him and deny his teaching, but they
could not prevent him from raising the dead, from rebuking the winds and waves, from
returning their contempt with compassion, their hatred with love, from living righteously
and lovingly so as to be a light to all generations. They could not prevent him from
accepting God's Spirit and living in his humanity as the perfect image of the Father,
and thus exercising an influence on human affairs that deepens as the world grows.
But the practical outcome of our Lord's experience of the hostility, suspicion, and con-
tempt of men was not merely to confirm his own consciousness of his fellowship with
the Father, but also to lead him confidently to invite to himself all who found life

laborious and burdensome. And that he does this at the very moment when we should
have naturally expected to find him most hopeless, is not without significance. He has
been compelled by the cold reception given him to revise his claims, to cross-examine
his own consciousness of a Divine commission, and the result of this is the tenderest and
most assured invitation to weak and weaiy men that ever fell from his lips. It is not
the cheerful and over-confident utterance of a happy moment ; it is the sober, weighty,
reasoned deliverance of one who hais pondered the matter all round, and who promises

only what he knows he can stand to and make good. He bids you consider that you
may have rest. However defeated and soiled with the dust of conflict, however
paralyzed and dismayed your heart, however weary of the little that comes of all your
striving, to you he offers partnership with himself. He will make all things a school,

in which you will be encouraged by his presence, and from which you shall pass into

that full maturity and fitness for all the future which begin in meekness and lowly
caiTying of his yoke.—D.

Vers. 1—6.— The credentials of Messiah. The precepts of the charge which Jesus
had given to his disciples are here called his commands. Christ's commissions are
commands (of. Ps. cv. 8 ; 1 Cor. ix. 16). He " made an end of commanding." The
instructions of Christ are complete. Then " he departed to teach," more privately,

"and preach," publicly, "in their cities." His ministry leaves men without excuse.
" Now when John had heard in prison," etc. We have here

—

I. The ihquirt of John. 1. As to its occasion. (1) Jesus wrought the works of

the Christ. Miracles were expected of Messiah (see John vii. 31). (2) He wrought
them in the cities of Galilee. The cities of Galilee were the cities of the disciples (cf.

ver. 20, etc.; Acts ii. 7). Jesus took care of their cities while they visited others

—

pel haps the cities of Judaia. He does not allow the interests of those who do his work
to suffer. The remotest connection with Christ is attended with blessing. Even the
ungodly enjoy civilizing influences where the religion of Jesus is in the air. (3) The
fame of the Messianic works reached John in his prison. It was carried to him there
by his own disciples (see Luke vii. 18). So John saw with gladness the fulfilment of

his own words, " He must increase, but I must decrease " (John iii. 30), He was truly
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" the friend of the Bridegroom." 2. As to the matter. (1) It had respect to the Comin<;
One. This was one of the titles of Messiah (see Ps. oxviii. 26 ; ch. xxi. 9 ; xxiii. 39).

(2) It concerned his identity. Jesus met the general expectation as to his lineage.

He was "of the house and lineage of David" (of. Ps. cxxxii. 11; Jer. zxiiL 5; Luke
ii. 4 ; John vii. 42). As to the place of his manifestation. His birth was at Bethlehem
(see Mioah v. 2). His ministry chiefly in Oalilee (see Isa. ix. 1, 2). As to the time.

It was approaching the completion of Daniel's seventy weeks, viz. of years (Dan. is.

24, etc.). Moreover, Jesus did the works of the Christ, as we have seen. (3) Yet the
inquiry is raised, "Do we look for another?" Many prophecies describe the coming
of Messiah in glory; but Jesus came in humiliation. For this reason, overlooking
the fact that many likewise describe his coming in humiliation, Jesus was rejected by
the Jews, and they still indeed " look for another." (4) The imprisoned John, who
was yet to be beheaded, was the fitting forerunner of the Christ in his advent in

suffering and death (see ch. xvii. 12). Elijah, in full form, who cannot be imprisoned,
will herald the second advent of Jesus in power. 3. As to the reason, (1) Was it

that John doubted ? His prophetic impulses, taken together with his repeated testi-

monies, forbid this supposition (of. John i. 6-^, 33—36 ; iii. 26 ; v. 32, 33). The
confidence of Jolm was not shaken by his sufferings. He was not " a reed shaken by
the wind " (ver. 7). John knew that the works, of which he had heard in the prison,

were " the works of the Christ." (2) It was rather that the disciples of John questioned.

Like the majority of their countrymen, they might have stumbled at the meanness of

the birth of Jesus and the humility of his station (see ver. 6). They might also have
questioned as to why, if Jesus were the Christ, he did not deliver their master from
prison. Doubters may ever find occasions. (3) But why did John seind his doubting
disciples to Jesus ? He judged that to be the true way to fix their wavering minds.

All doubters should take the hint. Insteafl of conversing with Voltaire, let them
converse with Jesus. Let them honestly study his Word. By earnest prayer let them
geek the light of his S|)irit upon it.

II. The answer of Jesus. 1. It was indirect, yet decisive. (1) It differed in form

from his express answers upon other occasions. To the woman of Samaria he said, " I
that speak unto thee am he." To the man who had been bom blind he said, " Thou
hast both seen him, and he it is that speaketh with thee." To the high priest, when
adjured, he said, " I am [the Christ, the Son of the Blessed] : and ye shall see the

Son of man sitting at the right hand of power, and coming with the clouds of heaven "

(ch. xxvi. 63, 64; Mark xiv. 61, 62; John iv. 26; ix. 37). (2) The form of the

answer on the present occasion was suited to the temper of the questioners. It was an
appeal to evidence. Jesus encourages the use of reason in religion. He recognizes the

province of private judgment. 2. It was an appeal to testimony. (1) " Go and tell

John the tilings which ye do hear." They were now in the region in which " most of

his mighty works were done " (ver. 20). They had the best opportunity for examining

witnesses. (2) They could take evidence respecting the raising of the daughter of

Jairus ; and they had the report of the raising of the son of the widow of Nain (see ch.

ix. 25, 26 ; Luke vii. 17, 18, etc.). The rabbins held that " in the land where the

dead should arise, the kingdom of the Messiah should commence." 3. It was also an
appeal to sense. (1) " Go and tell John the things which ye do see" (cf. Isa. xxxv. 5, 6

;

xlii. 7). For Jesus doubtless wrought miracles before them. (2) Certainly they heard

the gospel*preached to the poor. This was a new thing. The scribes, like the heathen

philosophers, courted the rich, and treated the poor and ignorant with contempt (John

vii. 49). To preach the gospel to the lowly was a Messianic mark (cf. Isa. lii. 1 with

Luke iv. 18 ; also Zeph. iii. 12 ; Zech. xi. 11). The Son of David was to be the poor

man's King (see Ps. Ixxii. 2, 4, 12, 13). 4. The Messianic miracles were pa/raholie

works, (1) The blind receiving sight was not only a proof that Jesus was the Christ,

but also a specimen of the power which Messiah claimed to enlighten the prejudiced

and error-blinded mind. In both senses, the opening of the eyes of the blind is God's

prerogative (see Ps. clxii. 8). (2) He that made the lame to walk can give steadiness

and consistency to the limping and irregular life. (3) The cleansing of the leper set

forth the power of Christ to purify the soul from the corruption of sin. (4) Making

the deaf to hear, he evinced his power to reduce to obedience the most obstinate. (5)

In raising the dead, he proved himself the source of spiritual life also to the "dead in
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trespasses and sins." Q. /( wcu an appeal to experience. (1) To be offended in Christ,

after appealing to us with such conrinoing evidence, would be a great unhappiness.

How melancholy has been the history of the unbelieving Jew I That many should be
offended is an actual mark of Measiah(see Isa, lii. 14). (2) Happy is he who is not
offended with the lowliness of Jesus. Whether in his Person or in his disciples. To
rise above such offences is to many a difBcult lesson. (3) Those who drink into the

spirit of the humiliation and sufferings of Jesus will also share in bis future glory.

—

J,A.M.

Vers. 7—16.

—

The greaiett ^ ih» prophets. Two of John's disciples came to Jesus
with the inquiry, «' Art thou he that cometh, or look we for another ? " Having replied

to this inquiry and sent the men away, Jesus seized the opportunity to discourse to the
multitude concerning John. Note : Jesus improved every opportunity. In this, as in

everything, we should endeavour to follow him. In the description of John we see

—

I. The featubes or a sbeat ohabaoteb. 1. Deep and earnest conviction. (1)
John was no "reed shaken with the wind." The reed, hollow and pliant, was a fit

symbol of levity and inconsistency (see Isa. xzxvi. 6). (2) In the marshes of the

wilderness were many reeds ; and John was among them, but not of them. Had he
been a fickle character, he would not have had his immense following. For, however
reedlike the multitude may be, they are led, for good or ill, by the stronger wiU.
Many went out " for to see "—led by curiosity. • So still are there many who attend
the ministry of the gospel " for to see " and to be seen. (3) John was not the creature

of circumstances. He made circumstances bend to righteousness. He would not
dishonour his conscience to purchase liberty or life ; he carried his integrity to the

prison and to the block. (4) His testimony concerning Christ was like himself,

decisive and unwaveriDg. "He confessed, and denied not ; and he confessed," and still

he stuck to it (cf. John i. 20 ; iiL 28). Nor does be now, in prison, waver ; for his

object in sending his disciples to Jesus was not to settle any doubt in his mind, but to

fix their faith. 2. Superiority to vulgar ambition. (1) Some derive their greatness

from their clothes. They affect " soft clothing." They are dependent for their dis-

tinction upon the skill of their tailor or dressmaker. Such weakness was not in John,
whose raiment was rough and strong—camel's hair and leather. A man's character

may be seen in his dress. The man in the rough clothes may be " great in the sight

of the Lord" (Luke L 16). (2) Some derive their greatness from their surroundings.
" They that wear soft raiment are in kings' houses." The address of the courtier, like

his dress, is flattering. John, the son of a chief priest, might have been a courfier

had he chosen ; but his sphere was in the wilderness. 3. Integrity. (1) As Elijah

behaved before Ahab and Jezebel, so did John, who came in the spirit and power of Elijah,

behave before Herod and Eerodias. He would not wink at the sin of Herod because

he occupied a throne ; nor would he conciliate the favour of Heiodias by silence when
she should be reproved. (2) Integrity was more to him than meat and drink. " John
came neither eating nor drinking" (cf. ver. 18 ; Luke i. 16). He was h self-denying

man. Those who live a life of mortification are the less likely to be lured away from
the integrity of religion. 4. 2^e favour of Ood. (1) This is the surest mark of

greatness, for Ood cannot flatter. Jesus waited until John's disciples had retired before

he pronounced his eulogy upon John. (2) John when in prosperity bore testimony to

Jesns. Jesui now, John being in adversity, bears testimony to John. The'judgment
of God is not influenced by the judgments of men. (3) The testimony of Jesus to

John came when John had finished his testimony. Judgment comes when our work is

done (John xii. 26). However consistency may suffer in the running, it will win at

the goal.

II. The tokbks of a obbat pbofhet. 1. He was a prophet whose coming was
predicted. (1) He was predicted by Isaiah and Malachi (see Isa. xL 3 ; M^. iii. 1

;

iv. 6). He was also predicted in the same quality by his father Zecharias, who was
instructed by Gabriel (see Luke i. 17, 76—78). As a prophet predicted John stands

alone. (2) John " came in the spirit and power of Elijah," not in his person. The
latter he disclaimed. The absence of the article in connection with the name of Elijah

(yer. 14) shows this to be an autonomasia, or that he is the typical, not the actual,

Elijah. (3) He fulfilled the character of Elijah as described in prophecy, (a) As
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forerunner to Messiah
; (&) appearing before the destruction of the leeond temple, to

which Messiah was to come; (c) as preaching repentance to turn the hearts of the
wayward children to the faith of the fathers

; (d) all this before the coming of the day
of judgment upon the nation. (4) Elijah in person, however, will yet come to restore

all things. Had the Jews received John as the forerunner of Jesus, had they repented
to receive the gospel, then John would have been Elijah to them. Gospel truths must
be received. Elijah in spirit introduced Jesus in humiliation at his first coming

;

Elijah in person, as the Jews still expect him, may introduce Jesus when he comes
again, or herald his advent in glory. 2. John was the last and greatest of the prophets.
(i) " All the prophets and the Law prophesied." The Law prophesied of the gospel in

its types. Christ began from Moses to interpret the Scriptures concerning himself
(Luke xxiv. 27). (2) " Prophesied until John." John's testimony was the comple-
ment and completion of all the rest. Tl^^nce, being turned into history, prophecy
ceased to lie prophecy. (3) The Old Testament in Malachi ends with Elijah ; the New,
in Mark, begins with Elijah again. The fulfilment of prophecy begins with John, who
began to unfold the sublimer system of the gospel (see Luke xvi. 16). (4) John was
more than a propbet. He was God's messenger. He was to go before the face of

Immanuel. Our honour lies in our nearness to Christ. John testified to the Person
of Christ.

IIL The limits of HnuAN obeathksb. 1. John was the greatest of cM thai had
arisen. (1) " Among them that are born of women." A personage was introduced to

the first Napoleon as the son of an eminent man. " Nay," said the sagacious emperor,
" do not tell me who was his father, but who was his mother." (2) The expression,
" bom of women," or naturally bom, may be in contrast to the Son of God. Of the
kingdom of heaven Jesus is the King. (3) The superiority of John to his predecessors

may be limited to his official distinction as the harbinger of Christ. 2. Tet it he
surpassed by the least in the kingdom. (1) The least in the kingdom of glory surpasses

the greatest upon earth. There are degrees of greatness there. Here we are " lower
than the angels; "there, "equal unto the angels" (see Ps. viii. 6; Luke xx. 36).

(2) The least of the prophets of the gospel is greater than John. The first preachers

of the gospel worked miracles ; but "John did no sign" (John x. 41). Every gospel

minister declares the blessings already come of which John preached only the near
approach (cf. ch. xiii. 7 ; Luke vii. 28). (3) The least saint under the gospel, in

possessing the higher gifts of the Spirit, has a richer experience than John enjoyed
(cf. Zech. xii. 8 ; John iii. 31—34). The saint is not only " bom of a woman," but

also " born of God " (John i. 13). John did not know all those matters which a
catechumen leams now from the Apostles' Cl'eed. (4) There is a progress in which
human greatness evermore surpasses itself, 3. Since John men rush into the kingdom.

(1) Conspicuous in the rush are the poor, the publicans and the sinners—those who,
according to the scribes, would have little right. " It is no breach of good manners to

go into heaven before our betters " (Henry). (2) He that will enter into the joys of

salvation must be in earnest. He has to overcome the world, the flesh, and the devil.

Earnestness in such a battle must be violent. (3) "Since John." His ministry,

which lasted about two years, was very successful. The thousands who embraced the

gospel were probably roused by the ministry of John.—J. A. M.

Vers. 16—24.

—

TheJudgment of Qod. The " generation " here rebuked is the race or

succession of obstinately impenitent Jews headed and represented by the scribes and
Pharisees. We are reminded

—

I. That the judomknt op God ooumbnces in this world. 1. The wicked are here

convicted by the truth. (1) The conceited scribe, who affected the wisdom of the sage,

and the proud Pharisee, who affected the purity of the saint, are together humbled to

the dust by being .likened to querulous and pettish children, so utterly unreasonable

and foolish that they can be pleased no way. Upon the principle, " The greater the

tmth the greater the libel," the justness of the rebuke is its sting. (2) They way-
wardly rejected the testimony of John, who came in the habit of austerity (see Luke L
16), preaching the self-denial of repentance and reformation. Note : The habit of •
mini»ter should agree with the matter of his ministry. To justify themselves, the

Pharisees said of John, " He hath a deviL" Note : The best actions of the good may
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become the worst of their accuBations with the wicked (see Ps. Ixix. 10). But truth

searches the conscience. (3) They rejected liltuwise the ministry of Jesua, whose habit

was Ro.iEil, affable, and familiar, in keeping with that grace which distinguished his

gospel from the message of John. Note : The true minister will, upon occasion,

pipe as at a funeral or pipe as at a wedding (cf. 1 Cor. is. 22 ; xii. 6, 11). To justify

themselves, the Pharisees said of Jesus that he was " a gluttonous man and a wine-

bibber, a friend of publicans and sinners." Note : Unparalleled excellency is not proof

against the reproach of tongues. Envy and malice may give an odious colouring to

the noblest conduct. (4) The simile of the children in the market-place accuses the
impenitent Jews with treating the solemn messages of John and of Jesus as unrealities.

For the piping of the children was but dramatic as they played at funerals and
weddings. The sinner persuades himself that what he is unwilling to imitate does not
come from God. So he distorts facts, carps at virtue as "extreme," and turns virtues

into vices. But all this aggravates his accusation. 2. The condemnation of the wicked
is the commendation of the good. (1) " Wisdom is justified of her children." Christ

is " Wisdom " itself, The disciples of Jesus are the " children " of wisdom (see Heb. ii.

13). Such were the " publicans and sinners " who received the messages which the

Pharisees refused. (2) The children of Wisdom justify the ways of Wisdom. They see

the austere ways of John to be in good keeping with his mission ; and what the Pharisees

attribute to the devil they discern to be of God. So likewise the friendly, social ways
of Jesus. To the upright in mind everything is good, as everything is evil to the vicious

in heart. (3) Those only truly justify Christ, "the Wisdom of God," who receive

wisdom from him and exercise it in union with hira. There must be an internal

witness before there can be an internal belief. External evidence cannot carry internal

conviction. " The natural man reoeiveth not the tilings of the Spirit of God." (4)
Wisdom is justified of her children when the fruits of wisdom bear testimony before

men to the excellence of the principles that give them birth. The children of Wisdom
are charged with tlie very character and credit of Christianity. It depends upon them
to extend or diminish its influence in the world. (5) Wisdom justities her children.

3. Hie providence of Ood has its rewards. (1) Tyre and Sidon, heathen cities of

Phoenicia, were notable for their pride, luxury, idolatry, and their cruel and selfish

exultation against Israel in the day nf his reverses (see Ezek. xviii. 2—6, 15, 16

;

xxvi. 2 ; xxvii. 3). They were warned by the Hebrew prophets, but repented not.

The Babylonian invasion brought down their pride. (2) Sodom, for her licentiousness,

was destroyed by a tempest of fire from heaven. (3) The cities of Galilee, specially

favoured with the presence, teaching, and miracles of Jesus, wero, for their impudence,

doomed ; and so complete has been their destruction, that their position is now
uncertain.

II. That the judgment of God will be coupleted in the wobld to oome.

1. Justice is not fully vindicated in this world. (1) In many cases the righteous

suffer from the hand of the wicked more than the wicked suffer from the hand of God
in providence. There is a balance of equity to be adjusted between the righteous and
the wicked. (2) So is there a balance of equity to be adjusted between the wicked
and the wicked. Desperately wicked persons escape punishment, or suffer it slightly,

while others far less culpable suffer it in severity. Tyre and Sidon have yet to settle

accounts with Chorazin and Bethsaida. So has Sodom with Capernaum. (3) Only at

the last day, when all the lights of all the ages come together, will it be possible to

settle all the cross-accounts of humanity. 2. Tendencies of character wUl he considered

in the judyment to come. (1) In the scrutiny of motives it will he seen who was more
or less impenitent ; who would or would not, with increased light, have repented and
reformed. It will bo inquired not only how bad men are, but how much worse they

would be with increased facilities for sinning, and how much better they might have
been but for their own fault. (2) Then it will be pleaded against the impenitence of

Chorazin and Bethsaida that had Ezekiel, when denouncing the sin of Tyre, confirmed

his prophecy by such miracles as Jesus wrought, there would have been repentance.

It might have been a repentance like that of Nineveh, induced by fear ; yet even that

would be such a recognition of God as was wanting in the cities of GaUlee. It will

likewise be pleaded against the impenitence of Capernaum that had Lot wrought
miracles he would not have seemed to the men of Sodom as one that mocked. Deter-
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miaed infidelity, the result of perverse false reasoning and self-righteous pride, was not

the sin of the heathen cities. 3, There will he a riyhteous apportionment of punish-
ment to the degree of guilt. (1) Those who, like Capernaum, are exalted to heaven in

opportunity, and still cleave to the earth, then they shall sink into helL Capernaum
was even more highly hlessed with opportunity than Chorazin and Bethsaida, and its

Bin and misery are proportionately greater. (2) The enlargement of the faculties

through the preaching of the gospel will he an increased capacity for reward or punish-

ment. What a terrihie punishment will be the reproach in hell of having missed the

opportunity of getting to heaven ! (3) But who can estimate the turpitude of that

impenitence which is the very sinfulness of sin ? No temporal punishment is sufficient

to mark its heinousness. Hence even Sodom, which was destroyed by fire from
heaven, will have to come up again for punishment. Though the men of Sodom will

have been damned more than four thousand years, yet are they still to come up for a

final doom. (4) Will there not he a classification of characters at the judgment?
How else will corporations such as Sodom and Tyre and Capernaum appear ? May
not the licentious be grouped under the heading of Sodom; the proud imder the

designation of Tyre ; and the obstinately wicked under the style of the cities of

Galilee ? In what sense was Moses gathered to his people in contradistinction to his

brother Aaron, who was gathered to his people (cf. Deut. xxxii. 60) ?—J. A. M.

Vers. 25—30.

—

The knowledge of the Holy. The " things" to which our Lord here

refers may be better gathered from what follows than from what goes before. They
are evidently spiritual things (Luke xix. 42) ; things pertaining to

—

I. The highest knowledge. 1. The knowledge of the Father. (1) As the " Lord

of heaven and earth." Thus known, he is recognized as the Source of aU created

things. Moreover, he is so constantly recognized as never to be merged or lost in

second causes. He is the Kuler as well as the Creator of alL (2) As the " God and

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ " (1 Pet. i. 3). This knowledge recognizes the

relationship of the Father to the Son in the mystery of the Incarnation. It moreover

recognizes the covenant relationship in which the Father stands to the Son. (3) As
" our Father," viz. in respect to our creation in his image and his care over us in

nature (Gen. i. 26 ; ch. v. 45). In respect to our redemption through the Son of his

love, by which we receive adoption into his family and renewal in his likeness. 2. The

knmoledge of the Son. (1) This knowledge recognizes the reality of his manhood. It

was no phantom. He was " bone of our bone." (2) It recognizes also the reality ol

his Godhead. Those who only saw the manhood of Jesus never saw the Son of God.

The disc.rnment of the Father dwelling in him is essential to our seeing him as the

Son (see John xiv. 8—11). (3) The knowledge of the Son of God recognizes the

beatification of the manhood in the Godhead. Clirist as God is one with the Father;

as Mediator he receives his power and glory from the Father (cf. ver. 27 ; ch. xxviii.

18; John v. 22, 27). We are encouraged to deliver our souls for their salvation into

the hands into which the Father hath delivered " all authority and power " (see

Zeoh. vi. 13).

II. TuE METHOD OF ITS COMMUNICATION. 1. It is not attained hy natural reason.

(1) Deists boast of the powers of reason, and plead for natural theology. They would

substitute this for the theology of the Bible. (2) But where would our natural

theologians be but for the Bible? There are no natural theologians where the Bible

has not been before them. Clearly, therefore, they credit their reason with the hints

which they got from the Bible, whether they acknowledge it or not. (3) But, after all,

how far has their natural theology carried them ? In its chapters they discourse of the

Creator. But what about the Fatherhood of GodV What about the Son of God and

the Saviour of the world ? These are matters about which sinners need to be certainly

informed. 2, It it attained by Divine revelation. (1) To this source we are indebted

for the Bible. The evidence upon this subject is ample. The fact that there are no

natural theologians without the Bible shows that human reason is not its source. (2)
" No one knoweth the Son, save the Father." The mystery of the Incarnation is only

perfectly known to God. "Neither doth any know the Father, save the Son." The

being and attributes of God are only perfectly known to Christ. (3) These great

subjects are only known to us just so far as they are revealed. We are drawn to the
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Son by the Father (John Ti. 44). The Sen reveals himself by personal manifestation

to the believer. This is a higher evidence than that of the miraculous wurks of the

Father (see John xiv. 11). (4) The happiness of man lies in his knowledge of God.
It is "life eternal "(see John xviL 1—3). Tbere is no comfortable intercourse between
a sinful man and a holy Gnd but through the one competent Mediator (see John xiv, 6).

III. The PEHS0N8 who are honoubed with it. 1. Not the "wise and under-
standing^' (1) This phrase is used in irony. The reference is to the scribes and
Pharisees, who were " wise and understanding," viz. in their own conceits. They looked
down upon the common " people who knew not the Law " as " accursed

; " while they
themselves, confounding the traditions of the elders with the Law, made the latter

void. And so wise and understanding were they in their care not to be deceived by
appearances, that they failed to discern the Messiah whom they sought. (2) There
are many who in our day expose themselves to the same irony. Some of the darkest

upon spiritual questions are amongst the great scholars in human literature and science

(see 1 Cor. i. 21). And some have taken a leading part in opposition to the trans-

cendent truth (see 1 Tim. vi. 20). (3) Such persons become subjects of judicial blindness.
" Tkwi, hast hid these things from the wise and understanding." Spiritual ignorance
comes as a punishment upon obstinate unbelievers (cf. John xii. 39, 40 ; Acts xxviii.

26, 27 ; Eom. xi. 7, 8). (4) Moreover, Christ thanks the Father for this judicial

dealing. Note: We must not let filse compassion displace in us a proper jealousy for

the justice and honour of God. Thanksgiving is the proper "answer" to dark and
disquieting thoughts. And mercy may be thankful for a judgment that is mingled
with mercy in hiding from the obstinate a knowledge which would aggravate their

doom. 2. The revelation is to lobes. (1) This is a Jewish term for unlearned persons

(see Bom. iU 20). It is, therefore, applied to the disciples of Jesus, who were simple

men (cf. Ps. viii. 'A ; ch. xxi. 15, 16 ; Acts iv. 13; 1 Cor, ii. 6—10). In this sense " to

our children " belong " things tliat are revealed" (Deut. xxix. 29). (2) To the simple
people Jesus gives his invitation, " Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest." The poor people are first called who groan under the

burdens heavy and grievous to be borne, of laws and traditions laid on their shoulders

by the scribes and Pharisees (see.ch. xxiii. 4; Acts xv. 10). If the Pharisee would
himself come to Jesus, he must first become a babe (see ch. xviii. 3). (3) These only
will implicitly submit to the guidance of Jesus who labour for tlie " rest " of his love.

Others will seek rest in titles, riches, pleasures, extremes of ambition and avarice.

They do but increase their unrest. True rest is in the " meek and lowly " heart—the
heart that is in sympathy with the blessed heart of Jesus. (4) Those only will take

the yoke of Christ upon them who feel the burden of sin. The distressing sense of

Kuilt and depravity. Taking upon us the yoke of Christ is submitting to him as our

Ruler (cf. 1 Kings xii. 10; 1 Tim. vi. 1). If he releases us from the drudgery of sin, it

is that we may serve him in the bonds of truth and love. One yoke gives place to

another ; we cannot be " as gods "—independent, 3. The revelation is heaveTdy, (1)
Its rest is glorious. Rest from tlie weary ways of sin. For the wicked there is no rest.

Tbe peace that passeth understanding. The anticipation of heaven. (2) Its yoke is

easy. It is the sweet yol^e of love. "It is a yoke that is lined with love" (Henry).
The commandments of love are not grievous. The gospel law is the liberty of the

purest love. It is a wonderful contrast to the bondage of sin (see Deut. xxviii. 47, 48

;

Isa. X. 27 ; Dan. ix. 24). (3) Its burden is light. It is sweet to the loyal servant to

know that the cross he bears is Christ's. The love of Christ lightens the burden, and
so he sustains it himself. "Cast thy burden upon the Lord, and he will sustain thee"

(Ps. Iv. 22). He will carry thyself and thy load. Thou art thyself thy load (ct

Isa. xliii. 2 ; Ixiii. 9 ; Dan. iii. 25 ; 2 Cor. L 5 ; iv. 17).—J. A. M.

Ver. 28.

—

Restfor the weary. We have here

—

I. A BURDEN. 1. Some are laden with sin. (1) Guilt. Their bad life in set in

array against them. The Spirit of God comes to them in the Law, in the Gospel, by
the ministry, over an open grave. (2) Depravity. Vestiges of vanity, of pride, self-

will, selfishness. 2. Others groan under the distresses of life. (1) Poverty. (2)
Sickness. (3) Temptation. Satan takes advantage of our depression. (4) Persecu-

tion. Permitted to wean us from the world. To prepare us for a better.
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IL A BELIEF. 1. Christ offers pardon to the guilty. (1) He gives rest to the
conscience ; removes the sense of guilt. (2) He gives peace to the heart. 2. Christ

offers purity to the unholy. (1) This his merits liave purchased, (2) His Spirit is

efficient. (3) His promises are assuring (see Ezek. xxxvi. 25—27 ; 1 Thess. v. 23).

3. Christ offers grace for the needy. (1) He will remove the thorn in the flesh, (2)
or he will enable us to rise above the affliction.

IIL The MBANa 1. We must go to Christ. (1) We may go to church without
going to Christ. (2) We may go to the Lord's table without going to Christ. (3) We
iTiust have a, personal interview and acquaintance with him. To this end we must seek

him. In his house ; at his table ; at the footstool of his throne. 2. We mutt approach
him humbly. (1) In the contrast of his glorious purity we sink abashed.

"1 loathe myself when God I see.

And into nothing &11."

(2) We should pray for the grace of his Spirit. 3. We must approach him obediently.

(1) By ceasing to do evil. Every Idol must be thrown down. (2) By learning to do
well. Acts of justice. Acts of mercy. Habits of truth and goodness. 4. We must
approach him believingly. (1) Realize Christ here—now. (2) Realize that he is here,

and now ready to remove your burden. (3) You will soon realize that his service is

rest—^present, everlasting.

How lamentable that all do not come to Jesus ! Angels lament this. Good men
lament it. There is no excuse for those who will not seek such a blessed Saviour.

—

J. A.M.

Yer. 2.

—

The mission of miracles. " When John had heard in the prison th« works
of Christ." Archbishop Thomson says, " Many Fathers are .pleased to say that John
had no doubts himself; that his faith was too strong for that, and that he only sent

the two disciples to Jesus that they might have their fiith refreshed by a stronger

draught than their own master could administer. I cannot and do not believe it.

There can hardly be a doubt tliat in thus sending his disciples to inquire of Jesus he
wished to satisfy a doubt and a misgiving that had sprung up in his mind. 'Why this

tarrying? Why this great delay? Why not proclaim the truth upon the mountaiu-
tops and in the city that Jesus the Christ, the Messiah, is come, that the people might
bow down to hin:i, and then rise as one man to shake off the Roman yoke?' It was
his own misgiving. The faith is still there, but clouded over for the moment by a
certain doubt, ' Art thou he that should come, or do we look for another ? '

" Arch-
bishop Trench explains the force of the term " works " as applied to our Lord's miracles.
" A further term by which St. John very frequently names the miracles is eminently
significant. They are very often with him simply 'works.' The wonderful is for

St. John only the natural form of working for him who is dwelt in by all the fulness

of God. He must, out of the necessity of his higher being, britig forth these works
greater than man's." " These miracles are the fruit after its kind which the Divine
tree brings forth ; and may, with a deep truth, be styled the ' works ' of Christ, with
no further addition or explanation."

I. The peoduaeitibs op the Cheistian mieacles. It is well to remember that

the Christian is not the only set of miracles; their characteristic features can best be
seen on comparing them with others, especially those recorded, with more or less

authority, in ecclesiastical history. Note these peculiarities : 1. The miracles of Christ

were kept within remarkable limitations. The fewness, not the abundance, surprises

us. Christ's restraint of miracle is far more surprising than his working miracles at all.

2. The miracles of Christ were purely philanthropic in their character. • The apparent

exceptions are proofs of the truth, for they were philanthropic to the disciples, parts of

their spiritual training. 3. The miracles of Christ were in full harmony with the

character and words of their author. 4. Less is made of the miracles of Christ as

credentials than we should have expected.

IL 1'he FnBPOSE OF THE Chbistian MIEACLES. The true way to the vindication

of the miracles is to show that the reason of a thing affords the best proof of its

existence. Some of the heavenly bodies have been discovered, not by sight with the

help of the telescope, but by the reason for their existence, which was found in the
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force of their gravitation, and the aberration of certain neighbouring bodies. It wai

first ehowD that they must be there, and then it was found that they were there.

1. The miracles were a necessury part of Christ's mission. He was both Redeemer from

sin and Giver of life. His was really a spiritual work ; not, therefore, immediately

apparent to human vision. He must, in some outward [lalpable form, illustrate his

higher work. He did the outward work of healing bodily disease and driving out evil

spirits that he might lead men to look to him for spiritual healings and redeemings.

2. The miracles were also a necessary part of Christ's revelation. He had a mission,

and was a revelation. The Father-God was set before men in Jesus Christ. He was
" God manifest in the flesh," Christ's character must show men what the Father is

;

and Christ's works—his miracles—must show men what the Father does.—R. T.

Ver. 3.

—

The way to deal with our doubts. Whether the doubts were John's own, or

such as he knew disturbed the minds of his disciples, he certainly took the wisest and
most hopeful way in which to secure their removal. If a man is an intelligent man he

is sure to have doubts ; doubts come in the process of thinking ; but everything depends

on the way in which a man deals with his doubts. He may foster them ; he may
indulge them ; or he may make earnest eEFort to secure their removal. He may keep

them to himself, and grow proud of them ; or he may take them to Jesus, and get them'

solved and dissipated.

I. John dealino with his own doubts. 1. Thinking them over in his own heart.

It is certain that John had occasional glimpses, at least, of the higher and more
spiritual aspects of Messiah's i-sission ; but it is equally certain that he never shook

himself quite free from those temporal notions of Messidh which were the characteristic

of his age. The teaching and healing, and the very gentle wayp, of Jesus, did not at

all match the idea of Messiah which he had formed. The Jewish naiion was not liliely

to be delivered from Roman bondage by such a man. PL-rhaps, after all, the work of

Jesus was only preparing work, like his own had been. 2. Talking them over with

hs disciples. They might well be more puzzled than he, for they had none of those

prophetical visions which had been vouchsafed to him. Evidently the l
'\ did not

mend matters. It even seemed to increase the uncertainty, and it made John feel

that something must at once be done. Neither thinking doubts over, nor talking

doubts over, evtr helps us very much. Too often they grow big by brooding ; and so

much depends on the friends whom we choose for the talk.

II. John taking his dohbtb to the Loed Jesus. He would have actually gone

himself, but he could not. So he sent two disciples, that he might see through their

eyes and hear through their ears. Our Lord solved the doubts by, in effect, saying,

" You find a difBculty in recognizing me because you are hindered by wrong ideas

concerning the character of Messiah's mission." ^A Messiah who heals, delivers, and

saves, exactly fits a forerunner who called to repentance. John's doubts fled when he

learned to say, "He is the Messiah, he must be the Messiah, fur I see that his moral

and spiritual work is precisely the carryii)g on, the completion, of that moral work of

mine."—K.T.

Ver. 5.

—

The classes Christ helped. The point of the answer sent by our Lord to

John is usually thought to be the proof he was giving of his Divine power ; he was

opening the eyes of the blind ; he was making the lame walk ; he was cleansinj; the

lepers; he was unstopping the ears of the deaf; he was raising the dead. Must
he not, then, be the Messiah ? Nioodemus properly argued, " Rabbi, we know tl at

thou art a Teacher come from God, lor no man can do these miracles that thou doest,

except G(jd be with him." And yet it may be that this was not our Lord's precise

point. Indeed, John knew all about these miracles, and it was because he could

not make up his mind about them that he sent the inquiry. It may be that our

Lord fixed the attention of the messengers on the kinds of persons for whom he was
working, and the chmrader of the work he was doing for tnem. And we can see

that just this would be the most suggestive and helpful answer for John. It would
show him that Jesus was Messiah in a spiritual sense. " It might seem, at first

pi ht, as if the thing that would make fitting impression on John was the display

\i\ Di.ine power in these Uiiraoles of healing and restoration. It would seem as if
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John would be bound to argue that he must be Divine who could do such mighty
works. But that is only the surface-teaching of the miracles. The prominent
tiling in our Lord's response is his pointing out who it is gets the benefit of his work

;

it is as if he had said, " See all you can, but l>e sure to notice and to tell John
this—^it is the blind who are being blessed; it is the lame, it is the lepers, it is the

deaf, who are being blessed ; it is the poor who are being savingly blessed." It is

as if the Lord had said, " Be sure and point out to John the character of my work;
that will be an all-sufficient answer to his question." Jesus worked for those who
were sufferers because of sin. He came to be " God saving men from their sins."

Jesus did not touch national disabilities, social struggles, class weaknesses, or political

contentions ; these things formed no sphere for him. Where sin had been, there he

went. Where sin was, there he came. What sin had done, that he strove to remedy.

So the suffering made for him a sphere. The ignorant, the poor, the perishing, were

ready for his gospel.—R. T.

Ver. 11.

—

A critical estimate of John. One does not readily associate the idea of

criticism, and especially criticism of persons, with our Divine Lord. We forget that

there are both good and bad criticisms, and that estimates of character which bring out

the good are just as truly criticisms as those which bring out the had. Here we have

one of the few estimates formed by our Lord which have been preserved in the Gospels.

Everybody had talked about John. Everybody had formed some opinion concerning

him. It was generally recognized that he was a Jehovah-prophet. What our Lord's

disciples thought of him we can only surmise. The impressions they were likely to

take, from his sending this message of inquiry, our Lord sougVit at once to correct.

I. Was John VAOiLLATiNa? This would be the first impression of the disciples.

John had most plainly testified to Jesus as Messiah. On the ground of his testimony,

some of them had joined Jesus ; and now he seemed to be doubting his own work, and

making them doubt. The man was " a j-eed, shaken by the wind." The reed is

a familiar type of uncertainty and instability. A broken reed is one of the most help-

less things. Jesus rejects such an explanation. There was no real vacillation indicated

by John's inquiry ; only such passing doubt as depression brings.

II. Was John BEOOMiNa sblf-inddlqest ? This was rather a malicious suggestion,

but the great Heart-reader knew that some one was fashioning it in his heart. " John

has had so much to do with courts, he is evidently getting spoiled, and losing his

spiritual sensitiveness in self-indulgence." Jesus rejects that explanation as altogether

unreasunable. True, John is in a palace ; but he is in its prison, not in itsbanqueting-

hall. There in the prison his clothing is as rough as it was in the desert.

III. Was John only a prophet? This was a supercilious suggestion. "Don't

make too much of John. He was sent to preach and baptize ; that was his prophetic

work, and when it was done he was done." The idea was that his opinion about

Messiah really did not matter. Jesus scorns this view ;
declares John to have been

" more than a prophet," and proceeds to give his own positive criticism. John was at

once great and little. Great because he was announcer of Messiah. Little because he

never stepped over the borders of Judaism to become a member ol Messiah's kingdom.

John's weakness and uncertainty resulted from this—he looked on Christ from outside

his kingdom ; a man must come inside if he would appraise it truly.—B. T.

Ver. 12.— Violent entrance into the kingdom. "The kingdom of heaven suffereth

violence, and the violent take it by force." It is difficult to accept re.-tfuUy any of

the explanations offered of this very bold figure. We cannot think who had been

showing such " violence " in pushing into Christ's new kingdom. Evidently our Lord

is dealing with John's mistake. He was filled with doubts because Christ's ways were

so gentle. If Jesus meant to establish the Messianic kingdom, John felt that he

would have to put more/orce into it. So Jesus, thinking of this idea of John's, says,

"
It is the common mistake men have made ever since that vigorous ministry of John's.

]'>erybody seems to think the Messianic kingdom is to be established by violence.

They are all tempting me to use force." Men were disposed violently to hurry the

kingdom into premature existence. They will have it now. They will take it hy

storm.
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I. Mill's WAT or OETTiNa THE EiNODOM. Because the only kingdom they could

realize was an outward one, some good they could possess, some liberty, some position,

some rights and privileges, some wealth which they could gain and hold, therefore

they thought they must grasp, and push, and strive, and fight. These are men's ways
of getting all kinds of outside good. Illustrate by the crowding and pushing to get the

benefits of our Lord's healings. To get something men can be violent ; each striving to

be first, and the " violent taking by force."

n. Chbist's WAT OF GETriNQ MEN IKTO THE KiNODOM. He evidently trusted to

first getting the kingdom into them ; for to him the kingdom was inward, a state of

mind and heart, a gracious relation with God, character moulded to the Divine image,
and then conduct ruled by the Divine will. From our Lord's point of view there was
no room for physical force, though plenty of room for moral energy. Violence was
altogether unsuitable ; indeed, as he taught in the sermon on the mount, the gentle

and submissive elemeuts of character, rather than the strong and forceful, made ways
into his kingdom. The best comment on our Lord's words here—a comment which
brings out clearly enough that he ia rebuking the violence of those who use force, and
in no way praising it—^i* found in the familuir but most gentle and gracious words of

vers. 28—30.—R. T.

Yer. 16.

—

An wifavouraUe estimate of a generation. Generations have their marked
characteristics. Generations of humanity; generations of races ; generations ofnations

;

if we would be subtile we might even say, generations of classes. Thus we speak of

ages of faith, sceptical ages, scientific ages, dark ages, ages of conflict, SBsthetic ages,

and so on. But it is necessary to distinguish between the abstract philosophical estimate

of an age made by the historians, and the rough-and-ready estimate of a particular

period, or a particular people, made by the prophet or the preacher, who brings a testing

message. Our Lord was not attempting what we should mean by a critical examination
of the characteristics of the people of Palestine in the first century. He is rather, in

the fashion of the quickly observant preacher, noticing what conditions of society make
his work difficult. Neither the austere John nor the friendly Jesus pleased the fickle

multitude.

I. A GBNEBATION THAT WOULD KOT BE DBIYEN TO OOODNEBB. The element of

fear was prominent in John Baptist's work. He demanded, he threatened, he prophe-

sied of judgment to come. But that fickle generation responded in moments of excite-

ment, and then tired, and fell back on their old self-indulgences. 'J'hey were like

children, who were induced to play at funerals, but soon tired of the mock solemnity,

and wanted a change. And the generation did but illustrate an abiding characteristic

of humanity. Force soon wearies men ; fear soon becomes familiar ; threats cease to

alarm ; the terror of the gospel may open hearts ; but if something does not follow the
terror that can satisfy hearts, they will soon shut again, ami closer than ever.

II. A GENEBATION THAT WOULD NOT BE DEAWH TO GOODNESS. Johu drOVe ; JeSUI
drew. Jesus entered into all the common spheres of men, bringing cheer of sympathy
and help. He was everywhere a Joy-bringer. And yet the generation soon tired

of him J
even as children tire of playing at weddings. They tire because they

cannot have altogether their pwu way. That was the secret of the fickleness of the
generation. They wanted John to be what they wished. They wanted Jesus to be
and do and say just what they wished ; and they were like sulky children who could
not get their own way. John and Jesus both had to be what God would have them
be.—B. T.

Ver. \%-^The juatiflcation of wisdom. John's peculiarity was no oddity; it was
the power arranged for him in the Divine wisdom. The peculiarity of Jesus was no
eccentricity ; it was the expression of that Divine Spirit of wisdom which dwelt in

him. Men may criticize the methods of John and Jesus ; the story of the ages fully

justifies the wisdom of those methods.

I. Wisdom uses various agencies. " The spiritual unfoldings of wisdom in the
religious world are manifold." John moves you by his fear and terror ; Jesus moves

Sou by his quiet goodness. Jchn's wisdom thunders; the wisdom of Jesus flows out
k mild words. Men " wonder at the gracious words which proceed from hla mouth."
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Through the intellect God appeals to you in one way ; and through sympathy in quita
another way. How sweetly .gentle is electricity in the growth of lilies, and in the
generation of birds, bees, butterflies 1 But in certain conditions it gathers itself up,
and Sashes in lightning, accompanied with terrible artillery. " Wisdom in John Baptist
was ascetic and sincere ; in Jesus it was freer, gentler, and sweetly social " (Pulsford).
We can never fairly judge an agency until we see how it stands in its relation—what
it does, what it is calculated to do. Then what seems insignificant and even unsuitable
is plainly seen to be an inspiration of wisdom.

II. Wisdom is jusTiriED in the adaptation op its aobncibs. Estimate fairly

what John had to do, and his austerity and. severity are fully justified. Estimate
fairly what Jesus has to do, and his friendliness and readiness to enter into the common
spheres of life are fully justified. Wisdom is justified in all her methods and changes.

III. Wisdom only fails to justut itself to a bival wisdom. " The children
of pride and self-will justify Wisdom in no form. They puff up their own conceit by
complaining of every mode in which she presents herself. John comes to them grave
enough, earnest as fife and death, smiting at the roots of their hereditary nature ; but
they say, ' What a gloomy fellow

!

' Jesus comes, bland and winning, ready to sit at
table with every class of men ; but they say, ' He is fond of a good dinner and his

wine.' So that neither can John break them from their old habits, nor Jesus attract

them to the Biyine-human life."—R. T.

Ver. 25.

—

The Divine reserve. From some the higher truth is hidden ; to some the
higher truth is revealed. This cannot be explained by what is called the " sovereignty "

of God; because we must think of God as acting on good judgment, though the

materials of his judgment may be more than we can comprehend, or beyond our power
to appreciate aright. Here the difficulty of the Divine reserve is not great. We can
easily recognize the wisdom of leaving those who think themselves wise to their

fancied wisdom ; and bestowing gifts on those who are conscious of their ignorance,

and want to be taught.

I. God bevi:al8 tbuth fbeelt, but with disobiminatioh. Jesus spoke quita

freely ; anywhere, everywhere, on all occasions, he dropped the seeds of Divine truth

;

and yet he observed that only some of the seeds went into the soul, germinated, and
brought forth fruit. This found expression in his parables. This was sometimes a
distress to him. Freely he had preached in Galilee, but the fickle people heard him
for a while, and then turned against him. Capernaum saw his mighty works, but

evil infiuences closed the avenues of faith, and the well-to-do, and the Pharisee proud

of his religion, and the scribe proud of his learning, united to leave him alone to be the

Friend of the poor, who "know not the Law." In the manner characteristic of the

pious Jew, and eminently characteristic of himself, Jesus saw the workings of Divine

wisdom in this. His revelation of God was proving a touchstone ; God was making
the truth tell on some, and fail in making its way to others. And apostles saw the

gospel to be " a savour of life unto life, and of death unto death." Preached to all,

the gospel is reserved from some.

II. The discrimination conobbns the chabacteb or the peoposbd becipibnts.

Not their circumstances. Truth is not reserved for the poor only. The contrast

presented by our Lord is between guileful, self-satisfied man and simple, receptive

child. He does but give expression to a recognized universal law of teaching. The
man who thinks he knows will not learn. The man who feels that he does not know
is glad to learn. But our Lord searchingly suggests, what we well know to be the

case, that these two men represent types of character. It is not that the one knows

and the other does not know; it is that the one is guileful and conceited, and/ee?3 as

if he knew ; while the other is humble and diffident, and/eeZs as if he did not know.

Christ's revelation of the Father, and the redemption, never can be interesting to any

but simple, childlike souls.—B. T.

Ver. 27.—2%e Son and the Father. It is remarkable that Jesus almost always used

the term " Father " when he spoke of God. And he used the term so constantly that

it may even be treated as the key-note of the revelation which he brought. He came

to earth in order to bring to men "good news of God; " and the good news may be

MATTHEW. 2

1
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gathered up into a sentence, "He is your Fattier. You ought to be anxious about

standing in right relations with your Father." It is easy to show how that will open

out into an answer to the questions, " How can we get back into right relations ? Aud
how can we keep in right relations ? " Jesus says, " I am the Truth about the Father

;

I am the Way back to the Father ; I am the Model Life of the Son with the Father."
" No man cometh unto the Father but by me." Then we see the meaning and point

of the closing verses of the chapter. Jesus really says, " Come unto me, and I will

teach you bow to be a son with his Father; and you will find that is rest to your

I. The belationb of tus Son aku the Fatheb. It would be to miss the point

altogether to bring in ideas concerning what is oalleil the "eternal Sonship." Our
Lord is not thinking of his abstract and absolute Divine relationships. He was a Man

;

as a Man he was a Son ; he was a model Son, a firstborn Son. His Sonship was a
headship, a leadership ; after him come a multitude of sons who, with him, call God
their Father. In the expressions our Lord uses we can find two things characteristic

of the relations between the Son and the Father; aud representative of the proper

relations between every son and the Father. 1. Intimacy. " Truly our fellowship is

with the Father." Observe, however, that our Lord speaks of it as a present intimacy,

fullest confidence, mutual confidence, between the Father and the Son, though the Son
was a Man in earthly spheres. 2. Trust. The Father fully gave all the earth-

concerns, the redemptive earth-concerns, into the hands of his Son. In this, too,

representing the trust he still puts in all who are sons in his Son.

II. The competency op the Son to reveal the Fatueb. " The Son will reveal

him." This will open out simply by showing how Jesus reveals (1) the Divine
holiness ; (2) the Divine pitifulness ; (3) the Divine power ; (4) the Divine love. But
it needs to be seen that Christ reveals the Father by what he was, even more than by
what he said or did.—B. T.

Ver. 29.

—

A yoke for two. " Take my yoke upon you.'' Christ's yoke, of which
DC speaks here, is the yoke of Sonship, his relation to God, and the responsibilities,

duties, and burdens which it involved. And his point is that he did not want to bear

that yoke alone. It was a yoke meant for two. It could only be borne aright when
disciples and he bore the yoke together. Illustration may be taken from the yoke
fitted to the shoulders of the two oxen that drew the Eastern plough. That yoke was
only easy for each ox as they both cheerfully bore it together. So with the yoke of

Sonship. It did not lie easy on Christ's shoulder unless his disciples bore it with him.
It never could lie easy on their shoulder unless he bore it with them. It is true that

rest comes for man in the spirit of sonship ; but it is also true that it does not come to

man in a lonely sonship—only in a sonship fully shared with Christ.

I. A YOKE FOB ONE. "Take my yoke." There must be a sense in which our
Lord's yoke was his own, and could be shared by nobody. And there is a sense in

which each individual man must "bear his own burden." But Christ and we have
more that is common to humanity, than that is unique to ourselves. We can and do
" bear one another's burdens." There is a tendency to exaggerate the uniqueness of

our Lord's experience. It is healthier and wiser to dwell fully on the commonness
of his experience and ours. The piece of the yoke on Christ was exactly his piece, and
had its peculiar. pressure; but it was only part of a yoke, which really lay on two
shoulders.

II. A YOKE FOB TWO. " Take my yoke upon you," and let us share it together

;

then it will grow light and easy for us both. Can we bear Christ's yoke with him?
Yes, if we understand aright what that yoke was. 1. It was honouring God in a
gracious human life. We can share in that. 2. It was revealing God as the loving
Father, in a beautiful human Sonship. We can share in that. 3. It was doing the
Father's work, and seeking and saving the wandering and lost sons and daughters.
We can share in that. And the strange thing is that lifting up and sharing Christ's

yoke is the way to rest, the only way. Best for any man can only come out of finding
the Father in heaven. No one can find the Father until he gets the Spirit of the Son
into his heart. Jesus seems to nay, "My rest is in being a Son; my yoke is the yoke
»f Sonship. Bear my yoke, and you too shall find rest unto your souls."—B. T,
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Ver. 30,

—

The exchange of yokes. It is remarkable that so much attention should

be given to the first clause of this very familiar and beautiful passage, " Come unto
me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden," and so little attention should be given

to the later clause, " Take my yoke upon yon." These later clauses present the very

Buggestive thought, that our spiiitual dealing with Christ is an exchange of yokes.

The "yoke" gives us the idea of a burden v?hich calls for effort, and even strain, to

bear it, aud keep on bearing it. There is an exchange in all yoke-bearings of love.

We and those whom we love bear yokes together. My friend bears mine, and I

beai- his.

I. OUB YOKE, AND THE WAT IN WHICH ChEIST TAKES IT. Our siuS, OUr CarCS, OUr

sorrows. Estimate what these are to Christ by what they are to us. Never think

they become lighter because our Lord takes them on himself. But what a relief to us

that shifting of our yoke is! Christ takes it; 1. Wholly. We need keep none
for lonely bearing. 2. Cheerfully. Making us feel as if it were he that was benefited

by the taking. 3. Lovingly. As if he would melt and win us by the taking.

" 'Tis enough that he should care ;

Why should I the burden bear?"

n. Christ's yoke, and the way in which we take it. 1. Yoke of Ohristian

profession. 2. Yoke of Christian living. 3. Yoke of Christian duty. 4. Yoke of

Christian affliction. These go to make up Christ's yoke, as it can become our yoke.

We too often bear it half-heartedly, as a sort of must. Persons will sometimes say,

"Oh yes, I submit, for there is nothing else I can do." But a true submission is

willing submission, whether anything else can be done or not. Or we bear Christ's

yoke carelessly, as though nothing were involved in the bearing, not even the supreme

honour of our Divine Lord.

How different Christ's yoke for us appears and is / We never really find out what

it is while we only look at it. We know it when we lift it up on our shoulder ; then

we find that the " yoke is easy, and the burden light."—R. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEB XII.

Vers. 1—50.—The opposition that onr

Lord met with (1) from his enemies (vers.

1—45); (2) from his relations (vers. 46—50);

and the manner in which he dealt with it.

Vers. 1—45.—(1) Opposition from his

enemies, (a) Conscious and wilful opposi-

tion (vers. 1—37). (o) As regards the

sabbath (vers. 1—14). (/3) An interlude.

The evangelist sees in onr Lord's behaviour

the fulfilment of Isaiah's prophecy (vers.

15—21). (7) The opposition carried to the

extreme of accusing him of alliance with

Beelzebub. Christ shows the monstrous

character of such an accusation, and the

absence which it discloses of all spirituality

of mind (vers. 22—37). (5) Opposition due

to lack of energy in spiritual things. Christ

eoutrasts the behaviour of heathen men-

tioned in the Old Testament, and warns tlie

Jews of the result of their present apathy

(vers. 38—45).

Vers. 1—8.

—

The sabbath in relation to the

preparation 0/ food. Parallel passages

:

Mark ii. 23—28 ; Luke vi 1—5. St. Matthew
here returns to the Framework, wliicbheleft

at ch. ix. 26 or 34.

Ver. 1.—At that time (oh. xi. 25, note)

Jesus went (^iiropiiBii). It has been suggested

that he was now on his way to the synagogue
spoken of in ver. 9 (but see note there).

Wherever he was going, it must have been
within about three quarters ofa mile distance

(two thousand cubits ; see Dr. Lumby, on
Acts i. 12, " a sabbath day's journey ;

" and
Bchiirer, II, ii. 102). On the sabbath day.

Befiued in the Eeeoived Text of Luke by
the anomalous term " second-first," for the

genesis of which see especially Westoott and
Hort, 'App.' Through tlie <iOTa.\theeorn-fields

(Revised Version, as also Authorized Version

in the parallel passages). If it was barley

harvest, the time would be probably the be-

ginning of May ; if wheat harvest, as seems
more likely, about the beginning of June.

And bis disciples were a hnngred. So that

it was not for his own sake that our Lord
acted as he did. And began. They could
therefore hardly have eaten much when the
complaint was made. To pluok the tan «<
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oom, and to eat It was legal to pluoh com
from a field through which one passed

(Dent, xxlii, 25), and it is said to be allowed

still ; but as it wus held by the Boribes to be

a form of reaping, and perhaps of threshing

also, it was considered illegiil on the sabbath

(cf. Edersheitn, ' Life,' ii. 56).

Ver. 2.—But when the Pharisees saw it,

they said unto him. The Bevised Version

(but the Pharieees, when they eaw it, laid

unto hini) retains the simple order of the

Greek, which more vividly represents the

Pharisees aa a party opposed to him. Behold.

They suggest tliat he had not noticed it.

Were the disciples behind him (cf. ch. viii.

23)? Thy disciples. Notice that all the

accusations brought against the disciples in

this Gospel concern food : ch. ix. 14, as re-

gards abstaining from it upon fixed days

;

ch. XV. 2, as regards eating it witliout taking

extreme precautions against ceremonial pol-

lution; in the present passage, as regards

avoiding any profanation of the sabbath for

its sake. Do. At this moment. That which
is not lawful to do upon the sabbath day
(ver. 1, note).

Yer. 3.—Bat h* said unto them, Have ye
not read. Our Lord answers theip by show-
ing that the principle of the action of his

disciples was sanctioned in the Scriptures to

which they implicitly appealed. He calls

their attention first (more Bahbinico; cf.

on ver. 5) to the Prophets (».«. the former
prophets, according to the Hebrew division),

as teaching by example that holy things are

of seconda:^ importance compared with the

benefit of God's people ; and afterwards to

the Law, which implies that the sabbath

itself is of secondary importance compared
with work necessary for the sanctuary. He
then affirms that in the present case there

is One present who is even greater than
the sanctuary. He goes on to say that their

complaint, however, was really due to the

lack, not somuchof intellectual as of spiritual

knowledge ; they had no rapprochement with
the God of love, or they would not have
condemned those who, both hecau<ie they

were men and because they were disciples

of the Bon of man, stood above the sabbath.

What SaTid did, wh6n he was a huugred,
and they that were with him (1 Bam. xxi.

1-7).
Ver. 4.—How he entered into the house of

Ood, and did eat ; rather, and they did eat,

with Bevised Version margin (lipayov), the

simple plural verb laying the action less at

David's door than does the phrase in the

parallel passages—"and he gave" tliem to

eat. Observe that the mention of ordinary
people, like David's attendants, adds to the
force of our Lord's illustration. The shew-
bread (Exod. xxv. 80; Lev. xxiv. 5—7).

Wluoh. Which kind of food ff). Wai not

lawfnl (ovK l(oy Jiv). Beminding the Pha-
risoes of their own wordi in ver. 2. For
him to eat, neither for them whioh were
with him, bat only for the priests 1 (Lev.

xxiv. 9).

Ver. 5.—Matthew only. Or. A second

example, if the first does not convince you.

Have ye not read in the Law. Beyond which
there is no appeal. Jewish authors oftun

appeal to Scripture in the order of Hagio-
grapha, Prophets, and, last of all. Law. lie

here refers to Lev. xxiv. 8 (cf. also 1 Chron.
ix. 32), but Bengel's suggestive remark that

Leviticus was read in the services at that

very time of year is vitiated by the double
uncertainty, first, what time of year it really

was ; and secondly, what is the antiquity of

the present custom of reading the whole
Law every year (of. Dr. Lumby on Acts xi\i.,

'Add. Note'). According to the express

orders of the Law, the priests put in fresh

ehewbread on the sabbath day. How that

on the sabbath days the priests in the

temple. The word of wider import is used
(Up6v,not oKTivii), because the Law still holds

good. Profane the sabbath. If their work
is regarded in itself, as the action of my
disciples is now regarded. And are blame-
less ? (guiltless, Bevised Version, as also the

Authorized Version in ver. 7); i.e. in the

eyes of the Law. This you will all grant

(cf. Sohurer, H. ii. 103). Lightfoot's (' Hor.

Hebr.') attractive quotation from Maimo-
nldes in ' Pesachim,' i. (i.e. ' Hilkoth Korban
Pesaoh,' § i.), " There is no sabbatism at all

in the temple," appears to rest on a mis-

understanding.
Ver. 6.—Matthew only. Bat I say nnto

you, That in this place is one greater than
the temple (to9 hpov ^eiC<>>' ^cnv SSc)

;

"Gr. a greater thing" (Bevised Version
margin). A similarly difficult neuter is

found in vers. 41, 42. If the neuter be
insisted upon, we must understand Christ to

refer to his cause, the work in which the

disciples were engaged. This was greater

than the temple ; much more, therefore, was
it greater than the sabbath. Probably,

however, our Lord is referring to himself, to

his own Person and character, but uses the

neuter, either as forming a more decided
contrast to Up6v, or as being more weighty
than the masculine (cf. oh. xi. 9, note). Also
it was less defined and more mysterious. He
could not reveal to them the secret of his

presence. Observe the use, even at this

stage in hig ministry, of words implying the

decadence of the temple service (cf. John iv.

21 ; Acts vi. 14). In this place; here (Be-
vised Version), as in vers. 41, 42.

Ver. 7.—Matthew only. But if ye had
known what this meaneth, I will have
meroy, and not sacrifice, ye would not hav«
condemned the gniltleu (on the quotation,
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iM eh. ix. 13, note). Had yon learned the
limple Bible truth that God places the
exercise of your moral faculties, particularly

those of kindness, above merely external
observances, you would not have committed
this sin of taking up the position of wrong
judges. He traces their error up to its true

source, ignorance of the first principles of
religion, ignorance of what God really

desires. Condemned. Formally and officially

{KaTaSiKdiu). Hie guiltleei. As were the
very priests (ver. 5).

Ver. 8.—Parallel passages : Mark ii. 28

;

Luke vi. 5. For. With immediate refer-

ence to guiltlett. The Son of man is Lord
even of the sabbath day; it Lord of the

eahbath (Revised Version) ; even being added
in the Beceived Text from Mark and Luke.
Christ clinches the argument, and at the
same time explains his phrase in ver. 6.

The temple is greater than the sabbath ; I

am greater than the temple ; these my
disciples are therefore guiltless ; for, to put
it briefly, I, whom they are following, am
greater than the sabbath and rule over it.

Observe, however, that Christ does not

directly say " I," but the Bon of man. The
reason is seen in Mark, where a connecting

link is given :
" The sabbath was made for

man, and not man for the sabbath : so tliat

the Son of man is Lord even of the sabbath."

Christ tbere implies that the sabbath is

inferior to man, not only because it exists fur

his sake (cf. 1 Cor. xi. 9), but also because it

falls under the lordship referred to in Gen.
i. 28 ; and therefore that he himself is

really superior to it as man, and much more
as the ideal Man (oh. viii. 20, note). Our
saying is very condensed, but includes the

same thought, omitting even as unnecessary,

after having definitely pronounced the inno-

cence of his disciples. (For the thought of

the saying, of. 2 Mucc. v. 19, " God did not

choose the people for the place's sake, but

the place for the people's sake," and the

Midrash 'Meehilta,' on Exod. xxxi. 13,

especially the words, « The sabbath is given

to you, not you to the sabbath." So also

Talm. Bab., ' Yoma,' 85 6.)

Vers. 9—14.

—

The healing of the man with

the witliered hand. Parallel passages ; Mark

iii. 1—6 ; Luke vi. 6—11. In vers. 10, 11

there are reminiscences of a narrative, pre-

sumably belonging to the Framework, which

is essentially preserved in Luke xiv. 2—5

(cf. Weiss).

In this section the opposition of the

Pharisee! Is turned directly against our

Lord himself for breaking the sabbath.

Obterre, however, that he did not do this

for hia own benefit It was his kindness to

another that brought abont the determina-

tion to kill him.

Ver. 9.—And when he was departed thenoe

((cal iierafilis iKuSev). The phrase implies

more than removal from that place in the

corn-fields where he had been accused by the

Pharisees, and is to be understood of removal
from one town to another, the words that

originally preceded this narrative not being
recorded (cf. infra, and ch. xi. 1, note).

When, therefore, it took place we have
absolutely no means of knowing, save that

it was not on the same day as the event
recorded in vers. 1—8 (cf. Luke, '' on another
sabbath "), and that it was later on in his

ministry. He went into their synagogue.
Whose? Hardly the Pharisees mentioned
in ver. 2, as this was a different occasion.

Possibly the Galilsaans, among whom he
then was (of. ch. iv. 23 ; ix. 35), or probably
the Jews generally (cf. ch. xi. 1, note). In
the two last cases the subject of "they
asked," in ver. 10, would be the same as

that of "they watolied," in Mark (iii. 2),

namely, the frequenters of the synagogue,
among whom the Pharisees naturally took a
prominent place. But it is quite possible

that we have here a trace of the use of a
fresh source, the airav being quite intel-

ligible in its original context.

Ver. 10.—And, behold, there was a man
which had his hand withered ; and behold a
man having a withered hand (Bevised Ver-

sion, with Westcott and Hort). For the

quotation by Jerome from " the Gospel which
the Nazarenes and Ebionites use" (comp.

also Inlroduction, p. xvi.), in which this n:an

tells onr Lord, "C3ementaiiub(a mason) iTPni,

manibus victum queeritans," see especially

Resch, ' Agrapha,' p. 379. And they asked
him, saying. In the narrative of healing

the man with the dropsy, found in Luke xiv.

1—6 (vide tupra), a similar question is

asked by our Lord. Is it lawfnl to heal on
the sabbath days 1 The Talmndio answer
is that it is unlawful except in cases of

actual danger to life (cf. Schiirer, II. ii. 104),

but whether this distinction was really

drawn as early as the time of our Lord is

not known in the present backward state of

all critical investigations of Jewish litera-

ture. That they might accuse him; i.e.

before the local court, ch. v. 21 (Meyer).

Observe that, recoguiizing his readiness to

help others, they desire (according to

Matthew) to get a clear statement from him
whether he would follow the traditional law

(as we may assume it was) or not, intending

to base their accusation on his reply. Ver-
bally, however, Chiist avoids the dUemma,
as in the more famous case of the tribute to

Ctesar (ch. zxii. 21).

Ver. 11.—Matthew alone on thia oooeiion,
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but comp. Luke xiv. 5. And he said unto
tliem. Cliiist'a answer appeals from in-

tellectual and theoretical difflcultiea to the
practical common sense of ordinary morality
(I'f. Eom. iii. 5—7). Their own feelings

would guide them to help a brute, much
more a man. According to the parallel

passages, our Lord first set the man in the
midst of tliem, wishing, perhaps, to draw out
their sympathy, and only afterwards spoke
this verse of censure (see Ohrysostom).
What man shall there be among yon, that
shall have one sheep, One only, and tliere-

fore Bo much the dearer (Meyer). He would
feel an interest in it as an animal that he
had learned to love; and he would care for

it as his property. In Christ's case also

there was the love of man as man, and of

man as belonging to him (John x. 11; i. 11).

In Luke xiv. 5 ("a son or an ox") the
double thought is distributed over two
objects ; the man would love his son, and
care for liis property in tlie ox. And if it

(this, Revised Version) fall into a pit on the
sabbath day, will he not lay hold on it, and
lift it out? Lightfoot ('Hor. Hebr.') con-

firms this from the Jerusalem Talmud and
Maimonides.

Yer. 12.—Sow much then is a man
better than a sheep 1 (ch. vi. 26; x. 31).

Wherefore it is lawfnl to do well (to do
good. Revised Version) on the sabbath days.

He answers their question about healing
(vcr. 10) by enunciating a general principle

wliich would cover more. "Doing good"
(perhaps merely " well-doing," Acta x. 33 ;

1 Cor. vii. 37 ; but probably " doing good
to " another, cf. Luke vi. 26, 27 ; and the
parallel passages here, i.ya,0oiroi^(rai fj xaKo-

voiritTai) is to be one test by which the duty
of resting or of working on the sabbath is to

be determined.

Ver. IH.—Then saith he to the man,
Stretch forth thine hand. He is bid use
his strength before he is told that it is

given. The intellectual difSculties that

might have occurred to him lose themselves
in the action. In the somewhat similar case

in ch. ix. 6, 6 there had been the prepara-
tion of forgiveness of sins. And he stretched

it forth ; and it was restored whole, like as

the other. Power is linked to obedience.

Whole; i.e. sound, in complete health and
vigour. The word comes more often in the
account of the man healed at the pool of
Betliesda than in all the rest of the Kew
Testament.

Ver. 14.—Then the Pharisees went out
(k^e\d6vTfs S^ of tapKratoi). Probably at

once, before the service was over. Note the
emphatic position of iie\d6i/Tes. They will

no longer stay in the same building with
one who does such a thing. And held a
c iincil; ind look counsel (Revised Version,

with Authorized Version margin); cf. oh.

xxii. 15; xxvii, 1,7; xxviii. 12. Against
him, how they might destroy him. We
learn from Mark that the Herodians also

took part in the deliberation. Professor

Marshall (ffa^sitor, June, 1891, pp. 465, 466)
suggests a too ingenious reconciliation of

this verse and its parallels, in three details,

by suggesting an Aramaic original wliich

would explain the divergences.

Vers. 15 — 21. — Jesus withdraws, and

although many follow him and are healed

by him, he charges them not to make him
known, thus fulfilling the prophecy of the

Ideal Israelite, who is the object of God's

love and delight, and will receive his Spirit

and declare the revelation of him to the

Gentiles ; he will not strive or exalt himself,

or use harshness towards the weak ; and his

meekness shall last until he has succcoled

in his purpose of revealing God to men ; for

he shall succeed, and he shall be the object

of the Gentiles' hope.

Ver. 15.—Vers. 15, 16 are found essen-

tially in Mark iii. 7, 12; the remainder of

this section, the application of prophecy,
here only. But when Jesus knew it ; and
Jesus perceining it (Revised Version).

Whetlier by his own unaided powers, or by
intelligence brought him, is not stated. Ha
withdrew himself (cf. oh. iv. 12, he departed,

note) from thence. We see from the next
clause that this withdrawal was not into

any very retired spot, but rather away from
the town in which he bird been. His
motives may have been partly to carry on
his woik more quietly elsewhere (fulfilling

his own injunction, ch. x. 23), and partly to

avoid stirring up the excitement of partiAns
like those who a little later wished to seize

him by force and make him king (John vi.

15, where observe " withdrew "). And great
multitudes followed him, and he healed them
all. Almost verbally in ch. six. 2.

Ver. 16.—And charged them that they
should not make him known. Publicity as

such was rather hindering to his work than
otherwise. Only those who had no spiritunl

affinity with him (John vii. 8—5), or at

most but little (ch. ix. 81), desired him to

have it.

Ver. 17.—That it might be fulfilled which
was spoken by Esaias the prophet, saying
(Isa. xlil. 1—4). The following quotation

is not taken from the LXX., but from the
Hebrew, and this it laigely paraphrases.

Ver. 18.—Behold my servant. Primarily,

as would appear, Israel in its ideal, up to

which true Israelites came in measure, but
only One came fully. Whom I have chosen
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(hv TJfbiaa). The Hebrew denotes "lay
hold of" (-|DnN), i.e. for myself. Bengel
has a beautiful note on the eir iv of the
Received Text, " Eis, in, denotat perpetuam
meritia paternse tetidentiam erga dlleotura,

2 Petr. 1. 17." According to the LXX. of
1 Chron. xxix. 1, David's expression about
Solomon affords a curious parallel, 'O uiifj

Moi'i fls %v ^periKev iv avr^ Kipios (edit.

Dr. Swete). But Lagarde's edition of the
Lueianio text punctuates and accents dif-

ferently, 'O vios fiov tts, i)v ^pertKev iv b4t$
Kipws, and this is much nearer to the
Hebrew, My beloved, in whom my soul is

well pleased (ch. iii. 17, note): I will put
my Spirit npon him, and he shall show
(^declare. Revised Version) judgment to the
Gentiles (koI Kpl<riv rots tSveaiv i,irir/y€\eT).

Although Kpiffis usually represents in the
New Testament God's decision as to the
character and life of men, it here must be
understoad, like mishpai in tlie original, of
the Divine right as made known to them
for their acceptance and imitation. It is

"the true religion viewed on its practical
side as a norm and standard for life in all its

relations" (Delitzach). The thought here,

therefore, is not of Christ's power to punish
and avenge (though he refused to use it as
yet), but of his bringing a revelation which
should eventually spread, not only to the
Jews who now rejected him, but to the
Gentiles whom they despised.

Ver. 19.—He shall not strive, nor cry.

In Isaiah the clause-is, "He shall not cry

aloud nor lift up ftis voice (ne" nfy\ pj>s' vh) ;

"

and so the LXX. But "strive" would
represent one very frequent connotation of
"cry aloud" and its synonyms, for in
Eastern lands disputants use their voice

much more loudly than we do. This close

connexion between the two ideas is seen
also in the Syrlao Version of Isaiah, where
" lift up his voice " is translated narib, a
word meaning primarily "he shall strive,"

and only secondarily "he shall lift up his

voice." It is possible, but not probable, that

Matthew's " strive " is taken directly from
narib, adopting its primary and commoner
mraning, and transposed. Neither shall

any man hear his voice in the streets, A
slight par.i phrase of the origin.d, " nor cause
his voice to be heard in the street," perhaps
due to different vocalization of the Htbrew.

Ver. 20.—A bruised reed shall he not
break, and smoking flax shall he not quench.
Though whiit more feeble than a cracked
reed or a wiek just flickering? Yet he
leckons neither as useless; he allows for

possibilities of improvement His treatment

of the believer wlio is weakest, and, so to

speak, least alive, is marked by long-suffering

aud gentleness. Observe that (1) Matthew

omits the words, " He shall not burn dimly
nor be discouraged," because he is not con-
cerned with anything else than Christ's
relation to others; (2) he combines into
one the two clauses of Isaiah, " He shall
bring forth judgment in truth " and " Till he
have set jmlgment In the eaith." Till he
send forth (eaj hv 4KBd\ri). This being the
supi erne object of Messiah's life and energy—bringing out, as from his own plans and
resources, judgment unto victory; i.e. the
revelation of the Divine Law (ver. 18, note)
to a successful issue in human hearts. Unto
victory. Apparently only a paraphrase of
the thought in Isaiah.

Ver. 21.—^And in his Ifame shall the
Gentiles trust ; hope (Revised Version). The
evangelist thus completes the parallelism
with the end of the first stanza (ver. 18).
However Jews treat Messiah, Gentiles shall
place their hope in his Name, which, in
fact, sums up for man all that can be known
of Glod (ch. vi. 9, note). In his Name. So
even the LXX. But the Hebrew, " in his
Law." 'Ov6iiaTi is possibly due to a con-
fusion with v6fi!i>, but is more probably
merely a paraphrase bringing out more
clearly the fact that the Christian religion

is emphatically trust in a Person. 'JTie

Gentiles; rather. Gentiles, as such. This
paraphrase for "isles" in the original is also
found in the LXX. (For the whole verse,
of. ch. xxviii. 19, an utterance never lost

sight of by the evangelist.)

Vers. 22—32.—The healing of a man
blind and dumb, and the consequent

blasphemy of the Pharisees. The miracle

leads them to the extreme of spiritual

opposition. (On the assimilation to our

vers. 22—24, found in ch. ix. 32—34, see

notes there.) The parallel passages are

Luke xi. 14—23 and, for the blasphemy
and our Lord's consequent defence only,

Mark iii. 22—30.

Ver. 22 —Then was brought. So West-
cott and Hort margin, but text, "then they
brought," as in ch. ix. 32. Tlnto him one
possessed with a devil, blind (this fact is not
mentioned by Luke), and dumb, "The
devil had shut up each entrance by which
he might come to faith, his sight and his

hearing, yet Christ opened each" (Chrysoa-
tom). And he healed him, insomneh that the
blind and dumb both spake and saw. The
case was worse than even that of ch. ix. 32,
where the min was not blind.

Ver. 'J 3.—And all the people; tlie multi-
tudes (Revised Version) ; t.e- the various
concourses of people that formed themselves
at different times of the day and in different

parts of the town (uf. ch. viii. 1 ; ziv. 15,
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notes). Were amazed (f^lrravTo) ; here only
in Matthew, but cf. Mark ii. 12. And said,

Is this (jffiTi oZros iffriv). The form of the
question suggests that it seemed altogether
too wonderful to allow of an aiBimative
answer being returned. The Ameiican
Committee of Revision wished to translate,

"Can this be," eto.? The Son of David

t

(oh. ix. 27, note).

Ver. 24—(On the relation of this verse to

ch. ix. 34, see notes there.) But when the
Pharisees. Not further defined here, but in

Murk iii. 22 spoken of as " the scribes that
had come down from Jerusalem." Heard
it, they said, This fellow; man (Revised
Version) ; oStos (ef. ch. ix. 3, note). Observe
tliat ouTos (In Matthew only) here answeis
to the othos of ver. 23. " This man " is at

once the object of hope in tlie minds of the
multitudes, and of the deepest opposition

on the part of the Pharisees. Doth not cast

out devils, but. In the parallel passages
there is merely a direct assertion that he
does it by Beelzebub ; here there is a denial

of his power to do it by any other agency.
Does Matthew's version express rather the
process of their deliberation, and that of
Mark and Luke the final result? (On the
Jewish tradition that our Lord performed
miracles by magic, see ch. ii. 14, note, and
Lightfoot, 'Hor. Hebr.,' here.) By; in.

Revised Version, margin (ch. ix. 34, note).

Beelzebub (ch. z. 25, note). The prince.

Better omit tlie article, ipxoi'Tt giving, so

to speak, his official title. Of the devils.

Vers. 25—87.—Our Lord shows the

monstrous character of their accusation, and

nrges the need of a complete change at

heart.

(1) An a priori argument that such an

action on Satan's part, as they suppose,

would be self-destructive (vers. 25, 26).

(2) An argameiitum ad hominem. The
Pharisees cannot logically and morally ac-

knowledge that their disciples' miracles are

performed by Divine help without acknow-

ledging that Jesus' miracles are also. But

then they ought to recognize what this Im-

plies—that the kingdom of God has come

(vers. 27, 28).

(3) This last alternative is true j for how

otherwise can they explain the fact of

Satan's captives being released (ver, 29) ?

(4) An appeal to them and to the by-

standers to be decided (v9r. 30).

(5) Therefore he warns them solemnly

against committing the sin for which there

is no forgiveness (vers. 81, .12).

(6) Why be surprised at this language ?

Their words show that they need a com-

plete change at heart (vers. 33—35).

(7) Is this to make too much of words 7

It is by words that men will be judged

(vers. 36, 37).

Ver. 25.—Vers 25, 26, parallel passages

;

Mark iii. 24, 25 ; Luke xi. 17, 18. And Jesns
knew their thoughts (ch. ix. 4, note), and
said unto them, Svery kingdom divided
against itself is brought to desolation.

According to Mark iii. 23, our Lord begins
with the direct retort, " How can Satan cast

out Satan?" But while that gives, of

course, our Lord's thought, it is very unlike
his method, which is to begin his reply

with a parabolic saying. And every city,

Matthew only. Or house divided against
itself. It is worth noticing that, apart from
all . metaphor, the peasants' houses in some
districts of Palestine are built of such poor
material as to easily give way and burst in

half (cf. Thomson, 'Land and the Book,'

p. 890, edit. 1887). ShaU not stand.

Neither kingdom, town, nor family can
endure such selfniestruction ; no, nor an
individual. Tliere is, too, the further

thought that Satan is more than a mere
individual; that he is bound up with bis

kingdom, and bis kingdom with him.
Ver. 26.—And if Satan cast one Satan, he

is divided against himself ; how shall then.

The transposition in the Revised Version

to how tlten shall brings out more distinctly

the fact that then is not temporal, but argu-

mentative (oSf). Bis kingdom stand t To
De Wette's objection that Satan might
perhaps do such a thing once so as to gain
in other ways, Meyer answers that our Lord
is referring to the practice of casting out

devils, which, as such, is certainly directed

against Satan,

Vers. 27, 28.—Parallel passage : Luke xL

19, 20, almost verbally identictd,

Ver. 27.—And (jtai). Another stage in

his argument. There is a further reason

why they should hesitate before making
such an accusation; their own disciples

claimed to be able to cast out devils. If I

by Beelzebub cast ont deyils, by whom do
your children ; tons (Revised Version) ; i.t.

your pupils, who will carry on your work
(cf. "sons of the prophets"). Cast them
out 1 (of. ch. iv. 24, note). For examples of

such cases by others than professed followers

of Christ, see Luke ix. 49; Acts xix. 13.

Josephus also mentions some, but thev are
mere impostures ; he says (* Ant.,' viii. 2.

5), " Solomon left behind him the manner
of using exorcisms, by which they drive
away demons, so that they never return,

and this method of cure is of great force
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unto this day; for I bave seen a certain
man of my own country, whose name was
Eleazar, releasing people that were demo-
niacal in the presence of Vespasian, and his
ions, and his captains, and the whole multi-
tude of his soldiers. The manner of the
cure was this : he put a ring that had a
root of one of those sorts mentioned by
Solomon to the nostrils of the demoniac,
after which be drew out the demon through
bis nostrils: and when the man fell down
immediately, he abjured him to return
into him no more, making still mention
of Solomon, and reciting the incantations
which he composed" (cf. also Dr. Cheet-
ham's article on "Exorcism," in 'Diet, of
Christian Antiq.'). Therefore they. Em-
phatic (airot), and hence, presumably, the
transposition in the Bevised Version, ihall

they. Shall be your judges. Our Lord asks
the preceding question, neither denying nor
affirming for himtielf the &ct that their

diiiciples cast out devils, but only by way of
argument. He implies, " Ton will answer
that tbey do so by God's help. If so, then
your sons shall be your judges, convicting

you of insincerity. You acknowledge that
they work miracles by God's help, and you
do not acknowledge that I do. But you
cannot stop short there. You must acknow-
ledge that I also cast out devils by God's
help."

Ver. 28.—The argument continues : " But
if this be so (I say nothing about your
disciples, but speak only of my own works)—^if I really cast out devils by God's help,
this shows such a strange patting forth of
God's strength that it can mean nothing
else but the coming of the Messianic
kingdom." Observe that this could not be
tiffirmed from the success of the Pharisees'

disciples, for with them expulsion of devils,

even if it were real, was, as it were, acci-

dental, standing in no close connexion with
their work (cf ch. vii. 22, note). Besides,

they did not, as our Lord did, claim to be
the Messiah, and to inaugurate the king-

dom. But if I oast out devils by the Spirit

of God ; but if Ihy the Spirit of God, etc.

(Bevised Version). The chief emphasis lies

on lyy the Spirit of Qod, and there is a
secondary emphasis on J, as compared with
" your sons." Observe the absence of the

article in iv m/ti/iaTi 0foi; contrast vers.

31, 32, and comp. ch. i. 18, note. Luke
has, "by the finger of God," a term used
to designate God's power as put forth upon
nature (Exod. viii. 19; xxxi. 18; cf. Fs.

viiL 3). Then. Little as you think it

(ipa); cf. Luke xi. 48. The kingdom of

God. In contrast to Satan's kingilom (ver.

26). Is come (l^floo-ev: prxvenit. Codex
Brixianus; cf. Wordsworth and White's

Vulgate). This may mean (1) it has come

sooner than you expected, it has got the
start of you (of. 1 Thess. iy. 15) ; or (2) it

has actually come as far as you, it has
arrived. This latter sense seems to be
more in accordance with Hellenistic usage
(of. Pha iii. 16; 1 Thess. ii. 16). Unto
yon ; upon you (Bevised Version), i<pi' vims.

Ver. 29.—Parallel passages: Mark iii

27; Luke xL 21, 22. Mark is practically

identical with Matthew. Luke (" the strong
man armed," etc.) is more detailed and
vivid, and is perhaps the original form of
the saying. Or else ; or (Bevised Version)

;

i.e. if this be not the case, that the kingdom
of God is come upon you, bow else do you
explain what has happened, the fact of
Satan's instruments being taken from him ?

How can one enter into a strong man's
house ; the house of the strong man (Bevised
Version). (For the article, cf ch. i. 23,
note.) And spoil (apirdaai) his goods.
Carry off his household tools and utensils

(rck (TKEiii) auToE). Except he first bind
the strong mant and then he will spoil

his house. This is more than merely the
conclusion. It is an emphatic statement
that he will do this, yes, utterly plunder
(Siapndau) the whole house. The interpre-

tation of the parable is self-evident: the
strong man is Satan ; his vessels are those
afSictt'd by him ; the one who binds, etc.,

is Christ. For Christ's appearance and
work, even before the Crucilixion and Besur-
rection, bound Satan in this respect. Ob-
serve that there is probably a tacit reference
to Isa. xlix. 25, which at any rate now
received a fulfilment.

Ver. 30.—Parallel passage : Luke xi. 23,
omitted in Mark. The aim of this verse is

doubtful. (1) It may be addressed to the
Pharisees, with the object of showing them
what their words really implied. They
were not due, as some might think, to mere
indiffurentism or to a judicial neutrality

;

such a relation to him was impossible.
They were due to opposition of inner life

and of outward energy. Thus their words
denoted complete separation from him.
This he brings out more clearly in the two
following verses. (2) This interpretation,

however, would attribute to the Pharisees
too great an ignorance of their own feelings

of opposiuion to Christ, and it is therefore

best to understand tlie verse as addressed
to the many bystanders. Christ has de-

fended himself from the aconsation brought
agaiust him, and now urges these waverers
not to be content with only not opposing
him, but to take sides—for, in fact, they
cannot help doing so. Indifference in this

case is only another name for opposition

;

not actively to help is really to hinder.

Thus understood, the lesson of this verse
finds its parallel in vers. 43—45, t^ which,
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indeed, it ie immediately followed in Luke.
He that is not with me is against me ; and
he that gathereth not with me scattereth

abroad. The first clause speaks of the inner
disposition, that which forms the real being
of the man ; the second, of his energy.
Obserre that the figure of the second clause
appears to be connected with that of ver.

29. If Christ's property is not collected, it

is driven further from him. Christ and
Christians muat gather (John xi. 52 ; of.

Beugel). For gathereth (avviryaii), cf. also

eh. iii. 12 ; xiii. 30. In scattereth abroad
(^aKopitl^ei) the thought almost leaves the

simile of the imein, and regards the persons
signified. Kotice that in John xi. 52, re-

ferred to above, the two verbs irmdyeiv
and (^Sia)(TKop7ri^ftv also occur; the figure

there, however, appears to be taken from
sheep (of. John x. 12). Further, Mark ix.

40 and Luke ix. 50 record the saying, " He
that is not against us is for us," which was
adilressed to our Lord's disciples. Both
sayings are necessary; earnest Christians
need to remember that when outsiders do
anything in Clirist's name, it must, on the
whole, furward his cause (Phil. i. 18); the
undecided must face the fact that neutrality

is impossible.

Vers. 31, 32.—Parallel passages : Mark
iii. 28—30 (where the verses immediately

follow our ver. 29) and Luke xii. 10 (where

the context is not the same, he having

passed straight from our ver. 30 to our

ver. 43, vide in/ray It is to be observed

tliat all three accounts differ a good dtal

in form, though but slightly in substance.

The Apostolical Constitutions contain what

is probably a mixture of these verses with

2 Pet. ii. 1 and other passages of the New
Testament. Besoh (' Agrapha,' pp. 130,

249, etc.), in accordance with his theory,

thinks that the Constitutions have preserved

a genuine utterance of the Lord, of which
only diiferent fragments are presented in

various parts of the New Testament,

A few words of introduction to these

difficult verses. It has been .'trangely for-

gotten, in their interpretation, that our Lord
spoke in langunge that he intended his

hearers to understand, ami that probably

not a single one of those who stood by
would understand by the expressions, " the

Spirit" (ver. 31), "the Holy Spirit" (ver.

32), a Person in the Godhead distinct fiom
the First Person or the Second (cf. eh. i.

18, note). At most they would understand

them to refer to an influence by God upon

men (Fg. li. 11 ; cf. Luke xi. 13), snoh as

Christ had claimed to possess in a speoial

degree (Luke iv. 18). In inquiring, there-

fore, for an explanation of our Lord's

sayings, we must not begin at the Trini-

tarian standpoint, and see in the words a

contrast between " blasphemy " against one

Person of the Trinity, and " blasphemy "

against another. Tiie contrast is between
" blasphemy " against Christ as Son of man,

Christ in his earthly work and under earthly

conditions, the Christ whom they saw and

whom they did not understand, and " blas-

phemy " against God as such working upon

earth. "Blasphemy" against the former

might be due to ignorance and prejudice,

but " blasphemy " against the latter was to

speak against God's work recognized as

such, against God manifesting himself to

their consciences (cf. vers. 27, 28); it was
to reject the counsel of God towards them,

to set themselves up in opposition to God,

and thus to exclude from themselves for-

giveness. Just as under the Law there

were sacrifices for sins of ignorance and
minor offences, but none for wilful disregard

of and opposition to God, so must it be at

all times even under the gospel itself.

Observe that the " blasphemy " is under-

stood by our Lord as showing the state of

the heart (cf Acts vii. 51). What the effect

of a change of heart, i.e. of repentance, would

be does not enter into our Lord's utterance.

All other sin is venial, but for heart-opposi-

tion there is no forgiveness. As Tyndale

says (' Expositions,' p. 232, Parker Society),

" Sin against the Holy Ghost is despising

of the gospel and his working. Where
that bideth is no remedy of sin: for it

fighteth against faith, which is the forgive-

ness of sin. If that be put away, faith may
enter in, and all sins depart." (Cf. a,\ao

Dorner, 'System,' iii. 73; iv. 94.)

Ver. 31.—Wherefore (Sih toBto). Re-
ferring primarily to ver. 30, and to be joined
closely to " I say unto you." Because suoh
is the terrible c ffeot of what you think mere
indiiferentism, I say this solemnly. Beware
of committing the great sin. Luke's con-
nexion of our ver. 43 with ver. 30 gives a
good but a weaker sense—Become fully
decided, lest the devil return to you 8tron<?ei
than ever. Matthew's connexion is—Be-
come fully decided, for the legitimate out-
come of want of decision is the sin that will
not be forgiven. I gay unto you (ch. vi. 25,
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note), All matmer of; every (HeTiaed Ver-
sion); irScra. Sin and blasphemy. Genus
and speoiea (Meyer). Blasphemy psBses in

this verse from its wider meaning of open
slander and detraction in the first clause to

its now commoner but restricted meaning
of speech against God in the second clause.

ShaU be forgiven unto men : but the blas-

phemy against the Holy Ghost; the Spirit

(Kevised Version), thus making it more
possible for the English reader to see the

connexion of thought with the phrase in

vcr. 28. Shall not be forgiven unto men.
The words, unto men, must be omitted, with

the Kevised Version. They weaken a
statement whioli in itself may apply to

other beings than those that are on earth.

Ver. 32.—Our Lord applies the general

principle of ver. 31 to " blasphemy " against

himself. This might be, comparatively

speaking, innocuous if it waa merely defa-

mation or detraction of him as man ; but if,

on the other hand, It referred to his work in

such a way as to mean a real detraction of

God's actions considered as Divine, it indi-

cated a state of feeling which did not admit

of forgiveness (vide eupra). If it be asked
whether the individual Pharisees referred

to in vers. 24—28 had committed this sin,

the answer depends upon whether they

had recognized the hand of God as such,

and had, notwithstanding, wilfully rejected

it. If they had—as our Lord's tone seems

to imply—then they had in fact committed

it. Yet they may afterwards have repented,

and so have come under a different category.

And whosoever speaketh a word against the

Son of man (oh. viii. 20, note) ; e.g. his birth,

the circumstances of his life on earth, or his

decisions respecting the sabbath or meats,

or his disregard of the conventionalities of

his time in his treatment of " sinners " and
publicans. All such things must have been

included in those widen St. Paul once

blasphemed (1 Tim. i. 13). It shall be

forgiven him : but whosoever speaketh (such

a word) against the Holy Ghost (the Holy

Spirit, Revised Version), it shall not be

forgiven him (o4k ic^efl^o-erdi). The margin

of Westcott and Hort.with the Vatican manu-

script, represents it still more strongly (ou ni)

a(feflp). Neither in this world (age, Kevised

Version margin), neither in the world to

oome. "The age to come" (Nan ahtsn) in-

cluded all that followed the coming of

Messiah. Sometimes it was restricted to,

or practically identified with, the reignof

Messiah upon earth, but usually it in-

cluded much more—eternity as well as time

(see especially Weber, ' System," pp. 354, 355;

and of. SchUrer, II. ii. 177). It is in its

widest sense that our Lord here uses it

—

contrasting the present order of things with

that which will be the final result of his

coming, his tbonghts travelling far beyond
the present course of this world to that which

is to be hereafter.

Vers. 33—37.—You wonder that I make

80 much of words ; words are not trivialities,

but are really the legitimate and normal

fruit of the heart, and therefore by them

each man will be judged.

(1) Take your choice; half-heartedness is

not enough (of. ver. 30) ; the fruit tells the

nature of the tree (ver. 33).

C2) Our Lord addresses the Pliarisee*

directly, showing them their true character.

They only speak according to their spiritual

condition (ver. 34).

(3) Man can only bring out what is

already in his heart (ver. 35).

(4) A solemn close, in which he applies

the principle generally ; for every idle word

an account shall be given, since words are

always the source of the verdict upon each

man's case (vers. 36, 37).

Vers. 33—35.—Parallel passage: Luke

vi. 48—45 (cf. ch. vii. 16—18, notes).

Ver. 38.—Either make (t) iroi^o-aTe). Not
" suppose " (fac, pone), still less "declare,"

but "make." The Lord is speaking in a
parable. . You would not, surely, make a

tree in any other way ; it would be against

nature ; how then imagine it can be so in

your own persons ? Ch. vii. 18 and Luke vi.

43 state as a fact that the reverse case does

not take place in nature. The tree good,

and his fruit good (t.e. one if the other) ; or

else make the tree corrupt (ch. vii. 17, note),

and his fruit corrupt : for the tree is known
by Us fruit. "By his own fruit " (Luke).

Ver. 34.—The first clause is in Matthew
only. O generation (t/e offspring. Revised

Version) of vipers (ch. iiL 7, note). Observe

that the figure of the tree had also been used

by the Baptist (ch. iii. 10). How can ye.

It is against nature. Being evil; i.e. inhe-

rently worthless (ch. vi. 13, note) ; of. jrov-npol

Svres, oh. vii. 11. Speak good things? Tor

out of the abundance; i.e. even to tver-

flowing (irepliraeuna: cf. Mark viii. H, of

what remained after all were filled). Of

the heart the mouth speaketh. In Eph.

iv. 29 there is apparently a reminiscence of

this saying in connexion with our ver. 33

(cf. also Jas. iii 10—12).
Ver. 35.—A good man out of the good

treasure of the heart ; out o^ his good treanure

(Kevised Version), of the heart being added

in the Received Text from Luke vi. 45.

Treasure (oh. ii. 11, note). " Vere thesaurus

est in quovis homine, et copia latens"

(Bengel); of. also ch. xiii. 52. Bringeth
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forth good things: and an ((he. Revised
Version) evil man ont of the (his, Revised
Version) evil treasure bringeth forth evil

things. Bringeth forth (eK0d\\ei, but Luke
?rpo(pepei). Matthew regRrds the receptacle

from which, Luke the outer world into

which, the things are brought.

Vers. 36, 37.—Matthew only.

Ver. 36.—But (Be); and (Revised Version).

The adversative particle hints at the coii-

tr.ist of ver. 35 to thtir ordinary ideas about
the importance of words. I say unto yon,
That every idle (apydv) ; i.e. eifecting not! ling,

morally useless ; 2 Pet. 1. 8 (cf /carapyu,

Luke xiii. 7). Word (^^jiia); see ver. 37,

note. That men shall speak, they shall give
account thereof (airoS^a-ovffi \6yuv: cf. 1 Pet.

iv. 5) in the day of judgment (eh. x. 15, note).

Ver. 37.—Por by (^k)—referring to, as it

were, the source of the verdict—thy words
(twj' \6yot aov); thy, individualizing Ob-
serve the change from jiriiia (ver.. 36), which
might in itself refer to the utterance of a
madman, or to a parrot-lil;e qiiulution. But
by here using \iyot our I,ord shows that

he is thinking of utterances of the reason,

sentences spoken with a knowledge of tlieir

meaning, and forming parts of what are

virtually, though not literally, discourses.

A ^rifia may be the merely mechanical
utterance of the lips, K6yoi imply conscious-

ness. The presence of A.ii7oi' in the pro-

ceding clause is probably entirely accidental.

Thou Shalt be justified (ch. xi. 19, note)

—

" Quid enim aliud sermones sancti qnam
fides Bonans " (Calovius, in Meyer)—and by

thy words thou shalt be condemned (ver. 7,

note).

Vers. 38—42.—Before entering on this

difficult passage, it seems necessary to make

some preliminary observations.

(1) Luke xi. 29—32 is the recognized

parallel.

(2) According to Luke xi. 16, our Lord

had been already asked for a sign, in what

would be the miildle of our preceding dis-

cussion, i.e. between the accusation by the

Pharisees (our ver. 24) and the Lord's

answer to it (our ver. 26, sqq.). This shows

that eitlier the demand was in fact made at

some time during this discussion, or at least

that it was such a demand as our Lord's

opponents were likely to make when they

wore hard pressed, and such as they did in

fact make on a Bomewbat similar occasion.

Notice that in Luke xi. 16 it is expressly

attributed to others than those who had

brought the accusation.

(3) Very timilar venes are found in

ch. zri. 1—1 (parallel passage ; Mark viii.

11—13); Luke xi. 16 agrees more verbally

with the demand as described there than

with our ver. 38.

(1) Thus Mark and Luke relate such an

incident once, but Matthew twice.

(5) The four passages (ch. xii. 38—42 ;

Lukexi. 16,29—32; ch.xvl. 1—4; Mark viii.

11—13) contain so much similarity of lan-

guage that wo cannot suppose them to be

absolutely independent of each other.

(6) Hence two hypotheses present them-

selves : (a) The demand was made twice

(in itself exceedingly probable), and our

Lord's answers were to a great extent

identical in substance (in itself not very

probable), and when identical in substance

were closely identical in language (distinctly

loss probable). Or perhaps we might sup-

pose that this idenfity of language was
rather due to the narrator than to our Lord
himself; familiarity with one answer may
in the early Church have moulded the

record of the other. (6) The demand and
the answer, as recorded, refer to one and
the same occasion. But the account existed

in more than one of the sources used by
St. Matthew, and as each form of it had its

own peculiarities (especially pur ver. 24 and
ch. xvi. 2, 3), he retained them both. Any-
how, oh. xvi. X—4 seems to have belonged

to the Framework, and our passage to the

Discourses.

(7) It will be noticed that all the passages

except Mark viii. 11—13 speak of "the
sign of Jonah." How was Jonah a sign?

Our ver. 40 seems to answer the question,

and to say that it was by being in the

whale's belly three days and three nights.

But there are serious diffioulties in accept-

ing this view as finally and alone right.

For in ch. xvi. 4 no explanation at all is

recorded (Ihough, indeed, it might be urged
that the evangelist might fairly expect his

reaJers to remember our ver. 40), and in

Luke xi. 30 apparently a different explana-

tion is found, " for even as Jonah became a
sign unto the Ninevites, so shall also the

Son of man be to this generation"—words
which, taken alone, would seem to refer to

Jonah being a sign by the mere fact of his

preaching. Thus our Lord would mean—Ai
Jonah preached, so I preach. The future ii

used In Luke si. 30 (.(rrtu), aa bringing out
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more dearly than the present would have
done the final relation in which Christ should

stand to hii contemporaries. Godet, indeed,

urges that the future excludes any present

reference to Christ's work as preaching, and
that the demand for a sign from heaven

(Luke xi. 16) can only be fully satisfied by

Christ's resurrection, " in which no human
agency intervenes, and in which Divine

power apjiears alone." He, therefore, makes

Lukii's n.eaiiing identical with that of our

vcr. 40, aud paraphrases thus: "It was as

one who had miraculously escaped from

death that Jonas presented himself before

the Xinevites, summoning them to anticipate

the danger which threatened them ; it is as

the Bisen One that I (by my messengers)

shall proclaim salvation to the men of this

generation." But this would almost assume

that Jonah told the Ninevites of his miracu-

lous escape, though there is not a hint of

his having done so. On the contrary, Jonah

iii. 4, tqq., implies that the call to repent-

ance on the basis of punishment threatened

was the sole aud only means employed by

the prophet to accomplish his mission.

Jonah the preacher became, by virtue of bis

preaching, a sign to the Ninevites (for, quite

apart from his miraculous preservation, hia

appi^arance in Nineveh and his preaching

there were no small portent and sign of

Divine interest in the Ninevites' affairs),

and tliey accepted him. Matthew's addition,

"the prophet," emphasizes this thought,

even though he passes on to give what

appears to hare been the Lord's secondary

interpretation of the sign of Jonah.

Christ's primary object, then, in his reply

was to show to his opponents that heathen

Ninevites and a heathen queen accepted tlie

truth without any such sign as that which

they were now demanding, and, if possible,

to shame them into doing so. Thus ver. 40

is to be considered as parenthetical rather

than as the main subject

It has, indeed, been suggested that ver. 40

was in fact not spoken at all by the Lord

himself, but is only the result of a very early

interpretation by the Hebrew Christians of

our Lord's phrase, added before the forma-

tion of our Gospel. The explanation is

tempting, but, in the entire absence of corro-

boration, cannot be accepted (cf. note tliere).

So fax as our present evidence goes, we must

attribute ver. 40 to Christ, and consider that

as he was mentioning the reception of Jonah

by the Ninevites, the thought occurred to

him that in Jonah's history lay as it were a

prefigurement of what he himself would be.

Just as on another occasion he illustrated

his death ami resurrection by the figure of

destroying and building the temple (John

ii. 18, 19), so now he uses the figure cf

Jonah in the whale's belly.

(8) This is not the place to enter upon

a discussion of the question whether the

event here referred to literally happened
or not, much less to examine the deep aud
mysterious subject of the Lord's kenosis

(Phil. ii. 7). But it should be observed

that some at least of those critics who do

not believe that the narrative of Jonah

being in the whale's belly is to be under-

stood literally, consider that his preaching

to the Ninevites at all is equally meta-

phorical (cf. C. H. H. Wright, ' Introduction

to Old Testament,' p. 207, eqq.}, so that not

only ver. 40 but ver. 41 and Luke xi. 32

are affected, and that indeed more seriously,

since the Lord says that the Ninevites will

stand up as witnesses. The reasons for

taking the narrative as only metaphorical

are far from convincing, yet even if they

were overwhelming, the illustration in ver.

40 (though not ver. 41) would still remain

valid, just as (with all reverence be it spoken)

any one to-day might illustrate his action

from that of one of Shakespeare's characters

whose historical existence is more than

doubtful. While, however, the frequency

of the allegorical and pictorial in Hebrew

poetry and prophecy must be fully allowed

for, there seems to be no strong reason

(apart from the miracle) to doubt the his-

torical character of the narrative. Further

as to the miracle, Jonah i. 17; ii. 10 are ea

closely connected with Jonah i., iii., andiv.,

that it is best to understand the writer as

intending to represent it (marvellous though

it is) as literal history.

Vers. 38—45.—Some of our Lord's op-

ponents try to defend themselves by asking

for a sign of his authority to claim so much

;

e.g. ver. 30 (ver. 38). In his reply he refers

them to their own hietorles for proof that

such a demand is inexcusable. The Nine-

vites did not require one when Jonah

became a saga to them—and in mentioning
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Jonah lie refers to hia beiug in the whale's

belly three days and three nights as a

symbol of what should happen to himself

—

and "the queen of the south" took immense

trouble to satisfy her craving after wisdom

(vers. 39—42). Therefore let them beware ;

their present state was one of extreme

danger; the improvement that they showed

was only negative, and if they did not take

care worse would happen to them in the

future than in the past (vers. 43—15).

Ver. 38.—Then oertain. The demand is

only made by a portion of those present,

who, according to Luke xi. 16, were not the

same as those who spoke our ver, 24. Of
the scribes and of the (Revised Version
omits the) Pharisees. They are represented

as forming but one party (ch. v. 20, note).

Answered (]iim, Bevised Version, with the
meimacripts). It is worth noticing that the
insertion of the pronoun makes the passage
more like oli. xvi. 1 and parallels. Saying,

Master (_SiSia-Ka\e) ; ch. viii. 19, note. Only
in this place is their request given verbally.

We would see (QeXo/xev . . . ISeiv), Observe
that their language is rather brusque; they
express tlieir own wish regardless of him.
But they may have intended it only as a
plain statement of the difBculty they felt in

believing him. They wished to see a sign
first. A sign. More than a miracle of heal-

ing, however wonderful; they desired, as

expressly said in ch. xvi. 1 ; Mark viii. II
;

Luke xi. 16, a sign from heaven, presumably
some portent in the sky, which shonld be a

sign of his mission (cf. 1 Cor. i. 22 ; John
iv. 48). From thee ; i.e. happening, not acci-

dentally, but at tliy command.
Ver. 39.—Of the passages mentioned in

tlie introductory note on vers. 38—42, ch. xvi.

4 is verbally identical with the answer of

our present verse, except tlie omission of the

words, " the prophet," which occur nowhere
else but in this passage. But he answered
and said to them, An evil {Tropripi, ch. vi. 13,

ni>te) and adolterons generation. However
frequent the sin of adultery may then have
been, the common metaphorical sense of

spiritual unfaithfulness to God and the

jiractical worship of some other than Jehovah
seems the more probable here (cf. Jas. iv. 4

;

Kev. ii. 20—28). Seeketh after {imC-qTit);

ch. vi. 32. A sign ; but there shall no sign

be given to it. In Mark viii. 12 our Lord's

reply ends here. But the sign of the Prophet
Jonas ; Jo^iah the prophet (Bevised Version).

In oh. xvi. 4 and Luke xi. 29 " the prophet"
has been added in the Beceived Text.

Ver. 40.—Matthew only. For as Jonas

(Jonah, Bevised Version) was three days
and three nights in the whale's belly. Ver-
twUy from the LXX. of Jonah i. 17 (ii. 1).

So shall the Son of man be three days and
three nights in the heart of the earth. Since,

so far as the balance of evidence goes (cf.,

however. Bishop Westcott, 'Introduction,'

p. 344, edit. 1872), the Crucifixion was on
Friday and the Besurrection on Sunday, the

actual time between them was only one
clear day and two parts of days (which
might fairly be called tijree days) and two
whole nights. The reckoning, therefore,

here is, strictly speaking, inaccurate. The
worJs are perliaps a mere adaptation of the
plirase in Jonah, and are here used only to

roughly raaik the time of our Lord's stay

in tlie grave. Observe, however, that the
addition of " nights " tends to emphasize the

reality of our Lord's stay there. It was a

mutter of days and nights ; he spent both
kinds of earthly time " in the heart of the

earth" (cf. ch. iv. 2, note). It will be
noticed that the inaccuracy of the wording
would, if modern Western habits were alone

to bo considered, make it must unlikely that

the phrase is a later addition; but in view
of the early Christian and Jewish method of

illustrating events by passages of Scripture

which do not apply in all respects, the im-
probability is not SI great as would at first

sight appear. However, upon our present
information, we must say that the phrase
w^is spoken by our Lord himself, and that

although tho exact time of his stay in the
grave was well known to the early believers,

they continued to repeat the saying in the

form in which the Lord left it. In the heart

of the earth. The form of the expression is

deiived from Jonah ii. 3 (4), "in the heart
of tho seas " (cf. Exod. xv. 8), and would
theref ire appear to mean some deeper place
than the rock-hewu sepulchre. Hence
many commentators, beginning with Irenieus
(' Adv. Hser.,' V. xxxi.) and Tertullian (' De
Anima,' Iv.), understand it as directly denot-
ing the place of departed spirits. Eph, iv. 9
("the lower parts of the earth "X on the
contrary, probably rofera to tlie earth as such
in contrast to heaven.

Ver. 41.—Verbally identical with Luke
xi. 82. The men of Nineveh (ivSpes

NiyeuiToi). No article, because the evan-
gelist desired to call attention to the charac-
ter of the Ninevites. The men of Nineveh,
heathen though they were, shall do this.

'Av'ipes (not &pBpaTroi) ; hardly because of the
approaching mention of a woman (of Luke
xi. 31), but because the men in the city
would naturally take the lead, and not the
women. So also in the LXX. of Jonah iii. 5
(contrast ver. 7, of the population generall v).

Shall rise in judgment ; shall stand up in the

judgment (Revised Version) ; i.e. shall stand
up as witnesses (Job xvi. 8 ; Mark xiv. 67)
ill the final judgment (Luke x. 14). With
this generation; i.e. present before the
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judgment-seat with them, for what purpose
is shown by the following words (of. Winer,
§ xlvii. h). And shall condemn it : because
they repented at the preaching of Jonas
(Jonah iii. 5, eqq ). Obserye that this was
without miracles or signs being wrought.
At (ci'O' Marking the direction oi their failh

(Rom. iv. 20). And, behold, a greater than— " Gr. more than " (Eevised Version
margin)—Jonas is here (ver 6, note).

Ver. 42.—Almost verbally identical with
liUke xi. 31. The queen of the south
(,0a(ri\ur<ra v6rov, anarthrous ; ver. 41, note).

The south here doubtless represents part of

Arabia Felix (see Dr. Ijumby, on 1 Kings x.

1). Shall rise up. Does iyepB^qcriTat here
im|ily more effort than ivaarifffoyTai (ver.

41) ? This would at least be consistent with

the energy which the mention of the Queen
of Bheba always suggests. In the judgment
with this generation, and shall condemn it

:

for she came from the uttermost parts (_the

ends, lieviijed Version) of the earth. Observe
the cuntraat; thu message was brought to

the Nint:vites in their own homes. She
marks a higher stage of inquiry and faith.

To hear the wisdom of Solomon ; i.e. not out

of mere curiosity to see him. And, behold, a

greater than Solomon is here (ver. 41, note).

Ubserye that Christ claims for himself

superiority to the one prophet that was
listened to by a Gentile nation, and to the

OMD king wliose wisdom drew an inquirer

from " the ends of the earth." Biglitly

;

for the claim is oonfirii.ed by history ; tiie

Gospels have bad greater iuhuence tlian all

the Propliets, both " foimer " and " later,"

and than all the ^okmah literature. Je^us

of Nazareth has drawn all men unto him
(John xii. 32 ; cf. 19).

Vera. 43—45.—Parallel passage: Lukexi.

24—26, almost verbally, but omitting the

application at the end of our ver. 45. A
Bulemn warning against a merely negative

improvement. External preparation, me-

cliunical religion, is insufficient ; a definite

acceptance of my teaching is required. Our

Lord's primary thouglit would appear to

be the relation in which those to whom he

was spealiing stood to himself. But he

franies his words so as to include the whole

of that generation of Jews (vers. 39, 45)

For his present hearers truly represented

their contemporaries.

Observe (1) the close of this discourse

resembles that of the sermon on the mount;

(2) the connexion of thought is the same in

Luke, though there the p.issage comes imme-

diately after our ver. 30 ; i.e. if you are not

yiith me you are really against me ;
you are

only swept and garnished, and the evil

spirit returns.

Ver. 43.—When ; but . . . when (Bevised
Version); 'iravU. St. Matthew does not bring
this forward as a separate utterance; he
wishes the connexion between it and the'

preceding to be seen. There is » contrast

between the behaviour of the Xinevites and
the Queen of Sbeba, and that of the Jews.
The unclean spirit (ch. x. 1, note) is gone
out of a (JLlie, Eevised Version) man (tS

irveC^uo , . . Tov avdpdjirov). The first article

is inserted for tlie sake of vividness; the

second points back to the spirit ; he leaves

the man in whom he had dwelt. The two
together make the saying parabolic instead

of abstract. He walketh
;
paaseth (Revised

Version) ; Siepxerai. Perhaps merely " goes

through," with the connotation of distance

traversed (John iv. 15 ; Acts ix. 38), but
probably " goes about," i.e. to different spots

(of. Luke ix. 6 ; Acts viii. 4, 40 ; xx. 25,

and so of a rumour being spread abroad,

Luke V. 15), in restless wandering. Through
dry {walerlees, Revised Version ; Si' aviSpav)

places. Which supplied nothing wherewith
he might refresh himself (Ps. Ixiii. 1), and
which would, of course, have no houses (Ps.

cvii. 4—7, 33—36). Seeking rest (ch. xi. 28,

29, notes), and findeth none ; and findeth it

not (Eevised Version).

Ver. 44.—Then he saith, I will return into

my house from whence I came out. In the

true text the emphasis lies on the words,
" into my house ; " i.e. the place that I have
found so comfortable before, where I was so

thoroughly at home ; which, in fact, is still

mine. Observe the curious parallel to ch.

i. 25. The Jews had called Christ Beel-

zebub absolutely without reason, but in their

own case it was only too possible that they

had an unclean spirit as "master of the

house," And when he is come, he findeth

it empty, unoccupied ((rxo\d(ovTa). Swept

;

"cleansed with besoms" (Wickliffe); aeaa-

pwfievoi'. And garnished; " made fair" (Wick
liffe) ; Koi KeKoa/iTiiifroy. It had no tenant,

but it was fully prepared for one ; all the

rubbish had been removed, and suitable

preparations been made.
Ver. 45.—Then. On seeing that this is the

case (cf. ch. iii, 5, note). Goeth he QiropfieTai).

Fart of the figure ; the others would not be

far off. And taketh with himself seven other

spirits more wicked (evil, irot'rip6Tepa) than
himself. Christ emphasizes the force and
tlie malignity of a spiritual relapse. And
they enter in. Into the heart, and thence into

the whole body end soul. And dwell there.

Permanently. And the last state of that

man is worse than the first. Our Lord's

words are apparently quoted in 2 Pet. ii. 20.

Obeerve that the idea of pollution is found
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there as well as here. (For the form of the

expression, comp. also oh. xxvii. 64.) Ja ;

hecometh (Revised Version), as the result.

Even so shall it be. This is more than a

waining; it is a verdict. Also unto this

wicked geueratioa Observe Christ's solemn
addition of " wicked " [eml. Revised Version

;

of. ver. 34) ; rp yejc'o tout?; t^ vovrip^. The
twofold use of " evil " In this verse is not

accidental ; this evil generation is already

fit for the coming of the evil spirits.

Vers. 46—50—(2) The opposition that

our Lord met with from his relations. He
shows that not natural but spiritual relation-

ship is all-important. Parallel passages:

Mark iii. 31—35 ; Luke viii. 19—21. The
section belonged originally to the Frame-

work.

Ver. 46.—While he yet talked; uMe he

was yet speaking (Bevised Version) ; i.e. on
the occasion which foimed the basis of the

preceding discourse (vers. 22—45). To th9

people ; to the multitudes (Revised Version).

Beholdi his mother and his brethren (ch.

xiii. 55) stood without (so that he was in a
house), desiring (seeking, Bevised Version,

(riTovvTcs, tliey evidently made attempts) to

speak with him.

Ver. 47.—Then one said unto him, Behold,

thy mother and thy brethren stand withont,

desiring to speak with thee. The verse is

omitted by the Sinaitic manuscript (original

hand), the Vatican, and a few others; also by
the Old Syriac and some manuscripts of the
Old Latin Version. It is elearly an insertion

to bridge over the " seeking " of ver. 46 and
"him that told him" of ver. 48.

Ver. 48.—Bnt he answered and said unto
him that told him. Who is my mother } and
who are my brethren 1 Who are they who
are suoli in the tmeat sense ?—they for whom
I must therefore primarily care ?

Ver. 49.—And he stretched forth hishand
toward his disciples. One uf the very few
signs of an eye-witness in sentences peculiar
to the First Gospel (see Introduction, p.xl.).

And said, Behold mymother and my brethren I

Ver. 50.—For whosoever shall do the will

of my Father which is in heaven, the same
(he, Bevised Version ; airds : ch. i. 21, note) is

my brother, and sister,and mother. He is all

;

he sums up in himselfall such relations. Ob-
serve that our Lord does not raise the ques-
tion whetlier or not his mother and brethren
now believed on liim. He is only tpeaking
of the claims of relationship as such. From
Mark iii. 21, liowever (whioli seems to refer

to the same occasion), we may conclude that
the motive for this endeavour to interrupt

him lay in unbelief. If so, Mary was either

unaware of this or had herself been over-

persuaded into momentary impatience (John
ii. 3) and distrust. If the lutter alternative

be ieidopted, she forms a parallel to the Bap-
tist (ch. xi. S, note).

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—14.

—

Ghrist the Lord of the sabbath. I. Nboebsabt work mat bb dons
ON THE SABBATH. 1. The accusatioti of the Pharisees. The Lord's disciples were
hungry ; they gathered the ears of corn. This was allowed by the Law (Deut. xxiii.

25). But it was the sabbath day, and there were Pliarisees in attendance, some of
them rulers of the neighbouring synagogue, some perhaps spies, sent from Jerusalem
to watch our Lord. After the healing of the imputent man at the pool of Bethesda,
the leading Pharisees at Jerusalem had resolved to take an opportunity of compassing
the death of Jesus; and from that time their emissaries appear to have dogged his
steps wherever he went. They watched him everywhere—in the corn-fields and in the
synagogues; in Galilee and in Pereea. And now they accused the disciples. It was
a profanation of the sabbath, they said ; to gather the ears and rub thein in the hands
was equivalent to reaping and threshing; and that was forbidden on psjn of death,
2. ITie Lord's answer. Tliey insisted on their traditions; he referred them to the
Scriptures. (1) They condemned the disciples ; but'David, their great saint and hero,
had eaten the sbewbread when he and his men were hungry. The disciples bad
transgressed the Law only by implication; David bad done so directly. The sufBcient

excuse in both cases was the same—hunger. The Law of God is merciful ; it does
not forbid works of necessity on the sabbath day. (2) Again, every sabbath day the
priests changed the sbewbread, and offered double sacrifices

;
yet they were blameless.

The strict rules of sabbath observance were set aside for the sake of the temple
service. But there was One greater than the temple. One who was himself, in the
highest sense of the word, the true Temple of God, for "in him dwelleth all the
lulness of the Godhead bodily." His disciples, hungry while in attendance on their
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Lord, were as guiltlass as the priests engaged in their temple duties. 3. Tht error ^
the Phariseet. It was the common error of formalists and hypocrites. Tbey cared
more for the letter of the Law than for the spirit, more for the outward ordinance than
for the spiritual principle which is embodied in the ordinance. The Lord refers them
again to that deep saying of the Prophet Hosea, which he had already quoted (oh. ix.

13), when they blamed him for eating with publicans and sinners. Then he bade
them go and learn its spiritual meaning. They had not done so ; they were as igniwant
as ever; well read in the letter of the Scriptures, but utterly ignorant of those great
and holy truths which are often bidden from the wise and prudent, but by the grace of
God revealed unto babes. They transposed the Divine order of things ; they put the
letter above the spirit, outward forms above the inner worship of the heart, sacrifice

above mercy. They came to Christ, but it was to vex and persecute him, to mis-
interpret his words, to find opportunity to kill him ; not to learn those holy lesions
which he teaches to his true disciples. Guilty themselves, they condemned the guilt-

less. Mercy is better than sacrifice. Sacrifice is good, but merey is better. It is good
to observe all the outward ordinances of religion; they are precious helps, ordainra of

God. But they cease to be good if we forget that they are only helps j if we trust in

them while we break the higher law of charity. To condemn the guiltless is a grievous
sin ; to speak evil of our neighbours, especially of those who are following Christ in

sincerity, though they may perhaps differ from us in many things, is a crime in the
sight of God. To come to God's house with uncharitable intentions, to spy, to find

fault, to misrepresent, is the sin of the Pharisees, for which the Lord rebuked them.
4. The Lord^$ authority. The Son of man, he said, is Lord even of the sabbath day.

The Pharisees exalted the sabbath in a way which destroyed its real meaning. The
sabbath was made for man ; for bis spiritual necessities ; for rest from worldly labour,

that he might give himself to worship and to the care of bis soul. The salvation of

man was of infinitely greater importance than the outward observance of the sabbath.

That was the great end ; the sabbath was one of the appointed means ; it was made for

man, not man for the sabbath. The Son of man, the Bepreseutative of humanity, the

Son of God, who had become the Son of man for man's peace and salvation, was Lord
of the sabbath. He might put aside the traditions of the Pharisees, their rigorous

formalisms, for the sake of suffering humanity. He is Lord over the ordinances of the

sabbath day. Those ordinances belonged to the ceremonial law ; they were a shadow
of things to come (Col. ii. 16, 17), a preparatory discipline. " In this," says Stier,

" Christ has shown himself to be Lord of the sabbath for his Church, for the new
humanity in him ; that he has changed the day from the end of the old-world week,

which passed away for ever with the still sabbath of his grave, to the beginning, with

which an entirely new state of things commenced; and thus has made the day
peculiarly his own, the Lord's day, and has united to the remembrance of the first

creation, whose sabbath was broken and rendered servile by sin, the praise of the new
creation, effected by him who became a Son of man for man's sake."

II. WoBES OF HEBOT. 1. The question of tht Pharisees. Another sabbath had
come (Luke vi. 6), and the Lord, as he was wont, attended the synagogue-worship.

It was their synagogue ; those very men who had been dogging his steps, who had so

lately accused his disciples, were its rulers and elders. The Lord was not like some
men nowadays, who absent themselves from church because they have, or fancy they

have, some quarrel with the minister. The church is the house of God ; we go there

to worship God. No earthly motives should be allowed to keep us from it, or to

influence our thoughts when we are there. In the congregation on that day was a

man with a withered hand ; it Jiung useless by his side. The Pharisees pointed him
out to Christ, not in sympathy for the poor man, but in hatred of the Lord. Their

hearts were full of malice. In the very house of God, on the sabbath which they

ad'ected to vindicate, they sought to ensnare to his destruction One who had done

nought but good. " Is it lawful to heal on the sabbath days? " they asked him, seek-

ing not instruction, but an opportunity of accusing the holy Saviour. Blinded as they

were by their malice, they did not understand that no profanation of the sabbath is

worse in the sight of God than evil thoughts, malicious designs ; no crime could be

darker than to try to compass the death of One most holy, most merciful, and that

among sacred associations, on the day which God had hallowed. 2. Hie antwer. The
MATTHBW. 2 *
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f

Lord answers, as he did so often, one question by another. Would they not save a
sheep from danger on the sabbath day r and if a sheep, how much more a man ? He
lifts the question at once into a higher sphere. He will not argue it on the basis of

mere formalism ; he will not dispute, as it seems the Jews did afterwards, whether the

sheep might be lifted from the pit, or only helped to get out by means of planlss. He
goes at once to the principle, " It is lawful to do well on the sabbath days." Not to

do good when it lies in our power is to do evil (Mark iii. 4), therefore it is not only
lawful, but sometimes it is our bounden duty to do works of mercy on the sabbath day.

3. 2%« miracle. The Lord was grieved, St. Mark tells us, with the hardness of their

hearts. He looked round about on them with anger. It was anger against the sin,

grief for the sinners. He would have saved those scribes and Pharisees; he would
have won their hearts. But they were siiffened into hardness by their miserable
formalism ; they would not come to him that they might have life. He was grieved.

He is grieved when we sin—grieved for us, for our folly, for our danger. He looked
round about on them with anger. He does so now when men cherish evil thoughts in

the house of God. He is present ; he reads the secrets of the hearts. Oh, what a
scene would there be if the hearts of a congregation were open to the eyes of men, as

they are open to the searching eye of Christ ! But there was a work of mercy to be
done. "He saith unto the man, Stretch forth thine hand. And he stretched it forth."

He believed the word of the Lord ; he willed to stretch forth the withered hand. The
muscles, helpless before, obeyed the mandate of the will ; his hand was restored whole,
like as the other. So if we, in trustful faith, will to come after Christ, he will give us
strength to stretch forth the band, to take up the daily cross of self denial, and to

follow him. The strength is his, he giveth it; he asks us only for faith. "Only
believe," he saith ;

" all things are possible to him that believeth." 4. Its effect upon
the Pharisees. " They were filled with . madness," St. Luke says (vi. 11) ; the Greek
word means rather " wicked folly " (see Bishop Bllicott, on 2 Tim. iii. 9) ; and they took
counsel against him, how they might destroy him. He had shamed them, he had put
them to silence; and yet he had done nothing which could be made a ground of

accusation against him. There is no wrath fiercer than that of bafSed malice. The
Lord's anger was righteous, mingled with grief. Theirs was impious, Satanic ; for the
hatred of goodness is the very character of the evil one. They were blinded by this

angry and wicked stupidity to such a degree that they joined with the Herodians,
the party to which they were diametrically opposed, to compass the death of Christ.

Worldly and wicked men hate goodness ; it is a reproach to them. The contrast makes
their character appear all the darker ; they will combine against it, and lay aside for a
time their jealousies and enmities to effect its downfall. But the Lord reigneth.

Lessons. 1. Remember that the letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life; do not
exalt the letter above the spirit. 2. Pear to profane God's holy day by unholy thoughts
and words ; he seeth the heart. 3, Believe in his Word ; stretch forth the hand ot

faith ; he giveth strength.

Vers. 15—21.

—

The patience of Christ. I. His eetibkment. 1. Its reason. It was
not fear ; his hour was not yet come. He fled, it has been said, not only from his
enemies, but for them. He would not bring upon them the guilt of his death ; he
would give them time, " yet another year ;

" he would try what could be done by
patience and gentleness and self-denying love. He would not stimulate their malice
by remaining in their neighbourhood. When men are heated in disputes and con-
troversies, it is best sometimes to retire. Persistence may stir up wrath all the more,
and perhaps increase the sin of those who are arguing on the wrong side, influenced by
party spirit, or, it may be, by evil motives. 2. Its occupation. The Lord could not
be alone. The Pharisees hated him; but great multitudes followed him still. Some
sought his teaching ; some sought his mercy. He listened, as he ever did, to the cry
of pain and sorrow ; he healed all that had need of healing. The opposition of hia
enemies did not dishearten him ; it did not turn him aside from his works of love.
Good men are sometimes very much cast down by opposition. They lose heart ; they
sink into melancholy, as Elijah did; they think that their life has been wasted; they
can work no longer. It was not so with the Lord Christ, He retired, but it was to
another field of labour. Uis servants must never give way tu despondency ; it implies
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diatrustfulnesg, doubt of their Lord. 3. Its privacy. He charged the multitude that

they Bhould not make him Itnown. He was content that his holy deeds of Divine love
should remain unknown ; he was willing to work on in obscurity. He did not seek the

praise of men ; he Bought only to save souls. So his servants should be willing to

work either in private or in public, either in remote corners or before the eyes of men,
wherever it may please God to set them. But everywhere alike, in the little village

or in the great city, they must seek only his glory ; not human praise, earthly

reputation.

II. The fulfilment of prophecy. 1. The servant of Jehovah. Isaiah had
prophesied of the Messiah, and now the same God who had inspired the prophet was
bringing to pass the prophecy. The Lord Christ came to fulfil the Law and the

prophets ; the details of his blessed life were so ordered as to bring about that great

end, to fulfil all that had been written of him. The prophecy came from God ; the
fulfilment also was regulated by his overruling providence. Isaiah, the evangelical

prophet, had faithfully portrayed the character of the Christ. He was to be the

Servant of Jehovah. " I came," he said, " not to do my owu will, but the will of him
that sent me ;

" "I have finished the work which thou gavest me to do." He was the
Servant of whom Isaiah prophesied; he was the Beloved, the Elect of God, fur it

pleased the Father by him to reconcile all things unto himself. At his baptism the

voice from heaven prochiimed that in him the Father was well pleased ; then he was
anointed with the Holy Spirit, and consecrated for his Divine mission. He would
proclaim judgment to the Gentiles, when he would send his apostles into all the world

to preach the gospel to every creature. Such was the prophet's description of the

Servant of Jehovah, and such was Jesus the Christ. 2. Bis quietness. " He shall not

strive." It was even now fulfilled ; he had withdrawn from strife. He loved not strife.

His disciples must learn of him; they must avoid, as iar as lieth in them, angry

disputes and the heated atmosphere of controversy. " He shall not cry." His preaching

was not noisy or violent ; it was calm, quiet, dignified. He delighted not in uproar

and excitement, but in quiet communion with God. His disciples differ from one

another ; they present different aspects of the Christian character ;
" the Holy Spirit

divideth to every man severally as he will
;
" but we may say that a holy calmness is

generally one of the characteristic marks of the most advanced followers of Christ. 3.

His gentleness. (1) "A bruised reed shall he not break." There were many bruised

reeds then among those who sought his help ; there are many such among his liisi iples

now—weak, trembling Christians with little strength, bowed down w th sorrow, bruised

by many a trial, by many temptations, and, it may be, by many weak concessions to

the tempter. He will not break them ; they are fearful, trembling, full of anxious

doubts. He is gentle exceedingly; such should his servants be. (2) "Smoking flax

shall he not quench." He will not despise the least spark of spiritual life. The flax

may burn dimly, very dimly; but if it burn at all, there is hope. If there is any

tenderness of conscience, any sense of sin, any yearning after God, however feeble and

intermittent, there is the possibility of conversion, of sanctification, even of saintliness.

He will not quench the smoking flax ; nay, he wiU fan it into a bright, clear flame. He
will not by harshness or sternness check the faintest aspirations after holiness ; he will

deepen, strengthen, guide them by the influence of his Holy Spirit. For it was to save

our souls that he came down from heaven and gave himself to die ; therefore every

human soul is precious exceedingly in the sight of the Lord. He will not lightly lose

that which he prized so highly ; he will cherish the slightest flickering of the flame of

life in the weak, dying souL Then quench not the Spirit ;
quench it not in thyself by

sin or by despondency ;
quench it not in others by harshness or contempt. Listen to

the softest whisper of the blessed Spirit of God. Listen like Samuel ; it will fill thy

whole being with its pervading influence. But if, like Saul, thou persist in disobedience,

the end at last must be like the end of Saul—"the Spirit of the Lord departed from

Saul, and an evil spirit from the Lord troubled him." 4. Bis succfss at last. This quiet

gentleness will result in victory. He will persevere, winning souls, one by one, by the

soft holy influence of his constraining love. " He shall not fail, nor be discouraged, till

he liave set judgment in the earth " (Isa. xlii. 4) ;
" He shall bring forth judgment unto

truth;" he shall at length be recognized as King and Judge. His judicial decision

between right and wrong, his rule of holiness, shall at last prevail. It will be the
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victory of truth and righteousness ; and that not only in the Holy Land, among the

chosen people. " Id his Name shall the Gentiles hope." " The isles shall wait for his

law." They shall wait, and not wait in vain ; for he is the Saviour of all men—a Light to

lighten the Gentiles." He will send forth his holy Law, the Divine Law of love, to draw

all men to himself by the attractive power of his cross. Such is the picture which the

prophet draws of the Christ—a picture in which we see the strength of gentleness, the

majesty of love. These are the weapons by which the Saviour overcometh the woild.

His disciples must learn of him. "In quietness and in confidence shall be your
strength." Gentleness and Christian love win more hearts than sternness and severity.

Lessons. 1. Study the prophecies of the Old Testament, they give us precious

views of the Messiah's character and teaching. 2. He was the Servant of Jehovah; we
are his servants ; we should strive to do his will, as he ever did the will of the Father.

3. Imitate his quietness ; shun violence and party spirit j cherish a holy quiet in the

soul. 4. Be gentle like the Lord, kind to the weak and fearful
;
gre*t is the strength

of gentleness.

Vers. 22—37.

—

The Uasphemy of the Pharisees. I. Its oausb. 1. T?ie demoniac.

The poor man was blind and dumb, and that not from natural causes, but by the cruel

agency of an evil spirit. Like the dumb man (ch. ix. 32), he was brought to Christ.

He was helpless ; he could not see his way ; he could not express his wants. The Lord
healed him at once ; he both spake and saw. We must do our part to bring the help-

less to the Lord. There are many, alas 1 whose eyes the God of this world has blinded,

who know not how to pray. It is a good and holy deed to show the way to Christ, to

help the helpless, to guide them to the Lord. He can open the lips of the dumb ; he
can give sight to the blind ; he can drive away the evil spirit that keeps the sinner

from his Saviour. His arm is not shortened, that it cannot save ; neither his ear

heavy, that it cannot bear. 2. The wonder of the people. They were astonished at the

Lord's power ; they said, " Is this the Son of David ? " They felt in their hearts that

these mighty works were the signs of the Messiah, the proper works of the Christ.

They were ready to believe.

IL The accusation. 1. The envy of the Pharisees. The people were 'on the

point of recoguizing Jesus as the Messiah ; the Pharisees interfered. The miracle

filled the crowd with admiration ; it filled the Pharisees 'with anger and malignity.

God's grace hardens those whom it does not save. The very cross is a savour of death
unto death to the impenitent. Good men love goodness ; evil men hate it. 2. The
charge of complicity with Satan, They could not deny the fact of the miracle ; in

their wicked jealousy they attributed it to the help of Satan. Once before they bad
said the same thing privately amongst themselves (ch. ix. 34); njw they said it

openly to prevent the people from owning the Messiahship of Jesus. " Yes," they said,
" he casts out devils ; but it is through the power of the devil, in union with him." Oh,
what an evil thing is jealousy, it vents its spite upon the best and holiest I How lovely

is that charity which thinketh no evil, which rejoiceth in the truth

!

HI. The Loan's reply. 1. Hit knowledge. He knew their thoughts. Indeed, they
had not only conceived the wicked thought ; they had uttered it. But it seems they
had not spoken in the Lord's hearing ; they had disseminated their falsehoods among the
crowd. But he read their thoughts. He reads the envious, unloving thoughts which,
alas] dwell sometimes in our hearts. We are ashamed of them, we would not utter

them to our nearest friends ; but they are known to the Lord. Beverence his presence
;

strive to entertain no thought displeasing to him. 2. Eis wisdom. He refers his

adversaries to principles which they could not deny. A kingdom divided against itself

cannot stand. The existence of political parties, as we see them now, is not an
unmixed evil ; they balance one another ; they check one another's excesses. But when
they stand opposed in the fierceness of civil war, then the kingdom cannot stand. So
there may be anarchy in the kingdom of Satan ; it is the kingdom of burning hatred,

of envy, of malice ; but, like the Pharisees and the Herodians, like Pilate and Herod, it

is united against the kingdom of God. The dreaded presence of the Holy One of God
gave unity to the hofts of Satan. They were banded together in one in their intense
opposition to the Saviour. Satan would not cast out Satan when Christ was at hand :

"The serpent was more subtile than any beast of the field." Satan had too much
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wisdom in his wickedness to weaken himself when his power was beginning to want
before the majesty of the Son of God. Union is strength, division is weakness. Oh
that the children of light could learn a lesson from the enemy, and be reunited in one
faith and love in the face of the impending struggle with scepticism and unbelief I

3. Eis argumentum ad hominem. The disciples ofthe Pharisees practised certain forms
of exorcism ; they professed to cast out evil spirits (oomp. Mark is. 38 and Acts
xix. 14). Did they do it by the aid of Beelzebub? They were not punished; on
the contrary, they were held in esteem. Why should Christ's miracles be attributed to
the agency of Satan, when others, not holy as he was, professed to have the power of
casting out devils, and yet were not supposed to be in confederation with the prince of
darkness? To say the least, it would be only fair that the actions of Jesus should be
judged by the same rule as those of these Jewish exorcists. How unfair people are

!

How constantly they judge themselves and their friends by one rule, those from whom
they differ by another 1 The Christian must aim at absolute honesty and impartiality.
4. Hie true eayplanation of his power. He used none of the strange forms practised by
the exorcists, none of the appliances and manipulations which were employed either
to impress the patient or to collect the energy of the opeiator. He simply spoke the
word of power. He cast out devils by an energy contrary, antagonistic to theirs—the
energy of the Holy Spirit of Ged which abode upon him. He was full of the Holy
Ghost (Luke iv. 1) when he met Satan face to face in the wilderness of the temptation.
He cast out devils with the finger of God (Luke xi. aO). The three blessed Persons are
One God ; the work of Christ was the work of the Three in One. And if so, the kingdom
of God was come. It had come unawares, not with observation ; but it was already in
the world, active and energetic in the immediate neighbourhood of tbese unbelieving
Pharisees. How else could tlje kingdom of Satan be invaded? Satan was strong ; he
had seized upon many of the creatures of God, and made them the vessels of his
accursed wickedness. The Lord was despoiling him ; he was driving him from the
unhappy men over whom he had tyrannized. Then the Lord Jesus was stronger than
Satan. He had bound the strong man. By the mystery of his incarnation, by his

own victory over the tempter, he had overcome the wicked one. The power of Satan
is not now what once it was. The Lord triumphed over him on the cross ; by his atoning
sacrifice of himself he broke the devil's power over man. He will spoil his house. The
Lord has not yet gathered in all the fruits of his victory ; he will go on, conquering
and to conquer, till all things are put under his feet. 5, The warning. (1) The kingdom
of God was come. The two kingdoms, the kingdom of light and the kingdom of dark-

ness, are in intense, energetic antagonism to one another. There is no middle point, no
possible neutrality : " He that is not with me is against me." For Christ the Lord was
perfect in holiness, hating evil with a Divine hatred. He came down from heaven to

fight against it ; he gave himself to die in the awful conflict, and by his death he
triumphed. His disciples must imitate the Lord ; indifference cannot coexist with the

service of him who was so earnest, so full of holy energy. There must be no inde-

cision, no halting between two opinions. The true disciple must give his heart to

Christ ; he must range himself with Christ under the banner of the cross; he must
fight the good fight of faith, and quit himself like a man, steadfast imto death. For

the struggle is real ; its issues are momentous. Christ calls the soldiers of the cross

;

each has his place in the ranks of the great army ; every one, however weak, must do his

part and take his share in the lifelong battle. " He that is not with me is against me."

In that sharp opposition indifference puts a man on the side of Satan against the Lord,

against him who leved us and died to save us, against him who will one day judge us.

It is an awful word, but it is the word of Christ, and he is the Truth. (2) The Lord
diexi " that he should gather together in one the children of God that were scattered

abroad." And he saith, " He that gathereth not with me scattereth abroad." He who is

with Christ, distinctly, actively on his side, gathereth souls. Christ is with him, and he

with Christ ; and Christ's power working in him draws souls out of the kingdom of

darkness into the kingdom of light. Every true Christian life is a powerful instrument

for spreading the knowledge of Christ. But he who is not with Christ doth not only

not gather; he scattereth. Indifferent, lukewarm Christians not only do no good,

they do real harm to souls ; their example, especially if they are persons of influence

and of respectable life, leads others to acquiesce in the same spiritual indolence. Thus
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they are against Christ; they scatter the souls which he would gather into his little

flock. Their opposition ia not active ; they do not suppose themselves to be enemies of

Christ ; they do not think of the mischief which they are doing ; hut in reality their

conduct tends to scatter the sheep quite as certainly as that of the open opponents of

religion. (3) The life is wasted that is not given to Christ. He that gathereth not with

Christ may gather many things—riches, honours, earthly comforts—but he cannot

gather the true riches ; they are offered him, but he scatters them abroad. He despises

them in the time of health and strength ; in sickness and in death he will be poor,

desolate, hopeless.

IV. The sin against the Holt Ghost. 1. What is it f The Pharisees needed the

warning; they had come perilously near to the unpardonable sin; they had attributed

niiraoles which were wrought by the Spirit of God to the agency of Satan. But it was
Christ against whom they had spoken directly, not the Holy Ghost. Blasphemy against

the Holy Gliost is the sin of those, who " were once enlightened, and have tasted of the

heavenly gift, and were made partakers of the Holy Ghost," but yet have fallen away,
and '*done despite to the Spirit of grace." Such blasphemy is the expression of that
" eternal sin " of which our Lord speaks in Mark iii. 29—eternal, unchangeable
hostility against God, the strife of the flesh against the Spirit (Gal. v. 17) matured into

complete antagonism. The blasphemy which cannot be forgiven seems to be the

expression of tliis awful stnte in wicked words: that defiance of God, that con-

temptuous rejection of his revelation which is the ultimate outcome of the wilful

quenching of the Spirit in the individual heart. 2. It cannot be forgiven. St.

Paul had spoken against Christ, he had been a blasphemer (1 Tim. i. 13); but he
did it ignorantly; it was not a sin against light, not the blasphemy gainst the

Holy Ghost. Tiiat blasphemy hath never forgiveness; for he who thus blasphemes
sets himself in direct hostility to that Holy Spirit who is the only Source of spiritual

life. He could not so blaspheme unless he had first quenched the Spirit; such
blasphemy is a proof that the blasphemer would not retain God in his knowledge, and
that God hath given him over to a reprobate mind. Many deep, perplexing thoughts
gather round these most awful words. Are there sins which, unforgiven here, may
obtain forgiveness in the world to come, in the future age? We cannot help asking
the question; the answer we must leave to God. It is one of the secret tilings which
he has not revealed, of which we must be content to be ignorant. Only let us
remember the awful holiness of the good S,iirit of God, let us listen to his faintest

whispers ; to grieve the Uuly Spirit is full of danger, ta quench the Spirit is deadly
sin.

V. Parable of the tree and the feuit. 1. If thefruit is good, the tree is good.

If the works of Christ are good, they must proceed from a good source. The Pharisees

could not deny the goodness of the works ; it was wicked folly to attribute deeds so

holy to the evil one. It is a grievous sin to misrepresent the conduct of good men, to

suggest unworthy motives for their good deeds. 2. " Out of the abundance of the heart

the mouth speaJceth." The Pharisees could not be expected to speak good things, for they
were corrupt at the heart. They had said wicked things of Cnrist ; the Luid knew the
wickedness of their hearts. Merciful and gentle as he was, he repeated the strong words
of condemnation which John the Baptist had used already, "0 generation of vipers 1"

(ch. iii. 7). Their heart had its hidden store of unholy thoughts, sinful imaginations,
wicked motives ; out of that evil treasuie came their evil words. They could not speak
good things, for good things issue out of the heart's precious treasure of holy love,

heavenly thoughts, blessed liopes ; and that they had not. A wicked man may, indeed,
speak good things at times, when he is playing the hypocrite. But hypocrisy has
always something forced and unnatural about it; it betrays itself sooner or later. In
sudden emergencies, in seasons of excitement, when the man is off his guard—then, " out
of the abundance of the heart the mouth spc aketh." 3. The judgment of wicked toords.

We must give account of our words in the awful day. The idle, vain, unprofitable word
is sin ; it shows the state of the heart. Words, thoughts, deeds, all will be brought
into judgment ; each department of human life must form a part of the great account.
He whose words were good will so far be acquitted ; he whose words were evil will so
far be condemned. Then words, fleeting as they may seem, forgotten sometimeii almost
as soon as spoken, assume an awful character. Let every man beware.
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Lessons. 1. Bring the helpless to Christ ; he can heal the sick soul. 2. Flee from
envy ; hate it ; crush it out ; it is sin ; it is the parent of deadly evil. 3. Remember
always, God reads the thoughts. 4 Be decided in your religion ; range yourself on
the side of Christ. 5. Grieve not the Spirit j keep a strict watch over thoughts and
words, aa well as deeds.

Vers. 38—45.

—

Further manifestation of unbelief. I. Thk sign fbom hkaven.
1. Vie demand of the scribes and Pharisees. They had just witnessed a wonderful sign,
a striking evidence of the Divine authority of Christ. Some of them wickedly accused
the Lord of dealings with Satan ; others, less brutal, but equally obstinate in their
unbelief, demanded further proof. It must be some visible appearance in the sky, they
said (Luke xi. 16) ; nothing else would satisfy them. 2. 2%« Lord's reply. He knew
their hearts ; it was an evil and corrupt generation ; corrupt at heart and lalse to the
living God who had betrothed the ancient Church to himself. He knew that they were
only tempting him. They had had proof enough of his mission, his most holy life, his
Divine teaching, his wonderful works. But they were obstinate ; they hardened their
hearts in unbelief, and now they prescribed the kind of evidence which they required.
The Lord knew that it would not convince them j he would not work a miracle to satisfy

unbelieving curiosity. He would work miracles in abundance to relieve the sick and
helpless, but not one to amuse the curious and to display his power. Yet there should
be a sign, and a mighty one. The Lord himself, his own incarnation, life, death,
resurrection, ascension, was the stupendous Sign from heaven, sufficient, and more than
sufficient, to convince the honest seeker after truth. As the Prophet Jonah lay hidden
in the fish's belly, so would he lie buried in the grave ; and as Jonah was restored to

the upper air by the power of God, so would he rise again in the majesty of his

triumphant resurrection.

II. Contrast of theib unbelibf with the belief of the heathen. 1. ITie men
of Nineveh. Jonah preached to them ; they repented. What was the preaching of Jonah
compared with the Lord's deep and holy teaching? The Ninevites had not the
privileges of these scribes and Pharisees; their example condemned them; it was a
presage of the coming judgment. 2. Tlie queen of the south. She came a long toilsome

journey to hear the wisdom of Solomon ; her example condemned the Jews. Christ

was with them, preaching in their synagogues ; they would not come to him that they
might have life. And he was greater than Solomon—greater in wisdom, greater in royal

majesty. Could he say this of himself without arrogance unless he were (what we
know he is) the Word of God, who in the beginning was with God, and himself was
God ? We read the histories of holy men and women ; they are full of interest ; they

are also full of solemn warning. What others have done by the grace of God, that we
too can do. We have, perhaps, the same privileges, perhaps greater. Certainly we
have the same grace to help us. Let us be in earnest ; let us truly repent like the

Ninevites ; let us listen to the heavenly wisdom of Christ, as the Queen of Sheba
listened to the wisdom of Solomon.

III. Wabnino of mcBEASiNO DANQEE. 1. The miracle just wrought. Christ had
cast out the evil spirit : would the man who had thus been saved from the presence of

Satan give his heart to the merciful Saviour ? If he would not receive the Holy Spirit

into the heart that now was empty, the evil one might return ; he was ever restless,

seeking whomhe might devour, burning always with unsatisfied malice; if he returned,

the last state of that man would be worse than the first. Mercies despised expose men
to sorer assaults of temptation. 2. Application to that wicked generation. God had
been long-suflering with his chosen people ; by his chastisements, by the teaching of

his prophets, the old demon of idolatry had been cast out. The house was swept and
garnished; it had outward adornments enough in the rites and ceremonies of the temple-

worship, and the strict rules and formalisms of the scribes and Pharisees. But, alas 1 it

was enipty. There was One who claimed that house as his own, the true Lord of the

dwelling, but him they would not receive. The evil spirit would return, and seven

others with them—the demons of hypocrisy and hardness of heart, and bitterness, and

party spirit, and hatred of spiritual religion, and such-like. And the last state would

be worse than the first ; it would be more evil, it would end in more awful con-

demnation. Christ is knocking at the door of our hearts ; if we receive him not, th«
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evil Bpirit will sraelj enter in. The heart empty of God is ready for the presence

of Satan ; h« will return in greater force than erer. The house may be swept and
gamished by education and refinement ; but the devil can be kept out only by the

preaence of him who is stronger than the strong man armed. Let us, then, receive

Christ into our souls. The peace of God keepeth, as with a garrison, the heart and
thoughts of those in whom the Holy Bpirit dwelleth ; the evil one cannot enter.

Lessons. 1. There is evidence in abundance of the truth of Christianity; only

receive it with an honest heart. 2. The histories of past conversions furnish a con-

vincing proof of the power of God's grace ; read them, and try to profit by them. 3.

Open the heart to Christ ; seek his presence there above all things ; trust nothing less.

Verg. 46—60.

—

ITte lor^» mother md hrtthren. L Theib ntTEBVBNTiON. 1. Th*
ndton *f their coming. We know that even later in our Lord's ministry his brethren

did not believe in him (John viL 6). They seem to have been Hebrews of the Hebrews,
exceedingly zealous of the Law. They had heard, it seems, of the rupture between
Christ and the Pharisees. They knew that the Jews at Jerusalem had sought to kill

our Lord because of the cure of the impotent man at the Pool of Bethesda on the

sabbath day, and now these Pharisees from Jerusalem (Mark iiL 22) had accused him
of being in league with Satan. They had been accustomed to regard these rabbis of

the holy city with the utmost reverence. Doubtless they felt a deep affection for the

Lord, though they could not realize his Divine authority. They were in a great strait,

full of perplexity and anxiety. They seem to have thought that the Lord's intense

earnestness and excessive labours had affected bis mind (Mark iii. 21) ; and they came
in mistaken tenderness, but yet out of real love, to check him, to save him from the con-

sequences of his rupture with the Jerusalem authorities, and perhaps to bring him back
to the quiet of Nazareth for the much-needed rest. His blessed mother came with
them ; she knew, as no one else could know, the mystery of his incarnation ; she
had kept and pondered in her heart the many wondrous circumstances which attended

the birth of the holy Child. We cannot tell what her feelings' were ; doubtless she
feared for his life ;

perhaps, too, there was something of disappointment mingling with
her deep love. This humble laborious life, spent in doing good among the poor and
afflicted, was not what she had expected in him to whom the throne of his father David
had been promised by the messenger of God. Perhaps, as at the marriage feast at Cana,

she thought of advising him how to act, in all love and tenderness, but yet not fully

conscious of bis Divine majesty, not wholly realizing the relations in which he now
stood to her. It must have been very hard for a mother who had nursed him as an
infant, and cared for him in his youth, to understand always how high he stood above
her in the awful dignity of the Godhead. It was not for her to control him; it was not

for one compassed with infirmity, holy though she was according to the measure of

human goodness, to guide and counsel the Holy One of God. 2. The metiage. " Thy
mother and thy brethren stand without, desiring to speak with thee." Their inten-

tions were good in the main. They loved the Lord Jesus, but they feared and
probably reverenced the scribes and Pharisees ; they wished to prevent our Lord from
breaking with them. Worldly policy can never really advance the cause of true
religion. Sometimes those who love us the best tempt us the most; in mistaken
affection they urge us not to deny ourselves, not to take up our cross, not to do this or

that work for Christ.

II. Thk Lobd'b beplt. 1. He does not admit their authority. He was subject to
his mother once, but from the time of his solemn consecration for his Divine mission
earthly relationships must give way to the work of his sacred office. He loved his
mother tenderly ; he thought of her in bis death-agony. But he was come to do the
Father's will, he was about his Father's business ; siie must not interfere. " What
have I to do with thee ? " he had said to her once before, when she attempted to direct

him ; for she was human, he was Divine, 2. Spiritual relatione with Christ closer than
earthly ties. He has taken upon him our humanity ; we are members of his body, of
bis flesh and of his bones. True Christians who abide in the Lord are nearer to him
than they were who knew him after the flesh till they learned to know him so no more,
and believed in him as the Divine Redeemer. " Whosoever shall do the will of my
Vather which is in heaven, the same is my brother, and sister, and mother ; " near («
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aim BB his brethren were, near to him as his holy virgin-mother. Blessed words I He
welcomes our love; be makes us his own, very, cl^ise and very dear to him; dear to

Christ the Lord as brother, sister, mother, if only we do the heavenly Father's wiU. It

is the blessing of the true disciple. May it be ours!

Lessons. L We must not presume to question the wisdom of God's dealings with
men. "Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right?" 2. No motives of worldly

policy should be allowed to interfere with work for Christ. 3. Try earnestly to do the

will of Qod
i

it makes ui brethren of the Son of God.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 8.

—

!I%e Lord of the sabbath. Sabbath observance had been exalted into the
chief position in the Jewish religion, so that to " sabbatize " wae a proverbial expression,

used to describe the following ofJudaism, even among Latin writers. It was not the
Law, it was the trivial and yet burdensome additions to the Law, that marked the later

Jewish keeping of the sabbath. Many of these observances were as lax in spirit as

they were strict in regard to the letter, and thus it was that the hypocrisy of the
scribes and Pharisees was nowhere more pronounced than in their treatment of the
sabbath.

I. Christ is supreme over all obdinanoes. 1. By reason of his Divinity. Here
he speaks out of the calm consciousness of his Divine authority. 2. Through his

human brotherhood. Christ speaks as the Son of man. He teaches us that the sabbath

was made for man (Mark IL 27). His rule is wise and beneficent because of his

large human knowledge and sympathy. Our business is not to follow narrow laws
like the Galatian Judaizers, but to follow our Lord and Master.

II. Our Lord greatly shocked the religious classes by his daring innovations.

He did not take pleasure in paining any one, nor did he wish to offend religious pre-

judices merely for. the sake of producing a sensation, merely to astonish people with
novel practices. He was far too kind and earnest for any such conduct. But he said

and did what he felt to be right quite regardless of the fact that it would stir up a
hornet's nest of prejudices. It must be painful to a sensitive, devout mind to be

accused of irreligion. Yet our Lord knowingly provoked this accusation. Truth is

higher than any respected religious observance. It i.s more important to please God
than to please the most worthy religious people. It may be a duty to offend good people

in upsetting injurious customs. Men are not always the worse for having their cherished

notions rudely shaken.

III. God expects us to be human in cub religion. St. James has shown us that

the highest religious ritual consists in deeds of charity (Jas. i 27). We can best serve God
by doing kind deeds to our brother-men. St. John reminds us that if we do not love our

brother whom we have seeii, we cannot love God whom we have not seen (1 John iv. 20).

Prom these principles it follows, cifortiori, that any religious observances that involve

unkindness to other people must be very displeasing to God. We only mock him
when we offer him the formal rites he cares nothing about, and for the very sake of

doing so restrain the charity that he really loves, or even perform directly unkind actions.

IV. \Vb can only keep the sabbath abiqht when we bo bo in the spirit op
Christ. 1. Negatively, It is not to be kept for its own sake, as an ordinance valuable

in itself; it is not to be kept in the letter to the neglect of its spirit; it is not to be

so kept that it interferes with higher duties. 2. Positively. It is to be kept as Christ

kept it. It is not left to our cajirice to decide how we shall use the privilege of the

sabbath day's rest. Although we are not under the letter of the Jewish Law, the

eternal principles of it are binding on us. Leisure from toil and an opportunity to " lift

up our eyes " we all need. Only they who follow Christ can use the sabbath in the

best way. We best keep it when we help our brother-men on that day.—W. F. A.

Ver. 20.—Z%e bruised reed. According to his custom, St. Matthew here applies an
ancient prophecy to Jesus Christ. The ideal that was never realized before now finds

its fulfilment. It is one peculiarly appropriate to the character of Christ and to his

saving mission.
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I. Christ brings good tidings to the feeble and faiuno. He comes as the

Physician for the sick. He is the "good Shepherd who leaves the safe flock of ninety

and nine to seek the one lost sheep. He has little for the righteous, but much for the

sinful. He was not the Friend of Pharisees, but the Friend of publicans and sinners.

1. This is contrary to the common customs of men. With ug too often religion is for

the religious. The good have more goodness offered to them, but .the bad are left in

their badness. This was the case with the old-world religions, which fed the devotion

of the devout, but neglected the ruin of the impious. Christ and all who follow Christ

bring the gospel to the lost. 2. Z%is counteracts the stern prncesses of nature. In

nature we witness the survival of the fittest. There the strong succeed and the weak fail,

and the race is to the swift and the battle to the strong. Christ brings a more merciful

principle to work upon men. The bruised and crushed and hopeless are the especial

objects of his care.

II. The soubob of Christ's action is pure compassion. There is no obligation to

deal out mercy to the worthless. They who fail do not deserve to be helped merely on
account of their failure. The bruised reed cannot entertain us with sweet music ; if

it can emit any sounds at all, these must be of a rather painful character. The smoking
wick has ceased to illumiue the room ; it is now an offensive object. Would it not be
better to throw both of them away ? No reason could be given for tenderness to those

who have ceased to be of any use to the community excepting pure compassion. But
this was the very motive of our Lord's most frequent miracles. Again and again we
read that " he was moved with compassion." The same wonderful love and sympathy
prompted his whole life-work. It is now the great motive of the gospel. "Therefore

the work of Christ is characterized by tenderness. He does not drive ; he leads. He
does not merely command ; he helps, uplifting, strengthening.

III. The compassionate ministry op Christ is justified bt its results. A hard
man of the world may be inclined to criticize our Lord's method as uneconomical. He
may say that the same amount of energy spent on the young, the strong, the hopeful,

would produce larger results. In reply it may be urged that Compassion does not weigh
and measure and calculate, or she would cease to be Compassion ; she gives freely, asking
for no return. Nevertheless, there is a return. Christ's compassion is powerful. He
mends the bruised reed and rekindles the smoking flax. Then the first result is the

salvation of the helpless. But the process does not stay here. They who are thus
redeemed are bound to their Saviour by the closest ties of gratitude. There is no love

so tender and devoted as that of the Magdalene. The redeemed are living witnesses

to the grace of Christ, and they are the most zealous in proclaiming it to others.—W. F. A.

Ver. 29.

—

Sobbing the strong man's house. The circumstances under which it was
spoken explain this parable. Our Lord had just cast out a demon from a poor creature
who was both blind and dumb. A more pitiable object than such a demoniac can
hardly be conceived. And yet in this extreme instance of the tenderness of Jesus to

the bruised reed his enemies only see sinister motives and suspect malign influences

;

they charge the great Deliverer with being in league with Satan. The parable is our
Lord's reply to this monstrous allegation.

I. Satan is like a strong man. Some men speak lightly of temptation, and boast
of their strength to resist it. These may be its earliest victims. Christ knew the
powers of evil, and he did not despise their magnitude. He had met the tempter
in the wilderness, and though he had come off completely victorious, he had seen the
awful might of the great enemy of souls. Satan is so strong that no human bein" can
master him alone. Only a stronger can bind him.

II. The bin-possessed world is a house of Satan. The miserable demoniac was
like a house of Satan, in the power (jf tlie prince of evil. But the whole world is

described as under the spirit of evil. He is the prince of this world.
III. Evil influences are the weapons and tools of Satan. We might render

the word "goods "as "instruments." The demon in the poor possessed man was one
of Satan's instruments. In a secondary sense we may now say that evil passions and
corrupt habits are Satan's weapons, because it is through them that the power of
evil works in the world and inflicts his cruel tortures on his victims.

IV. It is the purpose of Christ to deliver thk world from kvil imrLUENcii,
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His principal miracle-working is described as tiie casting out of demons. Doubtless
this was intended to be suggestive of his great spiritual work in liberating souls from
the bad influences, the sinful habits and passions with which they are possessed.

Thus he is a robber, breaking into the house of Satan to take away his detestable

instruments. When he has done this the house itself will no longer be in the power
of the evil one.

V. Thb HonsE OF Satan cannot be bobbed till its master is ovebmastebed.
The strong man will keep his house and will permit no weak intruder to rob it.

1. The first work in the salvation of the world must be the binding of Satan. Some-
thing more must be done than to bring gracious influences to bear on individual men.
An awful conflict must go on till the power of evil itself is restrained. 2. It is

impossible to raise the fallen till the sin that has ruined them is conquered. The
problem of rescuing the degraded inhabitants of great cities must be faced on its moral
side. Drunkenness, gambling, and profligacy must be fought and conquered before

the wretched condition of these people can be eflfeotually overcome. 3. Evil must be
cast out by conquering temptation. The tempter must be bound. It is a Christian
work to restrain or remove the influences that tempt to vice.

VI. Chkist redeems the world by masterinq the power of evil. 1. He worsted
Satan in his temptation. 2. He effectually vanquished the spirit of evil in his work,
and beheld him fall like lightning from heaven. 3. He completely mastered the evil one
at Calvary and in the resurrection. 4. He now binds Satan in individual hearts,

conquering the ruling powers of evil within.—W. F. A.

Ver. 33.

—

The tree and its fruit. This illustration is applied by our Lord to the use

of the tongue. Words are the fruits of the heart that prompts them. But they are the

simplest and Last considered forms of action, and they stand for the extreme representa-

tives of a process that applies to all conduct. Let us consider the laws of Ufe thug set

forth in their widest range.

I. Conduct is the fruit of life. 1. It is not possible without life. Growth in

the tree is only produced when the sap is flowing and the cells are active. Animal
activity depends on vitality ; the dead animal is stiff and stark ; lowered vitality results

in torpor. Mental work springs from a living mind. Spiritual movements are only

possible when there is spiritual life. 2. It is determined by the character of the life.

No manoeuvres can make a fig tree bring forth anything but figs. If the fruit is poor

we cannot improve it by doctoring it. Here is a kw of necessity. We are constantly

finding in practice that our wills and energies and capacities are limited by our nature.

Free-will is not enjoyed without many checks. Not only do our natures determine

what we can accomplish ; our habits very largely decide it.

II. Life mat be estimated by conduct. We judge of the tree by the fruit it bears,

and we judge of the man by the conduct he displays. 1. Other estimates are delusive.

(1) Profession. This may be hypocritically false ; or, if not so bad, it may still be

enormously enlarged by self-flattery. (2) Promises. These may be well meant
; yet

thete may not be energy to keep them, or they may be forgotten or neglected when

they are due. The leaves may be green and yet the fruit may be bitter. 2. Conduct

is a sure test. This is real. It requires energy, employs faculty, and produces a

tangible result. Still, it needs to be fairly judged. (1) At the right time. The tree

is not barren just because it is bare in winter. We must wait for a harvest. (2) By
the true standard. The most beautiful fruit is not always the sweetest. There is a

flashy conduct which arrests the attention and claims the admiration of all beholders,

and yet which is hollow and useless. 3. Slight actions are tests of serious conditions

of character. We shall be judged by our words. Even thoughtless, light words will

be taken account of, because they too spring from the tone and temper of the mind.

They are the straws that show which way the stream is flowing. Sometimes they are

better tests than more important actions, because they are unpremeditated, and there-

fore true to our characters. We reveal ourselves when we are off our guard.

ni. The reformation of conduct depends on the regeneration of life. This

practical conclusion necessarily follows on the principles which determine the growth

of conduct. Manners may be improved by a superficial polish. But the really moral

character of our actions cannot be transformed by any external process. Do what we
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will, the frnlt must come according to the nature and character of the stock on which
it grows. Therefore Christiaa work must be directed to the deep inner needs of the soul.

This is not unpractical, as some, assert. Lectures on ethics are not the best means of

improving the morals of a people. J)vangelical teaching is the source of moral improre-
ment. We cannot imitate Christ until we have the life of Christ in our hearts.

—

W. F. A.

Vers. 43—45.

—

Th* empty house. The heart of man is a house in which dwell good
or evil. When evil has taken up its abode there, the moralist will endeavour to drive

it out. But if he is not able to substitute a positive good, his work will issue in worse
than a failure ; the evil will come back with increased power and resume possession

of its old haunts. Let us endeavour to see the reason of this, and then how the

mischief can be prevented.

I. The eviction. The house was inhabited by a most undesirable tenant, who
kept it in an ill condition, neglected, and filthy. So the landlord turned him out, and
had the house cleaned down and garnished ready for a better occupier. This is

analogous to a partial reformation—one that is only negative. We may compare it with
the work of John the Baptist when that is not followed up by the gospel of Christ.

The old state of sin has become unendurable ; a desperate effort has been made to

break off the bad habits. The drunkard has given up his drink; the profligate has
left his vice; the worldly person has turned aside from his old follies. The evil

spirit has been expelled. More has been done. Not only has there been an expul-

sion ; there has been a cleansing, there has been a re-decoration. The empty house is

swept and garnished. An improvement of manners has taken place. Some attempt
has been made to add grace and beauty to the once wrecked and degraded soul.

IL The emptiness. An empty house is a dreary sight. Gaunt and silent in a

street full of life, it seems to be the abode of ghostly shadows that flit to and fro and
peep out of the windows at twilight. If we enter it, it strikes us with a dismal sense

of desertion. Its walls echo to every footfall; the stairs creak painfully un<1er our
tread ; a gust of wind sighs through the vacant passages ; suddenly we are startled by
the slamming of a door somewliere up in the garret. It is an eerie place. An empty
mind is equally desolate ; and a heart from which the old affections have been torn is

a dreary vacancy. Such things cannot be endured, and they do not last.

HI. The beturn. The empty house invites stray guests. It cannot remain
perfectly deserted, if it has nothing better than rats and mice to scamper over the
ceilings and chase one another behind the wainscoting. The poor empty soul will

soon be infested with a brood of " tenants-at-will." If there is nothing to keep them
out, the old habits will return and reassert themselves. The disappointment of the
hope of reformation is likely to give rise to an utter abandonment of despair. When
the reformed drunkard breaks out with his old vice again he plunges deeper than ever
in the mire.

IV. The remedy. How can this terrible end be prevented? The evil arises from
the emptiness of the heart. This vacuum must be filled. If the old evil is not to

return, a new good must take its place. The only way to keep the old tenant out is

to put a new tenant in possession. Negative morality is of little value. " Thou shalt
not " is a poor substitute for a gospel of redemption. The heart needs to be filled with
a new passion in order that it may leave no room for the old passions to return. Now,
this remedy is found in Christ. The love of sin is only perfectly banished when the
love of Christ has filled the heart. But when Christ is in possession sin cannot reassert
its insolent claims.—W. F. A.

Vers. 46—60.

—

Brotherhood with Christ. It must have been one of the most painful
trials in the life of our Lord that none of his relatives except his mother believed in
him, and that even she misunderstood him. Instead of supporting his arduous toils,

they all did what they could to hinder him. No doubt their motives were kind ; they
thought he was wearing himself out with too much work; they saw his danger with
the authorities, and wished to shield him ; they seem to have thought he was beside
himself with fanaticism, and needing kindly oversight and restraint. To us this looks
almost impoBsible, But they who are nearest to inspiration are often the most per«
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plexedby it. In 'Adam Bede' Mrs. Poyaer can only account for Dinah Morris's
preaching enthusiasm by supposing that her niece has " a maggot " in her brain. To
Jesus the misapprehension of his family must have been most seutely painful because
he loved sympathy. In his distress, however, he was not embittered ; but his large
heart turned to a greater kinship.

I. The conditions of brotherhood with Chbibt. 1. It is not merely natural, but
spiritual. Jesus did not deny the claims of nature. In the agony of death he thought
of his mother, and committed her to the charge of the beloved disciple. But it was
the pain of his life that the happy family union which is the source of earth's deepest
joy was broken by the unique destiny he was following. Christ has kinship with men
in their higher natures. 2. It is determined, not hy opinions, hut by conduct. They
are not Christ's brethren who understand most ; but the deeds of life determine relation-
ship with Christ. It is possible to be very orthodox and yet not be owned by Christ

;

the poor heretic, hounded to death by pious persecutors, may be owned as our Lord's
brother—not because he is a heretic, as some people seem to think, but because in spite
of his heresy his conduct pleases Christ. 3. It is not conditioned hy religious obser-
vances, but by the doing of God's will. The condition is wide, and it may embrace many
sects and creeds. Yet in another sense it is narrow. While Christ is good to all, he
only owns brotherhood with those who are obedient to God. Obedience is the tie of
kinship. It marks men as of the family of God, of which Jesus is the elder Brother,
the type of obedience, and its inspiring influence.

II. The PBIV1LBGB8 OF BROTEKEHOOD WITH Christ. 1. It is a Joy to Christ. The
sympathy he could not find among his own kindred he met in the larger family of God's
obedient sons and daughters. Thus it is possible to contribute to the joy of Christ.
This cannot but be a privilege to those who are his true brethren. 2. It secures hisfull
sympathy. He is not like those selfish sufferers who demand unlimited sympathy with
their own woes, but offer no -sympathy with others in return. His life is utterly

unselfish, a perpetual expenditure of himself for his brethren. 3. It brings the confidence

offamily union. One of the happiest features of home-life is the complete mutual
confidence of the members of the lamily. This Christ permits between himself and
his people. He does not stand off from them in kingly isolation. "He is not
ashamed to call them brethren '"(Heb. ii. 11). 4. It secures a lasting heritage. Christ's

brethren are his fellow-heirs. Kings' families may come to sad endings. It is better

to be a Christian than a Stuart or a Bourbon.—W. F. A.

Vers. 1—8 (see also Mark ii. 23—28 ; Luke vi. 1—6).

—

The sabbath made for man.
Note in introduction that the chiefest interest of this passage centres in the last

verses of it, and in their combined moral aspects. The occasion of these must be
esteemed, with certain other passages of the Gospel, as one of no lesser import, recorded

as it is by all of the three evangelists. That occasion arose not out of the direct course

and tenor of the conduct of Christ, but out of that of his disciples. Nevertheless,

his own use of the sabbath day for works of mercy originates more than once the

similar sharp criticism of his shallow enemies. The conduct in question of the disciples,

natural enough on the very face of it, might have been more easily open to exception

if the sabbath day had been habitually found to confer some exemption from the

experience of hunger. By the very dictate of nature we should be content to justify

it, which proclaims everywhere so much imiveisal love, free hospitality. But beside

this, the permission was specially accorded to the Jew (Deut. xxiii. 25), and something

more also, viz. the free appropriation for the occasion of the clusters of grapes. The
objection of the captious critics now, however, concerned the point that the disciples

took of these ears of corn on the sabbath, which still removes their inconsistency only

one step further. For was there any qualifying addendum to the permissions quoted

above, such e.^. that men should not walk through the fields at all on the sabbath, or

if they did that they must beware of the corn-field and vineyard, and though they

hungered, must on that day bear their hunger? No, but "this and many other like

things they had put in their traditions." It was equally a sign of their presumption

and of the alienation of their heart from the true Word of God. Christ, therefore, not

arguing in any detail, but instancing two well-known precedents (1 Sam. xxi. 1—7;
xxii. 22), concludes the matter by the clearest statement of the true principle on which
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the observance of the sabbath was ever to proceed—it " is made for man, and not man
for " it. Any man and every man is to use that sabbath that certainly was " made for

him," and he is to use it intelligently and to the best of his light, and he is so far in

one sense only appointed to be lord over it, while none the less he stands or falls to his

Lord on the question how he uses it. Much more, therefore, must "the Son of man be

Lord oZso of the sabbath day." Notice

—

L A OBEAT HISTORIC CHANOE. Few euough men now come near the edge of the

snare of supposing that they " were made for the sabbath." They triumph too loudly

and too self-confidently in the help they themselves, perhaps, have given to the

explosion of that heresy. May we not easily and truthfully imagine that if the moral
majesty of Christ's presence were again amongst us, bis gaze and his emphatic accents

would all go to say, "The sabbath was made for man; have you forgotten that?

Divinely suggested /or mare, divinely exampled /or man; have you forgotten this?

Man is not its lord and sovereign disposer in the sense you are practically interpreting

it " ? How does the world in its sad history pitch from one extreme of error to the

opposite

!

II. The pwok gbbat historic pact. That the "sabbath was made for man" is

not, indeed, a revelation of things to come, but it is the pronounced and authoritative

revelation of a great reality in this world's creation and design. Consider it by the aid

of the light of a few contrasts and comparisons. What things are made for man ! How
divinely made 1 What wealth of possession, of beauty, of thought ! What powers of

body, the mere shadows and servants of richer and more wonderful faculties of mind!
What lamps are hung up in the heavens ; what seasons are made for man, and months,
and days, and nights] Amidst them all, Christ says another thing, less evident, very

likely, to sense, but not less real, " was made for man "—the sabbath I Strange, indeed,

would it be that Christ; should use so emphatic a sentence, without one hint of any
wailing importance of the day, if he and the force of his truth were about to assign it

a lower standard, or to put altogether an end to itl The very first mention of it, as

the day oii which God ended his creative work—how striking it is !
" On the seventh

day God ended his work which he had made; and he rested on the seventh day from
all his work which he had made. And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified

it : because that in it he had rested from all his work which he had created and made."
That majestic history is unaccompanied by any precept or command that it should be
observed by men. Nor is it wonderful, when it is remembered that it is descriptive of

a time when there was but one man in the world. But from that time forward, for

many a century, there is not to be found one distinct and explicit reference to the
" sabbath day" till the reference to it as placed in the ten commandments. Thence
its checkered history for ages varied much with that of the one nation to whom it was
expressly appointed, and it may safely be said about it that it was not most faithfully

kept, or most profitably and in the S|iirit, when it was most scrupulously talked about.

Once, then, "God hallowed and sanctified it," surely not for himself; then when it

appears again on the surface of the sacred page it is emphatically introduced as a day
to be " remembered," and not as though it were now new and unknown hitherto ; and
now in the bold and most authoritative language of the text, so universal in its scope

and idea, it is said, " The sabbath was made for man." In another brief but solemn
spell of time the day became the first day of the week instead of the seventh, when
Christ's resurrection gave the signal. And in due time the first converted Roman
emperor, Constantine, made it the legalized day for his wide dominions; and all the

world has followed suit—an amazins;, overwhelming indication that it was not he
alone who did it I The day is one of those gifts specially entitled to the language of

St. Paul, "a gilt of God without repentance. It came with the sacred voice of God

;

it was revived to the favoured people to whom belonged the oracles ; it rose from a long
oppressed and discredited state with the ap|iearance of tlie most intense new motives
of religions feeling and principle and devotion; it still holds its own in the very whirl-
pool of worldliness, and amid the most constant and subtle undermining of the
unbelieving ; and it vindicates in deed what Jesus here says of it by word, " it was
made for man."

III. The grand historic sweep so confessed to or its priceless usefulnebb.
With such an Author, and with such nativity, it was well to be supposed that the us»
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of the sabbath would be very comprehensive, and that it would win its way with the

low on lower grounds even, with the high on the highest. 1. Of the millions careless

to use it to highest gain, can there be found one willing or anxious to spare it for

himself and for his own particular private purpose? All want what they think the gain

of it ! Who can count the advantage to man of even the inferior ends of the sabbath ?

For one day's rest out of seven the tool does not rust, nor does its edge grow blunt

;

hut he who uses it does renew his strength, does repair his lost energies, does refresh

his spirit. Macaulay wrote of it, " That day is not lost while industry is suspended,

while the plough lies in the furrow, while the Exchange is silent, while no smoke
ascends from the factory. A process is going on quite as important to the wealth of

the nation as any process that is performing on more busy days. Man, the machine of

machines, the macliine compared with which the contrivances of the Wattses and the

Arliwrights and the Bessemers are worthless, is repairing and winding up so that he

returns to his labour on Monday with clearer intellect, with livelier spirit, and with

renewed bodily vigour." It is not to be believed that the sabbath is a day out of

which a growing world will grow, but one into which it will grow more and more, in

this one direction to begin with only. 2. Its wide sweep of nobler use for the highest

glory of man—in the exercise of his faculty of worship; in meditation, faith in the

Unseen, prayer, praise, and in the natural conditions of the growth of Christian love

and brotherhood on earth. Pew things can strike the devout as more really beautiful,

impressive, or cheering than the vision of tlie faithful in church, as they present a

sight so grandly distinct from any other. Every day of the week finds every one of us

in different place, in different thought, in different work, in diHerent attitude, different

aspiration, and with all the varieties of character, age, position, and necessity—pressing

heavily on us, and sundering us even, however unwillingly; but this day the opposite!

One place holds all, irrespective of every one of these differences. One God attracts

us all. One Saviour's love meets us all. One Holy Spirit's energy draws, enlightens,

cheers us all; We all have one thought, one hope, seek one heaven, sing one song,

bow down together before the Unseen with one penitent confession. And however

slowly, and therefore betimes discouragingly, the Church of Christ is restoring even

now, and immensely by aid of the sabbath day, the unity of God's great family of

man so long, so sadly astray 1 3. The sabbath day is mighty, imieed, in its very

highest sweep of influence, when it is intelligently and devoutly used as the solemn

and most grateful memorial of the resurreotiou of the Lord Jesus Christ, with all else

that flows therefrom in strict relation to it—the sacrament of his body and blood, and

the holy communion which comes of it. The coronal fact of Christianity is the

resurrectionfact. It shows no longer man's hope sowed in tlie ground like a "com of

wheat," but appeared above ground, grown up some way, ra liant with light and colour,

full of promise, and the undoubted earnest of joy beyond all thought. For all such as

are thus minded the day is stamped with highest and most reviving joy. It is "Morn

of morns and day of days." It says, "Christ the Light of lights hath risen.'' The

Church i-ings with one heart and tone, "Welcome, sweet day of rest!" And it

deliberately says, while it muses with burning heart

—

" Blest day of God, most calm, most bright,

The first and best of days ;

The labourer's rest, the saint's delight,

The day of joyful praise I

" My Saviour's face did make tbee shine,

His rising thee did rai^e

;

This made thee heavenly and Divine,

Above the common days."

a

Vers.9—14 (see also Mark iii. 1—6; liak0Yi.6—12).— TTieefficacy ofrighteouswrath.

This occasion, apparently belonging to the same sabbath as the incident precedmg in

our Gospel of the blame laid ostensibly on the disciples of Christ, really on himself, on

account of their plucking the ears of corn on the sabbath day, did really belong, as wa

learn from the aocouni; of St. Luke, to the following sabbath. The present passago, U
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may also be observed, is one of those which most fully UluBtrate the advantage of

comparing with one another the accounts of the three synoptic evangelists. There is

double or tenfold advantage in doing this when the first comparison seems simply to

show variations, but the task does not come to its end before those very variations are

shown to corroborate and to complete the account. Thus, e.g., the narratives of

St. Mark and St. Luke would at the beginning of them actually seem to proceed ou
the very showing for part of their efficacy that the enemies of Christ had not asked

Christ in the first instance the question of shallow cleverness only, " Is it lawful to

heal on the sabbath day?" But the words at the close of St. Luke's account, that

Jesus said, "/ will ask you one thing," make all plain and certain. Again, the

mention on the part of St. Mark of the righteous "anger" of Christ adds an important
touch to the scene, and fills the gap in St. Luke following the words, " And looking;

round about upon them all
; " and find their place in St. Matthew after the word

" then " in ver. 13. Notice

—

I. Thb babe shifts to which the disposition and thb wicked wish "to
accuse" tempt men to kesoet.

ii. how the simplest substitution of a plain wobd fob an ambiououb will
be sufficient to confound alike the 0a8k and the face op men with this 80bt
OF EVIL IN THEIB HEABT. FOB THB WORD "TO HEAL," JeSUS OFFEBS THE ALTEB-
NATIVES " TO DO GOOD " AND " TO SAVE LIFE," AND THET HAVE TO BE ACCEPTED.
Fob THB SUPPRESSED " NOT TO HEAL " JeBUS OFFEBS THE ALTEBNATIVES " TO DO
evil" and "to kill." And the tbiumphant.viotobt is his, without anotheb
sentence.

III. How all enmity, all malionitt, all smallest passions baoino bound
about, and deep just anoeb kindled in the heabt and look and wobd of
Jesus, none the less leave unhurt, unpoisoned, untouched, even undelaybd,
thb flowing FOBTH of his PITT, mercy, POWBB, as SaVIOUB,—FOB THE SUFFBREB
HIMSELF.—B.

Ver. 20 (see also vers. 15—21 ; and Mark iii. 7—12).

—

The rareit of gentleness.

The verse is a quotation from Isa. zlii. 1—3. It was not among the least wonders of

Christ's earthly life that while his untiring step paced the flinty path of duty often so

anguished, and always so hard with reality, that step made the plants of a date earlier

by far reappear and blossom, and yield their sweet fragrance at his feet. The Old
Testament may be said to be continually flowering and fruiting in the New. St.

Matthew here tells us where Christ now was, and how it came to pass that he was
where he was—what he was doing, and why he did it. He had turned aside from the
place where he had been because they conspired for bis life. Two sabbath days in

succession they were offended in him, who never had gone one single step to offend

them. They courted each day the decisive defeat which they sustained. However
angry they were with him, it was the worse because they were angry with themselves.
And because Jesus knew that his hour was " not yet come," he would not meet their

enraged human nature. He rather turned aside and avoided those whom then to have
encountered would indeed have been in no wise to bring fear of destruction to himself,

but certain destruction to them. In avoiding them, his enemies, until his appointed
time should be come, we must ever view Christ, not as betraying fear or wish to get out
of harm's way, but as illustrating the grand truth that he came not to destroy life, but
to save it. Out of the synagogue, then, and out of Capernaum did Jesus come this

sabbath day. His followers, whether of the closer or the larger circle, he kept, in the
full career of all his mighty works, unwontedly quiet. At one and the same time he
hushed their pains and their praises, their loud complaints or louder thanks. All are

bade to observe awhile what seems even an unnatural silence. It is not yet quite the

hour that the Shepherd should lay down his life and give it a ransom for the flock.

And now, says the divinely inspired St. Matthew, this healing, salvation, and silence,

hard to muntain, are the flowering of old prophecy, " Behold my Servant, whom I have
chosen; myBeloved, in whom my soul is well pleased . . . He shall not strive, nor cry,
neither ihall any man hear his voice in the streets. A bruised reed shall he not break,
and smoking flax shall he not quench." This incident was recorded in the life of oul
Saviour to bring very forcibly before us some phasei of his character and work. It
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shows manifestly very differently from the character of men, and firom the general

intense craving of human nature for praise and for early manifestation, specially where
the law that obtains is to prefer the praise of men t(t that of God. It rebukes passion

as distinguished from patience ; boastingness as compared with humility ; and ostenta-

tion as cumpared with retiringness. But it does something much more. It presents

Christ as the Embodiment of a series of very remarkable contrasts, or of what would
generally be held to be such. God's chosen Servant, his ineffable delight, the residence

of the fulness of the Spirit, is nevertheless meekness, silence, and tenderness itself.

The crowd of sufferers gather round one Deliverer ; the crowd of sinners round one

Saviour; the crowd of grateful worshippers round the one Object of their worship,

"God manifest in the flesh." But this one Deliverer, this only Saviour, this loving

and true God incarnate, appears not here dressed in authority. His look, liis garb, his

commands, are unlike those of one who would clothe himself with authority, other than

tliat which his actual deeds and sleeping strength might shadow forth. The text fixes

one of those charactenstics, gentleness. He is so gentle that he will not break a bruised

reed, nor quench smoking flax. What others would tread upon or cast into the fire, he

will stoop and pick up and save ; what others would crush, and quench its dying smoke,

OS the remnant of a taper, he will not quench; but while there is life will give light,

while there is light will sustain it. The bruised stem for the by-passer he will stay to

bind up, reed only though it be; and will rekindle, not quench, life's spent taper.

Uncommonly and sublimely simple, even for Scripture, as is the double figure of Isaiah,

here quoted by St. Matthew, and in so unexpected a connection, it is intended to speak

(1) an unknown tenderness of heart; (2) an unknown gentleness of touch ; and (3) an
unknown patience of forbearance—all unknown at least till he of whom they are now
spoken made them known. This verse, then, one of the golden links of connection

bietween the Old and the New Testament, what the prophet of old foretold of him,

what the evangelist echoes and re-echoes, speaks of Christ and claims for him

—

I. An cnknown thndbkness op hkaet. Even the perfect simplicity and the

fresh charming naturalness of a child's affection would scarcely dictate the carefulness

not to break a bruised reed, or the regretful watching of the last curling rings of some
taper's departing life. Yet the figure here used is no exaggeration, for it tells and helps

us to get some approach to a corrector notion of Christ's tender love to the bruised reed,

called one's self; and to the smoking flax, which is another name for the inner life and

inner light which God put within, but which we have gone so near to put out. While

the Divine One was here there was not a bruised limb nor a damaged sense which he

did not repair and renew ; not an inner spring, or power, or flickering flame of life to

which he did not give its own vigour and native energy in place of its own degenerate

smouldering and smoke. Season's flickering rushlight and the soul's just dying lamp

of life did he rekindle, and fed them both from the sources of the eternal light.

" Infinite pity touched the heart of God's almighty Son." It considered not difficulty

nor expenditure, nor the shame and anguish of the cross ; but one thing only—that

object on which it had set itself. This is the tenderness of the immortal love of the

strong Son of Chad—man's matchless Friend and man's enemy's overmastering Foe ; and

thus is it written of him, "He will not break a bruised reed, nor quench the smoking

flax." Infinite power achieves the immortal victory over Satan, and the conquest of

sin and death ; but infinite tenderness achieves the counterpart victory, to take for ever

captive our loving soul.

II. An unknown gentleness of touch. Given the former, it may seem that all

is given, and that all the rest must follow as matter of course. But it is not exactly

so ; it is not necessarily so. Often, indeed, the will surpasses the deed, and often indeed,

with confessed kindness and tenderness of heart, there may fail to be found a happy or

a tender way of expressing it. Innumerable, in fact, are the instances of those who

would be very surprised and hurt if they were plainly told that there was no one yet

suspected them of having the one very thing they never suspected themselves of not

j,aving a truly kind heart ; but whose deeds, or want of deeds, or way of showing

forth their deeds, have long, loudly, irresistibly, told it to all others, though not to

themselves. If a bruised reed is to be handled at all, it must be handled very care-

fully • and if the flickering, flaxen taper is not to be utterly extinguished, it must,

whether lifted or only approached, be very cautiously approached, and be lifted very

MATTHBW. 2 I.
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gently. A breath may put it out. But ohl bow undeniably gentle has the touch of

JesuB been I and how Boft have his breathings been I Breathings of hope, breathings of

forgiveness, breathings of peace, breathings of holiness, breathings of heaven itself—till

what was going out revives, what was waning waxes, what was so fitful burns steady

and serener far than vestal fire, and the eaithly light has brightened into the heavenly I

III. An unknown forbeabanoe of patience. For the unknown tenderness of

heart and the unknown gentleness of touch which belong to Christ to gain their object

aud win their souls, what forbearance in the forbearingness of his patience has been

needed, and times innumerable has been shuwn by him 1 Among men thii is one of

the very rarest of virtues and graces. What is owed to Christ, that he has shown it,

and ever is showing it to such perfection. And how we all need to remember that, if

tried too long, it brings us to the verge of that "judgment," of which our following

verse speaks, "Until he shall bring forth judgment in his victory." Judgment begun

must be the offer of mercy foreclosed for those who still so long refused it. And for

these the far different words of Isaiah's prophecy also must become true, " Then shall

the strong man be as tow, and his work as a spark; and they shall both burn

together, and none shall queiicb them."—B.

Vers. 22—37 (see also Mark iii. 22—30 ; Luke xi. 14—23).—2%« bathos of detracting

Wasphemy. In introduction, note the unity of this passage of sixteen verses. While the

linking of one portion of the accounts contained in the Gospels to another is very often

exceedingly evident, and that, link by link, a oneness of a different and complete kind
marks this marvellous episode. Observe also upon the fact that the criticism of all

the ages from the earliest Christian writings uf the centuries has fastened upon these

verses with no mistaken instinct. And grant that the crucial question, which they
undoubtedly own to, considering the words and the tone of the Lord Jesus, may be
approached, ou^ht to be approached, investigated, and pondered with prayer, but will not
allow itself to be dogmatized upon. The certain meaning eludes this treatment at any
rate ; and demands most reverential handling quite as really as it commands the awed
meditating of the true student of thewords of Christ. Treating the passage in the simplest

manner, the likelier to lead to a better ap[)reciation of the central difliculty, notice-^

L The biqnificant bise of the occasion, which took so wide a banoe aftbb-
WABDS. 1. The prompt, manifest, and undisputed healing of a man who sutfered I'rom

the deprivation (presumably) of three out of the five senses which belonged to his

nature. 2. The modus of this healing, to wit, the relieving the man of the tyrannous
incubus of an evil spirit. This dispossessed, the man's dispossession vanished ; the devil's

possession challenged, disturbed, dislodged, and evicted, the man's rightful possession aiid

possessions came to him, like some dawn of day. 3. Inspiration's presentation of

this event and transaction to the uncounted millions of its readers. That is, not in its

personal aspects, without one word of rehearsal of the circumstances of the faith and
inner desire and subsequent conduct of the man healbd. Be is here ; he is healed

—

possibly he joins the amazed multitude, possibly he goes his way, and gratefully so;
hut the mighty work of Christ is left, and this becomett the sole absorbing subject. 4.

The world of observers wended different ways—the way of the " people," and the way
of the " Pharisees."

II. The dabing imputatiou, suicidal blandeb, and pbonounced blasfhemv
THEBEUFON, OF THE Pharibeeb. A type to infernal perfection of that vice that has
discredited so often in less degree fallen human nature, the detracting from the goodness
of the good and their good deeds, and from the greatness of the great and their great
deeds, is before us here. What are the facta t They are : 1. A great work done, a
good work done, an absolutely merciful work done, the same being done not "on
the sabbath day," and the same, all in one, done manifestly and to absolute undenied
certainty ; done, not merely alleged, not even offered the charge of simulation. 2.

An evil work undone, a devil's work undone, with the devil who had done that
work turned out; and an exceeding bitter calamity and deprivation to an integral,

individual part of God's creation graciously undone. 3. The Doer of the work
answering to the above description—-he is present, and his prerequisites for such work
are, and (by the confession and in the words of one of that very body from whom the
blasphemy proceeds) are known to be, " that he be come from God," and that " God be
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with him " (John iii. 2). It must be added that the credentials of this accused but
wonderful Personage are already multiplied, and of the most pronounced character, alike

in deed and in word. The blasphemy is that his detractors say that his work is not of

that God whose working be does, but of the devil whose working he undoes!
III. Tub bxposuke and bbbuke of this blaspuemt. The Pharisees spoke their

blasjihsmy as an aside ; or perhaps from a little distance off, whence they come, and
now draw near enough to Christ for him to address them and " their thoughts " per-
sonally, though " their thoughts " had not been openly and with any " coui ago of con-
viction " addressed in language to him. 1. Universal reason expressed in universal
proverb exposes and rebukes the blasphemy. Satan won't divide against himself, says
Christ ; and they all know it. 2. A practical alternative question storms the position
and abashes the blasphemy. " If," says Christ, " I by Beelzebub cast out devils," dare
to put it in words, " by whom your children cast them out ? " " but if I by the finger
of God," which is " the Spirit of God, cast tliem out, then that kingdom of God " which
you are refusing to enter, and which you are striving to prevent, is veritably " come to

yoii."
_
What about your neglect of it, and your malignant opposition to him who

brings it? Strong and armed as confessedly Satan is, and his "palace" long time "kept,"
now it is before your eyes, though you rriay not, will not, confess it with the tongue,
that a Stronger has " come upon him," has " overcome him," has " bound him," has
" taken from him all his armour, wherein he trusted, and has divided his spoils." It

is upon the ruins of that house, that palace, that kingdom which your blasphemy says
is already divided against itself, that " the kingdom of God is come unto you." And
now henceforth, he that does not know me, know to be " with me," and to gather with
and for me, " is against me," and dooms himself to " scatter," and be scattered.

IV. The tebmblb warninq in the matter op blasphemy, viz. that " against
THE Holt Ghost," now pbonoonoed by Christ. The language of Christ on this

subject offers itself for the simplest acceptance, and humble and awed faith of all. Not-
withstanding its brevity, its exceedingly simple diction, and the apparently designed
wording of it, so that it shall not fail to reach its aim, it remains, after all the centuries,

a passage that finds no absolutely satisfactory exposition, and that can command not
one really just parallel by aid of which to determine and define it. To generalize

upon it is easy, and to say continuous resistance of the Holy Spirit is likely, only too

likely, to lead to final resistance of him, and that to the fatal doom here pronounced, is

safe enough, and at the same time safely Tar enough from the exactness of the language
and the point of its warning, here found. The apostle warns not to " quench " the

Holy Spirit of God, after warning not to " grieve" him." But at what point long and
repeated grieving may avail to quench we cannot fix, nor, if we could, woulil this

enable us any more certainly to decipher what is here written, not of some prolonged

rebellion against the Holy Spirit, but apparently of some such state of heart as may in

a moment precipitate the unforgivable sin. We believe that it must be a "merciful and
wise obscurity " that lies upon this passage ; none the less solemn, but perhaps more
so; none the less useful, but perhaps moie so. The comment of St. Mark (iii. 30),

"Because they said. He hath an unclean spirit," seems to bring us nearest of all to the

exact description of the sin, already adjudicated on by Christ, both for the time before

the full gospel day, and thence to the end. And we believe that the dread testimony

and warning goes to this—that there is a blasphemy of the tongue against the Holy
Ghost, which speaks a blasphemy of the heart against him, such and of such sort, that

though not to be pronounced upon (while wheat and tares grow together), the all-seeing

One knows, and declares of it, that it cannot know the grace of repentance, and cannot

have the infinite boon of forgiveness extended to it.

v. Ghbibt's emphatic denial of ant fobm of conventional and artificial

DISTINCTION BBTWBBN THE HEABT AND INNER QUALITY AND INGRAVBN OHAEACTKB
OP MEN, AND THBIB WOEDS AND ACTIONS. It is as true of the highest as of the lowest

;

and it ia ako as true' of them both, and of all others whomsoever, as of the tree and its

fruit. So literally and precisely true is this, that though it were possible that a
" word," for instance, were so " idle," so light, so useless, so inactive, devoid of energy,

inoperative, that it inferred no danger to any one in all the world outside, it should

not the less be true that it inferred danger to the speaker of it. What witness must it

needs bear about Mm, and against him I These concluding verses are, without mistake.
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a summing up of most practical and forcible application to the "generation of vipers
"

in the first instance, and also a reminder of widespread and deeply significant impor-

tance to all of us.—B.

Vers. 38—45, specially ver. 42 (see also Luke xi. 16—18, 24—26).

—

One vnevUaMe
law of judgment. In introduction, notice the displeasure expressed by Christ in

respect of the scribes and Pharisees asking a sign. This may have been for an accumu-
lation of reasons. First, because (see laike xi. 16) perhaps they asked a " sign from

heaven," marking in their wish a craving of curiosity for the novel and the more
striking, regardless of the quantum, of instruction that the sign might be ciiarged with,

at any rate, for others. Secondly, whether it were a sign from heaven or not, in asking

they asked without the higher wish, without any wish, probably, for the higher object

of a sign, when it is granted. Thirdly, without asldng, they had already had many a

sign of the most effective and incontestable kind, and tliey were signs " nigh at hand,

and not afar off
; " and yet these signs had not been used, not improved—tiad been seen,

but resisted; and these men are the worst of all, who had " seen and yet believed riot."

And once more, fourthly, because if this passage finds its correct jilace immediately on
the narrative that here precedes, as seems certainly to be the case, they had j'tist seen a

sign, and had listened to what fullowed from the lips of Christ, and had been in the

position to survey the entire scene, and to take awful warning from it. Note, further,

that, true though it was that these doubters and unbelievers and disbelievers had had,

ind were still sure to have, numerous signs of the kind just given, yet Christ takes their

meaning when he adds, " No sign shall be given but the sign of the Prophet Jonas ;

"

»nd, alluding to this, he contrasts the practical conduct, the faith and repentance of

Nineveh, on the preaching of Jonas, and the faith and zeal of the Queen of Bheba, when
Bhe heard the wisdom of Solomon, with the wilful unrepentingness of his hearers, and
ihe cold deadness of their mind and heart. Note once more, from the closing portion

of these verses, the link which holds them to the beginning of the passage. Their text

is the "evil and adulterous generation ;
" and these last sentences forecast the " worse "

state, to which they ever sink who, with all added light, gift, opportunity, shut, not eye
and ear so much as mind and heart to them, while these are flung wide open fur the

evil spirits, who most ruthlessly victimize them. In the whole passage, select fur

special development the instance of the judgment and condemnation which the Queen
of Sheba shall contribute, by the contrast of her example with that of the men to

whom Jesus Christ was preaching, and manifesting forth his glory, his wisdom, and his

mighty works. And learn that this example

—

I. Eemindb of the credit that it is to human nature to seek. It is one

of the certain signs that its life and reality are not yet dried up and exhausted. We
honour and admire the individual who seeks. Our admiration and honour grow when
we see the seeking conveited into thorough, earnest, persevering search. This, the

onward, upward determination of our nature, constitutes one of the moral evidences

of its immortality. Yet at the same time we cannot leave out of the question what
it is which is the object of its search. Endeavour, labour, decision, and enthusiasm
dirt cted to a really worthy object—rwhen any one labours for the thing he knows to his

best light to be the highest—raise the whole scale of our admiration. Still, the man
who exhibits these qualities may be wrong in not knowing a higher. It may be his

fault, it may be even his sin, that he does not know a liigher. Of how much of both
our darkness and ignorance are we ourselves not unfrequently the guilty causes 1 Not,
then, does any arrive at the best till he lias made sure that what he and his heart and
soul go in quest of is the truly highest that human mind may reach after, and human
heart love. Though the visitor of Solomon was a queen, she journeyed far ; and not
for money nor for presents, though with both did she jouiney, but in quest of wisdom ;

this fired her soul's desire, on this her imagination went to work, this her ears tingled

to hear, this determined her journey. In her deed she was blessed—blessed for her time
of day. She acted up to an elevated and generous impulse, and she was not disappointed.
And it is she, says Christ himself, who will rise up in judgment with those who, so

far from being athirst for wifdom, and for the higliest type attainable, refuse that
infinitely greater wisdom, so near, so graciously pressed on them, of him who is greater

beyond aU count than Solomon. Search long, toilsome, and honourable for inferior
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blessings ofttn reproves our wasteful heedlessness of that which is the greater ; but
never a millionth time so much as when it is " all the world " on the one hand, but
Christ and his wisdom on the other hand, which are offered so freely, wliich plead
for our regard so graciously, and which nevertheless are sought so feebly.

II. Reminds of the supeemb object which is incontestablt the one worthy
TO BE sought. It is, Indeed; in itself a most interesting thing, as the biirest fact of

history, the history of the time of the Queen of Sheba, that she longed to hear the
wisdom of Solomon. To be anxious to see all his wealth and magnificence and state

would have been a usual enough anxiety. Nor can there be any doubt, from what
we afterwards read, that she did think of these, and was satisfied and rejoiced with the
satisfaction and rejoicing that these could give. None the less is it to be noticed that
the record is that she craved to hear his vnsdom. Now, this wisdom was great in certain

relations and comparisons, and it was very unusual ; but what at the furthest was its

compass and its range ? Great memory, great knowledge, great gift of observation,

great force of discernment—all such Solomon confessedly had. [low many proverbs did

he write, and then repeat from memory 1 how much poetry did he compose and sing

!

what a natural historian he was, though science " in tliose days was very precious," and
microscope there was none ! " He spake three thousand proverbs : and his songs were
a thousand and five. Ho spake of trees also, from the cedar that is in Lebanon even to

the hyssop that springeth out of the wall of Jerusalem, He spake of beasts also, and
of fowls, of creeping things, and of fishes." But all this—was it not knowledge of a
very restrained sort? It was curious and entertaining and instructive, and capalile

certainly of leading from nature to nature's God ; but what was it in comparison of the

antitype 1 Now for the reverse of the grand medal. 1. The " Greater than S iloinou
"

brings his wisdom, and brings it from heaven's highest heights. Thence brought, it

descends to aU of our various, deepest need. Thence brought, it spreads over all the

wide compass of the various want of our life. Christ knows all that is. 2. The wisdom
of Christ antedates all the present. All the past he knows, who " was in the beginning

with God, and was God." So his wisdom was " from everlasting." 3. He knows all

the future. Where our vision cannot reach, and where (could we glance) we should

tremble to glance, which way soever our glance turned, there does his reaching, searching,

steady gaze anticipate the direction, and swift as a morning ray travel to the end.

How should men cleave for his wisdom's sake to him who sees, who only sees, all

that awaits them I

"No eye but his might ever bear
To look all down that vast abyss,

Because none ever saw so clear

The shore beyond of endless bliss.

The giddy waves so restless hurled,

The vexed pulse of the feverish world.

He views and counts with steadfast sight,

Used to behold the Infinite."

Oh, with what strange, awful wisdom does all this invest Christ! 4. The vnsdom of

Christ is so kind. It is not confessedly grand and awful things which can be depended

upon to draw human hearts the most. But Christ's wisdom is what we of all created

things should most rejoice to call wisdom. It is so kind, so deep, so gentle, so quiet,

that condescends to search all our needs, to stoop to view all our trials and sorrows, to

come in contact with all that is most infinitely repulsive to him, our sin, and then to

find the one perfect remedy for it. What justice even to our apprehension in that

sentence of St. Paul, " Christ the Wisdom of God"! To " hear " the wisdom of Solomon

did the Queen of Sheba travel from the uttermost parts of the earth, though there

might not be one single word in it all for her self, for her life, heart, soul. But all the

wisdom of Christ, so far as it is as yet revealed to ns, gazes full on us; it has us for

the objects of its expenditure. He has come to us. From the uttermost heavens has

he descended to as.

" How swift and joyful was his flighty

On wings of everlasting love I

"

He has worn our nature, borne our sins, carried our sorrows; has nude himself kno^re
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in our world, the very Pattern and Typo of the seeking, watchful, compassionate Shep-
herd. And in the (infiithnmed marvels and mystery of the cross he has comprehended
all the length and brealth, the height and depth, of wisdum. Against those who
neglect this, it must indeed be that the Queen of Sheba shall rise in the judgment.—B.

Vers. 46—50 (see also Mark iii. 31— 35; Luke viii. 19—^21).

—

The necessary eondition

of right personal love. In comparing the acooimts as quoted above, one thing first arrests

our attention, that while no onaof them speaks of more than "mother and brethren"
seekin.; for Jesus, every one of them finds a place in the tenderness of Christ's reply for

the introduction of the word " sister." St. Luke's, the shortest account, nevertheless

explains precisely how " the press " of people was what prevented the " mother and
brethren" of Jesus reaching him; wliile the "certain" of the people of St. Luke,
and the " one " of St. Matthew, who informed Jesus of the fact, are so very naturally

reiilaced by the "multitude" in St. M.irk. How these took up the message, and tried

to pass it on, pictures itself readily to our familiar knowledge of the ready tongue of

a " multitude." No one of the evangelists' accounts tell us, however, of what might
have been the object of the desire on the part of the mother and brethren of Jesus
to "see" or to "speak with" him. It may have been to bring him refreshment for

the body; it may have been to warn him of apprehended danger; it may have been
to share with nearer position the manifested power and glory and manifestation of the

Mighty One whom they had kuown, as they thought, so well. The significance of

the silence on the point may lead iis, not uncharitably, to the theory that it was for

some reason personal rather to them than to him. The incident described in the

passage before us, and which so naturally has arrested our attention and our deep
sympathetic feelings so often

—

I. SUGQESTS THE DIFFERENCE WHICH ChRIST HIMSELF MARKED BETWEEN PBRBONAt
LOVE TO HIM AND A MERE LOVE TO HIS PERSON. It is not by this to be Understood

for a moment that his mother's love to him was a mere love to his Person. But broad
and deep is the line which Jesus does himself draw, as though for the help of all

whomsoever who should be, between these two things. There is a vast gulf of separa-

tion between our natural and our saintly desires. How hard it might seem sometimes)

to allow for this separating gulf, however! When our agonized meditative thought has
led us betimes lo say to our inmost self what we woulii give for a moment's vision

of that Uoly One in tlie garb of his human flesh alone ; to see that form, to hear that

voice, to know what his eye literally looked, to watch the expression of his countenance,

to ask him one question personally, to walk across the field by his adorable side, to

plant one's step literally in the footprint of his own-; and when one has been impelled

to think how many millions for that one aged Simeon would now be ready, for such
a boon granted, to say, "Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace," and
weloiimely to close the eyes on earth, and all it ever could have else to show, the words
of Jesus here (1) warn us against a snare, manifest though it may be held to be ; and

(2) point us the better, the more excellent way, to learn " to hear and to do the will of

God "—of " my Father which is in heaven." Such desires on our part may even take
rank among unearthly desires, among saintly desu-es even; hut they are not the saintly

desire for a moment to stand in comparison of what Christ here places before us.

Though we be not competent to say certainly now that it was any such mere super-

ficial motive on the part of mother and brethren to see Jesus, and to share some
leflected glory from his Person, it is competent to us to say that Christ seized the

opportunity, at whatever other risk, to say that all personal relationship dwindles in

the presence of that living, intrinsic, eternally abiding relationship that constitutes one

the mother, another the sister, and millions the bret^en of the now invisible One, the

Lord Jesus Christ.

II. Suggests the possibility of realizing a certain fulness and a oebtain
TENDERNESS IN SUCH RELATIONSHIPS AS CHBIST IS WILLING TO SUSTAIN TOWARD US,

AND STATES FORCIOLT THE OONDITIONS NECESSARY THERETO. What IS mOSt Sacred,

what is most tender, what is absolutely most real of earthly and human relationship,

is employed to set forth the fulness, the tenderness, the absolute sympathy, that bear

witness of not a mere acquaintance with Christ, but of such an acquaintance as is all-

pervading, knows no discord, u inspired by no jarring want of harmony, and already
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bears the stamp of eternity on it, almost fit already to merge into spiritual shape.

What reproach the thought gives to all half-heartedness, to all mere interested pro-

fession of Christian faith and hope and love! How it repudiates the thought of a

mere question of gain to be gotten from Christ, and tramples with just scorn and
indignation upon the blasphemy in practice of patronizing Christ 1 Jesus would have
us understand and believe how much it draws his heart towards any one who begins

to " hear," as he never heard before, " the Word of God, and to do his Pathei's wUl."

For want of this the family was once broken up, and only by the restoring of this can
its unity be regained. Now, the love which Christ has toward us as sinners, whom he
came to seek and to save, wlien he looked down on us as sinners, and far from " God's
Word," is one love. It is the love of commiseration, of God-like compassion, of

heavenly mercy. But the love which he condescends to liken to that of mother,
sister, brother, and to that to be shown to these, is something else. It is the oneness,

the heartfelt sympathy, the fellowship and communion of delight, which they know,
yet can never describe, who, happy themselves, know the bliss of resting in the unru£3ed
security and harmony of the family in which they were bom, which surrounded them
with their first consciousness of life, and in which they have as yet ever lived without

a fear, without a want. Jesus Christ wished loudly to declare it in the press, the

motley group, the harassed multitude that were around him, that this rule, " to hear

the Word of God and do it," was not only the rectifying of everything that could be

ivrong in the family of man, but also the perfecting uf joy in every one who should

observe to do it, A crown will make a king or queen ; ancestry and accident will

make princes and princes^-es ; wealth will make position, however ticklish and
uncertain; knowledge and learning will make that wisdom and power which are at

any rate somewhat less uncertain ; but hearing the Word of God and doing it will

make what is immeasurably superior to all these. It will fill up the family of God on
earth, will deepen and diffuse pure joy here, and will help fill all heaven above with

joy and praise.—B.

Vers. 1—13.— 5f%« sabbath. Six times was our Lord, either directly or through his

disciples, charged with sabbath-breaking. In considering the manner in which he met
the accusation, we must bear in mind that he was in a different relation to the Jewish
sabbath from that which we hold to it. Indeed, we could not, from his observance of

the day, argue that a day was to be similarly observed in the Christian Church,

because many important observances ceased at his death, and remain to us only in

their spiiitual substance. But the principles he lays down in defending his conduct

cany with them important conclusions regarding the day, 1. The first of these

priaciples underlies all rational religion. It was not a new idea. Our Lord finds

adequate expression of it in the Old Testament words, " I will have mercy, and not

sacrifice," In other words, God is not pleased by our payment of dues to him, but by

our growing in likeness to him and learning to love our brother. The worship that

does not feed character is nought, 2, But thie second principle has a special reference

to the sabbath. It is little more than an inference from the first. " The Sou of man,"

he says, "is Lord even of the sabbath;" or, as he more plainly puts it in anotlier

Gospel, " The sabbath was made for man, and not man for the sabbath." It is a day

given to us by God, who has so arranged things that the world's work can be done

completely by giving six-sevenths of our time to it. The tendency of -much of our

civilization is to make men think that work or business is the whole of life. Such a

tendency is checked and rebuked by this day. Every seventh day says to us, " You
are not merely a merchant

;
you are a man. You are not in this world to manufacture

material articles and accumulate money; you are here to culiivate friendships, to

educate yourself in all that is good, to know God, and become meet for the inheritance

of the saints in light." All this was explicitly taught when the sabbath was fixst pro-

mulgated to Israel, The remarkable words were uttered to them, " For that the Lord

hath given you the sabbath, therefore he giveth you on the sixth day the bread of two

days," This weekly rest was a new sensation to the over-driven slaves ; it was a new

idea to them to have one day all their own—a day in which they were loosed from all

the cares of earth, and taught to know themselves God's children. This fourth com-

mandment, which both our Lord and the Pharisees accepted, was interpreted by them
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to quite opposite meanings. The Pharisees took the letter of the law, regardless of its

spirit and intention. The letter ran, " Thou shalt do no work ; " and with the most

perfect verbal logic the Pharisee maintained that he kept the law best who did least

work. Our Lord, on the other liand, sought to find and satisfy the spirit of the law;

and he said, " The day was made to promote men's good ; to be a pleasure and a boon,

not a vexation and a burdea." Whatever best promotes man's good best satisfies the

sabbath law. Whatever most effectually sets him free from the grinding toil and
leverish cares of this life best satisfies the law. Starting, then, with this idea, that

the day is meant to promote the good of man, we see why the one point insisted on in

the commandment is that men should cease from their ordinary works. There is not

a word about worship, no hint regarding the observance of the day further than this,

that it is to be an exceptional day, a day of rest. But, the rest being provided by Ood,
it follows that we must be in cordial and frank fellowship with him in availing our-

selves of it. When a father brings his boy home for a holiday, he feels grieved and
disappointed if the boy obviously prefers the company of low and coarse lads to the

company he finds in his father's house. And how can a man be directed to the right

observance of the seventh day who is at discord with his heavenly Father on the

fundamental point of what constitutes true happiness and well-being? Two instances

are cited by our Lord to illustrate his meaning.
I. David did not scruple, in an extraordinary emergency, to fall back on the great

principle that he himself, God's living servant, was more precious than an ordinance

made for his good. From this we derive two hints : 1. We see that the sabbath is not

an idol to which man's life or health is to be sacrificed. In all large cities there are

thousands who from Monday morning till Saturday night breathe nothing but the

most polluted atmosphere, and for such persons to confine themselves to their little

room through the whole Sunday as well, seems to lean rather to the Pharisaic

observance of the day. 2. But this instance carries with it no sanction of the conduct

of any who use it habitually for their mere bodily comfort and worldly gain. D.ivid

ate the shewbread under pressure. He did it once in his lifetime. And so our Lord
admits that resting was the ordinary, normal way to observe the day, and that whoso-
ever dispenses with that must be able to show good cause.

II. The second illustration is equally instructive. The ordinary work of the priests

prevents them from keeping the command in the letter. They must care for the

public worship. There are circumstances in which you may fairly be expected to give

up your day of rest out of deference to the necessities of society, of your employers, or

ot one another. Your business is to see that these necessities are real, and not fanciful.

But we are no longer under the Jewish Law ; do any of the ideas expressed in it

directly concern us ? No doubt Paul sometimes speaks as if we were done with all

distinctions of days, and had no need any longer of the Law, but could live entirely by
the direction and impulse of the Spirit. But he sets before us the ideal of the Christian

and Christianity
; practically the attempt to live without the aids of sabhath observance

commonly ends not in elevating all our days to the level of a well-spent sabbath,

but in bringing down to a merely worldly level both our sabbaths and our week-days.

If, then, we assert for ourselves our Lord's liberty regarding this day, let us be sure

we do so from his point of view. Let us not hesitate to prefer the real velfare of men
to the claims of the sabbath. But let us be quite sure that we are at one with God in

our judgment of what does constitute the welfare of ourselves and others. Seven weeks
of leisure out of every year should surely leave behind some very visible traces of our
willingness to be helpful in this world, where there is such room for wise and honest
helpfulness. To spend such a day in formal attendance at church, in yawning idleness,

in gossiping levity, is a scandal to our common humanity ; and to spend it even in the

pursuit of science, or in reading good secular literature, is to prove we do not yet know
what are the capacities and contents of our nature. Make a duty of seriously oon-

Bidering your ways, your habits, your disposition; let your mind rest on the great

gospel facts, seek your Lord's presence and address him with the words your thoughts
of him suggest, ami you will learn how reasonable and fruitful an appointment it is

that from all your ordinary works you should rest every seventh day.—D.

Terg. 22—37.

—

Casting out devils, and hlasphemy against the Holy Qhost, The
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opposition of the Pharisees on this occasion much less excusable than when charging
the Lord with sabbath-breaking. Contrasts with honest amazement of the people,
exclaiming, " Is not this," etc. ? Pharisees felt evidence of miracle as much as common
people, but refused to follow their own convictions. Make what they know to be a
flimsy and insu£Scient explanation. Our Lord makes a threefold reply. 1. It is

absurd to suppose that any prince would counterwork his own agents. Argument
addressed to common sense. 2. Introduces more serious difficulties. " If I by
Beelzebub cast out devils, by whom do your children," etc. ? Exorcism not uncommon
in our Lord's day. Necessary to notice unusually formidable assault made on gospel
narrative. It has been urged that the age and nation were extremely credulous, that
accurate observation and exact reporting are very rare, tendency to misstate and
exaggerate much increased by religious excitement. Jews believed in power of many
subordinate spirits in causing maladies and misfortunes. Therefore little credit due
to their reports. Beply, in first place, modem critics also guilty of exaggeration in

collecting all evidences of this taste for marvels to the exclusion of all other features

of the age, as if no countervailing sense or knowledge of mea. But granting all the

credulity and superstition, the fact cuts both ways. If marvels were so common,
what gave our Lord's miracles so decisive an influence on the world's history ? Why
did this Imagination of the Christians alone prove so solid a basis for life ? But the

whole force of our Lord's reference to exorcism by the Jews is not exhausted by saying

it was a form of quackery, sometimes benefiting feeble, nervous patients, but other-

wise an imagination. One cannot but be struck by the contrast between the Jews'

method—charlatanry too silly to be quoted—and our Lord's sober, simple word of

command. How is it that he stands absolutely clear of all professional methods ? It

is true he believes in a demoniacal possession of which modern science takes no
account—^now called epilepsy, lunacy, etc. Argument that our Lord might be

ignorant of the nature of the diseases he cured. Not necessary to suppose that he

knew and anticipated aU discoveries of modern science. This were to deny to him a

true and proper humanity, and so fall into one of the most dangerous of heresies. His

miracles displayed his power and his love, not his medical skill. But our knowledge

en these very points still too limited to admit of pronouncing positively. And to

reason thus does not remove the diSiculty, for the Lord's idea of actual devils is

verified in the recorded facts—they not only obeyed him, but on one occasion passed

into the swine, indicating separate personalities. Alternative between veracity of

Gospels and existence of devils. 3. Third reply most significant for us. Blasphemy
against the Spirit, a sin of quite unique enormity. Pharisees had often judged and found

fault with his conduct as man ; but these were works admittedly Divine, yet they

ascribed them to Satanic agency. The distinction broad and importaut. In the one

case it might be a mistake, though a blamable one ; in the other, an evasion of evidence

and resistance to light which must result in utter darkness. Jesus ever seeks to bo

judged by his works. If the fruit is good, must not the tree be good? If he gives us

what is best, shall we not own him, and give him our best ? From attitude of Pharisees

two important warnings : Q.) " He that is not with me," etc. After abundant evidence

neutrality impossible. Difficulty of being entirely honest in inquiry; danger of state

in which not reason, but pride, indifierence, reluctance, find difficulties. Make sure

that you are allowing due weight to all that God says to your conscience. (2) " Every

idle word," etc. Judged by words, because "out of abundance of heart," etc. Every

such word an index of heart. Evading conviction or decision by foolish or ill-natured

words. Whenever good is done, heartily welcome it. Meanest of all occupations to

stand idle and criticize.—D.

Vers. 38—45.

—

Last state worse than first. All that was implied in our Lord's

mode of working is here explicitly enounced. The miracles were only subordinately

evidences of his Divine commission
;
primarily they were deeds of mercy. But to heal

every one would have been to violate the constitution of man's nature, and upset the

equilibrium required for the harmonious co-operation of God and man. Those only

who had faith were healed, and this secured that their character was purified and

aided, not debauched. The Pharisees had the shallowest idea of miracles. They

would h»ve approved the devil's suggestion that the convincing proof of Messiahahip
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was to cast himself nnhurt from a pinnacle of the temple, though why the posBession

of a mountain-sheep's capacity for jumping should prove any one the greatest spiritual

blessing to mankind they prohahly did not inquire. They had lost the capacity of

knowing excellence—could only measure him by their silly external tests, and scorned

him for the very things that proved his greatness. A miracle wrought merely for the
sake of convincm°; men, could not convince them, could only prove the possession of a
certain unexpiiiined power. But miracles wrought out of compassion for the wretched
justly convinced men that God was nigh. We join the ranks of the Pharisees when we
ivfuse to acknowledge Christ until he presents some more striking evidence. To us, as

to them, it must be said—Ye can discern the face of the sky, but ye cannot read the

signs of the times. You know the sequences of nature, but you have no eye for

spiritual sequences
;
you do not see that a clever feat which makes men stare has no

natural connection with salvation from sin, but that the entrance into the world of

such love and holiness, and the identification of their possessor with all human interests,

portends more good to humanity than any physical marvel could portend. Gould you
rightly read the signs of the times, you would understand that a Greater than Jonas, a
Greater than all men, the Greatest and Holiest and most Sacrificing, could not be in the
world without changing its course for ever. And each of us may read our own indi-

vidual future as here directed by our Lord, for it is impossible he should join himself to

any one of us individually without bringing into our life an otherwise unattainable

hope. Certain natural signs never deceive, because there is a rigid natural connection

between the cause and the consequence. As rigid is the connection in the moral world ;

you cannot belong to Christ without receiving the utmost of human blessing. It means
untold good to you ; it is the spring of your life that promises endless harvest. All that

is unworthy, weak, and wicked will be displaced, and you will be changed into his like-

ness. It is as certain as the shower that you see coming down the wind to the spot

you stand on. But while our Lord refused any sign as a mere wonder proving his

power, be assured them a sign should be given of the most astonishing kind. • As if he
•aid, "I will do no miracle of the kind you require ; it would not convince you; you are

not seeking conviction, bnt a plausible pretext against me. You think I am endanger-
ing the ship, and you will treat me as Jonah was treated ; but as Jonah's mission was
expedited by what seemed to terminate it, so shall my mission, by your final action

against me, receive its most convincing authentication." This sign of the resurrection

of Christ is that which seals the truth of all he asserted regarding himself, but espe-

cially does it give us assurance that our Lord is now alive. Only when we believe in

this do we attain to faith in our own immortality. In the little parable with which
this passage closes, our Lord points out that, though they had cast out the devil of

idolatry, the heart not being filled with love of God and holiness, the empty apartment
of their soul was straightway filled with self-conceit, contempt for gross sinners, hatred

of any light that made tbem suspicious of their state. Probably he pointed specially

to the deterioration of " this generation." There had been a revival of religion under
John, but John himself warned them that he could not baptize with the Holy Spirit.

He saw that merely to cast out one or two devils of misconduct, and to leave the
heart empty, was to place men in a perilous position. To the individual this little

parable is full of significance. There are diseases in which there are periods of relief

from pain, followed by severe relapse. So in the case here spoken of, the downward
career is not steadily progressive, but is checked for a while, only to be resumed with
sevenfold violence. The principle pointed at is that wherever an evil thing is not expelled

by the invasion of goo(l that enters and dispossesses it, the expulsion is ineffectual.

Nature dictates and observes this law. If you wish to clear a room of bad air, you do
not get an air-pump and exhaust it, hut by opening the window you let the rush of

pure air drive out the impure ; weie you to exhaust the air, you might produce a
suction which would burst your gas-pipes and draw up foul air from your sewers. So
in the moral world evil is to be ejected by soul-possessing love of good. Christ is set

before us that we may learn to love him, and so have no room for any unworthy affec-

tion. To use religion only as a repressive and expulsive influence ii fatal. There are

persons whose hearts are emptied rather than filled by religion. There is a death of

their old bad life, but there is no strong impelling power, no new and abundant life.

Is there anything in you that would make it a pleasure to you to take your place by
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the side of Christ in his humble ministering to the poor and wretched ? How can you
relish the prospect of eternal life, if you have in you no hearty love for the style of

life that will then prevail ? The result of using religion merely as an instrument for

repression is that the soul becomes possessed of greater iniquities than ever. The new
sins may be sins, as our Lord expresses it, that find their suitable dwelling in a house
that is swept and garnished, yet they are worse than the original iniquity. These sins

are vanity ; contempt of men ; hatred of persons differing Trum them in doctrine and
outward forms of religion, though having more love to Christ than they j hy[ioorisy and
coldness of feeling. These new tenants are prim, decorous, church-going devils, that adapt
themselves to the ways of respectable society. But none the less will they one day
overwhelm the bouse in disaster. The history of the man whose religious experience

ishere given is this—he has rid himself of some form of iniquity out of regard for

self rather than for Christ ; he plumes himself on the improvement instead of humbly
thanking Christ, cultivates self rather than fellowship with Christ. Is your heart so

filled and satisfied with the love of Christ that all that offends him is ranished firom

itr—D.

Ver. 50.

—

Christs tpiritual family. "Whosoever shall do the will of my Father

which is in heaven, the same is my brother, and sister, and mother." There is nothing

new or peculiarly Christian in the idea that there is a bond stronger than that of

blood. It is too obvious to escape notice. Nor does the assertion cast any disparage-

ment on the institution of the family ; less is not made of blood, but more of spiritual

affinity. That our Lord did not make less of family ties is shown by his care for his

mother ; that he mRde much of spiritual ties also is shown by his commending her to

the care of his most sympathetic friend. The family bulks less in his life because the

community, the world, bulks larger. The proportion of thought he gave to the family

was smaller, the actual amount greater, than that given by most men. That which is

peculiar in these words is
—

^The distinct assertion of what constitutes the bond of this

more enduring, truer relationship. It is the recogaitiOn and acceptance of God's will.

This is the tri • basis of eternal society, the one bond we can trust to, to keep ua ever

united. The doing of God's will implies an inward, deep-seated acknowledgment

that his will is holy, just, and good, and that God is the Buler of our life ; it implies that

devout love for God from which flows light and regeneration to every part of a man'*

life and nature. Other associations dissolve, pass away, become obsolete, but all that

comes of accepting God's will from a genuine love of him abides. 2. But Christ here

indirectly presents himself as the Centre of this new spiritual family. This ia so (1)

because he is the actual, visible embodiment of God's wfll, in whom men can best see

what that will is. And (2) because it is through him they become able to do God's will.

Only by becoming brethren of Christ can we become children of QoA. From this

truth flow several inferences.

L It IB NOT TODB BIBTH, BUT TOCTB OHOIOE, WHICH DBTBBMINKS YOUB BTBBNAL

BBLATI0N8HIP8 AND BOBBOUNDINOS. Every man passes judgment on himself by liis

affinities. You cannot judge a man by his family, his origin ; but you can judge him,

or he can judge himself, by the profession he chooses, the friendships he forms, the

course of life he freely adopts. But the great test of men is Christ. He is set for the

fall and rising of many, and by him are the thoughts of many hearts revealed. By the

treatment men give him they reveal what is in them, and whether their talk about

virtue is merely talk, or if they have hearty love for it when presented in actual life.

II. The family is not an etbbnal institdtion. Those affections which are

developed in the family must be fed from a more enduring root if they are to abide.

They are like the bindings which join the graft to the tree ; they keep ub together

until the vital sap knits us into one. There is no guarantee for the endurance of love

but that it goes down to and roots itself in the deepest springs of our life. In family

life the pain of want of sympathy is only the keener for the superficial affection. It is

thus that Christ brings sometimes, not peace, but division.' It is the magnet passing

through the heap of dust and iron filings ; the superior attraction at once produces

separation. It is not that we must buy his favour by perfect submission, or propitiate

his jealousy by disliking others, but that he is worthy of and can command a deeper,

holier, more devoted love than any other; and the further we ourselves advance in all
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that is good, the more we see the necessary truth of his saying, " He that loreth father

or mother more thau me is not worthy of me." Let parents try to win their children

to that permanent and eternal family iu which the relationship lies not in the flesh,

but in the deepest recesses of the spirit, and from which there are no banishments, no
deaths, no separations. Death then loses the greater part of its terrors—is, indeed,

recognized as the apparently necessary means of purifying and deepening our natural

affections.

IIL Pkom this statement we understand bettbb cub own position, iir WK BE
DOING THE WILL OF 6oD. 1. We have claims on Christ su|ierior to those which can

he asserted even by his relatives. He wants to be trusted, confided in, counted on.

If you would have counted it happy to he born in the same family, and would have
expected from him, your own Brother, all the help he could give, you may still count

on that help and with greater assurance. 2. Christ takes pleasure in us, if we are doing

God's will, such as he finds in nothing else. We cannot understand his lojiging for

human love and acceptance, but we know that even as God he loved human fellowship,

and when he became man we find him the same. To be closer to Christ than to father

or mother, to be more truly at one with him than with any one besides, this i$ salva-

tion. In his own day he could point to some and say, " Behold my mother and my
brethren 1 " Surely there are among ourselves those who long above all things to bis

truly the brethren of the Lord Jesus Christ.—D.

Vers. 1—8.

—

Bitual and morals. The Pharisaic Jews are, in the previous chapter,

upbraided for their obstinate impenitence. We find the same people here condemning
the disciples of Christ as sabbath-breakers because they plucked ears of corn to satisfy

their hunger. The manner in which Jesus defends his disciples shows

—

I. That bitdal is no substitute fob mobals. 1. The Pharisees were stringent

ritvalists. (1) Their formality was seen in their dress. In their observance of cere-

monies. In their scrupulous tithing uf mint and anise and cummin. (2) The ritual

of sabbath observance in like manuer they zealously respected. So far did they carry

this, that they refused to defend themselves in the wars with Antiochus Epiphaues and
the Romans on the sabbath. It was through this superstition that Fumpey was
enabled to take Jerusalem. (3) The ritual of sabbath observance with them was
intensified by the interpretations of the elders. Thus reaping was admitted to be a

servile work ; and so was threshing. But according to the rabbins plucking ears of

com was " a kind of reaping," and rubbing them in their hands was " a kind of

threshing.'' 2. But they were laoo in morals. (1) It is common for men of corrupt

minds to attempt to atone for the looseness of their morals by zeal for the outward

services of religion. So the Pharisees " made void the commandment of God through

their traditions." While they scrupulously paid tithe upon trifles, they " neglected the

weightier matters of the Law—judgment, mercy, and truth." (2) So in their zeal for

the externals of sabbath observance they missed its spirit of worship. They failed to

see that the sabbath is truly observed in its spirit, which is the spirit of heaven, mercy
and love, justice and truth. (3) This spirit they violated in the harshness of their

judgment. In condemning the action of the hungry disciples they would sacrifice

mercy to ceremony. 3. Uiey inverted the order of God. (1) The end of the Law is

love. (2) Bitual is instituted as a means to that end. (3) When ritual interferes

with love it must give place. Hence when the law of commandnnents contained in

ordinances ceased to point men to Christ the Saviour of sinners, it was abrogated ai a

useless burden.

II. That bitual mat give way to neoessitt. 2. This principle was sanctioned

by David. (1) Necessity was with him a sufficient reason for setting aside the letter

of the law relating to the shevvbread (cf. Lev. x. 10; xxiv. 5—9 ; 1 Sam. xxi. 1—6).

(2) Note : This action of David was parabolic. The shewbread is admitted to have

been a type of Christ, who appears iu the presence of God for the nourishment and life

of the spiritual priesthood. Since part of the frankincense put in the bread was burnt

on the altar for a memorial, the merit of the sacrifice of Christ is represented. The
hunger of David and his men constituted their particular claim to set forth the verity

that those who hunger after righteousness are the persons to be satisfied with the good-
aess of God's house (cf. 1 Pet. iL 6 ; Rev. i. 6 ; v. 10 ; xz. 6). 2. litis principle was ian»-
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tioned hy Mosu. (1) For his Law requires the profaning of the sabbath by the priests

in the temple. They were required to prepare the ssujrifices, offer them, and attend to
the other services of the temple on the sabbath as on rommon days (see Bxcd. xxix.

38 ; Numb, xxviii. 9). (2) This legislation interprets the words, " 'J'hou shalt not do
any work," in the fourtli commandment, to mean secular work, or work for personal
pleasure or temporal advantage. The works done about the holy things in the temple
were scarcely " service ; " for they were done unto the Lord. (3) The argument from the
temple was conclusive against the Pharisees, whose traditions invested the s.ibbath law
with excessive stringency. 3. This principle was sanctioned by the prophets. (1) In

theii practice. For they set aside the Levitical rule tliat all sacrifices should be offered

at the door of the tabernacle or temple, as when Elijah offered his sacrifice upon
Carmel. In this he had the high sanction of Heaven. (2) In their precept. An
example is here cited from Hosea, who declares that God prefers mercy to sacrifice (cf.

Hos. vi. 6 ; Micah vi. 6—8). (3) The Lord prefers mercy through the sacrifice of

Christ to the sacrifice of the sinner in the coming day of vengeance (see Zeph. i. 7, 8

;

Ezek, xxxix. 17, 18 ; Kev. xix. 17). 4. This principle is sanctioned hy Christ. (1)
The hungry disciples had the sanction of Christ for plucking the corn and rubbing it

in their hands upon the sabbath day. He did not reprove them. On the contrary, he

defended them. (2) He defended them not only upon the authority of David, of

Moses, and the prophets ; but upon his own a.thority, which he asserted to be Divine.

This was the meaning of his declaration, " I say unto you. That in this place is One
greater than the temple." For the rabbins acknowledged none but God to be greater

tlian the temple (cf. Mai. iiL 1 ; Mark xiv. 58—64 ; Heb. iii. 3). He asserted his

Divinity in claiming to be the Lord of the sabbath (see Gen. iL 3). As the sabbath

yielded to the temple, and the temple to Christ, so must the sabbath also yield to Christ

(see John vii. 21—^23). (3) Jesus, who claims to be " Lord of the sabbath day," appears

to have exercised his prerogative in changing it from the seventh to the first day, and
hence the first day is now distinguished as " the Lord's day " (see Rev. i. 10). (4)

Tlie Lordship of the Son of man is the Lordship of mercy. Those who are engaged in

the service of Jesus Christ enjoy greater liberty than those who were engaged in the

service of the temple. The gospel is in all things superior to the Law.
III. That necessity oaknot be pleaded against mobals. 1. There is no good

precedent to sanction it. (1) When our Lord sanctioned the plucking of the ears of

corn in the field, he did not sanction thei't under the plea of necessity. The Law sanc-

tioned this liberty (see Deut. xxiii. 24, 25). The permission was intended to teach

humanity and kindness. (2) Our Lord's defence of his disciples in relation to the

question of the sabbath did not touch the moral obligation of the institution, which

is the devotion of our time to the worship and service of God. The spirit of the

sabbath should be in the week. (3) The change of the day brings into it the motives

of the resurrection and the ascension of the Lord, and the gift of the Holy Spirit, by
which we are in spirit brought nearer to the rest of heaven. 2. Morals are themselves

the highest necessity. (1) They are a spiritual necessity. As the spirit is superior to

the body, so is a spiritual necessity more iiuportant than a bodily necessity, (2) They
are a universal necessity. The needs of an individual must give way to those of a

community. The interests of all the worlds cannot be sacrificed or compromised to

buit individual urgency. (3) They are an eternal necessity. They are founded in

the nature of the everlasting God. They belong to the immortal soul. The law of

the ages cannot be set aside to meet the necessity of a moment, (4) A man is not

forsaken of God because he is in want. The disciples may suffer hunger in the very

iresence of Jesus, It is more honourable to want in fellowship with Christ than to

abound in fellowship with the world. Jesus knows how to lead his hvmgry disciples

through the corn-fields,—J. A. M,

Vers, 9—21.

—

The mission of Christ. In the last ]«ragraph we learn how Jesus

showed that works of necessity are lawful on the sabbath day. In the paragraph

before us we see that works of mercy also are lawful. If under the Law the spirit of

the sabbath was binding rather than the letter, how much more so under the gospel

!

The subject teaches us that Christ came amongst men—
X. To VANQUISH iiALiaMTT, 1. Malignity was embodied in the Fhariieei, (1)
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They sought to accuse the Son of God of profanity. This was to convert th«

highest Tirtue into the deepest vice, and to ccnfound all moral order. Note : Matthew
says, "And they asked him, saymg. Is it lawful to heal on the sabbath day? that

they might accuse him." According to Lul^e (vi. 8), Jesus read the question in their

thoughts. Learn that in the Lord's sight speech and thought are one. (2) They
sought to murder the Saviour of the world. This was, as far as in them lay, to destroy

God and man at a stroke. This was the expression of their vexation, because the
doctrine of Christ mortified their pride, exposed their hypocrisy, and crossed their

worldly interests, and their honour was eclipsed by his life and miracles. (3) Their
malignity was deliberate. It was not the sudden ebullition of unthinkiii;; passion.

They evidently agreed, in the first instance, to tempt him. Then, certainly, they
•' took counsel against him, how they might destroy him." (4) 'I'his was all done
under the mask of religion. The pretext was zeal for the sanctity of the sahbaih. The
wicked have no objection to the holiness of things ; it is the holiness of persons that

offends them. If they could convict Jesus of blasphemy in his saying that he was
greater than the temple, or of profanity in breaking the sabbath, death would be the
penalty (see Exod. xxxv. 2). Note : There is a religion of Satan as well as a religion

of God. The religion of Satan is a parody upon the religion of God. As love is the

essence of the religion of God, malignity is the spirit of the religion of Satan. 2.

Malignity is vanquished by exposure. (1) The case of the sheep was a home-thrust.
The ritualists allowed the exception, not out of mercy to the animal, but from selfish-

ness. " Take tender care of the goods of an Israelite " was with the Jews a cherished

canon. Self-interest is a casuist first consulted, decisive in the removal of scruples,

and readily obeyed. (2) Ritualism had no mercy for the withered hand in which the

Pharisee had no property. Our Lord invaded a heartless superstition when he
established the principle that it is lawful to do good on the sabbath day. (3) But the
question returns, " How much is a man of more value than a sheep ? " Yet are there

many called Christians who do more for the beast of burden' or pleasure than they will

for a man. They spend that upon hunters, coursers, spaniels, and hounds of which
many followers of Christ are destitute. (4) The spiritual nature of man—his faculties

for knowing, loving, and serving God—invest him with his vast superiority. How much
better, then, is the philanthropy which blesses the soul even than that which terminates

in the body 1 3. Malignity is left to its own punishment. (1) " The Pharisees went
out," viz. from the presence of Christ. Evil shuns the goodness that rebukes it,

Falsehood shuns the truth that exposes it. (2) They went out, not like Peter to weej
bitter tears of repentance, but to take evil counsel. (3) Jesus " withdrew " when
they "went out" He. " perceived " their purpose by his Divine faculty of reading

hearts. He left them in the desperation of their obstinacy. They were abandoned to

themselves—murderers to murderers, human and infernal. (4) The withdrawal of

Jesus 18 the presage of vengeance. So it was when he left the temple and the city of

Jerusalem. At his second coming he will send forth judgment unto victory.

II. To MAGNIFY MEROT. 1. Be vindicates the spirit of the Law. (1) The spirit of

the Law is love. The Law was given in love to man. Its end is to foster in him grate-

ful and obedient love to God. The spirit of the Law is another name for the gospel.

(2) Through excessive zeal for the letter, the Jewish ritualists lost sight of this. The
Law was in consequence converted into an intolerable burden. (3) Jesus came not to

destroy but to fulfil the Law, which he did by bringing out its spirit. In order to

this he assailed the traditions which the ritualists had confounded with the Law. 2.

Ee sets a high value upon man. (1) "How much is a man better than a sheep?"
Under the Law sheep were offered in sacrifice for the sin of man; but they could not
take it away. Hence they appeared again and again upon the altar. The utmost they
could do was to call sin to remembrance, and puint to a more worthy sacrifice. (2)
Jesus himself became that more worthy Sacrifice. " He hath put away sin by the
sacrifice of himself." So completely did he effect this " once for all," that there is now
" no more remembrance of sin." The price he paid was the precious blood of the Son
of God. (3) He freely dispenses healing power. He " restored whole as the other "

the withered hand with'a word. He did not even give the pretext of the touch to those
who would accuse him of breaking the sabbath law. So did he heaJ " aU " that
followed him when he withdrew from the Phai isees. (4) But he required the faith ol
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the suppUant " Stretch forth thine hand." The poor man had often tned to do this
in his own strength, and failed. The effort to believe is often that/a«A hy which the
soul is healed. 3. He thorns compassion to the Gentiles. (1) His question is not, " How
much is the Jew better than a sheep ? " He took hold of the " seed of Abraham," but
in doing so he was "made in the likeness of men," without limitation. (2) His action
in withdrawing from the unbelieving Pharisees was paraliolic as well as prudential ; for
it is noteworthy that in his following now we find many of the Gentiles (see Mark iii.

C—8). The portent was that when the nation of the Jews should reject the gospel,
then the gospel would leave them and offer its blessings to the Gentiles (of. Acts xiii.

46 ; xviii. 6 ; xxviii. 28). (3) The justness of this remark appsars in the citation from
Isaiah in which Messiah is predicted as coming to declare judgment to the Gentiles,
and to give them "hope" in his Name (vers. 18, 22). For this prediction is here
mentioned as now fulfiUed. "He charged" those he healed " that they should not
make him known," viz. as their Healer, to the unbelievers, " that it might he fulfilled
which was spoken by Isaiah." (4) Considering the Gentiles is in other prophecies
likewise made a mark of Messiah (see Gen. xlix. 10 ; Ps. ii. 8 ; Zech. is. 10 ; Isa. ii. 3).
i. He is gentle with the frail. (1) Gentleness is natural to him. His voice is not
heard in clamour. The Jews looked for a Messiah wielding the sword. Matthew
shows how Jesus fulfils the prophecies in his non-resistance to evil and injury. (2)

'

The timid may hope in his mercy. "A bruised reed" is a remarkable emblem of

extreme frailty and weakness (see Ezek. xxix. 6, 7). One bruised by the weight of sin
" he will not break." He will not terrify the penitent by a frown. "A smoking flax

shall he not quench." Bather will he cherish the feeblest fire of holy desire. (3)
" Till he send forth judgment unto victory." For " mercy rejoices upon judgment.
—J. A. M.

Vers. 22—32.—Z%< blasphemy against the Holy Qhost. Many persons have be«B
tempted to believe that they had committed this dreadful sin, and thereby put them-
selves beyond the reach of mercy. Correct judgment upon this very important subject

may best be attained by considering the more fearfully emphatic words of our Lord in

their connection.

L The nature of the blasphbmt mat bb gathered from the story. 1. Our
Lord had wrought a notable miracle. (1) The subject was both blind and dumb. The
case of Laura Bridgman, and another, seem to be the only examples of this double

affliction which have occurred in modem times. But this wretched man was, moreover,

a demoniac. (2) What a type of the sinner is herel Blind to spiritual truth. Having
no voice for God's praise. "Carried captive by the devil at his will." (3) But Jesiii
" healed him, insomuch that the blind and dumb both spake and saw." The devil also

owned the presence of a Superior. So can Jesus open the blind eye of the soul. He
also can put a new song into the praiseless mouth. And he can deliver our hearts from

infernal domination. 2. 271* people were convinced of his Messiahship. (1) They cried

out, "Is not this the Son of David?" The prophecies authorized the expectation of

Messiah in the lineage of David. That Jesus was in that lineage could not be denied.

(2) "Is not this"' Miracle-worker the Messiah? The prophecies authorized the

expectation of Messiah as a Worker of miracles (see Isa. xxxv. 5). (3) Is not this

Vanquisher of demons the illustrious Personage destined to appear as the Seed of the

woman and crush the serpent's head (Gen. iii. 15) ? (4) Who can now dispute that

with Jesus is the Spirit of God, that he is the Anointed One, the Messiah, the Christ of

God ? 3. But the Pharisees blasphemed. (1) Against the clearest evidence, through

pride, envy, and malignity, they refused to recognize the Messiah. None are so blind

as those who will not see (cf. John ix. 39—41). (2) To defend their unbelief and to

retain their credit with the people they invented the libel that Jesus had cast out

devils through the prince of the devils. Thus the work of the Spirit of God was
blasphemously attributed to diabolical agency. Thus the blessed Spirit of God was
blasphemously confounded with the very devil. (3) This horrible libel was whispered.

They did not speak it openly in the hearing of Jesus. They feared to encounter his

convincing words. But Jesus "knew their thoughts," There is no evading the

scrutiny of that eye. (4) " 2'his [fellow]," viz. a sabbath-breaker and blasphemer

!

What venom can be condensed into a single word 1 4. The Heart-searcher exposed
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their malignity. (1) He confounded their logic, reasoning first from the genei^ to the

particular. Factions will ruin any kingdom. Are devils so foolish as by promoting
factions to ruin their kingdom ? Kote : If devils are more wicked than men they are

not so foolish. (2) He proceeds to use the a/rgumentum ad hominem, retorting, " If I

by Beelzebub cast out devils, by whom do your children cast them out ? Therefore

they shall be your judges." They will at least convict you of partial and unjust judg-

ment, (a) Some of the disciples of the Pharisees pretended to exorcise devils.

Whether they did so in reality is open to question. Josephus (see ' Ant.,' viL 6. 3

;

viiL 2. 5), Justin Martyr, Irenaus, Origen, TertuUian, and other early Fathers are

quoted to show that such exorcisms were successfully practised. The sons of Sceva

attempted it to their cost (see Acts xix. 16). If they only pretended to do it, then our

Lord's woriis here are ironical, but the argument is equally good. (5) The disciples of

the Pharisees professed not to cast out devils by the aid of devils. They did it, or

attempted to do it, by the invocation of the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. (3)

He applies the reasoning to the confusion of the unbeliever. " If I cast out devils by
the Spirit of God, then the kingdom of God is come unto you." It were blasphemy to

charge the Spiritof God with working to confirm a falsehood. The disciples of the

Pharisees did not claim to be the Messiah. (4) He emphasizes the proof of his

Messiabship in that superiority to devils which he had evinced in the miracle. The
strong man's house can only be entered by the stronger than he ; and who but Messiah
is stronger than Satan ? (5) In this war between Christ and Belial there is no neuter.

We obstruct if we do not promote the kingdom of God (see Luke ix. 49, 50). " He
that gathereth not with me scattereth." The sense is, says Stier, " He that gathereth,

but not with me, his gathering is itself a scattering." (6) Then he marks the dreadful

character of their blasphemy, " Wherefore I say unto you," etc.

II. The DirnouiiTiBS of the subject mat now be considered. 1. la not t)te

blasphemy against the Holy Ohost the final rejection of Jesus as the Christ f (1) " Not
a particular act of sin, but a state of wilful, determined opposition to the Holy Spirit, is

meant (1 John v. 16; 2 Tim. iii. 8; Jude 4, 12, 13; Heb. x. 26—31; vL 4—8)"
(Alford). (2) That there is no forgiveness for such a state, viz. while the sinner

remains in it, is obvious. The one sin to which damnation is appended is persevering
unbelief. (3) To speak against the Son of man is to resist the testimony of Christ

coming without the demonstration of miracles. To speak against the Holy Ghost is to

resist that testimony when confirmed by miracles (cf. Exod. viii. 19 ; Luke xi. 20

,

John X. 47, 48). (4) " The sin denounced is, probably, the rejection of the last and
greatest evidence of the Messiahship of Christ—the dispensation of the Spirit " (Harris).

In this view, with respect to the Pharisees, our Lord's words are admonitory, " If you
persist in this temper you will place yourselves beyond the reach of mercy." The
nation of Israel was not destroyed until after the evidence of the Spirit proved unavail-
ing. (5) There is absolutely no sin that may not be repented and forgiven through
tlie mercy of the gospel. Impenitence—wilful unbelief— is the one unpardonable crime.
2. Tet are there degrees of difficvlty in respect to repentance. (1) Sins of ignorance
could be readily expiated by sacrifice under the Law (see Numb. xv. 28). And so still

are they more easily forgiven under the gospel (see 1 Tim. i. 13). (2) For presump-
tuous or high-handed sins there were under the Law no sacritices (see Lev. xx. 10

;

Numb. XV. 30, 31 ; xxxv. 31 ; 1 Sam. ii. 25). (3) Yet for presumptuous sins there
was forgiveness from the Lord upon repentance in anticipation of the mercy of the
gospel. The pardon of high-handed sins belongs properly to the age of Messiah (cf.

Ps. li. ; Acts ii. 36, 38; iii. 17 ; v. 31). The converting grace of Christ masters the
strong man in the heart. Once the devil could make the sinner swear, get drunk,
neglect his soul ; but now things are changed, and he has no sucli power. (4) When
sin becomes desperately malignant, as in the case of these Pharisees, repentance
becomes extremely difficult. The spirit of the words of Christ is that all manner of sin
and blasphemy is more easily forgiven than the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost.
Thus when our Lord says, " Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not
pass away " (Mark xiii. 31), the meaning is that heaven and earth will more easily pass
away than that his words should fail of accomplishment. For so it is expressed in
Luke (xvi. 17). 3. Is there here any countenance to the doctrine ofpurgatory f (1) The

.

words "world to come" (ton nh-iy) "age to come," are commonly used in Jewish writers
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to ezpresB the age of Messiab. The age to come, then, is the gospel a°:e, which did not
Bet in fully until the great Sacrifice was offered upon Calvary and the Spirit poured out
on the Day of Pentecost, and which was contrasted with the Levitical age then current.

(2]) The Jews expected a freer forgiveness of sins in the age of Messiah than they
enjoyed under the Levitical dispensation. (3) The import of our Lord's words, then,

simply is that the di£5culty is extreme in brioging to repentance a malignant and
unreasonable blasphemer, (4) And if he pass the age of Messiah unforgiven, then he
will have to encounter the horrors of " eternal damnation " (Mark iii. 29), or, as the
New Yerfflon puts it, " is guilty of an eternal sin."—J. A. M.

Vers. 33—37.—3%e heart in the tongue. The subject of the Pharisees' blasphemy ii

continued in these verses. From them we learn

—

L That thb uoenoe of the tonoue is a pbgonant evil. 1. It is fruitful in
robbery. (1) Slander filches the reputation of the innocent. A man's character is his

reputation with his Maker, whatever may be his reputation with his fellows. Reputa-
tion is a man's charactel as estimated by his fellows. Next to the favour of God men
esteem that of their fellows. It is a moral power the loss of which is serious injury.

(2) Slander robs a man of his friends. We are constituted for society. Solitary con-
finement is intolerable. No man can afford to be deserted of his friends. But who
would be the friend of a blasted reputation ? (3) Slander deprives a man of property.

The robber may not be enricheil, but the robbery is real. A man without a character

is shut out of the markets. 2. It is prolific in murder. (1) Murder is held among
men of all crimes the most heinous, and is therefore visited by the extreme penalty of

law. But hatred is incipient murder (cf. ch. v. 21, 22 ; 1 John iii. 15). Slander is the

hatred of the cowardly knave. The Pharisees who first maligned Christ then took

counsel to destroy him (see ver. U). (2) If slander does wot aim at the life of the

body, it stabs the life of character. Character is moral life. It is a more sacred thing

than the life of the animal. A virtuous man would part with the life of the flesh

rather than sacrifice bis character. (3) The poison of the nettle or of the sting of an
insect is not the less real because it m»y elude the tests of chemistry. The murder is

not the less real because it is not overtaken by the civil law. 3. It is emphatically

diabolical. (1) Calumny is the favourite weapon of the " father of lies." This is

expressed in his very name. " Devil " means traducer. Satan slandered God to Eve
(see Gen. iii. 1, 4, 5). Satan slandered Job to God (Job i. 11 ; ii. 4). (2) Therefore

the blasphemy of the Pharisees is here fittingly compared to the venom of the serpent.
" Ye offspring of vipers, how can ye, being evil, speak good things ? " (see also ch. iii.

7). (3) The malignity of the slanderer is devilish. Its wickedness is as gratuitous as

it is cruel. A burglar may benefit by his plunder; but this species of robbery benefits

nobody. A man whose reputation is pre.served may replace his property ; but filched

of his " good name " he is " poor indeed."

II. That the conquest of the TOuatrB is a worthy aubition. 1. Words are the

vehicles of thought. (1) They are the instruments of thought. We think in words.

We cannot think without them. Try. Clear ideas are shaped in appropriate language.

The vocabulary of the savage is'too rude for him to be capable ofprofound or philosophic

thought. (2) They are the conveyancers of thought. Perceptive ideas may be con-

veyed by other signs, as gesture, or facial expretision ; but profound thoughts and
delicate distinctions require the more perfect instrument of speech. 2. By ivordi

thought stirs worlds. (1) The world of commerce. Educated hands and inventive

minds are linked by words. Words guide the transport of the products from the

fectory to the market. In the market they preside in all exchanges. (2) The world

of politics. The speech of an orator may shape the destinies of an empire. By a word

the peace of a continent may be settled or disturbed. Words have created revolutions.

(3) The world of morals. Witness the connection between the preaching of Peter the

Hermit and the Crusades ; the relation of the preaching of Luther to the Protestant

Reformation. 3. What an enginefor good or evil is here I (1) Skilfully used, steam

will set a factory in motion. Mismanaged, it will wreck it. So words. (2) Eternal

happiness or misery turns upon the quality of a word. A good word may awaken

memories and start trains of thought to issue in a regenerated life. A malignant word,

at a moment of indecision, may so determine the will as to damn an immortal destiny.

MATTUKW 2 M
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(3) The value of words will be seen in the day of judgment. For by their words will

they be judged (vers. 36, 37). (a) Wicked words will pass in review. The blasphemy
against the Holy Ghost. The word against the Son of man. (b) Idle words—^words

wanting in seriousness and caution ; discourse that does not tend to the glory of God;
the desecration of the solemn language of Scripture in garnishing idle talk (ct. Frov. x.

9 ; Eph. iv. 29 ; v. 4 ; 1 Tim. v. 13). (c) Of these we shall have to give an account.

Picture the Pharisee explaining his blasphemy in the very presence of the Blessed One
whom he had attemjjted to identify with the devil I

III. That the tongue is conquebed in the heabt. 1. Speech u the natural vent

e/ the hea/rt. (1) The heart will have expression or it will break. The growing tree

will displace rocks. The overflowing fountain will carry away obstructions. I'ent-up

feeling is like steam in a close vessel. (2) The heart will have adequate expression.

This it can only find in speech. It is ready. "Nearest the heart, nearest tijc mouth."
The idea most forcibly impressed on the mind will naturally claim first utterance.

The tongue also is flexible end mobile, and words are versatile and apt. 2. Language
it the sure index to charattar. (1) This follows, for the heart is the character. Jesus
is the good tree whose fruit is good. The Pharisee is the evil tree whose fruit is evil.

(2) As the tree is known by its fruit, so is the heart by the conversation. " The kind
of speech in a man betokens the kind of action you will get from him " (Carlyle).

(3) The tree after its kind is folded up in the seed, and can be evolved from it again

;

so from our words the Judge of all will evolve again our character in the great day of

doom. (4) Every word has its moral history. (5) Though Jacob may simulate the
raiment of Esau, he cannot simulate his voice. 3. There/ore the tongue must be cured
in the heart. (1) They begin at the wrong end who would reform the heart by
reforming the tongue. " A man may beat down the bitter fruit from an evil tree until

he is weary ; but whilst the root abides in strength and vigour, the beating down of
the present fruit will not hinder it from bringing forth more " (Dr. Owen). (2) Reso-
lution can only transiently cure, viz. while the matter is present to the mind. But
thought cannot evermore remain upon any single subject. The most vigilant sentinel

must sometimes sleep, and the truant heart will out. (3) But let the heart be full of

luve to God and man, and its malice may he trusted anywhere. (4) Nothing but
the salt of grace will heal the bitter spring of the bad heart. Nothing but a good
graft can convert an evil tree (see 1 Sam. xxiv. 13 ; Isa. xxxii. 6). (5) It should be
more our care to be good than to seem good (cf. Prov. xxv. 26 ; Jer. vL 7).—J. A. M.

Yers. 38—45.

—

The sign-seekeri. After Jesus had denounced the blasphemy of the
scribes and Pharisees, and threatened them with the severity of the judgment, certain

of their number demanded of him a sign to sustain his asserted authority. In his

reply we notice

—

I. That the ^nners are rebuked in mbboy. 1. Tliey sought a tign, inc., from
heaven. (1) The sign of the Prophet Daniel was evidently that for which they looked
(cf, Dan. vii. 13 ; ch. xvi. 1 ; Luke xi. 16 ; 1 Cor. i. 22). They were eager for the
visible kingdom. (2) In this clamour former miracles are ignored. He who is uncon-
vinced by proofs so stupendous as those on which Christianity rests is an unbeliever,

not from want of evidence, but from an evil bias upon his judgment and will which
no additional demonstration can remedy. 2. But this sign was notfor that generation.

(1) They were " evil." The Pharisees and scribes were eminently so. Speaking against

the Son of man. BlasphcmiDg against the Holy Ghost. A " generation of vipers."

(2) They were adulterous. Literally so. They were guilty of polygamy, frequent

divorces, and other sensualities, which they covered by hypocrisy or defended by
immoral casuistry. About this time the Rabbi Joachim ben Zacchai abrogated the
trial by the bitter waters of jealousy, because so many were found to be thus criminated.

(3) Figuratively, The Hebrews were by the Sinai covenant married to their Maker,
as Christians become the spouse of Christ by the covenant from Zion. Idolatry and
worldliness, which is • form of idolatry, are spiritual adultery (see Jas. iv, 4). (4)
The clamourera did not consider that the sign from heaven is the signal for judgment.
Had they faithfully read the Prophet Daniel they would have seen that the judgment
precedes the visible kingdom. It is in liis mercy that God does not answer the prayers
of ivicked men. 3, Fe gave them the sign from the "trth. (1) Jonah was a type of
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Chnst in his burial. Jonah »poke of his position in the belly of the fish as that of
one^buned in the grave. He calls it " the belly of hell," Sheol, or the grave ; and " the
pit (see Jonah iL 2, 6, margin). The type was all the more remarkable in the mira-
culous preservation of his life. For the Holy One must not see corruption. He cannot
be holden of death. (2) Jonah was a type of Christ in his resurrection, (a) As to
the fwA. (J) As to the timt (vide Exposition ; see also Hos. vi. 2). (3) Jonah
preached to the Ninevites after his return from his burial in the sea-monster. The
true preaching of the gospel followed upon the resurrection of Jesus. (4) The miracle
in the case of Jonah was a sign that he was a divinely commissioned prophet; and it

a,uthenticated his words to the Ninevites. So is the resurrection of Jesus the authen-
tication of Ms mission and words (see Luke xi. 30). Those who will not accept this
sign are in no condition to accept any sign, though it should be even " from heaven."
(5) In God's order the sign of the Prophet Jonah must anticipate the sign of the
Prophet Daniel. Messiah must first come in humiliation, in suffeiihg and death and
burial, before he can come in power and great glory.
IL That the sinnebs abe admonished op judgment. 1. 2%e men of Mneveh

wiU confront them there. (1) The Ninevites repented at the preaching of Jonah.
They credited the sign. Their faith saved them from vengeance. Note: God's
threateniqgs, as well as his promises, are conditional. No one goes to perdition by
arbitrary predestination. (2) How will the scribes and Pharisees appear in the judg-
ment when confronted with the men of Nineveh ? They repented not at the preaching
of Jesus, who came to them authenticated by miracles and prophecies innumerable.
(3) Jesus is a "greater than Jonah." The Ninevites repented at the preaching of the
lesser prophet. The scrilws and Pharisees resisted the preaching of the greater. Note

:

Responsibilities are heavier as privileges and opportunities are greater. 2. Hie queen
of the »o«tt tom confront them there. (I) She came to hear the wisdom of Solomon.
Solomon was but a type of Jesus. He is Wisdom itself—the Eternal Word of God.
The Wisdom of God himself " came to his own" privileged people, " but they received
him not." (2) She came "from the uttermost parts of the earth." She came up
out of a dark heathen land, far away from the light of the oracles of God. How
strongly did her case contrast with that of the very doctors of the Law, who, in the
" Valley of Vision," were visited by the God of glory I (3) Gentile believers in
general will come into judgment with the Jewish rejecters of the gospel. So will

those who amongst the Gentiles improved inferior light rise up to confound those who
have neglected or abused the superior. The rising up alludes to the custom of
witnesses rising from their seats and standing in court to give their testimony. (4)
Opportunity and privilege will have their value in the judgment in determining the
measure of the rewards and punishments.

ni. That the binnebs abe warned of dooh. 1. 2%e sentence is the sequel of the

trial. (1) The certainty of the trial cannot be disputed. It is certified in the sign of

the resurrection of Christ. This is the very gist of the reference to the sign of the
Prophet Jonah. In this sense also Paul cites the sign : " He hath appointed a day, in

the which he will judge the world in righteousness by the Man whom he hath
ordained ; whereof he hath given assurance unto all men, in that he hath raised him
from the dead (Acts xvii. 31). (2) Not only is the resurrection of Christ given
for a sign of the judgment ; it is, moreover, given to evince the certainty of the

particular doctrine, viz. that men shall be then judged by their words, and by them
justified or condemned. Let this great truth influence all our conversation. (3) As
certainly as there will be a judgment, so certainly will the destiny of the judged be

determined. The judgment will be no mere parade. The doom of the wicked is

portrayed in the parable of the unclean spirit. 2. Communities are punished in this

toorld. (1) This is obvious from the nature of the case. They belong exclusively to

it, and exist in it. So the parable sets forth the doom of the "generation " or race of

imbelieving Jews. (2) Their "first" state was melancholy, viz. when they were
visited by the gospel. It is described imder the similitude of a demoniac. The pre-

valence of demoniacal possession at that time was a consequence, and therefore

fittingly a figure, of the wickedness of the nation. (3) They had a season of merciful

visitation in the preaching of John and of Jesus. There was a partial reformatio!'

through the preaching of John. Jesus, in consequence, appeared, and expelled devils
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to ovince his power to drive them away from the hearts of the people. (4) The
reformation, however, was hut partiaL The people relapsed ; and now their condition

had become worse than ever. Instead of being the victim of one, they now became the

victim of seven devils, and these more wicked than the former. Note : There are

degrees of wickedness in devils. Hence the blasphemy against the Huly Ghost. Hence
also their filling up the measure of their iniquity in crucifying the Just One ; and
hence the consequent " days of vengeance " in the destruction of Jerusalem. 3. Indi-

viduals also are punished for sin, (1) Sinners, as individuals, do not wholly go
unpunished in this world. The wrath upon communities is felt by individuals. The
condition of the backslider is itself a punishment. (2) Satan finds his sonl inviting.

For out of humanity he is restless. He is uneasy when he can do no mischief. Hell is

the devil's heaven. There is nothing to keep him out. (a) He finds it " empty " of

God, of Christ, of his Holy Spirit. (6) It is "swept" from love, lowliness, meekness,
and all the fruits of the Spirit, (c) It is " garnished " with levity and security. The
lodgings are furnished. " Servants make the house trim and handsome against their

master comes home, especially when he brings guests with him, as here the devil brings
• seven more '

" (Gurnall). (3) The last state of the backslider is worse than the first.

(a) His powers were expanded under the heavenly influences of the gospel, and he is

the more capable now of refinement in iniquity. He can now entertain " seven " devils,

whereas formerly he had accommodation for one only, (b) Evil habits are formed and
strengthened by relapses. The condition induced by multiplied relapses is therefore

the moreincurable. (4) The final doom of the sinner is at the judgment of the last

day. Then balances are struck and arrears paid up. Then the severity of the tyranny
of the "seven devils " is felti^—J. A. M.

Vers. 46—60.

—

CJuisfs rdaiionshijpt. These, so far as they are set forth in the text,

a-e three, viz. he has a relationship to the world, to the family, and to the Church.
Consider, then

—

I. His belationsbif to tbb wobld. I. He is its JRedeemer. (1) To accomplish
our redemption he assumed our nature. In our nature he assumed our sin. Not,
however, by his incarnation, but by imputation. He redeemed us from suffering by
sufiering in our stead. (2) He is the Bedeemer of all men. To all men, therefore, the

conditions of salvation are to be proclaimed. Those who accept the conditions

experience the benefit. (3) The redemption saves us from sin to righteousness. It

saves us from death—spiritual—everlasting. 2. Ee is its Teacher, (1) He came to

release the Jew from the traditions of the elders. To bring out the spirit of the Law,
which has the essence of the gospel in it (see 2 Cor. iii. 12—18). To illustrate life and
immortality. (2) He came to release the Gentile from ignorance, superstition, and
vice. To reconcile him to God. To reconcile him to the Jew. For the children of

the promise, whether Jew or Gentile, are the children of Abraham's faith (GaL iii. 29).

(3) Here we find him " speaking to the multitudes." His discourse was not to the

Pharisees, but to the crowd. From the " wise and understanding " he turns away, that

he may reveal the mysteries of wisdom " unto babes." Those multitudes were repre-

sentative. To the vaster multitudes in all climes, in a million echoes, he still speaks
loving words.

II. His belationshif to his fauilt. 1. Thefamity daim was asserted. (1) '* His
mother and his brethren." There is difference of opinion as to the identity of these
" brethren." Some think they were his cousins—children of Mary, his mother's sister,

and of Cleophas, or AlphsBus. Some believe them to have been children of Joseph and
Mary. There is no sufQcient reason to doubt this ; for the perpetual virginity of Mary
is a figment. (2) They " stood without, seeking to speak with him." Note : Mary made
no eflbrt to " command her Son," as the Mariolatrists speak. Yet there was an assertion

of family claim in the desire for a private audience with Jesus. (3) Had the family

claim been properly asserted, it would doubtless receive a recognition. From his cross

Jesus was solicitous for the temporal niaintenanee and protection of his mother (see

John xix. 25—27). 2. It was offensively asserted. (1) " His mother and his brethren

stood without," when they should have stood within, listening to the discourse. Those
who are nearest the means of grace are often the most negligent of them. So the

proverb^ " The nearer the church the further from God." (2) Yet they had the pre-
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sumption to desire that Jesus should come out to them. This was, moreover, an
unseemly interruption of a heavenly discourse. It was also an unwarrantable dis-

traction to the hearers. Family influence is misplaced in interrupiting the blessed work
of God (see Luke xi. 27, 28). (3) Their purpose was to stop his preaching ; for hia
brethren were unbelieving, and thought him beside himself (cf. Mark iiL 21, 31

;

John vii. 5). His mother was with them. Perhaps her motive may have been to

caution him against offending the Pharisees. 3. The intrusion wm reproved. (1)
" He answered and said unto him that told him. Who is my mother? and who are my
brethren ? " And what follows suggests that upon this occasion, at least, they were
not doing the will of his Father which is in heaven. (2) He proceeded with his

discourse. His earthly mother's claims must not compete with the will and work of

his heavenly Father. The opposition we may meet with even from our relatives

must not drive us from the work of God. (3) The fault of Mary, together with its

reproof, seriously discourage Mariolatry (of. Luke ii. 49 ; xi. 28 ; John ii. 4).

III. His belationbhip to the Chuboh. 1. Christ't nearest relations are his true

disciples. (1) They are defined to be those who do the will of his Father which is in

heaven (see John vii. 17). Jesus himself came, not to do his own will, but the will

of him that sent him (John vi. 38). (2) His true disciples are preferred before his

natural relatives. There is no saving relationship to Jesus according to the flesh.

Spiritual relationship to him is saving. (3) Those who do the will of the Father are

nearest of kin to the Son. He is his Father's Heir. Those who are the children of hia

Father are his co-heirs (cf. Rom. viii. 17 ; Gal. iv. 7). 2. Endearments of natural

relationship are heightened in them. (1) "He is my brother." Jesus is more than a
Friend to bis true disciple. He will cleave to him when he is forsaken of all others. He
is that Friend that sticketh closer than a brother. (2) " And sister." He extends to

his disciple that loving protection which a true brother extends to his sister. He
delights in the happiness of the disciple as the brother delights in the happiness of his

sister. (3) " And mother." As a good son gives the support of a strong arm to his

mother in her tailing strength, so does Jesus strengthen his disciples in the seasons of

their weakness. (4) As the disciples who are worthy of Christ forsake for him all

natural relationships, so does he forsake all natural relationships for them (cf. ch. iv. 22

;

X. 37 ; Luke xiv. 26). Thus do they receive in him both the hundr^fold and the

eternal life (see ch. xix. 29). 3. SpirUual relationships are enduring. (1) Kot so the

natural. These are invaded by death. Saints in the resurrection are like the angels

of God. (2) The family named after Christ is at once in heaven and earth. We are

already come to the general assembly and Church of the Firstborn enrolled in heaven.

(3) Christ will not be ashamed of his poor relations. He will confess them before

assembled worlds.—J. A. M.

Ver. 2.

—

Bigidity in sahlath rules. That which the disciples did was not regarded

as a wrong thing in their day. Thomson tells us that, when travelling in harvest-

time, his muleteers plucked off the ears of com, rubbed them in their hands, and ate

the grains, just as the apostles did. And this was quite allowable ; it was never thought

of as stealing. The Pharisees did not object to the thing that was done, but to tlie

infringement of their stiff rule, that this particular act should not be done on the sab-

bath, because it amounted tu doing work on the sabbath day. Divine laws can gain

adjustments and adaptations to fit to various conditions and circumstances ; there is

elasticity in their applications. Man-made laws are stiff and rigid; they scarcely

permit exceptions ; and require that men shall always adjust to them, and never expect

law to adjust to meet their need. The Divine sabbath law is large, comprehensive,

spiritual, and therefore searching. But it is elastic, and adjusts to man's varying con-

ditions; it does not expect men to force themselves to fit to it. Human sabbath rules

were, in our Lord's time, and are still, most vexatious things—^yokes that neither our

fathers nor we have been able to bear. They required a woman to have no bow on her

dress, unless it was sewn on, and so a part of the dress; for otherwise she would ba

carrying a low. And these strange rules to-day permit a woman to use a pin on the

Sunday, but refuse to allow her to use a needle. Sabbath never can be really kept on
man-made rules. "In their bigoted reverence for the sabbath some of the Jews
asserted that the day was first of all kept in heaven, and that the Jewish nation had
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been chosen for no other end than to preseire it holy upon earth." The extent to

which they carried their scruples excites one's ridicule and contempt.

I. Thb sabbath as a fbinoifle. It is well, in dealing with the sabbath, always

to show first that it is a Divine arrangement for humanity, as such, and is not, in the

first place, distinctively religious. For healthy life Ood provided the rest of night

;

for healthy work God provided the rest of the sabbath. But there is this important

difierence between them. The rest of night is compulsory ; the seventh-day rest is

voluntary. This at once brings in the element of principle and of religion. If a man
is' in the fear and love of God, as he should be, he will readily and cheerfully do what
God suggests as well as what God commands,

II. The sabbath as a bxtle. Voluntary things may not be done; then if God
will not make certain things compulsory, men think they can do God service by fixing

rules for their fellows, and so make them keep sabbath. And even good men cannot
see that thus they take all the glory of the sabbath away.—B. T.

Ver. 8.

—

The salibath an agency within Chrisfs control, " For the Son of man is

Lord even of the sabbath day." It would open up a most interesting subject if we
were to inquire whether our Lord spoke these words in his personal or in his repre-

sentative capacity—whether he meant, " I, as an individual, am Lord of the sabbath,"

or whether he meant, " Every man, if he is a true man, with right motives and pur-
poses, is lord of his sabbath, and has both the power and the liberty to arrange it as

he thinks may be for the best."

I. Chbibt was Lord of his sabbaths. It is familiar thought that he was Lord
because he was Divine—^he was the Son of God ; " all power was given unto him in

heaven and in earth." But that is not bis own ground of claim here. He was " Lord
of the labbath " because he was " the Son of man ;

" first of men—model Man. His
manhood gave him his rights. . Had he been a man of wavering disposition, uncertain

in his ideas of the right, ruled by self-pleasing, or with a poor sense of loyalty to God,
he could not have managed his sabbaths. But, being the perfectly controlled, pious,

cultured Man he was, we all feel at once that we could have no hesitation whatever in

fully committing to him the management of his sabbaths, for himself, for his house-

hold, for his disciples. The perfect Divine Man can be " Lord of the sabbath ;
" he

will do no wrong himself; he will let no wrong be done by those about him. If he
permits his disciples to satisfy their hunger by plucking the ears of com on the sab-

bath, those disciples do no wrong. Character, sanctified character, is the lord of the

sabbath ; and this is perfectly shown in the claims of Jesus, the ideal Man.
II. Chbistians abb lobds of theib sabbaths. Just in the degree in which they

are Christians indeed, swayed by Christian principles, toned by the Christian spirit,

moulded to the Christian model. We observe that we do, without thinking about it,

fully permit established Christians to arrange their sabbaths how they please—we
easily let them be lords of the sabbath. Our anxiety concerns the ways in which the

inexperienced Christians, the mere professors, and the worldly, keep the sabbath. It

is only for their sakes that we ever think of making aabbath rules. If all men were
uch men as the Lord Jesus, we could banish every sabbath rule, and let them be
" lords of their sabbaths

;
" and so it comes to view that what the world wants is the

Divine life in souls, the Divine culture in life, the perfecting of manhood bo that every
man may become lord of his sabbath.—B. T.

Yer. 13.

—

Power allied to obedience, "Then smth he to the man. Stretch forth

thine hand. And he stretched it forth ; and it was restored whole, like as the other,"

The man did as he was bidden, and found himself able to do what he was bidden to do.

And this illustrates a great, comprehensive, ever-working law. Every man can do
what he ought to do. He who tries to obey will surely find himself able to obey.

This man was bidden to do precisely what, to all appearance, he could not do. He did

it, in obedience to a Divine command, and, to his own surprise, and every one else's

surprise, he found he could do it. In a similar way onr Lord said to the paralytic,
" Rise, take up thy bed, and walk." How a paralyzed man was to do this did not
appear. But the man tried to obey, and found that power came with the obedience.

Had he waited for consciousness of strength he might have waited, helpless, for ever.
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ftompt obedience proved the possession of faith ; that is the arranged channel of Divine
blessing. "Whatsoever he saith unto you, do it," and you will find that you can do it.

I. Man's obedience is the biqn op his faith. Therein lies the virtue of it. The
act reveals the spirit of the man. He who believes in Christ will, without question or
hesitancy, do whatever Christ tells him to do. Illustrate from such cases as that of
Abraham offering up his son. We can see the obedience, but behind the obedience,
and inspiring the obisdience, we may see the faith. And this the writer of the Epistle
to the Hebrews brings out: "By faith Abraham offered up Isaac . . . accounting that
God was able to raise him up, even from the dead ; from whence also he received him
in a figure." Mere obedience has no special virtue in it. It is no more than oxir duty.
But when obedience becomes the expression of faith, then it becomes supremely
interesting, it is a high moral and spiritual power. St. James points out that "faith
without works [obediences] is dead;" but it is equally true that "works [obediences]
without faith are dead." This man stretched out his hand because he believed in
Christ's power to heal.

II. God's poweb in bebponse to a mak's faith. It should be clearly seen that
Christ rewarded fixe faith. It is that honours God. We may even illustrate from the
relations of our home-life. We love to be obeyed, and we do much for the children
who are good. But we, in a far higher sense, love to be trusted, and we do our best,
unfold our richest, for those who lean on us with loving confidence. It is the sweet
mystery of the Fatherhood of God that he loves to be trusted, and gives his best to
those who trust. "Only believe; all things are possible to him that believeth."—R. T.

Ver. 14.

—

Huperih offaithfvlnesi. That he might be "in all points tempted like
as we are," our Lord had the experience of rousing enmity even in doing faithfully the
duty of the hour. It was liis life-work to heal and save. He was not going to allow
himself to be hindered, in doing his great life-work, by fhe claims of merely rabbinical
rules. But the penalty came, which comes to all men who are persistently faithful to
their sense of right: "The Pharisees went out, and held a council against him, how
they might destroy him." It is important io note that the Pharisaic opposition to

Christ was raised on the distinct ground that he would be true to himself—^he would
say just what was given him to say; he would do just what was given him to do; he
would not trim his words or his ways to please any parties. And this in no spirit of
stubbornness ; only in supreme loyalty to the supreme Authority which he acknowr
ledged, and those Pharisees professed to acknowledge. If any man means to be faith-

ful to the best he knows, he had better take due account of the fact that he will be
misunderstood, misrepresented, and socially persecuted. 'I'he man who means to get
through life easily has no very positive opinions, and is quite ready to shift and change
his views if they do not quite please. But such men never yet led, ennobled, inspired,

or reproved any generation. Men of positive convictions alone can lead to noble
things ; and they may be well content to bear the perils of faithfulness.

L The foes of faithfuIi Jesus. " These Pharisees passed for the best persons in

the country, the conservators of respectability and orthodoxy. They cannot be accused
of having neglected Jesus. They turned their attention to him from the first. They
followed him step by step. They discussed his doctrines and his claims, and made up
their minds. Their decision was adverse, and they followed it up with acts, never
becoming remiss in their activity for an hour. This is, perhaps, the most solemn and
appalling circumstance in the whole tragedy of the life of Christ, that the men who
rejected, hunted down, and murdered him, were those reputed best in the nation, its

teachers and examples, the zealous conservators of the Bible, and the traditions of the
past." Bat this is always the supreme bitterness of the lot of faithful men; their

worst foes are the good people whom they would die to serve, if they could, with
supreme loyalty to God.

II. The schemes of the foes of faithfdl Jkbus. They began with trying

arguments ; but as they did not succeed at that, they attempted to silence Jesus ; and
even were led on to scheme his death. They represent the gradaal embittering and
blinding which always follow on cherished religious prejudice.—R. T.

Yer. 19.

—

The power that may be in silentfarea. This passage from Isaiah is given
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to show that one most characteristic feature of our Lord's ministry was anticipated in

Erophecy. He avoided publicity ; he shrank fiom contentions ; he would not thrust
imself into danger; he was absolutely content to do a quiet work, by personal

influence, daily teachings, and kindly deeds of helpfulness, and of " heavenly. Divine
charity." Silent forces are the mightiest. Silent light does more than bursting
lightning; silent gravitation does more than rumbling earthquake. A thought, a
truth, may work in men's minds as the frost works in the cli£fs that guard " the
inviolate sea;" and presently the results are found, as tbe cliffs fall on to the shores.

But faith in the power of silent forces is not usual with men, more especially in the
spheres of religion. We are always wanting something that can be reported in the
newspapers, and bring round upon us the praise of men for our energy and activity.

The quiet-souled, who are content to do good work, and to keep on doing it, leaving it

with Ood to appraise work, and reckon results, and reward workers, can always make
their appeal to Christ, who got away from crowds whenever he could, who shrank from
public excitement, and laid on the altar of the Father's service simply good, patient,

quiet work. This subject may be effectively illustrated in relation to the following
things: 1. The silent force of sanctified persoual character. 2. The silent force of
unconscious influence. 3. The silent force of ever-ready and ever-cheerful helpfulness.

4. The silent force of cultured self-denial. 5. The silent force of full convictions of
truth. The man of strong &ith never needs to use strong assertion. Quietness is his
strength. There is need for the noisy forces; and God is properly called by the poet
" Lord of the strong things and the gentle." But our faith in the manifestly strong
things needs no buttressing. Our faith in the seemingly weak things needs much but-
tressing. Jesus neither " strives nor cries," but he puts forces into the world which
will work, as the leaven works, until they have secured the world's redemption.—B. T.

Ter. 24.

—

A maMdovs explanation. " This fellow doth not cast out devils, but by
Beelzebub the prince of the devils." The Pharisees must have been very hard driven
indeed in order to invent such an explanation. Perhaps what was in their minds was
this : " He orders the evil spirits about as if he were a master, or prince, of them. He
must be himself possessed with a devil, and it evidently is Beelzebub the prince of the
devils." Our Lord had no difficulty in showing up the folly and malice of such sug-
gestions. 1. Masters do not spoil tbe characteristic work of their servants ; m prince

Of devils was not likely to prevent devils doing devils' work. 2. Jewish exorcists

claimed power to cast out devils; these Pharisees claimed such power; then their

argument was readily turned round on themselves—they too must be possessed by
Beelzebub the prince of the devils. "According to the Book of Henoch, the demons
are the souls of the giants who corrupted themselves with the daughters of men ; but
Josephus regarded tbem as the spirits of dead men. They were so numerous that
every man has ten thousand on his right hand, and one thousand on his left. The
chief of the diabolical empire was Beelzebub." " The rabbis, scribes, and doctors of

the Law undertook tbe casting out demons, and some of them were considered very
skilful in the art. The healing art was simply exorcism." Dean Plumptre ventures
to remind us that " we need not assume that such power was always a pretence, or
rested only on spells and incantations. Earnestness, prayer, fasting, faith,—-these are
always mighty in intensifying the power of will, before which the frenzied soul bows
in submission or yields in confidence ; and these may well have been found among the
better and truer Pharisees."

I. An explanation mat bb good if it is offebbd in a mauoioub sfibit. Its

value, as an explanation, should be fairly weighed, without prejudice. We may often
learn most valuable things from the bitter words of our enemies. They reveal to us
what otherwise we might never have discovered.

II. An explanation is likely to be bad when it ib offebed in a halioioitb
SFIBIT. It is better to suspect it ; better not to make too much of it. Malice spoils

eyesight, and certainly spoils judgment. These Pharisees fashioned a bad argument
just because they felt angry with Jesus.—B. T.

Ver. 28.

—

An wrgwnmt with a warning. " But if I oast out devils by the Spirit of

God, then the kingdom of Ck)d is come unto you." Th« sin agunst the Holy Ghoat,
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whic2i cannot be forgiven, has been ao much misunderstood, because its immediate
relations bare not been sufficiently noticed. It has been treated as a general form of

nn, of which any one may be guilty, rather than as a specific sin, of which a particular
cla8B_ of persons in a particular age were guilty. Oar Loni was replying to certain
Pharisaic objectors. He claimed to work miracles in the power of the Spirit of Qod.
They declared that he worked the miracles in the power of the chief of the evil spirits.

To say that was to ofTer open insult to the Holy Spirit in Jesus. And that is a hope-
less kind of sin, because only in the power of the Spirit can men be saved. He who
calls the Spirit Beelzebub will never seek his saving help, and so he never will be
forgiven or regenerated. Forgiveness only comes to the penitent and humble. It is

quite clear that they are neither penitent nor humble who think the Holy Spirit in

Jesus is Beelzebub.

L Two POSSIBLE EZFLANATiosB OT CUB LoBD*8 CASTDia OUT DEVILS. 1. He may
do it with the help of the prince of the devils. Is that a reasonable explanation? If it

were merely directing the movements of devils from one sphere of work to another, it

might be reasonable ; but the case before us is distinctly one of stopping the devih'
work. Jesus " cast out " the devils. It is not reasonable to think of princes of devils

stopping their subordinates' work. Then see that these Pharisees were shot up to, and
obliged to accept, the other posnble explanation. Jesus cast out devils by the l^rit
of Qod i that is every way reasonable, according to their own showing, for the good
God must be opposed to the work of evU spirits.

:

II. The OONSEQUElilOEB OF ADUITTINQ THE ONLY BEASONABLE EXFLANATION. These
Pharisees came under the gravest responsibility. If Jesus wrought in the power of the

Spirit, they were bound to believe him, and come into discipleship with him. This
they would not do. Then Christ presses home the consequences of their wilfulness.

They sinned against light ; they resisted inward convictions ; they grieved the Spirit

;

they blasphemed the Spirit ; they put themselves into such moral attitudes that tbey

could not be forgiven ; forgiveness is of no value to those who are not humble.—B. T.

Yer. 34.

—

The law ofgood speech. "Out of the abimdance of the heart the mouth
speaketh." It is in our Lord's mind here to account for the had speech of the Phari-

sees. It was the natural expression of bad minds, minds full of prejudice and malice.

How could they, "heing evU, speak good things"? But a great principle is involved

in our Lord's appeal.

I. WoBDs HAT BE MEBB W0BD8. Our Lord calls them " idle words." Much that

we say we have not really thought. We often speak first and think last. And such
idle words, though they do not express our real selves, often make sad mischief.

Words glibly pass our tongues, and we forget them the moment after they are uttered,

but tbey are as scorpion-stings to those who hear ; they light up fires like the fires ot

hell. Therefore Christ warns so severely against words that have no thought and
no heart behind them, and yet do their fatal work, saying, " For every idle word that

man shall speak, he shall give account in the day of judgment." The first law of

good speech is

—

think before you speak.

II. WoBDS MAT UTTEB A BAD HEABT. The skill of life Is keeping bad thoughts

from gaining utterance. At the most, they only injure one person if they are kept

from utterance. There is no knowing how many they may injure if they get expressed.

These Pharisees had bad enough thoughts concerning Christ. If they had kept them
to themselves, they would only have ruined themselves. Speaking their thought out,

they started evil in other minds ; words were agencies for communicating thought to

thought ; so the mischief ran, other souls were blocked against Christ, and his redeeming

work was hindered in men.

m. WoBDB HAT UTTEB A oooD HEABT. Think pure things, and you need not

restrain utterance
;
you will find pure words. Think kind things, trustful things, God-

honouring things, and then, out of the abundance of the heart, the lips may fireely

speak. What you say will not be "idle things" with nothing behind them; nor will

they be evil things with malice behind them. Let God make the soul-fountains of

thought and heart fresh and sweet by his Holy Spirit's regenerating and sanctifying,

and there need be no fear—our speech will be good speech, "seasoned with salt."—

.

B.T.
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Ver. 38.

—

Sinful sign-seekers. Sign-seeking may be either right or wrong. Gideon

sought a sign from God for the confirmation of his faith ; and to him the sign was
given. These Pharisees asked for a sign which they could turn into a confirmation of

their unbelief, and to them no sign was giren ; they most be content with a sort of

enigma, or riddle, which they might puzzle over if they pleased. The state of mind
of these sign-seekers is of great importance. It explains to us at once that it would
have been worse than waste for our Lord to have yielded to their wish,

I. The sign thkt sought. Some miracle, wrought under conditions which they

would appoint, and submitted to tests which they would provide. Illustrate by the

recent demand of the scientific man to have the question of "answer to prayer" sub-

mitted to what he called " adequate scientific tests." For them to seek a sign at all

was to show that the miracles Christ had wrought had not produced their proper moral
efiect upon them. And anything like a demand for a sign showed that they did not

realize their proper relations to a Jehovah-prophet, and to this Jehovah-prophet, who
was the Messiah.

II. The bigk they obtained. Not at all the kind of thing they asked for.

Something stated in such a paradoxical way as compelled them to think. The refer-

ence to Jonah's being in the sea-monster's belly is not the thing our Lord is using as

a sign ; that only introduces the sign of Jonah's preaching repentance to the men of

Nineveh. Tiiat was a sign, or illustration, of our Lord's preaching to the Pharisees

;

and the sign became a solemn warning; for, while the Ninevites obeyed Jonah, they

were resolutely setting themselves against all obedience to Christ ; and as Christ was
greater than Jonah, so their judgment for rejecting him would be proportionately

severe. It is as if our Lord had said, " I will not give you a sign, but I will give you
an illustration ; and I will take it from the Old Testament history, which you pride

yourselves on knowing so well ; and from the conduct of a heathen people, whom you
sublimely despise. ' They repented at the preaching of Jonah ;

' 'A Greater than
Jonah is here.' How are yon treating him and his message? Verily the men of

Nineveh will rise and condemn you, you men of the superior privilege, in the day of

judgment." They wanted a sign that they might use to condemn Christ ; he gave
them a sign which condemned them.—B. T.

Ver. 43.— Clean, hut empty. A notion prevailed in Chaldea which presents a striking

similarity to that appealed to by our Lord in this parable of the evil spirit returning to

possess the empty house. It was thought that when once the possessing demons were
expelled from the body the only guarantee was to obtain, by the power of incantations,

an opposite possession by a favourable demon. A good spirit must take the place of

the evil one in the body of the man. This is part of one of their incantation»-~

**May the bad demons depart I May they seise upon one another I

The propitious demon,
The propitious giant,

—

May they penetrate into his body!"

We must try to see the connection in which this parable stands.

I. It fictubes the histobioai. fact cokcebnino Isbasl. The nation had, once
for all and resolutely, tiuned out the demon of idolatry when they returned from
Babylon to repossess their land. For a long time the land was clean from that sin,

empty of that bad spirit ; but as Jesus read the bad hearts of those Pharisees, and
the mischievous influence of their teachings, it seemed clear to him that the old demon
of idolatry bad come back in disguise, and brought with him seven other spirits, worse
than himself. That generation was more utterly corrupt than even the old ages of
violent idolatry. Hypocrisy, self-will, hard-heartedness, pride, malice, were devils
morally worse than idolatry.

II, It bevealb an EVEB-BEOUBBisa FACT CONOEBNINS ALL MBN, They are easily
satisfied with reforms that merely mean putting aside some evil indulgence. They give
up certain habits, and so are clean ; but they only turn out the evil and leave his place
empty. A soul must be occupied, and if its interest in evil ii removed, it miut be
interested in good. Beliglon should fill up all empty places, and leave no room for
returning evil The man who relapses into sin after being delivered from its power,
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almost always goes greater lengths in sin than he went in the early stages. Erery
relapse is more dangerous than the disease. " It is quite possible that a man who has
conquered some old vice or besetting sin may, as a leformed man, pass under the

dominion of spirits who are far more plausible and no less evil than the one he has

subdued. Instead of one coarse spirit, think of eight subtle intellects crowding into

a man's soul."—B. T.

Vers. 49, 60.

—

Spiritual relationships. There is difficulty in ascertaining the precise

relationship to Christ borne by the persons called " his brethren." They were what we
should call " blood-relations," but' they may not have been either children of Jcsnih

before his marriage to Mary, or children of Mary bom after the birth of Jesus. The
term is known to have often included cousins, and cousins of different degrees. The
point we want is that they came, claiming Christ's special attention, because they were

hlood-rdationt.

L Fahilt belationbhifs lis on a low flams. Only low comparatiyely. Until

compared with spiritual relationships, it seems to be a very high plane. We regard as

morally most yalnable the influence and mutual service of family relationships. It is

not possible to think of Christ as failing to recognize family ties. They altogether fail

in imagination, insight, and spiritual sensitiveness who think our Lord's answer was

rude, harsh, and unfeeling. Pulsford says, very suggestively, " A man's relationsare

as distinct as are his own flesh and spirit. His blood-relatives are often not his spirit-

relatives. Blood-relations are of time and for time ; kindred spirits are of eternity and

for eternity. Natural life has its own associations, and Divine life its own. When
the Divine life is quickened in a man he enters into a new world of relationships. And
in proportion to the reality and fervour of his new life will be his attachment to his

new kindred, and his power of attaching them to him."

II. Spimtual belatiokshipb lie m the bioheb plane, but abb will befbe-

BBNTBD bt THOSE IN THE LOWEB FLANE. " It was as if he had Said, ' Truly she is my
mother, and they are my brethren ; but in the higher life, not alone the one who reared

me, but every one who is like her is mine. Not alone the gentler companions of my
childhood are brothers and sisters, but all who have pure and large hearts. For all

true relationship springs from moral states, and not firom the mechanical arrangements

of society. God is the one Father, and all men become intimately related to each other

in proportion as they are intimately related to God '
" (Beecher). It is a happy thing

indeed when one's near relatives in the flesh are also rml relatives, kindred Moli, on*

with us in tho love and service of the riien ud living Lord.—B. T.
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